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Cognitive and Social Functioning in Recovery From
Depression: Results From a Population-Based Three-
Year Follow-Up

Eija Airaksinen Department of Public Health Sciences,
Norrbacka building floor 7, Stockholm, 171 76, Sweden, Ake
Wahlin, Ph.D., Maria Larsson, Ph.D., Yvonne Forsell, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to consider depression as a serious disorder also in popula-
tion-based samples. We found that despite the symptomatic im-
provement and improved social functioning, cognitive functioning
does not follow this recovery trend. This finding suggests that
depression can cause long-standing neurobiological impairments
which may have major public health implications.

Summary:

Objective. Although it is well established that depression is
associated with cognitive dysfunction, few studies have investi-
gated recovery of cognitive performance as a function of recovery
from depression. In contrast, it is well documented that depression
is associated with social disability. In order to explore this further,
we used longitudinal data from the PART project in Stockholm,
Sweden.

MMethod. A population-based sample of individuals diagnosedethod. A population-based sample of individuals diagnosed
with depression as defined in DSM-IV were examined twice with
a tree year retest interval. Psychiatric data (Schedules of Clinical
Assessments in Neuropsychiatry), information on social disability
(WHO's Brief disability Questionnaire), and cognitive data includ-
ing tests of episodic memory were obtained from 76 respondents
both at baseline and three-year follow-up. In addition, background
data concerning demographic factors, anxiety level, alcohol and
drug use were considered.

Results. The sample was divided into those who did (n=41)
and did not fulfill (n=35) the criteria for DSM-IV depression at
follow-up examination. These two groups were compared with
respect to social disability and episodic memory performance at
baseline (T1), at follow-up (T2) and across time (i.e., by examina-
ction of residual change scores). Results revealed that the study
samples did not differ in episodic memory performance either at
T1, T2 or residual change whereas the groups differed in social
functioning at T2 and with respect to residual change such that the
group that had recovered from their depression also demonstrated
improved social functioning.

Conclusion. The results suggest that depression is a serious
disorder where, despite the symptomatic improvement and im-
proved social functioning, cognitive functioning does not follow
this general recovery trend, at least not in the three-year interval
examined. It is speculated that depression may cause long-stand-
ing cognitive deficits.
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The Risk of Metabolic Syndrome Among Patients
With Mood Disorders: Findings From the Western
Part of Turkey
Fisun Akdeniz, M.D. Ege University Medical School, Psychiatry,
Ege Uni. Tip Fak. Psikiyatri Anabilim dali Bo, Izmir, 35100,
Turkey, Nabi Zorlu, M.D., Nesli Keskinoz, M.D., Simavi Vahip,
Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize and try to prevent the metabolic syndrome in
patients with mood disorders.

Summary:

Objective: The prevalence of metabolic syndrome (MS) in gen-
eral population of Turkey is between % 20-30. The metabolic
effects of psychotropics agents have been considerable debate.
It is not clear whether individuals with mental disorders are at
greater risk for obesity and metabolic syndrome than the general
population even without taking antipsychotics.

The study sought to evaluate the presence of MS in a group
of 143 patients with mood disorders who were recruited in the
specialized mood disorder outpatient unit in Izmir, Turkey.

Methods: Data were collected from the patients with mood disor-
ders (bipolar disorder, recurrent depression, and schizoaffective
disorder). The study focused on the presence of MS as defined
by the NCEP ATP III and risk factors associated with MS.

Results: 24.5 percent of the sample met the NCEP ATPIII crite-
rion for the MS, 29.4% met the criterion for abdominal obesity,
38.5% met the criterion for hypertriglyceridemia or were on a
cholesterol lowering agent, 61.5% met the criterion for lower HDL-
cholesterol levels, 22.4% met the criterion for hypertension and
21% met the criterion for high fasting glucose or antidiabetic me-
diaction use. There was a positive correlation between the number
of criterion for the MS and body mass index (r=0.482, p=0.0001).
According the regression analysis, antipsychotic treatment (p=
0.032) and older age (p=0.009) are risk factors for the presence
of the metabolic syndrome.

Conclusion: The results support the hypothesis that antipsy-
chotic-treated patients appear to be at risk for metabolic syndrome
and obesity.
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Preventive Socio-Political Measures Proposed by
Brazilian Psychiatrists: 1900-1950

Angelica A. S. de Almeida, M.A. Unicamp - University of
Campinas, History, 2748 Campus Walk ave apt. 18b, Durham,
NC, 27705, Alexander Moreira-Almeida, M.D., Eliane M. Silva,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
aware of the importance of keeping an analytical approach to
the scientific knowledge and continuously improving the scientific
enterprise through multidisciplinary studies.

Summary:

Objective: During the beginning of the 20th Century, psychiatrists
in Europe and America made several proposals to control and
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prevent mental disorders in the general population. This study
describes and analyzes the content and impact of socio-political
measures proposed by Brazilian psychiatrists between 1900-
1950.

Method: Primary sources, articles published in the lay media,
scientific papers, and conferences delivered by Brazilian psychia-
AMtrists between 1900-1950, were identified and analyzed. The gov-
ernmental answers to these proposal were also investigated.

Results: Psychiatrists proposed measures strongly based on
the mental hygiene and eugenics principles. The most important
proposals were the treatment of the syphilis, the control of alcohol
trade, the ban of religions with mediumistic practices, the control
of the media, eugenic sterilization of mentally ill patients, and
the immigration prohibition of Africans and Orientals. All these
measures were presented on the basis of just scientific evidence
and not on prejudices. The government responded with some
legislative acts that were not necessarily enforced. The syphilis
treatment, the control of mediumistic religions and the preference
for European immigrants were started.

Conclusions: The psychiatrists proposed several socio-political
measures to prevent mental disorders, and some of them resulted
in discrimination and exclusion. The fact that the psychiatrists
presented themselves as just neutral and objective scientists ad-
vises us to have a respectful but critical approach to organized
knowledge. The constant improvement and the recognition of limi-
tations to scientific knowledge must be balanced against mystifica-
tion and overenthusiasm.

This study was supported by a doctoral grant from the CNPq
(National Council for Scientific and Technological Development)
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Two Year Pilot, Open-Label Adjunctive Study of
Chromium in Therapy-Refractory, Rapid- Cycling
Patients With Bipolar Disorder

Benedikt Amann Ludwig-Maximilians University, Nussbaumstr.
9, Munich, 80336, Germany, Roland Mergl, Christoph Born,
Eduard Vieta, Carla Torrent, Heinz C. Grunze

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to discuss the mechanism of action and the role of chromium
in bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Background: Chromium has been reported to be beneficial to
patients suffering from depressive disorders. This is the first inves-
tigation of chromium in the acute and long-term treatment of bipo-
lar patients.

Methods:We conducted an open pilot, trial of chromium chloride
(CC) in 30 therapy refractory, rapid-cycling DSM-IV bipolar pa-
tients. CC was given in dosages between 600 to 800|ug as add-
on to mood stabilizers over a 2-year period. Patients were rated
weekly for the first four weeks and monthly afterwards with the
Clinical Global Impression Scale-BP (CGI-BP), Hamilton Depres-
sion Rating Scale (21-item version) (HMDS-21), Montgomery-
Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) and Young Mania
Rating Scale (YMRS). The first three weeks were separately ana-
lyzed for acute antidepressant effects. The mean follow up was
212±260 days (range: 12 to 904 days).

Results: 30% in HAMD and 39% in MADRS of the patients
were considered responders duringthe acute depressive phase.

Regarding prophylactic effects, only seven patients (23%) could
be followed up for one year and four patients (13%) could finish
the study regularly. CC was well tolerated.

Conclusions: Chromium chloride may have some antidepres-
sant properties, but failed to stabilize therapy refractory, rapid-
cycling bipolar patients.
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Marital Satisfaction of Resident Physicians at the
University of Puerto Rico
Vivianne R. Aponte, M.D. University of Puerto Rico, Psychiatry,
Calle A #10-E, Guaynabo, 00969, Puerto Rico, Glory A.
Franco, M.D., Maria C. Vicente-Prado, M.D., Vilma T.
McCarthy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the marital satisfaction of resident physicians at
the University of Puerto Rico; taking into account gender, spe-
cialty, post graduate year( PGY level) and other demographic
factors. The participant should also be able to demonstrate
broader knowledge of the instruments available to assess marital
satisfaction. They will also increase their awareness about the
importance of marital satisfaction in a resident's' life.

Summary:

Studies regarding marital satisfaction of physicians, suggest
that demands of this profession affect family and couple relation-
ships. Physicians, who report higher levels of marital satisfaction,
report higher levels of family competence, work satisfaction and
fewer psychiatric symptoms.

The purpose of this investigation was to describe the marital
satisfaction of resident physicians at the University of Puerto Rico,
and determine possible differences in marital satisfaction between
residents in surgical and non-surgical specialties, gender and
other demographic data. To obtain our data we administered the
Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS), accompanied by a demographic
information form, to married resident physicians in our system.

Ninety-one percent of possible subjects (n=179) participated in
the study. Gender distribution was 60% male and 40% female.
Surgical residents comprised 39% of the participants, while 61%
belonged to non-surgical specialties. The group's mean scale
value for marital satisfaction was found to be average. Residents
scored highest in the dyadic cohesion subscale (common inter-
ests, and shared activities) and lowest in the dyadic satisfaction
subscale (tension, present state of the relationship). Subjects with
active religious participation obtained higher scores than those
not active. Those with physician spouses obtained higher scores
if the spouse was also in training. No correlation was found be-
tween the degree of marital satisfaction and age, number of chil-
dren, ethnicity, religious affiliation, years of marriage, previous
marriages, post-graduate year, or marriage to another physician.
No statistically significant difference in marital satisfaction was
found, between surgical and non-surgical residents (X2=7.93, p=
0.24), nor between genders (X2=6.04, p=0.42).

Despite the fact that our subjects obtained an average score on
marital satisfaction, their score on the dyadic satisfaction subscale
was lower when compared to other subscales. Attention should
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be placed on diminishing tension and improving current state of
the marital relationship if we interested in increasing the well being
of resident physicians.
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The Association Between Intra-Muscular Haloperidol
and Change in the QTc Interval
Hwallip Bae, M.D. Hanyang University, Kuri Hospital, Kuri,
Korea, Neuropsychiatry, 249-1 Kyomun-dong, Kuri City,
Kyonggi 471-701 Korea, Kuri, 471-701, Republic of Korea,
Yong-cheon Park, M.D., Daeho Kim, M.D., Joonho Choi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:
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Symptom Subgroups as Endophenotypes in Genetic
Studies of OCD
Paul D. Arnold, M.D. Centre for Addiction and Mental Health,
250 College Street 1st Floor, Toronto, ON, M5T 1R8, Canada,
Tricia Sicard, B.S.C., Eliza B. Burroughs, Margaret A. Richter,
James L. Kennedy

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: 1) Define the concept of "endophenotype", 2) Understand
how symptom subgroups derived from factor analysis can be used
as endophenotypes, and 3) Understand how endophenotypes
were used in this study to help identify associations between
obsessive-compulsive disorder and genetic variants in the gluta-
mate and serotonin systems.

Summary:

Background: Genetic factors are believed to play a major role
in the etiology of OCD. Symptom subgroups of OCD have been
proposed as "endophenotypes" that are more genetically homog-
enous than OCD diagnosis and therefore useful in the identifica-
tion of susceptibility genes. We set out to determine if candidate
genes from the 5HT and glutamate systems are associated with
OCD symptom subgroups. Methods: We studied 160 adult OCD
probands and their first degree relatives. Thirty variants within the
following six genes were genotyped and analyzed using the Family
Based Association Test (FBAT): 5HT1B (5HT1B); 5HT transporter
(5HTT, including the 5HTTLPR variant); the glutamate transporter
SLC1A1; glutamate receptor ionotropic N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) 1 (GRIN1), GRIN2A and GRIN2B. Phenotypes included
OCD diagnosis and lifetime history of principal (target) symptoms
within four groups derived from previous factor analyses: 1) Ob-
sessions/checking; 2) Symmetry/ordering; 3) Contamination/
cleaning; 4) Hoarding. P values were corrected for multiple com-
parisons using the Bonferroni method

Results: Promoter polymorphisms of the 5HTTLPR were associ-
ated with Contamination/cleaning (p=0.02). Variants in SLC1A1
were associated with Obsessions/checking (p=0.02) and Symme-
try/ordering (p=0.004). The heterozygote genotype of a GRIN2B
variant was associated with decreased risk for all four subgroups
as well as OCD diagnosis (lowest corrected p=0.0006). Conclu-
sions: These results provide further support of an association
between OCD and genes in the glutamate and 5HT systems.
Although further analysis using larger samples is warranted, this
study provides preliminary evidence that using symptom sub-
groups as endophenotypes may facilitate identification of both
vulnerability and protective genes in OCD.
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This report shows intramuscular injection of haloperidol could
increase QTc interval, but these QTc differences were not statisti-
tients. CC was given in dosages betweecally significant, suggesting haloperidol is relatively safe for car-
diac conduction function. Therefore, haloperidol could be a appro-
priate choice for patients who needs injection of antipsychotics.

Summary:

Objectives
Haloperidol is known to have less adverse effect to heart com-

pare with other antipsychotics. But, some reports suggest that IM
or IV haloperidol prolong the QTc interval, associated with an
increased risk of torsade de points and of sudden cardiac death.
The purpose of this study was to find the adverse effects to heart
by a single dose of IM haloperidol on QTc interval.

Methods
The total 23 subjects were hospitalized patients, in Department

of Neuropsychiatry, Kuri Hospital, Hanyang Univ. recruited from
Jan. to Aug. 2005. The patients with clinically significant cardiac
disorder or any abnormality of cardiac conduction disorder in base-
line EKG were excluded. The patiline EKG were excluded. The patients medicated 1 hour prior to
haloperidol injection or medicated within 8 hour after injection
were also excluded. The correlation of the variables such as age,
sex, BMI, diagnosis with QTc interval change were estimated.

Results
The mean heart rate-corrected QT interval (QTc interval) in-

creased, from 421.17msec (immediately before injection) to
424.30 msec (after 1 hour) & to 421.22 msec (after 8 hour), but
this change was not statistically significant. Age, sex, BMI and
diagnosis were not correlated with the QTc prolongation. Any
abnormality of cardiac conduction disorder was not detected in
EKG either 1 hour or 8 hour after injection.
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Comparison of Self, Teacher, and Parent
Assessments on Victimization and Bullying in
Primary School-Aged Children
Mina K. Bak, M.D. San Mateo County Mental Health Services,
Psychiatry, 126 Flying Mist /sle, Foster City, CA, 90025,
Thomas P. Tarshis, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to compare teachers and parents in their abilities to identify
which children are bullies and which are victims. The participant
should also be able to recognize whether teachers or parents are
better able to discriminate between bullies and victims.
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Summary:

Objective: To compare teachers' and parents' abilities to accu-
rately identify which children are bullies and which are victims.

Methods: The Peer Interactions in Primary Schools (PIPS)
questionnaire was distributed to 95 students in grades 4-6. Each
participating student's teacher and parents completed question-
naires to assess their perceptions of bullying or victimization be-
haviors.

Results: The students who teachers identified as victims had
higher scores on the PIPS victim (9.3 ± 6.7 versus 4.8 ± 4.3, p=
.02) and bully scale (4.3 ± 3.8 versus 1.6 ± 2.3, p=.01). The
students who teachers identified as bullies had higher scores on
the PIPS bully (4.8 ± 3.2 versus 1.5 ± 2.2, p<.001) and victim
scale (8.8 ± 5.6 versus 4.8 ± 4.5, p=.01). The students who
parents identified as victims had significantly higher scores on the
PIPS victim scale (7.6 ± 6.1 versus 4.3 ± 3.7, p=.03), but not on
the PIPS bully scale. The students who parents identified as bullies
had significantly higher scores on PIPS bully scale (4.1 ± 2.8
versus 1.7 ± 2.4, p=.01), but not on the PIPS victim scale.

Conclusions: Both teachers and parents were able to identify
bullies and victims. However, the parents had better ability to
distinguish bullies from victims.
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Phenomenological Subtypes of Acute Mania: A
Factor Analytic Study
Biju Basil, M.D. Drexel University, 526 Cedar Hollow Drive,
Yardley, PA, 19067, Pratima Murthy, M.D., Sumant Khanna,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand: (1) The factor structure of the symptoms and signs
of Mania (2) The similarity of the factor structure of the symptoms
and signs of Mania in different ethnic populations. (3) The clinical
significance in distinguishing different subtypes of bipolar disorder
and its implications on the selection of treatment modalities.

Summary:

Objectives: There are very few studies of the factor structure
of symptoms of mania. All the existing studies have been done in
population samples from developed countries. This study replicate
the study in a South Asian population sample and establishes
inter ethnic validity of the factor structure of symptoms of mania.

Methodology: We rated 168 patients with ICD-10 defined bipo-
lar disorder mania on two scales (1) Mania Rating Scale from
Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-change ver-
sion (2) Scale for Manic States(Cassidy). All the ratings were done
by a single physician rater, based on direct interviews of 30-45
minute duration. Principal component factor analysis for each of
the scales was carried out using Advanced Statistics package of
SPSS. The number of factors was decided based on Eigen values
greater than one.

Results: Factor analysis of MRS from SADS-C identified 3
clearly interpretable factors representing irritable paranoid factor,
psychomotor acceleration factor, and the factor representing psy-
chosis. Factor analysis of Scale for Manic States (Cassidy) identi-

fied 5 clearly interpretable factors representing psychomotor ac-
celeration, increased hedonic function, dysphoric mood, irritable-
paranoid features and psychosis. There was no factor represent-
ing the severity of illness. Analysis of Cassidy scale identified
dysphoric mood, which analysis of MRS filed to identify.

Conclusions: The findings of this study concurs with the find-
ings by Cassidy et al, who also had rated patients with mania
using the same instrument, thereby establishing cross-cultural
validity of the factor structure of the symptoms and signs of mania.
MRS from SADS-C had the limitation of having no variables to
capture the dysphoric features, increased socialization and other
hedonic factors and hence was not able to identify the factors
representing dysphoric mood and increased hedonic function..
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Subjective Sleep Quality and Dream Anxiety in
Patients With BPD
Cengiz Basoglu, M.D. GATA H.Pasa Egt.Hst, Psikiyatri servisi,
Kadikoy, Istanbul, 81327, Turkey, Umit Basar Semiz, M.D.,
Mesut Cetin, M.D., Servet Ebrinc, M.D., Ayhan Algul, M.D.,
Ozcan Uzun, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The present study supports the idea that childhood traumatic
events and related dissociative experiences are associated with
poor sleep quality and abnormal dream anxiety pattern in patients
with BPD.

Summary:

Objective: The aims of this study were to examine the sleep
quality, dream anxiety and co-occurrence of nightmare disorder
(ND) in a group of patient with BPD and to characterize the influ-
ence of childhood traumatic events and dissociative experiences
in this association. Method: Seventy borderline patients (54 male,
16 female, aged 22.1 ±3.8) and 70 age- and sex-matched healthy
control subjects were assessed by using the SCID-II, Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), the Van Dream Anxiety Scale (VDAS),
Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES), Traumatic Experiences
Checklist (TEC) and Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HRDS)
during a 12-month study period. We did not include non-BPD Axis
II control groups. Results: The main findings were that borderline
patients reported a significantly greater proportion of nightmare
complaints (52.8%) and had higher VDAS (t=13.8; p<0.001) and
PSQI (t=9.8; p<0.001) global scores as compared with controls.
The DES scores of borderline subjects were significantly corre-
lated with PSQI (r=0.38; p<0.005) and VDAS (r=0.59; p<0.001)
global scores whereas the TEC scores were significantly corre-
lated only with VDAS global scores (r=0.48; p<0.001). There was
no significant correlation between depression rates and PSQI
and VDAS scores in patients with BPD. Furthermore, borderline
patients with ND had significantly higher mean DES (t=8.2;
p<0.001), total TEC (t=5.2; p<0.001), global PSQI (t=3.2; p<0.005)
and VDAS (t=5.1; p<0.001) scores as compared those without ND.
Conclusions: The present study supports the idea that childhood
traumatic events and related dissociative experiences are associ-
ated with poor sleep quality and abnormal dream anxiety pattern in
patients with BPD. Borderline patients with ND suffered a greater
proportion of sleep problems and reported more frequent child-
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hood traumatic events and dissociative experiences according to
those without ND. These two disorders (BPD and ND) seem to
share, at least partly, the same etiopathogenetic mechanisms.
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Recent Life Events Preceding Suicide Attempts: Role
of Personality Disorders.
Hilario Blasco-Fontecilla III, M.D. Dr. Rodriguez-Lafora Hospital,
Psychiatry, c/ madera 9, 2C, Madrid, 28004, Spain, Enrique
Baca-Garcia, Mercedes Perez-Rodriguez, Antonio Ceverino-
Dominguez, Jose de Leon, Jeronimo Saiz-Ruiz

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that specific recent life events (RLE) may be
precipitating factors for suicide in subjects diagnosed with certain
personality disorders (PD). For example, narcississtic injuries (e.g.
be fired) may precipitate suicide attempts in subjects diagnosed
with narcississtic personality disorder.

Summary:

Objective: recent life events (RLE) may be precipitating factors
for suicide in subjects diagnosed with a personality disorder (PD).
We hypothesized that certain RLE are precipitating factors for
suicide in certain PDs.

Method: a sample of 446 suicide attempters seen at the emer-
gency room of two general hospitals in Madrid (Spain) were as-
sessed. The International Personality Disorders Examination
(IPDE) screening questionnaire was used to diagnose personality
disorders. An adjusted cut-off point was used in order to increase
specificity and lower the rate of false positives. St Paul Ramsey
Life events questionnaire was used to assess RLE.

Results: significant associations were found between paranoid
PD and "important changes in social activities" (Fisher's ExatTest
(FET= 0.029) and "social disputes" (FET= 0.055); schizoid PD
and "modification in personal habits" (X2= 6.914; df= 2; p=0.032)
and "important personal success" (FET= 0.012); schyzotypal PD
and "important changes in social activities" (FET= 0.019) and
"important change in health or behaviour of a member of the
family" (FET= 0.058); narcissistic PD and "being fired" (FET=
0.005). Histrionic PD was close to significancy with "problems
with political family" (FET= 0.089) and "change of residence"
(FET= 0.076). Four PDs -borderline PD, antisocial PD, obsessive-
Ccompulsive PD and, evitative PD- had no significant relationship
with any RLE.

Conclusions: specific RLE can precipitating factors in certain
PDs. They may be assessed carefully when assessing subjects
diagnosed with a PD to prevent suicide attempts.

References:

1. Horesh N, Orback I, Gothelf D, Efrati M, Apter A. Comparison
of the suicidal behavior of adolescent inpatients with borderline
personality disorder and major depression. J Nerv Ment Dis
2003;191(9):582-8.
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NR12 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Dispositjon Toward Humor in Patients With
Depression
Anna Bokarius Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Psychiatry, 8730
Alden Dr. RmE123, Los Angeles, CA, 90048, Waguih W. Ishak,
M.D., Russell Poland, Ph.D., Mark H. Rapaport, M.D., Vladimir
Bokarius, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to demonstrate an understanding of the current situation of
humor research in psychiatry. The participant would also be able
to recognize the relation between humor and depression.

Summary:

The role of humor in the underpinnings, expression and re-
sponse to the treatment of psychiatric disorders remains unclear.
However, the topic recently has been gaining interest in the psychi-
atric community. Extant, albeit limited, data suggest that humor
can reduce stress and anxiety; however, the role humor plays in
depressive disorders remains unclear. While it would seem logical
that humor and depression are linked, the relationship has not
been thoroughly assessed. Accordingly, we decided to first per-
form a study to assess the relationship between a sense of humor
and the severity of depression. Subjects seeking treatment in a
large psychiatric outpatient clinic located within a large community
mental center filled out the Quick Inventory of Depressive Symp-
tomatology scale and a modified Svebak's Sense-of-Humor Ques-
tionnaire. Preliminary results revealed that there were significant
negative correlations between the total score the two scales (r=-
0.7), as well a negative correlation between depression and per-
ception of humorous messages and emotional expression (r=-
0.7). The data indicate that as the severity of depression increases,
subjects are less receptive to humor. Further research is needed
to determine whether this is a state or trait relationship, whether
other demographic variables account for this relationship, or
whether humor impacts on response to different treatment modal-
ities.

References:

1. Svebak S: Revised Questionnaire on the Sense of Humor.
Scand J Psychol 1974; 15: 329-331.

2. Thorson JA, Powell FC: Depression and Sense of Humor.
Psychological Reports 1994; 75: 1473-1474.

NR13 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Executive Function and Depression in Patients
Hospitalized on aGeneral Medicine Service
Carolina Bonilla, M.D. University of Texas Health Science
Center at San Antonio, Psychiatry, 7703 Floyd Curl Drive, San
Antonio, TX, 78229-3900, Annette Anderson, M.D., Jason E.
Schillerstrom, M.D., Virginia Garay, M.D., Matthew C. Hopkins,
M.D., Aaron P. Edwards, M.D., Octavio N. Martinez, Jr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

After reviewing this poster the audience will be able to:
1. Recognize the high prevalence of executive function impair-

ment and depression in patients hospitalized on a general
medicine service.

2. Understand that executive function impairment is only
weakly associated with depression in this sample.

3. Consider other mechanisms for executive impairment in
medically ill patients other than co-morbid psychiatric illness.

Summary:

Objective A recent study reports 52% of patients hospitalized
on a general medicine service failed at least one executive function
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measure within 24 hours of admission. The authors suggest this
may be secondary to either the presenting disease processes or
to comorbid psychiatric illnesses. This study aims to determine if
high depressive symptom burden is associated with executive
function impairment in patients hospitalized on a general medicine
service.

Method 100 consecutive non-delirious patients hospitalized on
a general medicine service were administered the Geriatric De-
pression Scale (GDS) and the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depres-
sion (HAM-D). A blinded co-investigator administered two tasks
sensitive to executive function, The Executive Interview (EXIT25)
and The Executive Clock Drawing Task (CLOX), and one general
cognitive screen, the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE).

Results 54% scored >8 on the HAM-D and 46% scored >5 on
the GDS. 65% failed at least one executive task; 52% scored >15
on the EXIT25 and 35% scored <10 on CLOX1. Poor EXIT25
performance was associated with older age (52.4 years vs. 44.7
years, t=3.04, p=0.003) and less education (9.7 years vs. 13.1
years, t=4.22, p<0.001). Subjects failing the EXIT25 were more
likely to score high on the HAM-D (x2=3.90, DF=1, p<0.05) but
not the GDS. There were no significant associations between
CLOX1 and the depression screens. After adjusting for age, nei-
ther the HAM-D nor the GDS contributed significant amounts of
variance to either EXIT25 or CLOX1 performance.

Conclusion Executive function was only weakly associated
with depression symptom burden. This suggests that the medical
illnesses themselves, socio-demographic variables, or other psy-
chiatric co-morbidities may have a greater effect on executive
function performance than co-morbid depression.

References:

1. Schillerstrom JE, Horton MS, Earthman BS, Joshi KG, Schil-
lerstrom TL, Velez AM, Royall DR. Prevalence, course, and
risk factors for executive impairment in patients hospitalized on
a general medicine service. Psychosomatics 2005;46:411 -417.
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NR14 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Tripartite Model of the Mind; An Alternate
Explanation to Cognitive Dysmetria in Schizophrenia
Robert G. Bota, M.D. University of Missouri Kansas City,
Psychiatry, 415 njakson st, americus, GA, 31709

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognize the concept of "cognitive dysmetria" in which
cortical-cerebelar thalmic cortical circuitry shows impairments
when compared with individuals without mental illness. The incre-
mental impairment in experiential aspect of perception in patients
with psychosis. The cognitive dysmetria can be explained as a
"schism" in the interplay of impaired perception and faulty cogni-
tion. Our hypothesis suggests a different way of assessing and
understanding each individual affected with this illness and ulti-
mately proposes to correct the specific dysfunctions to reduce the
decalage between levels of cognition and perception.

Summary:

Background
Schizophrenia is considered to be an illness in which there is

a generalized "cognitive dysmetria" in which cortical-cerebelar-
thalmic-cortical circuitry shows impairments when compared with
individuals without mental illness.

Method
We reviewed the literature pertinent to circuitry abnormalities

in schizophrenia. Also, we looked for correlates with severity of

illness. Further we focused on described impairments in various
domains of insight in schizophrenia.

Results
Form the data gathered we observed that insight into the symp-

toms is less often impaired than insight into the illness and the
consequences of illness. Experiential aspect of perception is ob-
tained from processing primitive awareness through workingtained from processing primitive awareness through working
memory and referenced through the association areas. The re-
ported difficulties for schizophrenia in processing and encoding
would lead in time to incremental deteriorations in reality testing.
Thinking can be understood as related to perception (impure cog-
nition) and not related to experience (pure cognition, e.g. close
systems such as matematics).

We propose that even though are severe dysfunction in each
of the presented domains, they occur at different degree of sever-
ity. The cognitive dysmetria can be explained as a "schism" in
the interplay of impaired perception and faulty cognition.

Discution
Despite the fact that is a vast literature discussing neurological

abnormalities in schizophrenia, very limited integrative work was
done. Our hypothesis suggests a different way of assessing and
understanding each individual affected with this illness and ulti-
mately proposes to correct the specific dysfunctions to reduce the
decalage between levels of cognition and perception.

References:

1. Andreasen NC: Schizophrenia: the fundamental questions.
Brain Research - Brain Research Reviews 2000; 31(2-
3):106-12.

2. Andreasen NC, Paradiso S, O'Leary DS: "Cognitive dysmetria"
as an integrative theory of schizophrenia: a dysfunction in corti-
cal-subcortical-cerebellar circuitry? Schizophrenia Bulletin
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NR15 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Inflammatory Markers in Sub-Threshold Depression
and Major Depression
Marijke A. Bremmer, M.D. VUMC Medical Center, psychiatry,
LASA, Boechhorststraat7, Amsterdam, 1081 BT, The
Netherlands, Aartjan Beekman, Prof. Dr., Dorly Deeg, Prof. Dr.,
Brenda WJH Penninx, Ph.D., Miranda G. Dik, Ph.D., Witte JG
Hoogendijk, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the association between inflammatory pro-
cesses and depression. Chronic low-grade immune activation
might explain the bidirectional relationship between depression
and cardiac diseases. New data from the Longitudinal Aging Study
Amsterdam will be presented.

Summary:

Background: Although previous studies have found inflamma-
tion to be assAociated with depression, it is still unclear whether
this association changes with the severity of the depression. We
investigated whether elevated levels of pro-inflammatory cytok-
ines and acute phase proteins are associated with an increased
prevalence of subthreshold depression or with major depression
in late life, also accounting for actual physical health variables.

Methods: Cross-sectional population-based study of 1285 par-
ticipants of the Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam, aged 65
and over. Plasma concentrations of Interleukin-6 (lL-6), C-reactive
protein (CRP) and alpha-1-antichymotrypsin (ACT) were mea-
sured. Major depression was established according to criteria of
the Diagnostic Statistical Manual (DSM)-third edition. Respon-
dents with clinically relevant depressive complaints that do not
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reach DSM criteria were diagnosed as having subthreshold de-
pression.

Results: Elevated levels of CRP, ACT and to a lesser extent
lL-6 were associated with a decline in physical health. Subjects
with high levels of IL-6 were 2.5 times more likely to have a
major depressive episode, independently of co-morbid physical
conditions. Only men with elevated levels of ACT were more likely
to suffer from subthreshold depression (OR= 2.51 (1.16-5.45)),
although they were not more likely to suffer from major depression.
Elevated levels of CRP were positively associated with all chronic
diseases but not with either subthreshold depression or with major
depression.

Conclusions: In older people, the association between depres-
sion and pro-inflammatory cytokines or acute phase proteins is
different for subjects with subthreshold depression than for those
with major depression. A possible relationship with dysregulation
of the Hypothalamo-Pituitary-Adrenal axis will be discussed.

References:

1. Capuron L and Miller AH: Cytokines and psychopathology:
lessons from interferon alfa. Biol Psychiatry 2004;
56(11):819-824.

2. Kiecolt-Glaser JK et al: Depression and immune function: cen-
tral pathways to morbidity and mortality. J Psychosom Res
2002; 53:873-876.

NR16 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Anger, Gambling, and Substance Use: Is There a
Functional Relationship?
Stefan D. Brennan, M.D. Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health, Concurrent Disorders Service, #1105 750 Bay Street,
Toronto, ON, M5G 1N6, Canada, Lome Korman, Ph.D.,
Caroline Brunelle, Ph.D., Jane Collins, B.S.C., Emily Cripps,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand that though dysregulated anger and violence may
follow addictive behaviours, addiction behaviours may also serve
to regulate dysregulated anger among individuals with concurrent
anger and addictions problems.

It is important for clinicians to assess the functional relationships
between addictive behaviours and anger.

Summary:

Objective: Recent models of addiction suggest that one pathway
to addictive behaviours could occur through affect regulation; re-
search has also looked at emotion's role in problem gambling,
suggesting that some pathological gamblers manage unpleasant
emotional states by gambling because they lack effective emotion
regulation strategies. This study examines the functional relation-
ship between gambling, substance use and anger in a sample of
treatment seeking angry, problem gamblers.

Methods: Sixty-two treatment-seeking individuals with concur-
rent anger and gambling problems- about half also met criteria
for a substance use disorder. Inclusion criteria were self-reported
anger and pathological gambling, determined by a Canadian Prob-
lem Gambling Index (CPGI) score > 7. Participants were 56 men
and 6 women, with a mean age of 41.06 years (SD=10.99). Mea-
surements included the State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory
(STAXI), CPGI, and Violence and Anger History Interview (VAHI),
a structured interview identifying salient angry and violent epi-
sodes that have led to serious consequences to the participantsodes that have led to serious consequences to the participant
and others.

Results: 45.2% of participants reported gambling after angry
episodes with serious consequences to themselves. Of these,
61% reported that their anger decreased after gambling. 36%

reported using alcohol after becoming angry, and 41% of these
participants reported a decrease in anger intensity after drinking.
In episodes with serious consequences to others, 30.6% reported
they gambled after the anger episode, and 24.2% reported they
used alcohol. 68% reported a decrease in anger intensity after
gambling, and 47% reported a decrease in anger after drinking.

Conclusions: The findings suggest addiction behaviours serve
to regulate anger among individuals with concurrent anger and
addictions problems, and provide support for the use of emotion
regulation strategies in treating individuals with concurrent anger
and addiction problems. Implications for treatment interventions
and suggestions for future research will be discussed.

References:

1. Blaszczynski A, Nower L: A pathways model of problem and
pathological gambling. Addiction 2002; 97(5):487-499.

2. Baker TB, Piper ME, McCarthy DE, Majeskie MR, Fiore MC:
Addiction motivation reformulated: An affective processing
model of negative reinforcement. Psychological Review 2004;
111:33-51.

NR17 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Adults With Intellectual Disabilities Who Use Hospital
Emergency Services for Psychiatric Crises: Client
and Caregiver Perspectives
Maaike Canrinus, M.A. Centre for Addiction & Mental Health,
2527 Yonge St., Toronto, ON, M4P 2H9, Canada, Yona
Lunsky, Ph.D., Jennifer Puddicombe, M.Ed.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster presentation, participants will
be able to identify some of the key issues and challenges from
the perspective of adults with intellectual disabilities and their
caregivers, regarding their experiences visiting the hospital emer-
gency room for a psychiatric crisis.

Summary:

In North America, psychiatric services for adults with intellectual
disabilities (ID) were once provided through institutions, but deins-
titutionalization has directed these individuals to the generic health
care system. Because of a lack of equitable access to mental
health care services for this population, adults with ID often visit
hospital emergency rooms in the event of a psychiatric crisis.
Little is known about these hospital visits, especially from the
perspective of adults with ID and their caregivers. Although re-
search has explored the perspective of individuals with ID in terms
of their experiences with the emergency room in the case of
medical emergencies (lacono & Davis, 2003), there is no known
work exploring hospital visits for psychiatric emergencies. This
poster presentation presents the unique perspectives of adults
with ID and their caregivers.

Focus groups were held with adults with ID and caregivers of
adults with ID, all of whom had experience visiting the emergency
room for a psychiatric crisis. Participants addressed issues such
as key reasons for emergency room visits, challenges to these
visits, and resources needed. Data were analyzed thematically,
revealing several consistent themes for both adults with ID and
caregivers. These included issues of respect, consent, hospital
staff training, difficulties with collaboration between professionals,
use of medication, and lack of alternative services. Overall, these
findings can be used to better understand how clients and caregiv-
ers experience emergency room visits, and may lead to better
communication between clients, caregivers, and hospital staff,
and ultimately, better experiences and care for adults with ID
experiencing psychiatric crises.
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ments. Res Dev Disabil 2003; 24: 247-264.
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NR18 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Prevalence of Metabolic Syndrome in VA Bipolar
Patients
Jeffrey Cardenas, M.D. University of California Los Angeles,
Psychiatry, 17718 Victory Blvd, Encino, CA, 91316, Mark A.
Frye, M.D., Susan Marusak, M.D., Eric M. Levander, M.D.,
Jason Chirichigno, M.S., Lori L. Altshuler, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
an appreciation for the high prevalence of the metabolic syndrome
in patients with bipolar disorder, including prevalence rates for
those with and without concurrent treatment for component meta-
bolic syndrome criteria such as diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipid-
emia. The participant will find that clinically screening for the meta-
bolic syndrome will identify a large proportion of at risk individuals.

Summary:

Background: The metabolic syndrome (MS) is a growing public
health problem with 23.7% of the US population meeting criteria
for the syndrome.

Objective: To evaluate the prevalence of MS in bipolar subjects
treated at the WLAVA Medical Center.

Methods: In this cross sectional prevalence based study, data
collected included demographic information, vital signs, and psy-
chotropic drug history. Subjects had a fasting blood draw as-
sessing glucose and lipid profile. Using the National Cholesterol
Education Program definition, prevalence rates of MS were calcu-
lated with and without concurrent treatment for MS component
criteria.

Results: A total of 97 subjects have enrolled. The average
body mass indices (Standard Deviation) for the entire cohort,
Caucasians, African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and Native
Americans were 32 (6.6), 32.6 (7.0), 32.5 (6.4), 29.9 (3.1), 27.9
(3.1), and 26.8 (0) respectively. Of 74 subjects with complete lab
data, 50% had MS. 31.1% of subjects were MS positive with
concurrent treatment for component criteria, 18.9% were MS posi-
tive without concurrent treatment, 14.9% were MS negative with
concurrent treatment, and 35.1% were MS negative without con-
current treatment. MS prevalence by current and past psy-
chotropic drug use will be presented.

Conclusions: Bipolar patients have higher rates of MS than
the general population. Since MS confers cardiovascular risk and
since screening can identify a large proportion of at risk individuals,
clinicians should advocate for prevention and treatment of MS.

References:

1. Fagiolini A, Frank E, Scott JA, et al: Metabolic syndrome in
bipolar disorder: findings from the Bipolar Disorder Center for
Pennsylvanians. Bipolar Disorders 2005; 7: 424-430.

2. Lakka HM, Laaksonen DE, Lakka TA, et al: The Metabolic
Syndrome and Total and Cardiovascular Disease Mortality in
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NR19 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Pharmacokinetics of Aripiprazole: Evidence From a
Routine Therapeutic Drug Monitoring Service
Ingrid Castberg, M.D. Broset Psychiatric Hospital, Department
of Forensic Psychiatry, Pb. 1803 Lade, Trondheim, 7440,
Norway, Olav Spigset, Prof. Dr.

Summary:

Introduction: There is limited documentation on the pharmaco-
kinetics of the atypical antipsychotic aripirazole in a naturalistic
setting.

Objective: The objective was to investigate the concentration/
dose (C/D) ratios of aripiprazole in samples analyzed for routine
therapeutic drug monitoring purposes.

Methods: One hundred samples from 81 patients (35 females
and 46 males) receiving aripiprazole were collected consecutively.
To include each patient only once, a mean value of dose and
serum concentration was calculated for those patients who were
represented by two or more samples.

All samples were taken 12 to 24 h after ingestion of the last
dose, and were analyzed by LC-MS.

Results: The mean dose was 20 mg/d (range 5-37.5 mg/d).
Male patients received a slightly higher daily dose than females,
with mean values of 22 mg and 18 mg, respectively. The mean
age was 34 (range 15-71) years. The mean C/D ratio was 31
(range 3.3-75.6) (nmol/l)/(mg/d). There was no significant gender
difference with regard to C/D ratio. There were no trends towards
increasing C/D ratios with increasing dose or age. Other drugs
were used concomitantly by 58 patients. Comedication with the
CYP3A4 inducer carbamazepine caused a 90% decrease in the
C/D ratio. Patients comedicated with the CYP2D6 inhibitors levo-
mepromazine or fluoxetine had C/D ratios 30% higher than aver-
age. Comedication with valproate caused a 30% decrease in the
C/D ratio. Comedication with lithium and lamotrigine did not affect
the C/D ratios significantly.

Conclusion: There is a large interindividual variation in the C/
D ratio of aripirazole. Comedication with CYP2D6 inhibitors and
CYP3A4 inducers affects the serum concentration of aripiprazole.

References:

1. Harrison TS, Perry CM: Aripiprazole. A review of its use in
schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder. Drugs 2004; 64:
1715-1736.

2. DeLeon A. et al: Aripirazole: A comprehensive review of its
pharmacology, clinical efficacy, and tolerability. Clin Ther 2004;
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NR20 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
The Impact of Behavioural Changes on Quality of
Life in Patients With Advanced Alzheimer's Disease
Florance Chan, M.S.C. Sunnybrook & Women's College Health
Sciences Centr, 2075 Bayview Ave, Suite FG05, Toronto, ON,
M4N 3M5, Canada, Krista L. Lanctot, Ph.D., Nathan Herrmann,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster presentation, the participants
should be aware that improving behavioural symptoms and reduc-
ing medication side effects in patients with Alzheimer's disease,
even at an advanced disease stage, may measurably improve
their quality of life (QOL).

Summary:

Introduction
Behavioural and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD)

are highly prevalent among those with advanced Alzheimer's dis-
ease (AD) and may impact quality of life (QOL). This study exam-
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ined whether improvements in BPSD is associated with measur-
able improvements in QOL for these patients. Moreover, three
different QOL measurement scales were compared to assess
usefulness in evaluating QOL in this population.

Methods
Longitudinal assessments of QOL, using the Health Utility Index

(HUI), the Time-Trade-Off (TTO) scale and the Visual Analogue
Scale (VAS), and BPSD, using the Neuropsychiatric Inventory
(NPI), were performed in 37 institutionalized patients (23M/14F;
age 82.0±6.1) with severe AD (MMSE 3.8±4.6) and BPSD (NPI
27.0±14.8) by means of proxy respondents. The presence and
severity of medication side-effects was also scored.

Results
Change in NPI score (range -42 to 40) was significantly corre-

lated with changes in HUI and TTO scores (HUI: r=-.28, p=.02;
TTO: r=-.30, p=.02) while no association was found with change
in VAS score (p=.21). Also, medication side-effects were found
to be negatively associated with TTO score (r=-.29, p=.02). Linear
regression analysis indicated that the NPI change (p=.02) and
side effects (p=.03) were independent predictors of change in
TTO (r=.40; F=5.7; p=.006).

Discussion
Improving behavioural symptoms and decreasing medication

side effects are associated with measurable increases in QOL in
institutionalized patients with advanced AD. Moreover, this study
serves as a preliminary confirmation that the HUI and TTO can
detect changes in QOL in this population, and that the VAS is a
contrastingly poor scale of choice. While the TTO scale is a less
objective measurement tool compared to the HUI, it seems to
have an added ability to detect to the impact of medication side
effects.

References:

1. Martin-Cook K, Hynan LS, Rice-Koch K, Svetlik DA, Weiner
MF: Responsiveness of the Quality of Life in Late-State De-
mentia Scale to Pyshcotropic Drug Treatment in Late-State
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NR21 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM

Modafinil Augmentation for Fatigue Associated With
Fibromyalgia

Susan M. Chlebowski, M.D. SUNY Upstate, Psychiatry, 713
Harrison St, Syracuse, NY, 13210, Thomas L. Schwartz, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of reading this poster, participants will better under-
stand the diagnosis of fibromyalgia and appreciate the level of
fatigue these patients experience. Furthermore, participants will
be educated about the use of modafinil, in regards to efficacy and
tolerability, as a potential treatment.

Summary:

Introduction: Fibromyalgia is a chronic and debilitating illness
with a complex biopsychosocial etiology and an even more com-
plex set of available off-label treatments. Fatigue is often associ-
ated with fibromyalgia and very few studies exist in regards to
treating this symptom. Modafinil is a histamine facilitating agent
with effectiveness noted in the treatment of narcolepsy, obstructive
apnea and shift work sleep disorder related fatigue. This study
focuses on modafnil's ability to treat fatigue associated with fibro-
myalgia.

Methods: 98 consecutive fibromyalgia patients' charts were sys-
tematically reviewed if their medication regimen showed augmen-tematically reviewed if their medication regimen showed augmen-

tation with modafinil. This retrospective study used an analogue
rating scale to determine modafinil's ability to lower fatigue and
improve functioning.

Results: Modafinil showed good effectiveness in that fatigue
ratings were statistically lowered on average of 26% compared
to baseline scores.

Conclusions: In clinical practice, fibromylagia is often treated
with a complex regimen of physical therapy, psychotherapy, bio-
feedback, and polypharmacy. Modafinil seems to be a reasonable
addition to this multimodal treatment approach.

References:

1. Rao S, Bennett R: Pharmacological therapies in fibromyalgia.
Best Pract & Research Clin Rheum 2003;17(4):611'27.

2. Wolfe F, Smyth H A, Yunus M B, et al.: The American College
of Rheumatology 1990 Criteria for the Classification of Fibro-
myalgia: report of the multi-center criteria committee. Arthritis
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NR22 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Reliability Study of the Korean Composite
International Diagnostic Interview (K-CIDI):
Substance Use Disorder Module
Hae Woo Lee, M.D. Seoul, Tong Woo Suh, M.P.H., Jin-Pyo
Hong, M.D., Bong-Jin Hahm, M.D., Jang-Kyu Kim, M.D., Jae
Nam Bae, M.D., Maeng Je Cho, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that our the Korean version-Composite Interna-
tional Diagnostic Interview (K-CIDI), Substance use disorder mod-
ule reliability fidings are at least as high as those from previous
community based studies. K-CIDI, substance use disorder module
will be useful epidemiological study tools in evaluating substance
use disorders for Koreans.

Summary:

Background: This study aimed to reliability of the K-CIDI (Ko-
rean version of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview),
substance use disorder module

Method: Substance use patient group under treatment (n=30)
were interviewed using the Korean version of CIDI 2.1/DSM-IV.
Finding was obtained in institution of Forensic Ministry of Justice
in Gongju, Chungcheongnam-do, South Korea. Inter-rater and
test-retest Reliability of diagnoses and criteria for nicotine, alcohol,
illegal and prescribed drugs were evaluated

Results: Good-to-excellent kappa values for all substance dis-
orders were assessed, with significant kappa values ranging be-
tween 0.65 and 1 .OO(lnter-rater), between 0.70 and 1.00(Test-
retest) for drug dependence respectively. There was significant
agreement for the assessment of DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for
drug (Inhalant) dependence.

Conclusions: Especially, this study was conducted in sub-
stance use disorder patient group, our K-CIDI reliability findings
are at least as high as those from previous community based
studies.

References:

1. Ustun B et al.: WHO Study on the reliability and validity of
the alcohol and drug use disorder instruments: overview of
methods and results. Drug Alcohol Depend. 1997; 47:161-169.

2. Wittchen HU: Reliability and Validity Studies of the WHO-CIDI:
A critical Review. J. Psychiatry Res. 1993; 28: 57-84.
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NR23 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Psychotropic Medication Prescription Patterns for
Children in Publicly Funded Mental Health Clinics in
California between 1998-1999
Bowen Chung, M.D. UCLA Health Services Research,
Department of Psychiatry, 10920 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 300, Los
Angeles, CA, 90024, Gang Liu, M.A., Thomas Belin, Ph.D.,
Penelope Knapp, M.D., Bonnie T. Zima, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1) To describe psychotropic medication prescription rates
among children receiving care for common psychiatric disorders
in publicly-funded outpatient clinics in California.

2) To raise awareness of gender and ethnic disparities in accept-
able use of psychotropic medication treatment for ADHD and
major depression for children.

Summary:

Objective: To describe psychotropic medication prescription
rates for children receiving care for ADHD, major depression (MD),
and conduct disorder (CD) in publicly-funded outpatient mental
health clinics in California and to explore how broad indices of
acceptable medication use vary by child and clinic characteristics.

Method: Medical record abstraction using a longitudinal cohort
of 813 children ages 6.0-16.9 years with at least 3 months of
outpatient care, drawn from a 4,958 patients in 62 mental health
clinics in California from August 1, 1998 through May 31, 1999.

Results: Overall 57.6% of children and adolescents with ADHD,
MDD, and CD were prescribed any psychotropic medication. Of
those with ADHD and MD, 48.6% had been prescribed any stimu-
lant and 57.1% any antidepressant medication, respectively.
Among children receiving care for ADHD, younger age was corre-
lated with receiving a stimulant prescription. Among children with
MDD, older age was correlated with receiving an antidepressant
prescription. There were no ethnic or gender disparities noted in
psychotropic prescription patterns.

Conclusion: Psychotropic medication rates in publicly funded
mental health clinics for children with documented diagnoses of
ADHD and MDD appear to be modest with little more than half
of children receiving medication.
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NR24 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Relationship of Major Depression to Severity of Drug
Use, Learned Helplessness, Treatment Readiness,
and Coping in Cocaine Dependence
Reynolds C. Clodfelter, Jr., Psy.D. Southlight, Inc./Duke U.,
2809 Highwoods Blvd, Ste 103, Raleigh, NC; 27604, Kathi
Peindl, Ph.D., Paolo Manelli, M.D., Thomas R. Lynch, M. Zach
Rosenthal, Ph.D., Ashwin A. Patkar, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will be
able to understand the relationship between major depression
and other predictors of cocaine dependence.

Summary:

Objective: Little is known about how predictors of cocaine de-
pendence relate to one another. This presentation will address
how major depression that meets DSM-IV criteria is predicted by
other factors that are related to cocaine dependence.

Method: 86 cocaine dependent subjects were assessed across
12-weeks of treatment for drug addiction severity and clean urines.
At baseline, major depression, learned helplessness, drug addic-
tion severity, treatment readiness, and coping styles were mea-
sured. We examined the relationship of major depression to the
other predictor variables to determine if any significant associa-
tions were present.

Results: 89.5% of the cocaine dependent subjects were black,
58.1 % were male, and 32.6% had major depression that met DSM-
IV criteria. We examined the relationship of major depression to
the other predictors in logistic regression. Addiction severity was
the strongest predictor of major depression in this population of
cocaine dependent subjects (OR=>40, 95%CI 40-12041; Wald=
9.660; p=0.002). If a subject had low learned helplessness then
this factor was protective against major depression (OR=.131,
95%CI=0.035-.487;Wald=9.194,p=0.002). Coping adequacy was
related to major depression in that subjects with less coping ade-
quacy were more likely to have major depression (OR=4.278;
95%CI=1.259-14.537; Wald=4.373; p=0.020). Treatment readi-
ness was not significantly related to major depression.

Conclusions: Almost one third of the cocaine dependent sub-
jects had major depression. Good treatment outcomes for cocaine
addiction may be affected if the comorbidity of major depression
is not addressed. Variables related to cocaine dependence are
also strongly associated with major depression and show that
treatment should be a multifaceted approach so that major depres-
sion, if present is treated in conjunction with cocaine addiction.

References:

1. McDowell, D.M. & Clodfelter, R.C. Depression and Substance
Abuse: Considerations of Etiology, Comorbidity, Evaluation,
and Treatment. Psychiatric Annals. 2003; 31(4): 244-51.
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NR25 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Adults With Intellectual Disabilities Who Use Hospital
Emergency Services for Psychiatric Crises: Hospital
Health Care Perspectives.
Sara Cohen-Gelfand, M.S.C. University of Toronto Medical
School, Faculty of Medicine, 3 McAlpine st, toronto, ON,
M4R3T5, Canada, Yona Lunsky, Ph.D., Jennifer Puddicombe,
M.Ed.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation/poster, the participants
should be able to understand the challenges and barriers to treat-
ing adults with ID in psychiatric crisis.In particular,thi participants
should be able to recognise the specific issues of the hospital
and health care workers. As well, participants should be able to
recognize the resources that are needed as well as the possible
ways to prevent future emergency department visits and ultimately
increase access to and appropriateness of crisis care for this
population.

Summary:

The movement of care for adults with Intellectual Disabilities
(ID) from instutution to community based has resulted in both
positive and negative outcomes for this population. While research
has shown that moving away from institutionalized care has im-
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proved adaptive skills, decision-making, and behavior manage-
ment, unfortunately people with ID have also been shown to expe-
rience problems with access to and treatment by the health care
system. As psychiatric illness is prevalent in individuals with ID,
access to psychiatric services is critical. Due to the lack of access
to health care, in particular psychiatric services, many individuals
with ID present at their local emergency department in psychiatric
crisis. Though the experience of adults with ID in the emergency
department has been studied in regards to medical issues, the
topic has not been examined with regards to psychiatric crisis.
In addition, no research has evaluated the experience from the
hospital/health care perspective.

This project aims to examine the experience of Adults with
ID using emergency hospital services for psychaitric crisis. In
particular, this project explores this issue from the perspective of
the hospital and health care workers.

Focus groups were conducted with emergency department staff
from 6 hospitals in Toronto. Topics discussed included the chal-
lenges to treating adults with ID in crisis, resources needed and
prevention of future emergency visits. A thematic analysis of the
data revealed themes including the need for more resources and
crisis support, inadequate hospital staff training, patient behaviour
issues, and a lack of interdisciplinary care. It is hoped that the
results of this research will increase our understanding of the
challenges and barriers to treating adults with ID in crisis. This
project aims to ultimately lead to improved access to and treatment
in the emergency health care system for adults with ID in psychiat-
ric crisis.

References:

1. Melville CA, Finlayson J, Cooper, SA, Allan L, Rbinson N,
Burns E, Martin G, Morrison J. Enhancing primary health care
services for adults with intellectual disabilities. J Intellect Disabil
Res 2005; 49: 190-198.
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NR26 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Role of Natural Remedies for the Treatment of
Anxiety
Eliza Coleman, B.A. Cambridge Health Alliance, Psychiatry-
Central Street Health Center, 1493 Cambridge St, Cambridge,
MA, 02139, Gustavo D. Kinrys, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the advantages and disadvantages of the use
of natural remedies.

Summary:

Objectives/Background: Anxiety disorders are the most prev-
alent disorders as a group, with a lifetime prevalence of 24.9% in
the general population.As such,they represent a significant bur-
den to society, especially with regard to its associated levels of
psychosocial disability, somatic complications, and utilization of
health care resources. Despite the effectiveness of currently avail-
able treatments for anxiety, many patients (40-65%) remain symp-
tomatic after initial intervention or cannot tolerate the adverse
effects commonly associated with conventional treatments. Thus,
there remains an outstanding need for efficacious pharmacologi-
cal agents that are safe, well-tolerated, lead to remission of symp-
toms, and meet patients' preferences. In this presentation, we will
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the use of natural
remedies based on level of evidence, quality of data available,
and gaps in the literature.

Method: A systematic review of the literature encompassing
the use of natural remedies for the treatment of anxiety disorders.

Results: Despite the growing popularity of natural medications
in recent years, there is limited evidence for the effectiveness of
many of these natural treatments. A small number of clinical trials
with Passiflora Incamata (Passion Flower), Valerian root, Inositol,
St. John's Wort, and Kava-Kava have been conducted. We also
identified anecdotal reports for other agents such as SAM-e. Al-
though some studies seem to suggest superiority to placebo and
a potential in alleviating anxiety symptoms, therapeutic dosages
remain to be clearly determined. Natural remedies seem to be
well tolerated and relatively free of adverse effects, with the excep-
tion of Kava-Kava.

Conclusions: Natural remedies appear to be safe and effective
in the treatment of anxiety. However the evidence available is
limited and more research is needed to determine optimal doses.
Larger, controlled trials, and head-to-head comparisons with anxi-
olytics may shed light and help to clarify their role in the psycho-
pharmacological armamentarium.
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2. Akhondzadeh S: Passionflower in the treatment of generalized
anxiety: a pilot double-blind randomized controlled trial with
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NR27 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Efficacy of Group Psychoeducation in Bipolar
Disorders: Five-Year Outcome
Francesc Colom, Ph.D. IDIBAPS, Neuroscience, Villarroel 170,
Barcelona, 08036, Spain, Eduard Vieta, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to acknowledge the impact of psychoeducation in the
prophylaxis of recurrences in bipolar disorder, with special empha-
sis on long-term outcome.

Summary:

Background: Group psychoeducation has shown its efficacy
on prevention of all sort of bipolar recurrences, including mania/
hypomania, mixed episodes and depression (Colom et al., 2003).
However, there is a lack of data regarding efficacy in the long-
term, as, in the seminal mentioned study efficacy was assessed
at 24-month time-cut. Hereby, we introduce the 5-year follow-up
results, paying special attention to the comparison of number of
episodes.

Methods: One hundred twenty bipolar I and II outpatients in
remission (YMRS score <6, Hamilton Depression Rating Sscale-
17 score <8) for at least a 6 months period prior to inclusion in the
study, who were receiving standard pharmacologicalal treatment,
were included in a controlled trial. Subjects were matched for
age and sex and randomized to receive, in addition to standard
psychiatric care, 21 sessions of group psychoeducation or 21
sessions of nonstructured group meetings. Subjects were as-
sessed monthly during the 21 -week treatment period and through-
out the 5-year follow-up. For the present study, the main outcome
measures were number of episodes and time-to-relapse.

Results: Patients included in the psychoeducation group had
fewer relapses (3.88 versus 8.37; t=4.323, p< .001) including all
sorts of episodes -mania (.78 versus 1.76; t= 2.822, p<.007),
hypomania (.86 versus 1.51; t=2.137, p<.05), mixed phases (.80
versus 1.59; t=2.5, p<.02) or depression(1 .38 versus 3.51; t=
3.996, p<.001)-. The survival curve and the Kaplan-Meier survival
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analysis suggested a much better outcome for psychoeducated
patients.

Discussion; Group psychoeducation is a useful technique for
bipolar patients. It prevents bipolar patients from having a high
number of relapses. Despite some criticisms regarding the poten-
tial relationship between length of the treatment (6 months) and
adherence, withdrawal dates are not significantly high in the pres-
ent study, when compared to other existing psychosocial strat-
egies.
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NR28 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Assessment of Agitation in Dementia Based on
Behavioral Target Symptoms
Kelly M. Cosman, B.S. University of Rochester, Psychiatry, U
of R - PHT / Monroe Community Hospital, 435 E. Henrietta
Rd, Rochester, NY, 14620, Pierre N. Tariot, M.D., Connie J.
Holt, M.P.H., Laura J. Jakimovich, M.S., Rosemary Erb, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand that it may be feasible to rely on the assessment of
an individual's behavioral target symptoms of agitation associated
with dementia when monitoring response to an intervention, and
that this type of assessment may be a suitable alternative to more
formal and lengthy psychometric scales in a clinical setting.

Summary:

Objective: Using results from a previous trial (Tariot 1998), we
serially assessed individual symptoms of agitation to examine
whether this approach could efficiently characterize agitation and
measure response to psychotropic medication, as an alternative
to relying on comprehensive behavioral rating scales.

Method 51 nursing home residents with dementia were enrolled
in a 6-week placebo-controlled study of carbamazepine for treat-
ment of agitation. All suffered agitation of sufficient severity that
their attending physicians recommended treatment with anticon-
vulsant medication. Primary outcomes were the total Brief Psychi-
atric Rating Scale (BPRS) and Clinical Global Impression of
Change (CGIC). Participants' behavioral target symptoms of agita-
tion were also described; severity was scored from O(not present) -
3(severe). Presence/absence of target symptoms and mean se-
verity scores between baseline and week 6 were analyzed. Addi-
tionally, these changes were compared to changes in mean psy-
chometric scores to detect correlations between the response
measurements.

Results: 43 individual target symptoms were identified. The
baseline mean number of target symptoms/participant was 6.6(SD
3.1); mean severity scores were 2.2(SD 0.4) and 2.1 (SD 0.4) for
drug and placebo groups, respectively. Both treatment groups
demonstrated reductions in mean symptom severity during the
study [drug -0.96(0.6), placebo -0.26(0.5)]; however the difference
between groups was statistically significant using Wilcoxon Rank
Sum (p-value=0.0005). Regression analysis demonstrated signifi-
cant correlations between changes in total BPRS and target symp-
tom severity (r=86.4, p-value<0.0001), as well as between CGIC
and target symptom severity (r=85.7, p-value<0.0001).

Conclusions: Results suggest that clinical characterization of
behavioral target symptoms may be effective in determining re-
sponse to treatment,at least in patient with dementia and perhaps
other diagnoses. This approach may be applicable in usual clinical
settings, and could help clinicians systematize their behavioral
assessments as well as reduce the time required to adequately
examine response to psychotropic medication.

Supported by NIA grant AG-10463.
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NR29 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Early Worsening During Treatment With Sertraline,
Hypericum, or Placebo in MDD
Cristina Cusin, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital- Harvard
Medical School, Psychiatry, 50 Staniford St, suite 401, Boston,
MA, 02114, Maurizio Fava, M.D., Jonathan E. Alpert, M.D.,
Andrew A. Nierenberg, M.D., Deborah L. Shear, Faye H.
Schwartz, Roy H. Perlis, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the importance of early symptomatic worsening
during antidepressant treatment in patients with major depression.

Early worsening of depression severity during treatment is com-
mon, is associated with a poorer outcome, but likely not a treat-
ment-specific effect.

Summary:

In a previous study, we found that 30.4% of 694 fluoxetine-
treated patients with MDD experinced early symptomatic worsen-
ing.To extend this finding and determine its treatment-specificity
we analyzed a second cohort of outpatients with MDD (N = 340)
treated with sertraline (mean dosage 75mg ± 21), hypericum
(1299mg ± 243) or placebo, in a multicenter, randomized, double-
blind study. This clinical trial, previously published, failed to show
a difference in response rate between the three arms (2).

In this sample, an "early worsening", defined as an increase
of at least 5 points on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale-17
(HAM-D) compared to the previous visit, was present between
week 2 and 6 in 20.2% of patients treated with sertraline, 25,7%
of those treated with hypericum and 24.8% of those treated with
placebo.

Of those who experienced early worsening, 27.8% subse-
quently achieved response,defined as 50% decrease in HAM-D
compared to 42.2 % of subjects without worsening (X2=4.84,
p<0.05).Those results confirm that early worsening during treat-
ment is common, associated with poorer outcome, but likely not
a treatment-specific effect.
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NR30 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Differences in Clinical Presentation of Those Wanting
Versus Not Wanting Treatment for Social Anxiety
Disorder Secondary to Major Depression
Kristy L. Dalrymple, Ph.D. Brown Medical School and Rhode
Island Hospital, Outpatient Psychiatry, 235 Plain St., Suite 501,
Providence, Rl, 02905, Mark Zimmerman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: At the conclusion of this presentation,
participants should have a better understanding of the clinical and
demographic characteristics of those seeking versus not seeking
treatment for Social Anxiety Disorder secondary to Major De-
pressive Disorder. In addition, participants should have greater
knowledge of the clinical implications of these findings.

Summary:

Objective: Social Anxiety Disorder (SAD) is the most common
anxiety disorder comorbid with MDD. Up to one third of those with
MDD also have SAD. Although most patients with comorbid MDD
and SAD desire treatment for both conditions (74%), a small group
does not seek treatment for SAD. No study to date has examined
the clinical characteristics of those wanting versus not wanting
treatment for SAD secondary to MDD. Method: The sample con-
sisted of 141 individuals with primary MDD and secondary SAD,
with 118 wanting treatment and 23 not wanting treatment for sec-
ondary SAD. Participants were recruited as part of the Rhode
Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic Assessment and Services
(MIDAS) project. All participants completed a structured diagnostic
evaluation assessing for Axis I and II disorders, family history,
and psychosocial functioning. Results: Participants wanting treat-
ment for secondary SAD reported significantly more time out of
work and were younger than those not wanting treatment for
secondary SAD. There were no significant differences between
these two groups on other demographic variables, duration of
current depressive episode, number of depressive episodes, cur-
rent or past social functioning, severity of depression, overall se-
verity of illnesses, or age of onset of either disorder. Conclusion:
Overall, few significant differences were found between groups
in areas related to severity of illness. This suggests that those
wanting treatment for secondary SAD are not necessarily more
severe than those not wanting treatment for it. However, the fact
that those wanting treatment for secondary SAD reported signifi-
cantly more time out work than those not wanting treatment for
it indicates that impairment in work functioning may be a better
predictor of desiring treatment for SAD secondary to MDD.
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NR31 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Last Neurobiological Findings in Dissociative
Disorders
Cristian Damsa University Hospital, Rue Micheli-du-Crest 24,
Geneva, 1211, Switzerland, Coralie Lazignac, Andrei Cicotti,
Melisande Kelley-Puskas, Roberto Pirrotta, Antonio Andreoli

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to integrate the most recent neurobiological findings about
dissociative disorders, in a clinical context.

Summary:

Summary
Recent neurobiological developments encourage the reevalua-

tion of the relationship between the organic background and the
clinical data from patients with dissociative disorders.

Objectives
1. Synthesis of recent neurobiological data about dissociative

disorders
2. To search for a link between clinical and neuropsychological

data and the neurobiological findings
3. To underline the importance of an integrative (neuro-biologi-

cal and clinical) approach for dissociative disorders.
Method
An extensive review of the literature (Medline 1980- Nov 2005)

was performed on dissociative disorders and of their neurobiologi-
cal support. All English, French and German publications were
retained, furthermore the references of each article were used to
identify possible missing studies.

Results
Several studies suggest the involvement of specific areas of

the prefrontal cortex (orbito-frontal, medio-frontal and cingular)
and the limbic system in the pathogeny of dissociative disorders.
Neurobiological and neuro-endocrinological findings are dis-
cussed in relation with clinical and neuropsychological data, con-
cerning the regulation of affects and the memory.

Conclusion
The integration of anatomical, biochemical and neuroendocrino-

logical data in the clinical ethiopathogenic models of dissociative
disorders seems to be a challenge for neurosciences.
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NR32 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Association Between the C825T Polymorphism of the
G-Protein Beta3 Sub-Unit Gene GNB3 and Clinical
Improvement With Antipsychotics in Schizophrenia:
Meta-Analysis of Four Drug Trials
Vincenzo De Luca University of Toronto, 250 College St,
Toronto, ON, Canada, Daniel Muller, Steven G. Potkin, Jan
Volavka, Jeffrey Lieberman, Herbert Y. Meltzer, James L.
Kennedy

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the partecipant should
be able to discuss the meta-analysis method applied to pharmaco-
genetics studies of antipsychotics and antidepressants.

Summary:

G-proteins are composed of alpha, beta and gamma subunits.
Once activated, these subunits play a major role in the conversion
of external receptor activation into intracellular signals. The func-
tional C825T polymorphism of the beta3 subunit gene (GNB3)
has recently been shown to modulate antidepressant response,
with the T-allele conferring an increased signalling and being asso-
ciated with favourable antidepressant response.Our goal was to
evaluate the collective evidence for an association between the
C825T polymorphism and response to antipsychotics. We per-
formed a metanalysis of four different drug-trials. Overall, the four
studies showed no indication of an association between allele and
antipsychotic response (z=0.22; p=0.826). The results of the four
studies are homogeneous (p=0.832) and there is no evidence of
publication bias (p=0.374). In conclusion, the C825T polymor-
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phism doesn't influence the outcome of the antipsychotic
treatment.
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NR33 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Elite Collegiate Athletes: Personality Versus Playing
Time as Determinants of Happiness
Katie G. Denny, M.A. Stanford University, Psychology, 1251 W.
McKinley Ave, Apt. D, Sunnyvale, CA, 94086, Hans Steiner,
M.D., Mark Lepper, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should have
a good feel for the heavy pressure and stressful environment in
which student-athletes exist and flourish, and be able to relate
the examined environment to their own experiences of working
in a fast paced, high stress world. Participants should walk away
with an understanding of what environment and personality con-
tribute to how one copes with stressful situations and which factor
contributes more significantly to a person's satisfaction with life.
Not only will this presentation will present them with a tiny and
untraditional slice of the nature versus nurture argument, but it
will provide listeners with another medium to think about what
leads to true happiness and give them an avenue to think about
what aspects of life are truly important for being happy.

Summary:

Objective:
When people are placed in stressful situations, is their happi-

ness governed more by external or internal factors: success or
personality? We approach this question through a study of stu-
dent-athletes at Stanford University, hypothesizing that personal-
ity is more enduring than success, and that happiness in athletes
remains stable regardless of playing time.

Methods:
We propose that five personality traits may control athletes'

happiness: locus of control, optimism/pessimism, theory of intelli-
gence, mindfulness and self-complexity. Data were collected
through a standardized questionnaire using previously validated
scales for each of these factors as well as for participants' happi-
ness independent of athletics. 140 student-athletes from Stanford
were surveyed, including ages from 18-25, men and women, fall
team sports (football, men's and women's soccer and basketball,
women's volleyball, and field hockey), and all races.

Results:
While playing time (= athletic success) increases from freshmen

to seniors there is no corresponding change in happiness (r =
.062, p > 0.21). Students' personality traits were stable across
years. One personality factor, mindfulness, showed a particularly
high positive correlation with happiness (r= .726, p < 0.005). All
other personality traits showed similar relationships. These results
suggest that the personality characteristics and happiness levels
with which an athlete enters college persist without noticeable
change throughout their collegiate career, regardless of athletic
success (as measured by playing time).

Conclusion:
If, indeed, happiness levels are established prior to college, this

finding has important implications for the prediction of how well an
athlete will cope with the adversity inevitably encountered playing
college sports, and the manner in which therapists approach emo-
tional problems in college athletes. Promotion of particular person-
ality traits (e.g., mindfulness) during adolescence may help buffer
student athletes (and others) against the stresses of their college
careers.
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NR34 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Mood State and Severity as a Predictor of Bipolar
Disorder among Antidepressant Non-Responders
Astrid E. Desrosiers, M.D. Harvard Medical School, Department
of Psychiatry, 50 Stanford Street, Suite 580, Boston, MA,
02144, Robert M.A. Hirschfeld, M.D., Joseph R. Calabrese,
M.D., Mark A. Frye, M.D., Thomas R. Thompson, M.D.,
Michael L. Reed, Ph.D., Gary S. Sachs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To identify depression-related symptom predictors of bipolar
disorder risk among patients currently in treatment for unipolar
depression.

Summary:

Objective: This study explored the relationship between mood
state, severity and depression symptoms and bipolar disorder
(BPD) risk among currently treated patients with depression.

Method: Psychiatrists from community and private practice
clinic settings randomly selected patients with unipolar depression
who had one or more prior antidepressant (AD) medication fail-
ures. Patients with a diagnosis of BPD, OCD, or schizophrenia
were excluded. Patient history and AD use were obtained via
record abstraction. A self-administered patient survey collected
current depression symptoms via the 20-item Center for Epidemio-
logic Study-Depression (CESD) scale. BPD risk was assessed
via the Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ).

Results: Data were collected from 461 females and 139 males.
Stepwise logistic regression identified depressive symptoms asso-
ciated with a MDQ positive (MDQ+) screen for BPD. For females
this included "people were unfriendly" (OR=2.4, p<.002); for
males: "felt that people disliked me" (OR=8.8, p<.001), "talked
less" (OR=.149, p<.004), "appetite was poor" (OR=3.1, p<.039).
Among those with severe CESD depression (n=370), 18.6%
screened MDQ+ positive while 29.7% with mild depression (n=
64) screened MDQ+ (chi=4.11, p<.04) suggesting that depression
may mask recall for manic symptoms.

Conclusions: Gender specific depressive symptoms may help
to identify patients at risk for BPD. Severe depression may mask
recall of past mania and manic symptoms. Manic symptom history
should be explored during periods of mild or minimal depression
to help optimize symptom recall and enhance BPD detection and
the likelihood of appropriate treatment.

Research supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR35 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Comparison of Quality of Life and Psychosocial
Functioning in OCD Versus BDD
Elizabeth R. Didie, Ph.D. Butler Hospital/ Brown University,
Psychiatry, 345 Blackstone Boulevard, Providence, Rl, 02906,
Mary Walters, Ed.M., Anthony Pinto, Ph.D., William Menard,
B.A., Jane L. Eisen, M.D., Steven A. Rasmussen, M.D.,
Katharine A. Phillips, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe differences and similarities between obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD), body dysmorphic disorder (BDD) and
comorbid OCD+BDD on measures of quality of life and psychoso-
cial functioning.

Summary:

OCD (OCD) and BDD are possibly related disorders character-
ized by markedly poor functioning and quality of life. However,
few studies have compared these disorders in these important
domains. We compared functioning and quality of life in 210 OCD
subjects, 45 BDD subjects, and 40 subjects with comorbid
BDD+OCD using reliable and valid measures. OCD subjects and
BDD subjects had very poor scores across all measures, with no
statistically significant differences between the groups. However,
comorbid BDD+OCD subjects had greater impairment than OCD
subjects on 11 scales/subscales, which remained significant after
controlling for OCD severity. Comorbid BDD+OCD subjects had
greater impairment than BDD subjects on 2 scales/subscales,
which were no longer significant after controlling for BDD severity.
Thus, functioning and quality of life were poor across all three
groups, although individuals with comorbid BDD+OCD had greater
impairment on a number of measures.
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NR36 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Oxcarbacepine in the Ddetoxication in Patients With
Polytoxicomania
Aurora Doll, M.D. Gregorio Marahon Hospital, Psychiatry,
aurodoll@hotmail.com, ORTEGA Y GASSETT N8 2A, ALCALA
DE HENARES (MADRID), 28803, Spain, ANA MENA, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to treat with oxcarbacepine the withdrawal symptoms (doses,
side effects) in the detoxication of patients with polysubstance
abuse ( alcohol, cocaine, opiates or benzodiacepines). Also can
recognize other advantages of this treatment like no dependency
risk and the control in the impulsivity levels.

Summary:

Background: new antiepileptics could be an effective treatment
of detoxication, without dependency risks. There're some publica-
tions about the uses of oxcarbacepine in this area but this study
presents two new aspects: the treatment of cocaine craving with
oxcarbacepine and patients with polytoxicomania.

Objectives
Evaluate the effectiveness of oxcarbacepine: in the treatment

of withdrawal symptoms, reducing the impulsivity and the needs
of benzodiazepines in detoxication.

Methods
40 individuals (20 subjects and 20 controls)with polysubstance

use from Detoxication Unit in the Gregorio Maranon Hospital. We
evaluate the withdrawal symptoms and the impulsivity after 10
days of treatment in the subjects group with: Clinical Institute
Withdrawal Assessment (CIWA), Short Opiate Withdrawal Scale
(SOWS), Cocaine Craving Questionnaire (CCQ) and the Impulsiv-
ity Rating Scale (IRS). And evaluate the severity of the symptons
and their recovery due to therapeutical interventions with the Clini-
cal Global Impression (CGI)

Results
The mean dose of benzodiazepines was 24,25 mg (DS 20,48)

in oxcarbacepine group versus 49,01 mg (DS 17,80) in non-oxcar-
bacepine group, we compared them and there was a significance
difference p<0,05.The mean score of following scales was: CIWA
6,22 (DS 3,3), SOWS 8,68 (DS 1,5), CCQ 146,75 (DS 26,52). All
of them are low levels of symptoms In IRS, the mean was 4,3
(DS 2,4) that means low levels of impulsivity. In the CGI all the
patients of the subjects group were considered severe and 19 of
the 20 had an important improvement.

Conclusions: oxcarbacepine was effective for the control of with-
drawal symptoms, impulsivity and reduced the needed of use
benzodiazepines.
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NR37 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Differences in Sustained Attention in Methadone
Maintained and Abstinent Opiate Dependent
Subjects: PET Neuroimaging Study
Daniel Eisenberg, M.D. Beth Israel Medical Center, Department
of Psychiatry, First Avenue at 16th Street, #6KY2, New York
City, NY, 10003, James Prosser, M.D., John A. Matochik,
Ph.D., Lisa J. Cohen, Ph.D., Igor I. Galynker, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: At the conclusion of the presentation,
participants should be able to appreciate differences in attentional
processes and regional variations in cerebral glucose metabolism
between methadone maintained and abstinent opiate dependent
subjects.

Summary:

Objective: Opiate-dependent individuals demonstrate cogni-
tive deficits that may impair their ability to engage in treatment
(Darke, 2000). Previous neuroimaging research has identified
large regions of the anterior cingulate, right frontal cortex, and left
parietal cortex, which are activated during an auditory continuous
performance task (CPT) (Benedict, 1998). Few studies have ex-
amined how opiate addiction affects attentional processing. We
sought to examine whether CPT performance and its metabolic
correlates in the brain vary with methadone maintenance or pro-
tracted abstinence from opiates.

Method: Thirteen healthy adults, nine former opiate addicts
receiving methadone maintenance treatment and twelve former
opiate addicts who previously received methadone maintenance
and are currently in protracted abstinence underwent neuroimag-
ing using 5-fluorodeoxyglucose PET while performing an audi-
tory CPT.

Results: Methadone maintained subjects had a statistically sig-
nificant reduction in CPT percentage complete compared to former
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addicts in protracted abstinence and healthy controls. There was
no significant difference between controls and abstinent subjects
with respect to CPT performance. CPT performance covaried
positively with regional glucose metabolism in clusters in the left
auditory cortex and bilateral thalamus in controls, in no regions
in the protracted abstinent group, but in the right mesial occipital,
bilateral parietal, bilateral prefrontal, and right posterior parietal
cortices in methadone maintained subjects.

Conclusion: Methadone maintained individuals and not absti-
nent former heroin users demonstrate worse sustained attention
than healthy controls. Cortical activity is associated with task per-
formance in methadone maintained individuals in much more
widespread cortical areas, suggesting the possibility that metha-
done patients may require increased activity throughout a diffuse
cerebral network in order to sustain attention successfully.
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NR38 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Temperament and Character Inventory and
Depression After Diagnosis of Breast Cancer
Taemoon Erm, M.D. Asan medical Center, psychiatry, Asan
medical Center, pung-nab 2 dong, Song-pa-Gu, Seoul, 1111,
Republic of Korea, Shin Hee Kim, M.A., oh soo Han, M.D., Jin
Young Kim, M.D., Sei Hyun Ahn, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize own temperemant and character.

Summary:

Objectives: First, the objective of the present study was to inves-
tigate the differences of temperament and character traits between
depression group(n=27) and non-depression group(n=29) in
Breast Cancer patients. Second, it was to explore the effect of
those factors on depression in breast cancer patients.

Methods: Of the 115 subjects, 56 individuals were completed
the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale(HDRS-17) with

clinician and Korean version of Temperament and Character In-
ventory (TCI).

Results: depression group showed significantly higher 'Harm
avoidance', and lower Self-directedness' score as compared to
non-depression group. The stepwise linear regression analysis
showed 'HA1 (worry and pessimism)' was the only significant pre-
dicting variable for depression.

Conclusion: These data suggest that temperaments and char-
acters should be considered in studies investigating depression
from acute stressful events.
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NR39 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Bicultural Identity Among Economical Migrants:
Preliminary Validation of the Geneva Biculturality
Questionnaire
Ariel Eytan, M.D. Geneva University Hospitals, Psychiatry, 2
Ch. Petit-Bel-Air, Geneva, 1225, Switzerland, Nuria Jene-
Petschen, M.D., Marianne Gex-Fabry, M.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand how the Geneva Biculturality Questionnaire
was constructed and validated. Relevant cultural identity items
for a multi-ethnic population of economical immigrants living in
Switzerland will be presented and discussed.

Summary:

Objective: Acculturation is one of the determinants of mental
health among immigrants. Measuring adaptation to the host cul-
ture is insufficient, since immigrants will develop various degrees
of bi- or multicultural identity. The objective of the present study
was to validate a bicultural scale to be used among economical
immigrants living in Switzerland. Method: A 24 item instrument
was designed. The validation study included 93 immigrant adults
from three south European countries (Italy, Portugal and Spain),
who lived in Geneva. Thirty-eight patients were recruited in an
outpatient program for alcohol-related problems and 55 partici-
pants were hospital employees. Results: The questionnaire was
rated as easy or rather easy by 97.8% of participants. Median
time to complete it was 5 minutes. The subscales related to culture
of origin and host culture displayed adequate internal consistency
(Cronbach's alpha 0.77 and 0.73 respectively). Principal compo-
nent analysis supported the concept of a two-dimensional model,
with levels of involvement in culture of origin and host culture
independent from each other. Testing logical hypotheses in ac-
cordance with literature data provided support to construct validity.
The instrument allowed discriminating between patients and
healthy subjects, with scores for Swiss culture significantly higher
among hospital workers. Younger age at arrival in host country
and longer stay were significantly associated with higher score
on the Swiss subscale. Longer stay in host country and less
frequent return to country of origin were associated with lower
score for culture of origin. Biculturality indices were derived in order
to identify individuals who are highly immersed in both cultures.
Conclusions: The proposed instrument allows assessing the bicul-
tural identity of Italian, Portuguese and Spanish economical mi-
grants in Switzerland. Preliminary results prompt to further valida-
tion in various and larger patient populations.
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NR40 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Imaging White Matter in Eight Year Old Children With
Depressive Symptoms: Diffusion Tensor Imaging
Study
Cherine Fahim, Ph.D. The Montreal Neurological Institute,
Department of Neurology and Neurosurgery, 3801 University,
Montreal, PQ, H3A 2B4, Canada, Daniel Perusse, Ph.D.,
Boualem Mensour, Ph.D., Gille Beaudouin, Ph.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the presenter points to
the potential benefit of early (during childhood) neuroimaging
screening of the white matter

(WM) using diffusion tensor imaging based on symptom tenden-
cies towards depression. In our case, we used children with de-
pressive symptoms (depression tendency DT), however, they did
not yet develop the disease. We propose that whole brain WM
abnormalities have their effect by disrupting connections between
cortical and subcortical regions involved in mood regulation early
during childhood in some children DT. Further disruption of these
circuits may result in the actual diagnosis of depression. Poten-
tially, if enough connecting WM tracts are impaired, depression
may become treatment refractory. It is possible that these findings
represent measurable functional changes that can predispose an
individual to develop the cognitive and emotional changes that
occur in depression. In summary, early investigation of WM abnor-
malities in certain mental disorders may have clinical utility in early
diagnosis,

treatment response monitoring, or the development of new treat-
ments.

Summary:

Objective: Using diffusion tensor imaging, we investigated
white matter (WM) in 8 years old children with depressive symp-
toms (DS) in an attempt to overcome limitations of previous studies
on depression (e.g., most studies investigates eledely/adult pa-
tients, after the onset of depression and brain changes due to
medications/other treatments). Methods: Depressive symptoms
were evaluated using the Dominic Interactive (Valla et al., 2000).
Results: We found significant values of lower fractional anisotropy
(FA an index of the presence and coherence of oriented WM
structures) values in the right (R) hippocampus, R orbital frontal,
R medial frontal, left lateral prefrontal, R rostral anterior cingulate,
R subgenual cingulate gyri and R anterior thalamus in the DS
group (n=10, 3 girls and 7 boys). There were no areas of signifi-
cantly higher FA in DS compared with NC (n=10, 4 girls and 6
boys). Conclusion: These findings suggest that children with DS
may have a disruption in the structural integrity of WM in these
regions early before the actual onset of the disease. These struc-
tural abnormalities may contribute to the tendencies towards de-
pression, which could later result in the actual onset of depression.
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NR41 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Medical and Psychiatric History: Predictors of
Bipolar Disorder Risk in Patients Treated for Unipolar
Depression
Niamh Farrelly, M.D. Harvard Medical School, 50 Staniford
Street, Suite 580, Boston, MA, 02114, Joseph R. Calabrese,
M.D., Robert M.A. Hirschfeld, M.D., Mark A. Frye, M.D.,
Thomas R. Thompson, M.D., Michael L. Reed, Ph.D., Gary S.
Sachs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To identify co-morbid conditions, family health history and sui-
cide as potential predictors of bipolar disorder risk among patients
currently in treatment for unipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: This study evaluated patient and family health his-
tory data for patients with depression and assessed risk for bipolar
disorder (BPD).

Method: Psychiatrists from community and private practice
clinic settings randomly selected patients with unipolar depression
who had one or more prior antidepressant (AD) medication fail-
ures. Patient history and AD use were obtained via record abstrac-
tion. A patient survey collected demographics, self-reported "con-
ditions you have been diagnosed with" and "conditions a blood
relative (parent, brother, sister, child) may have been diagnosed
with", as well as history of suicide thoughts and attempts. BPD
risk was obtained via Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ).

Results: Data were collected for 602 patients. Predictors of
MDQ+ BPD risk were identified with logistic regression controlling
for patient age and gender. For patient reports about their own
health problems this analysis yielded: anxiety/bad nerves (OR=
2.7, p<.001), asthma (OR=1.9, p<.009), eating disorder (OR=2.8,
p<.001) and OCD (OR=2.3, p< .009). For patients reporting about
blood relatives this analysis yielded: arthritis (OR=2.3, p<.001),
bipolar disorder (OR=2.0, p<.003), cholesterol problems (OR=
1.8, p<.007) and high blood pressure (OR=.001, p<.001). Suicide
thoughts (OR=2.1, p<.003) and suicide attempts (OR=1.9, p<.005)
were also associated with MDQ+ BPD risk.

Conclusions: Medical and psychiatric co-morbidities may have
treatment implications in depressed patients refractory to standard
antidepressant treatments by predicting the likelihood of bipolar
disorder.

Research supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR42 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Reductions in Behavioral Avoidance During Acute
Fluoxetine Treatment for Depression
Greg C. Feldman, M.S. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Department of Psychiatry, 15 Parkman St (WAC 812), Boston,
MA, 02114, Sienna Vorono, B.A., Faye Schwartz, M.S.,
Timothy J. Petersen, Ph.D., Paola Pedrelli, Ph.D., Patrick J.
McGrath, M.D., Maurizio Fava, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the potential impact of antidepressant medica-
tion on behavioral avoidance and consider its implication in treat-
ment planning.

Summary:

Objective: Avoidance of upsetting stimuli has been established
as a central maintaining feature of anxiety disorders. More re-
cently, various markers of avoidance have been shown to be
elevated among individuals with depression and predictive of
worse response to treatment for depression and slower remission
from MDD. In the present study, we investigated the time course
of improvement in behavioral avoidance during acute fluoxetine
treatment in patients with MDD.

Method: Five hundred seventy subjects with MDD were treated
with fluoxetine for 12 weeks [target dosages: 10 mg daily (week
1), 20 mg (weeks 2-4), 40 mg (weeks 4-8), and 60 mg (weeks 5-
12)]. Behavioral avoidance was assessed at baseline and weeks
4,8, and 12 using a single item from the Hopkins Symptom Check-
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list (SCL-90; Derogatis et al., 1974; Item 50). Depression severity
was assessed at these time points with the 17-item Hamilton
Rating Scale for Depression (Hamilton, 1960). In a hierarchical
linear modeling framework, a random slopes repeated measures
model (i.e., a growth curve model) was used to assess change
in behavioral avoidance over the course of treatment.

Results: Behavioral avoidance decreased significantly during
the 12-week treatment (p< .001). This result remained significant
when depression symptoms, measured during the same visit as
the avoidance assessments, were included in the model.

Conclusions: Acute treatment with fluoxetine may help to de-
crease behavioral avoidance among individuals with depression.
This result is independent of concurrent decreases in depression
severity. This finding has implications for combined treatments
suggesting that pharmacotherapy may help patients prepare to
re-engage with valued goals and pleasant activities, a clinical
target of the behavioral activation component of cognitive-behav-
ior therapy.
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NR43 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Continuous Emotional Task Selectively Activates
Both Left and Right Amygdala: 18FDG-PET Study
Emilio Fernandez-Egea, M.D. Hospital Clinic, Servei Psiquiatria
(G096) - Programa Esquizofrenia Clinic (PEC), CA/illarroel 170,
Barcelona, 08036, Spain, Eduard Parellada, M.D., Francisco
Lomena, M.D., Javier Pavia, Carles Falcon, Anna Mane, M.D.,
Miguel Bernardo, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to understand the value of FDG-PET for facial emotion
recognition studies

Summary:

Background: Human amygdala plays a key role on affect and
emotion circuitry. Amygdalar activation has been consistently
shown during facial emotion recognition studies. Most of the amyg-
dalar neuroactivation research have been done with fast temporal
resolution techniques, such as fMRI, PET H20

15 or Magnet-
oencephalographic, in part due to habituation phenomena (ner-
vous phenomena that allows to exclude irrelevant and repetitive
stimuli). In contrast, some researchers suggest that 18FDG-PET
could assess better global emotionality over particular emotion.
Objective: To study amigdalar response during facial emotion
recognition tasks with 18FDG-PET technique. Methods: Seven
right-handed healthy subjects performed two scans on different
days, with both emotional (ET) and control task (CT). Each task
consisted on 300 pictures, 3.5 seconds per picture for a total time
of 20 minutes of continuous task. ET evaluated sadness and
happiness of men and women pictures while CT displayed men
and women neutral faces. SPM2 analyses subtracting CT from
ET images were performed (amygdalar region of interest - ROI).
Time responses and Extended Release rors were also recorded.
Results: Both left and right amigdalar activation was observed,
greater in left (t = 6.31; p < 0.001) than right (t = 2.06; p = 0.042)

amygdala. There was no different correct answer index between
EC and CT (97.5% versus 98,4%; X2 = 4.237; p = 0.051). ET time
response was greater than CT (846.54 vs. 618.76 miliseconds; t=
23.89; p < 0.001). Conclutions: Lack of amygdala habituation
was observed. Continuous emotional task selectively activates
both left and right amygdala and it can be assessed with 18FDG-
PET technique.
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NR44 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Pathological Aging of Attention in Huntington,
Alzheimer, and Normal Subjects
Florian Ferreri McGill University, Psychiatry, Clinical
Psychopharmacological Unit - AMI, 1025 Pine Avenue West,
Monteral, PQ, H3A 1A1, Canada, Charles-Siegfried Peretti,
Virginie-Anne Chouinard, Robert Miller, Guy Chouinard

Educational Objectives:

To help understanding the consequences of attention disorders
on aging and dementia

Summary:

Objective.
Recent models have proposed that attention includes exoge-

nous and endogenous attention as separate components. Exoge-
nous attention, defined as automatic, involuntary and unaffected
by memory load, is directed by external stimulation. Endogenous
attention, defined as voluntary, executive and affected by memory
load, is directed by voluntary acts.

Method.
Three studies (2 of our own) were designed to examine if the

decline in these two components of attention was similar in normal
aging and neurodegenerative diseases. Standardized tests de-
rived from Posner's model of visuospatial attention were adminis-
tered to normal healthy elderly subjects (n=13), patients with Hun-
tington's disease (HD) (n = 17) and Alzheimer's disease (AD) (n =
15), and matched control subjects (n = 57).

Results.
In healthy elderly subjects, both exogenous and endogenous

attention were found to decline, within normal limits, and the de-
cline was more pronounced in endogenous attention in situations
of perceptual conflict. In AD, there was a significant decline in
both attention components, whereas in HD, voluntary components
were markedly impaired, but automatic components preserved.

Conclusions.
The results are consistent with the hypothesis that neuronal

networks for attention are differentially vulnerable to the effects
of normal aging and neurodegenerative diseases, depending on
their cortical or subcortical origins.
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NR45 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Antidepressant-Related Relapse in Bipolar Disorder
Megan M. Filkowski, B.A. Emory University, Psychiatry, The
Emory Clinic, 1365 Clifton Road, Building B, Suite 6100,
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Atlanta, GA, 30322, Benjamin Zablotsky, B.A., David J. Borrelli,
Michael Ostacher, Rif S. El-Mallakh, M.D., Claudia F.
Baldassano, M.D., S. Nassir Ghaemi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to determine if antidepressant discontinuation leads to
increased risk of relapse in bipolar disorder.

Summary:

References:
1. Altshuler L, Suppes T, Black D, Nolen WA, Keck PE, Jr.,

Frye MA, McElroy S, Kupka R, Grunze H, Walden J, Leverich G,
Denicoff K, Luckenbaugh D, Post R: Impact of antidepressant
discontinuation after acute bipolar depression remission on rates
of depressive relapse at 1-year follow-up. Am J Psychiatry; 2003;
160(7): 1252-62

2. Prien RF, Kupfer DJ, Mansky PA, Small JG, Tuason VB, Voss
CB, Johnson WE: Drug therapy in the prevention of recurrences in
unipolar and bipolar affective disorders: A report of the NIMH
Collaborative Study Group comparing lithium carbonate, imipra-
mine, and a lithium carbonate-imipramine combination. Arch Gen
Psychiatry; 1984; 41:1096-1104.

ABSTRACT
Objective: Some studies suggest that antidepressant continua-

tion improves outcomes following recovery from bipolar depres-
sion. We report interim data from the first randomized controlled
trial to assess antidepressant discontinuation with new generation
agents in bipolar disorder.

Method: Subjects recovered from a major depressive episode
for 2 months (on mood stabilizer plus antidepressant), were openly
randomized to either continue (LT; n=30) or discontinue (ST; n=
33) antidepressants, with at least 1 year follow-up. A questionnaire
(rated -2 to +2 each) measuring patient opinion on antidepressant
use was administered prior to randomization.

Results: A partial analysis was conducted (n=66). In an unad-
justed survival analysis of time to first mood episode the ST group
seemed more likely to relapse (HR=1.77, 95% Cl [1.45, 2.15]).
After adjusting imbalanced covariates, the ST group was less likely
to relapse (HR=0.13, 95% Cl [0.08, 0.22]). Apparent superiority
of antidepressant continuation in univariate analysis may reflect
confounding bias. Patient expectation (attitude) was a major con-
found in regression analysis.

Conclusions: Observational evidence of antidepressant bene-
fit is likely due to confounding bias. Randomization and adjustment
for confounders demonstrate increased depressive relapse with
antidepressant continuation.

Funding Source: Supported by NIMH grant MH-64189-03
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NR46 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Intramuscular Ziprasidone for Acute Agitation in
Children and Adolescents: Retrospective Chart
Review.
Jacob J. Forrester, M.D. University of Cincinnati, Psychiatry,
3864 Isabella Avenue, Cincinnati, OH, 45209-2127, Drew H.

Barzman, M.D., Stephen M. Montgomery, Nicole B. Clark,
Melissa P. DelBello, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objective:
1. To determine the effectiveness of intramuscular ziprasidone

in the management of acute agitation in children and adolescents.
2. To determine the safety of intramuscular ziprasidone in the
management of acute agitation in children and adolescents.

Summary:

Abstract: Introduction: Intramuscular ziprasidone has become
a widely used clinical tool to control acute episodes of agitation.
However, there is a paucity of data regarding the effectiveness
and tolerability of this medication in children and adolescents.
METHOD: A retrospective chart review was conducted of children
and adolescents admitted to Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medi-
cal Center (CCHMC) psychiatric units between January 1, 2003
and June 31, 2005. Subjects who had received intramuscular (IM)
ziprasidone were identified and their age, gender, race and dosage
received were recorded. Medical records were reviewed to deter-
mine the effectiveness and tolerability of IM ziprasidone. Results:
Fifty-six youth received IM ziprasidone. Seventeen patients re-
ceived more than one administration over the course of their hospi-
talization. Sixty-six injections of 20 mg and 17 injections of 10 mg
were administered. Sixty-four percent of injections were given to
male patients. The average age of patients receiving an injection
was 12.8 years old (range 5-18 years old). Six injections were
given to preschool age children (3-7 years old), 8 injections given
to school age (8-11 years old), and 59 injections were given to
adolescents (> 12 years old). Forty-one patients (49%) receiving
injections were African American, thirty-nine (47%) were Cauca-
sian and three (4%) were bi-racial. Re-administration within 4
hours for continued agitation was required only once, after a dose
of 10 mg. Four subjects had mild adverse events including general-
ized myalgia, back pain, confusion, and a nose bleed. Conclusion:
These preliminary results suggest that intramuscular ziprasidone
was well tolerated for the treatment of acute agitation in children
and adolescents. Additional effectiveness analyses will also be
presented.
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1. Staller JA: Intramuscular ziprasidone in youth: a retrospective
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2. Hazaray E, Ehret J, Posey DJ, Petti TA, McDougle CJ: Intra-
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NR47 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Metabolic Syndrome and the Risk of Coronary Heart
Disease in Patients Treated With Second Generation
Antipsychotic Drugs
Anne M. Frederickson, M.D. Zucker Hillside Hospital,
Psychiatry, Zucker Hillside Hospital, Glen Oaks, NY, 11004,
Christoph U. Correll, M.D., John M. Kane, M.D., Peter Manu,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the concluxion of the presentation the participant should be
able to diagnose metabolic syndrome and recognize the fact that
the syndrome doubles the 10-year risk of coronary heart disease
events (angina, myocardial infarction and sudden cardiac death)
in pateints treated with second generation antipsychotic drugs.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the relationship between presence of
metabolic syndrome and the risk of coronary heart disease (CHD)
events (angina pectoris, myocardial infarction and sudden cardiac
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death) in patients treated with second-generation antipsychotic
medications.

Methods: 367 adults treated with second-generation antipsy-
chotics randomly selected from consecutive psychiatric admis-
sions to a single hospital underwent assessments evaluating the
presence of metabolic syndrome. The 10-year risk of CHD events
was calculated according to the Framingham scoring system for
age, smoking, total cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, blood pressure
and history of diabetes, and compared in patients with and without
the metabolic syndrome.

Results: Metabolic syndrome, present in 137 (37.3%) patients,
was associated with a significantly greater age- and ethnicity-
adjusted 10-year risk of CHD events, i.e., 11.5% versus 5.3% for
men (odds ratio: 2.18, 95% Cl: 1.88-2.48, p<0.0001) and 4.5%
versus 2.3% for women (odds ratio: 1.94, 95% Cl: 1.65-2.23,
p=0.0005). The increased risk of CHD events in patients with
metabolic syndrome remained significant after the exclusion of
diabetic patients. In a logistic regression analysis of variables
independent of the Framingham scoring system, triglyceride levels
(p<0.0001), waist circumference (p=0.035) and Caucasian race
(p=0.047) were significantly associated with the 10-year risk of
CHD events (p<0.0001).

Conclusions: These data confirm the high prevalence of meta-
bolic syndrome in patients receiving second-generation antipsy-
chotics, indicate that metabolic syndrome doubles the 10-year risk
of CHD events in this population and emphasize the importance of
the "hypertriglyceridemic waist" for the identification of psychiatric
patients at high risk of CHD.

References:

1. Cohn T, Prud'homme D, Streiner D, et al. Characterizing coro-
nary heart disease risk in chronic schizophrenia: High preva-
lence of the metabolic syndrome. Can J Psychiatry
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NR48 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
There Are No Associations Between
Immunoglobuline-E and Anxiety and Depression in
the Adult General Female Population
Marianne K. Fremstad, M.D. National University for Technology
and Science, Norway, The Institute of Neuromedicine,
Borgundvegen 227 B, Aalesund, 6008, Norway, Arnstein
Mykletun, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to reevaluate previous hypotheses concerning etiological
factors in the association between anxiety/depression and ec-
zema, asthma and rhinitis.The finding of no association between
anxiety/depression and IgE must encourage development of new
hypotheses for the biological link underlying the association be-
tween asthma, rhinitis, eczema and anxiety and depression.

Summary:

Objective
There are multiple reports of increased prevalence of anxiety

and depression in patients with asthma, eczema and rhinitis. Sug-
gested biological mechanisms underlying these associations most
commonly involve IgE. However, the association between anxiety/
depression and IgE has hardly been studied, and the aim of the
present study will therefore be to examine the hypothesized asso-
ciation between anxiety/depression and IgE in a general adult
female population.

Methods
A sub-sample of 374 female participants in a population-based

general health study in Norway (the Hordaland Health Study) with
participation rate 70% was screened for total and allergen-specific
IgE. Anxiety and depression was measured employing the Hospi-
tal Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS). This design ensured
stronger statistical power than in any previous study of IgE in
relation to anxiety and depression, and the population-approach
ensured satisfactory variance in both IgE and anxiety/depression.

Results
No association between anxiety/depression and total IgE or

anxiety/depression and allergen-specific IgE was found. Non-sig-
nificant tendencies were both positive and negative. This finding
was robust across continuous and categorical statistical ap-
proaches.

Conclusions
Our finding does not question the commonly reported associa-

tions between anxiety/depression and asthma, rhinitis and ec-
zema. We do, however, question the relevance of IgE as an
aetiological factor in the biological chain underlying these associa-
tions.
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NR49 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Homocysteine and Eating Disorders
Helge Frieling, M.D. University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy,
Schwabachanlage 6, Erlangen, 91054, Germany, Birgit
Roschke, Martina de Zwaan, M.D., Julia Wilhelm, M.D., Stefan
Bleich, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize basic neurobiological traits of anorexia and
bulimia nervosa. He should know about the impact of the 1 -carbon
metabolism on different symptoms of eating disorders.

Summary:

Introduction:
Elevated homocysteine levels were found in various neuropsy-

chiatric disorders (i.e. Alzheimer's disease, depression, alcohol
dependence) and have been associated with depressive and
neuro-cognitive symptoms. The aim of the present study was to
investigate whether (i) homocysteine serum levels are elevated
in women with eating disorders and (ii) if elevated homocysteine
levels are linked with depressive symptoms and cognitive impair-
ments commonly occurring in these diseases.

Methods:
Homocysteine, folate and vitamin B12 concentrations were as-

sessed in 18 females with anorexia nervosa (AN) and 27 females
with bulimia nervosa (BN) meeting ICD10 criteria. All patients
were inpatients in a psychosomatic hospital. Depressive symp-
toms were assessed using Beck's Depression Inventory (BDI);
the cut-off for clinical relevant depression was fixed at 18. A neuro-
psychologic battery was used to determine cognitive performance
in 14 females with AN and 12 females with BN.
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Results:
(i) We observed significantly (T=2.46, P=0.018) higher levels

of homocysteine in anorectic patients (14.07 ± 7.3 |xmol/l; mean
± SD) when compared with those suffering from bulimia (10.25±
2.82). Plasma levels of folate and vitamin B12 did not differ be-
tween groups, (ii) Significantly elevated plasma homocysteine lev-
els were observed in patients with depressive symptoms (t-test:
T=2.9, df: 42; P<0.01). Using a multivariate model, only plasma
levels of homocysteine above 10.5 |xmol/l predicted depressive
symptoms (OR=1.38, Cl 1.04-1.84, P<0.05). (iii) moderately ele-
vated plasma homocysteine levels were associated with normal
short- and long-term verbal memory while normal plasma homo-
cysteine levels were associated with poorer memory performance
(logistic forward regression Wald x2=8.566, OR=24.75, Cl 2.89-
212.23.0, P<0.01).

Discussion:
Elevated homocysteine levels are only present in women with

anorexia nervosa. As hypothesized, homocysteine levels were
correlated with depressive symptoms. Surprisingly, under the spe-
cial circumstances of eating disorders, elevated homocysteine
levels improve memory signaling. These results indicate that hyp-
erhomocysteinemia influences cognition and depressive symp-
toms by distinct pathways.
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NR50 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Affective Modulation of External Misattribution Bias
in Schizophrenia
Sergi G. Costafreda, M.D. London, Gildas Brebion, Ph.D.,
Philip K. McGuire, M.D., Paul Allen, Ph.D., Cynthia H.Y. Fu,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

We present new research that we believe is relevant to the
patophysiology of positive symptoms in schizophrenia. Partici-
pants to the poster session would be able to discuss with the
presenter and inform themselves on the theoretical background
of our work, the methods used in our experiment and the implica-
tions of our findings for the phenomenology of schizophrenia.

Summary:

Introduction: It has been observed that schizophrenic patients
have a bias towards attributing self-produced words to an external
source. This could underlie the production of symptoms such
as auditory hallucinations. We sought to investigate whether this
external misattribution bias was modulated by emotional valence.
We hypothesised that emotional words would be associated with
more external misattribution Extended Release rors and that this
association would be stronger in symptomatic patients. Method:
30 schizophrenic patients were classified as hallucinator or non-
hallucinator, delusional or non-delusional, and psychotic or remit-
ted according to the relevant scores in the Scale for the Assess-
ment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS). The subject and the experi-
menter alternately read a list of 48 words, designed to contain half
neutral and half affective words. The experimenter then randomly
presented the same words while the subject decided whether he
or the experimenter had generated them. The study was analysed
as a repeated measures ANOVA with two within subject variables
(source of the utterance and emotional valence) and a between
subject variable (group). Results: Consistent with earlier reports,

external misattribution was more common than other types of
attributional Extended Release rors (p<0.05). Emotionally loaded
words exacerbated this bias compared to neutral words (p<0.05).
This bias was greater for delusional versus non delusional, halluci-
nators versus non-hallucinators and psychotic versus remitted
patients (p<0.05). Psychotic patients were more prone to this
potentiation of the bias by emotional words than remitted patients,
although the difference was marginally non-significant (p=0.07).

Discussion: We have replicated previous findings of an external
misattribution bias in schizophrenic patients, especially when suf-
fering from active symptoms. To our knowledge, this is the first
report of an emotional modulation of this bias. This finding may
have implications in our understanding of the physiopathology of
symptom production in schizophrenia.
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NR51 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Pragmatic Considerations in the Comorbid
Presentations of Anxiety Disorder and Substance
Use Disorder in Patients With Rapid Cycling Bipolar
Disorder
Kerning Gao, M.D. University Hospitals of Cleveland,
Psychiatry, 11400 Euclid Ave., Suite 200, Cleveland, OH,
44106, Steven J. Ganocy, Ph.D., Sarah Bilali, M.A., Carla
Conroy, B.A., Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the different presentations of anxiety disorder and
substance use disorder in patients with rapid cycling bipolar I or
II disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To study comorbid anxiety disorder (AD) and sub-
stance use disorder (SUD) in rapid cycling bipolar disorder
(RCBD). Method: Data of patients in our research studies were
analyzed for the comorbid presentations of AD and SUD. The
rates of GAD, panic disorder (PD), and OCD were compared
between BPI and BPII in the "None" group - no history of SUD,
the "Lifetime, but not recent" group - history of SUD, but not using
within last 6 months, and the "Recent" group - history of SUD
with using within last 6 months. Results: In the "None" group
(BPI n=84, BPII n=107), patients with BPI and BPII had compara-
ble rates of GAD (31 % versus 29%), PD (26% versus 26%), and
OCD (13% versus 8%). In the "Lifetime, but not recent" group(BPI
n=102, BPII n=93), patients with BPI had significantly higher rates
of GAD (44% versus 19%) and PD (34% versus 15%), but not
OCD (6% versus 5%) than their BPII counterparts. Similarly, in
the "Recent" group (BPI n=134, BPII n = 46), patients with BPI
had significantly higher rates of GAD (51% versus 22%) and PD
(38% versus 13%), but not OCD (6% versus 4%). The odds ratios
of patients with BPI to BPII for an AD were 1.12 in the "None"
group, 2.7 in the "Lifetime, but not recent", and 3.6 in the "Recent."
Conclusion: Different presentations of AD and SUD existed be-
tween patients with BPI and BPII. A positive association between
AD and SUD occurred only in patients with BPI.
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NR52 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Influence of Maternal and Child Anxiety on
Mother-Child Interactions
Natalie S. Gar Macquarie University, Linguistics and
Psychology, 6/100 Birriga Rd., Bellevue Hill, Sydney, New
South Wales, 2023, Australia, Jennifer L. Hudson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate an understanding of the parental characteris-
tics that have been implicated in past research with the anxiety
disorders, and to understand how the nature of a certain research
task may influence the parent-child interaction.

Summary:

The purpose of this study was to examine whether having an
anxious child influences the degree of maternal involvement and
negativity in a population of nonanxious mothers. In addition, this
study investigated whether maternal anxiety influences the degree
of maternal involvement and negativity in a population of anxious
children. 86 mother-child dyads were observed while the child
(aged 7-17) completed a speech task. The sample consisted of
three diagnostic groups: (1) nonanxious children with nonanxious
mothers, (2) anxious children with nonanxious mothers, and (3)
anxious children with anxious mothers. Anxious children were
recruited from the Macquarie University Anxiety Research Unit,
Sydney, Australia. Nonanxious children were recruited from the
surrounding community. In contrast to previous findings, results
showed no significant differences in involvement or negativity be-
tween the nonanxious mothers with nonanxious children and non-
anxious mothers with anxious children, and no significant differ-
ences between nonanxious mothers with anxious children and
anxious mothers with anxious children. This study failed to provide
support for the association between maternal overinvolvement
and negativity and the anxiety disorders. However, this data does
support previous research which suggested that mothers may not
be uniformly overinvolved and critical but may only respond that
way in certain situations. The observational examination of the
parent-child interaction and of the impact of child and parent anxi-
ety in this uniquely designed speech task has important implica-
tions for the treatment of anxiety disorders. This study was funded
by the Australian Research Council.
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NR53 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Quetiapine as Monotherapy for Social Anxiety
Disorder
Sandeep Vaishnavi, M.D. Duke University, Department of
Psychiatry, 916 Marilee Glen Court, Durham, NC 27705, Syed
Alamy, M.D., Wei Zhang,M.D., Kathryn M. Conner, M.D..,
Jonathan R.T. Davidson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this poster presentation, the viewer should be able
to appreciate the rationale for using quetiapine as monotherapy for
social anxiety disorder. The viewer should be able to understand
the trial design as well as the results obtained.

Summary:

Objective: Social anxiety disorder (SAD) is characterized by
fear and avoidance of social or performance situations. SAD is
the most common anxiety disorder in the US. First line pharmaco-
therapy is generally a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor
(SSRI), although treatment effects are often small. Quetiapine is
a novel atypical antipsychotic drug with greater occupancy at
serotonergic vs. dopaminergic receptors. Several reports have
suggested an effect for quetiapine in anxiety disorders. Given
these considerations, we conducted a double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled pilot trial of quetiapine in SAD.

Method: Subjects were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to treatment
with either quetiapine (up to 400 mg/day) or placebo for 8 weeks.
Of 14 subjects who completed the trial to date, 13 provided evalu-
able data. Key outcome measures included the Brief Social Phobia
Scale (BSPS) and the Clinical Global Impression of Improvement
(scale (CGI-I).

Results: Utilizing an intent-to-treat, last observation carried for-
ward analysis, mean BSPS scores changed from 44.5 at baseline
to 31.4 at week 8 in the quetiapine group vs. 47.5 to 36.8, respec-
tively, in the placebo group. Mean BSPS scores for the treatment
groups were comparable at baseline and the effect size between
treatments at endpoint was moderate at 0.50. Rates of response
(defined as a CGI-I of 1 or 2) were 44% for quetiapine (4/9) and
0% for placebo (0/4). The number needed to treat to demonstrate
much or very much improvement in SAD symptoms was 3 (95%
Cl 1.3, 8.3). There were no major adverse events.

Conclusions: Data from this small 8-week controlled pilot trial
suggest that quetiapine may have a role in treating SAD. Larger
controlled trials of quetiapine in SAD are warranted.
Funding support was provided by AstraZeneca.
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NR54 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
ADD Comorbidity in Adults
John Andrew A. Gergen, M.D. retired Univ II Col Med at
Urbana-Champaign, Psychiatry, 250 Pantops Mtn Rd #5107,
Charlottesville, VA, 22911

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize some of the behavioral traits present in adults with an
attention deficit disorder who have a comorbid psychiatric disor-
der, to recognize the likelyhood that this comorbidity may be partic-
ularly reflected in bipolar II and bipolar spectrum or in substance
abuse disorders and that the presence of this comorbidity may
require consideration in developing a successfull treatment plan.
It should also further the recognition that psychiatric comordities
with adult ADD may be quite common consistent with estimates
that 8% of the population has ADD elements in their personality
structure which persist into adulthood while other estimates sug-
gest that up to 50% of persons with ADD develope a psychiatric
disorder during their lifetime.
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Summary:
Clinical observations suggest that the genetic factor(s) driving

Attention Deficit Disorders (ADD) is a trait with both positive and
negative consequences. Trait characteristics identified in other
settings include persisting difficulties in sustained attention with
easy distractability accompanied by other abilities to hyperfocus
on areas of interest, an all-or-none quality to memory and emo-
tional states, an unexpected recall of trivia, problems working
under supervision but potential success as a leader or a loner,
an unusual talent or intuitive ability in one or more areas and a
positive family history consistent with trait presence. This report
summarizes findings for 75 adult psychiatric outpatients who had
a psychiatric disorder with suggestions of comorbidity with ADD
based on a history of trait presence but then participating in a
confirmatory evaluation by a written questionnaire (1). Of these
individuals, 64% were confirmed, 32% were highly likely and 4%
unconfirmed for ADD. The final comorbid diagnostic conclusions in
descending order were a bipolar II or bipolar unspecified disorder
(78%), a history of substance abuse (43%), a panic or anxiety
disorder (32%) and to lesser extents, obsessive compulsive is-
sues, chronic pain from various sources, other forms of a mood
disorder and PTSDs. Other frequent characteristics of this group
included positive responses only with higher doses of SSRIs but
generally better outcomes with mood stabilizers, buproprion and
other adrenergic promotors.

(1) AmenDG: General Adult ADD Symptom Checklist. In Atten-
tion Deficit Disorder In Intimate Relationships. Mind Works
Press, 1997, pp 33-39.
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NR55 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Reproductive Losses and Perinatal Depression
Stephanie A.M. Giannandrea University of Rochester School of
Medicine, Psychiatry, Box Psych 4-9200, 300 Crittenden Blvd.,
Rochester, NY, 14642, Linda H. Chaudron, M.D., Holly
Wadkins, M.A., Elizabeth Anson, B.A., Kimberly Sidora-Arcoleo,
M.P.H., Harriet J. Kitzman, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the particpant should be
able to 1) recognize risk factors for perinatal depression in poor,
predominantly minority women who have experienced pregnancy
loss, defined as miscarriage, fetal death, still birth, and/or induced
abortion, compared with women who have never experienced
reproductive loss and 2) recognize risk factors for perinatal depres-
sion in women who have undergone induced abortion and involun-
tary pregnancy loss.

Summary:

Introduction: Spontaneous and induced abortion, childbirth,
and perinatal depression are common events in the lives of low-
income, minority women, but there is virtually no literature on
possible relationships between these factors.

Objectives: 1) To compare risk factors for perinatal depression
in poor, predominantly minority women who have experienced
pregnancy loss, defined as miscarriage, stillbirth, and/or induced
abortion, with women who have never experienced reproductive
loss. 2) To compare risk factors for perinatal depression between
women who have undergone induced abortion and involuntary
pregnancy loss.

Methods: The original study was designed to validate screening
tools for postpartum depression in low-income women across the
first postpartum year. Women were recruited at pediatric well child-
care visits from an urban pediatric clinic in an academic center.
Cross-sectional data were collected from 194 women, including
demographic information, questionnaires, depression screening
tools, and a clinical interview. The current study is a preliminary
secondary analysis of original data from 153 women to explore
the relationship between pregnancy loss and subsequent perinatal
depression. Data were analyzed by chi square, t-test, and linear
regression using SPSS 13 for Windows. Results: Women who
had experienced pregnancy loss did not differ significantly from
women who had not in any demographic factors except older age.
Women with a history of pregnancy loss were more likely to be
depressed during the first postpartum year after a subsequent live
birth (p=..019). Induced abortion, miscarriage, stillbirth, or multiple
types of losses did not individually increase the risk of depression.
Conclusions: Because women with a history of pregnancy loss
are at increased risk for postpartum depression, they should be
monitored closely for depression around the birth of a subsequent
child. Follow-up visits could be scheduled during times of in-
creased stress. In addition, earlier and more aggressive treatment
should be considered in women with these risk factors.
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NR56 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Impact of Written Exposure on Worry
Natalie Goldman Concordia University, 6931 Sherbrooke St.
W., #405, Montreal, PQ, H4B 1P8, Canada, Michel J. Dugas,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster presentation, the participant
should be aware of and understand the use of writing as a method
of exposure for worry. The educational objective of this new re-
search is to recognize new methods of exposure that can be
applied to the treatment of generalized anxiety disorder.

Summary:

Although written disclosure procedures lead to improvements
in physical and emotional health, the relationship between writing
and worry has yet to be systematically investigated. Given that
cognitive avoidance is thought to play an important role in current
models of GAD, writing about feared outcomes may be beneficial
for high worriers because it serves as a structuring context for
functional exposure, and thus may facilitate the emotional pro-
cessing of fear. The goal of this study is to assess the outcome
of a written exposure procedure in high worriers. We hypothesized
that individuals in the written exposure condition would show
greater decreases in self-reported worry than those in the control
writing condition. Thirty non-clinical high worriers were randomly
assigned to either a written exposure condition or a control writing
condition. Participants in the written exposure condition (n=15)
were instructed to write scenarios describing their worst fear com-
ing true and to describe their emotional, cognitive and behavioral
reactions to the situation in the first person, present tense. Partici-
pants in the control condition (n=15) wrote about a neutral, hypo-
thetical and future situation in an unemotional and objective way.
All participants wrote for 30 minutes each day over 5 consecutive
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days. Self-report measures were used to assess worry, anxiety,
depression and intolerance of uncertainty (IU) at 4 points during
the study: pretest, posttest, and 1- and 2-week follow-ups. Prelimi-
nary statistical analyses reveal a significant decrease in worry
and depression from pretest to 2-week follow-up in the written
exposure group but not in the control group. Additionally, results
show a significant decrease in IU from pretest to posttest in the
written exposure group but not in the control group. As hypothe-
sized, written exposure leads to significant reductions in worry.
Implications of these findings in the treatment of GAD are dis-
cussed.
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NR57 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
A Gender-Focused Epidemiologic Perspective on
Health Service Utilization in Comorbid Bipolar I
Disorder and Alcohol Use Disorder
Benjamin I. Goldstein, M.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry,
2075 Bayview Avenue, Room 646, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5,
Canada, Anthony J. Levitt, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Recognize the under-utilization of health services by individu-
als with comorbid BD and AUD.

2. Identify gender-specific patterns of service utilization in this
population.

3. Appreciate the potential role of gender biases in perpetuating
these patterns.

Summary:

Objectives: This study compares health service utilization by
individuals with comorbid lifetime bipolar I disorder (BD) and life-
time alcohol use disorders (AUD) to that of individuals with either
diagnosis alone, using nationally representative data.

Methods: The National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and
Related Conditions was used to identify respondents with BD-
only (N=636), AUD-only (N=11,068), and comorbid BD-AUD (N=
775). These three groups were compared with respect to self-
reported health service utilization.

Results: For both men and women, respondents in the BD-AUD
group were significantly more likely than AUD-only respondents
to report any alcohol-related service utilization. However, there
was a significantly greater prevalence of alcohol dependence in
the BD-AUD group than in the AUD-only group. Comorbid BD-
AUD respondents were significantly more likely to report BD-re-
lated hospital admissions as compared with BD-only respondents
amongst males only. Within the BD-AUD group, males reported
significantly greater utilization of AUD treatment only, and females
reported significantly greater utilization of BD treatment only and
significantly greater likelihood of utilizing mental health services
overall. There was no gender difference in the proportion of re-
spondents who utilized both AUD and BD services.

Conclusions: As expected, individuals with comorbid BD and
AUD utilize significantly more mental health services than individu-
als with either disorder alone. The primary original finding is that
among those with comorbid BD-AUD, BD is more likely to go
untreated among males and AUD is more likely to go untreated
among females.
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NR58 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Pregnancy Exposures: Mothers Recall vs
Prospective Documentation
Paula Green, B.A. Emory University, Psychiatry, 1365 Cifton
Rd, Ste 6100, Atlanta, GA, 30322, Zachary N. Stowe, M.D.,
Patricia Brennan, Ph.D., Natalie Morris, D. Jeffrey Newport,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
familiar with the limitations of maternal retrospective recall in pro-
viding accurate information on illness and medication exposures.
This will help place previous investigations/reports in proper per-
spective with respect to driving clinical care.

Summary:

Previous investigations have demonstrated that retrospective
recall bias leans toward positive experiences (Walker, WR et al.
2003). Studies of the impact of antidepressant exposure and ma-
ternal depression have often relied on single point assessments
or retrospective recall of medication and symptom exposures. The
accuracy of such recall is pivotal in delineating the impact of both
medication use and depression on obstetrical outcome. A total
number of 164 pregnant women enrolled in a prospective study
(total of 807 prenatal visits) of antidepressant exposure and mater-
nal depression at the Emory Women's Mental Health Program.
At six months postpartum, the women were interviewed regarding
all exposures during pregnancy including mental illness and medi-
cations, and queried on a month-by-month basis. Maternal de-
pressive symptoms during pregnancy were compared using pro-
spectively obtained measures (BDI, HRSD, SCID mood module)
and postpartum interview results. In our initial analysis, we utilized
a BDI score of >14 to represent significant depressive symptoms
(as confirmed in our factor analysis in a separate investigation
Bruce et al). Women with BDI scores throughout pregnancy of
<14 retrospectively reported being depressed 10.1% of the time.
In contrast, women with BDI scores >13, retrospectively denied
being depressed 57.8% of the time. The positive predictive value
for a retrospective yes for depression during pregnancy was 68.2%
and the negative predictive value for a retrospective no was 75.0%.
Preliminary analysis suggests that medication exposure recall
may be equally limited. Additional analysis will include diagnostic
criteria, and medication exposures. These results underscore the
value of prospective investigations to document maternal depres-
sion during pregnancy, particularly in determining the factors asso-
ciated with outcome. Supported by NIH P50 MH68036, P50
MH58922
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NR59 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Relationship of Disinhibition and Aggression to
Blunted Prolactin Response to Meta-
Chlorophenylpiperazine in Patients With Cocaine
Dependence
Kevin P. Hill, M.D. Yale University School of Medicine, IE-61
SHM, P.O. Box 208088, New Haven, CT, 06520-8088, Ashwin
A. Patkar, M.D., Paolo Mannelli, M.D., Rano Thomas Matthew,
M.D., Kathleen Peindl, Ph.D., Haresh Tarwani, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that cocaine-dependent patients show distur-
bances in postsynaptic 5-HT function during early abstinence.
These disturbances are more pronounced in the subgroup of co-
caine patients with high disinhibition and aggression.

Summary:

Rationale: Considerable evidence indicates that serotonergic
(5-HT) mechanisms may mediate central effects of cocaine, and
disinhibition and aggression. Objective: We investigated whether
prolactin (PRL) response to meta-chlorophenylpiperazine (m-
CPP), a mixed 5-HT agonist/antagonist, differed between absti-
nent cocaine-dependent patients and controls, and whether m-
CPP challenge responses were related to measures of disinhibi-
tion and aggression. Methods: 35 cocaine-dependent African-
American subjects who were abstinent for at least 2 weeks and 33
African-American controls underwent assessments of disinhibition
and aggression and a challenge with 0.5 mg/kg of oral m-CPP.
Results: The PRL response to m-CPP was compared between
cocaine patients and controls and between subgroups categorized
high or low based on disinhibition and aggression measures. Hier-
archical regressions were used to determine whether behavioral
measures predicted APRL (peak PRL -baseline PRL). The PRL
response to m-CPP was significantly diminished in cocaine pa-
tients compared to controls. The blunting was more robust in
cocaine patients with high disinhibition and aggression. Among
cocaine patients, the high disinhibition subgroup showed greater
blunting than the low disinhibition subgroup and there was a trend
for the high aggression subgroup to be more blunted than the low
aggression subgroup. The subgroups of controls did not differ
from each other. A combination of disinhibition and aggression
measures significantly predicted APRL in cocaine patients. Con-
clusion: The results indicate that cocaine dependent patients
show disturbances in postsynaptic 5-HT function during early ab-
stinence. It appears that the 5-HT disturbances are more pro-
nounced in the subgroup of cocaine patients with high disinhibition
and aggression.
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NR60 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Prolactin Serum Levels as a Useful Method to Asses
the Risk of Alcohol Withdrawal Seizures
Thomas Hillemacher, M.D. University of Erlangen, Psychiatry
and Psychotherapy, Schwabachanlage 6, Erlangen, 91054,
Germany, Helge Frieling, M.D., Kristina Bayerlein, M.D., Julia
Wilhelm, M.D., Johannes Kornhuber, M.D., Stefan Bleich, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the present findings regarding the association
of elevated prolactin serum levels and the risk of alcohol with-
drawal seizures.

Summary:

Introduction: Serum prolactin levels have been discussed as
a useful method for differential diagnosis in epilepsia. The present
study was undertaken to investigate the association between pre-
vious alcohol withdrawal seizures and prolactin serum levels.

Methods: 118 male patients admitted for detoxification treat-
ment and suffering from alcohol-dependency were included in the
study. Previous withdrawal seizures were recorded and used as
reference for the risk of alcohol withdrawal seizures. None of the
patients suffered from an actual seizure because all patients were
treated with carbamazepine. Prolactin serum levels were mea-
sured using an enzymatic immunoassay.

Results: Significantly higher prolactin levels (17.8ng/ml, SD
12.1) were found in patients with a history of alcohol withdrawal
seizures than in patients without previous seizures (13.0ng/ml,
SD 8.1, p<.05). Also, multivariate logistic regression revealed sig-
nificant predictive qualities for prolactin serum levels (B = .05,
Wald = 5.30, p = .021, OR = 1.06, 95%CI = 1.01-1.11).

Conclusion: The present study shows for the first time an
association between elevated prolactin serum levels and a history
of withdrawal seizures. Hence, the results suggest that prolactin
elevation at admission may be a clinical marker for an increased
risk of withdrawal seizures which should be subject to further
research.
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NR61 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Mood Stabilizers and Depression in the Postpartum
Period
Denicia K. Holley, B.A. Emory University, Psychiatry, Emory
Clinic Building B, 1365 Clifton Rd. NE, Suite 6100, Atlanta, GA,
30306, Zachary N. Stowe, M.D., Page B. Pennell, M.D.,
Melanee Newman, R.N., James C. Ritchie, Ph.D., Archana
Koganti, M.D., D. Jeffrey Newport, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to be familiar with prospective data of depressive symptoms during
the postpartum period, placental passage of mood stabilizers, and
implications for treatment planning for at risk populations.

Summary:

Both patients with Bipolar Disorder (BPD) and Epilepsy are
likely to be treated with mood stabilizers in pregnancy and the
postpartum period. Managing BPD during the postpartum period
presents a complicated treatment evaluation. Establishing effec-
tive treatment planning for both groups over the perinatal period
is an unmet clinical need.

In the current study, 116 pregnant women (61 with BPD, 51 with
Epilepsy) were followed prospectively through pregnancy (<20
weeks) and the postpartum period. Subjects completed the Hamil-
ton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) at follow up visits. A
threshold of 15 was employed to identify significant depressive
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symptoms. The HRSD mean and proportion crossing the threshold
during late pregnancy and the early postpartum period were com-
pared between diagnostic groups and individual medications. Sig-
nificant differences were found in HRSD scores for bipolar and
epileptic subjects for their last visit during pregnancy (lamotrigine:
11.4±3.7 versus 8.9±4.6; other mood stabilizers 13.5±6.9 versus
8.1 ±3.5, respectively). These differences continued during the
postpartum period (lamotrigine: 12.1±4.7 versus 8.7±5.3; other
mood stabilizers 13.3±8.3 versus 8.9±4.2, respectively). The
number of women with BPD and a HRSD>14 was similar between
medication groups - 6 of 15 (40%) with lamotrigine, 9 of 23 (39%)
with lithium, and 11 of 23 (48%) with other mood stabilizers. In
contrast, initial analysis utilizing depression scales (BDI, HRSD)
as a continuous variable in women with epilepsy treated with
lamotrigine had lower depressive symptoms during the postpar-
tum compared to other antiepileptic drugs. Analysis of obstetrical
outcome and placental passage will be discussed. The contribu-
tion of individual subject variability in treatment will be discussed
with an emphasis on delineating optimal treatment strategies for
postpartum women taking mood stabilizers.

These data underscore the need to critically evaluate treatment
strategies in women treated with mood stabilizers to reduce post-
partum depressive symptoms.

Supported by P50-MH-68036 and R01-MH-71531
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NR62 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Antipsychotic Prescribing Trends: Pre- and Post-
Publication of Effectiveness of Antipsychotic Drugs
in Patients With Phase I Chronic Schizophrenia
Rachel A. Houchins, M.D. Palmetto Health and Universtiy of
South Carolina, Neuropsychiatry, 108 Brandon Hall Road,
Columbia, SC, 29229, John J. Buckland, D.O., Joseph D.
Markowitz, M.D., Christine Latham, R.Ph., Meera Narasimhan,
M.D., Richard K. Harding, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: (1) Recognize the impact of the CATIE trial on the prescrib-
ing trends of antipsychotic medications. (2) Note differences in
both the trends among typicals versus atypicals as well as individ-
ual agents in these groups. (3) Recognize demographics of the
population as well as diagnoses. (4) Recognize the complexity of
the schizophrenic population that at times necessitates the use
of more than one antipsychotic. (5) Observe the rate of polyphar-
macy in this population. (6) Address the shortcomings of the CA-
TIE trial including the applicability to chronic schizophrenia and
the implications for future formulary changes and patient care.

Summary:

Objective: To determine if prescribing trends of antipsychotics
have changed since publication of CATIE phase I.

Background: The CATIE study addressed the relative effective-
ness of atypical antipsychotics compared to the typical antipsy-
chotic, perphenazine. Conclusions suggested that the efficacy of
perphenazine was similar to the atypicals.

Methodology: This study will identify differences in antipsychotic
prescribing among adult inpatients diagnosed with schizophrenia,
schizoaffective, or psychosis NOS before and after publication of
CATIE. Focuses include comparing typical versus atypical rates
and delineating between specific agents in both classes, including

perphenazine. Data will be analyzed by logistical regression to
show statistically significant changes in the 6 months pre-publica-
tion versus post-publication.

Results: Preliminary data one month pre-publication and one
month post-publication were examined. There were 40 patients
in the pre and 24 in the post-publication groups. Demographic
data revealed average age of 40.45 and 40.67 pre and post-
publication, race 65% African American pre and 62.5% post-publi-
cation, and sex 50% female pre and 20.8% post-publication.

Data regarding the medications revealed: 1. The pre-publication
group tended to be treated with fewer typicals as first-line: 7.5 %
versus 12.5% post-publication. 2. A difference among the atypicals
with aripiprazole increasing as initial treatment from 12.5% of the
pre to 25% of the post-publication. 3. Risperidone was the most
common first-line agent in both groups, 32.5% and 29.2% respec-
tively. 4. 62% of the study participants were prescribed more than
one antipsychotic during hospitalization. 5. A trend in the post-
publication group towards increasing use of typical agents as a
second-line with only 16% of second-line agents being typicals in
the pre-publication group and 40% being typicals in the post-
publication group.

Conclusion: There was a trend towards increasing use of typical
agents as both first and second-line treatment in the psychotic
disorders, which warrants further investigation.
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NR63 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Pseudo-Odor Induced Pseudo-Seizures
Haridia Hristea, M.D. Rush University Medical Center,
Psychiatry & Neurology, 2801 South King Drive, # 614,
Chicago, IL, 60616, Alan R. Hirsch, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Demonstrate somatic and psychological manifestation of
pseudo-odor

Summary:

Objective: Demonstrate somatic and psychological manifesta-
tion of pseudo-odor.

Method: Case study
Results: The belief of the presence of an odor in the absence

of a true odor has been demonstrated to cause a variety of physical
complaints.

A case of pseudo-seizures induced by pseudo-odor is reported.
A 38yo woman presented with a six month history of odor in-

duced spells. These occurred in response to a wide range of
common odors. Thirty minutes after exposure she experiences
right nostril tingling, ocular pain, and hemicephalgia. This intensi-
fies and she becomes presyncopal, vertiginous and atonic, without
tongue biting and urinary incontinence. She then displays clonic
movements of one arm and one leg, which when externally
stopped, transfers to the contralateral extremities. Episodes last
for half an hour and they are followed by apnea or hyperventilation,
unresponsiveness and postictal paralysis. Afterwards, she is able
to write but not speak. When speech returns, there appears a
thick Russian accent, which persists for one day. These episodes
have precipitated frequent hospitalizations, all concluding no evi-
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dence of organiz pathology. This condition has caused extreme
avoidance of environments laden with odor, to the point of agora-
phobia.

While under EEG monitoring, patient was exposed to an odor-
less bottle and in response, she developed the above-described
behavior, in the absence of changes on EEG or neurological
signs of seizures (positive Babinski sign, changes in reflexes,
nystagmus, absent opticokinetic-induced nystagmus)

Conclusion: This demonstrates the nocibo effects of a pseudo-
odor and the potential risk of precipitating similar episodes in
response to olfactory testing in such individuals.
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NR64 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Alterations of Function and Expression of Cyclic
AMP Response Element-Binding Protein in
Peripheral T Lymphocyte of Patients With
Depression During a 24-Week Treatment With
Fluoxetine
Tae-Young Hwang, M.D. Samsung Medical Center,
Sungkyunkwan University School of Medicine, Department of
Psychiatry, 50 Irwon-Dong Kangnam-Gu, Seoul, 135-710,
Republic of Korea, Shinn-Won Lim, M.A., Jae-Won Chung,
M.D., Ji-Hae Yoon, M.D., Doh Kwan Kim, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that the therapeutic effect of chronic antidepres-
sant administration is correlated with cell adaptation mechanism
through CREB expression and CRE-DNA binding.

Summary:

Objects : The therapeutic procedure of several antidepressants
develop a time lag of 4 to 6 weeks. Such a time lag is known as
contain the several signal transduction pathways in post-synapse
after targeting antidepressant to 5HT transporter, primary target of
SSRI. Our study aims at elucidating the alterations and adaptable
changes of signaling pathway in post-synapse after chronic antide-
pressant treatment.

Design: We studied the changes between drug-responsive and
the expression and function of transcription factor, CREB in periph-
eral lymphocytes of depressed patients at 0, 6 and 24weeks,
during SSRI antidepressant treatment

Methods : CREB-expression and phosphorylation was quanti-
fied via immunoblot, and binding activity between transcription
factor and DNA via electrophoretic mobility shift assay(EMSA) in
nuclear extracts from 35 depressed patients at 0, 6 and 24th
week during fluoxetine treatment(10mg/day). Drug response was
quantified as HAM-D score. The correlations between alterations
of CREB characteristics and drug response during drug treatment
were analyzed by Pearson or Spearman's rho correlation using
SPSS11.0.

Results : During 6 weeks of antidepressant treatment, the
change of HAM-D score correlated with the CREB expression
and phosphorylation(r=0.618, p=0.018; r=0.645, p=0.013, respec-
tively). The change of CREB and CRE-DNA binding during 0 - 6
weeks correlated negatively with during 6 - 2 4 weeks(r=-0.456,
p=0.050;r=-0.670,p=0.002 by Spearmann's rho). During 0 - 6 and
6 - 24 weeks, respectively, CREB expression, pCREB expression,
and CRE-DNA binding were positively correlated each other.

Conclusions : We suggest CREB expression and CRE-DNA
binding might undergo cell adaptation during 24 weeks of antide-
pressant treatment. Furthermore, explored this study for the longer
periods, it would be possible to elucidate the cell adaptation mech-
anism

via drug treatment.
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NR65 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Appetite Change and Alzheimer's Disease
Zahinoor Ismail, M.D. Sunnybrook and Women's College
Health Sciences Centre, Psychiatry, 2075 Bayview Ave. Room
FG41, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Krista L. Lanctot,
Ph.D., Nathan Herrmann, M.D., Farrell Leibovitch, M.S., Sandra
E. Black, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

(1) To review appetite as a component of the behavioural and
psychological symptoms of dementia in Alzheimer's disease.

(2) To investigate brain regions of interest as they pertain to
appetite change in Alzheimer's disease.

Summary:

Objectives: In addition to the cognitive deficits in Alzheimer's
Disease (AD) non-cognitive behavioral and psychological symp-
toms of dementia (BPSD) are also implicated in morbidity and
functional decline. One of these BPSD domains is appetite. Stud-
ies have shown that some patients with AD have appetite distur-
bance but the mechanism is unclear. This study is aimed to investi-
gate the possible association of regional cerebral perfusion and
appetite change in AD.

Methods: 57 patients (27 male, 30 female; mean ± SD age,
79.4 ± 5.4) with probable AD or mixed Dementia (NINCDS-AD-
RDA criteria; MMSE 22.9 ± 4.1) were characterized as with (n=
12) or without (n=45) appetite loss based on the Cornell Scale
for Depression in Dementia Appetite Subscale (score ranges 0-
2). 99mTc-ECD single photon emission computer tomography
(SPECT) scans were coregistered to a standardized template in
Talairach space generating mean ratios of uptake referenced to
the cerebellum and providing semiquantitative regional perfusion
ratios for each patient. Based on previous neuroimaging studies,
the bilateral regions of interest (ROI) chosen a priori were the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), middle mesial temporal cortex
(MTC-m), inferior mesial temporal cortex (MTC-i) and insula (INS).

Results: A backward stepwise regression analysis of these
ROI's showed hypoperfusion in the L-ACC (p=0.10), relative hyp-
erperfusion in the R-ACC (p=0.05), and hyperperfusion in the L-
MTC-m (p=0.04) predicted loss of appetite (F=3.2, p=0.03). This
model had an R of 0.39 accounting for 15.3% of the variance.

Conclusions: The ACC and MTC-m may have a role in regulat-
ing appetite in this sample of patients with AD. These preliminary
data are part of an ongoing study and sample size will be in-
creased.
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NR66 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Maternal Psychological State and Family
Environments of Children With Juvenile Diabetes and
Depressive Mood Disorder
Sunghoon Jeong, Prof. Dr. Kyungpook National University
Hospital, Psychiatry, 50, 2-Ga, SamDeok-Dong, Chung-Gu,
Taegu, 700-721, Republic of Korea, EunHee Sohn, M.A.,
Sangheon Kim, Dr. Med. Sc., HyoDeog Rim, Prof. Dr.,
YoungWoo Park, Dr. Med. Sc, UnSun Chung, Dr. Med. Sc.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that the psychological state of mothers with
diabetic children may influence their children's adaption to dia-
betes.

Summary:

Objectives: The aim of this study was to examine the character-
istics of demographic variables, maternal psychologic state and
family environments of juvenile diabetes children with depressive
mood.

Methods: Among IDDM patients who participated in diabetes
camp which was held in Taegu in 2004, the author sent questain-
naires which included CDI/BDI for children, MMPI and SCL-90 for
patients' mothers, and FES which mothers were asked to respond
to the 40 patients' house after gaining parents and patients' per-
mission by telephoning. Among 40 patients, 23 patients completed
these questainnaires. Among 23 patients, 10 boys and 13 girls
attended this study.

Results: The results are as follows : There were significant
differences in maternal MMPI and SCL-90 between depressive
IDDM patients group and non-depressive patients group. Among
the maternal MMPI, the t-scores of Hypochondriasis and hysteria
of depressive IDDM group were higher than those of non- de-
pressive IDDM group. And among the dimension of SCL-90, t-
score of depression, anxiety, phobic anxiety and psychoticism of
depressive IDDM group were higher than those of non-depressive
IDDM group(p < 0.05). These findings were concordant with prior
findings that the mothers of diabetic children were more depressed
and anxious than the mothers of control children.

Conclusion: Though there are several limitation to this study,
this study replicate prior findings supporting the effect of chronic
disease .
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NR67 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Association Between Polymorphic Variations in
GABRA3 Gene and Suicide Attempts as a Stress
Response
Luis Jimenez-Trevino, Ph.D. Hospital Universitario Central de
Asturias, Area de Psiquiatria Universidad de Oviedo, Julian
Claveria 6, Oviedo, 33006, Spain, Enrique Baca-Garcia, Ph.D.,
Carmen Dfaz-Sastre, Hilario Blasco-Fontecilla, Eloy Garcia-
Resa, Jeronimo Saiz-Ruiz

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand a genetic association study.

Summary:

Introduction: Data from current research support the associa-
tion between polymorphic variations in Gamma-aminobutyric
acid -A receptor genes with specific personality characteristics or
physiological responses to psychological stress (Uhart M et al.
2004). As stress almost always precedes suicidality (van Praag
HM 2004), polymorphic variations in Gamma-aminobutyric acid -
A receptor genes should be associated with suicide attempts.

Methods: Our workgroup has conducted a genetic association
study between suicide attempts and the polymorphic variations
of GABRA3 gene, located in chromosome X. The subjects con-
sisted of 371 suicide attempters (66% women and 34% men)
admitted in the emergency room of Ramon y Cajal Hospital in
Madrid (Spain). Suicide attempts were defined according to the
National Institute of Mental Health. Suicide attempts as a stress
response were assessed with the St. Paul-Ramsey Life Events
Scale. All cases were evaluated within 48 hours after the suicide
attempt.

DNA for genotyping was extracted from a 10-ml blood sample
according to standard methods. GABRA3 dinucleotide repeat
polymorphism was studied by PCR amplification using primers
previously described (Hicks et al. 1991). Allele and genotype fre-
quencies were compared between groups using chi-square tests.

Results: Genotype (a2)(allele 167) was overrepresented in the
male sample of suicide attempts non-related to a stressful event:
28,6% versus 7,8% in the overall male sample and 0% in the
stress-related suicide attempts male sample (x2=13,466; df=3;
p<0,05). We found no differences in the female sample.

Conclusions/Discussion: The present study suggests an as-
sociation between allele (a2) (167) and suicide attempts in males.
The suicide attempt in men with that particular genotype will not
be a stress response and it will occur without a stressful event
prior to the attempt. Our results may be biased by the sample
size and the low prevalence of the allelic variant studied. Future
studies should replicate our work with lager samples to confirm
the results.
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NR68 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
A Seminal Articles Course Developed and Led by a
Resident
Lindsay J. Jordan, PGY-3, M.D. Maimonides Medical Center,
Department of Psychiatry, 914 48th Street, Brooklyn, NY,
11219

Educational Objectives:

To demonstrate the effectiveness of a resident organized and
led course on noteworthy articles, both psychodynamic and psy-
chopharmacologic, that was directed at potentially broadening
residents' exposure to journal based learning. To illustrate the
issues in the execution and outcome evaluation of such a course,
that utilized a syllabus, resident instructor, and rotating faculty
facilitator for engendering lively discussion.
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Summary:

Objective: A Seminal Articles Course was developed by a resi-
dent for twenty-seven psychiatric residents at the Maimonides
Medical Center to ascertain whether improved attendance and
clinical learning would occur from a revised journal club focusing
on landmark articles.

Method: Thirteen classic or controversial psychodynamic and
psychopharmacologic articles were selected from a list of sixty
articles obtained through faculty inquiry and Medline searching.
The course consisted of a syllabus and thirteen lectures led by
both a resident instructor and a rotating faculty facilitator. Each
lecture involved a summary of the article, a review of the topic,
and discussion time. Evaluations were filled out after each session
and at the end of the course.

Results: Major issues involved in developing the course were
1) arranging the course's logistics, 2) establishing the thirteen
articles to be reviewed, 3) obtaining commitments from the partici-
pating faculty, 4) organizing the content of the lectures, and 5)
developing the evaluation instruments. The course had an aver-
age attendance of 70%, which is equivalent to that seen for other
popular courses. There was an 86% return rate for the evaluations.
The same average rating of 92% was given concerning the content
of the articles, the adequacy of the resident instructor, and the
clarity of the faculty facilitators. Residents graded the clinical use-
fulness of the overall course with a rating of 89% and the effective-
ness of the course's teaching method with a rating of 87%.

Conclusion: Residents indicated through their attendance and
evaluations that the course was worthwhile and useful. Residents
gained from the variety of the articles used, the diversity of the
instructors, and the ample discussion time. The resident organizer
gained from the teaching experience an appreciation of the time
and process involved in developing such a course.
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NR69 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Effect of Attention Deficit on Executive Function
in Patients With Traumatic Brain Injury
Han-Yong Jung, Prof. Dr. Soonchunhyang University Bucheon
Hospital, psychiatry, 1174 Jung-Dong, Wonmi-Gu, Bucheon-Si,
Gyeonggi-Do, Bucheon, 420-767, Republic of Korea, Joon-Ho
Park, M.A., So-Young Lee, Prof. Dr., Yang-Rae Kim, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

According to the stage model(Saccuzzo & Braff, 1981), atten-
tion deficits that is basic stage in information processing lead to
memory disturbance(Green, 1999) and subsequently affect
higher-order cognitive function such as decision-making, abstract
thinking, and judgement related to executive function(Green,
1993).

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of cogni-
tive function on executive function in Traumatic Brain Injury(TBI)
patients.

Summary:

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to investigate the
effect of cognitive function on executive function in Traumatic
Brain Injury(TBI) patients.

Methods:
(1) Participants: Participants were 122 patients(high executive

function group: 52, low executive function group: 70) who first

were presented with Traumatic Brain Injury to a university hospital
referred to a TBI clinic.

(2) Measures: i) Korean-Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, ii)
Executive Intelligence Test(EXIT: Kim, 2001): this test measure
attention(Stroop test), language(Word fluency), memory(Rey
AVLT), and visuospatial(Design fluency) function related to execu-
tive function.

(3) Procedure: Participants were divided into two groups ac-
cording to EXIT score, which of high function group was more
than 80(above low average) and of low function group was under
80(under borderline). Seventy low function group(age: M=41.63,
SD=11.34) was compared with fifty two high function group(age:
M=38.12, SD=12.06). Using hierarchical regression analysis,
EXIT score(EIQ) was regressed on 4 subscales after controlling
for IQ.

Results:
(1) The difference of IQ between low and high function group
A Student's t-test showed that low function group's mean score

of IQ(M=84.58; SD=11.18) were significantly lower than low func-
tion group's(M=98.65; SD=12.53), t(117)=-6.46, p<001. Because
of being this difference between two groups, we examine (2) the
effect of cognitive function on executive function in two groups
after controlling for IQ:

In the low function group, only attention(p=.22, p<.05) predicted
significantly EIQ, indicating that lower attention were related to
lower EIQ after controlling for IQ. In the high function group, only
memory(p=.31, p<.01), indicating that lower memory were related
to lower EIQ.

Conclusion:
Only attention was positively related to executive function, in

TBI patients with low executive function. Whereas, in TBI patients
with high executive function, memory was positively related to
executive function than other cognitive function. It is concluded
that executive dysfunction is caused by attention deficits.
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NR70 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Comparison Between Subjective and Actigraphic
Measurement of Sleep in Psychiatric Inpatients
Hyun-Gang Jung, M.D. Korea University College of Medicine,
Guro Hospital, Psychiatry, #97 Gurodong-gil, Guro-gu, Seoul,
152-703, Republic of Korea, Sook-Haeng Joe, M.D., In-Kwa
Jung, M.D., Seung-Hyun Kim, M.D., Young-Hoon Ko, M.D.,
Moon-Soo Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that objective sleep measurement is needed to
evaluation sleep parameters in psychiatric inpatients with severe
depression or anxiety due to more discrepancies between subjec-
tive and objective assessment of sleep. And also this presentation
showed that sleep parameters in the patients who reported poor
sleep quality should be evaluated using objective measures.

Summary:

Objectives
Patients with psychiatric disorders commonly complain about

sleep disturbance. Assessment of sleep disturbance is an essen-
tial part of the diagnostic criteria used for several psychiatric disor-
ders. Clinically, psychiatrists depend on subjective report when
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they evaluate quality of sleep in psychiatric inpatients. This study
aimed to compare subjective assessment with actigraphic mea-
surement of sleep.

Methods
A total of 32 psychiatric inpatients were recruited. Patients were

asked to wear a wrist actigraphy for three consecutive days and
to fill out a sleep diary each morning. The severity of depression
and anxiety was evaluated according to Beck Depression Inven-
tory and State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. Subjective satisfaction
about quality of sleep was also evaluated according to visual
analog scale for three days. Nurses assess sleep at every night
rounding for three days.

Results
There is statically significant difference of sleep latency between

patient's sleep log and actigraphic measurement. Nurses's report
are more consistent with actigraphic measurement than patients'
sleep log. Interestingly, subjectively poor sleepers show no signifi-
cant difference of sleep parameters comparing with good sleepers.
Subjectively poor sleepers report their sleep latency longer than
actigraphic assessment. The discrepancy between subjective and
actigraphic measurement of sleep latency significantly correlated
with severity of anxiety and depression.

Conclusions
Nurses tend to overestimate sleep while patients tend to under-

estimate their sleep. Objective sleep measurement is needed to
evaluation sleep parameters in psychiatric inpatients with severe
depression or anxiety due to more discrepancies between subjec-
tive and objective assessment of sleep. And also this presentation
showed that sleep parameters in the patients who reported poor
sleep quality should be evaluated using objective measures.
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NR71 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Polymorphisms in Catechol-O-Methyltransferase and
Monoamine Oxidase-A Genes and Homicidal
Behaviors in Schizophrenia
Shi Hyun Kang, M.D. Asan medical center, Psychiatry,
drshe73@empas.com, drshe@hanmail.net, Seoul, 138-736,
Republic of Korea, Jong Ik Park, M.D., Hong Jin Jeon, M.D.,
Bong Jin Hahm, M.D., Jin Pyo Hong, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the associatoin of functional polymorphisms of
COMP and MAO-A with schizophrenia patients who committed
homicide as a extreme case of aggressiveness.

Summary:

Recent studies have shown that functional polymorphisms of
catechol-O-methyltransferase(COMT) and MAO(MAO) genes are
associated with the aggressiveness in schizophrenic patients. The
purpose of the present study was to assess the associations of
functional polymorphisms of COMT and MAO-A with schizophre-
nia patients who committed homicide as a extreme case of aggres-
siveness.

92 schizophrenic patients who committed homicide, 95 schizo-
phrenic patients who has never commited homicide participated in
this study. Diagnostic evaluation was made with SCID(Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV), and history of suicide attempts was
evaluated also. Val158Met and Ala72Ser functional polymor-

phisms of COMT and VNTR polymorphism of MAO-A was ana-
lysed.

There were significant difference in genotype distribution(GG :
GA/AA) of Val158Met polymorphism(F=0.04) and in allele fre-
quency(G : T) of Ala73Serpolymorphism(P=0.045). But, no signifi-
cant results was found in VNTR polymorphism of MAO-A gene(P=
0.74). There were no significant results in genotype distribution
and allele frequencies of two functional polymorphisms of COMT
gene, VNTR distribution of MAO-A gene when performed sub-
group analysis by the existence of history of suicide attempts.

Low activity of COMT is associated with aggressiveness in
schizophrenia was repeatedly reported by many authors. We con-
firmed the association of low enzyme activity of COMT gene with
the aggressiveness of schizophrenia, but not with MAO-A gene.
But, history of suicide attempt-the aggressivness to self- was not
associated with the enzyme activity of COMT and MAO-A gene.

Key Words : Schizophrenia, homicide, suicide, COMT, MAO-A
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NR72 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Predictors of Bipolar Disorder Risk Among Patients
Currently Treated for Major Depression
David E. Kemp, M.D. Northwestern University, Department of
Psychiatry, 4463 E Ontario Street. 7th Floor, Chicago, IL,
60611, Gary S. Sachs, M.D., Mark A. Frye, M.D., Robert M.A.
Hirschfeld, M.D., Thomas R. Thompson, M.D., Michael L
Reed, Ph.D., Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To identify predictors of bipolar disorder risk among patients
currently in treatment for major depression disorder.

Summary:

Objective: This study sought to identify predictors of bipolar
disorder (BPD) risk among patients treated for MDD.

Method: Psychiatrists from community and private practice
clinic settings randomly selected patients who demonstrated one
or more antidepressant (AD) medication failures during the current
episode of MDD. Patients with BPD, OCD, or schizophrenia were
excluded. Patient history and AD use were obtained via record
abstraction. Patients self-reported their demographics, family his-
tory, co-morbid health status, alcohol/drug use, legal problems,
and current depression symptoms via Centers for Epidemiologic
Studies - Depression (CES-D) scale. BPD screening was self-
reported via the Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ.

Results: For n=602 patients the base MDQ positive rate was
18.6%. Stepwise logistic regression identified five variables asso-
ciated with bipolar disorder risk (MDQ+): The CESD item "people
were unfriendly" (OR=2.59, p<.001), co-morbid anxiety (OR=2.98,
p<.002), depression diagnosis within five years (OR=2.47,
p<.001), family history of BPD (OR=2.01, p<.010), and legal prob-
lems (OR=1.74, p<.026). For patients with no risk factors (n=41)
2.4% were MDQ+. For patients endorsing "people were un-
friendly" (n=103), 31.1% were MDQ+; adding co-morbid anxiety
(n=82) increased MDQ+ rate to 35.4%; adding recent depression
onset (n=17) increased MDQ+ rate to 41.2%; adding family history
(n=4) increased MDQ+ rate to 75%; 100% of those endorsing all
5 factors (n=3) were MDQ+. For patients endorsing any three or
more risk factors (n=109) 41.3% were MDQ+.
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Conclusions: Over one-third of patients who experienced pro-
jection or rejection sensitivity via endorsement of the CESD item
"people were unfriendly" as well as co-morbid anxiety, were at
risk for BPD (MDQ+). These two clinical features and recent de-
pression onset, BPD family history and legal problems may prove
useful indicators of BPD risk among patients with difficult to treat
depression.

Research supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR73 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Effectiveness of Lamotrigine in a Clinical Setting
Laurel M. Champion Stanford, CA, Jennifer Y. Nam, M.S.W.,
Jenifer L. Culver, Ph.D., Po W. Wang, M.D., Wendy K. Marsh,
M.D., Julie C. Bonner, M.D., Terence A. Ketter, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

recognize that lamotrigine appears effective in bipolar disorder
patients in a clinical setting, with a low discontinuation rate and
commonly not requiring subsequent additional pharmacotherapy

Summary:

Objective: To assess the effectiveness of lamotrigine in bipolar
disorder (BD) patients in a clinical setting.

Method: Open lamotrigine was naturalistically administered to
BD outpatients assessed with the Systematic Treatment Enhance-
ment Program for BD (STEP-BD) Affective Disorders Evaluation,
and followed with the STEP-BD Clinical Monitoring Form.

Results: 169 BD (55 type I, 98 type II, 16 NOS) patients (mean
age 42.0±14.3 years, 64% female) taking a mean of 1.9 other
psychotropic prescription medications received lamotrigine for a
mean duration of 382±380 days, with a mean final dose of
236±144 mg/day. Only 44/169 (26%) patients discontinued lamo-
trigine; 12/169 (7%) for inefficacy, 6/169 (4%) for benign rash, 5/
169 (3%) for nonadherence, and 21/169 (12%) for other reasons.
91/169 (54%) patients taking lamotrigine required subsequent ad-
ditional pharmacotherapy; 39/169 (23%) for anxiety/insomnia, 28/
169 (17%) for depressive symptoms; 19/169 (11%) for manic/
hypomanic/mixed symptoms, and 5/169 (3%) for weight control.
Mean time to addition of another psychotropic in these patients
was 129±115 days. Thus, 54/169 (32%) continued lamotrigine
with no subsequent psychotropic added (lamotrigine duration
271 ±347 days), 71/169 (42%) continued lamotrigine, but had
subsequent psychotropic added (added subsequent psychotropic
at 133±124 days, lamotrigine duration 562±414 days), and 44/
169 (26%), discontinued lamotrigine (lamotrigine duration
227±208 days).

Conclusion: Lamotrigine had a low (26%) discontinuation rate
and patients commonly did not require subsequent additional
pharmacotherapy, suggesting effectiveness in a clinical setting.

Supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR74 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Efficacy of ECT in Treatment Resistant Patients With
Mental Illness: Naturalistic Study
Najeeb Khalid Whitchurch Hospital, Gen adult psychiatry, 10-
Woolaston Avenue, Lakeside, Cardiff, CF23 6EZ, United
Kingdom, John Tredget, Maria Atkins, George Kirov

Educational Objectives:

"At the end of my presentation, the participants should be able
to recognise the significant efficacy of Electroconvulsive therapy
(ECT) even in treatment resistant severe depressive disorders."

Summary:

INTRODUCTION: The use of ECT, an effective treatment for
MDDs, has been declined in the United Kingdom (UK) over the
years except for severe treatment resistant cases. It was, there-
fore, sought to assess whether the efficacy of ECT is still high in
such a severely affected population.

METHODS: It was a naturalistic observational study over a
period 18 months including every patient referred for ECT at the
local psychiatric hospital. Each participant was subjected to a
battery of clinical and cognitive tests before the start, in the middle,
at the end and 3 months after course of ECT treatment. In addition,
ratings on depression were performed weekly during the treat-
ment. The main outcome measure was the 24-item version of the
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD).

RESULTS: We analysed the results of patients who had ECT
primarily for depression, had at least 6 sessions or less if achieved
remission earlier, and had at least 21 points on the HAMD before
the treatment. There were 31 patients satisfying these criteria, 12
male and 19 female. Among them 20 (65%) had positive family
history in a first-degree relative and18 (58%) had psychotic fea-
tures. All of them except two had not only been classified as
treatment resistant according to standard criteria but had also
received at least one augmentation treatment such as lithium,
atypical antipsychotics, thyroid hormones etc. The majority of pa-
tients received bilateral treatment (24 of 31) and a mean of 8.9
ECT sessions. Their HAMD scores improved from an initial 33.1
to 13.6: a 59% improvement. A remission (HAMD<10) was
achieved by 16 patients (52%).

CONCLUSIONS: Despite that ECT is reserved only for the most
severely ill patients in UK; it is still highly effective with achieved
remission in 52% of patients as in this study.
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NR75 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Quetiapine as Treatment of Non-Psychotic Unipolar
Depression With Residual Symptoms: Double Blind,
Randomized, Placebo Controlled Study
Atul Khullar, M.D. University of Alberta, Psychiatry, 106 Erie
Street South, Devon, AB, T9G 1A7, Canada, Pratap Chokka,
M.D., Danielle Fullerton, M.S.C., Shelley McKenna, R.N., Adam
Blackman, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

1. Consider the major evidence pointing towards possible anti-
depressant effects of quetiapine.

2. Briefly evaluate a pilot study showing the potential effective-
ness of quetiapine as an adjunctive treatment to SSRI/SNRI
agents in non-psychotic unipolar depression.

3. Speculate on the overall clinical utility of the quetiapine as
a treatment of non-psychotic depressive symptoms in clinical
practice.

Summary:

Introduction: New studies indicate the benefit of quetiapine in
the depressive phase of bipolar disorders (1). An emerging body
of literature is also demonstrating the potential effectiveness of
quetiapine as adjunctive treatment in non-psychotic unipolar de-
pression (NPUD) (2). To our knowledge, there is no published
controlled trial data in this area for quetiapine, which is frequently
used as an augmentation agent in NPUD.

Methods: 16 patients with a current DSM-IV major depressive
episode without psychotic features (diagnosed by the MINI) who
had residual symptoms (HAMD > 16) after at least 6 weeks of
treatment with an adequate dose of SSRI/SNRI were randomized
into placebo and flexibly dosed (100-600mg once daily) quetiapine
groups for 8 weeks. 1 patient was dropped for stopping venlafaxine
prior to receiving treatment.

Results: A LOCF analysis (n=15) using independent samples
Mests demonstrated significantly greater (p<.05) mean changes
in the HAMD17 (11.875 versus 4.86, p =.018), MADRS (14.88
versus 5.29, p=.007), HAM-A (11 versus 4.14, p=.007) for the
quetiapine group (n=8) versus the placebo (n=7) group. Trends
towards significance were seen in the PSQI (6.00 versus 3.28,
p=.136), SDS (7.18 versus 1.93, p=.11) and CGI-S (1.38 versus
.57, p=.063) for the quetiapine group. There were no significant
differences in CGI-I, weight gain and measures of cholesterol/
glucose between groups. 3 of 8 patients in the quetiapine group
remitted (HAMD17 <7) versus none in the placebo group. The
average dose of quetiapine in the treatment group was 350mg.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated the potential use of queti-
apine as an adjunctive treatment for depression with residual
symptoms. Limitations of this study include the small sample size
and no prospective determinant of residual depressive symptoms.
However, these promising results indicate a need for larger scale
controlled trials in this area.

Research supported by the Investigator initiated trials program
from Astra Zeneca
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NR76 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
An Interaction Between the Serotonin Transporter
Promoter Region and Dopamine Transporter
Polymorphisms Contributes to Harm Avoidance and
Reward Dependence Traits in Normal Healthy
Subjects
Sang-Joon Son, M.D. Seoul, Se-Joo Kim, M.D., Hong-Shick
Lee, M.D., Chan-Hyung Kim, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

These findings suggest that the variants of 5-HTTLPR interacted
with the DAT1 gene polymorphism to influence the HA and RD
temperament subscales of TCI. Neither of these two genes af-
fected any subscales of TCI alone.

Summary:

There is evidence for an association between polymorphisms of
5HT- and dopamine-related genes and temperamental personality
traits. Recent findings have shown that interactions between allelic
variants of the different genes may contribute to personality traits.
We examined the effects of 5HT transporter-linked promoter re-
gion (5-HTTLPR) and dopamine transporter (DAT1) gene poly-
morphisms for associations with the Temperament and Character
Inventory (TCI) temperament subscales in 209 Koreans. Control-
ling for the effects of gender and age, we found significant interac-
tions between 5-HTTLPR and DAT1 genes on Harm Avoidance
(HA) and Reward Dependence (RD) as measured by the TCI
(Hotelling's Trace = 3.0, P=0.02). In the presence of the DAT110/
10 genotype, subjects of group L of 5-HTTLPR had a significantly
higher HA score and significantly lower RD score than those of
group S (F=5.04, df=1, p=0.03 and F=2.30, df=1, p=0.14, respec-
tively).

These findings suggest that the variants of 5-HTTLPR interacted
with the DAT1 gene polymorphism to influence the HA and RD
temperament subscales of TCI. Neither of these two genes af-
fected any subscales of TCI alone.
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One-Year Naturalistic Study of Patients With Panic
Disorder
Min Hoo KIM Asan Medical Center, Psychiatry, Psychiatric
department, Asan Medical Center, KIM Min Hoo, Seoul, 388-1,
Republic of Korea, Jin Pyo Hong, Seong Jin Cho, Bong Jin
Ham, Hong Jin Jeon, Jae Nam Bae

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the outcome predictor of panic disorder

Summary:

Objective: Only a few prospective studies of panic disorder are
available. This study investigated naturalistic outcome of panic
disorder patients at 12 months after the initial diagnosis.

Method: A total of 84 subjects were diagnosed with panic disor-
der by initial diagnostic interview with a psychiatrist, Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-IV) and Anxiety Disorder Inter-
view Schedule for DSM-IV (ADIS-IV). Among them, 80 subjects
could be evaluated by means of Panic Disorder Severity Scale
(PDSS) at intake interview and follow-up interview after 12 months.
Treatment continuation was also examined at follow-up interview.

Results: At initial intake, 80 patients were classified into 21%
with mild, 35% with moderate-to-marked, and 44% with severe
symptoms on the basis of their PDSS total score. After 12 months,
20% of patients reached remission, 65% had mild and 15% had
moderate-to-marked symptoms. Initial panic symptom severity,
presence of agoraphobia, panic symptom duration before diagno-
sis, number of comorbid Axis I disorders were associated with
significantly high PDSS total score 1 year after. 44% of total pa-
tients continued medication and 26% have stopped treatment by
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clinician's recommendation and 30% have self-discontinued their
medication. 1 year later, all three groups were improved but self-
discontinuation group had significantly high panic disorder severity
score.

Conclusion: In the 1 year naturalistic outcome study of panic
disorder patients, a high percentage of patients achieved remis-
sion or had mild symptoms. Poorer outcome was predicted by
initial severity, agoraphobia, longer duration before diagnosis, an
increasing number of comorbid Axis I disorders and early treat-
ment discontinuation.
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Decreased Plasma Antioxidant Levels in Patients
With Dementia From Alzheimer
Min Kyung Kim Kang Nam St. Mary's Hospital Seoul Korea,
Psychiatry, Banpo Dong Socho Gu Seoul Korea, Seoul,
Banpodiong, Republic of Korea

Educational Objectives:

Objectives : Previous studies have explained one of the patho-
physiologic mechanism of dementia of Alzheimer's type by oxida-
tive damage to the neuron. This study compare the representative
plasma antioxidants (albumin, total bilirubin, uric acid) level be-
tween normal controls and patients with dementia of Alzhei-
mer's type.

Summary:

Objectives : Previous studies have explained one of the patho-
physiologic mechanism of dementia of Alzheimer's type by oxida-
tive damage to the neuron. This study compare the representative
plasma antioxidants (albumin, total bilirubin, uric acid) level be-
tween normal controls and patients with dementia of Alzhei-
mer's type.

Methods : Excluded due to nutritional unbalance or medico-
surgical problem by physical exam and laboratory test, the remain-
der Alzheimer's patients are 102 people (male 42, female 60) and
remainder normal controls are 99 people (male 47, female 52).
Plasma antioxidants level are compared between the two groups.

Results : Compared with covariate of age and sex, all plasma
antioxidants level are significantly lower in patients with dementia
of Alzheimer's type than in normal controls, albumin (F=36.179,
p<0.001), bilirubin (F=101.508, p<0.001), uric acid (F=12.688,
p<0.001). Additionally, compared between the plasma antioxi-
dants level and the scores of MMSE in the patients with dementia
of Alzheimer's type adjusted for age and sex, only plasma albumin
level shows positive correlation with the scores of MMSE (p=
0.017). And there is no correlation between the plasma antioxi-
dants level and the brain atrophic change respect to brain MRI.

Conclusion : This study presents that plasma antioxidants level
are lower in the patients with dementia of Alzheimer's type than
normal elderly controls and this results correspond to oxidative
neuronal damage in dementia of Alzheimer's type.
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NR79 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Psychological Characteristics in Remission State
Schizophrenia Patients With The PAI
Na Ra Kim, M.A. Sungkyunkwan University School of
Medicone, Samsung Seoul Hospital, Departmnet of Psychiatry,
35-501 Genary Apt, Yeocksamdong Kangnamgu, Seoul, 135-
795, Republic of Korea, Ji-Hae Kim, Ph.D., Hee Jung Nam,
M.D., Hyun Ok Jeon, M.A., Kyung Sue Hong, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to predict patient's prognosis and give proper treatments to
schizophrenic patients as each patient's phase of illness.

Summary:

Background
The prevalence of depression, anxiety and other psychological

symptoms are highly reported in schizophrenic patients during
different phase of schizophrenia.

Aims
The purpose of this study was to assess psychological problems

and symptoms of Patients with Schizophrenia during remission
stage. We divided schizophrenic patients into two subgroups
whether they had auditory hallucination during their acute phase
or not. The aim was to explore relationship between the remission
stage phenomenological features and acute phase psychotic
symptoms.

Method
Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI, Morey, 1991) was ad-

ministered to 30 patients with a DSM-IV diagnosis of paranoid
schizophrenia and 60 control subjects. Patients with Clinical
Global Impression (CGI, Guy, 1976) severity scale score of <3
were enrolled in remission group the patients. 16 out of 30 patients
were reported they experienced auditory hallucination during their
acute phase whereas 14 out of 30 patients were not reported.

Result
The somatic complaints scale was significantly high in the sub-

group of patients with auditory hallucination during their acute
phase compared to the non-auditory hallucination group. How-
ever, the non-auditory hallucination group had significantly higher
scores on the depression, anxiety and social withdrawal scale
than auditory hallucination group.

Discussion
Nevertheless schizophrenic patients are released from their

acute psychosis, patients still have psychological issues to be
treated. Furthermore, during the remission period, patients who
have delusion but not auditory hallucination and patients who have
both might have different psychological aspect.
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1. Morey LC: The Personality Assessment Inventory Professional
Manual, Odessa, FL, Psychological Assessment Resources,
1991.
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NR80 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM

Which Variables are Related to Quality of Life of
Patients With Traumatic Brain Injury?

Soo In Kim School of medicine, Ewha Womans University, 12th
floor, new building of ewha womans' hospital, Jungno gu
jungno 6th ga, Seoul, Republic of Korea, Yumi Sung, Kyu Wol
Yun, Young-Chul Kim, Weonjeong Lim
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize how to approach mild to moderate traumatic
brain injury patients to improve their quality of life

Summary:

Objective: One of the goals in the rehabilitation program of TBI
patients is to improve Quality of life(QOL) including subjective
satisfaction. This study investigated which variables were related
to QOL in TBI patients and it would be differed by findings of brain
MRI(MRI).

Method: 39 patients who have complained decreased cogni-
tions, affective symptoms and personality changes after mild to
moderate TBI were recruited. 22 patients have shown abnormal
brain MRI findings correlated with their injury and 17 patients
have normal brain MRI findings. Patients were assessed by using
Hamilton rating scale for depression(HAMD), Hamilton anxiety
scale(HAMA) and Functional assessment scale(FAS). All patients
also have completed Symptom check list(SCL-90-R), Beck de-
pression inventory(BDI), State-trait anxiety inventory(STAI), Ko-
rean version of the SmithKline Beecham 'Quality of Life' scale(Kv-
SBQOL) and Marlowe-Crown Social Desirability Scale(MCSDS).
In addition, Korean Wechsler Adult intelligence Scale (K-WAIS),
Rey-Kim Memory Scale(R-KMS), Kims Frontal-executive neuro-
psychological test(KF-ENT) were assessed. We conducted partial
correlation and stepwise regression analysis using SPSS ver-
sion 11.0.

Results: The scores of QOL were significantly correlated with
FAS(p<0.05), several subscales of SCL-90-R(obsessive-compul-
sive(p<0.05), depression(p<0.05), anxiety(p<0.05), global severity
index(p<0.05) and positive symptom total(p<0.05)) after control-
ling for MCSDS. However, in normal MRI finding group, those
were significantly correlated with STAI, BDI, all subscales of SCL-
90-R(p<0.05).

In stepwise regression analysis, positive symptom total(p<0.01)
and interpersonal sensitivity(p<0.01) subscales of SCL-90-R could
explain 62.1 % and 10.9% of the variance of the QOL score in
patients with abnormal MRI findings. As for the patients with nor-
mal MRI findings, depression(p<0.01) subscale of SCL-90-R ac-
counted for 54.2% of that of the QOL score.

Conclusion: This finding suggests that subjective psychiatric
symptoms including depression were significantly correlated with
the subjective QOL of TBI patients in both groups. However, the
patients with abnormal MRI findings should be additionally focused
on the daily functioning to improve QOL.
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NR81 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Association Of Streptococcal Infections With OCD in
Pedigrees
Suck Won Kim, M.D. University of Minnesota Minneapolis,
Psychiatry, F256/2A West 2450 Riverside Dr, Minneapolis, MN,
55454, Jon E. Grant, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the possible association between streptococcal
infections and obsessive-compulsive disorder.

Summary:

Background: Clinical studies suggest a pathological link be-
tween Group A Streptococcus (GAS) infections and obsessive
compulsive/tic symptoms. While previous reports suggest a ge-
netic model of inheritance in OCD, few published reports have
examined the heritability of streptococcal-associated OCD.

Methods: We examined 46 family members in a five-generation
pedigree with high rates of both streptococcal infections and OCD.
Interviews were conducted in person by psychiatrists and/or stu-
dents. Obsessive-compulsive severity was assessed by the Yale-
Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS), or Child Y-BOCS
(CY-BOCS). Diagnoses of lifetime OCD were made by a psychia-
trist. The number of streptococcal infections per patient was veri-
fied through medical records. Three distinct groups were identified:
positive streptococcal history without OCD, positive streptococcal
history with OCD, and those without streptococcal histories or
OCD. A positive streptococcal history was defined as 2 or more
infections within 2 years, streptococcal infections leading to tonsil-
lectomy, or a "complicated" streptococcal infection resulting in
rheumatic fever.

Results: 18 patients met lifetime criteria for OCD and had posi-
tive streptococcal infection histories. All patients with OCD diagno-
ses were found to have positive streptococcal histories. The aver-
age YBOCS score for these subjects was 17 (±7.5). 7 subjects
were found to have positive streptococcal histories without OCD
and 21 subjects did not meet criteria for OCD or a positive strepto-
coccal history. The risk (and 95% confidence interval) of having
an OCD diagnosis for those with positive streptococcal histories
was found to be 72.0% (52.2%, 85.7%). The odds (and 95%
confidence interval) of an OCD diagnosis for those with a positive
streptococcal history was found to be 2.57 (1.10, 6.00).

Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest that the sus-
ceptibility to OCD onset following multiple streptococcal infections
may be a heritable trait.
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1. Swedo SE: Pediatric autoimmune neuropsychiatric disorders
associated with streptococcal infections (PANDAS). Mol Psy-
chiatry 2002;7 Suppl 2:S24-5.
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NR82 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Depression and Anxiety Among Toronto School-
Aged Children
Valery Kleiman, M.A. CAMH, Child, Youth, and Family
Program, 250 College Street, R41, Toronto, ON, M5T1R8,
Canada, Katharina Manassis, M.D., Pamela Wilansky-Traynor,
Ph.D., Jennifer Crosbie, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should know
the prevalence of depression and anxiety syndromes in a Toronto
based community sample of urban children in Grades 3 through 6.

Summary:

The purpose of this study was to describe depression and anxi-
ety rates in a community sample of 680 (49.5% female, 50.1%
male) urban Toronto children Grades 3 to 6 using the Children's
Depression Inventory (CDI) and the Multidimensional Anxiety
Scale for Children (MASC). Previous Canadian epidemiological
studies (Bretton et al., 1999; Fleming et al., 1989) covered a range
of populations, yet results might not apply to the fast-growing and
extremely diverse Toronto school-aged child population. Descrip-
tive, secondary data analyses were conducted using information
collected as part of a larger prevention study. On the CDI, 5.6%
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of children fell within the clinical range and 16.9% in the sub-
clinical range. Unlike previously reported gender distributions for
depressed preadolescents, 65.8% of those in the clinical range
were females. Of those who were clinically depressed children,
24.3% had a comorbid clinical anxiety. On the MASC, 7.8% fell
within the clinical range and 9.6% in the sub-clinical range
(66>t>60). No sex differences in anxiety rates were found. Of
MASC subscales, separation anxiety was significantly elevated
most often (32.4%) for clinically depressed. Compared to previous
research, similar rates of depression and anxiety were found.
Unique to the current research were differences in gender distribu-
tion and comorbidity.
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NR83 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Affective Processing in a Major Depressive Episode:
fMRI Investigation in Bipolar Disorder and MDD
Jakub Z. Konarski, M.S.C. University of Toronto, Institute of
Medical Science - University Health Network, 12 Aristotle Drive,
Richmond Hill, ON, L4S 1J2, Canada, Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D.,
David J. Mikulis, M.D., Helen S. Mayberg, M.D., Adrian P.
Crawley, Ph.D., Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. To delineate similarities and differences in regional brain
activity during affective processing during a major depressive epi-
sode (MDE) in subjects with BD and major depressive disorder
MDD (state-effects).

2. To characterize similarities and differences in the fMRI profile
of response to identical pharmacotherapy amongst BD and MDD
(treatment effects).

3. To compare differences in regional brain activity mediating
affective processing in remitted subjects with mood disorders (BD
and MDD subjects) to psychiatrically unaffected volunteers (trait-
effects), and to contrast these trait-specific changes in BD and
MDD subjects

Summary:

Background: Functional MRI technology provides an opportu-
nity to delineate/elucidate putative neural circuits which are the
substrate of emotional expression and affect regulation. Hitherto,
there have been no investigations employing this technology in
both major depression and bipolar depression along with a healthy
control group.

Methods: To delineate similarities and differences in regional
brain activity during affective processing during a major depressive
episode (MDE) medication-free subjects who meet criteria for a
major depressive episode in the context of BD (n=15) or MDD
(n=15), and a group of psychiatrically unaffected control subjects
(CS, n=15), underwent a mood challenge under fMRI scanning
conditions.

Results: Both BD and MDD subjects receive olanzapine (Olan-
zapine®) - fluoxetine (Fluoxetine®) combination therapy to treat
an MDE, with additional fMRI data acquisition at 1, 3, and 6 weeks
following pharmacotherapy initiation. During the imaging session,
visual affective stimuli is presented in two runs. In the first run
blocks of neutral and positive valence pictures, are presented,
while the second run consists of alternating neutral and negative

blocks. Preliminary clinical and neuroimaging results from the first
12 subjects (MDD and BD) is presented.

Conclusions: Mood induction paradigm was successful in elic-
iting changes in self-rated affect. Changes were observed in re-
gional brain activity in response to both positive and negative
affect. Additionally, changes were observed between HC and
MDD groups at baseline, with additional changes observed longi-
tudinally in MDD group associated with improvements in de-
pressive symptoms.
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NR84 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Relationship Between Memory Function and
Executive Function in ADHD
Bonhoon Koo, M.D. Yeunam University Hospital, Daemyung
Dong Namgu, Daegu, 705-717, Republic of Korea, Jongbum
Lee, M.D., Jinsung Kim, M.D., Wanseok Seo, M.D., Daiseg Bai,
Ph.D., Junyeob Lee, M.D., Hyelin Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Understaning the memory function and executive function in
ADHD

Summary:

The objective in this study is to verify the relationship between
memory and executive function in ADHD. At first, the memory
functioning was compared between ADHD and normal children,
and then the memory function in ADHD according to executive
function level was compared. K-ABC, K-PIC, behavioral symptom
checklists and the memory test (digit & visual span, verbal learning
& visual recognition test) and executive function test (trail making
test A, B & WCST) in computerized neurocognitive function test
were performed on the 68 ADHD children and 30 normal children
who had over the IQ 70. As results of comparing memory function
between ADHD and normal children, forward span in verbal and
visual span test (p<.01), delayed recall and total recall in verbal
learning test (p<.001), and delayed recognition and total recogni-
tion in visual recognition test(p<.05) showed significant difference.
Comparing memory function between mild defected ADHD and
severe defected ADHD, severe defected ADHD had lower memory
function, especially in the total recall in verbal learning test. As
result of that comparison, the factors affecting memory ability in
ADHD were the spending time in trail making test, A & B, and
preservative Extended Release rors in WCST. As conclusion,
ADHD had lower memory function than normal children and mem-
ory function in ADHD was associated with the resistance to inter-
ference stimulus and cognitive flexibility
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NR85 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM

Depression and Health Related Quality of Life in
Wait-Listed Patients Awaiting Dialysis Treatment

Agnes Z. Kovacs Semmelweis University, Institute of
Behavioral Sciences, Nagyvarad ter 4., Budapest, H-1089,
Hungary, Lilla Szeifert, Maria Eszter Czira, Eszter Panna
Vamos, M.D., Miklos Zsolt Molnar, M.D., Istvan Mucsi, M.D.,
Marta Novak, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Health related quality of life (QoL) nowadays is becoming a
frequently assessed outcome measurement. In healthier sub-
group of chronic dialysed patients we found that psychological
distress was a significant, independent and strong predictor of
several quality of life domains.

Summary:

Depression is very prevalent in patients with end-stage renal
failure. Previous studies focused mainly on non-selected dialysis
patients with high co-morbidity and disease burden. We investi-
gated a healthier subgroup of dialysis patients, who are waitlisted
for renal transplantation, to assess the prevalence of depression.
We also analyzed the association of depression with quality of
life (QoL).

In a cross-sectional study, 214 waitlisted dialysis patients were
enrolled. Participants completed a battery of self-administered,
validated questionnaires, which included the Kidney Disease
Quality of Life Questionnaire (KDQOL-SF™) and the Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D) scale. Laboratory
data, basic socio-demographic characteristics were extracted
from patients' charts.

82% of enrolled patients completed the CES-D scale. Mean
age of the participant population was 48±12 years, 60% were
males and 18% had diabetes. The prevalence of patients with
depression was 41%. Patients with depressive symptoms were
significantly older (52± 11 versus 46± 12 years; p<0.01). The aver-
age CES-D score was not significantly different between males
and females (median[interquartile range] 11 [13] versus 14.5[17]
for males versus females, p=NS). Patients with depressive symp-
toms had significantly worse scores in several QoL domains (Bur-
den of kidney disease: 59±22 versus 34±21; Sleep: 74±16 ver-
sus 54±16; Energy/fatigue: 68±21 versus 43±21; p<0.001 in all
cases) than patients without depression. After adjusting for co-
variables (age, gender, serum albumin, serum hemoglobin, co-
morbidity, education, Kt/V), the CES-D score was a significant,
independent predictor of most generic and disease specific QoL
domains.

We found high prevalence of depression in dialysis patients
awating renal transplantation. Psychological distress was a strong,
independent predictor of quality of life in this patient population.
Grants: OTKA TS 040889, OTKA T038409, NKFP 1/002/2001,
ETT 218/2003, TeT Foundation (2005/06, MN), Hungarian Eotvos
Scholarship (MN).
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NR86 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Gender Differences in Panic Disorder With
Agoraphobia
Milan Latas, M.D. institute of psychiatry, pasterova 2, belgrade,
11000, Serbia and Montenegro

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize gender differences in panic disorder with
agoraphobia

Summary:

Objective: The goal of this study is determine the differences
between male and female patients in terms of major clinical char-
acteristics of panic disorder and agoraphobia. Method: The sam-
ple was consist of 116 patients with DSM IV diagnosis of panic
disorder - 86 (74%) of women and 30 (26%) of men. The patients
were examined by the various clinical instruments (The Hopkins
Symptom Checklist, The Panic Appraisal Inventory, The Fear
Questionnaire, The Beck Anxiety Inventory and The Beck Depres-
sion Inventory) in terms of examination of major clinical character-
istics of the disorder before the beginning of the treatment. Results:
Male and female patients did not differ significantly in the age
of onset of panic disorder and agoraphobia (29.1 ±6.1 versus
30.9±8.4 years) and duration of panic disorder and agoraphobia
(2.1 ±3.4 versus 3.0±3.5 years). Also, according to analysis of
gender comparison by the certain clinical instruments, the results
of the study show there were no statistically significant differences
between male and female patients in the severity of depression,
severity of overall anxiety, severity of (agora)phobia and cogni-
tions related to panic disorder. Conclusion: The results of the
study show there are no statistically significant gender differences
in terms of major clinical characteristics of panic disorder and
agoraphobia.
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NR87 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Differences in Temperament and Character Inventory
According to Dissociation Using Dissociative
Experience Scale: Korean Version DES-K
Jung Sik Lee Yongin Psychiatric Research Institute, Yongin
Psychiatric Research Institute, 4 Sangha-ri, Gusung-eup,
Yongin, 449-769, Republic of Korea

Educational Objectives:

The present investigation sought to explore individual differ-
ences in the dissociative experience. The Authors approach the
question about whether this difference is nature or nurture. The
participant should be able to recognize the meaning of individual
differences.

Summary:

Objective:
There are individual differences in the dissociative experience.

The Authors approach the question about whether this difference
is nature or nurture. The present investigation sought to explore
the relationship between personality trait and dissociation.

Method:
Seventy-nine Korean university students(16 males and 63 fe-

males) had completed DES-K(Dissociative Experience Scale-Ko-
rean version) to examine the ability of dissociation, Eye-roll Sign
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which is suggested the biological marker of dissociative ability
by Spiegel, and TCI-K(Temperament and Character Inventory-
Korean version) in order to evaluate personality trait. We divided
the students into two groups(high DES group>20 and low DES
group<20) to evaluate the differences in TCI-K.

Pearson's correlation test, t-test and regression analysis were
used for statistical analysis.

Result:
1)ln high DES-K group, score of self-directedness in TCI-K is

higher than low DES-K group. There were statistically significant
correlations between self-transcendence in TCI-K and amnesia
subscale, absorbtion-imaginative involvement subscale in DES-
K and total DES-K scale. Scores of self-transcendence in TCI-K
was predicted for DES-K scores.

2)ln high DES group, scores of Eye-roll Sign and squint subscale
were higher than low DES group. There was no correlation be-
tween DES-K and Eye-roll Sign except weak correlation between
depersonalization-derealization subscale in DES-K and gaze sub-
scale in Eye-roll Sign.

3)There were statistically significant differences in Tellegan Ab-
sorption Scale-Korean version(TAS-K) and Natural Hypnotic Ex-
periences Questionnaire(NHQ) between high DES-K group and
low DES-K group. Also, there were statistically significant correla-
tions between TAS-K and NHQ scale and DES-K.

Conclusion:
Although character dimension of TCI-K was related with dissoci-

ation, there was no difference in temperament dimension of TCI-
K, and no correlation between DES-K and Eye-roll Sign. These
results suggests that trait theory of dissociation is questionable
and needs more investigations.
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NR88 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Dissociation of Working Memory From Decision-
Making in Schizophrenia
Kyoung-Uk Lee Uijongbu St. Mary's Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry, 65-1 Kumoh-Dong, Uijeongbui-Si, Gyeonggi-Do,
480-130, Republic of Korea, Hoo-Rim Song, Seung Jae Lee,
Yang Tae Kim, Sang Heon Kim, Sung Hoon Jeung, Hae-Kook
Lee

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be informed the OFC functioning of the schizophrenic patients
is relatively uncompromised whereas their DLPFC functioning is
compromised, and this supports the idea that different cortical
areas mediate different cognitive tasks

Summary:

Purposes: The orbitofrontal cortex(OFC) has received particular
attention in two cognitive domains: decision-making and reversal
learning. The Iowa Gambling Task(GT) is an assessment tool,
intended to simulate real-life decision-making processes believed
to be associated with the OFC in the way it factors uncertainty,
reward, and punishment. Using this task, we examined the per-
formances of schizophrenia on GT and their relationships with
other cognitive domains such as executive functions and intelli-
gence.

Methods: Thirty-seven stable schizophrenic inpatients partici-
pated in this study. After providing written informed consent, they

underwent clinical symptom assessments including the Positive
and Negative Syndrome Scale, followed by IQ test, the GT and
WCST. Thirty-seven normal controls were selected based on age
and sex similarities to schizophrenia.

Results: There was no significant difference in the mean overall
net score (advantageous minus disadvantageous deck selection)
on GT performance between schizophrenic group and normal
healthy controls. When it comes to chronological card choice in
blocks of 20 cards, there were no significant main effects for group
(F1,72=3.08, p=.O83), and block(F4,72= .61, p=.65) but a main
effect for the group by block interaction was found(F4,72=2.96,
p=.O2).

Not surprisingly, the schizophrenic patients completed signifi-
cantly fewer categories and performed poorer in the other 4 indices
than controls on the WCST. There were no significant correlations
between Gambling Task and WCST.

Conclusions: This study examined the performance pattern on
the GT in the schizophrenic patients, the result of which is still
controversial. According to this study, one may infer that the OFC
functioning of the schizophrenic patients is relatively uncompro-
mised whereas their DLPFC functioning is compromised, and this
supports the idea that different cortical areas mediate different
cognitive tasks.
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NR89 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Quality of Life in Children With Developmental
Disabilities and Their Families
Li-Ching Lee, Ph.D. Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health, Epidemiology, 615 N. Wolfe St. Suite# E6032,
Baltimore, MD, 21205, Rebecca A. Harrington, M.P.H., Brian B.
Louie, B.S., Craig J. Newschaffer

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the compromised quality of life in children
with developmental disabilities, psychopathology, or other medical
conditions. They should also understand that families of children
with these conditions experience a substantial caring burden.

Summary:

Research on the quality of life (QOL) of children with develop-
mental disabilities (DD) and their families is limited. It has, how-
ever, been reported that children with DD, such as autism and
ADD/ADHD, have poorer adaptive functioning and are less inde-
pendent than typically developing children. Analyzing data from
National Survey of Children's Health, this study examined differ-
ences in QOL by comparing children with DD to children with
other medical conditions and typical controls in the domains of
social activity, family burden, family activities, schooling, and inde-
pendence. Multivariate logistic regression was performed to com-
pare each of the five case groups, autism (n=483), ADD/ADHD (n=
6,319), learning disability (n=4,469), psychopathology (n=2,582),
and other medical conditions (n=11,212), against typical controls
(n=58,953) by three age strata (3-5, 6-11, and 12-17). All five
case group families reported significantly higher child care burden
than typical controls (p values all <.0001) across the three age
strata. Case family members were more likely to stop working
because of childcare issues (adjusted odds ratios (OR) ranged
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from 1.49 to 5.27) than family members with typically developing
children. Children in the five cases groups were also more likely to
miss school or repeat a grade. Furthermore, children with autism,
ADD/ADHD, and learning disabilities were significantly less likely
than typical controls to participate in organized social activities,
with the relative odds of participation consistently lowest for the
autism group (ORs <0.50). No such effect was seen for children
with other medical conditions or children with other psychopatholo-
gies. A reduced odds of organized social activity participation was
seen only in the oldest age group. Findings from this analysis
indicate that QOL for children with DD, psychopathology, or other
medical conditions may be compromised and that the caring bur-
den on families could be substantial.
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NR90 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Culture and Sick-Role Attitudes on Perception of
Illness Severity and Disablility
MaryAnn Leynes, M.D. Naval Medical Center San Diego,
Mental Health, 2620 A Street, San Diego, CA, 92102, James
Spira, Ph.D., Robert McLay, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Specific Objectives:
1. Is there a difference in beliefs of disability to quality of life

across race?
2. Does the type of illness (mental vs. physical) predict beliefs

of disability to quality of life?
3. Does the age of emigration predict beliefs of disability to

quality of life in Filipinos?

Summary:

BACKGROUND: Many factors influence how patients perceive
disability. Though not always recognized, the role of culture and
ethnicity has long been an important element in the diagnosis and
treatment of mental health. Although we serve a diverse patient
population and recognize from our scope of practice that culture
and ethnicity influence not only the patient's views on himself/
herself but also what we may be able to offer as mental health
providers, there is little formal studies done in this country to
examine this phenomenon. We are interested in how cultural back-
ground influences attitudes toward the "sick-role" which in turn
predict what differences may exist in perceived disability, quality
of life, and prognosis of chronic and acute mental and physical
illness.

METHODS: Patients in an outpatient psychiatric clinic were
asked to read four vignettes describing health care cases and
rate the degree to which the described individual was disabled
and might be expected to recover. Via anonymous surveys, re-
spondents were also asked information about their age, ethnicity,
gender and view of their own mental and physical health. T-tests
were used to compare disability scores and self-ratings of health
given by males versus females and whites versus non-whites.
Correlations were examined among disability scores, age and
self-views of health.

RESULTS: Non-whites were found to rate individuals in the
vignettes with slightly higher disability scores than were given
by non-whites (p<0.05). No such differences were found in how

patients of different ethnicities rated their own health. No effect
of age or gender was found.

DISCUSSION: Perception of disability may provide valuable
information not only for the patient but for the clinician in ap-
proaching treatment strategies for each individual. Continued
study of more specific ethnicities and their perceptions would be
warranted.
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NR91 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Investigating the Relationship between
Psychopharmacological Treatments and Change in
Body Mass Index in a Clinical Sample of Child and
Adolescent Patients With Psychiatric Diagnosises
Robert J. Love, D.O. University of Texas at San Antonio,
Department of Psychiatry, Floyd Curl Dr., San Antonio, TX,
78254, Ashley S. Love, D.P.H., Rachel Ballard, M.D., Thomas
L. Matthews, M.D., Michelle S. Guchereau, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the lack of statistically significant association between
exposure to various classes of psychopharmacological agents
and weight gain in terms of Body Mass Index (BMI) as well as BMI
Z-score that were observed in a sample of child and adolescent
psychiatric patients treated in an outpatient clinic setting. The
participant should also be able to recognize that neither the num-
ber of medications used, nor the presence or absence of previous
exposure to psychiatric medications, had an observed differential
impact on weight gained in this group.

Summary:

Objective: To determine if any associations would be observed
between change in BMI/BMI Z-score, psychotropic medication
administration, and several potentially confounding variables in
clinical sample of child and adolescent psychiatric outpatients.

Method: Retrospective analyses of 250 charts of patients who
received treatment in an outpatient clinic during 18 month period
prior to these analyses were performed. Of these charts, 204
contained adequate follow-up information. Multiple comparisons
were performed using repeated measures analyses of covariance.

Result: There was significant change in BMI (p=.O5), but not
a statistically significant change in BMI-Z-score, on all the children
from baseline to follow-up. The mean and median number of days
on stable regimen was 721.7 and 460.5 respectively. There were
no statistically significant effects on the change in BMI/BMI Z-
score that were revealed when comparison was performed with:
age; gender; class of psychotropic medication used (including:
atypical antipsychotic, antidepressant, mood stabilizer, and stimu-
lant medications); total number of medications; total time of expo-
sure; or exposure to psychotropic medication prior to observation
period.

Conclusions: After comparing the changes in BMI/BMI Z-score
between patients differentiated by various stated parameters, we
did not find any statistically significant associations between any
of these factors and change in BMI/BMI Z-score.
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NR92 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Risk Factors and Impact of Psychosis on Dementia
of Alzheimer's Disease
Nahla A. Mahgoub, M.D. Bergen Regional Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 501 Eastbrook Road, Ridgewood, NJ, 07450-2112,
Asghar Hossain, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Objective:
At the conclusion of the presentation the participants will recog-

nize the risk factors associated with psychosis in dementia of
Alzheimer's disease and its impact on the course of illness.

Psychosis may appear during course of illness of dementia of
Alzheimer's disease and risk factors vary. Studies showed that
psychosis directly proportionates with functional and cognitive
abilities.

A retrospective chart review of 66 patients in the geriatric unit
at Bergen Regional Medical Center who were admitted during
2004 with diagnosis of dementia of Alzheimer's disease.

The data collected: age, gender, ethnicity, age of onset, duration
of illness, psychotic features, score of mini-mental status examina-
tion, global assessment of function, family history.

By reviewing the data, higher incidence of psychosis was found
in Caucasian females with duration of illness 1 -3 years and age
of onset 78 -83 years. Alzheimer demented patients with psychosis
had lower scores on mini-mental status examination and global
assessment of function.

Summary:

Objective:
To assess the risk factors associated with psychosis in dementia

of Alzheimer's disease and its impact on the course of illness.
Background:
Psychosis may appear during course of illness of dementia of

Alzheimer's disease and risk factors vary according to different
studies. Some studies have shown that the psychotic symptoms
directly proportionate with the functional and cognitive abilities.

Method:
A retrospective chart review of 66 patients in the geriatric unit

at Bergen Regional Medical Center who were admitted between
January 2004 and December 2004 with diagnosis of dementia of
Alzheimer's disease.

The data collected included age, gender, ethnicity, age of onset,
duration of illness, psychotic features, score of mini-mental status
examination, global assessment of function, family history of de-
mentia of Alzheimer's disease and psychiatric illness.

66 % of patients with diagnosis of dementia of Alzheimer's
disease presented with psychosis. Of these patients, 99 % had
delusion, 55 % were Caucasian females, and 36 % had family
history of psychiatric illness.

Of total admission, 38 % of Alzheimer demented patients with
psychosis had mini-mental status examination score between 13-
18 comparing to 6 % of Alzheimer demented patients without
psychosis who had score in the same range. 36 % of Alzheimer
demented patients with psychosis had global assessment of func-
tion between 19-24 comparing to 15 % of Alzheimer demented
patients without psychosis who had score in the same range.

Conclusion:

Higher incidence of psychotic symptoms was found in Cauca-
sian females with duration of illness between 1-3 years and age
of onset between 78 -83 years. Delusion appeared more frequent
than hallucination. Alzheimer demented patients with psychosis
showed to have lower scores on mini-mental status examination
and lower global assessment of function
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NR93 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM

Dorsolateral Prefrontal-Anterior Cingulate Ccortices
Activation in Children With Depressive Symptoms
During the External Induction of Sadness

Adham Mancini-Marie, M.D. Centre de recherche de I'Hopital
Sainte-Justine, Department of Developmental Research and
Prevention of Psychopathology, 7331 Rue Hochelaga,
Montreal, PQ, H1N 3V2, Canada, Mario Beauregard, Ph.D.,
Boualem Mensour, Ph.D., Gilles Beaudoin, Ph.D., Michel
Boivin, Ph.D., Daniel Perusse, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, we show that functional
magnetic resonance imaging could be a potential technique is
diagnosing early depression symptoms occurring during child-
hood, and therefore allowing for early intervention.

Summary:

Abstract
Objective: We sought to compare brain activation patterns in

healthy and depressed children during the external induction of
sadness using functional MRI (fMRI).

Method: Fifteen normal (N) controls and ten children with de-
pressive symptoms (DS) were scanned with fMRI during the pas-
sive viewing of sad and emotionally neutral stimuli.

Results: Both groups activated the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), but DS children exhibited less right dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC) activation during sad stimuli relative to normal
subjects.

Conclusion: Normal children activated the ACC and DLPFC
and thus were able to process and regulate sadness. However,
DS children activated the ACC only, thereby processing sad stimuli
without the normal involvement of emotion regulation. These re-
sults suggest that depressive symptoms in childhood may be
primarily related to a disturbance of the DLPFC-mediated down-
regulation of sadness- which in turn may lead to the persistent
and recurrent negative affect generally observed in depression.
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NR94 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Characteristic of Pathological Gamblers Based on
Preferred Gambling Style: Strategic Versus Non-
Strategic
Patrick J. Marsh, M.D. University of South Florida, Psychiatry
and Behavioral Health, 310 Paris Streeet #E, Tampa, FL,
33604, Jon E. Grant, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to;

1. recognize the different styles of gambling amoung Pathologi-
cal Gamblers

2. understand the clinical characteristics associated with gam-
bling styles

3. recognize the importance of screening for comorbid condi-
tions based on gambling style

Summary:

Abstract
Background: Although prior studies have examined various clin-

ical correlates of pathological gambling, no study to date has
analysed how the clinical features of pathological gambling relate
to gambling style.

Method: 190 consecutive subjects with DSM-IV pathological
gambling (55.3% females; mean age = 51.5 ± 7.4) were grouped
by primary gambling style - strategic (e.g. cards, dice, sports
betting, stock market) (n=77; 40.5%) versus non-strategic (e.g.
slots, video poker, pull tabs) (n=113; 59.5%). We compared the
groups on the following variables: clinical characteristics, gambling
severity (using the Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale
Modified for Pathological Gambling), psychiatric comorbidity (us-
ing the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV), and social and
occupational functioning.

Results: Non-strategic gambling style was significantly associ-
ated with females (72% compared to 34%) (p<.001). Mood disor-
ders and alcohol use disorders were the most common co-morbidi-
ties in both groups with no significant difference between groups.
Subjects who preferred non-strategic forms of gambling reported
higher lifetime rates of substance use disorders involving drugs
of stimulation (cocaine, amphethamine, and nicotine) (p<.001),
and significantly more hours spent gambling each week (18 hrs
compared to 11 hrs) (p<.01). Gambling severity or functioning did
not differ significantly between groups.

Conclusion: These preliminary results suggest that gaming
choices may be associated with specific comorbid disorders. Clini-
cians may want to screen for certain comorbidities based on cli-
ent's chosen gaming style.
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NR95 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Functional Outcome of Patients With Euthymic
Bipolar Disorder: Impact of Clinical, Cognitive, and
Pharmacological Factors
Anabel Martinez-Aran Hospital Clinic, Villarroel 170, Barcelona,
08036, Spain, Carla Torrent, Claire Daban, Jose Sanchez-
Moreno, Rafael Tabares-Seisdedos, Jose Luis Ayuso-Mateos,
Eduard Vieta

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize those factors that may be influence the
psychosocial functioning of bipolar patients.

Summary:

Introduction: Few studies have examined the clinical, neuro-
psychological, and pharmacological factors involved in the func-
tional outcome of bipolar disorder despite the gap between clinical
and functional recovery.

Methods: A sample of 77 euthymic bipolar patients were in-
cluded in the study. Using an a priori definition of poor versus
good functional outcome, based on the psychosocial items of the
General Assessment of Functioning (GAF, DSM-IV), and taking
also into account their occupational adaptation, the patients were
divided into two groups; good or poor occupational functioning.
Highly (n=46) and poorly (n=31) functioning patients were com-
pared on several clinical, neuropsychological and pharmacologi-
cal variables and the two patient groups were contrasted with
healthy controls (n=35) on cognitive performance.

Results: Highly and poorly functioning groups did not differ with
respect to clinical variables. However, bipolar patients in general
showed poorer cognitive performance than healthy controls. This
was most evident in poorly functioning patients and in particular
on verbal memory and executive function measures.

Conclusions: Poorly functioning patients were cognitively more
impaired than highly functioning patients on verbal recall and exec-
utive functions. The variable that best predicted psychosocial func-
tioning in bipolar patients was verbal memory.
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NR96 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Relation Between Coping and Quality of Life in
Schizophrenia: Re-analysis
Jennifer N. Martins University of Western Ontario, Honours
B.Sc Psychology, 310 Central Ave rear lower, London, ON,
N6B2C8, Canada, Abraham Rudnick, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: analyze the structure of coping factors in schizophrenia
and analyze the relation between coping strategies and quality of
life in patients with schizophrenia

Summary:

Background and objectives: Problem-focused versus emotion-
focused coping is considered to have beneficial effects on out-
come in stressful situations, including in severe and persistent
illnesses. This has not been strongly corroborated for schizophre-
nia. Lysaker et al recently generated and studied a framework of
coping in schizophrenia, which was found to partly predict voca-
tional function. We re-analyzed data from a previous study using
Lysaker et al's coping factors to test their relation to quality of life
(QoL) and to symptom severity in schizophrenia. Method: 58 adult
outpatients, diagnosed with schizophrenia as per SCID, tested at
one point in time on the Positive and Negative Symptom Scale
(PANSS), the Ways of Coping Checklist (WCC), and the Wiscon-
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sin Quality of Life Index (W-QLI). Data analysis was performed
by forcing Lysaker et al's coping factors on the WCC scores, and
correlating these coping factors with the W-QLI and the PANSS
scores. Results: All of Lysaker et al's coping factors were (nega-
tively) correlated with the quality of life domain of finances. The
coping strategies of considering, acting, positive appraisal, and
self-soothing were (negatively) correlated with negative symptom
severity. Principal components factor analysis did not demonstrate
a coherent factor structure of the coping strategies. Conclusion:
Few significant correlations were found. Further research should
be conducted on existing and novel frameworks of coping, in order
to establish effective coping in schizophrenia.
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NR97 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM-10:30 AM
Dementia and Suicide: The Role of Narcissism
Daniel Matusevich, M.D. Hospital Italiano, Psychiatric Unit,
Buenos Aires, 1004, Argentina, Martin Ruiz, Carolina Vairo,
Carlos A. Finkelsztein, Alfredo Job, Mariana Pedace, Gustavo
Rozadilla

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the important role of narcissism as a risk factor
for suicide attempt in dementia patients.

Summary:

Objective: To determine, in older inpatients with dementia, dif-
ferences between narcissistic personality disorder and no person-
ality disorder as regards the following causes of admission: suicide
attempt, behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia,
psychotic episode, diagnostic assessment, substance abuse, de-
pression and suicide ideas.

Material and methods: This is a comparative, prospective, ob-
servational, transversal single blind study.

Results: We studied 67 inpatients with dementia. Statistical
significant associations were found between narcissistic personal-
ity disorder and suicide attempt (p=0.022;x2=5.21 ;CL=0.88-37.75)
and narcissistic personality disorder and suicide ideas (p=
0.023;x2=5.16;CL=0.95-17.52). Also we found significant associa-
tions between living alone and narcissistic personality disorder
with dementia (p=0.005;x2=7.69;CL=1.30-17.83).Discussion: Al-
though associations between narcissistic personality disorder and
suicide ideas and attempts in patients with dementia have not
been reported, there seems to be a relation between them, in
patients with early dementia with perception of their deterioration
were narcissism and hate of ageing plays a crucial role. This
should be taken into account to prevent suicide in older age not
always related to depression.
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NR98 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Defenses Predict Basic and Social Emotions During
Stress in Adolescents
Sanja Medic Stanford University, 401 Quarry Road, Stanford,
CA, 94305-5719, Belinda Plattner, M.D., Steve The, Niranjan S.
Karnik, M.D., Hans Steiner, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. To educate the practitioner regarding the role of defenses in
normative development in adolescents

2. To highlight differences in emotion regulation as a function
of defenses

Summary:

Objective: To demonstrate the role of defenses in adolescents
during moderately stressful tasks. The modern concept of de-
fenses views them as habitual meaning attribution systems. We
postulated that 1. Immature defenses would predict activation of
negative basic (anger, fear, sadness) and social (guilt; shame)
emotions across time and tasks; 2. Mature defenses would predict
the activation of positive basic (happiness, interest, pleasure)
emotions across time and tasks.

Methods: We studied 163 high school students (54% female,
mean age 16; SD=1; ethnically diverse). Subjects completed the
Response Evaluation Measure (REM-71),the Weinberger Adjust-
ment Inventory (WAI, well established instruments for the mea-
surement of defenses and personality.; and completed the Stress
Inducing Speech Task (SIST) which measures anticipated (B/L),
defined (STR) and unstructured stress (FA).

Results: Our hypotheses were confirmed. Immature defenses
predicted activation of negative basic and background, and social
emotions. Mature defenses predicted activation of positive emo-
tions (Pearson's r between .16 and .39; all p's<0.05). Activation
patterns were maintained, regardless of the task.

Conclusion: This is the first study to report specific emotion
activation profiles on a habitual basis and across tasks of differing
character. The results have implications for normative develop-
ment, stress reactivity, trauma related psychopathology and psy-
chotherapy.
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NR99 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Meta-Analysis of Risperidone as a Treatment for
Tourettes Disorder
Karl Meisel, M.A. Michigan State University, College of Human
Medicine, 317 1/2 E. Crescent, Marquette, Ml, 49855

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the audience should un-
derstand the level of evidence supporting risperidone as a thera-
peutic option to treat Tourette disorder (TD). The audience will
learn about common side effects often associated with standard
therapies, which commonly cause discontinuation. They will un-
derstand the mechanism of action of risperidone and the rational
for its use. In addition, the strength of the evidence for risperidone
use will be discussed, and why it is advantageous to use a meta-
analysis to increase the statistical power of previous studies. The
participants should learn the results of this study, which showed
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that risperidone is equivalent to other standard therapies like pri-
mozide and clonidine (-.15 mean difference [95% Cl -.56, .26]).
The forest-plot analysis demonstrates that no statistical signifi-
cance exists between the effect size of risperidone and other
active controls. However, risperidone has the added benefit of
treating co-morbid OCD in Tourettes patients, which occurs in
40% of TD. Therefore, risperidone may be more advantageous
as a therapy for TD compared to other standard treatments.

Summary:

Introduction: Dopamine receptor antagonists are the current
standard therapy for Tourette disorder (TD). However, severe
extrapyramidal side-effects limits the use of these agents. Risperi-
done, a benzisoxazole derivative, offers the potential advantages
of equivalent efficacy and reduced side-effects because it blocks
5HT 5-HT2A receptors, and D2 dopamine receptor. Objective:
This study investigated whether risperidone is an equivalent treat-
ment for TD compared to pimozide and clonidine. Also, the side
effect profile of standard therapy and risperidone was compared.
Method: The author used meta-analytic methods to increase the
statistical power of small RCTs. Only randomized controlled trials
that compared risperidone to an active control for the reduction
of tics in TD patients were considered for this analysis. A search of
Medline, Ovid, dissertations, and the Cochrane databases yielded
three active controlled trials, which were included in this meta-
analysis. Results: This meta-analysis demonstrates that risperi-
done is equivalent to standard therapy for TD (-.15 mean differ-
ence [95% Cl -.56, .26]). The forest-plot analysis demonstrates
that no statistical significance exists between the effect size of
risperidone and other active controls. However, risperidone has
the added benefit of treating the 40% of TD patients with co-
morbid OCD. There appears to be fewer side effects associated
with risperidone treatment compared to either pimozide or cloni-
dine, which is not in agreement with previous literature. Therefore,
risperidone may be more advantageous as a therapy for TD com-
pared to other standard treatments. Conclusion: Further trials are
needed to explore the efficacy of risperidone in chronic use and
its associated side-effects in TD patients. Current studies that are
available only enrolled a total of 109 patients, thus limiting the
effect size that is detectable. Also, future studies should include
objective measures of side effects associated with treatment in
order to better understand relative benefits of competing treatment
options.
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NR100 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Association Study of ADHD and the Gene for
Dopamine Recepter D2: DRD2
Virginia L. Misener Toronto Western Research Institute,
Toronto Western Hospital, MC6-415, 399 Bathurst St., Toronto,
ON, M5T2S8, Canada, Karen G. Wigg, Abel Ickowicz,
Rosemary Tannock, Molly Malone, Russell Schachar, Cathy L.
Barr

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the latest findings relating to the DRD2 gene
as a candidate for involvement in genetic susceptibility to ADHD,

and to recognize how the implications of these findings may pro-
vide direction for future work.

Summary:

Objective: The DRD2 gene has been tested for involvement
in ADHD by several investigators, with largely negative results.
However, these have been based almost exclusively on analyses
of one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), Taq\A, located out-
side the gene. Thus, it would be premature to exclude DRD2 from
consideration on this basis alone. Our objective was to test for
association between DRD2 and ADHD using a more extensive
approach involving five polymorphisms spanning the gene.

Methods: The polymorphisms analysed include the Taq\A SNP
and the following additional markers: -141C/ns/De/, a promoter
region insertion/deletion polymorphism; TaqIB, a SNP in intron 1;
(CA)nSTRP, a microsatellite in intron 2; and Ser311 Cys, a coding
SNP in exon 7. To test for association with ADHD, we used the
transmission/disequilibrium test (TDT), a family-based method
that tests for biased transmission of alleles or haplotypes (allele
combinations) from heterozygous parents to their affected chil-
dren. Given evidence that working memory impairment may be
prevalent in ADHD, and that D2 receptors may contribute to work-
ing memory function, we also performed quantitative analyses
investigating the inheritance of these polymorphisms in relation
to performance on a verbal working memory task (Digit Span
Backwards).

Results: TDT analysis of 169 families (with 211 affected chil-
dren) did not show evidence for biased transmission of any of the
single alleles or haplotypes (p>0.05). We note, however, that for
the Ser311Cys polymorphism there were too few informative
transmissions to provide a definitive result. The quantitative analy-
ses also showed no evidence for association of the DRD2 gene
with working memory function in our study sample.

Conclusions: Although definitive conclusions regarding the
Ser311Cys polymorphism will await collection of a larger study
sample, our findings do not support involvement of DRD2 in
ADHD.

Funding source: CIHR
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NR101 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Obsessive Compulsive Characteristics Persist After
Recovery From Bulimia Nervosa
Jessica C. Morgan, M.D. Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 120 A Brothers Rd, Hartland, VT, 05048, Barbara
E. Wolfe, Ph.D., David C. Jimerson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should be able to
characterize the extent to which obsessive-compulsive symptoms
are observed in individuals with current or past episodes of bulimia
nervosa.

Summary:

Although the primary symptoms of bulimia nervosa (BN) involve
abnormal eating patterns, some studies have indicated co-morbid
obsessive and compulsive (OC) behaviors. This study compared
OC characteristics in individuals with BN and healthy controls
using subject self-ratings on the Maudsley Obsessive-Compulsive
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Inventory (MOCI), and evaluated whether elevated MOCI scores
persist in individuals who have recovered from BN (RBN).

MOCI scores were available for medication-free, normal weight
women with BN (n=25), RBN (n=21) and healthy controls (n=28)
who participated in previous studies of neurotransmitter function.
Subjects also completed the Eating Attitudes Test (EAT) and
Spielberger Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI). Ratings for the patient
groups were compared to controls by Dunnett t-test and Mann-
Whitney Test.

MOCI scores for the BN group were, as expected, significantly
elevated in comparison to controls (5.4 ± 4.4 versus 2.5 ± 1.9;
p<0.02). Of note, MOCI scores for the RBN group (5.5 ± 5.4)
were similar to values for the BN subjects and were also elevated
in comparison to controls (p<0.05). In contrast, scores on the
EAT and STAI for the RBN subjects were significantly reduced in
comparison to BN (p<.01), although still significantly higher than
for controls (p<.01).

These findings extend previous reports indicating that the OC
symptoms present in subjects with BN persist following remission,
suggesting that elevated OC ratings may reflect a stable trait
characteristic of individuals who develop BN.

Supported in part by USPHS grant R01 MH45466.
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NR102 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Atypical Antipsychotics and Metabolic Screening:
Four-State Medicaid Study
Elaine H. Morrato, M.P.H. University of Colorado at Denver and
Health Sciences Center, Clinical Pharmacy, 2050 Island Lane,
Evergreen, CO, 80439, John W. Newcomer, M.D., Richard R.
Allen, M.S., Robert J. Valuck, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize the prevalence of glucose and lipid monitoring associ-
ated with the usage of atypical antipsychotic medications.

Summary:

Some atypical antipsychotic (AA) drugs have associated risk of
hyperglycemia and dyslipidemia, with recent recommendations
that all treated patients undergo blood glucose and lipid monitor-
ing. The prevalence of monitoring associated with AA prescription
is understudied. This retrospective cohort study used Medicaid
claims data from California, Oregon, Tennessee, and Utah to
evaluate 55,308 patients who received an antipsychotic drug be-
tween 1998 and 2003. Laboratory testing was identified with CPT-
4 codes. Multivariate logistic regression determined likelihood of
baseline glucose testing (BGT) adjusting for drug, year, and clini-
cal characteristics. Initiation of AA treatment was associated with
a 5% increase in glucose testing (p<0.001) and 2% increase in
lipid testing (p<0.001) over background test levels. Combining AA-
related increases plus background rate, the overall prevalence of
baseline testing (-14 days/+28 days) was 18% (glucose) and 6%
(lipid). Compared to risperidone, BGT was higher with olanzapine
(OR=1.14, 95% Cl: 1.08-1.21) and lower with ziprasidone (OR=
0.68, 95% Cl: 0.54-0.86). BGT was higher in 2003 versus 1998
(OR=2.78, 95% Cl: 2.44-3.13). Metabolic screening prevalence
remained low over the time period of observation. Research is

needed to evaluate monitoring prevalence following recent recom-
mendations.
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NR103 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Adjunctive Zonisamide for Treatment Refractory
Anxiety Disorders
Fernanda Nery, B.A. Cambridge Health Alliance - Harvard
Medical School, Psychiatry, 1493 Cambridge Street,
Cambridge, MA, 02139, Lisa E. Wygant, B.A., Eliza Coleman,
B.A., Gustavo D. Kinrys

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize and understand the potential clinical use of
adjunctive zonisamide in the treatment of anxiety.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the use of a novel anticonvulsant, zoni-
samide, in patients with treatment refractory anxiety.

Method: Pilot and open study of a cohort of patients with anxiety
(n=10), who were deemed partial or non-responders to anxiolytic
therapy, and received adjunctive zonisamide in a naturalistic fash-
ion. The primary outcome measures were the Hamilton Anxiety
Scale (HAM-A), the Clinical Global Impression of Severity (CGI-
S) and the Clinical Global Impression of Improvement (CGI-I).

Results: Patients included were markedly ill with a mean number
of previous medication trials of 4.9 ± 1.9, a baseline HAM-A score
of 27.9 ± 3.8, and a baseline CGI-S score of 5.7 ± 0.5. Patients
improved significantly with an endpoint HAM-A score of 12.6 ±
7.4 (p<0.001), CGI-S score of 3.6 ± 1.3 (p<0.002), and CGI-I
score of 2.5 ± 1.3. Zonisamide at a mean ± SD dose of 160 ±
70 mg/day for 9.2 ± 4.5 weeks was generally well tolerated.
Adverse events were generally mild, and included sedation, tired-
ness, agitation, and dizziness. No patients discontinued zonisam-
ide due to side effects. Six patients (60%) met responder criteria
at end point (CGI-I < 2).

Conclusion: Results from this pilot and open naturalistic study
suggest that zonisamide may effectively augment response to
anxiolytic medications in patients with treatment refractory anxiety.
Larger and controlled studies are warranted to confirm these pre-
liminary findings.
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NR104 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Difference of a Diet: Retrospective Study
Assessing Weight and BMI Changes Among
Hospitalized Patients Taking Olanzapine Before and
After Implementation of Behavioral Modifications
Charles Nguyen, M.D. UCI Neuropsychiatry, 101 The City
Drive, Building 3, Orange, CA, 92868, Brenda Jensen, B.A.,
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David Franklin, Psy.D., Hilary Parker, B.A., Gerald A. Maguire,
M.D., Lawrence Plon, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that diet modifications are an effective means
of reducing weight gain among hospitalized patients with schizo-
phrenia or schizoaffective disorder treated with olanzapine.

Summary:

Background: Olanzapine is a highly effective atypical antipsy-
chotic that can induce significant weight gain. Although behavioral
modification programs have been shown to decrease weight
among outpatients, few studies have focused on changing the
inpatient diet. In January, 2003, the Acute Psychiatric Unit of UCI
Medical Center introduced a new diet program that eliminated
second servings, desserts, sodas and high caloric snacks. This
retrospective study compares the weight and BMI changes of
patients treated with olanzapine before and after the new diet was
implemented.

Methods: An electronic review of patients at the Acute Psychiat-
ric Unit of UCI Medical Center from January 1998 to December
2004 was performed. Patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffec-
tive disorder who received olanzapine for 1-7 weeks were se-
lected.

Results: Patients on a standard diet, N=48, gained an average
of 9.4 pounds, compared to patients on a modified diet, N=95,
who gained 3.7 pounds (P=0.0015). Increase in BMI was greater
for the standard diet group versus the modified diet group (P=
.003). Average treatment time with olanzapine was 20.2 days in
the modified diet group versus 22.7 days in the standard diet
group (P=.188).

Conclusions: Diet modifications are a simple and efficacious
means of reducing weight gain among patients with schizophrenia
or schizoaffective disorder treated with olanzapine in an inpatient
setting.
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NR105 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Maintenance CBT in Preventing Relapse in Patients
on SSRI Continuation
Jennifer Nogi, M.D. NYU, Department of Psychiatry, 340 East
34th Street-Apt 15C, New Yor, NY, 10016, Eric D. Peselow,
M.D., Barbara Orlowski, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To understand the utility of maintenance CBT in preventing
relapse in patients who are on prophylactic SSRI treatment to
prevent relapse

Summary:

The utility of cognitive-behavioral therapy in the treatment of
acute depression has been well established. It is frequently em-
ployed with antidepressants acutely to yield greatest efficacy.
While it is frequently stated that the techniques of Cognitive-Be-
havior Therapy learned during acute treatment are enduring there
is little data suggesting this is true

We studied 327 patients over a 13 year period in a community
clinic who responded to one of four SSRIs (SSRI's) with a 50%
reduction in Montgomery Asberg Score after 12 weeks treatment.
SSRI's used were fluoxetine, citalopram, paroxetine and sertra-

line. A Dysfunctional Attitude Scale (DAS) was given to all patients
after this period. The patients were all followed on the medication
to which they responded until they either relapsed, dropped out,
or terminated well (were well as of Nov 1, 2005 the endpoint of
the study)

Overall 110 patients acutely received Cognitive-Behavior Ther-
apy in addition to the SSRI and 217 did not. Patients who received
Cognitive-Behavior Therapy acutely had at the end of the acute
trial significantly lower MADRS (5.36 versus 7.89 p<.0001) and
DAS scores (69.28 versus 81.54 p<.0001) than the group that not
receiving Cognitive-Behavior Therapy

Following acute response 35 of the 110 patients who received
Cognitive-Behavior Therapy acutely elected to continue Cognitive-
Behavior Therapy additve to the medication and 75 did not. Overall
the group that continued Cognitive-Behavior Therapy remained
well for 49.60 months as opposed to 34.77 months for those who
did not continue Cognitive-Behavior Therapy. This difference was
statistically significant (p<.015). Interestingly the 75 patients who
received Cognitive-Behavior Therapy acutely but not for mainte-
nance did not remain well longer than the 217 patinets who did
not receive Cognitive-Behavior Therapy acutely (34.77 versus
30.78 p>.025)

In conclusion, Cognitive-Behavior Therapy additve to medica-
tion during acute treatment was not enduring long-term. However
maintenance Cognitive-Behavior Therapy additive to SSRI's was
effective in preventing relapse
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NR106 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Insomnia, Sleeping Pills, and Increased Mortality
Risk
Zvjezdan Nuhic, M.D. Maimonides Hospital, Psychiatry, 239 90
Street, Brooklyn, NY, 11209, Milton Kramer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
alerted to the controversy over a possible relationship between
insomnia, hypnotic use and increased mortality.

Summary:

Introduction: Insomnia and sleeping pills use, both of which
have a high prevalence worldwide, are arguably associated with
higher mortality risk.

Method: A review was done of the English language literature
on insomnia, sleeping pill use and mortality.

Results: Kripke (1979), examining The Cancer Prevention Study
I data (CPS I), including more than one million subjects, found an
increased mortality risk in men with insomnia. Four other studies
(Pollak, 1990; Kojima, 2000; Manabe, 2000, Nilsson, 2001) also
reported an association between insomnia and an increased mor-
tality risk. Kripke (2002), in a replication of his 1979 study found
no association between insomnia and decreased longevity. No
relationship between insomnia and an increased mortality was
found in ten other studies (Rumble, 1992; Brabbins, 1993; Foley,
1995; Hays, 1996; Althuis, 1998; Jensen, 1998; Newman, 2000;
Rockwood, 2001; Mallon, 2002; Phillips, 2005).

A correlative relationship between sleeping pill use and in-
creased mortality risk was shown in both Caner Prevention Studies
(Kripke 1979; 2002). Kojima (2000) found an increased mortality
risk only in females. No relationship between sleeping pills use
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and decreased longevity was found in six other studies (Pollak,
1990; Rumble, 1992; Brabbins, 1993; Hays, 1996; Mallon, 2002;
Phillips, 2005).

Discussion: Insomnia and sleeping pills use were not consist-
ently associated with an increased mortality rate. Definition of
insomnia was poor and inconsistent. In most of the studies it was
not determined what "sleeping pills" participants were taking. The
design of the studies, the sample sizes, the age of the subjects,
and the follow up period were variable across the studies, which
made comparisons difficult.

Conclusion: Well designed, prospective double blind, random-
ized, long-term clinical trials with an adequate number of subjects,
and the use of the DSM-IV-TR definition of insomnia are needed
to improve our understanding of relationship between insomnia,
hypnotic use and decreased longevity.
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NR107 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
HLA Class I Associations With Schizophrenia,
Schizoaffective Disorder, and Biological Relatives
Sandra Odebrecht Vargas Nunes, M.D. Universidade Estadual
de Londrina, Psychaitry, Av Adhemar de Barros #625, Av
Bandeirantes, 625, Londrina, 86050190, Brazil, Eiko NagasaKa
Itano, Ph.D., Maria Angelica Ehara Watanabre, Ph.D., Tiemi
Matsuo, Psy.D., Sueli Donizetti Borelli, R.G.N.

Educational Objectives:

The aim of this study was to determine the association of HLA
in patients with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, and bio-
logical relatives

Correlation of human leukocyte antigens (HLA). in psychiatric
disorders

Summary:

The aim of this study was to determine the association of HLA
in patients with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, and bio-
logical relatives, in a Brazilian population. The subjects studied
were 50 Patients with Schizophrenia and schizoaffective patients,
48 healthy controls, 41 first-degree relatives without psychiatric
disease, and 48 first-degree relatives with mood disorder. They
were interviewed by structured diagnostic criteria categorized ac-
cording DSM-IV, axis I, (SCID-IV). The mean duration of illness
in schizophrenic and schizoaffective patients was 15.3 years ±
9.9 and the median age of onset was 22.4 years ± 7.4. The group
differed in educational background and marital status. Patients
presented lower educational achievement (p=0.004) than controls
and relatives, and most of them were unmarried (p<0.001), differ-
ently from controls and relatives. In patients there were more
significant differences regarding occupational impairment than
controls and relatives (p<0.001). Patients and relatives had no
significantly HLA-A, HLA-DRB1 association. Significant HLA-B
class I association was found with HLA- B*15 in patients (p=
0.003), family with humor disorder and without mental disorder
(p=0.003). HLA -B*15 frequency was significantly increased in a
subgroup of patients with age at onset in the early 20s, lower
educational achievement, occupational disability, chronically ill,
more paranoid type These findings suggest the existence of some
involvement of an immunogenetic mechanism in a subgroup of
schizophrenic, schizoaffective patients and biological relatives.
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NR108 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Phosphorylation of DARPP-32 After
Electroconvulsive Shock in Rat Striatum
Hye-Jean Park, M.B. Seoul National University Hospital,
Psychiatry, Dept. of Neuropsychiatry Seoul National Univ Hosp,
28 Yunkun-dong Chongro-ku 110-744 Seoul, Korea, Seoul,
110-744, Republic of Korea, Juri Jung, M.S., Yong Sik Kim,
M.D., Ung Gu Kang, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

DARPP-32 seems to be an important molecule for psychotic
disorder and substance abuse because it is known to be a key
mechanism for integration of signals via dopaminoceptive neurons
and the relationship of dopamine, glutamate and DARPP-32 is
suggested. Understanding of the change of phosphorylation pat-
tern induced by ECS will elucidate the mechanism of psychosis
and substance abuse.

Summary:

Electroconvulsive shock (ECS) is known to activate dopaminer-
gic signaling in the striatum. DARPP-32 is abundant in the striatum
and the phosphorylation of DARPP-32 is a key mechanism for
integration of signals via dopaminoceptive neurons. The phos-
phorylation at Thr34 by protein kinase A(PKA) makes it an inhibitor
of protein phosphatase-1, while the phosphorylation at Thr75 by
Cdk5 makes it an inhibitor of PKA. We examined the phosphryla-
tion of DARPP-32 to show the effect of ECS in rat striatum. Male
Sprague-Dawley rats were treated with ECS and were decapitated
at 0, 2, 10, 30 minutes, 1 and 3 hours after ECS. Immunoblotting
was done to identify the expression of DARPP-32 and the phos-
phorylation at Thr 34 and Thr 75. Immunohistochemical staining
was done to identify the distribution of DARPP-32 in the striatum.
The phosphorylation of DARPP-32 at Thr 34 showed continous
increase until 3 hours after ECS. The phosphorylation at Thr 75
reached the maximum 2 to 10 minutes after ECS. DARPP-32
showed preferential phosphorylation in the ventral striatum com-
pared to the dorsal striatum. ECS has an effect on DARPP-32
phsphorylation pattern, to the direction of general increase in the
protein phosphorylation.
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NR109 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Assessment of the Quality of Life in Hospice Patients
With Cancer at the Very End of Life
Hayley Pessin, Ph.D. Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,
Psychiatry, 1275 York Avenue, Department of Psychiatry, New
York, NY, 10021, Jennifer Abbey, M.A., Barry D. Rosenfeld,
Ph.D., William Breitbart, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to better assess quality of life quality of life in severely ill
cancer patients in palliative care hospice settings.

Summary:

Introduction: Quality of life has been targeted as an important
outcome variable in the assessment of well-being at the end of
life. Researchers have designed measures specifically targeting
quality of life at the end of life, reducing emphasis on physical
functioning and underscoring psychosocial concerns. However,
the majority of the the measure validation studies were conducted
in outpatients with advanced illness. Therefore, it is important
to assess whether these measures of QOL remain salient for
imminently dying hospice patients with cancer.

Methods: 86 patients in a palliative care hospital with a life
expectancy of less than 1 month completed a psychosocial inter-
view of standardized instruments. Quality of life was assessed
using the QUAL-E (Steinhauser et al, 2002, 2004) and the McGill
QOL Index. Correlational analyses were completed using the:
HDRS, HADS, BHS, LOT, MSAS, BPI, and FACIT-SWB.

Results: The QUAL-E demonstrated good validity as a global
measure of quality of life and correlated with the McGill QOL index.
The 4 subscales demonstrated good convergent and discriminant
validity. Life completion was associated with quality of life, hope-
lessness, optimism, spiritual well-being, and social support; Symp-
tom impact was associated with physical symptoms and symptom
distress, anxiety, depression, desire for death, and spiritual well-
being; Relationship with health care provider was associated with
quality of life, hopelessness, spiritual well-being, physical symp-
tom distress, and pain; Preparation for end of life was associated
with quality of life, hopelessness, optimism, physical symptoms
and physical symptom distress, anxiety, depression, and desire
for death

Conclusions: The QUAL-E is an appropriate and useful tool to
aid in the challenging task evaluating quality of life at the end of life
among hospice cancer patients. The QUAL-E is a brief measure
targeting the concerns of severely impaired patients, and could
be a valuable outcome measure for evaluating care at the end
of life.
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NR110 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Clinical Features Influencing Long-Term Lithium
Treatment Outcome in Patients With Bipolar Disorder
Andrea Pfennig, M.D. Charite - University Medicine Berlin,
Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Department of Psychiatry,
Schumannstr. 20/21, Berlin, 10117, Germany, Martin Alda,
M.D., Michael Bauer, M.D., Paul Grof, M.D., Bruno Mueller-
Oerlinghausen, M.D., Janusz K. Rybakowski, M.D., Anne
Berghoefer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session the participant should be able
to assess clinical features of his bipolar patient to predict long-
term prophylactic treatment efficacy of Lithium. The participant

learned which statistical models are suited best to analyze long-
term outcome data.

Summary:

Objective:
In many patients with bipolar disorders, lithium can prevent or

reduce multiple recurrences and the disabling course of the illness.
To assess the influence of atypical features on treatment outcome,
the International Group for the Study of Lithium Treated Patients
(IGSLI) investigated data from a large multicenter cohort treated
up to 30 years.

Method:
We created complete data sets of 336 bipolar I and II patients

containing clinical characteristics (e.g. demographics; typical and
atypical features, such as psychiatric comorbidity, inter-episodes,
and residual symptoms; and mood-incongruent psychotic fea-
tures) and the course of treatment (e.g. recurrences including
severity and comedication). To assess long-term outcome, we
used both classical and extended Cox regression modeling, ac-
counting for correlation due to multiple recurrences.

Results:
On the average, lithium treatment was initiated 10 years after

the diagnosis of bipolar disorder, and during follow-up patients
experienced approximately 5 episodes. The number of atypical
features had a significant negative impact on long-term outcome,
even after adjusting for factors such as the time elapsed between
onset of illness and lithium treatment, the number of previous
episodes, and comedication. Cox regression modeling looking
only at time to first recurrence showed that the hazard for a new
episode increased by approximately 40% with each additional
atypical feature. Because the cumulative hazards of successive
recurrences differed markedly, extended Cox models were better
suited to evaluate the long-term outcome and revealed slightly
smaller hazards. Frailty models that also accounted for individual
susceptibility to recurrences yielded substantial residual heteroge-
neity.

Conclusions:
Atypical features in the clinical presentation of bipolar disorders

are strongly associated with the outcome of long-term lithium
treatment. Statistical models that take correlation within subjects
as well as individual susceptibility into account better reflect the
events during prophylactic treatment and are therefore well-suited
to evaluate long-term outcome.
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NR111 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Episodic Memory and Functional Outcome in
Schizophrenia
Jennifer L. Phillips, B.S.C. University of Ottawa Institute of
Mental Health Research, Schizophrenia Research Unit, Royal
Ottawa Hospital, 1145 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1Z7K4,
Canada, Andree-Anne Ledoux, B.A., Robin Westmacott, M.A.,
Luc J. Boulay, Ph.D., Celia Mores, M.S.C., Patrice Boyer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to understand the concepts of and the relationship between
episodic memory and functional outcome in schizophrenia. Partici-
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pants will learn that episodic memory depends on the binding of
contextual information. Specifically, we will emphasize the impor-
tance of the posterior right hippocampus in contextual binding.
Our study used visuospatial navigation as a probe to evaluate
episodic memory. The participant will learn whether visuospatial
navigation is an appropriate measure of episodic memory when
compared to the Wechsler Memory Scale 3rd Edition. If past experi-
ences have not been stored within their proper context, the at-
tempted reactivation of these experiences by relevant stimulus
will appear to a schizophrenia patient as odd or strange. Clearly,
this will not only impact his perception of reality, it will greatly
affect his capacity to learn, ability to work, maintain social relation-
ships and live independently. Following our presentation, partici-
pants should be able to reflect on the role of episodic memory on
functional outcome in schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective. Patients with schizophrenia exhibit impairments in
episodic memory; memory for personal events encoded in a spa-
tial and temporal context. Navigation has proven to be a useful
probe to activate memory processes which are similar to those
activated in the construction of episodic memory. The primary
hypothesis of this study was that schizophrenia patients would
show impaired performance on a navigation task when compared
to a healthy control group. The secondary hypothesis was that a
positive correlation exists between episodic memory and func-
tional outcome in schizophrenia.

Methods. Participants included twenty schizophrenia patients
and twenty matched control participants (16-30 years old). In the
first step, after learning a navigation route, participants completed
four recall tasks. They were also assessed on two tasks from the
Wechsler Memory Scale, 3rd Edition (Logical Memory and Family
Pictures Test) which evaluate episodic memory. In the second
step, among patients, the relationship between episodic memory
performance and functional outcome (social competence, school/
work performance, and independent living) was examined.

Results. Replicating data previously obtained by our group,
control participants performed better than schizophrenia patients
on verbal (p<.001) and drawing recall tasks (p<.0001). Specifically,
patients reported significantly less actions and landmarks and
made more Extended Release rors in orientation changes than
controls. Although patients were not impaired in identifying route
landmarks, they were impaired when ranking these landmarks
sequentially (p<.001). This corresponds to disorganization in cog-
nitive map construction.

Conclusion. Disorganization in cognitive map construction and
impairment of episodic memory are compatible with the hypothesis
of hippocampal and prefrontal cortex abnormalities in schizophre-
nia. Preliminary data indicate that episodic memory deficit is asso-
ciated with poorer functional outcome. Therefore, functional out-
come in schizophrenia may be linked to hippocampal prefrontal
circuit dysfunction.
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NR112 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM

Predictors of Outcome of Depression in an Older
Multi-Racial Urban Community

AIla Prehogan, M.D. SUNY Downstate Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 19-96 78th Street 3rd Floor, East Elmhurst, NY,
11370, Carl I. Cohen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

There are been few studies examining the outcome of depres-
sion in general community samples of older adults. This study
examines a sample of largely indigent, predominantly black elderly
persons living in a urban environment.

Summary:

Using 1990 census data for Brooklyn, N.Y., we attempted to
interview all persons aged 55+ in randomly selected block groups.
The initial sample consisted of 219 Caucasians and 878 Blacks.
We found that 249 persons(23%) met criteria for subsyndromal
orsyndromal depression (CESD>7).On 2 to 3-year follow-up, 148
of these depressed persons were located and 110 were re-inter-
viewed (mean age 68 years).The latter consisted 21% white and
79% black, of whom 23% were US born blacks, 39% were English
Caribbeans, and 36 % were French Caribbeans. We examined
factors that predicted continued depression on follow-up. The
sample was weighted by race and gender. To control for design
effects, we used SUDAAN for data analysis.

On follow-up 27% of the sample remained depressed(CESD>7).
Of 10 variables entered into a logistic regression analysis, 6 vari-
ables attained statistical significance in predicting depression on
follow-up: initial CESD score, race (white), worsening in daily
functioning, paranoid ideation and/or psychoses, not having health
entitlements, and more social contacts. Greater physical illness
was marginally significant. Age, gender, anxiety level score, and
lifetime traumatic events were not significant.

After several years, a majority of older community adults with
depression are no longer depressed, although more than one-
fourth remained depressed. Health issues - disability, number of
physical disorders, and health entitlements play an important role
in determining outcome
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NR113 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Verbal Memory Deficits in Early Psychosis: Impact
on Two-Year Outcome
Rachel A. Rabin, B.S.C. Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health, Schizophrenia, 22 Northumberland Terrace, Thornhill,
ON, L3T 7E5, Canada, Jean Addington, Ph.D., Huma Saeedi,
M.S.C., Donald E. Addington, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
learned that poor memory has an impact on social functioning in
early psychosis

Summary:

Background: Cognitive deficits are a core feature of schizophre-
nia with one of the most consistently reported deficits being verbal
memory. Method: Verbal memory was assessed in 107 individuals
who were consecutively admitted to a comprehensive early psy-
chosis treatment program having experienced their first episode
of psychosis (FE). Subjects all had a schizophrenia spectrum
disorder or other psychotic disorder. Verbal memory tasks in-
cluded immediate and delayed recall of passages from the Wech-
sler Memory Scale, verbal learning and delayed recall of verbal
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lists. Other measures included the PANSS and the Quality of Life
Scale (QLS) as a measure of social functioning. A sample of 54
age and gender matched non-psychiatric controls (NPC) was also
included. Results: There was a small but significant improvement
over time for the patient groups although their scores still remained
in a deficit range. Poor memory functioning was associated with
positive and negative symptoms and poor ratings on the QLS at
both follow-up times. There were significant longitudinal associa-
tions between QLS and memory for the controls. For the patient
group poor memory functioning predicted poor QLS at both one
and two year follow-ups. The FE subjects who were employed or
in school at both one and two year follow-ups had superior memory
functioning to those who were unemployed. Conclusion: First epi-
sode patients exhibit memory deficits that are consistent over
time and are associated with poor social functioning and lack of
employment or being in school.
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NR114 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Gender Differences in Quetiapine Use and Response
in Patients With Bipolar Disorder
Wendy Marsh, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 401 Quarry
Rd, Rm 2200, Stanford, CA 94305, Terence A. Ketter, Jennifer
Nam, Jennifer Culver, Anne Holland, Natalie L. Rasgon

Educational Objectives:

Participant should be able to understand mood stabilizing effect
of quetiapine in bipolar disorder according to gender of patient.

Summary:

Objective:
Quetiapine (qtp) has emerging data as an antidepressant mood

stabilizer in bipolar disorder and is here evaluated for the mood
valence prescribed for, the dose used to treat, the effectiveness
between men and women and menstrual cycle regularity in
women.

Methods:
Charts of 113 qtp bipolar I, II and NOS subjects were reviewed

for demographic, diagnostic, and reproductive data from the Sys-
tematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder
(STEP-BD) Affective Disorder Evaluation form. STEP-BD Clinical
Monitoring Forms provided longitudinal data on mood episodes
(DSM IV), qtp dose and menstrual cycles. Statistical tests include
student's t-test and chi square.

Results:
Of 104 bipolar I, II and NOS subjects using qtp 67 were women

and 35 men. Women were no more likely to be depressed on qtp
initiation than men (p=ns). Women received a maintenance qtp
dose (mg/kg) not significantly different from men. Quetiapine will
be evaluated between men and women for improvement (reduc-
tion) in mood episode severity. The length and duration of men-
strual cycles of reproductive age women using qtp will be pre-
sented.

Conclusions:
Given concerns regarding endocrinological health tolerability of

mood stabilizers agents and the need for an antidepressant as
well as antimanic mood stabilizer in one the relative lack of gender
related knowledge regarding a potential new mood stabilizer like
qtp, one with potential antidepressant effects needs to be ad-
dressed.
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NR115 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Adjustment Disorders and Work Accidents
Policarpo E. Rebolledo, Sr., M.D. Hospital del Trabajador de
Santiago, Mental Health Department, Vilanova 50 Las Condes,
Santiago, 6781148, Chile

Educational Objectives:

Objetive
Describes clinical aspects of Adjustment Disorders (AD) in work-

ers following work accidents.

Summary:

Method
Sample was selected from patients evaluated in Mental Health

Department during 2004 in Hospital del Trabajador. Retrospective
analysis was conducted in 303 clinical records of patients who
have suffered a work accident and were referred to psychiatric
assessment.

We reviewed demographic data, type of injury, psychiatric diag-
noses, treatment and length of treatment.

Result
Sample of 180 men and 123 women (average 40.5 years).
In accordance with the type of accident, 29.4% were fractures,

17.8% contusions, 13.9% amputees, 9.2% traumatic low back
pain and 5.9% burns.

AD represents 43% of all yearly first admission patients in Men-
tal Health Department. 43 (14.2%) were AD with depressed mood,
91 (30%) were AD with anxious mood and 169 (55.8%) were AD
with mixed anxiety and depressed mood.

Treatment was psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy in which
Benzodiazepines and antidepressants were the drugs used.

The average length of treatment was 6 months.
Conclusion
Adjustment disorder is a very frequent complication in patients

who have had a work accident. Current treatment is a combination
of psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy.
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NR116 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Folic Acid and Fluoxetine: Augmentation
Pharmacotherapy and Serotonin Ssynthesis in
Lymphocytes of Patients With MDD
Gustavo D. Resler, M.D. Hospital Vargas de Caracas,
Psychiatry, Av Rio Caura, Residencias Parque Prado Torre 2B,
Apto 111. Urb Parque Humboldt, Caracas, 1080, Venezuela,
Renee Lavie, M.D., Julio Campos, Dr. Med. Sc, Salvador
Mata, Dr. Med. Sc, Mary Urbina, M.S., Lucimey Lima, Ph.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to discover new molecular mechanisms related to the
fluoxetine and folate as antidepressant drugs. Also we want to
show a new aproach employing lymphocytes as a model of neuro-
chemistry.

We have the expectation to make a contribution in the psycho-
pharmacology field, increasing the knowledge in the action mecha-
nism of antidepressant drugs and the way that the vitamins as
folic acid are related with mood disorders and its possible use as
augmentation therapy.

In the other hand, we are trying to promote in our country the
development of new human resources in research, occupied in
the psychiatric field and laboratory investigation.

Summary:

Background: There are a number of effective interventions for
the treatment of depression. It is possible that the efficacy of
these treatments will be improved further by the use of adjunctive
therapies such as folic acid.

Objectives: To determine the effectiveness of folic acid to aug-
ment antidepressant pharmacotherapy and its relation with 5HT
synthesis and its basal levels in periferal blood lymphocytes.

Methods: 27 major depressive patients were randomly and
double blind, assigned to receive during 6 weeks, 20 mg fluoxetine
daily in addition to either 10 milligrams of folic acid or an identical
looking placebo. Also we select 15 healthy people as control
group. At the begin and the end of treatment the clinical outcome
was determined with Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS)
and 10 cm Visual Analogue Scale (VAS). As well, we compared
the variations of plasmatic folate and homocysteine, with the intra-
cellular lymphocyte 5HT synthesis (Vmax) and its basal concen-
tration.

Results: The mean age of the patients was 35.04 years (range
21-58). There was no significant differences in the decrease of
clinical evaluation scales between groups (p=0.8), but the folate
group has a slightly improve against the placebo group, however,
it was not statisticaly significant. The patients Vmax and 5HT basal
levels was lower than the controls at the begin (p<0.05), and much
lower at the end of investigation. Plasmatic homocysteine levels
decrease after folic acid high dose intake (p<0.05).

Conclusions: In this investigation, folic acid was not an aug-
menter of standard antidepressant pharmacotherapy. The 5HT
synthesis and its basal levels, decreased in depressive patients,
reaches lower values after fluoxetine treatment. The medical im-
provement may not be due exclusively to higher 5HT intracellular
levels. High dose folate intake reduce homocysteine plasmatic
concentrations.
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NR117 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Executive Function Predicts MacArthur Competency
Assessment Test Scores
Denae W. Rickenbacker, M.D. University of Texas Health
Science Center at San Antonio, Psychiatry, 6519 Pavona
Ridge, San Antonio, TX, 78240-3069, Kaustubh G. Joshi, M.D.,
Donald R. Royall, M.D., Jason E. Schillerstrom, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
gain understanding of available bedside tests which screen for
executive function impairment and of the correlation between bed-
side executive function screening and the MacCAT-T scores.

Summary:

Purpose: To determine whether there is a correlation between
executive function and decision-making capacity and whether im-
pairments in decision-making capacity are better detected through
testing of executive functioning (via bedside testing) versus using
the MacArthur Competency Assessment Test (MacCAT-T).

Methods: Twenty-one subjects, all patients over 50 expected
to undergo urologic surgery, were recruited into this pilot study
from a preoperative urology clinic at the South Texas Veterans
Healthcare Audie Murphy Division. The MacCAT-T was adminis-
tered prior to signing informed consent in order to assist with
capacity assessment. Once informed consent was determined,
patients were administered the Executive Interview (EXIT25), the
Executive Clock Drawing Task (CLOX), and the Mini Mental State
Exam (MMSE). The relationship between executive function and
capacity to consent to a non-invasive research protocol using
MacCAT-T were studied retrospectively.

Results: Eleven subjects passed the MacCAT-T and 10 failed.
Patients who failed were more likely to be older, have fewer years
education, and have worse executive function as measured by
the EXIT25. There were no statistically significant differences rela-
tive to CLOX1, CLOX2, or the MMSE. The mean total MacCAT-
T score for patients passing the EXIT25 (n=12, mean=17.9, SD
2.2) was significantly higher than the mean score for patients
failing the EXIT25 (n=9, mean=13.6, SD 2.8) (p=0.0003). The
MacCAT-T and EXIT25 were moderately correlated.

Conclusions: Given the importance of informed consent to par-
ticipate in one's own treatment plan, the finding that nearly half
of the patients enrolled in this study failed the MacCAT-T is con-
cerning. The MacCAT-T is time-consuming and not used in clinical
practice. If the EXIT25, which can be administered fairly quickly,
could assess which patients possessed an impaired decision-
making capacity, then this information could be employed by phy-
sicians to better communicate medical information with their pa-
tients.
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NR118 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Open-Label Study of Quetiapine in the Treatment of
Fibromyalgia
Fernando Rico-Villademoros, M.D. Biometrica, Eloy Gonzalo
27, Madrid, 28010, Spain, Elena P. Calandre, M.D., Javier
Hidalgo, M.D., Violeta Rodriguez, Juan S. Vilchez

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to learn about fibromyalgia and its management.

Summary:

Introduction: Fibromyalgia is a common, disabling and difficult
to treat chronic pain condition. Atypical antipsychotics may have
analgesic properties (Fishbain et al 2004) and have shown some
benefit in patients with fibromyalgia (Rico-Villademoros et al
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2005). The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential role of
quetiapine in the treatment of fibromyalgia.

Methods: This open-label study included thirty-five outpatients,
>18 years, meeting the ACR fibromyalgia criteria who gave their
informed consent. Quetiapine, flexibly dosed (25-100 mg/d), was
added to their original treatment regimen for 12 weeks. Patients
were evaluated at baseline and every four weeks using the Fibro-
myalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) . Additionally, Beck Depres-
sion Inventory (BDI), Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index, and SF-12
were administered at baseline and week 12.

Results: 30 (85.7%) patients (aged 47.2+7.9, 93.3% females)
had a postbaseline evaluation (intent-to-treat) and completed the
trial. A statistically significant reduction from baseline scores was
observed in most of the analyzed scales and fibromyalgia's core
symptoms, excepting pain. Regarding the magnitude of treatment
effects, large effect sizes (>0.80) were observed for the FIQ-total
and PSQI-total scores, while moderate effect sizes (>0.50) were
encountered in the FIQ-fatigue, FIQ-stiffness, BDI-total and the
SF-12 Mental Component Summary scores. Finally, small effect
sizes (<0.20) were observed in the FIQ-pain and the SF-12 Physi-
cal Component Summary Score. Quetiapine was well tolerated,
being the most common (>10%) adverse reactions asthenia, som-
nolence, nervousness, dizziness, headache, increased appetite,
and pain

Conclusion: Quetiapine seems to be an efficacious and well
tolerated drug for the treatment of fibromyalgia. Further random-
ized controlled trials are needed to confirm our results and to
assess whether higher quetiapine's dose and/or longer duration of
treatment might have a greater effect on pain and other outcomes.
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NR119 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM

Clinical Comparison of Patients With Bipolar
Disorder With and Without Panic Attacks

Saba F. Rizvi, M.D. University of Kansas Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 3901 Rainbow Blvd, Department of Psychiatry
Mailstop 4015, Kansas City, KS, 66160, Elizabeth C. Penick,
Ph.D., Elizabeth J. Nickel, M.A., Ekkehard Othmer, M.D.,
Cherilyn M. DeSouza, M.D., Edward E. Hunter, Ph.D., William
F. Gabrielli, Jr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the importance of distinguishing bipolar patients
with and without panic attacks.

Summary:

Objective. To compare a large group of bipolar outpatients with
and without panic attacks along multiple dimensions of clinical
relevance. Method. During a 5-year period, all new admissions
to a large psychiatric outpatient clinic (N=1458) received a clinical
examination, two structured interviews, and rating scales. Of the
total number, 275 of the outpatients (19%) satisfied DSM-III criteria
for Bipolar I disorder. Fifty-five of the 275 bipolar outpatients (27%)
also met criteria for Panic attacks. Results. Bipolar outpatients
with and without panic attacks did not differ according to gender,
race, marital status, or employment status, but the group with
panic attacks were younger at the time of the interview. Bipolar

patients with panic attacks reported more first degree relatives
with mania and sustained psychosis; however a family history of
other comorbidities including suicide attempt, substance abuse,
and panic attacks did not distinguish the two groups. Higher rates
of psychiatric comorbidity were present among those with panic
attacks including significantly more lifetime psychosis, OCD, pho-
bia and somatization disorder, but not substance abuse. Affective
symptoms had an earlier age of onset and were more severe in
bipolar patients with panic disorder, especially depressive symp-
toms including more suicide attempts (p<.0004). No difference
was noted in treatment received or recommended for these two
groups. Conclusions. Bipolar patients with panic attacks appear
to be a clinically distinct subgroup. The findings of this study
suggest that all bipolar patients should be carefully screened in
order to maximize treatment for those who also suffer from panic
disorder.
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NR120 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Seasonally and Circadian Preference in Adult ADHD:
Clinical and Neuropsychological Correlates
Yuri Rybak, M.D. Centre for Addiction and Mental Health-
Clarke Site, Mood and Anxiety, 250 College Street, Office
1163, Toronto, ON, M5T 1R8, Canada, Heather E. McNeely,
Ph.D., Bronwyn E. MacKenzie, B.A., Umesh Jain, Robert D.
Levitan, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Seasonality and Circadian Preference in Adult AD(H)D: Clinical
and Neuropsychological Correlates
To consider the role of Seasonality and Circadian Preference in
adults with AD(H)D and the corresponding clinical and neuropsy-
chological correlates
To consider our findings that a delayed circadian phase distur-
bance contributes to both subjective and objective dysfunction in
adult AD(H)D independently of mood
To consider some patients with AD(H)D as potential target candi-
dates for chronobiological treatments such as Light Therapy (LT)

Summary:

Objective: Chronobiological disturbances are a frequent but
often unrecognized contributor to AD(H)D pathology. In the current
study we measured both seasonality and circadian preference
in adults with AD(H)D, and their clinical and neuropsychological
correlates.

Method: Thirty adult AD(H)D patients (not selected based on
seasonality) were assessed in the fall-winter season using stan-
dard clinical and neuropsychological measures of AD(H)D, a de-
pressive symptoms scale (SIGH-SAD), and two self-report chro-
nobiological measures consisting of the Seasonal Pattern
Assessment Questionnaire (SPAQ) and the Morning-Eve-
ningness Questionnaire (MEQ). Descriptive analyses and correla-
tions between chronobiological variables and clinical/ neuropsy-
chological measures were performed.

Results: Consistent with our earlier report, several patients
reported high degrees of seasonality with 5 of 30 (16.7%) meeting
full criteria for SAD. Regarding the MEQ data (N=28), 13 subjects
(46.4%) were designated as evening types, and only 4 (14.3 %)
as morning types, a distribution highly discrepant with large studies
of the general population. Later circadian preference was strongly
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correlated with both self-reported symptoms of AD(H)D and objec-
tively measured impulsive responding and difficulties discriminat-
ing between target and non-target stimuli. None of these findings
was attributable to state depression.

Conclusions: These overall data suggest that a mood-indepen-
dent delay in circadian phase contributes significantly to core
pathology in many adults with AD(H)D. These findings establish
a potential target for chronobiological treatments such as light
therapy in this complex population.
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NR121 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Severity of Depressive Symptoms is Associated to
Higher Sympathetic Activity in Patients With
Depression
Andreia Z. Scalco, M.D. University of Sao Paulo, Psychiatry,
400 Walmer Rd apt 1510, Toronto, ON, m5p 2x7, Canada,
Maria Urbana PR Rondon, Ph.D., Ivani C. Trombetta, Ph.D.,
Joao BCC Serro Azul, Ph.D., Monica Z. Scalco, Ph.D., Carlos
E. Negrao, Ph.D., Francisco L. Neto, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the positive association between depressive
symptoms and sympathetic nervous system dysfunction.

Summary:

INTRODUCTION: Several pathophysiological mechanisms
linking depression and higher cardiac morbidity and mortality have
been identified, including autonomic nervous system dysfunction.
Previous studies using indirect measures of sympathetic activity
demonstrated higher sympathetic activity in depressed patients.
Microneurography is a direct, secure and efficient method to mea-
sure sympathetic nerve traffic in humans. HYPOTHESIS: 1) Pa-
tients with major depressive episode have sympathetic nervous
system hyperactivity, measured by microneurography; 2) De-
pressive symptoms are associated to an increased sympathetic
modulation. METHODS: Nineteen patients with major depressive
episode (32±7 years, body mass index 23±4 kg/m2) and 15 age
and body mass index-matched normal controls (32±5 years, body
mass index 23±3 kg/m2) were submitted to the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders for diagnostic evaluation.
Depressive symptoms were rated using the Montgomery and Asb-
erg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS). Muscle sympathetic ner-
vous activity (MSNA) was directly measured from the peroneal
nerve using the microneurography technique. Forearm blood flow
(FBF) was measured by venous occlusion pletysmography. Blood
pressure (BP) was monitored by an automatic BP cuff, and heart
rate (HR), by electrocardiogram. The neural and hemodynamic
characteristics were evaluated at rest, during a period of 3 minutes.
RESULTS: Baseline mean BP (95±12 versus 89±11, P=0.13),
HR (76±11 versus 73± 10, P=0.50), MSNA (24±8 versus 22±6,
P=0.30), FBF (2.47±1 versus 2.80±1, P=0.30) and forearm vas-
cular conductance (2.70±1 versus 3.17±1, P=0.18) were not sta-
tistically significantly different between depressed patients and
normal controls, respectively. However, the levels of MSNA were
statistically significantly and positively correlated with MADRS to-
tal scores (r=0.84; P=0.0001) and MADRS tension scores (r=
0.70; P=0.01). CONCLUSIONS: The severity of depressive and/
or anxiety symptoms are associated to an autonomic dysfunction

in depressed patients, since higher levels of MSNA were linked
to higher scores of depressive and anxiety symptoms.
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NR122 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Runaway Adolescent Mothers: A Systematic Review
of the Epidemiological Data
Anne Lise Silveira Scappaticci, M.S. UNIFESP. Federal
University of Medicine, Psychiatry, R. Dr Diogo de Faria, 1337,
VIa. Clementino, R. Dr Diogo de Faria 1320/ 82, Sao Paulo,
04037-005, Brazil, Sergio L. Blay, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the paticipant should be able to
have a review about epidemiological studies covering the theme
of homeless young mothers or pregnant teens.

Summary:

Purpose: Little is known about adolescent mothers who go
through pregnancy or motherhood out-of-home. This study is a
review of the epidemiological literature concerning runaway ado-
lescents mothers. Methods: An electronic search for original arti-
cles published from 1985 to 2004 was done. We searched for
epidemiological studies including: adolescent females, pregnancy
or motherhood and homeless living in out-of-home placements.
Results: The search strategy produced 19 studies that fulfilled
the selection criteria. The studies show broad heterogeneity of
objectives and methods, and principally reveal that teens have
high rates of: substance abuse, mental disorders, lack of social
support, sexual behavior, physical and sexual violence, preg-
nancy, and problematic mother-child interactions. Conclusiomlhe
review found few methodological rigorous articles about this spe-
cific population. Out -of - home adolescent mothers have extensive
exposure to violence, drug abuse and risk of physical and mental
health problems. More studies are needed in this area, especially
in stigma evaluations and intervention methods for this group of
women.
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NR123 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Sustained Attention Deficits to Facial Stimuli in
Euthymic Patients With Bipolar Disorder
Syung Shick Hwang, M.D. Anyang, Jeong-Ho Seok, M.D., Jin
Young Park, M.D., Jae-Young Chun, M.D., Duk-ln Jon, M.D.,
Hyun-Sang Cho, M.D., See Joo Kim, M.P.H.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize sustained attention deficit in bipolar patients.
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Summary:

Objective: Euthymic patients with bipolar disorder have been
reported to show deficits in sustained attention. The SART(Sus-
tained Attention to Response Task) is a kind of continous perform-
ance test and a relatively new neuropsychological paradigm that
quantifies attentional Extended Release rors or slips of action.
This study aimed to compare the attention capacity of euthymic
bipolar patients with that of control subjects and to examine the
differences in the performance of SART according to stimulus type

Method: The SART was performed to measure sustained atten-
tion capacity in 46 euthymic patients with bipolar disorder and 25
control subjects. The severity of mood symptom was assessed
with 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale and Young Mania
Rating Scale. The efficiency estimate which reflect both the per-
formance accuracy and speed was used as main outcome
variable.

Results: There were no significant differences between both
groups with regard to gender, age, or educational status. Bipolar
patients showed significantly lower correct response rate in all
task conditions. Efficiency estimate of the bipolar patient group
was significantly lower than that of the control group. Facial stimuli
related deficits were more prominent than digit stimuli related
ones. However, there were no significant difference in task per-
formance according to the facial emotion.

Conclusion: Bipolar patients showed deficit in SART even in
the euthymic state. In contrast to digit stimuli, the SART using
facial stimuli demonstrated prominent deficits in the bipolar patient
group compared to the control group. The attention deficit of the
patient group may be prominent in the more complex task con-
dition.
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NR124 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Are There More Residual Symptoms in Psychotic
Depression Than in Non-Psychotic Depression?
Montse Serra Hospital Clinic de Barcelona, Department of
Psychiatry, Villarroel 170, Barcelona, 08036, Spain, Joana
Guarch, Victor Navarro, Rosa Catalan, Rafael Penades,
Cristobal Gasto

Educational Objectives:

Residual symptoms in depression

Summary:

Objective: To assess the residual symptoms and the quality
of life of the unipolar major depression and to compare the preva-
lence and the profile of residual symptoms profile between psy-
chotic major depression and major depression without psychotic
symptoms.

Method: 37 patients with unipolar major depression were evalu-
ated, 18 without psychotic symptoms and 19 patients with psy-
chotic symptoms. All patients showed a endogenous depression
with a Newscatle Scale up to 6 pounts and they were in a follow-
up for one year. They were treated naturalistically, and they did
not relapse in the last three months. All patients were evaluated
with the SADS-Life (Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizo-
phrenia), scale of depression symptoms (Hamilton), social func-
tioning (SASS), quality of life (QLDS) and perceived stress (PSS).

Results: There were not significant difference in the prevalence
or profile of residual symptoms between psychotic and non-psy-
chotic depression. The psychotic depression showed a significant
major number of hospitalization and a significant major traits of
personality Cluster A, without fullfil criteria of personality disorders.
There was a significant difference in the prevalence of minor
depression in non psychotic depression. The residual symptoms
correlated negatively with items about quality of life and social
functioning and positively with the perceived stress. Moreover,
there were not difference between the number of past episodes
and the overall functioning and residual symptoms between both
groups, indicanting that residual symptoms could be independent
of number of episodes.

Conclusion: Psychotic depression did not show more residual
symptoms than the non-psychotic depression. Residual symp-
toms are correlated with less quality of life, less social functioning
and more perceived stress. Residual symptoms did not correlate
with the number of previous episodes.
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NR125 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Stress During Pregnancy and Its Impact on the
Newborn
Alison Shea, M.S. St. Joseph's Healthcare, Women's Health
Concerns Clinic, 50 Charlton Ave East, 6th Floor, Fontbonne
Bldg., Hamilton, ON, L8N 4A6, Canada, Alison Fleming, Ph.D.,
Mark Kamath, Ph.D., David Streiner, Ph.D., Meir Steiner, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
become familiar with certain phyiological measures that can be
used to identify stress vulnerability among pregnant women and
gain some insight as to how stress-related changes in physiology
may affect the developing fetus.

Summary:

Stress, anxiety and depression during pregnancy are associ-
ated with adverse infant outcomes, but the specific mechanisms
and effects on infant development remain largely unknown. Objec-
tive: To study the underlying physiological mechanisms related
to prenatal maternal adversity. Methods: Pregnant women (14-
24 weeks gestation) are being recruited from a study taking place
at the Women's Health Concerns Clinic, St. Joseph's Healthcare,
Hamilton. Women with depressed/anxious symptoms are offered
a choice of treatments/ interventions (adversity group). Healthy
women with no current or past psychiatric illness are recruited
for comparison. Baseline assessment includes: Mini International
Neuropsychiatric Interview; family history; Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire; Montgomery and Asberg Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS); Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A); Edinburgh
Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS); Spielberger State-Trait Anxi-
ety Inventory (STAI). Morning salivary samples are collected for
measurement of stress indicators (cortisol, DHEA, alpha amylase
(AA)). A follow-up assessment is completed at 24-30 weeks and
includes: MADRS, EPDS, HAM-A, STAI, salivary samples, and a
24-hour Holter electrocardiogram. Infants will be followed during
the postpartum period, till three years of age. Results: Preliminary
results (n= 41) indicate that AA levels (sympathetic nervous sys-
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tern (SNS) measure) are positively correlated with anxiety scores
during pregnancy, while morning cortisol levels were negatively
associated with depression and anxiety scores (p<0.05). The corti-
sol awakening response was lower for adversity subjects versus
controls (p<0.05). Maternal 24-hour mean heart rate during preg-
nancy was negatively correlated with infant head circumference
at birth, controlling for birth weight and gestational age (p<0.01).
Conclusions: The SNS and the HPA axis may be affected in
opposite directions by stress/ depression/ anxiety during preg-
nancy. Increased SNS tone may affect normal fetal growth. Under-
standing the physiological mechanisms involved in maternal re-
sponses to stress may contribute to early intervention strategies.
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NR126 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Non-Medical Influences on Psychiatric
Hospitalization
Kathleen A. Sheehan, M.S.C. University of Oxford, Department
of Psychiatry, Department of Psychiatry, Wameford Hospital,
Oxford, OX3 7JX, United Kingdom, Tom Burns, D.Sc.

Educational Objectives:

Understand the balance between clinical and non-clinical pres-
sures on psychiatric hospital admission. Know the state of current
literature on the subject. Recognize the value of ascertaining pa-
tient expectations.

Summary:

Background: Medical decision-making is often driven by fac-
tors other than clinical need. Research in family practice confirms
the importance of clinicians' perception of patient expectation,
however little is known about its role in psychiatry. This study
describes the pressures, beyond medical need, experienced by
clinicians during the in-patient admissions process.

Methods: 140 consecutively admitted patients were inter-
viewed. The admitting clinician in each case was sent a question-
naire about the process. 46% of the questionnaires were returned,
allowing for analysis of 64 patient-clinician dyads.

Results: Clinicians reported that they felt pressure, beyond
simple medical need, to admit the patient to hospital in 19/64
cases. 35 patients stated that they wanted to be admitted to hospi-
tal, whereas clinicians judged that the patient wanted admission
in 42 cases. Overall clinicians correctly assessed the patient's
wishes in 49 cases. When views were incongruent, clinicians were
twice as likely to consider that the patient wanted admission when
this was not the case. Correct patient-clinician agreement on want-
ing admission was significantly associated with higher therapeutic
alliance as rated by the patient (Helping Alliance Questionnaire:
2.6 v. 1.9, t=2.76, p<0.01).

Conclusions: Nearly one-third of clinicians felt that their deci-
sion to admit a patient to hospital was influenced by factors beyond
medical need. Pressure from the patient's family and the patient
themselves were the most common of these factors. Although
clinicians accurately assessed patients' attitudes to admission in
76% of cases, they tended to overestimate patients' desire to

be admitted. The association between congruence of views and
higher therapeutic alliance score could suggest that actively ascer-
taining patients' views regarding treatment options may enhance
the patient-clinician relationship.
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NR127 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Functional Genetic Polymorphisms and the
Response to Treatment for Bipolar Depression
Karen Shin, M.D. Sunnybrook and Women's College Health
Sciences Centre, Psychiatry, 2075 Bayview Ave., Room FG29,
Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Ayal Schaffer, M.D., Anthony
J. Levitt, M.D., Krista Lanctot, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the participant should be able
to (i) recognize the difficulty of predicting response in the treatment
of bipolar depression, (ii) describe proposed effects of genetic
polymorphisms and the response to pharmacotherapy in bipolar
depression, in particular the serotonin transporter, 5-HT2A recep-
tor and p-glycoprotein polymorphisms, and (ii) understand how
allelic variations in serotonin transporter may help predict clinical
response.

Summary:

Objective: Patients with bipolar disorder spend the majority of
their symptomatic times depressed, and the pharmacological
treatment of bipolar depression often involves a process of trial
and Extended Release ror, with few clinical and/or biological pre-
dictors of response. Pharmacogenetics provides a potential tool
in identifying genetic predictors of response, thus improving the
treatment of bipolar depression.

Method: This randomized, double-blind study involved bipolar
depressed outpatients recruited from a tertiary-care hospital set-
ting. Sixteen patients entered the study and received add-on treat-
ment with either citalopram or lamotrigine to their regular mood
stabilizer medication(s). Patients were followed for 12 weeks and
assessed using the 17-item Hamilton Depression Scale (Ham-D),
Montgomergy Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) and
Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS). Genetic testing was com-
pleted to determine each patient's genotype for the 5HT trans-
porter, 5-HT2A receptor and p-glycoprotein MDR1 3435T/C and
2677G/T/A polymorphisms. Reduction in total MADRS score was
the primary measure of improvement.

Results: The results showed that the short allele of the 5HT
transporter polymorphism was significantly associated with poorer
response, independent of the treatment medication. The results for
the remaining polymorphisms did not reach statistical significance.

Conclusions: As described in previous literature, the 5HT trans-
porter gene appears to be an important locus affecting treatment
response. The results from this study suggest a potential means
to predict the response to treatment for patients suffering from
bipolar depression.
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NR128 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Somatization in Russian and Hispanic Immigrants
Paulo Rinaldo Shiroma, M.D. Maimonides Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 914 48th Street, Brooklyn, NY, 11219, Milton
Kramer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the multiple factors that may alter the intensity of
somatic complaints. These will include the acculturation process
and the demographic variables.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate 1) the prevalence of somatization
among Russian and Hispanic immigrants;2) the relationship be-
tween acculturation and somatization; and 3) whether demo-
graphic factors alter the intensity of somatic complaints.

Method: Hispanic origin patients, 115 and Russian origin pa-
tients,52 were studied for somatization and acculturation in a psy-
chiatric clinic. The patients were chronically ill and suffering from
mood disorders and/or psychosis. We defined somatoform symp-
toms by score on the somatization subscale of the Symptom
Check List Revised 90. Acculturation level was measured by a
short acculturation scale. Demographic data was collected, includ-
ing age, gender, marital status, occupation, country of origin, time
in the U.S. and educational level.

Results: a) Somatization was significantly higher among Rus-
sian immigrants [mean=1.45(+/-0.7)] than Hispanic immigrants
[(mean=1.12(+/-0.86)] (p<0.02);b) Acculturation level was signifi-
cantly higher among Hispanic immigrants [mean= 1.83(+/-0.62)]
than Russian immigrants [mean=1.6(+/-0.69)] (p<0.05);c) The
length of stay in the US correlated with acculturation level in
Hispanics immigrants(r=0.23, p<0.02) and Russian immigrants(r=
0.47, p<0.001);d) The length of stay was significantly higher
among Hispanic immigrants[mean=29.99(+/-13.64)] than Russian
immigrants[mean=12.7(+/-7.21)] (p<0.001);e) There is a relation-
ship between the educational level and ethnicity(chi-square=
54.03,p<0.001) as 82% of Russians immigrants had completed
high school compared with 22% of Hispanic immigrants.

Conclusions: Russian immigrants have higher somatization
scores and lower acculturation scores than Hispanic immigrants.
Apparently the length of time in the new country is the major factor
related to the degree of acculturation as the Russians with lower
acculturation scores have been in the US a shorter period of time.
The educational level and the length of time in the new country
could account for some of the difference in somatization.
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Rua do Rocio, 423, cjto 1209, vila olfmpia, Sao Paulo, 04552-
000, Brazil, Yuan-Pang Wang, Ph.D., Arthur G. Andrade,
Ph.D., Laura Andrade, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Get information about heavy drinking, a harmful pattern of
alcohol consumption related to acute or chronic health problems
and social consequences.

2. Recognize the magnitude of heavy drinking pattern in the
Sao Paulo Epidemiologic Catchment Area Study in Brazil.

3. Verify the effect of gender, age, and other sociodemographic
factors in this population.

4.Be able to compare the findings with data from other countries.

Summary:

Objective: The main objective of this study was to quantify heavy
drinking (HD) among adults living in a defined Catchment Area
in the city of Sao Paulo-Brazil, and analyzed the effect of gender,
age, and other sociodemographic factors.

Method: Data were from the Sao Paulo Catchment Area study.
A representative sample (N= 1,464) of the adult population living
in two boroughs of the city of Sao Paulo were assessed through
CIDI 1.1. The pattern of lifetime and 12-month alcohol consump-
tion was evaluated. An algorithm for heavy drinking in the previous
year was developed considering quantity and frequency of drink-
ing. Prevalence rates and socio-demographic correlates were ex-
amined separately for men and women.

Results: The overall 12-month prevalence of HD in this sample
was 13.5% with 18.9% of men and 9.4% of women reporting HD.
Sixty per cent of the women and 28.9% of men were lifetime
abstainers. The odds of heavy drinking for women were increased
for those 18-44 years of age and for those who were not married
(separated, divorced, widowed and never married), while among
men, the major risk factor was never being married.

Conclusions: The rates of HD for both gender were higher in
these two middle-class boroughs than those reported in others
Brazilian studies. HD also was common among women and not
confined to the younger groups. Intervention program and preven-
tive campaign should focus high-risk population. Future prospec-
tive studies are needed to assess the impact of heavy alcohol
use on health, mental health and social functioning.

Key words: alcohol use disorders; alcohol; heavy drinking;
gender; demographic correlates; prevalence; general popula-
tion; Brazil
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NR129 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Heavy Drinking in the Sao Paulo Epidemiologic
Catchment Area Study in Brazil: Gender and Socio-
Demographics Correlates
Camila M. Silveira, M.D. FMUSP, Section of Psychiatric
Epidemiology - LIM 23 - Department and Institute of Psychiatry,

NR131 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Perceived Needs of Psychiatry Residents
Regarding the Physician-Manager Role
Sanjeev Sockalingam, M.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry,
80 St Clair Avenue East Apt. 1909, Toronto, ON, M4T 1N6,
Canada, Vicky Stergiopoulos, M.D., Julie D. Maggi, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be aware
of existing gaps in psychiatry resident training in the physician-
manager role. They will be able to identify the knowledge and skills
areas where residents perceive the greatest gaps with regards to
their current residency training. Participants should be able to
appreciate the need to consider the perceived needs of psychiatry
residents in the development of a physician-manager curriculum.

Summary:

Objective: The Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Canada highlights the importance of the physician-manager role.
Despite this emphasis, resident education in the area is limited.
This study attempts to determine psychiatry residents' perceived
current and desired knowledge and skills and educational prefer-
ences regarding a physician-manager curriculum.

Methods: An 11-question survey was mailed to 102 University
of Toronto psychiatry residents. The residents were asked to rate
their current and desired level of knowledge and skill in selected
areas of administrative psychiatry. Educational preferences on
teaching methods were also obtained. The main outcome mea-
sures were gap scores (GS), the difference between resident
desired and perceived current knowledge (GSk) or skill (GSS) rat-
ing. Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics and multiple
linear regression.

Results: The response rate was 48% (n = 49). Calculated mean
knowledge gap scores were largest for physician compensation,
program planning, quality improvement, health care reform, orga-
nizational structures and program evaluation. Mean skill gap
scores were greatest for self and career development and leading
change. Multiple linear regressions revealed that the total scores
for individual GSk and individual GSS were not associated with
gender, training level, past administrative experience, past medi-
cal administrative education or advanced degrees. Workshops,
small group and mentorship learning methods were each preferred
by greater than 60% of respondents.

Conclusion: Successful development of a physician-manager
curriculum will require that the perceived needs of residents and
their preferred educational methods of teaching be considered.
This study suggests that psychiatry residents identify significant
gaps in several knowledge and skill areas relating to the physician-
manger role, with most perceived deficits relating to the individual
and program level.
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concerning the type of trauma (e.g., combat versus assault) as
well as differences between control groups have further impeded
the interpretation of the available studies. Small sample sizes
in many of these studies add yet another confounding factor,
predisposing them to type II errors. To better characterize the
published volumetric hippocampal studies in PTSD, we performed
a meta-analysis on published studies of hippocampal volume in
posttraumatic stress disorder.

Summary:

PTSD is associated with reduced hippocampal volume com-
pared to controls. In order to characterize the relationship between
hippocampal volume and PTSD, we performed a meta-analysis
of published studies of hippocampal volume in PTSD. Method:
Pubmed and PsychlNFO databases were searched for articles
with PTSD and hippocampal volume assessed via magnetic-reso-
nance imaging. Reference tables of articles were reviewed for
additional studies. Articles that included hippocampal volumetric
data from MRI studies of PTSD groups and control groups were
included, regardless of the type of trauma or whether control
groups had been exposed to trauma. Based on the data in the
identified articles,we compared average right and left hippocampal
volumes between patients with no history of trauma, patients with
trauma history but no PTSD and patients with PTSD. Results:Sub-
jects in 13 identified studies with no history of trauma had signifi-
cantly larger right (mean adjusted effect size delta=0.62;95%
CI:0.33,0.90; p=0.0000) and left (mean adjusted effect size delta=
0.65;95% CI:0.37,0.95; p=0.000)hippocampal volumes compared
to patients with PTSD. In contrast, there were no significant differ-
ences in right and left hippocampal volumes between trauma
patients witn no PTSD and patients with PTSD( mean adjusted
effect size delta=0.42; 95% CI:-0.11, 0.97; p=0.06 and mean ad-
justed effect size delta=0.19; 95% Cl: -1.91, 2.29; p-0.42, respec-
tively). Conclusions: These findings support the notion that PTSD
is associated with reduced hippocampal volume regardless of
the type of trauma. However, the lack of a significant difference
between the hippocampal volumes in patients exposed to trauma
but without PTSD and patients with PTSD suggests that trauma
exposure itself may be associated with hippocampal volume re-
duction. As such, these findings indirectly may address the etiol-
ogy of some of the volume reduction found in PTSD in that a critical
factor for hippocampal volume loss may be trauma exposure and
not necessarily the development of PTSD.
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NR132 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Hippocampal Volume in PTSD: Meta Analysis
Shabnam Sood, M.D. Maricopa Integrated health system,
psychiatry, 3429 East Norcroft Circle, Mesa, AZ, 85213,
Dawson W. Hedges, Kathleen Mathieson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Posttraumatic stress disorder, a chronic disorder, is character-
ized by autonomic hyperarousal, intrusive memories and flash-
backs. Recently, some but not all studies have reported smaller
hippocampal volumes in people with posttraumatic stress disorder
compared to controls, although the nature of the relationship be-
tween reduced hippocampal volume and posttraumatic stress dis-
order remains unknown. Moreover, differences between studies

NR133 Monday, May 22erv. 1998; 49:941-945., 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Psychosocial and Physical Response to
Menarche Among Female Adolescent Earthquake
Victims in Taiwan
Li-Min Su, M.Psy. I-SU University, Counseling Group, A108, No
3, Yi-Da Road, Jiau-Shu Tsuen, Yan-Chau Shiang, Kaohsiung
country, 824, Taiwan Republic of China, Chih-Wei Yang, M.D.,
Yin-Chang Wu, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize the psychosocial and physical response
to menarche among female adolescent earthquake victims. He
should also be able to describe the association of earthquake
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exposure and negative impact on female adolescent's response
to manarche.

Summary:

Introduction: The exposure to nature disaster may have long-
term impact on adolescent's mental health in several aspects.
We investigated the impact of Taiwan 921 earthquake on female
adolescent's psychosocial and physical response to menarche.

Methods: 355 female adolescents in a rural area in middle
Taiwan were assessed with self-rated questionnaires three years
after the earthquake. The basic epidemiological data, experience
of exposure to the earthquake, Moos menstrual stress question-
naire, emotional response to menarche scale, and self-efficacy
scale were collected. The other 176 control subjects in a non-
exposure area in north Taiwan also completed the same question-
naires.

Results: The mean age of adolescent victims was 12.5 years
and in the 5th to 8th school grade range. They had more humilia-
tion feeling toward menarche. Their autonomic symptoms and
face flushing during menstrual period were more severe. The
earthquake's destructive effect to life and subjective threatening
perception were associated with negative psychological and phys-
ical response to menarche.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated that exposure to a major
earthquake had negative impact on female adolescent's response
to menarche. Psychological support and heath education about
menarche and menstruation were recommended to these earth-
quake victims.
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NR134 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Comparison of Temperament and Character
Traits of Vitiligo and Chronic Urticaria in Patients
with Healthy Controls
Meltem Sukan, M.D. Mardin State Hospital, Psychiatry, Mardin
State Hospital, Mardin, Turkey, Fulya Maner, M.D., Kemal
Sayar, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, temperament and charac-
ter may play a role in the onset, exacerbation or chronicity of skin
disorders.

Summary:

Introduction: The aim of the study was to examine the tempera-
ment and character features of two different kinds of skin disor-
ders, vitiligo and chronic urticaria, and make a comparison with
healthy controls.

Methods: The sample was 50 vitiligo, 50 chronic urticaria pa-
tients recruited from dermatology clinics at four major hospitals
in Istanbul, from February 2003 till December 2004. The patient
groups were compared with age- and sex- matched 50 healthy
controls. All subjects underwent Cloninger's Temparement and
Character Inventory and the Turkish version of the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Mental Disorders.

Results: The scores of sentimentality, compassion versus re-
vengefulness, creative self-forgetfulness, spritual acceptance,
self-transcendence were higher in vitiligo and chronic urticaria
groups than controls. On the other hand, the scores of depen-
dence, responsibility, purposefulness, resourcefulness, congruent
second nature, empathy, integrated conscience of the control
group were higher than the patient groups. The scores of depen-

dence and congruent second nature, and transpersonal identifica-
tion were found higher in chronic urticaria group than vitiligo group.

Conclusion: The temperament features represent the individual
differences in character and skills. The relationship between the
precipitating psychological factors and the alterations in the psy-
chological state after skin disorders occured are being issues to
be investigated. In this area temperament and character may have
an important role.
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NR135 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Belief Disparities in Anxious Children
Shifali Arora, B.A. Chicago, IL, Una Sweiss, B.A., Patricia
Graczyk, Ph.D., Sucheta Connolly, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objective
At the conclusion of this presentation, the clinician should be

able to recognize a distinction between a child's beliefs and behav-
ior routine. When dealing with children with anxiety disorders, the
family's established norms, morals and interactions must be taken
into consideration. Considering that children model their behavior
after their parents, their beliefs may actually be contradictory due
to abnormal levels of anxiety. This is, therefore, an important
concept that should be addressed. It is possible that the children
and parents see their current situation very differently, thus
allowing us room to explore the implications behind this.

Prior studies investigated the biological and psychological impli-
cations along with social consequences, but few investigated the
familial and social aspect as a dimension. This study shows the
disparity that exists between the family's set norms and beliefs
and that of the anxious child. After looking at this study, clinicians
will be aware of one more component in which further attention
is necessary to help improve the quality of life of these children.

Summary:

An Insufficient number of studies have researched the associa-
tion between behavior routines and beliefs in families with clinically
anxious children. Studies have focused on one or two specific
factors dealing with families, but few have looked at the whole
picture including social interactions and communication (Dadds,
Heard & Rapee, 1992). To bridge this gap, our first hypothesis
states a lack of association exists between children's beliefs and
behavior within the family infrastructure based on the Family Rela-
tionship Scale (FRS). Our second hypothesis states a lack of
association exists between children's beliefs and their primary
caregiver's beliefs, consequently feeding into disruption within
family interactions. As was found by Peleg-Popko (2002), a signifi-
cant negative correlation existed between the parents and child's
level of communication, encouragement of personal growth, and
system maintenance. Our third hypothesis states an association
exists between children's primary anxiety diagnosis to their beliefs
and behavior routines.

Method
Patients were asked to participate in this research for University

of Illinois' Institute for Juvenile Research by completing consent
forms and the FRS (children N=53; parents N=64). Paired t-tests
were completed for hypothesis one; Independent t-tests for hy-
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pothesis two; and one-way ANOVA for hypothesis three. The
patient population was divided into two age groups; 5-11 and 12-
18 years old.

Results
Preliminary results revealed one significant negative correlation

between beliefs and behavior routines (r=-.358, p=.O31) amongst
the five to 11-year-old children.

Implication
Showing only one significant finding may be a result of a low

participation rate. Nonetheless, the significant negative correlation
found suggests a dichotomy exists between anxious children's
value/belief system and their actions. Accordingly, the clinician
should not ignore the possibility that their patient may show dispari-
ties in what they think and how they act.
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tion in the treatment of child anxiety disorders: Some prelimi-
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NR136 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Depression and Its Correlates in Patients With
Kidney Transplants
Lilla Szeifert Semmelweis University, Institute of Behavioral
Sciences, Nagyvarad ter 4., Budapest, 1089, Hungary, Miklos
Zsolt Molnar, M.D., Agnes Zsofia Kovacs, Csaba Ambrus,
M.D., Andras Szentkiralyi, M.D., Istvan Mucsi, M.D., Marta
Novak, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The prevalence of depression after successful kidney trans-
plantation, although significantly lower than in waitlisted dialysis
patients, is still high and it may be associated with poor outcome.
Transplanted patients should be regularly assessed for psycholog-
ical distress and treated if indicated.

Summary:

Introduction: The prevalence of depression is 15%-50%
among patients with end-stage renal disease. There is only very
little information available on the epidemiology of depression in
kidney transplanted patients. Methods: 1067 kidney transplanted
(Tx) and 214 waitlisted dialysis (WL) patients have been ap-
proached to participate in our cross-sectional study, 854 Tx and
176 WL patients agreed to participate (participants). Baseline de-
mographic characteristics, treatment data and laboratory results
were collected from medical documentation. The patients com-
pleted a battery of self administered, validated questionnaires
including the Center for Epidemiological Studies-Depression
(CES-D) scale. Results: Mean age of patients was 49± 12 years,
60% of patients were male, the prevalence of diabetes was about
17% in both groups. The prevalence of depression was signifi-
cantly higher in WL versus in Tx patients (41% versus 27%;
p<0.001). The prevalence of depression was significantly higher
in women than in men (31 % versus 23%; p<0.01). Tx patients with
depression had significantly worse kidney function than patients
without these symptoms. In a multivariate logistic regression
model serum albumin (a marker of overall clinical condition) and
self-reported financial situation were significantly and indepen-
dently associated with the presence of depressive symptoms in
the Tx group (p=0.042 and p<0.001, respectively). Conclusion:
The prevalence of depression after successful kidney transplanta-
tion, although significantly lower than in waitlisted dialysis patients,
is still high and it may be associated with poor outcome. Trans-
planted patients should be regularly assessed for psychological
distress and treated if indicated.

Grants: OTKA TS 040889, OTKA T038409, NKFP 1/002/2001,
ETT 218/2003, TeT Foundation (2005/06, MN), Hungarian Eotvos
Scholarship (MN).
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NR137 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Association of Restless Legs Syndrome With
Depression in Patients With Kidney Transplants
Andras Szentkiralyi, M.D. Institute of Behavioural Sciences,
Semmelweis University, Budapest, Psychonephrology
Workgroup, 6 Aranykut st, Budapest, H-1172, Hungary, Istvan
Mucsi, M.D., Anett Lindner, Rezso Zoller, M.D., Agnes Koczy,
Miklos Zsolt Molnar, M.D., Marta Novak, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Our results suggest that restless legs syndrome (RLS) is corre-
lated with a higher score on the CES-D scale, which indicates an
increased risk for clinically significant psychological distress.

Summary:

Background: There is a bidirectional association between in-
somnia and depression in patients with chronic medical conditions.
RLS is a frequent movement disorder in renal patients, is associ-
ated with chronic insomnia and we hypothesized that it may be
associated with depressive symptoms, as well.

Methods: In a cross-sectional study, 1067 kidney transplanted
patients (Tx) were asked to complete a battery of questionnaires.
Laboratory data were extracted from patients' charts, basic socio-
demographic data were recorded at enrollment. The patients com-
pleted a battery of self administered, validated questionnaires
including the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression
(CES-D) scale, the Restless Legs Syndrome Questionnaire and
the Athens Insomnia Scale (AIS). A cut-off score of 16 on the
CES-D was used to identify patients with potentially significant
depression.

Results: 80% of patients approached completed all the ques-
tionnaires. Mean age was 49 ± 13 years, 59% was male and 17%
had diabetes. Patients with RLS had significantly higher CES-
D scores than those without the syndrome (medianpnterquartile
range] 16[15] versus 9[12], p<0.001) and the prevalence of de-
pression was also higher in the RLS group (54% versus 25%,
p<0.001). We found a moderately strong, significant correlation
between the AIS and CES-D scores (R=0.521; p<0.001). In a
multivariate regression model, the presence of RLS was a signifi-
cant, independent predictor of the CES-D score (p=0.001) after
adjusting for important co-variables (age, gender, albumin, comor-
bidity, estimated GFR). After entering the AIS score in the model,
the presence of RLS was no longer significantly associated with
the CES-D score.

Conclusion: The presence of RLS is associated with depres-
sion in kidney transplanted patients. This association could be
mediated by chronic insomnia induced by RLS.

Grants: OTKA TS 040889, OTKA T038409, NKFP 1/002/2001,
ETT 218/2003, TeT Foundation (2005/06, MN), Hungarian Eotvos
Scholarship (MN).
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insomnia and quality of life in patients on maintenance dialysis.
Nephrol Dial Transplant 2005; 20:571-577.

2. Eryilmaz MM, Ozdemir C, Yurtman F, Cilli A, Karaman T.:
Quality of sleep and quality of life in renal transplantation pa-
tients.Transplant Proc. 2005;37:2072-2076.

NR138 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Essential Drugs Programme in Gauteng, South
Africa: Implementation in the Public Sector Mental
Health Service

Rita G. Thorn, Prof. Dr. University of the Witwatersrand,
Psychiatry, 7 York Rd, Parktown, Johannesburg, 2193, South
Africa

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will have
an understanding of the implementation of the Essential Drugs
Programme in mental health services in Gauteng, a densely popu-
lated, urbanised province in South Africa.

Summary:

Objectives:
To review expenditure on psychotropic medication in Gauteng

province, South Africa over a number of years.
To highlight implications in terms of the policy of developing

community mental health services and deinstitutionalising mental
health care.

Methodology:
Expenditure on psychotropics was reviewed for the financial

years: 2001/2; 2002/3 and 2003/4. Analysis of expenditure in
hospital and district health services was carried out.

Results:
Between 4.49% and 5.72% of total drug expenditure was spent

on psychotropic medication. Almost two-thirds of this was spent
in the district mental health service. The cost/patient/day in the
district mental health service was in line with the 6% inflation rate
in South Africa at the time (approximately 0.25 to 0.27 US dollars).

Gauteng is the only province in South Africa that had permission
to use the atypical antipsychotic (risperidone).There has been
significant concern from health service managers about the direct
acquisition costs of risperidone. Results of this review show that
there was an increase in expenditure on risperidone in both hospi-
tal and district mental health services in 2002/3 when this medica-
tion became more freely available, but that this decreased slightly
in 2003/4.

Conclusions:
Newer generation psychotropic medications do increase the

direct acquisition costs for health services. However, this has
not been excessive in Gauteng province in South Africa. The
expenditure review shows that the policy of developing community
mental health services is being implemented at least in terms of
providing medication in the district health service. Further research
needs to be carried out on the pharmacoeconomic benefit of using
newer generation medications over cheaper older medications.
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NR139 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM
Obstructive Sleep Apnea in Patients With Severe
Persistent Mental Illness
Anthony M. Tobia, M.D. University of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey, Psychiatry, University Behavioral Health Care-
Dayton Office, 2245 Route 130, Suite 106, Dayton, NJ, 08810-
1413, Katie Hilton, M.A., Carol Brooks, R.N., Mohammed
Siddiqui, M.D., Mark D. Miceli, M.D., Anita Mallya, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should have
an increased awareness of the prevalence of obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) in the mentally ill, appreciate the risk factors associ-
ated with this disorder, and understand a systematic method to
assess patients with the complaint of excessive daytime sleep-
iness.

Summary:

Backgrounds recent study demonstrated that Obstructive
Sleep Apnea(OSA) was associated with an increased risk of stroke
and death for any cause, independent of other risk factors. Current
psychopharmacological treatment for severe mental illness in-
cludes agents that are known to cause sedation and weight gain-
risk factors for the development of OSA. Despite this, there is a
lack of research of OSA in this special population.

Objective: To study the prevalence of OSA in patients with
severe persistent mental illness attending a partial hospital
program.

Methods: The complaint of excessive daytime sleepiness
(EDS) in adults with severe persistent mental illness attending a
partial hospital program will be examined in a systematic manner.
Gender, age, weight, body mass index (BMI), neck circumference,
blood pressure, current medications, Epworth Sleep Scale score,
psychiatric and medical diagnoses and use of alcohol and/or other
illicit substances will be recorded for each patient with EDS. Pa-
tients will be referred to a sleep specialist for polysomnography
and evaluation for OSA.

Results: The factors described above will be correlated with
the results of polysomnography. Odds ratios of receiving a diagno-
sis of mild, moderate or severe OSA will be calculated for each
variable, including psychiatric diagnosis and current medication.
The prevalence of OSA in patients with EDS will be calculated.

Conclusions: There is a lack of research of OSA in mentally
ill populations. Given the impact of OSA on mortality and the
propensity of current psychiatric medications to cause sedation
and weight gain, psychiatrists need to take a lead role in facilitating
the diagnosis and treatment of this condition in their patients.
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1. Yaggi, HK, et al.: Obstructive Sleep Apnea as a Risk Factor
for Stroke and Death. N Eng J Med 2005; 353(19): 2034-2041.
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NR140 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Gender-Specific Cytokine Expression in the Brain of
Victims of Suicide
Leonardo H. Tonelli University of Maryland, Psychiatry, 685
West Baltimore Street, MSTF Building Room 502, Baltimore,
MD, 21201, Dan Rujescu, M.Psy., Teodor T. Postolache

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the importance of allergies as a possible triggers
for suicide. The specific gender effect of allergies in women as
triggers for depression and suicide. And to raise awearness that
treating allergies is very important in clinical practice.
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Summary:

Introduction: Inflammatory cytokines (TH1) exacerbate depres-
sion and may precipitate suicide in vulnerable individuals. Consid-
ering that allergy is associated with depression1 and possible
suicide2 in women, we are analyzing the relative expression of
TH1 vs TH2 (allergy related) cytokines in regions of the brain
implicated in suicide, and comparing women and men.

Methods: Total mRNA obtained from orbitofrontal cortex from
61 individuals (age: 53.9 SD: 16.9), with 33 suicides (15 women
and 28 men), and 18 controls (6 women and 12 men) was used
to perform real-time RT-PCR to quantify interleukin-1 p, interlukin-
2,4 and 6 and interferon-7. Main effects and interactions of cause
of death and gender were analyzed with ANOVAs.

Results: A significant gender*suicide interaction was found for
interleukin-1 (/interleukin-4 ration (p<0.05), with lower values of
IL-13 and higher IL-4 in suicide females. No differences were
observed in the other cytokines analyzed to date.

Conclusion: A decreased interleukin-1 p/interleukin-4 ratio is
consistent with the association between allergy and depression
in women1 and our previous report of increased suicide rates in
women during the allergy season2.
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NR141 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Differences Between Bipolar I and II Patients
Regarding Neurocognitive Performance
Carla Torrent Hospital Clinic, Rossello 140, Barcelona, 08036,
Spain, Anabel Martinez-Aran, Claire Daban, Merce Comes,
Jose Sanchez-Moreno, Benedikt Amann, Eduard Vieta

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify the cognitive performance in bipolar II patients and
to recognize the role of the neuropsychological performance in
the psychosocial functioning in bipolar II patients.

Summary:

Introduction: Persistent impairments in neurocognitive func-
tion have been described in patients with bipolar disorder whose
disease is in remission. So far, no studies have been performed
to identify the specific differences regarding neuropsychological
performance when bipolar I and bipolar II subtypes are compared.

Methods: A sample of 71 euthymic bipolar patients (38 bipolar
I, 33 bipolar II), were included in the study. Euthymia was defined
by a score of 6 or less at the Young Mania Rating Scale, and a
score of 8 or less at the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, for
at least six months. The bipolar I and II patients were compared
on several clinical and neuropsychological variables and the two
groups were contrasted with 35 healthy controls on cognitive per-
formance.

Results: The two groups showed significant deficits in most
cognitive tasks compared to healthy controls. After controlling for
age, bipolar I patients performed worse than bipolar II patients in all
neurocognitive measures. However, the bipolar II group showed a
trend towards a higher number of perseverative Extended Release
rors in the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test compared to the bipolar
I group, but differences did not reach statistical significance.

Conclusions: Cognitive impairment exists in both subtypes of
bipolar disorder, although it is most evident in the bipolar I group.
Bipolar II patients seem to show an intermediate profile regarding

neurocognitive performance between bipolar I and healthy con-
trols.
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NR142 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Insight in Schizophrenia: Assessment of 31 Patients
With Different Scales
David Travers, Sr., M.D. C.H.U. Pontchaillou, Psychiatry, 2, rue
henri le guilloux, Rennes Cedex 9, 35033, France, David
Levoyer, Sr., M.D., Bruno Millet, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know different types of scales can be used to assess insight
in schizophrenia. Moreover, he should link insight impairment and
the Frith theory on schizophrenia in which attribution impairment
is the main dysfunction.

Summary:

Insight is more than frequently altered in schizophrenia. Two
different types of scales can be used to assess consciousness:
self-questionnaires directly filled by the patient or questionnaires
filled by a psychiatrist after an interview.

The aim of this study was first to assess insight in schizophrenic
patients using these two different types of scales and then try
to find out a link between insight impairment and schizophrenic
symptoms. The self-questionnaire was the Self Appraisal of Illness
Questionnary (Marks et al.), 17 items finally giving four scores
(consciousness of illness, consequences of schizophrenia, need
for treatment and worries about illness) plus a total score of insight.
The other questionnaire was the Scale for assessment of Un-
awareness of Mental Disease (Amador) consisting in an interview
with a psychiatrist who finally assesses four dimensions (con-
sciousness of illness, symptoms, need for treatment and conse-
quences of illness) plus a total score. Moreover, Amador's scale
enables to measure how much the patient relates symptoms to
his illness.

31 patients - half of them being outpatients - whose schizophre-
nia diagnosis had been previously made according to D.S.M.IV
criterions were evaluated. Drugs prescriptions were controlled, all
of the patients being medicated with an antipsychotic, a benzodi-
azepine and a sleep inducer. They were all assessed by the
two scales previously mentioned and the Positive and Negative
Syndrome Scale (Kay et al.).

Total scores of insight scales were significantly correlated
(p<.001). For each questionnaire, the four different scores were
independent from each other (p<.001). No correlation was found
between insight scales and schizophrenic symptoms intensity.
Considering symptoms attribution, we found a link between being
unconscious of a symptom and being unable to attribute it to
schizophrenia were linked, which could refer to the Frith theory
of schizophrenia and attribution impairment as a main dysfunction.
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NR143 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Peer-Facilitated Psychoeducation for BPD
Kiera A. Van Gelder, M.A. Middle Path, 147 Summer St., #11,
Waltham, MA, 02452, Kim Kay Holt, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to:

a. Understand the psychosocial interventions used in this model;
b. Identify the benefits and limitations of peer-facilitated support

for borderline personality disorder;
c. Recognize the value of educating consumers with BPD on

their illness as a means of reducing stigma and empowering indi-
viduals to take control of their symptoms.

Summary:

This presentation discusses the development of a peer-facili-
tated psychoeducation model for individuals who have been diag-
nosed with BPD and who have achieved a level of stability through
professional intervention but continue to experience distress
around symptoms related to their illness.

The model relies on Dr. Perry Hoffman's definition of psychoe-
ducation as "a modality of treatment for a specific illness that
includes engagement, education, coping skills training along with
a set of guidelines for recovery and maintenance in conjunction
with problem solving techniques for either illness, family stabiliza-
tion or both" (Hoffman, 2005).

The Borderline Peer Recovery Skills Group (BPRS) utilizes peer
facilitators to educate consumers on BPD using a support group
format interwoven with practices from Mary Ellen Copeland's Well-
ness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP) and Dr. Marsha Linehan's
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT). The aims of the group include
stigma reduction, increasing self-management skills, illness edu-
cation, and the development of a wellness plan for relapse preven-
tion and, in the case of increased care, for self-direction and
engagement with mental health professionals.

Developers of this program will present outcomes of 2 12-week
pilot groups and discuss strategies for implementing this model
in outpatient treatment and community settings.
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NR144 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Relationship Between Ethnicity and Pain
Perceptions
Phil J. Whang, M.D. UMDNJ, psychiatry, 216 kensington rd,
river edge, NJ, 07661, Michael Y. Hwang, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that there may be a unique relationship between
ethnicity and pain perception which may be independent of socio-
economic, educational, or marital variables.

Summary:

Background:
Previously it has been suggested that ethnicity may play a role

in pain perception. But it is difficult to isolate the effect of ethnicity
on pain perception when socioeconomic, educational, and marital
variables are so variable. There is a need to better delineate the
relationship between ethnicity and pain experience.

Objective:
To examine the relationship between ethnicity and pain percep-

tions.
Study Design/Measurements:
Subjects who were matched for educational, socioeconomic,

and marital status were selected from a cohort who met DSM-IV
diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia spectrum disorder at New
Jersey Veteran Administration System(n = 18) who did not have
cognitive deficits precluding participation. The McGill Pain Ques-
tionnaire-SF was used to assess multidimensional pain experi-
ence. Associated psychotic and depressive symptoms were mea-
sured using PANSS and HAM-D scales respectively. The data
was analyzed using descriptive statistics.

Results:
18 subjects rated the pain of living with psychotic illness using

the McGill Pain Questionnaire. The subjects were divided into
African American(9) and Caucasian groups(9) to assess the rela-
tionship between ethnicity and pain perceptions. African American
patients had PANSS average score of 75.9 with McGill (affective
& evaluative) score of 9.9 and HAM-D score of 4.6. Caucasian
patients had PANSS average score of 63.3 with McGill(affective
& evaluative) score of 10 and HAM-D score of 2.9.

Discussion:
Ethnicity may have a role in modulating pain experience in a

subset of patients. African American patients reported less subjec-
tive pain (McGill-SF) in presence of more psychotic symptoms
(PANSS). 2 groups were matched for socioeconomic, educational,
and marital variables. These findings suggest there may be an
independent effect of ethnicity on pain experience and tolerance
as it relates to the level of distress in dealing with a psychotic
illness.
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NR145 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Development of a District Branch Website:
www.tennpsych.org
Susannah T. Williams, M.D. University of Tennessee,
Psychiatry, 788 South Cox, Memphis, TN, 38104, Kristin S.
Beizai, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will gain a
comprehensive understanding of the content of all nationwide
APA district branch websites, and the steps required to use this
information to inform website design. Participants will be shown
images of a new district branch website created by this method.

Summary:

Professional advocacy for psychiatrists involves participation in
public events, raising awareness of mental illness, and political
lobbying. Historically, physicians have been reluctant to participate
in politics on an individual level (Rothman, 2000). Physician advo-
cacy has been shown to be most effective when taking the form
of collective action, and collective action is considered the hallmark
of professionalism (Gruen et al., 2004). In Tennessee, the percent-
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age of psychiatrists who are members of the American Psychiatric
Association (APA) is only 45.2%. Notable current issues facing
Tennessee psychiatrists include a recurrent psychologist prescrib-
ing bill, and recent changes to TennCare (the state Medicaid
managed care program), such as patient disenrollment and formu-
lary restrictions. To mount an effective response to legislative
issues such as these, organized and rapid communication of infor-
mation within the association is absolutely required. In recent
years, the APA and the majority of the district branches have
increased communication though the use of websites. However,
the various district branch websites differ extensively in content.
This project has two main objectives: first, quantification and analy-
sis of the information contained within each of the 43 APA district
branch websites; second, utilization of this information for the
design and creation of a website for the Tennessee Psychiatric
Association, www.tennpsych.org. Images of this new website, and
initial statistics of user access will also be presented.
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NR146 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Relationships Between Past Alcohol Abuse and
Dependence, and Cognitive and Psychological
Symptoms Among Currently Outpaients With
Depression
Janet M. Witte, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 7 Whitman St, Somerville, MA, 02144, Amy H.
Farabaugh, Ph.D., Maribeth Pender, Ph.D., John J.
Worthington III, M.D., Maurizio Fava, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify a number of cognitive and psychological symptoms
which do and do not characterize currently depressed persons
with past history of alcohol abuse/dependence.

Summary:

Introduction: A substantial number of patients with current
MDD have a past history of alcohol abuse/dependence (AA/D);
it is unclear if these patients have distinct psychological and cogni-
tive traits compared to patients with current MDD without a past
history of AA/D. The aim of this study is to evaluate the possible
relationship between past AA/D and specific cognitive and psycho-
logical symptoms among depressed outpatients. Methods: 169
depressed outpatients (99 women, 70 men; mean age 40.5 +
10.6 years) were enrolled in a treatment study of depression. At
baseline, they met criteria for MDD based on the SCID-P, and
were administered the self-rated Symptom Questionnaire (SQ,
with depression, hostility and anxiety scales), the Perceived Stress
Scale (PSS), the Cognitions Questionnaire (CQ), and the Dysfunc-
tional Attitudes Scale (DAS). Patients with AA/D in the past 12
months were excluded. The multiple linear regression method
was used to examine the relationship between each symptom and
the lifetime diagnosis of AA/D, adjusting for severity of depression.
Results: 51 (30%) patients reported a past history of AA/D. Signifi-
cantly (p<.05) higher SQ hostility scores were associated with
past history of AA/D compared to depressed patients without a
history of AA/D (mean score: 13.3 + 6.2 versus 11.3+ 6.4), while
there were no significant differences in SQ anxiety, PSS, CQ, and
DAS scores between these two groups. Conclusion: Outpatients
with MDD and past history of AA/D report higher levels of anger/
hostility than depressed outpatients without such history, but do
not appear to have significant differences in cognitive symptoms,

such as dysfunctional attitudes and perceived stress levels. Fur-
ther studies exploring the nature of this relationship are warranted,
as well as the study of these traits among depressed patients
currently abusing alcohol.
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NR147 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Influence of Group Psychoeducation Course on
Improving Volunteers Stigma Attitude Toward Mental
Illness in a General Hospital
Chih-Wei Yang, M.D. E-DA Hospital, Department of Psychiatry,
No 1, Yi-Da Road, Jiau-Shu Tsuen, Yan-Chau Shiang,
Kaohsiung country, 824, Taiwan Republic of China, Ting-
Chiang Tseng, Tai-Jui Chen, M.D., Li-Min Su, M.Psy.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate the importance of hospital volunteers in the
anti-stigma action of mental illness both in community and hsopital.
They should also be able to recognize the influence of psychoedu-
cation course on improving volunteers' stigma attitude toward
mental illness.

Summary:

Introduction: Stigma attitude toward mental illness has severe
impact on psychiatric patients' work and life, even their human
right. Studies have been conducted in different culture environ-
ments to evaluate the stigma attitude and how to change it, mostly
the subjects were health care professionals and students. Volun-
teers in hospital are often willing to help others and have influence
in their community. It is important to improve their stigma attitude
to have benefit toward psychiatric patients. This study investigated
the influence of psychoeducation course on improving volunteers'
stigma attitude toward mental illness in a general hospital

Methods: 102 volunteers in a general hospital were recruited.
They were randomly assigned to either experimental or control
group. Experimental group subjects attended two hours lecture
and one hour group discussion course about community psychia-
try and psychiatric rehabilitation. Control group subjects attended
general education course. The attitude to mental illness scale
was completed before, immediately after, and after one month of
education course by both groups. Data analysis using repeated
measures ANCOVA were performed to compare the differences
in these two groups.

Results: The mean age of the 51 subjects in experimental was
42.5 years, most of them were married and had high school educa-
tion. The complete rate of questionnaires immediately after and
after one month were 100% and 76.5%. Comparison of the groups
indicated that significant improvement of some domains of stigma
attitude in the experimental group subjects were detected, both
immediately after and after one month of education course.

Conclusions: The results of this study showed that our educa-
tional course has both short-term and mid-term effects in improv-
ing volunteers' stigma attitude. The limitation of our study is the
relatively short intervention times and lack of variety in teaching
materials and methods. Whether long-term effect exists still need
longer observation and follow up.
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NR148 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Prevalence and Correlates of ADHD: School-Based
Mental Health Services in Korea
Su-Jin Yang Chonnam National University Hospital, 5 Hakdong,
Dong-ku, Kwangju, 501-746, Republic of Korea, Juyeon Lee,
Sunyoung Kim, Haewon Cheong, Seongshim Cheong, Sungdo
Hong, Kyungsun Noh

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that prevalence of ADHD in Korea. And the
ADHD were associated with male, family enviornment, and lower
academic achievement.

Summary:

Objectives: To estimate the prevalence and correlates of chil-
dren who had ADHD in Seoul, Korea.

Methods: A cross-sectional survey of 2,429 children included in
four elementary schools at Seoul. Parents and teachers completed
the Korean ADHD Rating Scales (K-ARS) and the Korean version
of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ-Kr). Child
psychiatrists interviewed the children who demonstrated clinically
significant scores on K-ARS and SDQ-Kr. Further assessments
were conducted with other psychological tests if needed.

Results:
1. Of 2,429 children, 158 (6.5%) children had ADHD.
2. Compared to controls, ADHD children showed more fre-

quently male preponderance, more single parent family, lower
parental education level, more paternal no employment, poorer
sibling relationship, fewer number of friends, and lower ability in
language and mathematics.

3. In multivariate analysis, ADHD were associated with boys,
single parent family, poor sibling relationship, and low language
ability. Our stratified analysis by gender, there were association
with single parent family and lower language ability in boys, and
poor sibling relationship and lower mathematics ability in girls.

Conclusions: This study found 6.5% prevalence of ADHD and
ADHD were associated with gender, family environment, and aca-
demic achievements. Understanding of high-risk children would
help in developing an ADHD school mental health program in
Korea.
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NR149 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
The Korean Version of Schizophrenia Quality of Life
Scale: Testing the Reliability and Validity and Its
Relationship With PANSS
Seon-Jin Yim, M.D. Seoul Natonal Hospital, Psychiatry,
Department of Psyhciatry, Seoul National Hospital, 51

Neungdong-Ro, Gwangin-Gu, Seoul, 143711, Republic of
Korea, Jin-Hun Kim, M.D., Sungkil Min, Ph.D., Seungup Kim,
M.D., Diane J. Wild, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

New Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale released, cross cultural
validation and its relationship with PANSS. This would be very
interesing and educative to all psychiatists.

Summary:

Objectives : Schizophrenia Quality of Life Scale(SQLS-R4) is
the revising version of SQLS. The instrument evaluates quality of
life in patients' point of view, considering the changes caused by
atypical antipsychotics. This study was performed to verify the
validity and value of the revision 4th of Schizophrenia Quality of
Life Scale(SQLS-R4) as an assessment tool in a Korean-language
version (KSQLS-R4).

Methods : The subjects for present study were 196 patients
with a diagnosis of schizophrenia as defined by DSM-IV. The
KSQLS-R4 was administered together with self-report Korean ver-
sion of WHOQoL-BREF to assess concurrent validity. Psychotic
symptoms and general functioning were evaluated using the
PANSS and the GAF score respectively. A subset of respondents
also completed the KSQLS-R4 for a second time to assess test-
retest reliability. KSQLS-R4 consists of 33 items, asking experi-
ences in the past week. Score for each item ranges from 0 to 4
by the frequency. The total score ranges from 0 to 100, and the
lower the total score the higher the quality of life of the subject.

Results : All the scales of KSQLS-R4 showed good internal
consistency reliability (Cronbach's alpha= 0.859). The correlations
of items with their scale total revealed that almost all items were
significantly correlated with their own scale score. There was rele-
vant association between WHOQOL-BREF sub-scores and
KSQLS-R4 score total. Also relevant or moderate correlations
between PANSS, current GAF and KSQLS-R4 were proved.

Conclusion : From the results of the testing the reliability and
validity of the KSQLS-R4, it is concluded that the KSQLS-R4 is
a simple and reliable scale for measuring quality of life in schizo-
phrenic patients.
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NR150 Monday, May 22, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM
Body Mass Index Changes in Children and
Adolescents Taking Aripiprazole: Retrospective
Review
Robert Zalewski-Zaragoza, M.D. Naval Medical Center San
Diego, Mental Health, 1316 Surf tide Lane, San Diego, CA,
92154, Robert McLay, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the effect of aripiprazole on the body mass index
of children and adolescents.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the risk of weight gain in children and
adolescents taking aripiprazole.

Methods: A review of outpatient records for those individuals
who where prescribed aripiprazole from 2003-2005 at the Child
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and Adolescent Clinic at the Naval Medical Center San Diego.
Age, sex, initial heights and weights, time of trial, along with con-
comitant medications were recorded. A pre and post body mass
index (BMI) was calculated. Patients taking other atypical antipsy-
chotics or who took aripiprazole for less than 30 days were ex-
cluded.

Results: A total of 56 records were included in the analysis.
The mean length of trial was 222 days. Overall, there was a mean
increase in BMI of 1.02 (SE=0.64, p=0.0005). Sex, age, initial BMI
and length of trial did not have a statistical effect on the change
of BMI. Use of stimulants (slope 7.3, p=0.003) and whether or not
the patients were switched from another atypical (slope -1.6, p=
0.004) did correlate with changes. Concomitant use of stimulants
actually showed an increase in BMI (mean change 2.08 p=0.006).
For those who recently changed from a different atypical there
was a mean decrease in BMI (mean change -1.1, p=0.295). Lastly,
for those not on stimulants or recently switched from another
atypical there was not a significant change in BMI (mean
change = -0.40, p=0.34).

Conclusions: Aripiprazole by itself does not confer an increase
in BMI in children and adolescents. Switching from another atypi-
cal to aripiprazole tends to lower BMI. Use of aripiprazole while
on stimulants has the interesting effect of increasing BMI. The
mechanism is not known but it may be blocking the know weight
loss effect of stimulants.
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NR151 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Both Hypocortisolaemia and Hypercortisolaemia Are
Associated With Major Depression in Late Life
Marijke A. Bremmer, M.D. VUMC medical Center, psychiatry,
LASA, Boechhorststraat7, Amsterdam, 1081 BT, The
Netherlands, Dorly JH Deeg, Prof. Dr., Aartjan TF Beekman,
Prof. Dr., Brenda WJH Penninx, Ph.D., Paul Lips, Prof. Dr.,
Witte JG Hoogendijk, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to understand the functioning of the Hypothalamo-Pituitary-
Adrenal (HPA) Axis in late-life depression. The talk will focus on
changes in functioning of the HPA-axis that occur with aging and
how how both hyporeactivity and hyperreactivity of the HPA-axis
might be associated with late-life depression. New data from the
Longitudinal Aging Study Amsterdam will be presented.

Summary:

In younger people depression has been associated with a hyper-
activity of the HPA-axis and hypercortisolaemia. However,
McEwen supposes that a longstanding adaptation to stresses,
either physical or mental, could lead to a wear and tear of neuronal
systems and to a hypo-reactivity of the HPA-axis. Therefore, we
examined whether in older age there is a U-shaped association
between depression and cortisol, indicating both hypoactivity as
well as hyperactivity of the HPA-axis.

Methods: data from 1219 participants of the Longitudinal Aging
Study Amsterdam, aged 65 and over. Respondents using oral
corticosteroids were excluded. Both subthreshold depressive dis-
orders and major depression were assessed. Plasma concentra-

tions of cortisol (CORT) and Corticosteroid Binding Globuline
(CBG) were determined and from these (CORT/CBG) a Free
Cortisol Index (FCI) was computed. The presence of a U-shaped
association was tested using both the continuous levels of FCI
and the squared term FCI2 in logistic regression analysis. Correc-
tion was made for chronic diseases.

Results: there was a U-shaped association between FCI and
major depression (B FCI = -0.361 (SE 0.164) p=0.027; B FCI2=
0.013 (SE 0.006) p=0.022). The same results were found for the
association between CORT and major depression (B CORT= -
9.20 (SE 4.07) p=0.024; B CORT2=0.008 (SE 0.004) p=0.031).
Respondents with cardiovascular diseases and cognitive decline
had significantly higher FCI levels (p=.004 and p=<.001 resp.)
Conclusion: in older people both hypocortisolaemia and hypercor-
tisolaemia are associated with major depression. Hypercortisolae-
mic depression is associated with cardiovascular diseases.
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NR152 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Exploration of Biological Markers of Suicidal
Behavior in MDD
Yong-Ku Kim, M.D. Korea University, College of Medicine,
Psychiatry, Kyunggido, Danwon-gu, Go-gan Dong, 516, Ansan-
si, Korea, 425-020, Republic of Korea

Educational Objectives:

Most suicides (about 90%) occur in the context of psychiatric
disorders. Prediction of suicide risk in patients with mental illness
is very important in preventing suicide attempts. However, current
approaches to predict suicidality are based on clinical history and
have low specificity and biological markers are not yet included.
Many studies have explored the association between different
biological parameters, such as serotonin, cholesterol and suicid-
ality. In our study, new candidate biological markers such as nitric
oxide, neurotrophins, cytokines were measures in depressed pa-
tients with suicidal attempt.

BDNF, NO, and cytokines are considered to have high predict-
ability of biological factors for major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Most suicides occur in the context of depressive disorders Pre-
diction of suicide risk in patients with major depression is very
important in preventing suicide attempts. However, current ap-
proaches to predict suicidality are based on clinical history and
have low specificity and biological markers are not yet included.
So, we explored the biological markers for the suicidal behaviors
in major depressive disorders.Suicidal subjects consisted of 48
patients (18 males and 30 females) admitted to emergency rooms
following suicide attempts between August 2003 and November
2005. Nitric oxide, BDNF, IGF-1, NGF, TGF-beta1 were measured
in the plasma of suicidal depressed patients and age-, sex
matched normal controls. TNF-alpha, IFN-gamma, IL-2, IL-4, IL-
6 were measured in culture supernatant after mitogen stimulation
of whole blood in both groups. Hamilton Depression Rating Scale,
Lethality of Suicide Attempt Rating Scales, and Risk-Rescue Rat-
ing System were measured in the suicidal patients. The levels of
nitric oxide, IL-6, and TGF-beta1 were increased in the suicidal
patients comparing with the normal controls, while the levels of
BDNF, IFN-gamma, IL2, IL-4 were decreased in the patients. The
levels of IGF-1, NGF and TNF-alpha were not different between
suicidal patients and normal controls. Discriminant analysis
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showed that IL-4, IL-2, TGF-beta1, BDNF, and IL-6 have relatively
high predictability of biological factors for major depression. These
results suggest that BDNF, cytokines and nitric oxide would be
new biological markers in suicide behavior in major depression.
The longitudinal study is needed to find out the change in the
blood levels of the biological markers and clinical changes in
depressive patients.
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NR153 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor Polymorphisms
and Schizophrenia: Association Study in a Chilean
Sample
Aida Ruiz, M.D. Universidad de Chile, Avenida La Paz 1003,
Santiago, Chile, Pak Sham, M.D., John Powell, Eduardo
Miranda, M.D., Robin M. Murray, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand genetic association analysis of complex disorders

Summary:

Objective: A growing body of evidence suggests that brain -
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) gene, on chromosome 11 p13,
is associated with schizophrenia. The objective of this study was
to evaluate the possible association between BDNF gene and
susceptibility to this disorder in a Chilean schizophrenic sample.

Method: Forty- four affected families, according to DSM-IV crite-
ria, were collected in Santiago, Chile. Four SNPs previously re-
ported to be associated with schizophrenia and other psychiatric
disorders were genotyped. The pedigree disequilibrium test (PDT)
was used to estimate linkage disequilibrium (LD) between mark-
ers, and to test single marker and haplotype association. The PDT
was performed using the PDTPHASE program

Results: No significant significant allelic association between
the four BDNF SNPs and illness was found (P > 0.05). Tests for
haplotype analysis showed no association (P > 0.05).

Conclusions: The results of this study do not support an associ-
ation between these BDNF genetic variants and genetic risk for
schizophrenia in this Chilean sample.
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NR154 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Polymorphisms of MAO and COMT Genes in Koreans
With Schizophrenia
Kyoung-Uk Lee Gyeonggi-Do, Hoo-Rim Song, Chi-Un Pae,
Jeong-Jin Kim, Hae-Kook Lee, Yong-Sil Kweon, Chung Tae
Lee

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
informed that the genetic variations of the MAOA genes might
contribute to the risk for schizophrenia

Summary:

We investigated the hypothesis that the genetic variation of
genes encoding monoamine oxidase (MAO) and catechol-O-
methyl transferase (COMT) might be related to the susceptibility
to schizophrenia. We genotyped the 941 T/G and the promoter
30-bp variable nucleotide tandem repeat (VNTR) polymorphisms
in the monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) gene, A/G polymorphism
in intron 13 of the monoamine oxidase B (MAOB) gene and V158M
polymorphism in the COMT gene in schizophrenic patients (n=
180) and control subjects (n=136). Significant differences of allele
distribution in the MAOA VNTR polymorphism for female gender
were observed between patients and controls (p<0.05). Also, there
was a significant differences in the allele distribution of MAOA
941 T/G polymorphism when combined (p<0.05). No significant
differences of genotypic and allelic distributions for either gender
alone or when combined were observed between patients and
controls for A/G polymorhism in intron 13 of MAOB and V158M
polymorphism in the COMT gene. In the test of additive effects,
no significant differences were observed between patients and
controls.

This study suggested that the genetic variations of the MAOA
genes might contribute to the risk for schizophrenia in some Ko-
rean populations. However, polymorphisms of MAOB and COMT
genes may not play a role in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.

Keywords: Schizophrenia; Monoamine oxidase; Catechol-O-
Methyl Transeferase; Polymorphisms
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NR155 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Are Early Visual Processing Deficits Endophenotypic
for Schizophrenia? High-Density Electrical Mapping
Study in Clinically Unaffected, First-Degree Relatives
Sherlyn Yeap, M.D. St. Vincents Hospital, Psychiatry, St.
Vincents Hospital, Richmond Road, Fairview, Dublin, 3, Ireland,
Simon P. Kelly, Ph.D., Pejman Sehatpour, Ph.D., Elena Magno,
Ph.D., Daniel C. Javitt, Jogin H. Thakore, M.D., John J. Foxe,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognise that the main aim of this study is to establish
an endophenotypic marker for schizophrenia using electrophysio-
logical techniques. They should understand the concept of an
endophenotype i.e. a quantifiable measure of risk for a disorder
and why it is important in the identification of high risk individuals.
They would be aware of the presence of marked early visual
processing deficits, mainly demonstrated by a very impaired P1
component, in patients with schizophrenia as well as their clinically
unaffected first-degree relatives compared to controls. An easily
measured and readily identifiable component, the P1 component
is a good candidate for an endophenotypic marker.

Summary:

Background: In schizophrenia, one of the most promising ave-
nues for establishing endophenotypes lies in recordings of the
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event-related potential (ERP) where robust early visual processing
deficits have been shown. The visual 'PV component has consist-
ently been found to be impaired in patients. This effect is very
strong with the P1 amplitude in patients less than half the strength
seen in healthy controls.

Objective: To investigate whether the visual P1 deficit is also
observed in first-degree unaffected relatives and to establish its
potential role as an endophenotypic marker for schizophrenia.

Methods:
Subjects: 25 (15 female) healthy first-degree biological relatives

of known patients with schizophrenia (DSM-IV) were recruited.
Control subjects comprised 26 (13 female) paid volunteers. All
participants were free of any psychiatric illness and on no medi-
cation.

Stimuli: Subjects were presented with approximately 100 iso-
lated check images and 40 line drawings of 2 kinds of animal on
a white background in a random order. They completed between
10-15 blocks each lasting 3 minutes. Only ERPS to standard
checkerboard stimuli were analysed.

Data acquisition & Analysis: Continuous EEG was acquired
from 72 scalp electrodes on Biosemi system and analysed using
BESA. The MANOVA was calculated on SPSS.

Results: There was a significant and highly robust main effect
of group (p=0.004) indicating substantially reduced P1 amplitude
in the first-degree relative group compared to controls. The deficit
was localised largely to the midline regions in early visual sensory
cortices and dorsal visual stream. The effect size (d=0.9) was
large over these scalp sites.

Conclusions: This is the first study to show that clinically unaf-
fected first-degree relatives also have significant impairments in
early visual processing as indexed by the P1. This observation is
found in the absence of any age, gender or medication effects,
strongly suggesting that it is associated with genetic risk for schizo-
phrenia.
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NR156 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Reasons for No-Show to Initial Substance Abuse
Treatment in Psychiatric Comorbids
Gustavo A. Angarita, M.D. Addiction Research Program of
MGH, Psychiatry, 388 Commonwealth avenue, lower level,
Boston, MA, 02215, Sang Lee, B.S., Sandrine Pirard, M.D.,
Estee Sharon, Psy.D., David R. Gastfriend, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant will understand
factors involved in matching patients with psychiatric comorbidity
to appropriate levels of care.

Summary:

Introduction/Hypothesis: Excessively restrictive placement, ac-
cording to the American Society of Addiction Medicine's (ASAM)
Patient Placement Criteria (PPC-1; 1996), may promote no-shows
in psychiatrically comorbid substance abuse patients, because of
three hypothetical predictors: female gender, anxiety symptoms,
and a supportive social/family environments.

Methods: Treatment seeking adults (N=700), following a com-
puter-assisted ASAM PPC-1 structured interview, were randomly
assigned to either Level-of-Care-ll (intensive outpatient) or LOC-
III (residential treatment). Patients scored as needing LOC-II but

assigned to LOC-II I were considered "over-matched". Among 143
over-matched patients, no-shows to treatment initiation were sig-
nificantly higher in comorbids vs. non-comorbids (54% vs. 28%,
P<0.01).

Results: Among overmatched comorbids who no-showed, there
were more females than in the group that showed, 70.4% vs.
29.6%; p<0.05. Among the overmatched group, patients with anxi-
ety had more no-shows vs. patients with minimal or no anxiety,
61.5% vs. 27.9%; p<0.01. Among overmatched comorbids, pa-
tients with supportive social/family/environmental status had more
no-shows vs. patients with less supportive social/family/environ-
mental status; 73.3% vs. 25.0%; p<0.01.

Conclusions/Discussion: Female gender and having anxiety
symptoms appear to undermine the likelihood to show when
matched to an overly confining inpatient treatment program. Over-
matching may also disrupt the routines of patients who already
have stable and structured environments.

Supported by NIDA Grants # R01-DA08781 and K24-DA00427
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NR157 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Rates of PTSD in Service Members Evacuated From
Iraq for Battlefield Injury, General Medical Concerns,
and Psychiatric Reasons
Michael H. Conn Naval Medical Center San Diego, Mental
Health Services, 34800 Bob Wilson Dr, San Diego, CA, 92134,
Robert N. McLay, M.D., Stacy L. Volkert, M.D., Warren P.
Klam, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
have a better understanding of PTSD rates in injured service
personel.

Summary:

Background: Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a risk
of war. Hoge et al [1] reported 12.9 % of Service Members met
strict criteria for PTSD, and 18% met the broad definition. This
report found that being wounded significantly increased the risk
of PTSD. Grieger et al [2] found lower rates in Service Members
requiring extended hospitalization. We examined the medical rec-
ords of Service Members medically evacuated from Iraq to investi-
gate rates of PTSD according to reason for evacuation.

Methods: Records were reviewed in 199 Service Members med-
ically evacuated to Naval Medical Center San Diego (NMCSD).
Diagnosis of PTSD or Acute Stress Disorder (reported together
as PTSD) was identified according to branch of service and reason
for evacuation. Results were compared by Chi-square.

Results: 199 Service Members screened. 178 were Marines,
19 were Navy, and 2 were in other branches. 46 Marines (26%),
6 Navy (32%), and 1 other Service Member (50%) had a diagnosis
of PTSD at NMCSD. Of the 199,133 were evacuated for battlefield
injuries, 41 for other medical or surgical problems, and 26 for
psychiatric reasons. 34 (26%) battlefield injury patients were diag-
nosed with PTSD, 7 (17%) of the medical patients, and 12 (48%)
of the psychiatric evacuees. Chi-square for injury type was 7.649
(p<0.05). Chi-square for branch of service did not show signifi-
cance (p>0.05).
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Comment: Using clinical diagnosis as an indicator, we found that
in individuals medically evacuated from Iraq for general medical
reasons, rates of PTSD were similar to those previously reported
[1] in deployed service members. We found, however, that rates
of PTSD were higher in Service Members who were injured in
combat or evacuated for psychiatric reasons. Lower rates pre-
viously reported in hospitalized patients [2] could be a result of
more stringent definitions of PTSD, different treatments received,
or other risk factors.
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NR158 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Substance Misuse and Cognitive Functioning in
Early Psychosis: Two-Year Follow-Up
Amanda McCleery, B.S. Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health, First Episode Psychosis Program: PRIME Clinic,
PRIME Clinic, CAMH, 252 College St, Toronto, ON, M5T 1R7,
Canada, Jean Addington, Ph.D., Rachel Rabin, B.S., Donald E.
Addington, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Learning Objective: The participant will learn that substance
use is common in early psychosis and the impact of substance
use on cognition.

Summary:

Background: High comorbidity exists between substance use
and psychosis. Since substance use has been shown to negatively
impact cognitive functioning in the general population, there is
concern about the impact of substance use on already compro-
mised cognitive functioning. However, the literature regarding the
effects of substance use on cognition in early psychosis patients
is inconclusive. The purpose of this study was to examine the
relationship between substance misuse and cognitive functioning
in a first episode psychosis sample for two years following admis-
sion to a specialized early psychosis program. Method: Subjects
(n=183; 127 men, 56 women) were assessed at baseline, 12
months (n=183) and 24 months (n=149) using the Case Manager
Rating Scale (CMRS) for substance use and a comprehensive
cognitive battery. Results: At baseline, 49.7% (91) of the sample
used substances (alcohol n=25, cannabis n=24, polydrug n=42).
At 12 months only 27.4% used substances and 20.8% were using
at 24 months. A factor analysis of cognitive data yielded a single
cognitive factor. At baseline, the cognitive performance of sub-
stance users was significantly better than non-users (F=4.761, p=
0.030). This relationship was not found at 12 and 24 months.
Conclusion: There was a high incidence of substance misuse in
this sample at baseline, which did decrease over the two-year
follow-up period. The lack of significant associations between poor
cognitive functioning and substance misuse does not support the
idea that substance use is negatively impacting cognition. How-
ever, the fact that at baseline, when the heaviest use was noted,
the users had superior functioning has implications for improved
understanding of who might be using substances in the early
stages of a psychotic illness.
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NR159 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Depression Predicts Mortality in Patients With
Kidney Transplants
Miklos Z. Molnar, M.D. Semmelweis University, Institute of
Behavioural Sciences, Nagyvarad ter 4., Budapest, H-1089,
Hungary, Csaba Ambrus, M.D., Lilla Szeifert, Agnes Koczy,
Agnes Z. Kovacs, Istvan Mucsi, M.D., Marta Novak, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Depression is a new strong, significant and independent pre-
dictor of mortality and graft failure in kidney transplanted patients.

Summary:

The prevalence of depression has been shown 20-30% in kid-
ney transplanted (Tx) patients. Depression is associated with mor-
tality in patients with several chronic medical conditions, however,
it is not known whether depression affects outcomes in Tx patients.

1067 Tx patients were enrolled in a prospective cohort study.
Demographic information, medical history, laboratory results and
information on medication were collected at enrollment. The pa-
tients completed the Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression
(CES-D) scale which had been validated by our team earlier in
Hungarian hemodialysis and Tx patients. Patients have been fol-
lowed for about 3 years after the baseline visit, and information
on death or graft failure (GF) (return to dialysis) was collected.

The initial refusal rate was 20%. The mean age of participants
(n=851) was 49+13 years, 59% were males and 17% suffered
from diabetes mellitus. 27% of the patients scored 16 or higher on
the CES-D questionnaire, suggesting the presence of significant
psychological distress. Both the mortality rate and the GF rate of
the transplanted kidney were significantly higher in patients with
depressive symptoms than in patients without depression (mortal-
ity: 15% vs 8%; p=0.003; GF: 11% vs 5%; p=0.004). After control-
ling for important clinical co-variables in multivariate Cox propor-
tional hazards models, the CES-D score was significantly
associated both with mortality (Hazard ratio[HR]

foreach 1 point increase=1.029; 95% Cl: 1.007-1.051) and also with GF.
Depression is a significant and independent predictor of mortal-

ity and graft failure in kidney transplanted patients.
Grants: OTKA TS 040889, OTKA T038409, NKFP 1/002/2001,

ETT 218/2003, TeT Foundation (2005/06, MN), Hungarian Eotvos
Scholarship (MN).
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NR160 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Comorbidity of PTSD, Physical Health Problems, and
Functional Impairment Among Veterans of Operation
Iraqi Freedom One Year After Deployment
Artin Terhakopian, M.D. Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 12912 Goodhill Road, Silver Spring, MD, 20906,
Charles W. Hoge, M.D., Carl A. Castro, Ph.D., Stephen C.
Messer, Ph.D., Charles C. Engel, Jr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
have recognition of 1) the symptoms of posttraumatic stress disor-
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der (PTSD), 2) its prevalence among veterans of the war in Iraq,
3) the strong connection between combat injury and PTSD and
4) the strong association of PTSD with physical health problems
and functional impairment.

Summary:

Background: Recent data have indicated high rates of post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among soldiers returning from
combat in Iraq. Studies from prior wars have shown strong associ-
ations between combat-related PTSD and physical health prob-
lems post-deployment. However, these studies were generally
conducted among veterans years after returning from combat.
This study is the first to evaluate the association of PTSD with
physical symptoms and other health measures in veterans of
Operation Iraqi Freedom.

Methods: We studied the members of U.S. combat infantry
units using an anonymous survey that was administered to the
subjects one year after their return from combat duty in Iraq (n =
2863). The outcomes included PTSD symptoms, self-rated health,
sick call visits, missed work-days and physical symptoms evalu-
ated on the basis of standardized self-administered screening
instruments.

Results: The percentage of study subjects whose responses
met the screening criteria for PTSD was 16.6% (468/2815). PTSD
was significantly associated with lower ratings of general health,
higher number of sick-call visits, missed workdays, physical symp-
toms, and high somatic symptom severity. These results remained
significant after controlling for being wounded or injured in the
combat zone.

Conclusions: The strong association of PTSD with somatic
symptoms, lower self-rated health, sick-call visits and missed
workdays among veterans of Operation Iraqi Freedom one year
after return from combat is important for guiding the delivery of
medical resources to address post-deployment medical and psy-
chiatric needs. Clinicians in all medical specialties need to be
aware of the strong co-morbidity of physical health problems and
PTSD among veterans of the current war in Iraq.
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NR161 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Effect of Parental Psychiatric Comorbidity on the
Mental Health Outcomes of Male Offspring at Age 40
Jyotsna Adma, M.D. University Of Kansas Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 3901 Rainbow Blvd, Kansas City, KS, 66160,
Elizabeth C. Penick, Ph.D., Joachim Knop, M.D., Ann
Manzardo, Ph.D., William F. Gabrielli, Jr., M.D., Elizabeth J.
Nickel, M.A., Per Jensen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the relationship between parental comorbid
psychiatric disorders and mental health outcomes of their sons.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the effect of parental psychiatric comor-
bidity on the 40-year mental health outcomes, especially drinking
outcomes, of male offspring,. Method This high-risk study con-
tains 329 males drawn from a Danish Birth Cohort (1959-1961)

who have been followed prospectively for 40 years. Two-thirds
were biological sons of fathers treated for alcoholism and one-
third were sons of fathers never treated for alcoholism. Data
sources over the years have included, personal interviews, rating
scales, and psychometric tests as well as information extracted
from Danish archival records such as The Central Psychiatric
Register. At the 40-year follow up, the psychiatric family histories
of both parents obtained from the son and from archival sources
were reconfigured to reflect parental dyads with (1) No mental
illness or substance abuse in either parent. (2) Substance abuse
only in either or both parents. (3) Both substance abuse and
mental illness in the parental dyad. Results: Parental dyads con-
taining both substance abuse and a comorbid mental illness pro-
duced the highest rates of substance dependence in the sons:
No parental mental illness = 10%; substance abuse only = 22%;
both substance abuse and mental illness = 33%. Comorbidity
in a parental dyad was also associated with greater psychiatric
comorbidity in the son, for example more depression. On multiple
measures of psychosocial functioning, sons from comorbid paren-
tal dyads reported more stressors and worries, greater social
impairment, poorer coping skills and less self-satisfaction than
sons from parental dyads with no mental illness or substance
abuse only. Conclusion: Psychiatric comorbidity in biological par-
ents appears to be passed on to the son. Parental psychiatric
comorbidity also seems to adversely influence many other aspects
of the sons' lives that result in poorer self-esteem and poorer
psychosocial adjustment.
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NR162 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Diagnosing BPD: Does the Number of Criteria Met
Make a Difference?
Anu Asnaani Rhode Island Hospital, Department of Psychiatry,
Box 5369, 75 Waterman St, Providence, Rl, 02912, Mark
Zimmerman, M.D., Iwona Chelminski, Ph.D., Diane D. Young,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the severity of Borderline Personality Disorder in
relation to comorbidity of Axis I and Axis II disorders, psychosocial
measures, and demographic correlates.

Summary:

Objective - Many studies have compared demographic and
clinical characteristics of patients with and without borderline per-
sonality disorder (BPD), but there is limited knowledge on differ-
ences within the population of borderline patients. One potential
index of heterogeneity is disorder severity. In the present report
from the Rhode Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic Assess-
ment and Services (MIDAS) project we examine whether the se-
verity of borderline personality disorder, as measured by the num-
ber of criteria present, is associated with comorbidity of Axis I and
Axis II diagnoses, as well as demographic factors and psychoso-
cial functioning. Methods - Two thousand three hundred psychiat-
ric outpatients were interviewed with the Structured Clinical Inter-
view for DSM-IV Axis I disorders (SCID) and the Structured
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Interview for DSM-IV Personality (SIDP-IV). Approximately ten
percent (n = 237) of the patients were diagnosed with BPD and
they were divided into 4 groups based on the number of DSM-IV
criteria met (5 [n = 89], 6 [n = 70], 7 [n = 46] and 8 or 9 [n =
32]). Results - There were no significant differences between the
groups in the number of comorbid Axis I or Axis II disorders, rates
of specific disorders, social functioning measures, or demographic
correlates. Conclusions - Sub-typing of borderline patients by
the number of criteria met does not provide an explanation for
heterogeneity within BPD patients.
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NR163 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Women of Different Ages in Different Countries Used
Different Methods to Kill Themselves: Comparison of
Sweden, Taiwan and the United States
Ying-Yeh Chen, M.D. 1. Taipei City Psychiatric Center,
2. National Yang-Ming University, 309 Songde Road, Xingyi
district, Taipei City, 110, Taiwan Republic of China, Jin-Jia Lin,
M.D., Tsung-Hsueh Lu, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. Women are often viewed as a group with lower suicide risks;
however, their risks are not uniform. Age and cultural background
determine their risks and suicide methods.

2. In the comparison between Sweden, Taiwan and the US, we
found that in Sweden and the US, middle-aged women had the
highest suicide rates, in Taiwan however, highest rates were found
among elderly women.

3. In Sweden, the most frequently adopted suicide method for
females was poisoning by drugs. For women in the US, firearms
were the most preferred methods for the young and the elderly,
while middle-aged women used poisons more often. In Taiwan,
hanging was the most common suicide method adopted by
women, except for the 25-44 age group, which chose poisoning
over other ways. The most common agents used in suicide poison-
ing among American and Swedish women were drugs, whereas
in Taiwan, pesticides were the most common agents.

4. This international comparison study informs country-specific
suicide prevention strategies targeted at women. For the Swedish
women, prescription drug control is key; for American females,
both prescription drug and firearm sales control should be policy
priorities; in Taiwan, precautions should be taken on toxicity and
accessibility of pesticides

Summary:

Objective: To make international comparisons of women's sui-
cide methods by age groups in Sweden, Taiwan and the US.

Methods: Age and method-specific suicide death rates among
women in year 2000 for Sweden, Taiwan and the US were calcu-
lated for international comparisons. The analysis was stratified
into four age groups (15-24, 25-44, 45-64 and 65 years and older)
and four suicide methods (poisoning by solids/liquids/gases, hang-
ing, firearm, jumping from heights and others). Suicide by poison-
ing was further divided into 4 different agents (drugs, other gases,
pesticides and others).

Results: In Sweden and the US, the highest suicide rates
among women occurred in the 45-64 year-old age group (14.6/per
100,000 population and 6.4/per 100,000 population respectively),
while in Taiwan, women 65 years and older suffered the highest

suicide rates (23.8/per 100,000 population), way above other age
groups and other countries. The predominant suicide method
adopted by the Swedish women was poisoning (44.5%) and hang-
ing was the most common method used for women in Taiwan
(39.9%). In the US, firearms were the most preferred method for
the young (15-24 age group) and the elderly (65 years and older)
women, which accounted for 34.6% and 39.0% of suicide deaths
respectively, while poisoning was more frequently used among
the middle aged group (25-44 years old- 38.3%, 45-64 years
old- 43.9%). In Sweden and the US, drugs were the most common
agents used in poisoning suicide among women, while in Taiwan,
pesticides were the predominant agents. Male/female suicide ratio
also varied between countries, lowest ratio was found in Taiwan
(2.11), followed by Sweden (2.39), with the US having the highest
(4.39) suicide sex ratio.

Conclusion: Women in different countries of different ages
used different methods to commit suicide. The unique features of
women's suicidal phenomenon deserve further exploration.
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NR164 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Catatonia in a Hospital Based Predominantly African-
American Population
Padma Kala, M.D. Howard University Hospital, Psychiatry,
6106 Breezewood Court #301, Greenbelt, MD, 20770, Kamau
R. Collins, M.D., Johanna F. Paulino-Woolridge, D.O., Vernon I.
Nathaniel, M.D., Deborah L. Dallam, M.D., Thomas A. Mellman,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the need for early recognition of catatonia, appro-
priate treatment and monitoring, prevention of complications, and
comprehensive treatment planning.

Summary:

Catatonia is a severe, potentially life-threatening condition asso-
ciated with psychiatric disorders, yet its prevalence and pathogen-
esis is not well understood. Higher rates of untreated psychiatric
and medical illnesses in the African-American population and
greater risk of ExtraPyramidal Symptoms, suggest a higher risk
of catatonia in this population. An observation of a dramatic case
led to a systematic study of catatonia in our university hospital,
which serves a predominantly African-American, socio-economi-
cally disadvantaged population. The study objective is to estimate
the incidence and characterize the presentation of catatonia in
patients seen on the psychiatric inpatient and consultation ser-
vices of Howard University Hospital.

Methods: We reviewed consecutive cases, from discrete time
periods, on the psychiatric inpatient and consultation services, for
suspected cases of catatonia. Subsequently, a systematic review
of the hospital records was done. The DSM IV criteria were used
for diagnosis of catatonia.

Results: 5 % of patients seen on each service were found to
have suspected cases of catatonia. Criteria of catatonia were
met in14 individuals (3 patients had >1 episode); mutism and
immobility were the most common features. Of the cases system-
atically reviewed to date, 70% were women, 90% were African-
American, and the mean age was 34.4 yrs. Majority of the patients
were not taking their psychotropic medications during the preced-
ing month. The most common principal diagnosis was schizophre-
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nia (80%). Only 20% had current substance abuse which is lower
than the overall rate on the services. The majority of cases were
treated with benzodiazepines and antipsychotics. Complications
included dehydration, loss of weight, UTI, rhabdomyolysis, acute
renal failure, and one death due to pulmonary embolism.

Conclusions: Catatonia is not uncommon in our minority popula-
tion, and appears to be associated with untreated psychiatric ill-
ness. Early recognition and treatment appears crucial toward pre-
venting complications.
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NR165 Monday, May 22, 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Association of Insight With Psychotic Symptoms,
Depression, and Cognition in Early Psychosis:
Three-Year Follow-Up
Huma Saeedi, M.S.C. Centre for Addiction and Mental Health,
First Episode Psychosis Program, 252 College St., Toronto,
ON, M5T 1R7, Canada, Jean Addington, Ph.D., Donald E.
Addington, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
have a better understanding of insight and its impact on symptoms,
cognition and depression over 3 years in a large first episode
psychosis population.

Summary:

Background: Recent research has begun to examine the level
of insight following a first episode of psychosis since this may
have implications for outcomes. Method: Insight was investigated
in 278 individuals consecutively admitted to a comprehensive early
psychosis treatment program. Insight was assessed on admission
and after one, two and 3 years. Other measures included PANSS,
Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia and a comprehen-
sive cognitive battery. Results: Insight improved significantly from
a rate of 60% with good insight at baseline to 80% with good
insight at 1 year (t=4.28, p<0.001). Insight remained high at years
2 and 3, but was not significantly better then the level at 1 year
(t=-.62, p>0.05; t=0.56, p>0.05, respectively). A comparison of
those with good to those with poor insight revealed that at each
assessment point those with poor insight had significantly higher
ratings on positive and negative symptoms and on a general
psychopathology scale (p<0.01 for each). Those with good insight
had significantly higher levels of depression at baseline (t=3.21,
p=0.001). With respect to cognition there were no differences
between the 2 groups at any of the assessment times on any of
the individual cognitive measures. However using a composite
cognitive factor there was a small but significant advantage for
the high insight group at one year (t=2.43, p=0.02). Conclusion:
A significant proportion of individuals have good insight following
a first episode of psychosis. For this group depression may be a
significant concern at least upon initial presentation. Those with
poor insight have increased symptoms throughout the first three
years and possibly poorer cognitive functioning. An improved un-
derstanding of insight following a first episode has implications
for treatment.
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NR166 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Algorithm-Guided Treatment of Depression
Compared to Treatment as Usual and Genetic
Prediction of Response to Lithium Augmentation:
The German Algorithm Project (GAPIII)
Mazda Adli, M.D. Charite - Universitatsmedizin Berlin, Campus
Charite Mitte, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy,
Schumannstrasse 20-21, Berlin, 10117, Germany, Dorothea L.
Schloth, M.A., Katja Wiethoff, M.A., Thomas C. Baghai, M.D.,
Thomas Stamm, M.D., Hans-Juergen Moeller, M.D., Michael
Bauer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation of the German Algorithm
Project (GAP) the participant should be familiar with the principles
and effects of algorithm-guided treatment of depression in clinical
practice.

Summary:

Treatment algorithms in the clinical care of patients suffering
from MDD are considered important instruments in avoiding and
overcoming treatment-resistant depression. The multiphasic Ger-
man Algorithm Project (GAP) has evaluated algorithm-guided
treatment of inpatients with MDD. Phase I (observational trial)
showed a moderate acceptance but good clinical effectiveness
of a standardized stepwise drug treatment regimen (SSTR). Phase
II (randomized controlled trial) demonstrated a higher probability
of achieving remission for SSTR compared to treatment as usual
(TAU).We present the results of the recently finished third phase
(GAP III) wich was realized within the German Research Network
on Depression. GAP III compared an SSTR and a computerized
documentation and expert system (CDES) with TAU in 429 inpa-
tients treated for MDD in a five-arm multicenter randomized con-
trolled trial. Within the SSTR we compared three different second-
step strategies in the case of non-response to an initial antidepres-
sant monotherapy (SSTR1: lithium augmentation, SSTR 2: dose
escalation of the antidepressant, SSTR 3: switch to other com-
pound). In addition, we searched for an association of the 50-T/
C-SNP of the glycogen-synthase-kinase (GSK3-beta) gene with
response to lithium augmentation in non-responders to an initial
antidepressant monotherapy (n=81).

Preliminary analyses of phase III show a significantly higher
hazard ratio (HR) for the time to remission for SSTR (HR: 1.5; p=
.01) but not for CDES (HR: 1.06; p=.81) compared to TAU. Patients
of older age (>60a) (HR: 5.5; p=.006) and patients with more than
one episode (HR: 1.94; p=.004) particularly benefit from SSTR.
We identified the c-allele of GSK3-beta to be associated with a
superior response to lithium augmentation (HR: 2.3; p=.02) com-
pared to the wildtype (T/T).

Algorithm-guided (i.e. SSTR based) treatment of depression
may lead to a shorter time to remission. A genotype-based treat-
ment pathway may represent an approach to optimize and individ-
ualize algorihm-guided treatment.
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NR167 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effect of High Dose Venlafaxine XL on QTc and
Other Cardiovascular Parameters
Faouzi D. alam, Sr. Manchester royal infirmary, psychiatry, St
Helens, United Kingdom, Patrick S. Mbaya, Sr., M.D., Sindhu
Ashim, Sr., Psy.D., Bennett David, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Objectives: To assess the effect of high dose venlafaxine XL
on QTc, blood pressure, heart rate and other cardiovascular pa-
rameters.

Summary:

Method: The data presented is part of a prospective open label
high dose venlafaxine XL study looking at efficacy, serum levels
and tolerability undertaken at the Department of Psychiatry, Uni-
versity Hospitals, and South Manchester. Effects of high dose
venlafaxine XL (mean 346.15 mg; range 225 mg to 525 mg) on
the cardiovascular system in thirty-seven patients with MDD were
evaluated. Effects on BP, ECG (PR, QRS, and QTc intervals) and
heart rate were studied.

Results: 13.5% of patients were diagnosed with hypertension
after starting treatment with venlafaxine. There was an association
between heart rate and the dose of venlafaxine although not statis-
tically significant. There was no association between dose of ven-
lafaxine XL and PR, QRS and QTc intervals. One patient on 300
mg who was hypertensive, had other co-morbid physical condi-
tions and was on other medications that may prolong QTc, had
mildly prolonged QTc. However this was not clinically significant.

Conclusion: This study with subjects on high dose Venlafaxine
(mean 346.15 mg; range 225 mg to 525 mg) did not demonstrate
any clinical or statistically significant effects on ECG parameters
including PR, QRS Duration and QTc interval.

Keywords: high dose; venlafaxine XL; ECG; cardiovascular
effects; QTc.
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NR168 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Augmentative Intravenous Clomipramine in Partial
Responder Major Depressives: A Single-Blind,
Placebo-Controlled Study
Carlo Alfredo Altamura, Prof. Dr. Dept. of Psychiatry,
Department of Clinical Sciences "Luigi Sacco", University of
Milan, Italy, Dept. of Psychiatry, Department of Clinical
Sciences "Luigi Sacco", University of Milan, Italy, via GB Grassi
74, Milan, 20157, Italy, Silvia Zanoni, M.D., Monica Bosi, M.D.,
Emanuela Mundo, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to evaluate the efficacy of low dose intravenous (i.v.)
clomipramine augmentation in Major Depressive Episode patients
with partial or no response to selective serotonin reuptake inhibi-
tors (SSRIs).

Summary:

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of
low dose intravenous (i.v.) clomipramine augmentation in Major
Depressive Episode patients with partial or no response to SSRIs.
Methods: 44 patients with DSM-IV TR Major Depressive Episodes
and partial (HAM-D total score reduction >25% and <50%) or no

response (HAM-D total score reduction <25%) to adequate SSRI
treatment were randomized to be treated with i.v. clomipramine
(25 mg in 250cc saline) (N=22) or placebo (250 cc saline) (N=
22) as adjunctive treatment for 5 consecutive days. All patients
gave their informed consent to participate into the study. HAM-D
and MADRS were administered daily by raters blind to the treat-
ment group each patient was assigned to. ANOVA with repeated
measures were used on HAM-D and MADRS total scores. In these
analyses time and treatment were the independent variables. In
addition the number of patients who obtained remission (HAM-D
total score <8) was computed and compared between the two
treatment groups. Results: ANOVA on HAM-D total scores have
shown a significat effect of the active treatment (Time x Treatment
effect: F=20.940, p=0.0001). The same result was found consider-
ing the MADRS total scores (Time x Treatment effect: F=20.716,
p=0.0001). Complete remission of symptoms was obtained in 11
patients (50%) treated with clomipramine and in none of the pa-
tients treated with placebo. Conclusions: Results from this study
suggested that low dose i.v. clomipramine can successfully and
rapidly treat partial or non responder major depression patients.

References:

1. Suhara T, TakanoA, Sudo Y, et al. High levels of serotonin
transporter occupancy with low-dose clomipramine in compar-
ative occupancy study with fluvoxamine using positron emis-
sion tomography. Arch Gen Psychiatry 60(4):386-91 ;2003.
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NR169 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A New Approach for Assessing Patients With GAD or
Major Depression and Residual Symptoms
Ravi Anand, M.D. Anand Pharma Consulting, Langegasse 53,
4104, Oberwil, 4104, Switzerland, Georges Gharabawi, M.D.,
John H. Greist, M.D., Mark H. Rapaport, M.D., David V.
Sheehan, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to assess the value of a new instrument for the identification
of residual symptoms in patients with generalized anxiety disorder
and major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Background: Two patient-rated Most Troubling Symptoms
(MTS) scales were developed and are being used in studies of
patients with GAD or MDD with residual symptoms despite ade-
quate therapy.

Methods: Patients with DSM-IV GAD (N=390) and MDD (N=
218) diagnoses and residual symptoms completed an MTS scale.
The GAD MTS consists of 7 GAD symptoms and the MDD MTS
consists of 8 MDD symptoms; each symptom was patient rated
from 0-10 via a telephone Interactive Voice Response System
(Healthcare Technology Systems). Patient ratings also included
the Quality of Life, Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Q-
LES-Q) and the Patient Global Improvement Scale (PGIS).
Healthcare professionals rated patients with the HAM-A for anxi-
ety, HAM-D for depression, Clinical Global Impressions of Severity
(CGI-S), and Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS). Pearson correla-
tions examined the relationship between the MTS total score and
HAM-A, HAM-D, CGI-S, SDS, PGIS, and Q-LES-Q scores.

Results: The 4 MTS items selected most frequently to be the
most troubling were excessive anxiety or worry (identified by 76%),
feeling restless (68%), trouble sleeping (66%), and getting tired
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easily (55%) in the GAD study; and trouble concentrating (70%),
sadness (69%), reduced involvement (59%), and feeling tense or
uptight (54%) in the MDD study. After a 6-week treatment period,
the GAD MTS total score was significantly correlated (P<0.001)
with scores on the HAM-A (r=0.65), PGIS (r=0.64), CGI-S (r=
0.58), SDS (r=0.78), and Q-LES-Q (r=-0.72). In patients with MDD,
the MTS total score was significantly correlated (P<0.001) with
scores on the HAM-D (r=0.67), PGIS (r=0.65), CGI-S (r=0.62),
SDS (r=0.80), and the Q-LES-Q (r=-0.76).

Conclusions: The patient-rated MTS tools appear to be useful
instruments for assessing residual symptoms in GAD and MDD
patients. MTS scores correlated highly with those of well-estab-
lished clinician- and patient-rated instruments assessing multiple
domains.

Supported by Janssen, L.P.

References:

1. Wittchen HU, Zhao S, Kessler RC, et al. DSM-III-R generalized
anxiety disorder in the National Comorbidity Survey. Arch Gen
Psychiatry 1994;51:355-364.

2. Kessler RC, Berglund P, Dernier O, et al. The epidemiology
of major depressive disorder: results from the National Comor-
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following interval (p .608, z: 0.51) and also between depressive
symptoms and cannabis use during the same, the preceding, or
the following interval. There was an association between alcohol
use and symptoms of depression during the same three months
interval (p=0.028, z: 2.19), and symptoms between depression
and alcohol use in the preceding quarter (p=0.007, z: 2.67). In
our sample, no association was found regarding alcohol use in
the three months interval following an interval with depressed
symptoms (p=0.213, z: 2.19) and also between alcohol consump-
tion and manic symptoms.

Conclusions: Drug use might cause affective symptoms rather
than being a treatment attempt for affective symptoms. Also, this
possible causal relationship might be specific for cannabis (mania)
and alcohol (depression).
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1. Baethge C, Baldessarini RJ, Khalsa HMK, Hennen J, Salvatore
P, Tohen M. Substance Abuse in First-Episode Bipolar I Disor-
der: Indications for Early Intervention. Am J Psychiatry 2005;
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NR170 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Evidence for a Predominant Time Pattern of Drug
Use in Bipolar Disorder: Cannabis and Alcohol
Precede Affective Symptoms
Christopher J. Baethge, M.D. University of Cologne, Psychiatry,
Michaelstr. 12, Cologne, 50676, Germany, Ross J.
Baldessarini, John Hennen, Ph.D., Paola Salvatore, M.D., Hari-
Mandir Kaur-Khalsa, Mauricio Tohen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participants should
know more about time patterns of drug use (alcohol and cannabis)
during the course of bipolar disorder. The hypothesis that drug
use precedes affective symptoms (and only rarely vice versa)
might improve clinical work with the patients because of a hight-
ened understanding of the pattern of this frequent comorbidity. In
addition, the hypothesis may prove scientifically fruitful as it could
help to explain the interplay of the co-occurrence of bipolar disor-
der and drug use.

Summary:

Background: A high prevalence of substance use disorder
(SUD) comorbidity has been shown for bipolar disorder patients.
It is unclear, however, why this particular co-occurrence exceeds
SUD comorbidity in many other psychiatric disorders. In part, this
is due to the unknown time pattern of drug use and affective
episodes.

Methods: We investigated the time pattern of drug use and
affective epsiodes in a sample of 166 DSM-IV first episode bipolar-
I patients (46% female) from the prospective Harvard-McLean
First Episode Study. We searched for time patterns of the pres-
ence of drug use (cannabis, alcohol) and the presence of affective
symptoms (mania, depression; including subthreshold symptoms)
during three-months intervals. The observation period was 4.7
years (± 2.6) on average. In a multivariate analysis data were
controlled for sex, age, and baseline severity of affective illness
(BPRS).

Results: We found a robust association between cannabis use
and manic symptoms during the same three months-interval
(p<0.001, z: 3.63) and between manic symptoms and cannabis
use in the previous three months (p<0.001, z: 3.80). No association
was found between manic symptoms and cannabis use in the

NR171 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Suicidal Ideation, Mood Variability, and Religion: A
Pilot Study
Marilyn Baetz, M.D. University of Saskatchewan, Department of
Psychiatry, University of Saskatchewan, Ellis Hall, 103 Hospital
Drive, Saskatoon, SK, S7N 0W8, Canada, Rudy C. Bowen,
M.D., Anna Nielson, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to discuss mechanisms by which religion/spirituality may
relate to mental health. They may also be able to describe the
potential relationship between mood variability, religion/spirituality
and suicide.

Summary:

Objective: This study investigates the relationship of mood
variability and religion/spirituality to suicidal ideation.

Methods: Seventy-four depressed psychiatric patients (42%
inpatients, 67% female) completed the MINI interview and self
report measures including Beck Suicide Scale, religion/spirituality
(Duke Religion Index, Daily Spiritual Experiences, positive and
negative religious coping) and mood variability (TempsA cyclothy-
mia) along with the Beck Depression Inventory, Perceived Stress
Scale, social support, substance use and demographics. Linear
regression was used to determine predictors of suicidal ideation.

Results: All subjects were currently depressed and 80% met
criteria for at least one other diagnosis. Mood variability correlated
positively with suicidal ideation, and negative religious coping.
Mood variability correlated negatively with religion/spirituality mea-
sures and positive religious coping. Although the correlations were
in the expected direction the relationship only reached significance
with a few measures. Measures of suicide correlated negatively
and significantly with religion/spirituality and positive religious cop-
ing and positively with negative religious coping. Predictors of
suicidal ideation in a linear regression model were higher BDI,
negative religious coping, lower income and lower worship fre-
quency.

Conclusion: In a general psychiatric population lower religion/
spirituality were significantly associated with higher suicidal ide-
ation after controlling for demographic, social support and mood
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variability. The small sample size and limited measure of mood
variability are a limiting factor.

References:

1. Dervic, K., Oquendo MA, Grunebaum MF, Ellis S, Burke AK,
Mann JJ. Religious affiliation and suicide attempt. Am J Psych
161:2303-2308.

2. Witte TK, Fitzpatrick KK, Joiner TE, Schmidt NB. Variability in
suicidal ideation: A better predictor of suicide attempts than
intensity or duration of ideation? JAD 88:131-126, 2005.

NR172 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Chronic Fluoxetine Treatment, Neurogenesis, and
Synaptic Plasticity in Rodents and Humans
Fortunato Battaglia, M.D. Cuny School of Medicine, Physiology
and Pharmacology, 138th Street and Convent Avenue, Room
H-210, New York, NY, 10031, Michael Saxe, Ph.D., Hoau-Yan
Wang, Ph.D., Luca Santarelli, M.D., Rene' Hen, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

1)At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to understand the use of Transcranial Magnetic Stimula-
tion (TMS) to study cortical plasticity in humans

2)At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize the neurogenesis-dependent and -indepen-
dent changes in hippocampal LTP induced by chronic fluoxetine
treatment

3)At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to design pharmacological translational studies by combin-
ing TMS and slice physiology

4)At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to understand the effects of chronic fluoxetine treatment
in motor, cognitive and mood related brain areas

Summary:

Introduction/Hypothesis
During the last few years several studies have highlighted the

possibility that mood disorders can be characterized by changes
in brain plasticity. We investigated the hypothesis that chronic
administration of fluoxetine might affect long-term potentiation
(LTP), an important model of neuronal plasticity in rodents and
humans.

Methods
We studied associative LTP-like plasticity in primary motor cor-

tex (M1) with paired associative stimulation (PAS-Transcranial
magnetic stimulation combined with sensory stimulation) in a ran-
domized, double-blind, crossover study. Ten right-handed normal
subjects received 20 mg daily of either fluoxetine or placebo over
a period of 30 days with a 3 month washout. LTP was studied in
brain slices obtained from chronic fluoxetine- and vehicle-treated
mice (fluoxetine, 10mg/kg/day for 4 weeks). LTP was induced in
hippocampus Dentate Gyms (DG) with a neurogenesis-depen-
dent and independent protocol, in the Shaffer Collateral- CA1
pathway, in prefrontal cortex and motor cortex with field potentials
technique.

Results
In humans, fluoxetine treatment induced a decrease of M1 PAS-

induced associative plasticity accompanied by an increased
steepness of the input-output curve.

In rodents, fluoxetine induced an increase in neurogenesis-
dependent LTP in DG, an increase in steepness of the input-output
curve and a decreased amount of neurogenesis-independent LTP
in all tested areas.

Conclusions/Discussion
Chronic fluoxetine treatment induces a saturation of LTP in non-

neurogenic areas while increases the number of newly generated
neurons in DG and a form of LTP that relies upon their synaptic

activity. Multiple factors may contribute to depression by impairing
neuronal plasticity and disturbing neurochemical functioning in
mood regulatory brain regions. In this study we demonstrated that
chronic fluoxetine treatment affects activity-dependent neuroplas-
ticity in rodents and humans. These findings could be relevant for
the understanding of the mechanism of action of antidepressant.
Furthermore, this experimental approach might represent a novel
method for translational pharmacological research in psychiatry.

NR173 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Subjective Complaints Versus. Objective Measures of
Cognitive Deficits in Minimally III Bipolar Disorder
Patients
Amber D. Bauer, M.A. Northwestern University Feinburg School
of Medicine, 707 W. Sheridan Rd., Apt. 526, Chicago, IL,
60613, William S. Gilmer, M.D., Robert Hanlon, Ph.D., Robert
T. Dunn, M.D., Jenelle Fleck, M.S.N., S. Nassir Ghaemi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To explore discordance between baseline subjective cognitive
complaints and baseline objective measures of cognitive perform-
ance in minimally ill bipolar patients enrolled in a cognition treat-
ment study. At the conclusion of this poster session, the participant
will better understand the discordant association between subjec-
tive complaints and objective cognitive performance on measures
of verbal and non-verbal learning and memory, attention, and
executive functioning.

Summary:

Background: Complaints of cognitive impairment are common
in patients with bipolar disorder [1 ]. Impairments in executive func-
tioning, attention, visual-spatial abilities, memory, and verbal flu-
ency have been shown on objective measures during acute and
euthymic states [2]. Understanding the relationship of subjective
complaints and objective cognitive performance is essential to
designing studies of appropriate therapeutic interventions. Such
interventions are lacking to date. The aim of this analysis was to
explore concordance between subjective cognitive complaints and
objective performance in minimally ill bipolar patients.

Method: As part of an intervention study for bipolar patients
with baseline reports of cognitive impairment, minimally ill bipolar
outpatients were recruited and administered a clinical neuropsy-
chological battery assessing estimated premorbid IQ, attention,
verbal and non-verbal learning and memory, and executive func-
tioning.

Results: In an interim analysis, 7 of 10 patients reported subjec-
tive cognitive complaints, despite objective measures of cognitive
performance at or above normal limits. Test scores will be reported
and patterns of impairment will be analyzed on an entire sample
of 30 patients. Incidence of discordance between subjective com-
plaints and objective impairment will be reported. Secondary anal-
yses will be conducted to detect association of demographic and
illness related variables on objective performance.

Conclusions: While varied patterns of neurocognitive impair-
ment occur in minimally ill bipolar patients, preliminary observa-
tions demonstrate inconsistencies in subjective reports and objec-
tive performance. Such inconsistencies may complicate studies
aimed to identify treatment strategies to treat cognitive dysfunction
in bipolar patients. Explanations for these inconsistencies will be
proposed. In addition to enrollment criteria based upon demon-
strated objective impairment at baseline, we recommend that fu-
ture cognitive treatment studies include symptom validity tests,
as well as measures of neuroticism and attributional style.

References:
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NR174 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Self-Reported Days of Hypomania Outside Episodes
and Minimum Episode Length
Michael Bauer, M.D. Charite University Hospital, Campus
Charite Mitte (CCN) Schumannstr 20/21, Berlin, 10117,
Germany, Paul Grof, M.D., Natalie L. Rasgon, M.D., Martin
Alda, M.D., Tasha Glenn, Ph.D., Peter C. Whybrow, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The viewer should understand the relationship between the
duration requirement for an episode of hypomania and both the
number of episodes and number of patients that will meet the
criteria.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the relationship between the minimum
length for an episode of hypomania, and the number of episodes
and days of hypomania outside of episodes.

Method: 203 patients (135 bipolar I; 68 bipolar II) recorded mood
daily (30,348 total days; mean 149 days) using ChronoRecord
computer software. Episodes of hypomania and days of hypoma-
nia outside of episodes were determined.

Results: With a minimum hypomania episode length of 4 days
as in the DSM-IV, 44 patients experienced 129 episodes, and
hypomania was reported on 6.7% of all days outside of episodes
(1675 days). Bipolar I patients were more likely to report hypoma-
nia outside of episodes (p=.010). With a minimum length of 3
days, 74 patients reported 226 episodes and hypomania was
reported on 5.6% of all days outside of episodes (1383 days).
With a minimum length of 2 days, 96 patients reported 404 epi-
sodes, and hypomania was reported on 4.3% of all days outside
of episodes (1017 days). With a length of 2 or 3 days, there was
no significant difference in the distribution of hypomania outside
of episodes by diagnosis.

Conclusion: As the minimum length for an episode of hypomania
decreases, both the number of episodes and the number of pa-
tients with episodes increases. Below 4 days, the number of self-
reported days of hypomania outside of episodes did not vary by
diagnosis of bipolar I or II.
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NR175 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Bipolar Affective Disorders: Activity of the Limbic
Hypothalamo Pituitary Adrenal Axis in an Acoustic
Startle Paradigm
Serge Beaulieu, M.D. Douglas Hosp Research Ctr, Bipolar
Disorder Program, 6875 LaSalle Blvd, Verdun, PQ, H4H 1R3,
Canada, Trino Baptista, M.D., Mario Roy, M.D., Rebecca
Sable, M.Psy., Joseph Thavundayil, M.D., Ellen Paquet, B.S.N.,
Sybille Saury, M.Psy.

Educational Objectives:

The aim of this poster is to increase our understanding of the
link between the bipolar affective disorders and the activity of the
Limbic-Hypothalamo-Pituitary-Adrenal axis.

Summary:

An abnormal stress regulation by LHPA axis could be associ-
ated to bipolar affective illness. The aim of our study is to determine
if patients with bipolar affective disorder have an increased stress
responses than normal control participants. We have measured
startle responses in a bipolar disorders group compared with nor-
mal volunteers. We have measured physiological responses to
106 db pulse, pre pulse inhibitions (80 or 90 db pulse occuring
60 ms before a 106 db pulse) and startle responses to a fear-
potentiated stimulus. In addition, we have correlated baseline
plasma cortisol level at study entry (8:00AM) with stress responses
and some psychiatric scales (HAMD-21, MADRS, YMRS) . Ours
results demonstrate that bipolar patients have a higher blood corti-
sol baseline level than control participants and the blood cortisol
concentration is positively correlated with the intensity of the re-
sponse to acoustic startle and with HAMD and MADRS scores.
Bipolar patients have significantly higher responses than control
participants in several conditions including pre pulse inhibition and
fear-potentiated startle responses. These results are interpreted
in relation with the LHPA hyperactivity observed in some animal
model of depression.
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NR176 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Metabolic Abnormalities in a Bipolar Subgroup of the
Canadian Bipolar Consortium: A Two-Year, Follow-
Up Study
Serge Beaulieu, M.D. Douglas Hosp Research Ctr, 6875
LaSalle Blvd, Verdun, PQ, H4H 1R3, Canada, Pablo
Cervantes, M.D., Lakshmi N. Yatham, M.D., LoTc Belingard,
M.S., Rebecca Sable, M.Psy., Sybille Saury, M.Psy., Nadege
Maisy, M.Psy.

Educational Objectives:

The purpose of this poster is to underline the importance of
metabolic abnormalities in the bipolar affective population

Summary:

There is an increase evidence that bipolar patients are more
sensitive to several metabolic abnormalities than the rest of the
population. We have recorded several type of metabolic data every
three months of bipolar patients in several centers across Canada
during two years and compiled the results. We present here the
analysis of the data from two of these centers. For the first follow
up visit, only 24.6% of our bipolar patients (n = 64) have a normal
Body Mass Index (BMI<25), 36.2% are overweight and 39.1% are
obese (BMI>30), this ratio doesn't significantly change during this
two years follow up. The mean blood pressure is 79.8/127.9 (n =
45), mean HDL is 1.10 mmol/L (n = 40), mean Glucose fasting is
5.49 mmol/L (n = 42), mean triglyceride is elevated at 1.92 mmol/
L (n = 43). All these metabolic data didn't significantly change
during this two years follow up. For these five kind of data the
mean metabolic abnormalities is 1.16 per patient per visit for the
first year of follow up and, once again, this mean didn't significantly
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change during this two years survey. Near 25% of our bipolar
patients have at least 3 metabolic abnormalities at each visit during
the first year of follow up. These data are showing us the impor-
tance for the physician to monitor patient physical health as well
as mental health and to create a strategy to reduce these metabolic
abnormalities.
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NR177 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Mixed Depression and the Mood Spectrum
Franco Benazzi, M.D. Forli National Health Service, Psychiatry,
Via Pozzetto 17, Cervia Ra, 48015, Italy

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that there may be a continuity between bipolar
disorders and depressive disorders, supporting a spectrum con-
cept of mood disorders, beyond the current categorical split of
mood disorders in bipolar disorders and depressive disorders.

Summary:

Background: Mixed states, i.e., opposite polarity symptoms in
the same mood episode, question the current categorical split of
mood disorders in bipolar disorders and depressive disorders, and
support a continuity between mania/hypomania and depression.
Study aim was to assess the distribution of the hypomanic symp-
toms present during depression in bipolar II disorder (BP-II) and
MDD. A bi-modal distribution would support a categorical distinc-
tion, no bi-modality would support a continuity. It was also tested
if there were a dose-response relationship between co-occurring
hypomanic symptoms and bipolar family history loading, which,
if present, would support a continuity.

Methods: Consecutive 389 BP-II and 261 MDD major de-
pressive episode (MDE) outpatients were interviewed (off psycho-
active drugs) with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, the
Hypomania Interview Guide (to assess co-occurring hypomanic
symptoms), and the Family History Screen, by a senior mood
specialist psychiatrist in a private practice. The distribution of co-
occurring hypomanic symptoms in depression in the entire sample
was studied by Kernel density estimate and by the histogram
method.

Results: As expected, BP-II versus MDD had significantly more
co-occurring hypomanic symptoms in depression: irritable mood,
talkativeness, racing/crowded thoughts, distractibility, psychomo-
tor agitation, increased goal-directed activity, and excessive
involvement in pleasurable activities. Instead, Kernel density esti-
mate distribution, and the histogram of co-occurring hypomanic
symptoms, had an almost perfect normal-like shape. The likeli-
hood ratios of different cut points of co-occurring hypomanic symp-
toms in depression for bipolar family history loading showed a
dose-response relationship.

Conclusions: By following the bi-modality approach instead of
classic diagnostic validators (such as family history and age at
onset), a continuity between BP-II and MDD would seem to be
supported. A continuity between BP-II and MDD would also seem
to be supported by the dose-response relationship between co-
occurring hypomanic symptoms and bipolar family history loading.
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NR178 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Is Overactivity the Core Feature of Hypomania?
Franco Benazzi, M.D. Forli National Health Service, Psychiatry,
Via Pozzetto 17, Cervia Ra, 48015, Italy

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that the core feature of hypomania is more likely
to be overactivity than mood change (elevated/irritable mood).

Summary:

Overactivity may be as important as mood change (elevated/
irritable mood) for the diagnosis of hypomania. Study aim was
testing this hypothesis. Sampling and Methods: Consecutive
137 bipolar II disorder (BP-II) and 76 MDD remitted outpatients
were interviewed with Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV by
a senior clinical research psychiatrist in private practice. Patients
were asked if had had hypomanic symptoms and episodes, and
which were the most common hypomanic symptoms during vari-
ous episodes. Study aim had not been planned when variables
were collected for different study goals. Results: Overactivity was
the most common hypomanic symptom in BP-II, and had the
strongest association with BP-II among all the hypomanic symp-
toms (overactivity OR = 15.4, elevated mood OR = 12.6). Three
factors were found: "elevated mood" factor including elevated
mood and increased self-esteem; "mental activation" factor in-
cluding racing/crowded thoughts; "behavioral activation" factor
including overactivity. There was no relationship between overacti-
vity and mood change. Irritable mood was not associated with
overactivity and elevated mood. BP-II was present in 21.6% of
patients without history of overactivity, and in 81.0% of patients
with history of overactivity. BP-II was present in 25.0% of patients
without elevated mood, and in 63.3% of patients with elevated
mood. As predictor of BP-II, overactivity had sensitivity = 90.5%,
specificity = 61.8%, positive predictive value = 81.0% (elevated
mood had 72.2%, 82.8%, and 88.3%, respectively). Five or more
hypomanic symptoms had the most balanced combination of sen-
sitivity (82.4%) and specificity (85.5%) for BP-II, and positive pre-
dictive value = 91.1%. Overactivity was present in 89.5% of pa-
tients with history of >=5 hypomanic symptoms, elevated mood
was present in 76.6%. Conclusions: Results seem to support
the view that overactivity may be a core feature of hypomania,
suggesting upgrading of overactivity to a stem criterion for hypo-
mania.
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NR179 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Mixed Depression and Anxiety Relationship
Franco Benazzi, M.D. Forli National Health Service, Psychiatry,
Via Pozzetto 17, Cervia Ra, 48015, Italy
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the relationship between mixed depression
and anxiety.

Summary:

Background: Recent studies have shown that mixed depression
(DMX), i.e., a major depressive episode (MDE) and manic/hypo-
manic symptoms combined, is prevalent in bipolar disorders, and
not uncommon in depressive disorders. The bipolar nature of DMX
was supported by its close link to bipolar family history. However,
there is an overlap between some DMX symptoms and some
anxiety symptoms, suggesting that DMX could be related also to
anxiety. Study aim was to test if anxiety symptoms were more
severe in bipolar-ll disorder (BP-II) versus MDD. As DMX was
found to be more common in BP-II versus MDD, if there were a
relationship between DMX and anxiety, than anxiety symptoms
should be more severe in BP-II versus MDD. Methods: Consecu-
tive 557 MDE outpatients (251 BP-II, 306 MDD) were interviewed
with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, and the Mont-
gomery and Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), by a
senior clinical and research psychiatrist in a private practice. The
study sample was collected before our start of the studies on
DMX, thus avoiding any possible bias. MADRS items related to
anxiety symptoms are inner tension, reduced sleep, concentration
difficulties, and lassitude. Results: By one-way analysis of vari-
ance controlled for age and gender, and by the nonparametric
Kruskal-Wallis test, there were no significant differences on
MADRS items severity between BP-II and MDD. Conclusions:
Findings do not seem to support a relationship between DMX and
some anxiety symptoms, as, if there were such a relationship,
anxiety symptoms should have been more severe in BP-II versus
MDD (as DMX is more common in BP-II, and some DMX and
anxiety symptoms overlap). Findings may be important for depres-
sion treatment, as the bipolar nature of DMX would suggest using
more mood stabilising agents than antianxiety agents.
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NR180 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Complexity of Depression Treatments: Healthcare
Utilization and Costs
Diana Brixner, Ph.D. Salt Lake City, UT, Patricia K. Corey-
Lisle, Ph.D., Brian Oberg, M.S., Vickie Tuomari, M.S., Joseph
Biskupiak, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that patients with difficult-to-treat depressive
disorders are not optimally treated and have higher resource utili-
zation and costs.

Summary:

Introduction: Depressive disorders are debilitating with signifi-
cant economic consequences [1]. Patients with difficult-to-treat
depressive disorders not optimally treated with initial regimens
have higher resource utilization and costs [2]. This study investi-
gated treatment patterns and one-year costs for patients based
on degree of treatment complexity.

Methods: Study population included patients 18 years old or
greater with depressive disorders (n = 71,731) from a national
managed-care claims database. Patients were stratified into five

treatment groups (untreated, mono-therapy, second-line, third-
line and advanced therapy) based on treatment complexity. Clas-
sifications were determined by medication use (anti-depressants,
mood stabilizers and anti-psychotics) and patterns of switching
and titration. Demographics (age, gender), physician specialty
and annual healthcare costs for 2003 (total and depression-re-
lated), were determined for the population and each of the treat-
ment groups.

Results: Patients were classified as follows: 42.2% untreated,
38.2% mono-therapy, 15.9% second-line, 0.6% third-line and
3.1% advanced therapy. Annual health costs for the population
increased substantially by degree of complexity, from $4,706 for
the untreated group to $18,516 for the advanced therapy group.
The proportion of depression-related costs increased from 15.4%
for the untreated group to 45.8% for the advanced therapy group.

Conclusions: The substantial use of multiple drugs and fre-
quency of switching and titration in depression treatment indicates
that there is still unmet need for new therapies. Finding treatments
that achieve optimal benefits with less switching and titration and
fewer medications will have substantial economic benefits to the
healthcare system.
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NR181 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Value of Routine Laboratory Monitoring in a
Bipolar Specialty Clinic
David Borrelli, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 50 Staniford St, Suite 580, Boston, MA, 02114,
Molly Armistead, B.A., Amanda Calkins, B.A., Gianna Marzilli
Ericson, B.A., Stephanie Gironde, B.A., Tanya Tran, B.A., Gary
Sachs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
an understanding of the outcome of an effort to implement recom-
mended guidelines for monitoring of vital signs, EKG, and labora-
tory work in the care of bipolar patients.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the outcome of recommended clinic
guidelines in a bipolar specialty clinic, monitoring vital signs, EKG,
and laboratory work related to medication monitoring and con-
cerns related to cardiac and metabolic abnormalities.

Method: We reviewed the charts of 257 patients who had a
clinic visit between January 1 and March 31 of 2005. 121 (47%)
of the charts recorded vital signs, EKG, and laboratory tests. The
treating clinician recorded if the results were clinically significant.
Review of all clinically significant results were further classified
as new findings or previously known abnormalities.

Results: Of the 121 subjects, 69 (57%) had one or more lab
results outside of reference range but only 24 (9.3%) had clinically
significant abnormalities. 5.6% of 88 glucose levels, 5.7% of 87
TSH levels, 1.3% of 78 BUN levels, 2.3% of 88 creatinine levels,
1.3% of 80 WBC levels, 5.4% of 55 electrolyte levels, 3.4% of 29
EKGs, and 9.4% of 74 blood levels of lithium, valproic acid, and
carbamazepine were found clinically significant.

Conclusions: Routine monitoring detected a modest rate of
new clinically meaningful abnormalities.
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NR182 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Treatment Effect in a Severely Depressed Subset of a
Placebo-Controlled Trial of Escitalopram and
Citalopram
Anjana Bose, Ph.D. Forest Laboratories, Inc., 205 N Michigan
Ave Suite 3400, Chicago, IL, 60601, Chetan Gandhi, Ph.D.,
Khalil G. Saikali, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to gain an understanding of how an elevated placebo re-
sponse may contribute to the failure of antidepressant trials and
understand the role of escitalopram in the treatment of severely
depressed patients.

Summary:

Introduction: Severely depressed patients typically respond
poorly to placebo and favorably to antidepressants. A placebo-
controlled trial of escitalopram and citalopram, which had a high
placebo response, was analyzed to determine the treatment effect
in severely depressed patients.

Methods: Patients with moderate-to-severe MDD (baseline
MADRS>22) were randomized to 8 weeks of double-blind flexible-
dose treatment with escitalopram (10-20 mg/day; N=125), citalo-
pram (20-40 mg/day; N=123) or placebo (N=127).

Results: Mean MADRS scores at baseline were 28.7, 28.3,
and 28.8, respectively. A total of 43% of placebo completers were
responders (50% decrease from baseline MADRS score). At week
8, neither active treatment produced significantly greater mean
changes from baseline versus each other or placebo in MADRS
total scores (primary efficacy outcome, LOCF); the result was
significant for both groups versus placebo in the OC analysis. In
severely depressed patients (baseline MADRS score >30), escita-
lopram was superior to both placebo (LSMD [95% Cl] -5.67 [-
10.4, -0.92], P=0.020; LOCF) and citalopram (-5.48 [-10.5, -0.49],
P=0.032; LOCF). Citalopram treatment was not significantly differ-
ent from placebo.

Conclusion: An elevated placebo response may contribute to
the failure of some antidepressant trials. Escitalopram appears to
be more effective than citalopram in treating severe depression.
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NR183 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Escitalopram in the Treatment of PMDD
John Bothmer, Ph.D. Lundbeck GmbH, Karnapp 25, Hamburg,
21079, Germany, H. Nissbrandt, K. Sorvik, C. Ysander, B.M.
Mattson, A. Ekman, Elias Eriksson

Educational Objectives:

The participant will be able to evaluate the efficaciousness of
escitalopram in the treatment of premenstrual dysphoric disorder.

Summary:

Introduction: PMDD is a chronic disease occurring in 3-8% of
menstruating women (1,2). The current study was designed to
evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of intermittent dosing (luteal
phase only) with 10 and 20mg escitalopram.

Methods: A total of 158 patients with a diagnosis of PMDD,
confirmed during two cycles of prospective self-rating of their
symptoms (baseline), were treated for 3 cycles in this single-
centre, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled 3-arm fixed
dose study. The primary measure of efficacy was the relative
median change from baseline in the mean of the luteal VAS rating
(0-100 mm) for irritability, tension, affective lability, and depressed
mood.

Results: The patients had a baseline severity of approximately
50 mm in the mean luteal VAS key psychological symptom score.
At endpoint, both escitalopram treatment groups showed superior
improvements on the relative median change in the key psycholog-
ical symptom score versus the placebo group [86% decrease for
the 10mg escitalopram group (p<0.01) and 94% decrease for the
20mg escitalopram group (p<0.001) versus 69% decrease for the
placebo group], with escitalopram 20mg being more efficacious
than 10mg (p<0.01). Escitalopram reached its maximal effect in
the first treatment cycle, and this effect was maintained during
the following treatment cycles. The reduction of the key symptom
of PMDD, irritability, was 86% (escitalopram 10mg, p<0.01), 92%
(escitalopram 20mg, p<0.001), and 56% (placebo). The percent-
age of subjects achieving remission (>80% reduction in the irritabil-
ity score) was 30% (placebo), 60% (escitalopram 10mg) and 80%
(escitalopram 20mg). The most frequent adverse event was nau-
sea. Adaptation of patients to nausea from one treatment cycle
to another was marked. The withdrawal rates due to adverse
events were 6% (placebo), 13% (escitalopram 10mg) and 6%
(escitalopram 20mg).Conclusions: Intermittent treatment with es-
citalopram 10 and 20mg/day was effective and well tolerated in
the treatment of PMDD.
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NR184 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
An Epidemiological Survey of Patients Presenting
With Dfficult Depression at Private Psychiatric
Clinics Throughout France
Thierry Bougerol, Ph.D. Hopital-Sud, 1 Hopital-Sud, BP 217,
Grenoble, 38043, France, Alain Gerard, Ph.D., Philippe
Bouhours, Ph.D., Veronique Moreau-Mallet, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

This poster gives the reader an appreciation for the variety of
symptoms associated with a major depressive episode and the
complexity of correctly diagnosing patients with so-called 'difficult
depression'.

Summary:

Objective: French patients presenting at private psychiatric
clinics with 'difficult depression' were characterized according to
depressive disorders and co-morbidities. Management and care
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of patients was documented and factors leading to functional
handicap evaluated.

Methods: Adult patients showing symptoms of depressive dis-
orders, who had taken antidepressant monotherapy for at least 6
weeks but with insufficient response to treatment, and who were
not hospitalized were examined.

Results: In total, 855 patients (67.2% female; mean age
45.1 ± 12.4 years) were examined by 304 investigators (8 months).
Most patients had a medical history of mood disorders (83.6%)
and were currently suffering a major depressive episode (93.5%).
Dysthymia was diagnosed by investigators in 24.6% of patients
compared with 58.0% using DSM-IV (M.I.N.I.). Major depressive
episodes were unipolar (78.5%), mixed bipolar (6.4%), or non-
mixed bipolar (15.1%). Concurrent psychotic symptoms (18.3%),
anxiety disorders (93.0%) and personality disorders (62.3%) asso-
ciated with mood disorders were diagnosed using M.I.N.I. The
Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS) identified factors linked to profes-
sional, social and domestic handicap. These handicaps were posi-
tively correlated (p<0.05) with a major depressive episode and
history of suicidal behaviour or psychiatric hospitalization.

Conclusion: 'Difficult depression' requires a careful diagnosis
in order to ensure that patients with this condition receive optimal
treatment.
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NR185 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparative Efficacy of Long-Term Treatment With
Escitalopram and Paroxetine in Severe Major
Depression
Jean-Philippe Boulenger, Prof. Dr. Service Universitaire de
Psychiatrie Adulte, Inserm Equipe E-0361, Hopital La
Colombiere, CHU de Montpellier, 39 Avenue Charles Flahault,
Montpellier Cedex 5, F-34295, France, Anna K. Trap Huusom,
M.S.C., Loana Florea, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant will obtain knowledge concerning the effica-
ciousness of escitalopram and paroxetine in the treatment of major
depressive disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Escitalopram and paroxetine show efficacy in the
treatment of patients with social anxiety disorder (1) and general-
ised anxiety disorder (2). This randomised, double blind, fixed-
dose study evaluated the efficacy of escitalopram and paroxetine
in the long-term treatment of patients with severe MDD.

Methods: Patients with DSM-IV-defined MDD and baseline
MADRS >30, with or without comorbid anxiety, were randomised
in a 1:1 ratio to 24 weeks of double-blind treatment with fixed
doses of either escitalopram (20 mg) or paroxetine (40 mg). The
primary analysis of efficacy was an analysis of covariance (AN-
COVA) of change from baseline to Week 24 in MADRS total score
(LOCF).

Results: At endpoint (24 weeks), the mean change from base-
line in total MADRS score was -25.2 for patients treated with
escitalopram (n=228) and -23.1 for patients with paroxetine (n=
223), a difference of 2.1 points (p<0.05). The difference on the
MADRS (LOCF) was significantly in favour of escitalopram from
Week 8 onwards. The proportion of responders (>50% decrease

in MADRS) after 24 weeks was 82% (escitalopram) and 77%
(paroxetine). The corresponding values for remission (MADRS
<12) were 75% (escitalopram) and 67% (paroxetine) (p<0.05).
The results on the primary efficacy scale were confirmed by signifi-
cantly greater difference in favour of escitalopram on the HAMA,
HAMD, CGI-S, and CGI-I scales. For very severely depressed
patients (baseline MADRS >35), there was a difference of 3.5
points in favour of escitalopram (p<0.05). The overall withdrawal
rate for patients treated with escitalopram (19%) was significantly
lower than with paroxetine (32%) (p<0.01). The withdrawal rate
due to adverse events (AEs) was significantly lower for escitalo-
pram (8%) compared to paroxetine (16%) (p<0.05). There were
no significant differences in the incidences of AEs.Conclusion:
Escitalopram was significantly more effective than paroxetine in
the treatment of patients with severe MDD.
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NR186 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Divalproex Sodium, Extended-Release Versus
Placebo in the Treatment of Acute Mania
Charles L. Bowden, M.D. Univesity of Texas, Health Science
Center at San Antonio, 7703 Floyd Curl Drive, San Antonio,
TX, 78229-3900, Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D., Alan C. Swann,
M.D., Leon Marc Rubenfaer, M.D., Patricia J. Wozniak, Ph.D.,
Michelle A. Collins, Ph.D., Walid Abi-Saab, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Evaluate the safety and efficacy of divalproex extended-release
(ER) for the treatment of adult bipolar I disorder, manic or
mixed type.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluate the safety and efficacy of divalproex ex-
tended-release (ER) for the treatment of adult bipolar I disorder,
manic or mixed type.

Methods: A 21-day, randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel-
group study was conducted in adult patients hospitalized for acute
mania associated with bipolar I disorder. Divalproex Extended
Release dosing was initiated at 25 mg/kg/day QD, increased by
500 mg on Day 3, and adjusted to a target serum valproate level of
85-125 mcg/mL. Efficacy assessments included the Mania Rating
Scale (MRS; primary endpoint), and percentage of patients meet-
ing criteria for response (>50% improvement on the MRS).

Results: Intent-to-treat efficacy analyses included 364 patients
(187 divalproex Extended Release ; 177 placebo). The rapid dose
titration designed to achieve therapeutic serum concentrations
early in treatment yielded a mean serum valproate level of 96.5
mcg/mL on Day 5 with a mean divalproex Extended Release
dose of 2875 mg. Divalproex Extended Release produced superior
improvements in manic symptoms versus placebo assessed by
the MRS, and more divalproex Extended Release patients met
responder criteria versus placebo (all p < 0.05). More adverse
events were reported in the divalproex Extended Release group
versus placebo.

Conclusion: Divalproex Extended Release is a safe and effec-
tive treatment for bipolar I disorder, manic or mixed type.
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NR187 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Durability of Antidepressant Response to Vagus
Nerve Stimulation
Stephen K. Brannan, M.D. Cyberonics, Inc., Clinical and
Medical Affairs, 100 Cyberonics, Houston, TX, 77058, Harold
A. Sackeim, Ph.D., A. John Rush, M.D., Mark S. George,
Lauren B. Marangell, M.D., John Allen, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to discuss the durability of benefits of VNS for treatment-
resistant depression.

Summary:

Objective: Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has shown efficacy
in treatment-resistant depression (TRD). This study characterized
the durability of improvement in patients who responded early or
late while receiving VNS.

Methods: In both a pilot and pivotal study, patients were identi-
fied who had at least a 50% reduction in symptom scores 3 months
(early responders) or 12 months (late responders) after starting
VNS. Probabilities were determined for maintenance of response
at 12-month (early responders) and 24-month (early and late re-
sponders) time points. Consistency of symptomatic improvement
throughout the 24-month study periods was also evaluated, testing
for change in serial depression ratings. The potential confound
of alternations in antidepressant treatment was examined in the
pivotal trial.

Results: In the pilot study, 72.2% and 61.1 % of early responders
(n=18) were responders at 12 and 24 months, respectively; 78.8%
of late responders (n=14) were responders at 24 months. In the
pivotal trial, of early responders (n=30), 63.3% and 76.7% main-
tained response at 12 and 24 months, respectively; of late re-
sponders (n=40), 65.0% maintained response at 24 months. Early
and late responders had fewer treatment changes than nonre-
sponders across the entire pivotal study period. In both studies,
analyses of serial depression ratings showed stable symptomatic
improvement in early and late responders.

Conclusion: These patients had exceptional levels of chronicity
and treatment resistance. Yet patients who showed substantial
clinical benefit early or late after starting VNS maintained the
improvement at remarkably high rates. This durability of benefit
was not attributable to alterations in other treatments.
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NR188 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Neuropsychological Aspects of Lack of Insight in
Patients With Bipolar Disorder in Remission
Sofia Brissos, M.D. Santarem's District Hospital, Psychiatry,
Rua Conde Redondo 8, 3 dt, Lisbon, 1150-105, Portugal,

Vasco Videira Dias, Psy.D., Fernando Vieira, M.D., Ana Isabel
Carita, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
gain knowledge on the relationship between insight and neuropsy-
chological functions in bipolar disorder, as well as the cerebral
areas possibly involved in the generation of insight mediated
mechanisms.

Summary:

Objective: Our aim was to investigate the relationship between
insight dimensions and neuropsychological function in outpatients
with bipolar disorder in remission.

Methods: We administered the shortened version of the Scale
to Assess Unawareness of Mental Disorder (SUMD) and a neuro-
psychological test battery to a sample of 21 bipolar patients in
remission.

Results: We found a positive association between global insight
and awareness for a mental disorder, and a test of mental control
(Digit Span), indicating that subjects with better scores on this
test had more intact insight. There was also a positive association
between awareness for the social consequences of the disease,
and a modest negative association between awareness for the
medication effects on tests of perceptual-motor skills (SDMT and
TMT-A), indicating that subjects with better scores on these tests
had more intact insight. No significant association was found be-
tween the various dimensions of insight and the results of other
neuropsychological tests, or other variables like age, education,
age of disease onset or duration, and number of hospitalizations.

Conclusions: The relationship between several insight dimen-
sions and neuropsychological functions in remitted bipolar patients
was only evident in tests of mental control and perceptual-motor
skills. Based on Pet-Scan studies, we found these tests activate
four Brodman Areas - BA6, BA45, BA8 and BA9 - which are all
part of the human frontal cortex, lending support to the hypothesis
that good insight in bipolar disorder is at least partially dependent
on intact frontal-executive functioning.
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NR189 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Olanzapine/Fluoxetine Combination Versus
Lamotrigine in the Long-Term Treatment of Bipolar I
Depression
Eileen B. Brown, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, 3880 Ridge
Road, Nederland, CO, 80466, David L. Dunner, M.D., David
Adams, Ph.D., Elisabeth Degenhardt, M.S.N., Mauricio Tohen,
M.D., Douglas J. Williamson, M.D., John P. Houston

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should be able
to discuss the relative merits of OFC and LMG for the long-term
treatment of bipolar I disorder, depressed.

Summary:

Objective: To determine efficacy and tolerability of olanzapine/
fluoxetine combination (OFC) compared with lamotrigine (LMG)
for long-term treatment of bipolar I depression.

Methods: This 25-week randomized, double-blind study com-
pared OFC (6/25, 6/50,12/25, or 12/50 mg/day, N=205) with LMG
titrated to 200 mg/day (N=205) in patients with bipolar I disorder,
depressed. Outcome measures included Clinical Global Impres-
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sion Severity (CGI-S) (primary), Montgomery-Asberg Depression
Rating Scale (MADRS), and Young-Mania Rating Scale (YMRS)
total scores.

Results: OFC-treated patients had significantly greater im-
provement than LMG-treated patients across the 25-week treat-
ment period on CGI-Severity (p=.008), MADRS (p=.005), and
YMRS (p<.001). Time to response (MADRS decrease >50%) was
significantly shorter for OFC-treated patients (21 versus 33 days,
p=013). For patients in remission (MADRS<12) after the 7-week
acute phase, the subsequent 18.2% (14/77) LMG versus 13.7%
(13/95) OFC relapse rate (MADRS>15) was not significantly differ-
ent by treatment (p=.528). The rate of treatment-emergent mania
was 7.3% (14/191) versus 5.0% (10/202) for LMG- versus OFC-
treated patients (p=.401). OFC-treated patients had more frequent
(p<.05) somnolence, increased appetite, dry mouth, sedation,
weight gain, and tremor; and LMG-treated patients had more fre-
quent insomnia. There was a significant difference in incidence
of treatment-emergent cholesterol >240: OFC 15.9% versus LMG
3.7% (p<.001) and weight gain of >7%: OFC 33.8% versus LMG
2.1% (p<.001).Conclusions: Patients with acute bipolar I depres-
sion had significantly greater symptom improvement over 25
weeks on OFC compared with LMG. There was no treatment
difference in relapse rate. OFC-treated patients had more treat-
ment-emergent adverse events, high cholesterol, and weight gain.
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NR190 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effects of Lithium on the HPA Axis in Patients With
Unipolar Major Depression
Tom Bschor, M.D. Jewish Hospital of Berlin, Department of
Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Heinz-Galinski-Str. 1, Berlin, D-
13347, Germany, Ute Lewitzka, M.D., Michael Bauer, Prof. Dr.,
Mazda Adli, M.D., Christopher Baethge, M.D., Manfred Uhr,
M.D., Marcus Ising, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
know about the effects of lithium on the HPA axis in unipolar
depressed humans and about the method of the combined dexa-
methasone/CRH test.

Summary:

Objective
(I) Profound alterations of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocor-

tical (HPA) axis regulation were repeatedly shown in depressed
patients. The most sensitive challenge test of the HPA axis, the
combined dexamethasone/CRH test (DEX/CRH test), shows an
overstimulation of ACTH and cortisol in depressed patients. Under
tricyclic antidepressant treatment, a normalization of the HPA axis
overdrive was found to precede the clinical improvement. (II) Lith-
ium is a well established drug for the treatment of affective disor-
ders. Yet, its exact mode of action and its effects on the HPA axis
are still unknown.

Design and Methods
Three 4-week studies with each 30 acutely depressed patients

(unipolar, SCID I confirmed) were conducted. In study 1, patients
refractory to a treatment trial with an antidepressant of at least
four weeks were treated with lithium augmentation. In study 2 and

3, drug free patients were treated with lithium monotherapy or
citalopram monotherapy respectively. Weekly HAM-D ratings
were performed. In each study, the DEX/CRH test was conducted
right before and four weeks after initiation of the pharmacotherapy.

Results
All three pharmacological strategies showed good antidepres-

sive efficacy. Both lithium monotherapy and lithium augmentation
led to a (for most parameters significant) increase in the HPA
axis activity. In contrast, citalopram monotherapy resulted in a
decrease of the hormone response to the DEX/CRH test.

Conclusion
Lithium has HPA axis activating effects in depressed subjects.

This is in line with results of former laboratory and animal studies.
Study 3 showed that this effect is not simply related to serotonergic
effects. A down-regulation of the HPA axis does not seem to
be a necessary prerequisite of an effective antidepressive drug
response.
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NR191 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Comparison of Tolerability Profiles of Patients
With MDD Receiving SSRIs in a Naturalistic Clinical
Care Setting
Bruce Burchett, Ph.D. Duke University, Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, 4323 Ben Franklin Blvd, Suite 700,
Durham, NC, 27704, Prakash S. Masand, M.D., Ashwin A.
Patkar, M.D., Chi-Un Pae, M.D., Kenneth Gersing, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to understand the similarities and differences in side effect
profiles of approved selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors used
for the treatment of patients with major depression in clinical
practice.

Summary:

Objectives: Most of the data regarding side effects of SSRIs
are derived from short term research trials with protocol-driven
entry criteria. The objective of this study is to compare the tolerabil-
ity of monotherapy with SSRIs in patients with a MDD in a real-
world clinical setting.

Methods: Data were captured by the Clinical Research Informa-
tion System (CRIS) from 1999 through 2004 at the Duke University
Medical Center. CRIS is an Electronic Psychiatric Medical Record
Repository tool used for all clinical and research activities. The
Study Cohort included 2292 with MDD who received SSRI mo-
notherapy and attended at least 2 visits. Tolerability measures
included physicians' assessments of side effects and the duration
of treatment and compared across sertraline (n=719), citalopram
(n=431), escitalopram (n=298), fluoxetine (n=499), and paroxetine
(n=345) groups.

Results: Medications were generally well tolerated. The highest
rates for any side effects were for citalopram (27%) followed by
paroxetine (23%), escitalopram (19%), fluoxetine (19%), and ser-
traline(15%) (chi-square =23.07, p<.001; p<.05 for sertraline ver-
sus citalopram and sertraline versus paroxetine ). Comparisons
favored sertraline over citalopram for nausea, sedation and sexual
dysfunction (all p values <.05) and and sertraline over paroxetine
for sexual dysfunction (p<.05). There were no significant differ-
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ences across the SSRIs for other side effects. Sertraline and
fluoxetine had a significantly longer duration of treatment com-
pared to escitalopram (hazards ratio = 1.24, chi-square =5.58,
p<.02). The mean doses (mg/day) were: sertraline=118, citalo-
pram=36, escitalopram=17, fluoxetine=41, paroxetine=34.

Conclusion: SSRIs were generally well tolerated in a major
depressed cohort in a clinical setting. However, compared to ser-
traline, citalopram patients appear to experience higher rate of side
effects, in particular nausea, sedation, and sexual dysfunction; and
paroxetine patients experience more sexual dysfunction.
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NR192 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Escitalopram Significantly Improves Core Symptoms
of Depression
William J. Burke, M.D. University of Nebraska, Psychiatry,
985580 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE, 68198-5580,
Anjana Bose, Ph.D., Khalil G. Saikali, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to recognize the importance of analyzing the effects of
treatment on the core symptoms of depression, like depressed
mood and melancholic features, and understand the data showing
the efficacy of escitalopram in improving the core features of
depression.

Summary:

Introduction
Depressed mood and melancholic features are recognized as

core symptoms of depression. Escitalopram is the most selective
5HT reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) indicated for MDD or GAD.

Methods
Four 8-week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled tri-

als of escitalopram 10-20 mg/day in adults have prospectively
assessed the HAMD, HAMD depressed mood item, and the 6-
item HAMD melancholia subscale1 (depressed mood, guilt, work
and activities, retardation, psychic anxiety, and general somatic
symptoms) as protocol-defined secondary endpoints. Male or fe-
male outpatients had moderate-to-severe DSM-IV-defined MDD
(baseline MADRS>22 for three trials, baseline 24-item HAMD>25
for the fourth trial).

Results
Three of the four trials demonstrated separation of escitalopram

from placebo at week 8 in the primary efficacy measure of MADRS
total score; in the fourth trial, both escitalopram and the active
control failed to separate from placebo. In all 4 trials, escitalopram
was significantly superior to placebo in change from baseline at
week 8 for both HAMD depressed mood and HAMD melancholia
subscale (OC; for LOCF, this occurred in three of the trials). When
all 4 trials were pooled, each component item of the HAMD melan-
cholia subscale was significantly improved by escitalopram versus
placebo (p<0.05), and the LSMD [95%CI] at week 8 (LOCF) for
the HAMD melancholia subscale for escitalopram (N=639) versus
placebo (N=527) was -1.37 [-1.84, -0.89].

Conclusion
Escitalopram has a consistent effect on the core symptoms of

depression.
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NR193 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Can Deterioration of Lithium Response With
Discontinuation During Long-Term Prophylaxis Be
Predicted?
Sibel Cakir, M.D. Istanbul University, Istanbul Medical School,
Psychiatry, Perihan Sk. Mavis Apt 2/6 D:6, Sisli, Istanbul,
TURKEY, Istanbul, 34381, Turkey, Olcay Yazici, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

to discuss lithium prophylactic treatment, and clinical predictors
of response deterioration in long term follow up

Summary:

Introduction:
It is known that one third of bipolar patients show inadequate

response to lithium prophylaxis. In good response group, some
patients show deterioration in lithium response. There are some
observations that lithium discontinuation may cause response
change and resistance. The aim of this study is to investigate
the predictors and clinical variables for deterioration of lithium
response.

Methods:
The life charts of patients with bipolar disorders (DSM IV, bipolar

I and II) were reviewed. At least one year lithium monotherapy
prophylaxis before discontinuation and after restarting, existence
of clear opinion about response type were inclusion criteria. Pa-
tients were assigned to two groups after discontinuation and re-
starting lithium; 1. worsening of the response 2. no response
change .

Sociodemographics, clinical variables, discontinuation charac-
teristics were compared between the groups.

Results:
56 patients and 67 discontinuation protocols (16 response wors-

ening, 51 no response change) were included in study. There
were no difference on duration of prophylaxis, number and types of
mood episodes and discontinuation features between the groups.

Discussion:
Even though we did not find any clinical predictors, future studies

at neurocelular and biological markers may predict response dete-
rioration .
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NR194 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine in the Treatment of MDD in Elderly
Patients With Cerebrovascular Damage
Mauro G. Carta, M.D. University of Cagliari, Department of
Public Health, Via Liguria 13, Cagliari, 09127, Italy, Maria
Carolina Hardoy, M.D., Fausta Zairo, M.D., Gisa Mellino, M.D.,
Claudia Cardia, M.D., Bernardo Carpiniello, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants should familiar
with preliminary data on the efficacy of quetiapine combination
therapy for the treatment of depressed elderly patients with cereb-
rovascular damage.

Summary:

Background: Depressive episodes in elderly patients with
cerebrovascular damage are characterized by poor responses to
standard antidepressants. Recent reports have suggested that
the bimodal mood stabilizer quetiapine may have antidepressant
properties.

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy of combination therapy with
quetiapine in depressed elderly patients with cerebrovascular
damage.

Method: An open-label, 6-month, follow-up study of patients
with MDD (DSM-IV) and cerebral abnormalities (assessed by MRI)
without severe cognitive impairment. Patients who had not re-
sponded to standard antidepressants (mean [SD] months of treat-
ment 6.5±7.2) additionally received quetiapine (300±111 mg/d).
Patients were evaluated at baseline (tO) and Months 1, 3, and 6
(t1, t3, t6) using the Clinical Global Impression Scale for Severity
(CGI-S) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D).

Results: Nine patients were included in the study, with a mean
age of 72.8±9.4 years. CGI-S scores decreased from baseline
to Month 6: 5.8±0.7 (tO), 5.4±0.7 (t1), 5.0±0.8 (t3), and 4.5±1.0
(t6), with a significant improvement at 6 months compared with
baseline (P=0.006). A significant improvement over the 6-month
period was also observed with HAM-D scores (t0=27.2±4.0, t6=
14.8±3.8, P<0.0001).

Conclusions: These results show that quetiapine is efficacious
as combination therapy in depressed elderly patients with cerebro-
vascular damage. The promising results from this study warrant
confirmation in large, randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled studies.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR195 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Major Depressive Disorder Among Emergency
Department Patients in Latin-American Countries
Ruby C. Castilla-Puentes, M.D. U. of Pennsylvania and U. of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Center for Clinical Epidemiology
and Biostatistics and Department of Psychiatry, 1100 S. Broad
St., 407C, Philadelphia, PA, 19146, Ricardo Secin, M.D., Arturo
Grau, M.D., Roxana Galeno, M.D., Marcelo Feijo De Mello,
M.D., Nuri Pena, M.D., Carlos A. Sanchez-Russi

Educational Objectives:

Demonstrate the importance of identifies depressive disorders
among patients in Emergency Departments (ED)

Recognize the characteristics of depressive patients in ED

Summary:

Objective: This multi-center study estimated the prevalence
of MDD among emergency department (ED) patients in Latin
American countries.

Methods: Using an interview and a questionnaire screen includ-
ing the center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-
D), we analyzed data from consecutive adult patients from hospi-
tals in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico and de-
scribed the demographic and health status differences between
depressed and non-depressed patients.

Results: Prevalence for MDD range from 23.0% to 35.0%. The
estimates are based on a total of 1,835 patients aged 18 and
over, with response rates of 83.0% .Compared to non-MDD pa-
tients, MDD patients were more likely to be middle-aged, female,
smokers, of lower socioeconomic status, and to report a diagnosis
of asthma or arthritis/rheumatism. Multivariate analysis identified
lower level of education, smoking, and self-reported anxiety,
chronic fatigue, and back problems to be independently associ-
ated with MDD.

Conclusions: Our data suggest that the prevalence of MDD
is elevated among ED patients in Latin-American countries. The
integration of depression screening into routine emergency care
merits serious consideration, especially if such screening can be
linked to psychiatric treatment
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NR196 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Genetic Variability at the SERT Gene Interacts With
Social Adversity Increasing the Risk for Depression:
Evidence From a Spanish Cohort
Jorge Cervilla, M.D. University of Granada, Spain, Department
of Psychiatry and Institute of Neuroscience, Departamento de
Psiquiatrfa, Facultad de Medicina, Avenida de Madrid, 11,
Granada, 18071, Spain, Margarita Rivera, B.S.C., Esther
Molina, B.S.C., Francisco Torres, M.D., Berta Moreno, Psy.D.,
Juan Bellon, M.D., Blanca Gutierrez, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1) Gain exposure to further evidence on the importance of ge-
netic/environmental interaction in the emergence of depression

2) Understand that certain gehotypes of the SERT gene seem
to convey higher risk for depression

3) Understand that social adversity measured in the form of
"previous threatening life-events" is also associated with depres-
sion in our sample.

4) Getting some evidence of an empiric al demonstration of
SERT genotype/Life-Events interaction in depression.

Summary:

Background: Caspi et al (2003) reported a GxE interaction be-
tween the s/s genotype at the SERT locus and priorly suffered
life-evets (LEs) in association with depression.

Objective: The Predict-Gene study sets out to replicate such
findings using a primary-care sample from Andalusia (Spain).

Methods: 555 patients who consecutively gave informed con-
sent were included in the study. Depression was established using
the CIDI depression subscale whilst control status was determined
by CIDI, GHQ and absence of psychiatric family history. Exposure
to LEs during the previous 6 months was gathered using the List
of Threatening Experiences by Brugha (1990). A blood sample
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was also obtained to extract DNA and determine the SERT geno-
type profile (s/s, s/l or I/I).

Results: 480 subjects (141 depressed and 339 controls) were
included following exclusion of non-depressed subjects who did
not qualify as valid controls. Among the depressed patients 32%
had the higher risk s/s genotype compared to 22% of controls
(OR=1.62; 95%CI:1.05-2.5; p=0.037). Having two or more LEs
was also significantly higher amongst the depressed (54%) com-
pared to controls (31%) (OR=3.37; 95%CI:1.96-5.77; p=0.0001).
When exploring the likelihood ratio for the interaction between the
SERT genotype and exposure to LEs, we found a nearly significant
result showing a SERT by LEs interaction (LR Chi2=5.48, p=
0.06). Thus, whilst among s/s subjects the risk for depression was
significantly higher after exposure to just one LE, those subjects
with I/I or l/s genotype required a greater degree of exposure to
LEs (2+) for a similar level of risk for depression (Test for different
probabilities accross all levels of exposure: LR Chi2=34.41;
p<0.0001).

Conclusion: Our findings do support that SERT genotype inter-
acts with LEs to increase risk for depression.

Acknowledgements: We thank the Predict Study Core Group
for allowing us to use local Spanish clinical data for this study.
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NR197 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Subthalamic Deep Brain Stimulation in Parkinson's
Disease and Mood Disorders, One-Year Follow-Up
Isabelle CHEREAU-BOUDET, Dr. Med. Sc. CHU de Clermont-
Ferrand, Rue Montalembert BP69, CLERMONT-FERRAND,
63003, France, Philippe DEROST, Dr. Med. Sc, Ingrid de
CHAZERON, Jean-Jacques LEMAIRE, Franck DURIF, Prof.
Dr., Pierre-Michel LLORCA, Miguel Ulla, Dr. Med. Sc.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
abble to know that subthalamic stimulation in Parkinson's disease,
could induce mood disorders.

Summary:

Objectives:
Several cases of transient acute depression or manic symptoms

are reported in the literature after bilateral subthalamic nucleus
(STN) deep brain stimulation in patients with Parkinson's disease.
We have few data about their frequency or cause. Different hypoth-
esis involve premorbid personality disorders orthymic past history.
Another hypothesis involve subthalamic nucleus.

Methods: We elaborate a one year prospective study to evalu-
ate mood disorders frequency and physiological mechanisms of
20 Parkinsonian patients treated by bilateral STN stimulation. We
enroled in our sample the 20 first consecutive Parkinsonians who
were selected to be operated. Evaluation consist of pre and post-
operative psychiatric interview and scales : Montgomery and Asb-
erg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), Mini International Neuro-
psychiatric Inventory (MINI), Scale Inventory Personality Disorder
(SIPD), Mania Assessment Scale (Bech), Assessment of Depres-
sion (Beck), Apathic scale and neuropsychologic tests.

Results: After one year, among 18 operated patients, temporary
results show one case of hypomania with behavioral disorder
(DSM-IV criteria). This patient, without thymic history, presented
a paranoid personality disorder. Using tools, we did not identified

in the others 17 patients, acute depression or manic symptoms,
but seven cases of discordance since auto and hetero evaluation
on depressive symptoms.

Conclusion : Data are still on analysed, but this case draw our
attention to the effects of STN stimulation on mood and behav-
ioural disorders. The difference since auto and hetero evaluation
in depressive symptoms may be related with problem of insight.
Lastely importance of psychiatric follow-up is revelated by these
results.
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NR198 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Neurocognitive Function in Patient With Hwa-Byung
and MDD
Jong Huk CHOI, M.D. National Medical Center, Joong Gu
Eulchi Ro 18-79, Seoul, 100-799, Republic of Korea

Educational Objectives:

These results suggest that both HB group and MDD group have
significantly decreased neurocognitive function than control group,
and neurocognitive function of MDD group is lower than HB group

Summary:

Objectives
Hwa-byung has been studied clinically for several years and

introduced as Korean Culture-Bound Syndrome. However, the
definition and the diagnostic method are not yet clarified, and
there has not been any sufficient comparative study on this dis-
ease entity.

We wished to determine the clinical symptoms and the profile
of the neuro-cognitive functions disturbed in Hwa-byung(HB) and
MDD(MDD), and identify any critical factors that differentiate the
disorders.

Methods
A total of 102 participants were examined, including 34 partici-

pants with MDD, 34 with HB, 34 with healthy controls. The MDD
and HB patients were recruited from among inpatients and outpa-
tients at the National Medical Center for the period from May to
December of 2004.

As a major diagnostic tool of MDD, diagnostic reference of DSM-
IV-TR was used and as HB's diagnostic tool.

Results
MDD and HB groups showed significantly higher total scores

on the SCL-90-R in comparison to the controls. MDD group was
found to have significantly more symptoms of depression than HB
group, based on the depression subscale of the SCL-90-R.

The computerized neurocognitive function test suggest several
results 1) Within the memory domain, it was found that one of
the two memory tests in MDD and HB groups were significantly
impaired in comparison to control group. 2) Within the attention
domain, it was found that only MDD group was significantly im-
paired in comparison to the control group. 3) Within the higher
cortical function domain, it was found that significant impairment
exist in MDD group and HB group compared to the control group;
the severity of impairment was found to be more profound in MDD
group than HB group.
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Conclusion
These results suggest both HB group and MDD group have

significantly decreased neurocognitive function than control group,
and neurocognitive function of MDD group is lower than HB group.
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NR199 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sexual Functioning in Long-Term Treatment of MDD:
Duloxetine, Escitalopram, and Placebo
Anita Clayton, M.D. University of Virginia, 2955 Ivy Road,
Northridge Suite 210, Charlottesville, VA, 22903, Craig H.
Mallinckrodt, Ph.D., Madelaine M. Wohlreich, M.D., Michael J.
Robinson, M.D., Apurva Prakash, B.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the completion of the presentation, the participant will under-
stand differences in sexual functioning associated with antidepres-
sants with different mechanisms of action versus placebo.

Summary:

Background: Depression and antidepressant therapy have
been associated with sexual dysfunction in short term and point-
prevalence trials. This report describes effects on sexual function-
ing during long-term treatment for depression.

Methods: This 8-month, double-blind, placebo-controlled study
of duloxetine and escitalopram had 2 phases: a) an 8-week acute
phase, fixed-dose, comparison of duloxetine 60 mg/d (n=273),
escitalopram 10 mg/d (n=274), and placebo (n=137); and b) a 6-
month, flexible dose extension phase (duloxetine, 60, 90, or 120
mg/d; escitalopram, 10 or 20 mg/d; placebo rescue to active drug)
based on pre-defined criteria. The 14-item self-report Changes in
Sexual Functioning Questionnaire (CSFQ) was used to assess
sexual function.

Results: Statistically significant worsening of sexual functioning
as measured by the CSFQ was observed for escitalopram versus
placebo at 4 and 8 weeks (p<.01), while duloxetine was not statisti-
cally different from placebo at anytime. There was a statistically
significant difference for duloxetine versus escitalopram at 12 and
16 weeks (p<.05). This was confirmed with the Quality of Life
Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire-SF which demon-
strated an advantage during the 8-month study for duloxetine over
escitalopram in satisfaction with sexual drive, interest, and /or
performance (p=.013). At 8 weeks, categorical changes in sexual
function (same, better or worse) on the CSFQ differed significantly
for duloxetine versus escitalopram (p=.019) in male patients, with
no significant difference between active drugs in females. At 8
months, there were no statistically significant differences observed
between duloxetine and escitalopram in categorical changes on
the CSFQ for male or female patients. Discontinuation rates for
sexual side effects did not differ for duloxetine (n=2) versus escita-
lopram (n=7, p=.07).Conclusions: Short-term treatment demon-
strated worsening of sexual functioning with escitalopram as com-
pared to placebo, while duloxetine was not significantly different
from placebo at anytime during the 8-month study. Funding pro-
vided by Eli Lilly and Company
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NR200 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Finding a Silver Lining: Benefit Finding in Bipolar
Disorder
Jenifer L. Culver, Ph.D. Stanford University School of Medicine,
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 401 Quarry
Road, Stanford, CA, 94305, Jennifer Y. Nam, M.S.W., Aditya
Ullal, Po W. Wang, M.D., Wendy Marsh, M.D., Terence A.
Ketter, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize benefit finding and its relationship to coping with
bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To assess benefit-finding in individuals with bipolar
disorder (BD) whose mood is euthymic.

Method: Forty-seven participants (age 44.3± 12.5; 57% female)
diagnosed with BD using the Systematic Treatment Enhancement
Program (STEP-BD) Affective Disorders Evaluation (ADE), eu-
thymic for at least two months, completed self-report question-
naires as part of an ongoing longitudinal survey of psychosocial
aspects of coping with BD.

Results: Participants reported finding benefits from their experi-
ences with BD. Ratings for 23 possible benefits were made on a
scale ranging from 1 ("not at all") to 5 ("extremely"). Benefits were
coded as endorsed if rated at least 3 ("moderately"). Participants
endorsed an average of 13.8±6.06 of the 23 benefit items, with
the most strongly reported benefits including: "Having had BD
.has made me more understanding of others who have problems"
(endorsed by 85% of participants; overall M=3.83±1.14), "has
increased my self-awareness," (81%, overall M=3.72±1.18), "has
helped me become a stronger person, more able to cope effec-
tively with future life challenges" (69%, overall M=3.48±1.32),
"has led me to be more accepting of things" (68%, M=3.41 ± 1.31),
and "has helped me become more focused on priorities, with a
deeper sense of purpose in life" (65%, overall M=3.22±1.41).
Non-Caucasian participants tended to report greater levels bene-
fit-finding than Caucasian participants (p=.07). Benefit-finding cor-
related positively with use of coping skills including self-distraction,
use of emotional support from friends, use of instrumental support,
venting, positive reframing, humor, acceptance, emotional pro-
cessing, and emotional expression (all ps<.02).

Conclusion: Findings suggest that euthymic individuals diag-
nosed with BD commonly identify benefits associated with the
disorder and that use of coping skills relates to the ability to find
positive aspects of having experienced BD. This project repre-
sents an important step in elucidating specific psychosocial factors
associated with resilience and positive psychological functioning
in individuals with bipolar disorder.
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NR201 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Prevalence and Clinical Consequences of the
Metabolic Syndrome in Patients With Bipolar
Disorder

Dale A. D'Mello, M.D. Michigan State University, Psychiatry, St
Lawrence Hospital - Sparrow Health System, 1210 W Saginaw,
Lansing, Ml, 48910, Supriya Narang, M.D., Gina Agredano

Educational Objectives:

Appreciate the high prevalence and clinical consequences of
metabolic disorders in patients with bipolar disorder.

Understand the pathogenesis of medical comorbidities such
as diabetes and cardiovascular disorders in patients with bipolar
disorder.

Acquire skill in the prevention, recognition and management of
metabolic disorders in patients with bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Introduction: Patients with bipolar disorder suffer greater medi-
cal morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular disorders than
others in the general population. Objective: The purpose of the
present study was to evaluate the prevalence and clinical conse-
quences of the metabolic syndrome in patients with bipolar disor-
der. Methods: We recruited 41 patients with bipolar disorder, who
were consecutively admitted to the psychiatric unit of a general
hospital in mid-Michigan in a manic or mixed state, during calendar
years 2004 and 2005. We retrieved demographic and clinical
information. We used admission Young Mania Rating Scale
scores and hospital lengths of stay as measures of illness severity.
Results: Fifty-sixty percent of the sample met modified NCEP
ATP III criteria for the metabolic syndrome, 41 % were obese, 71 %
displayed dyslipidemia, 62% were hypertensive, and 48% were
diabetic or pre-diabetic. The mean lengths of hospital stays and
YMRS scores were higher in patients with obesity, dyslipdemia,
diabetes or pre-diabetes, and the metabolic syndrome than for
healthier individuals. Conclusions: The prevalence of the meta-
bolic syndrome in patients hospitalized with bipolar disorder was
dramatically higher than the prevalence observed in community
samples. The magnitude of co-morbid metabolic disorders corre-
lated positively with the severity of the mood disorder.
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1. Kupfer DJ: The Increasing Medical Burden in Bipolar Disorder.
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NR202 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Mapping the Effects of Bupropion XL on Negative
Emotion Processing in Major Depression
P. Murali Doraiswamy, M.D. Duke University, Psychiatry, Room
3350 Hospital South, DUMC Box 3018, Durham, NC, 27710,
Lihong Wang, Ph.D., Marilyn Aiello, B.A., Kenneth Gersing,
M.D., John L Beyer, M.D., Gregory McCarthy, Ph.D., Brigitte
Robertson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. to present results of a fMRI study of a nonserotonergic antide-
pressant

2. to summarize results of fMRI studies of serotonergic antide-
pressants

3. to highlight emerging role of fMRI as a surrogate marker of
antidepressant efficacy

Summary:

Prior imaging studies suggest that patients with major depres-
sion (MD) have alterations in frontal and limbic neural circuitry
including the amygdala, in response to negative emotional stimuli
(i.e., sadness, fear, etc.). This study used an fMRI paradigm to
map the neural correlates of negative emotional response and
attentional processing in ten patients with MD (mean HAMD 22)
before and after 8 weeks of treatment with bupropion XL. Treat-
ment with bupropion XL was associated with significant improve-
ments in HAMD and CGI ratings (p<0.05). Treatment reduced
fMRI activation during emotional distracters in several regions
including: right orbital frontal cortex, right inferior frontal cortex,
right parahippocampal area, right fusiform gyms, left caudate, and
bilateral amygdala. Changes in fMRI activation in the amygdala
correlated with improvements on the primary depression rating
scale (p<0.05). Treatment increased activation to attentional tar-
gets in the following regions: right middle and inferior frontal gyri,
right caudate, and bilateral precuneus. This pilot study suggests
that bupropion XL, a nonserotonergic antidepressant, may attenu-
ate activation in specific emotion-related brain regions and im-
prove activation in specific executive-function networks in associa-
tion with clinical improvement. fMRI surrogate markers offer
promise for studying neural correlates of antidepressant therapies.

References:

1. Wang L et al. Amygdala activation to sad pictures during high
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NR203 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Spectrum of Executive Dysfunction in Vascular
Depression: Duke-Washington University
Collaborative Study
P. Murali Doraiswamy, M.D. Duke University, 3350 Hospital
South, DUMC Box 3018, Durham, NC, 27710, Caroline
Hellegers, M.A., David C. Steffens, M.D., Carl Pieper, Ph.D., K.
Ranga R. Krishnan, M.D., Yvette I. Sheline, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. to review emerging relevance of executive function and vas-
cular changes in late life depression

2. to present new data on patterns of executive function in
outpatients with vascular versus nonvascular depression

3. to present the results from the ongoing Duke Washington
University collaborative NIMH clinical trial of late life depression

Summary:

Executive dysfunction in geriatric depression has been reported
to increase the risk for poor outcomes, particularly after treatment
with SSRIs. The initiation preservation (IP) subscale of the Demen-
tia Rating Scale has been proposed as a simple office based
measure of executive function. The Duke-Washington University
collaborative study is a prospective NIMH funded outpatient clini-
cal trial that examines the efficacy ofsertraline in vascular versus
nonvascular depression. We report here an interim analyses of
the spectrum of executive function at baseline in these subjects.
176nondementedpatients (mean MMSE=27.7, sd=2) with major
depression (mean MADRS=25.6, sd=5.6), from two sites, under-
went baseline MRI scans (for ratings of cortical and subcortical
brain changes to categorically classify the patients as vascular
versus nonvascular depression) and IP testing. 101 (57%) patients
met MRI criteria for vascular depression. At baseline, vascular
depressives were older (p<0.0001) and tended to have higher
MADRS (p<0.06) and lower MMSE (p<0.07) scores than nonvas-
cular patients. IP scores were associated with baseline MADRS
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ratings of depression severity (p=0.056). 73% of nonvascular de-
pression patients had an IP score of 37 compared to 41% of those
with vascular depression (p<0.05). The relationship between IP
and MRI ratings was not significant after adjusting for age and
depression severity. These findings will be presented and dis-
cussed in relation to the growing prognostic significance of execu-
tive dysfunction in geriatric depression.
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sion in Later Life (Eds JM Ellison, S Verma), Marcel Dekker,
NYC, 155-167, 2003.
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NR204 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Aripiprazole in the Treatment of Bipolar
Depression
Robert T. Dunn, M.D. Cambridge Health Alliance, 1493
Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA, 02139, Benjamin Zablotsky,
B.A., Vanessa A. Stan, A.B.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to determine the efficacy of aripiprazole in the treatment of
acute bipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: A previous published study (1) indicates that aripi-
prazole, a novel neuroleptic (2), is effective in the treatment of
mania. This first prospective study investigated the efficacy and
safety of aripiprazole in bipolar depression.

Method: An open label, prospective, non-randomized, 6-week
study was conducted in bipolar outpatients (type I, type II, or
NOS), depressed phase. Previous treatments were continued un-
changed, but no new treatments were allowed. Montgomery Asb-
erg Rating Scale (MADRS) and the Mania Rating Scale (MRS)
from the SADS-C were used to evaluate depression and manic
symptoms respectively. Preliminary analysis of 8 patients was
conducted; full data will be presented.

Results: Mean ± SD age was 43.4 ± 8.63 years with 6 males,
2 females (3 BPI, 2 BP II, 2 BP NOS). Doses ranged from 5 to
30 mg/day, with mean endpoint dose 24.3 ± 10.2. Mean MADRS
was significantly improved from baseline (23.4 ± 6.5) to endpoint
(13.5 ± 8.3) (t= 2.21, p=0.05). Three patients (37.5%) terminated
early due to adverse effects, primarily nausea/vomiting.

Conclusion: These preliminary data suggest that aripiprazole
is effective in the treatment of bipolar depression.

Funding Source: Supported by Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
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NR205 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Divalproex in the Treatment of Acute
Bipolar Depression: A Randomized Clinical Trial
Robert T. Dunn, M.D. Cambridge Health Alliance, 1493
Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA, 02139, William S. Gilmer,

M.D., Jenelle Fleck, R.N., Benjamin Zablotsky, B.A., Vanessa
A. Stan, A.B., Joseph F. Goldberg, M.D., Seyyed N. Ghaemi,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to determine the efficacy of divalproex in the treatment of
acute bipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: The effectiveness of divalproex for mania in bipolar
patients is well documented (1). There is, however, only one docu-
mented study reporting efficacy of divalproex monotherapy for
acute bipolar depression (2). This prospective study will add to
the current database available regarding monotherapy of dival-
proex for bipolar depression.

Method: A double-blinded, stratified placebo-controlled, 6 week
study was conducted in bipolar outpatients (type I, type II, or NOS)
with depressive symptoms. No psychotropic medications beside
divalproex were allowed, and any non-psychotropic medications
could not change over the course of the study. The primary out-
come measures were the Montgomery Asberg Depression Rating
Scale (MADRS) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
(HDRS), collected at each clinical visit throughout the study. Two
patients (11.1 %) terminated early due to adverse effects, including
swelling and increased suicidality.

Results: Scores were obtained for 18 patients (9M:9F), with a
mean age of 38.7±11.7 years. Bipolar subtypes included 9 BPI,
8 BPII and 1 BP NOS. The blind for this study will be broken and
full data on 25 patients will be presented.

Conclusions: The role divalproex plays in treating depressive
symptoms in acute bipolar depression will be discussed.

Funding Source: Abbott Laboratories

References:
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Philadelphia, PA, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2003.
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NR206 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy and Safety of L-Methionine, Betaine, and
Folate in Unipolar Depression
Robert T. Dunn, M.D. Cambridge Health Alliance, 1493
Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA, 02139, Benjamin Zablotsky,
B.A., Vanessa A. Stan, A.B.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the short-term effects of L-methionine, betaine
and folate in the treatment of acute unipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: Prior studies suggest that S-adenosylmethionine
(SAMe) is effective in the treatment of unipolar depression (1),
and that methionine and betaine can increase SAMe in the brain
(2). This first prospective study examined the efficacy and safety of
the combination of L-methionine, betaine and folic acid in unipolar
depression.

Method: An open label, prospective, non-randomized, 6-week
study of fixed doses of methionine, betaine and folate, was con-
ducted in depressed unipolar outpatients. No psychotropic medi-
cations were allowed. The Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
(HAMD) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) were adminis-
tered to evaluate depressive symptoms. Furthermore, hepatic
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function and sedation rates were obtained. Preliminary analysis
of 5 patients was conducted; full data will be presented.

Results: Depression scores were obtained in 5 patients (3M,
2F). Mean HAMD scores improved from baseline (29.0±6.6) to
endpoint (11.4+10.0), where (t=3.29, p = 0.01). Mean Baseline
BDI scores improved from baseline (27.0±7.1) to endpoint
(13.4±7.9), where (t=2.86, p=0.02). There was not a significant
increase in sedation rates or change in hepatic functioning.

Conclusion: The combination of L-methionine, betaine and
folate has potential to improve acute unipolar depression, without
sedation or affecting hepatic functioning. Full data will be pre-
sented.

Funding Source: NARSAD
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NR207 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Identification and Treatment of Psychotic Symptoms
in Patients With Bipolar Mania
David L. Dunner, M.D. University of Washington, 4225
Roosevelt Way NE, 306C, Seattle, WA, 98105-6099, Cynthia
A. Bossie, Ph.D., Eriene Youssef, Pharm.D., Young Zhu, Ph.D.,
Jacquelyn McLemore, B.S., Carla M. Canuso, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to (1) assess the incidence of psychosis in patients with
acute bipolar mania and (2) evaluate the efficacy of risperidone in
the treatment of manic and psychotic symptoms in these patients.

Summary:

Background: Psychosis has been identified in as many as 68%
of patients with bipolar mania. This analysis identified the types
of psychotic symptoms present in patients with mania and evalu-
ated the responses to treatment.

Methods: Data were from two placebo-controlled, 3-week stud-
ies of risperidone in patients with an acute episode of bipolar
mania. Measures included the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale (PANSS; item ratings, 1=absent to 7=extremely severe)
and the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS).

Results: Data were available for 515 patients; 264 (51.3%) were
diagnosed with psychotic features at baseline. Ratings reflecting
delusional content (>4) on the PANSS grandiosity item were re-
ported in 78% of the patients with psychotic features and in 45%
of those without psychotic features. Patients with psychotic fea-
tures had mean PANSS scores of mild or greater (>3) on 6 PANSS
items: grandiosity (4.5), delusions (4.4), lack of judgment/insight
(4.1), excitement (3.9), suspiciousness/persecution (3.1), and
hostility (3.1). Patients without psychotic features had scores >3
on 3 of the 6 items: excitement, grandiosity, and lack of judgment/
insight. In both groups, mean scores at endpoint on each of the
6 PANSS items were significantly lower in patients receiving
risperidone than placebo (P<0.001). Mean PANSS total and factor
scores (positive symptoms, excitement/hostility, anxiety/depres-
sion, and disorganized thought) at endpoint were significantly
lower in patients receiving risperidone than placebo (P<0.05).
Mean YMRS scores were significantly higher in patients with than

without psychotic features at baseline (36.3 ± 7.8 versus 30.6 ±
7.0; P<0.001). Improvements in YMRS scores at endpoint were
significantly greater with risperidone than placebo in both patient
groups (P<0.001).

Conclusion: These findings support prior reports of high rates
of psychosis in patients with bipolar mania. Risperidone was signif-
icantly more efficacious than placebo in the treatment of psychotic
and manic symptoms in patients with bipolar mania. Supported
by Janssen, L.P.
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NR208 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prospective, Long-Term, Multicenter Study of the
Naturalistic Outcomes of Patients With Treatment-
Resistant Depression
David L. Dunner, M.D. University of Washington, Department of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 4225 Roosevelt Way NE,
306C, Seattle, WA, 98105-6099, A. John Rush, M.D., James
M. Russell, M.D., Michael Burke, M.D., Stacy Woodard, Ph.D.,
Peggy Wingard, M.D., John AlIen, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should have
a better understanding of the characteristics of patients with treat-
ment-resistant depression (TRD) and the long-term outcomes re-
sulting from standard care among this population. These data
provide a benchmark for subsequent TRD studies.

Summary:

Objective: We have a poor understanding of the clinical charac-
teristics of patients with treatment-resistant depression (TRD), and
have limited evidence for how to best treat this population. This
study tracked the outcomes of patients with TRD receiving stan-
dard care. These data should provide a benchmark for subsequent
TRD studies.

Methods: This 2-year prospective, multicenter, observational
study tracked the outcomes of 124 patients with treatment-resis-
tant, nonpsychotic Major Depressive (n=109) or Bipolar depressed
phase (n=15) Disorder who received treatment as usual (TAU).
TAU consisted of any therapeutic regimen agreed to by the patient
and physician, including medications and nonpharmacological
treatments such as ECT and psychotherapy. Treatments could
be adjusted, started, and stopped as necessary. The primary
outcome measurement was response to treatment, defined a priori
as >50% improvement from baseline as measured by the 30-item
Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology-Self-Report (IDS-SR30).
The Medical Outcome Survey (MOS) 36-item Short Form Health
Survey (SF-36) was used to monitor quality of life changes.

Results: The majority of patients had unipolar (87.9%), recur-
rent depression (85.3%). The mean baseline IDS-SR30 score was
43.8±10.5. The 12- and 24-month IDS-SR30 response rates were
11.6% (13/112) and 18.4% (19/103), respectively. Of the 13 re-
sponders at 12 months, only five were responders at 24 months.
The 12- and 24-month IDS-SR

3
 remission rates were 3.6% (4/

112) and 7.8% (8/103), respectively. Only one of the four 12-
month remitters was also a remitter at 24 months. The SF-36
indicated globally poor quality of life in this sample.

Conclusions: Despite the wide range of treatment options
available for depression, the response rates, remission rates, and
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quality of life results observed in this study show that many patients
with TRD continue to have significant symptomatology and func-
tional disability when receiving TAU.
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1. Rush AJ: Research issues in the study of difficult-to-treat de-
pression. Biol Psychiatry 2003; 53:743-753.
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NR209 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Subtypes of Mania Based on Factor Analysis
Murat Erkiran, M.D. Bakirkoy State Training and Research
Hospital for Psychiatry and Neurology, 9. Psychiatry Clinic,
Sakizagaci Mah. Cevizli Yali Sok. No: 29 D: 8, Orhan Apt.
Bakirkoy, Istanbul, 34142, Turkey, Gamze Sonmez, M.D.,
Selime Celik, M.D., Zeynep Alantar, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to diagnose manic episode more promptly and clearly.

Summary:

Objective: Manic symptomatological subtypes date back to
Kraepelin who divided bipolar illness to manic, depressed, and
mixed states. Atypical manic features such as depression, anxiety
irritable aggression, and psychosis have sometimes been de-
scribed as occuring with pure manic features such as euphoria,
grandiosity, flight of ideas, and increased drive in some patients
with mania. Although early studies on factor analytic subtypes of
mania relied on small samples and insufficient rating instruments,
numerous later studies addressed dysphoria (depressed mood,
lability, guilt, anxiety and suicidal thoughts and behaviours), psy-
chomotor acceleration, psychosis, increased hedonic function and
irritable aggression (1,2). In this study we investigated symptomat-
ological subtypes of mania based on factor analysis in DSM-IV
bipolar disorder manic or mixed episodes with or without psychotic
features.

Method: One hundred and eleven consecutive inpatients with
DSM-IV manic or mixed episodes with or without psychotic fea-
tures were recruited in Bakirkoy State Training and Research
Hospital for Psychiatry and Neurology. Patients were rated in three
days of hospitalization with Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-
IV (SCID), Young Mania Rating Scale, Montgomery Asberg De-
pression rationg scale and Assessment of Positive Symptoms
Scale. A principal-component analysis followed by varimax rota-
tion was conducted for the 24 psychiatric symptoms at admission.

Results: This analysis revealed six factors which explained 63%
of the total variance. First factor was dysphoria (21.9%), and
others were psychomotor acceleration (15.9%), psychosis (8.1%),
irritability (6.7%), paranoia and hostility (5.4%), insight factors
(4.8%).

Conclusions: Our data supports the multidimensional phenome-
nology of mania in contrast to classic definition of euphoric-grandi-
ose (2).
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sional structure of mania: beyond the euphoric-dysphoric di-
chotomy. J Affect Disord 2002; 73: 7-18.
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NR210 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Bipolar Disorder
Angelo Fallu, M.D. Clinique Woodward, 685, rue Woodward,
Sherbrooke, PQ, J1G 1W4, Canada, Carin Binder, Lakshmi N.
Yatham, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to make an informed choice as to treatment with a long
acting stypical injectable.

2. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to have an understanding of the side effect profile of
antipsychotics used in adjunct treatment.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the safety of long acting injectible
risperidone (LAIR) in bipolar subjects randomly assigned to con-
tinue current adjunct atypical antipsychotic (AAP) OR initiate treat-
ment with LAIR.

Methods: Open-label, randomized study of 6 months duration.
Forty subjects with Bipolar Disorder treated with an atypical anti-
psychotic (risperidone, quetiapine, olanzapine) plus adjunct treat-
ment consisting of a combination of one or two mood stabilizers;
and, if applicable, one antidepressant were eligible to be enrolled
once they signed consent. Subjects randomized to LAIR were
initiated on 25 mg with 3 weeks oral supplementation of their
current oral AAP. Data on adverse events(AEs), vital signs and
movement disorder scales and on maintenance of effect was
collected.

Results:The interim safety analysis set consists of 22 subjects
on LAIR and 16 on oral AAP (olanzapine=2, quetiapine =7, risperi-
done = 6). Mean treatment duration(days) for LAIR and oral AAP
was: 98 (SD 56) and 152 (SD 43) respectively. Mean change in
BARS was -.2 (SD1.1) for LAIR and .3(SD.3), AIMS: -.3 (SD1.4)
and .7 (SD3.4); SAS: .1 (SD1.4) and -.3(SD.8) respectively. Mean
weight loss of -.3 kg on LAIR and mean gain of .3 kg on oral
AAP.177/22 LAIR subjects and 14/15 (1 subject had no adverse
event data available) AAP subjects reported AEs. Most common
AEs in the LAIR group: headache 18%, nausea 14%, fatigue 14%,
hyperkinesias 9%; and in the AAP group: flu-like symptoms 33%,
somnolence and vomiting 20% each; nausea, dizziness, anxiety,
13% each; hyperkinesias 7%. Baseline mean CGI-S for both arms
was 3.3 with a

-.3(SD1.7)and -.7(SD1.0) improvement for LAIR and AAP re-
spectively.

Conclusion: These preliminary interim data suggest low pro-
pensity for movement disorders in subjects on LAI risperidone and
similar adverse events for both groups. Maintenance of treatment
effect was similar in both groups.

References:

1. Prien RF, Potter WZ. NIMH workshop report on treatment of
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NR211 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Relationship Between Early Changes in the
HAMD-17 Anxiety/Somatization Factor Item of
Somatic Symptoms (Gastrointestinal) and
Antidepressant Treatment Outcome
Amy H. Farabaugh, Ph.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 15
Parkman Street, WACC-812, Boston, MA, 02114, Faye
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Schwartz, M.S.C., Eden A. Evins, Christina M. Dording,
Maurizio Fava

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, teh participant should
be able to demonstrate knowledge of the relationship between
somatic symptoms and depression.

Summary:

Objective: The 17-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
(HAMD-17) Anxiety/Somatization factor includes six items: Anxi-
ety (psychic), Anxiety (somatic), Somatic Symptoms (gastrointes-
tinal), Somatic Symptoms (general), Hypochondriasis, and Insight.
This study examines the relationship between early changes (de-
fined as those observed between baseline and week 1) in these
HAMD-17 Anxiety/Somatization Factor items and treatment out-
come among MDD patients participating in a 12-week study of
fluoxetine.

Method: Five hundred and seventy patients with MDD diag-
nosed by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) were
given 12 weeks of fluoxetine with flexible dosing [target dosages:
10 mg daily (week 1), 20 mg daily (weeks 2-4), 40 mg daily (weeks
4-8), and 60 mg daily (weeks 5-12)]. The relationships between
early changes in HAMD-17 anxiety/somatization factor items and
treatment outcomes were assessed by logistic regressions that
included baseline HAMD-17 scores as a covariate.

Results: Adjusting for baseline HAMD-17 scores, patients who
remitted (HAMD-17 score <8) after study treatment had experi-
enced significantly greater early improvement in Somatic Symp-
toms (Gastrointestinal) scores than non-remitters (x2(1)=8.29; p=
0.004). Early changes in the remaining items were not significantly
different between remitters and non-remitters.

Conclusion: In an earlier study by our group, the presence of
early improvement on the HAMD-17 item concerning fatigue and
general somatic symptoms was significantly predictive of achiev-
ing remission at endpoint with active study treatment. These re-
sults were not duplicated in the current study, as only early
changes in somatic symptoms (gastrointestinal) were predictive
of remission. Early changes in somatic symptoms (Gl) may be
linked to antidepressant treatment outcome, which is consistent
with studies suggesting a relationship between somatic symptoms
and depression.
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Summary:

Aim: To compare the Self Report Form for Mood Episodes
(SRF-ME) to clinician ratings to determine mood states in bipolar
patients.

Methods: 100 randomly selected patient records were examined
which included both a completed Sustained Release F-ME and the
prospectively assigned diagnosis by the treating clinician. Treating
Clinician diagnosis was obtained from the standardized Clinical
Monitoring Form (CMF), which includes a version of the SCID
current mood modules modified to allow expanded symptom se-
verity scoring. At the time of diagnosis, the treating clinician had
access to the Sustained Release F-ME. The Sustained Release
F-ME includes self-reported frequency of 13 DSM-IV symptoms
of mood elevation and depression. The Sustained Release F-ME
was administered in the clinic waiting room prior to routine clinical
visits. For this chart review, the Sustained Release F-ME diagnosis
was made a blinded clinician (GS) applying DSM-IV criteria to the
form. Sensitivity and specificity were determined for full syndromal
mood states 'depression,' 'mania,' 'mixed,' 'subsyndromal' states,
and 'recovered.'

Results: Overall agreement between rater on the Sustained
Release F-ME and CMF was 73%.

Sensitivity, Specificity, PPV, NPV
Mania/hypomania: 0.83, 0.97, 0.80, 0.98
Mixed: 0.77, 1.0, 1.00, 0.97
Depression: 0.71, 0.92, 0.77, 0.91
Recovered: 1.00, 0.75, 1.00, 0.53
Subsyndromal: 0.55, 0.94, 0.80, 0.82
PPV- Positive Predictive Value, NPV- Negative Predictive Value
For individual symptoms, discordance between CMF and Sus-

tained Release F-ME ratings was greatest for impaired concentra-
tion (32%), self esteem (28%) and distractibility (27%); and least
for suicidal ideation (7%) and risk taking (8%).

Conclusion: The Sustained Release F-ME demonstrated excel-
lent sensitivity and specificity for hypomania and mania as well
as for depression, but the treating clinician rated several symptoms
differently than the patient. Overall, the Sustained Release F-ME
appears to be an acceptable tool to detect DSM-IV defined mood
states in bipolar patients.
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NR213 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Long-Term Effects of Aripiprazole on the Lipid

Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM Proff|es o f P a t i e n t s W i t h fcr o | a r , D i s o r d e r

The Self Report Form for Mood Episodes in Bipolar
Disorder
Niamh Farrelly, M.R.C. Massachusetts General Hospital Bipolar
Clinic and Research, 50 Staniford Street, Suite 580, Boston,
MA, 02114, Tanya B. Tran, B.A., David J. Borrelli, M.D.,
Michael J. Ostacher, M.D., Andrew A. Nierenberg, M.D., Astrid
Desrosiers, M.D., Gary S. Sachs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to assess the value of bipolar patient reported mood symptoms
as a reflection of DSM-IV bipolar mood states using a Self Report
Form..

Aneta Fornal, Pharm.D. Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 777
Scudders Mill Road, Plainsboro, NJ, 08536, Linda Rollin, Ph.D.,
Margaretta Nyilas, M.D., Frederick Grossman, D.O., Andrei
Pikalov, M.D., Raymond Sanchez, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to list the detrimental changes in lipid levels that can occur
with the use of certain antipsychotic medications for bipolar mania.
They should also be able to appreciate that treatment of bipolar
mania with aripiprazole is not associated with abnormal lipid levels,
as demonstrated by analysis of a placebo-controlled long-term
trial for bipolar I disorder.
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Summary:

Objective: Assess serum lipid level changes in patients with
bipolar I disorder initially stabilized on open-label aripiprazole for
>6 weeks, then randomized to placebo or aripiprazole (15mg/d
or 30mg/d) for a 6-month maintenance phase. These patients
subsequently entered a double-blind, 17-month extension phase.
These analyses were requested by the FDA.

Methods: Incidences of treatment-emergent abnormal lipid lev-
els associated with aripiprazole 15-30mg/d (n=77) or placebo (n=
83) were assessed at Weeks 8, 16, 26, 38, 52, 76, and 100.
Statistical differences were compared using the Fisher's Exact
Test. The FDA requested that thresholds for abnormal lipid values
be based on guidelines from the NCEP ATP III. Abnormal lipid
values were defined as total cholesterol >240mg/dl_, low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) >160mg/dL, high-density lipoprotein (HDL)
<40mg/dL, or triglycerides >200mg/dl_. Mean changes (baseline
to endpoint) in lipid levels were analyzed by ANCOVA.

Results: Total pooled incidences of abnormal fasting and non-
fasting lipid levels did not differ significantly between aripiprazole-
and placebo-treated patients: total cholesterol = 11/74(14.9%)
aripiprazole, 11/73(15.1%) placebo; LDL = 10/74(13.5%) aripipra-
zole, 9/73(12.3%) placebo; HDL = 33/74(44.6%) aripiprazole, 24/
73(32.9%) placebo; triglycerides = 26/74(35.1%) aripiprazole, 25/
73(34.2%) placebo. Mean changes (baseline to endpoint) in lipid
levels were also not significantly different between aripiprazole-
and placebo-treated patients: total cholesterol (mean [SE]) =
5.0mg/dL (4.0) aripiprazole, 0.6mg/dL (3.4)placebo; LDL = 5.4mg/
dL (3.3)aripiprazole, 3.5mg/dL (2.7)placebo; HDL = 2.1mg/dL
(1.0)aripiprazole, -0.2mg/dL (1.2) placebo; triglycerides = -
23.4mg/dL (12.4) aripiprazole, -17.2mg/dL (8.9) placebo. When
patients were divided into fasting and nonfasting groups, inci-
dences of abnormal lipid levels and mean changes (baseline to
endpoint) in lipid levels remained non-significant between aripipra-
zole and placebo.

Conclusion: Lipid profiles in long-term aripiprazole treatment
of patients with bipolar I disorder were comparable to placebo.
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NR214 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Predictors of Psychiatric Inpatients' Level of
Depression at Discharge
Robert D. Friedberg, Ph.D. PSUMHMC/COM, Child Psychiatry,
22 Northeast Dr., Hershey, PA, 17033, Donald J. Viglione, Jr.,
Ph.D., Bobby L Stinson, Psy.D., Raymond A. Fidaleo, M.D.,
Adam G. Biuckians, M.D., Manling Chen, M.S., Kathleen G.
Beal, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. Provide data on BDI scores for psychiatric inpatients on a
Cognitive Therapy Unit.

2. Explicate gender differences on the BDI
3. Analyze predictors of level of depression at discharge from

an inpatient Cogntive Therapy Unit
4. Offer interpretations and recommendations based on the data

Summary:

Objective: This was a third study in a three part project examin-
ing BDI scores in psychiatric patients hospitalized on a Cognitive
Therapy Unit. More specifically, the study examined the predictors
of depression at discharge in psychiatric inpatients. Method: Data
on 187 predominantly Caucasian psychiatric inpatients were col-
lected in the first six months of 1994. BDI and scores on a social
perceptioin measure designed for this study were culled from the
patients charts along with demographic information and informa-
tion on length of stay (LOS). Participants with incomplete data
were excluded from the analyses. Results:As hypothesized, statis-
tically significant gender differences were found on the BDI (t=
2.49, df=107, p,.01) at both admission and discharge (t=.2.58,
107, p,.01). Missing data created a fan-shaped variance pattern
for a plot of residuals indicating that the variance was not equal
for all levels of the predictor variables. Therefore, a weighted least
square regression analysis was employed to test which variables
best predicted discharge depression. Depression at admission,
gender, and length of stay powerfully predicted depression at
dicharge accounting for 41 % of the variance in discharge depres-
sion scores. (R Square=.41, df=67, p<.001). Admission BDI scores
were the most powerful predictors explaining 23 % of the variance
with length of stay accounting for 11%, and gender contributing
to 7% of the variance. The scores on the social perception mea-
sure did not significantly contribute to the regression equation.
Conclusions: Female inpatients reported more depressive symp-
toms at both admission and discharge than their male counter-
parts. Having more severe depression at admission, being female,
and being hospitalized for a greater length of time predicted de-
pression at discharge. Discussion: Several factors may account
for the gender differences on the BDI scores. First, since scores
for hospitalized men were lower at admission, there may be a
lower threshold for hospitalization for depressed men. Males may
be more likely to be hospitalized with less self-reported symptoms
than women. Accordingly, women may have to report higher levels
of distress in order to receive appropriate care. It may also be
more socially appropriate for women to report depressive symp-
toms than it is for males to report symptoms. There are also
several possible explanations for the results of the regression
analysis. A hospital stay itself may represent a stressorfor patients
thereby increasing their level of depression. Separation from sig-
nificant others may result in a loss of reinforcement and subse-
quently increase depressive symptoms. For others, discharge may
represent a return to pernicious and stessful living environments
which contribute to increased depression. Therefore, brief thera-
peutic hospitalizations which not only focus on individual symp-
toms but also include a family/interpersonal relationship compo-
nent may be effective.
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NR215 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Clinical Correlates Associated With Antidepressant-
Related Mania
Mark A. Frye, M.D. University of California at Los Angeles, 300
UCLA Medical Plaza, Suite 1544, Los Angeles, CA, 90095-
6968, Susan L. McElroy, M.D., Gerhard Hellemann, M.S.,
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Willem A. Nolen, M.D., Trisha Suppes, M.D., Heinz C. Grunze,
M.D., Robert M. Post, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives At the conclusion of this presenta-
tion, the participant will have an appreciation of clinical corre-
lates that are associated with treatment-emergent mania in
bipolar depressed patients.

Summary:

Introduction
Antidepressant -related mania (ADrM) is a common clinical con-

cern that can have substantial negative impact on overall mood
stability in bipolar patients.

Method
This post-hoc study examined the clinical correlates associated

with ADrM during a 10-week, randomized, double-blind compari-
son of sertraline, bupropion, and venlafaxine as adjuncts to mood
stabilizers for patients with bipolar depression. Three groups were
identified and defined as follows: 1.) ADrM- CGI manic severity
score >/= 4 at any time during the trial; 2.) Antidepressant response
(ADR) - CGI depression severity score </= 3ill; 3.) Antidepressant
non-response (ADNR) - CGI change from preceding phase for
depression >/= 3.

The trial summary was used to identify any demographic or
clinical differences between the 3 groups. A second analysis eval-
uated any baseline symptom severity rating (Inventory for Depres-
sion Symptoms or IDS, Young Mania Rating Scale or YMRS)
differences between the 3 groups. As the latter data had a non-
normal distribution, the ANOVA and post hoc t-tests were con-
firmed with general linear modeling based on a Poisson process.

Results
There were no significant demographic or clinical differ-

ences in the ADrM (n=48), ADR (n=94), and ADNR (n=50)
groups. Baseline manic symptoms as measured by the YMRS
were significantly different between groups (ADrM = 3.8 +/-
4.9; ADR= 1.9 +/- 2.5; ADNR= 2.4 +/- 2.5; F(2,187) = 5.33, p=
0.006). The individual YMRS items that were significantly
higher in the ADrM versus ADR/ADNR groups were motor
activity, speech, and thought content. The overall YMRS and
these individual items remained significantly different among
the 3 groups after poisson linear modeling and bonferroni
correction.

Conclusions
These data suggest baseline subjective symptoms of height-

ened motor activity, talkativeness, and new interests are associ-
ated with an antidepressant-related manic episode. A careful ex-
amination for manic like symptomatology is warranted prior to
antidepressant treatment for patients with bipolar depression.
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NR216 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Predictors of Legal Involvement in Patients With Dual
Diagnosis, Rapid Cycling Bipolar Disorder
Stephen J. Ganocy, Ph.D. Case Western Reserve University,
School of Medicine, 11400 Euclid Ave. Suite 200, Cleveland,
OH, 44106, Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D., Omar Elhaj, M.D.,
Kerning Gao, M.D., Sarah Bilali, M.A., Carla Conroy, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

Determine what factors lead to legal complications in a cohort
of patients with a substance use disorder (SUD) and rapid cycling
bipolar disorder (RCBD).

Summary:

Methods:
Patients enrolled into ongoing clinical trials meeting DSM-IV

criteria for RCBD and SUD were administered the legal section of
the Addiction Severity Index (ASI) (McLellan et al 1980 and 1983)

Results:
172 research participants were valid candidates for the analysis.

Logistic regression was employed to determine how many of 16
candidate explanatory variables could be used as predictors for
the presence/absence of legal involvement. Forty observations
were excluded from the analysis due to having a missing value
in at least one of the 16 candidate variables, or in the response
variable. Thus the total number of cases used in the final analysis
was 132. The number with legal involvement was 82 out of 132.
Of the candidate explanatory variables only 5 were found to be
statistically significant predictors of legal involvement. The odds
ratios for the 5 significant predictors were (1) Gender (Male versus
Female), 2.76 (95% Cl: 1.25, 6.13), (2) Any Anxiety (No versus
Yes), 3.54 (1.40, 8.91), (3) Number of Lifetime SUD's (>1 versus
< 1), 3.13 (1.35, 7.18), (4) Psychotic Symptoms (Yes versus No),
2.49 (1.10, 5.65) and (5) Time to Treatment for Mania, 1.04 (1.00,
1.08). The greatest risk for having legal involvement then occurred
in: Males, no anxiety, number of lifetime SUD's > 1 with psychotic
symptoms and longer times to treatment for mania.

Conclusion:
The significant predictors to legal involvement include gender,

lack of anxiety, number of lifetime SUDs, presence of psychotic
symptoms and the length of time to receiving an accurate diagno-
sis of bipolar disorder. These results highlight the need to explore
further the clinical relevance of comorbidity to legal complications,
as well as the need for early detection of the diagnosis.
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NR217 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Clinical Impacts of Comorbid Anxiety Disorder and
Substance Use Disorder on Patients With Rapid
Cycling Bipolar Disorder
Kerning Gao, M.D. Case Western Reserve University,
Psychiatry, 11400 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH, 44106, Sarah
Bilali, M.A., Carla Conroy, B.A., Steven J. Ganocy, Ph.D.,
Omar Elhaj, M.D., Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the clinical impacts of comorbid anxiety disorder and
substance use disorder in patients with rapid cycling bipolar I or
II disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the clinical impacts of comorbid anxi-
ety disorder (AD) and substance use disorder (SUD) in patients
with rapid cycling bipolar disorder (RCBD).

Methods: Data of patients with RCBD who enrolled in our re-
search studies were analyzed for the impacts of AD including
GAD, panic disorder (PD), and OCD and SUD, dependence or
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abuse on demographic and clinical presentations. Diagnoses were
ascertained by using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Inter-
view at the initial assessment.

Results: Of 564 patients with RCBD, 261 of them (46%) had
a lifetime history of AD and 371 (66%) had a lifetime history of
SUD. Male patients had a significantly higher rate of SUD than
female patients (55% versus 45%), but they had an insignificantly
difference in the rates of AD (46% versus 54 %). Patients with
BPI had significantly higher rates of AD (67% v. 48%) and SUD
(63% versus 44%) compared with their BPI I counterparts. Patients
with a lifetime history of AD had significantly increased rates of
psychosis (48% versus 37%) and hospitalization (60% versus
50%). Similarly, patients with a history of SUD had significantly
increased rates of psychosis (49% versus 32%) and suicide at-
tempt (44% versus 35%). There was also a trend increase in
the rate of suicide attempt (44% versus 39%) in patients with
lifetime AD.

Conclusion: Comorbid AD and SUD in patients with RCBD
had negative impacts on the clinical presentations as reflected by
increased rates of psychosis, hospitalization, and suicide attempt.
Both conditions should be taken seriously during the clinical as-
sessment and treatment.
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NR218 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Onset of Action of Quetiapine Monotherapy in
Bipolar Mania
Margarita Garcia University of Barcelona, Hospital Clinic,
Bipolar Disorders Unit, Villarroel 170, Barcelona, 08036, Spain,
Bjom Paulsson, M.D., Jamie Mullen, M.D., Martin Brecher,
M.D., Eduard Vieta, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the onset of action of quetiapine monotherapy
compared to placebo in adults with bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Background: Quetiapine monotherapy has been shown to be
effective and well tolerated in bipolar mania.12

Objective: Evaluate the onset of action of quetiapine monother-
apy in bipolar mania.

Methods: Two 12-week, randomized, placebo-controlled trials
of quetiapine monotherapy12 were examined to determine the
time of first significant improvement in YMRS score for quetiapine
relative to placebo in patients with DSM-IV bipolar I disorder expe-
riencing a manic episode. The first evaluation in both studies was
Day 4.

Results: A significant difference (P<0.01) between quetiapine
and placebo in total YMRS score improvement was first noted by
Day 4 in one monotherapy trial1 and Day 7 in the other.2 Pooling
of data from the two studies indicated an onset of action by Day
4 (P=0.021). Analysis of YMRS items in the pooled dataset showed
an onset of action for quetiapine in three items (appearance,
speech rate/amount, and sexual interest) by Day 4 and in three
further items (increased motor activity, sleep, and language/
thought disorder) by Day 7 (P<0.05). Quetiapine improved all 11
YMRS items significantly by Day 21, with maintenance of these

improvements to study end (Day 84). Adverse events by Day
4 (during quetiapine dose escalation) included somnolence, dry
mouth, and insomnia.

Conclusions: Quetiapine monotherapy is effective and gener-
ally well tolerated in patients with bipolar mania, with an onset of
action as early as Day 4.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR219 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Lamotrigine for Acute Treatment of Bipolar
Depression: A Retrospective Pooled Analysis of
Response Rates in Three Randomized Trials
John Geddes University of Oxford, Warneford, University of
Oxford, Warneford Hospital, Oxford, OX3 7JX, United Kingdom,
Andrew Nierenberg, Eric Bourne, Bryan Adams, Robin White,
Kevin Nanry, Robert Leadbetter

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: Bipolar depression is a significant burden for pa-
tients and there is a need to improve methods used in clinical
trials to identify effective treatments.12 A retrospective combined
analysis of responder rates in three randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trials of lamotrigine for the acute treatment of
bipolar depression is discussed.

Methods: Data were pooled from three randomized trials that
included 579 participants with bipolar I or II disorder and who had
a major depressive episode. Efficacy was evaluated weekly with
the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS). The
percentage of patients that achieved a >50% or a >75% improve-
ment on the MADRS from baseline, and full remission of symptoms
(MADRS <10 observed on 2 consecutive assessments) were com-
pared between the lamotrigine and placebo groups by week. Since
the studies were not equal in length, data were truncated to the
shortest duration of the three studies (7 weeks). Analysis of covari-
ance was conduced using a last observation carried forward
(LOCF) approach.

Results: More patients treated with lamotrigine than placebo
achieved a >50% improvement from baseline at weeks 5, 6, and
7 with 49% versus 35% (p=0.003), 56% versus 43% (p=0.007),
and 64 % versus 45% (p<0.001) responders, respectively. At week
7, more patients who received lamotrigine than placebo achieved
a >75% or greater improvement from baseline (39% versus 19%
responders, p<0.001) and full remission of symptoms (38% versus
27%, p=0.025).

Conclusion: Lamotrigine was superior to placebo in response
and remission outcomes for the treatment of acute depression
over 7-weeks in patients with bipolar disorder.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR220 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effectiveness of Escitalopram Versus Venlafaxine XR

NR221 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Impact of Galantamine on Cognition in Bipolar
Disorder
S. Nassir Ghaemi, M.D. Emory University, Psychiatry, The
Emory Clinic, 1365 Clifton Rd, Building B, Suite 6100, Atlanta,
GA, 30322, William S. Gilmer, M.D., Robert T. Dunn, M.D.,
Dorcas Liriano, Ph.D., Amber D. Bauer, M.A., Benjamin
Zablotsky, B.A., Megan M. Filkowski, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to determine if galantamine augmentation improves cognition
in euthymic bipolar patients.

in Major Depression in a Real World Clinical Setting Summary:

Kenneth Gersing, M.D. Duke Medical Center, Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, Box 3018, Durham, NC, 27710, Prakash
S. Masand, M.D., Bruce Burchett, Ph.D., Chi-Un Pae, M.D.,
Ashwin A. Patkar, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to compare the effectiveness of escitalopram versus venla-
faxine XR in Major depression (MDD) in the real world clinical
setting.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the effectiveness of escitalopram versus
venlafaxine XR in Major depression (MDD) in the real world clinical
setting.

Methods: The clinical research information system (CRIS) is
the electronic medical record of all patients seen in Psychiatry at
the Duke University Medical Center since 1998. The database
includes 25,632 patients and 119, 086 patient-visits. All patients
meeting criteria for MDD, started for the first time on escitalopram
(245) or venlafaxine XR (415) and seen for at least two visits were
analyzed. Efficacy (measured by CGI), tolerability demographics,
dosing, comorbidity and severity of MDD (DSM-IV criteria) were
analyzed. CGI of 1 was considered remission.

Results; Patients started on escitalopram were more likely to
be African-American and have more severe depression (escitalo-
pram=29,4% versus venlafaxine XR=26.7%) (x2=12.1, p=0.015).
There were no differences in comorbidity of anxiety disorders in
the 2 groups. The mean duration of treatment was longer in the
venlafaxine XR group (276±348 days) compared to the escitalo-
pram group (136±184 days) which may reflect the later introduc-
tion of escitalopram. There were no differences in the rates of
remission on escitalopram (22%) versus venlafaxine XR (27%)
(X2=2.22, p=0.32). The time to remission was significantly shorter
in the escitalopram group (116± 135 days) compared to the venla-
faxine XR (142±149 days) group (F=21.66, p<0.0001).

Conclusions: Escitalopram and venlafaxine XR were equally
likely to lead to remission of MDD despite patients started on
escitalopram being more depressed at baseline. It appears that
treatment with escitalopram achieves remission earlier than venla-
faxine XR.
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Background: There is increasing evidence that cognitive im-
pairment is common in patients with bipolar disorder. While Galan-
tamine has been shown to improve cognitive function in Alzhei-
mer's disease, it has not yet been studied in other psychiatric
populations. This is the first double blind randomized clinical trial
of galantamine for cognitive impairment in bipolar disorder.

Method: A double-blind placebo, cross-over controlled 24-week
study was conducted in euthymic bipolar outpatients (types I, II,
or NOS) with subjective reports of cognitive complaints. A neuro-
psychological test battery was administered at study entrance,
three months, and six months. Tests administered included Delis-
Kaplan Executive Function System D-KEFS subtests: Trails Mak-
ing Test and Verbal Fluency Test, California Verbal Learning Test-
II, Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST), and Boston Naming
Test. The Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) was
administered at study entry only to assess intelligence.

Results: Before breaking the blind, improvement in cognitive
function was observed in the majority of the sample. After breaking
the blind, full data on 30 patients will be presented.

Conclusions: The impact of galantamine on cognition of eu-
thymic bipolar patients will be discussed.

Funding Source: Janssen/Ortho-McNeil (Reminyl IIS)
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NR222 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Single-Blind Evaluation of Divalproex Sodium
Versus Olanzapine for Alcohol Use Relapse
Prevention in Bipolar Disorder
Michael Gitlin, M.D. UCLA, Psychiatry, 300 UCLA Medical
Plaza, Suite 2437, Los Angeles, CA, Mark A. Frye, M.D., Jason
W. Chirichigno, M.A., James McKowen, B.S., Jim Mintz, Ph.D.,
Eric M. Levander, M.D., Lori Altshuler, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
an appreciation of the impact of mood stabilization treatment on
alcohol related outcome measures in patients with bipolar dis-
order.

Summary:

Introduction
Little research has been done to evaluate the effectiveness of

mood stabilizers in bipolar patients who are actively drinking.
Methods
This 52-week, single-blind randomization evaluated the effec-

tiveness of divaproex sodium (DVPX) versus olanzapine (OLZ)
in actively drinking bipolar outpatients. After obtaining written in-
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formed consent, 50 subjects (31 men/19 women) were random-
ized. The primary outcome measure was a return to hazardous
drinking [5 (men) or 4(women) drinks/day] and was measured
using Kaplan-Meier survival curve methodology.

Results
14 subjects entered the study manic (mean YMRS 17.36

A//E'A0a'-,~A/a€~A'A± 4.94; mean DVPX serum level = 89.3
+/- 14.8 mcg/dl; mean OLZ dose = 7.5 +/- 5.5mg). 36 subjects
entered the study depressed (mean IDS 33.0
A//E'A0a'-,~A/a€~A'A± 8.4; mean DVPX serum level = 67.3 +/-
34.7 mcg/dl: mean OLZ dose at final visit = 5.3 +/- 2.4 mg).

Of the 50 subjects who were randomized, 25 [16M/9W; DVPX =
11 (8M/3W); OLZ =14 (8M/6W) ] dropped due to a return of hazard-
ous drinking. By survival curve analysis, there was a trend differ-
ence in survival between DVPX (n=11, 50% median =174 days
[95% Cl: 32 days - NC]) and OLZ (n=14, 50% median =73 days
[95% Cl: 29-86 days]; log-rank Chi-square = 3.19, df=1,p=0.07).

For men, there was no difference in survival between DVPX
and OLZ. For bipolar women, there was a significant difference
in survival between DVPX (n=3, median survival could not be
estimated as > 50% remained at risk at the end of the trial) and
OLZ (n=6, 50% median =52 days [95% Cl: 8-109 days]; log-rank
Chi-square = 5.07, df=1, p=0.02).

Conclusion
This study is limited by its small sample size and lack of random-

ized blind. Nonetheless, it suggests a differential rate of relapse
to alcoholism in bipolar women on DVPX versus OLZ. Further
work is encouraged to confirm these preliminary data.
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NR223 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quality of Life and Cognitive Function: Results From
a Large, 12-Week Controlled, Open-Label Study of
Dermatologic Precautions With Lamotrigine in the
Treatment of Adults and Adolescents With Bipolar I
Disorder
Jay Graham GlaxoSmithKline, 5 Moore Drive, RTP, NC, 27709-
3398, Steven Burch, Jeremy Roberts, Thomas Thompson

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: Bipolar disorder and medications used in its treat-
ment are associated with cognitive impairment1. The effect of
lamotrigine on cognition and quality of life was assessed as sec-
ondary endpoints in a large outpatient study2 measuring the affect
of administering specific dermatological precautions on overall
rash rates with lamotrigine.

Methods: Adult and adolescent patients (>13 years old) were
administered open-label lamotrigine titrated to a target dosage of
200 mg/day, adjusting for concomitant bipolar medications, and
continued for 12 weeks. Patients were administered self-reported
Quality of Life and Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire
Short Form (Q-LES-Q-SF) and Medical Outcomes Study Cogni-
tion Scale (MOS-Cog) via interactive voice response system

(IVRS) at baseline and end of study (Week 12). Analyses were
performed using a last observation carried forward (LOCF) ap-
proach.

Results: 188 sites enrolled 1339 patients as the intent-to-treat
population. Mean scores from general activities of life enjoyment
questions from the Q-LES-Q-SF and the MOS-Gog improved dur-
ing the 12 weeks of adjunctive treatment with a change from
baseline score of 10.1 (n=914, SD 20.07, p<0.0001) and 8.4 (n=
912, SD 22.55, p<0.0001), respectively. No serious rash was
reported.

Conclusions: In a large outpatient study, self-reported quality
of life enjoyment and cognitive function scores improved over 12
weeks when lamotrigine was added to current bipolar therapy.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR224 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Preyalance and Construct of Anger Attacks in
Depressive and Other Neurotic, Stress Related, and
Somatoform Disorders
Nitesh Prakash Painuly, M.D. Chandigarh, Sandeep Grover,
M.D., Nitin Gupta, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to [1] demonstrate the high prevalence and importance of
recognizing anger attacks in patients with depression, neurotic,
and other stress related disorders, and [2] suggest that anger
attacks need to be conceptualized as a distinct syndrome
(i.e.'anger disorder') on similar conceptual lines as existing for
panic disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Anger attacks are episodes of intense anger with a
crescendo of autonomic arousal that occur in response to trivial
provocation and lead to intense guilt afterwards. Till date, anger
attacks have been mostly studied in depression. The main objec-
tives of the study were to [1] determine the prevalence of AA in
neurotic psychiatric disorders (including non-psychotic depression
and anxiety disorders), and [2] explore the possibility of AA being
a distinct syndrome.

Methods: The sample comprised 328 patients. This was divided
into two groups: patients with anger attacks (n=170), and patients
without anger attacks (n=158); presence of anger attacks being
determined using the Anger Attack Questionnaire. Psychiatric di-
agnoses were based on ICD-10. Both groups were administered
socio-demographic and clinical profile sheet, Irritability Depression
Anxiety Scale and World Health Organization Quality of Life-
BREF Version.

Results: 170 of the 328 subjects fulfilled the criteria for anger
attacks giving a prevalence rate of 51.8%. The diagnosis of anger
attacks was markedly prevalent across the various diagnostic
categories, ranging from 35.29 % to 73.33 %. Nearly 69% of
subjects suffering with comorbid anxiety and depressive disorders
had AA. Patients with anger attacks exhibited more anxiety, irrita-
bility, and had poorer quality of life. Frequency of anger attacks
was positively correlated with depression, irritability and aggres-
sion, and negative correlation was found with education, income
and quality of life. Panic attacks, somatic anxiety and psychologi-
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cal domain of quality of life predicted the categorization of subjects
into with and without anger attacks.

Conclusion: Anger attacks are frequent phenomena with a
great degree of negative impact and tend to cut across vari-
ous psychiatric disorders. There may be merit in conceptual-
izing anger attacks as a distinct syndrome on similar lines
as existing for panic disorder.
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NR225 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quality of Life in Patients With MDD
Sang-lck Han Out Lady of Mercy Hospital, 665 Bupyeong 6-
dong, Bupyeong-gu, Incheon, 403-720, Republic of Korea,
Yang-Whan Jeon, E-Jin Park

Educational Objectives:

The quality of life is an appropriate measurement of outcome
for many disorders including mental disorders. This study demon-
strated the availability of the Korean WHOQOL-BREF, a short
version of the WHOQOL-100, in patients with major depressive
disorder.

Summary:

Objective : This study was designed to evaluate the quality
of life (QOL) in patients with MDD according to the DSM-IV-TR
classification of mood disorders using the brief form of World
Health Organization Quality of Life (WHOQOL-BREF) instrument-
Korean version.

Methods : Fifty patients with MDD were recruited from outpa-
tient clinic and an informed consent was obtained from each of
them. Hospital staff members volunteered as the control group.
The 26 item WHOQOL-BREF instrument included questionnaires
on the physical, psychological, social, and environmental domains
and it was employed for testing the all subjects. The Hamilton
Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D) was applied for depressed
patients.

Results : Physical (9.0 ± 1.9 versus 14.9 ± 2.6), psychological
(8.7 ± 2.0 versus 13.0 ± 2.0), social (11.2 ± 2.7 versus 13.8 ±
2.3), and environmental domains (9.6 ±1 .8 versus 12.3 ± 2.1)
were shown to have a worse quality of life for patients with MDD
compared to normal control group irrespective of age difference
(p<0.001). QOL in the patients with MDD were perceived as
worsen based on its severity using HAM-D scores (p<0.001).

Conclusions: The individual subjective perception of their con-
dition in patients with MDD should be regarded as an important
factor. The physical, psychological, social, and environmental sta-
tus of patients with MDD needs to be thoroughly thought over. In
this context, the WHOQOL-BREF which reflects multi-dimensional
state of well-being could be useful instrument for evaluating the
outcome for MDD, adding to the objective assessment of function
or severity of symptom in patients with MDD.
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NR226 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine as Add-On Treatment for Bipolar I
Disorder: Efficacy in Preventing Relapse of
Depressive Episodes
Maria Carolina Hardoy, M.D. University of Cagliari, Department
of Public Health, Via Liguria 13, Cagliari, 09127, Italy,
Alessandra Garofano, M.D., Gisa Mellino, M.D., Francesco
Tuligi, M.D., Mariangela Cadeddu, M.D., Mauro G. Carta, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants will be familiar
with data on the efficacy of quetiapine combination therapy for the
treatment of patients with bipolar I disorder who are inadequately
responsive to standard medications.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the long-term response to add-on quetia-
pine therapy in patients with bipolar I disorder who were not ade-
quately responding to standard medications.

Methods: Outpatients with bipolar I disorder (DSM-IV-TR) re-
sponding inadequately to standard treatment were observed be-
fore and after the addition of quetiapine. Symptom severity was
evaluated using the Clinical Global Impression scale for bipolar
disorder (CGI-BP) each month. Relapses included scores >1 point
higher than previous CGI-BP scores and/or upward titration of
quetiapine or other medications.

Results: 61 patients (age range of 18-68 years) were observed
prospectively for an average of 7.5 months (range 3 to 18 months)
prior to addition of quetiapine and subsequently followed for an
average of 15.9 months (range 6 to 42 months).

The final mean quetiapine dose was 537.1 ±91.7 mg/day. Prior
to quetiapine addition, an annual relapse rate of 2.09 episodes
was recorded, relating to 0.94 depressive and 1.15 manic or mixed
episodes. Following quetiapine addition, annual relapse rates
were reduced to 0.62 episodes, representing 0.14 depressive and
0.46 manic or mixed episodes. Compared with the period of add-
on quetiapine treatment, the relative risk of relapse priorto quetia-
pine therapy was 3.4 for all episodes (x2=24.8, P<0.001), 6.7 for
depressive episodes (x2=24.7, P<0.001), and 2.5 for manic or
mixed episodes (x2=90, P<0.001).

Conclusions: This naturalistic follow-up study provides prelimi-
nary evidence for the efficacy of add-on quetiapine in the long-
term treatment of manic or mixed and depressive episodes of
bipolar I disorder, and particularly in the prevention of depressive
episodes.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR227 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine Monotherapy for Bipolar II Depression:
Pooled Results From Two Placebo-Controlled
Studies
Robert Hirschfeld University of Texas Medical Branch, 301
University Boulevard 1.302RSH, Galveston, TX, 77555-0188,
Trisha Suppes, Eduard Vieta, Anders Carlsson, Goran Stening,
Wayne Macfadden
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants will be able
to evaluate the efficacy and safety of quetiapine in patients with
depressive episodes of bipolar II disorder, an understudied popu-
lation.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the efficacy and tolerability of quetia-
pine monotherapy for depressive episodes in patients with bipolar
II disorder.12

Methods: A post-hoc evaluation of 351 patients with bipolar II
depression from two double-blind, randomized, placebo-con-
trolled, 8-week studies of quetiapine (300 or 600 mg/d; once-daily,
evening dosing) in patients with bipolar I or II disorder (DSM-IV)
was conducted. The primary endpoint was change from baseline
to Week 8 in MADRS total score (analyzed using mixed-effect
model, repeated-measures). MADRS and HAM-D scores were
assessed weekly.

Results: Improvement in mean MADRS total score from base-
line (range 28.6-29.9 for the three groups) was significantly greater
with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d from the first assessment (Week
1) through to Week 8. The change from baseline at Week 8 for
quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/day and placebo was -17.09, -17.86,
and -13.31 (P=O.005 and P=0.001 versus placebo), respectively.
MADRS effect sizes for quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d were 0.45
and 0.54, respectively. Improvements from baseline at Week 8 in
mean HAM-D scores were also significantly greater with both
quetiapine doses (-14.33, P=0.001, and -15.04, P<0.001) than
placebo (-11.33). HAM-D effect sizes were 0.51 and 0.63 for
quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d, respectively. Common adverse
events included dry mouth (300 mg/d: 48.3%; 600 mg/d: 43.1%;
placebo: 13.7%), sedation (40.7%, 36.2%, 7.7%), and somno-
lence (20.3%, 19.0%, 6.0%). Adverse events were generally mild
in intensity in both studies.

Conclusion: This analysis of two major randomized, controlled
trials is, to our knowledge, the largest evaluation to date of an
atypical as monotherapy for bipolar II depression. Quetiapine is
one of the first agents to demonstrate significant efficacy as mo-
notherapy, compared with placebo, for the treatment of depressive
episodes in bipolar II disorder. Quetiapine was generally well toler-
ated in both studies.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP
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NR228 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Duloxetine Versus Combined SSRIs
(Fluoxetine, Paroxetine, Escitalopram) and Placebo in
the Treatment of MDD
Robert M.A. Hirschfeld University of Texas Medical Branch,
301 University Boulevard 1.302RSH, Galveston, TX, 77555-
0188, Craig H. Mallinckrodt, A. Prakash, Madelaine M.
Wohlreich, Michael J. Robinson, Ralph W. Swindle, Michael J.
Detke

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants will be able to
evaluate the relative efficacy of duloxetine compared with several
SSRIs in the treatment of major depression.

Summary:

Objective: Compare the efficacy of duloxetine with an SSRI
group (including fluoxetine, paroxetine, escitalopram) and
placebo.

Method: Data were pooled from all studies in which duloxetine
and SSRIs have been compared: 7 randomized, double-blind,
fixed-dose, 8-week studies of duloxetine (N=1133) versus SSRI
(N=689; fluoxetine, paroxetine, or escitalopram) versus placebo
(N=641). All studies were conducted in patients diagnosed with
MDD. Duloxetine doses were 40 mg/day (2 studies); 60 mg/day
(1 study); 80 mg/day (4 studies); and 120 mg/day (4 studies).
SSRI doses were 10 mg/day (escitalopram) and 20 mg/day (fluox-
etine and paroxetine).

Results: Differential efficacy was observed on some depressive
symptoms compared with the SSRIs studied. When considering
the efficacy of duloxetine across the studied dose range of 40-
120 mg/day, duloxetine was significantly superior to the combined
SSRIs (fluoxetine, escitalopram, paroxetine) on the 17-item Hamil-
ton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD17) total score (-9.16 v -
8.50; p = .032). This significant difference arose from significantly
greater efficacy of duloxetine on HAMD17 individual items. Spe-
cific HAMD17 items for which duloxetine was significantly superior
to combined SSRIs included work and activities, psychomotor
retardation, sexual functioning, and hypochondriasis. Although
there were no items for which the combined SSRI group was
significantly superior to duloxetine, differences approached signifi-
cance for middle insomnia (p = .057) and late insomnia (p =
.06). The advantage of duloxetine over the combined SSRI group
approached significance for the general somatic symptom item
(p = .056).

Conclusion: This analysis of 7 pooled studies comparing dulox-
etine to the SSRIs fluoxetine, paroxetine, and escitalopram
showed statistically significant advantage on the HAMD17 total
score for duloxetine compared with the combined SSRIs. The
differential efficacy was driven by greater improvement for duloxe-
tine-treated patients on specific depressive symptoms of work and
activities (anhedonia), psychomotor retardation, sexual function-
ing, and hypochondriasis. Funded by Eli Lilly and Company.
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NR229 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Assessment of the Impact of Atomoxetine on Fatigue
and Executive Dysfunction Associated With MDD
M.Z. Hussain, M.D. Prince Albert Mental Health Center,
Psychiatry, 2727 2nd Avenue West, Prince Albert, AB, t2n1t1,
Canada, Seema Hussain, M.D., Waqar Waheed, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to gain an understanding of the depression-executive function
syndrome hypothesis and identify potential avenues of treatment.

Summary:

Background
Late-onset depression has been conceptualized as neurological

disease. Findings implicating dysfunction of frontostriatal-limbic
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pathways in geriatric depression have led to the depression-exec-
utive dysfunction (DED) syndrome hypothesis.

Objective
To examine efficacy of atomoxetine in decreasing fatigue and

executive dysfunction in patients with MDD.
Methodology
This prospective randomized open label experimental study

included 20 patients (M=13, F=7, average age=41.3 years) with
MDD. They were stabilized on antidepressants/mood stabilizers
but still experienced fatigue and executive dysfunction. They had
failed or were intolerant of bupropion and methylphenidate aug-
mentation. Atomoxetine, 10 mg, was added to their treatment
regimen increasing to 25 mg po qd after one week. Executive
function and fatigue was assessed at baseline, one week, three
weeks, six weeks and 12 weeks using the HAM-D, Trail A, Trail
B and WAIS-III working memory subscales. Fatigue was mea-
sured on a subjective scale of 1-10.

Results
There was significant improvement in 14 patients, moderate

improvement in 3 patients and no improvement in 3 patients.
Conclusions
Emerging research suggests depressive symptoms associated

with executive dysfunction may be a target for novel pharmacologi-
cal agents. Formal cognitive testing may be a useful adjunct in
clinical evaluation of patients with MDD, at index episode and
more particularly upon recovery.
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NR230 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Assessment of the Impact of Noradrenergic,
Dopaminergic, and Cholinergic Medications on
Fatigue and Executive Dysfunction Associated With
MDD: A Two-Year Follow-Up
M.Z. Hussain, M.D. Prince Albert Mental Health Center,
Psychiatry, 2727 2nd Avenue West, Prince Albert, AB, t2n1t1,
Canada, Seema Hussain, M.D., Waqar Waheed, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to gain an awareness of the depressive-executive dysfunction
syndrome hypothesis and be able to identify several medication
options for its treatment

Summary:

Objective
To demonstrate relative efficacy of noradrenergic and choliner-

gic medications in decreasing fatigue and executive dysfunction
in patients with MDD.

Significance
Studies in normal controls and depressed subjects are strongly

suggestive of a close integration between the DLPFC, subgenual,
cingulate, and frontostriatal limbic network in depression and exec-
utive dysfunction. Pharmacological alterations in the level of neu-
rotransmitters associated with these brain regions may result in
an improvement in the cognitive dysfunction and low energy asso-
ciated with depressive illness.

Late-onset depression has been conceptualized as a neurologi-
cal disease. Findings implicating dysfunction of frontostriatal-lim-
bic pathways in geriatric depression led to the depression-execu-
tive dysfunction (DED) syndrome hypothesis.

Methodology
This prospective randomized open label experimental study

included 60 patients with MDD (m =23, f =37, mean age = 45.8
years), stabilized on antidepressants/mood stabilizers but still ex-
periencing fatigue and executive dysfunction. They were random-
ized to four groups to whom bupropion, modafinil, galantamine
and supportive therapy were added to their therapeutic treatments
respectively. Executive function and fatigue were assessed at
baseline, 1, 3, 6 and 12 weeks and then at 3, 6,12, 18 and 24
months using the HAM-D, Trail Making A, Trail Making B and
WAIS-III working memory subscales. Fatigue was measured on
a subjective scale of 1-10.

Results
Clinically significant improvement in fatigue and executive dys-

function in the medication groups was tenfold greater as compared
to the supportive therapy group and was maximal at 12 weeks.

Conclusions
Emerging research suggests DED syndrome may be a target

for novel pharmacological agents. Formal cognitive testing may
be a useful adjunct in clinical evaluation of patients with MDD, at
index episode and more particularly upon recovery.
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NR231 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Frontal EEG at One Week Predicts Clinical Response
to SSRI Treatment in MDD
Dan V. losifescu, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 50
Staniford Street, Suite #401, Boston, MA, 02114, Scott D.
Greenwald, Ph.D., Charles P. Smith, B.S., Philip H. Devlin,
M.S., Jonathan E. Alpert, M.D., Sarah K. Hamill, B.A., Maurizio
Fava, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To understand the role of automated EEG analysis as a clinically
useful predictor of treatment efficacy in major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the role of frontal EEG as predictor
of clinical response to SSRIs in MDD.

Method: 84 subjects (mean age 36.1 + 12.9; 46.4 % female)
meeting DSM-IV criteria for MDD entered an 8-week prospective
treatment with open-label, flexible dose SSRIs. At each study visit
(baseline, week 1, 4, and 8) we assessed MDD severity with
the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) and we
recorded serial, 4-channel EEGs (F7-Fpz, F8-Fpz, A1-Fpz, A2-
Fpz). An EEG index (Bis-Dep (rev 0.2)) was developed to predict
clinical response using EEGs assessed at baseline and week 1.
Clinical response was defined as HAM-D reduction at week 8
> 50%.

Results: 46 subjects (55%) responded to treatment. EEG pre-
dicted response with 73% accuracy overall (n=84). As expected,
response prediction was better in the 22 subjects who received
no SSRI dosage changes after week 1 compared to the 62 sub-
jects who received dosage change after the second EEG assess-
ment at week 1 (i.e., 86% versus 68%, p <0.05).

Discussion: EEG response to initial dosing is predictive of clini-
cal response. It is possible that the predictive accuracy in subjects
receiving dosage adjustments would be enhanced by assessing
EEG responses occurring 1 week following each dose change.
We are testing this hypothesis currently in a prospective evaluation
of this index in a large, multi-center trial.
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Conclusion: It may be possible to develop an easy-to-use tool
using automated analysis of frontal EEG to predict treatment effi-
cacy after one week of antidepressant treatment. The EEG index
predictive ability was best in subjects with no antidepressant dose
change after week 1.
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NR232 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Risperidone Monotherapy Versus Risperidone or
Haloperidol Plus Sertraline for Major Depression
With Psychosis: Results of a Pilot, Double-Blind,
Placebo-Controlled Trial
Philip G. Janicak, M.D. Rush University Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 1720 West Polk (MFIV), Chicago, IL, 60612, Sheila
Dowd, Ph.D., Elizabeth A. Winans, Pharm.D., Mary Jane
Strong, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand the complexity of treating depression with psychotic
features; recognize the mood regulating effects of second genera-
tion antipsychotics; and discuss their potential benefits for treating
this population.

Summary:

Rationale: Major depression with psychosis usually requires a
combination of antidepressant plus antipsychotic to adequately
treat. Recent evidence indicates that second generation antipsy-
chotics (SGAs) such as risperidone (RISP) have mood regulating
effects distinct from their antipsychotic effects. We conducted a
pilot trial to clarify whether RISP monotherapy would be compara-
ble to RISP plus sertraline (SERT) or haloperidol (HPDL) plus
SERT.

Methods: After 3- to 7-day medication washout, 23 depressed
subjects (19 unipolar; 4 bipolar) with psychotic features signed
consent and 15 were randomized to RISP plus placebo (n=4);
RISP plus SERT (n=5); or HPDL plus SERT (n=6) for 6 weeks.
Medication doses ranged from 0.5 to 6 mg/day for RISP (week 2
mean=2.3 mg); 1 to 10 mg/day for HPDL (week 2 mean=4.4 mg);
and 50 to 200 mg/day for SERT (week 2 mean=50 mg). Primary
outcome measures were the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale (PANSS), the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS),
and the Clinician-Administered Rating Scale for Mania (CARS-M).

Results: There were no significant differences among the three
groups for relevant demographic variables or baseline ratings.
Further, all three groups demonstrated a comparable percent im-
provement on the PANSS and HDRS total covariant adjusted
baseline scores (LOCF). Based on the CARS-M, no patients dem-
onstrated manic symptoms. Perhaps because of the relatively low
doses of antipsychotics, Simpson-Angus Scale scores did not
differ among the three groups at the end of the study.

Conclusion: Our pilot trial found comparable improvement in
both psychotic and depressive symptoms in subjects receiving
RISP alone, RISP plus SERT, or HPDL plus SERT. These results
are consistent with less rigorously designed trials but will require
replication with a larger sample.
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NR233 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cognitive Function in Patients Receiving Open-Label
Lamotrigine With or Without Concomitant Valproate,
Antidepressants, or Antipsychotics
Neil Kaye Thomas Jefferson University College of Medicine,
5301 Limestone Road #103, Wilmington, DE, 19808, Jay
Graham, Jeremy Roberts, Robert Leadbetter, Kevin Nanry

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: Lamotrigine improves self-rated cognitive function
in patients with bipolar I disorder, with similar improvement seen
in patients receiving lamotrigine monotherapy or polytherapy.1

The current analysis examined the cognitive effects of lamotrigine
in the setting of commonly co-administered medications in patients
with bipolar I disorder.

Methods: A "post hoc" analysis evaluated changes in self-rated
cognitive function in patients who were and were not receiving
concomitant valproate, antidepressants, or antipsychotics. Data
is from a prospective open-label study of lamotrigine2 in 1175
patients with bipolar I disorder which was designed to assess the
rate of rash in patients with and without specific dermatological
precautions. Lamotrigine was administered for 12 weeks, includ-
ing a 5-week titration period (target dosage 200 mg/day). Self-
rated cognitive function was assessed with the Medical Outcomes
Study Cognitive Scale (MOS-Cog) at baseline and week 12.

Results: Statistically significant improvement from baseline in
MOS-Cog mean scores was observed in patients taking lamotrig-
ine with (mean ± SD, 7.3 ± 23.92) and without (8.7 ± 22.17)
concomitant valproate and in patients with (8.6 ± 22.43) and
without (8.1 ± 22.83) antidepressants. While statistically signifi-
cant improvement in mean scores of cognitive function was seen
in patients with (5.7 ± 23.17) and without (9.6 ± 22.18) antipsy-
chotics, patients taking lamotrigine without antipsychotics exhib-
ited a statistically significantly greater degree of improvement (P
< 0.05).

Conclusion: Lamotrigine improved self-rated cognitive function
mean scores in patients taking lamotrigine with and without con-
comitant valproate, antidepressants, or antipsychotics; however,
greater improvement was seen in patients without concomitant
antipsychotics.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR234 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Retrospective Controlled Study Into Memory
Complaints Reported by Depressed Patients
Following Treatment With Electroconvulsive Therapy
or Antidepressants
King H. Kho, Ph.D. GGZ Delfland, Psychiatry, GGZ Delfland St
Jorisweg, Delft, 2612 GA, The Netherlands, Michiel van
Vreeswijk, Jaap M.J. Murre, Ph.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize that patients who have been treated with
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) were more convinced that they
suffered from retrograde amnesia due to their illness or treatment.
This conviction is supported by objective test results.

Summary:

Objective: This study compared the levels of subjective and
objective retrograde amnesia in depressed patients who received
ECT or treatment with antidepressive medication.

Method: Patients who suffer from depression according to DSM
IV criteria and were admitted within the past five years prior to
this study in a general psychiatric hospital were screened for
inclusion. Subjective retrograde amnesia was assessed using the
Squire Subjective Memory Questionnaire (SSMQ) and the ECT
Retrograde Amnesia and Perception Scale (ERAPS), a newly
developed scale. Participants' Extended Release APS memory
scores were compared with proxies' Extended Release APS mem-
ory scores of the patients in order to assess the reliability of
memory complaints. Objective retrograde amnesia was assessed
using the Autobiographical Memory Interview (AMI) and the Am-
sterdam Media Questionnaire (AMV).

Results: 20 of the 84 patients who received ECT and 30 of the
196 patients who received antidepressive medication participated
in the study. A significant group difference was found for the
patient's Extended Release APS memory score and the Amster-
dam media questionnaire 1990's score. This difference could not
be explained by the influence of determinants for retrograde amne-
sia. ECT patients equally attributed complaints about memory
problems to the depression, treatment with medication and to ECT
treatment.

Conclusions:These results showed that patients who have been
treated with ECT (and their proxy) were more convinced that they
suffered from retrograde amnesia due to their illness or treatment.
This conviction was supported by objective test results. Future
research should address the influence of this conviction on the
willingness to receive ECT.
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NR235 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Direct Medical Cost for Two Years and Physical
Symptoms in Chronic Illness Patients With
Depression
Kwang Soo Kim, Prof. Dr. St. Mary's Hospital, Psychiatry, 62
Yoidodong, Youngdeungpo-GU, Seoul, 150-713, Republic of
Korea, You Me Na, M.S., Kyoung Uk Lee, Dr. Med. Sc, Jeong
Ho Chae, Prof. Dr., Won Myong Bark, Prof. Dr., Young Sup
Woo, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Depression in patients with chronic illness has been unrecog-
nized and under treated. Futhermore chronic illness patients with
depression have more physical symptoms and used more medical
cares than patients without depression. Also direct medical costs
of patients with depression are higher than those of patients with-
out depression. We reconfirm that early diagnosis and treatment
of depression with chronic illness is very important for the good
outcome of illness, the quality of life of patients, and economy of
chronic illness patients with depression.

Summary:

Objective: We screened the depression in chronic illness pa-
tients and compared the differences of the physical symptom
severity and economic burden in patients with or without de-
pression.

Method: The subjects were the medical patients(N=1155) of St.
Mary's Hospital in Seoul who have been treated due to endocrine,
cardiovascular, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, renal, or immunologi-
cal diseases over 1 year in 2003 and 2004. The patients checked
Zung Self-rating Depression scale and Patients Health Question-
naire(PHQ)-15. We compared the difference of direct medical
costs, number of medical care of patients with or without depres-
sion in 2003 and 2004.

Results: The numbers of patients without depression, with mild,
moderate, and severe by Zung's scale were 662, 254, 149, and
90. The means of direct medical costs of patients without depres-
sion, with mild, moderate, and severe depression were 1896,
2292, 2411, and 3005$ in 2003. The means of direct medical
costs of patients without depression, with mild, moderate, and
severe depression were 2479, 2973, 3518, and 3777$ in 2004.
The numbers of patients with under 5 of PHQ score, with 6-10 of
PHQ score, 11 -15 of PHQ score, and over 16 of PHQ score were
579,398,135, and 43. The number of patients without depression,
with mild, moderate, and severe depression in patients(N=43) with
high PHQ score(>16) were 4, 5, 12, and 22. The patients with
severe symptoms was higher in patients with severe depression.

Conclusion: In this study, 42.7% of patients with chronic illness
had depression. The economic burden in 2003 and 2004, and the
severity of symptoms of chronic illness patients with depression
was higher than those of patients without depression. This study
suggested that early diagnosis and treatment of depression in
chronic illness patients is very important for the good outcome of
illness, the quality of life, and economy of patients.
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NR236 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Tryptophan Hydroxylase Polymorphism in
Korean Patients With Bipolar Disorder
Sie-kyeong Kim, M.D. Chungbuk National University Hospital,
Psychiatry, 62, Kae-shin dong, Heungduk gu, Cheongju,
Chungbuk, 361-711, Republic of Korea, Sang-ick Lee, M.D.,
Woon-taek Kim, M.D., Jung-woo Son, M.D., Seong-min Hong,
M.D., Byoung-jin Han, M.D., Su-jung Yoo, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize some biological basis for typology and genetic
mechanism of bipolar disorder in Korea.

Summary:

Objective: This study has been carried out to explore the genetic
causes of bipolar disorder by comparing the frequency of Trypto-
phan Hydroxylase(TPH) A218C polymorphism between bipolar
disorder patients and normal controls, and to explore the relation
between clinical characteristics of bipolar disorder patients and
TPH polymorphism.

Methods: The genotype and allele frequencies of TPH in the
genome of 113 hospitalized patients with bipolar disorder was
compared with those of 124 normal control subjects using poly-
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merase chain reaction and restriction fragment length polymor-
phism. The association between TPH A218C polymorphism and
clinical characteristics in bipolar disorder patients were explored.

Results: The distributions of TPH A218C polymorphism be-
tween the patients with bipolar disorder and normal control sub-
jects show no difference statistically. There was a significant differ-
ence in the distribution of TPH genotype by clinical characteristics.
The frequency of C allele is significantly higher in patients with a
history of suicidal attempts. The frequency of A allele is signifi-
cantly higher in patients with family history of bipolar disorder.

Conclusion: This study suggests that suicidal attempts and fam-
ily history in the patients with bipolar disorder are clearly associ-
ated with TPH A218C polymorphism and may explain, in part, the
biological basis for these typologies.
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NR237 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Parallel Symptoms in Depressed Children and
Depressed Mothers in a Clinic-Based Hungarian
Sample
Eniko Kiss University of Szeged, Child Psychiatry, Borbas u.
20, Szeged, 6725, Hungary, Agnes Vetro, Maria Kovacs

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: At the conclusion of this presentation,
participants will be able to recognize the importance of maternal
depression in the child's depression and some of the effects that
might influence symptom presentation in the child. One such influ-
ence might be maternal reinforcement of certain depressive symp-
toms of the child and/or social modeling of other depressive symp-
toms of the mother by the child. These effects should also be
considered in therapy.

Summary:

Objective: Mothers of depressed children often suffer from de-
pression themselves. We investigated maternal and child affective
symptoms to look for associations and/or similarities.

Method: Data were examined for 129 children (51 girls) from a
clinic-based, multi-site study of childhood depression in Hungary.
Children's symptoms and diagnoses were ascertained by a stan-
dardized semi-structured interview (ISCA-D) and independent di-
agnosticians; mothers completed the Beck Depression Inven-
tory (BDI).

Results: Children's mean age of onset of depression was 11.92
years (sd: 2.3 years). More than 52% of mothers had BDI scores
at/above the clinical cut-off (mean: 12.95, sd: 9.76). In comparing
maternal and child depressive symptoms reported by mothers,
sadness, indecision, and tiredness were found to be closely re-
lated. Parental reinforcement might play a role in these symptoms.
When the child was the informant, tiredness and guilt correlated
only in girls and mothers, suggesting that these symptoms may
partly represent social modeling.

Conclusion: Given symptom similarities between mothers and
children, therapy should consider mechanisms of symptom rein-
forcement or modeling.

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able
to recognize the importance of maternal reinforcement of certain

depressive symptoms in the child and the possibility of modeling
of other depressive symptoms.
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NR238 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Development and Reliability of a Combined Hamilton
Depression, Anxiety, and Atypical Symptoms Scale
Kenneth A. Kobak, Ph.D. MedAvante, MedAvante Research
Institute, 22 N. Harwood Circle, Madison, Wl, 53717, Janet B
W Williams, D.S.W.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the psychometric and interrater reliability data
on a new scale designed to combine the Hamilton Depression
(SIGHD) and Anxiety (SIGHA) Scales, and the Atypical Depres-
sion Scale (SIGH-ADS).

Summary:

Background: In clinical depression trials, investigators are of-
ten interested in measuring multiple symptom domains. The
widely-used Hamilton Depression and Anxiety Scales have con-
siderable overlap, with probes often being unnecessarily repeated
when the scales are administered sequentially. A combined HAMD
and HAMA interview was developed, the SIGH-AD (Williams,
1996), which eliminates redundancy yet allows both scales to be
rated simultaneously. Another problem is the HAMD fails to assess
atypical symptoms of depression. In order to provide a comprehen-
sive scale that measures all these symptom domains, we devel-
oped a comprehensive scale that combines the HAMD, HAMA,
and the atypical HAMD items developed by Williams & Terman
(SIGH-ADS; 2003). An interview guide was also developed that
includes additional probes and anchor clarifications to improve
reliability.

Method: 14 raters conducted a total of 35 paired interviews
using one of two methodologies: direct observation (n=25) or inde-
pendent interviews (n=10). In both cases raters scored the inter-
views blind to the others' ratings. After ratings were logged, raters
discussed scoring discrepancies. All raters went through a web
tutorial on scoring conventions prior to reliability testing, and had
one group practice session. Newer raters were paired with experi-
enced raters to enhance learning, and observed sessions oc-
curred prior to independent sessions.

Results: The inter-rater reliability (ICC) for total scale score
was .95(p=.0001). Subscale ICC's were .93, .91, and .95 for the
17-item HAMD, HAMA, and atypical HAMD items respectively (p
< .0001 for all comparisons). When just the independent interviews
were examined, the ICC's were .97(total-scale), .94(17-item), .86
(HAMA), and .87(atypical symptoms).Conclusions: A compre-
hensive structured interview for assessing a wide range of symp-
toms of depression and anxiety demonstrates good to excellent
inter-rater reliability, when used in conjunction with prior didactic
training. Such a tool can be useful and time-efficient in studies
requiring the comprehensive assessment of symptomatology.
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NR239 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Retrospective Analysis of the Effects of Bupropion
XL (Wellbutrin XL@) Versus Sertraline (Zoloft®) and S-
Citalopram (Lexapo®) on Pleasure, Concentration,
Interest and Energy in Patients With MDD
Louis E. Kopolow, M.D. George Washington Universtiy,
Psychiatry, 8915 Shady Grove Court, Gaithersburg, MD,
20877-1308

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify differential effects of bupropion XL, s-citalopram,
and sertraline on specific core symptoms of depression: pleasure,
interest, energy and concentration. Participants will also be intro-
duced to a novel patient assessment and monitoring tool used to
evaluate patients with major depressive disorder. This tool was
used at baseline and post initiation of therapy to evaluate the
changes in these core symptoms.

Summary:

Objectives
The objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of

extended-release bupropion hydrochloride compared to sertra-
line, and s-citalopram on pleasure, concentration, interest, and
energy in patient's with MDD.

Study Design / Methods
The study included a retrospective chart review of patients with

MDD evaluating changes in responses to the PROS-D patient
assessment and monitoring questionaire. PROS-D is a 10 item
(based on DSM-IV) questionaire. Each item is rated by the patient
from 0-4 (absent to extreme). Changes in responses to the follow-
ing items will be analyzed:

Item 1: Sad or Depressed Mood (Pleasure)
Item 2: Interest in Activities / People, (Interest)
Item 4: Tiredness and Fatigue (Energy) and
Item 5: Difficulty Concentrating (Concentration)
Results
The mean change from baseline for bupropion was -1.21, -

0.93, -1.43, and -1.29 for Items #1, 2, 4, and 5 respectively. The
mean change from baseline for sertraline was -1.44, -1.11, -0.56,
and -0.56 for Items #1,2,4, and 5 respectively. The mean change
from baseline for escitalopram was -0.85, -0.92, -0.46, and -0.46
for Items #1, 2, 4, and 5 respectively. There was significant im-
provement in each group.

Conclusion:
Many patients with major depression present with low energy,

diminished pleasure, and an inability to concentrate. As these
symptoms typically respond well to antidepressants with noradren-
ergic and/or dopaminergic effects, bupropion would appear to be
an effective treatment choice for patients with these symptoms.
Based on these data, the average change in energy and concen-
tration favored bupropion when compared to both escitalopram
and sertraline. The average change in pleasure and interest was
also greater with bupropion when compared to escitalopram; al-
though numerically lower than sertraline. As limited by a relatively
small sample size and retrospective nature, larger controlled anal-
ysis are needed to duplicate and confirm these findings.
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NR240 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Feeling Blue? Using Colour Shift to Characterize
Mood Cyclicity in Health and Bipolar Disorder
David Kreindler, M.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry, 2075
Bayview Avenue RM FG-62, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada,
Charles J. Lumsden, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

appreciate how time-series analysis of mood can characterize
mood phenomenology and constrain candidate models of mood.

Summary:

Purpose: Mood cyclicity is poorly characterised: whereas some
models of mood disorders (e.g., SAD and PMDD) imply that mood
variation is dominated by a single frequency, other work suggests
that mood varies at multiple frequencies simultaneously over time,
similar to white noise. To better characterise mood cycling in
illness and health, we examined power spectra created using 18-
month time series from subjects with bipolar disorder and healthy
controls.

Method: Mood self-report ratings were collected every 12 hours
over 18 months from (n=19) subjects with rapidly-cycling bipolar
disorder and (n=19) healthy controls using a 19-item visual analog
scale (VAS)-based questionnaire on handheld computers (HHC's)
[Ref 1]. The use of HHC's ensured temporal accuracy, guarded
against retrospective recall, and minimized data loss. One ques-
tionnaire item, asking subjects to rate their "current mood," using
anchors "worst ever" and "best ever," was used to create a time
series for each subject's global mood. We used Lomb's method
to calculate the contribution of cycles ranging from 1/day to 1/500
days. Non-linear least-squares regression was used to fit spectra
over middle frequencies.

Results: 10/38 subjects' spectra were "white," with broadband
contribution; 28/38 were red-shifted -- broadband with low-fre-
quency predominance; no blue shifts or prominent spectral peaks
were observed. The mean slopes of both groups were significantly
reddened; no significant difference between slopes in disease
states, sexes, or ages was found.

Conclusions: Mood variation is typically broadband and red-
shifted. Adequate models of mood will need to explain this finding:
while kindling models cannot predict this result, self-organized
critical (SOC) models can [Ref 2]. Further investigation is neces-
sary to determine if differences can be detected between bipolar
and control groups.
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NR241 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Long-Acting, Injectable Risperidone in Frequently
Relapsing Bipolar Disorder
Mary Kujawa, M.D. Janssen Pharmaceutica Inc., Medical
Affairs, 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Rd., Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Earle Bain, M.D., Ramy A. Mahmoud, M.D., Ibrahim Turkoz,
M.S., Julie C. Locklear, Pharm.D., Peter G. Dorson, Pharm.D.,
Georges Gharabawi, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be able
to differentiate the characteristics of patients with frequently re-
lapsing bipolar disorder (FRBD) and recognize the role of a long-
acting, atypical antipsychotic in addressing unmet needs in this
difficult-to-treat patient population.

Summary:

Objective: A subset of patients with bipolar disorder (BD) relapse
frequently and experience particularly high levels of morbidity and
poor outcomes. This trial evaluates the addition of long-acting
risperidone (LAR) to treatment-as-usual on mood symptom control
and functioning in patients with frequently relapsing BD (FRBD).

Methods: Patients meeting criteria for BD and experiencing >4
episodes requiring clinical intervention in the past 12 months and
>2 episodes in the past 6 months, received open-label (OL) aug-
mentation of treatment-as-usual with LAR (25-50 mg) for 16
weeks. Remitters (Young Mania Rating Scale [YMRS] and Mont-
gomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale [MADRS] <10 over the
last 4 weeks of OL) were eligible for randomization to placebo or
LAR in a double-blind (DB), 52-week, relapse-prevention phase.
Measures included MADRS, YMRS, and Clinical Global Impres-
sions of Severity (CGI-S). OL results for the first 84 patients are
reported.

Results: At baseline, 64% of patients were moderately-markedly
ill by CGI-S; 37% scored >20 on YMRS; 38% scored >20 on
MADRS. Mean (±SD) YMRS and MADRS scores were 15.7± 10.9
and 12.7±11.3, respectively. Seventy-four percent completed the
OL phase; 49% met remission criteria and were eligible to enter
DB phase; 25% did not meet remission criteria but continued
OL LAR treatment. Reasons for discontinuation from OL phase
included: adverse events (6%); lost to follow-up (1%); noncompli-
ance (1%); protocol violation (1%); withdrawal of consent (17%).
At OL endpoint, the percent of patients with CGI-S scores of
moderately ill or worse decreased to 19% (from 64%) and mean
(±SD) YMRS and MADRS improvements were -10.4±11.3
(P<0.001) and -4.5+12.6 (P<0.05), respectively.

Conclusions: Preliminary OL findings suggest addition of long-
acting risperidone to treatment as usual may reduce symptoms
for patients with frequently-relapsing bipolar disorder. Long-term,
double-blind, placebo-controlled data from this ongoing trial will
indicate the validity of these early observations.

Source of Funding: Janssen, LP.
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NR242 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Theory of Mind and Psychotic Symptoms in Bipolar
Disorder
Guillermo Lahera, M.D. Alcala University, Spain, Psychiatry,
Conde de Aranda, 3, 4B, Madrid, 28001, Spain, Jose Manuel
Montes, M.D., Adolfo Benito, M.D., Maria Fernanda Valdivia,
M.D., Elena Medina, M.D., Isabel Mirapeix, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the relationship between the "theory of mind"
deficit and the development of psychotic symptoms in bipolar
disorder.

Summary:

Introduction: Recent data have shown a familial aggregation
of psychotic symptoms in bipolar disorder pedigrees, suggesting
the value of the psychotic bipolar subtype in psychometric, genetic
and biological investigations. The Theory of Mind (ToM), or "the
ability to attribute mental states to self and others in order to
predict their behaviour", is impaired in schizophrenic patients, but
there are few studies in bipolar patients. An impairment of the ToM
could characterize the subgroup of bipolar patients who develop
psychotic symptoms during their illness.

Objective: To asses the ToM in a sample of euthymic bipolar
patients with and without a history of psychotic symptoms during
their illness.

Method: 47 patients meeting DSM-IV criteria for Bipolar Disor-
der type I were recruited. They were described as euthymic by
their consultants, but Hamilton Rating Scale (< 8)and Young Mania
Rating Scale (<8) were used in order to confirm it. The sample
was divided in two groups: 25 of the 47 patients had a positive
history of psychotic symptoms, after been assessed with the the
Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia -Lifetime Ver-
sion (SADS-L), and 22 had not. They all had had three or more
affective relapses. Patients were assessed with the Spanish
adapted version of the "Advanced ToM Test" (Happe, 1994), and
Asarnov Test and Wisconsin Test in order to control the cognitive
general function.

Results: Mean age of the sample population was 46.2 years,
and 17,8 years was the mean duration of the illness. After control-
ling for age and length of illness, the two groups performance in
the ToM task did not differ significantly. Attention and executive
functions were also similar between the groups.

Conclusion: our data do not support the idea of a ToM impair-
ment as a marker associated with the development of psychotic
symptoms in a sample of euthymic bipolar patients.
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NR243 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Escitalopram and Citalopram in the Treatment of
MDD: Effect of Baseline Severity
Raymond W. Lam, M.D. University of British Columbia,
Psychiatry, 2255 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, BC, V6T 2A1,
Canada, Henning F. Andersen

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be able
to evaluate the efficacy of escitalopram compared to citalopram.

Summary:

Objective: Pooled analyses from pivotal trials have consistently
indicated advantages of escitalopram versus citalopram, espe-
cially in patients with more severe depression (1,2). The objective
of this study was to critically examine the effect of baseline severity
on the efficacy of escitalopram versus citalopram.
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Methods: All studies of patients with MDD that included com-
parisons of escitalopram, citalopram and placebo were selected
and the results pooled for analysis. Treatment outcome was as-
sessed by scores from the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rat-
ing Scale (MADRS) at 8 weeks of treatment. The interaction of
baseline severity as assessed by MADRS score and the treatment
effects of escitalopram and citalopram were tested in an ANCOVA
model adjusting for baseline severity, centre and treatment.

Results: Two flexible dose and 1 fixed dose placebo-controlled
studies involving patients with moderate to severe MDD were
included in the pooled analysis. The fixed dose study examined
escitalopram 10 mg and 20 mg versus citalopram 40 mg, so
the 10 mg arm was excluded to ensure that similar doses of
escitalopram and citalopram were compared (exclusion of this
arm did not affect statistical significance of the analyses). Results
of the pooled analysis showed that the differences between escita-
lopram and placebo (p=0.001 for no trend) and between escitalo-
pram and citalopram (p=0.0012 for no trend) increased with in-
creasing baseline severity of MDD; in contrast, the difference
between citalopram and placebo was rather constant relative to
baseline severity. In addition, there was a superior effect of escita-
lopram on response to treatment (defined as >50% decrease in
MADRS total score) at week 8 compared to placebo regardless
of baseline severity, and compared to citalopram at higher levels
of baseline severity.

Conclusion: These results indicate that in the treatment of
MDD, escitalopram is superior to citalopram in patients with more
severe depression.

Acknowledgments: Studies funded by H. Lundbeck A/S.
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NR244 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Traumatic Brain Injury and MDD: The Role of the
Serotonin Polymorphisms in Treatment Outcome
Krista L. Lanctot, Ph.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry and
Pharmacology, Sunny brook & Women's College Health
Sciences Centr, 2075 Bayview Ave., Room FG05, Toronto, ON,
M4N 3M5, Canada, Florance Chan, M.S., Mark J. Rapoport,
M.D., Nathan Herrmann, M.D., Scott McCullagh, M.D., Anthony
Feinstein, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster, the participant will be aware of
the possible clinical utility of polymorphisms in predicting response
to antidepressant treatment in patients with traumatic brain injury.

Summary:

Objective
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is associated with damage to the

serotonergic (5-HT) system, a high prevalence of MDD, and vari-
ability in response to antidepressant treatment. We examined
whether polymorphisms of the 5HT transporter promoter region
(5-HTTLPR; short [S] or long [L]) and 5-HT2A receptor (T102C)
genes predicted tolerability and treatment response to 5-HT phar-
macotherapy in depressed TBI patients.

Methods
Mild-to-moderate TBI patients with MDD (DSM-IV criteria) re-

ceived citalopram (20-40 mg/day, p.o.). Treatment response was
assessed using the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (response:
>50% decrease HAMD17). Genotyping was done blind to
treatment.

Results
Of 46 depressed TBI patients (mean age 39.2 ±18.9, 24M/

22F), 36 (78%) completed 6 weeks of citalopram and 9 (25%)
were responders. Backward regression analysis (ITT group, n=
39) indicated past psychiatric history (p=.003) and L allele (n=15,
p=.048) were associated with better treatment response (F=6.4,
p=.005) and accounted for 32% of the variance. There was a
trend for an increased proportion of drop outs with CC genotype
(n=9)(44% versus 16%; Fisher's, p=.087).

Conclusions
These preliminary findings suggest that genotype may impact

treatment outcome following citalopram in the depressed TBI pop-
ulation. It remains to be seen if this translates to important differ-
ences in long term outcomes.
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NR245 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Comparison of Sociodemographic and Clinical
Characteristics Between Patients With Early Onset
and Late Onset Bipolar Disorder
Sang-Min Lee Kyunghee Univ. Hospital, Psychiatry, # 1 Hoegi-
dong, Dongdaemoon-gu, SEOUL, 130-702, Republic of Korea,
Jun-Heon Park, Hwan-ll Chang, Kyung-Kyu Lee, Myung-Hyun
Na, Geon-Ho Bahn

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that poor response to the treatment and family
psychiatric histories were identified in early onset bipolar group.

Summary:

Objective: Bipolar disorder is charaterized by various clinical
outcomes. Recently, much focus on the clinical characterization
of bipolar disorder in relation to onset age has been made. This
study is designed to investigate the sociodemographic and clinical
characters according to onset age.

Method: We investigated hospital records (from 1990 to 2005)
of 16 early onset (onset age before 20 in years) and 29 late onset
(onset age after 40 in years) patients with type I or type II bipolar
disorders and compared the sociodemographic and clinical char-
acters between two patient groups.

Results: The mean onset age of early onset group was
16.5±1.96 in years and that of late onset group 50.3±8.91 in
years. More family psychiatric histories were identified in early
onset group (50% versus 13.8%, p<0.009). Poorer clinical status
on discharge were also observed in early onset group (75% versus
37.9%, p<0.05). No significant difference in the hospital stay was
found. Although not statistically significant, family history of mood
disorder (66.7% versus 33.3%, p<0.087) and alcohol dependence
(t=1.99, p=0.053) were more frequently identified in early onset
group. We found higher rate of first depressive episode in late
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onset group (4.1% versus 6.3%, p<0.133). No significant differ-
ences in symptoms and treatment were observed.

Conclusions: Poor response to the treatment and family history
were identified in early onset group. Given the limitation that same
diagnostic criteria were applied to both groups were taken into
consideration, the results of observed differences according to
the onset age in this study could be used in the classification of
bipolar disorder.
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NR246 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Manic Behaviour Induced by Deep Brain Stimulation
in Parkinson's Disease: Evidence of Substantia Nigra
Implication?
Pierre-Michel Llorca, Prof. Dr. CHU Clermont-Ferrand,
Psychiatry B, Rue Montalembert, BP 69, Clermont-Ferrand
Cedex 1, 63003, France, Miguel Ulla, Dr. Med. Sc, Stephane
Thobois, Dr. Med. Sc, Jean-Jacques Lemaire, Prof. Dr.,
Audrey Schmitt, Dr. Med. Sc, Emmanuel Broussolle, Prof. Dr.,
Franck Durif, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know that manic behaviour could be link to the stimulation
of the STN.

Summary:

Aims: To report the case of a patient who had benefited from
bilateral subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STN-DBS)
for Parkinson's disease and who presented acute and reproduc-
ible manic behaviour according to the stimulation conditions.

Manic behaviour linked to the stimulation of the STN area has
been described but the pathophysiology of this complication is
unknown.

Methods: Mood swings were assessed in a double-blind fashion
using the Bech and Rafaelsen manic scale (MAS) in five condi-
tions: no stimulation, bilateral stimulation with mania, bilateral stim-
ulation without mood changes and cross stimulation.

The contacts location was determined by automatized matching
of the post operative MRI with the stereotactic preoperative coro-
nal MRI and by a stereotactic matching of the X-Rays controls
performed at the end of surgery and of the preoperative MRI.

A PET scan using H2
15O was performed in three conditions (no

stimulation, stimulation without mood changes and with mania).
Results: The manic behaviour was specifically induced by a

bilateral stimulation of the deepest contacts both located in the
Substantia nigra (SN).

Compared to STN stimulation without mood disorders, mania
was associated with an increase of rCBF in the right superior
frontal gyrus, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior temporal gyrus
and lateral premotor cortex as well as in the left anterior cingulate
cortex. Simultaneously, a decrease of rCBF was noted in the left
insula, inferior parietal lobe and superior temporal gyrus.

Conclusion: The modifications of cortical activation related to
mania in our patient are subcortically driven, involving the SN.
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NR247 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ziprasidone Does Not Exacerbate Mania or Induce
Depression in the Treatment of Bipolar Mania
Ilise Lombardo, M.D. Pfizer, 235 East 42nd Street, MS 10/33,
New York, NY, 10017, Lewis E. Warrington, M.D., Antony D.
Loebel, M.D., Francine Mandel, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants will gain an understanding of the rates of emergent
mania and depression in ziprasidone bipolar mania clinical trials.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the rates of manic exacerbation and
emergence of depression in ziprasidone treatment of patients with
bipolar mania.

Methods: Data from 2 similarly designed randomized, placebo-
controlled trials of ziprasidone treatment in bipolar mania1,2 were
pooled and examined for the exacerbation of mania and emer-
gence of depression. Exacerbation of mania was defined as a
baseline to endpoint worsening in MRS score of >20%. Treatment-
emergent depression was defined as a baseline to endpoint wors-
ening in HAM-D score of >20% and a HAM-D score of >15 at
endpoint.

Results: The proportion of patients treated with ziprasidone
experiencing exacerbation of mania was low (5.2%) and signifi-
cantly less than those patients treated with placebo (10.7%, P =
0.05). The proportion of patients treated with ziprasidone who
experienced a treatment-emergent depression was similarly low
(1.9%) and not significantly different from patients treated with
placebo (4.6% P = NS).

Conclusion: This post hoc analysis suggests that ziprasidone
is not associated with manic exacerbation or the emergence of
depression in bipolar patients with acute bipolar mania.

Support for this study was provided by Pfizer Inc
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NR248 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine Monotherapy Demonstrates Efficacy in
Reducing Suicidality in Bipolar Depression
Wayne Macfadden, M.D. Astrazeneca Pharmaceuticals LP,
1800 Concord Pike, PO Box 15437, Wilmington, DE, 19850-
5437, Margaret Minkwitz, Elinor Spong

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants will be able to
evaluate the efficacy of quetiapine in improving suicide-related
symptoms in depressive episodes of bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the effect of quetiapine monotherapy
on measures of suicidality in depressive episodes in patients with
bipolar disorder.
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Methods: Patients with bipolar I or II depression (DSM-IV) were
randomized to 8 weeks of quetiapine (300 or 600 mg/d) or placebo
in two studies (BOLDER I

1

 and II). A post-hoc analysis of 1045
patients from these studies evaluated the effects of quetiapine,
compared with placebo, on suicidality at Week 8. Suicidality was
measured using MADRS item 10 ("Suicidal thoughts") and HAM-
D item 3 ("Suicide") scores, which were evaluated using mixed-
effect model, repeated-measures analysis. Suicidal ideation and
behavior were also evaluated (by 3 blinded reviewers) during the
study using the Columbia suicidality criteria.2

Results: There were no cases of completed suicide during
the two studies. The mean MADRS item 10 score decreased
significantly more with both quetiapine doses than with placebo
at Week 8 (300 mg/d: -0.98; P<0.001; 600 mg/d: -0.92; P=0.001;
versus placebo: -0.64). The decrease in HAM-D item 3 score at
Week 8 was also significantly greater with both quetiapine doses
than with placebo (-0.62 and -0.57 versus -0.50; both P<0.001).
The incidences of suicidal ideation (300 mg/d: 1.1%, 600 mg/d:
0.9%, placebo: 1.4%) and possible suicide attempts (0.3%, 0.9%,
0.3%) identified using the Columbia criteria were found to be low
and similar in all three treatment groups during the two studies.

Conclusion: These findings suggest that quetiapine monother-
apy, compared to placebo, does not increase, and may decrease,
suicidal tendencies during depressive episodes of bipolar I or II
disorder.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR249 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Hepatitis C Testing, Infection, and Treatment Rates
Among Patients With Bipolar Disorder and
Substance Use Disorders
Annette M. Matthews, M.D. Portland VA Medical Center,
Psychiatry, 3591 S.E. Francis, #E, Portland, OR, 97202, Peter
Hauser, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: Participants should know that hepati-
tis C has been targeted as the most important emerging blood-
born pathogen in the Veteran's Health Administration (VA) system,
and that this has resulted in many interventions to improve care
for those with HCV. In this presentation, participants will learn the
incidence of HCV in VISN 20 and the rates of screening, testing,
and treatment for the disorder. In many healthcare systems, bipo-
lar disorder and/or substance abuse disorder are associated with
decreased access to treatment for hepatitis C. Participants will
learn that in VA VISN 20 the rates of treatment for those with
bipolar disorder with HCV are statistically the same as controls
and possible conclusions from this finding will be explored.

Summary:

Objective/Hypothesis: To determine the hepatitis C (HCV)
prevalence, screening, testing, and treatment rates of those with
bipolar disorder and/or substance dependence as compared to
those without either disorder in VISN 20 of the Veterans Affairs
Healthcare System. Our hypothesis is that screening and testing
rates will be greater for those with bipolar disorder and/or sub-

stance dependence when compared to controls, but that treatment
rates will be the same or less that those in the control group.

Method/Proposed Methods: Using a medical record database,
information was retrospectively collected on 325,410 patients
within VISN 20 of the Northwest Veterans Healthcare Administra-
tion. We then compared HCV prevalence, screening, testing, and
treatment rates among four groups: those with 1) bipolar disorder
and no substance abuse; 2) those with substance use disorder,
and no bipolar disorder; 3) those with co-occurring bipolar disorder
and substance use disorder; and 4) those without either bipolar
disorder or substance abuse. Incidence rates and relative risks
were determined and compared across groups.

Discussion/Significance: Patients with bipolar disorder, sub-
stance use disorders, and co-occurring disorders are at increased
risk for HCV infection as compared with controls. Relative to con-
trols, individuals with substance use disorders and no bipolar
disorder are statistically less likely to receive treatment for HCV
than controls. However, bipolar patients, and patients with co-
morbid bipolar disorder and substance abuse are statistically as
likely to receive HCV treatment as controls. This suggesting that
recent efforts to expand treatment to high risk populations within
the Veterans Healthcare Administration may be having an impact
on clinical practice.
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NR250 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine augmentation for treatment-resistant
depression
Gregory W. Mattingly, M.D. St. Charles Psychiatric Associates,
330 First Capitol Drive, Suite 390, St. Charles, MO, 63301,
Howard J. Ilivicky, M.D., John P. Canale, M.D., Richard H.
Anderson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational objective: At the conclusion of this presentation, the
participants should be able to describe the benefits of augmenting
SSRI/SNRI treatment with quetiapine in patients with treatment-
resistant depression.

Summary:

Objective: Growing evidence supports augmentation of antide-
pressant therapy with atypical antipsychotics in treatment-resis-
tant depression (1,2). This study investigated augmenting concur-
rent treatment with quetiapine in depressed patients partially
responsive to SSRI/SNRI treatment.

Methods: In this 8-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial,
patients (18-65 years) with baseline HAM-D17 scores >20 follow-
ing 8 weeks SSRI/SNRI treatment were randomized to receive
quetiapine (200-400 mg) or placebo as augmentation to SSRI/
SNRI treatment. Efficacy measures included HAM-D17, MADRS,
CGI-S, and CGI-I at study end.

Results: Baseline HAM-D17 scores were 25.0 and 24.5, and
baseline MADRS scores were 32.5 and 33.5, for quetiapine (mean
dose 268 mg/day, n=23) and placebo (n=13), respectively. Follow-
ing treatment, patients receiving quetiapine had significantly lower
HAM-D17 scores versus placebo (8.3 versus 14.7, respectively,
p<0.01). More patients receiving quetiapine responded to treat-
ment (>50% reduction in HAM-D17 score) (67% versus 27%, p=
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0.015), and achieved remission (HAM-D17 score <7) (43% versus
15%, p<0.05), versus placebo. Patients receiving quetiapine had
significantly lower MADRS (15.4 versus 24.8, p<0.02), CGI-S (3.0
versus 4.0, p<0.03) and CGI-I (2.6 versus 3.5, p<0.04) scores
versus placebo. Quetiapine treatment was generally well-tol-
erated.

Conclusion: Quetiapine augmentation of SSRI/SNRI treatment
may benefit patients with treatment-resistant depression and war-
rants further investigation.
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the non-completers (35.1 (.9)); p < .005. However, completers
score on the SF mental health measure were significantly lower
(p <.05) than those of non-completers (44.5 and 47.7 respectively).
There were no differences in the number of feet walked (WT) or
in the BAI between completers and non-completers.

Comparison of outcome data showed significant (p< .05) in-
creases in WT and decreases in BDI-II, and BAI in those who
completed the program.

Conclusions:
The results of this study suggest that anxiety and depressive

symptoms improve significantly in those who complete a cardiac
rehabilitation program. Depressive symptoms however are related
to non-completion of cardiac rehabilitation. Assessment and treat-
ment of depression are needed in cardiac rehabilitation patients
to assure better adherence to the treatment program which will
result in better overall outcomes.
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NR251 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Depression Effects on Outcomes in Cardiac
Rehabilitation Programs
Ronald A. McGinnis, M.D. Medical University of Ohio,
Psychiatry, 3747 Sulphur Springs Rd, Toledo, OH, 43606-2627,
Angele McGrady, Ph.D., Dalynn Badenhop, Ph.D., Muhammad
Rajput, M.D., Bradly W. Chapman, M.S., Michelle K. Bentle,
B.A.

Educational Objectives:

Objectives:
1. Recognize the interaction between mood and anxiety symp-

toms and a patient's ability to participate in a cardiac rehabilitation
program.

2. Describe the outcomes of patients who complete a cardiac
rehabilitation program in regards to mood, anxiety and exercise
ability.

Summary:

Purpose:
Anxiety and depressive disorders are common in patients who

participate in cardiac rehabilitation programs and may complicate
outcomes. The purpose of this study is to describe the influence
of depression and anxiety on a population of patients undergoing
cardiac rehabilitation.

Methods:
266 patients met entry criteria for participation in the cardiac

rehabilitation program. At the interview session, patients gave
informed consent and completed the Beck Depression Inventory
II (BDI-II), Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) and SF-36 mental and
physical health sections. One week later, 219 patients returned
for the twelve minute walk test (WT) and began the program.
Assessments were repeated at the end of the program.

Results:
Approximately half of the patients who signed the consent form

did not complete the program (n=133). Those who completed the
program were compared to non-completers on the dependent
variables. Completers' BDI-II averaged 8.8 (7.8) while non-com-
pleters averaged 11.4 (8.6) (p < 0.01). Scores on the SF physical
health measure were higher in the completers (38.5 (0.84)) than

NR252 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Are There Better Symptom Criteria
Than the DSM-IV?
Joseph McGlinchey, Ph.D. Brown University, Department of
Psychiatry and Human Behavior, 235 Plain St., Suite 501,
Providence, Rl, 02905, Mark Zimmerman, M.D., Diane D.
Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize current and alternative symptom criteria for
diagnosing major depressive disorder (MDD), to understand how
current and alternative symptoms perform in differentiating MDD
cases from non-MDD cases, and to be able to think more critically
about the selection of current symptoms used as diagnostic criteria
for MDD.

Summary:

Objective: As a chronic and prevalent illness, MDD requires
symptom criteria that are able to detect MDD and provide optimal
discrimination from non-MDD cases. To date, there is little data
available to suggest how well the MDD symptom criteria offered
in the latest Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-IV; APA,
1994) achieve these goals, and if there may be alternative symp-
toms to consider as better diagnostic indicators of MDD relative
to those currently suggested in the DSM.

Methods: The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID)
was administered to 1800 treatment-seeking outpatients. Pres-
ence or absence of all current DSM symptoms of MDD, as well
as alternative depression symptoms (i.e., diminished drive, help-
lessness, hopelessness, non-reactive mood, psychic and somatic
anxiety, subjective and overt anger), was ascertained for each
patient. All symptoms were examined in terms of sensitivity, speci-
ficity, odds ratios of sensitivity and specificity, and positive and
negative predictive values.

Results: Diminished drive exhibited stronger performance in
differentiating MDD from non-MDD relative to all currently ac-
cepted DSM-IV criteria excepting depressed mood, anhedonia,
and diminished concentration/indecisiveness. A compound crite-
ria that combined diminished drive with loss of energy was en-
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dorsed by nearly all MDD patients. Helplessness and hope-
lessness, when combined into a single criterion, performed more
strongly than some of the currently accepted DSM-IV criteria. The
remainder of alternative symptoms failed to differentiate MDD
cases more strongly than current DSM-IV criteria.

Conclusion: Diminished drive, helplessness, and hope-
lessness may serve as better symptom indicators to consider in
diagnosing MDD than many of the current DSM-IV symptoms.
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NR253 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Using Item Response Theory to Model the
Comorbidity of Unipolar Depression and Anxiety
Disorder
Joseph B. McGlinchey, Ph.D. Brown University, Department of
Psychiatry and Human Behavior, 235 Plain St., Suite 501,
Providence, Rl, 02905, Mark Zimmerman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to think critically about the controversy over whether current
DSM-IV mood and anxiety disorders are best expressed as dis-
crete entities versus dimensionally (i.e., as indicators falling along
the continuum of a shared, latent factor). This presentation will also
provide an applied example, through full replication of a previous
study, of how novel psychometric techniques can provide greater
elucidation in our understanding of diagnostic comorbidity.

Summary:

Objective: Comorbidity remains a fundamental challenge in
the establishment of a valid nosological system. High rates of
comorbidity have been particularly observed amongst unipolar
mood and anxiety disorders. This study sought to replicate the
findings of a prior study (Krueger & Finger, 2001) that used item
response theory (IRT) to model depression and anxiety comorbid-
ity in terms of a shared, latent factor: Internalizing.

Methods: The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID)
was administered to 1800 treatment-seeking outpatients to ascer-
tain the presence or absence of five mood and anxiety disorders:
major depression, social phobia, panic disorder/agoraphobia, spe-
cific phobia, and GAD. The viability of a single Internalizing factor
was tested to account for the covariation between the disorders.
Then, a two-parameter logistic (2PL) IRT model examined how
the five diagnoses mapped along the continuum of Internalizing.
Finally, the Internalizing factor was validated on three, 'real world'
indicators of impairment.

Results: Findings were strongly consistent with Krueger and
Finger (2001). A confirmatory factor analysis yielded strong evi-
dence for an Internalizing factor underlying the diagnoses (x2 =
11.9; CFI = .98; RMSEA = .02). The 2PL model indicated the five
diagnoses were representative of the upper half of the Internalizing
continuum and were strong discriminators of the factor. Latent
trait estimates representing eac

h patient's placement along the Internalizing continuum were
robustly associated with current poorer social functioning and time
missed from work (p<.001 for each), as well as lifetime hospitaliza-
tions (p < .05).

Conclusions: The findings of the current study lend additional
support towards an alternative conceptualization of unipolar de-
pression and anxiety disorders. Instead of their current presenta-

tion in the DSM-IV as representing discrete diagnostic entities,
these common mood and anxiety disorders may be re-envisioned
as higher-end indicators of a common factor that is associated
with real social cost.
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NR254 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine Augmentation of SSRIs/SNRIs in Major
Depression With Anxiety
Alexander W. Mclntyre, M.Med. Penticton Regional Hospital,
Dept of Psychiatry, 550 Carmi Avenue, Penticton, BC, V2A
3G6, Canada, Alain Gendron, Amanda Mcintyre

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand the benefits of using quetiapine to augment SSRI/
SNRI therapy in patients with depression and anxiety.

Summary:

Objective: Atypical antipsychotics may be effective in treating
major depression.12 This double-blind, randomized study evalu-
ated quetiapine augmentation of SSRIs/SNRIs for major depres-
sion with residual depressive and prominent anxiety symptoms.

Methods: Fifty-eight patients with residual symptoms following
>6 weeks SSRI/SNRI treatment (HAM D >18; HAM-A >14) re-
ceived quetiapine (50 600 mg/day) or placebo for 8 weeks. Primary
efficacy endpoint: mean change (baseline to Week 8 [LOCF]) in
HAM D and HAM-A. Secondary endpoints: CGI Severity; Global
Assessment Scale (GAS); incidence of AEs.

Results: 18/29 quetiapine-treated (mean dose: 202±93 mg/
day) and 16/29 placebo-treated patients completed the study.
Significant improvements (quetiapine versus placebo) were seen
at Weeks 1 (p<0.01) and 8 (p<0.01) for HAM-D (-6.5, -11.2 versus -
2.9, -5.5); HAM A (-7.4, -12.5 versus -3.4, -5.9); CGI Severity (-
0.45, -1.5 versus -0.07, -0.6); GAS (+5.7, +17.5 versus +1.7, +6.6).
Overall, 7/17 HAM-D and 6/14 HAM-A items were improved with
quetiapine (p<0.05 versus placebo at Week 8). Main reasons for
discontinuation: AEs for quetiapine (n=8); inefficacy for placebo
(n=9). Most common AEs (quetiapine versus placebo): sedation/
somnolence/lethargy (n=25 versus n=14); dry mouth (n=13 versus
n=4); weight gain (n=12 versus n=5).

Conclusions: Quetiapine combined with SSRIs/SNRIs improved
residual depressive and anxiety symptoms in major depression;
tolerability was consistent with previous quetiapine studies.

References
1. Kennedy SH, Lam RW: Enhancing outcomes in the manage-

ment of treatment resistant depression: a focus on atypical anti-
psychotics. Bipolar Disord 2003; 5 (Suppl 2):36-47

2. Yargic LI, Corapcioglu A, Kocabasoglu N, Extended Release
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with and without quetiapine therapy in depression associated
with anx.

NR255 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Improving Outcomes in Depression: A Focus on
Somatic Symptoms
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski,
M.S.C., Deborah A. Mancini, M.A., Mateusz Zurowski, M.D.,
Peter Giacobbe, M.D., Joanna K. Soczynska, B.S.C., Sidney H.
Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The primary aim of this investigation was to describe the rela-
tionship between the alleviation of somatic symptoms and im-
provement in overall depression outcome in patients receiving
antidepressant therapy in primary-care settings.

Summary:

Background: It is hypothesized that somatic symptom allevia-
tion is a significant predictor of overall outcome in depressed
primary-care patients.

Method: Depressed primary-care patients (n=205) meeting
DSM-IV-TR criteria received open-label antidepressant therapy.
The HAMD-17 was the primary symptom-measurement tool, with
the MADRS and CGI-I/S as secondary measures. As a proxy for
somatic symptoms, eight items from the HAMD-17 (HAMD-S) and
three items from the MADRS (MADRS-S) which measure somatic
symptoms were identified and extracted.

Results: There was a significant correlation between improve-
ment on the HAMD-S and overall reduction on MADRS total score
(r=0.766, p<0.001), response (r=0.594, p<0.001) and remission
(r=0.552, p<0.001) respectively. Improvement on the MADRS-
S also correlated with overall HAMD-17 improvement (r=0.782,
p<0.001), along with response (r=0.649, p<0.001) and remission
rates(r=0.539, p<0.001), respectively. Both HAMD-S and MADRS-
S correlated with global improvement as measured by CGI-I/S
(p<0.001).

Conclusions: A reciprocal interaction between somatic symp-
toms and other depressive-symptom domains is implied by this
analysis. Clinicians are encouraged to identify, track, and target
the somatic symptoms of depressive illness

References:

1. Fava M: Somatic symptoms, depression, and antidepressant
treatment. J Clin Psychiatry 2002; 63(4):305-307.
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NR256 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Anxious Residual Symptoms in Depressed Primary
Care Patients
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski,
M.S.C., Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To evaluate the relationship between anxiety symptoms and
depressive symptom severity, chronicity of illness course, and
poor outcome.

To characterize the burden of anxiety amongst residual de-
pressive symptoms in naturalistic primary-care settings.

Summary:

Background: Symptomatic remission is the optimal outcome
in depression. We aimed to characterize the burden of anxiety
amongst residual depressive symptoms in naturalistic primary-
care settings.

Method: A post-hoc analysis of a database comprised of natu-
ralistically-treated depressed patients receiving treatment across
Canada. This bilingual (English and French), multicenter, random-
ized validation study was conducted in forty-seven primary-care
settings in four provinces of Canada. Patients who met Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text-
Revision (DSM-IV-TR) criteria for a major depressive episode, in
the context of a MDD (n=454) were enrolled. Eligible patients
received open-label, flexible-dose antidepressant treatment. Pa-
tients with at least one post-baseline assessment were considered
evaluable. We derived a composite anxiety score which served
as a proxy of the anxiety burden (expressed as an anxiety ratio).
Correlations between the baseline and endpoint anxiety ratio and
overall response/remission status were conducted.

Results: The composite anxiety ratio at baseline did not corre-
late with the probability of remitting at endpoint (p=0.534). After
eight weeks of antidepressant therapy remitting patients evinced
a statistically significant decrease in the anxiety ratio (p=0.041).
Moreover, an inverse correlation was noted between endpoint
anxiety symptom severity and probability of remission (p=0.026).
The burden of anxiety, presented as the anxiety ratio, was higher
in nonremitting patients at endpoint (p=0.828).

Conclusion: Residual depressive symptoms represent ongo-
ing illness activity in depression. Anxiety symptoms are dispropor-
tionately represented amongst residual symptoms. Sharpening
the focus of therapeutic interventions in the clinical environments
calls for tracking and managing residual anxiety symptoms.
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NR257 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing Bipolar Disorder Amongst Pseudo
Unipolar Patients Referred to an Outpatient Mood
Clinic
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street,
Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Deborah Mancini, M.A.,
Joanna K. Soczynska, B.S.C., Jakub Z. Konarski, M.S.C., Chris
Lam, Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To estimate the proportion of persons with a history of treatment
resistant or chronic depression who are diagnosed as having
bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Background: There is an increasing appreciation of the preva-
lence of bipolar spectrum disorder in the general population and
in the health care setting. Several reports indicate that up to 20-
40% of all 'unipolar' patients are in fact 'pseudounipolar'. We aim
to estimate the proportion of persons with a history of treatment
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resistant or chronic depression who are diagnosed as having
bipolar disorder.

Method: Consecutive adult patients (18-65 years) attending the
Mood Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit (MDPU), University
Health Network, University of Toronto, from October 2001 to No-
vember 2005, were evaluated with a retrospective chart review.

Results: Of 1000 patients referred to the MDPU, the diagnostic
breakdown was as follows: MDD (n=518, 51%); Bipolar Disorder
(BD) (n=381, 38%); Anxiety Disorders (n=18, 2%), other diagno-
ses (n=101, 10%). Of the patients who were initially referred to
the MDPU with a working diagnosis of MDD, 16% (n=181) were
diagnosed by the MDPU with BD. Several sociodemographic and
treatment variables were associated with a diagnosis of BD, which
will be presented.

Conclusion: A substantial proportion of patients referred to a
tertiary mood disorders program with chronic or treatment resistant
depression may have an occult diagnosis of bipolar disorder. All
patients with a diagnosis of MDD should be carefully screened
for bipolar disorder and repeatedly over the course of their illness.
Treatment resistant depression and/or chronic depressed patients
should be particularly screened for subtler expressions for bipolar
disorder.
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1. Goldberg, J. F., Harrow, M., & Whiteside, J. E. (2001). Risk
for bipolar illness in patients initially hospitalized for unipolar
depression. Am.J.Psychiatry, 158, 1265-1270.
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NR258 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Childhood Physical and Sexual Abuse Predicts
Suicidality in Adult Bipolar Disorder
Roger Mclntyre University Health Network, Mood Disorders
Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, Toronto, ON,
M5T 2S8, Canada, Deborah Mancini, M.A., Joanna Soczynska,
B.S.C., Jakub Z. Konarski, M.S.C., Chris Lam, Sidney H.
Kennedy

Educational Objectives:

To evaluate the effect of childhood sexual and physical abuse
on suicidality and other indices of illness severity in adult bipolars.

Summary:

Objectives: Bipolar disorder is a prevalent, severe and disa-
bling illness. Psychosocial stressors are reported to affect the
course and outcome of bipolar disorder, particularly early in the
illness course. Adverse childhood experiences are a non-specific
risk factor for disparate psychiatric disorders and may be a moder-
ator of a more severe bipolar course. Preliminary data suggests
that childhood physical and sexual abuse is associated with suicid-
ality in adult bipolar disorder. We aimed to evaluate the effect of
childhood sexual and physical abuse on suicidality and other indi-
ces of illness severity in adult bipolars.

Method: Adult outpatients (N=1000) seen at the Mood Disor-
ders Psychopharmacology Unit (MDPU), University Health Net-
work, University of Toronto, from October 2001 to November 2005
were evaluated with a retrospective chart review.

Results: Patients with bipolar disorders (n=318) frequently re-
ported a history of physical and sexual abuse (n=81, 44%). The
self-reported childhood sexual and physical abuse was associated
with suicidality in adults with bipolar disorder (n=52, 54%; p=
0.03) and with other indices of bipolar severity (i.e. at least one
hospitalization; n=39, 26.2%, p=0.004).

Conclusions: The data herein suggests that distal stressors
(e.g. childhood sexual and physical abuse) are an adverse prog-

nosticator in bipolar disorder and are associated with suicidality.
Risk assessment in bipolar disorder should include inquiry into
past history of physical and sexual trauma.
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NR259 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
OREON 2: Factors Influencing Remission Rates in
Depression
Annick Mignon Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Belgium, Medical Dpt,
rue du bosquet 15, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1348, Belgium, Koen
Demyttenaere, Prof. Dr., Marc Ansseau, Jan Heyrman, Prof.
Dr., Adelin Albert, Prof. Dr., Andre Migeotte, Prof. Dr., Sophie
Leyman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The OREON 2 observational study of remission in depressed
patients treated in primary care and in patients treated by psychia-
trists analyzed risk factors associated with low remission rates.
The data shown provide sociodemographic as well as diagnostic
and treatment factors that affect remission rates. The data will
help physicians identify depressed patients at risk for low remis-
sion rates and identify diagnostic and treatment factors that are
associated with improved remission.

Summary:

Objective: OREON 2 (Objective Remission in Depression) stud-
ied remission rates as well as patient-related factors affecting
remission in depressed patients treated after the participation of
their treating physician to an internet based interactive educational
intervention

Method: In this observational study, investigators each included
10 consecutive patients with newly diagnosed depression. At the
start of treatment, socio-demographic parameters, method of diag-
nosis, disease severity and history were recorded. Patients com-
pleted the Physicians Health Questionnaire (PHQ), the Sheehan
Disability Scale (SDS) and the Carroll scale. Symptom severity
was assessed using the HAM-D 7 (GPs) or the HAMD-17 (psychia-
trists) .

During a routine follow up after 3 to 6 months of treatment,
HAM-D scales, PHQ, Carroll and SDS were rated. Treatment
history, and compliance were also recorded.

Results: 200 GP's and 20 psychiatrists screened a total of 1800
patients. Overall remission was 50% in primary care and 40%
in specialized care. The prevalence of remission will be shown
according to various cofactors: gender, age, region, socio-eco-
nomic status, severity and duration of disease, co-morbidities as
well as treatment and compliance. Conclusion: OREON 2 provides
cofactors affecting remission rates and helps physicians identi-
fying depressed patients at risk for not reaching remission.

The OREON project is funded by Wyeth Pharmaceuticals
Belgium
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NR260 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Role of Duration of Untreated Illness on the
Outcome of MDD
Emanuela Mundo, M.D. Dept. of Psychiatry, Department of
Clinical Sciences "Luigi Sacco", University of Milan, Italy, Dept.
of Psychiatry, Department of Clinical Sciences "Luigi Sacco",
University of Milan, Italy, via G.B. Grassi 74, Milan, 20157,
Italy, Serena Vismara, M.D., Annalisa Santini, M.D., Silvia
Zanoni, M.D., Carlo Alfredo Altamura, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the role of the duration of untreated illness
(DUI), defined as the time elapsing between the onset of Major
Depressive Disorder (MDD) and the first adequate antidepressant
treatment, on the long-term outcome of MDD.

Summary:

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the role of
the duration of untreated illness (DUI), defined as the time elapsing
between the onset of MDD and the first adequate antidepressant
treatment, on the long-term outcome of MDD. Methods: 113 DSM-
IV-TR MDD patients, who gave their informed consent, were the
sample studied. Patients were sub-divided into two groups, with
DUI < 1 year (N=75) and with DUI > 1 year (N=38). The main
demographic, clinical, and outcome variables were compared be-
tween the two patient groups (Student's t-tests or chi-square
tests).

Results: Patients with DUI> 1 year had a significantly higher
number of Major Depressive Episodes lifetime (t=2.045, p<0.02).
No significant differences between the two groups were found
with respect to the other variables considered, including the fre-
quency of comorbidity with onset later than MDD, the number of
hospitalizations, and the development of rapid cycling course.
Conclusions: Results from this study suggest that the DUI can
negatively influence the outcome of DDM. These results will be
discussed also considering data from studies on the impact of
DUI on other mood disorders, i.e., Bipolar Disorder.
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NR261 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prediction of Response to Lamotrigine and Placebo
for Bipolar Depression: A Clinically Useful
Probability Analysis
Kevin Nanry GlaxoSmithKline, Psychiatry, 5 Moore Dr., RTP,
NC, 27709-3398, Andrew Nierenberg, Bryan Adams, Eric
Bourne, Robert Leadbetter

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objectives: Lamotrigine is frequently prescribed for patients
with bipolar depression.1,2 This is the first study that examines

the probability of response at the end of a trial of lamotrigine by
week for the treatment of bipolar depression.

Methods: Data were pooled from 3 randomized placebo-con-
trolled studies that included 579 patients with bipolar I or II disorder
and who had a major depressive episode. Full response was
defined as > 50% decrease in HAMD-17 without emergence of
mania or hypomania. Conditional probability of response at 7
weeks was calculated for minimal (<30% improvement), partial
(30-49% improvement), and full response at weeks 1 through 6.

Results: The majority of patients with a full response at each
week were also full responders at the end of the trial (75-90%) in
both the placebo and lamotrigine treatment groups with a generally
higher proportion of lamotrigine treated patients responding. A
greater number of lamotrigine treated patients with partial re-
sponse at each week (37%-76%) compared to placebo treated
patients (18%-48%) were also full responders at the end of the
trial. Lamotrigine treated patients with minimal response at weeks
1,2,3, 4, 5, and 6 were less likely to be full responders by week
7 with 53%, 43%, 38%, 24%, 27%, and 11% respectively.

Conclusions: As minimal response persisted, patients had a
declining probability of final response. Those with partial and full
response at each time point were more likely to continue as re-
sponders by the end of the trial.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR262 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Five-Year Retrospective Study in Schizobipolar
Disorder Outpatients
Isabella Nascimento, Sr., M.D. Federal University of Rio De
Janeiro, Laboratory of panic & respiration, r. Prof. Hermes de
Lima, 364/103, Recreio dos Bandeirantes, Rio de Janeiro,
22765095, Brazil, Antonio E. Nardi, Sr., M.D., Alexandre M.
Valenca, Sr., M.D., Rafael C.R. Freire, Sr., M.D., Valfrido Leao
De Melo Neto, M.D., Marco A.U. Mezzasalma, Sr., M.D.,
Fabiana L. Lopes, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize that schizobipolar disorder patients have
demographic, clinical and therapeutic features similar to bipolar I
patients and the data support its definite inclusion in the bipolar
spectrum group.

Summary:

Background: Schizobipolar disorder is considered related to
both schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. We aimed to describe
with retrospective methodology the demographic, clinical, and
treatment features in a group of schizobipolar disorder patients
who have been treated for at least a 5-year period and compare
them with bipolar I and schizophrenic patients who were treated
during the same period. Method: We compared the demographic
and clinical data of 61 schizobipolar, 57 bipolar I, and 55 schizo-
phrenic outpatients who were diagnosed and treated for at least
5 years in the outpatient clinic in the Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro. Results: The schizobipolar disorder patients had a profile
similar to the bipolar I patients but are significantly different from
schizophrenic patients in educational level, marital status, occupa-
tion, drug and alcohol abuse episodes, presence of depressive,
mixed and maniac episodes, family history of bipolar I and mood
disorders, and use of medications. Only the age of onset, suicide
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attempts, and family history of suicide are not significantly different
among the groups. The schizophrenic patients used antipsychot-
ics for more days and the schizobipolar and bipolar I used more
antidepressants and mood stabilizers. 37 (60.6%) schizobipolar
patients had their diagnosis changed to bipolar disorder by their
physician in different periods during the period studied. Limita-
tions: It is a retrospective data description based on a naturalistic
treatment. The family history was collected from the patient and
whenever possible from one first-degree relative.
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NR263 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Onset of Antidepressant Action and Acute Efficacy
and Safety of Duloxetine Versus Escitalopram and
Placebo in the Treatment of MDD
Andrew A. Nierenberg, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
15 Parkman Street WACC 812, Boston, MA, 02114-3117, John
H. Greist, M.D., Craig H. Mallinckrodt, Ph.D., Apurva Prakash,
B.A., Angelo Sambunaris, M.D., Gary D. Tollefson, M.D.,
Madelaine M. Wohlreich, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the comparative onset of efficacy as well as the
efficacy and tolerability of duloxetine and escitalopram in the acute
treatment of depression.

Summary:

Objective: To compare onset of efficacy (OE) and acute phase
efficacy and safety outcomes of duloxetine with the 5HT-specific
uptake inhibitor escitalopram.

Methods: Adult patients (N=684) with MDD were randomized
to duloxetine 60mg once daily (QD; n=273), escitalopram 10mg
QD (n=274), or placebo QD (n=137) for 8 weeks. OE was defined
a priori as at least a 20% decrease from baseline in the 17-item
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAMD17) Maier subscale
that was maintained at each visit.

Results: The probability of meeting OE criteria at Week 2 for
duloxetine- and escitalopram-treated patients was estimated as
42.6% versus 35.2%, respectively (p=.097). Placebo-treated pa-
tients met OE criteria (21.5%) at a significantly lower rate than
duloxetine (p<.001) or escitalopram (p=.008). Secondary analyses
found probabilities of response for placebo, duloxetine, and escita-
lopram were 36.9%, 48.7%, and 45.3%, and for remission 27.7%,
40.1%, and 33.0%, respectively, with no significant differences
between groups. Mean change in total HAMD17 scores were -
5.97, -7.61, and -7.22, respectively with only duloxetine signifi-
cantly different from placebo (p=.021). Both antidepressants had
statistically significant changes in CGI-S and PGI-I when com-
pared with placebo. The discontinuation rate due to adverse
events was similar for each group (placebo 5.8%, duloxetine 7.3%,
escitalopram 5.1% ). Treatment-emergent adverse events oc-
curring significantly more frequently among duloxetine-treated pa-
tients, when compared with those receiving escitalopram, were
nausea, dry mouth, vomiting, yawning, and irritability. Conclu-
sions: In this study, duloxetine 60mg QD had onset of sustained
clinically meaningful improvement that was at least as fast as
escitalopram 10mg QD. The proportion of remitters and respond-

ers treated with placebo, duloxetine, and escitalopram was not
significantly different at 8 weeks. However, duloxetine showed
significant differences from placebo on the HAMD17 while escita-
lopram did not. Most other measures found similar changes with
duloxetine and escitalopram. Funding provided by Eli Lilly and
Company.
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NR264 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effects of Sildenafil Citrate Treatment on Ejaculatory/
Orgasm Delay and Erectile Dysfunction in
Serotonergic, Antidepressant-Associated Sexual
Dysfunction
H. George Nurnberg, M.D. University of New Mexico,
Department of Psychiatry, 2400 Tucker NE, MSC 095030,
Albuquerque, NM, 87131, Richard L, Siegel, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to recognize the need for effective treatment of serotonergic
reuptake inhibitor-associated ejaculatory delay and erectile dys-
function and the complicated relationship between the two.

Summary:

Objective: Serotonergic reuptake inhibitor antidepressant-as-
sociated sexual dysfunction (SRI-AASD) is complex, involving
primarily disordered orgasm and Extended Release ectile dys-
function (ED) in men. Although controlled trials of sildenafil have
demonstrated efficacy for treatment of ED due to various etiolo-
gies, including Sustained Release l-antidepressants, its effective-
ness for ejaculatory delay (EJD) and orgasm delay is unclear.
This report examines sildenafil treatment for Sustained Release
I-AASD with a focus on ED, EJD, and their concurrence.

Methods: 90 men with MDD in remission, on stable-dose anti-
depressant, and Sustained Release I-AASD were randomized to
receive sildenafil (flexible dose, 50 mg or 100 mg) or placebo for
6 weeks. Subjects entered an open-label extension phase where
they received sildenafil for 18 additional weeks. Outcome mea-
sures included the International Index of Extended Release ectile
Function, University of New Mexico-Sexual Function Inventory,
Clinical Global Impression-Sexual Function (CGI-SF), and Hamil-
ton Depression scales (HAM-D).

Results: ED (87%) and EJD (70%) were highly prevalent. Silde-
nafil treatment resulted in significant improvement in sexual dys-
function domain scores for both double-blind and open-label
phases of the 24-week study (effect size=1.07,95% Cl, 0.77-1.37);
HAM-D remained <7, without depression relapses or recurrences.
Placebo response rates were <5%. Full response rates (CGI=1)
were 76.5% for ED without EJD, 40.5% for ED with EJD, 14.3%
for EJD without ED, 50.9% for total ED, and 40.5% for total EJD
(P=0.02).

Conclusions: Sustained Release I-AASD involves multiple
sexual dysfunctions. Sildenafil treatment of ED appears to be
attenuated in association with EJD whereas associated ED en-
hanced the response to EJD. The ED-EJD relationship is complex
as to whether the concurrence reflects cause-effect, forme-fruste,
common diathesis, complications, independent-interactive, or se-
verity of conditions, and to what extent phosphodiesterase inhibitor
agents are of primary or secondary benefit.
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NR265 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Major Depression, Somatic Pain, and Health Care
Costs in an Urban Primary Care Practice

Mark Olfson, M.D. Columbia University, Psychiatry, 1051
Riverside Drive, New York, NY, 10032, Marc J. Gameroff,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to describe relationships between major depressive disorder, pain-
related interference in daily function, and health care costs in an
urban primary care practice.

Summary:

Background: Depression is associated with somatic pain and
a substantial elevation of general medical care costs.

Objective: To evaluate the extent to which pain related interfer-
ence in daily function contributes to the total medical care costs
of primary care patients with MDD.

Methods: A systematic sample of primary care patients (n=
1,028) from an urban practice were assessed with the PRIME-
MD PHQ, Sheehan Disability Scale, a medical illness checklist,
and the SF-12, which includes a pain-related functional interfer-
ence item. Medical charges for inpatient, outpatient, and emer-
gency department services were assessed for the 6 month period
preceding and following the index medical visit. Patients with and
without MDD were first compared with respect to predicted mean
medical care costs and pain-related interference. Predicted mean
medical care costs of MDD patients with little or no pain related
interference were then compared to those with moderate or more
severe pain related interference in daily function.

Results: As compared to patients without MDD (n=821), those
with MDD (n=207) had significantly higher predicted mean medical
care costs ($19,838 versus $6,268, t = 14.9, p < .0001), after
controlling for age and sex, and were significantly more likely to
report at least moderate pain related interference in daily function
(MDD: 69.1% versus no MDD: 38.5%, x2=61.3, df=1, p<.0001).
Predicted mean medical care costs of patients with MDD and at
least moderate pain were on average 2.33 times (95% confidence
interval, 1.34-4.05) as high as patients with MDD and little or no
pain related interference.

Conclusions: In this primary care practice, pain makes an impor-
tant contribution to the total health care costs of patients with MDD.
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NR266 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Association Between Smoking, Suicidality, and
Clinical Course in Bipolar Disorder
Michael J. Ostacher, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 50 Staniford Street, Suite 580, Boston, MA, 02114,
Roy H. Perlis, M.D., Gianna Marzilli Ericson, B.A., Tanya B.
Tran, B.A., Amanda W. Calkins, B.A., Roger D. Weiss, M.D.,
Gary S. Sachs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that a history of smoking in subjects with bipolar
disorder is associated with worse course, greater illness burden,
anxiety and substance use disorder comorbidity, and history of a
suicide attempt.

Summary:

Objective:
The purpose of this study was to assess the relationship be-

tween smoking and bipolar disorder.
Methods:
399 outpatients with bipolar disorder were evaluated with the

Affective Disorders Evaluation (ADE), a validated, semi-structured
interview, and the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview
(MINI).

Results:
38.8% of subjects had a history of smoking. Having ever smoked

was associated with earlier age of onset of first depressive episode
(15.7 versus 18.2 years, p=0.004), earlier age of onset of first
manic episode (19.7 versus 22.4 years, p=0.013), lower Global
Assessment of Functioning (GAF) at the time of entry to the clinic
(56.1 versus 59.1, p=0.003), higher Clinical Global Impressions
for Bipolar Disorder (CGI-BP) at the time of entry to the clinic (3.1
versus 2.8, p=0.015), a history of a comorbid anxiety disorder,
(68% versus 53.4%, p<. 01), a history of alcohol use disorders
(56.7% versus 30.5%, p<0.001), a history of substance use disor-
ders (43.3 % versus 20.3%, p<0.001), and having made a suicide
attempt (47% versus 25%, OR 2.74, 95% C.I. 1.77-4.23). After
controlling for these factors in a binary logistic regression model,
a significant association persisted between smoking and suicide
attempts (OR 2.3, 95% C.I. 1.36-3.93. p=0.002) and between
smoking and substance use disorders (OR 2.1, 95% C.I. 1.16-
3.90, p=0.15).

Conclusions:
A history of smoking is highly prevalent in subjects with bipolar

disorder, and is associated with worse course, greater illness
burden, anxiety and substance use disorder comorbidity, and his-
tory of a suicide attempt. The strong relationship between nicotine
use and bipolar disorder, including its relationship with suicidality,
merits further exploration.
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NR267 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Adjunctive Risperidone in the Treatment of GAD: A
Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled, Randomized Study
Gahan J. Pandina Medical Affairs, Janssen Pharmaceutica,
Inc., 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Carla M. Canuso, M.D., Georges M. Gharabawi, M.D., Colette
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Kosik-Gonzalez, M.A., Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., Mary Kujawa,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to (1) identify residual symptoms that are rated as most
troubling by patients with GAD, (2) evaluate a potentially useful
instrument for assessing treatment outcomes in patients with
GAD, and (3) assess the efficacy of treatment with risperidone in
patients with residual symptoms.

Summary:

Background: Residual symptoms remain refractory in a consid-
erable proportion of patients with GAD. This study examined the
effectiveness of risperidone compared with placebo added to stan-
dard care in GAD patients.

Methods: The subjects, patients with a DSM-IV GAD diagnosis
who remained symptomatic despite treatment with an anxiolytic
agent for >8 weeks, received adjunctive risperidone or adjunctive
placebo for 6 weeks. The primary effectiveness measure was the
patient-rated Most Troubling Symptoms (MTS) scale, comprised
of 7 GAD symptoms from the DSM-IV rated on a scale of 0-10
via a telephone interactive voice response system (Healthcare
Technology Systems). The primary endpoint was the MTS total
score (sum of the 4 items identified as most troubling by each
patient at baseline) at the week-4 endpoint (LOCF).

Results: 390 patients comprised the intent-to-treat population
(risperidone n=196, placebo n=194). The mean (± SD) modal
dose of risperidone was 0.9±0.2 mg/day over weeks 1-4. The 4
MTS items rated most often by patients as most troubling were
excessive anxiety or worry (76%), feeling restless (68%), trouble
sleeping (66%), and getting tired easily (55%). Greater improve-
ments in MTS total scores were seen with adjunctive risperidone
than adjunctive placebo, with significant (P < 0.05) differences at
week 1 but not at endpoint. On the Patient-Rated Global Improve-
ment Scale, significantly greater improvements were seen at
weeks 1 and 3 and at endpoint in patients receiving risperidone
compared with placebo (P<0.05). Significantly greater satisfaction
with medication and life (Q-LES-Q scores) was reported by pa-
tients receiving risperidone than placebo.

Conclusions: Preliminary evidence of the efficacy of adjunctive
risperidone on residual symptoms in GAD patients was observed.
The patient-rated MTS appears to be a useful instrument for as-
sessing treatment effects in GAD patients. Supported by Jans-
sen, L.P.
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necessarily confer additional benefits during acute treatment of
MDD.

Summary:

Objective: There is increasing recognition that non-adherence
and discontinuation limit the effectiveness of pharmacological in-
terventions for depression. We hypothesized that combining a
standardized telephone adherence support intervention with an
antidepressant (duloxetine) would lead to superior outcomes in
the treatment of depressed patients compared with antidepressant
alone.

Method: Depressed adults were randomized to receive duloxe-
tine 60-120 mg/day alone or duloxetine 60-120 mg/day plus tele-
phone intervention for 12 weeks of open-label treatment. The
primary outcome measure was the percentage of patients in remis-
sion (endpoint HAMD17 total score <7). Additional efficacy mea-
sures included response rates (>50% decrease in HAMD17 total
score). Safety and tolerability were assessed via reporting of treat-
ment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs), vital signs and labora-
tory analytes. The telephone intervention was based upon relevant
health psychology theory, and designed to improve treatment ad-
herence and reduce study discontinuation. It was delivered to
patients via telephone calls occurring approximately 1, 4, and 9
weeks after initiation of duloxetine treatment.

Results: 962 patients were enrolled. No significant baseline
differences were observed between treatment groups. Remission
rates (42. 8% versus 43.5%) and response rates (56.6% versus
58. 4%) were similar between duloxetine alone and duloxetine
plus telephone intervention groups. A similar proportion of patients
in each treatment group completed the study, and adverse event
discontinuation rates were not significantly different (10.7% versus
13.0%). TEAEs were more common in the telephone intervention
group, although only constipation (3.5% versus 10.1%) and hot
flushes (0.2% versus 1.7%) were reported significantly more fre-
quently. Adherence to drug treatment was high in both treatment
groups.

Conclusions: Use of a telephone intervention in combination
with duloxetine did not appear to improve depression outcomes
compared with duloxetine alone (perhaps due to the high drug
adherence in both treatment groups which was likely due to study
procedures), but was associated with increased TEAE reporting.
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NR268 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Duloxetine Alone Versus Duloxetine Plus Non-
Pharmacological Intervention in the Treatment of
Depression: Does the Addition of a Telephone
Intervention Improve Antidepressant Outcomes?
David Perahia, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company Limited, Lilly
Research Centre, Erl Wood Manor, Sunninghill Road,
Windlesham, Surrey, GU20 6PH, United Kingdom, Deborah
Quail, M.S., Paul Gandhi, M.D., Daniel Walker, Ph.D., Robert
C. Peveler, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that the use of a non-pharmacological interven-
tion in concert with optimized antidepressant treatment may not

NR269 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Frontal EEG at One Week Predicts Response
toTreatment With Citalopram in MDD

Russell E. Poland, Ph.D. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, 8730
Alden Drive, E-123, Los Angeles, CA, 90048, Scott D.
Greenwald, Ph.D., Charles P. Smith, B.S., Christina Kustak,
M.S.N., Julie Schulz, B.S., Sarah Rowe, B.S., Lev Gertsik,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To investigate the performance of automated EEG analysis as a
clinically useful indicator of treatment efficacy in major depressive
disorder.
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Summary:

Objective: To investigate the performance of automated EEG
analysis as a predictor of response to citalopram treatment in
patients with MDD.

Method: Following IRB approval, 26 subjects (mean age 41.0
+ 9.8; 42.3 % female) meeting DSM-IV criteria for MDD with
baseline HAM-D > =17 entered an 8-week treatment trial with citalo-
pram. Doseage began at 20mg/day and was increased at the
physician's discretion to 40mg/day after week 4 and 60mg/day
after week 6. HAM-D and 4-channel EEGs (F7-Fpz, F8-Fpz, A1-
Fpz, A2-Fpz) were recorded at baseline, week 1, 2, 4, and 8.
Positive treatment response was defined as a reduction in HAM-
D at week 8 > 50%. An EEG index [Bis-Dep (rev 0.2)] was devel-
oped to predict treatment response using EEGs recorded at base-
line and week 1.

Results: 14 patients (54%) responded to citalopram treatment.
The EEG index predicted response with 81% accuracy (n=26).
As anticipated, the predictive accuracy was higher in the 8 subjects
whose dosage remained constant following the EEG assessments
used to make the prediction compared to the 18 subjects who
received some adjustment after week 1 (i.e., 88% versus 78%, p
>0.05).

Discussion: EEG response early in the course of citalopram
treament is predictive of clinical efficacy measured at 8 weeks.
Supposedly, the ability of the EEG index to predict response in
patients with doseage increases might be improved by measuring
EEG responses 1 week after each dose increase. This hypothesis
is currently being tested in a prospective evaluation of this index
in a large, multi-center trial.

Conclusion: Using assessments at baseline and week 1, the
EEG index predicted clinical response to citalopram treatment.
The predictive performance of the index was better in subjects
with no doseage changes after the final EEG assessment used
to make the prediction.
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NR270 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Duloxetine Versus Placebo in Mild,
Moderate, and More Severely III Patients With MDD
Apurva Prakash, B.S. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Richard C. Shelton, M.D.,
Craig H. Mallinckrodt, Ph.D., Michael J. Robinson, M.D.,
Madelaine M. Wohlreich, M.D., Joel Raskin, M.D., Michael J.
Detke, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that during acute phase treatment with duloxe-
tine, patients within all three cohorts (mild, moderate, and severe
baseline symptom severity) exhibited significant improvement in
a range of treatment outcomes including the HAMD17 total score
and the Maier and retardation subscales.

Summary:

Objective: To determine whether severity of depression af-
fected the efficacy of duloxetine in treating MDD.

Method: Pooled data from 4 double-blind, placebo-controlled
studies in which patients with MDD were randomized to duloxetine
(60 mg/day) or placebo for 8 or 9 weeks. Patients were retrospec-
tively stratified according to baseline HAMD17 total scores: mild =

total score <19 (duloxetine, n=247; placebo, n=184); moderate =
20-24 (duloxetine, n=333; placebo, n=217); severe = 25+ (duloxe-
tine, n=127; placebo, n=87).

Results: Compared with placebo, duloxetine produced signifi-
cantly greater baseline-to-endpoint mean change in HAMD17 total
score, Maier and retardation subscales, HAMD17 Items 1 (de-
pressed mood), 7 (work and activities), and 10 (psychic anxiety)
(LOCF analyses; p<.05 for each outcome) in all 3 patient cohorts.
For the severely depressed cohort, superiority of duloxetine over
placebo was first observed at Week 1 for the Maier and retardation
subscales and for HAMD17 individual Items 1 (depressed mood),
2 (guilt), 3 (suicide), and 9 (agitation); Week 2 for HAMD17 total
score; and Week 4 for the anxiety/somatization subscale.

Conclusion: As shown here, duloxetine at its recommended
therapeutic dose of 60 mg/day demonstrated superior efficacy as
compared with placebo in the treatment of MDD, regardless of
the baseline severity of depressive symptoms. Funding provided
by Eli Lilly and Company
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NR271 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Atypical Antipsychotics and the Risk of Menstrual
Abnormalities in Bipolar Disorder
Natalie L. Rasgon, M.D. Stanford University School of
Medicine, 401 Quarry Road, Room 2360, Palo Alto, CA, 94305-
5723, Wendy Marsh, M.D., Tasha Glenn, Ph.D., Paul Grof,
M.D., Michael Bauer, M.D., Peter C. Whybrow, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To demonstrate an association between the use of atypical
antipsychotics and menstrual abnormalities in women with bipolar
disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate whether taking atypical antipsychotics
and/or mood stabilizers increased the risk of menstrual abnormali-
ties in women with bipolar disorder.

Method: For 6 months, women prospectively documented
mood, menstrual cycle and medications using the ChronoRecord
computer software for daily self-reporting. 83 women completed
the study returning 14,999 days of data. Medication data from all
411 menstrual cycles was analyzed using a logistic regression.

Results: 50.6% of the women reported menstrual abnormalities.
The results of a logistic regression showed an increased risk
of menstrual abnormalities associated with antipsychotics alone
(odds ratio [OR], 4.65, 95% confidence interval [Cl], 2.11-10.3),
antipsychotics in combination with carbamazepine (OR 7.4; 95%
Cl. 2.06-26.7) and antipsychotics in combination with lamotrigine
(OR 3.69; 95% Cl, 1.37-9.93. Lithium monotherapy was associ-
ated with a lower risk of menstrual abnormalities (OR .09, 95%
Cl, .029-.277). Women with menstrual abnormalities were more
likely to report premenstrual worsening of symptoms.

Conclusion: Controlled studies of the impact of specific atypical
antipsychotics on menstrual regularity, prolactin levels and ovarian
function are indicated for women with bipolar disorder.
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women treated for bipolar disorder. Bipolar Disord.
2005;7:246-59.
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NR272 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Single-Center, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled
Study of Paroxetine in Dysthymic Disorder
Arun V. Ravindran, M.B. University of Toronto, Psychiatry,
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, 250 College Street,
Toronto, ON, M5T 1R8, Canada, Colin John Cameron, M.D.,
Raj Bahtla, M.D., Martha McKay, M.A., Andree Cusi, B.S.,
Scott Simpson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

1) After a review of the presentation, participants will have a
general understanding of the literature on SSRI treatment of Dys-
thymic Disorder

2) At conclusion of the presentation, participants will have
learned the results of this study, specifically, the efficacy and
tolerability of paroxetine compared to placebo, as well as the
impact on quality of life and coping skills in Dysthymic Disorder

Summary:

Background: Data on the effectiveness of paroxetine in patients
with Dysthymic Disorder without comorbid Major Depression is
limited.

Method: In a12-week, double-blind, randomized, placebo-con-
trolled study, 45 patients with a diagnosis of Dysthymic Disorder,
without Major Depression were recruited. After a single-blind pla-
cebo run, patients were randomly assigned to receive paroxetine
(N=23) or placebo (N=22). The paroxetine dose was flexible, initi-
ated at 20mg and increased to a maximum dose of 40mg, based
on response and tolerability. The efficacy measures included the
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD), the Clinical Global
Impressions - Severity (CGI-S), - Improvement (CGI-I), Cornell
Dysthymic Rating Scale (CDRS), and the Beck Depression Inven-
tory (BDI).

Results: Analyses of the mean scores on an intent to treat
population were completed for all efficacy measures. The paroxet-
ine group showed a greater reduction than the placebo group in
both the CGI-S scores (p=.05) and CGI-I scores (p=.01). Patients
treated with paroxetine reported greater improvement in de-
pressive symptoms on the BDI compared to the placebo group
(p=.03). Trends were observed in both the HAMD-17 and the
CDRS, with a HAMD-17 score reduction of 51 % for the paroxetine-
treated group, and 34% reduction for the placebo group (p=.08),
and a 47% score reduction in the CRDS for the paroxetine group,
and 23% for the placebo group (p=.07). A significantly greater
proportion of the paroxetine-treated group were identified as re-
sponders and remitters relative to placebo group by the final visit.
Those treated with paroxetine indicated significantly greater im-
provement on the Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Ques-
tionnaire compared with the placebo (p< .01). Paroxetine was well
tolerated with no serious adverse events reported.

Conclusion: Paroxetine is effective in reducing symptoms and
improving quality of life in the short-term treatment of Dysthymic
Disorder.

This investigator-initiated study was funded by a grant from
Glaxo-Smith Kline.
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NR273 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Comparative Evaluation of Efficacy Between
Alternative Treatments for Acute Mania
Saurabh Ray, Ph.D. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., Global
Epidemiology and Outcomes Research, 5 Research Parkway,
Wallingford, CT, 06492, Anirban Basu, Ph.D., Patricia K.
Corey-Lisle, Ph.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D., Gilbert L'ltalien,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To gain systematic evidence of the relative efficacy of different
treatments available for acute mania in bipolar disorder patients.

Summary:

Background: Acute manic episodes in bipolar disorder patients
are commonly treated with a variety of drugs. The objective was
to comparatively evaluate the clinical efficacy of several antipsy-
chotic therapies along with valproate semisodium and lithium.

Methods: Using Bayesian meta-analysis methods12, we pooled
response rates from 11 trials comprising 2421 patients with epi-
sodes of acute mania. A hierarchical Bayesian model was used,
incorporating random study effects and fixed treatment effects.
The response rate was defined as a > 50% improvement in a
patient's baseline score assessed using the Young Mania Rating
Scale. The 95% Bayesian credible intervals (CIs) were con-
structed for differences in response rates between each drug.

Results: Compared to the pooled response rate for the placebo
groups of 0.2917, the pooled response rates for all therapies
were significantly higher: valproate semisodium (0.45), quetiapine
(0.45), haloperidol (0.46), aripiprazole (0.48), lithium (0.50), olan-
zapine (0.54). However, the 95% CIs reported no statistically sig-
nificant differences in the response rates between these drugs.

Conclusions: There is no statistically significant difference in
efficacy between some of the commonly available treatments for
acute mania. Physicians should take into account the side-effect
profiles of these drugs when treating these patients.
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NR274 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prevalence and Predictors of Disordered Eating in
Bipolar Disorder
Noreen Reilly-Harrington, Ph.D. Massachusetts General
Hospital, Psychiatry, 50 Staniford St, Suite 580, Boston, MA,
02114, Niamh Farrelly, M.D., Michael Ostacher, M.D., Gianna
Marzilli Ericson, B.A., Molly Armistead, B.A., Astrid Desrosiers,
M.D., Gary Sachs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session the participant should be cogni-
zant of the high rates of eating disorder co-morbidity in bipolar
disorder and its co-occurrence with anxiety disorders.

Summary:

Objective: To determine prevalence and predictors of disor-
dered eating in bipolar disorder.
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Methods: 458 patients with bipolar disorder at a specialty clinic
(diagnosed by baseline MINI International Neuropsychiatric Inter-
views) were examined for the presence of co-morbid lifetime
eating disorders (LED). LED cases were compared with selected
age and gender matched non-LED bipolar controls, and the pres-
ence of co-morbid conditions, demographics, and medication use
was compared. Prospectively collected assessments of binge
purge eating behavior (BPB) were identified using the Clinical
Monitoring Form (CMF).

Results: 4% of male and 17% of female patients met criteria
for LED. Significant differences were found between patients with
and without LED for co-morbid agoraphobia 21% versus 7%
(p<0.01), Social Phobia 15% versus 5% (p<0.02) and PTSD 16%
versus 7% (p<0.05). Chart review identified 71 BPB cases. LED
cases displaying current BPB did not differ from LED cases without
BPB for age, bipolar subtype, marital status, educational level,
mood stabilizer and atypical antipsychotic use.

Conclusion: Rates of eating disorder are higher in bipolar disor-
der than the general population. LED bipolar patients are more
likely to be female, have co-morbid agoraphobia, social phobia
and PTSD than bipolar patients without LED.
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NR275 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparison of Post part urn and Nonpostpartum
Depression on Mothers
Graciela Rojas, M.D. Clinica Psiquiatrica Universidad de Chile,
Psychiatry, Camino Otohal 2476 Las Condes Santiago Chile,
Avenida La paz 1003 Recoleta Santiago Chile, Santiago,
camino otohal 2476, Chile, Rosemarie Frtisch, M.D., Jaime
Soli's, M.D., Manuel E. Fuentes, M.D., Enrique Jadresic, M.D.,
Ricardo Araya, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the differences on symptomatology and sociode-
mographic features between women with postpartum depression
and depression on other period of life. Non postpartum women
presents more fatigue, uselessness and guilty ideas, depressive
mood, suicidal thoughts and history of previous depressive epi-
sodes. Not paying attention to these aspects could result in an
missdiagnose and insufficient treatment of depression on the dif-
ferents periods of life.

Summary:

Goal: To compare the depressive symptomatology, the family
background and the sociodemographic variations between
women with postpartum depression and depression on other pe-
riod of life.

Metodology: The evaluation was done at three primary medical
centers of Santiago, Chile during 2004. 382 women with a major
depressive episode, 204 on postpartum period and 178 with a
child between 6 and 16 years old. As measuring tools, we used
the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale, the Goldberg Health
Questionnaire and the MINI. We grouped the results using the
SPSS 11.0 and statistical analysis was made by Chi2 and stu-
dent tests.

Results: There is a statiscal difference in favour of no postpar-
tum group on depressive mood, fatigue, guilty and uselessness
ideas, suicidal thoughts and hystory of previous episodes.

Conclusions: There is evidence that shows the existence of
differences on symptomatology and sociodemographic features
between these two groups of patients, and according to the littera-
ture, this could be related with the missdiagnose and insufficient
treatment of some cases.

Fondecyt project 1040432 and 1040434
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NR276 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Prevalence of Depressive Symptoms in a
Cardiac Rehabilitation Population
Lana S. Rothenburg, B.S. Sunnybrook and Women's College
Health Sciences Centre, Psychiatry, 2075 Bayview Ave., Room
FG05, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Krista L. Lanctot,
Ph.D., Nathan Herrmann, M.D., Paul Oh, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster presentation, the participant
should be able to recognize the high prevalence of depressive
symptoms in a cardiac rehabilitation population and be aware of
their impact on rehabilitation outcomes.

Summary:

Objective: Depressive symptoms, as indicated by a Centre for
Epidemiological Studies Depression (CES-D) scale score >16,
have been associated with poor medical outcomes in cardiac
patients. Our purpose was to quantify the prevalence of depressive
symptoms in a large cardiac rehabilitation population.

Methods: Depression severity, demographic characteristics,
and medication use were assessed in cardiac rehabilitation outpa-
tients at admission, and at 6 and 12 months post-admission. The
frequency of depressive symptoms in this population was com-
pared in separate cohorts across the three visits.

Results: 1172 patients were recruited into this study (70.6%
male, mean age 61.02±10.98 years). 23.3% of participants dis-
played at least mild depressive symptoms (CES-D>=16; 27.1% at
baseline, 20.3% at 6 months, 16.3% at 12 months), while 10.4%
displayed significant depressive symptoms (CES-D>23; 12.1% at
baseline, 9.8% at 6 months, 5.8% at 12 months). Of those with
significant depressive symptoms at baseline, 21.7% were receiv-
ing antidepressant pharmacotherapy. Significantly fewer patients
in each successive cohort had depressive symptoms (x2=6.225,
p=0.013).Conclusions: There is a high prevalence of depressive
symptoms among cardiac rehabilitation patients, and little pharma-
cotherapy provided. Further investigation of this sample as it pro-
gresses through the program will provide important information
regarding the etiology and impact of co-morbid depression on
cardiac rehabilitation outcomes.
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NR277 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Rothschild Scale for Antidepressant
Tachyphylaxis (Poop-Out)
Anthony J. Rothschild, M.D. University of Massachusetts
Medical School and the University of Massachusetts Memorial
Healthcare, Psychiatry, 361 Plantation Street, Worcester, MA,
01605

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize the signs of antidepressant tachphylaxis
(antidepressant "poop-out").

Summary:

Objective: Antidepressant tachyphylaxis (antidepressant
"poop-out") is frequently observed in clinical practice. In a 1997
statewide survey in Massachusetts, 92% of psychiatrists had ob-
served this phenomenon in patients who had previously re-
sponded to ongoing treatment with SSRIs (Byrne and Rothschild,
1997). Several strategies have been proposed for the treatment
of antidepressant tachyphylaxis (Byrne and Rothschild, 1998);
however, research has been hampered by the lack of an accepted
definition of the phenomena and a reliable and valid assess-
ment tool.

Method: The Rothschild Scale for Antidepressant Tachyphy-
laxis (RSAT) was developed to better characterize antidepressant
tachyphylaxis and consists of 6 self-report items assessing energy
level, motivation and interest, cognitive functioning, weight gain,
sleep, and sexual functioning. A 7th item, affect, is assessed by
the Interviewer. RSAT data will be presented on 50 patients suc-
cessfully treated for Major Depression who complained of "antide-
pressant poop-out" but who did not meet criteria for a relapse or
recurrence of Major Depression and whose Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale Score was < 12, 50 patients with Major Depression
who did not complain of "antidepressant poop-out", and 50 normal
controls.

Results: RSAT scores for patients complaining of antidepres-
sant "poop-out" (9.7 + 2.9) were significantly higher (p<.05) than
patients who did not complain of "poop-out" (4.5 + 2.8) or normal
controls (3.8 +1.2). Using a cut-off of an RSAT score > 7, the RSAT
had 94% sensitivity and 92% specificity for detecting patients who
complained of antidepressant "poop-out".

Conclusions: The RSAT is a reliable and valid instrument for
assessing antidepressant tachyphylaxis ("poop-out").
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NR278 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effect of High or Low Levels of Agitation on the
Antimanic Response to Aripiprazole
Gary S. Sachs, M.D. Harvard-Massachusetts General Hospital,
50 Staniford Street, Suite 580, Boston, MA, 02114, David
Crandall, Ph.D., Linda Rollin, Ph.D., Andy Forbes, Ph.D.,
Rolando Gutierrez-Esteinou, M.D., Andrei Pikalov, M.D.,
Raymond Sanchez, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate that acute manic/mixed episodes of bipolar I
disorder are comprised of a spectrum of symptoms, including
various levels of agitation. They should be aware that aripiprazole
is an effective treatment for patients with bipolar I disorder, regard-
less of their level of agitation, as demonstrated by a pooled analy-
sis of efficacy data from two 3-week placebo-controlled trials.

Summary:

Objective: Assess the influence of agitation on the effective-
ness of aripiprazole in patients experiencing acute manic/mixed
episodes of bipolar I disorder.

Methods: Patients from two 3-week, double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials were randomized to aripiprazole 30 mg/d (n =
259) or placebo (n = 253). High agitation was assessed as a
PANSS Excited Component (PEC) score of >=14 and a >4 score
on at least one PEC item (excitement, hostility, tension, uncooper-
ative, poor impulse control). Baseline-to-endpoint differences
were measured within high and low agitation groups using: Young
Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) total score, Clinical Global Impres-
sion-Bipolar Disorder (CGI-BP), and PEC item scores. Mean
change from baseline comparisons were analyzed using ANCOVA
model, controlling for treatment, protocol, and baseline value.

Results: Aripiprazole was associated with significant improve-
ment in YMRS and CGI-BP scores from baseline to study endpoint
compared with placebo in both high and low agitation groups. The
mean difference in YMRS total scores between aripiprazole and
placebo was -6.7 for the high agitation group and -4.2 for the low
agitation group (P< 0.05). The mean difference in CGI-BP total
scores between aripiprazole and placebo was -0.8 for the high
agitation group and -0.6 for the low agitation group (P < 0.05).
Highly agitated patients treated with aripiprazole also showed
significantly improved PEC scores compared with placebo (mean
difference = -2.6, P< 0.05.). For patients with low agitation, aripi-
prazole improved endpoint PEC scores at a trend level compared
with placebo (mean difference = -1.3; P= 0.07).

Conclusions: Aripiprazole is effective at reducing symptoms
of manic/mixed episodes in patients with bipolar I disorder, regard-
less of baseline level of agitation.
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NR279 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Canadian Naturalistic Study of a Community-Based
Cohort Treated for Bipolar Disorder
Doron Sagman, M.D. Lilly Research Laboratories, Eli Lilly
Canada, 3650 Danforth Avenue, Toronto, ON, M1N 2E8,
Canada, Bobbie Lee, M.S.C., Ranjith Chandrasena, M.D.,
Trevor Boudreau, B.S.C., Elizabeth Brunner, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should recog-
nize clinical and health outcomes in a community sample of bipolar
patients treated naturalistically over a one year period with olan-
zapine and/or other medications.

Summary:

lntroduction: With limited duration and rigorous criteria, random-
ized clinical trials may not fully reflect the actual population who
ultimately receive medication in usual clinical care settings. CNS-
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Bipolar was a one-year, prospective, observational study of com-
munity-based adult outpatients with bipolar disorder.

Methodology: 496 patients experiencing an exacerbation of
manic symptoms in the course of usual care were enrolled. Clinical
and health outcomes were observed at 1, 6 and 12 months. The
primary objective of this study was to measure change in mania
symptoms from baseline to 1 month as measured by the Young
Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) in two groups: The Olanzapine Group
(n=287) consisted of patients whose medication adjustment was
either an increase in the dose or addition of olanzapine. The Other
Group (n=209) consisted of patients requiring an increase in dose
or addition of a medication other than olanzapine. YMRS and
MADRS were used to measure symptomatic change, response
(YMRS <8, MADRS <=14 at 1 month) and relapse (YMRS or
MADRS >14 after initial response). Resource utilization and sub-
stance abuse were also observed.

Results: 391 (78.8%) patients completed the study; 223 (77.7%)
in the Olanzapine Group and 168 (80.4%) in the Other Group.
On average, both groups demonstrated an improvement on YMRS
score at one month: 10.8 (Olanzapine) and 9.5 (Other); response
rates were 44% (Olanzapine) and 34% (Other). Relapse rates at
12 months were 6% (Olanzapine) and 20% (Other). Resource
utilization throughout the study did not generally differ between
the two groups; about 16% of all patients had at least one hospital-
ization and about 10% had at least one emergency room visit.
About 10% reported substance abuse.

Conclusions: All treatments demonstrated clinically meaningful
symptomatic improvement with over 3/4 of patients completing the
one year naturalistic study.
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NR280 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Off-Label Use of Levetiracetam in Patients With
Cyclothymia
Marco Sarchiapone University of Molise, Department of Health
Sciences, Via De Sanctis, Campobasso, 86100, Italy, Giovanni
Camardese, M.D., Vladimir Carli, M.D., Chiara Cuomo, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
aware of clinical data about using Levetiracetam as a mood stabi-
lizer il cyclothymia.

Summary:

Objective: Levetiracetam is well-tolerated anticonvulsant with a
unique mechanism of action and positive effects in an animal
model of mania. Preliminary data suggest a potential mood stabi-
lizer activity of levetiracetam in bipolar patients. The aim of our
research is to evaluate the use of levetiracetam in patients with
cyclothymia.

Methods: 28 patients suffering from cyclothymic disorder, ac-
cording to DSM-IV-TR criteria, have been recruited, in a 12 week
open-label trial, at Gemelli Hospital in Rome. Patients with comor-
bidity for other psychiatric disorders have been excluded, except
for cluster B personality disorder. After evaluation with Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale (HDRS), Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale
(HARS) and a Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) on depressed mood,
levetiracetam was administered in fixed doses (500 mg b.i.d).

Psychiatric assessments have been repeated after 2, 4, 6, 8 and
12 weeks.

Results: 7 patients (25%) dropped-out. Levetiracetam has been
well tolerated with only 2 discontinuations due to adverse events.
In 15 (71,4%) of 21 patients who completed the trial a reduction
>50% has been observed at VAS. In 10 patients a significant
reduction of anxiety on HARS has been reported.

Conclusions: Our results support preliminary findings on poten-
tial mood stabilizing efficacy of levetiracetam so cyclothymic pa-
tients may respond to levetiracetam therapy. Our study was limited
by the open-label design and lack of a placebo group.
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NR281 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Tolerability and Effectiveness of Lamotrigine With
and Without Concomitant Valproate in Patients With
Bipolar I Disorder

Elias Sarkis Sarkis Family Psychiatry, 529 NW 60th Street,
Gainesville, FL, 32607-2008, Jay Graham, Jeremy Roberts,
Robert Leadbetter, Kevin Nanry

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: Lamotrigine was effective and well tolerated in clini-
cal trials of bipolar disorder.1 The current analysis investigated
whether the clinical response and adverse-event profiles differs
in patients treated with lamotrigine (alone or with other medica-
tions) with or without concomitant valproate.

Methods: A "post hoc" analysis was conducted from a prospec-
tive, open-label study of lamotrigine 2 in patients with bipolar I
disorder designed to assess the rate of rash in patients with or
without specific dermatological precautions. Lamotrigine was ad-
ministered for 12 weeks, including a 5-week titration period (target
dosage 200 mg/day). Clinical Global Impression-Bipolar version
(CGI-BP) Severity scores were recorded at baseline, week-5, and
week-12 visits, and adverse events were recorded at weeks 5
and 12.

Results: Of the 1175 patients included in the study, 260 (22%)
were receiving concomitant valproate. Statistically significant im-
provement was observed with lamotrigine with and without val-
proate from baseline in mean ± SD CGI-BP Severity Overall
scores at week 5 (-0.6 ±1 .18 with valproate and -0.8 ± 1.04
without valproate, P< 0.0001 for both groups) and at week 12 (-
0.8 ± 1.40 with valproate and -0.8 ± 1.04 without valproate, P <
0.0001 for both groups). Patients without valproate had signifi-
cantly greater mean CGI-BP Improvement scores at week 12 than
those receiving valproate (P= 0.0025). At least one adverse event
was reported by 63% of patients with valproate and 58% of those
without valproate. No serious rash was reported in the study.

Conclusion: These findings suggest that lamotrigine is well
tolerated in patients with bipolar I disorder with and without con-
comitant valproate.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR282 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Socioeconomic Status in Bipolar Disorder Versus the
General Population
Helle Kristine Schatyen, Sr., M.D. Jaren DPS, Pshychiatry,
P.b. 163, Bryne, 4349, Norway, Ole A. Andreassen, M.D.,
Gunn Eva Folden, R.N., Trine Gratnning, M.D., Ulrik F. Malt,
M.D., Arne E. Vaaler, M.D., Gunnar Morken, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the socioeconomic disadvantages of bipolar
disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To study socio-economic status in bipolar patients
compared to the general population.

Method: 91 patients with DSM-IV bipolar disorder consecutively
admitted to a psychiatric acute in-patient unit (Bipolar Research
And Innovation Network-Norway, BRAIN) were compared with
54 039 individuals from the general population (Nord-Troendelag
Health Study, HUNT). Data from patients recruited through the
BRAIN study from other areas of Norway is currently being in-
cluded in the study.

Results: The educational level was significantly higher in the
bipolar group than in the general population with no gender differ-
ence. In the bipolar group 52 % of the men and 76 % of the
women were out of work, compared to 13 % of the men and 30
% of the women in the general population. 40 % of the bipolar
women had disability pension compared to 13 % in the control
group. In the general population lived 75 % of the men and 80 %
of the women with av partner compared with only 37 % of the
men and 53 % of the women in the bipolar group.

Conclusion: Acutely admitted bipolar patients have a higher
educational level, but experience a lower socio-economic status
compared to the general population in Norway.
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Randomized, Double-Blind, Pilot Trial Comparing
Lamotrigine Versus Citalopram for the Treatment of
Bipolar Depression
Ayal Schaffer, M.D. Sunnybrook and Women's College Health
Sciences Centre, Psychiatry, 2075 Bayview Avenue, Room
FG29, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Pamela Zuker, M.A.,
Anthony J. Levitt, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conculsion of this presentation, the participant will be
more aware of the efficacy of treatments for bipolar depression

Summary:

Introduction: Uncertainty exists regarding the best approach for
treating bipolar depression among patients already receiving a
first-line mood stabilizer. The aim of this study was to compare
adding a second mood stabilizer or an antidepressant at this
treatment decision point.

Methods: Twelve-week, randomized, double-blind pilot trial
comparing the addition of lamotrigine or citalopram for bipolar
depressed patients on mood stabilizer medication. Change in de-
pressive symptoms and risk of switch were examined.

Results: Twenty subjects were randomized. Each treatment
group experienced a significant mean reduction in total MADRS
scores (citalopram A -14.2, p = 0.002; lamotrigine A -13.3, p =
0.001), and there was no significant difference between treatment
groups (p = 0.78). Total response rates increased from 31.6% at
week 6 to 52.6% at week 12. One out of ten patients in each
group experienced a switch to hypomania.

Discussion: Results of this small trial suggest that both lamotrig-
ine and citalopram appear to be reasonable choices as add-on
acute treatment for bipolar depression, with response rates contin-
uing to rise considerably past 6 weeks of treatment.
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Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study
of Desvenlafaxine Succinate in MDD
Lucia Septien-Velez, M.D. Wyeth Research, 80 av. du Gad de
Gaulle, La Defense Cedex, Paris, 92031, France, Bruno
Pitrosky, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1.Understand the efficacy of desvenlafaxine succinate (DVS)
in treatment of major depressive disorder in adult outpatients.

2. Understand the safety of DVS in treatment of major de-
pressive disorder in adult outpatients.

Summary:

Objectives: Evaluate the antidepressant efficacy and safety of
desvenlafaxine succinate (DVS) in adults with MDD.

Methods: In a phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double blind,
placebo-controlled, parallel-group study, adult outpatients aged
18 to 75 years with a primary diagnosis of MDD were treated with
fixed doses of DVS 200 or 400 mg daily for 8 weeks. The primary
efficacy measure was change from baseline on the 17-item Hamil-
ton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D17); the key secondary
efficacy measure was the Clinical Global Impression-Improvement
(CGI-I) Scale. Other secondary efficacy measures included re-
sponse and remission, improvement on the visual analog scale-
pain intensity (VAS-PI), and other symptomatic and functional
outcomes. Safety was evaluated via assessment of adverse
events (AEs), discontinuation due to AEs, physical examination,
12-lead electrocardiogram, vital signs, laboratory determinations,
and the discontinuation-emergent signs and symptoms (DESS)
checklist.
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Results: A total of 375 subjects were randomized to treatment;
373 were included in the safety analyses and 369 in the intent-
to-treat efficacy analyses. At final on-therapy evaluation, adjusted
mean change from baseline in HAM-D17 total score was greater
for DVS 200 mg (-12.6, P=.002) and DVS 400 mg (-12.1, P=.008)
versus placebo (-9.3); mean CGI-I scores were lower for DVS
200 mg (2.2, P=.004) and DVS 400 mg (2.3, P=.028) versus
placebo (2.7). Both doses were significantly better than placebo
on MADRS scores, CGI-Severity, and HAM-D17 response. DVS
200 mg was also significantly better than placebo on remission,
VAS-PI overall scores and some component scores. DVS 400 mg
was significantly better than placebo on some VAS-PI component
scores. Most AEs were mild or moderate in severity, and safety
assessments revealed few clinically significant changes.

Conclusions: These data provide support for the efficacy and
safety of DVS for treatment of MDD.
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Inpatient Treatment of Mood Disorders: Diagnostic
Issues, Treatment Strategies, and Outcome
Verinder Sharma Regional Mental Health Care London, 850
Highbury Avenue, PO Box 5532, London, ON, N6A 4H1,
Canada, Christeen Howe, Dwight Mazmanian

Educational Objectives:

To learn about the clinical characteristics and treatment ap-
proaches of patients presenting and being admitted for refractory
mood disorders.

Summary:

Objective:To describe demographic features, clinical character-
istics, and treatment strategies of patients admitted to a special-
ized inpatient unit for mood disorders. Method: The sample con-
sisted of patients who were admitted between December 2003
and June 2005. The differences between admission and discharge
Beck Depression Inventory-ll, Beck Anxiety Inventory, and the
Quality of Life in Depression Scale scores were analyzed. In addi-
tion, variables such as age, gender, medications, preadmission
versus discharge diagnoses, and history of suicide attempts were
examined. Results: Overall, fifty-three cases, twenty-six males
and twenty-seven females, yielded useable data out of an avail-
able total of seventy-four cases (73%). Preadmission diagnoses
included major depression (36.5%), bipolar II (25%), bipolar I
(17.3), bipolar unspecified (7.7%), and other (13.5%). The average
number of medications at admission was four with 52.8% of pa-
tients being treated with antidepressants and 67.9% of patients
being treated with mood stabilizers. Upon discharge, the diagno-
ses were bipolar II (47.2%), bipolar I (18.9%), major depression
(18.9%), bipolar NOS (9.4%), and schizoaffective disorder (5.7%).
The average number of medications at discharge was three with
13.2% of patients being treated with antidepressants and 84.9%
being treated with mood stabilizers. The difference between the
number of medications taken at admission versus discharge was
significant (p<.01), as were the differences between pre and post-
treatment measures of symptom severity (/x.001). The decrease
in antidepressant use and the increase in the use of mood stabiliz-
ers from admission to discharge were also significant (p<.01).
Limitations: This was a naturalistic study, and the data was col-

lected in a non-blind fashion. Conclusions: The findings suggest
that in an inpatient mental health care setting, the treatment of
mood disorders, and specifically bipolar disorder is effective. The
results also lend support to our previously reported findings among
outpatients that misdiagnosis of bipolar disorders as resistant de-
pression is a common occurrence.
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Efficacy of Ziprasidone in Dysphoric Mania: Pooled
Analysis of Two Double-Blind Studies

Stephen M. Stahl, M.D. University of California San Diego,
Psychiatry, 5857 Owens Avenue, Suite 102, Carlsbad, CA,
92008, Ilise D. Lombardo, M.D., Antony D. Loebel, M.D.,
Francine Mandel, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate the effectiveness of ziprasidone monotherapy
in treating patients with dysphoric mania, a common and often
difficult to treat subtype of acute bipolar mania.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the efficacy of ziprasidone in the treatment
of depressive symptoms associated with dysphoric mania, a com-
mon and often difficult to treat subset of acute bipolar mania.
Dysphoric mania is defined as mania accompanied by clinically
significant depressive symptoms.1

Methods: Pooled data were examined from 2 similarly designed,
3-week placebo-controlled trials in acute bipolar mania. 2 Patients
were considered to have dysphoric mania if they scored >2 on at
least 2 items of the extracted HAM-D. Changes in HAM-D scores
from baseline to days 2,4,7,14 and 21 were evaluated by a mixed
model analysis of variance. Additional assessments included
changes in the MRS (Mania Rating Scale), CGI, PANSS, and
GAF scores.

Results: Starting on day 4, HAM-D scores were significantly
lower at all visits in patients treated with ziprasidone compared
to those treated with placebo (P< .05). Ziprasidone- treated pa-
tients also demonstrated significant improvements on the MRS,
CGI, PANSS, and GAF scores compared to placebo.

Conclusions: In placebo-controlled trials, ziprasidone signifi-
cantly improved depressive and other symptoms associated with
dysphoric mania.

Support for this study was provided by Pfizer.
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NR287 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Increased Mood Episode Cycling With
Antidepressants in Bipolar Disorder: A Randomized
Clinical Trial
Vanessa A. Stan, B.A. Cambridge Health Alliance, Psychiatry,
1493 Cambridge St., Cambridge, MA, 02139, Benjamin
Zablotsky, B.A., David J. Borrelli, M.D., Michael Ostacher,
M.D., Rif S. El-Mallakh, M.D., Claudia F. Baldassano, M.D., S.
Nassir Ghaemi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants should be able to
understand the effects of long-term antidepressant use on the
overall number of mood episodes in bipolar patients.

Summary:

Objective: Previous studies conflict about long-term antide-
pressant treatment of bipolar depression. Some double-blind pla-
cebo controlled data suggest that tricyclic antidepressants may
worsen the course of rapid-cycling bipolar disorder (1), while other
observational data in non-rapid cycling bipolar patients suggest
that antidepressant discontinuation leads to more depressive re-
lapse (2). This is the first randomized study of antidepressant
discontinuation in long-term treatment of bipolar disorder with
modern antidepressants.

Method: In interim analysis of 5-year study (n=66), subjects
recovered from a depressive episode on mood stabilizer plus
antidepressant were openly randomized to continue (LT; n=30)
or discontinue (ST; n=36) antidepressants. Subject mood was
noted at each visit with measures of affective morbidity. Data are
presented as adjusted in regression models for rapid cycling,
gender, age, substance abuse, psychosis, and antidepressant
attitude.

Results: ST group had fewer depressed episodes (3=-0.55,
95% Cl[-1.48, 0.39]). ST group had a slight, though statistically
insignificant, benefit over LT group for number of manic episodes
observed ((3=-0.082; 95% CI[-0.42, 0.25]).

Conclusions: These data are consistent with superiority of
antidepressant discontinuation, compared with antidepressant
continuation, in terms of mood episodes observed. Antidepressant
continuation was associated with increased mood episode cycling
rates, even in a mostly non-rapid cycling population.

Funding Source: NIMH grant MH-64189-05 (Dr. Ghaemi)
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NR288 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Metabolic Effects of Divalproex Sodium Extended-
Release in Acute Mania
Alan C. Swann, M.D. University of Texas- Houston Medical
School, 1300 Moursund Avenue, Room 270, Houston, TX,
77030, Charles L. Bowden, M.D., Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D.,
Amy C. Kendall, Pharm.D., Patricia J. Wozniak, Ph.D.,
Suzanne Giordano, Ph.D., Michelle A. Collins, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Examine the metabolic effects of divalproex extended-release
(ER) in a three-week trial of bipolar I disorder, manic or mixed type.

Summary:

Objective: Examine the metabolic effects of divalproex ex-
tended-release (ER) in a three-week trial of bipolar I disorder,
manic or mixed type.

Methods: A 21-day, randomized, placebo-controlled, parallel-
group study was conducted in adult patients with bipolar I disorder.
Divalproex Extended Release dosing was initiated at 25 mg/kg/
day QD, and adjusted to a target serum valproate level of 85-
125 mcg/mL Metabolic assessments (e.g. weight, glucose, and
cholesterol) were included as standard safety measures during
the study. Post-hoc analyses examined the metabolic changes
associated with divalproex Extended Release in the total study
population, and in various sub-populations.

Results: Analyses included 377 subjects (192 divalproex Ex-
tended Release ; 185 placebo). Divalproex Extended Release
produced significant reductions in total cholesterol, LDL and HDL
cholesterol compared to placebo in the total study population, with
no significant change in HDL/LDL ratio. Treatment with divalproex
Extended Release was associated with significant weight gain
compared to placebo (p < 0.05), but was not associated with any
significant changes in glucose.

Conclusion: Although divalproex Extended Release is associ-
ated with weight gain, it is not associated with other negative
metabolic changes such as increased glucose and cholesterol.
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NR289 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Why the First Two Weeks of Treatment With
Antidepressants Really Matter: Results From the
Mirtazapine Database
Armin Szegedi, M.D. Organon International Inc., Global Clinical
Development, 56 Livingston Avenue, Roseland, NJ, 07068,
Wim Jansen, Egbert A. van der Meulen, Ph.D., Arjen PP van
Willigenburg

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that clinically relevant treatment decisions with
antidepressants can be made as early as after 2 weeks of
treatment.

Summary:

Background:
Clinicians currently assume that most antidepressants have a

delayed onset of efficacy. Therefore the clinical changes during
the first 2 weeks of treatment are usually not regarded as important
for the assessment of treatment outcome. However, the delayed
onset hypothesis has been questioned by recent data.

Methods:
We analyzed the time course of improvement and response of

individual patients from various RCTs with different antidepres-
sants as well as the utility of early improvement during individual
treatment course as a predictor of later treatment outcome in a
large data set (n>7300). Improvement was defined as a HAM-D-
17/ MADRS score reduction of > 20% compared with baseline.
Stable response (> 50% score reduction from baseline on HAMD-
17 or MADRS) or remission (reduction to <7 points on HAMD-17
or <12 points on MADRS) was defined as being present both at
week 4 and week 6.
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Results:
Our results yielded clear evidence that the improvement oc-

curred in a majority of all responders/remitters within the first two
weeks of treatment and that it predicts later stable response with
high sensitivity (mirtazapine: 90%; SSRI: 87.7%; TCA: 82.9%) .
Moreover, in a first prospective trial early improvement showed
excellent sensitivity as a predictor of stable response or remission
within 6 weeks of treatment comparing mirtazapine (sensitivity
for remission: 100%) with venlafaxine (sensitivity for remission:
94.1%) in major depression.

Conclusions:
These empirically derived data suggest that the early individual

course of improvement is of major relevance for a patient's individ-
ual treatment outcome and provide important clinical clues for an
individually tailored antidepressant treatment. The results indicate
that if a patient has not shown an improvement after 2 weeks,
there is little chance that she/he will still become a responder or
remitter with unchanged treatment within 6 weeks.

Funding Source: This research was supported by Organon
International Inc.
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NR290 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Baseline Characteristics and Outcomes in First- and
Multiple-Episode Patients With Acute Mania
Mauricio F. Tohen, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company, One Lilly
Corporate Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Iris Goetz, M.D.,
Eduard Vieta, M.D., Ana Maria Gonzalez-Pinto, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand differences in clinical characteristics and time to recov-
ery between patients with bipolar disorder presenting with a first
episode or multiple episodes during the course of treatment for
acute mania.

Summary:

Objectives: To describe the baseline characteristics and recov-
ery of patients with first-episode or multiple episodes who enrolled
in EMBLEM (European Mania in Bipolar Longitudinal Evaluation
of Medication study).

Methods: EMBLEM is a 2-year prospective, observational study
conducted in 14 European countries to evaluate outcomes in pa-
tients experiencing a manic or mixed episode.

Results: Out of 3566 patients, 7% enrolled with a first episode,
and 75% with multiple episodes. First-episode patients were signif-
icantly younger than those with multiple episodes (38.3 versus
44.6yrs, p<.0001), had significantly lower BMI (22.49 versus
26.26, p<.0001), and a greater percentage reported current (22%
versus 11%, p<.0001) or past (19% versus 13%, p=.01) cannabis
use. First-episode patients had significantly higher baseline YMRS
total (28.6 versus 26.3, p=.0006), and CGI-mania (5.0 versus 4.8,
p=.001) scores, and lower CGI-depression (1.7 versus 1.9, p=
.004) and HAMD-5 total (2.5 versus 2.8, p=.05) scores, relative
to multiple episode patients. Time to recovery was significantly
shorter for first-episode patients relative to those with multiple
episodes (37.7 versus 43.7 days, p=.0115).

Conclusions: With 3566 patients EMBLEM represents one of
the largest naturalistic studies of outcomes in bipolar disorder.
First-episode patients presented with different illness characteris-
tics at baseline and achieved recovery more rapidly relative to
those with multiple episodes.

The EMBLEM study is supported by Eli Lilly & Company.
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NR291 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Olanzapine in the Treatment of Acute Mania in
Adolescents with Bipolar I Disorder: A Three-Week,
Randomized, Double-Blind Placebo-Controlled Study
Mauricio F. Tohen, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company, One Lilly
Corporate Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Ludmila
Kryzhanovskaya, M.D., Gabrielle A. Carlson, M.D., Melissa P.
DelBello, M.D., Robert A. Kowatch, M.D., Joe Biederman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to evaluate the efficacy and safety of olanzapine in the
treatment of bipolar mania in adolescents.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and safety of olanzapine for
the treatment of acute mania in adolescents with bipolar disorder.

Methods: Patients 13-17 years of age with a manic or mixed
bipolar episode received either olanzapine (2.5-20 mg/day; N=
107) or placebo (N=54) in a 3-week, multicenter, randomized,
double-blind, parallel trial. The primary efficacy variable was mean
change from baseline to endpoint in Young Mania Rating Scale
(YMRS) total score

Results: Significantly greater baseline-to-endpoint reductions
in YMRS total score were observed for olanzapine-treated relative
to placebo-treated patients (-17.7 versus -10.0, p<.001; Effect
Size, 0.84). A greater proportion of olanzapine-treated patients
met response and remission criteria (44.8% versus 18.5%; p=
.002 and 35.2% versus 11.1%; p=.001, respectively) and reached
those criteria significantly more rapidly (p=.003 and p=.002, re-
spectively) relative to those who received placebo. The incidence
of treatment-emergent weight gain >7% (41.9% versus 1.9%;
p<.001), and hyperprolactinemia were significantly greater for
olanzapine-treated relative to placebo-treated patients. The inci-
dence of treatment-emergent abnormal levels of glucose, choles-
terol, triglycerides or uric acid did not differ significantly between
treatment groups.

Conclusions: Olanzapine was effective in the treatment of ado-
lescents with bipolar mania. The types of adverse events appeared
to be similar to those in adults, but may have differed in magnitude.

This study was funded and conducted by Eli Lilly and Company
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Sanger, T. M., Tollefson, G. D., and Breier, A. Efficacy of
olanzapine in acute bipolar mania: a double-blind, placebo-
control.

NR292 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Longitudinal Neta-Analysis of the Surrogate Suicide
Items of the Hamilton and/or the Montgomery-Asberg
Rating Scales Comparing Mirtazapine Versus
Placebo

Helga J.J. van Oers, Ph.D. NV Organon, Molenstraat 110, PO
Box 20, Oss, 5340 BH, The Netherlands, John Simmons, M.D.,
Egbert A. van der Meulen, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that treatment with the antidepressant mirtazap-
ine is beneficial for depressed patients with suicidal thoughts.

Summary:

Objective: Antidepressants are under close scrutiny by regula-
tory authorities in many countries, especially with regard to the
risk of these agents causing suicidal thoughts or behaviors. The
objective of this analysis was to examine the effects of mirtazapine
versus placebo on suicide risk, derived from the HAMD or MADRS
suicide item scores as a surrogate.

Methods: All acute, randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled mirtazapine trials in MDD were pooled. Suicidal risk was
defined as a suicide item score on the HAMD and/or the MADRS
being > 3. Treatment effects (adjusted for baseline suicidal risk
and/or severity) of mirtazapine as compared to placebo, sensitivity
of the analyses to drop-outs, and predictive value to actual suicide-
related events (as classified by the Columbia University group)
were assessed.

Results: Overall there were 1,147 mirtazapine-treated patients
and 707 patients treated with placebo with a baseline score of >
3 on the suicide item parameter. During the first week of treatment,
mirtazapine treated patients showed a trend toward a lower inci-
dence of suicide risk versus those treated with placebo (as mea-
sured by the respective HAMD/MADRS items). From Week 2
onwards, mirtazapine treated patients had a statistically signifi-
cantly lower incidence of suicidal risk (items HAMD/MADRS). To
the contrary, placebo-treated patients were at increased suicidal
risk (as measured by the respective HAMD/MADRS items); odds
ratios at week 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 were, 1.54 (P=0.16), 4.1 (P<0.001),
3.6 (P=0.005), 4.2 (P=0.01) and 3.7 (P=0.01), respectively. Sub-
group results in the vast majority of patients that were not at
suicidal risk at baseline were very similar.

Conclusion: This analysis reveals evidence that suicide risk, as
measured by suicide item scores from either HAMD or MADRS,
is reduced with active mirtazapine treatment compared to those
taking placebo.

Funding Source: This research was supported by Organon In-
ternational Inc.
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NR293 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Minimal Abuse Potential of Bupropion, a
Norepinephrine-Dopamine Reuptake Inhibitor
Susan A. VanMeter, M.D. GlaxoSmithKline, Neurosciences, 5
Moore Drive, MAI-C2626.2A, Research Triangle Park, NC,
27709

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
have a better understanding of the brain pathways and neurotrans-
mitters involved in drug abuse. Additionally, at the conclusion of
this presentation, the participant should have a better understand-
ing of the neurophysiologic mechanisms that underlie the differ-
ences in abuse potential between bupropion and psychostimu-
lants.

Summary:

Objective: Bupropion blocks the neuronal reuptake of norepi-
nephrine and dopamine. It is structurally similar to amphetamine
and other central stimulants, although unlike these drugs, neither
bupropion nor its metabolites cause presynaptic release of mono-
amines, and the rate and extent of dopamine transporter blockade
differs significantly between bupropion and other centrally acting
psychostimulants. A concern for drugs that block dopamine reup-
take is the potential for abuse. This review examines the literature
regarding the abuse potential of bupropion, and discusses poten-
tial reasons that bupropion is unlike centrally acting psychostimu-
lants in its abuse potential.

Methods: A Medline search was conducted for articles pub-
lished on the abuse potential of bupropion through February, 2005.
The key word bupropion was combined with the other key words
abuse, dependence, tolerance, and withdrawal. Articles were in-
cluded if they presented animal or human data relating to the
abuse potential of bupropion.

Results: The possibility that bupropion has amphetamine-like
abuse potential has been suggested by findings of psychostimu-
lant properties in animal studies. Human studies have not, how-
ever, shown bupropion to have significant reinforcing properties.
Moreover, there has been no evidence of abuse clinically.

Conclusions: Pharmacologically, although bupropion does in-
crease dopamine levels through dopamine reuptake blockade, it
is distinct from cocaine and amphetamine in that it does not cause
presynaptic release of catecholamine neurotransmitters. Both the
extent and time course of dopamine transporter (DAT) occupancy
by bupropion and its active metabolites distinguish it from psycho-
stimulants. Bupropion has been shown to have a 25% DAT occu-
pancy, with binding at the DAT sustained over 24-hours following
steady-state dosing with the sustained-release formulation of bu-
propion. These important differences between bupropion and cen-
trally active psychostimulants appear to be sufficient to prevent
bupropion from having reinforcing properties and instead, to dem-
onstrate a very low potential for abuse.
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NR294 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Presentation and Validation of a New Scale for
Assessment of Depression in Spanish-Speaking
Population
Johann M. Vega-Dienstmaier, M.D. Cayetano Heredia Peruvian
University, Psychiatry and Mental Health, Av. Jose Pardo 1142-
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702, Lima 18, Lima, Lima 18, Peru, Santiago M. Stucchi-
Portocarrero, M.D., Nancy Valdez-Huarcaya, Psy.D., Miriam
Cabra-Bravo, R.N., Maria I. Zapata-Vega, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate understanding of the psychometric properties
of a newly developed depression scale for Spanish-speaking pop-
ulations and to recognize the need for culture-informed assess-
ment instruments.

Summary:

Objective: Presentation and validation of a 20-item new depres-
sion scale (NDS) based on the Major Depressive Episode Crite-
rion-A (DSM-IV) and specifiers for melancholic and atypical fea-
tures in a Spanish-speaking Peruvian sample.

Method: 226 non-psychotic outpatients seen for their first diag-
nostic interview were included. The patients completed three as-
sessment instruments: the NDS, the Zung Self-Rating Depression
Scale (ZSDS) and the Major Depression Module of the SCID. All
patients were interviewed by a psychiatrist who documented all
major Axis I disorders. If depression was present, its severity was
documented using clinical criteria and the corresponding item of
the BPRS.

The internal consistency, and convergent, content, and discrimi-
nant validity of the NDS were studied.

Results: The NDS internal consistency analysis showed a
Cronbach's alpha of 0.86. High convergence between total scores
of the NDS and the ZSDS (r=0.79) was found. Comparison of
diagnoses of depression made by the NDS and the SCID showed
an area under the ROC curve (auROC) of 0.87; the sensitivity
(Sn) was 81.32% and the specificity (Sp) was 80% for a cut-
off score of 26.5. Comparison of the NDS with the psychiatrist's
diagnosis showed an auROC of 0.83; the Sn was 77.67% and
the Sp was 72.32% for a cut-off score of 25.5. Similar values were
found for diagnoses made by the ZSDS in comparison with the
SCID and the psychiatrist. The NDS mean scores showed signifi-
cant statistical differences between groups of subjects classified
(by the SCID and the psychiatrist) as having a major depressive
episode and other disorders. The severity of depression according
to the NDS significantly correlated to the psychiatrist rating, the
BPRS and ZSDS.

Conclusions: The NDS achieved similar psychometric values
as compared with other widely used and well established instru-
ments. Its use may be promissory for screening, clinical care and
research purposes in Spanish-speaking population.
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Relationship Functioning in Bipolar Disorder
Vytas P. Velyvis, M.A. University of Toronto, Psychiatry, 399
Bathurst Street (9-Main 324 B), Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8,
Canada, Sagar V. Parikh, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

(i) observe the relationship and sexual functioning in a large
Canadian sample of BD subjects

(ii) note factors related to sexual adjustment in bipolar disorder

Summary:

Introduction: Bipolar Disorder (BD) may affect adjustment in
relationships, including sexual functioning. This study assesses
whether gender, relationship status, or bipolar subtype affects the
sexual/spousal functioning in BD.

Method: 188 BD subjects (females = 107) were categorized
by marital status and rated on frequency of dating and marital
friction. Sexual satisfaction and level of sexual activity were mea-
sured using a modified version of the Social Adjustment Scale
(Bauer, 2001). Mood symptoms were rated using the Longitudinal
Interval Follow-Up Evaluation (LIFE).

Results: Marital status was not associated with gender or bipo-
lar subtype; nor was marital friction. For those eligible to date,
60% were not dating, and 26% were frequently dating. 60% of the
total sample were not sexually active recently. For those sexually
active, 43% reported sexual satisfaction as fair or poor. Using
logistic regression, both gender and relationship status were pre-
dictive of sexual satisfaction. Males and those who were married/
cohabiting reported more satisfaction with sexual relationships.
Current mood symptoms were not related to marital status, gender
or sexual satisfaction.

Conclusion: Relationship functioning in BD is affected by gen-
der and marital status. Findings will be discussed in the context
of the study limitations as well as other literature.
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NR296 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Validated Tools Available in Spanish for Bipolar
Disorder Screening
Jose Sanchez-Moreno SPAIN, Eduard Vieta, Guadalupe
Sanchez, Silvia Zaragoza-Domingo, Juan Lahuerta, Manuel De
Gracia

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster participants will have available
specific tools to screen for bipolar disorder among spanish-speak-
ing psychiatric patients.

Summary:

Objective: Bipolar Disorder (BD) is underdiagnosed resulting
in inadequate patient management. This may improve by using
available validated screening tools. Those developed in English-
speaking countries need validation for use in Spanish-speaking
subjects. The Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ) is a widely
used, self-applied questionnaire. Hypomania Checklist-32 (HCL-
32) is a self-applied questionnaire being developed in European
countries.

Method: Spanish versions of the questionnaires (MDQ and
HCL-32) were validated in a study conducted in 236 subjects
recruited at 15 Psychiatric centres in Spain, belonging to 4 diag-
nostic groups: BDI, BDII, depressive disorder and healthy controls.

Results: MDQ exhibits a high degree of internal consistency
with a sensitivity of 0.6 and specificity of 0.98 for BD detection with
7 positive symptoms, clustering and, moderate or worse problems
deemed postive. Its psychometric properties are similar to those
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of the English version. HCL-32 exhibited high internal consistency
with a higher sensitivity (0.85) but lower specificity (0.79) with 14
positive answers. MDQ and HCL-32 questionnaires are displayed
and their respective properties compared.

Conclusions: MDQ can be employed in Spanish-speaking popu-
lations for BD screening. HCL-32 may also provide adequate BD
screening. Adaptation of the vocabulary is indicated for the use of
these questionnaires in Spanish-speaking subpopulations outside
Spain.
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NR297 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Placebo Response in Studies of Bipolar Mania
B. Timothy Walsh, M.D. Columbia University & The New York
State Psychiatric Institute, Department of Psychiatry, 1051
Riverside Drive, Unit #98, New York, NY, 10032-2603, Robyn
Sysko, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand the rate of placebo response in studies of bipolar
mania to a non-specific intervention.

At the conclusion of this presentation, practitioners will be able
to recognize the similarities and differences in the rates of placebo
response in studies of major depression and bipolar mania.

Summary:

Objective: A previous review (Walsh, Seidman, Sysko, & Gould,
2002) found that response to placebo in studies of major depres-
sion was variable, substantial, and increasing overtime. The pur-
pose of this study was to examine placebo response rates in trials
of patients with acute bipolar mania.

Method: Similar to the procedures of the Walsh et al. (2002)
study, we searched MEDLINE for all placebo-controlled trials pub-
lished between January 1980 and November 2005 in which pa-
tients with bipolar mania were randomly assigned to receive medi-
cation or placebo. To date, the review has identified 14 studies of
bipolar mania meeting our criteria. Ten studies published between
1999 and 2005 used a response criterion of a 50% or greater
decrease on the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS).

Results: At the baseline assessment, the average YMRS score
was 29.78, and over the course of treatment, YMRS scores among
patients receiving placebo decreased an average of 7.29 points.
The average placebo response rate on the YMRS was 31.1%
(range of 17%-44%). There was no indication of an association
between the year of publication and placebo response rate (r=
0.017, p= 0.961).

Conclusions: The overall response rate to placebo (31.1%) in
studies of bipolar mania was similar to the rate observed in major
depression (29.7%). Over a limited number of years, there was
no indication of a change in placebo response in studies of bipolar
mania. In an attempt to compare response rates from older to
more recently published papers, we will present data from a larger
number of papers and will assess changes over time in the effect
size of placebo. These additional analyses will permit a discussion
of similarities and differences in response to placebo between

studies of major depression and acute mania, including whether
placebo response in bipolar mania is changing over time.
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NR298 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Quetiapine Monotherapy in Bipolar I
Depression: Combined Results From Two Double-
Blind, Placebo-Controlled Studies
Richard H. Weisler, M.D. Duke University Medical Center,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Science, 700 Spring Forrest Road,
Suite 125, Durham, NC, 27609, Robert Arvekvist, Goran
Stening, Wayne Macfadden, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants will be able
to: 1) evaluate efficacy and tolerability data for quetiapine in de-
pressive episodes in bipolar I disorder; and 2) use this information
in clinical practice for the management of depressive episodes in
these patients.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the efficacy and tolerability of quetia-
pine monotherapy for the treatment of depressive episodes in
bipolar I disorder.12

Methods: This was an evaluation of 694 patients with bipolar
I disorder pooled from 2 double-blind, randomized, placebo-con-
trolled 8-week studies of quetiapine (300 or 600 mg/d; once-daily,
evening dosing) that included patients with bipolar I or II depres-
sion (DSM-IV). MADRS and HAM-D scores were assessed weekly
throughout the study. The primary endpoint was change in
MADRS total score from baseline at Week 8 (analyzed using
mixed-effect model, repeated-measures).

Results: Improvements in mean MADRS total score from base-
line (range 30.1-30.7 for the 3 groups) were significantly greater
with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d than with placebo from the first
assessment (Week 1) through to Week 8. The changes from
baseline at Week 8 with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d were -
19.40 and -19.60, respectively; both were P<0.001 versus placebo
(change from baseline -12.56). The MADRS effect sizes were
0.78 and 0.80 for quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d, respectively.
Improvements from baseline in mean HAM-D scores at Week 8
were also significantly greater with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/
d than with placebo (-15.29 and -15.63; both P<0.001 versus -
10.04) The HAM-D effect sizes were 0.82 and 0.87, respectively.
Overall, there were significant improvements in the primary and
secondary outcomes with both 300 and 600 mg/d quetiapine,
without major differences in the doses. Common adverse events
included dry mouth (300 mg/d: 40.9%; 600 mg/d: 44.0%; placebo:
12.2%), somnolence (32.8%, 31.0%, 7.0%), and sedation (25.9%,
26.7%, 8.3%). Adverse events were generally mild in intensity in
the 2 studies.

Conclusion: Quetiapine monotherapy is significantly more ef-
fective than placebo for the treatment of depressive episodes in
bipolar 1 disorder and is well tolerated.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR299 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Safety of Combination Therapy With
Carbamazepine Extended-Release Capsules for
Bipolar I Disorder
Richard H. Weisler, M.D. UNC/Duke University, 700 Spring
Forrest Road, Suite 125, Durham, NC, 27609, Thomas Gazda,
M.D., David A. Sack, M.D., Robert Riesenberg, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
a better understanding of the safety of carbamazepine in combina-
tion with atypical antipsychotic medications.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the safety of carbamazepine extended-
release capsules (CBZ-ERC) "(Equetro™; Shire; Wayne, Pa)" in
combination with other psychotropic medications for the treatment
of Bipolar I Disorder.

Methods: An 8-week open-label observational study was con-
ducted at 11 sites. Fifty-three subjects were enrolled (mean age
38.8,64% female); patients were at least 18 years old, most recent
episode manic or mixed. The primary objective was to evaluate
the safety of CBZ-ERC in combination with other psychotropic
medications for the treatment of Bipolar I Disorder.

Results: Thirty-five of 53 patients (66%) completed the study.
Reasons for early termination included lost to follow-up (7 pa-
tients), adverse events (9 patients), and withdrawn consent (2
patients). All patients took concomitant psychotropic medications,
including aripiprazole (28%), olanzapine (11%), quetiapine (51%),
and risperidone (13%). Adverse events were those common to
anticonvulsants and included somnolence, dizziness, nausea, and
vomiting. There were 3 instances of serious adverse events, in-
cluding abdominal pain, worsening of bipolar symptoms (screen
failure), and priapism.

Conclusions: Carbamazepine extended-release capsules in
combination with other psychotropic medications were found to be
generally safe in combination with other psychotropic medications.
These data are encouraging, but need to be considered in the
context of the small scale of this study.
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NR300 Monday, May 22, 3:00 P.M - 5:00 PM
Locus-of-Control and Outcome of Treatment for MDD
Stephen B. Woolley, M.P.H. Institute of Living, 200 Retreat
Avenue, Hartford, CT, 06106, Shoshana Pavel, B.A., John W.
Goethe, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to:

(1) discuss locus of control

(2) describe the potential role in treatment outcomes of patients
with MDD.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the association between internal lo-
cus-of-control (LOCI) and severity of MDD and the effect of LOCI
on the outcome of treatment for MDD.

Methods: Patients (n=138) were interviewed in-person and
their medical charts abstracted. Information obtained included per-
sonal, psychosocial, historical mental health and treatment, and
MDD symptoms. A subset (n=50) was re-interviewed three months
later. Associations between LOCI scores1 (continuous and catego-
ries-low, moderate, high) and outcomes (including the Beck De-
pression Inventory 13-item scale; BDI) at baseline and follow-up
were measured by calculating correlation coefficient, Mest, and
chi-square statistics.

Results: Mean BDI score at baseline was 21.7 (range 0-37;n=
138), and declined 44% during follow-up (p<.001;n=49). High
LOCI scores were (a) directly associated with baseline (p=.097)
and follow-up BDI scores (p=.087) and with patients changing the
way they deal with stress (p=.016), (b) inversely associated with
dissatisfaction with life (p=.012) and with difficulty with family/
friends (p=.038), and (c) not associated with change in BDI (p=
.483), having severe symptoms (p=.403), adherence to prescrip-
tions (p=.667), or readmission (p=.423). Life events scale2 scores
were associated with LOCI (p=.091), but did not modify the associ-
ation between LOCI and follow-up BDI scores (p=.554).Conclu-
sions: LOCI was not associated with changes in depression dur-
ing and after treatment but was associated with level of
depression. Patients' LOCI did not explain improvement/non-im-
provement among MDD inpatients. Life event scale scores were
associated with LOCI, but did not explain the association between
LOCI and BDI scores.
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NR301 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy and Tolerability Effects of L-Methionine,
Betaine, and Folate on Anxiety and Overall
Psychiatric Symptoms in Unipolar Depression
Benjamin Zablotsky, B.A. Cambridge Health Alliance, 1493
Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA, 02139, Robert T. Dunn,
M.D., Vanessa A. Stan, A.B.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the short-term effects of L-methionine, betaine
and folate in the treatment of anxiety and overall psychiatric symp-
toms in unipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: Prior studies suggest that S-adenosylmethionine
(SAMe) is effective in the treatment of unipolar depression (1),
and that methionine and betaine can increase SAMe in brain (2).
This first prospective study examined the efficacy of the combina-
tion of L-methionine, betaine and folic acid in the treatment of
anxiety and overall psychiatric symptoms in unipolar depression.

Method: An open label, prospective, non-randomized, 6-week
study of fixed doses of methionine, betaine and folate, was con-
ducted in depressed unipolar outpatients. No psychotropic medi-
cations were allowed. The Zung Anxiety scale (ZA), Young Mania
Rating Scale (YMRS), and Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS)
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were administered at every visit to detect anxiety, manic and
psychotic symptoms, respectively.

Results: Scores were obtained in 5 patients (3M, 2F). Mean
ZA scores did not change from baseline (34.8±6.3) to endpoint
(28.8±5.1), where (t=1.66, p=0.13). Mean YMRS scores did not
change from baseline (1.2±1.0) to endpoint (1.0±1.0), where (t=
0.32, p=0.76). There was a trend for BPRS scores to improve
from baseline (31.6±6.3) to endpoint (25.2±2.3), where (t=2.13,
p=0.07).

Conclusion: The combination of L-methionine, betaine and
folate does not cause or worsen anxiety, manic or psychotic symp-
toms in acute unipolar depression. Full data will be presented.

Funding Source: NARSAD
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NR302 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: A Psychometric Evaluation of the
DSM-IV Symptom Criteria
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the psychometric performance of the DSM-IV
diagnostic criteria for major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Background: The diagnostic criteria for depression were devel-
oped on the basis of clinical experience rather than empirical
study. Although they have been available and widely used for
many years, few studies have examined the psychometric proper-
ties of the DSM criteria for major depression. In the present report
from the Rhode Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic Assess-
ment and Services (MIDAS) project we examined whether criteria
such as insomnia, fatigue and impaired concentration that are
also diagnostic criteria for other disorders are less specific than the
other DSM-IV depression symptom criteria. We also conducted a
regression analysis to determine whether all criteria are indepen-
dently associated with the diagnosis of MDD. Method: One thou-
sand five hundred and thirty-eight psychiatric outpatients were
administered a semi-structured diagnostic interview. We inquired
about all of the symptoms of depression for all patients. Results:
All of the DSM-IV symptom criteria for MDD were significantly
associated with the diagnosis. Contrary to our prediction, symp-
toms such as insomnia, fatigue, and impaired concentration, which
are also criteria of other disorders, generally performed as well
as the criteria that are unique to depression such as suicidality,
worthlessness, and guilt. The results of the regression analysis,
which controlled for symptom covariation, indicated that five symp-
toms (increased weight, decreased weight, psychomotor retarda-
tion, indecisiveness, and suicidal thoughts) were not indepen-
dently associated with the diagnosis of depression. Conclusion:
While all diagnostic criteria for MDD are more frequent in de-
pressed than nondepressed patients, they are not all indepen-
dently associated with diagnosis. It may therefore be possible to

reduce the number of diagnostic criteria for depression without
reducing diagnostic validity.
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NR303 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Diagnosing MDD: Is There Justification for
Compound Symptom Criteria?
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the three ways the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for
major depressive disorder are constructed, and indicate whether
there is empirical support for combining multiple symptoms into
single criteria.

Summary:

Background: The DSM-IV symptom inclusion criteria for the
diagnosis of MDD are constructed in three ways_single symptom
criteria, compound criteria encompassing opposite variants of the
same disturbance, and compound criteria encompassing related
problems. In the present report from the Rhode Island Methods
to Improve Diagnostic Assessment and Services (MIDAS) project
we tested the following 3 hypotheses: 1) the components of Com-
pound-Opposite criteria rarely occur simultaneously; 2) the com-
ponents of the Compound-Related criteria frequently occur simul-
taneously; and 3) the components of the Compound-Related
criteria more frequently co-occur than other pairs of the MDD
criteria. We also examined how many patients would be rediag-
nosed if the compound criteria were split into separate items.
Method: One thousand eight hundred psychiatric outpatients
were evaluated with a semistructured diagnostic interview. We
inquired about all of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for MDD for
all patients. Results: As hypothesized, the symptoms of the Com-
pound-Opposite criteria usually did not co-occur, whereas the
symptoms of the Compound-Related criteria frequently were pres-
ent simultaneously. However, the results also indicated that other
pairs of symptoms were as likely to co-occur, and were as strongly
associated, as the symptoms of the Compound-Related criteria.
When the compound criteria were subdivided, and the diagnostic
threshold for MDD was kept constant, only a small percentage of
patients were reclassified from a noncase to a case. Conclusion:
The findings provide mixed support for the inferred assumptions
hypothesized to underlie the composition of the DSM-IV criteria
for MDD. Combining multiple symptoms into single criteria has
minimal impact on diagnosis.
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NR304 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Can Some Symptoms Be
Eliminated From the Diagnostic Criteria?
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe a new approach towards determining whether,
for disorders diagnosed based on a minimum number of features
from a list, any criteria can be eliminated because they do not
contribute to diagnostic determinations.

Summary:

Background: All criteria used to diagnose a psychiatric disorder
should contribute to distinguishing cases from noncases. The prin-
cipal of parsimony argues for defining a disorder with as few criteria
as possible. Thus, criteria that do not contribute to the case-non-
case distinction should be eliminated because they unnecessarily
increase the complexity of the definition of the disorder. In polytheti-
cally defined disorders such as MDD, diagnosis is based on the
presence of a minimum numberof features from a list. Foracriterion
to be retained on such a list it should contribute to distinguishing
between individuals with and without MDD. Simply demonstrating
that a criterion is significantly more common in individuals with MDD
than individuals without MDD is not a demonstration of its necessity.
To demonstrate an impact on diagnosis, it should be shown that
eliminating the criterion from the list results in individuals being re-
classified from being a case to a noncase. A criterion does not con-
tribute to determining caseness if its elimination does not result in
diagnostic reclassification. The goal of this report from the Rhode
Island Hospital Methods to Improve Diagnostic Assessment and
Services (MIDAS) project was to determine if any of the criteria of
MDD are candidates for elimination because of their lack of impact
on diagnosis. Method: One thousand eight hundred psychiatric
outpatients were evaluated with a semistructured diagnostic inter-
view. We inquired about all of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for
MDD for all patients. Results: The results indicated that the symp-
toms of increased weight, decreased weight and indecisiveness
rarely influenced diagnostic classification, and thus are candidates
for elimination. Conclusion: Some of the symptoms used to diag-
nose MDD do not contribute to distinguishing depressed cases from
noncases and thus can be eliminated without compromising the
validity of the diagnostic criteria.
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NR305 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Relationship Between Number of
Symptoms and the Diagnosis of Disorder
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe how the requirement of low mood or anhedonia
for the diagnosis of major depression does not have a significant
impact on diagnostic determination.

Summary:

Background: The symptom inclusion criteria for DSM-IV MDD
consist of a list of nine characteristic features of depression, at
least five of which must be present. Two of the criteria for MDD,
low mood and anhedonia, are accorded greater importance than
the remaining seven criteria in that one of these two features is
required for the diagnosis. The implicit assumption underlying this
organization of the criteria is that some individuals might meet
five of the nine criteria without experiencing low mood or anhedo-
nia and thus be inappropriately diagnosed with major depression.
We are not aware of any studies that have examined this assump-
tion. In the present report from the MIDAS project we examined
how many psychiatric outpatients meet five of the nine criteria
for MDD without simultaneously experiencing either low mood or
anhedonia. If this pattern is rare or does not exist, then the method
of counting criteria to diagnose major depression could be simpli-
fied to a straightforward five out of nine. Method: One thousand
eight hundred psychiatric outpatients were evaluated with a semi-
structured diagnostic interview. We inquired about all of the DSM-
IV diagnostic criteria for MDD for all patients. Results: Twenty-
seven (1.5%) patients reported five or more criteria in the absence
of low mood or anhedonia. More than half (n=16) of these 27
patients were diagnosed with MDD or bipolar disorder, depressed
type, in partial remission, bipolar disorder mixed type (n=1), or
bipolar disorder not otherwise specified (n=1). Six of the remaining
11 patients were diagnosed with depressive disorder not otherwise
specified. Thus, few patients who met five or more of the MDD
criteria were not diagnosed with a depressive disorder. Conclu-
sion: The diagnostic criteria for MDD can be simplified to a
straight-forward symptom count without reference to the necessity
of low mood or anhedonia.
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NR306 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Applying the DSM-IV Exclusion
Criteria in Clinical Practice
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the impact of the DSM-IV exclusion criteria on
the diagnosis of major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Background: To be diagnosed with DSM-IV MDD, a patient
must meet five out of nine symptom criteria, one of which is
depressed mood or pervasive loss of interest or pleasure. Once
a patient has reached this symptom threshold, there are several
"exclusionary criteria" that need to be passed in order to receive
the diagnosis. The symptoms must cause significant distress or
impairment in functioning, the symptoms cannot be caused by
substance use or a general medical condition, and the symptoms
cannot be better accounted for by bereavement. Finally, the pres-
ence of psychotic symptoms not coincident with the depressive
symptoms excludes the diagnosis. We are not aware of any stud-
ies of psychiatric patients that have examined the impact of all of
these exclusionary rules on the diagnosis of MDD in clinical prac-
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tice. It is important for clinicians to know how often each of these
factors might exclude the diagnosis of MDD so that they can be
more or less vigilant to their presence. The goal of the present
report from the Rhode Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic As-
sessment and Services (MIDAS) project was to examine the im-
pact of the DSM-IV exclusion rules on the diagnosis of MDD.
Method: 1,800 psychiatric outpatients were evaluated with a semi-
structured diagnostic interview. We inquired about all of the DSM-
IV diagnostic criteria for MDD for all patients, and for patients
meeting the symptom inclusion criteria we evaluated the presence
of each of the exclusion criteria. Results: In total, 38 (3.0%) of
the 947 patients meeting the DSM-IV symptom inclusion criteria
were excluded from a diagnosis of MDD or bipolar depression.
Conclusion: These results suggest that the DSM-IV exclusion
criteria for MDD had only a modest impact on diagnosis in psychi-
atric outpatients. The potential influence of different settings on
diagnostic exclusion will be discussed.
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NR307 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Performance of an Objective Test
as a Diagnostic Criterion
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the difference between evaluating a test as a
diagnostic tool versus a diagnostic criterion.

Summary:

Background: Considerable research has evaluated biological
and psychological tests for various psychiatric disorders; however,
few objective tests are included in DSM-IV as diagnostic criteria. It
was recently suggested that existing tests are insufficiently accu-
rate to be included in the DSM. While it is true that there are limita-
tions in the sensitivity and/or specificity of such tests, this should
not rule them out as effective diagnostic criteria. Studies examining
the diagnostic efficiency of the DSM criteria sets demonstrate that
the individual criteria vary in their sensitivity and specificity. In the
present report we suggest changing the perspective used to evalu-
ate the performance of biological and psychological measures from
the traditional one examining them as diagnostic tests to one in
which these measures are evaluated as diagnostic criteria. To our
knowledge no previous investigators have compared the psycho-
metric performance of an objective test to the psychometric per-
formance of the DSM-IV symptom criteria. The recent report from
the committee to develop a research agenda for the initial planning
phase for DSM-V discussed the use of self-report symptom scales
as possible diagnostic criteria. In the present report from the Rhode
Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic Assessment and Services
(MIDAS) project we examined the performance of a self-report de-
pression questionnaire as adiagnostic criterion for MDD. Methods:
We compared the performance of the Diagnostic Inventory for De-
pression (DID) to the performance of the MDD symptom criteria in
1,138 psychiatric outpatients. Results: The diagnostic efficiency of
the DID was similar to the anhedonia criterion, and superior to all

of the remaining DSM-IV MDD symptom criteria except low mood.
Discussion: A standardized self-report depression questionnaire
could function quite well as a diagnostic criterion. We discuss con-
ceptual issues related to the possible inclusion in DSM-V of a self-
administered depression symptom scale as a diagnostic criterion.
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NR308 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Family History as a Diagnostic
Criterion
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, M.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe issues that are unique to the use of trait markers
such as genetic and family history variables as diagnostic criteria.

Summary:

Background: Since depression runs in families a question arises
as to whether family history information should be considered when
diagnosing depression. The text of DSM-IV indicates that a family
history of mood disorder should sometimes be considered when
trying to distinguish between MDD and other conditions such as
catatonic schizophrenia. The question posed herein is how well
family history of depression performs as a diagnostic criterion, and
how does it perform compared to the DSM-IV symptom criteria.
Methods: 1,800 psychiatric outpatients were evaluated with a
semistructured diagnostic interview as part of a research assess-
ment infrastructure that has been embedded in the Rhode Island
Hospital Department of Psychiatry outpatient practice. Family his-
tory diagnoses were based on the Family History Research Diag-
nostic Criteria (FH-RDC). We constructed a continuum of family
history morbidity based on the number of first-degree family mem-
bers with a history of depression and whether the family member
was treated for their depression. Results: Family history informa-
tion was collected on 9,763 first-degree relatives of 1,776 patients.
The sensitivity of the family history criterion was lower than each of
the symptoms. Based on the broadest definition of the family history
variable the specificity was also lower than all other symptoms.
Based on the narrowest definition (two or more family members
who were treated for depression), the specificity was higher than
all of the symptom criteria though sensitivity dropped to 15%. Con-
clusion: Overall as a diagnostic criterion, a family history of depres-
sion did not perform as well as the DSM-IV symptom criteria. Con-
sistent with the familial nature of depression, the family history
variable performed better as a diagnostic criterion when consider-
ing diagnosis from a lifetime, ratherthan acurrent, perspective. This
has implications for the future consideration of genetic markers as
diagnostic criteria.
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NR309 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Are Patients Who Deny Low Mood
a Distinct Subgroup?
Mark Zimmerman, Ph.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry,
235 Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the validity of diagnosing depression in patients
who do not report clinically significant depressed mood.

Summary:

Background: A dysphoric mood is not required for the diagno-
sis of DSM-IV MDD. Individuals who deny depression, sadness,
or feeling blue, may nonetheless be diagnosed with MDD if they
have lost interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, of their usual
activities, and experienced at least four other symptoms of depres-
sion. The underlying assumption is that depressed patients without
low mood are no different than depressed patients who report
dysphoric mood. In the present report from the Rhode Island
Methods to Improve Diagnostic Assessment and Services (MI-
DAS) project we examined the validity of this assumption. Meth-
ods: We compared the demographic, family history, and clinical
characteristics of patients who met the DSM-IV criteria for a current
major depressive episode who did (n=839) and did not (n=63)
report low mood. Results: Patients without depressed mood were
significantly younger, and their current episodes were briefer, less
severe, and associated with less suicidality and less psychosocial
impairment. Conclusion: The results do not support DSM-IV's
implicit assumption of no difference between depressed patients
who do and do not report low mood. The alternative ways this
might be addressed in future editions of the DSM will be discussed.
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NR310 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Can the Clinical Utility of the DSM-
IVSymptom Criteria Be Improved?
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe problems with the clinical utility of the DSM-IV
symptom criteria for major depressive disorder and how a new
definition improves upon the current official criteria.

Summary:

Background: There are two practical problems with the DSM-
IV symptom criteria for MDD_they are somewhat lengthy and
therefore difficult to remember, and there are difficulties in applying

some of the criteria in patients with comorbid medical illnesses
because of symptom nonspecificity. Therefore, in the present re-
port from the Rhode Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic As-
sessment and Services (MIDAS) project we attempted to develop
a briefer definition of major depression that is composed entirely
of mood and cognitive symptoms. Our goal was to develop an
alternative set of diagnostic criteria for major depression that did
not include somatic symptoms but would nonetheless demon-
strate a high level of concordance with the current DSM-IV defini-
tion. Methods: One thousand eight hundred psychiatric outpa-
tients were evaluated with a semistructured diagnostic interview.
We inquired about all of the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for MDD
for all patients. Results: After eliminating the somatic criteria from
the DSM-IV MDD criteria and adding the symptom "reduced drive"
there was a very high level of concordance with DSM-IV classifica-
tion (95%). Conclusions: This new definition thus offers two ad-
vantages over the current DSM-IV definitionjt is briefer and it is
free of somatic symptoms thereby making it easier to apply with
medically ill patients. We discuss using improvement in the clinical
utility, rather than validity, of diagnostic criteria as the basis for
making revisions in the nomenclature.
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NR311 Monday, May 22, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnosing MDD: Can a Self-Report Depression
Questionnaire Be Used to Examine Questions About
the DSM-IV Diagnostic Criteria?
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Joseph B.
McGlinchey, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe how a self-report scale can be used to examine
the performance of the symptom criteria for major depressive
disorder.

Summary:

Background: This presentation is the final one in our series
examining the DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for MDD. The data col-
lected was part of the Rhode Island Methods to Improve Diagnostic
Assessment and Services (MIDAS) project, a unique integration
of a research assessment protocol into a community-based clinical
practice. We were able to examine a number of psychometric and
conceptual issues in the diagnosis of depression because we
modified the diagnostic interview to inquire about all diagnostic
criteria, as well as additional associated features, of all patients.
The results reported in other presentations suggested that some
changes in the diagnostic criteria might be warranted. However,
before changes are made to the diagnostic nomenclature the
results of any single study should be replicated. The cost of con-
ducting this type of research is high, thereby reducing the likeli-
hood of replication. As part of the MIDAS project we developed
the Diagnostic Inventory for Depression (DID), a self-report scale
that was specifically designed to assess the DSM-IV diagnostic
criteria for MDD; thus, this scale could potentially be used to study
many of the same questions examined in the present series,
though at a fraction of the cost. In the present report we used the
DID to examine questions that were addressed in three of the
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prior reports in this series. The results of the present analysis
based on the DID replicated the other reported findings based on
the SCID. This suggests that a self-report measure such as the
DID could be used in other settings to examine the issues studied
in the present series, thereby facilitating the compilation of a more
substantial literature upon which decisions regarding criteria modi-
fication could be based.
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NR312 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Olanzapine Receptor Gene Polymorphisms and
Depressive Symptom Response in Schizophrenia
David H. Adams, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, DC4133, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Sandra Kirkwood,
Ph.D., Mark Farmen, Ph.D., Anncatherine Downing, Pharm.D.,
Alan F. Breier, M.D., John P. Houston, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should be able
to discuss genotypes associated with differences in depressive
symptom response in acute olanzapine treatment of patients with
schizophrenia.

Summary:

Introduction: Depression is frequently observed in patients
with schizophrenia. Olanzapine has been associated with de-
pressive symptom response in several psychiatric disorders, and
depressive symptom response has been linked to antidepressant
activity at several olanzapine neuroreceptor sites. Several genetic
polymorphisms reportedly produce differential antidepressant re-
sponse.

Method: We assessed response in 51 acutely psychotic pa-
tients with schizophrenia and Montgomery-Asberg Depression
Scale (MADRS) scores >15, retrospectively genotyped for 64 sin-
gle nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of olanzapine neurorecep-
tor genes as well as other selected genetic polymorphisms with
an a priori determined sequence of analysis. Baseline-to-endpoint
reduction in MADRS over 6 weeks of olanzapine treatment was
assessed by ANOVA.

Results: Olanzapine receptor SNPs associated with significant
differences in depression response by genotypic analysis (p<.05)
included alpha-1A adrenergic, alpha-2A adrenergic, dopamine-
D1, dopamine-D2, and 5HT-6 receptor SNPs. None of the dopa-
mine-D3, dopamine D4, histamine H2, 5HT-1 A, 5HT-2A and 5HT-
2C receptor SNPs assessed nor the 5HT transporter s/l alleles
significantly influenced depressive symptom response. In addition,
melanocortin-2 receptor SNPs were associated with differential
response to olanzapine.

Conclusions: Specific olanzapine receptor gene SNPs pre-
dicted statistically and clinically significant depressive symptom
reduction with olanzapine in substantial subsets of depressed
patients with schizophrenia. Replication in other data sets is
needed.
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NR313 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Metabolic Syndrome Rates Among Patients With
Schizophrenia Treated With Aripiprazole, Placebo, or
Olanzapine
David B. Allison, Ph.D. University of Alabama, Birmingham,
1665 University Boulevard, RPHB 327, Birmingham, AL,
35294-0022, Gilbert L'ltalien, Ph.D., Estelle Vester-Blokland,
M.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D., William H. Carson, Jr.,
Ph.D., Ronald N. Marcus, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To demonstrate the effect of certain atypical antipsychotics on
the rate of metabolic syndrome.

Summary:

Background: The recent CATIE publication (1) has demon-
strated that patients with schizophrenia exhibit higher rates of
metabolic syndrome (METs) compared with the general popula-
tion. Since METs risk factors are exacerbated by use of certain
antipsychotic medications (2), we compared rates of METs among
patients with baseline METs who were subsequently randomized
to either aripiprazole, placebo, or olanzapine.

Methods: The study sample consisted of patients from 4 pooled
clinical trials of aripiprazole versus placebo and olanzapine with
baseline METs (according to ATP-III criteria [3]). Rates of METs
were then compared between treatment arms (aripiprazole-pla-
cebo, aripiprazole-olanzapine) at 26 weeks by Mantel-Haenzel
Chi Square (LOCF, post hoc analysis).

Results: After 26 weeks of treatment in the placebo-controlled
studies, METs rates were 41% for aripiprazole (n=141) versus
43% for placebo (n=73) (P=0.843). METs rates were 35% for
aripiprazole (n=158) and 67% for olanzapine (n=141) in the com-
parative trials at 26 weeks (F=0.0002). Observed differences in
the rates of METs between aripiprazole and olanzapine were
driven primarily by component differences in waist circumference
(P=0.002), triglyceride levels (P=0.0001) and HDL-C (P=0.02)

Conclusions: METs rates can be improved to levels compara-
ble to placebo among patients treated with aripiprazole, but not
for olanzapine patients. Weight and lipid variables appear to drive
the difference in rates seen at 6 months. Given the high prevalence
of METs in the schizophrenic population, therapies that decrease
its incidence and severity should be given serious consideration.
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NR314 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Training for Assessment of Negative Symptoms of
Schizophrenia Across Languages and Cultures Using
the Negative Symptom Assessment (NSA) Scale
Larry Alphs, M.D. Pfizer Inc., 2800 Plymouth Road, B003/1018,
Ann Arbor, Ml, 48105, David G. Daniel, M.D., Dawn I. Velligan,
Ph.D., John Bartko, Ph.D., John Panagides, Ph.D., John M.
Davis, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Describe the Negative Symptom Assessment (NSA) Scale.
2. Compare results of training on the NSA versus the Positive

and Negative Syndrome Scale in terms of achieving acceptable
agreement among raters across different nationalities and lan-
guages.

Summary:

Background: Lack of agreement among raters in international
trials is a source of nonspecific variance that may diminish statisti-
cal power and increase the number of patients required for a valid
study. The Negative Symptom Assessment (NSA) scale, a 16-
item clinician-rated instrument for use in patients with schizophre-
nia, has shown reliability and validity in English-speaking raters.
We analyzed the level of agreement achieved among raters of
multiple nationalities and languages using the NSA versus the
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS).

Methods: Two cohorts of international clinical trial investigators
were enrolled: 120 from the US and 180 from 18 other countries.
Enrollees viewed >1 training lecture, rated >1 videotaped semi-
structured NSA interview of a schizophrenic patient, and received
detailed feedback on proper rating methods. Both cohorts received
similar training for the PANSS. Most raters were unfamiliar with
the NSA before training but had previous PANSS experience.
Raters were then evaluated on their rating of another videotaped
patient interview. Acceptable rater agreement was a score within
1 point of the cohort modal score on >80% of the rating instru-
ment items.

Results: Using the NSA, acceptable agreement was achieved
by 85/90 (94%) of US raters versus 174/180 (97%) of non-US
raters (F=0.38). In contrast, using the PANSS, agreement was
achieved by 104/120 (87%) of US raters versus 168/173 (97%)
of non-US raters (P=0.0009).

Conclusions: A high level of agreement in rating the NSA
was found among raters across multiple countries. The US and
international cohorts achieved comparably high rates of success
in NSA training, whereas in PANSS training the cohorts showed
a significant difference in success rates. This suggests that raters
can be more efficiently and reliably trained to assess negative
symptoms using the NSA across many languages and cultures.

Funding Source: This study was supported by Organon Labo-
ratories Ltd and Pfizer Inc.
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NR315 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Identifying subgroups with good and poor response
in placebo-controlled trials in schizophrenia
Jose Alvir, D.P.H. Pfizer, Inc, 235 East 42nd Street 685/10/14,
New York, NY, 10017, Antony D. Loebel, M.D., Ilise D.
Lombardo, M.D., Ha Nguyen, Ph.D., Javier Cabrera, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To introduce viewers to an innovative method for characterizing
subgroups of good and poor responders in clinical trials, and to
demonstrate the use of this method in the analysis of response
in pooled data from four placebo-controlled trials of ziprasidone
in schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To identify characteristics of subgroups with good
or poor response in placebo-controlled trials of ziprasidone in
schizophrenia.

Method: Active region finder (ARF) analysis_an innovative
method of data mining that focuses on high-activity regions_was
performed on data sets from four randomized, placebo-controlled
trials of ziprasidone in patients (n = 951) with acute exacerbation
of schizophrenia (dose range, 10 to 200 mg/day). The primary
outcome measure was the BPRS total score, controlling for base-
line BPRS score. Predictors included age, gender, race, protocol,
dose, illness duration, smoking status, and baseline ratings from
several standardized instruments (PANSS, CGI-S, AIMS). Sepa-
rate trees were produced for good and poor responses.

Results: Dose was the most powerful predictor in the "good
response" tree, with the best response noted in patients receiving
ziprasidone 120 or 160 mg/day and having a short duration of
illness. Presence of abnormal movements produced the first split
in the "poor response" tree (ie, was the strongest predictor of
poor response).

Conclusions: ARF analyses successfully identified subgroups
with good or poor response and were particularly useful in identi-
fying nonlinear associations between predictors and response.
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NR316 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychopathology and Risk for CHD in Psychotic
Patients: The Clamors Study
Celso Arango, Ph.D. Hospital General Universitario Gregorio
Marahon, Psychiatry Department, C/lbiza, 43, Madrid, 28009,
Spain, Julio Bobes, Ph.D., Rafael Carmena, Ph.D., Pedro
Aranda, Ph.D., Margarida Garcia-Garcia, M.S.C., Javier Rejas,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to recognize the association between the severity of psychopathol-
ogy and the risk for coronary heart disease in the treatment of
psychotic patients with antipsychotics.

Summary:

Aim: To determine the relation between the severity of psycho-
pathology and coronary heart disease (CHD) risk in schizophrenic
patients treated with antipsychotics.

Methods: Retrospective, cross-sectional, multicenter study
where 117 Spanish Psychiatrists (The CLAMORS Collaborative
Group) recruited consecutive outpatients meeting DSM-IV criteria
for Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform or Schizoaffective Disorder,
under antipsychotic treatment for at least 12 weeks. Clinical sever-
ity was assessed by PANSS and CGI scales, and CHD risk by
SCORE (10-year CV death) and Framingham (10-year all CV
events) equations. Multivariate logistic regression models were
applied.

Results: 1452 evaluable patients (863 men, 60.9%), 40.7±12.2
years (mean±SD), were included. The overall 10-year risks were
0.9±1.9 (mean±SD) and 7.2±7.6 for SCORE and Framingham,
respectively. 8%(95%CI:6.5-9.5) and 22.1%(95%CI:20.0-24.3) of
patients showed high/very high risk according to SCORE (>=3%)
and Framingham (>=10%) equations. More patients with higher
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PANSS score (>68, median score) showed high/very high risk
with SCORE and Framingham scoring: 10.6%(95%CI:8.0-13.1)
versus 6.2%(95%CI:4.6-8.4), p<0.05; and 27.6%(95%CI:24.2-
31.1) versus 17.8%(95%CI:15.0-20.6), respectively, p<0.05. More
patients with higher CGI scores showed high/very high risk.

Conclusions: CHD risk was higher among psychotic patients
treated with antipsychotics with more severe psychopathology:
the more severe psychopathology the higher the risk.

On behalf of the CLAMORS Collaborative Group.
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NR317 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychopathology and MS in Psychotic Patients: The
Clamors Study
Celso Arango, Ph.D. Hospital General Universitario Gregorio
Marahon, Psychiatry Department, C/lbiza, 43, Madrid, 28009,
Spain, Julio Bobes, Ph.D., Pedro Aranda, Ph.D., Rafael
Carmena, Ph.D., Margarida Garcia-Garcia, M.S.C., Javier
Rejas, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to recognize the association between the severity of psychopathol-
ogy and the prevalence of metabolic syndrome in the treatment
of psychotic patients with antipsychotics.

Summary:

Aim: To determine the relation between the severity of psycho-
pathology and prevalence of metabolic syndrome (MS) in patients
treated with antipsychotics.

Methods: Retrospective, cross-sectional, multicenter study
where 117 Spanish Psychiatrists (The CLAMORS Collaborative
Group) recruited consecutive outpatients meeting DSM-IV criteria
for Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform or Schizoaffective Disorder,
under antipsychotic treatment for at least 12 weeks. Clinical sever-
ity was assessed by PANSS and CGI. MS was defined by at least
3 of the following components: waist circumference>102(men)/
>88(women)cm; tryglicerides>=150mg/dL; HDL-cholesterol=
110mg/dL. Multivariate logistic regression models were applied.

Results: 1452 evaluable patients (863 men, 60.9%),
40.7±12.2years (mean±SD) were included. MS was presented in
24.6%[23.6%(men), 27.2%(women); p=0.130)]. After adjustment,
age [>40years(men)/45years (women)] and schizophrenic symp-
toms severity (PANSS>68, median value) were associated with
higher MS risk [OR95%CI: 1.82(1.42-2.33) and 1.66(1.29-2.13),
respectively]. More patients with higher PANSS score (>68)
showed MS: 29.7%(95%CI:5.2-54.3) versus 20.0%(95%CI:6.8-
46.0), p<0,001. Abdominal obesity, nypertrygliceridemia, hyper-
tension and glucose intolerance were more prevalent in patients
with higher PANSS: 39.4%(95%CI:35.6-43.2) versus
46.3%(95%CI:42.3-50.4), 33.3%(95%CI:29.7-37.0) versus
41.1(95%CI:37.1-45.0), 49.9%(95%CI:44.4-55.5) versus
58.4%(95%CI:52.7-64.1), 11.2%(95%CI:6.5-15.9) versus
17.9%(95%CI:12.1-23.7), respectively, p<0.05. More patients with
higher CGI scores showed MS.

Conclusions: MS prevalence was higher among schizophrenic
patients treated with antipsychotics with more severe psychopa-
thology.

On behalf of the CLAMORS Collaborative Group.
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NR318 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Suicidality in Patients With FRBD Treated With Long-
Acting Risperidone
Earle E. Bain, M.D. Janssen Pharmaceutica Inc, Medical
Affairs, 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Rd., Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Mary Kujawa, M.D., Ramy Mahmoud, M.D., Ibrahim Turkoz,
M.S., Julie Locklear, Pharm.D., Jay Sherr, Pharm.D., Georges
Gharabawi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will be familiar
with the measurement of suicidal thinking and its response to
treatment with a long-acting, atypical antipsychotic in patients with
frequently relapsing bipolar disorder (FRBD).

Summary:

Objective: This trial evaluates the effect of long-acting risperi-
done (LAR) on mood symptoms and suicidal thinking in patients
with frequently relapsing bipolar disorder (FRBD).

Methods: Patients meeting criteria for BD, and experiencing >4
episodes requiring clinical intervention in the past 12 months and
>2 episodes in the past 6 months, received open-label (OL) aug-
mentation of treatment-as-usual with LAR (25-50 mg) for 16
weeks. Remitters (both Young Mania Rating Scale [YMRS] <10
and Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale [MADRS] <10
over the last 4 weeks of the OL phase) were eligible for randomiza-
tion to placebo or LAR in a double-blind (DB), 52-week, relapse-
prevention phase. Measures of suicidal thinking included the In-
terSePT Scale for Suicidal Thinking-Revised (ISST-R, range 0-
24) and the MADRS-ltem 10 (MADRS-10; range 0 to 6).

Results: ISST-R data at OL baseline and endpoint were avail-
able for 77 of the first 84 subjects enrolled. Mean (±SD) change
score for ISST-R was -0.4 ± 1.9 (P<0.049). Of 20 subjects with
suicidal ideation (ISST-R >1) at baseline, 16 showed a decrease
in ISST-R score (range, -9 to -1), 3 showed no change, and
1 showed an increase (of 5). The mean (± SD) absolute and
percentage changes among these 20 patients were -2.3 ± 3.0
(P = 0.003) and -69 ± 66 (P <0.001), respectively. Of the 57
patients without baseline suicidal ideation (ISST-R = 0), 53 (93%)
maintained ISST-R = 0, and 4 (7%) showed increases in ISST-
R scores (range, 2 to 3). Mean (±SD) change score for MADRS-
10 in all subjects was -0.4 ± 1.0 (P<0.002).

Conclusions: Preliminary OL findings suggest treatment with
LAR may reduce suicidal thinking in FRBD. DB data, when avail-
able, will inform us on the validity of these observations.

Source of Funding: Janssen, L.P.
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NR319 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Cognitive and Functional Improvement With Long-
Acting Risperidone Treatment
Robert M. Bilder, Ph.D. UCLA, Semel Institute, Room C8-849,
740 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA, 90095, Gahan
Pandina, Ph.D., Robert Lasser, M.D., Stephen Rodriguez, M.S.,
Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., John Prosser, Ph.D., Georges
Gharabawi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the correlation between cognitive and functional
improvements in patients with schizophrenia receiving long-acting
injectable risperidone.

Summary:

Background: Cognitive deficits are commonly noted in patients
with schizophrenia. Patients receiving atypical antipsychotics, in-
cluding risperidone, have shown improved cognition and indepen-
dent role functioning. This report examines correlations between
cognition and functioning in patients treated with long-acting
risperidone.

Methods: Data are from a prospective, randomized, double-
blind, international, 52-week study of stable patients with schizo-
phrenia or schizoaffective disorder receiving long-acting, in-
jectable risperidone (25 or 50 mg every 2 weeks). Patients com-
pleted a computer-administered cognitive battery at multiple time
points. Correlation analyses were performed to assess relation-
ships between the neurocognitive composite score (NCS) and 7
cognitive domains (processing speed, attention and impulsivity,
working memory, declarative memory, visual memory, executive
function, and social cognition), with Positive and Negative Syn-
drome Scale (PANSS) total, PANSS factors, Personal and Social
Performance scale (PSP), and Strauss-Carpenter Level of Func-
tioning (LOF) scores.

Results: Improvements from baseline were seen in the NCS and
6 cognitive domains (processing speed, attention and impulsivity,
declarative memory, visual memory, executive function, and social
cognition) at endpoint. Significant, but weak, correlations were
observed at endpoint between improvements in 5 cognitive do-
mains (processing speed, attention, working memory, declarative
memory, and social cognition), and PSP, LOF, and PANSS total
scores (each P <0.05). Significant, but weak, correlations were
also observed between the same 5 cognitive domains and the
disorganized-thoughts factor and PANSS negative-symptom fac-
tor (each P<0.05), although not for other PANSS subscales (anxi-
ety/depression, PANSS positive, and uncontrolled hostility
factors).

Discussion: Cognitive functioning improved significantly in multi-
ple domains in clinically stable patients receiving maintenance
treatment with long-acting risperidone. These improvements cor-
relate weakly with improvements in patient functioning and symp-
toms. Data suggest that changes in cognitive function may not
be strongly correlated with clinical improvement in stable patients,
or that a temporal relationship, undetected here, exists between
these variables.

Source of Funding: Janssen, LP.
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NRNR319 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM320 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) Risk in Psychotic
Patients: The Clamors Study
Julio Bobes, Ph.D. University of Oviedo, Medicine Department,
Psychiatry Area, Julian Claveria, 6, Oviedo, 33006, Spain,
Celso Arango, Ph.D., Rafael Carmena, Ph.D., Pedro Aranda,
Ph.D., Margarida Garcia-Garcia, M.S.C., Javier Rejas, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to recognize the risk for coronary heart disease in the treatment
of psychotic patients with antipsychotics.

Summary:

Aim: To document CHD risk in psychotic patients treated with
antipsychotics.

Methods: Retrospective, cross-sectional, multicenter study
where 117 Spanish Psychiatrists (The CLAMORS Collaborative
Group) recruited consecutive outpatients meeting DSM-IV criteria
for Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform or Schizoaffective Disorder,
under antipsychotic treatment for at least 12 weeks. CHD risk was
assessed by SCORE (10-year CV death) and Framingham (10-
year all CV events) equations. Multivariate logistic regression
models were applied.

Results: 1452 evaluable patients (863 men, 60.9%), 40.7±12.2
years (mean±SD), were included. The overall 10-year risks were
0.9+1.9 (SCORE) and 7.2+7.6 (Framingham). 8%(95%CI:6.5-
9.5) and 22.1%(95%CI:20.0-24.3) of patients showed high/very
high risk according to SCORE (>3%) and Framingham (>10%).
More males showed high/very high risk (SCORE and Framing-
ham): 9.9%(95%CI:7.8-12.0) versus 5.2%(95%CI:3.3-7.2), p=
0.002; and 27.7%(95%CI:24.7-30.7) versus 13.5%(95%CI:10.7-
16.4), p<0.001, respectively. Age, ICG severity and PANSS scales
were positively associated with CV death and CV events risk.
Compared with haloperidol, only ziprasidone was more likely to
have lower risk (<10%) for CV events [adjusted odds ratio (95%CI):
1.81(1.06-3.10), p=0.031].

Conclusions: CHD risk was found higher among psychotic pa-
tients treated with antipsychotics than in the general population.
Age, sex, poor disease control and antipsychotic treatment could
be associated with CHD risk.

On behalf of the CLAMORS Collaborative Group.
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NR321 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Metabolic Syndrome (MS) in Psychotic Patients: The
Clamors Study
Julio Bobes, Ph.D. University of Oviedo, Medicine Department,
Psychiatry Area, Julian Claveria, 6, Oviedo, 33006, Spain,
Celso Arango, Ph.D., Pedro Aranda, Ph.D., Rafael Carmena,
Ph.D., Margarida Garcia-Garcia, M.S.C., Javier Rejas, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to recognize the risk for metabolic syndrome in the treatment of
psychotic patients with antipsychotics.

Summary:

Aim: To assess the prevalence of MS in patients treated with
antipsychotics.
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Methods: Retrospective, cross-sectional, multicenter study
where 117 Spanish Psychiatrists (The CLAMORS Collaborative
Group) recruited consecutive outpatients meeting DSM-IV criteria
for Schizophrenia, Schizophreniform or Schizoaffective Disorder,
under antipsychotic treatment for at least 12 weeks. MS was
defined by at least 3 of the following components: waist circumfer-
ence >102(men)/>88(women)cm; tryglicerides>=150mg/dl_; HDL-
cholesterol=110mg/dl_. Multivariate logistic regression models
were applied.

Results: 1452 evaluable patients (863 men, 60.9%), 40.7±12.2
years (mean±SD) were included. MS was presented in 24.6%
[23.6%(men), 27.2%(women); p=0.130)]. After adjustment, age
[>40years(men) / 45years(women)] and severity of schizophrenic
symptoms (PANSS>median value) were associated with higher
risk of MS [Odds ratios (95%CI); 1.82(1.42-2.33) and 1.66(1.29-
2.13), respectively]. Abdominal obesity and low HDL-cholesterol
were more prevalent in women: 54.5%(95%CI:50.2-58.9) versus
34.3%(95%CI:31.0-37.7), and 46.1%(95%CI:41.4) versus
28.5(95%CI:50.8), p<0.001 in both cases, respectively. Hyperten-
sion and hipertrygliceridemia were more prevalent in men:
59.0%(95%CI:55.7-62.3) versus 46.0%(95%CI:41.8-50.2), and
40.7%(95%CI:37.2-44.2) versus 32.4(95%CI:28.3-36.5), p<0.01
in both cases respectively.

Conclusions: Compared with the general population, MS preva-
lence was higher among schizophrenic patients treated with anti-
psychotics, showing a value similar to that of general population
ten to fifty years older.

On behalf of the CLAMORS Collaborative Group.
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NR322 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Remission of Schizophrenia Symptoms Associated
With Functional Improvement
Cynthia Bossie, Ph.D. Janssen Pharmaceutica, Inc., Medical
Affairs, 1125 Tranton-Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Georges Gharabawi, M.D., Stephen C. Rodriguez, M.S.,
Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., Kristin Dragotta, Pharm.D., George M.
Simpson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants should recognize
that remitted patients, as defined by both duration and severity
criteria, have improved function and insight, compared to nonre-
mitted patients.

Summary:

Objective: Recently defined criteria for remission in schizophre-
nia highlight expanded treatment goals. We evaluated how meet-
ing remission criteria corresponded to ratings of patient status.

Methods:We completed a post hoc analysis of a 1 -year, double-
blind study of stable patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective
disorder receiving long-acting, injectable risperidone 25 or 50 mg
every 2 weeks. Remission criteria applied were: absent to mild
symptoms on 8 core Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale items
for >6 months.

Results: Although patients were clinically stable, 61.4% (n=194)
did not meet baseline remission severity criteria. Among these,

21.6% (n=42) met remission criteria (severity and duration compo-
nents) during the study; 90.0% of remitted patients completed the
study. Remitted patients experienced low rates of protocol-defined
relapse (n=1; 2.4%) and improved overall clinical status by Clinical
Global Impressions of Severity ratings of not ill to mildly ill (21.4%
at baseline and 88.1% at endpoint). Significant improvements
were seen in mean (± SD) Personal and Social Performance
(60.6±14.1 to 71.5±10.9; P<0.001) and Strauss-Carpenter Lev-
els of Functioning (22.0±5.2 to 23.5±5.0; P=0.05) scores. Some,
although lesser, improvements were noted in nonremitters. Mean
(±SD) insight scores were 2.7 (0.98), baseline, and 2.1 (0.87),
endpoint in remitters, and remained 2.8 at baseline and endpoint
in nonremitters. Most commonly reported (>15%) adverse events
were headache (26%) and insomnia (26%) for remitted patients,
and psychiatric disorder NOS (28%), insomnia (26%), anxiety
(17%), and headache (16%) for nonremitted patients.

Conclusions: These findings link these remission criteria, utiliz-
ing both severity and duration criteria, with improvement in func-
tioning and insight.

Sponsored by Janssen, LP.
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NR323 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Physical Health Parameters in Patients with Severe
Mental Illness: Baseline data from the Well-Being
Support Programme in UK
David Yeomans Leeds, Shubalade Smith, chris bushe, M.
Eriksson, Gary Sullivan, Oatway Helen

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: At the end of this presentation partici-
pants will be aware of the extent of physical illness and cardiovas-
cular risk factors present in UK SMI (severe mental illness) pa-
tients. Current evidence in UK suggests that much of this
pathology may be undiagnosed.

Summary:

Introduction: Much excess mortality in severe mental illness
(SMI) is attributable to natural causes (cardiovascular and respira-
tory). Evidence suggests that risk factors for physical illness are
not routinely measured.

Method: In the UK, seven geographically varied centres were
assigned a nurse to monitor physical health of SMI patients in
the "Well-Being Support programme" (WSP). A physical health
screen was performed.

Results: 966 outpatients with SMI > 2 years enrolled. Prior to
WSP 31% patients received physical health checks with wide
variation across the 7 centres. Mean BMI 31, 81%>25, 49%>30
and 24% >35. Mean BP132/82 with 50% patients having hyperten-
sion or pre-hypertension. No physical activity was done by 34%.
Abnormal liver enzymes were found in 50%. Random glucose >
7.1 mmol/l was found in 17.9%. Significant associations were
found between BMI and diastolic BP, diet and self-esteem. Dyslipi-
daemia was found in 71%. BMI >35 was significantly more com-
mon in females 30% than males 18%.

Conclusion: Physical health problems are a common finding
in SMI patients. The WSP provided a screening and management
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option for SMI patients who currently do not receive adequate
physical health care. There is potential to address many prevent-
able cardiovascular risk factors.
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NR324 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Randomized, Double-Blind, Pilot Trial of Switching
to Quetiapine vs. Risperidone Continuation in
Outpatients With Risperidone-Associated Sexual
Dysfunction
Matthew J. Byerly, M.D. UT Southwestern Medical Center at
Dallas, 5323 Harry Hines Blvd, Dallas, TX, 75390, Paul
Nakonezny, Ph.D., Rhiannon Bugno, B.A., Jason Boles, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to compare the effects of switching to quetiapine vs.
risperidone continuation on sexual functioning in outpatients with
risperidone-associated sexual side effects.

Summary:

Introduction: Preliminary data suggest risks of sexual side
effects in patients with schizophrenia may be reduced by switching
from risperidone to quetiapine therapy.

Objective: Compare the effects of switching to quetiapine ver-
sus risperidone continuation on sexual functioning in outpatients
with risperidone-associated sexual side effects.

Methods: Outpatients (n=44, age >18 years) with schizophre-
nia/schizoaffective disorder who experienced risperidone-associ-
ated sexual dysfunction were randomized to 6 weeks of double-
blind risperidone continuation (6 mg/day maximum allowable) or
switching to quetiapine (to 300 mg/day, Week 1; 800 mg/day
maximum allowable, Weeks 3-6). The 5-item Arizona Sexual Ex-
perience Scale (ASEX) assessed sexual functioning at baseline
and Weeks 1, 2, 4 and 6. Mixed-model analysis of repeated mea-
sures included gender and baseline ASEX and PANSS scores
as covariates.

Results: Twenty of 22 patients who continued on risperidone
and 18 of 22 patients who switched to quetiapine were assessed
at Week 6. There was no significant Group effect for ASEX total
scores (p=0.78) and ASEX sub-items (p's>0.13) and no Group x
Period interaction for ASEX total scores (p=0.66) and ASEX sub-
items (p's>0.11). Treatment Group effects on ASEX total scores
were not significantly different in any prospective weeks
(p's>0.55). Adjusted average ASEX total scores were slightly
lower in the quetiapine switch than risperidone continuation group
at Weeks 2 and 6 (20.81 versus 21.85 and 18.96 versus 20.19,
respectively; Cohen's d=0.17 and 0.19, respectively).

Conclusions: In this pilot trial, ASEX scores did not differ signifi-
cantly between outpatients switching to quetiapine versus continu-
ing risperidone, although the quetiapine switch group had lower
adjusted ASEX scores at Weeks 2 and 6.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR325 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Assessing Hyperglycemia-Related AEs in Patients
Receiving Aripiprazole for Psychotic and
Nonpsychotic Disorders
Berit Carlson, Ph.D. Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 777
Scudders Mill Road, Plainsboro, NJ, 08536, Stephen Kaplita,
M.S., William Carson, M.D., Frederick Grossman, D.O., Richard
Whitehead, Ph.D., Christopher Breder, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to list common hyperglycemia-related adverse events
(including diabetes mellitus) associated with the use of certain
antipsychotic medications. The participant should also be aware
that pooled data from 13 placebo-controlled trials of patients with
schizophrenia, bipolar mania, or psychosis associated with Alzhei-
mer's disease showed that aripiprazole is an effective treatment
that is not associated with increased incidence of hyperglycemia-
related adverse events or diabetes mellitus.

Summary:

Objective: Assess incidence of hyperglycemia-related AEs (H-
AEs) in a pooled safety population from 13 randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled trials of aripiprazole 2-30mg/d for schizo-
phrenia, bipolar mania, or psychosis associated with Alzheimer's
disease (AD).

Methods: Subjects treated with aripiprazole 2-30mg/d (n=1911)
or placebo (n=1225) were pooled from five short-term 4-6-week
schizophrenia trials, one long-term (26-week) schizophrenia trial,
five 3-week bipolar mania trials, and two 10-week psychosis of
AD trials. The H-AEs identified in these trials were diabetes melli-
tus (DM), hyperosmolar coma, ketosis, diabetic ketosis, hypergly-
cemia, glycosuria, and decreased glucose tolerance. Incidences
of fasting glucose levels >126mg/dl_, random glucose levels
>200mg/dL, or elevated glycosylated hemoglobin were also as-
sessed. Statistical differences were analyzed by ANCOVA.

Results: Across all studies, 0.37% of aripiprazole- versus
0.49% of placebo-treated patients experienced H-AEs (hazard
ratio [HR]=0.65 in favor of aripiprazole; 95% CI=0.22-1.98). No
serious H-AEs were observed. Pooled rates of DM were 0.16%
for aripiprazole- versus 0.24% for placebo-treated patients (HR=
0.49 in favor of aripiprazole; 95% CI=0.10-2.44). All reports of DM
occurred in patients with prior history of DM. In the short-term
schizophrenia trials, incidences of DM or H-AEs were: aripiprazole
(0.22%, 0.54%), placebo (0.48%, 0.48%), respectively. There
were no reports of treatment-emergent DM or H-AEs in the long-
term schizophrenia trial. In the bipolar trials, incidences of DM
or H-AEs were: aripiprazole (0.17%, 0.17%), placebo (0.23%,
0.46%), respectively. In the AD trials, incidences of H-AEs were:
aripiprazole (0.43%), placebo (0.90%) (no reports of treatment-
emergent DM). Incidences of elevated fasting glucose (n=989)
and glycosylated hemoglobin (n=1397) were significantly lower
for aripiprazole than placebo (10.5% versus 15.5% and 9.1%
versus 12.8%, respectively; P<0.05 for both).

Conclusion: Multiple placebo-controlled trials show that aripi-
prazole is not associated with increased risk of hyperglycemia-
related AEs or diabetes mellitus.
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NR326 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
DSM Criteria for Catatonic Schizophrenia Lack
Concurrent Validity
Brendan T. Carroll, M.D. Neuroscience Alliance,
Neuropsychiatry, The Neuroscience Alliance, 330 Taylor Blair
Road, West Jefferson, OH, 43162, Harold W. Goforth, M.D.,
Joseph W. Y. Lee, M.D., Christopher Thomas, Pharm.D.,
Arthur Thalassinos, M.D., RaeAnn Kirchoffer, B.S., Michelle
Bell, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

The participant should be able to distinguish catatonic signs
from symptom based criteria in the diagnosis of catatonic schizo-
phrenia. The participant should be able to recognize the low con-
current validity of terms used to describe catatonia.

Summary:

The objective of this study was to identify the terminology used
in the diagnostic criteria for catatonic schizophrenia. These criteria
have been a concern for the Catatonia Consortium, a freestanding
department of clinicians and researchers in the field of motility
psychoses. Methods: We reviewed the criteria and terminology
used in DSM-IV and DSM-IV-TR for catatonia and identified in
one rating scale and 1 book written on the subject. We also exam-
ined the issue of the clinical interview versus a neurocognitive
motor exam to detect catatonic signs. Results: We found 29 terms
used in the to the diagnosis of the catatonic subtype. Clear and
unambiguous descriptions of terms were as follows: DSM-IV-TR=
6 (20.7%), Bush-Francis Scale=26 (89.7%), Fink & Taylor=12
(41.4%). A field test of these criteria reveals that graduate level
interviewers were unable to detect catatonic signs in the absence
of a limited clinical examination. Discussion: Our findings support
the use of a motor rating scale with clearly defined terms to diag-
nose catatonic schizophrenia. Catatonic signs must be detected
by exam and cannot be identified by clinical interview alone. We
found low concurrent validity in criteria terminology and suggest
that a new approach to DSM-V for this disorder is warranted.
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NR327 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Clinical Profiles in Delusional Disorder: A Descriptive
Study Based on a Large Spanish Case Register
Enrique de Portugal, M.D. Madrid, Spain, Nieves C. Gonzalez,
M.S.C., Josep M Haro, M.D., Jorge A. Cervilla, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the audience should be able to
have got acquainted with the following concepts:

1) The estimated community-care based prevalence of delu-
sional disorder

2) The prevalence of delusional disorders subtypes
3) The sociodemographic correlates of delusional disorder

4) The environmental adversity associated to delusional disor-
der in this sample

5) The psychotic phenomenology of delusional disorder both in
general and compared among subtypes

6) The description of symptomatic clusters associated with Delu-
sional Disorder emerged via principal component factor analysis

Summary:

Objective: Few empirically-based studies on delusional disorder
(DD) exist. We aim to: 1) Estimate psychiatric-care prevalence of
delusional disorder; 2) Describe sociodemographic, and clinical
correlates of DD; and, 3) Identify clinical profiles associated to
DD and its subtypes.

Methods: This is a case register study based on all those sub-
jects attending community mental health services within a geo-
graphically well-defined area. 463 patients had been diagnosed
as DD cases at psychiatric services serving a catchment area of
some 600.00 inhabitants living in Barcelona (Spain) during a three
year period (2001, 2002 and 2003). A thorough systematic review
of computerised medical records was used to establish DSM-IV-
TR diagnosis, rendering a final valid sample of 370 DD patients.
Independent variables collected include: sociodemographic data,
family and personal psychiatric history, comorbid diagnoses on all
DSM-IV axes (including GAF).We used descriptive and univariate
statistical methods to explore sample frequencies and compare
covariates among DD subtypes. We also used PCA to extract
clinical profiles showing Eigenvalue over 1.5.

Results: 56.5% female, mean age 55, mean GAF 51. The esti-
mated community-care prevalence of DD is 0.06%. Most frequent
subtypes were: persecutory (48%), Jealous (11%), Mixed (11%)
and somatic (5%) (23%were NOS). Most frequent symptoms
were: self-reference (40%), irritability (30%), depressive (20%)
and aggressiveness (15%). Hallucinations were present in 16%
(6% tactile; 4% olfatory). Nearly 9% had a family history of schizo-
phrenia (higher among those with the jealous subtype -p=0.013),
42% had a comorbid axis II diagnosis (mostly paranoid). Depres-
sion was more frequent among the persecutory and jealousy types
(p=0.024). Functioning was significantly better among jealous and
mixed types and worse amongst Extended Release otomaniac
and grandious cases (p=0.008). We identified 3 clinical dimen-
sions: hallucinatory, affective and relational.

Conclusions: Prevalence of DD seems higher than previously
reported. We find novel significant clinical correlates with DD in
a large sample.
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NR328 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Gender selection bias in antipsychotic trials
Ana C. Chaves, M.D. Federal University of Sao Paulo,
Psychiatry, Rua Haroldo Veloso 411 apt 81, Sao Paulo,
04533080, Brazil, Mary V. Seeman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant would be
able to identify factors related to gender selection bias in RCTs
of the newer antipsychotics in schizophrenia and related disorders.

Summary:

Context: The sex prevalence of schizophrenia is approximately
equal and yet clinical trials of new therapeutic drugs have been
conducted, for the most part, on men.
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Objective: To review the percentage of women in schizophrenia
clinical trials of the new "atypical" antipsychotic medications.

Data Source: MEDLINE and Cochrane databases were
searched for English-language RCTs involving risperidone, olan-
zapine, quetiapine, ziprasidone and aripiprazole.

Study Selection: English language RCTs with a sample size
over 50 and a subject diagnosis of schizophrenia, schizophrenia
spectrum disorder or broad psychosis were included for review.
Trials that included treatment-resistant patients, or where clozap-
ine was one of the comparator drugs, or that enrolled only mood
disorders patients or only patients from Veteran Affairs Centers
were excluded.

Data Extraction: For each study, the following items were ab-
stracted: source of support, pharmacotherapy, site location, treat-
ment setting, patient phase, psychotic episode number, duration,
number of men and women in the total sample, mean age of the
sample, and the presence of women-specific inclusion/exclusion
criteria.

Data Synthesis: Sixty-seven studies published between 1993
and August 2005 met criteria. The median percentage of women in
the total sample was 33.3%, the minimum was 6.7% and maximum
was 71.2%. A stepwise linear regression analysis showed that age
(younger samples), center location (US and Canada), treatment
patient setting (inpatient) and ziprasidone trials were all associated
with relatively lower percentages of women.

Conclusion: Sex differences in antipsychotic pharmacokinetic
and pharmacodynamic that may result in differential effectiveness
and susceptibility to adverse effects cannot be ascertained when
the percentage of women in clinical trials is as low as it is. Increas-
ing efforts should be made to include more women in new antipsy-
chotic trials in order to accurately determine optimal dosing and
guidelines for women patients.
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NR329 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Length of Stay of Psychiatric Patient and Its
Correlate in Mental Health-related Facilities
Seong-Jin Cho, M.D. Incheon, Byoung Jo Lee, M.D., Yong-lk
Kim, Ph.D., Jin-Pyo Hong, M.D., Dong-Woo Lee, M.D., Maeng
Je Cho, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know contributing factors that influence the length of stay
in mental health related facilities in republic of korea, and to recog-
nize that evaluation of appropriateness is needed for admission
to mental health facility

Summary:

Object: This study was aimed to find the contributing factors
that influence the length of stay in mental health related facilities
and to present future direction for the mental health policy.

Methods: The 1,875 patients who are aged between eighteen
and sixty-five are chosen by the stratified random sampling from
ten psychiatric hospitals, six psychiatric nursing facilities and five
homeless asylums. We investigate about length of stay of all
subjects by sociodemographic characteristics, socioeconomic sta-
tus, functional status, disease related characteristics and analyse
contributing factors.

Results: From total subjects, average length of stay was 1,906
days, and facilities, where subjects are institutionalized, explains

40% of length of stay. Other related factors are female, old age,
single, lack of supportive system before admission and after dis-
charge, medical assistance type I, unavailable of public transporta-
tion and utility, long duration of illness, and psychotic disorder.

Conclusion: For lowering the rate of long-term hospitalization,
evaluation of appropriateness is needed for admission to nursing
facility and homeless asylum and make up for the medical payment
system and the supportive system from family and community.
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Efficacy of Ziprasidone Against Hostility in
Schizophrenia
Leslie L. Citrome, M.D. Nathan S Kline Institute for Psychiatric
Research, 140 Old Orangeburg Road, Building 37,
Orangeburg, NY, 10962, Jan Volavka, M.D., Pal Czobor, Ph.D.,
Shlomo Brook, M.D., Antony D. Loebel, M.D., Francine Mandel,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant should be able to recognize that ziprasidone
can be used to treat patients with schizophrenia who exhibit hostil-
ity, and that ziprasidone is more effective than haloperidol in this
regard.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the effects of ziprasidone on hostility.
Method: 572 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia orschizoaf-

fective disorder were the subjects in a randomized, rater-blinded,
6-week open-label study comparing sequential intramuscular and
oral ziprasidone with haloperidol. The Brief Psychiatric Rating
Scale (BPRS) was the principal outcome measure. To determine
the effect of ziprasidone on hostility, post-hoc analyses of the
"hostility" item from the BPRS were conducted. Introducing posi-
tive symptoms and akathisia as covariates tested specific anti-
hostility effect. The effect size for change in hostility status over
time was estimated using the odds ratios (OR) computed from
generalized estimating equations. The analysis comparing ziprasi-
done with haloperidol was set up so that the OR indicates the
likelihood (odds) of shifting 1 point down on the hostility item in
the ziprasidone group compared to the haloperidol group (thus
an OR>1 would indicate superiority for ziprasidone).

Results: Without accounting for covariates, both the ziprasidone
group and the haloperidol group improved with respect to hostility
over time. However, ziprasidone was superior to haloperidol in
the likelihood of reduction of hostility, as noted by OR > 1 for the
effect of treatment and time. Statistical significant differences are
maintained up until Day 42, at which point the differences reached
trend levels (p=0.0557). When the following covariates were
added, BPRS positive symptoms (suspiciousness, grandiosity,
unusual thought content, conceptual disorganization, and halluci-
natory behavior), and akathisia, only the ziprasidone group dem-
onstrated a statistically significant improvement over time. The OR
favoring ziprasidone over haloperidol remained > 1, and remained
statistically significant up to and including Day 7.

Conclusion: Ziprasidone demonstrated specific anti-hostility ef-
fects over time throughout the 42-day study period, and statistically
significant superiority to haloperidol on this measure in the first
week of treatment. Ziprasidone is an effective treatment for hostil-
ity in patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder.
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Benefits of a Second Dose of Intramuscular (IM)
Aripiprazole to Control Agitation in Patients With
Schizophrenia or Bipolar I Disorder
Leslie L. Citrome, M.D. Nathan Kline Institute, 140 Old
Orangeburg Road, Building 37, Orangeburg, NY, 10962, Estelle
Vester-Blokland, M.D., Donald Archibald, M.S., Robert
McQuade, Ph.D., Dusan Kostic, Ph.D., Andrei Pikalov, M.D.,
Dan Oren, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate that treatment of agitation in patients diagnosed
with acute schizophrenia or bipolar I disorder can require multiple
injections. They should be aware that a second intramuscular
injection of aripiprazole or haloperidol reduces symptoms in agi-
tated patients who do not initially respond, as shown by an analysis
of efficacy data from a placebo-controlled trial of patients with
schizophrenia. They also should be aware that a second intramus-
cular injection of aripiprazole or lorazepam reduces symptoms in
agitated patients with bipolar I disorder who do not initially respond,
as demonstrated by an analysis of efficacy data from a placebo-
controlled trial.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the efficacy of intramuscular aripiprazole
versus placebo in patients with schizophrenia or bipolar I disorder
who require a second intramuscular injection to control agitation.

Methods: Agitation was defined as having a baseline PANSS
Excited Component (PEC) score of 15-32. In the schizophrenia
study, 448 agitated patients (age 18-69 years) were randomized
to receive injections of aripiprazole (10mg), haloperidol (6.5mg),
or placebo. In the bipolar I disorder study, 301 agitated patients
(age 18-79 years) were randomized to receive injections of aripi-
prazole (10mg or 15mg), lorazepam (2mg), or placebo. Patients
received <3 injections within 24 hours. PEC and Clinical Global
Impression-Improvement [CGI-I] scores were assessed in all pa-
tients for whom a second injection was deemed appropriate. Mean
change from baseline comparisons were analyzed using an AN-
COVA model controlling for treatment and baseline value.

Results: The percentage of patients receiving a second injec-
tion for the schizophrenia trial were: aripiprazole, 41 %; haloperidol,
34%; placebo, 57%, and for the bipolar disorder trial were: aripipra-
zole, 35%; lorazepam, 35%; placebo, 64%. In the schizophrenia
study, mean changes in PEC scores from pre-second injection
to 2 hours post-second injection were significantly reduced by
aripiprazole 10mg (-5.9) versus placebo (-2.2, P<0.01). In the
bipolar disorder study, mean changes in PEC scores were signifi-
cantly reduced by aripiprazole 10mg or 15mg (-7.7 and -6.0, re-
spectively) versus placebo (-3.1, P<0.05). In the schizophrenia
study, mean CGI-I scores were significantly improved for aripipra-
zole 10mg versus placebo (P<0.01). In the bipolar disorder study,
mean CGI-I scores were significantly improved for aripiprazole
10mg or 15mg versus placebo (F<0.05). Both haloperidol 6.5mg
and lorazepam 2mg significantly reduced PEC scores and im-
proved CGI-I in all studies (P<0.01).

Conclusions: Aripiprazole efficaciously reduced agitation and
improved overall outcome in patients with schizophrenia or bipolar
I disorder requiring a second injection.
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Validity of Proposed Criteria for Evaluating
Symptomatic Remission in Schizophrenia
Antonio Ciudad, M.D. Lilly, S.A., Apartado de Correos 585,
Madrid, 28080, Spain, Jordi Alonso, M.D., Alfonso Casado,
Ph.D., Inmaculada Gilaberte, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

After this poster presentation, the reader will have learnt about
the feasibility and validity of using the "Remission in Schizophrenia
Working Group", proposed criteria derived from SANS y SAPS
scales as tools for use in everyday clinical practice to assess the
symptomatic remission in patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To validate the short forms of the SAPS and SANS
proposed by "The Remission in Schizophrenia Working Group" for
assessing symptomatic remission in patients with schizophrenia in
clinical practice. Methods: Reliability of the the sf-SAPS (4 items)
and the sf-SANS (5 items) and their convergent validity with the
Global Clinical Impression (GCI) and the EQ-5D visual analog
scale (VAS) were examined using data from 445 patients with
schizophrenia included in two clinical studies in Spain, in which
the standard SANS and SAPS were administered. Results: The
area under the ROC curve and the r2 with the standard forms
were satisfactory (0.92 and 0.82 for SAPS; 0.94 and 0.91 for
SANS). Cronbach's alpha was 0.90 for the total score, 0,80 for
the sf-SAPS and 0.91 for the sf-SANS. Statistically significant
(p<0.01) correlations with the EQ-5D VAS and GCI were observed
for all items in the reduced scales. ANOVA for lineal trend between
each item and the GCI and the EQ-5D VAS showed statistically
significant results (p<0.001). Conclusions: The proposed SAPS
and SANS short forms explain most of the variance of the longer
forms, show good reliability and validity, and are a candidate tool
to assess symptomatic remission in with patients schizophrenia
in clinical practice.
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Metaboloic Disturbance in Clozapine Treated Patients
Tony A. Cohn, M.B. University of Toronto, Psychiatry, 1001
Queen St. West, Toronto, Ontario, ON, M5S2M8, Canada,
Daniel Bois, B.S.N., Jonah Cohn, Gary J. Remington, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

Appreciation of metabolic risks in patients undergoing treatment
with clozapine

Summary:

Introduction
Patients on clozapine may be particularly susceptible to meta-

bolic disturbance and rates of type-2 diabetes as high as 37%
have been reported with longer-term treatment (1). Our goal was
to determine the rate of type-2 diabetes as well as pre-diabetic
metabolic disturbance (as reflected by rates of the metabolic syn-
drome and fasting insulin levels) in patients on long-term clozapine
therapy.

Methods
Clozapine patients (n=119) were screened with a fasting glu-

cose, insulin, lipid profile, waist circumference and blood pressure.
Rates of diabetes (fasting glucose), the metabolic syndrome (ATP
3 criteria) and fasting insulin levels were compared with healthy
volunteers screened in the same manner.

Results
Eleven percent (10% males; 13% females) of the patients had

diabetes (age 47±8 yr, 80% Caucasian, 60% male, 60% outpa-
tients, and 65 ± 37 mth clozapine treatment). Non diabetic patients
had markedly elevated rates of the metabolic syndrome 51 % (46%
male; 57% female) and fasting insulin 58 ± 40 pmol/L (males55
± 44 ; females 62 ± 32 ) relative to the healthy controls.

Conclusions
While rates of diabetes appear to be lower than previously

reported, clozapine treated patients have very high rates of the
metabolic syndrome and hyperinsulinemia and should be targeted
for intervention strategies to reduce coronary heart disease risk
and prevent progression to diabetes.
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Changes in Weight and Weight-Related Quality of
Life in Aripiprazole Versus Standard of-Care
Treatment
Patricia K. Corey-Lisle, Ph.D. Bristol Myers Squibb, Global
Epidemiology and Outcomes Research, 5 Research Parkway,
Wallingford, CT, 06492, Ronette L. Kolotkin, Ph.D., Ross D.
Crosby, Ph.D., Gilbert J. L'ltalien, Sc.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate increased knowledge about the measurement
of weight-related quality of life and real life impact of weight on
weight-related quality of life in patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Background: Weight gain is a distressing side effect of antipsy-
chotic medications in patients with schizophrenia1. This naturalis-
tic trial investigated mean changes in weight and weight-related
quality of life in community-treated patients with schizophrenia.

Methods: Weight and weight-related QOL were assessed at
baseline and weeks 8, 18, and 26 in patients with schizophrenia

(n = 555) participating in a randomized open-label study comparing
aripiprazole treatment to standard-of-care. Weight-related quality
of life was assessed with the Impact of Weight on Quality of
Life-Lite (IWQOL-Lite) questionnaire, a 31-item instrument that
provides a total score and five domain scores (Physical Function,
Self-Esteem, Sexual Life, Public Distress, and Work.) 2. Adjusted
mean changes from baseline was compared between groups us-
ing ANOVA.

Results: Baseline characteristics were comparable between
groups. Significant differences (p<0.001) were found in mean
weight change, with aripiprazole decreasing -1.3 kg and standard-
of-care increasing 1.4 kg by end of study. Significant improve-
ments in quality of life were observed in aripiprazole relative to
standard-of-care at weeks 8,18 and 26 for Physical Function (p =
0.048; p = 0.007; p = 0.004) and Self-Esteem (p = 0.007; p < 0
.001; p < 0 .001), and at weeks 18 and 26 for Sexual Life (p =
0.007; p = 0.031), and Total Score (p < 0.001; p = 0.001). No
differences were observed between groups on the Public Distress
or Work domains at any assessment.

Conclusions: Compared to standard-of-care, patients with
schizophrenia treated with aripiprazole experienced decreased
weight and improved weight-related quality of life over 26-weeks,
demonstrating that significant quality of life improvements are
achieved in a brief time frame.
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Intramuscular (IM) Aripiprazole Controls Agitation in
Patients With Schizophrenia or Bipolar Disorder
Without Excessive Sedation
Glenn W. Currier, M.D. University of Rochester Medical Ctr,
300 Crittenden Boulevard, Rochester, NY, 14642, David
Crandall, Ph.D., Donald Archibald, M.S., Margaretta Nyilas,
M.D., Dusan Kostic, Ph.D., Andrei Pikalov, M.D., Dan Oren,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to list sedation as a common side effect of many medications
used to treat agitation in schizophrenia or bipolar I disorder. They
should be aware that intramuscular injection of aripiprazole or
haloperidol effectively reduces symptoms of agitation without
causing overt sedation, as demonstrated by a pooled analysis of
efficacy data from two placebo-controlled trials of patients with
schizophrenia. They should also be aware that intramuscular in-
jection of aripiprazole or lorazepam significantly reduces symp-
toms of agitation in patients with bipolar I disorder without causing
overt sedation, as demonstrated by an analysis of efficacy data
from a placebo-controlled trial.

Summary:

Objective: Demonstrate that IM aripiprazole improves agitation
without excessive sedation in patients with schizophrenia (pla-
cebo-controlled trials S1 and S2) or bipolar I disorder (placebo-
controlled trial BP1).

Methods: Efficacy data were obtained from trials S1 (N = 445)
and S2 (N = 232) of IM aripiprazole (10 or 15 mg) and haloperidol
(6.5 or 7.5 mg), and trial BP1 (N = 291) of IM aripiprazole (10 or
15 mg) and lorazepam 2 mg. PANSS Excited Component (PEC)
and Agitation-Calmness Evaluation Scale (ACES) scores were
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assessed 1 hour prior and 2 hours following the first injection.
Excessive sedation was defined as an ACES score >8.

Results: In trials S1 and S2, 94.1% of aripiprazole-treated and
92.1% of haloperidol-treated patients were not considered exces-
sively sedated 2 hours after injection. In trial BP1, 92.0% of aripi-
prazole-treated and 85.3% of lorazepam-treated patients were
not considered excessively sedated. Across all studies, 97.3% of
placebo-treated patients were not considered excessively se-
dated. In patients without excessive sedation in trials S1 and S2,
aripiprazole (10 mg and 15 mg) and haloperidol (6.5 mg and 7.5
mg) significantly reduced PEC scores compared with placebo
(P< 0.005). In patients without excessive sedation in trial BP1,
aripiprazole (10 mg and 15 mg) and lorazepam (2 mg) significantly
reduced PEC scores compared with placebo (P< 0.005).

Conclusions: IM aripiprazole effectively reduced agitation in
patients with schizophrenia or bipolar I disorder, independent of
excessive sedation.
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Transitioning From Intramuscular (IM) to Oral
Aripiprazole in Patients With Schizophrenia
David G. Daniel, M.D. Bioniche Development, PO Box 6207,
McLean, VA, 22106, David Crandall, Ph.D., George Manos,
Ph.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D., Rolando Gutierrez-Esteinou,
M.D., Andrei A. Pikalov, M.D., Dan Oren, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate the importance of transitioning from intramuscu-
lar to oral antipsychotics in the long-term treatment of patients
with schizophrenia. They should also be aware that analysis of
efficacy data from a placebo-controlled trial demonstrated that
safety and efficacy during the transition from intramuscular to oral
aripiprazole is comparable to that of haloperidol.

Summary:

Objective: Assess the effectiveness and safety of transitioning
patients with acute schizophrenia from IM to oral aripiprazole.

Methods: A total of 360 agitated patients (18-69 years) were
randomized to receive <3 IM injections of aripiprazole 10 mg or
haloperidol 6.5 mg within 24 hours. Inclusion criteria were PANSS
Excited Component (PEC) total scores between 15-32 and >4 on
at least 2 PEC items. Patients (n = 304) were then transitioned
to oral formulations (aripiprazole 10-15 mg/d or haloperidol 7-10
mg/d) for 4 days. Patients were assessed using PEC, Clinical
Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I), and Clinical Global Im-
pression-Severity of Illness (CGI-S) Scale scores, as well as the
Agitation Calmness Evaluation Scale (ACES), and the Corrigan
Agitated Behavior Scale (CABS). Mean changes from baseline
(last value obtained during IM treatment) to endpoint (Day 5,
LOCF) were analyzed using an ANCOVA model controlling for
treatment, country, and baseline value.

Results: PEC scores were reduced 24 hours after IM injection
with either aripiprazole or haloperidol (mean change of -8.3 and -
8.1, respectively). Improvements in all other scales were also
observed 24 hours following IM injection of aripiprazole or haloper-
idol. Treatment with oral aripiprazole or haloperidol for 4 days

further reduced mean PEC scores (-1.4 for both aripiprazole and
haloperidol). Reductions in all other scales were also maintained
for 4 days following the transition to oral therapies. The incidence
of AEs, and changes in laboratory values and vital signs were
similar for both phases.

Conclusions: The effectiveness of aripiprazole and haloperidol
appears to be maintained in patients with schizophrenia following
transition from IM to oral formulations.
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Switch from atypical APs to long-acting risperidone:
symptom control in French patients
Jean-Marie Danion, Ph.D. Centre hospitaller universitaire
Hopital Civil, Service de Psychiatrie I, 1 Place de I'Hopital BP
426, Strasbourg, 67091, France, Agathe Zimmermann, Ph.D.,
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Educational Objectives:

After reading this poster the participant will understand how to
evaluate the improvements in symptom control seen in patients
with schizophrenia treated with a long-acting injectable atypical
antipsychotic.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the effects on symptom control and
functioning of a direct transition from oral atypical antipsychotics
to risperidone long-acting injectable (RLAI) in patients with schizo-
phrenia or other psychotic disorders requiring a change of
treatment.

Methods: Adults with schizophrenia or other psychotic disor-
ders who were clinically stable for >1 month, but required a change
in their medication, received RLAI 25 mg (increased to 37.5 mg
or 50 mg, if necessary) every 2 weeks for 6 months.

Results: A subgroup analysis was performed with130 French
patients (69% male, mean age 36±12 years). The majority of
these patients (84%) suffered from DSM-IV schizophrenia (mainly
paranoid). At endpoint, 41% of patients showed an improvement
>20% in PANSS total score. Mean total PANSS score was reduced
from baseline to endpoint (78.3 versus 67.8; p<0.001). Significant
improvements were also seen in all three PANSS subscales and in
almost all symptom factors. There were significant improvements
(p<0.001) from baseline to endpoint in mean scores for CGI-
Disease Severity (4.4 versus 3.6) and GAF (53.2 versus 59.8).

Conclusion: Transition from an oral atypical antipsychotic to
RLAI resulted in significant improvements in symptom control and
functioning in patients in France.
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Efficacy, Safety and Effect on Functioning of Oral
Paliperidone Extended-Release Tablets in the
Treatment of Acute Schizophrenia: an International 6-
Week Placebo-Controlled Study
Michael Davidson, M.D. Tel Aviv University, Department of
Psychiatry, Tel Aviv Einstein street, Tel Aviv, 69978, Israel,
Robin Emsley, M.D., Michelle Kramer, M.D., Cristiana
Gassmann-Mayer, Ph.D., Pilar Lim, Ph.D., James Pan, Ph.D.,
Marielle Eerdekens, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to describe the efficacy and tolerability of the investigational
drug paliperidone extended-release, and the effect on functioning
during the treatment of acute schizophrenia as assessed using
the Personal and Social Performance scale.

Summary:

Objective-This study assessed efficacy, safety and effect on
functioning of investigational paliperidone extended-release (pali-
peridone Extended Release) tablets in patients with acute schizo-
phrenia.

Method-This double-blind, parallel-group, dose-response study
randomized patients (n=618; age >18 years) to receive paliperi-
done Extended Release 3mg, 9mg, or 15mg, placebo or olanzap-
ine 10mg daily. Olanzapine 10mg was included for assay sensitiv-
ity only and the study powered to assess efficacy of paliperidone
Extended Release versus placebo.

Results-Baseline mean PANSS total score in the intention-to-
treat group (n=605) was 93.0±12.5 (similar between groups) and
the mean age=36.8y. Mean PANSS total score at endpoint im-
proved for paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo (3mg=-
15.0±19.6, 9mg=-16.3±21.8, 15mg=-19.9±18.4, placebo=-
2.8+20.9; p<0.001 [olanzapine change=-18.1 ±20.3]). Improve-
ment from >Day 4 (first observation point) was demonstrated for
paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo (p<0.05). Per-
sonal and Social Performance Scale scores improved at endpoint
for paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo (3mg=
8.3±17.1, 9mg=7.6±14.2, 12mg=12.2 + 15.7, placebo=-
1.5+15.8; p<0.001). Treatment-emergent adverse event-EPS
were comparable for paliperidone Extended Release 3mg, olan-
zapine and placebo, although higher with paliperidone Extended
Release 9mg and 15mg. Serious adverse event frequency was
similar between paliperidone Extended Release (7%), olanzapine
(6%) and placebo (7%).

Conclusions-ln this study, treatment with paliperidone Ex-
tended Release 3mg, 9mg and 15mg was well tolerated and effec-
tive and associated with functional improvements in patients with
schizophrenia.
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Evaluation of the Metabolic Safety of Aripiprazole
Marc De Hert, M.Eng. UC St. Jozef, Leuvensesteenweg 517,
Kortenberg, B 3070, Belgium, Linda Hanssens, M.S.,

Dominique Van Eyck, M.D., Martine Wampers, Psy.D., Andre
Scheen, Prof. Dr., Jozef Peuskens, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation the participant should have
an understanding of the specific metabolic properties of a novel
antipsychotic, aripiprazole.

Summary:

Background: Metabolic abnormalities are frequent in patients
treated with antipsychotics, and are a growing concern to clini-
cians.

Method: The metabolic safety of aripiprazole was evaluated in
a projective study. All patients underwent an extensive metabolic
evaluation, including an oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT), at
baseline, at 6 weeks and at 3 months follow-up. 25 schizophrenic
patients were included in the study. 5 patients met criteria for
diabetes on their previous antipsychotic treatment at the moment
of switch to aripiprazole.

Results: At 3 months follow-up there was a significant reduction
in weight and waist circumference. There was a significant reduc-
tion in fasting glucose, fasting insulin, insulin resistance and serum
lipids (cholesterol, triglycerides, LDH and non-HDL cholesterol).

There was also a significant reduction of prolactine.
All cases of recent onset diabetes were reversible at 3 months

follow-up. Four patients had normal glucose values fasting and
at 120 min in the OGTT. One patient had impaired glucose toler-
ance at endpoint.

At baseline 57.1 % of patients switched to aripiprazole met crite-
ria for ATP-III metabolic syndrome. At endpoint their was a signifi-
cant reduction in the prevalence of ATP-III metabolic syndrome
(9.5%, p=0.0011).

Conclusion: Our prospective data confirm the metabolic safety
of aripiprazole. Our results support the reversibility of recent onset
diabetes on antipsychotic medication, if detected early and when
switch is done to a safer metabolic antipsychotic.
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The Metabolic Syndrome in Patients With
Schizphrenia
Marc A. De Hert UC St. Jozef, Leuvensesteenweg 517,
Kortenberg, B 3070, Belgium, Linda Hanssens, M.S.,
Dominique Van Eyck, M.D., Martine Wampers, Ph.D., Andre
Scheen, Jozef Peuskens, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation the participant will know
the current definitions of the metabolic syndrome and will be able
to understand why screening for the metabolic syndrome in pa-
tients with schizophrenia is important.

Summary:

Background: The presence of the metabolic syndrome is an
important risk factor for cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
There are limited data on the prevalence of the metabolic syn-
drome in European patients suffering from schizophrenia.

Methods: All consecutive patients with schizophrenia at our
university psychiatric hospital and affiliate services were entered in
an extensive prospective metabolic study including an oral glucose
tolerance test. The prevalence of the metabolic syndrome was
assessed based on the National Cholesterol Education Program
criteria (NCEP, Adult Treatment Protocol, ATP III), adapted ATP-
III criteria using a fasting glucose threshold of 100mg/dl (AHA) and
on the recently proposed criteria from the International Diabetes
Federation (IDF).
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Results: The analysis of 430 patients showed a prevalence of
the metabolic syndrome of 28.4% (ATP-III), 32.3% (ATP-III A)
and 36% (IDF), respectively. The prevalence of the metabolic
syndrome in our sample of patients with schizophrenia is at least
twice as high compared to an age-adjusted community sample in
Belgium.

Conclusion: The metabolic syndrome is highly prevalent among
treated patients with schizophrenia. It represents an important risk
for cardiovascular and metabolic disorders. Assessment of the
presence and monitoring of the associated risks of the metabolic
syndrome should be part of the clinical management of patients
treated with antipsychotics.
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Comparison of Insight and Neuropsychological
Function in Patients With Schizophrenia and Bipolar
Disorder in Remission.
Vasco Videira Dias, Psy.D. Autonomous University of Lisbon
(UAL), Psychology and Sociology, Rua Conde Redondo 8, 3 dt,
Lisbon, 1150-105, Portugal, Sofia Brissos, M.D., Ines Cunha,
M.D., Antonio Fonte, M.D., Ana Isabel Carita, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
gain knowledge on the differences in insight in patients with schizo-
phrenia and bipolar disorder in remission. Meaningful associations
between insight and neuropsychological function will also be dis-
cussed for both patient groups, supporting the notion that insight
is a multidimensional construct, possibly with different neurobio-
logical substrates in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Our aim was to investigate insight in patients with
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder in remission, and its relation-
ship with neuropsychological function in both disorders, and to
clarify whether patients with schizophrenia differ from patients
with bipolar disorder.

Methods: We administered the shortened version of the Scale
to Assess Unawareness of Mental Disorder (SUMD) and a neuro-
psychological test battery to a sample of 41 patients in remission
(20 with schizophrenia and 21 with bipolar disorder).

Results: Patients with schizophrenia scored significantly higher
in the SUMD, indicating that their level of insight was significantly
lower than in bipolar patients.

A negative correlation was found between age of disease onset
and level of insight in patients with schizophrenia. No correlation
was found between reduced insight and age, educational level,
disease duration, number of admissions, and overall functioning
for both patient's groups. A positive correlation was found between
overall awareness and awareness for a mental disorder, and Digit
Span scores in bipolar patients. Bipolar patients with better scores
on Trail-Making Test (Part A) and on Symbol Digit Modalities Test
had more intact insight for the social consequences of the disease
and for the medication effects, respectively.

Conclusions: Patients with schizophrenia showed significantly
reduced insight as compared to bipolar patients. Even though
there were no significant differences between the groups in the
majority of the neuropsychological tests' performance, reduced
insight was associated with impaired frontal lobe functioning in
the bipolar group only.
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NR342 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Direct Effect of Paliperidone Extended-Release
Tablets on Negative Symptoms
Bryan Dirks, M.D. Janssen Pharmaceutica, Inc., Medical
Affairs, 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., Carla Canuso, M.D., Eriene Youssef,
Pharm.D., Jennifer Kern Sliwa, Pharm.D., Georges Gharabawi,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

After viewing this presentation, participants should be able to
understand the concepts involved in a path analysis, and the
direct and indirect effects of paliperidone on negative symptoms
in acutely ill patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: While all antipsychotic medications have efficacy in
the treatment of positive symptoms, not all are directly effective
against negative symptoms. Studies have shown that an investiga-
tional psychotropic, paliperidone extended-release (paliperidone
Extended Release ) tablets, significantly reduce negative symp-
tom subscale scores on the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale (PANSS). While these effects on negative symptoms may
result from changes in mood and extrapyramidal symptoms, this
report further evaluates the direct effects of paliperidone Extended
Release on negative symptom improvement.

Methods: A post-hoc analysis of data from three pooled 6-week,
double-blind, placebo-controlled studies of paliperidone Extended
Release in patients (n=937) with acute schizophrenia was con-
ducted. Regression analyses identified which baseline/study char-
acteristics affect negative symptoms. Change at endpoint on the
PANSS negative factor score was the dependent variable. Inde-
pendent variables tested include demographic and clinical charac-
teristics. Path analysis determined the extent of direct and indirect
effects of paliperidone Extended Release on changes in negative
symptoms. Factors identified as indirect modulators of negative
symptoms included changes in positive symptoms, depressive
symptoms, and movement disorders (Simpson Angus Scale total
score).

Results: Significant predictors of change in negative symptom
scores were duration of paliperidone Extended Release exposure
(P<0.001) and change in Personal and Social Performance scale
score (P<0.001). After correcting for indirect effects, the path anal-
ysis model showed that 33% of negative symptom change was
a direct effect of paliperidone Extended Release . The indirect
effects of paliperidone Extended Release on negative symptoms
were modulated through change in positive symptoms (51%) and
depressive symptoms (18%). Changes in movement disorders
only accounted for a 2.1% inverse effect on negative symptoms.

Conclusions: While negative symptom improvement was indi-
rectly mediated through changes in positive and depressive symp-
tomatology, this analysis supports the hypothesis that there is a
direct effect of paliperidone Extended Release on the negative
symptoms of schizophrenia in this acutely ill patient population.

Sponsored by Janssen, LP.
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NR343 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Acute Management of Agitation in the Pregnant
Patient
William R. Dubin, M.D. Temple University Hospital, Episcopal
Campus, Psychiatry, 100 E. Lehigh Ave., MAB 305,
Philadelphia, PA, 19125, April S. Ladavac, M.D., Autumn Ning,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1) Discuss the impact of antipsychotic medication and benzodi-
azepines on pregnant women and the fetus.

2) To discuss management strategies for pregnant women who
are treated in a psychiatric emergency service.

Summary:

Objective: To better understand how agitated pregnant women
are pharmacologically managed in a psychiatric emergency ser-
vice (PES).

Method: A retrospective chart review was conducted on 80
women admitted to the Crisis Response Center (CRC) with HCG-
positive urine, from January 1, 2004 to June 30, 2005. Data ana-
lyzed included demographics (age, ethnicity, housing status, in-
surance status), admitting complaint, medical status, drug use,
and medical management in the CRC, pregnancy awareness,
prenatal care, trimester, and pregnancy outcomes. When avail-
able, data regarding pregnancy outcomes, such as type of deliv-
ery, APGAR scores, weight, and complications was obtained from
Temple University Hospital Systems (TUHS) records. Demo-
graphic profiling and characterization of other variables was com-
pleted using simple frequency calculations and cross tabulations
with SPSS.

Results: Thirty-one (39%) of the subjects received psychotropic
medication. A total of 34 doses were administered to these sub-
jects; only three patients required a second dose. Eight (24%) of
the 34 doses administered were a benzodiazepine, 16 (47%)
doses were an antipsychotic only, and 10 (29%) were a combina-
tion of a benzodiazepine and an antipsychotic. Haloperidol alone,
or in combination with a benzodiazepine, [12 (35%)] was the
most frequently administered psychotropic. Three patients only
received clonidine, trimethobenzamide, and dicyclomine for opiate
withdrawal symptoms. Two patients required brief restraint for
assaultive behavior that was unresponsive to any other interven-
tion. Of eleven patients for whom delivery records were available,
only two received medication in the PES. All of the women had
uneventful deliveries with babies having normal birth weights and
APGAR scores.

Conclusion: Acute agitation can successfully be managed with
antipsychotics and/or benzodiazepines. Haloperidol, given as a
single agent, is the authors' preferred drug. However, the minimal
amount of medication necessary should be used and any interven-
tion should also include interpersonal management techniques to
attenuate the agitation.
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NR344 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
First-line Treatment With Long-Acting Risperidone in
Patients With First-Episode Psychosis: Safety and
Efficacy Results From a 6-Month Interim Analysis
Robin Emsley University of Stellenbosch, Department of
Psychiatry, Faculty of Health Sciences, PO Box 19063,
Tygerberg, CapeTown, 7505, South Africa, Piet Oosthuizen,
Liezl Koen, Dana Niehaus, Rossella Medori

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the reader should be able to
describe the efficacy and safety of long-acting risperidone in pa-
tients with first-episode psychosis.

Summary:

Objectives: Assess the safety and efficacy of long-acting risper-
idone (LAR) in first-episode psychosis.

Methods: This pre-specified, 6-month interim analysis of a 24-
month, open-label study, was conducted in 18 women and 33
men. After 1 week of risperidone oro-dispersible tablets (1-3mg),
participants received 25mg LAR every 2 weeks for 6 weeks with
flexible dosing thereafter (LAR 25-50mg). Assessments included
PANSS, relapse rate, adverse events (AEs), ESRS and body
mass index (BMI).

Results: Mean age=25.3±7.3 years, with diagnosis of schizo-
phreniform disorder (n=23) or schizophrenia (n=28). Forty-three
(86%) subjects completed 6 months. Endpoint doses were 25mg
(n=30), 37.5mg (n=15) and 50mg (n=5). Total PANSS scores
improved from 90.3+13.8 (baseline) to 53.1 ±14.7 (6 months;
p<0.0001) and the response rate (>50% improvement in total
PANSS score) was 74%; five patients relapsed. AEs were mainly
mild-to-moderate in severity (96%); 58% judged unlikely related
(not related, doubtful) to LAR. The most common AE was head-
ache (n=11 [23.9%]). Serious AEs requiring hospitalization oc-
curred in three patients (5.9% [insomnia; depression; aggres-
sion]). ESRS scores were low at baseline and did not change
significantly throughout the study. BMI at baseline and 6-months
was 20.6±4.6 and 24.2±5.0 (p<0.0001), respectively.

Conclusions: LAR was associated with robust symptom im-
provements, with no unexpected tolerability issues, in patients
with first-episode psychosis.
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1. Emsley R, Oosthuizen P: Evidence-based pharmacotherapy
of schizophrenia. Int J Neuropsychopharmacol. 2004;
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2. Practice guidelines for the treatment of patients with schizo-
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NR345 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Analysis of the Efficacy and Effect on Function of
Paliperidone Extended-Release Tablets in the
Treatment of Young Adults With Schizophrenia
Robin Emsley, M.D. University of Stellenbosch, Department of
Psychiatry, Faculty of Health Sciences, Tygerberg, CapeTown,
7505, South Africa, Michelle Kramer, M.D., Isaac Nuamah,
Ph.D., Rosanne Lane, M.S., Pilar Lim, Ph.D., Arthur Mayorga,
Ph.D., Marielle Eerdekens, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to describe the efficacy and the effect on functioning, as
assessed using the Personal and Social Performance Scale, of
the investigational drug paliperidone ER during the treatment of
young adults with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Early identification and treatment is important in
first-episode schizophrenia since prolonged periods of untreated
psychosis can reduce functioning and lead to suboptimal out-
comes12. This post-hoc analysis assessed the efficacy, safety
and effect on patient functioning of investigational paliperidone
extended-release (paliperidone Extended Release ) tablets in
young adults with schizophrenia.

Method: Data from patients aged 18-25 years (n=243) in the
pooled intention-to-treat (ITT) population of three similar 6-week,
double-blind, parallel-group, placebo-controlled, dose-response
trials were included in these analyses. Patients were randomized
to receive paliperidone Extended Release 3mg, 6mg, 9mg, 12mg
or 15mg, olanzapine 10mg or placebo. Olanzapine was included
for assay sensitivity only and the study powered to assess the
efficacy of paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo.

Results: The mean age for this group (based on ITT) was 22.5
(SD=2.06). Baseline mean PANSS total score was 95.0±12.2.
Mean PANSS total score at endpoint improved for paliperidone
Extended Release versus placebo (3mg=-16.4±16.3 [p=0.278],
6mg=-15.8±19.7 [p=0.021], 9mg=-20.4±22.8 [p=0.019], 12mg=-
17.3±23.2 [p=0.007], 15mg=-23.2±21.3 [p=0.046], placebo=-
4.0±24.5). The Personal and Social Performance scale (PSP)
was used to assess patient function and scores improved at end-
point for paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo (3mg=
7.2±13.5 [p=0.939], 6mg=7.0±18.5 [p=0.088], 9mg=10.8±15.7
[p=0.041], 12mg=8.2±12.4 [p=0.03], 15 mg=15.8+18.3 [p=
0.036], placebo=-1.2±13.2). Mean improvement in total PANSS
and PSP were -20.4±20.1 and 11.0±12.5, respectively, for the
olanzapine group. Treatment-emergent adverse events were
64%, 56%, 78%, 74%, 76% for paliperidone Extended Release
3mg, 6mg, 9mg, 12mg and 15mg, respectively, 70% for placebo
and 78% for olanzapine.

Conclusions: This analysis suggests that treatment with pali-
peridone Extended Release was effective and associated with
functional improvements in young adults with schizophrenia.
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NR346 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Body Mass Index, Waist Circumference, and Quality
of Life in Individuals With Schizophrenia
Guy Faulkner, Ph.D. University of Toronto, Faculty of Physical
Education and Health, 55 Harbord Street, Toronto, ON, M5S
2W6, Canada, Tony A. Cohn, Gary Remington

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognise the importance of routinely incorporating the
measurement of waist circumference into research and clinical
practice in relation to schizophrenia, weight management, and the
metabolic syndrome.

Summary:

Introduction
Body mass index (BMI) is a common assessment and outcome

measure related to weight gain in schizophrenia. However, BMI
does not recognize fat distribution and the accumulation of fat in
and around the abdominal region associated with obesity. Mea-
sures of waist circumference may also be the best single indicator
of cardiovascular risk factors and a simpler measure for identifying
the need for weight management (1). Our goal was to determine
the differential relationship between this measure, BMI, and quality
of life.

Methods
Individuals with DSM-IV schizophrenia (n = 93) were interviewed

to obtain sociodemographic data, complete a Quality of Life ques-
tionnaire (the MOS SF-12) and have measurements taken of
height, weight (kg), and waist circumference (cm). Body mass
index was calculated (kg/m2). Correlations among variables were
examined.

Results
Mental component score (MCS) was not significantly correlated

to any of the weight related measures. These measures were
inversely correlated (level p<0.01) to the SF-12 physical health
summary measure (PCS): BMI (-0.30) and waist circumference
(-0.47).

Conclusions
Quality of life in schizophrenic patients is related to measures

of body weight and as others have found appears to be primarily
experienced as a physical problem (2). However, the relationship
is strongest using waist circumference as the primary measure.
This provides further support for routinely incorporating this mea-
sure within research and clinical assessments.
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NR347 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The orexin 1 receptor (HCRTR1) gene as a
susceptibility gene contributing to polydipsia-
hyponatremia in schizophrenia
Yuko Fukunaka University of Occupational and Environmental
Health, 1-1 Iseigaoka, Yahatanishi-ku, Kitakyushu, 807-8555,
Japan, Takahiro Shinkai, Hiroko Hori, Chima Matsumoto,
Osamu Ohmori, Jun Nakamura

Educational Objectives:

Rationale: Our previous study suggested that polydipsia in
schizophrenia may have genetic component (Shinkai et al, 2003).
Orexin plays an important role in feeding and drinking behavior.
In the present study, we examined the association between poly-
dipsia-hyponatremia in schizophrenia and functional polymor-
phisms in the orexin-1 receptor. Material andMethods: Our sample
includes 312 patients with schizophrenia (DSM-IV) (65 with poly-
dipsia and 247 without polydipsia). Informed consent was a prem-
ise for participation, and this study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the University of Occupational and Environmental
Health. Genomic DNA was extracted from 10-ml aliquots of EDTA-
anticoagulated venous blood following the standard procedures.
Genotyping was assessed by the TaqMan allele-specific assay
method using ABI PRISM® 7000 (Applied Biosystems) at the
Bio-information Research Center, University of Occupational and
Environmental Health. Differences in allele and genotype distribu-
tion between cases and controls were evaluated using the x2 test.
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Results: Significant association between the HCRTR1 Ne408Val
polymorphism and polydipsia was found (genotype: x2 = 9-85,
df = 2, p = 0.007; allele: x = 8.00, df = 1, p = 0.0047; OR = 0.53;
95%CI = 0.34-0.83). Conclusion: Our results suggest that the
HCRTR1 Ne408Val polymorphism may confer susceptibility to
polydipsia in schizophrenia.

Summary:

Rationale: The underlying pathophysiology of primary polydip-
sia in schizophrenia is poorly understood. Our previous study,
however, suggested that this condition may have genetic compo-
nent (Shinkai et al, 2003). Orexins, also called hypocretin, play
an important role in feeding and drinking behavior. Administration
of orexin in rats induce increased water intake with a longer-
lasting effect than angiotensin II, which is also known as a potent
dipsogen. In the present study, we examined the association be-
tween polydipsia-hyponatremia in schizophrenia and functional
polymorphisms in the orexin-1 receptor. Material and Methods:
Our sample includes 312 patients with schizophrenia (DSM-IV)
(65 with polydipsia and 247 without polydipsia). Informed consent
was a premise for participation, and this study was approved
by the Ethics Committee of the University of Occupational and
Environmental Health. Genomic DNA was extracted from 10-ml
aliquots of EDTA-anticoagulated venous blood following the stan-
dard procedures. Genotyping was assessed by the TaqMan allele-
specific assay method using ABI PRISM® 7000 (Applied Biosys-
tems) at the Bio-information Research Center, University of Occu-
pational and Environmental Health. Differences in allele and geno-
type distribution between cases and controls were evaluated using
the x2 test. Results: Significant association between the HCRTR1
lle408Val polymorphism and polydipsia was found (genotype: x2 =
9.85, df = 2, p = 0.007; allele: x = 8.00, df = 1, p = 0.0047; OR =
0.53; 95%CI = 0.34-0.83). Conclusion: Our results suggest that
the HCRTR1 lle408Val polymorphism may confer susceptibility
to polydipsia in schizophrenia.
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NR348 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Reliability, Validity and Sensitivity to Change of the
Personal and Social Performance Scale in Patients
With Stable Schizophrenia
Dennis D. Gagnon, M.A. Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical
Services, L.L.C., Pharmaceuticals Group Strategic Marketing,
700 US Highway 202 South, Raritan, NJ, 08869, Henry
Nasrallah, M.D., PierLuigi Morosini, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should under-
stand that the Personal and Social Performance scale is a reliable
and valid measure of personal and social function in patients with
stable schizophrenia with good construct validity and sensitivity
to clinical change.

Summary:

Background: The Personal and Social Performance scale
(PSP) as a measure of personal and social functioning has been
shown to have good reliability and validity in patients with stabilized
schizophrenia1. The PSP provides a single composite rating that
considers 4 domains of personal and social functioning (socially
useful activities, relationships, self-care, aggressive behaviors)
over a recall period of 1 month. The objective of this study was
to assess the reliability, validity, responsiveness and minimally
important difference (MID) of the PSP in an outpatient population
with stablized schizophrenia.

Method: Data from two clinical antipsychotic studies (n=411;
mean baseline PANSS=66.4 and CGI-S=3.5) were analyzed. Out-
come measures included PANSS, CGI-S, Strauss-Carpenter
Level of Function (LOF) and PSP. Test-retest reliability for the
PSP were assessed and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC)
derived. Convergent and discriminant validity was assessed. Sen-
sitivity of the PSP to clinical change and the MID were evaluated.

Results: The test-retest ICC exceeded 0.70 indicating that the
PSP is a reliable scale. The PSP was more highly correlated with
LOF (P=0.61) than with the PANSS (p=-0.45). The PSP was able
to discriminate between different levels of CGI severity (p<0.0001).
Regression analyses showed that the PSP is sensitive to change
in PANSS total score (p<0.0001). Based on a 1 category improve-
ment in CGI-S, the observed between-group MID for PSP in stable
patients was 6 to 7 points.

Conclusions: These data support the PSP as a reliable clini-
cian-reported measure of personal and social function in outpa-
tients with stabilized schizophrenia with good construct validity
and sensitivity to clinical change.
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NR349 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Novel Class of Antipsychotic With Significant Side
Effects Reduction
Yona Geffen, Ph.D. Biolinerx, 19 hartum Street, P.O Box 45158
Har Hotzvim, Jerusalem, 91450, Israel, Irit Gil-Ad, Ph.D.,
Abraham Nudelman, Ph.D., Ada Rephaeli, Ph.D., Abraham
Weizman, M.D., Michael Davidson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognise the importance of development a new class of
antipsychotics that will significantly reduced side effects, and to
understand that BL-1020 has that potential.

Summary:

The current treatment of schizophrenia relies on two classes
of drugs. The "typical" antipsychotic, in use 40 years, and effective
but have adverse effects (extrapyramidal symptoms- EPS). The
newer "atypical" antipsychotics have fewer motor side-effects but
have been associated with increased risk of diabetes, and dyslipi-
demia. The CATIE (Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention
Efficacy) study of drugs to treat schizophrenia, found that older
(typical) antipsychotics such as Perphenazine worked just as well
as newer (atypical) antipsychotics, although both are limited by
their side effect profile.

BL-1020 is a conjugate of the typical antipsychotic Perphena-
zine and Gamma-aminobutyric acid (Gamma-aminobutyric acid),
a naturally accruing inhibitory amino acid. It is designed to target
simultaneously the overactivity of dopamine and the hypoactivity
of Gamma-aminobutyric acid that have been implicated in schizo-
phrenia. In addition, it targets the Gamma-aminobutyric acid defi-
ciency that may be relevant to antipsychotic-induced EPS. Phar-
macokinetic studies demonstrate that BL-1020 provides effective
transport of Gamma-aminobutyric acid into the brain, a therapeutic
approach that has been challenging due to the inability of exoge-
nously administered Gamma-aminobutyric acid to cross the blood-
brain barrier (BBB). In animal models of schizophrenia, single
and repeated oral administration of BL-1020 shows significant
antipsychotic efficacy with minimal induction of EPS. BL-1020
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presents a promising first-in-class molecule, targeting the dopa-
mine and Gamma-aminobutyric acid pathways for the treatment
of schizophrenia with a significant reduction in EPS side effects
associated with typical antipsychotics and with the potential to
be devoid of metabolic adverse effects associated with atypical
antipsychotics.
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NR350 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Insight in Schizophrenia: Results From a 12-Month,
Double-Blind Study
Georges Gharabawi, M.D. Janssen Pharmaceutica, Inc.,
Medical Affairs, 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Rd., Titusville, NJ,
08560, Cynthia Bossie, Ph.D., Philippe Bouhours, M.D.,
Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., Natalie Gearhart, Pharm.D., Mary
Kujawa, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will under-
stand the role of insight in patients with schizophrenia and recog-
nize the relationship between insight and its correlates of treatment
duration, cognition, and social functioning.

Summary:

Objective: Patients with schizophrenia have poor insight into
their illness. This lack of awareness reaches its peak during acute
episodes and persists in approximately half of patients throughout
their illness. Prior findings suggest insight is associated with im-
provement of positive, negative, and affective symptoms. We ex-
plored the relationship between insight, symptoms, duration of
treatment, cognition, and social functioning in a 1-year study of
patients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder.

Methods: Stable patients received 25 or 50 mg of long-acting,
injectable risperidone every 2 weeks for 1 year. The Positive and
Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) item G12 (1 = no impairment,
7 = severe impairment) measured insight. Other measures in-
cluded PANSS negative symptoms factor, Clinical Global Impres-
sion of Severity (CGI-S), Strauss-Carpenter Levels of Functioning
(LOF), Personal and Social Performance (PSP), and a cognitive
test battery. Correlation/regression post-hoc analyses examined
associations between insight, treatment duration, and clinical/
functional measures.

Results: Baseline insight correlated significantly (P<0.001) with
baseline CGI-S (r = 0.30), PANSS subscales (range: r = 0.57-
0.24), and functioning scores (LOF, r = -0.26; PSP, r = -0.22).
There was significant correlation between insight and attention
(r = -0.30; P<0.001) and declarative memory (r = -0.22, P<0.001);
and weaker correlations with visual motor (r = -0.13; P = 0.03)
and social cognition (r = -0.13; P = 0.04). Regression models
identified significant predictors (P<0.001) of PSP variance as
change in insight (-1.7 PSP point/insight point) as well as change
in negative symptoms (-0.7 PSP point/negative symptom point),
and treatment duration (0.8 PSP point/month).

Conclusion: These findings support a relationship between
insight, duration of treatment, and social functioning. The interac-
tion between insight, cognition, and overall functioning will be
discussed.

Sponsored by Janssen, LP.
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NR351 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Differential Effects of Various Antipsychotics on
Plasma Glucose and Insulin Levels in the Mouse

Earl L. Giller, Jr., M.D. Pfizer Inc, 50 Pequot Avenue MS6025-
B2223, New London, CT, 06320, Yvette E. Savoy, M.S.,
Matthew W. Miller, B.A., Michael A. Ashton, B.S., Mark H.
Hawthorn, Ph.D., Eva Hajos-Korcsok, D.Phil.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will be
able to (1) gain insight into the utility of an animal model to study
metabolic liabilities of antipsychotic compounds, (2) better under-
stand the differential glycemic effects of various, clinically used
antipsychotics.

Summary:

Introduction: Treatment with some, but not all, atypical antipsy-
chotics has been associated with weight gain, hyperglycemia, lipid
abnormalities and the development of type II diabetes in patients.
The aim of these studies was to characterize the acute effects of
various typical and atypical antipsychotic drugs on plasma glucose
and insulin levels in mice.

Methods: Male FVB/N mice received a single, intraperitoneal
injection of an antipsychotic drug or vehicle. Blood samples were
collected via retro-orbital bleeding at 1 h or 3h post-dose. Plasma
glucose and insulin were measured by enzymatic (Roche Autoa-
nalyzer) and ELISA methods, respectively.

Results: Administration of clozapine (20 mg/kg), olanzapine
(5 mg/kg), quetiapine (10 mg/kg), perphenazine (10 mg/kg) and
chlorpromazine (10 mg/kg) induced significant increases in
plasma glucose by 140,98, 97,120 and 144% above basal levels,
respectively. In contrast, ziprasidone (10 mg/kg), aripiprazole (20
mg/kg), and haloperidol (2 mg/kg) did not significantly alter glucose
levels. Risperidone (2 mg/kg) reduced plasma glucose (-30%) via
marked enhancement of insulin release. None of the other drugs
had significant effect on insulin. Subsequent dose-response stud-
ies (1, 3 and 10 mg/kg) on selected compounds revealed that
clozapine and olanzapine induced significant elevation of glucose
at doses of 3 and 10 mg/kg, while ziprasidone did not induce
hyperglycemia at any doses tested.

Conclusion: These data indicate that glycemic effects of anti-
psychotics in mice may be predictive of clinical liability since drugs
that produced marked hyperglycemia in mice have been linked
to glucose dysregulation and the development of diabetes in pa-
tients.

References:

1. Newcomer JW. Abnormalities of glucose metabolism associ-
ated with atypical antipsychotic drugs. J Clin Psychiatry. 2004;
65Suppl 18:36-46.

2. Dwyer DS, Donohoe D. Induction of hyperglycemia in mice
with atypical antipsychotic drugs that inhibit glucose uptake.
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NR352 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Metabolic Studies of Patients With Schizophrenia on
Atypical Antipsychotics
Ira D. Glick, M.D. Stanford University School of Medicine,
Psychiatry, 401 Quarry Road, Suite 2122, Stanford, CA, 94305-
5723, Gerald M. Reaven, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to understand and manage metabolic effects of atyical
antipsychotics for patients with schizophrenia

Summary:

Objective: Although atypical antipsychotics have become the
standard of care for schizophrenia, there have been major con-
cerns about the growing body of evidence linking these medica-
tions to metabolic problems related to excessive weight gain.
Accordingly, the study had two objectives - 1) quantification of
insulin-mediated glucose disposal in overweight patients being
treated with atypicals (SGAs), and 2) to determine if patients who
had gained weight and were clinically stable, would/could switch
to aripiprazole, and what would happen to their weight and degree
of insulin resistance.

Methods: This was an open-label, pilot study with 20 overweight
patients with schizophrenia, who had stabilized on either clozap-
ine, olanzapine, risperidone orquetiapine. Patients were weighed
at baseline, tested with a standard psychiatric battery, and a spe-
cific measurement of insulin-mediated glucose disposal per-
formed. Following these determinations, patients were slowly ta-
pered from their antipsychotic, started on flexible dosing of
aripiprazole (15-30 mg), and evaluated monthly for four months.

Results: We enrolled 20 patients. Of these, 4 were dropouts.
Of the remaining 16 chronic patients, 6 could not be tapered off
their clozapine (3), olanzapine (2), or quetiapine (1). The remaining
10 were successfully switched.

Clinically, all 10 patients did as well or improved on aripiprazole
compared to their prior antipsychotic. Although the study is not
yet concluded, 7 of 9 have lost weight. Of the first 11 patients
(tested before switching), we found that 3 were insulin sensitive,
7 insulin-resistant, while 1 reading was intermediate.. After switch-
ing to aripiprazole, 5 (of 9) patients showed improved insulin sensi-
tivity, whereas 4, were more insulin resistant.

Summary and Conclusions: We have learned that 1) there is a
wide range of insulin sensitivity in obese patients treated with
SGAs, and 2) weight loss does not necessarily mean that insulin
sensitivity will improve.

References:

1. Davis JM, Chen H, Glick ID: A meta-analysis of the efficacy
of second-generation antipsychotics. Archives of General Psy-
chiatry 2003; 60:553-564.

2. Nasrallah HA, Newcomer JW: Atypical antipsychotics and met-
abolic dysregulation: evaluating the risk/benefit equation and
improving the standard of care. J Clin Psychopharmacol
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NR353 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Lamotrigine Added to Atypical Antipsychotics for
Treatment of Schizophrenia: Results of Two Double-
Blind Randomized Clinical Trials
Donald C. Goff, M.D. Harvard Medical School, Psychiatry, 25
Stanford Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA, 02114, Richard S.E.
Keefe, Ph.D., Jan Volavka, M.D., John H. Krystal, M.D.,
Katherine Davy, M.S., Thomas R. Thompson, M.D., Elizabeth
Webster, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate, an understanding of the methods and results
of two randomized, double-blind, clinical trials evaluating lamotrig-
ine as add-on therapy to atypical antipsychotics in schizophrenia.

Summary:

Introduction: Despite treatment with atypical antipsychotics,
many patients with schizophrenia experience persistent symp-
toms. A prior human laboratory study found that lamotrigine re-
duced symptoms and cognitive impairments associated with
schizophrenia in the ketamine model of psychosis and prior reports
in controlled clinical trials suggested that lamotrigine might im-
prove psychopathology when added to ongoing antipsychotic
treatment.1'2

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy of lamotrigine as adjunctive
therapy to atypical antipsychotics in schizophrenia.

Method: Two 12-week, multicenter, randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled studies (SCA30926 [N=209] and SCA101464
[N=210]) evaluated lamotrigine (100- 400 mg/day) in schizophre-
nia patients maintained on atypical antipsychotics. Outcome mea-
sures included the PANSS for psychopathology and the Brief
Assessment of Cognition for Schizophrenia (BACS) for neurocog-
nitive deficits.

Results: No significant differences in the primary outcome mea-
sure, mean decrease in total PANSS score, were observed be-
tween placebo and lamotrigine groups in either study. In
SCA30926, the mean PANSS score decreased -8.2 (se=1.35)
versus -6.0 (se=1.35) placebo and lamotrigine, respectively (P =
0.19). In SCA101464, the mean PANSS score decreased

-12.0 (SE=1.21) versus -12.9 (SE=1.21), placebo and lamotrig-
ine, respectively (P=0.59). In SCA101464, the BACS composite
score improved by 0.44 (se=0.06679) for lamotrigine versus 0.20
(se=0.069) for placebo (P=0.011). More BACS responders (> or =
0.5 z-score improvement) received lamotrigine than placebo
(43.0% versus 28.4%, P=0.038); no difference was found in
SCA30926. No unexpected adverse events or serious rashes
were reported.

Conclusions: Lamotrigine, when added to atypical antipsychot-
ics did not demonstrate efficacy in the treatment of residual psy-
chopathological symptoms in patients with schizophrenia; but
showed improvement in cognition in one of two studies. Lamotrig-
ine was well tolerated.

References:
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NR35NR353 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychosocial Assessment in Families and Caregivers
of Patients With Childhood Onset Schizophrenia: A
Study From India
Savita Malhotra, M.D. Chandigarh, India, Nitin Gupta, M.D.,
Mehak Kapoor, M.A., Sapna Gill, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate [1] the need for and relevance of cross-
cultural research in schizophrenia, especially in this rare entity of
childhood onset schizophrenia, and [2] the importance of as-
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sessing caregivers/family members of patients with childhood on-
set schizophrenia as they suffer from considerable dysfunction
and burden so that professionals can develop management strate-
gies in the overall care package for persons suffering with child-
hood onset schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Caregivers of patients with adult onset schizophre-
nia (AOS) experience considerable dysfunction and burden of
care. Childhood onset schizophrenia (COS) is a chronic, severe
form of AOS with poor outcome. Due to lack of data, this study
was planned with the objective of assessing the psychosocial
aspects aspects of caregivers of these patients from India.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was carried out where 14
cases with ICD-10 diagnosis of schizophrenia (age at onset < 14
years of age) were assessed on socidemographic and clinical
profile sheet, Family Coping Questionnaire by Magliano et al,
1996; Camberwell Assessment of Needs by Phelan et al, 1995;
Burden Assessment Schedule by Thara et al, 1998; and Dysfunc-
tion Analysis Questionnaire by Pershad et al, 1985.

Results: The mean age of caregivers was 45.9 years, 65%being
males, 70% with >10 educational years, 64% from nuclear families
and 79% of urban background. High dysfunction was perceived
in all domains (social, vocational, physical, functional, cognitive).
Maximum burden of care was seen in areas of physical and mental
health, taking up responsibility. Educational, marital and relation-
ship needs were fulfilled; no focus on personal/biological functions
of the patient, and unfulfilled needs for finances, occupation and
treatment were reported. Varied coping styles were utilised, more
commonly emotion-focussed than problem-focussed.

Conclusions: COS imposes considerable dysfunction and bur-
den on the caregivers whose certain needs require fulfilment.
Coping styles utilised were on lines as for AOS indicating that
caregivers require equal focus during the management of patients
with COS.

Funding: This study was carried out as part of the PGI Research
Scheme entitled "To study the course and outcome of childhood
onset schizophrenia" and was supportedby funding provided by
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER), Chandigarh, India.
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NR355 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cell Phone Dependence in Adolescence: A
Preliminary Study
JEE HYUN HA, M.D. Yongin mental hospital, Department of
psychiatry, Sangha-ri 4, Kusung-eup, Yongin, 449-769,
Republic of Korea, Bumsu Chin, M.D., Janggeun Yoo, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Cell phone becomes a necessity in the modern home. Entering
the ubiquitous world, cell phone starts to provide various kinds of
services including TV, games, and internet. Now it is unthinkable
to live without cell phones, then sometimes we easily feel anxiety
when going out without it. People already have been experiencing
psychological dependence. However we do not know clearly the
existence of cell phone dependence. We planned a preliminary
study to identify the psychological dependence to cell phone im-
plying a self-rating questionnaire developed by authors. At the
conclusion of this presentation, participants should be able to

understand the psychological meaning of cell phone to adolescent
and possible psychopathology related to cell phone dependence.

Summary:

Object: The object of this study is to evaluate the possible
psychological problems related to cell phone dependence in ado-
lescence.

Method: 595 high school students (male=552 female=42, mean
age=15.9±0.8 years) were recruited. Cell phone dependence was
evaluated by 20 item self-report questionnaire developed by au-
thors. It contains items about communication wishes, identification
themselves with cell phone, and difficulty in control. Cell phone
using patterns and psychopathology were evaluated between up-
per 30% and lower 30% group according to score by the question-
naire.

Results: Possible cell phone dependence group called and re-
ceived phone more than lower group, especially using text mes-
sages. They had tendency to identify themselves with cell phone,
wish to persist connection with others regardless of situation, and
have difficulties in controlling usage. They showed higher score
in Beck depression inventory (12.3±8.4 versus 7.3±6.6, F=14.60,
p<0.0001), interpersonal anxiety scale (41.3±9.4 versus
37.4±3.7, F=12.95, p<0.0001), and lower score in Rosenberg
self-esteem scale (32.7±6.8 versus 35.2±6.0, F=1.29, p<0.0001).
Positive correlation was observed between cell phone depen-
dence and internet addiction (partial A-=0.27).

Conclusion: Current findings suggest that the psychological de-
pendence to cell phone can be related to the mental health prob-
lems. Careful guide and evaluation are needed in using a cell
phone in adolescence.
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mobile phone use.Cyberpsychol Behav. 2005 Feb;8(1):39-51.
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NR358 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Cross-Sectional Study of Adiponectin in Patients
With Schizophrenia
Linda Hanssens, M.S. University Liege, CHU Sart Tilman,
Liege, B 4000, Belgium, Marc De Hert, M.D., Dominique Van
Eyck, M.F.A., Martine Wampers, Psy.D., Andre Scheen, Prof.
Dr., Jozef Peuskens, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
understand the role of adiponectin in the regulation of glucose
homeostasis in patients treated with antipsychotic medication.

Summary:

Background: Adiponectin is a recently identified adipocyte-
derived protein associated with metabolic abnormailities such as
obesity, insulin resistance and diabetes. Metabolic disorders are a
growing concern in patients treated with antipsychotic medication.

Methods: Fasting adiponectin levels were assessed in a cross-
sectional sample of 294 patients with schizophrenia treated with
antipsychotic medication. The patients are enrolled in a prospec-
tive study evaluating the metabolic effects of antipsychotics. All
underwent an extensive metabolic screening, including an oral
glucose tolerance test.
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Results: Adiponectin levels are correlated with BMI, and differ
significantly between patients with normal weight, overweight or
obesity (p=0.0001). Patients meeting criteria for the metabolic
syndrome, either with NCEP ATP-III criteria (28.2%) or with the
more recent IDF criteria (35.7%), have significantly lower adipo-
nectin levels than patients without a metabolic syndrome (p=
0.0001). Patients without glucose abnormalities (82.7%) have sig-
nificantly higher adiponectine levels compared to patients with
glucose abnormalities (IFG and/or IGT, 9.9%) or patients meeting
ADA criteria for diabetes (7.5%) (p=0.004). Adiponectin levels are
lowest in diabetic patients.

After controlling for BMI, antipsychotic medication significantly
influences adiponectin levels (p<0.01). Adiponectin levels are sig-
nificantly lower (p<0.05) in patients treated with olanzapine.

Conclusions: In schizophrenic patients, adiponectin levels vary
in the same way as described in the normal, overweight and
obese non schizophrenic population. Also, adiponectin levels in
schizophrenic patients with and without metabolic syndrome mir-
ror what is observed in the general population. Preliminary data
suggests that the antipsychotic treatment may influence adiponec-
tin regulation, a finding that should be verified in longitudinal
studies.

Acknowledgement: Educational grant from global epidemilogy
and outcomes research (GEOR) BMS

NR359 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Evaluation of Quality of Life in Community-Treated
Schizophrenic Patients: A Naturalistic Open-Label
Study Comparing Aripiprazole to Standard-of-Care
Linda Hanssens, M.P.H. Bristol Myers Squibb Braine-l'Alleud,
Pare De L'Alleud, Braine L' Alleud, Belgium, Gilbert L'ltalien,
Ph.D., Ronald N. Marcus, M.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D.,
William H. Carson, Jr., M.D., Jean-Noel Beuzen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants in this session will learn that the choice of antipsy-
chotic agent may have an impact on patient reported outcomes.

Summary:

Background : Naturalistic trials allow clinicians to assess pa-
tient reported outcomes in real life settings. In this study, general
quality of life among schizophrenic outpatients was assessed and
compared between aripiprazole and standard of care agents.

Methods: 555 patients were equally randomized to either aripi-
prazole(10-30 mg/day) or Standard-of-Care (olanzapine 5 - 20
mg/day, or quetiapine 100 - 800 mg/day or risperidone 2 - 8 mg/
day) Clinicians were free to choose the most appropriate Stan-
dard-of-Care medication for their respective patients. Quality of
life was evaluated by the Quality of life Scale(QLS), a validated
instrument designed to evaluate the current functioning of non
hospitalized schizophrenic patients and the intrapsychic domains
impacted by negative symptoms. QLS assesses four domains:
Interpersonal Relations, Instrumental Role, Intrapsychic Founda-
tions and Common Objects and Activities. A total score and 4
subscale scores are derived from item specific scores; higher
scores reflect better QOL.

Results: The mean change from baseline in the QLS Total
score at Week 26 LOCF was 8.17 ± 1.24 in the aripiprazole group
and 3.22 ±1.31 in the SOC group, the difference between groups
is statistically significant in favor of aripiprazole(p<0.001). The
mean change from baseline in the 4 subscale Scores: Interper-
sonal Relations, Instrumental Role, Intrapsychic Foundations and
Common Objects and Activities are all statistically significant dif-
ferent in favor of the aripiprazole treated group: p=0.006,p=0.005,
p< 0.001 and 0.025 respectively.

Conclusion.: Patients treated with aripiprazole showed a statis-
tically significant larger improvement in QLS total and subscale

score than patients treated with SoC. Impact of therapies on pa-
tient quality of life can be a strong determinant of the acceptability
of a given treatment and might ultimately lead to better compliance
and overall satisfaction with care.
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NR360 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Reasons for Switching Among Community-Treated
Schizophrenic Patients in a Naturalistic setting
Schizophrenia Trial of Aripiprazole: STAR Study
Linda Hanssens, M.P.H. Bristol Myers Squibb Braine-1 Alleud,
Pare De L'Alleud, Braine L' Alleud, Belgium, Gilbert L'ltalien,
Ph.D., Ronald N. Marcus, M.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D.,
William H. Carson, Jr., M.D., Jean-Noel Beuzen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the completion of the session, participants will gain an under-
standing of the principal determinants of a change in antipsychotic
regimen

Summary:

Background : Naturalistic studies offer both clinicians and pa-
tients an opportunity to provide feedback as to the quality of thera-
peutic care in terms of efficacy, tolerability, and safety (ie effective-
ness). The STAR study aimed at comparing the effectiveness of
aripiprazole and Standard of Care (SOC) in community treated
schizophrenic patients

Methods: 555 patients were equally randomized to either aripi-
prazole(10-30 mg/day) or Standard of Care. Clinicians were free
to choose the most appropriate Standard of Care medication (olan-
zapine 5 - 20 mg/day, or quetiapine 100 - 800 mg/day or risperi-
done 2 - 8 mg/day) for their respective patients.. Information on
both the patients' prior regimen and reason for changing antipsy-
chotic medication was collected.

Results : Prior medications included olanzapine (22%), risperi-
done (19%), both as monotherapy, other single atypicals (20%),
polypharmacy (22%) and single typicals (14%). The major primary
reasons for changing medication were negative symptoms (29%),
positive symptoms (27%), lack of energy (6%), cognitive dysfunc-
tion (5%), weight gain (12%), EPS other than akathisia (6%) .

Conclusion : In a naturalistic setting, suboptimal efficacy re-
mains the primary reason for change in regimen in about half of
the patients. However, tolerability and safety issues, in particular
weight gain are important secondary determinants of therapeutic
switches. Since medication changes may impact compliance and
threaten relapse, the choice of appropriate agent remains the
highest priority for treating physicians
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NR361 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Sexual Dysfunction in a Naturalistic Open Label
Study of Aripiprazole and Standard of Care in the
Management of Community-Treated Schizophrenic
Patients
Linda Hanssens, M.P.H. Bristol Myers Squibb Braine-IAIIeud,
Pare De I'Alliance 8, Braine U Alleud, Belgium, Gilbert L'ltalien,
Ph.D., Ronald N. Marcus, M.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D.,
William H. Carson, Jr., M.D., Jean-Noel Beuzen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the completion of this session, participants will gain an under-
standing of the differential effects of atypical antipsychotics on
sexual dysfunction via drug induced hyperprolactinemia

Summary:

Background : Naturalistic trials allow clinicians to assess pa-
tient reported outcomes in real life settings. In this study, sexual
dysfunction of schizophrenic outpatients was assessed and com-
pared between aripiprazole and Standard of Care agents.

Methods: 555 patients were equally randomized to either aripi-
prazole(10-30 mg/day) or Standard of Care. Clinicians were free
to choose the most appropriate Standard of Care medication (olan-
zapine 5 - 20 mg/day, or quetiapine 100 - 800 mg/day or risperi-
done 2 - 8 mg/day) for their respective patients. Sexual dysfunction
was evaluated using the validated Arizona Sexual Experience
Scale (ASEX) (1). The scale measures 5 items for males and
females separately: sex drive, arousal, vaginal lubrication/penile
Extended Release ection, ability to reach orgasm and satisfaction
from orgasm. Total scores range from 5 to 30 with higher scores
indicating more sexual dysfunction. Concurrent with these evalua-
tions, serum prolactin levels were also measured, since these
may be correlated with sexual dysfunction (2)

Results: The mean change from baseline in the ASEX total
score was -1.44±0.31 in the aripiprazole group and -0.56+0.34
in the Standard of Care group at 26 weeks LOCF. These results
show a statistically significant difference in sexual functioning in
favor of aripiprazole treated patients (p=0.012). The proportion
of patients with potentially clinically significant abnormal serum
prolactin levels was 16.8 % in the aripiprazole group versus 54.4%
in the SOC group (p<.001). The mean change from baseline in
serum prolactin was -32.1 ±1.8 in the aripiprazole group and -
12.3±1.9 in the SOC group(26 weeks LOCF p< 0.001)

Conclusion: Based on the ASEX, patients treated with aripipra-
zole demonstrated an improvement of their sexual function con-
sistent with a significantly improvement in serum prolactin levels
compared to Standard of Care patients.
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NR362 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Eye Movements and Neuregulin-1 Risk Genotype in
Schizophrenia
Magnus Haraldsson, M.D. Landspftali-University Hospital,
Psychiatry, Skildinganes 14, Reykjavik, 101, Iceland, Ulrich
Ettinger, Ph.D., Brynja B. Magnusdottir, B.A., Thordur
Sigmundsson, M.D., Engilbert Sigurdsson, M.D., Hannes
Petursson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the role of smooth pursuit and antisaccade eye
movements as potential endophenotypes in genetic research of
schizophrenia. In the presented study the performance on these
eye movement tasks were compared in groups of schizophrenia
patients and healthy controls with and without the at risk Neuregu-
lin-1 haplotype.

Summary:

Several recent studies provide evidence that variations in the
Neuregulin-1 gene (NRG-1) influence the risk for schizophrenia.
Eye movements and other potential endophenotypes in individuals
with and without NRG-1 variations may help explaining the role
of NRG-1 polymorphisms in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.

The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of the Icelandic
"5 SNP at-risk" core haplotype of NRG-1 on smooth pursuit eye
movements (SPEM) and the antisaccade task (AS) in Patients
with Schizophrenia and controls.

We have tested 39 schizophrenic patients (17 with and 22 with-
out the NRG-1 "at risk" haplotype) and 27 healthy controls (11 with
and 16 without the haplotype). Participants underwent infrared
oculographic assessment of antisaccades and smooth pursuit (at
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75Hz).

Preliminary findings consistantly suggest a trend towards the
NRG-1 at risk patient group having a slower SPEM gain than
patients without the "at-risk" haplotype at target velocities 0.50
and 0.75 Hz (Cohen's d=0.26 and 0.29, respectively). There was
also a trend towards controls with the "at risk" haplotype having
a slower SPEM gain than controls without the haplotype at all
target velocities. Furthermore, there was a trend towards controls
with the haplotype having more AS Extended Release rors, im-
paired AS gain and a longer AS latency than controls without the
haplotype (Cohen's d=0.32-0.48).

In this first study of effects of NRG-1 polymorphism on eye
movements preliminary findings suggest that the NRG-1 "at risk"
haplotype may have adverse effects on eye movements. Testing
continues in patients and controls to examine this further
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NR363 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Transition into Primary-care Psychiatry (TIPP): The
Feasibility of Conducting a Full-Scale Cluster
Randomization Study
David Haslam, M.D. Regional Mental Health Care London,
Collaborative Mental Health Care, 850 Highbury Ave North,
P.O. Box 5532 Station B, London, ON, N6A 4H1, Canada, Jack
Haggarty, M.D., Jatinder Takhar, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Determine the feasibility of conducting a large-scale trial to
evaluate the Transition into Primary-care Psychiatry (TIPP) pro-
gram effectiveness on quality of life, symptomatology, perceived
need for care, and economic outcomes.

Summary:

Objectives
Determine the feasibility of conducting a large-scale trial to

evaluate the Transition into Primary-care Psychiatry (TIPP) pro-
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gram effectiveness on quality of life, symptomatology, perceived
need for care, and economic outcomes.

Study Design
Eighteen month cluster randomization feasibility trial comparing

the TIPP service to care-as-usual. The TIPP service is provided
for people whose mental health care is being transitioned from
secondary and tertiary services to ongoing follow-up with their
family physician (FP). TIPP service includes co-location in FP
offices, psychiatrist consultation, psychiatric nurse care, client
monitoring system, and telephone back up. Secondary and tertiary
services, as well as FP offices, are located in Southwestern and
Northwestern Ontario. Primary outcome measure is the Quality
of Well Being Scale. Tools used to derive secondary outcomes are
the Brief Symptom Inventory, Perceived Needs for Care, Family
Burden Scale, and resource utilization cost measures.

Principal findings
Health care delivery system factors resulted in interim data

being only recently obtained for study participants (N=26 and 20)
using outpatient psychiatry services (N=2 and 1) and their FPs
(N=16 and 9) in Southwestern and Northeastern, Ontario, respec-
tively. Significant early challenges have included stakeholder ac-
ceptability of an experimental evaluation model, adequate recruit-
ment, inter-site service variability, as well as factors contributing
to selection, performance, and exclusion and detection bias.

Conclusion
The TIPP project will provide the basis for determining the feasi-

bility of a large-scale trial and inform future initiatives endeavoring
to determine the effectiveness collaborative mental health care
services using a multi-site cluster randomization methodology

#
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NR364 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Diabetes Screening, Risk Management and Disease
Management in a High-Risk Mental Health
Population: An Evaluation Project
David Haslam, M.D. Regional Mental Health Care London,
Collaborative Mental Health Care, 850 Highbury Ave North,
P.O. Box 5532 Station B, London, ON, N6A 4H1, Canada,
Stewart Harris, M.D., Barbara Lent, M.D., Betty Harvey, M.S.N.,
Tamara Biederman, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this session, participants will be able to understand
how an innovative program is providing a screening and manage-
ment program for people with mental illness at high risk for diabe-
tes, understand the outcome measures selected to evaluate this
innovative clinical service, and know the results of the projects
outcome measures.

Summary:

The disorder of schizophrenia has been repeatedly associated
with a higher than normal incidence of medical illnesses- specifi-
cally, diabetes. In addition, the first line treatment of Schizophrenia
as per published clinical practice algorithms, novel antipsychotics
(NAP), has been associated with increased risk for diabetes. Ac-
cordingly, this high-risk group requires a targeted primary health
care service delivery model that attends to the unique set of diabe-
tes-related challenges. To determine how these complex patients
are currently being managed, an audit of primary care charts

was conducted for people identified through an urban Ontario
community mental health service database as being diagnosed
with schizophrenia and/or prescribed a novel antipsychotic medi-
cation. Physician participation in this portion of the project was
difficult to gain and results demonstrate low frequency of appro-
priate diabetes screening. The current project also piloted a diabe-
tes screening and disease management model for this high-risk
group. In partnership with community service providers, OGTT
screening and multidisciplinary management clinics were con-
ducted at usual point of services for this population. Events were
well attended and 20% of participants screened were found to
have previously undiagnosed diabetes or a pre-diabetic condition.
Clinically significant changes in participants' disease markers such
as HbA1c, BMI, and blood pressure were also found. Stakeholder
feedback and lessons learned regarding creating a shared care
model with physicians and community providers are also valuable
outcomes of this pilot project.
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NR365 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cognitive and Symptomatic Correlates of Functional
Capacity in Schizophrenia-Related Disorders
R. Walter Heinrichs, Ph.D. York University, Psychology, 4700
Keele Street, Toronto, ON, M3J 1P3, Canada, Meghan Kirsch,
B.A., Parvaneh Moallef, M.A., Diana Smith, B.A., Marta
Statucka, B.A., Susan Strong, M.S., Panth Voruganti, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should be able
to recognize clinical and cognitive features that associate with
impaired and more preserved everyday living skills in schizophre-
nia patients.

Summary:

Objective: To assess cognitive and symptomatic correlates of
functional capacity in clients with schizophrenia and related condi-
tions using recent advances in life skills assessment.

Method: Demographic, clinical and cognitive data were obtained
on n = 29 community-dwelling clients who met DSM-IV criteria
for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Functional capacity
was measured with the University of California Performance Skills
Assessment (UPSA; Patterson et al., 2001) modified for Canadian
settings. The UPSA uses role-play and prop materials and com-
prises demonstration of skills in 6 domains of basic living: compre-
hension and planning, finance, communication, transportation,
household management and medication management.

Results: The summary index of UPSA performance was unre-
lated to demographic variables (age, sex, education) or positive
symptoms (Positive and Negative Symptom Scale; PANSS). How-
ever, overall functional capacity did vary significantly with general
psychopathology (r = -.39; p <.O5; PANSS) and negative symp-
toms (r = -.40; p <.O5;PANSS) and with cognitive measures of
verbal ability (r =.61; p <.001), reasoning (r =.39; p <.05),working
memory (r =.39,p <.O5) and processing speed (r =.40; p
<.05)(Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale;WAIS-lll). Verbal memory
(California Verbal Learning Test;CVLT-ll) was not related to UPSA
scores.

Conclusions: Performance-based assessment of life skills is
more objective and observationally grounded than either patient
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self-report or clinician ratings. Hence, these assessment data pro-
vide an important perspective on functional outcome in schizo-
phrenia. Psychological distress and negative symptoms, verbal
ability, analytical reasoning and processing speed may be key
predictors of functional status in schizophrenia. In contrast, psy-
chotic symptoms and current verbal memory abilities may not
relate to this aspect of outcome. This research is supported by
The Ontario Mental Health Foundation.
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NR366 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Association Study Between a Functional NAD(P)H:
Quinone Oxidoreductase (NQO1) Gene
Polymorphism (Pro187Ser) and Tardive Dyskinesia
Hiroko Hori University of Occupational and Environmental
Health, 1-1 Iseigaoka, Yahatanishi-ku, Kitakyushu, Japan,
Takahiro Shinkai, Chima Matsumoto, Osamu Ohmori, Jun
Nakamura

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate clinical implications.

Summary:

Several lines of evidence have indicated that free radicals may
play a role in the pathophysiology of tardive dyskinesia (TD) (re-
viewed in Lohr et al, 2003). NAD(P)H: quinone oxidoreductase
(NQO1) is an important enzyme in the human body that counter-
acts the oxidative stress-induced neuronal injury caused by the
toxic free radicals such as dopamine-semiquinones. Taking the
possible genetic predisposition to TD into account (Yassa and
Ananth, 1981), the NQO1 gene is a good candidate gene that
may confer increased susceptibility to TD. Based on this hypothe-
sis, Pae et al. (2004) reported a significant association between
the Pro187Ser polymorphism in the NQO1 gene and TD. In the
present study, we attempted to replicate the findings of Pae et al.
(2004) with the same polymorphism in 222 Japanese patients with
schizophrenia. No significant difference was detected between
patients with and without TD in the allelic distribution (x2 = 0.070,
d.f. = 1, p = 0.795) and in the genotypic distribution (x2 = 0.910,
d.f. = 2, p = 0.657). In addition, there was no significant difference
in terms of total AIMS scores among the three genotype groups
(p = 0.49). Our results suggest that the NQO1 gene polymorphism
does not confer an increased risk of TD.
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NR367 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Choosing a Form of Antipsychotic Medication
Johannes E. Hovens, Ph.D. Delta Psychiatric Center, Taeching
Department, Vondellaan 19, Leiden, 2332 AA, The
Netherlands, Beatriz Roman, M.Psy., Renier van Dinter, Dr.
Med. Sc.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
know the the attitudes of psychiatrists and patients to antipsychotic
medication.

Summary:

Objective: Long-acting antipsychotic medication has a number
of advantages, such as treatment adherence, lower peak plasma
levels, and a reduction in relapse rates (Davis et al., 1995). How-
ever, less than 20% of the patients on maintenance antipsychotics
receive a long-acting injection. The objective of this study is to
gain insight into the choice process for an administration form.

Method: Interviews were conducted with 92 outpatient patients
with a chronic psychotic disorder and with 14 psychiatrists, in-
volved in evaluating antipsychotic medication treatments.

Results: Psychiatrists (100%) and patients (91 %) stated that the
choice for a form of administration should be made in consultation
between patient and physician. In practice the psychiatrist makes
the choice. The psychiatrists unanimously stated a preference for
the 'regular' daily tablets, based on the expectation that patients
would prefer this. Yet they mentioned significantly more advan-
tages of long-acting injections. In all patient groups, the trade-off
between arguments in favour and against depot medication was
resolved favourably for depot-medication.

Conclusion: psychiatrists hold a biased view regarding patients'
opinions of depot antipsychotics. As they expect patients to have
a negative attitude towards injections, they often make it a 'last
resort' option.
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NR368 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Patients with Schizophrenia Favour Long-Acting
Antipsychotic Medication
Johannes Hovens, Ph.D. Delta Psychiatric Center, Teaching
Department, Vondellaan 19, Leiden, 2332 AA, The
Netherlands, Renier van Dinter, Dr. Med. Sc, Beatriz Roman,
M.Psy.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
know that patients with schizophrenia prefer long-acting antipsy-
chotic medication.

Summary:

Objective: Patients' lack of adherence to their maintenance
treatment with antipsychotic medication represents a major set-
back for the optimal treatment of psychotic disorders (Gilbert et
al, 2004). By administering antipsychotic medication through a
long-acting injection instead of using daily oral forms, non-compli-
ance rates can be reduced. In practice, however, only a small
minority of patients receive antipsychotics in this way. Recent
research has shown that psychiatrists have a negative attitude
towards the use of long-acting injections, which are often consid-
ered 'stigmatising' and 'old-fashioned' (Patel et al., 2003). They
also expect their patients to have similar negative attitudes. To
date, 'patients' views on this subject have not been studied. This
study's purpose is thus to gain insight into patients' opinion regard-
ing the different administration forms for maintenance treatment
with antipsychotic medication. Method: Individual semi-structured
in-depth interviews were conducted with 92 patients, selected from
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a non-proportional convenience sample to contain patients from
the different medication categories: conventional oral (n=13), atyp-
ical oral (n=40), conventional injected (n=20) and atypical injected
(n=19) antipsychotics as current medication. All patients were 18
or older and participated voluntarily. The following selection criteria
were used: - Diagnosis of a chronic psychotic disorder, preferably
schizophrenia; - Ambulant maintenance treatment with antipsy-
chotics; - Symptoms that allow participation in the interview. Re-
sults: When asked for their preferences, an equal number of pa-
tients chose long-acting injections as first choice treatment (n=
27) in comparison with the 'regular' daily tablets (n=28) and oro-
dispersible tablets (n=28). 20% of the people who stated a prefer-
ence for the injection were receiving an oral antipsychotic. Be-
sides, the patients spontaneously stated significantly more
advantages of long-acting injections (148 positive statements),
than of tablets (104 positive statements), while at the same time
mentioning slightly more disadvantages of tablets (117 negative
statements) than of long-acting injections (103 negative state-
ments). Positive statements regarding tablets included arguments
that would be considered negative from a strictly clinical viewpoint,
e.g. being able to experiment with the dose. Negative statements
regarding injections in the oral-groups were besides based on
incorrect information, e.g. injections cause more side-effects. Fre-
quent arguments against the use of long-acting injections were
refuted by the surveyed users: 79.5% did not find it a burden
having to attend the health clinic to have the injection, 84.6% had
no problems with another person administering their medications
and 94.6% stated they had never skipped an injection because
of fear. In general, the patients' choices were guided by the degree
to which they believed the administration form would facilitate a
correct medication intake: this entails choosing the administration
form believed to bring the greatest ease of use and autonomy
(defined by the patients as not having to think about medication).
Conclusion: The large majority of patients did not have a negative
attitude towards the administration of antipsychotics through a
long-acting injection. The psychiatrists' expectations were thus
not met. The analysis of the patients' decisional trade-off allows
a more widespread use of long-acting injections for maintenance
antipsychotic treatment.
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NR369 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comparative Role of Religion on Suicide Among
Schizophrenic and Non-Psychotic Patients.
Philippe Huguelet, M.D. HUG, Psychiatry, Consultation des
Eaux-Vives, 36 rue du 31-Decembre, Geneva, 1207,
Switzerland, Laurence Borras, M.D., Silvia Mohr, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

In this presentation, we describe the role of religion and spiritual-
ity (both in a quantitative and a qualitative perspective) on suicidal
attempts among a sample of patients, both schizophrenic and non
psychotic. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants
should get some indications as to how to intervene with patients
suffering from schizophrenia and at risk to commit suicide.

Summary:

Objective:
A growing amount of literature suggests that religion and spiritu-

ality may provide some help to patients with schizophrenia. How-
ever, little is known about the relation between psychosis, religion
and suicide.

In the present study, we investigate the role of religion and
spirituality on suicidal attempts among a sample of patients, both
schizophrenic and non psychotic.

Method:
One hundred and fifteen patients with psychotic disorder and

30 patients without psychotic features were interviewed. A semi-
structured questionnaire assessing religiousness and spirituality
was used. Past history of suicidal attempts was recorded. Possible
relationship between suicidal attempts and religiousness were
investigated

Results:
Religion was important in patient's lives and for coping with

their disease in both samples. Forty-three percent of the psychotic
patients had committed at least one suicidal attempt and there was
no relationship with religious involvement. Twenty-five percent of
subjects acknowledged a protective role of religion (condemnation
of suicide, religious coping). Ten percent of patients reported a
facilitating role of religion regarding suicidal behaviours (instillation
of hope of a better outcome after death). There were no differences
between groups for these results.

Conclusions:
Religion can play a significant role on suicidal behaviours, both

in psychotic and non psychotic patients. Interventions aiming at
lowering suicidal risks among psychiatric patients should take this
dimension into account.
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NR370 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Memantine in the Treatment of Schizophrenic Cognitive
Impairment
M.Z. Hussain, M.D. Prince Albert Mental Health Center,
Psychiatry, 2727 2nd Avenue West, Prince Albert, SK, S6V
5E5, Canada, Seema Hussain, M.D., Waqar Waheed, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to gain an understanding of the role of NMDA receptor
antagonism in the treatment of cognitive impairment associated
with schizophrenia

Summary:

Background
Cognitive dysfunction is a core feature of schizophrenia. Animal

data, in vitro and indirect in vivo imaging support glutamatergic
NMDA receptor hypofunction in the disorder. Memantine blocks
pathological activation of the NMDA receptors and in this way is
protective of the NMDA-producing neuron. Memantine has been
demonstrated to result in cognitive improvement in moderate Alz-
heimer's dementia.

Objective
To assess the effects of memantine on neurocognitive deficits

in schizophrenia
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Method
The study was a three-month open label trial of memantine at

a dose of 20 mg per day. Inclusion criteria included a diagnosis
of schizophrenia according to DSM-IV TR with cognitive deficits.

Total number of patients was 18 (male= 11, female= 7). Mean
age was 36.8 years (range= 27-54 years). Average duration of
illness was 16.7 years. The patients were receiving maintenance
treatment which included clozapine, risperidone, olanzapine and
quetiapine. Patients were evaluated with the PANSS, Trail Making
A & B and WAIS-III at baseline, 2 weeks, 6 weeks and 12 weeks.

Results
Three patients showed significant improvement on the cognitive

measures, four patients showed moderate improvement and four
patients discontinued memantine due to adverse effects.

Conclusions
Results are of modest clinical significance and indicate that

NMDA antagonism may be beneficial in improving cognitive func-
tioning in patients with schizophrenia.
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NR371 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prevalence and Related Factors of Major Depressive
and Posttraumatic Stress Disorders Among Health
Workers in Golcuk County After the Marmara
Earthquake
Sibel Isik Kocaeli University Medical Faculty, Psychiatry,
Kocaeli Universitesi Hastanesi, Psikiyatri AD Umuttepe, Izmit,
41900, Turkey, Tamer Aker, Ekrem Aktug, Irem Yalug, Ozlem
Almak, Ozge Cakmak, Ali Evren Tufan

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize signs that may predict PTSD in health workers.

Summary:

Objective: The prevalences of PTSD and MDD were found to
vary between 23-43 % and 16-31 %, respectively in various studies
done on the Marmara earthquake victims. Health workers have
an increased risk for PTSD and MDD after disasters. The aim of
this study was to evaluate the prevalence and predictors of PTSD
and MDD among health workers in Golcuk county located in the
center of the Marmara Earthquake.

Methods: 98 health workers working in the county enrolled in
the study. The participants filled a form which included sociodemo-
graphic variables and PTSD-MDD scale. This is a likert type scale
which included 23 criteria for PTSD and MDD as well as a subjec-
tive assessment of functioning and need for treatment. The an-
swers were coded between 0 and 3 according to distress. SPSS
13.0 program was used in statistical analyses. The results were
analysed with descriptive statistics, Mann-Whitney U and chi
square tests. P was set at 0.05.

Results: 87.8 % of health workers were females and 92.9 %
were married. The prevalances of PTSD and MDD were found to
be 9.2 % and 2 % respectively. MDD was seen only in health
workers who experienced the earthquake. 88.8 % of those with
PTSD experienced the earthquake. The most common PTSD
criteria were those of hypervigilance ( 6.1 % ) and lack of future
planning (4.1 %). The prevalence of substance abuse was higher

in health workers who suffered the earthquake ( 37.1 %) but this
did not reach significance (p=0.064).

Discussion: The prevalences of PTSD and MDD in our sample
were found to be similar to previous studies. We could not assess
the effect of sex and marital status due to sampling biases. Hyper-
vigilance, lack of planning and substance abuse may predict PTSD
and should be recognised in health workers.
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NR372 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pilot Study to Investigate the Effects of a Weight
Management Program in Conjunction With Food
Provision on Cardiovascular and Endocrine Risk
Factors in Patients With Schizophrenia or
Schizoaffective Disorder Who Are Treated With
Antipsychotic Medications.

Michel Jean-Baptiste, M.D. Yale school of medicine, psychiatry,
34 park street, New Haven, CT, 06519, Ellen Liskov, B.S.,
Umesh Rao Chakunta, M.S., Akm Q. Hassan, M.S., Kelly
Brownell, Ph.D., Bruce E. Wexler, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to demonstrate a clear understanding of the beneficial effects
of the LEARN Program for weight management in conjunction with
a food provision strategy for obese patients with schizophrenia
or schizoaffective disorder, who are treated with antipsychotic
medications. Specifically, the participant should be able to recog-
nize that the intervention will help reduce body weight and improve
metabolic parameters and as such reduce cardiovascular and
endocrine risk factors.

Summary:

Objective:
We hypothesize that obese patients with schizophrenia or

schizoaffective disorder taking antipsychotic medications will
show significant and durable weight reduction and improved meta-
bolic profile by participating in the LEARN Program for weight
management in conjunction with a food provision strategy.

Method:
Randomised, controlled, prospective study of 18 obese (Body

Mass Index > 30 kg/m2) outpatients at the Connecticut Mental
Health Center, with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder tak-
ing typical or atypical antipsychotic medications, comparing body
weight, blood pressure, fasting glucose, triglycerides and choles-
terol at the begining and end of a 16 week behavioral intervention
(LEARN Program plus food provision) or treatment as usual, and
then crossed over to the other condition for an additional 16 weeks.
All measurements repeated 6 months after completion of inter-
vention.

Results:
For all subjects who completed 6 months (n=12) a significant

main effect due to time was observed. There was a decline in the
mean weight across time with Mean = 224.0 at week 1, Mean =
217.4 at week 16, and Mean = 213.0 at 6 months, with F (2,20) =
4.78, p<0.02, and a significant linear trend (p < 0.02) indicating
that change happened steadily over time. Pairwise comparisons
showed significant weight loss (p<0.05) between week 1 and week
16 (Mean = 6.60 lbs) and between week 1 and 6 months (Mean =
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10.99 lbs). Paired T tests between week 1 and week 16 for those
participants who lost weight showed a significant decline in fasting
blood glucose: t(6) = 5.27, p<0.002, two-tailed.

Conclusions:
Health risks of antipsychotic medications can be reduced by a

behavioral weight program in conjunction with food provision.
These results need to be confirmed in a larger study.

This pilot study was supported by funding from Eli Lilly and Co.
and from the Weltner foundation.
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NR373 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Lipid and Glucose Monitoring During Atypical
Antipsychotic Treatment: Effects of the 2004 ADA/
APA Consensus Statement
Brian Cuffel, Ph.D. New York, NY, John Martin, M.P.H., Amie
T. Joyce, M.P.H., Stephen J. Boccuzzi, Ph.D., Antony D.
Loebel, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will gain
awareness that lipid and glucose monitoring rates in patients re-
ceiving atypical antipsychotics is low, despite the publication of
consensus recommendations.

Summary:

Objective: In February 2004, the ADA/APA Consensus Devel-
opment Conference on Antipsychotic Drugs and Obesity and Dia-
betes here recommended that atypical antipsychotic-treated pa-
tients receive routine lipid and glucose monitoring. To assess
monitoring rates and the impact of these guidelines, an evaluation
of laboratory testing rates before and following guideline publica-
tion was performed.

Methods: Patients initiating an atypical antipsychotic before
(n=21,848) and after guideline publication (n=8,166) were identi-
fied from Pharmetrics' claims database. Lipid and glucose testing
was assessed at treatment initiation and 3 months later (as per
guidelines).

Results: Lipid and glucose testing rates (6-8% and 16-23%,
respectively) were low before and after consensus statement pub-
lication. Monitoring rates tended to decline after antipsychotic
treatment initiation, before and after guideline publication. Stratifi-
cation by age did not change the pattern of results.

Conclusions: Based on ADA/APA guideline recommenda-
tions, patients undergoing atypical antipsychotic therapy did not
receive adequate lipid and glucose monitoring in this large phar-
macy claims database analysis. Effective efforts to promote
awareness and adherence with monitoring recommendations are
needed.
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NR374 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Long-Term Symptomatic Remission in Schizophrenia
Patients Treated With Aripiprazole or Haloperidol

John M. Kane, M.D. Zucker Hillside Hospital, Psychiatry, 75-59
263 Street, Glen Oaks, NY, 11004, Wim Swyzen, M.D.,
Xiaoling Wu, Ph.D., Robert McQuade, Ph.D., Rolando
Gutierrez-Esteinou, M.D., Quynh Van Tran, Pharm.D., Ronald
Marcus, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to discuss the concept and assessment of symptomatic
remission in schizophrenia. They will learn the similarities and
differences between aripiprazole and haloperidol in long-term
maintenance treatment following acute relapse of schizophrenia.
They should be aware that although both medications are safe
and effective for prevention of relapse in schizophrenia, subjects
treated with aripiprazole had greater remission rates, fewer ad-
verse events, and less use of concomitant medication for extrapy-
ramidal symptoms, as demonstrated by an analysis of efficacy
data from a placebo-controlled trial.

Summary:

Objective: Assess symptomatic remission rates in patients with
schizophrenia receiving aripiprazole or haloperidol in a 52-week,
randomized, double-blind, multicenter trial.

Methods: Patients (18-65 years) with acute schizophrenia were
randomized to aripiprazole (n = 851) or haloperidol (n = 430)
and were treated for 52 weeks. Remission status of randomized
patients was evaluated based upon recently developed remission
criteria (scores <3 on 8 specific PANSS items for >6 months).
Clinical Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) scores, AE-re-
lated discontinuation rates, and EPS medication use were also
measured.

Results: Significantly more aripiprazole-treated patients satis-
fied the criteria for symptomatic remission during the trial than
those on haloperidol (32% versus 22%; P< 0.001). Mean time to
achieve PANSS item threshold (-2.9 months) and mean time
spent in remission (-9.5 months) were similar for both groups.
Those patients achieving remission showed significant improve-
ment on the CGI-I at endpoint compared with non-remitters (P<
0.0001 in both groups). Significantly fewer aripiprazole-treated
patients discontinued the study due to AEs compared with haloper-
idol-treated patients (8% versus 18%, respectively, P< 0.001).
Significantly fewer aripiprazole-treated patients received concomi-
tant EPS medication compared with haloperidol-treated patients
(23% versus 57%, respectively; P< 0.001).

Conclusions: Over the course of 1 year, significantly more
aripiprazole-treated patients with schizophrenia achieved and
maintained symptomatic remission as compared with haloperidol-
treated patients. Aripiprazole treatment was also associated with
significantly fewer discontinuations due to AE-related events and
lower concomitant EPS medication use, suggesting that tolerabil-
ity contributed to the increased remission rate among aripiprazole-
treated patients.
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NR375 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Patients with Acute Schizophrenia: Treatment With
Three Fixed Dosages of Oral Paliperidone Extended-
Release Tablets in an International 6-Week Placebo-
Controlled Study

John M. Kane, M.D. The Zucker Hillside Hospital, Deptartment
of Psychiatry, 75-59 263rd Street, Kaufmann Building,
Suite103, Glen Oaks, NY, 11004, Michelle Kramer, M.D., Lisa
Ford, M.D., Christiana Gassmann-Mayer, Ph.D., Pilar Lim,
Ph.D., Marielle Eerdekens, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should have an
understanding of the efficacy, safety and tolerability of the investi-
gational drug paliperidone extended-release, and the effects on
functioning in patients with schizophrenia as assessed using the
Personal and Social Performance scale.

Summary:

Objective: This study evaluated the efficacy and tolerability of
investigational paliperidone extended-release (paliperidone Ex-
tended Release ) tablets in patients with acute schizophrenia.

Method: This double-blind, parallel-group, placebo- and active-
controlled, dose-response study randomized patients (n=630; age
>18 years) to receive paliperidone Extended Release 6mg, 9mg,
or 12mg, placebo or olanzapine 10mg daily. Olanzapine was in-
cluded for assay sensitivity only and the study powered to assess
the efficacy of paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo.

Results: Mean age=37.1y±10.9. Mean PANSS total score
(93.9+11.0 in the intention-to-treat population [n=628] at baseline)
improved at endpoint for paliperidone Extended Release versus
placebo (6mg=-17.9±22.2, 9mg=-17.2±20.2,12mg=-23.3±20.1,
placebo=-4.1±23.2; p<0.001; [olanzapine change=-19.9+19.0]).
Patient functioning was assessed using the Personal and Social
Performance Scale: scores improved at endpoint for paliperidone
Extended Release versus placebo (6mg=9.1±15.5, 9mg=
8.1 ± 14.5,12mg=11.5± 16.0, placebo=0.5± 15.5; p<0.001). Treat-
ment-emergent adverse avents (TEAEs) occurring >3% more than
with placebo were tachycardia, extrapyramidal disorder and hyp-
erkinesia (paliperidone Extended Release ) and somnolence,
tachycardia and postural hypotension (olanzapine). TEAE-EPS
were comparable for paliperidone Extended Release 6mg, olan-
zapine and placebo, but increased with paliperidone Extended
Release 9mg and 12mg. Serious AE frequency was similar among
paliperidone Extended Release (3%), olanzapine (2%) and pla-
cebo (2%).

Conclusions: In this study, paliperidone Extended Release
6mg, 9mg and 12mg was effective, well tolerated and associated
with functional improvements in the treatment of schizophrenia.
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NR376 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Suicidality in Schizophrenia as a Separate Symptom
Domain That may be Independent of Depression or
Psychosis
Yasuhiro Kaneda, M.D. Tokushima Univ Hospital, Psychiatry,
3-18-15 Kuramoto-Cho, Tokushima, 770-8503, Japan

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that suicidality in chronic schizophrenia was
associated with hopelessness, and it might also be independent
from other symptom dimensions of schizophrenia.

Summary:

Background: Suicide is the leading cause of premature death
among patients with schizophrenia. Among risk factors, previous
suicide attempts and hopelessness appear to be the most impor-
tant risk factors. Meanwhile, suicidality is suggested to represent
a separate symptom domain that is related to, but independent
of, depression or psychosis. The author explored the relationship
between suicidality and depressive and psychotic symptoms in
schizophrenia. Methods: Data from a previous study were utilized,
and the subjects consisted of 59 inpatients with a DSM-IV diagno-
sis of chronic schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder. Among
the patients, 27 (46%) were women; the patients had a mean age
of 47.1 (SD=11.5), and a mean age at onset of 28.7 years (9.1).
Assessments were performed using the Calgary Depression Scale
for Schizophrenia (CDSS) for suicidality and hopelessness and
the 18-item Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS, 0-3 score: 0=
none, 1=mild, 2=moderate, 3=severe) for psychotic symptoms.
Results: First, a principal component factor analysis with varimax-
rotation was applied to the complete items set of the BPRS with
two items (hopelessness and suicide) of the CDSS. The factor
analysis revealed seven symptom dimensions (factors) with Ei-
genvalues over 1.0: Positive, Hostile, Negative, Anxious/De-
pressive (AD), Suicidal, Cognitive, and Stereo-typed factors (data
available upon request). Hopelessness and suicide items loaded
on the same factor, but failed to load on any one of the other six
obtained factors. Second, hopelessness, but not positive, nega-
tive, or even the AD psychopathology factor scores was associ-
ated with suicidality. Third, a multiple regression analysis with
step-wise forward selection was used to predict suicidality from
hopelessness, positive, negative, and AD psychopathology factor
scores. The regression models predicting suicidality indicated only
hopelessness to be a significant predictor. Conclusions: These
findings suggested suicidality to be associated with hopelessness
in chronic schizophrenia, and it might also be independent from
other symptom dimensions of schizophrenia.
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1. Lindenmayer JP, Czobor P, Alphs L, Nathan AM, Anand R,
Islam Z, Chou JC: The InterSePT scale for suicidal thinking
reliability and validity. Schizophr Res 2003; 63:161-170.
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NR377 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Effects of Olanzapine, Quetiapine, and
Risperidone on Neurocognitive Function in First-
Episode Psychosis: A Double-Blind, 52-Week
Comparison
Richard S. E. Keefe, Ph.D. Duke University Medical Center,
Box 3270, Durham, NC, 27710, Hongbin Gu, Ph.D., John A.
Sweeney, Ph.D., Diana O. Perkins, M.D., Joseph P. McEvoy,
M.D., Robert M. Hamer, Ph.D., Jeffrey A. Lieberman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
have gained knowledge of: 1) the neurocognitive measures used
in the study; and 2) the similarities and differences between olan-
zapine, quetiapine, and risperidone in their effects on neurocogni-
tive function in first-episode patients with psychosis.
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Summary:

Objective: To compare the effects of olanzapine, quetiapine,
and risperidone on neurocognitive function in patients experienc-
ing a first psychotic episode.

Methods: A 52-week, randomized, double-blind, multicenter
study of first-episode patients randomized to olanzapine (2.5 to
20 mg/day), quetiapine (100 to 800 mg/day), or risperidone (0.5
to 4 mg/day). Patients completed neurocognitive assessments at
baseline, 12, and 52 weeks. Neurocognitive composite scores
were calculated from a battery of tests developed for the Clinical
Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) schizo-
phrenia clinical trial and the Brief Assessment of Cognition in
Schizophrenia (BACS).

Results: The mean (SD) modal prescribed daily dose (mg) of
olanzapine, quetiapine, and risperidone in the 400 randomized
patients was 11.7 (5.3), 506 (215), and 2.4 (1.0), respectively. At
Week 12, there was significant improvement in cognition for each
treatment (p<0.01), with mean composite Z-score improvements
of 0.18 for olanzapine, 0.34 for quetiapine, and 0.27 for risperi-
done. There was no significant overall difference between treat-
ments. Quetiapine improved cognition more than olanzapine and
risperidone on five and four of the 15 individual measures at
12 weeks (p<0.05), respectively. Risperidone improved cognition
more than olanzapine at 12 weeks on one measure (p<0.05). At
Week 52, statistically significant relationships emerged between
neurocognitive composite scores and functional outcome for olan-
zapine and quetiapine.

Conclusions: Olanzapine, quetiapine, and risperidone signifi-
cantly improved neurocognitive function in patients with first-epi-
sode psychosis, and these improvements were related to changes
in functional outcome. While overall composite scores did not
differentiate treatments, quetiapine was associated with greater
improvement on several individual measures.

The CAFE research program was coordinated by the University
of North Carolina. Funding for this academic center was provided
by AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR378 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Utilization Patterns of Olanzapine and Risperidone at
a VA Medical Center
Nael Kilzieh, M.D. VAPSHCS, Mental Health Service, American
Lake Division 116-M, Tacoma, WA, 98493, Jeffrey Todd-
Stenberg, B.A., Annette Kennedy, Psy.D., Amanda Wood,
Ph.D., Andre Tapp, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, participants will demon-
strate knowledge of the elements required in conducting medica-
tion utilization studies. They will also recognize the impact of
different factors on utilization patterns of the two most commonly
prescribed antipsychotic medications in a large system of care.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the utilization of the two most commonly
prescribed antipsychotic medications, olanzapine (Olanzapine®)
and risperidone (Risperidone®), at our Veterans Administration
(VA) medical center. We also aimed to assess the impact of a

concurrent VA system recommendation to use risperidone
(Risperidone®) as first line agent on utilization.

Method: Using electronic database, we extracted all olanzapine
(Olanzapine®) and risperidone (Risperidone®) outpatient pre-
scriptions January 1999-December 2000 and calculated the sup-
ply in days for each prescription. We compared discontinuation
rates due to a switch between the two medications or a gap of >
30 days in medication supply. The first medication trial in the study
period was designated as the "index" trial. We also obtained
diagnostic and demographic information.

Results: Sample included 2160 patients. Only 51% were diag-
nosed with schizophrenia. For index trials, schizophrenia patients
were more likely to switch (OR= 1.9, 95% Cl: 1.4-2.5, p< 0.001)
and to have a gap (OR= 1.7, 95% Cl: 1.4-2.1, p< 0.001), but
maintained a longer trial duration (B= 62,95% Cl: 47-76, p<0.001).
Schizophrenia patients on olanzapine (Olanzapine®) were less
likely to switch, but more likely to have a gap. Guidelines recom-
mending risperidone (Risperidone®) as first line agent increased
its initiation rate (60%), less so in schizophrenia (55%), where the
difference dissipated (49%) upon the first medication switch in
new adequate trials.

Conclusion: Olanzapine (Olanzapine®) and risperidone
(Risperidone®) are commonly prescribed for non-schizophrenia
patients. Schizophrenia diagnosis best predicted utilization. Sys-
tem guidelines favoring a first line agent are unlikely to have
a significant impact on utilization in complex diseases such as
schizophrenia necessitating alternative approaches.
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NR379 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prognostic Factors in Postpsychotic Depression of
Schizophrenia
Jinsung Kim, M.D. Yeunam University Hospital, Daemyung
Dong Namgu, Daegu, 705-717, Republic of Korea, Jongbum
Lee, M.D., Wanseok Seo, M.D., Bonhoon Koo, M.D., Daiseg
Bai, Ph.D., Junyeob Lee, M.D., Hyelin Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Undertanding of the postpsychotic depression of schizophrenia

Summary:

This study was conducted to investigate the prognostic factor
in postpsychotic depression of schizophrenia. The 80 patient se-
lected using the diagnosis based DSM-IV, PANSS and ESRS.
Each patents was surveyed about demographic and clinical char-
acteristics, and then the subjective depressive symptom and ob-
jective depressive symptoms, and insight of psychosis were evalu-
ated. The subjective depressive symptoms were evaluated by
BDI and ZDS, objective depressive symptoms were evaluated by
HDRS and CDSS, and insight of psychosis was evaluated by
KISP. The comparisons using demographic and clinical character-
istics were reveal that HDRS and CDSS had significant difference
at sex and suicide attempts, BDI at education level and onset
age. The patients having above cuff-off score at each scale were
20(25.0%) in BDI, 16(20.0%) in ZDS, 18(22.5%) in CDSS and
6(7.5%) in HDRS. The result of stepwise multiple regression analy-
sis revealed that the score of KISP, education level, sex and
suicide attempts were main prognostic factor in psychotic de-
pressive disorder of schizophrenia. The main prognostic factor in
psychotic depressive disorder of schizophrenia was the insight of
psychosis, suicidal attempts, etc. Especially the insight of psycho-
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sis was most liable prognostic factors but negativistic relationship
with depressive symptoms.
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NR380 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Association of Attitude Towards Medication With
Neurocognitive Function in Schizophrenia
Sung-Wan Kim, M.D. Chonnam National University Hospital,
Psychiatry, 8 Hack-Dong, Dong-Ku, Kwang-Ju, 501-757,
Republic of Korea, Il-Seon Shin, M.D., Seung-Hyun Lee, M.D.,
Yo-Han Lee, M.D., Kyung-Hwan Kim, M.D., Jin-Sang Yoon,
M.D., Moo-Suk Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants will acknowledge that maintaining the positive atti-
tude toward medication is associated with neurocognitive function
in patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Introduction: Attitude toward medication is important for medi-
cation adherence which is a key determinant of outcome in schizo-
phrenia. This study aimed to establish the relationship between
attitudes towards medication and neurocognitive function in
schizophrenia patients.

Method: Sixty-two patients meeting the DSM-IV criteria for
schizophrenia participated in this study. The attitude of the sub-
jects towards medication were evaluated by Drug Attitude Inven-
tory (DAI) and followed up at 12-weeks. Neurocognitive function
was evaluated using the following computerized battery: Digit
Span, Verbal Learning Test (VLT), CPT, Wisconsin Card Sorting
Test (WCST), Finger Tapping Test, Trail Making Test A and B,
and Mini-mental Status Examination (MMSE). Follow-up ratings
on the same clinical ratings including attitude toward medication
and neurocogntive function were subsequently obtained after 12
weeks of the baseline assessment. The association of attitude
toward medication with neurocognitive function and clinical char-
acteristics was analyzed in a cross-sectional, prospective manner.

Results: The scores on DAI were significantly correlated with
measures on the VLT, WCST, and CPT. Subjects with positive
attitudes towards medication performed significantly better than
those with negative attitudes on the WCST. The performances
on the WCST, VLT, and MMSE were significantly better in the
subjects who had positive attitudes towards medication at the
index evaluation and maintained them until the follow-up evalua-
tion than in those who had negative attitudes or failed to maintain
positive attitudes toward medication.

Conclusion: Our findings support an association between posi-
tive attitudes towards medication and neurocognitive function. In
particular, maintaining a positive attitude toward treatment for a
long period was associated with better executive function and
verbal learning memory.
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NR381 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Symptom Worsening Associated With Treatment
Discontinuation in Schizophrenia Trials
Bruce J. Kinon, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, DC4133, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Haya Ascher-
Svanum, Ph.D., Lei Chen, M.S., Hassan Jamal, M.S.C., Glenn
A. Phillips, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To get a better understanding of the relationship between
schizophrenia treatment discontinuation and symptom improve-
ment as measured by PANSS.

Summary:

Introduction: Treatment discontinuation, common in antipsy-
chotic trials for the treatment of schizophrenia, may be associated
with symptom worsening

Methods: Data from 4 randomized, double-blind studies (n=
1627; 24-28 weeks duration) were used in this pooled post-hoc
analysis. Patients with schizophrenia or a related disorder were
treated with olanzapine (n=822), risperidone (n=167), quetiapine
(n=175), or ziprasidone (n=463). Changes in PANSS total scores
(PTS) were analyzed by ANOVA, while generalized estimating
equations (GEE) were used to model discontinuation status versus
concurrent PTS changes.

Results: A total of 865 (53%) patients discontinued treatment
over the entire study. Mean PTS decreased from 91 to 71 during
the study (LOCF; completers from 91 to 59; discontinuers from
91 to 85). Early in treatment (Weeks 0-4), discontinuers had no
significant change in mean PTS from their previous visit, and
21 % of discontinuers (versus 61 % of completers) achieved clinical
response, defined as 20% or more PTS reduction from baseline.
Overall, discontinuers had symptom worsening or less improve-
ment on PTS in a given interval. Similarly, individuals who discon-
tinued due to adverse events experienced symptom worsening,
or insignificant decreases in PTS compared to their previous visit.
Overall, there was a 70% estimated increase in odds for discontin-
uation for every 10-point PTS increase, within any given visit
interval.

Conclusions: Findings from post-hoc analyses of a large
pooled sample of patients suggest that failure to establish early
treatment response, as well as recent loss of previous symptom
improvement, may lead to treatment interruption and discontinu-
ation.
References:
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NR382 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Characteristics of Involuntarily Admitted Psychiatric
Patients. A Case-Control Study of 30 Inpatients With
Psychotic Symptoms.
Remy Klein CHU Casselardit, kleinremy@free.fr, Toulouse,
31300, France, Lionel Cailhol, Eric Bui, Laurent J. Schmitt,
Philippe J.R. Birmes
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize caracteristics of committed inpatients

Summary:

Background and Objective: Involuntary psychiatric admis-
sions have been increasing in France for fifteen years. However,
effects of coercion on clinical evolution is not fully understood.
This study aims at exploring socio-demographic and clinical char-
acteristics of involuntarily committed patients with psychotic
symptoms.

Methods: During 2 months, we enrolled 30 continuous subjects
aged under 65 and admitted for psychotic symptoms to a psychiat-
ric ward of an University Hospital. Ten days after admission, we
assessed each participant with the Mini International Neuropsychi-
atric Interview, the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale, the 30-item
Nurses Observation Scale for Inpatient Evaluation for symptoms
intensity, the Scale to assess Unawareness of Mental Disorder,
and the Barrier Treatment Inventory, an experimental question-
naire assessing cognitive representations of disease and care.
Using different correlation tests, we analysed the associations
between coercion and each socio-demographic and clinical char-
acteristic.

Results: 17 inpatients were involuntarily committed (56%).
Mean age was 35.4 (SD=10.5), and 17 participants (56%) were
female. Involuntary admission was significantly associated with
history of major depressive episode and poorer insight of awar-
ness of treatment effectiveness and delusional symptoms. The
analysis failed to show any significant differences between the
two groups in terms of socio-demographic characteristics and
symptoms severity.

Conclusion: This study underlines the high prevalence of nega-
tive representations of care in involuntary commitment.
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NR383 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Anticipatory Stress in the Population Facing
Removal From the Gaza Strip
Robert Kohn, M.D. Brown University, Psychiatry and Human
Behavior, 345 Blackstone Boulevard, Providence, Rl, 02906,
Miriam Billig, Ph.D., Itzhak Levav, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to understand the role of population removal on psychological
distress and understand the impact of prior life events, such as
terrorism on a current life event.

Summary:

Background: The government of Israel decided in March 2005
to remove the Israeli population settled in the Gaza Strip, a process
known as "disengagement". The goal of this study is to assess
emotional distress, measured by the D-PERI, among adult settlers
residing in the Gaza Strip a few months before their scheduled
removal and during a period of resistance mobilization.

Methods: One person per household in 13 recognized settle-
ments (n = 267) were randomly selected for a telephone interview
that included the D-PERI. Regression analysis was used to deter-
mine the best predictive model for demoralization, as well as
current self-appraisal. Additionally, the D-PERI scores were com-
pared with other historical population controls in Israel.

Results: Being female, less years of education, higher anxiety
provocation, greater alienation, worse religious coping, poorer
perceived health, having no family outside the occupied territories,
and living in a secular settlement increased the risk of being
demoralized. Positive current self-appraisal was associated with
greater attachment, less anxiety provocation, more ideological
position, less feelings of alienation, a more positive view of the
future, and plans to return to Gaza.

Conclusions: Prior exposure to terrorism possibly has attenu-
ated the degree of distress in the population being displaced
from Gaza
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NR384 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Treatment Discontinuation in Antipsychotic Trials
and Change in Schizophrenia Symptoms
Sara Kollack-Walker, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly
Corporate Center, DC4133, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Adam
Meyers, M.S., David Adams, Ph.D., Haya Ascher-Svanum,
Ph.D., Bruce J. Kinon, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to discuss reasons for antipsychotic treatment discontinuation in
clinical trials and the association between improvement in specific
symptom domains and treatment discontinuation.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the association between treatment dis-
continuation in antipsychotic trials and change in schizophrenia
symptoms.

Methods: A post hoc, pooled analysis of 4 randomized, 24-28
week, double-blind, head-to-head trials of atypical antipsychotics
for treatment of schizophrenia spectrum disorders (N=1627) com-
pared trial completers with non-completers on improvements in
positive, negative, and depressive symptoms, measured by the
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale. Symptom severity and
change were used to predict trial discontinuation.

Results: Fifty-three percent (866/1627) of patients discontinued
early. Poor response or symptom worsening was the most fre-
quent reason for discontinuation (36%; 315/866). Non-completers
showed significantly less depressive, positive, and negative symp-
tom improvement compared with completers. Patients with less
severe baseline depressive symptoms (hazard ratio [HR]=0.95;
95% Confidence Interval [Cl] 0.93, 0.97; p<.001) and positive
symptoms (HR=0.97; 95% Cl 0.95,0.98; p<.001) were less likely to
discontinue. Patients with improvements in depressive symptoms
(HR= 0.94 for a unit-point change; 95% Cl 0.92, 0.96; p<.001)
and positive symptoms (HR=0.95; 95% Cl 0.93, 0.96; p<.001)
were less likely to discontinue at a subsequent visit independent of
baseline severity. A 20% improvement in depressive and positive
symptoms in the first 2 weeks was associated with a 50% (odds
ratio [OR]=1.52; 95% Cl 1.22, 1.90) and 70% (OR=1.71; 95% Cl
1.35,2.16) greater likelihood of completion, respectively. Baseline
or change in negative symptoms did not significantly predict dis-
continuation.

Conclusions: Poor response or symptom worsening was the
most frequent reason for treatment discontinuation. In particular,
poor improvement of depressive and positive symptoms predicted
treatment discontinuation.
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NR385 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Characterizing the Stages of Schizophrenia
Colette Kosik-Gonzalez, M.A. Janssen Pharmaceutica Inc.,
Medical Affairs, 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Rd., Titusville, NJ,
08560, Stephen Rodriguez, M.S., Cynthia Bossie, Ph.D., Mary
Kujawa, M.D., Georges Gharabawi, M.D., Lucy Mahalchick,
Pharm.D., John Docherty, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize the importance of staging in schizophrenia and be able
to identify distinctions in symptoms, function, and clinical status
among the stages of this illness.

Summary:

Background: Although diagnostic criteria exist for schizophre-
nia, the disease course is less well defined. A prior initial analysis
of the various stages of schizophrenia (acute, stable, and remitted)
suggested symptom profiles may be characteristic and definable
for each of the stages. We expand on those findings, examining
measures of insight, functioning, and overall status in stable and
remitted populations to guide further characterization of these
stages.

Methods: Data are from a post-hoc analysis of a 1 -year study
in stable patients with schizophrenia. Remitted patients were iden-
tified by recently defined criteria (Andreasen et al 2005). Measures
included the Strauss-Carpenter Levels of Functioning (LOF), the
Personal and Social Performance Scale (PSP), Positive and Neg-
ative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), and Clinical Global Impressions
(CGI) scale.

Results: Clinical observation of data from stable and remitted
patients showed differences in most LOF items, with overall higher
mean scores in the remitted group. Notable differences existed
in measures of social functioning, quality/quantity of work, and
overall level of functioning. The percentage of patients with good
functioning (PSP total = 71-100) was 27.6% in stable patients and
40.5% in remitters. Mean (±SD) insight scores (PANSS item G12)
were 2.5 ± 1.3 in stable patients and 2.1 ± 0.87 in remitted
patients . Mean CGI scores reflected mild-moderate illness in
stable patients and borderline-mild illness in remitted patients.

Conclusions: These data provide information to guide the char-
acterization of the stages of schizophrenia. In addition to distinct
symptom profiles, results show how measures of functioning, in-
sight, and clinical status may contribute to defining these stages.
Future efforts will consider measures of cognition, stress toler-
ance, and physical health. Crucial issues relevant to various stage
transitions will be explored.

Sponsored by Janssen, LP.
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NR386 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Healthcare Resource Utilization Pre/Post Risperidone
Long-Acting, Injectable Treatment Initiation in a
Managed Care Population
Chris Kozma, Ph.D. University of South Carolina, Independent
Consultant and Adjunct Professor, 112 Fox Hollow Circle, West
Columbia, SC, 29170, Sarah Poston, Pharm.D., Julie Locklear,
Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

To assess healthcare utilization and associated cost in schizo-
phrenia and schizoaffective patients pre/post risperidone long-
acting injectable (RLAI; Risperdal® CONSTA®) treatment initiation.

Summary:

Objective:
To assess healthcare utilization and associated cost in schizo-

phrenia and schizoaffective patients pre/post risperidone long-
acting injectable (RLAI; Risperidone® CONSTA®) treatment initi-
ation.

Methods:
A retrospective evaluation utilized pharmacy and medical claims

to assess healthcare resource utilization and costs of adult pa-
tients with schizophrenia using a mental-health subset of man-
aged-care data. Inclusion criteria required diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia or schizoaffective disorder, at least 1 claim for RLAI
between December 2003 and June 2004, and 6 months' continu-
ous eligibility criteria before and after the initial RLAI claim, which
served as the index date. The observation period was 12 months,
including 6 months pre- and 6 months post-RLAI treatment initia-
tion, where patients served as their own control. Healthcare utiliza-
tion outcome variables included hospitalizations, emergency-
room use, outpatient visits, and medications. Costs represent the
amount paid by the health plan for services.

Results:
Results are available for 26 patients meeting inclusion criteria.

Mean (±SD) patient age was 37 ± 13.4 years, and 53.8% were
male. The mean number of hospitalizations per patient decreased
from 0.77 in the pre-period to 0.35 in the post-period (P = 0.06).
Mean hospitalizations costs (±SD) decreased from $14,456 ±
$28,745 in the pre-period to $4,201 ± $13,876 (P<0.05). Outpa-
tient utilization remained statistically unchanged between the pre-
and post-period, while the costs for psychoactive medications
significantly increased in the post period. Total healthcare costs
(±SD) trended downward, from an average of $22,650 ± $30,856
in the pre-period to $15,182 ± $18,209 in the post-period (P =
0.09). Sensitivity analyses conducted around the index date re-
sulted in a statistically significant decrease in total healthcare costs
in the post period.

Conclusions:
In this US managed-care patient population, hospitalization

costs significantly decreased post (RLAI) treatment initiation. Fur-
ther studies with larger sample sizes are needed to confirm
findings.

Funding source: Ortho-McNeil Janssen Scientific Affairs, LLC
References:
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NR387 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study of
Olanzapine in Adolescents With Schizophrenia
Ludmila Kryzhanovskaya, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly
Corporate Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Charles Schulz,
M.D., Christopher J. McDougle, M.D., Jean A. Frazier, M.D.,
Ralf W. Dittmann, M.D., Mauricio F. Tohen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to decide upon the appropriateness of treating adolescent
patients with schizophrenia with olanzapine.

Summary:

Objective: Data from an olanzapine double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled trial are presented.

Methods: Adolescents (13-17 years) with schizophrenia re-
ceived flexible doses of olanzapine (2.5-20mg/day) or placebo for
six weeks. LOCF mean changes from baseline-to-endpoint were
assessed from the BPRS-C and CGI-S. Response was defined
as a >30% decrease in BPRS-C and a CGI Severity <3.

Results: One-hundred-seven adolescents with schizophrenia
(olanzapine n=72, age=16.1±1.3; placebo n=35, age=16.3±1.6)
were randomized (2:1). The mean dose of olanzapine was
11.1 ±4.0mg/day. Olanzapine-treated patients experienced signif-
icant improvements compared with placebo in BPRS-C (p=.003)
and CGI-S (p=.004). The treatment response rate was not signifi-
cantly different between olanzapine- (37.5%) and placebo-treated
patients (25.7%). Treatment-emergent adverse events occurring
significantly more often in olanzapine-treated patients included
increased weight and somnolence. Olanzapine-treated patients
gained significantly more weight (4.3±3.3kg versus 0.1 ±2.8kg,
/x.001). Significantly more olanzapine-treated patients experi-
enced treatment-emergent high AST/SGOT, ALT/SGPT, prolac-
tin; low bilirubin, hematocrit at any time during treatment. There
was a significant increase at endpoint in fasting triglycerides (p=
.029) in olanzapine-treated patients. Conclusions: In adoles-
cents, olanzapine compared with placebo treatment led to signifi-
cant improvements on several efficacy measures.

References:

1. Kumra S, Frazier JA, Jacobsen LK, McKenna K, Gordon CT,
Lenane MC, Hamburger SD, Smith AK, Albus KE, Alaghband-
Rad J, Rapoport JL: Childhood-onset schizophrenia. A double-
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NR388 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Atypical Antipsychotics and the Risk OF Developing
Diabetes
Jaime Cam Boston, MA, Alex Ward, Annette Lam,
Proskorovsky Irina, Khajak J. Ishak

Educational Objectives:

To evaluate the risk of developing diabetes among patients
treated with olanzapine, quetiapine or risperidone.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the risk of developing diabetes among
patients treated with olanzapine, quetiapine or risperidone. Meth-
ods: Using the Quebec Prescription Drug Insurance Plan data-
base, 110,243 patients with at least 1 prescription for olanzapine
(n=38,637), quetiapine (n=23,624), or risperidone (n=47,982) be-

tween July 1, 2000, and December 31, 2004, with no pre-existing
diabetes or clozapine use were studied. Hazards of new diabetes
(defined as ICD-9 250 diagnosis on admission to hospital or by
primary care physician, or prescription for insulin or oral hypogly-
cemic agent) were analyzed. Proportional hazard analyses were
used to control for age, gender and schizophrenia. Results: Unad-
justed hazard ratio versus risperidone were 1.09 (95% Cl=1.02-
1.17) for olanzapine and 1.07 (95% CI=0.99-1.17) for quetiapine.
Adjusting for age, gender, and schizophrenia diagnosis increased
the ratios to 1.11 (95% Cl=1.04-1.18, p=0.0027) and 1.16 (95%
CI=1.07-1.26, p= 0.0006). Conclusions: The continued finding
of elevated risks of diabetes with some atypicals is worrisome
given heightened awareness of this association.
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1. Caro JJ, Ward A, Levinton C, Robinson K. The risk of diabetes
during olanzapine use compared with risperidone use: a retro-
spective database analysis. J Clin Psychiatry 2002; 63:1135-9.
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NR389 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Identifying Predictors of Remission in Patients With
Schizophrenia
Robert Lasser, M.D. Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceutical
Services, LLC, 700 US Highway 202 South, Raritan, NJ,
08869, Georges Gharabawi, M.D., Cynthia Bossie, Ph.D.,
Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., Mary Kujawa, M.D., Judith Kando,
Pharm.D., Henry Nasrallah, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the correlation between a number of different
patient variables and the expectation for achieving remission in
patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Recently, increased attention has been given to the
concept of achieving remission in patients with schizophrenia.
This analysis explored predictors of remission in stable patients
with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder.

Methods: Subjects who met criteria for remission (Andreasen
et al. 2005) in a 1-year study of long-acting risperidone 25 or
50 mg every 2 weeks, were examined in a post-hoc analysis.
Correlation analyses explored the relationship between meeting
remission criteria and demographic and clinical patient variables
(including baseline scores on the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale [PANSS], Personal and Social Performance Scale [PSP],
Strauss-Carpenter Levels of Functioning [LOF], and a cognitive
battery). A stepwise multivariate logistic model identified pre-
dictors of remission.

Results: Data show significant, albeit weak, correlations be-
tween meeting remission criteria and baseline scores on the
PANSS disorganized-thought factor (Pearson coefficient = -0.20,
P<0.001), insight (-0.14, P= 0.0121), and PSP total score (0.24,
P<0.001). Significant correlations were found with baseline scores
on LOF items (including overall functioning, item 7), and 3 of 7
cognitive domains (visual memory, working memory, social cogni-
tion). The multivariate logistic model identified significant baseline
predictors of remission as: (1) sex (OR = 0.51, P =0.0500), sug-
gesting a 49% reduction in the odds of remission in males versus
females; (2) PANSS disorganized-thought factor score (OR = 0.90,
P= 0.0112), suggesting 10% decreased odds of remission per
unit increase in the factor score; (3) LOF item 7 (OR = 1.65, P =
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0.0180), indicating 65% increased odds of remission with each
unit increase in LOF item 7; and (4) visual-memory cognitive
domain (OR = 1.51, P= 0.0314), suggesting patients are 1.5 times
more likely to remit per unit increase in the visual-motor Z-score.

Conclusions: These data show that distinct patient variables
may be predictors of achieving remission.

Supported by Janssen, LP.
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NR390 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Reduced Risk of Cancer Among Parents and Siblings
of Patients With Schizophrenia
Itzhak Levav, M.D. Ministry of Health, Israel, 29 Rivka,
Jerusalem, 93461, Israel, Robert Kohn, M.D., Irena Lipshitz,
M.A., Micha Barchana, M.D., llya Nobikov, Ph.D., Alexander
Grinshpoon, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the relationship of developing cancer among
those with schizophrenia, their siblings, and parents.

Summary:

Objectives: Studies have shown that the risk for cancer is lower
among persons with schizophrenia. Of the hypotheses raised to
explain such a finding, the genetic basis received repeated sup-
port. If this were the case, the risk among first-degree relatives
would show an equal reduced risk. However, two prior studies
arrived at contrasting results, low risk and no difference. To investi-
gate the risk for cancer among biological parents and full siblings
(with and without schizophrenia) of persons hospitalized for
schizophrenia.

Methods: The national psychiatric and cancer case registers
enabled the replication of the above studies and addressed con-
founding factors that were imputed for the discrepant results. Link-
age analysis was conducted between three databases, popula-
tion, psychiatric and cancer registers. The index cases were born
in Israel or that immigrated by age 5 and had received the diagno-
sis of schizophrenia upon discharge during their last psychiatric
inpatient hospitalization.

Main outcome measures: Standard incident ratios (SIRs) were
calculated by gender based on the comparison of the age-specific
incidence rates for all types of cancer among the first-degree
relatives of persons hospitalized with schizophrenia with similar
incidence measures in the general population.

Results: There was a consistent risk reduction across all groups,
index cases, parents and siblings. The SIR among mothers and
fathers excluding those with schizophrenia reached statistical sig-
nificance in contrast to the general population, 0.83 (95% Cl 0.76-
.0.90) and 0.87 (95%CI 0.79-.095), respectively. There was an
analogous significant reduction for sisters SIR, 0.72 (95% Cl 0.58-
0.88). The respective reduction for brothers and for female and
male index cases (0.92, 0.66 and 0.89) did not reach significance,
likely, because of reduced statistical power.

Conclusions: The genetic hypothesis, eg, the presence of a
gene with a dual effect, reduction of cancer risk through apoptosis

and disruption of neurodevelopment, received support in this
study.
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NR391 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Metabolic Effects of Aripiprazole Versus Standard of
Care (The STAR Trial)
Gilbert L'ltalien, Ph.D. Bristol Meyrs Squibb, 5 research
parway, Wallingford, CT 06492, CT, Linda Hanssens, M.P.H.,
Ronald N. Marcus, M.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D., William
H. Carson, Jr., M.D., Jean-Noel Beuzen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To demonstrate the differential risk of metabolic events among
patients exposed to atypical antipsychotic agents

Summary:

Background: Recent evidence (1,2) suggests that certain atyp-
ical antipsychotics are associated with metabolic adverse events
such as weight gain, and dyslipidemia. These adverse events
may contribute to increased risk of cardiovascular disease. The
STAR naturalistic trial provides the opportunity for a comparison of
metabolic adverse events between aripiprazole and SOC treated
patients

Methods: A total of 555 patients were equally randomized to
open-label treatment of aripiprazole (10-30 mg/day) or Standard
of Care (SOC) (olanzapine 5 - 20 mg/day, or quetiapine 100 -
800 mg/day or risperidone 2 - 8 mg/day). Clinicians were free to
select the Standard of Care agent most appropriate for the patient,
a switch was however mandatory. Changes from baseline to Week
26 (LOCF) in levels of total HDL, LDL.cholesterol, triglycerides,
glucose, and weight were analyzed using ANCOVA including
treatment, fasting status and baseline value.

Results: At Week 26, a statistically significant larger mean
decreases from baseline was observed in the aripiprazole group
(20.3 mg/dL) versus the SOC group (7.7 mg/dL) (p<0.001). HDL-
C rose by 2.0 mg/dl among aripipiprazole patients and 0.4 md/dl
among SOC (p=0.028). Triglycerides decreased by 46.3 mg/dl
and 13.0 mg/dl for aripiprazole and SOC respectively (p<0.001).
LDL-C decreased by 13.3 mg/dl and 5.8 mg/dl for aripipiprazole
and SOC respectively (p<0.001). Body weight decreased by 1.3
kg among aripiprazole patients and increased by 2.1 kg among
SOC patients (p<0.001). Glucose changes were not significantly
different (0.2 mg/dl for aripiprazole versus 3.3 mg/dl for SOC, p=
0.146).

Conclusion: Patients treated with aripiprazole experienced
greater improvement versus SOC in the metabolic profile. This
may correspond to clinically relevant reductions in subsequent
diabetes and cardiovascular risk.

References:
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NR392 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Dyslipidemia Risk Differs According to Atypical
Antipsychotic Use: A Review and Meta-Analysis
Gilbert L'ltalien, Ph.D. Bristol-Myers Squibb, 5 Research
Parkway, Wallingford, CT, 06492, John Newcomer, M.D.,
Vickie Tuomari, M.S., Hong J. Kan, Ph.D., Patricia Corey-Lisle,
Ph.D., William Carson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objective: At the conclusion of this session, par-
ticipants will gain an understanding of the relationship between
the use of atypical antipsychotics and the risk for development of
dyslipidemia among the major atypicals

Summary:

Background: The recent published literature (1) describing the
relationship between dyslipidemias and the use of atypical antipsy-
chotics provides us the opportunity to quantitatively summarize
the available evidence using meta-analytic methods.

Methods: We conducted a comprehensive search of electronic
databases (MEDLINE, Current Contents®) for studies published
in the last 5 years with at least one atypical treatment for schizo-
phrenia. Dyslipdemia was defined as an abnormal value of any
fasting lipid measure (total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, HDL cho-
lesterol, triglycerides) by ATP-III (2). Summary Odds Ratios(SOR)
±95% Cl were computed from reported ORs for 6 atypicals (clo-
zapine, olanzapine, risperidone, quetiapine, aripiprazole, ziprasi-
done) with 1 referent group: conventional antipsychotics. Mantel-
Haenzel fixed-effects models were used to compute weighted
SORs.

Results: A total of 5 primary studies comprising 53,480 patients
were included. SORs for the association between dyslipidemia
and clozapine use was 1.47(1.12-1.93). For olanzapine use,
SOR = 1.41(1.14-1.74). For quetiapine use, SOR = 1.19(1.11-
1.28). For risperidone use, SOR = 1.12(1.00-1.26). For ziprasi-
done use, SOR = 1.1 (0.94-1.29); and for aripiprazole use, SOR =
0.82(0.67-1.00). Statistical tests of heterogeneity indicated that
the SORs differed according to drug.

Conclusions: Results suggest differential risk for dyslipidemia
among atypical agents favoring the newer drugs, aripiprazole and
ziprasidone. Consideration of these differential risks should be
included in therapeutic decisions for this patient population.
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NR393 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Olanzapine and Risperidone Treatment Response
Prediction by Initial Assessment by the Five-Factor
Structure of the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale (PANSS)
Georges Brousse, M.D. Clermont Ferrand, Alexandre Meary,
Anne-audrey Schmitt, Christophe Lancon, Marion Leboyer,
Pierre-Michel Llorca, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know that not only the subscores of PANSS but the factors
of this scale at the begining of antipsychotics treatment are pre-
dictors of the response to this treatment

Summary:

Schizophrenia is a chronic disability that leads to significant
residual morbidity. Treatment response studies would help to re-
duce therapeutics failures and long term prognosis of this severe
and frequent disorder.

The aims of this study was to determine if the initial clinical
assessment, particularly dimensional, by the five dimensions solu-
tions (negative, positive, excitation, cognitive, and anxiety/depres-
sion factor) of the Positive and Negative Symptoms Scale
(PANSS) can predict the short term drug response.

89 schizophrenic patients, according to DSMIV criteria, were
prospectively assessed with the PANSS at day 0 and day 42 of
an open label trial with olanzapine (52) and risperidone (37). A
patient was considered as responder if he shows a diminution of
20% at the PANSS and a score less than 35 at the BPRS at day
42. The average of total, sub-scores, and five dimensions structure
scores of the PANSS were compared between the two groups
using a non parametric Man Whitney test and a regression analy-
sis was realized between delta PANNS score and each dimen-
sions score at JO.

28 patients were, as defined responders and 61 were non re-
sponders. The total (110,2 versus 95,4 P<0,01) and general (51,8
versus 44,6 p<0,5) score of the PANSS and the score of positive
(30,0 versus 26.1) and excitation (20.5 versus 16.0) sub scores
of the five dimensions factors were statistically different between
non responders and responders at day 0 and were correlated to
the response (r=0.93, r= 0.86, r=0.75, r=0.79). For responders
there is a correlation between initials cognitive and negative scores
and response (r=0.79, r=0.61). Curiously initial anxiety/depression
factor doesn't differ between responders and non responder and
is not correlated to the response.

Initial dimensional assessment, particularly anxiety/depression
score, does not contribute to indicate predictive treatment re-
sponse. General psychopathology and total PANSS score moder-
ately elevated, predict treatment response.

References:

1. Lancon C, Reine G, Llorca PM, Auquier P. Validity and reliabil-
ity of the French-language version of the Positive and Negative
Syndrome Scale (PANSS). Act Psychiatr Scand 1999:
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NR394 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Clinical and Functional Improvements With Long-
acting Risperidone: Interim Results in Patients With
Schizophrenia
Julie C. Locklear, Pharm.D. Ortho-McNeil Janssen Scientific
Affairs, LLC, 1125 Trenton Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ,
08560, Lian Mao, Ph.D., Earle Bain, M.D., Stephen Rodriguez,
M.S., Asli Memisoglu, Susan Vallow, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

1. Understand clinical characteristics of patients with schizo-
phrenia initiated on long-acting risperidone

2. Understand the clinical and functional improvements for pa-
tients with schizophrenia initiated on long-acting risperidone from
these interim results.

Summary:

Objective: To examine interim results for patients enrolled in an
ongoing, 2-year observational study in patients with schizophrenia
initiated on risperidone long-acting injection (RLAI; Risperidone®
CONSTA®).

Methods: Adult patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia who
require treatment initiation of RLAI are eligible for enrollment.
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Patient demographics, treatment history, reason for starting new
treatment, Clinical Global Impressions of Severity (CGI-S), Global
Assessment of Functioning (GAF), Personal and Social Perform-
ance (PSP), Strauss-Carpenter Levels of Functioning (LOF), qual-
ity of life (SF-36), and resource utilization are collected at baseline
and prospectively every 3 months for 2 years.

Results: Interim, 6-month, data are available for 270 patients.
The mean (± SD) age is 44.2± 12.4 years, 65.2% are male, 71.9%
have a diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia, with a mean length
of illness of 19.8± 12.4 years. Most patients (73.0%) were initiated
on a starting dose of RLAI 25 mg. The most common (51.9%)
reason for initiating treatment with RLAI was insufficient response
to previous therapy, followed by patient/family choice (44.1%),
convenience (40.7%), and lack of compliance on previous therapy
(40.4%). The average (±SD) duration between RLAI injections is
16.5±5.6 (median 14.2) days. Six-month (n=53) results showed
clinical status (CGI-S) improved from 4.5±1.3 at baseline to
3.5±1.2 (P <0.001). Mean (±SD) PSP scores improved from
48.1 ±17.3 at baseline to 59.2±14.3 (P<0.0001). Mean (±SD)
GAF scores improved from 48.7±15.2 at baseline to 56.6±12.9
(P<0.001). Functioning (LOF) and health-related quality-of-life (by
SF-36) improvements at month 6 will also be presented. Percent of
patients reporting at least 1 adverse event is 10.7%

Conclusions: Initial follow-up data from this ongoing observa-
tional study suggest that schizophrenia patients treated with RLAI
are compliant and experience improvements in clinical and func-
tional status. More data, including resource utilization, are being
accrued to further explore these improvements.

Supported by Ortho-McNeil Janssen Scientific Affairs, LLC.
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over time were analyzed using Generalized Estimating Equation
(GEE) methodology.

Results: Ziprasidone treatment was associated with higher rates
of remission versus haloperidol (using severity criteria) at all visits
during years 2-4. Compared to haloperidol, ziprasidone treatment
resulted in a significantly higher proportion of patients meeting
full remission criteria (p<0.05) in the final 6 months of the study.
Both ziprasidone BID and QD groups showed significantly greater
improvement in QLS scores than haloperidol over the 3-year ex-
tension phase. These differences were explained in part by im-
provement in remission status with ziprasidone (p<0.001 media-
tion coefficient).

Conclusions: In this randomized, double-blind, long-term (40-
week core and 3-year extension) study, ziprasidone was associ-
ated with continued improvement in remission and quality of life,
in contrast to haloperidol.

Support for this study was provided by Pfizer
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NR396 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Switch from atypical APs to long-acting risperidone:
patient perspective
Emile-Roger Lombertie, Ph.D. Centre hospitalier Esquirol, 15,
rue du Dr. Raymond Marcland, LIMOGES CEDEX, 87025,
France, Annie Viala, Ph.D., Philippe Durst, Ph.D., Veronique
Moreau-Mallet, Ph.D., Philippe Bouhours, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

This poster will enable the reader to understand the health-
related improvements seen in patients with schizophrenia during
treatment with a long-acting injectable atypical antipsychotic.

NR395 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM Summary:
Remission in Schizophrenia: A Comparison of 2
Dose Regimens of Ziprasidone Versus Haloperidol
Treatment in a 40-week Core and Three year Double-
Blind Extension Study
Antony D. Loebel, M.D. Pfizer Inc, 235 East 42nd Street, 235/
10/14, New York, NM, 10017, Lewis Warrington, M.D., Cynthia
Siu, Ph.D., Jeffrey A. Lieberman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants will have a greater understanding of the long-term
effectiveness of atypical antipsychotics compared with conven-
tional agents, including differential effects on remission and quality
of life.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the effectiveness of 2 dose regimens of
ziprasidone with haloperidol in subjects with schizophrenia over
a 40-week double-blind core and 3-year double-blind extension
study.

Methods: Subjects completing the core study were eligible for
a 3-year double-blind continuation study comparing 2 dose regi-
mens of ziprasidone (BID 80-160 mg/d; N=72 or QD 80-120 mg/
d; N=67) versus haloperidol (5-20 mg/d; N=47). The efficacy evalu-
ation was based on schizophrenia remission criteria1 which require
maintenance, over 6 consecutive months, of ratings of mild or
less (<=3) on 8 PANSS items. Remission and quality of life (QLS)

Objective: To investigate the effects on patient satisfaction and
health-related quality of life (QoL), of a direct transition from oral
atypical antipsychotics to risperidone long-acting injectable (RLAI)
in patients with schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders.

Methods: Adult patients who were clinically stable on their
medication but required a change of treatment were given RLAI
25 mg (increased to 37.5 mg or 50 mg, if necessary) every 2
weeks for 6 months. Satisfaction with treatment was assessed at
baseline and 6 months using a 5-point scale: very good, good,
moderate, poor or very poor. QoL was assessed by the SF-36
questionnaire at baseline, 3 and 6 months.

Results: A subgroup analysis was performed with130 French
patients (69% male, mean age 36± 12 years). Patient satisfaction
was improved after treatment with RLAI, and increases from base-
line to endpoint occurred in the proportion of patients rating it
as 'very good' (12% versus 30%). There were also significant
increases from baseline to endpoint (p<0.05) in scores for almost
all SF-36 domains.

Conclusion: The transition from oral atypical antipsychotics to
RLAI was well accepted by patients in France. Patients showed
significant improvements in their health-related quality of life and
increased satisfaction with treatment.

References:

1. Moeller H, Llorca P, Sacchetti E, Martin S, Medori R, Parellada
E. Efficacy and safety of direct transition to risperidone long-
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acting injectable in patients treated with various antipsychotic
therapies. Int Clin Psychopharmacol 2005;20(3):121-130.

2. Eerdekens M, Van Hove I, Remmerie B, Mannaert E. Pharma-
cokinetics and tolerability of long-acting risperidone in schizo-
phrenia Schizophrenia Research 2004; 70: 91-100.

NR397 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Assessing Depression and Nutritional Status of
Community Dwelling Mexican American Elders and
European American Elders
Ashley S. Love, D.P.H. University of Texas at San Antonio,
Health and Kinsiology, 6900 North 1604 West, San Antonio,
TX, 78249, Robert J. Love, D.O.

Educational Objectives:

Assessments are not routinely given to community dwelling
elders to assess their global well-being. At the conclusion of this
session, the participants will understand the importance of as-
sessing depression and nutritional status of community dwelling
elders. Participants will also appreciate that no significant de-
pressive symptom differences were observed between MA and
EA elders in this pilot study.

Summary:

Objective: To assess depression and nutritional status among
elderly in the community-setting to determine if any differences
are found between EA and MA elders to improve intervention
programs.

Method: A cross-sectional design was used to sample 130
cognitively eligible community dwelling elders attending 9 nutrition
centers in the Bexar County, TX. The interviews were completed
by 116 elders using standard questionaires: Centers for Epidemio-
logical Studies on Depression (CES-D) and other demographic/
health questions. Anthropometric measures such as height,
weight, and body fat were measured.

Result: About 68% of the sample exhibited depressive symp-
tom; however, there were no significant depressive symptom dif-
ferences between MA and EA elders or between genders. Those
who exhibited depressive symptoms ate less % of total fat (p=
0.041) and less % of saturated fat (p=.O37) compared to those
who did not show depressive symptoms. There was a trend for
higher intakes of carbohydrates (p=.O58) and lower intakes of
fiber (p=.O59) for those who were depressed.

Conclusions: Depressed elders in the community have differ-
ent nutritional status than non-depressed elders regardless of race
and gender. This study will provide a good stepping stone to
create a comprehensive intervention program that can incorporate
screening for depression and nutritional status.

References:

1. Amarantos, E, Martinez, A, Dwyer, J. Nutrition and quality of
life in older adults. J of Gerontology 2001; 56A:54-64.

2. Chen, C. A Framework for Studying the Nutritional Health of
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NR398 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Treatment Persistence and Antipsychotic Therapy:
Results of a Longitudinal Pharmacy Claims Database
Analysis
Connie A. Lung, M.B.A. Pfizer, Inc., 235 East 42nd Street, MS
6, New York, NY, 10017, Antony D. Loebel, M.D., Ilise D.
Lombardo, M.D., Brian Cuffel

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the challenge of medication adherence as a
key issue in the effective treatment of patients diagnosed with
schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To compare treatment persistence among patients
who were prescribed conventional and atypical antipsychotics.

Methods: Verispan claims data1 (N=217,000 patients) were
used to compare persistency (time on therapy with no interruption
of greater than 1 month) in patients with schizophrenia having a
new to market claim from October-December 2002, and then
followed for 15 months. Univariate analyses were performed to
evaluate the influence of demographic and clinical variables on
treatment persistence.

Results: Among patients receiving a new prescription, regard-
less of diagnosis, mean duration of therapy fell into 3 groups: a
low adherence group (mean duration 88 days: haloperidol), an
intermediate adherence group (mean, 118-134 days: olanzapine,
ziprasidone, risperidone, quetiapine), and a high adherence group
(mean, 212 days: clozapine). Compared to haloperidol, the relative
risk of discontinuation by 6 months was lower on clozapine (0.65),
quetiapine (0.78), ziprasidone (0.83), risperidone (0.83), and olan-
zapine (0.85). Similar reductions in relative risk of premature dis-
continuation were observed for atypical antipsychotics versus hal-
operidol when the analysis was limited to patients diagnosed with
schizophrenia. Antipsychotic persistency was not significantly in-
fluenced by age, gender, recency of diagnosis (new versus previ-
ous), whether patients were switching from a previous antipsy-
chotic or were being treated for the first time.

Conclusions: Consistent with the results of the recent CATIE2

trial, this claims database identified early discontinuation as a
significant problem; but the current results differ in finding better
adherence on atypical versus conventional antipsychotics.

References:

1. Verispan, Antipsychotic Persistency and Length of Therapy
Study, July 2004.

2. Lieberman JA, et al: CATIE Investigators. Effectiveness of anti-
psychotic drugs in patients with chronic schizophrenia.N Engl
J Med 2005;353:1209-1223.

NR399 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Undertreatment of Dyslipidemia in Patients Treated
With Atypical Antipsychotic Drugs Who are at High
Risk for Coronary Heart Disease.
Peter Manu, M.D. Zucker Hillside Hospital, 75-59 263rd Street,
Glen Oaks, NY, 11004, Jean L. Harris, M.A., Anne M.
Frederickson, M.D., John M. Kane, M.D., Christoph U. Correll,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Despite increased attention placed on the identification and
treatment of dyslipidemia as the primary target for reducing the
incidence of coronary artery disease, the condition remains undi-
agnosed and untreated in in a significant number of patients seen
by cardiologists and primary care physicians. The issue is impor-
tant for psychiatric patients treated with atypical antipsychotics,
because some of these drugs promote or worsen metabolic syn-
drome and thus increase the risk of coronary events. At the conclu-
sion of the presentation, the participants should be able to recog-
nize the magnitude and causes of undertreatment of dyslipidemia
in high risk psychiatric patients.
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Summary:

Objective: To determine whether psychiatric patients (pts)
treated with atypical antipsychotics who are at high risk of coronary
heart disease (CHD) receive appropriate primary target interven-
tions for elevated low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) as
defined by the National Cholesterol Eduction Panel (NCEP). Meth-
ods: 367 adults treated with atypical antipsychotic drugs randomly
selected from consecutive psychiatric admissions to a single hos-
pital underwent assessments evaluating the 10-year risk of CHD
according to the NCEP scoring system The NCEP therapeutic
target for LDL-C was calculated for pts with a CHD risk of 10%
or greater. The records of pts with above-target LDL-C were re-
viewed to assess referrals for medical consultation, low- fat and
low cholesterol diet, and pharmacologic interventions to lower the
LDL-C. Results: 80 (22%) pts had a 10% or greater 10-year risk of
CHD. The increased risk was associated with elevated triglyceride
levels (p<0.0001) and current treatment with olanzapine (p=0.019)
or quetiapine (p=0.036). 46 of the high-risk pts (57.5%) had LDL-C
level above target. Patients with above-target LDL-C were younger
(p=0.009) and more likely to smoke cigarettes (p=0.037). 28 of the
high-risk pts with above-target LDL-C (61 %) had no intervention to
address dyslipidemia. The majority of patients receiving substan-
dard care were diabetic or had a history of previous CHD events.
Age, gender, ethnicity, psychiatric diagnoses, psychotropic drugs
and features of the metabolic syndrome did not correlate with
differences in care. Conclusions: These data suggest that dyslipi-
demia is frequently untreated in psychiatric pts who have the
greatest vulnerability for CHD events. A knowledge deficit about
risk assessment and LDL-C targets is the most likely explanation
for this finding.
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1. Frolkis JP, Zyzanski SJ, Schwartz JM, et al. Physician noncom-
plinace with the 1993 national Cholesterol Education Program
(NCEP-ATPII) Guidelines. Circulation 1998;98: 851-855.
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NR400 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Six-week, U.S.-Based Placebo-Controlled Study on
the Efficacy and Tolerability of Two Fixed Dosages of
Oral Paliperidone Extended-Release Tablets in the
Treatment of Acute Schizophrenia
Stephen R. Marder, M.D. Semel Insititue at UCLA and the VA
VISN 22 Mental Illness Research, Education, and Clinical
Center, M1 RECC210A 11301 Wilshire Boulevard, Los
Angeles, CA, 90073-1003, Michelle Kramer, M.D., Lisa Ford,
M.D., Els Eerdekens, M.S.C., Pilar Lim, Ph.D., Marielle
Eerdekens, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to describe the efficacy and tolerability of the investigational
drug paliperidone extended-release, and the effect on functioning
during the treatment of acute schizophrenia as assessed using
the Personal and Social Performance Scale.

Summary:

Objective: This study in patients with acute schizophrenia ex-
amined the efficacy, safety and effect on patient functioning of
investigational paliperidone extended-release (paliperidone Ex-
tended Release ) tablets.

Method: This double-blind, parallel group, placebo- and active-
controlled, dose-response study randomized patients (n=444; age
>18 years) to receive paliperidone Extended Release 6mg or
12mg, placebo or olanzapine 10mg daily. Olanzapine was in-

cluded for assay sensitivity only and the study powered to assess
efficacy of paliperidone Extended Release versus placebo.

Results: The intention-to-treat (ITT) set (n=432) was 55% black
with mean age=41.6y± 10.7. Mean PANSS total score (93.7± 11.9
at baseline in ITT group) improved at endpoint for paliperidone
Extended Release versus placebo (6mg=-15.7±18.9 [p=0.006],
12mg=-17.5±19.8 [p<0.001], placebo=-8.0±21.5 [olanzapine
change=-18.4±19.9]). Personal and Social Performance Scale
scores improved at endpoint for both paliperidone Extended Re-
lease groups versus placebo (6mg=8.8±13.9 [p=0.008], 12mg=
6.6+13.1 [p=0.214], placebo=2.9±13.0). Treatment-emergent
adverse events (TEAEs) occurring >3% more than with placebo
were headache and dry mouth (paliperidone Extended Release
), and somnolence, anorexia and increased serum glutamic oxalo-
acetic transaminase (olanzapine). TEAE-EPS were comparable in
the paliperidone Extended Release 6mg, olanzapine and placebo
groups, but higher with paliperidone Extended Release 12mg.
Serious AE frequency was 8% with paliperidone Extended Re-
lease, 11% with olanzapine and 10% with placebo.

Conclusions: In this study, paliperidone Extended Release
6mg and 12mg was effective and generally well tolerated.
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NR401 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Effectiveness of Aripiprazole in Schizophrenia
Patients With High or Low Agitation
Stephen R. Marder, M.D. VA Greater LA Health Care System,
M1 RECC 210A 11301 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA,
90073-1003, David Crandall, Ph.D., Joseph Pultz, William H.
Carson, Jr., M.D., Rolando Gutierrez-Esteinou, Quynh Van
Tran, Ronald N. Marcus, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to appreciate that acute episodes of schizophrenia are
comprised of a spectrum of symptoms, including various levels
of agitation. They should be aware that aripiprazole significantly
reduces the symptoms of psychosis and agitation in patients with
either high or low agitation (with or without concomitant benzodiaz-
epine use), as demonstrated by a pooled analysis of efficacy data
from the first 4 weeks of 4 placebo-controlled trials for schizo-
phrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Determine if baseline symptoms of agitation impact
the overall effectiveness of aripiprazole in patients with acute
schizophrenia.

Methods: Pooled analyses were performed on efficacy data
from the first 4 weeks of 4 randomized, double-blind trials in pa-
tients with acute schizophrenia receiving aripiprazole 10-30 mg/
d (n = 785) or placebo (n = 296). Patients were divided into groups
experiencing high or low levels of agitation at baseline. High agita-
tion was defined as a PANSS Excited Component (PEC) score
>14 and a score of >4 on at least 1 PEC item. Change from
baseline through Week 4 in PANSS total, PEC, and Clinical Global
Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) scores were measured. Mean
change from baseline comparisons were analyzed using an AN-
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COVA model controlling for treatment, protocol, and baseline
value.

Results: Regardless of agitation level at baseline, aripiprazole
significantly improved PANSS total, PEC, and CGI-I scores at
endpoint, compared with placebo (P< 0.05). Differences between
aripiprazole and placebo remained significant for all 3 outcomes
measures following stratification of baseline agitation scores. The
proportion of patients using benzodiazepines was not significantly
different between aripiprazole and placebo groups.

Conclusions: Aripiprazole was associated with overall symp-
tomatic improvement in patients with acute schizophrenia, regard-
less of baseline agitation status. In addition, aripiprazole was not
associated with increased benzodiazepine use, as compared with
placebo.
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aripiprazole and haloperidol versus placebo in patients with
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NR402 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Antipsychotic Medication Gaps in Dual Diagnosis
Jeffrey Markowitz, Ph.D. Health Data Analytics, 35 Arnold
Drive, Princeton Jet, NJ, 08550, Julie Locklear, Pharm.D..
Luella Engelhart, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

1. Understand patients with schizophrenia and dual diagnosis
experience gaps in antipsychotic medication use.

2. Understand the importance of identifying patients with dual
diagnosis who are likely to experience longer periods of
antipsychotic medication gaps.

Summary:

Introduction: The lifetime prevalence of dual diagnosis in schizo-
phrenia ranges from 10% to 60%. A dual diagnosis of schizophre-
nia plus alcohol/substance abuse/dependence has been linked
to poor patient outcomes and higher health care costs. This study
compared compliance, based on medication gaps in antipsychotic
medication (AP) use, in patients with schizophrenia with and with-
out dual diagnosis.

Methods: We used a 20% random sample of California Medicaid
(Medi-Cal) claims data from between 1996 and 2002 to identify
patients with schizophrenia with and without dual diagnosis, using
both primary and secondary ICD-9 codes (DUAL and SCH, re-
spectively). Antipsychotic medication gaps were derived from pre-
scription date and days' supply. We studied number of AP treat-
ment gaps and mean, maximum, and sum of all gap days.
Unadjusted and demographic-adjusted mean gap scores were
compared between DUAL and SCH over a 1-year study period.

Results: 3133 subjects were studied: mean (±SD) age, 41.7
± 10.8 years; 60.4% male; 704 (22.5%) DUAL; and 2429 (77.5%)
SCH. Mean number of gaps was approximately 4 for each group.
Mean (±SD) gap duration was higher for DUAL (27.6±53.4) ver-
sus SCH (24.1 ±52.7), although not significant. Unadjusted maxi-
mum gap days (±SD) were significantly higher in DUAL
(50.3±69.8) versus SCH (41.4±67.2), P = 0.0022. Unadjusted
summed gap days (±SD) was also significantly higher in DUAL
(82.0±88.1) versus SCH (66.7±80.7), P<0.0001. Multivariate
analyses controlling for demographics confirmed these results.

Discussion: These results likely represent an underestimate of
the true prevalence of schizophrenia plus alcohol/substance
abuse in this patient population. Both groups experienced gaps
in AP. Patients with dual diagnosis appear to have more days of
noncompliance per year versus patients with schizophrenia. This
is likely to be associated with poorer patient outcomes and more
costly health care.

Supported by Ortho-McNeil Janssen Scientific Affairs, LLC.
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NR403 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Stability and Validity of Two Memory-Based
Subtypes of Schizophrenia
Stephanie McDermid Vaz, Ph.D. York University, Psychology,
25 Trail wood Drive, Suite 801, Mississauga, ON, L4Z 3K9,
Canada, R. Walter Heinrichs, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should have
an understanding of verbal memory subtyping in schizophrenia,
as well as the importance of demonstrating cognitive validity and
stability in candidate typologies.

Summary:

Objective: To assess memory-based subtyping as an organiz-
ing principle for reducing the heterogeneity of schizophrenia.

Method: The temporal stability and cognitive validity of: (a)
a cortical-subcortical-normative typology (Turetsky et al., 2002)
derived from dementia patients' scores on the California Verbal
Learning Test (CVLT) and (b) a memory impairment-based dichot-
omy based on a CVLT summary score (McDermid Vaz & Hein-
richs, 2002) were evaluated. These memory subtypes were exam-
ined in 102 atypical neuroleptic naUTve schizophrenia patients
receiving conventional anti-psychotic medication, with 55 patients
assessed a second time 3 years later.

Results: The cortical-subcortical-normative typology (Turetsky
et al., 2002) was partially replicated in this sample of schizophrenia
patients. However, the typology demonstrated poor cognitive va-
lidity and modest stability at 3-year follow-up. Analysis of the
McDermid Vaz and Heinrichs (2002) dichotomy, which identified
patients as either memory-impaired or memory-unimpaired
showed adequate cognitive validity; however stability was also
modest over time.

Conclusions: Collectively, the results provide preliminary sup-
port that memory-based subtyping might be effective in organizing
schizophrenia into more homogeneous groups for clinical and
etiological research. Both methods yield potentially valuable ill-
ness distinctions, but require modification and refinement, espe-
cially in terms of discriminating patients with persisting and more
transitory forms of memory impairment.
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NR404 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Functional Recovery in Patients With First-Episode
Psychosis Treated With Long-Acting Risperidone as
a First-Line Treatment: Six-month Interim Analyses
Rossella Medori Janssen Pharmaceutica, Turnhoutseweg 30,
Beerse, 2340, Belgium, Piet Oosthuizen, Liezl Koen, Dana
Niehaus, Robin Emsley

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the reader should be able to
describe the effect of treatment with long-acting risperidone on
functioning in patients with first-episode psychosis.

Summary:

Objectives: Assess changes in patient function in first-episode
psychosis patients treated with long-acting risperidone (LAR); pre-
specified 6-month interim analyses of a 24-month, open-label
study.

Methods: LAR 25-50mg was administered every 2 weeks fol-
lowing 1 week of risperidone oro-dispersible (1-3mg). Assess-
ments included change from baseline to 6 months on CGI-S,
Social and Occupational Functional Assessment (SOFAS), Social
Functioning-"! 2 (SF-12; Mental Component Summary [MCS],
Physical Component Summary [PCS]) and Patient Global Impres-
sion-Severity (PGI-S) scales and Calgary Depression Scale
Schizophrenia (CDSS).

Results: Forty-three (86%) subjects (mean age=25.3±7.3
years) completed 6 months treatment. Reasons for discontinua-
tion included consent withdrawal (n=1), injection refusal (n=1), felt
no need to continue (n=2), insufficient response (n=1), lost to
follow-up (n=1) and other (n=1). Improvement in CGI-S was ob-
served at endpoint (-2.6± 1.4 [p<0.001 ]). Statistically and clinically
significant functional improvements were observed on the SOFAS
(24.8+14.9 [p<0.001]) and MCS (11.3±14.2 [p<0.001]). The PCS
score slightly declined (-6.1+10.5 [p=0.0017]). CDSS score im-
proved slightly (-0.6±4.2 [p=0.053]) and concomitant medication
use (e.g. antidepressants, anticholinergic agents) was low. PGI-
S score improved from baseline to endpoint (-1.1 ± 1.4 [p<0.001]).

Conclusions: These interim data suggest that functional im-
provements accompany the clinical improvement1 observed in
first-episode patients treated with LAR.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to list the detrimental changes in lipid levels that can occur
with the use of certain antipsychotic medications for schizophre-
nia. They should also be able to appreciate that treatment of
schizophrenia with aripiprazole is not associated with abnormal
lipid levels, as demonstrated by analysis of a placebo-controlled
26-week trial for schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Assess serum lipid level changes in patients with
stabilized chronic schizophrenia treated with aripiprazole in a 26-
week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. The FDA
requested these analyses.

Methods: Incidences of treatment-emergent abnormal lipid lev-
els associated with aripiprazole 15mg/d (n=153) or placebo (n=
153) were assessed at Weeks 6,18, and 26. Statistical differences
were compared using the Fisher's Exact Test. The FDA requested
that thresholds for abnormal lipid values (total cholesterol [TC]
>240mg/dL, low-density lipoprotein [LDL] >160mg/dL, high-den-
sity lipoprotein [HDL] <40mg/dL, or triglycerides >200mg/dL) be
based on guidelines from the NCEP ATP III. Mean changes (base-
line-to-endpoint) in lipid levels were analyzed by ANCOVA.

Results: Total pooled incidences of abnormal fasting and non-
fasting lipid levels did not differ significantly between aripiprazole-
and placebo-treated patients: TC = 20/142 (14.1%) aripiprazole,
10/138 (7.2%) placebo; LDL = 12/139 (8.6%) aripiprazole, 10/
137 (7.3%) placebo; HDL = 47/142 (33.1%) aripiprazole, 53/138
(38.4%) placebo; triglycerides = 33/142 (23.2%) aripiprazole, 32/
138 (23.2%) placebo. Mean changes (baseline-to-endpoint) in
lipid levels were also not significantly different between aripipraz-
ole- and placebo-treated patients: TC (mean [SE]) = -11.8mg/dL
(2.9) aripiprazole, -1.4mg/dL (2.5) placebo; LDL = -7.5mg/dL (2.6)
aripiprazole, -2.0mg/dL (2.2) placebo; HDL = -0.4mg/dL (1.2) aripi-
prazole, -O.Omg/dL (0.9) placebo; triglycerides = -24.1 mg/dL (10.3)
aripiprazole, 2.2mg/dL (6.5) placebo. When patients were divided
into fasting and nonfasting groups, incidences of abnormal lipid
levels remained nonsignificant between aripiprazole and placebo.
Significantly reduced TC and LDL levels were observed in nonfast-
ing patients on aripiprazole, compared with placebo (P<0.05). No
other significant differences in lipid levels were observed between
aripiprazole and placebo for fasting or nonfasting groups.

Conclusion: Patients with schizophrenia who received long-
term treatment with aripiprazole had similar lipid profiles to those
receiving placebo.
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NR405 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Long-Term Effects of Aripiprazole on the Lipid
Profiles of Patients With Schizophrenia in a 26-Week
Placebo-Controlled Trial
Jonathan M. Meyer, M.D. VA SDH S, 3350 La Jolla Village Dr.
(116-A), San Diego, CA, 92161, Aneta Fornal, Pharm.D.,
Stephen Kaplita, M.S., Andy Forbes, Ph.D., Frederick
Grossman, D.O., Andrei Pikalov, M.D., Ronald Marcus, M.D.

NR406 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Barriers to Recruitment Among Middle- Aged and
Older Persons With Schizophrenia in a Medication
Adherence Intervention Study
Dinesh Mittal, M.D. Veterans Affairs Medical Center, 2200 Fort
Roots Drive, Little Rock, AR, 72114, Jonathan Lacro,
Pharm.D., Maureen Henry, M.S., Francis Hamilton, M.P.H.,
Richard R. Owen, Jr., M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

The primary objective of the study is to describe barriers to
recruitment in medication adherence intervention studies among
middle- aged and older persons with schizophrenia. We also de-
scribe the rates of non-adherence among recently hospitalized
middle- aged and older persons with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: The primary objective of the study is to describe
barriers to recruitment in medication adherence intervention stud-
ies among middle- aged and older persons with schizophrenia.
We also describe the rates of non-adherence among recently
hospitalized middle- aged and older persons with schizophrenia.

Methods: Potential participants were approached in the acute
psychiatric units at the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare
System for a non-pharmacological medication adherence study.
The inpatient staff referred the potential participants. Participants
were recruited based on the following inclusion & exclusion crite-
ria: (1) age over 40 years with a DSM-IV diagnosis of Schizophre-
nia or Schizoaffective disorder and current prescription for mainte-
nance therapy with antipsychotic medication, (2) have means to
return to the outpatient clinic and access to a telephone at the
residing facility, (3) not have a clinical diagnosis of dementia, (4)
have the capacity to understand the nature of the study and sign an
informed consent document. Once this information was obtained,
eligible participants were given the opportunity to participate.

Results: Out of the 130 potential participants approached, 49
participants were eligible to participate. However, only 26 con-
sented, 16 refused and seven had other reasons. The top three
reasons for ineligibility included inability to return to clinic or not
having access to the telephone (39), lacking capacity to consent
(19) and refusal (17). The participants reported not taking their
medications on an average 3.15 days out of the last week and
took medications as prescribed only 21-40% times.

Conclusions: High rates of logistical barriers (transportation
and access to telephone), capacity to consent and refusal limited
participation of veterans in this medication adherence study.
Among those who consented, high rates of non-adherence were
observed among middle-aged and older persons with schizo-
phrenia.
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in schizophrenia research.Psychiatry Res. 2004 Feb
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NR407 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Police Actions as Forms of Social Support to
Persons with a Mental Illness
Joan Nandlal, Ph.D. Centre for Addiction and Mental Health,
Community Support and Research Unit, Room 2062A
Administration Building, 1001 Queen Street West, Toronto, ON,
M6J 1H4, Canada, Dorothy Cotton, Ph.D., Chief Terry
Coleman, MHRM

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should:
have a greater understanding of the work done by police officers
in support of persons with a mental illness; be able to identify
five forms of social support; be able to describe the constant
comparative method of data analysis; and have learned about
the contribution that qualitative research can make to furthering
knowledge regarding issues of importance to psychiatry.

Summary:

Police contact is often the means by which persons with a
mental illness (PwMI) access treatment and support services.
Advocacy efforts have resulted in strengthening community sup-
ports for PwMI including the proliferation of police/mental health
liaison initiatives such as crisis intervention teams. Objective: To
aid in identifying the mechanisms by which such programs are
helpful, this study sought to delineate the ways in which officers'
actions constitute forms of social support. Method: Interviews were
conducted with a convenience sample of 15 police officers of
varied ranks from two Ontario police agencies. Drawing on Cu-
trona and Russell's (1990) framework that posits five types of
supportive behaviours (emotional, social integration or network,
esteem, tangible aid, and informational), data were analyzed using
a grounded theory approach involving the constant comparative
method of analysis (see Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Results: Police
officers provide all five forms of social support. Conclusion: Re-
gardless of whether or not they are involved in formalized police/
mental health liaison efforts, police officers have a pivotal role in
supporting PwMI.
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NR408 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Genetic association analysis between the BDNF gene
polymorphism (Val66Met) and schizophrenia
Yui Naoe University of Occupational and Environmental Health,
1-1 Iseigaoka, Yahatanishi-ku, Kitakyushu, 807-8555, Japan,
Takahiro Shinkai, Hiroko Hori, Osamu Ohmori, Jun Nakamura

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate clinical implications.

Summary:

Rationale: Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) plays an
important role in the development and maintenance of adult neu-
rons and are important regulators of synaptic plasticity in human
brain. It is also reported that the transneuronal transfer of BDNF
is dependent on neuronal activity, suggesting that BDNF plays
an important role in neurotransmission (Science 291, 2419-2423,
2001). The BDNF Val66Met polymorphism affects human memory
and hippocampal function (Cell 112, 257-269, 2003). Recently, a
positive association between the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism
and schizophrenia in Scottish population was reported (Mol Psy-
chiatry 10, 208-212, 2005). In the present study, we tried to repli-
cate that finding in a Japanese case-control sample. Material and
Methods: Our sample includes 211 patients with schizophrenia
(DSM-IV) and 205 normal controls. Informed consent was a prem-
ise for participation, and this study was approved by the Ethics
Committee of the University of Occupational and Environmental
Health. Genomic DNA was extracted from 10-ml aliquots of EDTA-
anticoagulated venous blood following the standard procedures.
Genotyping was assessed by the TaqMan allele-specific assay
method using ABI PRISM® 7000 (Applied Biosystems). Differ-
ences in allele and genotype distribution between cases and con-
trols were evaluated using the x2 test. Results: No significant
association between the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism and
schizophrenia was found (genotype: x2 = 2.33, df = 2, p = 0.31;
allele: x2 = 1 -34, df = 1, p = 0.25). Conclusion: Our results suggest
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that it is unlikely that the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism is associ-
ated with schizophrenia in our sample.
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NR409 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Low Rates of Treatment for Metabolic Disorders in
the CATIE Schizophrenia Trial at Baseline:
Healthcare Disparities in Schizophrenia
Henry A. Nasrallah University of Cincinnati Medical Center, 231
Albert Sabin Way, P.O. Box 670559, Cincinnati, OH, 45267-
0559, Joseph P. McEvoy, M.D., Jonathan M. Meyer, Donald C.
Goff, Sonia M. Davis, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the low treatment prevalence among individuals
with schizophrenia who suffer from diabetes, hypertension or hy-
perlipidemia.

Summary:

Background:
The most recent data from the large (N=1460, mean age 40.6

years) NIMH-sponsored CATIE schizophrenia trial indicate that
the metabolic syndrome (NCEP updated definition) is present in
42.7% of the CATIE sample at baseline (McEvoy et al, 2005),
which is nearly twice the prevalence rate in the general population
ages 40-49 years. We examined the proportion of the CATIE
schizophrenia subjects who met criteria for one of the major meta-
bolic disorders (diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and hypertension) and
were or were not receiving treatment at the time of enrollment
into the study.

Methods:
We analyzed the baseline data from the 57-site CATIE schizo-

phrenia trial for the number of patients meeting clinical and labora-
tory diagnostic criteria for diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and hyperten-
sion, and calculated the percentage of those subjects at enrollment
who were receiving a hypoglycemic agent, a statin, or an antihy-
pertensive agent, respectively. We also examined the relationship
of sex, race, and ethnicity to the rates of treatment for those
disorders.

Results:
a) Diabetes: Of the 85 subjects with diabetes, 45.3% of the

diabetic schizophrenia patients were not receiving treatment.
b) Hyperlipidemia: Of the 471 patients with elevated fasting lipid

levels, 89.4% were not receiving a statin.
c) Hypertension: Of 550 patients who met criteria for hyperten-

sion, 62.4% were not receiving any antihypertensive. Gender and
racial/ethnic breakdowns will be presented at the meeting.

Conclusion:
A high proportion of the CATIE Trial schizophrenia sample was

not receiving appropriate and standard treatment for their meta-
bolic disorder at the time of enrollment. These data are suggestive
of health disparities reflected in the low rates of access to standard
medical treatments, despite the high prevalence of the metabolic
disorders observed in this schizophrenia sample.
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NR410 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Improvement of Non-HDL Cholesterol Levels Among
Patients Randomized to Aripiprazole Versus
Olanzapine
John W. Newcomer, M.D. Washington University School of
Medicine, 660 South Euclid Avenue, Box 8134, St. Louis, MO,
63110-1002, Gilbert L'ltalien, Ph.D., Estelle D. Vester-Blokland,
M.D., Robert D. McQuade, Ph.D., William H. Carson, Jr.,
Ph.D., Ronald N. Marcus, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To describe the impact of certain atypical antipsychotics on the
levels of important cardiovascular risk factors

Summary:

Background: Non-HDL cholesterol (non-HDL-c) is a significant
and independent predictor of cardiovascular events (1-3), with a
10-mg/dL increase in non-HDL-c corresponding to 34% increased
risk for myocardial infarction (3). This study compares changes
in non-HDL-c among schizophrenia patients with abnormal values
randomized to either aripiprazole or olanzapine.

Methods: Mean change from baseline in non-HDL-c was com-
pared between treatments at 26 weeks (LOCF) by ANOVA in a
post-hoc pooled analysis using aripiprazole clinical trial data for
patients with baseline abnormal fasting values of non-HDL-c >130
mg/dL and a Body Mass Index (BMI) exceeding 25 kg/m2.

Results: The mean (± SE) change from baseline in non-HDL-
C was statistically significant (P< 0.001) with an increase of 6.4
(± 2.4) mg/dL for olanzapine (n = 155) and decrease of 12.7 (±
2.6) mg/dL for aripiprazole (n = 135). In higher-risk patients with
BMI >27 kg/m2 and non-HDL-c >160 mg/dL, mean change from
baseline was -0.27 (± 3.9) and -17.4 (± 4.1) mg/dL for olanzapine
and aripiprazole, respectively (P = 0.003). Net change between
treatments in mean non-HDL-c was 19.1 mg/dL and 17.1 mg/dL
for both main and high-risk subset groups respectively, favoring
aripiprazole.

Conclusions: Patients randomized to aripiprazole treatment
demonstrated clinically significant improvement in levels in non-
HDL-c, in comparison to baseline. Olanzapine was associated with
no clinical improvement from baseline non-HDL-c, highlighting the
need for consideration of cardiovascular risk when prescribing
atypical antipsychotic medications.
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among women with type II diabetes Diabetologia 2004;
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NR411 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Effectiveness of Antipsychotic Treatment in
Outpatients With Schizophrenia: 36- Month Results
from the Schizophrenia Outpatients Health Outcomes
(SOHO) Study
Diego Novick, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company Limited, Erl Wood
Manor, Sunninghill Road, Windlesham, GU20 6PH, United
Kingdom, Josep M. Haro, M.D., Jacqueline Brown, M.D., David
Suarez, M.D., Mark Ratcliffe, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to understand the relative effectiveness of antipsychotic
medications in the outpatient setting.
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Summary:

Objectives: To compare the relative effectiveness, in terms of
treatment discontinuation, of olanzapine, resperidone, quetiapine,
amilsupride, clozapine, oral and depot typical antipsychotic medi-
cations in outpatients with schizophrenia during 3 years follow-up.

Methods: SOHO1 is a 3-year, prospective, observational study
of antipsychotic treatment. Treatment discontinuation was defined
as discontinuing, adding to or switching the medication prescribed
at baseline. A Kaplan Meier estimation of the time to medication
discontinuation was plotted.

Results: 10, 972 patients were enrolled and 7728 patients who
initiated antipsychotic monotherapy at baseline were included in
this analysis. Approximately 42% of the patients discontinued the
medication initiated at baseline before three years: quetiapine
(66%), typical antipsychotics (53%), depot typical (50%) amisul-
pride (50%), risperidone (42%) olanzapine (36%) and clozapine
(33%).2

A Cox regression showed that patients taking quetiapine (Haz-
ard ratio 2.21; 95% Cl: 1.95-2.5), amisulpride (1.62; 1.33-1.99),
oral typicals (1.69; 1.46-1.96), depot typicals (1.42; 1.19-1.70) and
risperidone (1.28; 1.16-1.42), had an increased risk of discontinu-
ing their baseline medication compared to patients taking olanzap-
ine. There were no statistically significant differences between the
olanzapine and clozapine groups (0.82; 0.65-1.02).

Conclusions: Treatment effectiveness varied among medica-
tions. Clozapine and olanzapine were the most effective in terms
of the rates of discontinuation.
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NR412 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Factors Associated with Risk of Relapse in
Schizophrenia: 36 Month Results from the
Schizophrenia Outpatients Health Outcomes (SOHO)
Study
Diego Novick, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company Limited, Erl Wood
Manor, Sunninghill Road, Windlesham, GU20 6PH, United
Kingdom, Josep M. Haro, M.D., David Suarez, M.D., Mark C.
Ratcliffe, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to understand the factors associated with relapse in the
outpatient setting.

Summary:

Objectives: To analyse the frequency and baseline factors asso-
ciated with risk of relapse during three years follow-up.

Methods: SOHO12 is a 3-year, prospective, observational study
of antipsychotic treatment outcomes.

Relapse was defined as i) an increase in the CGI score of 2
points, when the minimum score in any evaluation was 3 or less,
ii) an increase in the CGI score of 1 points when the minimum
score was 4 or more, or iii) admission to an inpatient service. The
increment in CGI score had to lead to the patient being at least
moderately ill (CGI >4).

Results: 10,972 patients were enrolled and 9,569 patients were
included in the analysis; 2231 patients (23%) relapsed. Paid em-

ployment (RR: 0.799; 95% Cl: 0.707-0.903), was associated to
lower risk of relapse. Higher CGI severity at baseline (1.160;
1.103-1.221) was associated to higher risk. Taking Quetiapine
(1.656; 1.417-1.936), Risperidone (1.171; 1.042-1.316), Oral Typi-
cals (1.304; 1.096-1.551), Depot Typicals (1.637; 1.360-1.971)
and Amilsupride (1.368; 1.080-1.732) was associated with a
higher risk of relapse compared to patients taking Olanzapine.
There were no differences between Olanzapine and Clozapine.

Conclusions: 23% of patients relapsed. Employment status and
clinical severity were associated with relapse. Clozapine and Olan-
zapine were associated to lower risk of relapse.
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NR413 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Factors Associated with Remission in Schizophrenia:
36-Month Results From the Schizophrenia
Outpatients Health Outcomes (SOHO) Study
Diego Novick, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company Limited, Erl Wood
Manor, Sunninghill Road, Windlesham, GU20 6PH, United
Kingdom, Josep M. Haro, M.D., Cees J. Slooff, M.D., David
Suarez, M.D., Liam Kennedy, M.S., Maarten Boomsma, M.D.,
Jacqueline Brown, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to understand the factors associated with achieving remission
in the outpatient setting.

Summary:

Objectives: To analyse the frequency and factors associated
with achieving remission during 3 years follow-up.

Methods: (SOHO) 1>2 is a 3-year, prospective, observational
study of antipsychotic treatment outcomes.

Remission was defined as I) achieving a level of severity of
mild or less (<4 in a scale from 1 to 7) in the CGI positive, negative,
cognitive, overall severity score that had been maintained for six
months or longer, and ii) Not having any inpatient admission during
that period.

A logistic regression model was used to analyse factors associ-
ated with remission.

Results: 10,972 patients were enrolled and 6350 patients were
included in the analysis; 4261 (67%) achieved remission. Paid
employment (OR 1.49; 95% Cl 1.31-1.69) was associated to
achieving remission. Higher CGI severity at baseline (0.76; 0.70-
0.82), and male gender (0.79; 0.71 -0.87) were associated to lower
frequency of remission. Taking Quetiapine (0.66; 0.56-0.76),
Risperidone (0.74; 0.66-0.83), Oral Typicals (0.64; 0.55-0.74),
Depot Typicals (0.59; 0.50-0.69) and Amilsupride (0.73; 0.56-0.94)
was associated to a lower frequency of remission compared to
patients starting Olanzapine. Conclusions: 23% of patients
achieved remission. Employment status, lower clinical severity,
female gender and treatment with Olanzapine were factors associ-
ated with remission.
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NR414 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Use of Long Acting Fluphenazine, Haloperidol or
Risperidone in a Medicaid Population
Mark Olfson, M.D. Columbia University, Psychiatry, 1051
Riverside Drive, New York, NY, 10032, Haya Ascher-Svanum,
Ph.D., Steven Marcus, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to describe the characteristics of patients with schizophrenia who
start fluphenazine decanoate or enanthate, haloperidol dec-
anoate, or long acting injectable risperidone.

Summary:

Background Three long-acting injection antipsychotic medica-
tions are available in the US: fluphenazine decanoate or enanthate
(FD), haloperidol decanoate (HD), and long acting injectable
risperidone (LAR). Little is known about their use in community
practice.

Objective: Compare patients with schizophrenia during the 6
month period preceding initiation of FD, HD, or LAR injections,
focusing on patient characteristics related to medication non-ad-
herence.

Method: An analysis was conducted of 2001-2004 California
Medicaid (Medi-Cal) claims data of adults with schizophrenia ages
18 to 64 years. Comparisons are presented of patients who re-
ceived one or more injection of FD (n=948), HD (n=1,631), or
LAR (n=116) but no long-acting antipsychotic injections during
the preceding 6 months.

Results: The three groups had a similar gender distribution (%
male: FD: 59.5%, HD: 58.7%, LAR: 50.0%) (x2=3.9, df=2, p=.15),
though they differed in mean age (FD: 41.2 years; HD: 39.9 years,
LAR: 39.4 years, F=4.8, df=2/2,692, p=.009), and racial composi-
tion (% white: FD: 51.4%, HD: 44.7%, LAR: 48.3%) (x2=10.6, df=
2, p=.005). During the six months before the index injection, most
patients in each group had oral antipsychotic medication posses-
sion ratios (MPR) below .80, indicating significant medication non-
adherence (FD: 53.4%; HD: 58.6%, LAR: 61.2%) (x2=6.9, df=2,
p=.O3). During this period, the three groups did not significantly
differ with respect to the proportion who received treatment of
substance use disorders (FD:15.3%, HD:15.4%, LAR: 11.2%, x2 =

1.5, df=2, p=.47), psychiatric emergency room visits (FD: 28.6%,
HD: 28.8%, LAR: 28.4%, x2=02, df=2, p=.99), or psychiatric hospi-
tal admissions (FD: 1.0%, HD: 1.6%, LAR: 0.9%, x2=2-1, df=2,
p=.35). Conclusions: In the months before initiating each of the
long-acting injection antipsychotic medications, most patients
have evidence of non-adherence with oral antipsychotic medica-
tions, many use psychiatric emergency services, and some re-
ceive treatment for substance use disorders.
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NR415 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Weight Effects Associated With Ziprasidone
Treatment: A Comphrensive Database Review
Bruce Parsons, M.D. Pfizer Inc, CNS Psychiatry, 235 E 42nd
St, NY, NY, 10017-5703, Steve R. Murray, M.D., Earl Giller, Jr.,
M.D., Cynthia Siu, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will have
a greater understanding of the long-term effects of ziprasidone
on weight gain and loss.

Summary:

Introduction: Weight gain and obesity are linked to an increased
risk for cardiovascular disease, diabetes and hypertension, and
some antipsychotics produce weight gain.1 We examined ziprasi-
done's clinical trial database to characterize weight change and
to explore the relationship between weight change and dose,
gender, and duration of ziprasidone treatment.

Methods: Post-hoc integrated analyses of 21 placebo-controlled
studies were performed, consisting of 3946 subjects. Patients
were classified into three groups: weight unchanged (within 7%
of baseline), increased or decreased (>7% of baseline).

Results: In short-term studies, the majority of patients (80.8-
88%) in each ziprasidone dose category were unchanged. There
were few differences between the proportions of patients who lost
(0.8-4.5%) and those who gained (11.2-14.7%) weight. In long-
term studies, the weight change distribution was similar between
the combined ziprasidone dose and placebo groups, with the
majority of those with weight changes having lost weight. At 6
and 12 months, 50-63.4% patients remained unchanged, 23.6-
41.2% had >7% weight loss, and only 3.7-16.4% had > 7% weight
gain. Overall, there was no relationship between the distribution
of weight change and ziprasidone dose, treatment duration, or
gender.

Conclusion: This comphrensive analysis confirms that ziprasi-
done is associated with an overall weight neutral profile, with
some evidence for weight loss in long-term treatment.
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NR416 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Reliability, Validity, and Sensitivity to Change of the
Personal and Social Performance Scale in Patients
With Acute Schizophrenia
Donald Patrick, Ph.D. University of Washington, Health
Services, Box 357660 1954 NE Pacific Street, Seattle, WA,
98195-7660, PierLuigi Morosini, M.D., Margaret Rothman,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should under-
stand that the Personal and Social Performance scale is a reliable
and valid measure of personal and social function in patients with
acute schizophrenia with good construct validity and sensitivity to
clinical change.

Summary:

Background: The Personal and Social Performance scale
(PSP) has been shown to have good reliability and validity in
patients with stabilized schizophrenia1. The PSP provides a single
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composite rating that considers 4 domains of personal and social
functioning (socially useful activities, relationships, self-care, ag-
gressive behaviors) over a 1 month recall period. The objective
of this research is to present data on validity, reliability, respon-
siveness and minimally important difference (MID) in patients with
acute schizophrenia.

Method: Data from a cross-sectional validation study (n=299)
and three pooled clinical antipsychotic trials (n=1692), including
patients with acute psychotic symptoms (mean PANSS at baseline
>90), were analyzed. Outcome measures included PANSS, CGI-
S and PSP. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) were derived
to assess inter-rater and test-retest reliability. Convergent and
discriminant validity, sensitivity of the PSP to clinical change and
MID were evaluated.

Results: The test-retest and inter-rater ICCs exceeded 0.80,
indicating good reliability. The PSP was more highly correlated
with PANSS items expected to have an impact on social function
(active social avoidance [p=-0.26], emotional withdrawal [p=-0.23],
passive/apathetic social withdrawal [p=-0.24]). The PSP was able
to discriminate between different levels of CGI severity (p<0.005).
Regression analyses showed that the PSP is sensitive to change
in PANSS total score (p<0.0001). Based on a 1 category improve-
ment in CGI-S, the observed between-group MID for PSP in acute
patients was 8 to 9 points.

Conclusions: These data support the PSP as a valid and reli-
able clinician-reported measure of personal and social function in
patients with acute schizophrenia.
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NR417 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Psychosis-Specific Quality of Life Scale (PSQOLS)
for Schizophrenia
Martin Patrick Saint Antoine Hospital, Dept. of Psychiatry and
Medical Psychology, Research Unit, 11 rue des Bauches,
PARIS, 75016, France, MASSOL Jacques, GERARD Daniel,
Chouinard Virginie-Anne, AGBOKOU Catherine, Chouinard
Guy, PERETTI Charles-Siegfried

Educational Objectives:

To help understanding the impact of schizophrenic illness on
patient's quality of life

Summary:

Objective:
The objective of this study was to develop and validate a Psy-

chosis-Specific Quality of Life Scale (PSQOLS), consisting of a
questionnaire measuring issues related to patients with schizo-
phrenia.

Method:
During a first phase, identical patterns were identified from inter-

views of patients (n=100) with schizophrenia (DSM-IV). Following
a meeting with 25 experts to discuss the data obtained, the struc-
ture of the scale was formulated and included 133 items, taking
35-40 minutes for patients to complete. In a prospective study (n=
686), a validation analysis of structural and psychometric proper-
ties was performed. Finally, test/retest reliability was assessed in
100 patients over a period of 7 days on the first and last days.

Results:
Data from 686 patients with schizophrenia were analyzed. Inter-

nal consistency analysis identified 14 factors (74 items) with a

Cronbach alpha of 0.75 to 0.95. Construct validity was confirmed
using the Brief Psychiatry Rating Scale (BPRS), the Clinical Global
Impression (CGI) of Improvement Scale, the Psychological Apti-
tude Rating Scale (PARS), the Functional Status questionnaire
(FSQ). Lastly, there was a high test/retest reliability for each factor
(p<0.001).

Conclusion: The PSQOLS, a patient-oriented self-evaluation,
is an efficient, multidimensional instrument designed to measure
the impact of schizophrenia on quality of life.
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NR418 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cognitive Remediation Therapy and Cognitive
Behavior Therapy in Chronic Schizophrenia: Effects
on Symptoms Cognition and Psychosocial
Functioning

Rafael Penades, Ph.D. Hospital Clinic, Neurosciences Institute,
Villarroel 120, Barcelona, 08036, Spain, Rosa Catalan, M.D.,
Joana Guarch, Ph.D., Manel Salamero, M.D., Cristobal Gasto,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

In the presentation different aspects of Cognitive Remediation
Therapy in chronic schizophrenia, such as efficacy, effect sizes,
and the impact on cognition, symtoms and psychosocial function-
ing will be disscussed taking into account the results of a random-
ized controlled study. A comparison against the effects of Cogni-
tive Behavioral Therapy on the same population will shown some
sort of specificity of the effects of both psychological therapies. A
different group without any sort of psychological tretament will
show that there is no practice effect of the neuropsychological
test after using a Reliable Change Index. The positive resulta are
maintained after a mothns follow-up.

Summary:

Objective: Cognitive Remediation Therapy (CRT) is a novel
treatment based on the Extended Release rorless learning ap-
proach designed to improve adaptative functioning by using cogni-
tive compensatory strategies to bypass the cognitive deficits asso-
ciated with schizophrenia. The effect of this treatment was tested
on neurocognition, symptomatology and psychosocial functioning.
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) is a useful treatment for
emotional problems that is not expected to have effects on neuro-
cognition and it was used as a control condition.

Method: A total of 40 chronic patients with DSM-IV schizophre-
nia disorder, cognitive impairments and prominent negative symp-
toms were randomly assigned for 4 months to one of the two
treatment conditions: 1) standard medication plus CRT, 2) stan-
dard medication plus Cognitive-Behavior Therapy . Comprehen-
sive assessments were conducted before and after the treatments
(CRT or Cognitive-Behavior Therapy) and at the end of a follow-
up period of 6 months. Additionally, a method to establish reliable
change was calculated from the neurocognitive measures of a
different sample of 20 schizophrenic patients who were under
treatment as usual (TAU) condition: standard medication without
any kind of psychological treatment.

Results: CRT has a specific treatment effect on Psychomotor
Speed, Verbal and Non-verbal Memory, and Executive Function.
Patients receiving CRT showed greater mean differences and
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more large effect-size changes (Mean effect size = 0.5) than did
patients receiving Cognitive-Behavior Therapy. Cognitive-Behav-
ior Therapy only showed a little non-specific improvement in Work-
ing Memory. Patients receiving CRT achieved improvements in
social functioning, showing that cognitive improvements are clini-
cally meaningful. These gains were not vanished after the 6 month
follow-up.

Conclusions: These results support the efficacy of CRT and it
might be concluded that CRT is a useful treatment tool in targeting
neurocognitive impairment because it increased neurocognitive
functioning to a degree not achievable from the non-specific stimu-
lation.
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NR419 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Remission Criteria for Schizophrenia Evaluated in a
Large Naturalistic Cohort
Jozef Peuskens, Prof. Dr. UC St Jozef, Catholic University
Louvain, Leuvensesteenweg 517, Kortenberg, 3070, Belgium,
Marc De Hert, M.D., Martine Wampers, Psy.D., John M. Kane,
Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

The participant should understand the importance of the evalua-
tion of the criteria for remission in patients with schizphrenia.

Summary:

Introduction: Recently, criteria for remission in schizophrenia
have been proposed. Remission is defined by low symptom levels
(PANSS score < 3 on 8 core symptoms: delusions, hallucinations,
unusual thought content, conceptual disorganisation, manner-
isms/posturing, blunted affect, social withdrawal and lack of spon-
taneity) for at least 6 months.

Method: Remission criteria were evaluated in a large naturalistic
cohort of schizophrenic patients (N = 909) who are prospectively
being followed and assessed with PECC (Psychosis Evaluation
tool for Common use by Caregivers, assessment of symptoms,
side-effects, ADL, current treatments) in different Belgian treat-
ment settings.

Results: Data were analyzed on 422 patients with a minimal
follow-up of 1 year (multiple assessments, no medication change).
29% of these patients meet remission criteria at last observation.

Patients in remission compared, to patients not meeting remis-
sion criteria, have significant lower total symptom scores, better
insight, better GAF- and lower CGI-scores (P = 0.0001). Patients in
remission score significantly better in different functional domains
(personal hygiene, household tasks, money matters, daily activi-
ties/work and social contacts) (P = 0.0001).

Conclusion: The remission concept is valid for daily clinical
practice and could be an achievable goal for treatment in rou-
tine care.

NR420 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Asenapine Safety and Tolerability During Acute
Schizophrenia: A Placebo- and Risperidone-
Controlled Trial
Steven G. Potkin, M.D. University of California, Irvine,
Department of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, Brain Imaging
Center -Irvine Hall # 163, Irvine, CA, 92697-3960, Miriam
Cohen, Ph.D., John Panagides, Ph.D., Anil S. Jina, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Compare the safety and tolerability profiles of asenapine and
risperidone in patients with acute exacerbation of schizophrenia.

2. Assess the relative risks of extrapyramidal symptoms and
weight gain with asenapine versus resperidone.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the safety and tolerability of asenapine,
a novel psychopharmacologic agent, in patients with acute schizo-
phrenia.

Methods: In a double-blind, multicenter trial, adult patients with
acute exacerbation of schizophrenia were randomly assigned to
6 weeks of treatment with sublingual asenapine 5 mg BID plus
oral placebo, oral risperidone 3 mg BID plus sublingual placebo,
or double placebo BID. Adverse events and extrapyramidal symp-
toms (EPS) were assessed weekly and 30 days after study exit.

Results: Among 180 patients who received study medication
(asenapine, n=59; risperidone, n=59; placebo, n=62), 151 (84%)
had >1 adverse event. The most frequently reported events were
headache and agitation (placebo and risperidone), followed by
transient sleep disturbances (active medications). Although there
were no significant between-group differences on formal ratings
of EPS, hypertonia and hyperkinesia were more frequent with
risperidone (12% and 7%, respectively) than with placebo (3%,
0%) or asenapine (0%, 0%), and concomitant use of antiparkinso-
nian drugs was more frequent with risperidone (31%) than with
asenapine (17%). Clinically significant weight gain (>7% increase
in body weight) occurred more often with risperidone (17%) than
with asenapine or placebo (4% and 2%; both P<0.05); mean
weight gain was similar in all 3 treatment groups among normal-
weight patients, but greater with risperidone among overweight
patients. The incidence of hyperprolactinemia was higher with
risperidone (79%) than with asenapine or placebo (9% and 2%;
both P<0.0001). Changes in blood pressure and heart rate were
comparably small in all 3 treatment groups, and there were no
cases of QTc prolongation beyond 500 ms in any group.

Conclusions: Asenapine appears to be well tolerated by pa-
tients with acute schizophrenia, and is associated with low inci-
dence rates of EPS, hyperprolactinemia, and clinically significant
weight gain.

Funding Source: This study was supported by Organon USA
Inc. and Pfizer Inc.
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NR421 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Asenapine Efficacy for the Treatment of Acute
Schizophrenia: A Randomized, Placebo- and
Risperidone-Controlled Trial

Steven G. Potkin, M.D., Miriam Cohen, Ph.D., John Panagides,
Ph.D., Anil S. Jina, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to compare the efficacy of asenapine versus risperidone
and placebo in reducing the positive and negative symptoms of
schizophrenia.
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Summary:

Objective: Asenapine is a novel psychopharmacologic agent
being developed for the treatment of schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder. This double-blind trial evaluated the efficacy of asena-
pine vs placebo and risperidone in acute schizophrenia.

Methods: Patients with baseline Clinical Global Impression
(CGI) score =4 and Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(PANSS) total score =60 were randomized to sublingual asena-
pine 5 mg BID with oral placebo, oral risperidone 3 mg BID with
sublingual placebo, or double placebo for 6 weeks. The primary
efficacy parameter was change from baseline in PANSS total
score for asenapine vs placebo. Secondary measures included
changes in PANSS positive, negative, and general psychopathol-
ogy subscale scores and CGI.

Results: There were 58, 56, and 60 patients in the asenapine,
risperidone, and placebo groups, respectively. By week 6, mean
change in PANSS total score was -15.2 with asenapine vs -4.3
with placebo (P<0.005); the change with risperidone was also
greater than placebo (NS). Reductions in CGI were similar with
asenapine and risperidone (-0.74 and -0.75, respectively; both
P<0.01 vs placebo). Both active treatments were significantly
(P<0.05) better than placebo in reducing PANSS positive subscale
scores (-5.2, -2.3, and -4.7 for asenapine, placebo, and risperi-
done). On the PANSS negative subscale, change with asenapine
(-3.1) was significantly greater than with placebo (-0.2, P<0.01)
or risperidone (-0.9, P<0.05). On the PANSS general psychopa-
thology subscale, change was -6.9 with asenapine vs -1.6 with
placebo (P<0.005) and change with risperidone was also greater
than placebo (NS). Both active treatments were well tolerated,
although weight gain and hyperprolactinemia were more frequent
with risperidone.

Conclusions: Asenapine is effective and well tolerated in the
treatment of acute schizophrenia.

Funding Source: This research was supported by Organon
Inc USA, Roseland, NJ and Pfizer Inc, New York, NY.
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NR422 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Preferential Aggregation of Obsessive-Compulsive
Spectrum Disorders in Schizophrenia Patients with
OCD
Michael Poyurovsky, M.D. Tirat Carmel Mental Health Center,
Research Unit, 9 Eshkol Street, Tirat Carmel, 30200, Israel,
Camil Fuchs, Ph.D., Sarit Faragian, M.A., Artashez Pashinian,
M.D., Ronit Weizman, M.D., Abraham Weizman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will ap-
preciate the rate and pattern of additional psychiatric co-morbidity
in schizophrenia patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD) and to make comparisons with non-OCD schizophrenia
and pure OCD patients. Specifically there is a preferential aggre-
gation of OCD spectrum disorders; body dysmorphic disorder,
eating disorders, and chronic tic disorders in schizo-obsessive
patients. Identification of these co-morbid conditions may improve
the diagnostic validity of a schizo-obsessive subgroup in schizo-
phrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To further validate the existence of a complex schizo-
phrenia - OCD association, we evaluated the rate of OCD-spec-
trum and additional Axis I psychiatric disorders in schizo-obses-
sive patients, as compared to non-OCD schizophrenia and "pure"
OCD patients.

Method: A consecutive sample of 100 patients who met DSM-
IV criteria for both schizophrenia and OCD (N = 100) were com-
pared with non-OCD schizophrenia patients (N = 35, OCD) and
healthy controls (N = 161), matched for age and number of hospi-
talizations. Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I disor-
ders was used. OCD-spectrum disorders included BDD, chronic
tic disorders, eating disorders and hypochondriasis.

Results: There was a robust between-group difference in the
number of patients with at least one OCD-spectrum disorder
(schizo-obsessive 30 versus schizophrenia 8; OR = 4.35; 95%
Cl = 2.13 to 11.41; p = .001), accounted for by the substantially
higher rate of BDD (8% versus 0) and chronic tic disorders (16%
versus 4%) in the schizo-obsessive group. Two OCD-spectrum
disorders were found in 8/100 schizo-obsessive patients and none
in the schizophrenia group (p = .0039). No significant between-
group difference was revealed in the rate of affective, anxiety and
substance use disorders. There was a comparable rate of OCD-
spectrum disorders in the schizo-obsessive and OCD groups (30%
and 42.8%, p = .32).

Conclusion: Preferential aggregation of OCD-spectrum disor-
ders in the schizo-obsessive group supports the validity of this
unique clinical association. Whether OCD in schizophrenia repre-
sents comorbidity or a specific schizo-obsessive subtype of
schizophrenia warrants further investigation.
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NR423 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Obesity and Health-Related Quality of Life in
Swedish Patients With Schizophrenia.
Signy Reynisdottir, M.D. Karolinska University Hospital, Center
for Obesity Treatment, Norrtulls Sjukhus; Norrtullsg 14,
Stockholm, 11345, Sweden, Anna Pejlare, R.N., Juno Weinitz,
M.D., Soren Akselson, M.D., Elizabeth Norman, R.N., Birgitta
Lindelius, Urban P. Osby

Educational Objectives:

The presentation will give additional insight to the importance
of adressing weight gain and obesity in patients with psychotic
illness.

Summary:

Introduction:
Weight gain and obesity-related health problems cause in-

creased morbidity in patients with psychotic disorders. Previous
data indicate reduced self-reported quality of life in patients with
schizophrenia and population surveys indicate reduced quality of
life in obesity. The purpose of this study was to examine the impact
of weight gain and obesity on health related quality of life (HRQL)
in schizophrenia.
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Methods:
The study was performed as part of a prospective cross-sec-

tional study of metabolic risk factors in Swedish patients with
psychotic illness. Body weight and height were measured and BMI
(body mass index) calculated. All subjects filled in questionnaires
including EQ5D, a validated HRQL instrument. Self reported
weight change since commencement of antipsychotic treatment
was noted. The results were compared to a population based
survey with self-reported body height, weight and EQ5D from
29.000 subjects.

Results:
Data from 220 consecutive patients included in the study: 70%

of the females and 80 % of the males have a BMI > 25 kg/m2
and 35% are obese, compared with 35% (female) and 50% (male)
overweight and 10% obese in the population sample. 50% of the
patients report weight gain of 10kg or more since antipsychotic
treatment was started. Self reported quality of life was reduced
in schizophrenia, with negative impact of increasing body mass.
The effect of the mental disorder on HRQL was more pronounced
in males than females. However, subjects reporting weight loss
since start of treatment had a lower EQ5D score than those re-
porting moderate weight gain.

Discussion:
The study confirms previous data on the high prevalence of

obesity in this patient population. The negative effect of obesity
is additive to the negative effect of the mental disorder on self-
reported health-related quality of life.
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NR424 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Long-Acting Risperidone Treatment Following
Antipsychotic Polypharmacy
Stephen C. Rodriguez, M.S. Janssen Phaarmaceutica, Inc,
Medical Affairs, 1125 Tranton-Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ,
08560, Mary Kujawa, M.D., Ibrahim Turkoz, M.S., Sharilyn
Rediess, Georges Gharabawi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the scope of antipsychotic polypharmacy, its
association with compliance problems, and the efficacy and safety
of long-acting risperidone maintenance therapy in patients pre-
viously managed with antipsychotic polypharmacy.

Summary:

Objective: To examine long-acting, injectable risperidone main-
tenance treatment in stable patients with schizophrenia or schizo-
affective disorder previously managed with antipsychotic poly-
pharmacy. Polypharmacy can be associated with refractory illness
or suboptimal response. In cases of poor compliance, assured
medication delivery with a long-acting agent may be helpful.

Methods: A post-hoc analysis was completed of a double-blind
study in which stable patients were randomized to long-acting
risperidone 25 or 50 mg every 2 weeks for 52 weeks. Polyphar-
macy was defined as patients receiving more than one antipsy-
chotic agent at study entry. Outcomes included relapse, the Posi-
tive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS), Clinical Global
Impressions of Severity and adverse-event reports.

Results: Seventy-three of the 323 patients (22.6%) were receiv-
ing antipsychotic polypharmacy at study entry. Relapse incidence

in this subpopulation was 28.8%, with psychiatric hospitalization
reported as the reason for relapse in 8.2% of patients, change in
PANSS total score in 4.1%, change in CGI score in 11.0%, and
rescue medication in 5.5% of patients. Results were similar with
the 25- and 50-mg doses of long-acting risperidone. The mean
± SD PANSS total score reflected symptom stability during the
trial: 69.4 ± 17.7 at baseline and 67.0 ± 18.6 at endpoint (P =
0.291). The most common adverse events in this subpopulation
were: insomnia (37%), psychotic disorder not otherwise specified
(27%), anxiety (21%), headache (10%), and tremor (10%).

Conclusions: In patients previously receiving antipsychotic
polypharmacy, long-acting risperidone was associated with a high
proportion of patients who remained out of the hospital (91.8%)
and relapse free (71.2%).

Supported by Janssen, LP.
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NR425 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comparative Efficacy and Safety of Ziprasidone and
Clozapine in Treatment Refractory Schizophrenic
Patients: Results of a Randomized, Double-Blind, 18-
Week Trial
Emilio Sacchetti, M.D. Brescia University School of Medicine
and Brescia Spedali Civili, University Psychiatric Unit, Piazzale
Spedali Civili 1, 25123, Brescia, Italy, A. Galluzzo, M.D., P.
Valsecchi, M.D., F. Romeo, M.D., B. Gorini, Lewis Warrington,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The research data presented will contribute to the participant's
understanding of the safety and efficacy of difficult to manage
patients diagnosed with schizophrenia who do not respond and/
or are intolerant of antipsychotic treatment.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and safety of ziprasidone
and clozapine in refractory schizophrenic patients.

Methods: Patients were enrolled who met criteria for treatment
resistance (non-response in >3 adequate trials in past 5 years)
and/or inability to tolerate antipsychotic treatment; and who had
a PANSS>80. Patients completed a 3-7 day screening period
before being randomized, double-blind, to 18 weeks of parallel-
group treatment with either ziprasidone (80-160 mg/day; n=73)
or clozapine (250-600 mg/day, n=74).

Results: On the primary ITT-LOCF analysis, the baseline-to-
endpoint decrease in PANSS total score was similar for ziprasi-
done (-25.0 ± 22.0; 95% Cl: -30.2 to -19.8) and clozapine (-
24.5 ± 22.5; 95% Cl: -29.7 to -19.2). A significant reduction from
baseline in the PANSS total score was observed from the first
visit at day 11 for both ziprasidone (p < 0.001) and clozapine
(p = 0.003) and at all subsequent post-baseline visits. The mean
endpoint improvement was also similar on the CDSS, the CGI-I,
and GAF. There were fewer treatment-related adverse events,
and a more favorable metabolic profile for ziprasidone: significant
(p<0.05) reduction in median cholesterol (-5 versus +2 mg/dL),
LDL cholesterol (-6 versus +4 mg/dL), and triglycerides (-15 versus
+10 mg/dL); no change in fasting glucose (0 versus +6 mg/dL),
and significantly less weight gain (p<0.001).
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Conclusion: In this treatment-resistant/intolerant patient sam-
ple, ziprasidone demonstrated comparable efficacy but increased
tolerability and metabolic safety when compared to clozapine.
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NR426 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Genetic Association Analysis Between the hOGG1
Gene Polymorphism (Ser326Cys) and Schizophrenia

Shinichi Sakata University of Occupational and Environmental
Health, 1-1 Iseigaoka, Yahatanishi-ku, Kitakyushu, 807-8555,
Japan, Takahiro Shinkai, Hiroko Hori, Osamu Ohmori, Jun
Nakamura

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate clinical implications.

Summary:

Rationale: DNA is damaged by a variety of agents including
oxidative stress caused by reactive oxygen species (ROS) derived
from oxidative metabolism. Oxidative stress such as free radical-
mediated neuronal dysfunction may be involved in the pathophysi-
ology of schizophrenia. The human 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosy-
lase (hOGG1) plays an important role in the repair of damaged
DNA. We therefore hypothesized that the hOGG1 gene, which is
located on chromosome 3p26.2, may be involved in the patho-
physiology of schizophrenia. The aim of this study is to examine
whether a functional polymorphism, a serine (Ser) to cysteine
(Cys) substitution at codon 326 (Ser326Cys) of the hOGG1 gene,
is associated with susceptibility to schizophrenia in a Japanese
case-control sample. It is reported that the potential capacity of
hOGG1 with the 326Ser to repair the damaged DNA is ~7 times
higher than that with the 326Cys, suggesting that 326Cys allele
may give an individual more susceptibility to the formation of
8-hydroxyguanine in DNA. Material and Methods: Our sample
includes 240 patients with schizophrenia (DSM-IV) and 198 nor-
mal controls. Informed consent was a premise for participation,
and this study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Occupational and Environmental Health. Genomic
DNA was extracted from 10-ml aliquots of EDTA-anticoagulated
venous blood following the standard procedures. Genotyping was
assessed by the TaqMan allele-specific assay method using ABI
PRISM® 7000 (Applied Biosystems) at the Bio-information Re-
search Center, University of Occupational and Environmental
Health. Differences in allele and genotype distribution between
cases and controls were evaluated using the x2 test. Results:
Significant association between the hOGG1 Ser326Cys polymor-
phism and schizophrenia was found (genotype: x2 = 6.04, df =
2, p = 0.049). Conclusion: Our results suggest that the hOGG1
Ser326Cys polymorphism may confer susceptibility to schizophre-
nia in our sample.
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NR427 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Immigration and Demographic Variables as
Predictors of Long-Term Outcome in Schizophrenia
Nandita Sawh York University, 129 Derrydown Road, North
York, ON, M3J 1R6, Canada, R. Walter Heinrichs, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to understand that demographic and immigration-related
factors may play noteworthy roles in the varying degrees of long-
term functional outcome observed in persons diagnosed with
chronic schizophrenia

Summary:

Schizophrenia rates may be elevated within some immigrant
populations in several countries. Migration to a new country may
involve stresses like financial adversity and cultural adjustment.
Moreover, these stresses may in turn yield poorer functional out-
comes in foreign-born schizophrenia patients, relative to native-
born ones. The present study used multiple regression to investi-
gate whether demographic and immigration variables predict long-
term functional outcome. Archival data from 49 chronic schizo-
phrenia patients assessed during the 1990's were examined. The
SIP (Sickness Impact Profile) and amount of total hospitalization
were used as outcome measures. The SIP reflected illness adjust-
ment and life quality and total duration of hospitalization was an
indicator of "objective" functional outcome. The Brief Psychiatric
rating Scale (BPRS) was employed as an indicator of psychopa-
thology present at the time of testing. Results yielded a regression
equation including gender, parental socioeconomic status, and
patient's status as either foreign-born or native-born that predicted
significant amounts of outcome variance. At the same time, having
English as a first language did not contribute uniquely to prediction.
The finding that place of birth varies with functional outcome in
an illness that strikes young adults implies a role for immigration-
linked experiences such as social adversity and cultural ad-
justment.
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NR428 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Functional Polymorphism of the Human Multidrug-
Resistance Gene (MDR-1) and Polydipsia-
Hyponatremia in Schizophrenia
Takahiro Shinkai University of Occupational and Environmental
Health, 1-1 Iseigaoka, Yahatanishi-ku, Kitakyushu, 807-8555,
Japan, Hiroko Hori, Chima Matsumoto, Kazuko Shimizu,
Osamu Ohmori, Jun Nakamura

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate clinical implications.

Summary:

Rationale: P-glycoprotein, which is coded by MDR-1 gene, in
the brain capillary endothelial cell limits the entry of many drugs
including antipsychotics into the brain. The aim of this study is to
examine whether a functional polymorphism, a C to T substitution
at position 3435 in exon 26 of the MDR-1 gene, is associated
with susceptibility to polydipsia-hyponatremia in schizophrenia in
a Japanese case-control sample. It has been reported that individ-
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uals homozygous for this polymorphism had significantly lower
duodenal MDR-1 expression levels and function of MDR-1 (PNAS,
97: 3473-3478, 2000). Furthermore, the brain entry of risperidone
and 9-hydroxyrisperidone has been shown to be greatly limited
by P-glycoprotein (Int J Neuropsychopharmacol, 7: 415-419,
2004). To our knowledge, this is the first association study between
the MDR-1 polymorphism and polydipsia-hyponatremia in schizo-
phrenia. Material and Methods: Our sample includes 331 patients
with schizophrenia (DSM-IV) (84 with polydipsia and 247 without
polydipsia). Informed consent was a premise for participation, and
this study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University
of Occupational and Environmental Health. Genomic DNA was
extracted from 10-ml aliquots of EDTA-anticoagulated venous
blood following the standard procedures. Genotyping was as-
sessed by the TaqMan allele-specific assay method using ABI
PRISM® 7000 (Applied Biosystems) at the Bio-information Re-
search Center, University of Occupational and Environmental
Health. Differences in allele and genotype distribution between
cases and controls were evaluated using the x2 test. Results:
Significant association between the MDR1 C3435T polymorphism
and polydipsia was found (x2 = 4.43, df = 1, p = 0.035; OR = 1.46;
95%CI = 1.03-2.07). Conclusion: Our results suggest that the
MDR1 C3435T polymorphism may confer susceptibility to polydip-
sia in schizophrenia.
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NR429 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prodromal Symptoms in Late Adolescence
Moti Shmushkevich, M.D. IDF, Mental Health Service, Clinical
Branch, 20/12 Trumpeldor St., Natania, 42246, Israel, Avi
Reichenberg, M.D., Gadi Lubin, M.D., Mark Weiser, M.D.,
Michael Davidson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The objectives of this presentation is to identify symptoms which
may be more prevalent in prodromal adolescents compared to
controls. At the same time the participants will realize that many
persons with first episode psychisis do not seek treatment for
prodromal symptoms.

Summary:

Background: Although patients in their first psychotic episode
suffer from prodromal behavioral disturbances, the nature of these
disturbances is not yet well characterized defined.

Methods: We identified 59 soldiers (50m, 9f, ages 18-21, cases)
later hospitalized for a psychotic disorder during their military ser-
vice, who had been interviewed by a mental health professional
within a 6 month period before being hospitalized. Soldiers who
were found to be psychotic and were hospitalized as a result of
the interview were excluded. The results of their mental health
interview were compared to those of controls matched for age
and gender who were not later hospitalized.

Results: Mild thought disorder (11.9% versus 2.3%, p<0.001),
poor judgment (3.4% versus 0.7%, p<0.012), aggressive behavior
(0% versus 5.7%, p=0.073) and obsessive-compulsive behavior
(10.7 versus 2.7, p<0.001) were more common in cases compared
with controls.

Discussion: In line with other data on the topic, these findings
indicate that prodromal symptoms are non-specific and do not
enable prediction of impending psychosis.
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NR430 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Community Screenings for Depression and Cognitive
Decline
Tatyana P. Shteinlukht, M.D. UMass Medical School/UMMHC,
Psychiatry, 151 Gerry Road, Chestnut Hill, MA, 02467-3185,
Patricia Murray, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize that community screenings identify people
suffering from depression and cognitive decline. Ways to improve
compliance with follow up for subsequent care require further
exploration.

Summary:

Objective:
Evaluate effectiveness of community screenings for identifica-

tion of patients with depression and cognitive decline and referral
of subjects to the appropriate sources of care.

Method:
18 older adults were evaluated during Screening Day offered

by University of Massachusetts Memorial Health Care/Clinton
Hospital geriatric psychiatry program. Mini Mental Status Exam
(MMSE) and Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) were adminis-
tered, clinical assessment performed by geriatric psychiatrist and
appropriate referrals given. Telephone follow up was done in to
identify compliance with recommendations.

Results:
GDS scores and clinical evaluation indicated that 64% of sub-

jects had no depression, 29% mild depression and 7% severe
depression. Referrals to psychiatry outpatient clinic were made.
Follow up called revealed that 60% of the referred subjects were
not able to recall what was advised though only 20% had problems
with recall on MMSE. 20% vaguely remembered advice but didn't
follow up. Those displayed attention problems on MMSE. Only
20% scheduled appointment. 29% scored 30/30 on MMSE and
clinical evaluation warranted no further intervention. 21% got 30/
30 but appropriate referrals were made because of assessment
findings required further exploration. 38% scored 28-29/30, 7% -
23/30,7% -14/30 and were all referred to memory clinic/outpatient
psychiatry. On the follow up 50% didn't recall what was advised
though only 30% has problems with recall on MMSE. 30% recalled
that they were advised to see a doctor but 20% didn't make an
appointment, 10% intended to make to follow up. Only 10% did
actually make an appointment.

Conclusions:
Community screenings effectively identify target population.

Ways to improve compliance with recommended interventions
need to be further explored.
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NR431 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Quetiapine Versus Olanzapine for the Treatment of
Negative Symptoms in Patients With Schizophrenia
Pinkhas Sirota, M.D. Abarbanel Mental Health Center, 6a, 15
Keren Kayemet Street, Bat-Yam, 59100, Israel

Educational Objectives:

This study supports the effectiveness of quetiapine and olanzap-
ine in treating the negative symptoms of schizophrenia.

Summary:

Negative symptoms are considered the most debilitating and
refractory aspect of schizophrenia, being associated with poor
social, occupational and global outcomes. Conventional antipsy-
chotics have limited efficacy against these symptoms and poor
tolerability profiles. Atypical antipsychotics are an alternative treat-
ment, and this 12-Week, randomized, flexibly dosed study com-
pared the efficacy, safety and tolerability of quetiapine and olan-
zapine in this regard. Of the 40 patients who entered the study
(32 male: 8 female), 19 were randomized to quetiapine (mean
dose 637 mg/day, mean treatment duration 80 days) and 21 to
olanzapine (mean dose 16 mg/day, mean treatment duration 78
days). Quetiapine and olanzapine were similarly effective: in each
treatment group, significant improvements at Week 12 were ob-
served for the negative symptom scores on the Positive and Nega-
tive Syndrome Scale and for the subscale scores of affective
flattening and alogia on the Scale for the Assessment of Negative
Symptoms. Both treatments were also well tolerated in this patient
population, with no worsening of extrapyramidal symptoms in ei-
ther case. Anxiety and insomnia were the most common adverse
events (>7% of patients in each group), but were not drug-related.
This study supports the effectiveness of quetiapine and olanzapine
in treating the negative symptoms of schizophrenia.
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NR432 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The First 21-Months of Safety Experience with Post-
Marketing Use of Olanzapine's Intramuscular
Formulation
Sebastian Sorsaburu, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly
Research Laboratories, Lilly Corporate center, Indianapolis, IN,
46285, Kenneth Hornbuckle, Ph.D., Debbie S. Blake, B.S.,
Debbie Falk, B.S., Mary Anne Dellva, M.S., Ludmila
Kryzhanovskaya, M.D., Patrizia A. Cavazzoni, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
better informed about the adverse events reported during treat-
ment with olanzapine IM.

Summary:

Objective: Severe agitation is common in patients with psychi-
atric disorders, often requiring the use of intramuscular (IM) medi-
cations. Data from the first 21 months of postmarketing safety
experience with olanzapine IM are presented.

Methods: Lilly's safety database was searched for spontaneous
adverse events (AEs) reported through September 30th, 2005.

Results: The estimated worldwide patient exposure to olanzap-
ine IM was 539,000; 160 cases were reported. The most frequent
reported underlying conditions included schizophrenia (34%), bi-
polar disorder (24%), psychosis (11%), dementia (9%), and de-
pression (6%). The most common reported concomitant medica-
tions were benzodiazepines (29%) and other antipsychotics
(54%). The most frequent AEs reported included CNS (21%),
cardiac (12%), respiratory (6%), vascular (6%), and psychiatric
(5%). There were 29 fatalities reported. These cases presented
with multiple concomitant medications, including benzodiazepines
(66%) or other antipsychotics (66%). The primary events reported
in these cases included cardiovascular (41%), respiratory (21%),
general (17%), and CNS (10%). The majority of the cases pre-
sented with medically significant risk factors.

Conclusions: Given the known challenges associated with the
management acute agitation, clinicians should use care when
treating these patients, who may present with concurrent medical
conditions and may be treated with multiple medications.
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1. Waddington J.L.,Youssef, H.A, Kinsella, A. (1998). Brit J
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2. Battaglia J. (2005). Pharmacological management of acute
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NR433 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Factors Associated With Positive Outcomes for
Homeless Men With Mental Illness
Vicky Stergiopoulos, M.D. St. Michael's Hospital, Psychiatry, St.
Michael's Hospital, 30 Bond Street, Toronto, ON, M5B 1W8,
Canada, Carolyn S. Dewa, Ph.D., Katherine rouleau, M.D.,
Shawn Yoder, B.S.W., Kenneth Lee, B.S.C., Lome A. Tugg,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to:

1. Describe an innovative model of service delivery to homeless
individuals with complex health needs.

2. Appreciate the factors limiting the evaluation of shelter based
interventions for the homeless.

3. Discuss the implications for program planning and policy
development of the evaluation of a shelter based collaborative
care team.

Summary:

Objective: Factors associated with positive outcomes for home-
less men referred to a shelter based, collaborative care team were
examined.

Methods: A chart review of 73 clients referred by shelter staff
to our team over twelve months was completed. The two main
outcome measures were clinical status and housing status six
months after referral to the program.

Results: Fifty clients (68%) had a severe and persistent mental
illness. Six months after referral, 24 clients (33%) had improved
clinically and 33 (45%) were housed. Controlling for education,
the presence of personality disorder, substance use disorders,
treatment adherence, the number of psychiatric visits and the
number of family physician visits, logistic regression identified two
factors associated with positive housing outcomes: the number
of psychiatric visits and treatment adherence. The same two vari-
ables were associated with clinical improvement.

Conclusion: Strategies to improve treatment adherence and
access to mental health specialists may improve outcomes for
the homeless mentally ill. In a healthcare system where mental
health resources are scarce, a shelter-based collaborative care
team is one possible solution.
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NR434 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Aripiprazole for the Treatment Of Schizophrenia With
Co-Morbid Social Anxiety: Preliminary Findings From
the Extension Phase Study
Robert G. Stern, M.D. Meadowview Psychiatric Hospital,
UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, 595 County
Avenue, Secaucus, NJ, 07094, Theodore A. Petti, M.D., Kurt
Bopp, B.A., Dona Bellucci, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that:

a. Social anxiety is a common comorbid condition in neuroleptic
treated out-patients with schizophrenia.

b. Neuroleptic switch over to aripiprazole significantly reduced
social anxiety, and psychosis severity, and improved quality of
life over an eight-week course of treatment in this group of patients.

c. Schizophrenia patients with comorbid social anxiety who con-
tinued treatment with aripiprazole for up to one year maintained
significant improvements from baseline in measures of social anxi-
ety, and psychosis severity as well as quality of life throughout
the treatment period.

d. Further controlled studies are warranted to confirm the effi-
cacy of aripiprazole in the treatment of patients with schizophrenia
and comorbid social anxiety.

Summary:

Background: Co-occurring social anxiety in patients with schizo-
phrenia is common and often severe (1). 5-HT1A - receptor ago-
nists such as aripiprazole are believed to be effective anxiolytic
drugs (2). In an ongoing open-label study we tested the hypothesis
that switchover to aripiprazole would reduce the severity of social
anxiety in neuroleptic treated patients suffering from schizophrenia
with co-morbid social anxiety. We present here the preliminary
findings from 9 analyzable patients who entered the extension
phase [EP] of the study.

Objectives: The EP hypothesized that switch-over to aripipra-
zole effectively reduces social anxiety symptoms in the short-term
and that treatment continuation will help maintains the effects as
assessed on the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS), Shee-
han's Disability Scale- [SDS] and Lehman's Quality of Life Inter-
view [B-QOLI]- brief version.

Study Design: Eligible consenting outpatients meeting DSM IV
criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder with comorbid
social anxiety symptoms completed baseline assessments after
which their neuroleptic was gradually cross-titrated over to a maxi-
mum of 30 mg/po/day of aripiprazole. Patients who completed the
8-week acute study had the option to continue for 10 more months
in the EP. Complete assessments were performed at day 56 and
at months 4,6,9,and 12.

Results: Preliminary LOCF analysis of 9 patients showed signifi-
cant improvements from baseline to day 56 and from baseline to
month 12 in social anxiety scores (LSAS total, avoidance, and
anxiety), social disability scores (Sheehan total, work, social life,
family) and in overall function and emotional well being scores
[B-QOLI.] and psychosis (PANSS total) scores.

Conclusions: These preliminary data suggest that switchover
to aripiprazole improves acutely as well as in the long-term social
anxiety, psychosis and quality of life in these patients. Further
controlled studies are warranted.

Supported by a grant from Bristol-Myers Squibb, Investigator-
Sponsored Trials Program .
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NR435 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A One-Year Follow-Up of Weight Gain in First-Break
Psychotic Patients and Medication-Free Controls
Martin Strassnig, M.D. University of Pittsburgh, Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh,
PA, 15213, Matcheri S. Keshavan, M.D., Jane Miewald, M.A.,
Rohan Ganguli, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to distinguish between weight gain liabilities of various
neuroleptic medications in the first-break psychosis patient popu-
lation.

Summary:

Objective: BMI of patients suffering from schizophrenia exceeds
that of population estimates. Most study samples include a high
proportion of patients with chronic schizophrenia. We examined
the extent of weight gain introduced after initiation of pharmacolog-
ical treatment in previously drug-free first-episode psychotic pa-
tients, thereby possibly limiting various confounding variables
such as multiple past medication trials, history of partial adher-
ence; or poor diet and a sedentary lifestyle associated with chronic
mental illness.

Methods: First-episode psychotic subjects receiving antipsy-
chotics along with medication-free age- and gender-comparable
control subjects were observed over a 1-year time frame. Main
outcome measure was the BMI difference. Exploratory data analy-
sis was conducted to account for possible inter-individual and
group differences. Proportions of patients gaining a clinically sig-
nificant amount of more than 7% over baseline weight were calcu-
lated.

Results: The sample consisted of 59 first-break psychosis pa-
tients at least 18 years old and 26 age- and gender comparable
healthy controls (baseline BMI 24.1 ±5.1 versus 25.7±4.6; p=ns).
At 1 -year follow-up, patients had gained significantly more weight
than controls (BMI +2.3±3.4 versus +0.4±1.6; p=0.007). Younger
patients gained more weight (r=-0.302, p=0.020). 77.8 % of pa-
tients on Olanzapine (n=9; mean BMI increase +4.9±5.2); 54.2
% of patients on Risperidone (n=25; BMI +2.5±3.3); 44.4 % of
those receiving Haloperidol (n=18, BMI 1.5±2.5); 14.3 % of the
Perphenazine-treated patients (n=7; BMI 0.7±1.3); and 23.1 %
of controls (n=26; BMI +2.3±3.4) gained more than 7 % of baseline
bodyweight over a year.

Discussion: A high proportion of patients had gained more than
7 % over baseline BMI. Differential contributions of the various
antipsychotics prescribed were observed. Long-term metabolic
side-effects are numerous and may proportionally increase with
BMI. The first treatment intervention is a critical step that has
the potential to influence the course and outcome of what could
become a lifelong illness.
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NR436 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cardiac Risk Factors and Schizophrenia: An Analysis
of 14,756 Patients Enrolled in an International,
Comparative Trial of Olanzapine and Ziprasidone
Brian L. Strom, M.D. University of Pennsylvania, Biostatistics &
Epidemiology, 423 Guardian Drive, 824 Blockley Hall,
Philadelphia, PA, 19104-6021, Gerald Faich, M.D., Robert F.
Reynolds, Sc.D., Sybil M. Eng, Ph.D., Stephen R. Murray,
M.D., John M. Kane

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: (1) understand the large simple trial (LST) design of the
Ziprasidone Observational Study of Cardiac Outcomes (ZODIAC),
a randomized, comparative study of ziprasidone and olanzapine,
unprecedented in size and scope, being conducted among 18,000
patients with schizophrenia from 18 countries; (2) appreciate why
the LST design was chosen to study ziprasidone cardiovascular
safety; and (3) observe the baseline demographic and clinical
characteristics of patients participating in ZODIAC, which intended
to enroll subjects representative of the schizophrenia population.

Summary:

Introduction. Ziprasidone has been used to treat schizophrenia
since 2000. An outstanding question has been whether its modest
QTc-prolonging effect translates to increased risk of cardiovascu-
lar events. The Ziprasidone Observational Study of Cardiac Out-
comes (ZODIAC), an open-label, randomized, postmarketing
study, has been conducted to address this issue; it will complete
enrollment of 18,000 schizophrenic patients from 18 countries in
February 2006. The primary endpoint of non-suicide death will be
ascertained over the following year.

Objective. To describe baseline characteristics of patients with
schizophrenia enrolled from a variety of psychiatry practice set-
tings in this large simple trial.

Methods. A physician-administered questionnaire collected
baseline information on demographics, medical and psychiatric
history, and concomitant medication use. Data were self-reported
by patients or reported by enrolling physicians in naturalistic prac-
tice. Descriptive baseline data on 14,756 patients are presented
here and will be updated following enrollment completion.

Results. To date, ZODIAC has enrolled over 17,000 patients.
Most patients (81.5%) were from the U.S. or Brazil, baseline mean
age was 41.9 years, 54.9% were male, and 61.2% were white.
Nineteen percent of patients had hypertension, 15.7% had hyper-
lipidemia, 47.5% currently smoked, nearly two-thirds had a body
mass index of 30 kg/m2 or more, and 8.3% had diabetes at base-
line. Mean time since schizophrenia diagnosis was 10.8 years
and average Clinical Impression Score was 5.1 (range: 1 to 8).
One-third of patients had ever attempted suicide. Seventy-one
percent of patients were using antipsychotics at baseline. Nearly
80% of patients were using concomitant medications, with 31.5%
using antidepressants, 25.2% using anxiolytics, and 19.8% using
mood stabilizers. Less than 3% were using antihypertensives or
statins.

Conclusions. ZODIAC baseline data suggest that this study
population has a substantial prevalence of cardiovascular risk
factors. Concomitant medications were used frequently, although
hyperlipidemia and hypertension may be undertreated.

Supported by funding from Pfizer
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NR437 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Effectiveness of Atypical Antipsychotics for
Substance Abuse in Schizophrenia Patients
Jeffrey W. Swanson, Ph.D. Duke University, Department of
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, DUMC Box 3071,
Durham, NC, 27710, Marvin S. Swartz, M.D., Richard A. Van
Dorn, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants should become familiar with new evidence for:
(1) Prevalence and risk factors for substance abuse in persons

with schizophrenia in community-based treatment;
(2) Effectiveness of treatment with atypical antipsychotics and

conventional neuroleptics in reducing substance abuse among
patients with schizophrenia;

(3) Role of improved adherence with medication in reducing
risk factors for substance abuse.

Summary:

Objectives: This study compared substance abuse outcomes
for schizophrenia patients treated with atypical antipsychotic medi-
cations versus conventional neuroleptics and tested the interac-
tion of compliance by medication.

Methods: N=404 adult schizophrenia patients were randomly
selected from public-sector mental health service systems and
enrolled in a 3-year observational study. Medication type was
coded as: (1) atypical antipsychotic - including clozapine, risperi-
done, olanzapine, quetiapine, ziprasidone, or aripiprazole; and (2)
conventional neuroleptic ~ any other antipsychotic medication.
Substance abuse was assessed using the adapted MAST (Selzer,
1971) and DAST (Skinner, 1982). Assessments took place every
6-months (N=1832 person-period observations after attrition).
Substance abuse was modeled as a function of medication con-
trolling for time, compliance, and relevant covariates using general
linear regression for repeated measures (Stokes, Davis, & Koch,
1995).

Results: Baseline prevalence of substance abuse symptoms
was 24%; prevalence at the end of the study among retained
participants was 16%. Substance abuse was significantly lower
for patients treated with atypical antipsychotic medications com-
pared to those treated with conventional neuroleptics (OR = 0.46,
p<0.001). A significant main effect was found for medication com-
pliance on diminished substance abuse (OR = 0.34, p<0.001).
Among patients treated with conventional neuroleptics, substance
abuse ranged from 31.7% (medication noncompliant) to 22.0%
(medication-compliant). Among patients treated with atypical anti-
psychotics, substance abuse ranged from 16.9% (medication non-
compliant) to 6.1% (medication-compliant).

Conclusions: Treatment with atypical antipsychotic medica-
tions was associated with significantly lower risk of substance
abuse compared to treatment with conventional neuroleptics.
Medication compliance also had a significant independent effect
in reducing substance abuse. Results seem to indicate an advan-
tage for the atypicals specifically in the treatment of dual disorders.
However, their widespread use is tempered by their higher cost.
The major limitation of the study is lack of random assignment to
treatment group; however, models were adjusted for predictors
of medication type.
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NR438 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Tale of Two Cities: Lessons Learned From
Research Protocol Variance
Jatinder Takhar, M.D. Regional Mental Health Care London,
TIPP-Psychiatrist, Collaborative Mental Health Care, 850
Highbury Ave N, P.O. Box 5532 Station B, London, ON, N6A 4
H1, Canada, Jack Haggarty, M.D., David Haslam, M.D., Gene
Kolisnyk, M.A., Rosie Caruso, B.A., Lisa McAuley, R.N.,
Jennifer Lehto, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

Learning Objectives:
1. Compare and contrast the Transition into Primary care Psy-

chiatry-Research Demonstration Project at Thunder Bay and Lon-
don sites re. protocol variance

2. Lessons learned with respect to barriers encountered in
applying a multi-site research project

3. How different interpretations of a model can be implemented

Summary:

Historically models of collaboration have been based on certain
fundamental principles such as common purpose, open communi-
cation, paradigm, and location of service, business management
and relationships. While relationships remain central to the con-
cept of the model, sharing of care among different disciplines is
the core element that promotes optimum treatment to improve
patient care and satisfaction with the service.

However, much needs to be learned about how a single re-
search protocol could drift and its potential impact on site service
delivery. Clinical experience suggests remaining open to new
ideas and documenting variations in interpretation is vital so that
core components of the collaborative care are continuously re-
spected. Divergent paradigm shifts in a common research model
were successfully implemented because the fundamental princi-
ples were followed.

Here we report the experience of two sites located in northern
and southern Ontario on the successful implementation of a collab-
orative care approach with some intriguing differences in delivery
within the model.
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NR439 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Intramuscular Pharmacotherapy of Agitation in
Schizophrenia and Bipolar Disorders in Psychiatric
Settings at Duke University Medical Center
Haresh Tharwani, M.D. Duke University Medical Center,
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 4323 Ben Franklin
Boulevard, suite 700, Durham, NC, 27704, Kenneth Gersing,
M.D., Bruce Burchett, Ph.D., Ashwin A. Patkar, Chi-Un Pae,
M.D., Prakash S. Masand, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Intramuscular use of Typical, Atypical Antipsychotics and Lora-
zepam with and without Benztropine in agitation in Schizophrenia
and Bipolar Disorders.

Summary:

Objective: The availability of newer parenteral psychotropics
has expanded the clinicians' armamentarium to treat agitation.
However, there are limited data regarding the clinicians' patterns
of use of parenteral medications. The aim of this study was to
better understand clinicians' preferences regarding the use of
Intramuscular (IM) conventional antipsychotics (haloperidol) ver-
sus atypical antipsychotics (ziprasidone, olanzapine) with or with-
out lorazepam in the treatment of agitation occurring in schizophre-
nia and bipolar disorder. Method: Clinicians' use of IM
Antipsychotics and IM Lorazepam in the Emergency Department
and Psychiatric Inpatient unit at DUMC were analyzed using The
Clinical Research Information System (CRIS). CRIS is an Elec-
tronic Psychiatric Medical Record Repository tool used at DUMC
for all clinical and research activities. It has registered 25632
patients and 119086 visits as of September, 2005. This data was
analysed from May, 1999 to August, 2005 by looking at total
visits, settings (ED and Inpatient), diagnoses (Schizophrenia and
Bipolar), Intramuscular administration of older versus newer anti-
psychotics and Lorazepam.

Results: The rate of usage of IM medications in schizophrenia
(SCZ) versus bipolar disorder (BD) is as follows: IM Typical only
(SCZ=0.44% versus BD=0.15%), IM Atypical only (SCZ=0.08%
versus BD=1%), IM Typical plus Lorazepam (SCZ=0.99% versus
BD=1.6%), IM Typical plus Benztropine (SCZ=1.05% versus BD=
0.45%), IM Typical/Lorazepam/Benztropine (SCZ=1.4% versus
BD=0.40%). None of these differences were statistically signif-
icant.

Conclusions: Contrary to most clinicians' perception, the overall
usage of intramuscular antipsychotics with or without BDZ was
very low in a tertiary Academic Medical center.
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NR440 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Awareness of Cognitive Dysfunction in Patients With
Schizophrenia
Alice Medalia, Ph.D. Bronx, NY, Julie Thysen, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be:
1. familiar with a new instrument that assesses insight into

cognitive dysfunction in schizophrenia, and
2.knowledgable about degree of insight that patients with

schizophrenia have about their cognitive problems

Summary:

Cognitive functioning is typically impaired in schizophrenia, with
the most pronounced deficits in attention, memory and problem
solving. Because these cognitive deficits have been linked to poor
functional outcome, there is considerable interest in developing
treatments for cognitive impairments. Since awareness of need
for treatment is predictive of compliance with treatment and better
outcome, it becomes important to understand whether people with
schizophrenia have awareness of their cognitive deficits. While it
is known that insight into psychotic symptoms is typically impaired
in schizophrenia, it is not known whether insight into cognitive
impairment is similarly impaired. Using a newly developed scale,
the Measure of Insight into Cognition (MIC), which measures in-
sight into the cognitive symptoms associated with schizophrenia,
we assessed whether impaired insight extends to cognitive symp-
toms in patients with schizophrenia. We found that self report of
awareness of cognitive impairment correlated highly with a clini-
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cian report of patient awareness of cognitive impairment, however
neither reports of cognitive impairment agreed with the BACS
neuropsychological rating of impairment. Patients classified as
cognitively impaired with the BACS did not perceive cognitive
impairment, suggesting poor awareness of cognitive deficit. Impli-
cations for treatment are discussed.
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NR441 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Six-Week Placebo-Controlled Study on the Safety
and Tolerability of Flexible Doses of Oral
Paliperidone Extended-Release Tablets in the
Treatment of Schizophrenia in Elderly Patients
Andreas Tzimos Psychiatric Hospital of Thessaloniki, 2nd
psychogeriatric ward, 196 LAGADA STR., THESSALONIKI,
56429, Greece, Michelle Kramer, M.D., Lisa Ford, M.D.,
Cristiana Gassmann-Mayer, Ph.D., Pilar Lim, Ph.D., Marielle
Eerdekens, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to describe the safety and tolerability profile of investigational
psychotropic paliperidone extended-release tablets during the
treatment of schizophrenia in the elderly.

Summary:

Objective: This study evaluated the safety and tolerability of
investigational paliperidone extended-release (paliperidone Ex-
tended Release ) tablets in elderly schizophrenia patients.

Methods: In this 6-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled
study, patients (age >65 years) randomly received 6mg/day pali-
peridone Extended Release (n=76; with flexible doses of 3-12mg/
day, 3mg dose increments from Day 7) or placebo (n=38).

Results: Mean age=70 years and modal paliperidone Extended
Release dose=6mg/day. Study completion rates were 84% and
68% for paliperidone Extended Release and placebo, respec-
tively, while treatment discontinuations due to adverse events
(AEs) were 7% and 8%, respectively. The treatment-emergent
AE incidence was comparable for paliperidone Extended Release
(67%) versus placebo (71%). The incidence of extrapyramidal
disorder was 5% for paliperidone Extended Release compared
with 11 % for placebo, although hypertonia and tremor occurred
only with paliperidone Extended Release (3% each). Serious AEs
were reported in the paliperidone Extended Release (3%) and
placebo (8%) groups and two patients died in the placebo group.
No prolactin or glucose treatment-related AEs or significant
changes in mean bodyweight were observed. Mean change
(±SD) in PANSS total score at endpoint was -14.6±14.6 (paliperi-
done Extended Release ) and 9.9±15.0 (placebo) (LSM differ-
ence -5.5, 95% Cl -9.85 to -1.12).

Conclusion: In this study, paliperidone Extended Release (3-
12mg/day) was well tolerated and effective in elderly patients with
schizophrenia.
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NR442 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Association between the DRD3 gene polymorphism
(Ser9Gly) and schizophrenia
Kensuke Utsunomiya University of Occupational and
Environmental Health, 1-1 Iseigaoka, Yahatanishi-ku,
Kitakyushu, 807-8555, Japan, Takahiro Shinkai, Hiroko Hori,
Osamu Ohmori, Jun Nakamura

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate clinical implications.

Summary:

Rationale: It is well documented that schizophrenia is associ-
ated with dopaminergic dysregulation. Dopaminergic D3 receptors
(DRD3), concentrated in limbic-associated structures, may be
more particularly involved in schizophrenia. A recent meta-analy-
sis also suggests positive association between the DRD3 Ser9Gly
polymorphism and schizophrenia (Psychiatry Genet 2003; 13: 1-
12). In the present study, we tried to replicate that finding in a
Japanese case-control sample. Material and Methods: Our sam-
ple includes 246 patients with schizophrenia (DSM-IV) and 198
normal controls. Informed consent was a premise for participation,
and this study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Occupational and Environmental Health. Genomic
DNA was extracted from 10-ml aliquots of EDTA-anticoagulated
venous blood following the standard procedures. Genotyping was
assessed by the TaqMan allele-specific assay method using ABI
PRISM® 7000 (Applied Biosystems) at the Bio-information Re-
search Center, University of Occupational and Environmental
Health. Differences in allele and genotype distribution between
cases and controls were evaluated using the x2 test. Results:
Significant association between the DRD3 Ser9Gly polymorphism
and schizophrenia was found (genotype: x2 = 9-76, df = 2, p =
0.008; allele: x2 = 7.96, df = 1, p =0.0048; OR = 1.54; 95%CI =
1.14-2.08). Conclusion: Our results suggest that it is likely that
the DRD3 Ser9Gly polymorphism is associated with schizophrenia
in our sample.

#
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NR443 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Association Between Changes in Negative
Symptoms and Functional Outcome Measures in a
Stable Schizophrenic Population
Dawn I. Velligan, Ph.D. University of Texas H.S.C., 7703 Floyd
Curl Drive, San Antonio, TX, 78229-3900, Mai Wang, M.S.,
George Haig, Pharm.D., Scott Lancaster, M.S., Thomas N.
Taylor, Ph.D., Larry Alphs, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Demonstrate familiarity with several standard measures of
functional outcome in patients with schizophrenia.

2. Describe the degree of correlation between changes in sev-
eral measures of outcome and scores on the Negative Symptom
Assessment Scale.
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Summary:

Background: Nearly 1 in 3 patients with schizophrenia have
predominant and persistent negative symptoms. The impact of
successful treatment of negative symptoms on changes in func-
tionality is not known. This analysis correlated changes in negative
symptoms, assessed by Negative Symptom Assessment-16
(NSA-16) scores, with changes in various functional outcome
scales. The NSA-16 is a valid and reliable measure of negative
symptoms with good rater training efficiency.

Methods: 136 stable outpatients with schizophrenia or schizo-
affective disorder participating in 1 of 3 medication or psychosocial
treatment intervention studies were assessed at baseline and 3
months on the NSA-16, the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS),
the Quality of Life Scale (QLS), the Multnomah Community Ability
Scale (MCAS), the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF), the
Social and Occupational Functioning Assessment Scale
(SOFAS), the Frontal Systems Behavioral Scale (FrSBe), the
Functional Needs Assessment (FNA), and the Life Skills Profile
(LSP). The association between change scores (calculated as
the difference between scores at baseline and 3 months) was
assessed using Pearson's correlation coefficients.

Results: Changes in negative symptoms had moderate to
strong statistically significant correlations with changes in func-
tional outcomes. The association was significant for all measures,
including structured assessments (QLS, r =

-0.423, P < 0.0001; MCAS, r = -0.338, P = 0.0008), global
assessments (GAF, r = -0.521, P< 0.0001; SOFAS, r =

-0.497, P < 0.0001), and performance-based assessments
(FrSBe, r = 0.414, P= 0.0003; FNA, r= -0.231, P= 0.0247; LSP,
r= -0.367, P= 0.0003).

Conclusions: Improvements in negative symptoms, as rated
by the NSA-16, are associated with improvements in clinician-
and patient-assessed functional outcomes measures. This associ-
ation is particularly strong for the QLS, GAF, and SOFAS. Treat-
ments that improve negative symptoms may reduce the consider-
able functional disability associated with schizophrenia.
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NR444 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Ziprasidone in the Treatment of Schizophrenia:
Evidence for a Linear Dose-Response Relationship
Lewis E. Warrington, M.D. Pfizer Incorporated, US Medical,
235 East 42nd Street, 235/10/14, New York, NY, 10017-5755,
Antony D. Loebel, M.D., Ruoyong Yang, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

These data will clarify current understanding of the dose-re-
sponse relationship for ziprasidone in the treatment of schizo-
phrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To clarify the presence of a dose-response relation-
ship for ziprasidone in patients with acute schizophrenia.

Methods: Dose-response analyses were conducted on base-
line to end point changes (LOCF) in PANSS total and subscale
scores from two similarly designed short-term, placebo-controlled
studies using fixed doses of ziprasidone (40 mg/d, n=86; 80 mg/
d, n=104; 120 mg/d, n=76; 160 mg/d, n=103; placebo, n=171).

Results: A linear dose-response relationship was detected for
change in PANSS total score (F = 12.32, P<0.001) and for several

PANSS subscales. This was reflected in the larger treatment effect
size observed for PANSS total score in the 160 mg/day group
versus the 40 mg/day group (0.52 versus 0.31). Larger effect sizes
were also found in the 160 mg/day versus the 40 mg/day group
for PANSS negative (0.47 versus 0.22) and cognitive cluster im-
provement (0.59 versus 0.24).

Conclusions: Prior ziprasidone analyses have suggested a
strong trend to dose-response. This post-hoc analysis confirms a
linear dose-response in two acute schizophrenia studies where
the PANSS was obtained.

Support for this study was provided by Pfizer, Inc.
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NR445 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Early Onset of Antipsychotic Action in the Treatment
of Acutely Agitated Patients With Schizophrenia
Lewis E. Warrington, M.D. Pfizer Inc, US Medical, 235 East
42nd Street, 235/10/14, New York, NY, 10017-5755, Antony D.
Loebel, M.D., Cynthia Siu, Ph.D., Shitij Kapur, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

These research data will contribute to the participant's under-
standing of the rapid onset of antipsychotic action in patients with
acute agitation.

Summary:

Objective: We tested the hypothesis that a rapid onset of anti-
psychotic effect can occur within the first 24 hours of IM ziprasi-
done treatment.

Methods: In a 24-hour, double-blind study, hospitalized schizo-
phrenic patients with acute agitation were randomized to treatment
with fixed doses of 2 mg IM ziprasidone (N=38) or 20 mg IM
ziprasidone (N=41). Efficacy evaluation was based on PANSS,
CGI-S, and Behavioral Activity Rating (BARS) scales at 4 and 24
hours. Improvement in psychosis was evaluated by the PANSS
positive subscale and an additional psychosis factor (conceptual
disorganization, hallucinatory behavior, and unusual thought con-
tent) used in previous research1.

Results: Ziprasidone IM 20 mg produced significantly greater
improvement on both the PANSS positive (p=0.032) and psycho-
sis (p=0.038) factors at 24 hours compared to the 2 mg group,
in addition to significant improvement in PANSS total (p=0.03).
Significant improvement in other components of psychopathology,
including CGI-S, CGI-I, PANSS anxiety, and excitement sub-
scales, was first observed at 4 hours and maintained at 24 hours.

Conclusion: Our findings suggest that, in addition to the reduc-
tion in acute agitation, IM atypical agents may be associated with
a more rapid improvement in psychotic symptoms than has been
previously reported.

Support for this study was provided by Pfizer, Inc.
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NR446 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Pooled Analysis of Metabolic Risk Factors for
Diabetes Mellitus in Patients Receiving Aripiprazole
for Psychotic and Nonpsychotic Disorders
Peter Weiden, M.D. SUNY Health Science Center at Brooklyn,
450 Clarkson Avenue, Box 1203, Brooklyn, NY, 11203, Berit
Carlson, Ph.D., Stephen Kaplita, M.S., Philippe Auby, M.D.,
Frederick Grossman, D.O., Richard Whitehead, Ph.D.,
Christopher Breder, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate that increased body weight and detrimental
changes in lipid levels can occur with the use of certain antipsy-
chotic medications. They should also be able to appreciate that
aripiprazole is generally weight neutral and may have positive
effects on lipid levels, as demonstrated by a pooled analysis of
13 placebo-controlled trials for schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,
and psychosis associated with Alzheimer's disease.

Summary:

Objective: Assess treatment-emergent changes in diabetes-
predisposing risk factors (body weight and lipid changes) in safety
populations from 13 randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled
trials of aripiprazole (2-30mg/d) for schizophrenia (four 4-week,
one 6-week, one 26-week), bipolar mania (five 3-week), or psycho-
sis associated with Alzheimer's disease (two 10-week).

Methods: Patient numbers for each assessed variable were
governed by laboratory tests performed during each trial. Data
for body weight (stratified by baseline Body Mass Index [BMI])
were pooled from all trials except 2 of the bipolar studies. Data
for fasting total cholesterol (aripiprazole=474, placebo=314) were
pooled from the 6- and 26-week schizophrenia trials, 5 bipolar
trials, and the 2 Alzheimer's disease trials. Fasting patient data
fortriglycerides (aripiprazole=212, placebo=125), low-density lipo-
proteins (LDL: aripiprazole=205, placebo=123), and high-density
lipoproteins (HDL: aripiprazole=211, placebo=124) were pooled
from the 6- and 26-week schizophrenia trials. Mean changes
(baseline to endpoint) were analyzed using ANCOVA.

Results: Across all trials, aripiprazole was associated with a
minimal mean body weight increase of 0.2±0.1kg (placebo, -
0.1 ±1.1kg; P=0.024). For BMI <23, body weight increased >7%
in 13.1% of aripiprazole-treated patients (n=388) versus 5.9% of
placebo-treated patients (n=254; P<0.05). For BMI 23-27, percent-
age of patients with body weight increases >7% was similar be-
tween aripiprazole-treated (5.9%, n=392) and placebo-treated pa-
tients (4.7%, n=235; P=0.88). For BMI >27, body weight increased
>7% in 2.7% of aripiprazole-treated patients (n=699) versus 1.0%
of placebo-treated patients (n=388; P<0.05). There were no signifi-
cant differences between aripiprazole-treated and placebo-treated
patients in fasting cholesterol, triglyceride, or LDL concentrations.
Mean change in fasting HDL concentration slightly favored aripi-
prazole versus placebo (difference=2.5mg/dL; P<0.05).

Conclusion: Multiple randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled trials indicate that aripiprazole is generally weight neutral
and does not negatively affect lipid profiles.
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NR447 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Use of Long-Acting Antipsychotic Injection
Medications for Medication Non-Adherence in
Schizophrenia
Joyce C. West, Ph.D. APIRE, Practice Research Network,
1000 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA, 22209, Joshua E. Wilk,
Ph.D., Steven Marcus, Ph.D., Lisa M. Countis, Darrel A.
Regier, M.D., Mark Olfson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: 1) understand patient and psychiatrist factors associated
with initiation of long-acting intectable antipsychotic medications;
and 2) identify clinical, setting and clinician determinants associ-
ated with potential under-utilization of long-acting injectable anti-
psychotic medications.

Summary:

ABSTRACT
Objective: Describe patient and psychiatrist characteristics as-

sociated with initiation of long-acting antipsychotic injections in a
nationally representative sample of psychiatric outpatients with
schizophrenia and recent medication non-adherence.

Methods: A national survey was conducted among a random
sample of psychiatrists treating schizophrenia. Each psychiatrist
reported on one adult outpatient with schizophrenia who was non-
adherent with oral medications at some point in the last year. 69%
of eligible psychiatrists responded, resulting in a sample of 295
patients. Rates of initiating long-acting injections are compared
across patient and psychiatrist characteristics.

Results: 17.6% of patients initiated long-acting antipsychotic
injections. In regressions controlling for relevant patient and psy-
chiatrist characteristics, initiating long-acting injections was signifi-
cantly and positively associated with: public health insurance (OR=
19.0; 95% Cl 2.3-160.4); inpatient admission during the episode
of non-adherence (OR=3.3; 95% Cl 1.6-7.1); medication non-
adherence for a greater proportion of time under treatment (OR=
2.6; 95% Cl 1.1-5.9); average or above average intellectual func-
tioning (OR=2.8; 95% Cl 1.1-7.4); and living in a mental health
residence (OR=4.1; 95% Cl 1.4-12.3). Use was inversely associ-
ated with using second generation antipsychotics (OR=.23; 95%
Cl .1-.6) and other oral psychotropic medications prior to medica-
tion non-adherence (OR=.3; 95% CI=.1-.8). Psychiatrists who
were male (OR=3.0; 95% Cl 1.2-7.7), nonwhite (OR=2.1 (95% Cl
1.1-4.3), and more optimistic about management of non-adher-
ence (OR=6.1; 95% Cl 2.3-16.6) were more likely to initiate long-
acting injections.

Conclusions: Despite clinical recommendations urging use of
long-acting preparations for schizophrenia patients with medica-
tion non-adherence, they are uncommonly used in practice. Initia-
tion of long acting antipsychotic injections appears to be a joint
function of patient, physician, treatment, and setting related
factors.
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NR448 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Family Contact and Management of Medication Non-
adherence in Schizophrenia
Joshua E. Wilk, Ph.D. American Psychiatric Association, 1000
Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, VA, 22209, Joyce C. West, Ph.D.,
Steven Marcus, Ph.D., Lisa Countis, Darrel A. Regier, M.D.,
Mark Olfson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify the interventions most commonly used by psychia-
trists in the management of medication non-adherence among
patients with schizophrenia with high versus low levels of family
contact.

Summary:

Objectives: Compare and contrast: 1) specific types of inter-
ventions to address medication non-adherence among patients
with schizophrenia with high (daily contact with family or live with
spouse or parents) versus low levels of family contact; and 2)
perceived effectiveness of medication non-adherence interven-
tions among patients with schizophrenia with high versus low
levels of family contact. Methods: A national survey was con-
ducted among a random sample of psychiatrists treating schizo-
phrenia. Each psychiatrist reported on one adult outpatient with
schizophrenia who was non-adherent with oral medications at
some point in the last year. 69% of eligible psychiatrists re-
sponded, resulting in a sample of 295 patients. Patients with high
versus low levels of family contact were compared. Results: Psy-
chiatrists used a family intervention with 67% of the sample. Psy-
chiatrists were more likely to use family interventions to manage
medication non-adherence among patients with high family con-
tact, such as teaching the family about the patient's illness and
treatment (p<.01), and exploring the family's attitudes toward med-
ication (p<.01). Although depot medications were reported to be
among the most effective interventions for both groups, they were
less likely to be used with the high family contact group (p=.O5).
There were generally few differences between patient groups in
psychiatrists' perceived effectiveness of psychopharmacological,
psychological, and behavioral interventions; however, observed
differences were in the direction of greater effectiveness in patients
with high family contact. Family interventions generally were rated
significantly more effective with patients with high family contact
(p<.01). Conclusion: Although previous research suggests family
interventions are used with a minority of families, these findings
found that psychiatrists reported using family interventions with
most patients. Several interventions were reported significantly
more effective in the high family contact group, reinforcing the
potential benefit of family support in managing antipsychotic non-
adherence.
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NR449 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Individual Sleep Quality and Neighborhood Perceived
Security: A Multilevel Analysis
Chien-Chang Wu, M.D. Taipei City Psychiatric Center, 309
Songde Road, Taipei, 110, Taiwan Republic of China, Ying-
Yeh Chen, Sc.D., Ichiro Kawachi, Ph.D., S. V. Subramanian,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize that both individual and contextual factors
determine individual sleep quality.

2. One of the important strengths of multilevel analysis lies in
its ability to disentangle the contextual and individual source of
variation in individual sleep quality. That is, controlled for individual
characteristics, multilevel analysis can estimate the independent
effects of contextual factors on individual sleep quality. In addition,
differential effects of the context on different groups of people can
be examined.

3. Perceived security at the neighborhood level, a proxy for
neighborhood social capital, is positively associated with individual
sleep quality.

4. Policies that enhance neighborhood perceived security can
improve individual sleep quality. Integrated research on social,
criminal justice, and mental health policies is important for insom-
nia management.

Summary:

Background: Insomnia is one of the most frequently encoun-
tered mental health problems. Environmental factors have been
shown to be associated with insomnia; however research on the
effects of neighborhood social milieu on individual sleep quality
has been scarce.

Objective: This study examines whether perceived security at
the neighborhood level predicts individual sleep quality, controlling
for individual factors.

Methods: The dataset used is a representative sample from
a cross-sectional survey, the Taiwan Social Trends Survey. It
comprises four levels: 39,588 individuals at level-1 were nested
in 13,605 households at level-3, which were nested in 871 neigh-
borhoods at level-3, and finally in 23 cities and counties at level-
4. We conducted a four-level random intercept multilevel analysis
to control for clustering effects and to examine contextual and
compositional factors in sleep quality. The outcome variable, indi-
vidual sleep quality, was constructed by aggregating the scores
from the Insomnia Self-assessment Inventory. We used the per-
centage of surveyed people feeling secure in their neighborhoods
as the main predictor, neighborhood perceived security.

Results: As neighborhood perceived security increased, indi-
vidual sleep quality increased in all groups of surveyed people
(p<0.001). Although violence victims generally slept less well than
non-victims, their individual sleep quality were more responsive
to increased level of neighborhood perceived security (p<0.07).
In contrast, disadvantaged groups such as the elderly, the retired/
disabled, the unhealthy, the divorced, widowed and separated
benefited less from an increase than their relevant comparison
groups (p<0.05).

Conclusion: Although neighborhood perceived security is ben-
eficial to all groups of people, not all of them enjoy the benefit to
the same degree. Good policies to improve mental health, individ-
ual sleep quality in particular, should take into account individual
characteristics as well as neighborhood social milieu.
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NR450 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Mental Retardation and Psychosis Comorbidity:
Where Do We Stand in Diagnostic Overshadowing?
Irem Yalug Kocaeli University Medical Faculty, Gardenya 5/5B
DaireAO Atasehir, Istanbul, Turkey, Ali Evren Tufan, Eylem
Ozten

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognize mental retardation in differential diagnosis of
adult psychopathology.

Summary:

Objective: Psychiatric problems in mild mental retardation (MR)
are similar but more frequent to general population but, they
change in frequency and presentation in severely retarded. The
objective of this study is to evaluate the prevalence of psychopa-
thology and characteristics of mentally retarded patients treated
on an inpatient basis in a tertiary treatment center during a five
year period.

Methods: Records of patients hospitalised for treatment in Ko-
caeli University Medical Faculty Department of Psychiatry be-
tween 2000 and 2005 were reviewed retrospectively and patients
with MR or borderline intellectual functioning were identified. Soci-
odemographic and clinical variables were recorded and analysed
with SPSS 10.0 program via descriptive statistics. Chi square test
was used to determine the relation between length of hospital stay
and sociodemographic and clinical variables. P was set at 0.05

Results: The prevalence of MR was found to be 4% for a five
year period. 94 % of the patients had mild MR. Mean age of
the patients was 28 (SD 10.8) years. Mean duration of inpatient
treatment was 30.7 (SD 78.9) days. 70% of the patients were
female and 60 % did not comply with treatment. The commonest
axis I diagnosis was psychosis with a prevalence of 40 %. The
prevalence of schizophrenia was found to be 25 %. Only in 20% of
patients MR was identified before hospitalisation. 35 % of patients
attempted suicide.

Length of hospitalisation tended to be affected by the number
of suicide attempts (p=0.06) and type of antipsychotics used (p=
0.09). Patients using typical antipsychotics tended to stay for
shorter periods.

Discussion: The lack of identification of MR before hospitalisa-
tion in our sample was striking. MR should be part of differential
diagnosis in adult psychopathology. Suicide history should be
taken in MR patients. Shorter hosptalisation with typical antipsy-
chotics may be due to sedation.
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NR451 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Diagnostic Stability of Patients With Schizophrenia:
An Investigation Based on National Health Insurance
Database in Taiwan
Yu-Chi Yeh, M.D. Bali Mental Hospital, DOH, Executive Yuan,
Taiwan, 14F., No. 12, Alley 6, Lane 171, Sec. 2, Xinhai Rd.,
Taipei City, 106, Taiwan Republic of China, Ching-Jui Chang,
M.D., Susan Shur-Fen Gau, M.D., Churn-Shiouh Gau, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participants should learn that taking Taiwan's national insur-
ance database as an example, the diagnostic stability of schizo-
phrenia was similar compared to other countries. Age, diagnoses

made by the same psychiatrist, diagnosis made by the same
hospital, and hospital type of final diagnosis were associated with
the diagnostic stability of schizophrenia while gender and time
interval between diagnoses were not.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate factors associated with change in
diagnosis from schizophrenia to other disorders and from others
to schizophrenia.

Methods: This nationwide investigation was based on claim
database from the National Health Insurance (NHI) of Taiwan.
The data comprised of population who had inpatient record to
psychiatric section from 1995 to 2001 and were followed up to
the end of 2003. The inclusion criteria are at least one inpatient
record with schizophrenic diagnosis and re-admission records
from 1997 to 2001. Those schizophrenic patients who had inpa-
tient record in 1995 and 1996 were excluded. The study population
was divided into 4 non-overlapping groups: 1. stable schizophre-
nia, 2. change from schizophrenia to others, 3. from others to
schizophrenia, and 4. from another to schizophrenia then others.
The associated factors were investigated by the one-way ANOVA,
chi-square test and generalized logits model.

Results: The subjects were 13337 inpatients with male predom-
inant (58.6%), had admission for averaged 4.3+3.3 times, and
first admission record at the age of 34.3 (SD=13. 8). 84.5% (8285/
9806) of the patients first diagnosis of schizophrenia remained
the same diagnosis of schizophrenia to the end of observation.
1521 subjects change to others, 1981 patients change from others
to schizophrenia and 1550 change from others to schizophrenia
then another. In the final statistic model, age between 20 and 60
years old, diagnoses made by the same psychiatrist, diagnosis
made by the same hospital and final diagnosis at psychiatric hospi-
tal (compared to general hospital) were associated with the diag-
nostic stability of schizophrenia (p<.0001) while gender, hospital
type of initial diagnosis, and time interval between diagnoses
were not.

Conclusions: The positive predictive rate of schizophrenia di-
agnosis was similar worldwide. Whether the diagnosis change
was due to changes in the clinical state of the patients or other
factors needs a longitudinal follow-up study to answer.
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1. Chen Y, Swann AC, Burt DB: Stability of diagnosis in schizo-
phrenia. Am Journal Psychiatry 1996; 140: 682-6.
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NR452 Tuesday, May 23,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Dimensions of Psychosis in Patients With Bipolar
Mania
Eriene Youssef, Pharm.D. Medical Affairs, Janssen
Pharmaceutica, Inc., 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Road, Titusville,
NJ, 08560, Cynthia Bossie, Ph.D., Gahan Pandina, Ph.D., Mary
Kujawa, M.D., Young Zhu, Ph.D., Hearee Chung, Pharm.D.,
Carla Canuso, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify similar clusters of psychotic symptoms in patients
with bipolar disorder and schizophrenia.

Summary:

Background: Psychosis is present in approximately 50% of pa-
tients with bipolar mania and is commonly evaluated in clinical
research and trials by means of the PANSS. A factor analysis of
the baseline PANSS scores in patients with bipolar mania was
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conducted to identify factors or dimensions of the psychosis in
these patients.

Methods. Data were analyzed from two 3-week, double-blind,
placebo-controlled studies of risperidone monotherapy for acute
manic or mixed episodes associated with bipolar I disorder (N=
546). Patient inclusion criteria included a DSM-IV diagnosis of
bipolar I disorder with manic or mixed episode, with or without
psychotic features, age > 18 years, and mean baseline Young
Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) scores > 20. A principal component
analysis of the 30 PANSS item scores of these patients at baseline
was conducted. To examine the sensitivity of the analysis, 5 addi-
tional factor analyses were performed on 85% of randomly se-
lected subjects from the total sample of 546.

Results: Five factors were extracted by the analysis: anxiety/
depression, negative/cognitive, excitement, positive symptoms,
and negative symptoms. A prior factor analysis of PANSS data
in patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorders (N=2579) or
bipolar I disorder (N=505) by Lindenmayer et al (Schizophr Res,
2004) also extracted 5 factors in both the schizophrenia and bipo-
lar patients: negative symptoms, positive symptoms, cognition,
excitement, and depression/anxiety. Five similar factors in patients
with schizophrenia were also identified by Marder et al (J Clin
Psychiatry, 1997). Conclusion: The results of the present analysis
and those of other studies indicate similarities in psychotic symp-
tom factors in patients with bipolar mania and schizophrenia. Fu-
ture analyses of the present study will address the effects of
treatment on the identified factors. Supported by Janssen, L.P.
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NR453 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Augmentation of Clozapine With Amisulpride in
Patients With Treatment-Resistant Schizophrenia: An
Open Clinical Study
Marc Ziegenbein, M.D. Hanover Medical School (MHH),
Socialpsychiatry and Psychotherapy, Carl-Neuberg-Str. 1,
Hannover, 30623, Germany

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that in patients with treatment resistant schizo-
phrenia augmentation strategies are one possible treatment
option.

Summary:

Background: Therapeutic options for patients with treatment-
resistant schizophrenia are limited. In such cases combined appli-
cation of atypical antipsychotic drugs is an often used strategy.
We tested the hypothesis that the combination of amisulpride and
clozapine would lead to an long term improvement in these patient
group.

Objectives: 15 patients with treatment-resistant schizophrenia
participated in this open clinical trial and recieved a combination
of amisulpride and clozapine. Patients had to have remained on
a stable dose of clozapine for at least 6 months in order to ensure
a reasonable opportunity to respond to clozapine monotherapy.
Clinical status was evaluated at baseline 3, 6 and 12 months
follow-up using the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS).

Results: All patients completed 12 months combination treat-
ment. The mental state of 11 patients (73.3%) was improved and

there was a significant reduction in the mean BPRS score over
the 12 months of combination treatment. The augmentation of
amisulpride in clozapine treated patients did not result in a corres-
ponding increase in side effects. The combination allowed a mean
reduction of 12.8% of the daily clozapine dose.

Conclusions: The combined application of clozapine and ami-
sulpride follows a neurobiological rationale and appears to be safe
and well tolerated without increasing the risk of side effects.
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NR454 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Effectiveness of a Single Intramuscular Injection of
Aripiprazole in Patients With Schizophrenia or
Bipolar Disorder, Stratified by Levels of Agitation
Dan L. Zimbroff, M.D. Pacific Clinical Research, 1317 W.
Foothill Blvd. #200, Upland, CA, 91786, Estelle Vester-
Blokland, M.D., George Manos, Ph.D., Philippe Auby, M.D.,
Dusan Kostic, Ph.D., Andrei Pikalov, M.D., Dan Oren, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate that patients with schizophrenia or bipolar I
disorder each exhibit a spectrum of symptoms, some of which
are common to both, such as agitation. They should be aware
that symptoms of agitation are significantly reduced within 2 hours
of a single intramuscular injection of aripiprazole or haloperidol,
as demonstrated by a pooled analysis of efficacy data from two
placebo-controlled trials of patients with schizophrenia. They
should also be aware that a single intramuscular injection of aripi-
prazole or lorazepam significantly reduces symptoms of agitation,
as demonstrated by an analysis of efficacy data from a trial of
patients with bipolar I disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluate the effectiveness of single aripiprazole IM
injections to reduce agitation associated with acute schizophrenia
or bipolar I disorder.

Methods: Agitation was defined as baseline PANSS Excited
Component (PEC) score of 15-32 (median=18). Patients with PEC
scores above/below 18 were designated as more/less agitated,
respectively. Data were pooled across dosing arms from two stud-
ies of patients with schizophrenia (N=739) receiving IM aripipra-
zole (5,10, or 15mg), haloperidol (6.5 or7.5mg), or placebo. Data
from one study of patients with bipolar I disorder (N=291) receiving
IM aripiprazole (10 or 15mg), lorazepam (2mg), or placebo were
pooled across doses and analyzed separately. PEC scores were
assessed 2 hours after a single injection to measure efficacy.
Mean change from baseline comparisons were analyzed using an
ANCOVA model controlling for treatment, protocol, and baseline
value.

Results: In the schizophrenia study, the more agitated patients
(baseline PEC scores >18) treated with aripiprazole (n=187) or
haloperidol (n=111) experienced significant decreases in PEC
scores (-8.1 and -9.1, respectively [baseline-to-endpoint]) versus
placebo (-4.0; P<0.01 [n=65]). In less agitated patients with schizo-
phrenia, aripiprazole (n=162) and haloperidol (n=130) were also
associated with significantly reduced PEC scores (-7.1 and -7.0,
respectively) versus placebo (-5.6 [n=84]; P<0.01 [aripiprazole],
P<0.05 [haloperidol]). In the bipolar study, the more agitated pa-
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tients treated with aripiprazole (n=62) or lorazepam (n=25) experi-
enced decreases in PEC scores (-9.9 and -11.4, respectively
[baseline-to-endpoint]) that were not significantly different from
placebo (-7.9; n=21). In less agitated patients with bipolar disorder,
aripiprazole (n=88) and lorazepam (n=43) were associated with
significantly reduced PEC scores (-7.9 and -8.4, respectively) ver-
sus placebo (-4.4; P<0.01 [n=52]j.

Conclusions: IM aripiprazole effectively reduced agitation
within 2 hours in patients with schizophrenia or bipolar I disorder.
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NR455 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comparison of Agitation Reduction Techniques in
the Emergency Department
Leslie Zun Mount Sinai Hopital, 15th & California, Chicago, IL,
60608, Lavonne Downey

Educational Objectives:

The purpose of this study was to assess what, if any agitation
reduction techniques are used prior to restraints in the Emergency
Department as recommended by the JCAHO. The second pur-
pose was to determine the reasons for differing levels of usage
and or compliance with the JCAHO recommendations.

Summary:

Introduction: JCAHO and numerous advocacy groups man-
date the use of alternatives to restraints. The purpose of this study
was to assess what, if any, alternatives are used in the Emergency
Department (ED). The second purpose was to determine the rea-
sons for differing levels of usage and or compliance with these
recommendations.

Methods: A survey tool was developed and piloted. It was sent
to a random sample of 20% of the EDs and to all Psychiatric
EDs from AAEP. The survey included questions on the use and
effectiveness of alternatives, training in how and when to use
those methods, and reasons why they do or do not use them in
the ED. The study was IRB approved.

Results: There were 209 of 817 responses at this time. The
majority 57% of the ED's have no psychiatric unit. The overwhelm-
ing majority at 84% do use alternatives to restraints prior to re-
straints. When restraints are used 30% used physical and 30%
used physical and chemical combined. A management protocol
was in place at 63% of the institutions to use alternative first and
76% of the staff is educated on the use of alternative methods.
The methods in order of popularity are verbal interventions at
84%, one- on one at 79%, decrease in simulation at 74%, food
or during at 69%, The rating of the effectiveness was low with less
48% feeling one on one, 36% verbal intervention, 15% decreasing
stimulation and 18% food or drink as being effective. However,
61% felt that pharmaceutical restraints were effective.

Discussion: The majority of respondents have training on alter-
natives to restraints. They used alternative to restraints with one
to one, food or drink and verbal interventions being the most
frequently used. They were seen as not being very effective.
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NR456 Tuesday, May 23, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pharmacoeconomics: Divajproex Sodium and
Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorders
William C. Wirshing, M.D., West Los Angeles Veterans Affairs,
Department of Psychiatry, 11301 Wilshire Blvd., Bldg. 210
Room 15, Los Angeles, CA 90073, Shirly Mahgerefteh, B.A.,
Jennifer A. Boyd, Pharm.D., Shirley J. Mena, B.A., Joseph M.
Pierre, M.D., Donna A. Wirshing, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants should better
understand the economic impact of the adjunctive use of dival-
proex sodium in patients with schizophrenia with schizophrenia
spectrum disorders.

Summary:

Objective: Using a retrospective chart review method with the
pretreatment period as a comparator, we examined economic
impact as reflected in bed days of hospital care of the adjunctive
use of divalproex sodium (D|V).

Method: A chart review was conducted on over 350 charts of
patients identified from pharmacy records as receiving at least
one prescription of DIV. Of these, 48 carried a chart diagnosis of
Schizophrenia spectrum disorders, and had satisfactory evaluable
pre- and post-initiation epochs (i,e.,one year before and two years
after DIV).

Results: Exactly 39.6% schizophrenia 60.4% schizoaffective;
6.3% women 93.8% men. Average dose of DIV was 1452.23 mg/
d (SD=695.75). Average days of hospitalization peryear increased
from 15.38 (SD=28.59) to 31.96 (SD=46.99) avter initiating DIV.
This is a statistically significant increase (p=.001). There was no
differnce in hospital days between year 1 and year 2 with DIV (p=
0.303), or between the number of patients on antideprressants
(p=0.689) and mood stabilizers (p=0.813) before and during treat-
ment of DIV. Cost of hospitalization increased from $12, 800.00/
year/patient to $25,600.00

Conclusion: This retrospective chart review analysis suggests
that initiation of adjunctive DIV is either a marker for impending
clinical instability or of limited therapeutic and negative economic
consequences.

Supported by Abbott Pharmaceuticals
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NR457 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Tadalafil (Cialis ®) in Anorgasmic Women
Taking Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors
(SSRIs)
Faruk S. Abuzzahab, Sr., M.D. University of Minnesota,
Psychiatry, 701 25th Ave S, Suite 303, Minneapolis, MN,
55454, Rachel M. Uppgaard

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Recognize and evaluate sexual dysfunction in women in-
duced by Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs).
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2. Use the Sexual Function Index Rating to assess sexual dys-
function and its improvement.

3. Understand the use and limitations of off-label tadalafil (Cialis
®) in reversing sexual dysfunction in women.

Summary:

Objectives: The purpose of this preliminary study was to deter-
mine the response of women with SSRI or menopause-induced
sexual dysfunction treated before sexual activity with tadalafil at
varying dosage levels. METHODS: 10 anorgasmic women, ages
27 to 61, seven using SSRIs or NSRIs and seven menopausal,
were entered in this open-label study. The patients received 10mg
of tadalafil to start, and were given the option to increase this
dosage to 20mg and 40 mg. Efficacy was assessed by giving
the patients the Sexual Function Inventory (SFI) created by G.
Nurnberg et al. (2000) before they received tadalafil while suffering
from sexual dysfunction and after trying tadalafil. The test quanti-
fies the domains of interest, arousal, orgasm, lubrication, and
overall sexual satisfaction, while predetermining that the sexual
dysfunction was not present prior to SSRI use or menopause.
Results: Of the group, 10 participated in the study and were avail-
able for follow up. Mean baseline SFI score before therapy was
5.29 ± 0.93. The SFI score improved to 3.39 ± 1.95 at 40mg.
The mean overall score improved by 35.9%. The mean scores
for interest, arousal, and lubrication improved by 17.5%, 45.0%,
and 40.2 % respectively. The mean scores for orgasm and satis-
faction improved by 46.7% and27.8% respectively. Overall, only
two patients of ten had a significant (over 60% improvement in
the mean SFI score). Side effects included upset stomach, cramp-
ing, and lower back pain. Conclusions: The data suggests that
tadalafil is well tolerated in anorgasmic women taking SSRIs or
NSRIs or going through menopause. Overall sexual function did
not improve significantly through the use of tadalafil, although
there were changes in all of the categories (interest, arousal,
lubrication, orgasm, and satisfaction) for the better.
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NR458 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sexual Dysfunction in Patients With Major
Depressive Disorder: A Comparison Between
Selegiline Transdermal System 6mg/24hr and
Placebo Using a Patient-Rated Scale
Jay D. Amsterdam, M.D. University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine, 3535 Market Street, 3rd Floor, Philadelphia, PA,
19104-3309, Nicholas LaBella, Jr., M.S., Bryan Campbell,
Pharm.D., George Moonsammy, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to:

1. Describe the data from 4 short-term studies that examined the
effects of selegiline transdermal system (STS) on sexual functions.

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the data indicating that
short-term therapy with STS is not associated with a increase in
treatment-related sexual side effects.

Summary:

Introduction: Tolerability of pharmacologic agents is paramount
for successful treatment of depressive disorders.1 Side effects,
such as sexual dysfunction, impact quality of life and limit patient

adherence to medications.1-2 Selegiline is a MAO inhibitor that
has been developed as a transdermal patch for treatment of major
depression. Previous studies have reported a low incidence of
sexual side effects with selegiline transdermal system (STS)
treatment.34

Objective: To examine the effects of STS treatment on sexual
function across multiple controlled trials using a patient-rated scale
(MED-D). The MED-D is a 5-item rating scale developed to evalu-
ate sexual interest, arousal, maintenance of interest, climax, and
satisfaction.

Methods: In 4 short-term (6 to 8 weeks), double-blind, placebo-
controlled clinical studies, adults 18 years or older with a diagnosis
of MDD treated with STS 6mg/24hr or placebo were asked to
complete the MED-D scale at baseline and at the last study visit.
Each symptom was graded on a scale ranging from 1 (not at all)
to 5 (severe). Data from the 4 studies compared sexual dysfunction
scores between STS- and placebo-treated patients.

Results: There was an overall improvement in sexual function-
ing during treatment with STS and placebo. In an integrated analy-
sis, mean reductions in MED-D ratings (ie, improvement) were
similar between STS- and placebo-treated patients (-1.8 versus -
1.1, respectively). Likewise, in individual studies, mean improve-
ment in sexual function was similar during STS and placebo treat-
ment, indicating that STS was not associated with sexual side
effects.

Conclusions: Data from 4 placebo-controlled trials indicate that
short-term therapy with STS is not associated with an increase
in treatment-related sexual side effects or an increase in sexual
dysfunction compared with placebo, as measured by a patient-
rated scale. These results corroborate other findings of a low
incidence of spontaneously reported sexual side effects during
STS treatment.
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NR459 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Early Response to Antipsychotics as Predictor of
Later Response in the Naturalistic Treatment of
Schizophrenia
Haya Ascher-Svanum Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Allen Nyhuis, Douglas E.
Faries, Bruce J. Kinon

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that in the naturalistic treatment of patients with schizo-
phrenia, lack of early minimal response to treatment with antipsy-
chotic medications, as measured by the PANSS total score (or 4
psychotic items), appears to accurately predict subsequent non-
response to treatment. These findings suggest that early non-
responders may benefit from change in antipsychotic regimens to
avoid prolonging exposure to sub-optimal treatment alternatives.

Summary:

Objective: To assess whether early response to antipsychotic
medication (at 2 weeks) accurately predicts later response (at 8
weeks) in the naturalistic treatment of schizophrenia.

Methods: Data were drawn from a randomized, open-label,
trial (N=664) of olanzapine, risperidone, and typical antipsychotics
in the treatment of schizophrenia, completed in September 2002.
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Treatment response was defined as at least 20% improvement
on the PANSS total score from baseline ("minimal improvement").
Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative
predictive value (NPV), and overall predictive accuracy were cal-
culated for response/non-response at 2 weeks and subsequent
response/non-response at 8 weeks. Analyses were repeated us-
ing mild or better scores on 4 PANSS psychotic items to define
response.

Results: Early response/non-response predicted subsequent
response/non-response with high overall accuracy (72.8%), mod-
erate PPV (69.4%), high NPV (73.8%), moderate sensitivity
(42.4%), and high specificity (89.7%). Results were similar when
4 PANSS psychotic items defined response/non-response. Con-
clusions: In the naturalistic treatment of schizophrenia, early re-
sponse/non-response to treatment with antipsychotics appears to
accurately predict subsequent response/non-response to treat-
ment. Findings suggest that early non-responders may benefit
from change in antipsychotic regimens to avoid prolonging expo-
sure to sub-optimal treatment alternatives. Findings are consistent
with previous research on early prediction of antipsychotic re-
sponse in schizophrenia.
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NR460 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Three-Year Course of Schizophrenia Among
Persons With Tardive Dyskinesia and Persons
Without
Haya Ascher-Svanum Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Baojin Zhu, Douglas E. Faries,
Bruce J. Kinon, Mauricio F. Tohen, Mauricio F. Tohen

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that the course of schizophrenia significantly differs
between persons with tardive dyskinesia (TD) and persons with-
out. Persons with TD appear to have a more severe illness profile
and more refractory course of illness, suggesting poorer prognosis
and the need for specialized targeted interventions.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the 3-year course of schizophrenia be-
tween persons with tardive dyskinesia (TD) and persons without.

Methods: Data were drawn from a large, prospective, naturalis-
tic study of persons treated for schizophrenia in the US, conducted
between 7/1997 and 9/2003. Treatment outcomes were assessed
at 12-month intervals using standard psychiatric measures and
medical record abstraction. Using repeated measures analyses,
participants with probable TD at enrollment (fulfilling Schooler-
Kane criteria, N=621, 29.5%) were compared with participants
who did not (N=1482), on clinical and functional measures across
the 3-year study.

Results: Participants with TD had, across the 3-year study,
significantly more severe psychopathology (PANSS total score,
negative symptoms, positive symptoms, general psychopathol-
ogy), were less likely to experience symptom remission, had more
severe EPS, and poorer level of functioning (eg, productivity level,
employment, daily activity, GAF, Quality of Life Scale and its 4
domains). Results were essentially unchanged following adjust-
ments for known correlates of TD and when using a subgroup
of participants with persistent TD (at enrollment and at 1 year).

Conclusions: In the long-term treatment of schizophrenia, per-
sons with TD have a significantly more severe and more refractory
course of illness than persons without TD, suggesting poorer prog-
nosis and need for specialized interventions.
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NR461 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Studies on the Potential for Pharmacokinetic Drug
Interactions Between the Selegiline Transdermal
System 6mg/24hr and Three Psychotropic
Medications Metabolized by Hepatic Cytochrome
P450 Enzymes
Albert J. Azzaro, Ph.D. Somerset Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 2202
N. West Shore Blvd., Suite 450, Tampa, FL, 33607, John A.
Ziemniak, Ph.D., Eva M. Kemper, Bryan Campbell, Pharm.D.,
Chad M. VanDenBerg, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to:

1. Describe the studies conducted to assess the potential for
pharmacokinetic drug interactions between selegiline transdermal
system (STS) 20 mg and each of three CNS psychiatric medica-
tions metabolized by the hepatic cytochrome P450 enzymes.

2. Describe the results of the studies demonstrating the absence
of pharmacokinetic drug interactions between alprazolam, risperi-
done and olanzapine and STS 20 mg.

Summary:

Introduction: Selegiline transdermal system (STS) is a transder-
mal formulation of selegiline developed to treat patients with MDD.
STS avoids first-pass metabolism, thereby increasing selegiline
bioavailability at CNS target sites. Computer-based homology
models and in vitro assays with human hepatic microsomes and
recombinant enzymes suggest that multiple cytochrome P450
(P450) isoforms (possibly 1A2, 2B6, 2C8, 2C9, 2C19, or 3A4)
metabolize selegiline.1"4

Objective: Human studies were conducted to examine the po-
tential for CYP450-related pharmacokinetic drug interactions be-
tween STS and each of 3 psychiatric medications that might be
administered concomitantly with STS.

Methods: All major pharmacokinetic parameters were deter-
mined following treatment with STS 6mg/24hr or test agent (alpra-
zolam, olanzapine, or risperidone) administered alone or in combi-
nation. Individual open-label, randomized studies were conducted
using a Latin square, 3-sequence, crossover design administered
to 6 treatment groups. Additional pharmacokinetic drug interaction
studies were conducted with ketoconazole, ibuprofen, levothyro-
xine, and warfarin using a single sequence, 2- or 3-treatment
study design.

Results: Alprazolam, risperidone, or olanzapine did not affect
the pharmacokinetic properties of

STS 6mg/24hr. In addition, STS 6mg/24hr did not alter the
pharmacokinetic properties of each of the test agents. Ketocona-
zole, ibuprofen, levothyroxine, or warfarin coadministration was
also without effect on selegiline pharmacokinetics.

Conclusions: STS 6mg/24hr can be coadministered with alpra-
zolam, risperidone, or olanzapine without the need for dose adjust-
ments of either agent. Pharmacokinetic drug interactions were
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also absent following ketoconazole, ibuprofen, levothyroxine, or
warfarin treatment. Because multiple CYP450 pathways metabo-
lize selegiline, use of STS 6mg/24hr is unlikely to result in pharma-
cokinetic drug interactions.
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Dispos 2003;31:1093-1102.
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NR462 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Clozapine Concentrations in Plasma and Leucocytes
Niels Bergemann, M.D. University of Heidelberg, Voss-Str. 4,
Heidelberg, D-69115, Germany, Fatima Abu-Tair, M.D.,
Juergen Kopitz, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to better understand aspects of clozapine-induced agranulo-
cytosis

Summary:

Objective: In order to explain clozapine-induced agranulocyto-
sis immunological processes or direct toxic effects have been
presented so far. However, more recent studies suggest that clo-
zapine not yet metabolized is taken up by leucocytes and trans-
formed by oxidative processes to apoptosis-inducing metabo-
lites [1].

Methods: To clarify this hypothesis the concentrations of clo-
zapine were measured in the plasma and the leucocytes of a
patient suffering from delusional depression receiving clozapine
for 8 weeks and developing clozapine-induced leucocytopenia,
as well as in 10 patients receiving clozapine for a longer period
of time without serious adverse side effects. Leukocytes were
isolated by sedimentation on a Ficoll gradient. For the assessment
of the clozapine concentrations in the plasma and the leucocyte
fraction mass spectrometry was used.

Results: The patient developing leucocytopenia showed clo-
zapine concentrations in the leucocytes about 8 times higher than
the mean clozapine concentrations in the leucocytes in the group
of 10 patients receiving clozapine without changes in the leucocyte
count in the history (12.8 ng/ml versus 1.58 ± 1.39 ng/ml, range:
0.20-4.2 ng/ml; plasma-level-corrected clozapine concentrations
in the leucocytes: 0.04 ng/ml versus 0.0067 ± 0.0048 ng/ml).
However, the clozapine plasma concentrations showed no major
difference (285 ng/ml versus 191 ± 154 ng/ml; dose-corrected
clozapine plasma concentrations: 1.63 ng/ml versus 0.58 ± 0.42
ng/ml).

Conclusions: The results suggest that patients on risk of clo-
zapine-induced leucocytopenia show increased clozapine con-
centrations in the leucocytes whereas the clozapine plasma con-
centration is in the therapeutic range. It is assumed that changes
or abnormalities of the clozapine specific transporter system at the
cell membrane might play a role in the development of clozapine-
induced leucocytopenia and/or agranulocytosis [2].
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1. Iverson S et al.: Predicting drug-induced agranulcytosis ...
Chem Biol Interact 2002; 142:175-199.

2. Henning U et al.: Uptake of clozapine into HL-60 promyelotic
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NR463 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparative and Acute Efficacy and Tolerability of
OROS and Immediate Release Formulations of
Methylphenidate in the Treatment of Adults With
ADHD

Joseph Biederman, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 55
Fruit Street, Warren Building 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Thomas
J. Spencer, M.D., Eric Mick, Sc.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that equipotent daily doses of once daily OROS
MPH has similar efficacy and tolerability to that of TID administered
IR MPH.

Summary:

Objective. The main aim of this study was to compare the
safety and efficacy of equipotent doses of IR MPH administered
TID to those of once daily OROS MPH. Methods..Data from two
independently conducted 6-week placebo controlled, randomized
clinical trials of IR-MPH(tid) and of OROS-MPH were pooled to
create three study groups: Placebo (N=116), IR-MPH(tid) (N=102)
and OROS-MPH (N=67). Subjects were outpatient adults with
ADHD between 19 and 60 years of age. To be included subjects
had to satisfy full diagnostic criteria for DSM-IV ADHD based
on clinical assessment and confirmed by structured diagnostic
interview. Results. Eight-five percent (N=99) of placebo treated
subjects, 77% (N=79) of the IR-MPH(tid) treated subjects, and
82% (N=55) of the OROS-MPH treated subjects completed the
6-week trial. Total daily doses at endpoint were 80.9±31.9 mg,
74.8±26.2 mg, and 95.4±26.3 mg in the OROS-MPH, IR-
MPH(tid), and placebo groups, respectively. At endpoint, 66% (N=
44) of subjects receiving OROS-MPH and 70% (N=71) of subjects
receiving IR-MPH(tid) were considered responders compared with
31 % (N=36) on placebo an a priori definition of response of much
or very much improved on the CGI plus more than a 30% reduction
in symptoms on the AISRS. Both the IR-MPH(tid) and the OROS-
MPH treated subjects were more likely to report dry mouth, de-
creased appetite, sleep difficulties and moodiness than were sub-
jects treated with placebo. Conclusion. Comparison of data from
two similarly designed, large, randomized, placebo-controlled, tri-
als, showed that equipotent daily doses of once daily OROS MPH
has similar efficacy and tolerability to that of TID administered
IR MPH.
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NR464 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparative Efficacy of Atypical Antipsychotics in
Youth With Bipolar Disorder
Joseph Biederman, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 55
Fruit Street, Warren Building 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Eric
Mick, Sc.D., Janet Wozniak, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that the study suggests that atypical antipsychot-
ics reduce manic symptomatology in youth with Bipolar Disorder.
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Summary:

Background: Childhood bipolar disorder is among the most se-
verely disabling psychiatric conditions affecting children. It is asso-
ciated with great severity of the illness (eg, psychosis, mixed
mania, and high rates of aggression) and impairment. Because
pediatric bipolar disorder has been assumed to be extremely rare
or non-existent, very little is known about its treatment and, to date,
there is no accepted therapeutic "gold standard". Yet, children with
bipolar disorder are frequently treated with many medications with
unclear efficacy and inadequate safety data. The goal of this study
was to pool the data from our studies of atypical antipsychotics
in the treatment of children with bipolar disorder(BPD) to make
head-to-head comparisons of these compounds in a large sample.

Methods: Subjects were assigned to one of several identically
designed trials. Each study consisted of 8-weeks of open-label
monotherapy with an atypical antipsychotic (risperidone, quetia-
pine, ziprasidone, or olanzapine). Each subject met criteria for
DSM-IV BPD I, DSM-IV BPD II, or BPD NOS, and were currently
displaying manic, hypomanic, or mixed symptoms (with/without
psychotic features) according to the DSM-IV based on clinical
assessment.

Results: 101 subjects were enrolled (10.2±2.7 years of age,
67% male). At baseline all groups were markedly impaired ac-
cording to the YMRS. Clinical ratings on the CGI indicate that
the effect was strongest for risperidone, followed by ziprasidone,
quetiapine, and olanzapine. There were moderately increased
prolactin levels associated with risperidone, but prolactin was not
elevated to a clinically significant level in any subject. Olanzapine
was associated with marked increase in weight that was statisti-
cally significantly greater than the other groups.

Conclusions: This study suggests that atypical antipsychotics
reduce manic symptomatology in youth with BPD. Future placebo-
controlled, double blind studies of these compounds are warranted
in this population.
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NR465 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
An Open-Label Study of Divalproex Sodium
Monotherapy in Youth With Bipolar Disorder
Joseph Biederman, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 55
Fruit Street, Warren Building 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Eric
Mick, Sc.D., Paul G. Hammerness, M.D., Robert Doyle, M.D.,
Janet Wozniak, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know more about the efficacy of divalproex sodium in the
treatment of bipolar disorder in youth.

Summary:

Background: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
safety, tolerability and effectiveness of divalproex sodium monoth-
erapy in the treatment of youth with bipolar disorder. Based on
the adult clinical trial literature, we hypothesized that divalproex
sodium would be a well tolerated and efficacious treatment for
youth with bipolar disorder. Methods: This was an eight-week,
open-label, prospective study of divalproex sodium monotherapy
(847±486 mg/d) in 18 bipolar youth (manic, mixed, or hypomanic;
6-17 years old). Assessments included the Young Mania Rating

Scale (YMRS) and Clinical Global Impressions-Improvement
scale (CGI-I). Adverse events were assessed through spontane-
ous self-reports, vital signs weight monitoring, and laboratory anal-
ysis. Random regression models were used to conduct intention
to treat (ITT) analyses with the last observation (LOC). Statistical
significance was determined at p<0.05. Results: Seven of the
18 youth (39%) completed the study. Dropouts were due to lack
of efficacy (N=3) or adverse effects (N=8). Divalproex sodium
treatment was associated with clinically and statistically significant
improvement in mean YMRS scores (-7.6±12.9, p=0.03). Using
predefined criteria for improvement (Clinical Global Impressions
Improvement -Mania score of <2 at endpoint), the response rate
for manic symptoms was 59%. Adverse effects reported at the
drop visit (not mutually exclusive) were Gl complaints (N=2) anxi-
ety (N=2) insomnia (N=1), sedation (N=1), depression (N=1), agi-
tation (N=1), enuresis (N=1) and increased appetite (N=1). In-
crease in body weight was modest and not statistically significant
(1.4±3.0 kg, p=0.08). Conclusions: Although the majority of sub-
jects did not complete this 8-week trial of monotherapy, ITT analy-
sis provides preliminary evidence that divalproex sodium may be
efficacious in the treatment of pediatric bipolar disorder. Follow-
up of these findings with controlled trials in this population is
warranted.
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NR466 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Safety and Tolerability of Long-Term Treatment With
Indiplon: Results of a Randomized 12-Month Study
Jed E. Black, M.D. Stanford University, 401 Quarry Road,
3301, Stanford, CA, 94305, Joshua Burke, M.S., Joanne Bell,
Ph.D., Robert Farber, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The research data presented will contribute to the participant's
understanding of the safety and tolerability of long-term treatment
with indiplon in patients diagnosed with chronic primary insomnia.

Summary:

Introduction: There have been relatively few studies conducted
to evaluate the safety of long-term treatment of insomnia. We
summarize here the results of a long-term study of the safety of
indiplon, a novel, a-i sub-unit-selective, Gamma-aminobutyric acid
A receptor modulator.

Methods: Adult patients (n=536) who met DSM-IV criteria for
primary insomnia were randomized to 12 months of double-blind,
as-needed, treatment with either indiplon 10 mg or 20 mg. Safety
assessments included evaluation of adverse events, ECGs, clini-
cal laboratory testing, and vital signs. Patients provided a global
assessment of whether treatment was helping their insomnia.

Results: The 3 most frequent adverse events (incidence, me-
dian day of onset, median duration, respectively) on indiplon 10
mg were headache (11.8%; day 29; 8 days), back pain (7.9%;
day 114; 23 days), and somnolence (7.9%; day 2; 29 days). The
3 most frequent adverse events on indiplon 20 mg were headache
(8.7%; day 10; 5 days), URI (6.5%; day 180; 10 days), and naso-
pharyngitis (5.9%; day 136; 7 days). No dose-response effect was
observed for adverse events. No clinically meaningful changes
were observed in vital signs or ECG parameters, and there were
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only isolated abnormal lab values. At month 2, study treatment
was rated as helping insomnia by 80% of patients on indiplon 10
mg, and 85% of patients on indiplon 20 mg. These levels of were
maintained through month 12. Frequency of indiplon dosing did
not increase over time.

Conclusions: Long-term treatment with indiplon was found to
be safe and well-tolerated; no unexpected adverse events oc-
curred. Indiplon maintained high levels of patient-rated therapeutic
effectiveness across 12 months of treatment with no increase in
dosing frequency.
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NR467 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Efficacy of Milnacipran in Panic Disorder: A Pilot
Open Trial
Carolina Blaya, M.D. HCPA, Psychiatry, Joao Telles, 59/301,
Porto Alegre, 90035121, Brazil, Angela Paludo, Mariana
Torres, Marina Dornelles, Ana Carolina Seganfredo, Elizeth
Heldt, Gisele G. Manfro

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to compare the efficacy of this new drug (milnacipran) with
the current drugs used in the treatment of Panic Disorder. Also,
to know that drugs with both serotoninergic and adrenergic effect
are effective in the PD treatment. Besides that, the present study
intends to promote the discussion about the possibility of the
involvement of different neurotransmitters in PD.

Summary:

Background: Milnacipran is a 5HT-noradrenalin reuptake in-
hibitor (SNRI). Venlafaxine, a medication of this same group that
is proved to be efficient in the treatment of panic disorder (PD),
has its effects primary by the 5HTergic inhibition, in contrast with
the effect both 5HTergic and adrenergic of milnacipran.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy
and effectiveness of milnacipran in the acute treatment of patients
with PD.

Methods: Twelve eligible outpatients who met DSM-IV criteria
for PD with or without agoraphobia, with 18 years old or more
were included. Doses of milnacipran were initially of 25 mg, 2X/
day, for 7 days and, then, 50 mg, 2X/day until the end of the
study. The treatment outcome and PD severity were determined
by Panic Disorder Severity Scale, Panic Inventory, Clinical Global
Impression (CGI), and Hamilton Anxiety Scale. Data concerning
adhesion to treatment and side effects were also obtained. At the
beginning and the end of the study, subjects were evaluated for
quality of life (WHOQOL-bref).

Results: Pharmacological treatment resulted in a clinically and
statistically significant mean reduction in the CGI Severity score
(4.17 (0.8) to 2.17(0.7), p=0,001). Remission (CGI<2) was ob-
tained in 66% of the sample. Significant improvement (p<0.05)
was also noted in Hamilton Anxiety Scale, Agoraphobia and Antici-
patory Anxiety. Regarding WHOQOL, we found a significant im-
provement (p<0.05) across treatment in all domains studied. Pa-
tients with a comorbid diagnosis of major depression had a lower
remission rate

Conclusion: Although results may be influenced by the open
nature of this pilot study and the small sample size, our findings
suggest that milnacipran may be effective for the treatment of
panic disorder and justify further research.
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NR468 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Combination of Antidepressants From Treatment
Initiation for Depression
Pierre Blier University of Ottawa Institute of Mental Health
Research, Mood Disorders Research Unit, 1145 Carling
Avenue, LG Building, Room 2043, Ottawa, ON, K127K4,
Canada, Herbert E. Ward, Philippe Tremblay, Louise Laberge,
Chantal Hebert, Richard Bergeron

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, clinicians will become
cognizant of the option which consists of using two antidepres-
sants from treatment initiation of depression, a strategy which can
help minimize side effects and may double the remission rate
within a 6-week period when compared to using a single medi-
cation.

Summary:

Introduction. Remission rates using a single antidepressant are
always below 50%. Augmentation strategies are often used follow-
ing a first failed trial. In this study, two medications were used from
treatment initiation in an attempt to improve treatment success.

Methods. Patients with a primary diagnosis of major depression
(n=105) were randomized to receive for 6 weeks fluoxetine (20
mg/day), fluoxetine + mirtazapine (30 mg HS), bupropion (150
mg/day) + mirtazapine (30 mg HS), or venlafaxine (75 mg/day X
1 week, 150 mg/day X 1 week and 225 mg/day X 4 weeks) +
mirtazapine (30 mg HS).

Results. The dropout rate (overall 15%) was approximately the
same in the four treatment groups. The percentage of patients
achieving remission (Hamilton depression score of 7 or less on
the 17 item scale) was 25% in the fluoxetine group, and was
significantly higher in the fluoxetine + mirtazapine group (52%)
and in the venlafaxine + mirtazapine group (58%), but not quite
so in the bupropion + mirtazapine group (46%).

Conclusion. These medication combinations from treatment ini-
tiation were well tolerated and produced a better outcome within
a standard antidepressant trial duration.
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NR469 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Pressor Effects of Oral Tyramine Following
Treatment With the Selegiline Transdermal System
Lawrence F. Blob, M.D. Somerset Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 2202
N. West Shore Blvd., Suite 450, Tampa, FL, 33607, Albert J.
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Azzaro, Ph.D., Eva M. Kemper, Bryan Campbell, Pharm.D.,
Chad M. VanDenBerg, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to:

1. Describe the multiple trials conducted to evaluate the pressor
effects of oral tyramine following selegiline transdermal system
(STS) administration.

2. Describe how the data support the recommendation that STS
20 mg can be administered without dietary tyramine restrictions.

Summary:

Introduction: The selegiline transdermal system (STS) was de-
veloped to overcome limitations of orally available MAO inhibitors
(MAOIs), including the need for dietary tyramine restrictions. STS
provides antidepressant concentrations of selegiline with reduced
impact on the gastrointestinal MAO system.1

Objective: To evaluate the pressor effects of oral tyramine with
concurrent STS administration in healthy volunteers.

Method: Multiple trials were conducted under a variety of experi-
mental conditions; variables included STS dose (6mg/24hr to
12mg/24hr), duration of drug administration, dietary state (tyra-
mine administration with and without food), and comparator MAOI
drugs (oral selegiline and tranylcypromine). The endpoint was the
amount of tyramine necessary to raise systolic blood pressure by
30 mm Hg (TYR30).

Results: In 2 crossover studies conducted in the fasted state,
the mean TYR30 for STS 6mg/24hr was similar to oral selegiline
(STS=385 mg versus oral selegiline=338 mg) and 20-fold greater
than tranylcypromine (STS=270 mg versus tranylcypromine=10
mg). With longer exposure (33 days), the mean TYR30 for STS
6mg/24hr was reduced to 204 mg. Mean TYR30 values stabilized
after extended exposure (>30 days) to STS at the highest dose
(12mg/24hr), demonstrating achievement of pharmacodynamic
steady-state. In this study, mean TYR30 was reduced to 95 mg,
72 mg, and 88 mg at 30,60, and 90 days, respectively. Importantly,
when tyramine capsules were administered with food, the mean
TYR30 increased by 2.7-fold for STS 12mg/24hr, with the lowest
individual TYR30 being 75 mg.

Conclusion: These results demonstrate a wide tyramine safety
margin for STS (a high tyramine meal contains <40 mg2). With
increasing dose and duration (up to 30 days), mean TYR30 is
reduced. Nevertheless, these results, combined with the extensive
clinical history of oral selegiline use without dietary tyramine re-
strictions, suggest that STS 6mg/24hr can be administered safely
without dietary tyramine restrictions.
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NR470 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Combined Post-Hoc Analysis of Thyroid Function,
Subsyndromal Symptoms, and Treatment for a Mood
Episode From Two Placebo-Controlled, 18-Month
Maintenance Studies in Bipolar I Disorder

Eric Bourne GlaxoSmithKline, 5 Moore Drive, RTP, NC, 27709-
3398, Mark Frye, Bryan Adams, Robin White, Kevin Nanry,
Robert Leadbetter

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: The effect of psychotropics on the hypothalamic-
pituitary-thyroid axis and subsequent mood stability in long-term
bipolar maintenance trials has not been studied.1 Patients receiv-
ing lamotrigine (Ltg), lithium (Li) or placebo (Pbo) in two 18-month
maintenance studies were examined with regard to treatment ef-
fect on both TSH and subsyndromal symptoms as well as the
association between TSH and treatment for a mood episode.2

Methods: TSH at week 52 (±14 days) was compared across
treatments and the percentage of visits from screening to week
52 with subsyndromal symptoms (HAM-D score 8 to 14 or MRS
score 8 to 13). TSH values were also compared between patients
with and without treatment for a mood episode within the first 52
weeks.

Results: All treatment groups had similar mean TSH values
at screening (1.59-1.73). Mean TSH values at week 52 were
1.38+0.70 (range: 0.4-3.0), 2.56±1.86 (range: 0.2-8.4), and
1.38+0.80 (range: 0.2-3.9) for Pbo (n=22), Li (n=32), and Ltg (n=
55) groups, respectively (P<0.001 for Pbo and Ltg versus Li).
Mean percentage of visits with subsyndromal symptoms were
20.9±27.3, 25.9±28.0, and 17.3+21.7 for Pbo (n=22), Li (n=32),
and Ltg (n=55) groups, respectively. For patients that received
treatment for a mood episode versus those that did not, mean
TSH values were 1.36+0.74 (n=25) versus 1.44±0.78 (n= 29)
for Pbo (P=0.687), 3.45±3.55 (n=18) versus 2.41 ±1.74 (n=35)
for Li (P=0.143), and 1.37± 1.00 (n=20) versus 1.43±0.88 (n=46)
forLtg(P=0.813).

Conclusions: TSH was significantly higher in the Li group at
week 52, as compared to Ltg and Pbo. Although not statistically
significant, a higher percentage of visits with subsyndromal symp-
toms were also observed for Li patients, and a higher TSH value
was observed for Li patients who received treatment for a mood
episode.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR471 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effects of Depression on Cerebral Metabolism in
Bipolar Disorder
John O. Brooks III, M.D. Stanford University, Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, 3801 Miranda Avenue, ward 2b 1, Palo
Alto, CA, 94304, Po W. Wang, M.D., Julie C. Bonner, M.D.,
Terence A. Ketter

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to discuss the changes in cerebral metabolism that result
from bipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: To determine cerebral metabolic changes in patients
with bipolar depression compared to healthy control through the
use of resting 18F-fluoro-deoxyglucose and PET (FDG-PET).
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Method: The bipolar depressed group comprised 15 community-
dwelling patients (mean age 36.1 years) with a history of bipolar
disorder (six bipolar I and nine bipolar II) who were medication-
free for two weeks prior to receiving a resting FDG-PET scan.
The average Hamilton Depression Scale (HAM-D) score was 33.9
in patients. The healthy control group comprised 35 individuals
(meant age 32.5 years). Arterial blood sampling was performed
during the PET scan for the computation of absolute metabolic
rates.

Results: Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2) analyses re-
vealed increased normalized cerebral metabolism among de-
pressed bipolar patients relative to controls in left superior and
transverse temporal gyri (BA 22 and 41), right parahippocampal
gyms (BA 36), right putamen, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(BA 10), and right fusiform gyrus (all p's < .0001). The normalized
metabolic data did not reveal any significantly decreased metabo-
lism in depressed bipolar patients relative to controls. Analyses
of the absolute metabolic data revealed decreased metabolic rates
among depressed bipolar patients relative to controls in the right
inferior frontal and precentral gyri, left cerebellum, and right ante-
rior cingulate (BA 24), all p's < .0015. The absolute metabolic data
did not reveal any significantly increased metabolism.

Conclusions: Our findings extend previous work that focused
on treatment-resistant, mainly rapid-cycling bipolar inpatients.
Among our sample of community-dwelling depressed bipolar pa-
tients we found normalized prefrontal and parahippocampal hyper-
metabolism but also absolute hypometabolism in the anterior cin-
gulate.
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NR472 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Trial of Lamotrigine for Memory in Corticosteroid-
Treated Patients
E. Sherwood Brown, M.D. UT Southwestern Medical Center,
5323 Harry Hines Boulevard, Dallas, TX, 75390-8849, Gary
Stuard, M.S.W.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response to lamotrigine treatment.

Summary:

Introduction: In humans and animals, corticosteroids have ef-
fects on memory. In prior research, we demonstrated deficits in
declarative memory and hippocampal atrophy in patients receiving
long-term therapy with prescription corticosteroids.^ Additionally,
we reported results of an open-label trial in which significant im-
provement in mood and declarative memory was observed in
corticosteroid-treated patients given lamotrigine (a medication that
is postulated to modulate glutamate release). We now report
findings from a placebo-controlled pilot study of lamotrigine in
patients receiving corticosteroids.

Methods: 28 outpatients receiving prednisone therapy (>7 mg/
day for > 6 months) were randomized to receive either 24 months
of lamotrigine titrated to a maximum dose of 400 mg/day or pla-
cebo. Mood was assessed with the Hamilton Rating Scale for
Depression (HRSD) and Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) and
declarative memory with the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
(RAVLT).

Results: Participants consisted of 18 men and 10 women; mean
age was 46±11 years; 22 were receiving prednisone following a
renal transplant. The lamotrigine-treated group (n=16) showed
significant improvement from baseline to exit on the RAVLT total
words recalled (3.3±6.1 words, p=0.05). RAVLT scores did not
change significantly in the placebo-treated group (0.7±11.3
words, p=NS). Between-group differences in RAVLT performance
did not reach statistical significance. HRSD scores decreased
significantly in the placebo (-3.5±5.1, p=0.04) but not lamotrigine
(-1.6±7.2, p=NS) groups. YMRS scores did not change signifi-
cantly in either group.

Conclusions: In this pilot study, significant improvement in de-
clarative memory waj observed in corticosteroid-treated patients
receiving lamotrigine but not in those receiving placebo. However,
in our small sample, between-group differences in declarative
memory performance were not found. The change in declarative
memory with lamotrigine does not appear to be related to change
in mood symptoms. Larger trials of lamotrigine in this population
are warranted.

Funded by NIH grant MH-01725, medication provided by Glaxo-
SmithKline.
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NR473 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Abnormal Functional Circuits Mediating Episodic
Memory in Major Depressive Disorder
Indira Tendolkar, Dr. Med. Sc. 6500 HB Nijmegen, The
Netherlands, Philip van Eijndhoven, M.D., Sara Pieters, M.S.C.,
Guido van Wingen, M.S.C., Robbert Jan Verkes, Ph.D., Jan
Buitelaar, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize how the neural underpinnings of the neuropsychologi-
cal core deficit of Major Depressive Disorder, i.e. episodic memory,
can help identifying functional alteration of brain regions that may
be involved in the pathogenesis of depression.

Summary:

Objective: Episodic memory, i.e. the ability to place a past event
in its appropriate spatio-temporal context, is a neuropsychological
core deficit of MDD (henceforth called depression). Though epi-
sodic memory performance improves during remission when
structural abnormalities are not evident yet\ it is unclear, whether
episodic memory processes are mediated by the same or different
brain regions compared to healthy controls. Functional MRI (fMRI)
can reveal abnormal neuronal responses thereby tackling core
regions of depression.

Method: Avoiding confounding effects of chronicity and medica-
tion, we investigated twelve unmedicated patients (mean age
35.4±10.5) in remission from their first depression and twelve
matched controls. Subjects had to learn items embedded in a
context (in this case pictures dyed in different colors) and later
had to retrieve item information as well as context information
(source memory)2. Standard whole head T2*-weighted EPI-BOLD
fMRI data were acquired on a 1.5 T MR-scanner along with a T1 -
weighted MP-RAGE sequence for structural analysis. Image pre-
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processing and statistical analysis was performed using the SPM2
software, including voxel-based morphometry (to exclude subjects
with structural deficits).

Results: Behavioral performance did not differ between patients
and controls so that differences in functional activation could not
be related to a difference in memory. A second-level random
effects analysis between both groups revealed no global differ-
ences of the hemodynamic response. However, the patients
showed smaller activations during encoding and retrieval in the
medial temporal lobe accompanied by a stronger activation of left
prefrontal regions during retrieval.

Conclusions: Our results suggest a dysfunction of the medial
temporal lobe (MTL) during episodic memory, which at least is
partly compensated by prefrontally mediated processes. The func-
tional alteration of the MTL may play an essential role in the
pathophysiology of MDD because it is present at an early stage
of the disease and during remission.
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NR474 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine and Risperidone in the Treatment of
Schizophrenia: A Short- and Long-Term, Non-
Randomized Study
Fernando Canas, M.D. Hospital, Department of Psychiatry,
Cordoba 30, chalet 2, Colmenar Viejo, 28770, Spain, Victor
Perez, M.D., Monica Tafalla

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to better understand the effectiveness and tolerability profile
of quetiapine and risperidone in the acute and long-term treatment
of schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Compare tolerability and effectiveness of Quetiapine
(QUE) with Risperidone (RIS) in the acute and long term treatment
of schizophrenia in the clinical practice setting.

Methods: Multicenter, prospective, non-randomized, compara-
tive study. Patients >18, admitted to an acute unit with schizophre-
nia, schizophreniform or schizoaffective disorder (DSM-IV), were
prescribed QUE or RIS within the first week (3:1 ratio). Evalua-
tions: baseline, weeks 1 and 2, discharge and 6 and 12 months
after. The study was approved by an Ethical Committee. Written
informed consent was obtained from every subject. Statistical
analysis: Chi square or t-tests.

Results: 466 patients (QUE:345; RIS: 121) were included; 422
were discharged from the acute unit with the initial treatment
(QUE:311; RIS:111). Withdrawals during the 12-month follow-up
were similar in both groups (QUE:34.7%; RIS:33.3%). Mean doses
were 719.6mg/d QUE and 8.0mg/d RIS at discharge, and
718.5mg/d QUE and 7.0mg/d RIS after 1 year.

Baseline characteristics were similar between groups with some
exceptions: QUE group had more co-morbid mood disorders
(23.5% versus 11.5%, p=0.033); previous hospitalizations
(3.7±4.3 versus 2.7±3.6, p=0.009); and depressive symptoms
on the CDSS (6.1 ±5.8 versus 4.9±4.9, p=0.027).

Table: Change from baseline in efficacy scales

At end of treatment, the proportion of patients with EPS was
higher with RIS than QUE: 53.8% versus 15.3% (p<0.001). Sexual
dysfunction was more frequent in RIS group males (p<0.05). Or-
thostatic dizziness was more frequent in QUE group (14.7% ver-
sus 6.7%, p=0.024). Incidence of somnolence was similar in both
groups (33.0% for QUE and 35.8% for RIS; p=0.576).

Conclusions: Quetiapine and Risperidone have similar efficacy
in the acute and long-term treatment of schizophrenia, although
Quetiapine showed a more favourable EPS profile and less impact
on males' sexual functioning.
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NR475 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
An Open Label Follow-Up Study on Amisulpride in
the Add-On Treatment of Bipolar I Patients
Mauro Giovanni Carta, M.D. University of Cagliari, Italy, of
Public Health, via liguria 13, viale merello 22, cagliari, 09100,
Italy, Maria Carolina Hardoy, M.D., Fausta Zairo, M.D., Gisa
Mellino, M.D., Bernardo Carpiniello, M.D., Eduard Vieta, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should have
acquired knowledge of the efficacy of amisulpride combination
therapy for the treatment of patients with bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Atypical antipsychotics are widely used in the treatment of bipo-
lar disorders. Amisulpride is an atypical antipsychotic that has
been proven to be effective in treatment of schizophrenia, MDD
and, more recently, acute mania. At the moment, however, no
experimental study has assessed the effectiveness of this com-
pound in mid-term maintenance therapy of bipolar disorders. The
purpose of this study is to naturally determine the mid-term effec-
tiveness of amisulpride in combination with standard treatments in
14 outpatients with bipolar I disorder who have shown inadequate
responses to ongoing standard therapies. Due to dropping-out,
the follow-up has been conducted on 11 patients for 11.7±8.2
months before (range 3-24) and 5.2±2.7 months after the intro-
duction of amisulpride (range 3-9). Relapse rates before/during
treatment with amisulpride have been calculated in accordance
to an increase of 1 or more in Clinical Global Impression Scale-
Bipolar Disorder (CGI-BP) score that was accompanied by a
change in therapy or to an exacerbation of the symptoms who
required a hospitalization. Mean CGI-BP scores have been calcu-
lated by comparing T-1 (3 months before the introduction of ami-
sulpride), TO (baseline) and T1 (3 months after the introduction
of amisulpride) in the overall sample. A statistically significant
decrease in the overall relapse rate was observed during the
period of therapy compared with months previous to the introduc-
tion of amisulpride. The relative risk of relapse in the absence of
it was 3.1 (x2=4.2, P<0.05). Similarly, the rates of manic/mixed
and depressive relapse were decreased but only manic ones
reach the statistical significance (RR=5.3, x2=5.2, P<0.02). This
open-label study has demonstrated that mid-term therapy with
amisulpride may benefit patients by improving global symptoms
of bipolar disorder and reducing the rate of relapses. Large, ran-
domized, controlled studies are needed to explore the benefits of
adding long-term amisulpride to standard therapies for bipolar
disorder.
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NR476 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Antipsychotics for Bipolar Disorder: McLean Hospital
Inpatients, 2004
Franca Centorrino, M.D. McLean Hospital, 115 Mill Street,
Belmont, MA, 02478, Stephanie L. Cincotta, B.A., Alessandra
Talamo, M.D., Kate V. Fogarty, B.A., Mark G. Saadeh, M.D.,
Paola Salvatore, M.D., Ross J. Baldessarini, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
a better understanding of current trends in the use of antipsychotic
agents and concomitant psychotropics for inpatient treatment of
bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Background: Since modern antipsychotics (APDs) had been
recently FDA-approved for bipolar disorder (BPD), we examined
their use for such patients.

Method: We analyzed medical records of 80 McLean Hospital
DSM-IV BPD inpatients given APDs in mid-2004 for dosing and
use of other psychotropics, and compared findings to similar 1998
[N=83] and 2002 [N=93] samples.

Results: Hospitalization of 80 BPD patients (aged 41.8 ± 13.5;
60% women) was for: depression (46%) > mania (29%) > mixed-
states (25%), lasted 10.7 days (vs. 13.6 in 2002,22.4 in 1998), and
was longest for mania. Usage ranked: risperidone > quetiapine >
olanzapine » aripiprazole > all others. Discharge doses averaged
312 ± 296 chlorpromazine-equivalent mg/day (higher with mania
than depression). Depressed patients received more antidepres-
sants and more total psychotropics. Concomitant mood stabilizers
ranked: valproate > lithium > oxcarbazepine > lamotrigine > all
others. In 2004, but not earlier, discharge prescriptions for APDs/
patient (1.2) outnumbered lithium-plus-anticonvulsants (0.8).
More BPD patients were discharged with >3 psychotropics in 2004
than 2002, and use of APDs as primary treatments doubled from
1998 to 2004. Use of olanzapine declined 2.4-fold from 1998 to
2004, and clozapine use decreased by 86% from its 2002 peak.

Conclusions: For hospitalized BPD patients, modern antipsy-
chotics were used more than lithium, anticonvulsants, or older
neuroleptics.
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NR477 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prefrontal-Amygdalar Activation Changes Following
Lamotrigine in Adolescents with Bipolar Depression
Kiki Chang, M.D. Stanford University, 401 Quarry Road,
Stanford, CA, 94305-5719, Christopher Wagner, M.S., Meghan
E. Howe, M.S.W., Amy Garrett, Ph.D., Allan Reiss, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify brain activation patterns that change following
treatment with lamotrigine and the understand the effect of lamo-
trigine on adolescents with bipolar depression.

Summary:

Background: Adolescents with bipolar disorder (BD) have been
shown to have abnormal pref rontal-subcortical activation patterns.
Hypotheses regarding mood dysregulation in BD have centered
around limbic overactivity with relative prefrontal underactivity dur-
ing mood episodes. Lamotrigine (LTG) is effective in alleviating
adult and adolescent bipolar depression. Therefore, we hypothe-
sized that adolescents with bipolar depression successfully
treated with lamotrigine would show decreases in amygdalar acti-
vation, and increases in prefrontal activation.

Methods: Eight subjects with BD, (4M/4F; 16.0±1.3 years),
were scanned at baseline and then after 8 weeks of LTG treatment.
Subjects were assessed weekly using the Children's Depression
Rating Scale (CDRS). Mean final dose of LTG was 131 mg/day.
We used a block design valenced visual stimuli task (using nega-
tive and neutral IAPS pictures). Data were acquired on a 3T GE
Signa scanner and analyzed using SPM2. ROIs were defined
in bilateral amygdala and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
based on individual structural scans and prior loci of activation,
consisting of 5 mm diameter spheres.

Results: All subjects were considered responders. Baseline
CDRS was 53.0± 10.6; Week 8 CDRS was 26.3±5.3. Group ROI
activation patterns for negative-neutral pictures were computed
for baseline and Week 8. Greater decrease in CDRS from baseline
to Week 8 was correlated with greater decrease in right amygdalar
activation (r=.91, p=.002). Similarly, at Week 8, CDRS score was
positively correlated with bilateral amygdalar activation (r=.85, p=
.007). DLPFC activation was not correlated with change in CDRS
score, but was positively correlated with amygdalar activation in
most comparisons.

Conclusions: As hypothesized, adolescents with BD treated with
lamotrigine demonstrate less amygdalar activation when viewing
negative stimuli as depressive symptoms improved. However,
increases in prefrontal activation were not seen. This decrease
in amygdalar activation may have been due to direct effects of
lamotrigine, depressive symptom improvement, or practice ef-
fects.
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NR478 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine in Bipolar Disorder With Alcohol
Dependence: A Pilot Study
Simon S. Chiu, M.D. Regional Mental Health Care, St. Thomas
Site, Psychiatry, Regional Mental Health Care, 467 Sunset
Drive, St. Thomas, ON, N5P 3V9, Canada

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to :

1. recognize the relationship of alcohol dependence and bipolar
disorder;

2. evaluate the evidence for the emerging role of atypical anti-
psychotics maintenance treatment in bipolar disorder with alcohol
dependence
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Summary:

Introduction: With the high rate of substance abuse comorbidity
in bipolar disorder.pharmacological approaches targeting both
mood stabilization and substance use relapse prevention merit
special consideration. There is a paucity of studies of the atypical
antipsychotic, quetiapine, in dually diagnosed bipolar disorder.

Objective: In the pilot study we evaluated whether quetiapine
is efficacious in bipolar disorder with co-existing alcohol depen-
dence.

Method: Our pilot study was open label. Dual diagnosis patients
(DSM IV bipolar disorder and alcohol dependence) detoxified for
at least 3 weeks completed structured clincial interviews prior
to entering the study. During the 12-week study, the subjects
participated in outpatient integrated care. For alcohol use, we
used self-report alcohol use and urine drug screens and alcohol
craving scale. The efficacy measures include: HAM-D (Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale); YMRS (Young Mania Rating scale),
BRRS (Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale), self-report Alcohol use
Timeline method and alcohol craving score and CGI (Clinical Go-
bal Impression ). Tolerability was monitored with treatment-emer-
gent adverse events. Flexible dosage of quetiapine was used.

Results: We recruited 16 subjects (male: 10; female:6)diag-
nosed with bipolar disorder Type 1 ( 4/16) and Type 2 (12/16).
Quetaipine average daily dosage was 400 mg. As compared to
baseline values, bipolar disorder subjects demonstrated statiscally
significant changes in YMRS, BPRS, HAM-D and CGI at the end
of the 12 -week period ( paired t-test, p < 0.05). Alcohol use
outcome: number of drinking days and number of drinks per drink-
ing day and alcohol craving score, showed similar statistically
significant ( p< 0.05) change from baseline to exit. The Dropouts
(3/16 ) were unrelated to any serious adverse events.

Conclusion: The initial promising results with quetiapine in bipo-
lar patients with alcohol abuse warrant controlled trials to establish
the efficacy of quetiapine maintenance treatment in optimizing
remission of bipolar disorder and alcohol relapse prevention.
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NR479 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Differential Outcome Study of Non-Mandated
Addiction Treatment for Psychiatric Patients With
Substance Use Co-Morbidity Mediating Role of
Criminality
Simon S. Chiu, M.D. Regional Mental Health Care, St. Thomas
Site, 467 Sunset Drive, St. Thomas, ON, N5P 3V9, Canada,
Mariwan Husni, M.D., John Copen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Towards the end of the presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. delineate the complex interrelationships of criminality, psychi-
atric disorders and addiction;

2. recognize criminality as a significant determinant in addiction
treatment among dual diagnosis clients

3. appreciate the implications for integrating treatment with fo-
rensic rehabilitation services

Summary:

Introduction: The links between violence, criminality and addic-
tion has been well recognized; however, few studies address

the issue whether criminality influences the treatment outcome of
patients with psychiatric and addiction disorders.

The objective of our study was to examine whether dual diagno-
sis patients with criminal history manifest differential treatment
outcome from a dual diagnosis cohort with no criminal history.

Methods: The study was naturalistic. The data were extracted
from 100 consecutive admissions to a multi-modal inpatient addic-
tion program at a provincial psychiatric hospital. We used DSM
IV to diagnosis substance use and psychiatric disorders. Criminal
history was gathered from releant legal and correctional services.
Outcome measures included random urine and blood drug and
alcohol screen, retention rate, CGI (Clinical Global Impression
score)and GAF (Global Assessment Functional Score).

Results: We found that 64% of the dual diagnosis patients had
criminal offenses with assault being the commonest offenses.
Polysubstance dependence (cocaine, marijuana, alcohol) with
multiple relapse and intoxication episodes discriminated the foren-
sic dual diagnosis (fDD) group from the non-forensic dual diagno-
sis group (nfDD). While mood disorders (bipolar disorder, dysthy-
mia and unipolar depression) were equally distributed between
the fDD and nfDD groups, the fDD group had higher rate of PTSD
and anti-social personality disorder (chi square < 0.05). Outcome
analysis showed that the fDD group ( higher male/female ratio)
had statistically significant higher dropout rate and positive urine
toxicological screen and lowered GAF and CGI scores, when
compared at baseline and exit ( p < 0.05).

Conclusion: Our preliminary outcome study highlights the impor-
tance of criminality as mediating the addiction outcome among the
dual diagnosis patients. Complex interrelationships of psychiatric
disorders, criminality and addiction disorders implicate the neces-
sity of integrating criminal justice rehabiliation services and psychi-
atric and addiction services to improve the outcome of forensic
dual diagnosis clients.
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NR480 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Safety and Maintenance of Effect of Orally
Disintegrating Risperidone Tablets in Patients With
Major Depressive Disorder, Bipolar Disorder, or
Dementia: Results of an Open-Label Study
Pierre Chue, M.D. CUP Clinic, 3rd Floor, 9942-108 Street,
Edmonton, AB, T5K 2J5, Canada, Rosanna Prinzo, Carin
Binder

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should :
1) recognize that orally disintegrating risperidone tablets offer

an alternative therapy to physicians struggling with compliance
issues.

2) be aware that when patients are switched to orally disinteg-
rating risperidone tablets from their previous risperidone formula-
tion, clinical efficacy is maintained.

3) recognize stable patients and evaluate the appropriateness
of transition therapy.

Summary:

Purpose: Safety and maintenance of clinical effect in subjects
transitioned from compressed risperidone tablets to orally disin-
tegrating risperidone tablets.

Method: Patients > 18 years with DSM-IV diagnosis of MDD,
Bipolar Disorder (BP) or Dementia (D) with baseline CGI-Severity
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< 3 (mildly ill) and minimum 2 weeks prior risperidone therapy at
a stable dose of 0.5,1.0 or 2.0 mg/day were recruited and switched
to equivalent doses of orally disintegrating risperidone tablets and
assessed 4 weeks later. All MDD patients had been previously
stabilized on an anti-depressant, most BP patients (16/21) were
taking a mood stabilizer and most Dementia patients (13/20) were
on a cholinesterase inhibitor.

Results: N=25 MDD, N=21 BP and N=20 Dementia . Mean age
was 49.2+/-13.8 years (MDD), 45.7+/-13.2 (BP), 77.6+/-8.7 (D).
Mean baseline CGI-S score was 2.5 +/- 0.7 (MDD), 2.3 +/- 0.7
(BP) and 2.8 +/- 0.4 (D) with a mean improvement observed at
Week 4 of -0.13 +/- 0.45 (MDD), -0.17 +/- 0.4 (BP) and -0.3 +/-
0.6 (D) respectively. On a Visual Analogue Scale for acceptability
of treatment, all diagnostic groups favourably rated orally disinteg-
rating risperidone tablets, with patients rating acceptability at 6.4/
10 (MDD), 8.2/10 (BP) and 7/10 (D) respectively. The most fre-
quent AE reported was headache.

Conclusion: Orally disintegrating risperidone tablets offer an
alternative, well-tolerated method of drug delivery with no evi-
dence of symptom decompensation when transitioned from the
previous risperidone formulation.
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venlafaxine XR. The differences were statistically significant at
each time point beginning with week 2 (p<.006) and across weeks
5, 6, 9, and 12 simultaneously (p=.005). Among the subgroup of
patients with normal sexual functioning at baseline (77%), sexual
functioning remained stable in the bupropion XL group while it
significantly worsened in the venlafaxine XR group (p<.05 relative
to baseline). Patients' depression improved comparably when
treated with either bupropion XL or venlafaxine XR as measured
by mean changes from baseline in HAMD-17 total score [-13.7
versus -12.8, respectively, 95% Cl (-2.66, 0,87)] and CGI-S [-1.9
versus -1.8, 95% Cl (-0.35, 0.15]; however, the remission rates
(HAMD-17 < 7 at Week 12) favored bupropion XL: 46% versus
33%, 95% Cl (1.07, 3.46).

Conclusions: Improved sexual functioning was observed in
MDD patients treated with bupropion XL while a decline in sexual
functioning was observed in MDD patients treated with venlafaxine
XR. Comparable improvements in efficacy for MDD as measured
by HAMD-17 and CGI-S were observed with both treatments,
although the remission rate was higher for bupropion XL.
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NR481 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Comparison of Bupropion XL With Venlafaxine XR
for the Treatment of MDD: An Evaluation of the
Relative Effects on Sexual Functioning, Efficacy,
Safety, and Tolerability
Anita H. Clayton, M.D. University of Virginia, Psychiatric
Medicine, 2955 Ivy Road, Northridge Suite 210, Charlottesville,
VA, 22903, Michael E. Thase, Barbara Haight, Pharm.D., Marty
C. Johnson, M.S., April E. Harriett, M.A., Nathalie E. Richard,
M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe differences between bupropion XL and venlafax-
ine XR in effects on sexual functioning, remission rates, and ad-
verse effects in outpatients with major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Though bupropion has consistently demonstrated
comparable antidepressant efficacy and tolerability advantages
(less sexual dysfunction and sedation) in direct comparisons with
the SSRIs, head-to-head comparisons with venlafaxine were
lacking.

Methods: This 12-week, randomized, double-blind trial com-
pared bupropion XL (150-450 mg/day) and venlafaxine XR (75-
225 mg/day) in 342 adult outpatients with moderate-severe MDD
with respect to sexual functioning, efficacy in MDD and safety.
Sexual functioning was evaluated using the Changes in Sexual
Functioning Questionnaire (CSFQ). Efficacy measures included
the HAMD-17 (via IVRS), CGI-S, and

CGI-I. The primary endpoint was sexual functioning across
weeks 5, 6, 9 and 12. MMRM methodology was used to account
for missing data.

Results: Whereas sexual functioning improved in MDD patients
treated with bupropion XL, it worsened in patients treated with

NR482 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Biological Evidence for Genetic Commonality
Between Atypical Treatment-Emergent Weight Gain
and Obese Phenotypes
Sandra Close Kirkwood, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly
Corporate Center, DC 2133, Indianapolis, IN, 46285,
AnnCatherine Downing, Pharm.D., Greg Germino, M.D., R.
Arlen Price, M.D., David Cox, M.D., Alan F. Breier, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to discuss common genetic findings between atypical antipsy-
chotic treatment emergent weight gain and obese phenotypes
and the link between a PKHD1 knockout mouse model and an
obese phenotype.

Summary:

Objective: Atypical anti-psychotic treatment emergent weight
gain continues to be an issue in the treatment of patients with
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Clinicians must weigh both
the efficacy and safety parameters of each atypical in selecting the
appropriate therapy for each patient. Genetic variation, primarily
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with re-
sponse have been identified1. Overlap between novel genetic
contributors to atypical treatment emergent weight gain and an
obese phenotype are demonstrated. This poster highlights the
genetic overlap examined, an animal model, and offers a biological
hypothesis on potential mechanisms at work.

Method: 3741 SNPs selected from a whole genome scan on 513
schizophrenic, schizoaffective and schizophreniform individuals
with and without atypical treatment emergent weight gain were
examined in a cohort of more than 300 parent-child trios collected
for an obese phenotype. The Transmission Disequilibrium Test
identified several novel genes. A mouse knockout model of one
of the significant genes will be presented.
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Results: Genes overlapping between these two populations in-
clude EPHA7, TOX and PKHD1. Biological investigation of these
overlapping genes includes PKHD1. Mouse knockout models for
PKHD1 display increased subcutaneous and intra-abdominal fat
deposits as well as increased quantities of mesenteric fat in the
PKHD1 mutant homozygote and heterozygote mice.

Conclusions: Several genes with reported cilia function have
been linked with other conditions predisposing individuals to obese
phenotypes.2'3 These genetic differences effect cilia function have
shown altered CSF flow and cilia-regulated ion transport. These
observed phenotypes may suggest that a cilia-related mechanism
contribute to obese phenotypes, including atypical-emergent
weight gain. Additional pre-clinical and clinical studies need to be
conducted to further elucidate the role of cilia function in conditions
displaying obese phenotypes, including atypical-associated
weight gain.

References:

1. Journal Article - Pan J, Wang Q, Snell WJ: Cilium-generated
signaling and cilia-related disorders. Lab Invest 2005; 85:
452-463.

2. Journal Article - Sutters M and Germino GG: Autosomal domi-
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NR483 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled
Trial of Metformin (Glucophage®) for Weight-Gain
Associated With Atypical Antipsychotics in Children
and Adolescents
Elizabeth M. Cottingham, M.D. University of Cincinnati,
Psychiatry, 222 Piedmont Avenue, Suite 8500, Cincinnati, OH,
45219, John A. Morrison, Ph.D., David J. Klein, M.D., Bruce A.
Barton, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants will review date from a randomized clinical trial
comparing the use of metformin (Glucophage®) in children and
adolescents who gained weight on one of three atypical antipsy-
chotics (olanzapine (Zyprex®), quetiapine (Seroquel®) or risperi-
done (Risperdal®)) and were treated with metformin (Gluco-
phage®) along with dietary and activity counseling. At the
conclusion of this presentation, the participants will be familiar
with the use of metformin (Glucophage®) to stabilize weight gain,
reduce body mass index and waist circumference in children on
atypical antipsychotics. Participants will gain knowledge about
how to dose metformin (Glucophage®), monitor safety labs and
side effects.

Summary:

Purpose: To study the effects of metformin (Glucophage®) on
body mass index (BMI=kg/m2), weight, and waist circumference
in children and adolescents who have gained excessive weight
taking olanzapine (Olanzapine®), risperidone (Risperidone®), or
quetiapine (Quetiapine®).

Background: Atypical antipsychotic effectively treat psychiatric
illness in children and adolescents but weight gain and metabolic
issues, including diabetes, complicate their use. A previous open
label study in 19 children and adolescents showed significant
mean weight loss after the addition of metformin (Glucophage®)
while continuing atypical antipsychotics.

Methods: Thirty nine subjects, ages 10-17 years, who had
gained > 10% of their pre medication body weight after up to one
year's therapy with one of three atypicals were enrolled in a 16
week, randomized, double-blind trial with either placebo or metfor-
min (Glucophage®) in addition to dietary and activity counseling
with a registered dietician. Metformin was dosed 500mg PO QPM

and increased stepwise weekly to 850mg BID. Anthropometric
measures, fasting insulin, glucose, liver function tests and electro-
lytes were taken at regular intervals.

Results: Mean changes in metformin versus placebo, respec-
tively, were statistically significant for weight (-0.13 +/- 2.9 versus
+4.0 +/- 6.2 kg), BMI (-0.43 +/- 1.07 versus + 1.1 +/- 2.0 kg/m2)
and waist circumference (- 2.5 +/- 5.5 versus 3.6 +/- 6.9 cm) (all
p < .03). Two subjects were diabetic at baseline and two placebo-
treated subjects became diabetic either during the study or shortly
thereafter. Placebo treatment was associated with the need for
oral glucose tolerance tests based on insulin and glucose results,
(p < .025). No serious adverse events or abnormalities in "safety"
laboratories resulted from metformin(Glucophage®) treatment.

Conclusion: Metformin(Glucophage®) arrests weight gain, re-
duces BMI and waist circumference and is protective against hy-
perglycemia in children and adolescents on atypicals.

Key words: atypical antipsychotics, obesity, diabetes, metfor-
min(Glucophage®)

Running title: metformin(Glucophage®) and atypical induced
weight gain
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Additional Data on the Safety and Tolerability of
Bupropion Extended-Release: Newly Accumulated
Data Extends Previous Findings in Placebo
Controlled Clinical Trials
Harry A. Croft, M.D. San Antonio Psychiatric Research Center,
8038 Wurzbach Road, Suite 570, San Antonio, TX, 78229-
3815, Donna Wightman, Karen Hewett, Zoran Antonijevic

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to know the data on safety and tolerability of bupropion
extended release in 2290 outpatients suferring from moderate to
severe MDD.

Summary:

Method:
Safety and tolerability of the once-daily formulation of bupropion

extended release (bupropion XL®) and comparators (either escita-
lopram or venlafaxine) are summarized from 5 placebo controlled
8-week studies in adult out patients with MDD. Two of the studies
have just been completed.

Method:
Safety data from 2290 outpatients with moderate to severe MDD

were pooled. Subjects were evaluated on a weekly or biweekly
basis during the studies with questioning to elicit treatment-emer-
gent adverse events. Blood pressure and heart rate were as-
sessed at each study visit. Weight was assessed at baseline and
study exit.

Results:
Adverse events resulted in premature discontinuation in the

following proportion of patients: placebo 5%, bupropion XL 6%,
and comparator 5%. The following adverse events occurred with
incidence of at least 5% on drug and at a rate of >2X the rate
observed with placebo- for bupropion: dry mouth, insomnia, and
hyperhidrosis; for the comparator: nausea, fatigue, and hyper-
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hidrosis. Non-fatal serious advents were reported by 7(<1%) pla-
cebo patients, 4(<1%) bupropion XL patients and 5(<1%) compa-
rator patients during the treatment phase. One fatal SAE was
reported in a placebo treated patient. There were no suicides or
seizures in bupropion XL treated patients. Vital sign changes were
similar across treatment groups, sustained changes in systolic
blood pressure was reported in 3% of subjects in all groups,
sustained diastolic changes was reported in 6% of bupropion XL
and placebo patients and 7% in comparator patients, and sus-
tained heart rate changes were reported in 7% of placebo subjects,
11 % of bupropion patients and 8% of comparator patients.

Conclusion:
Bupropion extended-release was well tolerated as shown in this

dataset of adult outpatients with MDD recently extended by two
additional studies.

References:

1. data on file GSK.

2. data on file GSK.

NR485 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Factors Related to Abnormal Brain Perfusion in
Cocaine Addicts

Dartiu X. Da Silveira, Sr., Ph.D. Federal University of Sao
Paulo, Psychiatry, Rua Florida 320, Sao Paulo, 04565000,
Brazil

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the importance of neuroimaging in the assess-
ment of cocaine users and to identify different patterns of abnormal
brain perfusion through functional tomography.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the relationship between the pattern of
cocaine use and cerebral perfusion among cocaine addicts.

Method: A sample of 30 cocaine addicts was studied using 99
m-Tc-HMPAO SPECT (single photon emission computed tomog-
raphy with injection of 99 m-Tc-hexametilpropilenoamina-oxime).
Their cerebral perfusion pattern was then compared with their
pattern of cocaine use.

Results: Eighty percent of the sample presented some degree
of impairment in brain perfusion, either focal or diffuse. There
were no differences between sniffers and crack smokers regarding
their perfusion patterns. No relationship could be established be-
tween the severity of SPECT abnormalities and the amount of
drug consumption or period of abstinence. However, length of
cocaine use did correlate with the severity of cerebral perfusion
(Spearman correlation coefficient: r=0.45, p<0.05).

Conclusion: This study documents the high frequency of cere-
bral functional impairment in cocaine addicts and establishes the
relationship between length of cocaine exposure and severity of
perfusion abnormalities.
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Mirtazapine Add-on to Clozapine in Stabilized
Schizophrenia: Effects on Cognition
Roberto Delle Chiaie, M.D. Universita di Siena, Istituto di
Psicologia Clinica, via cicerone 44, roma, 00193, Italy,
Massimo Salviati, M.D., Samantha Fiorentini, M.D., Paolo
Pancheri, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the importance of using appropriate combina-
tions of drugs (with special reference to mirtazapine) to improve
cognitive performance in schizophrenic patients stabilised on atyp-
ical antipsychotic compounds. The goal of this challenge is to
reduce negative symptoms, improving active psychosocial reha-
bilitation of the patient

Summary:

Objective. Among other atypicals, some lines of evidence indi-
cated a superior effect of Clozapine on cognition in schizophrenia.
Such effect has been hypothesised to be associated with the a2
presynaptic receptor blocking properties of the drug in prefrontal
cortex and with the consequent enhancement of dopaminergic
transmission in this area. This property is also shared by Mirtazap-
ine, which showed to improve negative symptoms in stabilised
Patients with Schizophrenia when added to ongoing treatments
both with haloperidol or Clozapine. This study aimed at measuring
specifically Mirtazapine's effects on cognition in Patients with
Schizophrenia stabilised on Clozapine in order to assess if these
effects are independent from its antidepressant activity.

Experiment Design. After baseline assessment with BPRS,
HAM-D and the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuro-
psychological Status (RBANS: measures cognition along 5 scales)
we started 15 Patients with Schizophrenia previously stabilised
on Clozapine (195± 58,16 mg/day) to an open label Mirtazapine
add-on (30 mg/day). Patients were newly tested after 4 weeks.

Results. Independently from psychopathology ratings, all pa-
tients showed significant improvements in cognition, more pro-
nounced on RBANS immediate and delayed memory subscales.

Conclusions. These data seem to indicate that Mirtazapine's
a-2 receptor blocking properties may induce a specific improve-
ment on cognition in schizophrenia.

References:

1. Hertel P, Fagerquist MV, Svensson TH: Enhanced cortical
dopamine output and antipsychotic-like effects of raclopride by
alpha-2 adrenoceptor blckade. Science 1999; 286: 105-107.
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NR487 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy and Safety of Desvenlafaxine Succinate in
the Treatment of Major Depressive Disorder
Nicholas DeMartinis, M.D. University of Connecticut School of
Medicine, 10 Talcott Notch Rd. East, MC-6415, Farmington,
CT, 06030, Paul P. Yeung, M.D., A. Richard Entsuah, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to discuss the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of DVS in the
short-term treatment of major depressive disorder, including its
effects on symptoms of pain associated with depression.
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Summary:

Objective: Evaluate the efficacy and safety of an extended-
release formulation of desvenlafaxine succinate (DVS), a novel
5HT-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI) in the short-term
treatment of MDD.

Methods: Depressed outpatients (aged 18 to 65) were ran-
domly assigned to DVS 100mg/day (n=114), 200mg/day (n=116),
400mg/day (n=113), or placebo (n=118) for 8 weeks. The primary
efficacy variable was change from baseline in 17-item Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D17) score at the final on-therapy
evaluation. The key secondary efficacy variable was the Clinical
Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) score. The Visual Analog
Scale-Pain Intensity (VAS-PI) was used to evaluate improvement
in depression-related pain. Efficacy analyses were based on the
ITT population on a LOCF basis.

Results: Reduction in HAM-D17 scores for the DVS 100-mg (-
10.60) and 400-mg (-10.74) groups was significantly greater ver-
sus the placebo group (-7.65; P=0.0038 and P=0.0023, respec-
tively); for the 200-mg group, the reduction was -9.63 (P=0.0764).
All dose groups demonstrated significantly greater improvement
on CGI-I versus placebo. Improvement in VAS-PI overall pain
was significantly better for the 100-mg group versus placebo (P=
0.002). DVS was generally well tolerated; adverse events were
consistent with the SNRI class.

Conclusions: DVS was effective and well tolerated in short-
term treatment of MDD.

Funding: Wyeth Research
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Ziprasidone in Major Depression: Superior to
Antidepressants in Safety and Efficacy?
Daniel A. Deutschman, M.D. Case Western Reserve University,
Department of Psychiatry, 5571 Buring Ct, Fort Myers, FL,
33919, Douglas H. Deutschman, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this educational activity, participants should
be able to demonstrate an understanding of:

1.) the unique neurotransmitter reuptake transporter blockade
activity of ziprasidone for the serotonin, norepinephrine and dopa-
mine reuptake transporters

2.) the theoretical potential antidepressant efficacy that might
derive from this reuptake transporter blockade

3.) the safety and adverse event burden of ziprasidone in the
treatment of 143 patients with major depression.

4.) the efficacy of ziprasidone in the treatment of major depres-
sion (psychotic and non psychotic) in combination with an antide-
pressant (n=127) and alone (n=16) as monotherapy.

Summary:

Introduction: Ziprasidone may possess antidepressant efficacy
as a consequence of its blockade of the pre-synaptic reuptake
transporters for 5HT, norepinephrine and dopamine1.

Objective: To determine if antidepressant efficacy can be dem-
onstrated in patients with Major Depression on ziprasidone.

Method: Electronic medical records (Behavior2006) of all pa-
tients seen in a busy inpatient/outpatient private practice between
2001 and 2005 were reviewed for a diagnosis of Major Depression
and two or more visits on ziprasidone. Efficacy was determined

by change in GAF scores. Demographics, dose, duration and
adverse events were noted.

Results:
8,892 patient records were reviewed; 4,801 Major Depression

patients were identified. 143 patients on ziprasidone had two or
more visits (total 1,553): 68 with psychosis and 75 without psy-
chosis.

Demographics were similar in both, (means were): age 41 years,
94% Caucasian, 59% female.

Duration varied widely: 56 days psychotic, 18 days non-psy-
chotic.

Ziprasidone dose in mg/d: 154 psychotic (25% on doses over
160) and 114 non-psychotic. 127 (89%) were on an antidepressant
(concurrent therapy) and 16 (11%) were on ziprasidone alone
(monotherapy).

All groups showed improvement (p > 0.001); differences be-
tween groups (not significant) were: 51 (44%) on an antidepres-
sant when ziprasidone was begun improved (GAF increase 9),
50 (43%) begun on ziprasidone and an antidepressant simultane-
ously improved further (GAF increasei 3), and 14 (12%) on ziprasi-
done alone improved most (GAF increase16).

Adverse events were infrequent and mild; only sedation was
greater than 2% (5%).

Discussion: This preliminary study is open label, naturalistic and
retrospective (case review). Analysis of GAF scores suggests that
the observed efficacy is

NOT a result of concurrent antidepressant use.
Conclusion: Ziprasidone appears safe and effective in Major

Depression with and without psychosis both as monotherapy and
in combination with traditional antidepressants. Efficacy may ap-
proach antidepressants; adverse event profile may be superior.
Further study is warranted.
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NR489 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sertraline's Side Effect Burden Is Significantly Lower
Than Other SSRI/SSNRIs
Daniel A. Deutschman, M.D. Case Western Reserve University,
Department of Psychiatry, 5571 Buring Ct, Fort Myers, FL,
33919, Douglas H. Deutschman, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Sertraline's Side Effect Burden is significantly lower than that
of the other SSRI/SSNRI's

Objectives
At the end of the poster presentation the participant should be

able to demonstrate an understanding of: the impact of SSRI/
SSNRI side effect burden, SEB, on patient adherence; the impact
of non adherence on the long term course of affective and anxiety
spectrum disorders; The three side effects that have the greatest
impact on patient adherence: sexual side effects, weight gain,
sedation

The rank order of SSRI/SSNRI agents in regards these effects:
Citalopram and paroxetine, most burdensome, Escitalopram and
venlafaxine intermediate, Fluoxetine, second least burdensome,
Sertraline, least burdensome

The concept of choosing an SSRI/SSNRI on the basis of its
side effect profile to: Facilitate patient adherence and Enhance
patient clinical outcomes.
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Summary:

Sertraline's Side Effect Burden is Significantly Lower Than
Other SSRI/SSNRI's

Background: Side effect burden, SEB, dramatically effects pa-
tient adherence. Non adherence can adversely effect the course
of affective and anxiety spectrum disorders. Significant SEB differ-
ences could guide physicians in choosing an antidepressant
thereby improving patient outcomes.

Hypothesis: Can important differences in SEB be demonstrated
between SSRI/SSNRI antidepressants?

Method: Electronic medical records (Behavior2006) of all pa-
tients (14,365) seen in a private inpatient/outpatient practice be-
tween 1998 and 2005 were screened for treatment with an SSRI/
SSNRI. 7,807 had been on an SSRI/SSNRI; 3,646 of these had
two or more visits. Demographics, dose, duration and SEB of the
latter were assessed.

Results: Patient cohorts ranged from 624 for escitalopram to
1,226 for sertraline; ages from 3 to 100 years; 98% were Cauca-
sian; 61% female; doses ranged from a fraction of the usual start-
ing dose to as much as 100% of the FDA recommended upper
level dose for a minority of patients; 52% on the agent for > 1
year. SEB (in order from most to least):

Sexual function - citalopram, paroxetine, venlafaxine, escitalo-
pram, fluoxetine, and sertraline;

Weight gain - paroxetine, citalopram, venlafaxine, escitalo-
pram, fluoxetine and sertraline;

Sedation - citalopram, escitalopram, paroxetine, venlafaxine,
fluoxetine and sertraline.

Discussion: This was an open label, naturalistic, retrospective
chart review. These data suggest that meaningful differences do
exist in the SEB among SSRI/SSNRI. These data are predicted
by Richelson's elucidation of the unique receptor profiles of each
SSRI/SSNRI. These data could help guide physician decision
making and contribute to patient long-term outcomes.

Conclusion: There are demonstrable differences among the
SSRI/SSNRI's in regards to their SEB. Sertraline was least bur-
densome (followed by fluoxetine) while citalopram and paroxetine
were most burdensome.. These data are preliminary. Further work
on this subject is needed.
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Caudate Metabolism is Increased and Less Sensitive
to GABAergic Stimulation in Detoxified Male
Alcoholic Patients
Thomas F. Dielentheis, M.D. University of Mainz, Psychiatry,
Untere Zahlbacher Str. 8, Mainz, 55131, Germany, Christian
Landvogt, M.D., Klaus Mann, M.D., Mathias Schreckenberger,
Prof. Dr., Peter Bartenstein, Prof. Dr., Gerhard Gruender, Prof.
Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able to
understand differences of the regional central glucose metabolism
between alcoholic patients and normal controls as well as the
influence of a lorazepam challenge in these groups.

Summary:

Objective: To test the hypothesis that the sensitivity of Gamma-
aminobutyric acid ergic systems is reduced in alcohol depen-

dence, we investigated the regional cerebral glucose metabolism
(rCGM) before and after administration of lorazepam in male de-
toxified alcoholics.

Methods: Placebo or lorazepam (30|xg/kg body weight), respec-
tively, was injected intravenously 15 min prior to tracer injection.
Mean global cerebral activity parametric t-maps were computed
on a voxel-by-voxel basis using SPM99.

Results: RCGM in the baseline condition was significantly higher
in the bilateral caudate in detoxified alcoholics compared to normal
controls. After lorazepam administration, both groups showed a
significant increase of the rCGM in the bilateral caudate head in
comparison to the baseline condition. However, the difference
between alcoholics and the normal controls was reduced in the
lorazepam condition compared to baseline due to a less pro-
nounced response to lorazepam in the alcoholic patients. In addi-
tion, lorazepam administration reduced rCGM in the bilateral thala-
mus in both groups.

Conclusions: Our hypothesis that the response to a lorazepam
challenge is blunted in detoxified alcoholics could be confirmed.
The differences in caudate and changes in thalamic metabolic
activity point to disturbances of subcortical networks in alcoholism.
It remains to be determined whether these abnormalities persist
after longer periods of abstinence and whether these markers are
related to relapse risk. Further studies with this paradigm in larger
samples of well-defined high-risk populations are needed to clarify
these questions.
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Symptom Response and Remission in Insomnia:
Analysis of How Various Criteria Perform
Karl Doghramji, M.D. Thomas Jefferson University, 1015
Walnut Street, Suite 319, Philadelphia, PA, 19107, Jed E.
Black, M.D., Brian Klee, M.D., Robert Farber, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The research data presented will contribute to the participant's
understanding of how to define symptomatic response and remis-
sion when treating patients diagnosed with primary insomnia.

Summary:

Objective: Response and remission are the two most com-
monly utilized measures of outcome in treatment studies of many
psychiatric disorders, yet consensus regarding such criteria in the
treatment of insomnia are lacking. The goal of this analysis was
to test how various response and remission criteria for insomnia
perform with respect to one another.

Methods: Month 1 efficacy data were analyzed from a prospec-
tive, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial utilizing indiplon 10 mg
and 20 mg. Response and remission were evaluated using the
following 4 outcome measures: (1) the 7-item, Investigator Global
Rating of Change (IGR-C); (2) the self-administered 7-item Insom-
nia Severity Index (ISI); (3) normative values for sleep onset and
total sleep time from a community survey (Lichtstein et al, 2004);
and (4) no longer meeting insomnia severity criteria required for
study entry, consisting of latency to sleep onset >45 mins, wake
time after sleep onset >45 mins, and total sleep time <330 mins).
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Results: At Month 1, the 2 candidate responder criteria yielded
the following response rates: IGR-C <2 (indiplon 10 mg, 45%
versus indiplon 20 mg, 58% versus PBO, 23%), and ISI-total score
<15 (indiplon 10 mg, 69% versus indiplon 20 mg, 70% versus PBO,
53%). At Month 1, the 4 remission criteria yielded the following
remission rates: IGR-C=1 (indiplon 10 mg, 18% versus indiplon 20
mg, 28% versus PBO, 8%); no longer meeting insomnia severity
criteria for study entry (indiplon 10 mg, 32% versus indiplon 20
mg, 33% versus PBO, 17%); ISI-total score <10 (indiplon 10 mg,
36% versus indiplon 20 mg, 46% versus PBO, 22%); and return
to community norm levels of sleep (indiplon 10 mg, 29% versus
indiplon 20 mg, 25% versus PBO, 12%).

Conclusions: Empirical data provide an important first step for
establishing consensus clinical criteria for response and remission
in the treatment of insomnia.
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NR492 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Atypical Antipsychotics and Pituitary Neoplasms in
the WHO Database
P. Murali Doraiswamy, M.D. Duke University, Room 3550
Hospital South, DUMC Box 3018, Duke University Medical
Center, South Hosp., Durham, NC, 27710, Gisella Schott, M.D.,
Dagmar Meglitsch, M.Eng., Heiner K. Berthold, M.D., Bruno
Mueller-Oerlinghausen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. To review the links between dopamine antagonism and pitu-
itary adenoma cell proliferation

2. To present research data on pituitary neoplams in atypical
antipsychotic users in the WHO database

Summary:

Background: Hyperprolactinemia is an important adverse ef-
fect of potent D2 antagonists and preclinical studies have linked
D2 blockade with pituitary adenoma formation. These findings
prompted us to analyze the WHO database.

Methods: We analyzed the WHO adverse drug reactions (ADR)
database focusing on adverse event reports of pituitary tumors
(benign and not otherwise specified) for atypical antipsychotics
(clozapine, risperidone, olanzapine, ziprasidone, quetiapine, aripi-
prazole) and haloperidol.

Results: A total of 64 reports of pituitary tumor ADRs were
linked to the 7 antipsychotics of which 44 (69%) were linked to
risperidone. The majority occurred in women. There were 4 reports
with haloperidol, 5 with ziprasidone, 7 with olanzapine, 3 with
clozapine, 1 with quetiapine and none with aripirazole. Relative
to total number of ADRs, risperidone had the highest reporting
ratio for tumors (1:382) followed by ziprasidone (1:504). Haloperi-
dol and olanzapine were intermediate whereas clozapine and
aripiprazole had the lowest relative reporting ratios. Six reports
were associated with visual disturbances and one report was
associated each with headache and convulsion.

Conclusions: Treatment with potent D2 blocking antipsychotics
may be associated with newly diagnosed pituitary tumors. Al-
though analyses of spontaneous adverse events is limited by
reporting and detection biases, these findings taken together with
preclinical carcinogenicity studies and clinical trial data suggest a
possible causal relationship. Clinicians should consider an anterior

pituitary adenoma in patients receiving antipsychotics who experi-
ence severe hyperprolactinemia, galactorrhea, gynecomastia or
unexplained visual symptoms.
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NR493 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Aripiprazole in the Acute Treatment of
Schizophrenia: A Prospective Naturalistic Study in
the Inner-City Hospital Setting
Luiz Dratcu, M.D. Guy's Hospital - South London and Maudsley
NHS Trust, Division of Adult Psychiatry, York Clinic - Guy's
Hospital, 47 Weston Street, London, SE1 3RR, United
Kingdom, Patricia Olowu, M.D., Muzafar Hawramy, M.D.,
Charitomeni Konstantinidou, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to consider the benefits and risks of using aripiprazole as
antipsychotic monotherapy in acutely psychotic patients with
schizophrenia. Aripiprazole has proved effective in the treatment
of chronic, stable schizophrenia, but its effectiveness in the acute
hospital setting to treat severely psychotic patients is unclear.This
poster describes the findings of a small (n=10) prospective natural-
istic study on the use of aripiprazole to treat actively psychotic
patients with schizophrenia in a busy inner-London acute psychiat-
ric unit. Most patients (70%) responded within 4 weeks to aripipra-
zole treatment (15-30 mg daily), which was well tolerated and
significantly reduced psychotic symptoms after 2 weeks. Side
effects were mostly mild and transient, and included extrapyrami-
dal symptoms and also neutropenia in an HIV-positive patient.
Aripiprazole also remarkably attenuated dyskinetic movements in
a patient with tardive dyskinesia.

Summary:

Aripiprazole in the acute hospital treatment of male, actively
psychotic patients with schizophrenia

Objective: Aripiprazole, a novel atypical antipsychotic that acts
as a partial dopamine-2 agonist, has proved therapeutically effec-
tive in chronic schizophrenia. This naturalistic study assessed
its effectiveness in the hospital setting to treat acutely psychotic
patients.

Method: Ten actively psychotic, male schizophrenic patients
admitted to our acute unit (median age 36 years; median duration
of illness 30 months; 48.8±8.2 BPRS baseline score, mean ±
s.d, range 40-65) received aripiprazole monotherapy orally (15-
30 mg daily) for at least 4 weeks. Five had an associated sub-
stance abuse disorder. One patient who was HIV-positive also
had severe tardive dyskinesia.

Results: Most (n=7) responded to aripiprazole, which was well
tolerated and ameliorated psychotic symptoms after 2 weeks
(BPRS 35.4± 15.6; p=0.003). At 4 weeks, BPRS mean score of
the six responders who completed treatment was 16.0 ± 12.2 (p=
0.0001). Patients on aripiprazole did not require benzodiazepine
tranquilization any more frequently or at higher doses than those
receiving other antipsychotics. Transient side effects included ex-
trapyramydal symptoms (EPS, n=1) and neutropenia (n=1) in the
HIV-positive patient, who responded to aripriprazole but whose
treatment was discontinued. Aripiprazole remarkably attenuated
his dyskinetic movements after two weeks.

Conclusions: The patient group was fairly representative of the
male population requiring acute admission for treatment of psy-
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chotic disorders. Results showed that aripiprazole can be safely
and effectively employed to treat severely psychotic patients with
schizophrenia. Its mode of action may pose a risk of EPS to some
patients, but it may also prove of therapeutic benefit in disorders
other than schizophrenia alone that are also associated with dopa-
mine dysfunction. These may include tardive dyskinesia and pos-
sibly other extrapyramydal disorders. The full range of adverse
reactions associated with its use, including the risk of drug-induced
neutropenia, requires further scrutiny.
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NR494 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cortisol Hypersecretion in Unipolar Major Depression
With Melancholic and Psychotic Features:
Dopaminergic, Noradrenergic, and Thyroid Correlates
Fabrice Duval, M.D. Centre Hospitalier, 27 Rue du 4eme RSM,
Rouffach, 68250, France, Marie-Claude Mokrani, Ph.D., Jose
Antonio Monreal-Ortiz, M.D., Said Fattah, M.D., Christiane
Champeval, Ph.D., Jean-Paul Macher, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that hypercortisolemia (as reflected by cortisol
non suppression to the dexamethasone supression test) in unipo-
lar melancholic and psychotic depressed patients is associated
with dysfunction of dopaminergic, noradrenergic and thyroid
systems.

Summary:

Background: Evidence supports that hyperactivity of the HPA
axis has a pivotal role in the psychobiology of severe depression.
It has been hypothesized that hypercortisolemia may underlie
abnormalities in catecholamine and thyroid systems.

Methods: Hormonal responses to DST, apomorphine test (a
dopamine receptor agonist), clonidine test (an alpha 2-adrenore-
ceptor agonist) and 8 AM and 11 PM protirelin (TRH) tests were
measured in 18 drug-free inpatients with a DSM-IV diagnosis of
severe MDD with melancholic and psychotic features showing
cortisol nonsuppression following dexamethasone and 23
matched hospitalized healthy controls.

Results: Compared with controls, patients showed (1) lower
adrenocorticotropin and cortisol response to apomorphine
(P<0.015 and p<0.004 respectively), (2) lower growth hormone
response to clonidine (P=0.001), and (3) lower responses to
TRH:11 PM maximum increment in plasma thyrotropin level (P=
0.006) and the difference between 11 PM and 8 AM maximum
increment in plasma thyrotropin values (P=0.0001).

Conclusions: Our findings, in a subgroup of unipolar depressed
inpatients with psychotic and melancholic features, are compatible
with the hypothesis that chronic elevation of cortisol may lead to
dopaminergic, noradrenergic and thyroid dysfunction.
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NR495 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
HPA, HPT, Dopaminergic, and Noradrenergic
Abnormalities in Schizoaffective Disorder
Fabrice Duval, M.D. Centre Hospitalier, 27 Rue du 4eme RSM,
Rouffach, 68250, France, Marie-Claude Mokrani, Ph.D., Jose
A. Monreal Ortiz, M.D., Christiane Champeval, Ph.D., Nessim
Chokmani, M.D., Jean-Paul Macher, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that patients with schizoaffective disorder show
decreased pituitary TRH receptor activity, decreased pituitary D2
activity, increased HPA axis activity, and decreased alpha2-norad-
renergic function.

Summary:

Background: The aim of this study was to assess hypothalamic-
pituitary dopaminergic (DA), noradrenergic (NA), thyroid (HPT)
and adrenal (HPA) activity in schizoaffective disorder. Method:
Hormonal responses to 8 AM and 11 PM protirelin (TRH) tests,
DST, apomorphine test (APO; a DA receptor agonist) and cloni-
dine test (CLO; an alpha 2-adrenoreceptor agonist) were mea-
sured in 13 untreated male inpatients with DSM-IV schizoaffective
disorder and 13 matched hospitalized healthy controls. Results:
Compared with controls, patients showed 1) lower responses to
TRH (11 PM-ATSH and AATSH [i.e. difference between 11 PM-
ATSH and 8 AM-ATSH] (p<0.02 and p<0.0005 respectively); 2)
higher post-dexamethasone cortisol values (p<0.02); 3) lower
APO-induced PRL suppression (p<0.05); 4) and lower growth
hormone (GH) response to CLO (p<0.001). Conclusion: Our re-
sults suggest that decreased pituitary TRH and DA-D2 receptor
function (possibly secondary to increased TRH and DA release,
respectively), together with increased HPA axis activity and de-
creased alpha 2-noradrenergic function characterize untreated
male schizoaffective patients.
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NR496 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Chronic Paroxetine or Venlafaxine Administration to
Mice Exposed to a Chronic Stress Model
Amany Haroun El Rasheed El Mougy, M.D. Institute of
Psychiatry, Ain Shams University, Neuropsychiatry, 24 El Ebour
Bldgs, Salah Salem, 4th floor, apt#5, Cairo, 11371, Egypt,
Sahar Kamal, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the role of GABA in depression through an
animal model of depression. They will also recognize the effect of
alteration of GABA content by long-term antidepressant treatment
with either paroxetine as one of the selective serotonin re-uptake
inhibitors [SSRIs] or venlafaxine as a serotonin-norepinephrine
re-uptake inhibitor [SNRIs] in the frontal cortex (F.Cx) as a brain
region crucial for the control of emotion and cognition obtained
from mice exposed to chronic mild stress (CMS)-induced anhedo-
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nia. Moreover, they will recognize the long-term behavioral
changes of the CMS without and with antidepressant treatment.

Summary:

Introduction: The role of Gamma-aminobutyric acid in mood
disorders and its interactions with 5-HT and NE systems is worthy
of further study. Many studies reported that plasma Gamma-
aminobutyric acid levels are relatively reduced in depressed pa-
tients. Methods: The present study investigated the alteration of
Gamma-aminobutyric acid content by long-term antidepressant
treatment with either paroxetine as one of the selective 5HT re-
uptake inhibitors [SSRIs] or venlafaxine as a 5HT-norepinephrine
re-uptake inhibitor [SNRI] in the frontal cortex (F.Cx) as a brain
region crucial for the control of emotion and cognition obtained
from mice exposed to chronic mild stress (CMS)-induced anhedo-
nia. The long-term behavioral changes of the CMS without and
with antidepressant treatment were also tested using the forced
swimming test (FST). Results: The results of the present study
demonstrated the reversal of anhedonia after 3 weeks intraperito-
neal (i.p). administration of 1 and 8 mg/kg/day paroxetine and
venlafaxine respectively to male albino mice continuously exposed
to CMS protocol. Furthermore, the observation suggested that
venlafaxine seems to be more efficacious than paroxetine in long-
term behavioral changes recorded by the FST on tested groups.
Additionally, there was a highly significant (P<0.001) increase in
the Gamma-aminobutyric acid content of the FCx of mice exposed
to chronic mild stress-induced anhedonia. Conclusion: The pres-
ent study have suggested that Gamma-aminobutyric acid levels
may be decreased in an animal model of depression and its rever-
sal together with the behavior improvement by either paroxetine
or venlafaxine could support the hypothesis that modification in
Gamma-aminobutyric acid ergic activity in mood disorders may
complement the monoaminergic and serotonergic theories, pro-
posing that the balance between multiple neurotransmitter sys-
tems may be altered in these disorders.
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NR497 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cognitive Function and Acute Sedative Effects of
Risperidone and Quetiapine in Patients With Stable
Bipolar I Disorder: A Randomized, Double-Blind,
Crossover Study
Luella Engelhart, M.A. Ortho-McNeil, Janssen Scientific Affairs,
L.L.C., 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Howard A. Hassman, D.O., Lian Mao, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to assess the differential effects of risperidone and quetiapine
on cognitive function and treatment-induced sedation in patients
with stable bipolar I disorder.

Summary:

Background: A double-blind 2x2 crossover study compared ef-
fects of risperidone and quetiapine on cognition and sedation in
adults with stable bipolar I disorder (BPI).

Methods: At each of two 2-day study periods, half of patients
were randomized to treatment sequence risperidone-quetiapine

and half to quetiapine-risperidone. Patients received 2mg of risper-
idone with dinner on day 1, or 100mg of quetiapine with dinner
on day 1 and 10Omg with breakfast on day 2. Patients were tested
at 10am on day 1 (baseline assessment) and at 10am, 12:30pm
and 3pm on day 2 (post-dose assessments) of each study period.
A neurocognitive composite score (NCS) was derived from 8 com-
puterized tests of processing speed, attention, working memory,
executive function, and declarative memory. Patients also rated
treatment effects on fatigue (sedation) and vigor.

Results: Both periods were completed by 28 of the 30 patients.
BPI was in full remission in 26 patients and in partial remission
in 2. Between-treatment differences in NCS were significant
(P<0.05) at all post-dose assessments, showing better cognitive
functioning after risperidone compared to quetiapine (overall stan-
dardized effect size =1.05). These differences reflected relative
performance declines following quetiapine, maximally at 10am
and 12:30pm post-dose assessments. Significant advantages for
risperidone relative to quetiapine were found in specific cognitive
domains comprising processing speed, attention, working mem-
ory, and declarative memory. Quetiapine treatment was associ-
ated with significantly more fatigue and less vigor compared with
risperidone (P<0.05 at the 10am and 12:30pm time points). Ad-
verse events were reported by more patients after quetiapine than
risperidone (P<0.05); somnolence was reported in 9 patients after
risperidone and 24 after quetiapine. Conclusions: Large differ-
ences between risperidone and quetiapine were found on neuro-
cognitive function and sedation in patients with BPI following initial
treatment. These effects are of a magnitude expected to impact
everyday functioning and compliance with continued treatment.
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NR498 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparing ETRANK, MMRM and LOCF Methods of
Analysis in 18 Placebo-Controlled Venlafaxine
Clinical Trials for the Treatment of Major Depressive
Disorder
A. Richard Entsuah, Ph.D. Wyeth Research, 500 Arcola Road,
Collegeville, PA, 19426, David V. Sheehan, M.D., Michael E.
Thase, M.D., Ying Zhang, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the partcipant should be
able to:

1. Discuss different analytical methods and their applications
2. Assess the differences between MMRM, ETRANK and LOCF

analyses
3. Compare the MMRM and ETRANK analysis methods with

the more traditional LOCF method in all the RCTs where LOCF
was the a priori analytical method

Summary:

Objectives: To compare mixed-model repeated measure
(MMRM) and ETRANK analyses with last observation carried for-
ward (LOCF), the a priori analysis of all phase II and III placebo-
controlled randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of venlafaxine (Ef-
fexor ®) therapy of MDD.

Methods: This analysis used LOCF, MMRM, and ETRANK
methods; the dependent variable was the 17-item Hamilton Rat-
ings Scale for Depression (HAM-D17) change from baseline. Re-
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mission (HAM-D17 <7) also was analyzed using LOCF_Logistic
Regression and Glimmix MMRM analysis.

Results: Two thirds of the 18 LOCF analyses revealed signifi-
cant drug-placebo differences compared with 56% for MMRM
and 76% for ETRANK. LOCF comparisons (27.8%) had a lower
significant difference than >1 ETRANK analysis; LOCF (66.7%)
comparisons had a lower significant difference than MMRM.

Venlafaxine remission rates were significantly different from
placebo in Glimmix analyses (38.9%) and LOCF_Logistic Regres-
sion comparisons (33.3%). Glimmix analyses (16.7%) revealed
significant differences when LOCF_Logistic Regression did not,
while LOCF_Logistic Regression (11.1%) revealed a difference
when Glimmix did not. Conclusions: ETRANK demonstrated ad-
vantages in signal detection compared with MMRM. MMRM had
no advantage over LOCF in detecting drug-placebo differences.
No signal detection advantage was found for the Glimmix MMRM
method versus LOCF_Logistic Regression analyses of remis-
sion rates.
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NR499 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Safety and Effectiveness of OROS-Methylphenidate
in Adults With Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD): Results of an Open Label Study
Angelo Fallu, M.D. Clinique Woodward, 685 Woodward Street,
Sherbrooke, PQ, J1G 1W4, Canada, Rosanna Prinzo, Carin
Binder

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able :

1) to recognize that OROS*Methylphenidate is a safe and effec-
tive treatment option for adults with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder.

2) to recognize the benefit of long acting stimulants in the adult
ADHD population

Summary:

Purpose: To evaluate the safety and effectiveness of OROS*-
Methylphenidate for the treatment of adults with ADHD(ADHD).

Method: 30 patients 18-65 years, inclusive, with DSM-IV diagno-
sis of ADHD confirmed via clinical interview and the Wender Utah
Rating Scale(WURS), with baseline investigator-rated CAARS
>24, baseline CGI-S> 4 (at least "moderate" illness) and baseline
MADRS < 16 are being recruited into this 5 week study. Patients
were started on 18mg OROS*-Methylphenidate for 3 days and
titrated up, based on physician discretion and patient tolerability/
effect to 36mg at Day 4 and then 54 or 72mg (2x36mg), if applica-
ble, in 7 day increments. In the latter 2 weeks of the trial, the
subject is expected to stay on the optimal dose achieved during
the first 3 weeks. No other treatments for ADHD are permitted
other than the study medication, OROS*-Methylphenidate. No
new behavioural modification programs could be initiated while
the patient was on study. Safety measures collected included
physical examination, ECGs, vital sign and adverse event moni-
toring.

Results: N=26/30. Mean age=36.5+/-10.5 years. Mean OROS*-
Methylphenidate dose was =51.2 +/- 14.1 mg with a mean treat-
ment duration of 36.3 +/- 5.7 days. Mean baseline investigator-
rated CAARS score=32.5+/-6.0 with a mean endpoint improve-
ment = -18.7+A9.8. (p<0.0001). Mean baseline CAARS self report
total score=44.7 +/-10.3 with a mean improvement observed at
endpoint = -20.0+/-15.8. (p<0.0001). Mean endpoint CGI-S
change= -2.6+/-1.3 and 77% of patients were "completely" or
"somewhat satisfied" with treatment at endpoint. The most fre-
quent AEs reported were headache (62%) and decreased appetite
(38%). Interim results are presented here but all results will be
presented in the poster.

Conclusion: OROS*Methylphenidate may offer a safe and effec-
tive treatment option for adults suffering from ADHD.
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NR500 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Executive Functioning in Adult Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder: Results of an Open Label
Study Evaluating OROS-Methylphenidate
Angelo Fallu, M.D. Clinique Woodward, 685 Woodward Street,
Sherbrooke, PQ, J1G 1W4, Canada, Caroline Richard, M.Psy.,
Rosanna Prinzo, Carin Binder

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able :

1) To recognize the potential usefulness of long acting stimu-
lants in ameliorating executive functioning in ADHD patients

2) to recognize that OROS*Methylphenidate is a safe treatment
option for adults with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.

3) to recognize the benefit of long acting stimulants in the adult
ADHD population

Summary:

Purpose: To evaluate the safety of OROS*-Methylphenidate
and its effect on executive functioning in adults with AD-
HD(ADHD).

Method: 30 patients 18-65 years, with DSM-IV diagnosis of
ADHD confirmed via clinical interview and the Wender Utah Rating
Scale(WURS), with baseline investigator-rated CAARS >24, base-
line CGI-S>4 (at least "moderate" illness) and baseline
MADRS<16 are being recruited into this 5 week study. Patients
were started on 18mg OROS*Methylphenidate for 3 days and
titrated up, based on physician discretion and patient tolerability/
effect to 36mg at Day 4 and then 54 or 72mg (2x36mg), if applica-
ble, in 7 day increments. In the latter 2 weeks of the trial, the
subject is expected to stay on the optimal dose achieved during
the first 3 weeks. No other treatments for ADHD are permitted
other than the study medication. No new behavioural modification
programs could be initiated while the patient was on study. Safety
measures collected included physical examination, ECGs, vital
sign and adverse event monitoring. Executive functioning mea-
sures collected included the Stroop Colour-Word test, COWAT
verbal/category fluency test and the Working Memory Index of
the WAIS-III.

Results: N=24/30. Mean age=36.5+/-10.5 years. Mean OROS*-
Methylphenidate dose was =51.2 +/- 14.1 mg with a mean treat-
ment duration=36.3 +/- 5.7 days. Mean baseline Stroop Colour-
Word T-score=43.3+/-9.5 with a mean endpoint improvement =
6.7 +/-8.1(p=0.0005). Mean endpoint improvement in COWAT
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Letter T-score= 5.3+/-5.4(p<0.0001). Mean endpoint improvement
in COWAT Category T-score=5.0+/-7.7(p=0.005). Mean endpoint
improvement in Working Memory Index percentile=13.5+/-15.1 (p=
0.0002). The most frequent AEs reported were headache (62%)
and decreased appetite (38%). Interim results are presented here
but all results will be presented in the poster.

Conclusion: OROS*Methylphenidate may offer a safe treatment
option for adults suffering from ADHD, with the added benefit of
improving patients' executive functioning such as inhibition, verbal
fluency and working memory.
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NR501 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ramifications of Switching Antipsychotics in the
Treatment of Schizophrenia
Douglas E. Faries Eli Lilly, Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis,
IN, 46285, Haya Ascher-Svanum, Allen W. Nyhuis, Bruce J.
Kinon

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that switching antipsychotics is an effective "rescue"
option, but it is also costly in personal and economic terms. The
optimal treatment strategy is to begin treatment with the antipsy-
chotic most likely to lead to effective treatment for each individual
patient.

Summary:

Objectives: To assess the clinical, functional, and economic
ramifications of switching antipsychotics for any cause during
treatment of schizophrenia.

Method: We used outpatient data from a randomized, open-
label, 1-year cost-effectiveness trial of olanzapine, risperidone,
and typical antipsychotics in the treatment of schizophrenia. Study
protocol permitted switching of antipsychotics when clinically war-
ranted. Resource utilization was abstracted from medical records.
Treatment outcomes were assessed with standard psychiatric
measures. Changes from pre-to-post switch were assessed
among patients who switched from randomized antipsychotics.
Switchers and non-switchers were compared on risk for crisis-
related events (e.g., hospitalization).

Results: About one-third of the patients (30.2%, 185/612) were
switched from randomized antipsychotics: 14.9% from olanzapine,
27.9% from risperidone, and 48.5% from typical antipsychotics.
Following antipsychotic switch, switchers experienced significant
improvements in symptoms and social relations (p<.001), and
numerical cost reductions ($3.72 per day less, p=.32O). Compared
to non-switchers, switchers were at significantly higher risk for
crisis-related events (p=.006), experienced them sooner (p=.OO4),
and accrued higher crisis-related service costs (p<.05).Conclu-
sions: Although switching antipsychotics is an effective "rescue"
option, it is costly in personal and economic terms. The optimal
treatment strategy is to begin treatment with the antipsychotic
most likely to lead to effective treatment for each individual patient.
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NR502 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cost and Effectiveness of Switching From
Risperidone to Olanzapine in the Treatment of
Schizophrenia
Douglas E. Faries Eli Lilly and Company, US Commercial Info
Sciences, Lilly Corporate Center, DC 5024, Indianapolis, IN,
46285, Haya Ascher-Svanum, Bruce J. Kinon, Allen W. Nyhuis

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that during the long-term treatment of patients with
schizophrenia, switching from risperidone to olanzapine, when
clinically warranted, appears to be a cost effective "rescue" option.

Summary:

Objectives: To assess changes in cost and effectiveness pa-
rameters following switch from risperidone to olanzapine during
the long-term treatment of schizophrenia patients.

Methods: Patients were participants in a randomized, open-
label, 1-year cost-effectiveness trial of olanzapine, risperidone,
and typical antipsychotics in the treatment of schizophrenia. Study
protocol permitted antipsychotic switching when clinically war-
ranted. Resource utilization was systematically abstracted from
medical records. Treatment outcomes were assessed with stan-
dard psychiatric measures. Statistical analyses assessed changes
from pre-to-post switch among patients who were randomized to
risperidone, but later switched to olanzapine for any cause.

Results: Sixty of the 218 (27.5%) patients randomized to risperi-
done switched antipsychotics - with 43 (72%) switching to olanzap-
ine. Average duration on risperidone before switching to olanzap-
ine was 86.1 days (mean maximum dose 4.5 mg/day). Most of
these switchers (86%) completed the 1-year study on olanzapine
(average maximum dose 13.3 mg/day). Following switch to olan-
zapine, patients experienced significant improvements on clinical
and social parameters (both, p<.001), with 35.7% of the prior
non-remitters achieving remission status. Mean total daily costs
changed from $49.5/day pre-switch, to $44.4/day post-switch
(non-significant difference).Conclusions: Olanzapine appears to
be a cost effective "rescue" option for patients who require switch-
ing from risperidone in the long-term treatment of schizophrenia.
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NR503 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Selegiline Transdermal System for the Treatment of
Major Depressive Disorder: An Eight-Week, Double-
Blind, Placebo-Controlled, Flexible-Dose Titration
Trial
Alan D. Feiger, M.D. Feiger Health Research Center, 3555
Lutheran Parkway #320, Wheat Ridge, CO, 80033-6021, Karl
Rickels, M.D., Moira A. Rynn, M.D., Daniel L. Zimbroff, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to:
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1. Describe the results of an 8-week, double blind, placebo-
controlled, flexible-dose titration trial of selegiline transdermal sys-
tem for the treatment of depression.

2. Demonstrate an understanding of the ways in which selegiline
transdermal system offers a new MAOI antidepressent option with
an improved margin of safety.

Summary:

Introduction: The selegiline transdermal system (STS) is a MAO
inhibitor (MAOI) with unique pharmacokinetic and pharmacody-
namic properties. STS provides concentrations of selegiline nec-
essary for antidepressant activity with reduced impact on the gas-
trointestinal MAO system.1'2

Objective: This study investigated the efficacy, safety, and toler-
ability of STS 6mg24hr to 12mg/24hr, in patients with MDD.

Method Patients with MDD (N=265) were randomly assigned
in a blinded fashion to receive treatment with either STS or a
matching placebo patch for 8 weeks. Patients failing to meet or
maintain response criteria at predetermined time points were ti-
trated from 6mg/24hr to 9mg/24hr or 9mg/24hr to 12mg/24hr STS
or placebo. Efficacy, safety, and tolerability were assessed at
weeks 1,2,3,5, and 8. A tyramine-restricted diet was not imposed.

Results: STS treatment resulted in significantly greater improve-
ment (P<0.05) compared with placebo treatment on primary
(HAM-D 28) and secondary (HAM-D 6-item Bech Subscale, HAM-
D ltem-1, MADRS, IDS-SR, and CGI-C) efficacy measures at 8
weeks. Treatment with STS was well tolerated, with the most
frequent adverse events being application site reactions and in-
somnia. No clinically meaningful trends were apparent for clinical
laboratory, vital signs, physical examination, or ECG results. No
hypertensive crises were observed, and the occurrence of blood
pressure elevation and orthostatic hypotension was comparable
between STS and placebo.

Conclusion: Results from this multicenter, randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled, flexible-dose trial provide further evi-
dence of the efficacy of STS in the treatment of MDD. Additionally,
this 8-week study demonstrates the short-term safety and tolera-
bility of STS at doses of up to 12mg/24hr. Thus, STS may offer
a new MAOI antidepressant option with an improved margin of
safety.
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NR504 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Escitalopram in Relapse Prevention in Patients With
OCD
Naomi Fineberg, Ph.D. Queen Elizabeth II Hospital, Howlands,
Welnyn Garden City, AL7 4HQ, United Kingdom, Ole Lemming,
Brigitte Tonnior

Educational Objectives:

The participant will obtain knowledge concerning the prevention
of relapse in patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder using
escitalopram treatment.

Summary:

Introduction: OCD is a common chronic disorder with a lifetime
prevalence of 1-4% (1). Comorbid disorders such as anxiety and
depression can complicate the initial diagnosis of OCD as well

as response and relapse rates in studies (2). The primary objective
of this study was to compare the efficacy of escitalopram 10 or
20mg/day with that of placebo in preventing relapse during 24
weeks in outpatients with OCD who had responded to 16 weeks
open-label treatment with escitalopram.

Methods: This was a multinational, randomised, double blind,
placebo-controlled, flexible to fixed dose relapse prevention study
with escitalopram in outpatients with OCD. Cases with relevant
comorbidity, including coexisting depression and anxiety, were
excluded. The study consisted of two periods: a 16-week open-
label period with 10-20mg escitalopram followed by a 24-week
double blind, placebo-controlled period, and a 1-week taper pe-
riod. Patients who had responded to treatment (>25% decrease
in their Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale total score) by
the end of the 16-week open-label period were eligible for randomi-
sation to either escitalopram (10 or 20mg/day) or placebo.

Results: Of 472 patients treated in the open-label period, 320
were randomised to treatment with escitalopram (n=163) or pla-
cebo (n=157). The primary analysis showed a clear beneficial
effect of escitalopram relative to placebo on the time to relapse
(log-rank test, p<0.001). The risk of relapse was 2.7 times higher
for placebo- than for escitalopram-treated patients (chi-square
test, p<0.001). Significantly fewer escitalopram-treated patients
relapsed (23%) compared with placebo (52%) (chi-square test,
p<0.001). Escitalopram was well tolerated; 4 escitalopram-treated
patients and 4 placebo-treated patients were withdrawn due to
adverse events during double-blind treatment (NS). The overall
withdrawal rate, excluding relapses, was 9.6% for escitalopram
and 9.4% for placebo during the double-blind period (NS).

Conclusion: Escitalopram was effective in preventing relapse
of OCD and was well tolerated as continuation treatment.
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NR505 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Antipsychotics and Diabetes Mellitus Among
Schizophrenic Patients: Analysis of the National
Health Insurance Database in Taiwan
Susan Shur-Fen Gau, M.D. National Taiwan University
Hospital, Department of Psychiatry, No. 7, Chung-Shan South
Rd, Taipei, Taiwan Republic of China, Churn-Shiouh Gau,
Ph.D., Ching-Jui Chang, M.D., Hung-Chun Lai, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that atypical antipsychotics may not increase
higher risk for Diabetes Mellitus than typical antipsychotics in
Taiwan.

Summary:

Objectives: Western literature has documented an increased
risk for diabetes mellitus (DM) among schizophrenic patients (SP),
particularly for those patients treated with atypical antipsychotics.
The objectives of this study are to obtain the prevalence and
incidence of DM among schizophrenic inpatients from 1997 to
2003 and to compare the exposures of antipsychotics and other
DM-related medications between patients with incident DM and
the controls from 2001 to 2003.

Methods: The National Health Insurance Research Database -
Psychiatric Inpatient Medical Claim Dataset (PIMC2002) was
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used. A nested matched case-control study design was used to
include 2631 SP with incident DM in 2001, 2002, and 2003; and
10, 524 SP without any diagnosis of DM from 1996 to 2003. The
exposures included comorbid disorders, medications reported to
related to risk for DM, antipsychotics before the first diagnosis of
DM. Conditional logistic regression model was used for matched
case-control analysis.

Results: The prevalence of DM in SP from 1997 (9.7%) to 2003
(16.5%) were higher than that of general population in Taiwan
(2.0%). The incidence rates of DM were around 4 per 100 person-
year. SP with DM were more likely to have comorbid disorders
of affective disorder, hyperlipidemia, hypertension, obesity diag-
nosis, ischemic heart disease, heart failure, and alcoholism; and
exposures to systemic steroid, oral contraceptives, thiazide, phe-
nytoin, valproic acid, beta-blocker, alpha-blocker, risperidone,
olanzapine, and quetiapine. The effect of the three atypical anti-
psychotics on risk for DM among SP was small but significant
(odds ratios ranging from 1.05 to 1.12); however, the significant
effects disappeared when controlling for comorbid disorders or
other medication.

Conclusions: This study using a national sample did not sup-
port a differential risk for DM between SP treated with typical
and atypical; and among SP treated with typical antipsychotics,
clozapine, olanzapine, risperidone, quetiapine, and zotepine.
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NR506 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Meta-Analysis of Pharmacological Interventions in
Management of SSRI-lnduced Sexual Dysfunction
Ellen Haller, M.D. University of California San Francisco, Box
F-0984/401 Parnassus Avenue, San Francisco, CA, 94143-
0984, Bahar Ghahremani, B.A., Brian Jersky, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants should be
able to identify the pharmacological interventions studied up to
now and use the findings of this review to help guide the manage-
ment of patients suffering from SSRI-induced sexual dysfunction.

Summary:

Objectives
The primary purpose of this review was to assess and compare

the efficacy of pharmacological interventions in management of
SSRI-induced sexual dysfunction.

Method
We searched the CENTRAL database (Cochrane Library issue

4, 2005), PubMed (January 1966 - July 2005), and the references
of the identified studies. Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs)
were selected and screened for inclusion criteria. Eleven trials
involving 705 participants met incisions criteria. The primary re-
viewer performed data collection and quality assessment of these
11 studies.

Main results
Data were analyzed using the Review Manager software (ver-

sion 4.2). Standardized Mean Difference (SMD) was calculated
as the summary statistic for each intervention. The data collected
were pooled using the random effect method of analysis, and a
pooled treatment effect was calculated. Our pooled analysis failed
to show any statistically significant difference between the follow-
ing augmentation therapies and placebo: buspirone [p=0.94,
SMD=0.10], Ginkgo biloba [p=0.96, SMD=0.07], granisetron [p=

0.93, SMD=0.13], or sildenafil [p=0.92, SMD=-0.13]. Individual
trials of additional interventions also failed to show a beneficial
effect on the pre-specified outcome: amantadine (p=0.70, SMD=
0.77), bupropion Sustained Release (p=0.80, SMD=0.5), ephed-
rine (p=0.95, SMD=-0.12), mirtazapine (p=0.98, SMD=0.05), olan-
zapine (p=0.94, SMD=0.14), oryohimbine (p=0.90, SMD=0.25).

Conclusions
The clinical application of these therapies is not supported by

the published research studies to date. Future adequately pow-
ered RCTs on these augmentation therapies should implement
rigorous methods to maximize internal validity. Standardized rat-
ing scales of sexual functioning need to be consistently used both
at baseline and to measure response to interventions. SSRIs
are very widely prescribed to treat both depression and anxiety
disorders but commonly cause sexual side effects leading to lack
of treatment adherence. Due to this serious problem, more re-
search into ways of minimizing sexual dysfunction is critically
important.
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NR507 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Spatiotemporal Pattern Analysis of EEGs of
Alexithymic Individuals
Byung-Joo Ham, Prof. Dr. Hangang Sacred Heart Hospital,
Hallym University Medical School, Psychiatry, 94-200
Youngdungpo-Dong, Youngdungpo-Gu, Seoul, 150-719,
Republic of Korea, Sung-Gon Ryu, Prof. Dr., Dong-Woo Lee,
Prof. Dr., Seung-Ho Ryu, Kang-Seob Oh, Prof. Dr., Han Yong
Jung, Prof. Dr., Ihn-Geun Choi, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

The aim of the presentation is to assess whether the differences
of EEGs exist between alexithymics and non-alexithymics during
resting condition. At the conclusion of this presentation, the partici-
pant should be able to recognize the neurobiology of alxexithymia.

Summary:

The aim of the present study is to assess whether the differences
of EEGs exist between alexithymics and non-alexithymics during
resting condition. In order to perform such an analysis and investi-
gate the dynamic behavior of a brain, we have examined the
spatiotemporal behavior of EEG recorded from alexithymics and
non-alexithymics. EEG signals recorded from 16 electrodes in
13 alexithymics and 13 age/sex-matched non-alexithymics. We
estimated the spatiotemporal pattern of the EEG recordings by
using KL decomposition method. As a result, non-alexithymics
and alexithymics exhibited similar primary patterns. However, the
secondary patterns of alexithymics differed from those of nonalexi-
thymics at F7, F8, and T3 channels, with the definitely opposite
polarity at the right and left hemispheres when compared with
non-alexithymics. These all findings support the neurological mod-
els, i.e. the dysfunction of the right hemisphere and deficiency in
the frontal lobe area, for alexithymia generally adopted, and pro-
vide the first EEG evidence by means of the spatiotemporal EEG
patterns during resting condition.
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NR508 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
EEG With Electrical Tomography (LORETA) of OCD
During Paroxetine Withdrawal Shows Temporal and
Parietal Lobe Dysfunctions

Cary L. Hamlin, M.D. Atlantic Healthcare System, Psychiatry,
385-2B Route 24, Chester, NJ, 07930

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the symptoms of SSRI withdrawal syndrome,
know that paroxetine can cause it, know that it occurs in OCD
patients, and know that it can be associated with EEG abnormali-
ties in the anterior temporal lobe, know that OCD patients can
have repeatable abnormalities in the insula, archiocingulate gyrus,
and supplemental motor cortex that are demonstrable using EEG
LORETA.

Summary:

SSRI discontinuation syndrome symptoms, dizziness, shock-
like sensations, nausea, diarrhea, gait disturbances, visual distur-
bances, tremor, and fatigue, begin from 1 to 7 days after lowering
an SSRI during treatment. Paroxetine is the prototypical SSRI to
cause discontinuation syndrome, and it has been reported in OCD
patients withdrawing from paroxetine. Research here describes
the changes in EEG tomography that accompanied SSRI discon-
tinuation syndrome, from paroxetine withdrawal, in a 63 yr old male
OCD (DSM-IV) patient. While tapering off months of paroxetine 60
mg qd, he had the new onset of shock-like sensations, dizziness,
visual disturbances, and nausea, exacerbated by eye blinking. A
32 lead extended International 10/20 montage EEG was digital-
ized at 512 samples secA-1 using a BioSemi amplifier-A/D con-
verter. LORETA processing of the EEG data produces a mapping
of spectral analysis data upon cortical regions of an averaged
Talairach MRI Atlas. The patient's electrical tomogram was re-
mapped against an EEG database of task, handedness, age, and
gender matched neurometric normal controls. The resultant z-
scores were compared by paired-"t" test to those he had previously
obtained, while taking paroxetine before SSRI discontinuation
symptoms began. Laplacian transformation of his routine EEG
revealed frequent single spikes (300 uA) in lead T7, and a few 6
spike trains which followed eye blinks. Mu (12-15 Hz) power was
abnormally decreased in the left anterior temporal lobe (Brod38),
and this was significantly different from before withdrawal. Delta
(1-3 Hz) power was abnormally increased in the supplemental
sensory cortex (medial Brod07) bilaterally only during withdrawal.
Unchanged in both EEGs, (19-30 Hz) Beta power was abnormally
increased in the insula, archiocingulate gyrus, and supplemental
motor cortex bilaterally. Mu power was abnormally increased in
the insula, archiocingulate gyrus, and supplemental motor cortex
bilaterally, ie. where Beta power was consistently elevated, while
taking paroxetine, but not so during paroxetine withdrawal.
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NR509 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Relationship Between Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI) Score and Heart Rate Variability
(HRV) in General Population
Chang Woo Han Hanyang University Hospital, Psychiatry,
Psychiatry, Hanyang Univ Hospital, Haengdang-Dong,
Sungdong-Ku, Seoul, 133-792, Republic of Korea, Seok Hyeon
Kim, Yang Suk Kim, Jung Woo Ahn, Hwallip Bae

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participitant should
be able to recognize that depressive symptom seems to influence
autonomic neurocardiac regulation between the sympathetic and
parasympathetic system even in the population without diagnosis
of depressive disorder.

Summary:

Objectives: Heart Rate Variability (HRV) refers to the degree
of fluctuations in the length of the intervals between heart beats.
The analysis of HRV is regarded as a reliable non-invasive test for
quantitative assessment of cardiovascular autonomic regulations.
Depression is known to be associated with an increased risk of
cardiovascular mortality, due to the reduction of vagal activity to
the heart. In the previous reports, HRV has been shown to be
reduced in patient with depressive disorder. This study is designed
to examine the relationship between depressive symptoms mea-
sured by self-reporting depression scale and HRV in general popu-
lation without history of depressive disorder.

Methods: 298 subjects were recruited from an annual health
survey in a suburbs of Korea. The history of any psychiatric disor-
der was asked before recruitment. They fasted over the previous
night and did not drink any caffeinated beverage and smoke. After
20 minute rest in the examination room, the time and frequency
domain HRV indices(5-min resting study) were examined and
standardized quantitatively. After HRV test, they completed the
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) in a private room..

Results: 142 subjects were excluded by the ECG result. HRV
and BDI score of 156 subjects were analyzed. The HRV was
shown to be negatively correlated with BDI score. Low frequen-
cy(LF:0.04-0.15 Hz), high frequency(HF: 0.15-0.4 Hz) were signifi-
cantly lowered reduced as BDI score(LF: r=-0213, p<0.01, HF:
r=-0.193, p<0.05).

Conclusions: As in the previous studies with the patients with
depressive disorder, HRV of the people with depressive symptoms
in BDI significantly decreased. Depressive symptom seems to
influence autonomic neurocardiac regulation between the sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic system even in the population without
diagnosis of depressive disorder.
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NR510 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Satisfaction With Long-Acting, Injectable Risperidone
Changsu Han, M.D. Korea University Hospital, Psychiatry, 516,
Gojan-Dong, Korea University Hospital, Ansan City, 425-707,
Republic of Korea, Yong-Ku Kim, Bun-Hee Lee, Byung-Joo
Ham, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

To evaluate the satisfaction level of the patients and their care-
givers to the long-acting injectable risperidone as a customer.

Summary:

Background: The satisfaction of treatments received by schizo-
phrenia patients can strongly influence the treatment adherence
and long-term outcome. Atypical antispychotics reportedly have
better adherence rates owing to a lower incidence of side effects
and especially higher levels of patient satisfaction and acceptabil-
ity. However, the satisfaction with long-acting injectable atypical
antipsychotics has not been compared with that of oral atypical
antipsychotics. The objective of the study was to elucidate any
differences in patient and caregiver satisfaction between long-
acting injectable risperidone and oral atypical antipsychotics.
Methods: Forty-seven patients with schizophrenia who were re-
ceiving treatment with long-acting injectable risperidone and their
caregivers were surveyed using a semi-structured questionnaire
about their satisfaction with the drug and its acceptability. Sixty-
two patients currently taking oral atypical antipsychotics - and their
caregivers - were also surveyed for comparison. In the question-
naire, subjects were asked to mark their satisfaction level on a
10-point visual analogue scale (VAS). Items to elucidate discom-
fort and side effects experienced were also included. Results:
The VAS satisfaction score was significantly higher for patients
receiving long-acting injectable risperidone than for those taking
oral atypical antipsychotics (7.53 versus 6.87, p < 0.05). The
overall VAS score was significantly higher for caregivers of both
groups of patients than for the patients themselves (8.04 versus
7.16, p < 0.000). Conclusion: A new drug delivery system - long-
acting injectable risperidone - may offer better adherence in
schizophrenia treatment, owing to higher levels of patient and
caregiver satisfaction, and thereby result in improved treatment
outcomes.
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N R 5 1 1 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Genetic Factor of Alcohol Metabolism Might Protect
Early Onset Alcohol Dependence

Doughyun Han Seoul National University, Psychiatry, 28
Youngun-dong, Chongno-gu, 10-744, Seoul National University
Hospital, Seoul, 110-744, Republic of Korea, Chul Na, Kyoung
Joon Min, Baik Seok Kee, Young Sik Lee, Doo Byung Park

Educational Objectives:

We aimed to find genetic factor which is related to early onset
of alcohol consumptions in alcohol dependence. It would be helpful
for the understanding of early onset alcohol abusers in biology.
Biological understanding of early onset alcohol abuse could de-
crease the number of chronic alcohol dependence and help to
invent new treatment drugs for alcohol dependence

Summary:

Introduction
The biological etiology of early onset alcohol dependence de-

rived from different theories such as craving, withdrawal symp-
toms, primary psychiatric disorder, and the metabolism of alco-
hol itself.

Method
The patients were classified into early onset alcohol depen-

dence group (OAD) (before age 18yrs) and late onset alcohol
dependence group (LAD) (after age 19yrs).

We investigated DRD2, DRD4, Gamma-aminobutyric acid A
alpha 6 and NRH-quinone oxidoreductase 2 (NQO2) regulation
gene polymorphism in 108 alcohol dependence patients

Addiction severity index (ASI) and Beck depression Inventory
(BDI) were applied for clinical symptom evaluation. Neurocognitive
functions were checked by Trail making test A/B, Stroop color-
world test, and Wisconsin card sorting test.

Result
The number of OAD group and LAD was 80 and 136, respec-

tively. There was only significant difference between OAD and
LAD in NQO2 gene distribution. The number of D carrier gene of
NQO2 in OAD was lower than that of LAD. D allele was negatively
correlated with ASI scores. There were no significant differences
between OAD and LAD in neurocognitive tests and clinical scales.

Discussion
NRH-quinone oxidoreductase 2 (NQO2) is regarded as impor-

tant factors for detoxification of alcohol in the CNS. D allele of
NQO2 was associated with alcohol withdrawal symptoms. Innate
alcohol metabolic efficacy would play important role in the patho-
genesis of early onset alcohol dependence.
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NR512 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Weight and Body-Mass Index in Patients Receiving
Open-Label Lamotrigine With or Without
Concomitant Valproate, Antipsychotics, or
Antidepressants
Herndon Harding Jr Florida State University, 2828 Casa Aloma
Way Ste 200, Winter Park, FL, 32792, Jay Graham, Jeremy
Roberts, Robert Leadbetter, Kevin Nanry

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: The current analysis evaluated changes in weight
and body-mass index (BMI) in patients treated with lamotrigine in
the presence and absence of concomitant valproate or antipsy-
chotics.

Methods: A post hoc analysis was conducted from a prospec-
tive, open-label study of lamotrigine1 in 1175 patients with bipolar
I disorder designed to assess the rate of rash in patients with
or without specific dermatological precautions. Lamotrigine was
administered for 12 weeks, including a 5-week titration period
(target dosage 200 mg/day). Weight and BMI was measured at
baseline, week 5 and week 12 visits.

Results: Baseline weight was statistically significantly higher
in patients taking concomitant valproate versus without (199.1 ±
49.07 versus 184.7 ± 47.53 Ib, P< 0.0001) and was statistically
significantly higher in patients taking concomitant antipsychotics
versus without (192.7 ± 47.31 versus 186.1 ± 48.48 Ib, P <
0.05). Statistically significant changes in weight were not observed
between treatment groups. Weight changes from baseline to week
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12 were -0.2 ± 6.82 Ib with valproate, 0.0 ± 8.40 Ib without
valproate, -0.4 ± 7.99 Ib with antipsychotics, and 0.0 ± 8.14 Ib
without antipsychotics (P>0.05 for all group comparisons). Statisti-
cally significant changes in BMI were not observed between treat-
ment groups. BMI changes from baseline to week 12 were 0.0 ±
1.07 with valproate, 0.0 ± 1.41 without valproate, -0.1 ±1.34 with
antipsychotics, and 0.0 ± 1.34 without antipsychotics (P>0.05).

Conclusion: These results are consistent with previous findings
that lamotrigine is weight neutral in patients with bipolar disorder2
and suggest that lamotrigine may be given to patients with con-
comitant medications that are frequently associated with in-
creased body weight without causing additional weight gain.
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statistical differences inter groups in frontal right lobe (P<0.015)
and temporal right lobe (P<0.036). Ad-hoc measures reveal that
the differences were between dual pathology group and control
group. So, differences exist in frontal right lobe (P<0.014) and
temporal right lobe (P<0.037) between dual pathology group and
control group. A strong correlation was seen between frontal right
lobe and temporal right lobe (0,916; P<0,001), what suggest a
connection between both lobes in these patients. No sex differ-
ences were appreciated. Conclusion: Dual pathology group pre-
sents an accused decreased activity in frontal and temporal right
cerebral areas. This frontal-temporal hypoactivity in right cerebral
areas could be the addition of both disorders.
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NR513 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cerebral SPECT in Opiate Dependents With Dual
Pathology
Gonzalo Haro, Sr., Ph.D. Hospital La Ribera, Psychiatry, C/
Onda S/N, Alzira, 46600, Spain, Cesar Mateu, Sr., Vicente
Tordera, Sr., Jose Ferrer, Sr., Ana Benito, Ines Prades

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participants should
know that neurobiology of substance use disorders and personal-
ity disorders has become an important branch of research works.
A high rate of patients with a substance use disorder has also a
personality disorder. The importance of dual pathology that can
not be ignore by the research, trying to improve the treatments
for these patients. Discovering the cerebral structures behind dual
pathology, although is not an easy road, can lead to a better
understanding of an important group of patients. New techniques
in neuroimaging can be used to study how the brain activity can
be altered by both pathologies. Establishing the cerebral struc-
tures and the relationships of both pathologies can improve the
knowledge of futures psychiatrists and psychologists and be con-
sidered a new tool for better diagnosis and treatments.

Summary:

Almost all research works show hypoactivity in frontal and pre-
frontal lobes. The main hypoactive subcortical areas in BPD are:
basal ganglions, caudate, lenticular nuclei and right side of nuclei
ventral striate, thalamic area, limbic regions, specifically anterior
cingulate, a region with many opiate receptors and could be related
with pain experience and tendency to self mutilation (Juengling y
cols, 2003).

SPECT studies suggest low activity in prefrontal, frontal, tempo-
ral and parietal cortex in opiate dependents. Two of them show
hypoactivity asymmetry, with right cerebral areas less activated
than left cerebral areas (Pezawas y cols, 2002).

Objectives: analyze cerebral structures in opiate dependence
with a comorbid BPD, to study a possible causality in comorbid
pathology analyzing the obtained images, to establish SPECT as a
useful diagnosis technique to discriminate both single pathologies
and comorbid pathology and to check sex differences. Results:
sample of 12 probands (N=12). Group A (n=4): Opiate Depen-
dents. Group B (n=4): Opiate Dependents with BPD as a comorbid
pathology. Group C (n=4): Control. All probands were white Cau-
casian. Mean age was 33,75 years (SD=6,95). 58,3% were men
and 41,7% women. Images in the 12 persons show significant

NR514 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sustained Remission and Cognitive Improvements in
Patients With Schizophrenia Switched to a New
Atypical Antipsychotic
Philip D. Harvey, Ph.D. Mt. Sinai School of Medicine,
Psychiatry, 1425 Madison Avenue, Room L4-42, New York,
NY, 10029, Peter F. Buckley, M.D., Antony D. Loebel, M.D.,
Christopher Bowie, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To increase understanding of the development of symptomatic
remission in schizophrenia

To increase understanding of the relationship between cognitive
improvement and development of remission in schizophrenia

This presentation will also evaluate the potential functional sig-
nificance of development of symptomatic remission in the context
of no change in cognitive functioning

Summary:

Background: A definition of remission in schizophrenia has
been proposed. However, cognitive impairments are better pre-
dictors of functional outcomes than symptoms. We examined the
development of remission and the association of neuropsychologi-
cal improvements with remission in patients with schizophrenia
whose medication was switched to a new atypical medication,
ziprasidone. Methods: 184 patients were switched from previous
treatment with risperidone, olanzapine, or conventional antipsy-
chotics to open-label ziprasidone. We rated symptoms with the
PANSS at baseline prior to the switch and after 6 weeks and 6
months of treatment. We also performed a neuropsychological
assessment, which generated a composite score examined for
improvements in the same time frame Results: Of the 184 pa-
teints, 48 (26.1% of the total sample) met remission criteria at
baseline. Of these cases, 41 (85% ) sustained their remission to
the endpoint. Of the remaining 136 cases, 60 developed remis-
sion at the 6-month follow-up. Thus, a total of 101 of 184 cases
(55%) were in remission at the endpoint. A comparable number
of the patients, fifty nine (34%), improved by 0.5 SD or more in
their cognitive performance. There were no baseline cognitive
differences between patients who were and were not in remission
and baseline cognitive performance did not predict remission.
Further, achieving remission was not correlated with cognitive
improvements. 33 patients achieved both clinical remission and
0.5 SD improvements in their cognitive performance. Implica-
tions: After a switch from previous treatment to open-label ziprasi-
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done more than half of patients achieved remission over 6 months
and 32% of patients achieving remission experienced concurrent
cognitive improvement. Since cognitive performance at baseline
and cognitive changes did not converge overall with development
of remission, later research will be required to determine which
aspects of improvement (clinical remission and/or cognitive im-
provements) predict functional improvements.
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NR515 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparative Efficacy of Right Unilateral and Bilateral
Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT) and Augmentation
With Antidepressants During Acute ECT
Roger F. Haskett, M.D. Western Psychiatric Institute & Clinic,
Psychiatry, 3811 O'Hara Street, E824 WPIC, Pittsburgh, PA,
15213-2593, W Vaughan McCall, M.D., Keith E. Isenberg,
M.D., Benoit H. Mulsant, M.D., Joan Prudic, M.D., Mustafa M.
Husain, M.D., Harold A. Sackeim, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to administer electroconvulsive therapy to treat patients with
major depression using procedures that will optimize the efficacy
and minimize the side effects of the treatment.

Summary:

Introduction: Questions persist about the optimally effective pro-
cedures for administering ECT in the treatment of depression.
Two key issues are the relative efficacy of right unilateral (RUL)
and bilateral (BL) ECT and the risks and benefits of pharmacologi-
cal augmentation with antidepressants during acute ECT. In this
report we provide data from a multi-site study of 295 patients with
major depression that compared the efficacy of RUL and BL ECT
and examined the effect of concurrent antidepressant administra-
tion during ECT.

Methods: On entry into the study, patients were randomized to
two treatment conditions, high dose RUL ECT or low dose BL
ECT and concurrent treatment with nortriptyline (NT), venlafaxine
(VEN) or placebo, using a parallel group, double masked design
stratified by resistance to antidepressant pharmacotherapy and
the presence or absence of psychosis. Patients continued ECT
until meeting remission criteria of 10 or less on the Hamilton Rating
Scale for Depression following two successive ECT.

Results: There was no significant difference in the remission
rates of patients receiving high dose RUL ECT or low dose BL
ECT. Patients receiving treatment with NT or VEN during ECT
had a 15% higher remission rate than patients receiving placebo
and there was no significant difference between the antidepres-
sants.

Conclusions: These results demonstrate that high dose RUL
ECT and low dose BL ECT are of equivalent efficacy in the treat-
ment of depression. In addition, augmenting acute ECT with con-
current antidepressant treatment provides a significant increase
in efficacy compared to patients receiving ECT alone. The final
analyses will be presented as well as a discussion of the differ-
ences between the randomized conditions.
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NR516 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Escitalopram for Bereavement-Related Depression
Paula L. Hensley, M.D. University of New Mexico, Department
of Psychiatry, 1 University of New Mexico, UNM Dept. of
Psychiatry MSC 09 5030, Albuquerque, NM, 87131, Carol K.
Slonimski, Ph.D., Paula J. Clayton, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that escitalopram is effective in the treatment of be-
reavement-related major depressive disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the efficacy of escitalopram in treating
MDD associated with bereavement and grief symptoms.

Method: Thirty adults were treated with escitalopram in open
fashion for a major depressive episode following loss of a close
family member (parent, sibling, child, or spouse/significant other).
The study period was twelve weeks. The maximum dose for the
first four weeks was 10 mg per day and could be increased to 20
mg per day after four weeks. Efficacy assessments were the
Clinical Global Impression (CGI) scales for depression and grief,
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), Hamilton Anxiety
Rating Scale (HAM-A), Montgomery and Asberg Depression Rat-
ing Scale (MADRS), the Texas Revised Inventory of Grief (TRIG),
and the Inventory of Complicated Grief (ICG).

Results: Twenty-nine of thirty participants returned for at least
one set of efficacy measures after starting medication. Twenty-
four of twenty-nine (82.8%) were treatment responders on the CGI
for depression. Fourteen of twenty-nine (48.3%) were treatment
responders on the CGI for grief symptoms. Escitalopram signifi-
cantly reduced depressive symptoms (HAM-D, MADRS both P <
0.001) and anxiety (HAM-A, P < 0.001) over time. Escitalopram
was well tolerated.

Conclusions: Escitalopram improved depressive, anxiety, and
grief symptoms in individuals experiencing a major depressive
episode related to the loss of a loved one.
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NR517 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparison of Weight Change on Divalproex DR and
Divalproex ER
Robert Lynn Home, M.D. University of Nevada School of
Medicine, Psychiatry, 2915 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite
#4, Las Vegas, NV, 89102, Cedric Cunanan, B.S., Deborah
Martz, R.N., Robert Yates, B.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to discuss the differential effects of Divalproex DR and
Divalproex ER on weight changes during long term treatment.
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Summary:

Introduction: In a previously reported study, 55 consecutive
psychiatric patients were safely switched from Divalproex DR to an
equal dose of Divalproex Extended Release with good tolerability.
Changes in blood levels, adverse events, and psychiatric symp-
toms were reported. 37 of those 55 patients have been enrolled
into an open-label, long-term extension of Divalproex Extended
Release to assess weight change. Prior studies, including placebo
controlled trials of Divalproex DR and Divalproex Extended Re-
lease, have shown a lower prevalence of weight gain with Dival-
proex Extended Release, but these were not head-to-head trials.
Methods: In this study 37 patients on Divalproex Extended Re-
lease were followed after the switch for as long as they had been
on Divalproex DR prior to the switch, to compare weight change
in the same patients on both medications. Results: 37 patients
were on Divalproex DR for an average of 377 days prior to the
switch (median = 328). Their mean weight at baseline was 183.4
lbs, (BMI = 31.6). At the switch the mean weight was 190.1 lbs,
(BMI = 32.7), an increase in mean weight of 6.7 lbs. At follow-up,
an average of 383 days after the switch (median = 344), their
weight was 188.1 lbs, a decrease in mean weight of -2.0 lbs. The
difference between Divalproex DR and Extended Release mean
weight change was significant, (p = .0056). 34 patients were on
1-3 concomitant medications. Only 10 of these patients had a
change of concomitant medications during the study period. When
these ten patients were excluded, the results in mean weight
changes (+ 6.2 on Divalproex DR, -4.2 on Divalproex Extended
Release ) remained statistically significant (p = .0053) Conclu-
sion: Divalproex Extended Release is preferable to Divalproex
DR with regard to weight change over a one year period.
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NR518 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Concomitant Antidepressant Treatment During Acute
Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT): Side Effects?
Keith E. Isenberg, M.D. Washington Univ Sch of Med,
Psychiatry, 660 South Euclid Avenue, Campus Box 8134, St.
Louis, MO, 63110, Roger F. Haskett, W. Vaughn McCall, Joan
Prudic, Katherine J. Pierce, Ph.D., Harold A. Sackheim

Educational Objectives:

After reviewing this presentation the participant should be able
to recognize from this blinded study that the risks associated with
the concurrent administration of venlafaxine or nortriptyline and
electroconvulsive therapy are minimal.

Summary:

The risks of the concurrent administration of antidepressants
during a course of ECT are largely unclear because of a paucity
of information. This abstract reports initial findings from a multi-
site trial in which 338 patients were randomly assigned to take
either nortriptyline, venlafaxine or placebo during acute ECT in a
blinded fashion (Sex: 64% women, 36% men; Race: 91% Cauca-
sian, 7% African-American, 1% Native American, 1% Asian; Age:
X = 49.3, SD = 15.8). Patients were also randomized to right
unilateral (RUL) or bilateral (BL) ECT with raters and patients
blinded to treatment status. Side effects were systematically as-
certained using the Udvalg for Kliniske Undersogelser (UKU) Side

Effect Rating Scale. Serious Adverse Events (SAE's- N = 13) and
Adverse Events (AE's - N = 21) were also documented. The
SAE's and AE's were equally distributed among patients receiving
nortriptyline, venlafaxine and placebo. Similarly, AE's and SAE's
were equally distributed among RUL and BL stimulus patients. A
preliminary analysis of common venlafaxine associated side ef-
fects (nausea, diarrhea and tremor) suggests that the frequency
of these side effects were statistically indistinguishable among
patients receiving venlafaxine, nortriptyline and placebo. Further
analysis will be presented to support the preliminary impression
that neither venlafaxine nor nortriptyline obviously complicated
the administration of ECT.
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NR519 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quality Outcomes in Treated Depression: A Study of
a Rural Sample in Southern India
Geetha Jayaram, M.D. Johns Hopkins University, Psychiatry,
Meyer 4-181, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, MD, 21287

Educational Objectives:

1. Participants will appreciate the epidemiology of Major Depres-
sion in rural Southern India

2. Participants will review outcomes as determined by analyses
of data gathered using international instruments

Summary:

The National Mental Health Programme in India was developed
to address the problem of mental illnesses, especially in rural
areas. However, it has been criticized for emphasizing the identifi-
cation and treatment of only severe mental disorders such as
psychoses, while not addressing Common Mental Disorders
[CMD], which are equally disabling.

CMD, which are neurotic disorders presenting with anxiety and
depressive symptoms, are widespread and are known to cause
significant disability worldwide. In India, prevalence rates of CMD
range from 2% to 57% .

This paper describes the outcomes of treated anxiety and de-
pression in 196 attendees at a community mental health pro-
gramme which is integrated with primary health care services,
rendered in a rural area and that addresses CMD alongside psy-
chotic disorders and epilepsy.

Continuous variables were analyzed using independent sam-
ples t test, while for categorical variables chi square test was
employed. Logistic regression analysis was used to examine the
relationship between clinical and demographic variables and out-
come. All tests were done using SPSS version 13. The significance
level was set at p< .05.

Results show 35% of patients in complete remission at 6
months; a significant proportion of patients had poor outcome with
score of >7 on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale. Individuals
with a higher score on WHO QOL Bref had a poorer quality of
life. The presence of co-morbid psychiatric and medical conditions
and ongoing life stressors were associated with poor outcome.
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NR520 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Asenapine Improves Cognitive Function in Monkeys
Repeatedly Exposed to the Psychotomimetic Drug
Phencyclidine
J. David Jentsch, Ph.D. University of California at Los Angeles,
Department of Psychology, PO Box 951563, Los Angeles, CA,
90095-1563, Mohammed Shahid, Ph.D., Erik H.F. Wong,
Ph.D., Robert H. Roth, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Describe the model of PCP-induced cognitive impairment in
monkeys and its usefulness in determining the efficacy of psycho-
pharmacologic agents for cognitive dysfunction.

2. Discuss the effects of asenapine on cognitive function in
monkeys with PCP-induced cognitive impairment.

Summary:

Objective: Long-term exposure to the A/-methyl-D-aspartate/
glutamate-receptor antagonist phencyclidine (PCP) impairs cogni-
tive and executive functions in animals, potentially modeling im-
portant endophenotypes for schizophrenia. Administering atypical
antipsychotics to chronic PCP-exposed monkeys produces small
gains in reversal learning and object retrieval, supporting the valid-
ity of this model in discerning therapeutic drug effects on cognitive
function. Asenapine is a novel psychopharmacologic agent under
development for treating schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. We
explored the effects of short- and long-term asenapine dosing
on reversal learning (measure of response switching) and object
retrieval (measure of response inhibition) in normal and chronic
PCP-exposed monkeys.

Methods: Forty-eight monkeys were trained to perform reversal
learning and object retrieval procedures before BID dosage with
PCP (0.3 mg/kg intramuscular) or saline for 14 days. A baseline
test confirmed cognitive deficits in PCP-exposed animals before
beginning BID subcutaneous administration of saline (control) or
asenapine (50, 100, or 150 |xg/kg).

Results: In the reversal task, PCP-exposed monkeys made
more perseverative Extended Release rors than did control sub-
jects, evidence of poor capacity to switch responses. On average,
PCP-treated monkeys made twice as many Extended Release
rors as did control monkeys under these conditions. Asenapine
facilitated reversal learning performance in PCP-exposed mon-
keys. Improvements in reversal learning were at the trend level
in week 1, became significant in week 2, and remained significant
through week 4. Specifically, in week 4, asenapine 150 (xg/kg
significantly improved reversal learning in PCP monkeys (P=0.01),
rendering their performance indistinguishable from that of normal
monkeys.

Conclusions: Asenapine produced substantial gains in execu-
tive functions in this model of cognitive dysfunction that were
maintained with long-term dosing. The cognition-enhancing prop-
erties of asenapine may be, at least in part, attributed to its unique
human receptor signature, characterized by strong affinity for sero-
tonergic, dopaminergic, and alpha-adrenergic receptors.

Funding Source: This study was supported by Organon Labo-
ratories Ltd and Pfizer Inc.
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NR521 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Serotonin Transporter Occupancy in Rats Exposed
to Fluoxetine in Utero or Via Breast Milk
Catherine F.C. Jones Emory University, 101 Woodruff Circle,
Rm 4007, Atlanta, GA, 30322, Zachary N. Stowe, Michael J.
Owens

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be better informed about in utero CNS fluoxetine exposure and
postpartum clearance rates. The participant should realize that
fluoxetine SERT occupancy is equal between the dam and fetus
and takes at least fifteen days postpartum to clear entirely. Al-
though the adult rats exposed prenatally showed no change in
motor skills, innate anxiety, or SERT density measurements, more
studies are needed to assess long-term effects of prenatal and
neonatal SSRI exposure. This data will lead to better informed
guidelines aimed at minimizing said exposure.

Summary:

Objective: Data regarding the CNS effects of in utero antide-
pressant exposure, neonatal CNS clearance, and exposure via
breast milk is sparse. Using an animal model, the magnitude of
fluoxetine exposure was measured in four groups: (1) in utero,
(2) postnatal clearance of, (3) exposure through lactation, and (4)
longitudinal studies.

Methods: Rats were exposed to fluoxetine (by osmotic mini-
pump) in utero or postnatally via breast milk. Dam dosing reflected
the 50

th

 and 85

th

 percentile of clinical serum concentrations in
pregnant women. Serum drug concentrations were assayed by
HPLC and pup 5HT transporter (SERT) occupancy was measured
by ex vivo autoradiography. Adult rats, exposed to fluoxetine pre-
natally, were assessed in the beam traversing and open field
tasks. Adult SERT density was measured in a radioligand binding
assay.

Results: Embryonic day 21 (E21) rat pups exposed to fluoxetine
in utero exhibited >95% SERT occupancy. By postnatal day 4,
SERT occupancy had significantly decreased but was still measur-
able on postnatal day 8. NaUTve pups were exposed to fluoxetine
via breast milk exhibited -40-60% SERT occupancy in 4 and 8
day old rat brains. Longitudinal studies (beam traversing and open
field task, SERT density measurement) showed no differences
between groups.

Conclusions: These data show that the magnitude of fluoxetine
exposure in utero was equivalent between dams and the fetuses
and that complete clearance required at least 15 days. Signifi-
cantly less, but measurable, exposure occurred via breast milk
exposure. No differences in motor skills, anxiety or SERT density
were observed in adulthood following in utero exposure. SSRIs
have proven extremely valuable in the treatment of pregnant and
nursing women; nevertheless further modeling of drug exposure
in infants combined with CNS measures will enhance guidelines
which can be used to systematically minimize fetal and neonatal
medication exposure. Supported by NIH P50 MH 68036.
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NR522 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Polymorphisms of Dysbindin Gene (DTNBP1) and
Schizophrenia in the Korean Population
Tae-Youn Jun, M.D. St. Mary's Hospital, Psychiatry, 62 Yoido-
dong, Youngdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-713, Republic of Korea,
Won-Myong Bahk, M.D., Jeong-Ho Chae, M.D., Chi-Un Pae,
M.D., Young-Eun Jung, M.D., Byung-Wook Lee, M.D., Seung-
Kyu Bang, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate that DTNBP1 can be a susceptibility gene
for schizophrenia in the Korean population.

Summary:

Objectives: The gene encoding the dystrobrevin binding pro-
tein (DTNBP1) has been implicated in the pathogenesis of schizo-
phrenia by several association studies. The dysbindin gene is
located at chromosome 6p22.3, one of the most promising suscep-
tibility loci in linkage studies of schizophrenia. The aim of this
study is to determine whether DTNBP1 is associated with schizo-
phrenia in the Korean population.

Method: 452 Korean patients with schizophrenia in accordance
with DSM-IV criteria and 442 Korean healthy individuals matched
to age and sex participated in this study. We examined two single
nucleotide polymorphisms (p1635, p1325) using Pyrosequencing
system, and examined allele, genotype and haplotype association
with schizophrenia.

The results were analyzed by chi-square test and Fisher's ex-
act test.

Results: There were no significant differences in genotype and
allelic frequencies of SNP p1635 between cases and controls
(x2 = 1.21, df=2, p=0.655, X2 = 0.575, df=1, p=0.448). However,
SNP p1325 reached significance. The frequency of the rare allele
was significantly higher in cases compared with controls ( x2 =
6.35, df=2, p=0.042, X2 =4.41, df=1, p=0.036). Two SNP haplotype
AC, GC were not associated with schizophrenia, but SNP haplo-
type AT was significantly in excess in cases compared with con-
trols. (X2 = 4.41, df=1, p=0.036)

Conclusion: These results provide the support for DTNBP1 as
a susceptibility gene for schizophrenia in the Korean population.
In the future, further studies should be needed to confirm the
relationship between genetic variation in DTNBP1 and the pheno-
type of schizophrenia.

Key Words: Schizophrenia, Dysbindin gene (DTNBP1), Poly-
morphism.
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NR523 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Concomitant Use of Anticholinergic Agents With
Atypical Antipsychotics in Schizophrenic Patients
Tae-Youn Jun, M.D. St. Mary's Hospital, 62 Yoido-dong,
Youngdeungpo-gu, Seoul, 150-713, Republic of Korea, Won-
Myong Bahk, Jeong-Ho Chae, Byung-Wook Lee, Seung-Kyu
Bang, Young Sup Woo, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to judge the adequacy of the anticholinergic medication used
in clinical trials.

Summary:

Objectives: Antipsychotic drugs induce extrapyramidal symp-
toms such as dystonia, akathisia and parkinsonian symptoms
early in the treatment. With the advent of atypical antipsychotic
drugs, the incidence of extrapyramidal symptoms has decreased,
but danger still exists. Hence, in treatment of schizophrenia with
antipsychotics, anticholinergic agents are often indicated.

Methods: In this observation, retrospective study, we examined
whether the initiation of risperidone, olanzapine, or quetiapine,
the three most widely prescribed atypical antipsychotics, is related
to the concomitant use of anticholinergic agents. We identified
patients with schizophrenia from outpatient clinics in the St. Mary's
hospital and defined initiation of risperidone, olanzapine, or quetia-
pine as patients who initiated on the target drug after January 1
2004 and continuously use the antipsychotics for 6 months. The
data were analysed using on way ANOVA, Mann-Whitney U test
or Fisher's exact tests.

Results: The study yield two major findings. First, compared
with risperidone initiators, there were significantly fewer olanzap-
ine initiators who used anticholinergic agent concomitantly. Sec-
ondly, there were significantly fewer olanzapine or quetiapine initi-
ators than risperidone initiators who prescribed anticholinergic
agent on the same day when antipsychotics was initiated.

Conclusions: As the use of anticholinergic agent is a proxy for
the presence of extrapyramidal symptom, these findings suggest
that risperidone may be more associated with extrapyramidal
symptoms than olanzapine or quetiapine. Controlled studies com-
paring them to one another should be of particular interest.
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NR524 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Survey to Examine Psychiatrist's Attitudes and
Patterns of Antipsychotic Prescribing Practices for
Schizophrenia in the U.S. and Japan

Yasuhiro Kaneda, M.D. Tokushima Univ Hospital, Psychiatry,
3-18-15 Kuramoto-Cho, Tokushima, 770-8503, Japan, Herbert
Y. Meltzer, M.D., Tetsuro Ohmori, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize the US and Japanese psychiatristsa€™
understanding of pharmacological treatment for schizophrenia.
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Summary:

BACKGROUND: The aim of this study was to clarify the reason
for the difference in prescription rates of second generation anti-
psychotic drugs (SGA) between the USA and Japan. METHODS:
We conducted a mail survey in the USA and Japan. As a result,
183/777 (23.6%) US and 240/619 (38.8%) Japanese psychiatrists
responded. RESULTS: 1) Over 50% of both US and Japanese
respondents chose risperidone as a main drug for the treatment
of positive symptoms. For negative symptoms, risperidone (35%)
was most popular in the USA, and olanzapine (38%) in Japan.
For maintenance treatment, over 50% of both US and Japanese
respondents chose risperidone. For treatment-resistant schizo-
phrenia, over 50% of US respondents chose clozapine as a main
drug. In contrast, nearly 40% of Japanese respondents chose
olanzapine in Japan. For suicidal behavior, clozapine was most
popular in the USA, and risperidone in Japan. For themselves
and their family, risperidone was most popular in both the USA and
Japan. 2) Around two-thirds of the US and Japanese respondents
answered that they sometimes switched patients from first genera-
tion antipsychotic drugs (FGA) to SGA. 3) Around 50% of the US
and Japanese respondents answered that they sometimes used
combinations of antipsychotic drugs. 4) Comparing to Japanese
respondents, US respondents chose more factors which would
affect the choice of medications. 5) As a medical resource, Journal
articles and own experiences were popular in both countries. 6)
Around 80% of the US and Japanese respondents answered that
the prescription rate of SGA in Japan is low. Meanwhile, over
50% of the US and Japanese respondents answered the prescrip-
tion rate of SGA in the USA is fair. CONCLUSIONS: Except for
schizophrenia with suicidal behavior, the choice of SGA was com-
mon even among Japanese psychiatrists.
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NR525 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Effect of Risperidone Oral Solution on
Schizophrenic Patients Who Respond Poorly to
Normal Formula of Risperidone
Eiichi Katsumoto, M.D. Osaka City University, Graduate School
of Medicine, Department of Neuropsychiatry, 1-4-3, Asahi-
machi, Abeno-ku, Osaka City, Osaka, 545-8585, Japan, Nobuo
Kiriike, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to treat schizophrenic patients.

Summary:

Recently, risperidone oral solution (RIS-OS) was developed to
treat the acute phase of schizophrenic patients. Patients taking
RIS-OS sometimes report that they feel better than when they
take tablets of risperidone (RIS) in daily clinical practice. In this
study, we substituted RIS-OS for patients showing insufficient
response to RIS and evaluated the therapeutic effects by serial
BPRS (Brief Psychiatry Rating Scale), DIEPSS (Drug-induced
Extrapyramidal Sign Scale), and CGI (Clinical Global Impression)
at the time of the switch, and 2,4,8 and 12 weeks after the switch.
Subjects were five schizophrenic patients in the F2 category on
ICD-10, who showed insufficient response to RIS. After switching
from RIS to an equivalent dose of RIS-OS, the dose of RIS-OS
was adjusted to the patient's symptoms. Twelve weeks later, the
BPRS total score was markedly decreased in two cases, slightly
in two and was unchanged in one. In two patients showing remark-

able improvement, scores of impulsivity/hostility on BPRS showed
a significant decrease. EPS seen in three patients before switching
disappeared following the substitution and two other patients, who
did not have EPS, did not develop EPS after 12 weeks of RIS-
OS. Regarding CGI global improvement, prominent improvement
and slight improvement were seen in 2 cases each. One patient
did not show any change. The results suggested that RIS-OS is
one of the useful choices in the treatment of schizophrenic patients
who respond poorly to RIS. The mechanism of differences in the
effects of RIS-OS and RIS is discussed.
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NR526 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Risperidone Augmentation for Patients With Difficult-
to-Treat Major Depression
Gabor I. Keitner, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry, 593 Eddy Street Potter Building Rm 300,
Providence, Rl, 02903, Steven J. Garlow, M.D., Christine E.
Ryan, Ph.D., Philip T. Ninan, M.D., David Arthur Solomon,
M.D., Charles B. Nemeroff, M.D., Martin B. Keller, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the availability of new pharmacological options
in the management of patients with difficult-to-treat depressions.

Summary:

97 patients who met criteria for unipolar nonpsychotic major
depression and failed to respond or partially responded to an
adequate trial of antidepressant medication were randomized to
receive adjunctive risperidone or placebo for an additional 4-week
double-blind treatment trial. Outcome was determined by a Mont-
gomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) rating < 10 to
denote remission. Secondary outcomes included Hamilton Rating
Scale for Depression (HRSD) scores, Clinical Global Impression
(CGI) ratings, adverse events, and quality-of-life ratings (Q-
LES-Q).

Baseline severity of depression was comparable between pa-
tients receiving risperidone or placebo augmentation. Modified
ITT analysis showed that subjects in both groups improved signifi-
cantly over time in the MADRS scores, but the odds of remitting
were significantly better for patients in the risperidone treatment
group (OR = 3.33, 95% Cl = 1.303, 8.526, p=.011). At the end of
four weeks of treatment 51.6% of the risperidone augmentation
group remitted compared to 24.2% of the placebo augmentation
group (CMH (1) = 6.48, p=.011). Results of HRSD scores showed
that 35.5% of the risperidone augmentation group remitted (HRSD
< 7) compared to 18.2% of the placebo group (CMH (1) = 3.10,
p=.O78). CGI change scores also improved for both groups but
did not reach between-group significance (F (1,91) = 2.92, p=
.091). There was no significant difference between groups in the
overall number of adverse events reported. Overall quality-of-
life and satisfaction with medication improved over time between
groups, with patients in the risperidone group reporting signifi-
cantly better scores compared to the placebo group (F (1,62) =
6.44, p= .014).

Augmenting an antidepressant with risperidone for patients with
difficult-to-treat depression leads to a significantly higher remis-
sion rate, significantly better quality-of-life, significantly better odds
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of remission without an increase in overall side effect burden.
Augmentation with risperidone appears to be an efficacious treat-
ment option for patients with difficult-to-treat depression.
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NR527 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Assessing Recurrence Prevention: A Placebo-
Controlled Trial of Venlafaxine XR in Patients With
Recurrent Unipolar Major Depression
Martin B. Keller, M.D. Brown University, 345 Blackstone
Boulevard, Butler Hospital, Providence, Rl, 02906, Bing Yan,
M.D., Saeed Ahmed, M.D., Erika Parker-Zavod, Ron Pedersen,
M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Assess the efficacy and safety of venlafaxine XR compared
with placebo in the prevention of recurrence of major depressive
disorder

2. Evaluate the efficacy and safety of venlafaxine XR versus
placebo in maintenance treatment of major depressive disorder

3. Discuss methods used in measuring the rate of recurrence
of major depressive disorder

Summary:

Background: Two-year maintenance phase study to evaluate
long-term efficacy and safety of venlafaxine (Effexor®) extended
release (XR) in preventing recurrence of depression.

Methods: Patients (N=1096) were randomly assigned in a 3:1
ratio to 10-week treatment with venlafaxine XR (75-300 mg/day)
or fluoxetine (20-60 mg/day). Responders (HAM-D17 total score
<12 and >50% decrease from baseline) entered a 6-month, dou-
ble-blind continuation phase on the same medication. Continua-
tion phase responders enrolled into the maintenance phase con-
sisting of 2 consecutive 12-month periods. At the start of each
maintenance period, Venlafaxine XR responders were randomly
assigned to receive double-blind treatment with Venlafaxine XR
or placebo, and fluoxetine responders were continued for each
period. We report results from the first 12-month maintenance
period and compare the time to recurrence of depression with
venlafaxine XR versus placebo. The primary definition of recur-
rence: HAM-D17 total score >12 and <50% reduction from baseline
(acute phase) HAM-D17.

Results: The cumulative probabilities of recurrence through 12
months in the venlafaxine XR (n=164) and placebo (n=172) pa-
tients who had been responders to Venlafaxine XR during the
continuation phase were 23.1% (95% Cl: 15.3, 30.9) and 42.0%
(95% Cl: 31.8,52.2), respectively (cumulative recurrence compari-
son P=0.005, log rank test).

Conclusion: Twelve-month venlafaxine XR maintenance treat-
ment was effective in preventing recurrence of depression in pa-
tients successfully treated with venlafaxine XR during acute and
continuation therapy.
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NR528 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Recurrence Prevention: Efficacy of Two Years of
Maintenance Treatment With Venlafaxine XR in
Patients With Recurrent Unipolar Major Depression
Martin B. Keller, M.D. Brown University, 345 Blackstone
Boulevard, Butler Hospital, Providence, Rl, 02906, Bing Yan,
M.D., Michael E. Thase, M.D., David Dunner, M.D., Madhukar
H. Trivedi, M.D., Anthony J. Rothschild, M.D., Susan G.
Kornstein, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Compare the efficacy of venlafaxine XR and placebo in the
prevention of recurrence of MDD

2. Evaluate the safety and tolerability of venlafaxine XR versus
placebo in maintenance treatment of MDD

3. Discuss methods used in assessing recurrence of MDD

Summary:

Background: Second-year maintenance phase from a 4-phase
long-term study to evaluate efficacy and safety of venlafaxine
(Effexor®) extended release (XR) in preventing recurrence of de-
pression.

Methods: Patients (N=1096) were randomly assigned in a 3:1
ratio to 10-week treatment with venlafaxine XR (75-300 mg/day)
or fluoxetine (20-60 mg/day). Responders (HAM-D17 total score
<12 and >50% decrease from baseline) entered a 6-month, dou-
ble-blind continuation phase on the same medication. Continua-
tion phase responders enrolled into the maintenance phase con-
sisting of 2 consecutive 12-month periods. At the start of each
maintenance period, venlafaxine XR responders were randomly
assigned to receive double-blind treatment with venlafaxine XR
or placebo, and fluoxetine responders were continued for each
period. We report results from the second 12-month maintenance
phase, which compared the time to recurrence of depression with
venlafaxine XR versus placebo, as its primary efficacy measure.
The primary definition of recurrence was a HAM-D17 total score
>12 and <50% reduction from baseline (acute phase) HAM-D17 at
2 consecutive visits or at the last valid visit prior to discontinuation.

Results: The cumulative probabilities of recurrence through 12
months in the venlafaxine XR (n= 43) and placebo (n= 40) patients
who had been responders to venlafaxine XR during the first main-
tenance phase were 8.0 % (95% Cl: 0.0, 16.8) and 44.8% (95%
Cl: 27.6, 62.0), respectively (P<0.001, log rank test). Overall dis-
continuation rates were 28% and 63% in the venlafaxine XR and
placebo groups, respectively. Adverse events were the primary
reason for discontinuation for 1 patient (2%) in the venlafaxine
XR group and 4 (10%) in the placebo group.

Conclusion: An additional 12 months of maintenance therapy
with venlafaxine XR was effective in preventing recurrence of
depression in patients who had been responders to venlafaxine
XR during acute, continuation, and 12 months of maintenance
therapy.
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NR529 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Citalopram for Depressive Symptoms in Chronic
Schizophrenia
Hyun Kim Inje University, llsan Paik Hospital, 2240, Daewha-
dong, llsan-gu, Gyeonggi-do, Goyang-si, 411-706, Republic of
Korea, Kang J. Lee, Seung H. Lee

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that citalopram is useful and safe as a treatment
for depressive symptoms in schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objectives
There is increasing evidence suggesting that depressive symp-

toms may be associated with serotonergic dysfunction in schizo-
phrenic patients.  This study aimed to determine the efficacy and
safety of citalopram as a treatment for depressive symptoms in
patients with chronic schizophrenia.

Method
The Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia(CDSS) was

used as the outcome measure. Forty-seven patients suffering from
schizophrenia(DSM-IV) with CDSS scores higher than 8 were
included in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, 8-week trial of cita-
lopram. Citalopram was started at 20 mg/day; this could be in-
creased to 40 mg after 4 weeks for an inadequate response.

Results
There were no significant differences between these two groups

with respect to age education, gender, type of antipsychotic and
baseline CDSS scores. There was no significant difference in the
mean score on the CDSS at baseline(citalopram group versus
placebo group = 9.840 +/- 2.192 versus 9.272 +/-1.579, p=0.320).
But after 8 weeks there was a significant difference in the mean
CDSS score between two groups(citalopram group versus pla-
cebo group = 6.080 +/- 1.824 versus 7.818 +/- 1.816, p=0.002).
No clinically significant adverse effects were reported by the pa-
tients or observed by the examiner.

Conclusion
The results suggest that citalopram is useful and safe as a

treatment for depressive symptoms in schizophrenia.
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NR530 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Direct Transition to Long-Acting Risperidone: Long-
Term Efficacy
Werner Kissling, M.D. Klinikum rechts der Isar, Klinik und
Poliklinik fur Psychiatrie und Psychotherapie, Mohlstrae 26,
Muenchen, Germany, 81675, Germany, Stephan Heres, M.D.,
Keith Lloyd, M.D., Emilio Sacchetti, M.D., Philippe Bouhours,
M.D., Rossella Medori, M.D., Pierre-Michel Llorca, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This poster informs the reader that the long-acting injectable
atypical antipsychotic provides good long-term (12 month) efficacy
for treatment of patients with schizophrenia and other psychotic
disorders.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the efficacy and safety of long-acting
risperidone (RLAI) during a 12 month period in patients with
schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders.

Methods: Symptomatically stable patients requiring medication
change were enrolled. Psychopathology was assessed using
PANSS at baseline, and after 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months treatment
with RLAI. Remission was assessed according to Remission in
Schizophrenia Working Group guidelines.

Results: Of 715 patients (63% male), 508 (71%) completed
the 12 month study. Mean PANSS total score was significantly
reduced from baseline (74.9 ± 22.7) to endpoint (59.7 ± 21.9,
p<0.001). 31 % of the patients who did not meet the PANSS sever-
ity criteria for remission at baseline improved and fulfilled the
criteria for sustained remission (being in remission for at least 6
months) during the trial. The proportion of patients meeting
PANSS severity criteria for remission rose from 29% at baseline
to 60% (429 patients) at endpoint. Only few patients discontinued
due to tolerability problems. Most commonly reported treatment-
emergent adverse events were anxiety (12%), insomnia (10%),
and weight-gain (8%).

Conclusion: Treatment with RLAI for 12 months resulted in
significant and sustained improvements in symptom control. Im-
provements enabled patients to achieve and maintain 6 month
remission from their symptoms.
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NR531 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Measurements of Anterior Cingulate Cortex Volumes
in Combat-Related PTSD: Twin Study
Noriyuki Kitayama, M.D. National Center of Neurology and
Psychiatry, Japan, Division of Adult Mental Health, 4-1-1
Ogawahigashi-cho, Kodaira-shi, Tokyo, 187-8553, Japan,
Nadeem Afzal, M.D., Faiz A. Cheema, M.D., Ali Ashraf, M.D.,
Sinead C. Quinn, B.S., Lai Reed, M.B.A., Marijn Brummer,
Ph.D, Viola Vaccarino, M.D., Yoshiharu Kim, M.D., Jack
Goldberg, Ph.D., James D. Bremner, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize brain morphological changes in posttraumatic
stress disorder and also the effects on brain tissue by chronic
stress. In addition, my current study will suggest the reductions
of the anterior cingulate cortex volume in PTSD may be required
pathological change.

Summary:

Introduction: In a recent animal study, repeated restraint stress
induced apical dendritic reorganization in the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC). Studies in patients with posttraumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD) also showed smaller volume of the ACC. However,
those human studies do not address whether the changes are
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stress-related or are related to a pre-existing difference in brain
structure. These questions can be addressed in longitudinal and/
or twin studies. The purpose of the current study was to clarify
whether the structural changes of ACC were required or acquired
in subjects with combat-related PTSD in Vietnam-era.

Methods: MRI was used to measure the ACC volume in 9
male pairs of twins which involved each of them with and without
combat-related PTSD. Results: The absolute volume of ACC in
twins with PTSD: Rt. 6650.0 +/- 897.4; Lt. 6778.9 +/- 1112.0.
Their brothers without PTSD: Rt. 7460.4 +/- 1529.6; Lt. 7260.3
+/- 1348.2 (mm3; AVE +/- STD). ACC volume on the right side in
PTSD was significantly reduced by 7.8% in comparison to non-
PTSD (p=0.02). Conclusions: This preliminary data suggests
reductions of ACC volume in PTSD was required pathological
change. Data in the complete sample of greater than 20 subjects
will be presented.
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NR533 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Coping Strategies Within Major Depressive Disorder
Brian Y. Kong START Clinic, 1 Lonsdale Court, Unionville, ON,
L3R7T6, Canada, Madalyn Marcus, Leslie Jacobs, Grace Son,
Monica Vermani, Martin Katzman

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate that depressed patients employ poor coping
strategies for dealing with stressful situations. Furthermore, addi-
tional examination of subjects following Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy (CBT) may provide a mechanism of predicting outcome
in the treatment of MDD. In effect this should lead to more effective
assessment and treatment of depressed patients.

Summary:

Coping Strategies Within MDD
MDD (MDD) reportedly affects 17.1% of the population, and

costs approximately $44 billion annually.
Various psychological factors such as early traumatic experi-

ences and terminal illness have been demonstrated as predictors
of MDD. Other subsequent disorders such as substance abuse
and eating disorders have also been associated with depression.

This study involved assessing the relationship between depres-
sion and coping strategies in patients referred to a tertiary care
clinic. Patients referred to the clinic received a questionnaire pack-
age consisting of several scales assessing different patient vari-
ables. This included the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II),
and the Coping Inventory for Stressful Situations (CISS). The CISS
assesses both less-adaptive coping strategies (i.e., emotional-
oriented coping), and adaptive coping strategies (i.e., task-ori-
ented coping). Less-adaptive coping strategies have been associ-
ated with less-adaptive personality traits and psychological dis-
tress, while adaptive coping strategies have been associated with
adaptive personality traits and lack of distress.

We hypothesized that the scores of the BDI-II and CISS emo-
tional-oriented subscale would be positively correlated, and that
the scores of the BDI-II and CISS task-oriented subscale would
be negatively correlated. Although preliminary (N=14, N=15), our

data have produced a significant correlation of .595 (p-value .025)
between the scores of the BDI-II and CISS emotional-oriented
subscale, as well as a significant correlation of -.666 (p-value
.007) between the scores of the BDI-II and the CISS task-oriented
subscale. This provides further indication that depressed patients
employ poor coping strategies for dealing with stressful situations.
Furthermore, additional examination of subjects following Cogni-
tive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) may provide a mechanism of
predicting outcome in the treatment of MDD.
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Correlation Between Intolerance of Uncertainty and
Perfectionism
Brian Kong START Clinic, 1 Lonsdale Court, Unionville, ON,
L3R7T6, Canada, Madalyn Marcus, Martin Katzman

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to essentially demonstrate that both perfectionism and
intolerance of uncertainty to serve as indicators of clinical anxiety
disorders. This could ultimately lead to an improvement in both
the assessment and treatment of anxiety disorders.

Summary:

Anxiety disorders have been reported to affect almost 25% of
the population, with an estimated cost to the U.S. economy of
over $40 billion per year. Hence psychological predictors of anxiety
disorder severity have become a source of interest. Psychological
factors predictive of the severity of mood and anxiety disorders
such as adverse childhood events, and terminal illness have been
previously investigated.

This study involved an assessment of uncertainty in its relation-
ship to perfectionism in patients referred to a tertiary care clinic.
Patients referred to the clinic received a questionnaire package
assessing several different patient variables (including intolerance
of uncertainty and perfectionism). Intolerance of uncertainty has
been demonstrated to be an important construct in the process
of worry, and has consequently been suggested as a contributing
factor to anxiety disorders such as GAD. Perfectionism has been
linked to irrational thinking (Flett et al., 1991), psychological stress,
as well as anxiety disorders such as social phobia..

It was hypothesized that, as both having associations with anxi-
ety disorder, the scores of the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale
(IUS) and Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (MPS) would be
positively correlated. Although the study is still in early stages
of development (N=14), our findings have indicated a significant
correlation of .556 (p-value .039) between the scores of the IUS
and MPS. We believe that further research will strengthen this
correlation, essentially demonstrating that both perfectionism and
intolerance of uncertainty to serve as indicators of clinical anxiety
disorders. This could ultimately lead to an improvement in both
the assessment and treatment of anxiety disorders.
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NR535 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Fixed Dose Study of the Efficacy and Safety of
Duloxetine for the Treatment of Generalized Anxiety
Disorder
Hannu J. Koponen, M.D. University of Oulu, P.O.Box 5000,
Oulu, FIN-90014, Finland, Christer Allgulander, M.D., Yili
Pritchett, Ph.D., Janelle Erickson, Ph.D., Michael J. Detke,
M.D., Susan G. Ball, Ph.D., James M. Russell, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants will have knowledge
about the efficacy and safety of duloxetine at 60 mg / day and
120 mg/ day for the treatment of generalized anxiety disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Both serotonergic and noradrenergic medications
have been used independently for the treatment of GAD.1 This
study examined the efficacy and safety of duloxetine, a balanced
and potent dual reuptake-inhibitor of 5HT and norepinephrine,2

for treatment of GAD. Methods: In a 9-week, double-blind, fixed-
dose study, 507 patients [Mean age=43.78 yrs; 67.8% female]
with a DSM-IV defined GAD diagnosis were randomly assigned
to receive duloxetine 60 mg/day (DLX-60mg, N=168), duloxetine
120 mg/day (DLX-120mg, N=170), or placebo (PBO, N=175).
Primary efficacy outcome was change from baseline to endpoint
in Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAMA) total score assessed via AN-
COVA. Secondary measures included response rate (>50%
HAMA reduction), mean change in Sheehan Disability Scale
Global Functional Impairment score (SDS), and HAMA Psychic
and Somatic Subscales. Results: Compared with PBO, both DLX
groups demonstrated significantly greater reduction in HAMA
scores (Mean decrease DLX-60mg=12.8, DLX-120mg=12.5, ver-
sus PBO=8.4, P<.001), greater response rates (DLX-60mg=58%,
DLX120mg=56%, versus PBO=31%, P<.001), greater improve-
ments in SDS global scores (Mean decrease DLX-60mg=7.8,
DLX-120mg=7.0, versus PBO=3.8, P<.001), and greater reduc-
tions in the HAMA Psychic (Mean decrease DLX-60mg=7.6, DLX-
120mg=7.1, versus PBO=4.5, P<.001) and HAMA Somatic sub-
scales (Mean decrease DLX-60mg=5.2, DLX-120mg=5.3, versus
PBO=3.8, P<.001) Discontinuation rates due to adverse events
were 11.3% for DLX-60mg, 15.3% for DLX-120mg, versus 2.3%
for PBO (P<.001). The three most frequent adverse events associ-
ated with duloxetine were nausea, dizziness, and dry mouth. Con-
clusions: Duloxetine 60mg and 120mg once daily was a safe,
effective treatment that resulted in clinically significant improve-
ment in symptom severity and disability associated with GAD.
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NR536 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Eosinophilia Associated With Decreasing Neutrophil
Count in Clozapine-Treated Psychiatric Patients
Tsuo-Hung Lan, M.D. Yu-Li Hospital, DOH, Adult Psychiatry,
448 Chung-Hwa Road, Yu-Li, Hualien, 981, Taiwan Republic of

China, Hui-Ching Huang, B.Ph., Hsien-Jane Chiu, M.D., Che-
Ling Yueh, M.D., El-Wui Loh, Ph.D., Tzong-Yuan Juang, M.D.,
Chin-Hsing Shu, M.P.H.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize a possible side effect from clozapine administra-
tion among schizophrenic patients. The eosinophilia might happen
in two forms: subacute form and delayed form.

Summary:

Objective: Clozapine was known by its possible correlation with
aplastic anemia in the literature review. However, another clinical
observation, eosinophilia was found to be associated with a
marked decline in neutrophil count in several case reports since
1980. We report five patients, during clozapine treatment, who
developed severe eosinophilia. Method: Retrospectively, we re-
viewed 150 patients who were on clozapine therapy in some
psychiatric hospital of Taiwan from May 1998 to July 2002. All
subjects received regular whole blood cells series count and differ-
ential count of white cells weekly for 12 weeks, then followed once
per 4 weeks afterwards. The stool smear was also examined
for each subject to rule out the possible parasite infections. Any
significant eosinophilia and neutropenia happened simultaneously
will be record as an event. Results: Among the 150 cases, five
patients developed eosinophilia associated with decreasing neu-
trophil count. On the basis of the literature, eosinophilia usually
occurs between weeks3 and 5 of clozapine administration and
disappears after another 4 weeks. Three of five patients showed
this kind of subacute form of eosinophilia. However, two of the
five patients developed eosinophilia in different time point after 1
year, and subsided 4 weeks later as well. Conclusions: This
study indicates that schizophrenic patients who took clozapine
might develop eosinophilia in 4 weeks after initiation of clozapine
or 1 year after usage. The clinical indication of this kind of labora-
tory findings requires more exploration to clarify.
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NR537 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy and Tolerability of Indiplon in Primary
Insomnia: Results of a Double-Blind, Placebo-
Controlled, Four-Week Trial
D. Alan Lankford, Ph.D. Sleep Disorders Center of Georgia,
5505 Peachtree Dunwoody Road, Suite 380, Atlanta, GA,
30342, Brian Klee, M.D., Yin Kean, M.P.H., Robert Farber,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The research data presented will contribute to the participant's
understanding of the safety and efficacy of the treatment of DSM-
IV primary insomnia.

Summary:

Introduction: The present study evaluated the efficacy and
safety of indiplon, a novel Gamma-aminobutyric acid A receptor
modulator, in adults diagnosed with primary insomnia character-
ized by sleep maintenance difficulties.

Methods: Patients (N=248) who met DSM-IV criteria for primary
insomnia were randomized to 4 weeks of double-blind, nightly
treatment with either indiplon 15mg or placebo. Subjective assess-
ments included total sleep time (sTST, primary), wake time after
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sleep onset (sWASO), number of awakenings after sleep onset
(sNAASO), latency to sleep onset (LSO), and sleep quality. Re-
sponder status was defined as much-to-very-much improved on
the Investigator Global Rating, Change scale (IGR-C).

Results: Treatment with indiplon was associated with signifi-
cantly greater improvement than placebo on sTST over the 4
week treatment period (364.7 + 5.3 mins versus 336.6 -/- 5.3
mins; p=0.0002), as well as on all secondary sleep measures.
Improvement in sleep onset and sleep maintenance parameters
on indiplon was associated with significant improvement in sleep
quality (p<0.0001) and a significantly higher rate of IGR-C re-
sponders (65% versus 33%; p<0.001). Indiplon was well-tolerated,
with only somnolence occurring with an incidence of at least 5%,
and greater than placebo (10.6% versus 4.1%).

Conclusions: The 15 mg dose of indiplon was safe and effec-
tive in inducing and maintaining sleep in patients with primary
insomnia.
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NR538 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Study on the Changes of Sexual Dysfunction After
Substitution of a Setotonin Reuptake Inhibitor(SRI)
With Bupropion Sustained Release in Major
Depressive Disorder Patients With SRI-lnduced
Sexual Dysfunction
Dae-Su Lee, M.D. Bongseng Hospital, Psychiatry, Korea Busan
Dong-gu Jwacheon-dong Bongseng Hosp, Busan, 601-723,
Republic of Korea

Educational Objectives:

At the coclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that substitution of serotonin reuptake inhibitor
with bupropion-SR is one of the effective treatment strategies for
patients with major depressive disorder and SRI-induced sexual
dysfunction.

Summary:

Objectives : 5HT reuptake inhibitors(SRI), including SSRIs(S-
SRI) and venlafaxine, induce both therapeutic response and sex-
ual dysfunction. This study was conducted to examine the changes
in sexual dysfunction and depressive symptoms in the patients
who had MDD and Sustained Release l-induced sexual dysfunc-
tion, after substitution of Sustained Release I with bupropion sus-
tained release(SR).

Methods : This study included 14 married adults(9 men and 5
women) who had a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of MDD in remis-
sion(Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression[HAM-D] score<11)
and were receiving an Sustained Release I. Depression(using
HAM-D) and sexual dysfunction(using Psychotropic-Related Sex-
ual Dysfunction Questionaire[PRSexDQ]) were assessed at base-
line, and bupropion Sustained Release was added to the current
antidepressant. Sustained Release I was tapered off after 2 weeks
from baseline and then bupropion Sustained Release monother-
apy was tried after 4 weeks. HAM-D and PRSexDQ were assessed
at 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 8 weeks from baseline. Paired sample T
tests were performed to assess changes in depressive symptoms
and sexual dysfunction

Results : Three patients withdrew from this study and 11 pa-
tients(78.57%) completed the study. The patients showed no sig-
nificant change from baseline to week 2, but sexual dysfunction
decreased significantly from week 2 to week 4 and from week 4
to week 8. All patients showed no significant change in mean
HAM-D scores during study period.

Conclusions : Substitution of Sustained Release I with buprop-
ion Sustained Release is one of the effective treatment strategies
for patients with MDD and Sustained Release l-induced sexual
dysfunction.
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NR539 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Association Study of the Brain-Derived Neurotropic
Factor Gene With Susceptibility to ADHD
Jonghun Lee, M.D. Catholic University of Daegu, Psychiatry,
3056-6 Daemyung 4-Dong, Nam-Gu, Daegu, 705-718, Republic
of Korea, Nancy Laurin, Ph.D., Abel Ickowicz, M.D., Molly
Malone, Ph.D., Russell Schachar, M.D., Cathy Barr, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant will understand the latest information in brain-
derived neurotropic factor and attention deficit/hyperactivity disor-
der, and they also learn about the latest molecular genetic tech-
niques.

Summary:

Objective: ADHD is a prevalent neurodevelopmental childhood
psychiatric disorder. Several lines of evidence suggest that the
gene coding for brain-derived neurotropic factor, BDNF, plays a
role in the pathogenesis of ADHD: 1) drugs that control ADHD
symptoms led to an elevation of brain BDNF mRNA levels in
animal studies, 2) mice in which the BDNF gene was inactivated
post-natally were hyperactive following exposure to stressors (1),
3) a family-based study demonstrated an association of the valine
allele at the Val66Met polymorphism (rs6265) with ADHD (2). The
aim of the current study was to investigate BDNF tor association
with ADHD in an independent sample.

Method: The transmission of three polymorphisms of the BDNF
gene (rs6265, rs11030104 and rs2049046) was examined in 266
nuclear families ascertained through a proband with ADHD (315
affected children) using the Transmission/Disequilibrium Test. In
addition, we conducted quantitative analysis to assess the rela-
tionship between these marker alleles and the symptom dimen-
sions of ADHD (inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity) and cog-
nitive measures of working memory.

Results: None of the individual marker alleles showed significant
evidence of association with ADHD diagnosis, dimensional symp-
tom scores, or working memory ability in our sample of ADHD
families. There was no significant evidence for over-transmission
of individual haplotypes with frequency >10% or the global x2 for
these three haplotypes (x2=6.3491, df=3, P=0.096). But, one rare
haplotype A-G-G (frequency 2.2%) showed a significant associa-
tion with ADHD in categorical analysis (P=0.021) and quantitative
analysis (parents' rated inattention: Z=2.504, P=0.012; hyperactiv-
ity/impulsivity: Z =2.651, P=0.008). However, these results have to
be interpreted cautiously because of the low haplotype frequency.
Conclusions: In the light of evidence for involvement of BDNF in
ADHD, further analysis of the BDNF gene in ADHD is warranted.
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NR540 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine Regulates the Immobilization Stress-
Induced BDNF and CRF Expression in Rat Brain
Jung Goo Lee, M.D. Dong Suh Mental Hospital, Psychiatry,
Kyong sang nam-Do Masan-Si Nae seo-up, Hogae-Ri 362- 1,
Masan, 630-850, Republic of Korea, Young Hoon Kim, M.D.,
Sung Woo Park, Ph.D., Woong Cho, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Quetiapine is a new atypical antipsychotic drug widely used in
the treatment of schizophrenia.We used in situ hybridization to
examine in rats the effects of chronic administration of quetiapine
on chronic immobilization stress-induced changes in gene tran-
scription. This study also examined the influence of quetiapine in
an animal model of depression, the forced swimming test (FST).
Repeated immobilization stress decreased mRNA levels of brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) in rat hippocampus (p<0.01).
It increased mRNA levels of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) in
the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus (PVN) (p<0.01). Chronic
quetiapine (10 mg/kg) treatment alone significantly increased
BDNF mRNA expression by 10-32% (p<0.05) in the hippocampus
when compared to controls. Furthermore, the stress-induced ele-
vation of CRF mRNA expression was blocked by chronic quetia-
pine administration (p<0.01) although quetiapine treatment alone
did not significantly reduce CRF mRNA levels in comparison to
controls. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant
should be able to suggest that quetiapine has not only potentially
an antidepressant effect but also a neuroprotective effect in
schizophrenia and this effect may be related to its antipsychotic
effect in patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Schizophrenia has been treated effectively with atypical neuro-
leptics without serious side effects. Long-term treatment with atypi-
cal neuroleptics is known to be correlated with an improvement
of cognition in the patients with schizophrenia. Quetiapine is a
new atypical antipsychotic drug widely used in the treatment of
schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders. We used in situ
hybridization to examine in rats the effects of chronic administra-
tion of quetiapine on chronic immobilization stress-induced
changes in gene transcription. This study also examined the influ-
ence of quetiapine in an animal model of depression, the forced
swimming test (FST). Repeated immobilization stress (2hr daily
for 3 weeks) decreased mRNA levels of brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF) in rat hippocampus (p<0.01). It increased mRNA
levels of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) in the hypothalamic
paraventricular nucleus (PVN) (p<0.01). Chronic quetiapine (10
mg/kg) treatment (daily for 3 weeks) alone significantly increased
BDNF mRNA expression by 10-32% (p<0.05) in the hippocampus
when compared to controls. Chronic administration of quetiapine
also markedly increased the stress-induced decrease in BDNF
mRNA (p<0.01). Furthermore, the stress-induced elevation of Cor-
ticotropin Releasing Factor mRNA expression was blocked by
chronic quetiapine administration (p<0.01) although quetiapine
treatment alone did not significantly reduce Corticotropin Releas-
ing Factor mRNA levels in comparison to controls. When rats

received acutely quetiapine (10, 20 and 40 mg/kg), quetiapine did
reduce the immobility time at 10mg/kg, as compared with the
control group (p<0.05) but it failed to reduce it at the highest dose
tested (40 mg/kg). These results suggest that quetiapine has not
only potentially an antidepressant effect but also a neuroprotective
effect in schizophrenia and this effect may be related to its antipsy-
chotic effect in patients with schizophrenia.
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NR541 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Comparison of Fractal Analysis of Resting EEG in
Depressed Outpatients and Healthy Controls
Jun-Seok Lee, M.D. Myongji Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry, 697-24 Hwajung-Dong Dukyang-Gu, Goyang, 412-
270, Republic of Korea, Byung-Hwan Yang, M.D., Jang-Han
Lee, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The development of fractal analysis has provided useful tools
in the study of physiological systems' activity. We compared the
fractal analysis of resting EEG signal in depressed patients to a
control group of healthy adult. This paper aim to search for a
correlation between alterations in chaotic brain states and de-
pressive disorders. Our results tentatively conclude that de-
pressed patients have alterations in chaotic brain states. While
the scaling exponents, which is the result of fractal analysis, in
patients were closer to 1/f noise (scaling exponent = 1), controls
were closer to white noise (scaling exponent = 0.5). This finding
shows that the fractal dynamics of EEG rhythm is less random
and more correlated in depressed patients than in controls. As a
consequence, fractal analysis of resting EEG may be useful in
understanding of brain neurodynamics in depression.

Summary:

Objectives : The development of fractal analysis has provided
useful tools in the study of physiological systems. To search for
a correlation between alterations in chaotic brain states and de-
pressive disorders, we compared the fractal analysis of resting
EEG signal in depressed patients to a control group of healthy
adult.

Methods : The subjects in this study were 11 non-depressed,
age matched controls, and in 14 un-medicated depressed pa-
tients. To classified as depressed, two criteria were imposed: (1)
Beck Depression Inventory score of > 10; and (2) A DSM-IV
interview resulting in a diagnosis of depression. EEG data were
obtained from each participant during five minutes resting baseline
periods with eyes closed. Electrodes were placed at sites F3, F4,
C3, C4, T3, T4, 01 and 02. To compare chaotic brain states
with fractal analysis, we performed detrended fluctuation analysis
(DFA), a well-established fractal analysis technique. The scaling
exponent at each channel of each subject was statistically ana-
lyzed, which is the result of DFA. We used pared t-test to determine
if there are any differences between the means of two groups.

Results : The following results were obtained. 1) All of the
scaling exponents in depressed patients (0.92 ±0.12) were greater
than controls (0.81 ±0.12). 3) In addition, significant differences
for scaling exponents were found between patients and controls
at sites F3, C3, C4, and T4 (P<0.05).
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Conclusion : These results suggest that depressed patients
have alterations in chaotic brain states. While the scaling expo-
nents in patients were closer to 1/f noise (scaling exponent = 1),
controls were closer to white noise (scaling exponent = 0.5). This
finding shows that the fractal dynamics of EEG rhythm is less
random and more correlated in depressed patients than in con-
trols. Fractal analysis of resting EEG may be useful in understand-
ing of brain neurodynamics in depression.
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NR542 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effects of Topiramate on Glucose Transport Via
AMPK-Mediated Pathway in Rat L6 Skeletal Muscle
Cells
Sang-Min Lee Kyunghee Univ. Hospital, Psychiatry, # 1 Hoegi-
dong, Dongdaemoon-gu, SEOUL, 130-702, Republic of Korea,
Ji-Young Song, Hwan-ll Chang, Eunyoung Ha, Bong-Keun
Choe, Kyung-Kyu Lee, Jong-Woo Kim

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that topiramate increases glucose transport via
AMPK-mediated pathway in rat L6 skeletal muscle cells.

Summary:

Body of evidence indicates anti-obesity and plasma glucose
lowering effects of topiramate, a structurally novel anticonvulsant.
Topiramate is also currently under going phase III trial as an anti-
obesity agent. However, the mechanism of the action of topiramate
has not been yet elucidated. In the present study we examined
glucose transport by topiramate in L6 rat skeletal muscle cells.
We first investigated the effect of topiramat on glucose uptake
in L6 rat skeletal muscle cells. To further elucidate underlying
mechanism, we studied AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK)
and insulin mediated pathways. Phospho-AMPK and p-p38 levels
were assessed by Western blotting analysis. The contribution
of AMPK to the effects of topiramate on glucose transport was
examined either by its overexpression or by inhibition using wild-
type or dominant-negative constructs. Glucose transport in L6
cells treated with topiramate was increased up to 2 fold, which is
comparable to that with insulin treatment. The increased glucose
transport was dose-independent. Pretreatment of LY294002, a
PI3K inhibitor, exerted no effect on topiramate stimulated glucose
transport while that of SB239063, p38 MAPK inhibitor, inhibited
topiramate stimulated glucose transport to basal level. Phosphory-
lations of AMPK and p38 were increased. Dominant-negative
AMPK abolished the enhancement of glucose transport by topira-
mate. Topiramate stimulates glucose transport via AMPK-medi-
ated pathway in rat L6 skeletal muscle cells, further contributing
to its potential anti-obesity and glycemic control properties and
opening new perspectives for the possible new therapeutic agent.
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NR543 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Genetic Analysis of Glutathione S-Transferase
(GSTM1 and GSTT1) Gene in Autism, Alcoholism,
Schizophrenia, and Bipolar Disorder in Korean
Population
Sang-Min Lee Kyunghee Univ. Hospital, Psychiatry, # 1 Hoegi-
dong, Dongdaemoon-gu, SEOUL, 130-702, Republic of Korea,
Geon-Ho Bahn, Ji-Young Song, Hwan-ll Chang, Long-Tai
Zheng, Kyung-Kyu Lee, Jong-Woo Kim

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that a high likelihood of GSTM1 and GSTT1
null genotypes as a risk factor to the development of autism and
alcoholism in Korean population.

Summary:

The glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) are a family of phase II
conjugating enzymes that plays a crucial role in protecting cells
from endogenous and exogenous electrophiles or reactive oxygen
species. Oxidative stress-mediated cellular toxicity plays an impor-
tant role in the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders.

To determine whether GSTM1 and GSTT1 null polymorphisms
were susceptible to the development of autism, we tested 233
autism and 1070 healthy controls. In addition, patients with other
psychiatric disorders (143 alcoholism, 222 schizophrenia, and 69
bipolar disorder) were analyzed. The genetic analysis for the
GSTM1 and GSTT1 polymorphisms was determined using multi-
plex polymerase chain reaction(PCR) approach. All data were
analyzed with the statistical analysis software(SAS, version 8.2).

Frequencies of GSTM1 and GSTT1 nulls were significantly
higher in autism than in controls (GSTM1 null vs controls, 60.5%
vs 47.0%; GSTT1 null vs controls, 60.1% vs 48.0%), implicating
GSTM1 and GSTT1 null genotypes may play a role in regard to
autism (P= 0.016 for GSTM1, P< 0.001 for GSTT1). Given the
odds ratio (OR) of GSTM1 present/GS7T1 present (+/+) was 1.00,
the OR of GSTM1 nuU/GSTTI null (-/-) was 2.48 (95% confidence
interval (Cl) = 1.53-4.03). We found a significant difference in
GSTM1 polymorphism, not in GSTT1 polymorphism, between al-
coholism and controls (P = 0.007, OR = 1.65, 95% Cl = 1.14-
2.37). As is the case with autism, GSTM1/GSTT1 "double null"
genotype was significantly associated with alcoholism and the OR
was 2.43 (95% Cl = 1.39-4.26) with both GSTM1 and GSTT1
absent (-/-). No difference in GSTM1 or GSTT1 polymorphism
was observed in patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder.

In conclusion, our results suggest a high likelihood of GSTM1
and GSTT1 null genotypes as a risk factor to the development of
autism and alcoholism in Korean population.
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NR544 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Venlafaxine and Paroxetine are Both Effective for Hot
Flashes in Menopausal Oriental Women
Chia-Yih Liu, M.D. Chang Gung Memorial Hosp, 5 Fu-Hsin
Road kwei-San, Tao-Yuan, 333, Taiwan Republic of China,
Mei-Chun Hsiao, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

antidepressant use in hot flashes of menopause

Summary:

Background: Standard therapy for hot flash has been hormone
therapy (HT). However, there were increased risks of adverse
effect in a recent prospective study conducted by Women's Health
Initiative. Recent data suggest that antidepressant may also be
effective. However, there is no data in Asian patients. We con-
ducted a single-blind, randomized trail to assess the efficacy on
Taiwanese menopausal women.

Method: Patients recruited to the study were menopausal
women suffering troublesome hot flash. Participants were as-
signed venlafaxine 75 mg (n=13), 150 mg (n=9), or paroxetine 20
mg daily (n=9). At baseline, these women received blood test,
including estrogen and FSH and MINI interview. Study visits were
scheduled for 1,2,4, and 8 weeks. Assessment tools included
Daily hot flash diaries, and HAMD rating scale. Main outcome
measures were mean change from baseline to week 8 in the
visual analog scle of daily hot flash diaries.

Result: A total of 31 subjects with an average age of 49.4 ±
5.2 were enrolled. The mean BMI (body mass index) was 23.6 ±
3.2. 83% had psychiatric diagnosis by MINI and 17% didn't. 24
patients had evaluable data for the whole study period (10 group
A, 8 group B, 6 group C). After 8 weeks, among group A: 90.0%
got improved in hot flash score; group B: 100.0%,and among
group C: 83.3%. No statistically significance between 3 groups.
The mean reductions in hot flash score from baseline to week 8
were 53.3 ± 69.4 % by LOFC. The mean reductions were 74.2
±27.2 % among patients with improvement. No statistical signifi-
cance between improvements of hot flash and characteristics of
these women, including age, BMI, psychiatric diagnosis, the score
of HAMD, and estrogen and FSH levl.

Conclusion: Both antidepressants are effective in treating hot
flash independent to psychiatric and depression severity.
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NR545 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
An Analysis of Common Endophenotypic and
Genetic Characteristics of Negative Symptom
Spectrum Disorders-Autism, Asperger's Disorder,
and Schizophrenia: A Proposed Model for Genetic
Investigation for Linking Candidate Gene
Polymorphisms to Common Endophenotypes Across
Different Disorders
Donna L. Londino, M.D. Medical College of Georgia, Psychiatry
and Health Behavior, 1515 Pope Avenue, Augusta, GA, 30912-
3800, Benjamin M. Carr, M.D., Elizabeth Sirota, M.D., Jeffrey L.
Rausch, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should:
1. Understand the theoretical concept of negative symptom

disorders
2. Recognize the overlap of certain endophenotypic features in

autism and schizophrenia
3. Be aware of specific gene markers that have significant link-

age disequilibrium across the disorders of autism, Asperger's syn-
drome, and schizophrenia

4. Appreciate the need for increased genome mapping, particu-
larly as it relates to cross-disorder endophenotyping of specific
symptoms.

Summary:

Abstract
Although the psychiatric literature to date has referred to "nega-

tive symptoms" almost exclusively within the context of schizo-
phrenia, there seem to be a number of similar social deficits and
cognitive/behavioral stereotypies in autism, Asperger's disorder,
schizoid personality disorder, and schizotypal personality disorder
as well. With the working hypothesis that these disorders may have
overlapping genetic diatheses that could contribute to overlapping
endophenotypes, we first systematically compared the DSM-IV
diagnostic criteria for the different diagnoses to identify common
endophenotypes. The results indicated that all of the disorders
present with receptive and expressive deficits of emotion in social
context as well as cognitive and behavioral stereotypies. Further-
more, they present in familial patterns, strongly suggesting a ge-
netic cause or predisposition. A review of the literature indicated
substantial information was available for genetic markers in
schizophrenia, autism, and Asperger's disorder, but not for schiz-
oid and schitzotypal personality disorders. We mapped all of the
gene markers that had been reported to have significant linkage
disequilibrium across the three disorders and found multiple re-
gions that suggested overlap (Xp22.33, Xq13,11 q21 -22, 3q25-27,
3p14-21, 4p15, 4q31, 6q16, 7q31, and 13q14-21). The results for
the X chromosome are particularly intriguing in light of the male
predominance of Asperger's and autism as compared to schizo-
phrenia. More in depth information is needed since all of the
studies classified linkage disequilibrium with the disorders as a
whole and not by their endophenotypes. The results in sum sug-
gest that cross-disorder endophenotyping of specific symptoms
should receive more emphasis in whole genome mapping work
to identify particular regions of the genome that may be associated
across different disorders with common endophenotypic symp-
tomatology. The goal of this work was to propose a new technique
for identifying potential susceptibility and protective genetic loci
for disorders with similar endophenotypes to use as diagnostic
and therapeutic targets.
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NR546 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Paroxetine Versus Venlafaxine in the Relapse
Prevention for Mmajor Depressive Disorder Among
Han Chinese Population Living in Taiwan
Yi-Syuan Wu, B.S. Tainan, Yi-Chyan Chen, M.D., Ru-Band Lu,
Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

This report presents the results of an analysis of remission rates
comparing lower dose of venlafaxine and paroxetine from 103
patitents with depression in Han Chinese population, which can
serve as a reference to

the pharmacotherapeutic intervention in the clinical environ-
ment. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants
should take the doses of medication and the cut-off score on
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression used to define remission
into account when comparing the efficacy of antidepressants.

Summary:

Introduction
Clinical studies suggested that venlafaxine had a rapid onset

of action, producing significant clinical improvement in the first or
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second week of treatment, and superior remission rate compared
with paroxetine. However, few studies evaluated the relapse epi-
sodes in the 6-month continuation phase of treatment, and the cut-
off score of the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale for Depression
(HRSD) most frequently used to define remission was too high,
which may be associated with lower rates of no psychosocial
impairment. Thus the present, prospective 6-month study was
carried out to investigate the efficacy, response and remission
rate, to evaluate the prevention of relapse by continuation treat-
ment with venlafaxine extended release (XR) or paroxetine.

Methods
This was a single center, open-label study of comparing venla-

faxine XR and paroxetine on major depressive patients. Outpa-
tients satisfying DSM-IV criteria for major depression with a base-
line HRSD17 score of at lease 16 were eligible. Following baseline
evaluations, patients were assigned to treatment with venlafaxine
XR 75 mg/day or 150 mg/day, or paroxetine 20mg/day for 6
months. The primary efficacy variables were the 6-month on-
therapy total scores from the HRSD17 scale and the remission17 scale and the remission
rates (HRSD
 17

 score<5), which were compared between treat-
ment arms.

Results
103 patients, 50 treated with venlafaxine XR and 53 with paro-

xetine, were evaluated for efficacy. In pairwise comparisons, paro-
xetine was significantly superior (p < .05) to venlafaxine XR on
the HRSD17 at weeks 12,16 and 24. After 24 weeks of treatment,
the paroxetine group demonstrated a significantly higher remis-
sion rate than the venlafaxine XR group. Remission rates were:
at week 24, venlafaxine XR, 12%(6/50), paroxetine, 32.1 %(17/
53) (p<.05).

Conclusions
Results suggest Paroxetine may be more effective than venla-

faxine XR for treating outpatients with major depression in this 6-
month study period. Based on remission criteria (HRSD17

score<5), paroxetine may be superior to venlafaxine XR.
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NR547 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Analysis of Remission in a Six-Month Double-Blind
Continuation Study of Ziprasidone Versus
Olanzapine
Prakash S. Masand, M.D. Duke University Medical Center,
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 110 Swift Avenue Suite 1,
Durham, NC, 27705, Antony D. Loebel, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To emphasize the importance of using remission as a clinically
relevant outcome variable, and to assess remission rates in a
long-term trial of ziprasidone and olanzapine in patients with
schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To assess remission rates in a long-term, double-
blind trial of ziprasidone and olanzapine in patients with schizo-
phrenia.

Methods: Data were obtained from a 6 month, double-blind
continuation trial of olanzapine and ziprasidone in the treatment
of schizophrenia.1 Criteria proposed by the Remission in Schizo-

phrenia Working Group2 (scores of 3 or less on items P1, P2, P3,
N1, N4, N6, G5 and G9 of the PANSS) were used in this analysis.

Results: At continuation study baseline, remission rates (using
severity criteria) were 60.7% and 59.1%, respectively, for the
ziprasidone (n=56) and olanzapine groups (n=66). Remission
rates using PANSS severity criteria were 64% (16/25) and 50%
(14/28) (P=NS) for ziprasidone and olanzapine, respectively.
Mean daily doses were 135.2 mg and 12.6 mg for ziprasidone
and olanzapine, respectively.

Conclusions: Remission was achieved in a majority of patients
in this post hoc analysis of remission rates (using PANSS severity
criteria) at 6-months in a double-blind continuation trial of ziprasi-
done versus olanzapine.
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NR548 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled,
Flexible-Dose, Trial of Augmentation With OROS
Methylphenidate in Treatment Resistant Depression
Prakash S. Masand, M.D. Duke University Medical Center,
Department of Psychiatry, 110 Swift Avenue Suite 1, Durham,
NC, 27705

Educational Objectives:

To understand the role of stimulant augmentation in the
treatment of patients with major depression who have not
responded or failed to respond to antidepressants.

Summary:

ABSTRACT BODY:
Objective: In the first randomized double-blind, placebo-con-

trolled trial (RCT) of stimulant augmentation in Treatment Resis-
tant Depression (TRD), we examined the efficacy and safety of
augmenting with OROS methylphenidate (MPH) for non or partial
responders to antidepressants

Methods: 60 subjects with TRD were enrolled in a 4-week RCT
of OROS MPH (18 mg to 54 mg per day). The preexisting antide-
pressant dose was kept unchanged. The primary efficacy measure
was a change in scores on the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale-
21 item (HAM-D) from randomization to end of treatment. Second-
ary efficacy measures included changes in Clinical Global Impres-
sion- Improvement (CGI-I) and severity (CGI-S). Treatment re-
sponse was defined as a >50% reduction in HAM-D or end of
treatment CGI-I of 1 or 2. Results: 83% of subjects completed the
study. The mean dose of methylphenidate Extended Release was
34.2 mg/day. ITT analyses found no statistically significant differ-
ences between OROS MPH (n=30) and placebo (n=30) in reduc-
tion in HAM-D (-6.9 in drug and -4.7 in placebo). (F(1,47)=1.24,
p =.22). Although there were numerically more responders in the
drug (40% by HAM-D, 43.3% by CGI-I) versus the placebo group
(23.3% by HAM-D, 26.6% by CGI-I), this did not reach statistical
significance. OROS MPH was well tolerated.
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to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors with persistent fatigue
and sleepiness. J Clin Psychiatry 2005; 66:85-93.

NR549 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Combination of Aripiprazole and
Antidepressants in Psychotic Major Depression
John D. Matthews, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 15 Parkman Street, WACC 812, Boston, MA,
02114, Christina M. Dording, Sarah Hilliker, B.S., Katherine G.
Sklarsky, B.A., Faye H. Schwartz, M.S.C., John W. Denninger,
M.D., Maurizio Fava, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
knowledgeable about the efficacy and tolerability of aripriprazole
and escitalopram combination treatment for psychotic major de-
pressive disorder.

Summary:

Abstract
Background: Although atypical antipsychotic agents are com-

monly used in the treatment of psychotic depression, there are
few published prospective studies on their use in this condition.
The aim of this study was to assess, by interim analyses, the
efficacy of the atypical antipsychotic agent aripiprazole in combi-
nation with the escitalopram.

Methods: We enrolled 21 patients [ten (47.6%) women and
eleven (52.4%) men] with MDD with psychotic features into an
open trial of aripiprazole 5-30mg/day plus escitalopram 10-20mg/
day. Patients were assessed at each visit with the HAM-D-17 and
both the psychotic and mood modules of the SCID I/P. Responses
were defined as: 1) absence of psychotic symptoms with 50% or
greater reduction in HAM-D-17 scores (Psychotic Depression
Response) and 2) the absence of psychotic symptoms as deter-
mined by the SCID psychosis module and a depression rating on
the HAM-D-17 of less than 8 (Psychotic depression remission).
We are reporting the results of the first eight weeks of treatment.

Results: Of the 21 enrolled patients, 11 of these patients [four
(36.4%) women and seven (63.6%) men; mean age: 41.7 + 14.5]
completed the 8-week open trial. Of the completers, 78.6% met
criteria for melancholic features; 85.7% had delusions alone; 0.0%
had hallucinations alone; and 100% reported both delusions and
hallucinations. In addition, the completers showed a Psychotic
Depression Response rate of 72.7%, and a Psychotic Depression
Remission rate of 63.6%. Out of the 21 patients enrolled, 10 (47%)
patients dropped out prior to completion; 2 (20%) of these drop-
outs were due to intolerable side effects. In addition, the authors
will review the side effect profile, metabolic changes and any
serious adverse events.

Conclusion: The combination of aripiprazole plus escitalopram
appears to be a promising, safe, and effective treatment for psy-
chotic depression. Double-blind studies are needed to confirm
this impression.
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NR550 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Bioavailable Testosterone Levels and Its Association
With Depression I Middle-Aged Men
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Deborah A. Mancini,
M.A., Beata S. Eisfeld, B.S.C., Joanna K. Soczynska, B.S.C.,
Larry A. Grupp, Ph.D., Jakub Z. Konarski, M.S.C., Sidney H.
Kennedy

Educational Objectives:

To evaluate different indices of testosterone function in middle-
aged men

To assess and compare measures of bioavailable levels of
bioavailable testosterone in two groups of middle-aged men: cur-
rently depressed meeting DSM-IV-TR-defined criteria for Major
Depressive Disorder and healthy controls.

Summary:

Background: The association between total testosterone levels
(T) and depressive symptoms is variably reported. Bioavailable
testosterone (BT) is the physiologically active moiety which hith-
erto has not been the primary dependent variable of interest in
clinically depressed samples.

Methods: We cross-sectionally assessed and compared mea-
sures of BT levels in two groups of middle-aged men (40-65 years);
currently depressed meeting DSM-IV-TR-defined criteria for MDD
(N=44) and healthy controls (N=50).

Results: Depressed men had lower BT levels when compared
to healthy controls (3.51+1.69 nmol/L and 4.69+2.04 nmol/L, re-
spectively; p<0.001). Depressed men also had significantly lower
T levels (11.94+4.63 nmol/L and 17.64+1.02 nmol/L; p<0.001).
Biochemical hypogonadism (BT level<2.4nmol/L) was significantly
more prevalent in the depressed men versus healthy controls
(34% and 6%; p<0.001). Biochemical hypogonadism was associ-
ated with decrements in overall sexual satisfaction and desire in
the full analysis set.

Conclusion: Bioavailable testosterone may be causal to the
testosterone-depression association.
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NR551 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Antidepressant Effectiveness in Primary-Care
Settings
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski,
M.S.C., Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To evaluate antidepressant pharmacotherapy options and dos-
ages in primary care-settings in Canada.

To compare the effectiveness of SSRIs and venlafaxine in the
treatment of major depressive disorder (MDD) in naturalistic pri-
mary-care settings.
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Summary:

Background: Describe and compare the effectiveness of
SSRIs and venlafaxine (Effexor XR®) in the treatment of MDD in
primary-care.

Method: Post-hoc analysis of data from a cross-national de-
pression study conducted in primary care settings (n=47). Patients
(n=143) completed 8-weeks of open-label SSRI or venlafaxine
therapy. Patients with psychiatric and medical comorbidity were
included as were concomitant medications. Both depression-spe-
cific (17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, HAMD-17) and
global measures (Clinical Global Impression - Improvement/Se-
verity, CGI-I/S) were used to determine antidepressant effective-
ness. Response to antidepressant treatment was defined as >
50% reduction in depression severity; remission was defined as
a HAMD-17 score < 7.

Results: Depressed patients reporting to their primary-care pro-
vider were moderately depressed (HAMD-17: 23.2 +/- 4.3) at the
initial visit prior to treatment initiation with either an SSRI (n=79)
or venlafaxine (n=64). The reduction from baseline to week 8 in
the total HAMD-17 score was significant for both groups (p<0.001)
with no between-group differences (p=0.735). The response
(SSRIs 77.2%, venlafaxine 82.8%, p=0.531) and remission
(SSRIs 58.2%, venlafaxine 48.4%, p=0.312) rates were similar
without any statistically significant difference between groups in
time to response (p=0.890), remission (p=0.165), or global out-
comes (CGI-I p=0.487, CGI-S p=0.821).

Conclusion: These data suggest that in nonselective, heterog-
enous, depressed, primary-care patients there is no apparent dif-
ference between SSRIs and venlfaxine in the probability of achiev-
ing remission. These descriptive data provide the impetus for a
sufficiently powered study with comparable dosing.
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NR552 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Venlafaxine-Mirtazapine Combination in Persistent
Depressive Illness
David J. Meagher Regional Hospital, Dooradoyle, Limerick,
Ireland, Zaf Hamzah, Noel Hannan, Henry Akinpeloye

Educational Objectives:

To describe experiences during a naturalistic study involving
the use of the novel antidepressant combination of venlafaxine
and mirtazapine.

Summary:

Background: The combination of mirtazapine and venlafaxine
has been suggested as a treatment option for difficult to treat
depressive illness. We describe a series of patients with persistent
depressive illness that received this combination therapy.

Method : Patients were identified by a prescribing audit. A retro-
spective review of these cases allowed for the assessment of
doses used, clinical response on the CGI-improvement scale, and
occurrence of adverse events.

Results : 32 patients [44% male; mean age 42 years; mean
2.5 previous antidepressant trials] had received mirtazapine and
venlafaxine in combination at some point over the three year
period between 2002 and 2005. Clinical response rates (CGI-
improvement score of 2 or less) were 44% at four weeks and 50%
at eight weeks. At six month review 75% of those still receiving
treatment (n=24) had significantly responded. Clinical response

typically occurred at moderate and high dose treatment with both
agents. 44% experienced some adverse effects with sedation
(19%) and weight gain (19%) most frequent. Five patients discon-
tinued treatment due to these effects. No serious adverse effects
were linked to the combination treatment.

Conclusions : The combination of venlafaxine and mirtazapine
may be a useful therapeutic option in more difficult to treat patients.
Our experiences suggest that this combination is safe and gener-
ally well tolerated.
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NR553 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Brain Structural Correlation of OCD and Depression
Comorbidity
Jose Manuel Menchon Magrina Hospital Universitari de
Bellvitge, Psychiatry Unit, 16401jmm@comb.es, L'Hospitalet de
Llobregat. Barcelona, 08907, Spain, Narcis Cardoner Alvarez,
Rosa Hernandez Ribas, Carles Soriano-Mas, Pino Alonso
Ortega, Joan Deus Yela, Jesus Pujol Nuez

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to better understand some issues about the obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD) neurobiological substrate and the rela-
tionships with major depression (MDD). OCD and MDD comorbid-
ity is a frequent situation with important clinical and therapeutic
consequences. The knowledge of neuroestructural correlates of
this comorbidity could allow deep inside the etiopathogeny of both
disorders and to develop new diagnostic and treatment methods
and strategies.

Summary:

Brain structural correlation of OCD and depression comorbidity
Background:The frequent comorbidity between OCD and major

depression suggests a common neurobiological substrate. The
aim of our study is to assess life-time depression contribution to
structural brain alterations in OCD patients and to detect other
comorbidity-related neurostructural correlations.

Methods: A sample of 39 outpatients with OCD, 33 outpatients
with OCD and depression and 72 healthy control subjects were
assessed with tridimensional MRI. Images were acquired with a
1.5-T MRI scanner, spatially normalized, and segmented with
optimized VBM. Statistical comparisons were performed with the
general linear model

Results: In a large sample of OCD patients lifetime depression
was related to gray matter volume reduction in medial orfitofrontal
cortex. An inverse correlation between medial OFC and right
amygdala was found in OCD depressed patients. In addition OCD
depressed patients lost the positive correlation between medial
OFC and anterior cingulate cortex detected in non depressed
OCD patients and healthy controls.

Conclusions: These findings suggest that life time depression
may independently contribute to OCD brain estructural alterations,
and are consistent with previous studies suggesting that alter-
ations in amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex connectivity plays
a critical role in diathesis for mood disorders .
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NR554 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparative Effects of Ziprasidone and Olanzapine
on Markers of Insulin Resistance: Results of a Six-
Week Randomized Study in Patients With Acute
Schizophrenia
Jonathan M. Meyer, M.D. UCSD and VA SDH S, Psychiatry,
3350 La Jolla Village Dr. (116-A), San Diego, CA, 92161,
Antony D. Loebel, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Understand the use of biological markers associated with the
development of insulin resistance

2. Appreciate the differential impact of olanzapine and ziprasi-
done on markers of insulin resistance

Summary:

Background: The ATP III criteria for metabolic syndrome have
only 52% sensitivity for those in the upper fertile of insulin resis-
tance, and fasting insulin achieves only 57% sensitivity, but a
triglyceride:high density lipoprotein cholesterol (TG:HDL) ratio >
3.0 has 64% sensitivity.

Methods: Using data from a randomized, double-blind 6-week
trial of ziprasidone versus olanzapine, analysis of TG:HDL ratio
and other markers of insulin resistance was performed.

Results: At baseline, both drug cohorts had TG:HDL > 3 (zipras-
idone 3.50±2.88, olanzapine 4.69±6.91). At endpoint, there was a
significant increase in TG:HDL for the olanzapine-treated subjects
(n=118) (5.99±7.37; p=.0001), but not for the ziprasidone cohort
(n=110) (3.67±3.23; p=.435), and the between-group difference
was significantly greater for olanzapine (p=.0062). The median
change from baseline in fasting insulin was also significant for the
olanzapine group (n=114) (3.30 |xU/ml, p<.0001), but not ziprasi-
done (n=108) (0.25 jiU/ml, p=0.33).

Discussion: TG:HDL ratio has been proposed as a sensitive
marker of insulin resistance. In this short-term study, ziprasidone
was associated with no significant change in TG:HDL ratio, in
contrast to olanzapine which was associated with a significant
increase in this parameter. Olanzapine treatment also significantly
increased fasting insulin, while no significant effect was seen in
the ziprasidone cohort. These findings are consistent with the
ADA/APA Consensus Statement regarding the greater risk for
diabetes and hyperlipidemia during olanzapine treatment relative
to ziprasidone. Future research will help elucidate the mechanisms
related to the differential liability for metabolic effects between
atypical antipsychotics.

Support for this study was provided by Pfizer Inc.
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NR555 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Chronobiological HPT Axis Dysfunction in
Depression
Marie-Claude Mokrani, Ph.D. Neurocom, Centre Hospitalier,
Rouffach, 68250, France, Fabrice Duval, M.D., Jose A. Monreal
Ortiz, M.D., Christiane Champeval, Ph.D., Damien Maurice,
Ph.D., Jean-Paul Macher, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that the circadian chronesthesy (i.e. rhythmic
change in the sensitivity of target biosystems) of pituitary TRH
receptors is altered in depression. The reduced difference in TSH
response between 11 PM and 8 AM TRH tests (AATSH), is a
refined marker of this alteration.

Summary:

Background: The aim of this study was to evaluate the chronobi-
ological hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid (HTP) axis activity in de-
pression. Method: Circadian rhythm of TSH, and TSH response
to 8AM and 11PM TRH tests were determined in 141 drug-free
DSM-IV major depressed inpatients, and 26 healthy hospitalized
controls. Results: Circadian secretion of TSH showed a significant
rhythm in controls and patients; however, mesor and amplitude
were significantly lower in patients (p<0.0005 and p<0.01 respec-
tively). According to their TRH-TSH test responses, patients were
classified into 3 groups. Group 1 (n=41) had normal TSH re-
sponses; group 2 (n=35) had a reduced difference between 11
PM and 8AM responses (i.e. AATSH<2.5 mU/l), and group 3 (n=
65) showed a reduced AATSH associated with a blunted TSH
response at 11PM. The three groups showed a blunted surge of
TSH (lower values than controls at 4 PM, 8 PM, midnight, 4 AM
[all p<0.01]). However, the severity of this blunting was correlated
with increased alterations of TRH-TSH responses. Conclusions:
Our results suggest that the circadian chronesthesy of pituitary
TRH receptors is altered in depression. One may hypothesize
that this alteration is all the more pronounced since there is a
prolonged increase in hypothalamic TRH stimulation.
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NR556 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Dopamine Dysregulation in Bipolar Depressed
Patients
Jose A. Monreal Ortiz, M.D. Centre Hospitalier, 27 Rue Du 4
RSM, Rouffach, 68250, France, Fabrice Duval, M.D., Marie-
Claude Mokrani, Ph.D., Gregory Pinault, Ph.D., Nessim
Chokmani, M.D., Josep M. Haro, M.D., Jean-Paul Macher,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that dopamine (DA) dysfunction in bipolar
depressed patients is not due to increased hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal axis activity, but may reflect altered post-synaptic receptor
sensitivity in the tuberoinfundibular DA system.

Summary:

Background: Indirect observations suggest that dopamine (DA)
function may be altered in depressed patients, notably in bipolar
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patients. The purpose of this study was to assess the DA receptor
sensitivity at the hypothalamic-pituitary level in relation to the clini-
cal course in depressed patients.

Method: We evaluated the multihormonal responses to the DA
agonist apomorphine (APO, 0.75 mg SC) in 134 drug-free DSM-
IV major depressed inpatients: 54 with bipolar depression (BD),
80 with unipolar depression (UD); compared with 36 healthy hospi-
talized controls (HCs). We also examined, in the same subjects,
cortisol response to DST (DST, 1 mg orally).

Results: Responses to DST were comparable between UDs
and BDs, although UDs had higher post-DST cortisol levels than
HCs (p < 0.05). No significant difference in cortisol, adrenocortico-
tropin and growth hormone values was found (i.e. at baseline and
in response to APO) across the 3 diagnostic groups. However,
BDs had lower APO-induced PRL suppression than HCs and UDs
(both p < 0.00001).

Conclusions: In bipolar depressed patients, blunted APO-in-
duced PRL suppression may reflect altered D2 receptor sensitivity
of the lactotrophs (possibly secondary to an increased tuberoinf un-
dibular dopamine neuronal activity); this blunting does not appear
to be linked to an increased hypothalamic-pituitary adrenal axis
activity.
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NR557 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effects of Risperidone on Anterior Cingulate Cortex
Glutamate in Pediatric Bipolar Disorder
Constance M. Moore, Ph.D. Harvard Medical School, Brain
Imaging Center/McLean, 115 Mill Street, Belmont, MA, 02478,
Joseph Biederman, M.D., Janet Wozniak, M.D., Eric Mick,
Sc.D., Theresa L. Harpold, M.D., Paul Hammerness, M.D.,
Perry F. Renshaw, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
have an understanding of the possible mechanism of action of
risperidone in pediatric bipolar disorder

Summary:

Studies have shown that atypical antipsychotics increase serum
glutamate levels in subjects with schizophrenia. Proton MRS dem-
onstrated that the atypical antipsychotic olanzapine increased the
anterior cingulate cortex glutamate+glutamine to creatine ratio in
schizophrenia. Atypical antipsychotics are used to treat BPD in
children. While these medications are effective in treating children
with BPD it is not clear what their mechanism(s) of action are.
The purpose of this study was to investigate ACC Glx/Cr in two
groups of children with BPD: those not receiving treatment with
an antipsychotic and those being treated with the atypical antipsy-
chotic risperidone

Proton MR spectra were acquired, at 1.5 T, from a 4.8 ml region
in the ACC of 20 subjects with a DSM IV diagnosis of BPD: eight
(10.88 ± 2.99 years; 1 female) were medicated with the atypical
antipsychotic risperidone and twelve (11.42 ± 3.48 years; 6 fe-
male) were not medicated with an atypical antipsychotic

There was a significant positive effect of risperidone on Glx/Cr
(B= 0.34, t = 2.46, p < 0.03) and a significant negative effect of
YMRS on Glx/Cr (B= -0.01, t = -2.99, p < 0.009). Children treated
with risperidone had significantly lower YMRS scores than children
not treated with risperidone (32.3 ± 5.74 versus 7.86 ± 5.87; df =

(1, 16); F = 73.37; p < 0.000). There were no significant effects
of age or sex on Glx/Cr.

The proton MRS Glx peak arises largely from glutamate. Risper-
idone may be acting in pediatric BPD by increasing brain glutamate
levels. Reduced glial and neuronal density have been measured
in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of subjects with BPD. Glia
provide the major pathway for neuronal glutamate synthesis. Re-
duced glial function would account for reduced glutamate synthe-
sis. A possible mechanism of action of risperidone may be to
increase ACC glutamate levels.

NR558 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Metabolic Screening in Patients Prescribed Atypical
Antipsychotics
Charles D. Motsinger, M.D. Malcolm Grow Medical Center,
Family Practice and Psychiatry, 1075 W Perimeter Rd,
Andrews AFB, MD, 20872

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the low rate of screening for metabolic abnormal-
ities in patients prescribed atypical antipsychotics. The participant
should also understand the current guidelines for metabolic
screening in patients prescribed atypical antipsychotics and be
able to describe possible reasons for low compliance with these
recommendations.

Summary:

Title: Metabolic Screening in Patients Prescribed Atypical Anti-
psychotics

Objective: The aim of this study was to determine the rate of
screening for metabolic abnormalities in patients taking atypical
antipsychotics.

Method: A pharmacy database review identified patients who
were prescribed atypical antipsychotics over a six month period.
This list of patients was then cross-referenced with the laboratory
database to determine if screening laboratory tests for metabolic
abnormalities had been ordered.

Results: 13% of patients prescribed atypical antipsychotics had
fasting blood glucose measured during the study period. 30% of
these patients also had lipid panels measured during the study
period. Screening rates varied by specialty of physician. Physi-
cians trained in Combined Family Practice-Psychiatry had the
highest rate of screening, followed by other non-psychiatric spe-
cialties. Psychiatrists had the lowest rate of screening.

Conclusions: The rate of screening for metabolic side effects of
atypical antipsychotics in this community hospital setting was low.
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NR559 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Treatment With Venlafaxine XR or Placebo in
Patients With PTSD Resilience as a Predictor of
Remission
Jeff Musgnung Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, 500 Arcola Road,
Collegeville, PA, 19426, Jonathan Davidson, M.D., Dan J.
Stein, M.D., Barbara Rothbaum, Ph.D., Xiao Wei Tian, Ron
Pedersen, M.S.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: 1. Explain the importance of predictors of remission and
response in the treatment of posttraumatic stress disorder. 2.
Describe key outcome measures used in assessing remission
and response in patients with posttraumatic stress disorder. 3.
Evaluate resilience as a predictor of remission and response in
patients with posttraumatic stress disorder treated with venlafax-
ine extended release or placebo.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate resilience as a predictor of remission
in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) patients treated with ven-
lafaxine (Effexor® extended release (XR) or placebo.

Methods: Data were evaluated from a 3-month study and a 6-
month study of adult outpatients with a primary diagnosis of DSM-
IV PTSD, PTSD symptoms for >6 months, and 17-item Clinician-
Administered PTSD scale (CAPS-SX17) score >60. Patients were
randomly assigned to treatment with flexible-dose venlafaxine XR
(37.5 to 300 mg/day) or placebo. In addition to the CAPS-SX17

outcome measures in both studies included the Davidson Trauma
Scale (DTS), Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS), and Connor-David-
son Resilience Scale (CD-RISC). Using last-observation-carried-
forward values, baseline CD-RISC items predictive of remission
(defined as CAPS-SX17 <20) were identified by logistic regression
and baseline CD-RISC items predictive of response on the CAPS-
SX17, DTS, and SDS (defined as score change from baseline)
were evaluated using multiple regression.

Results: For the 3-month study (venlafaxine XR, n=179; pla-
cebo, n=179), items 22 ('In control of your life') and 25 ('Pride in
your achievements') were significant (P<0.05) predictors of remis-
sion. For the 6-month study (venlafaxine XR, n=161; placebo, n=
168), items 7 ('Having to cope with stress can make me stronger')
and 9 ('Good or bad, I believe that most things happen for a
reason') were significant predictors. Items predicting CAPS, SDS
and DTS response were also found, although the items predicting
response differed between studies.

Discussion: A number of CD-RISC items significantly predicted
remission and response on clinician- and self-ratings of PTSD,
although predictors differed between studies.
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NR560 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Correlations Between Four Outcome Scales in
Clinical Trials in Patients With Major Depressive
Disorder
Jeff Musgnung Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, 500 Arcola Road,
Collegeville, PA, 19426, Qin Jiang, Saeed Ahmed, Ron
Pedersen, Richard Entsuah

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Examine the relationship between 4 scales used to assess
outcomes in major depressive disorder

2. Describe correlations between outcomes scales at different
time points before and during antidepressant treatment

Summary:

Objective: Examine the relationship between the 17-item Ham-
ilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D17), the Montgomery-Asb-
erg Depression Scale (MADRS), and the Clinical Global Impres-
sion of Severity (CGI-S) and CGI-lmprovement (CGI-I) in patients
with MDD.

Methods: Data from 22 randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled venlafaxine (Effexor®) studies in patients with MDD
were pooled and examined from baseline through the first 8 weeks
of treatment. For all rating scales, Pearson Correlation coefficients
were calculated for patients at each visit, between change scores,
and by treatment arm. Correlations between binary outcomes
(response defined as CGI-I and CGI-S <2,50% decrease in HAM-
D17and MADRS) were determined.

Results: At pretreatment visits, for the HAM-D17, MADRS, and
CGI-S, respectively, 5117, 4871, 5103 observations were avail-
able, with mean scores of 23.0, 29.1, 4.4. Pretreatment correla-
tions ranged from 0.52 (CGI-S and HAM-D17), 0.53 (CGI-S and
MADRS) and 0.62 (HAMD17and MADRS). Correlations between
scales increased at each visit, and at 8 weeks, ranged from .87
(CGI-S and CGI-I) to .93 (HAM-D17and MADRS). Correlation coef-
ficients in treatment arm subgroup analyses and between change
scores were comparable. Correlation coefficients between binary
outcomes (response defined as CGI-I and CGI-S of 2 or less,
50% decrease in HAM-D and MADRS) were lower, ranging from
.42 (CGI-I and CGI-S) to 0.61 (HAM-D17and MADRS) at week 1
and from .61 (CGI-I and CGI-S) to 0.81 (HAM-D17and MADRS)
at week 8. All correlation coefficients were highly significant
(P<.0001).

Conclusions: Correlations between the 4 commonly used out-
come scales were high; however, correlations between binary
outcomes based on the scales were lower. As they share several
items and have similar modes of administration and rating, the
highest correlations were between the HAM-D17 and the MADRS.
Somewhat surprising were the modest but consistently lower cor-
relations between the CGI-S and CGI-I scales, which are some-
times considered interchangeable.
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NR561 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Issues Related to Treatment Compliance in Bipolar
Patients
Meera Narasimhan, M.D. USC School of Medicine,
Neuropsychiatry, 3555 Harden Street, Suite 104-A, Columbia,
SC, 29203, Prakash S. Masand, M.D., Ashwin A. Patkar, M.D.,
Kathleen Peindl, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objective: At the conclusion of this presentation,
the participants will be able to understand issues related to treat-
ment compliance in Bipolar Patients.

Summary:

Objective: There is limited data on treatment compliance in
patients with Bipolar Disorder. We examined the characteristics
of compliance in a large group (n=637) of bipolar patients to deter-
mine any significant relationships between compliance with treat-
ment and demographic characteristics, types of medication used
for treatment and length of time in treatment.
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Methods: We extracted data on bipolar patients from a larger
dataset of over 5,000 patients with Psychiatric Disorders. Treat-
ment spanned a two-year period and the database contained
information on the numbers, types, dose, and supplies of medica-
tions prescribed and filled by a pharmacist as well as diagnoses.
Compliance was defined as the proportion of time in treatment
after a diagnosis of bipolar disorder. Compliance categories were:
1) no compliance; 2) partial compliance: 1-5 months without a 30-
day supply of medication; and 3) full compliance- the patient filled
prescriptions for each month over the 2-year period. Seventy-
seven percent were female and 23% were male. The average
number of months in treatment was 19 months. The average time
to a diagnosis of bipolar disorder was 12 months (6.77). Fifty-three
percent of bipolar patients were fully compliant with treatment; 27
% were partially compliant; and 20% were not compliant. Bipolar
patients, aged 18-25 years, were significantly less complaint com-
pared to older patients (X2= 37.8 (6); p=0.000). Patients were
more compliant with treatment if they started medication during
the same month as a bipolar diagnosis or were taking the atypical
antipsychotic Resperidone. Patients were more likely to be compli-
ant with treatment if they continued on their prescribed medica-
tions over the two-year period (for mood stabilizers: X2= 42.7(10);
p=0.000 and for antipsychotic mediations: X2=22.88; p=0.011).

Conclusions: Some characteristics of treatment compliance
for bipolar patients are older age, starting medication soon after
a diagnosis and how long patients continued the prescribed medi-
cation.
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NR562 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Adjunctive Use of Low Dose Quetiapine in Affective
Disorder Outpatients
Suhayl J. Nasr NASR Psychiatric Services PC, 2814 South
Franklin Street, Michigan City, IN, 46360-1843, Burdette J.
Wendt

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that low doses of quetiapine can be effective
as augmentation to other medications in the treatment of affective
disorder patients.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the effectiveness of long term low
doses of quetiapine in the adjunctive treatment of patients with
affective disorders

Methods: A chart review was performed on all patients currently
being seen in a private, rural, outpatient psychiatric office. Patients
were included in the study if they were taking 200mg or less of
quetiapine daily for 6 months or longer. Patient demographics,
medication history, Carroll Depression Rating Scale (CDRS)
scores, and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) scores were collected.

Results: 28 patients met the criteria of being on quetiapine for
at least 6 months with a daily dosage of 200mg or less. There
were 20 females, and 8 males. The average age was 56(±15.6).
24 patients had a clinical diagnosis of unipolar depression or
bipolar depression, and 4 patients had other diagnoses . In all
cases, quetiapine was used as an adjunct to other psychiatric
medications, and was the only antipsychotic used. Patients were
on an average of 2.0(±1.0) other medications. Patients were on

an average daily dosage of 85mg(±57) for an average period of
2.7(±1.9) years. Their initial CDRS score was 16.4(±10.5). It
decreased to 11.6 (±10.8) after 6 months (p<0.002 versus base-
line), 11.2 (±9.8) after 1 year (p<0.02 versus baseline), and 11.6
(±11.7) after 2 years (p<0.03). The average final score was
10.4(±9.2) (p<0.001 versus baseline). 68% of these patients
achieved remission as defined by a CDRS score of <7. The aver-
age initial VAS score was 3.71 (±1.9). It increased to 4.7 (±2.1)
at 6 months (p<0.02 versus baseline), 4.6(±2.0) at 1 year (p<0.05),
and 4.4(±1.8) after 2 years (p<0.05). The average final score was
5(±1.4) (p<0.01 versus baseline).

Conclusions: Low doses of quetiapine were shown to be effec-
tive and well tolerated as an augmentation of other medications
in a group of affective disorder outpatients.
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NR563 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Predictors of Switching Antipsychotics in the
Treatment of Schizophrenia
Allen W, Nyhuis Eli Lilly and Company, US Commerical
Information Sciences, Lilly Corporate Center, DC 4123,
Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Douglas E. Faries, Haya Ascher-
Svanum, Bruce J. Kinon

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that switching of antipsychotics appears to be a preva-
lent phenomenon in the treatment of schizophrenia, and that one
can use a small and distinct set of clinical measures to predict who
is most likely to switch antipsychotics during the following year.

Summary:

Objectives: To identify which patient baseline characteristics
and which types of early changes in patients' clinical status are
most predictive of switching antipsychotics in the long-term treat-
ment of schizophrenia.

Methods: This post-hoc analysis used data from a randomized,
open-label, multi-site, one-year cost-effectiveness trial of olanzap-
ine, risperidone, and typical antipsychotics in the treatment of
schizophrenia. Study protocol permitted switching of antipsychot-
ics when clinically warranted. Baseline characteristics were as-
sessed using standard psychiatric measures and systematic re-
view of medical records. In addition to baseline socio-
demographics, co-morbid medical and psychiatric conditions,
body weight, clinical, and functional characteristics, the prediction
model included change scores on clinical measures (PANSS, five
PANSS factor subscales, Barnes Akathisia Scale, Simpson Angus
Scale) during the first 2 weeks of treatment. Cox proportional
hazards model was used to identify the best predictors of switching
from patients' initial randomized antipsychotic.

Results: About one-third (29.5%, 190/644) switched antipsy-
chotics before the end of the one-year trial. Five variables were
identified as best predictors of switching during the 1-year trial
(p<.05): absence of antipsychotic use in the prior year, pre-existing
depression, lack of lifetime substance use disorder, less improve-
ment or worsening following 2 weeks of treatment on either clini-
cian-rated akathisia (Barnes Akathisia Scale), and/or anxiety/de-
pression symptoms (PANSS). A strong trend was observed for
female gender (p=.058). Conclusions: Switching of antipsychot-
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ics appears to be prevalent in the naturalistic treatment of schizo-
phrenia, and can be predicted by a small and distinct set of mea-
sures. Interestingly, pre-existing depressive symptomatology and
less improvement or worsening of anxiety and depressive symp-
toms following 2 weeks of treatment were among the more robust
predictors of future switching of antipsychotics in this 1 -year study.
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NR564 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Algorithms for the Psychopharmacology of Major
Depression and Dysthymia: 2006 Update
David N. Osser, M.D. Taunton State Hospital, 60 Hodges
Avenue Extension, Taunton, MA, 02780, Mathews Thomas,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to select evidence-supported, cost-effective pharmacother-
apy for patients with major depression or dysthymia.

Summary:

Background:
This is a revised version of the web-based psychopharmacology

algorithms for major depression (non-psychotic) and dysthymia of
the Psychopharmacology Algorithm Project at the Harvard South
Shore Psychiatry Department, currently available online at
www.mhc.com/Algorithms. The website has won awards including
the 2004 Lundbeck International Neuroscience Foundation Award
for excellence in postgraduate education in psychiatry and neurol-
ogy. In this revision, significant changes have been made to em-
phasize cost-effectiveness considerations in the sequence of clini-
cal decisions.

Methods:
The authors evaluated the existing algorithms and associated

texts for currency and accuracy. Evidence-based medicine
searches were done to answer the clinical questions relevant to
each algorithm node. Particular emphasis was placed on system-
atic critical reviews, and then randomized, controlled trials, obser-
vational studies, case reports, and compilations of expert consen-
sus opinion. Other algorithms (e.g.- Texas Algorithm Project) were
studied. Based on these reviews and cost tables, we determined
if there was sufficient justification for changes in the sequence of
recommendations. The revision was presented to local experts
for comment.

Results:
SSRI's (generics preferred) and bupropion are still first-line op-

tions. Bupropion is much more costly but could be preferred if
sexual side effects are a critical issue. Three sequential antide-
pressant monotherapy trials are proposed, even if there is partial
response, since the cost-effectiveness of augmentation ap-
proaches is not demonstrably superior. ECT can be a first line
option for high-risk patients. Augmentations are rated according
to the quality of the evidence base, toxicity potential, and cost.
For example, mirtazapine augmentation and atypical antipsychotic
augmentation have similar evidence but toxicity and cost favor
mirtazapine.

Conclusion:
This revision responds to the need for more financially responsi-

ble decision-making in the pharmacotherapy of depression while

maintaining the algorithms' focus on treatment sequences that
are reasonably safe and evidence-supported.

The Algorithm Project and authors receive no support from any
pharmaceutical firms.
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NR565 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Aripiprazole Augmentation for Patients With Major
Depressive Disorder Who Failed to Respond to
Antidepressant Therapy
Chi-Un Pae, M.D. Duke University, Psychiatry and Behavioral
Sciences, 4323 Ben Franklin Blvd., Suite 700, Durham, NC,
27704, Ashwin Patkar, M.D., Andersson Candace, Ph.D., Chul
Lee, M.D., In-Ho Paik, M.D., Prakash S. Masand, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to understand the potential role of augmentation with
atypical antipsychotics such as aripiprazole for patients with major
depression who have failed to respond to therapeutic antidepres-
sant therapy.

Summary:

Objectives: The present study evaluated whether augmentation
with aripiprazole would be beneficial and tolerable in patients who
failed to adequately respond to a therapeutic trial of antidepres-
sants (ADs).

Methods: Thirteen patients with non-psychotic major depression
who had failed to respond to an adequate trial of at least one
antidepressant were prescribed open-label, aripiprazole (dose 5-
30 mg/day) for 8 weeks. The dose of pre-existing antidepressants
remained unchanged. Primary outcome measure was a change
in Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D) score from baseline
to end of treatment. Treatment response was defined as 50%
or greater reduction in HAM-D score from baseline to end of
treatment.

Results: Eleven (84.6%) patients returned for at least one post
follow up visit and 7 (53.8%) patients completed the study. The
mean dose of aripiprazole was 10.8 ± 2.4 mg/d. The HAM-D (-
14.1, 53.8% decrease) and Clinical Global Impression-severity
(CGI)-S scores (-3.1, 56.0% decrease) reduced significantly from
baseline to end of treatment (Z=-2.937, p=0.003; Z=-2.961, p=
0.003). At end of treatment, 7(63.6%) patients showed 50% reduc-
tion or greater in HAMD score and 3 (27.3%) met the remission
criteria. There were no serious adverse events. Three patients
(23.1%) experienced mild tremor and/or akathisia.

Conclusions: Augmentation with aripiprazole appears to have
clinical benefit in the treatment of depressed patients who show
inadequate response to antidepressants. Given the limitations of
an open-label design and small sample size, adequately powered,
randomized, controlled trials are necessary to address this issue.
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NR566 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Metabolic Syndrome and Metabolic Abnormalities in
Patients on Second-Generation Antipsychotics: A
Large-Scale Outpatient Sample
Osman M. Ali, M.D. New York, NY, Rachelle H. Ramos, M.D.,
Michelle S. Izmirly, D.O., Heather Morse, M.D., Karen
Weinstein, Ph.D., Anand Pandya, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

By the end of this presentation, participants will be able to
identify two specific and sensitive initial screening methods for
metabolic syndrome.

By the end of this presentation participants will be aware of the
prevalance of Metabolic Syndrome among psychiatric outpatients
on second generation antipsychotic medications.

Summary:

Background: The estimates of prevalence of metabolic abnor-
malities in psychiatric patients vary widelyi ,ii and studies of Meta-
bolic Syndrome (MetSynd) in patients on Second-Generation Anti-
psychotics (SGAs) tend to look at specific diagnostic groups rather
than the full range of psychiatric patients that use these medica-
tions. We describe the prevalence of metabolic abnormalities and
MetSynd in 426 psychiatric outpatients taking SGAs, a larger
sample than previous studies. Method: Age, gender, height,
weight, BMI, blood pressure, waist circumference, fasting glucose,
and fasting lipids were obtained from subjects in a dozen programs
including clinics, day treatment programs and residential pro-
grams. We compared those with and without MetSynd using chi-
square tests for gender and using an analysis of variance for
the other variables. We computed sensitivities, specificities and
predictive values for diagnosing MetSynd using combinations of
each component criteria. Results: 37.8% (161/426) met criteria
for MetSynd. Waist circumference was the most sensitive single
predictor of MetSynd (96.8 %). A combination of waist circumfer-
ence, triglycerides and systolic blood pressure achieved 91.1%
sensitivity and 100% specificity. Waist circumference with systolic
blood pressure criteria also obtained 100% specificity. Discus-
sions: Non-laboratory criteria may provide a sensitive and specific
initial screening for MetSynd. Rates of MetSynd in all patients on
SGAs are similar to previously published rates of MetSynd in
Patients with Schizophrenia on SGAs.
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NR567 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Meta-Analysis of Clinical Trials Comparing
Mirtazapine With Selective Serotonin Reuptake
Inhibitors for the Treatment of Major Depressive
Disorder
George I. Papakostas, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 15 Parkman Street, WACC 812, Boston, MA,
02114, Maurizio Fava, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to cite potential differences in antidepressant efficacy when com-
paring mirtazapine with the SSRIs.

Summary:

Context: Over the past few years, a number of studies have
suggested that the treatment of MDD with antidepressants en-
hancing both noradrenergic as well as serotonergic neurotrans-
mission may result in higher response or remission rates than
treatment with antidepressants selectively enhancing serotonergic
neurotransmission.

Objective: The objective of this paper was to compare response
rates among patients with MDD treated with either mirtazapine,
an antidepressant thought to simultaneously enhance both norad-
renergic and serotonergic neurotransmission, or SSRIs.

Data Sources: Medline/Pubmed were searched. No year of
publication limits were used.

Study Selection: Double-blind, randomized clinical trials com-
paring mirtazapine with an SSRI for the treatment of MDD.

Data Extraction: Data were extracted with the use of a pre-
coded form.

Data Synthesis: Analyses were performed comparing re-
sponse rates between the two antidepressant agents. Data from
9 reports involving a total of 1882 outpatients with MDD were
identified and combined using a random-effects model. Patients
randomized to treatment with mirtazapine were as likely to experi-
ence clinical response as patients randomized to treatment with
an SSRI (RR= 1.07; 95% Cl: 0.95-1.2, p=0.227). There was no
difference in overall discontinuation rates (RR=1.1; 95% Cl: 0.7-
1.5; p=0.550), discontinuation rates due to adverse events (RR=
0.9; 95% Cl: 0.6-1.2; p=0.497), or discontinuation rates due to
lack of efficacy (RR=0.9; 95% Cl: 0.4-2.0; p=0.871) between the
two groups. Fewer mirtazapine-treated patients complained of
insomnia (RR=0.5; 95% Cl: 0.3-0.9; p=0.017), while fewer SSRI-
treated patients complained of fatigue (RR=1.5; 95% Cl: 1.1-2.4
p=0.028) or excessive sleepiness (RR=1.3; 95% Cl: 1.1-1.7; p=
0.020) during the course of treatment.

Conclusions: These results suggest that mirtazapine and the
SSRIs differ with respect to their effects on sleep and fatigue, but
not overall efficacy in the treatment of MDD.
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NR568 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Pharmacogenetic Approach of Autism: Microarray
Profile of Maternal Separation Animal Model and
Association Study of Candidate Genes in Korean
Autistic Patients
Jun-Heon Park, M.D. College of Medicine, Kyung Hee
University, Seoul, Korea, Department of Neuropsychiatry, Dept
of psychiatry, KyungHee Univ.Hospital, #1 Hoegidong,
Dongdaemoon-gu, Seoul, 130-702, Republic of Korea, Sang-
Min Lee, Hwan-ll Chang, Geon-Ho Bahn, Joo-Ho Chung,
Kyung-Kyu Lee, Jong-Woo Kim

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentaion, the participant should be
able to know that among known 17 SNPs, only one polymor-
phism(Thr139Thr) of transthyretin gene showed heterozygosity
in autistic spectrum disorder or healthy children. In addition, the
haplotype of TPH 2 and PCLO was associated with autism in
Korean population.
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Summary:
Early maternal separation has been shown to produce enduring

morphological changes in the hippocampus and other brain struc-
tures, and appear autistic behaviors. Furthermore, the early loss
of maternal care may affect the vulnerability of the infant to neuro-
psychiatric disorders, such as childhood anxiety disorders, per-
sonality disorders and depression, over its lifespan.

In this study, rat pups were separated from their mothers and
socially isolated on postnatal day 14-21. To identify the candidate
genes in the hippocampus, 5.0k rat cDNA microarray analysis
was performed with separated pups. In separated pups, four
genes were up-regulated and two down-regulated at least 2-folds
compared to non-separated pups (control). Next, genetic study
of transthyretin gene selected from above results was carried out.
Among known 17 SNPs, only one polymorphism (Thr139Thr) of
transthyretin gene showed heterozygosity in autistic spectrum dis-
order or healthy children. Thr139Thr polymorphism in Korean au-
tism was not associated. In addition, tryptophan hydroxylase
(TPH) 2 and piccolo (PCLO) genes were analyzed. The haplotype
of TPH 2 and PCLO was associated with autism in Korean popu-
lation.
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NR569 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Down-Regulation of Neurodevelopment Related
Genes in the Brain of Anorexia(anx/anx) Mutant Mice
Jun-Heon Park College of Medicine, Kyung Hee University,
Seoul, Korea, Department of Neuropsychiatry, Dept of
psychiatry, Kyung Hee Univ.Hospital, #1 Hoegidong,
Dongdaemoon-gu, Seoul, 130-702, Republic of Korea, Sang-
Min Lee, Geon-Ho Bahn, Ji-Young Song, Hwan-ll Chang,
Kyung-Kyu Lee, Jong-Woo Kim

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants know that
down-regulation of neurodevelopment related genes in anorexia

mice could be associated with phenotypes such as lethality, an-
orexia and growth failure observed in these mice

Summary:

Objective:
The aim of this study is to identify the candidate neurodevelop-

ment related genes in anx/anx mice by cDNA microarray and
confirm the expression of selected genes by RT-PCR and immu-
nohistochemical method.

Method:
Microarray studies were performed on the whole brain of 21

days old homozygous anx/anx mice coming from heterozygous
bleeder pairs( B6C3Fe-a/-a anx A/+a) obtained from the Jackson
laboratory(Bar Harbor, ME, USA). Differentially expressed se-
lected genes were then confirmed by using RT-PCR and immuno-
chemistry

Result:
In cDNA microanalysis, anx/anx mice showed down-regulation

of neurodevelopment related genes including Sox2(SRY-box con-
taing gene 2) etc. RT-PCR analysis reproduced the results of
cDNA microassay. Anx/anx mice showed significantly lower immu-
nostaing intensities of Sox2. PDGF-a and E-cadherin in the
PVN(paraventricular nucleus) of hypothalamus than those of con-
trol mice.

Conclusions:
These results suggest that the down regulation of neurodevelop-

ment related genes in anorexia mice could be associated with
phenotype such as lethality, anorexia and growth failure observed
in these mice.
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NR570 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Weight Gain Associated With the a2a- Adrenergic
Receptor-1291 C/G Polymorphism and Olanzapine
Treatment

Young-Min Park, M.D. llsanpaik Hospital, Dept of Psychiatry,
inje university, 2240 Daehwa-Dong, Ilsan-Gu, Kyunggi
Provance, Goyang City, 411-706, Republic of Korea, Young-
Cho Chung, M.D., Seung-Hwan Lee, M.D., Kang-Joon Lee,
M.D., Hyun Kim, M.D., Young-Chan Byun, M.D., Heon-Jeong
Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To demonstrate a relationship between the -1291 C/G polymor-
phism of the a2aadrenergic receptor and weight gain with olanzap-
ine treatment.

Summary:

Weight gain can be an adverse effect of antipsychotics and is
an important factor for long-term health and treatment compliance.
Many reports have shown that the a2-adrenergic receptor may be
related to eating behaviors or lipolytic activities, both associated
with body weight change. We hypothesized that there might be
a relationship between the a

2a
-adrenergic receptor -1291 C/G

polymorphism and olanzapine induced weight gain. A group of
62 Korean schizophrenic patients participated in a study; weight
and height measurements were obtained prior to starting olanzap-
ine and measured again after long-term treatment. Genotyping
for the -1291 C/G polymorphism was performed on all participants.
Body weight changes from baseline to endpoint were significantly
associated with genotypes (p = 0.028). The frequency of the G
allele was significantly higher in subjects who had severe weight
gain (defined as a more than 10% weight gain from baseline)
compared to subjects who did not have extreme weight gain (less
than 10% weight gain from baseline) (X2 = 6.120, P = 0.013; OR=
2.58, 95% Cl=1.21-5.51). Therefore, the findings from this study
support a relationship between the -1291 C/G polymorphism of the
a2a-adrenergic receptor and weight gain in Korean schizophrenic
patients receiving olanzapine treatment.
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NR571 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Double-Blind, Placebo- and Moxifloxacin-Controlled
Crossover Study of the Effects of Desvenlafaxine
Succinate on QT Interval in Healthy Adult Female
Subjects

Jeffrey Paul, Ph.D. Wyeth Research, 500 Arcola Road,
Collegeville, PA, 19426, Jessica A. Behrle, M.S., Lyette S.
Richards, M.A., Ronald Menton, Ph.D., Alice I. Nichols, Ph.D.,
Joel A. Posener, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Understand the effects of desvenlafaxine succinate (DVS)
on QT interval at therapeutic and supra-therapeutic doses

2. Understand the relationship between the pharmacokinetics
of DVS and QT interval

Summary:

Objective: To assess the effect of desvenlafaxine succinate
(DVS) at therapeutic and supra-therapeutic doses on QT interval.

Methods: In a randomized, double blind, single center, 4-period
crossover study, healthy women aged 18 to 55 years were admin-
istered a single dose each of DVS 200 mg, DVS 600 mg, moxiflox-
acin 400 mg, and placebo, separated by a >5-day wash-out period.
QT intervals were recorded by electrocardiogram; plasma sam-
ples were analyzed to evaluate pharmacokinetic parameters. PK/
PD relationships, measured by association between drug concen-
tration and QT intervals (n=68), were examined graphically. The
primary endpoint was the 90% confidence intervals (CIs) for the
difference between the active treatment and placebo on the
change from baseline in QT 8 hours after administration. Baseline-
adjusted QT intervals were analyzed using a mixed effects re-
peated measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model.

Results: Seventy-one subjects were randomized and included
in the safety population. DVS did not affect QT, as measured
by Fridericia's correction (QTcF) and population-based correction
(QTcN) at the primary efficacy endpoint (8 hours post-dose). Both
DVS 200 and 600 mg groups produced 90% CIs that excluded
and were less than 10 ms (ie, below the threshold at which QT
effects are considered present). In contrast, moxifloxacin pro-
duced a statistically significant increase in QT versus placebo.
The 90% CIs for both corrections were inclusive of and exceeded
10 ms, indicating that the study had assay sensitivity (ie, ability
to demonstrate a positive QT effect for the active comparator).
Graphic models yielded no evidence of a PK/PD relationship be-
tween drug concentration and QT interval for DVS and a positive
relationship with moxifloxacin.

Conclusions: No effects on QT intervals were demonstrated
in this study of healthy subjects treated with therapeutic and supra-
therapeutic doses of DVS.
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NR572 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled
Trial of Methylphenidate Extended Release (OROS
MPH) in the Treatment of Antidepressant-Related
Sexual Dysfunction

Kathleen Peindl, Ph.D. Duke Clinical Trials Program,
Department of Psychiatry, 4323 Ben Franklin Blvd. Suite 700,
Durham, NC, 27704, Ashwin A. A. Patkar, M.D., Prakash S.
Masand, M.D., Paolo Mannelli, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational objectives: At the conclusion of this presentation,
the participants should be able to understand the potential role of
augmentation with stimulants such as methylphenidate extended
release (OROS MPH) for patients with major depression who have
antidepressant-related sexual dysfunction.

Summary:

Objective: There are limited data to indicate effective treatment
strategies for antidepressant-related sexual dysfunction. We stud-
ied whether augmentation with methylphenidate extended release
(OROS MPH) improved sexual dysfunction associated with anti-
depressants in patients with treatment resistant major depression
(TRD).

Methods: 60 TRD subjects were enrolled in a 4-week double-
blind, placebo controlled trial of OROS MPH (18 mg -54 mg/
day). The preexisting antidepressants were kept unchanged. The
primary efficacy measure was the change in Arizona Sexual Expe-
riences Survey (ASEX) from baseline to end of treatment in an
ITT with LOCF approach.

Results: 83.3% of subjects completed the study. The mean
dose of OROS MPH was 34.2 mg/day. The mean ASEX scores
at baseline did not differ in the two groups (drug=22.4, placebo=
23.5). There were no significant differences between the two
groups in terms of changes in ASEX scores over time (F (1, 35) =
1.14, p = 0.32), although the numerical decrease in ASEX score
was greater in OROS MPH (mean change=-4.5,20.1% decrease)
than in the placebo group (mean change=-0.6, 2.6% decrease).
There was no correlation between improvement in HAM-D and
ASEX scores. Combination of OROS MPH and antidepressants
was well tolerated.

Conclusions: Augmentation with OROS MPH showed no sta-
tistically significant benefit in antidepressant-related sexual dys-
function. Addition of OROS MPH to antidepressants did not
worsen preexisting sexual dysfunction. The negative findings
should be interpreted in the context of a lack of power, short trial
period and resistant nature of depression. Adequately powered,
controlled trials are needed to fully evaluate the efficacy of OROS
MPH in this area.
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NR573 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Pooled Analysis of Outcome Predictors in the
Short-Term Treatment of Panic Disorder With
Venlafaxine XR or Placebo
Mark H. Pollack, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, Wang
ACC-815, 15 Parkman Street, Boston, MA, 02114-3117, Dan J.
Stein, M.D., Richard Mangano, M.D., A. Richard Entsuah,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Compare the efficacy and tolerability of venlafaxine XR com-
pared with placebo in the treatment of panic disorder

2. Discuss the efficacy and tolerability of venlafaxine XR in the
treatment of panic disorder

3. Evaluate potential predictors of panic disorder outcome mea-
sures

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate predictors of clinical outcomes in the
short-term treatment of panic disorder.

Methods: In this pooled analysis of two 10-week flexible-dose
studies and two 12-week fixed-dose studies, 1595 adult outpa-
tients with DSM-IV panic disorder (± agoraphobia) were randomly
assigned to treatment with venlafaxine (Effexor®) XR 75, 150, or
225 mg/day or placebo. Predictors included panic severity (full-
symptom panic attack frequency <8 or >8 panic attacks during
each 2 week period in the 4 weeks prior to baseline) and gender.
Other predictors included Panic Disorder Severity Scale (PDSS)
score; and scores for CGI-I and CGI-S; HAM-A total, somatic,
and psychic anxiety; HAM-D17 total and depressed mood item;
and Phobia Scale fear, avoidance, and overall phobia state. The
primary efficacy measure was the proportion of patients free of
full-symptom panic attacks.

Results: Significantly (P<0.05) higher proportions of low sever-
ity patients than high severity patients and men than women were
panic-free at endpoint in the venlafaxine XR and placebo groups.
For nearly all baseline and endpoint clinical ratings, greater mean
severity was associated with lower proportions of panic-free pa-
tients, in both groups.

Conclusions: Gender and baseline panic disorder severity,
and most baseline and endpoint clinical ratings predicted panic-
free status at endpoint.
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NR574 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Is Multiple-Daily Dose Enteric-Coated Divalproex
Truly More Protective Than Extended-Release Dosed
Once-Daily When a Dose Is Missed in the Manic
Patient? Evidence From Comprehensive Plasma
Valproic Acid Concentration Simulations
Ronald C. Reed, Pharm.D. Abbott Labs Research &
Development, Global Pharmaceutical R &D, 100 Abbott Park
Rd, AP6C-6, Abbott Park, IL, 60064

Educational Objectives:

1) Compare and contrast differences predicted for total plasma
valproic acid (VPA) concentrations from two distinct formulations
of divalproex sodium (enteric-coated tablets [Depakote®, Abbott
Labs] administered twice-daily and once-daily extended-release
tablets [DepakoteER®, Abbott Laboratories), when a dose(s) is
(are) missed and subsequently replaced.

2) Discuss the clinical significance of such changes in total
plasma VPA concentrations in the patient with bipolar mania
treated with either formulation of divalproex sodium.

3) Learn potential value of computer simulation of changes in
VPA concentration using published population parameter values
when objective, real-time study of such a clinical situation is not
ethical or possible.

Summary:

Rationale. Higher steady-state total plasma valproate concen-
trations [VPA] are associated with greater efficacy in mania. Miss-
ing and replacing [m/r] at a later time, enteric-coated divalproex
(Divalproex®, Abbott, [dvp]) dose(s)compared to m/r extended-
release divalproex (Divalproex-ER , [dvp-ER]) may have different
ability to sustain [VPA]. Computer-simulated changes in [VPA]
upon m/r dose(s) of twice-daily dvp were compared to m/r once-
daily dvp-ER to determine which formulation better sustains [VPA].

Methods. We included virtual adult mania patients (N=1000),
taking dvp 562.5mg q12h, versus dvp-ER 1250mg qam (higher
dvp-ER dose compensates for lower bioavailability) chronically as
monotherapy (uninduced); likewise, polytherapy (hepatic enzyme-
induced) patients, taking 1125mg dvp q12h versus 2500mg dvp-
ER qam. [VPA] was analyzed when dose(s) were m/r at 12, 18,
24h, while resuming scheduled therapy at 24h, via a published,
comprehensive simulation methodology.

Results. In induced patients, steady-state baseline (no m/r
dose) mean [VPA] Cmin and Cmax values for dvp were 67 and
98 mg/L; for dvp-ER, 81 and 88 mg/L, respectively. When dvp
dose(s) were missed, mean [VPA] fell to 37,28,20 mg/L at 12,18,
24h, respectively. Replacing/resuming dvp increased the mean
[VPA] to 113, 117, 129 mg/L (same times); mean maximum in-
crease =31 mg/L above baseline Cmax. When a dvp-ER dose
was missed, mean [VPA] fell to 46, 34, 25 mg/L (same times).
Replacing/resuming dvp-ER bumped mean [VPA] to 107, 111,
114 mg/L(corresponding times); maximum mean increase =26
mg/L above baseline Cmax. When dvp doses or a dvp-ER dose
is m/r at 24 h, 90% of patients would have a [VPA] Cmax increment
of <43 or <33 mg/L, for dvp or dvp-ER, respectively. In uninduced
patients, [VPA] changes were similar, but less pronounced.

Conclusions. Our simulations predict multiple-daily dvp is not
more protective than daily dvp-ER for equal durations and equiva-
lent doses of missed therapy with respect to maintenance of [VPA].
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NR575 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Difference in Weight Change and Hypersalivation
Between FazaCIo® (clozapine, USP) Orally
Disintegrating Tablets and Solid Oral Clozapine
Tablets
Michael Reinstein, M.D. Community Mental Health Services,
4755 No. Kenmore Ave., Chicago, IL, 60640, John
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Sonnenberg, Ph.D., SC Mohan, M.D., LE Jones, M.D., S.
Girard, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

Presentation of these findings should alert the profession to the
fact that the orally disintegrating form of clozapine may avoid the
weight gain that is characteristic of solid oral forms of clozapine
and other antipsychotics and thus limit the risk of metabolic syn-
drome.

Summary:

Introduction: This retrospective study was undertaken to identify
possible variations in weight change and hypersalivation between
FazaCIo Orally Disintegrating Tablets and solid oral clozapine
tablets. Methods: The charts of patients diagnosed with schizo-
phrenia or schizoaffective disorder and living in a long-term care
facility were reviewed. Patients on a prior medication regimen of
clozapine tablets had begun FazaCIo at the same daily dose.
They were weighed on the same calibrated scale while on solid
oral clozapine tablets and then 4-weeks after starting FazaCIo
Orally Disintegrating Tablets. Results of a scale used to assess
changes in salivation and nighttime drooling were also reviewed
for all patients. Results: 20 patientsA0a'-,a,0 charts (comprised
of 14 males and 6 females) were reviewed. Mean age was 54
and all were diagnosed with schizoaffective disorder. Four-weeks
after starting FazaCIo, 18 patients (90%) showed weight reduction
(mean weight loss 7.6 lbs +/- 3.9 lbs) while 2 patients experienced
no change in weight. Seven of the 20 patients (38.9%) had mild-
to-severe hypersalivation on the solid oral clozapine tablets and
all of these patients experienced a reduction in the intensity of
hypersalivation 4-weeks after starting FazaCIo. Of these, 6 suf-
fered from nighttime drooling which was absent 4-weeks after
starting FazaCIo. Conclusions: FazaCIo Orally Disintegrating Tab-
lets appear to be associated with both weight reduction and a
decreased intensity of hypersalivation and nighttime drooling com-
pared to that with solid oral clozapine tablets. Further longitudinal
data are in the collection phase.
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NR576 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Evaluation of Long-Acting Injectable Risperidone for
Older Adult Inpatients With Psychosis
Jose Andres Rey, Pharm.D. Nova Southeastern University,
Pharmacy Practice, 3200 South University Dr., Ft. Lauderdale,
FL, 33328, Maria Rodil, M.D., Maria D. Llorente

Educational Objectives:

This is a retrospective pilot study evaluating the effectiveness
of risperidone long-acting injection in an older inpatient population
with chronic psychosis.

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the possible utility and benefit of long-acting
injectable risperidone in treating a chronically psychotic and older
inpatient population.

Summary:

Introduction:
The treatment of the older adult patient with chronic psychosis

with the long-acting formulation of risperidone in the inpatient
setting has not been fully evaluated to date. The authors report
a retrospective pilot study evaluating the effectiveness of risperi-
done long-acting injection in such a psychiatric treatment setting.

Objective:
To assess the effectiveness of long-acting injectable risperidone

in an older adult inpatient population with psychosis.
Methods:
This is a retrospective assessment of patients aged 50 years

and older admitted to an inpatient psychiatric facility for severe
and unstable psychosis. Clinical judgment prompted the initiation
of the long-acting injectable form of risperidone. Per hospital pol-
icy, baseline and follow-up assessments utilizing the Positive and
Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) was done. Physician clinical
assessment of response is reflected using the Clinical Global
Impression Scales for Severity and Improvement (CGI-S/I).

Results:
These are the preliminary findings of twenty-five older adults

who were treated with risperidone long-acting injection for at least
2 months in an inpatient setting.

Schizophrenia was the diagnosis for 76% (n=19) of the patients.
Other patients were diagnosed with either bipolar disorder with
psychotic features or with schizo-affective disorder. The mean
age was 59.5 years (range: 50 - 76 yrs). The mean of the total
PANSS scores at baseline was 105 (SD +/- 28.3, n=20). The
mean total PANSS scores at last follow-up was 86.3 (SD +/-
27, n=20). The difference in total PANSS scores was statistically
significant (p<0.01). For the patients receiving a CGI-lmprovement
assessment (n=15), 67% were either much improved or very much
improved at last follow-up. The mean dose of risperidone long-
acting injection was 36.5 mg. Further descriptions and sub-analy-
ses of this evaluation will be presented.

Conclusions:
Long-acting risperidone was associated with clinically and sta-

tistically significant improvements in a group of older adult inpa-
tients with psychosis.
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NR577 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Relationship Between Serotonin and Glutamate
System Genes and Drug Response in OCD
Peggy M.A. Richter, M.D. Centre for Addiction and Mental
Health, University of Toronto, Department of Psychiatry,
Anxiety Disorders Clinic, 250 College Street, Toronto, ON, M5T
1R8, Canada, Tricia Sicard, B.S.C., Eliza Burroughs, B.A., Paul
D. Arnold, M.D., James L. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to appreciate the current status of genetic research in
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD).

2. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to appreciate how utilizing drug response information may
assist in genetic research in OCD.

Summary:

Introduction: Efforts to identify susceptibility genes in OCD have
met with limited success to date. In part, this work has been
hampered by the need to generate potential candidates based on
etiological models of the illness, and the challenge imposed by
likely phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity. A promising alterna-
tive strategy is to investigate the relationship between inter-individ-
ual genetic variation and drug response. Methods: In this study,
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retrospective response data on multiple 5HT reuptake inhibitors
was collected in 107 individuals meeting DSM-IV criteria for OCD.
All individuals were genotyped for multiple polymorphisms in the
5HT transporter gene (5HTTLPR), 5HT 1Dp (5HT1D(3) receptor,
and glutamate system genes GRIN2B and the transporter
SLC1A1. Individuals were grouped into those who were "much"
or "very much" improved following an adequate trial of one or more
medications as compared with those who reported "minimal", "no
change" or "worsening" in response to all medications tried. This
was followed by exploratory analyses on a drug-by-drug basis.
Results: In total, N=70 individuals had complete data for trials of
one or more medication. Results were suggestive of a relationship
between drug response and 5HTTLPR (Fisher's exact test p=
0.153). When analyzing responses to individual drugs, results
were significant for clomipramine (N= 35) and 5HT1D(3 (-161 A/
T) (x2 = 6.198, df= 2, p= 0.045). A significant result was also
obtained for individuals who had trial data for citalopram (N= 14)
and GRIN2B ((Haelll) (x2 =6.873, df= 2, p= 0.032). Conclusion:
These data support the utility of the pharmacogenetics approach,
and previous work suggesting a role for 5HTTLPR, 5HT1 Dp, and
GRIN2B in vulnerability to OCD.
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NR578 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Determinants in Antidepressant Treatment Selection
Following the Introduction of Duloxetine
Rebecca Robinson, M.S. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, DC1850, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Michael Pollack,
M.S., Michael Bullano, Pharm.D., Stephen Able, Ph.D., Ralph
W. Swindle, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize variations between duloxetine initiators and
other select medications in terms of demographics, prior medical
comorbidities, and treatment history in the first four months after
duloxetine was introduced to the US marketplace. Also, partici-
pants will learn factors associated with duloxetine initiation versus
individual drug cohorts (venlafaxine XR, buproprion, SSRIs, and
escitalopram).

Summary:

Objective. To compare factors associated with antidepressant
treatment selection for patients initiating on duloxetine versus ven-
lafaxine XR, bupropion, and SSRIs.

Methods. Retrospective claims were assessed for adults, with
and without depression diagnoses, initiating on new prescriptions
for select antidepressants between 8/31/04 to 12/31/04. Diagnos-
tic and treatment histories were established through prior claims
(12 months before index medication date).

Results: Of the 230,738 eligible patients, 29.7% had depression,
71.4% were female, mean age was 44.6 years, and 77.9% initiated
on SSRIs. Using logistic regression models for the depression
cohort, patients initiating on duloxetine (n=2061) versus all other
initiators were older, had more pain, depression-related, MDD
recurrent episode diagnoses; more pain medications, antidepres-
sants, and any psychotherapy (all p<.01). Duloxetine patients also
initiated therapy later in the study and were more often prescribed
therapy by mental health or other specialists versus primary care.
When depressive diagnoses were absent, duloxetine patients (n=

2346) versus other antidepressant initiators (n=162,212) were
more likely to be female. All other determinants of antidepressant
use remained consistent. Conclusions. In the first four months
after launch, duloxetine initiators were associated with worse prior
diagnostic and treatment histories. Case mix adjustments should
be made when comparing drug cohorts.
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NR579 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sleep Laboratory Assessment of Indiplon in Primary
Insomnia: Results of a Double-Blind, Placebo-
Controlled, Crossover Trial
Russell Rosenberg, Ph.D. Northside Hospital, Sleep Medicine
Institute, 5780 Peach Tree-Dunwood Road, Atlanta, GA, 30342,
Steven Hull, M.D., Martin Cohn, M.D., Yin Kean, M.P.H.,
Robert Farber, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The research data presented will contribute to the participant's
understanding of the safety and efficacy of treatment of DSM-IV
primary insomnia with indiplon.

Summary:

Introduction: To evaluate the efficacy of indiplon, a novel
G a m m a - a m i n o b u t y r i c  a c i d A receptor modulator, in patients diag-
nosed with primary insomnia characterized by sleep maintenance
difficulties.

Methods: Patients (N=100; mean age, 51 years, range, 22-78
years; female, 63%) who met DSM-IV criteria for primary insomnia,
and who reported >60 minutes of wake time after sleep onset,
were randomized to a double-blind, 2-period, 2-night crossover
sleep lab comparison of indiplon 15mg and placebo. Polysomno-
graphic assessments included wake time during sleep (WTDS,
primary outcome), wake time after sleep onset (WASO), latency
to persistent sleep (LPS), total sleep time (TST), and sleep quality.
Comparisons were made using a crossover ANOVA model.

Results: Treatment with indiplon was associated with signifi-
cantly reduced WTDS (60.4 + 3.5 min versus 71.5 + 3.6 min; p=
0.0036), reduced WASO (73.9 + 4.0 min versus 83.0 + 4.0 min;
p=0.019), significantly shorter LPS (12.5 + 1.1 min versus 26.1 +
2.4 min; p<0.0001), and significantly longer TST (389.8 +4.9 min
versus 362.8 + 5.0 min; p<0.0001) relative to placebo. Sleep
quality was rated as significantly improved on indiplon (3.3 +0.1)
compared to placebo (4.0 +0.1; p<0.0001). The overall incidence
of adverse events was similar on indiplon (8.0%) and placebo
(10.4%).

Conclusions: The 15 mg dose of indiplon was safe and effec-
tive in inducing and maintaining sleep in patients with primary
insomnia.
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NR580 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy and Safety of Doxepin 1, 3, and 6 mg in
Elderly Adults With Primary Insomnia
Thomas Roth, Ph.D. Henry Ford Hospital, 2799 West Grand
Boulevard, CFP3, Detroit, Ml, 48202, Roberta Rogowski,
B.S.N., Steven Hull, M.D., Martin Cohn, M.D., Alan Lankford,
Ph.D., David Mayleben, Ph.D., Martin B. Scharf, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the safety and efficacy of sub-therapeutic doses
of doxepin on measures of sleep for the treatment of insomnia in
elderly adults.

Summary:

Introduction: This randomized, placebo-controlled cross-over
study evaluated the efficacy and safety of doxepin in elderly adults
with insomnia.

Methods: Randomized patients (n=76) reported >3 months of
DSM-IV primary insomnia; they additionally had >60 minutes of
wake-time-during-sleep (WTDS), 240-410 minutes of total-sleep-
time (TST), and >10 minutes of latency-to-persistent-sleep (LPS),
confirmed by polysomnography (PSG). Patients received a ran-
dom sequence of doxepin 1mg, 3mg, 6mg or placebo. Treatment
periods consisted of two PSG assessment nights with a 5- or 12-
day drug-free interval. Primary endpoint was WTDS; secondary
endpoints included wake-after-sleep-onset (WASO), TST, and
LPS.

Results: All three doxepin groups had significantly improved
WTDS (p<0.0001), WASO (p<0.0001), and TST (p<0.0001) ver-
sus placebo. LPS was numerically reduced; subjective sleep la-
tency was significantly reduced (p=0.02) in the doxepin 6mg group.
The pattern of the remaining subjective efficacy results was con-
sistent with PSG. There were no significant group differences
in next-day residual sedation, adverse events were not different
among groups, and sleep architecture was generally preserved.

Conclusions: In elderly adults with insomnia, doxepin 1, 3, and
6mg was well-tolerated and produced significant improvement in
PSG-defined and patient-reported sleep maintenance and dura-
tion endpoints that persisted through the final third of the night
(including hour 8) without hangover/next-day residual effects.
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NR581 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Armodafinil Does Not Affect Intended Sleep as
Determined by Polysomnography in Patients With
Excessive Sleepiness
Thomas Roth, Ph.D. Henry Ford Hospital, 2799 West Grand
Boulevard, CFP3, Detroit, Ml, 48202, Timothy A. Roehrs, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that armodafinil does not influence sleep when
sleep is desired in patients with excessive sleepiness associated
with narcolepsy, obstructive sleep apnea/hypopnea syndrome, or
shift work sleep disorder.

Summary:

Introduction/Hypothesis: Armodafinil (the ft-enantiomer of ra-
cemic modafinil) is a wake-promoting agent. Armodafinil (200 mg)

has higher plasma concentrations later in the day relative to mo-
dafinil (200 mg). The effects of armodafinil on intended sleep
determined by polysomnography are reported.

Methods: Four 12-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled,
multicenter studies evaluated armodafinil (150 and 250 mg/day;
n=1090). Nocturnal (narcolepsy, obstructive sleep apnea/hypo-
pnea syndrome [OSA/HS]) or daytime (shift work sleep disorder
[SWSD]) polysomnographic data were collected at baseline and
week 12. Armodafinil was administered at 0700 hours daily (narco-
lepsy and OSA/HS) or within 30 minutes of 2200 hours on the
night shifts worked (SWSD).

Results: Mean change from baseline in the latency to persistent
sleep was -0.6, -1.6, and 3.1 minutes for the armodafinil group
and 7.2, -0.3, and 1.1 minutes for the placebo group in the narco-
lepsy, OSA/HS and SWSD studies, respectively. Mean number
of arousals were decreased in all 3 patient populations (change
from baseline, armodafinil -0.5 to -1.7 versus placebo -0.1 to -
1.5). The mean change in sleep efficiency was -0.6%, -0.4%, and -
2.1 % for armodafinil versus -0.9%, -0.7%, and 0.5% for placebo in
the narcolepsy, OSA/HS, and SWSD groups, respectively. Mean
changes in wake after sleep onset were not clinically meaningful
with armodafinil compared with placebo (narcolepsy, 3.5 versus -
3.6 min; OSA/HS, 1.7 versus 1.7 min; SWSD, 6.2 versus -4.7
min). Sleep architecture was unaffected by armodafinil.

Conclusions: Armodafinil does not adversely affect sleep when
sleep is desired in patients with excessive sleepiness.

Funding Source: Sponsored by Cephalon, Inc.
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NR582 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Effect of Eszopiclone 3 mg Compared With
Placebo in Patients With Rheumatoid Arthritis and
Co-Existing Insomnia
Thomas Roth, Ph.D. Henry Ford Hospital, 2799 West Grand
Boulevard, CFP3, Detroit, Ml, 48202, T. Schnitzer, M.D.,
Robert Rubens, M.D., Thomas Wessel, M.D., Judith Caron,
Ph.D., David Amato, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the effects of 4 weeks of treatment with eszopi-
clone 3mg on sleep efficacy measures, daytime function, pain, and
rheumatoid arthritis disease activity in patients with rheumatoid
arthritis.

Summary:

Objective: Patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) often report
co-existing insomnia. This pilot study was conducted to evaluate
the efficacy and safety of eszopiclone 3mg in patients with RA
and co-existing insomnia.

Methods: This multicenter, double-blind, study enrolled pa-
tients aged 25-64 years with ACR-defined RA (receiving treatment
for >3 months) who reported insomnia (wake time after sleep
onset (WASO) >45 min & total sleep time (TST) <6.5 hr). After
placebo run-in, patients were randomized to eszopiclone (n= 77)
or placebo (n=76) nightly for 4 weeks, followed by a 2-week run-
out. Patient reports of sleep (sleep latency [SL], WASO, TST),
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Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), daytime function, pain, and RA
assessments were evaluated.

Results: Eszopiclone (vs placebo) significantly reduced SL
(p<0.0001), WASO (p=0.0002), and nocturnal awakenings (p=
0.0065), and significantly increased TST (p=0.0001), sleep depth
(p=0.0003), sleep quality (p<0.0001), daytime alertness, ability to
function, and ability to concentrate (all p<0.04). ISI total scores
were significantly better (p<0.0001) with eszopiclone versus pla-
cebo, as were individual items of sleep quality, feeling rested,
daytime fatigue, relationship enjoyment, and sleep difficulties (all
p<0.02). Change scores on the Arthritis Self Efficacy Scale were
clinically and statistically significant for overall score (p=0.046),
pain (p=0.0064), and pain and other symptoms (p=0.018). No
differences in duration or severity of morning stiffness were noted,
though subjects' assessment of pain severity was significantly
reduced with eszopiclone (p=0.023). Number of tender joints was
also significantly reduced in the eszopiclone group (p=0.035).
Subject global assessments were also better with eszopiclone,
though not statistically significant (p=0.072).

Conclusion: In this pilot study of RA and co-existing insomnia,
eszopiclone 3mg improved all sleep efficacy measures and day-
time function over the treatment period. In addition, patients
treated with eszopiclone experienced reductions in some mea-
sures of pain and RA disease activity.

Support for this study provided by Sepracor Inc.
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NR583 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Reboxetine Augmentation in Resistant Depression to
SSRIs, Venlafaxine, and Mirtazapine
Gabriel Rubio, Sr., Ph.D. Department of Psychiatry,
Complutense University, Madrid, Spain, Psychiatry, Lope de
Rueda, 43, Eboli,24,4,a, Madrid, 28050, Spain, Francisco
Lopez-Munoz, Sr., Ph.D., Cecilio Alamo, Sr., Prof. Dr., Pilar
Garcfa-Garcia, Pharm.D., Antonio Pardo, Psy.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
greater information on the possibility of treating resistant-depres-
sion with combination therapy.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate efficacy of the combination therapy with
two antidepressants from different pharmacological families in
treatment-resistant depressive patients.

Methods: In this prospective 12 weeks open-label study, we
assessed the effectiveness of the addition of reboxetine to 195
depressive patients that had previously not responded, or had
done so only in a partial way, to conventional treatment, in monoth-
erapy, with SSRIs (fluoxetine n=29; paroxetine n=44; sertraline
n=30; citalopram n=38), venlafaxine (n= 40) or mirtazapine (n=
14). Data were analyzed on an intent-to-treat basis, using the last-
observation-carried-forward (LOCF) method.

Results: Mean decrease on the 21-items Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale (HDRS) score was 58.02%, and on the Clinical
Global Impressions Scale (CGI), 63.41%. At the end of the treat-
ment, 78.7% of the patients were evaluated as improvement (CGI

< 4), 42.6% as responders (HDRS < 50%) and 33% in remission
(HDRS < 10). No serious side effects were observed during combi-
nation therapy, being more frequent increased constipation (8.5%)
and dry mouth (5.3%).

Conclusions: The results of this study show that the strategy
of combination with reboxetine may be an effective and well-
tolerated tool in treatment-resistant patients who have failed to
adequately respond to monotherapy with SSRIs, venlafaxine or
mirtazapine.
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NR584 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Metrics for Clinical Effectiveness in Bipolar Disorder
Gary S. Sachs, M.D. Harvard-Massachusetts General Hospital,
Bipolar Clinic & Reserach Program, 50 Staniford Street, Suite
580, Boston, MA, 02114, Amanda W. Calkins, B.A., Niamh
Farrelly, M.D., Molly Armistead, B.A., Stephanie V.M. Gironde,
B.A., Tanya Tran, B.A., Gianna Marzilli Ericson, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
familiar with measures of the clinical effectiveness of psychotropic
medications commonly used for Bipolar Disorder (BP).

Summary:

Objective: Outcomes of bipolar disorder tend to focus on either
depressive or manic symptoms, but not both. The purpose of this
study is to explore more clinically relevant metrics of effectiveness
of medications prescribed for bipolar disorder in a specialty clinic.

Methods: Percentage achieving a clinical status of recovering
(euthymia) within 3 months and percentage meeting DSM IV crite-
ria for recovered within 12 months who were treated with a variety
of medications were compared for subjects having >4 visits. Dura-
tion of each new trial of classes of medications was determined
from start to date of last use. Data were analyzed with ANOVA
and chi-square tests as appropriate.

Results: BP subjects (N= 425; 67% BP I) were treated and
followed as per their clinician. Overall, 78% met criteria for recov-
ering within 3 months, and 73% recovered over 12 months. The
median duration of use in days, percent recovering within 3
months, and percent recovered within 12 months for each class
of medications respectively were: Lithium (n=48), 167, 60%, 50%;
Valproate (n=39) 164, 67% 54%; Lamotrigine (n=88) 207, 81%,
61%; Atypical antipsychotics (n=290), 99.5, 62%, 46.5%; Antide-
pressants (n=220) 112, 68%, 51%; and anxiolytics (n=93) 127,
65%, 47%. Duration of use and percentage recovering at 3 months
treated with lamotrigine were significantly greater than atypical
antipsychotics, or antidepressants (p < .01, p < .05).

Conclusions: Using duration of use and percent recovering on
treatment as metrics of clinical effectiveness, lamotrigine ap-
peared to result in better long term outcomes than those pre-
scribed either antipsychotics or antidepressants.
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NR585 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Use of Alcohol in VA Medical Centers for Alcohol
Withdrawal

S. Pirzada Sattar, M.D. Omaha VA Medical Center, Avera
McKennan Research Center, Psychiatry, 2623 N 157th Street,
Omaha, NE, 68116-2029, Subhash C. Bhatia, M.D., Syed F.
Qadri, M.D., Cordelia Okoya, B.S., Ammad Ud Din, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Objectives:
To report the data that suggests that alcohol should not be used

for the prevention and or treatment of alcohol withdrawals.
To report the prevalence of availability of alcohol at academic

medical centers' pharmacy formularies.
To report the prevalence of the availability of alcohol on VA

formularies.
To report the absence of a central policy on the use of alcohol for

the prevention/treatment of alcohol withdrawals in the VA system.

Summary:

Objectives:
To report the data that suggests that alcohol is widely available

for use for the prevention and or treatment of alcohol withdrawals
within the VA Medical system.

To report the prevalence of availability of alcohol at academic
medical centers' pharmacy formularies.

To report the prevalence of the availability of alcohol on VA
formularies.

To report the absence of a central policy on the use of alcohol for
the prevention/treatment of alcohol withdrawals in the VA system.

The purpose of this study is to ascertain how widely alcohol is
available on the VA medical centers, either through their formulary
or a non-formulary process. Also, to investigate how the alcohol
is obtained, and administered to the patients. Also to determine
who are the most common prescribers of alcohol for the detoxifica-
tion/treatment of alcohol dependence.

Method:
The pharmacy directors at each of the VA medical center across

the United States was contacted by mail/email/phone/fax, and
asked to complete a specially developed questionnaire. Re-
sponses were entered in a database, and frequencies determined.
Data was also analyzed for geographic relationship and availability
of alcohol.

Results:There is no central VA wide policy on the use of alcohol
for prevention/treatment of alcohol withdrawals. Only 9% of the
VA medical Centers had a policy against the use of alcohol. Alco-
hol was available in almost 50% of the VA Medical centers through
formulary or non-formulary process. Pharmacy was most often
responsible for its procurement. Nursing was most often responsi-
ble for its administration. Internists were the most common pre-
scribes, followed by surgeons.
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NR586 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Relationship Between Agitation Severity and
Ziprasidone(Geodon) Treatment Response in
Patients With Schizophrenia
Nina R. Schooler, Ph.D. Georgetown University School of
Medicine, Psychiatry, 1731 34th Street NW, Washington, DC,
20007, Jacobo E. Mintzer, M.D., Antony D. Loebel, M.D.,
Ruoyong Yang, Ph.D., Cynthia Siu, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will have
a greater understanding of the relationship between agitation se-
verity and treatment response in schizophrenia

Summary:

Objective: Agitation is a common antipsychotic treatment tar-
get. We evaluated the relationship between agitation severity and
ziprasidone treatment response in patients with schizophrenia.

Methods: Pooled analyses of 2 randomized, double-blind,
fixed-dose, placebo-controlled, 6-week trials of ziprasidone (40
mg to 160 mg/dayj were performed. Using statistical interaction
analysis, treatment response was evaluated in patients with mod-
erate to high (PANSS excitement EC score > 15, N=182) and low
(PANSS EC score < 15, N=358) agitation severity at baseline.
Overall improvement was assessed using the CGI-S scale. The
contribution of improvement in agitation to the change in CGI-
S due to ziprasidone treatment was evaluated using mediator
analyses.

Results: Ziprasidone treatment resulted in significant improve-
ment in CGI-S (LOCF) compared with placebo, in patients with
both high and low baseline agitation scores. After correcting for
placebo responses, effect size for CGI-S change was -0.63 and -
0.24 in high and low agitation subgroups, respectively (p=0.039).
Improvement in CGI-S was found to be mediated by change in
agitation (p<0.001), which accounted for 37% of the total treatment
effect on CGI-S.

Conclusions: These findings suggest that overall response to
ziprasidone is in part mediated by effects on agitation symptoms.
Further studies are needed to explore if this effect is ziprasidone-
specific or is applicable to other antipsychotics.
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NR587 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Asenapine: A Novel Psychopharmacologic Agent
With a Unique Human Receptor Signature
Mohammed Shahid, Ph.D. Organon Laboratories Ltd.,
Pharmacology, Newhouse, Lanarkshire, ML1 5SH, United
Kingdom, Glenn B. Walker, Anil S. Jina, M.D., Stevin Zorn,
Ph.D., Erik H. F. Wong, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Describe the receptor signature of asenapine.
2. Compare the receptor signature of asenapine with those of

currently available antipsychotic drugs.

Summary:

Objective: Preliminary trials suggest that asenapine offers an
advance in treating schizophrenia. We explored the mechanism
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of action of asenapine by comparing its human receptor signature
with the receptor-binding profiles of antipsychotic drugs.

Methods: We determined the binding affinities of asenapine
under comparable assay conditions for cloned human serotoner-
gic, alpha-adrenergic, dopaminergic, histaminic, and muscarinic
receptors. In all, asenapine has been tested in more than 90
receptor assays (including enzyme, transporter, and ion channel)
for determining receptor specificity.

Results: The rank order of receptor affinity for asenapine at
the various receptors was different from that of olanzapine, risperi-
done, quetiapine, aripiprazole, ziprasidone, clozapine, and halo-
peridol. Asenapine exhibited a higher affinity (Ki in nM) for 5-HT2c
(0.03), 5-HT2A (0.07), 5-HT7 (0.11), 5-HT2B (0.18), 5-HT6 (0.25),
and 5-HT7 (0.11) receptors with reference to D2 (1.3) receptors.
Receptor affinities for the antipsychotic drugs tested were gener-
ally in agreement with published data. Compared with antipsy-
chotic drugs, asenapine is likely to have more potent interaction
with 5-HT2C, 5-HT7, 5-HT6, 5-HT5 (1.6) and D3 (0.42) receptors
and a-i (1.20) and a

2
 (0.33-1.2) adrenoceptors. Unlike olanzapine,

clozapine, and quetiapine, asenapine has much lower affinity for
muscarinic receptors relative to its D2 affinity, suggesting a low
propensity for anticholinergic adverse effects. Asenapine was in-
active in all other receptor assays tested for determining general
receptor specificity.

Conclusions: The human receptor signature of asenapine dif-
fers from that of the antipsychotics tested, with potent interactions
at an ensemble of serotonergic, dopaminergic, and alpha-adrener-
gic receptors, but no significant interaction at muscarinic recep-
tors. These characteristics may contribute to the clinical effective-
ness and tolerability of asenapine in patients with schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder.

Funding Source: This study was supported by Organon Labo-
ratories Ltd and Pfizer Inc.
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NR588 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Ten-Year Study of the Pattern of Use and
Adherence to Antipsychotic Drugs in a Korean
General Hospital
Sang-Eun Shin, M.D. Incheon Christian Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry, 237, Yul Mok-Dong, Choong-Ku, Incheon, 400-714,
Republic of Korea, Kun Jung, M.D., Kye-Sung Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This study was investigated the change in the antipsychotic
drug use pattern and its effect on adherence during ten years.
The study was a retrograde analysis and had limitation. But this
demonstrated the relationship between antipsychotic drugs and
adherence and drug use pattern in Korea

Summary:

Introduction: This study examined the change in the antipsy-
chotic drug use pattern and its effect on adherence.

Methods: The subjects were 523 schizophrenic patients who
had been hospitalized at some time between 1994 and 2003.
The study was a retrograde analysis of the antipsychotic dose,
combination rate, and dose of adjuvant drugs. To examine adher-

ence, we investigated the duration of hospitalization, follow-up
rate, duration of follow-up, and relation to antipsychotic drugs.

Results: The use of antipsychotic drugs increased with time.
The combination rate was not significant. The dose of olanzapine
increased with time (r=.86, p<.05). Of the adjuvant drugs, the dose
of propranolol increased with time (r=.74, p<.05). Clozapine use
involved more hospitalization days than risperidol or standard
antipsychotic drugs (Quetiapine and haloperidol). There were no
significant differences between standard and non-standard anti-
psychotic drugs. There were relations between duration of follow-
up and risperidone.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that the choice of antipsy-
chotic drug influences adherence to treatment. We need to exam-
ine the factors that affect the adherence to antipsychotics in more
detail, to produce a better treatment outcome.
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NR589 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
RNA Concentration in Postmortem Human Brain
Tissue
Tatyana P. Shteinlukht, M.D. UMass Medical School/UMMHC,
Psychiatry, 151 Gerry Road, Chestnut Hill, MA, 02467-3185,
David A. Drachman, M.D., Jack Leonard, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that postmortem human brain tissue contains
enough RNA to allow analysis of gene transcript levels. Such
analysis is a valuable tool in studying psychiatric diseases.

Summary:

Objective: Analysis of gene transcript levels in postmortem hu-
man brain is a valuable tool in studying psychiatric diseases.
RNA extraction and cDNA generation are important steps in this
process. Since postmortem human brain tissue yields less RNA
than many other human tissues the goal of the study was to clarify
whether there is a sufficient amount of total RNA in postmortem
human brain to allow cDNA generation.

Method: Stratagene Absolutely RNA Microprep Kit was used
for RNA isolation from cells from previously frozen at -86°C post-
mortem human brain tissue. Quantitative and qualitative RNA
analysis was done by measuring optical density of small sample
diluted in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5 at 260 nm and 280 nm. Ambion
Message Sensor RT Kit RT-RCR was used for the cDNA synthesis
and amplification in One Step RT-PCR reaction (40 PCR cycles).
Human Actin Primers, M-MLV RT and Ambion SuperTaq polymer-
ase were used. 1.4% Agarose Gel Electrophoresis was used to
separate RCR products.

Results: Total RNA concentration in previously frozen at -86°C
postmortem human brain tissue was 200-400 ng/mg of frozen
tissue.

Conclusions: Previously frozen at -86°C postmortem human
brain tissue contains enough total RNA to allow analysis of gene
transcript levels.
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NR590 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Treatment of Tardive Dyskinesia With Vitamin E
Tatyana P. Shteinlukht, M.D. UMass Medical School/UMMHC,
Psychiatry, 151 Gerry Road, Chestnut Hill, MA, 02467-3185

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize benefits of treatment of tardive dyskinesia (TD)
with Vitamin E.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate if Vitamin E is effective in treatment of
neuroleptic-induced tardive dyskinesia (TD).

Method: 12 patients with TD were studied at the outpatient
community clinic in open label fashion. Patients received the same
dose and preparation of neuroleptic for at least 3 months prior to
initiation of Vitamin E 400 IU PO 4 times a day and in the course of
treatment. Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS) scores
were checked at every visit (usually once a month). Treatment
lasted 3 - 30 months. End point of treatment defined as 0 on AIMS
scale or end of follow up by investigator. Data was analyzed using
t-test.

Results: Results for up to 30 months duration of treatment are
reported for the first time. Patients reported no side effects to
Vitamin E. Reduction of AIMS scores from 5.16 + 1.13 to 1.00 +
0.50 (on average by 84.75%) with p<0,01 was noted. Patients
who were more resistive to treatment had longer duration of anti-
psychotic therapy and were all elderly females except one.

Conclusions: Findings support the results of the majority of the
prior studies. Vitamin E seems to be a viable treatment for such
a disabling condition as TD.
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NR591 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Antidepressant Use in Iceland: Nationwide
Population-Based Survey
Engilbert Sigurdsson, M.D. Landspitali University Hospital,
Psychiatry, Hringbraut, Reykjavik, 101, Iceland, Thordis
Olafsdottir, Pharm.D., Magnus Gottfredsson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
aware that (1) by far the strongest indicator of willingness to use
antidepressants for the treatment of depression was previous ex-
perience as users among 18-80 year-old adults in Iceland, (2) the
more knowledgeable subjects were about antidepressants, the
more positively they regarded their use in the treatment of depres-
sion, (3) since depression is often a relapsing-remitting disorder
and indications for antidepressants expanding, sales in Iceland
and elsewhere are likely to continue to rise still, (4) in light of
the results of this nationwide population-based survey, this trend
should perhaps cause less concerns at the Icelandic State Social
Security Institute in the near future unless cheaper or more cost-
effective treatment options become available.

Summary:

Background: Antidepressant sales have risen from 8 Defined
Daily Doses (DDD) per 1000 Icelanders in 1975 to 95 DDD/1000
in 2005 which is higher than in any other European population
that we are aware of. The State Social Security Institute (SSSI)
pays around 60% of the cost. While the SSSI has repeatedly
criticised this increase, little has been known about the views of
members of the public on the effectiveness of antidepressants
and about the factors that influence their views. Many users have
complained about feeling guilty about using up valuable resources
by using these widely prescribed drugs.

Methods: We devised a questionnaire in three parts to examine
demographic factors, views and knowledge about antidepressant
use and effectiveness. The questionnaire was sent to a randomly
drawn sample of 2000 Icelanders 18-80 years of age.

Results: The 945 responders (47%) did not differ from non-
responders by sex, age, education or residence. Around 8%
(95%CI 6.2-9.6) were receiving antidepressants at the time of the
survey and the same proportion had previously been on antide-
pressants for at least 6 weeks. Seven out of ten were willing to
accept antidepressants as a treatment for depression. By far the
strongest indicator of this was prior own experience of using anti-
depressants (OR 6.9, 95%CI 3.4-13.8), followed by knowing
someone well who had been treated with antidepressants (OR
2.3, 95%CI 1.6-3.3). More than 3 out of every 4 (77%) who had
used antidepressants felt that the benefits of therapy had out-
weighed the disadvantages. The more knowledgeable subjects
were about antidepressants, the more likely they were to be willing
to use them.

Conclusion: The majority of adult Icelanders are willing to use
antidepressants for depression. The factors influencing their views
most strongly are subjects' own experience of using them and
the experience of close friends or relatives.
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NR592 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cardiovascular Effects of Extended-Release
Dexmethylphenidate in Adults With ADHD and
Hypertension
Thomas J. Spencer Mass General Hospital, 55 Fruit Street.
Warren 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Lenard A. Adler, Timothy E.
Wilens, Linda Pestreich, James Wang, Rafael Muniz

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the attendee should be able to:
Understand the effects of d-MPH-ER on SBP/DBP and HR in

patients with hypertension and ADHD.
Compare vital sign changes across d-MPH-ER doses in this

population.

Summary:

Objectives: Some ADHD treatments have the potential to pro-
duce unwanted changes in vital signs in hypertensive patients.
This analysis examined vital sign changes in adults receiving
extended-release dexmethylphenidate (d-MPH-ER) 20-40 mg or
placebo for 5 weeks.

Methods: Systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pres-
sure (DBP), and heart rate (HR) were measured in adults (18-60
years old) with DSM-IV-defined ADHD who took antihypertensive
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medication or had hypertension reported as an adverse event
(AE) during 5 weeks of double-blind treatment with d-MPH-ER
doses of 20 (n=58), 30 (n=55), or 40 (n=55) mg/day, or placebo
(n=53). Patients were started on 10 mg/day and titrated to their
target dose at weekly intervals.

Results: Overall, 3 patients receiving d-MPH-ER 20 mg/day,
3 receiving 30 mg/day, and 5 receiving 40 mg/day took antihyper-
tensive medication or had hypertension as an AE versus 1 patient
receiving placebo. At baseline, mean SBP/DBP values for these
patients were 140/92.3,140/82.3, 129.2/88.4, and 138/80.0 mm
Hg, respectively. Respective values at end point were 135/85.0,
147/88.3,127/87.2, and 120/84.0 mm Hg. At baseline, respective
HR values were 70.7, 86.0, 73.2, and 80.0 bpm, and at end
point, they were 65.3, 82.7, 71.4, and 80.0 bpm. No change from
baseline in vital signs was statistically significant.Conclusions:
In this small sample, d-MPH-ER did not adversely affect SBP/
DBP or HR in patients taking antihypertensive medications or who
had hypertension reported as an AE during treatment. The largest
change was an 18-point drop in SBP, occurring in a placebo-
treated patient.
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NR593 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Long-Term Effects of Extended-Release
Dexmethylphenidate on Hemodynamic Variables and
Body Weight in Adults With ADHD
Thomas J. Spencer Mass General Hospital, 55 Fruit Street.
Warren 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Lenard A. Adler, Linda
Pestreich, James Wang, Rafael Muniz

Educational Objectives:

Relatively little is known about the long-term effects of d-MPH-
ER on hemodynamic variables and body weight in adult patients
with ADHD. At the end of this presentation, the attendee should
be able to:

Understand the changes in vital signs and weight observed over
6 months of treatment with d-MPH-ER.Describe cardiovascular
adverse events reported in this open-label study of adults treated
with d-MPH-ER.

Summary:

Objectives: Some ADHD medications may adversely affect
hemodynamic variables and body weight with long-term treatment.
This analysis examined changes in vital signs and body weight
in adults receiving open-label extended-release dexmethylpheni-
date (d-MPH-ER) for 6 months.

Methods: One hundred seventy adult outpatients with DSM-
IV-defined ADHD received d-MPH-ER starting at 10 mg/day, then
flexibly titrated to 20-40 mg/day. Results were analyzed separately
for patients who received mean d-MPH-ER doses <20, >20-30,
and >30 mg/day.

Results: Mean baseline systolic/diastolic blood pressure for the
<20, >20-30, and >30 mg/day groups were 118.0/75.0, 124.8/
77.0, and 122.0/77.4 mm Hg, respectively. End point values were
121.2/75.0, 125.9/78.1, and 125.2/80.7 mm Hg. Baseline heart
rate for the 3 groups were 71.2, 73.9, and 73.0 bpm, respectively,
and 72.9, 75.7, and 79.8 bpm at end point. On average, patients
were slightly overweight at baseline: 82.2, 88.2, and 92.9 kg. End

point weights were 81.2, 87.7, and 89.4 kg. Significant decreases
(>7%) in weight occurred in 7.3%, 17.2%, and 29.2% of patients
in the <20, >20-30, and >30 mg/day dosing groups. One patient
discontinued d-MPH-ER because of palpitations and 2 discon-
tinued because of tachycardia. One had a clinically relevant elec-
trocardiographic abnormality at end point.

Conclusions: Long-term d-MPH-ER results in modest in-
creases in

systolic/diastolic blood pressure, small increases in heart rate,
and decreases

in weight that are greater with doses >30 mg/day.
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NR594 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Effectiveness of Olanzapine Versus Divalproex
in Clinical Practice: A One-Year Study of the
Treatment of Mixed, Manic, and Hypomanic Episodes
of Bipolar Disorder
Michael Stensland, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, DC 4133, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Rakesh Ranjan,
Douglas E. Faries, Baojin Zhu, John P. Houston

Educational Objectives:

At the end of the presentation, attendees will understand differ-
ences in long-term clinical outcomes for patients with bipolar disor-
der treated with olanzapine or divalproex in typical clinical practice.

Summary:

Objective: To compare outcomes for individuals with bipolar
disorder treated with olanzapine or divalproex in usual clinical
practice without entry criteria and treatment intervention con-
straints of randomized, controlled trials.

Method: 363 adults with SCID diagnosed bipolar disorder in a
hypomanic, manic, or mixed episode initiating on either olanzapine
(N = 179) or divalproex (N=184) were followed 1 year. Patients
from 31 U.S. sites were assessed at enrollment, 3 weeks, 3
months, 6 months, and 12 months with the Young Mania Rating
Scale (YMRS), Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS), and Clinical Global Impression (CGI)-Severity scale.
Propensity scores were used to correct for selection bias from non-
randomization. Marginal Structural Models were used to compare
outcomes.

Results: Similar proportions of olanzapine (35.2%) and dival-
proex (34.2%) patients remained on initial medication for the full
year. YMRS score decreased more in olanzapine than divalproex
treated patients over 1 year (p = .026). Visit-wise treatment differ-
ences were non-significant at 3-weeks but statistically significant
at 12 months (p = .043). Olanzapine treated patients had greater
improvement on CGI (p = .041) but not MADRS. Conclusion: In
an observational study of usual clinical practice, olanzapine versus
divalproex treated bipolar patients had greater long-term manic
symptom improvement.
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NR595 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Association Between Atypical Antipsychotic
Compliance and Hospitalization and Emergency
Department Visits in Patients With Bipolar Disorder
Lee S. Stern, M.S. Analytica International, Global Health
Outcomes, 450 Park Avenue South, 12th FLoor, New York,
NY, 10016, Daniel P. Wiederkehr, B.S., John J. Doyle, D.P.H.,
Laura M. Katz, M.P.H., Kitty Rajagopalan, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should have
gained knowledge of: 1) the evaluation of compliance using the
medication possession ratio; and 2) the association between com-
pliance with atypical antipsychotics and the likelihood of hospital-
ization and emergency department visits in patients with bipolar
disorder.

Summary:

Objectives: Determine the association between compliance
with atypical antipsychotics (AA) and likelihood of hospitalizations
and emergency department (ED) visits among patients with bipolar
disorder (BPD).

Methods: Retrospective analysis of 2,785 patients with BPD
in a US multi-managed care plan database (2000-2004; PharMe-
trics). Compliance was assessed with the medication possession
ratio (MPR): ratio of days of possession of any AA during the first
year of follow-up to days of follow-up in the first year after the
first prescription of an AA. Cut-off levels for compliance were
MPR>0.80 and MPR value >80th percentile. Statistical analysis
was undertaken using logistic regression modeling.

Results: 16.8% (N=467) had MPR>0.80 and 19.9% (N=554)
had MPR>80th percentile (0.758) for any AA. More compliant pa-
tients (MPR>0.80) had significantly fewer hospitalizations or ED
visits than less compliant patients during one year of follow-up
(51.2% versus 58.0%, P=0.007). Hospitalizations or ED visits were
similarly lower in more compliant patients based on MPR>80th

percentile (52.7% versus 57.9%, P=0.028). More compliant pa-
tients were less likely to have a hospitalization or ED visit in the
first year of follow-up than less compliant patients (MPR>0.80:
OR=0.75, Cl 0.60-0.92; MPR>80th percentile: OR=0.80, Cl 0.65-
0.98).Conclusion: Increased compliance with AA was associated
with a decreased risk of hospitalization or ED visits among patients
with BPD in the first year of follow-up.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR596 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine in Patients With Schizophrenia and
Substance Use Disorder
Emmanuel Stip Hosp LM LaFontaine, 7401 Hochelaga,
Montreal, PQ, H1N 3M5, Canada, Stephane Potvin, Olivier
Lipp, Adham Mancini-Marie, Roch-Hugo Bouchard, Alain
Gendron

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand the advantages of using quetiapine in patients with
schizophrenia and substance use disorders

Summary:

Objective: Evidence suggests that atypical antipsychotics,1 in-
cluding quetiapine,2 can relieve substance craving in patients with
schizophrenia. This open-label study investigated quetiapine
treatment in patients with substance use disorder (SUD) and
schizophrenia.

Methods: Twenty-nine patients with a schizophrenia spectrum
disorder (DSM-IV) and comorbid SUD (abuse or dependence; >3
months) were switched from previous antipsychotics to quetiapine
(200-800 mg/day) for 12 weeks. Efficacy measures, including SUD
severity (Alcohol Use and Drug Use Scales), craving for drug
of choice (modified Penn Alcohol Craving Scale [mPACS]) and
quantities of psychoactive substances (PAS) used (measured by
money spent) were assessed at weeks 3, 6, 9 and 12 (ANOVA for
repeated measures performed). PANSS, CDSS and EPS Rating
Scale scores were also assessed.

Results: Twenty-four patients completed the study; patients
were switched from one or more of olanzapine (n=15); risperidone
(n=5), ziprasidone (n=1), haloperidol (n=3) or conventional anti-
psychotics (n=4). Patients had >1 SUD: cannabis only (n=10);
alcohol only (n=5); PAS only (n=1); cannabis+alcohol (n=1);
alcohol+PAS (n=3); cannabis+PAS (n=4). At endpoint (LOCF),
quetiapine treatment (mean dose 545.8 mg/day; mean duration
11.9 weeks) caused a significant reduction in SUD severity
(p<0.01) and PAS use (p<0.01). Cannabis (but not alcohol) crav-
ings decreased significantly (mPACS; p<0.01). PANSS (p<0.01),
CDSS (p<0.01) and EPS Rating Scale (p<0.05) scores were signif-
icantly improved.

Conclusions: Quetiapine treatment significantly improved
SUD, psychiatric and depressive symptoms, and EPS in patients
with schizophrenia.
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NR597 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Psychosocial Impact, Work and Legal Complications
Among Antidepressant Nonresponders Who Screen
Positive for Bipolar Disorder
Michael M. Stone, M.D. 4.510 Rebecca Sealy Hospital, 301
University Boulevard, Galveston, TX, 77555-0190, Joseph R.
Calabrese, M.D., Gary S. Sachs, M.D., Mark A. Frye, M.D.,
Thomas R. Thompson, M.D., Michael L. Reed, Ph.D., Robert
M.A. Hirschfeld, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To better understand the psychosocial and work-related impact
and legal complications among patients with depression who are
at risk for bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Educational Objective: To better understand the psychosocial
and work-related impact and legal complications among patients
with depression who are at risk for bipolar disorder.
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Objective: To assess impairment associated with undetected
for bipolar disorder (BPD) among patients currently in treatment
for unipolar depression.

Method: Psychiatrists from community and private practice
clinic settings randomly selected patients with unipolar depression
that have failed one or more antidepressant (AD) medication trials.
Patients with a prior diagnosis of BPD, OCD, or schizophrenia
were excluded. Patients who screened positive on the Mood Disor-
der Questionnaire (MDQ) were considered "undetected" BPD.
Medical record abstraction obtained patient history as well as
current and prior AD medication use. A self-administered survey
collected patient demographics, Quality of Life Enjoyment and
Satisfaction data (QLESQ-SF), work and social and family life
disruption via Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS), work impairment
via Work and Social Adjustment Scale (WSAS) and legal compli-
cations via the legal status section of the Addiction Severity Index
(Legal).

Results: Data were collected from 602 patients. A total of 18.6%
(112 patients) were MDQ positive. Compared with MDQ negative
patients, MDQ positive patients had lower QLESQ-SF (F=3.7,
p<.055), more SDS disruption in work (F=6.5, p<.011) social (F=
8.2, p<.004) and family (F=12.1, p<.001) domains, more WSAS
work impairment (F=14.4, p<.0001) and more Legal complications
(chi=9.2, p<.002).

Conclusions: These findings suggest that depression patients
with undetected BPD were impaired in a variety of functional areas
and should be carefully evaluated for BPD so that appropriate
treatments can be offered.

Research supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR598 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Divalproex Use and Utility in a Prison Population
Humberto Temporini, M.D. University of Connecticut School of
Medicine, Psychiatry, 263 Farmington Avenue, Farmington, CT,
06030-1410, Susan Quarti, M.S., Wanli Zang, Ph.D., Karen
Pagano, M.S., Nicholas Demartinis, M.D., Robert L. Trestman,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize common uses for divalproex in a correctional
setting, as well as discuss its efficacy in this population.

Summary:

This retrospective review of divalproex use in the Connecticut
Department of Correction examined the psychiatric diagnoses
of patients receiving divalproex, doses used, and symptomatic/
functional change over time. Methods: Inmates receiving dival-
proex for > one month between January 2002 through March 2003
were eligible. 150 male and 50 female charts were randomly
selected for review out of 961 eligible charts. Results: The most
common Axis I diagnoses in inmates receving divalproex were:
bipolar disorder (54.8%), polysubstance abuse/dependence
(51.2%), MDD (13.7%), schizoaffective disorder (8.9%), posttrau-
matic stress disorder (7.1%) and schizophrenia (6.5%). 55.4% of
the inmates met criteria for two axis I disorders, 7.7% met criteria
for three and 1.8% for four. 25% of the sample had an Axis II
diagnosis; the most common being BPD (13.7% of sample) and

antisocial personality disorder (13.1%). The duration of treatment
with divalproex ranged from 0.72 to 37.25 months (mean, 7.49).
Overall, 52% of the sample was assessed as having improved
clinically with treatment, 33% was unchanged, and 13.7% showed
deterioration. Dose was not correlated with clinical change. Con-
clusions: Divalproex is commonly prescribed in correctional set-
tings for a wide range of Axis I and II disorders, and is associated
with clinical improvement.
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NR599 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Biological Mechanisms Involved in the Modification
of the Membrane Phospholipidic Asymmetrical
Distribution in RBC Membranes From Schizophrenic
Patients: Putative Role of the Aminophospholipidic
Transporters
Cedric Tessier INSERMU538, 27 rue de Chaligny, Paris,
75012, France, Philippe Nuss, Florian Ferreri, Germain
Trugnan

Educational Objectives:

A significant decrease in the asymmetrical PE (phosphatidyleth-
anolamine) gradient in erythrocyte membranes has been found
in 2/3 of schizophrenic patients (G1) as compared to healthy
controls (GO). The mean ratio between external/internal PE in
RBC membranes from healthy controls is 4/96 whereas in this
G1 group this ratio is significantly (p< 0.05) higher: 8/92. We
wanted to study the phospholipid membrane transporters activities
in the erythrocyte membranes from the a group of schizophrenic
patients with membrane abnormality (G1) versus schizophrenic
patients without the abnormality (G2) and healthy controls (GO).

Summary:

Method: RBC from schizophrenic patients and healthy controls
were isolated after blood puncture (n1=3 from patients from the
G1 group, n2=3 from the G2 group and n3=3 from the GO group)

We studied in Extended Release ythrocytes ghost (made with
membranes from n-i, n2, n3) the PE/PS kinetic internalization pro-
cess with labelled PE/PS. The ATP concentration was concomi-
tantly assessed.Results: The APLT activity in RBC membranes
from the G1 group compared to G2 and GO groups is following a
distinct activation pattern. The PE asymmetrical distribution results
from a complex mechanism, involving several transporters and
not only, as initially hypothesise a decreased activity of the APLT.
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NR600 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Quetiapine Monotherapy in Bipolar
Depression: A Confirmatory Double-Blind, Placebo-
Controlled Study (The BOLDER II Study)
Michael E. Thase, M.D. University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center, Department of Psychiatry, Western Psychiatric Institute
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and Clinic, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213-2593,
Robin McCoy, William Chang, Wayne Macfadden, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants will be able
to: 1) evaluate the recent data on efficacy and tolerability of quetia-
pine for bipolar depression and 2) use this information in the
management of patients with bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of quetiapine
monotherapy for depressive episodes in patients with bipolar dis-
order.1'2

Methods: Patients with bipolar I or II depression (DSM-IV) were
randomized to 8 weeks of double-blind treatment with quetiapine
(300 or 600 mg/d; once-daily, evening dosing) or placebo. Patients
were assessed weekly using MADRS and HAM-D. The primary
endpoint was change in MADRS total score from baseline to Week
8 (ANCOVA/LOCF analysis).

Results: Of 509 patients randomized, 59% completed the
study. Improvements from baseline in mean MADRS total scores
were significantly greater with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d than
with placebo from first evaluation, Week 1 (change from baseline
with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d: -9.42 and -9.14, respectively;
both P<0.001 versus placebo: -6.10) through to Week 8 (change
from baseline with quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/d: -16.94 and -
16.00 respectively; both P<0.001 versus placebo: -10.2). MADRS
effect sizes at Week 8 were 0.54 and 0.61 for quetiapine 300 and
600 mg/d, respectively. Improvements in mean HAM-D scores
were also significantly greater with both quetiapine doses than
with placebo (P<0.001) throughout the study (Week 8 effect sizes
0.61 and 0.55 for 300 and 600 mg/d, respectively). There were
significant improvements in primary and secondary outcomes with
both 300 and 600 mg/d quetiapine, without major differences in
the doses. Common AEs included dry mouth (300 mg/d: 42.7%,
600 mg/d: 47.0%, placebo: 18.0%), sedation (32.2%, 27.4%,
10.2%), somnolence (29.8%, 29.8%, 4.8%), and dizziness
(14.0%, 16.1%, 5.4%). Generally, AEs were mild in intensity, dis-
continuation rates due to AEs were 8.1% (300 mg/d), 11.2% (600
mg/d), and 1.2% (placebo).

Conclusions: These results replicate those of the BOLDER I
study2 and confirm that quetiapine monotherapy is an effective
and well-tolerated treatment for depressive episodes in bipolar
disorder.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR601 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Olanzapine/Fluoxetine Combination, Olanzapine, and
Fluoxetine in Treatment-Resistant Major Depressive
Disorder
Michael E. Thase, M.D. University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA, 152132593, Sara
A. Corya, M.D., Olawale Osuntokun, M.D., Todd M. Sanger,
Ph.D., Michael Case, M.S., Susan B. Watson, Ph.D., Sanjay
Dube, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the acute efficacy and safety profile of olanzapine/
fluoxetine combination in treatment-resistant depression.

Summary:

Objective. The olanzapine/fluoxetine combination (OFC) has
been previously reported as effective in treatment-resistant de-
pression.12 Two parallel 8-week double-blind studies compared
OFC, olanzapine (OLZ), and fluoxetine (FLX) in TRD.

Methods. TRD was defined as current episode SSRI failure
and prospective fluoxetine failure. 605 nonresponders during an
8-week fluoxetine lead-in phase were randomized to OFC, OLZ,
or FLX. Efficacy was evaluated with the MADRS. Data were ana-
lyzed via mixed-effects model repeated measures analysis of
variance.

Results. After 8 weeks of double-blind treatment, pooled results
(studies 1 and 2 combined) revealed that OFC patients demon-
strated significantly greater MADRS improvement (-12.7) than
FLX (-9.0, p<.001) and OLZ (-8.8, p<.001) patients. Response
rates were 40% for OFC, 30% for FLX, and 26% for OLZ. Adverse
events in >10% of OFC patients were weight gain, increased
appetite, dry mouth, somnolence, fatigue, headache, peripheral
edema, hypersomnia, and tremor. Cholesterol mean change (mg/
dL was +15.1 for OFC, +0.8 for FLX, and +2.7 for OLZ. Mean
weight change (kg) was +4.9 for OFC, +0.4 for FLX, and +5.5
for OLZ.

Conclusions. Pooled results revealed that OFC patients dem-
onstrated significantly greater improvement in depressive symp-
toms than those taking OLZ or FLX alone.
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NR602 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Pooled Analysis of Remission Rates Following
Monotherapy With Bupropion or a Selective
Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor: Impact of Additional
Data
Michael E. Thase, M.D. University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center, Psychiatry, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA,
152132593, Barbara Haight, Pharm.D., Nathalie E. Richard,
M.S., Alok Krishen, M.S., Anne Andorn, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the participant will be familiar
with the newer meta-analysis of remission rates during treatment
with bupropion or an SSRI from recently completed studies.

Summary:

Background: Remission is widely believed to be the best crite-
rion by which to compare the efficacy of antidepressants. A previ-
ous meta-analysis demonstrated that bupropion has remission
rates comparable to SSRIs in MDD. We hypothesized that this
finding would not be changed by including new additional data
sets.

Objective: We now report a further meta-analysis of remission
rates during treatment with bupropion or an SSRI including data
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from two recently-completed studies comparing bupropion and
the SSRI escitalopram.

Methods: Data were pooled from 9 randomized, double-blind,
acute-phase studies of MDD. Patients received bupropion XL 300-
450mg/day (n=276), bupropion Sustained Release 100-400mg/
day (n=688), bupropion IR 225-450mg/day (n=60), escitalopram
10-20mg/day (n=281), fluoxetine 20-60mg/day (n=348), sertraline
50-200mg/day (n=358), paroxetine 10-40mg/day (n=52) or pla-
cebo (n=797). Remission rates (17-item Hamilton Rating Scale
for Depression score <7) were calculated at week 8 or endpoint
using pooled data from all 9 studies and separately for the 6
studies that included a placebo control.

Results: Remission rates for the analysis of all studies were
46% for bupropion, 46.8% for SSRIs and 35.5% for placebo (statis-
tical equivalence within 5%). Remission rates for both active treat-
ments were superior to placebo (p<0.001). For the subset of stud-
ies that included a placebo control, remission rates were 44% for
bupropion, 45% for SSRIs and 36% for placebo (p<0.001 buprop-
ion and SSRIs v. placebo). The five active treatments were well
tolerated and showed similar overall frequencies of adverse
events. However, the SSRIs, including escitalopram, were associ-
ated with a greater incidence of orgasm dysfunction, sexual
arousal disorder, and sexual desire disorder compared to buprop-
ion and placebo.

Conclusions: Bupropion monotherapy produced similar remis-
sion rates as the SSRIs. All medications were well-tolerated; how-
ever, SSRI therapy resulted in higher rates of sexual dysfunction
compared to bupropion and placebo.
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NR603 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Predicting Remission in Depressed Outpatients
Treated With Venlafaxine Extended Release (XR) or
Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRI) by
Examining Symptom Improvement Patterns
Madhukar H. Trivedi, M.D. University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center, Psychiatry, 6363 Forest Park Road, Suite
13.354, Dallas, TX, 75235, Bruce D. Grannemann, M.A., Jeff
Musgnung, Qin Jiang, Raj Tummala, M.D., Michael E. Thase,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to assess how symptom improvements may be used to
predict remission in major depression.

2. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to evaluate how differing patterns of symptom improve-
ment may help to predict which patients will achieve remission
on which class of antidepressant.

3. At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to discuss the different symptom domains in major de-
pression.

Summary:

Objective: Subanalysis of a 180-day, open-label study to as-
sess patterns of symptom improvement and remission in the first
4 weeks of treatment. 

Methods: MDD outpatients (N=1385) with a HAM-D17 total
score >20 were randomly assigned to receive venlafaxine XR (n=
688) or an SSRI (n=697). Remission rates (HAM-D17 total score
<7) for venlafaxine XR and SSRIs were compared at 90 and
180 days. Patient change scores for the mood, psychic anxiety,
somatic, and combined anxiety and somatic symptom domains
during baseline to day 14, day 14 to 30, and baseline to day 30
treatment periods were compared with remission status at day 90
and 180.

Results: Remission rates at day 90 were 35.0% (193/552)
and 29.5% (163/553) for venlafaxine XR and SSRIs, respectively.
Predictors that best distinguish remitters and nonremitters (at day
90) for venlafaxine XR-treated patients were the day 14 to 30 mood
(P=0.0006) and somatic symptom (P=0.0005) domain change
scores; the day 14 to 30 somatic (P=0.0052) domain change score
was the best predictor for the SSRIs.

Conclusions: Although the pattern of symptom improvement
was statistically significant in favor of venlafaxine versus SSRIs,
this level of significance has not been evaluated for each individual
SSRI. In this study, the pattern of symptom improvement differed
significantly for the 2 treatment groups. These data may help to
predict the patients who will achieve remission with which antide-
pressant agents.
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NR604 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Clinical Features of 35 % Carbon Dioxide Challenge
Test in Panic Disorder: A Comparison With
Spontaneous Panic Attacks
Alexandre Martins Valenca, M.D. Federal University of Rio de
Janeiro, Laboratory of Panic and Respiration, R. da Cascata 13
apto 501-Tijuca - CEP 20530-080, Av. Venceslau Bras 71-
Botafogo CEP 22290-000, Rio de Janeiro, 20530-080, Brazil,
Antonio Egidio Nardi, M.D., Isabella Nascimento, M.D., Rafael
C. Freire, M.D., Marco A. Mezzasalma, M.D., Valfrido Melo,
M.D., Fabiana L. Lopes, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Our educational objective is to study the psychopatological pro-
file of 35% carbon dioxide induced panic attacks

Summary:

Aim: to describe the clinical features of 35% carbon dioxide
(CO2) induced panic attacks in panic disorder (PD) patients -
DSM-IV - and compare them with the last spontaneous panic
attack in PD patients who had not a panic attack after the 35%
CO2 challenge test.

Method: We examined 91 PD patients submitted to the CO2
challenge test. The test consisted of exhaling as fully as possible,
took a fast vital capacity breath, held their breath for 8 s, exhaled
and then repeated the fast vital capacity breath, again holding for
8 s. The patients inhaled the 35% CO2 / 65% oxygen mixture or
atmospheric compressed air, randomly selected in a double-blind
design. Scales were applied before and after the test. A total of
68.1% (n=62) PD patients had a panic attack (responders) after
the CO2 test (x2= 25.87, df= 1, p=0.031). The last spontaneous
panic attack and the symptoms profile from the PD patients who
had not a panic attack after the test (n= 29,31.9%) were described
to compare.
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Results:The responders had more respiratory symptoms (x2=

19.21, df= 1, p<0.001), fullfiling the criteria for respiratory PD
subtype (80.6%), the disorder started earlier (Mann-Whitney,
p<0.001), had a higher familial prevalence of PD (x

2

= 20.45, df=
1, p=0.028), and had more previous depressive episodes (x2=

27.98, df= 1, p<0.001).
Conclusion: there is an association between respiratory PD

subtype and hyperreactivity to a CO2 respiratory challenge test.
The responders may be a sub-group of respiratory PD subtype
with future diagnostic and therapeutic implications.
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NR605 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Indiplon During the First Treatment Night
in Studies of Primary Insomnia
James K. Walsh, Ph.D. St. John's/St. Luke's Hospitals, Sleep
Medicine and Research Center, 232 S. Woods Mill Road,
Chesterfield, MO, 63017, Martin B. Scharf, Ph.D., Rick Landin,
Ph.D., Robert Farber, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The research data presented will contribute to the participant's
understanding of the onset of efficacy of GABAA receptor modula-
tors in the treatment of insomnia.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy of indiplon, a Gamma-
aminobutyric acid
 A

 receptor modulator with selectivity for recep-
tors with the a-\ sub-unit, during the first night of treatment.

Methods: Data were combined from 4 similarly designed stud-
ies (double-blind, placebo-controlled, outpatient trials with nightly
treatment) evaluating the efficacy of indiplon in treating adults and
elderly patients meeting DSM-IV criteria for primary insomnia.
Treatment durations ranged from two weeks to three months.
ANOVA was performed on patient self-assessments of latency to
sleep onset (LSO, mins), sleep maintenance (wake time after
sleep onset; WASO, mins), and total sleep time (TST, mins).

Results: Significantly shorter LSO (+ se) was observed on the
first night of treatment with indiplon 5 mg (34.7 + 3.0), 10 mg
(35.6 + 1.8), and 15 mg (26.3 + 1.6) versus placebo (45.7 +
1.8). Similarly, shorter WASO was observed on the first night of
treatment with indiplon 5 mg (68.4+6.2), 10 mg (53.4 +3.6), and
15 mg (54.2 +4.4) versus placebo (74.2 +2.8). Overall, TST was
significantly longer on indiplon 5 mg (342.5 + 9.1), 10 mg (364.4
+ 5.3), and 15 mg (378.4 + 6.4) versus placebo (326.5 + 4.2).
First night efficacy was independent of clinical and demographic
variables such as baseline insomnia severity, age, and gender.

Conclusions: Treatment with indiplon achieved rapid effects
regardless of insomnia severity and these effects persisted
throughout the study duration.
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NR606 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Effects of Variable Wear Times on Transdermal
Methylphenidate in ADHD

Timothy E. Wilens, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 15
Parkman Street, WACC 725, Boston, MA, 02114, Sharon B.
Wigal, Ph.D., Howard Abikoff, Ph.D., Michael Manos, Ph.D.,
Sharon Reinhard, M.S., Tarra Shingler, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transder-
mal system (MTS) in pediatric subjects based on variable wear-
times. Discuss ratings of efficacy and behavior as compared to
placebo in the laboratory classroom environment.

Summary:

Objective: The methylphenidate transdermal system (MTS)
may offer a flexible duration of action for the treatment of ADHD.
This study was conducted to assess the efficacy and duration of
effect of MTS compared with a placebo transdermal system (PTS)
using 4- and 6-hour wear times during laboratory classroom ses-
sions.

Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled, 3-way crossover laboratory classroom study with a lead-
in dose optimization phase. Children aged 6-12 years diagnosed
with ADHD by DSM-IV-TR criteria were enrolled. The SKAMP-
Deportment (behavior) was the primary behavioral outcome mea-
sure used in the classroom. Duration of effect was assessed
using Permanent Product Measure of Performance (PERMP) age-
adjusted math test scores. Additional efficacy measures included
ADHD-RS-IV Rating Scale scores, and clinician and parent
ratings.

Results: Mean SKAMP-D scores were significantly lower for
both MTS 4- and 6-hour wear times, compared with placebo.
Mean PERMP number of math problems attempted and number
correct were significantly greater for both MTS wear times, com-
pared with placebo. Overall, treatment with MTS resulted in a
statistically significant (p<0.0001) mean change from baseline in
ADHD-RS-IV scores at all visits compared with placebo.

Conclusion: Compared with placebo, treatment with MTS re-
sulted in significant improvements in all outcome measures ana-
lyzed. MTS was generally well-tolerated and no serious side ef-
fects were reported. MTS may be an effective non-oral alternative
treatment for pediatric ADHD, allowing flexibility in the duration
of effect.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR607 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Combined OROS-Methylphenidate and Atomoxetine
Treatment in Children With ADHD
Timothy E. Wilens, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 55 Fruit Street, YAWKEY 6A, Boston, MA, 02114,
Paul Hammerness, M.D., Thomas J. Spencer, M.D., Julia
Whitley, B.S., Stephanie Traina, B.A., Alison Santry, B.A.,
Joseph Biederman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the efficacy of using both stimulants and non-
stimulants to treat ADHD. In addition, the participant should be
able to understand the tolerability issues surrounding treatment
with both stimulants and non-stimulants.

Summary:

Objective: Despite the use of combined atomoxetine (ATMX)
and stimulant, there are no prospectively collected data demon-
strating either efficacy or tolerability of the combination. The aim
of the study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety/tolerability of
adding OROS-MPH (CONCERTA) to children who have had at
least mild ADHD symptoms on ATMX for ADHD. Method: This is
an ongoing, two-phase, 7-week open-label study in patients aged
6 to 17 years. Phase one initiates ATMX for a minimum of four
weeks. Phase two enters ATMX partial responders and adds
OROS-MPH to their regimen. Subjects are assessed on multiple
outcomes including ADHD-RS (rating scale), executive function-
ing and adverse effects. Results: At midpoint, 33 subjects were
exposed to ATMX and 22 subjects entered into Phase II. Overall,
there was a 60% reduction in the ADHD-RS from pre-drug baseline
to end of study. The addition of OROS-MPH to ATMX resulted in
a 32% drop in ADHD symptoms (p < 0.0001). In addition, there
were clinically significant reductions in CGI-Severity from moder-
ate to mild ADHD (23%, p < 0.0001), improvements on CGI after
Phase I (59%) and Phase II (67%), and improvements in executive
functioning. There were no serious adverse events; however, side
effects appear to be additive with headache, nausea, insomnia,
appetite loss and lethargy most commonly reported on the combi-
nation. Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest that OROS
MPH added to partial responders of ATMX improves ADHD and
executive functioning and is well tolerated.

This research is supported by a grant from McNeil Consumer
& Specialty Pharmaceuticals.
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NR608 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Association of G70/G30 Locus With Schizophrenia in
the Korean Population
Sung-il Woo, M.D. Soonchunhyang Univ. Hospital, Psychiatry,
657 Hannam Dong, Yongsan Gu, Seoul, 140-743, Republic of
Korea, Byung Lae Park, Ph.D., Hyun Sub Cheong, Hyoung
Doo Shin, Chang Hee Lee, Jin-Wook Sohn, Sun-Ho Han

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that genetic variations in G72/G30 gene might
have significant influence on the pathogenesis of schizophrenia
in the Korean population.

Summary:

Aims : Recently, Chumakov et al. reported association of SNPs
in G72 gene from 13q4 with schizophrenia. SNP markers M12,
M14, M15, M22, M23 and M24 from G72 gene showed significant
association with schizophrenia in the Canadian and Russian popu-
lation. This finding was consistently replicated by other investiga-
tors in schizophrenic patients from various ethnic origins except
one study by Mulle et al. The aim of this study was to investigate
the association of eleven SNPs in G72 gene with schizophrenia
in the Korean population.

Subjects and Methods : Eleven SNPs in G72/G30 were ana-
lyzed in 388 Patients with Schizophrenia and 367 normal controls
from Korean population. Genotyping was done from DNAs by
TaqMan assay. Logistic and chi-square analysis were used for
statistical analysis..

Results: Significant differences in genotype frequency between
patient and control groups were observed in five (M18, M19, M21,
M22 and M23) of the eleven SNPs (p=0.01~0.05). Significant
differences in allele frequency of M18, M19 and M21 were also
observed (p=0.03~0.008). In haplotype association analysis, one
common haplotype, ht1 in Block-1, showed protective effect to
schizophrenia (p=0.04).

Conclusion : The results strongly suggest that genetic variations
in G72/G30 gene might have significant influence on the pathogen-
esis of schizophrenia.
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NR609 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Patterns of Antidepressant Treatment Response in
an Employed Population
Eric Wu, Ph.D. Analysis Group Inc., 111 Huntington Avenue
10th Floor, Boston, MA, 02199, Howard Birnbaum, Ph.D., Rym
Ben-Hamadi, M.S., Jackson Tang, B.S., Paul Greenberg, M.A.,
Isabelle Gilloteau, M.S., Elisheva Smadja, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant would
know how adults diagnosed with major depressive disorder re-
spond to antidepressant treatment and how well they adhere to
treatment. A participant would recognize that patients who main-
tain therapy or those with better medication adherence had lower
rates of mental comorbidities, and fewer emergency visits and
hospitalizations than patients who switched therapies or were on
combination antidepressants therapy.

Summary:

Objective: Describe patterns of patient response to antidepres-
sant treatments, and associated comorbidities, substance abuse,
injuries/accidents, emergency visits, and hospitalizations, in an
employed population.

Methods: We examined 1999-2003 data from a large U.S.
claims database for employees aged 18-64, with at least one
diagnosis of MDD (ICD-9: 296.2x, 296.3x) and at least one pre-
scription of selective 5HT or seratonin/norepinephrine reuptake
inhibitor (SSRI/SNRI). Patients were classified as switchers, com-
bination antidepressant therapy users (CT), discontinuers, or mo-
notherapy maintainers based on their treatment pattern in the 12-
months following SSRI/SNRI initiation. Medication adherence was
classified as high, medium, or low using the medication posses-
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sion ratio. Annual rates of mental and physical comorbidities,
substance abuse, injuries/accidents, as identified using ICD-9
codes, along with emergency visits and hospitalizations were com-
pared across treatment patterns and medication adherence cate-
gories.

Results: Of the 3,990 patients, 19.8% were switchers, 18.4%
CT, 45.0% discontinuers, and 16.8% maintainers. Switchers and
CT had higher rates of mental comorbidities than discontinuers
and maintainers (36.8%, 32.5%, 20.6%, and 18.2%, respectively,
p<0.001), particularly for anxiety (27.5%, 19.7%, 14.5%, and
13.0%, respectively, p<0.001), higher rates of substance abuse
(9.5%, 9.0%, 4.7%, and 2.8%, respectively, p<0.001), and more
hospitalizations (p<0.001). Moreover, maintainers had fewer in-
juries/accidents (30.4% versus 36.9% for switchers; 33.2% for
CT; 35.2% for discontinuers, p=0.048) and fewer emergency visits
(11.6% versus 16.3% for switchers; 12.0% for CT; 16.6% for
discontinuers, p=0.001). Patients with higher medication adher-
ence had lower rates of mental comorbidities, and fewer emer-
gency visits and hospitalizations (all p<=0.023).

Conclusion: Patients who switched therapies or were on com-
bination therapy had higher rates of mental comorbidities, sub-
stance abuse and more hospitalizations than patients who main-
tained therapy. Maintainers and those with higher medication
adherence had the lowest rates of mental comorbidities, and fewer
emergency visits and hospitalizations.
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NR610 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Effect of 1 Hz Repetitive Magnetic Stimulation on
Cell Behavior of PC12
Guohua Xia, M.D. NIMH Center for Bipolar Disorder,
Department of Psychiatry, Case Western Reserve University,
11400 Euclid Ave., Suite 200, Cleveland, OH, 44106, Mingwei
Wang, M.D., Dongsheng Cui, Ping Gu

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the new development in repetitive magnetic
stimulation study at cellular level. The participant will be able to
know some ongoing edge cutting knowledge about the potential
mechanism of how magnetic stimulation may produce global effect
in the neurological system. This presentation will also help partici-
pant understand why the intensity, longitude and other parameters
used in clinical repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation treat-
ment are important for desirable clinical effect.

Summary:

We are presenting a study of low frequency repetitive magnetic
stimulation (rMS) effect on the behaviors of PC12 cell. Methods:
In a 2X4 design, PC12 cells were divided into two main treatment
arms, rMS only and rMS combined with nerve growth factor (NGF).
In each arm, there were three rMS treatment intensities plus 0 as
the control group: 0.38T, 1.14T, and 1.9T. Total of 10 stimulations
at frequency of 1 Hz apply to the cells for about 10 seconds each
day and the treatment continued for a total of 9 days. The prolifera-
tion and neurite extension of PC12 cells was observed via inverse
microscopy every day. Dopamine (DA) level in the culture medium
was measured on the 3rd, 6th, and 9th day of treatment. Results:
The 1 Hz rMS significantly facilitated the enation of neurite on

PC12 cells at three rMS intensities. The effects size seemed
dependent on magnetic intensity: the groups under 1.14T and
1.9T rMS treatment were significantly more likely to grow neurite
than the 0.38T group. The extracellular DA levels yielded signifi-
cant increase in the group under 0.38T stimulation but tended to
decrease in the higher intensity groups during the observed period.
NGF displays different effects on observed cell behaviors. Overall
it facilitated the enation of neurite but decreased the DA level. In
combination, rMS plus NGF produced augmentation effect at
0.38T and 1.14T but deduction effect at 1.9T for the enation of
neurite and varied on DA level. Conclusion: Low-frequency 1 Hz
rMS to the PC12 cells might facilitate cell differentiation and
change the extracellular DA level. The results suggested that
the size or direction of these effects may depend on stimulation
intensity. The combination of rMS and NGF may produce different
effects depending on the intensity of the stimulation.
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NR611 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Citalopram May Decrease Smoking in Patients
Seeking Treatment for Panic Disorder
Irem Yalug Kocaeli University Medical Faculty, Gardenya 5/5B
Daire:40 Atasehir, Istanbul, Turkey, Eylem Ozten, Ali Evren
Tufan, Sibel Isik

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognise that citalopram may help in treating substance
abuse.

Summary:

Object: Panic disorder and smoking are strongly correlated.
Daily smoking increases risk for later onset of panic attack and
panic disorder. This study is designed to clarify the prevalence of
smoking and effect of treatment on smoking status in patients
seeking treatment for panic disorder from a university clinic.

Method: Records of 483 patients treated with the diagnosis of
panic disorder between 1998-2005 years from the psychiatry clinic
of Kocaeli University Medical Faculty were reviewed retrospec-
tively. One way-ANOVA is used to determine the mean number
of cigarettes smoked in each treatment group. SPSS 11.0 program
is used for statistical analyses and P was set at 0.05.

Results: The prevelance of smoking was 23.6 %. Smoking was
significantly less in the groups being treated with citalopram (F=
3.102, P=0.001).

Discussion: Citalopram may decrease substance abuse in pa-
tients with panic disorder. Bupropion, clonidine and nortriptyline
were also found to be effective it treatment of smoking. Because
these also have anxiolytic and antidepressant action, it may be
prudent to use these in treatment of panic disorder patients who
smoke. Prospective studies are needed to clarify the effect of
citalopram on substance abuse.
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NR612 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Effects of the Switch of Conventional
Neuroleptics to Atypical Antipsychotics: A Follow-Up
Study of Patients With Chronic Schizophrenia
Norberto M. Zelaschi, Sr., M.D. Dr. a. Korn Hospital,
Psychiatry, 44 No 325 - 4 to B, 520 y 175, Buenos Aires, 1900,
Argentina, Juana L. Rodriguez, Sr., M.D., Sergio Gaitan, Sr.,
M.D., Maria E. Palacios Vallejos, Sr., Psy.D., Luis M. Zieher,
Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: The aim of this study is to show the
results of the switch of typical antipsychotic treatment ( polyphar-
macy) to a monotherapy treatment with clozapine, risperidone, or
olanzapine in schizophrenic patients. As well as, to optimize the
rational use of antipsychotic therapy.

Summary:

Introduction: Previous studies suggests that a numerous pa-
tients might present lack of response to newer atypical antipsy-
chotics (AAP). We hypothesize a different response to AAP in
chronic schizophrenia.

Methods: We studied a group of 39 inpatients with Schizophre-
nia ( DSM IV criteria) with more than 5 years of hospitalization;
informed consent was given. Relapses were evaluated in a open
naturalistic design. The comparison was done between clozapine
(clz),risperidone (ris) and olanzapine (olz). Generic drugs were
used. The complete follow-up period was 24 months. The evalua-
tions were monthly the first 6 months, and later every 3 months.
Chi square test was used to analyze the results of treatment. All
the figures are expressed in average +/- 1SD.

Results: The average age was 48.20 (8.28). Drugs : CLZ: n=
12, d/d=200-400 mg..RIS : n=14, d/d= 2-6 mg.: OLZ n=13,d/d=
20-60mg :

The incidence of relapse rate was. after first year of treatment:
CLZ (n=0), RIS (n=5), OLZ (n=10), :x2 = 17.02 : p=0.000, and
during the second year :CLZ (n=0), RIS (n=11), OLZ, (n=11): x2 =
29.17 : p=0.000

Conclusions: We suggest a better outcome of the CLZ com-
pared to the RIS and OLZ, particularly considering long-term treat-
ment: The data found could be explained by patients with treat-
ment resistence, along with prolonged hospitalization.
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NR613 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Impact of Combined Treatment in Schizophrenic
Patients
Norberto M. Zelaschi, Sr., M.D. Dr. A.Korn Neuropsychiatric
Hospital, 44 No 325 - 4 to B, La Plata ,Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 1900, Argentina, Maria E. Palacios Vallejos, Sr.,
Psy.D., Juana L. L. Rodriguez, Sr., M.D., Sergio Gaitan, Sr.,
M.D., Luis M. Zieher, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The objective of this study is to show the importance of a com-
bined treatment in schizophrenic patients, taking into account
other therapies which could make a difference in the social
outcome.

Summary:

Introduction: Schizophrenic disorders are complex. The treat-
ment is based on drugs, psychotherapeutic and psychosocial re-
habilitation.

Method We have studied 20 patients with the diagnosis of
schizophrenia (DSM IV criteria) treated with therapeutic doses with
conventional antipsychotics haloperidol (n=10),and with atypical
antipsychotics clozapine (AAP) (n=10). Ten patients received a
combined treatment with psychosocial and cognitive rehabili-
tacion.

The following characteristics were evaluated the neurocognitive
functioning (working memory and executive functions), psychopa-
thology (positive and negative symptoms according to the PANSS
scale) and Quality of Life Scale(QLS ).

Anova test (Kruskall-Wallis) was used to detect differences be-
tween the groups, and the Wilcoxon test was utilized to evaluate
if the results of the treatment produced changes.

Results:No significant differences were found in the ages of
patients studied (p=0.49).

The first evaluation of stage 1 of the combined treatment there
was no significant difference of the groups studied, except in the
(QLS).

The PANSS expresses that no significant difference of the nega-
tive symptoms were found, but if we compare the result before and
after the combined treatment, group 1 with typical antipsychotics
(TAP), the symptoms descended significantly after the treat-
ment.This reduction is important because of the impact of the
social outcome of the patients.

The(QLS) showed that the differences found between the
groups (Anova Kruskall-Wallis p=0.01) groups 1 TAP, II AAP and
IV AAP differ significantly from Group III TAP, and also the differ-
ence between the groups (Wilcoxon Group I TAP p=0.01).

Conclusions:Patients who recieved a combined program of
treatment (medication + psychosocial and cognitive rehabilitation)
had a better quality of life independently of the medication they
have recieved. As long as that the combined treatment develops
and strengths the individual resources to deal with stress, and
there exists a social network to reduce enviromental and personal
stressors that could prevent relapse.
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NR614 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Adherence Levels and Differential Use of Mental
Health Services in the Treatment of Schizophrenia
Nicolas M. Furiak, M.S. Indianapolis, IN, Baojin Zhu, Haya
Ascher-Svanum, Douglas E. Faries, William Montgomery

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that in the treatment of schizophrenia in usual care, a
differential use of psychiatric services is associated with a patients'
level of adherence with antipsychotic medications. Adherence with
antipsychotic medication regimens appears to be associated with
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lower risk of hospitalization and emergency room visits, and
greater engagement in the outpatient treatment process.

Summary:

Objectives: To compare annual mental health service utiliza-
tion patterns by level of adherence with antipsychotic medication
in the naturalistic treatment of schizophrenia.

Method: Data were drawn from a large prospective naturalistic
study of treatment for patients with schizophrenia in the U.S,
conducted between 7/1997 and 9/2003. Detailed mental health
resource utilization was systematically abstracted from medical
records and augmented with patients' self report. Annual medica-
tion possession ratio (MPR) with any antipsychotic was calculated,
and each participant was categorized into 1 of 3 adherence
groups: adherent (MPR>=80%, N=1758), partially adherent
(60%<MPR<80%, N=36), and non-adherent (MPR<60%, N=216).

Results: Adherent participants were least likely to have any
psychiatric hospitalization and emergency room visits (p<0.05).
Compared to non-adherent, adherent participants were also signif-
icantly more likely to be engaged in outpatient treatment processes
as evident by greater likelihood of participation in any psychosocial
group intervention (p<0.05) and in any medication management
with psychiatrists (p<0.05). Conclusions: Medication adherence
levels are associated with differential use of psychiatric services.
Adherence appears to be associated with lower risk of hospitaliza-
tion and emergency room visits and greater engagement in the
outpatient treatment processes.
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NR615 Tuesday, May 23, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Predictors of Diabetes in an Observational Study of
Olanzapine Versus Divalproex in the Treatment of
Bipolar Disorder
Baojin Zhu Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Research Laboratories,
Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Haya Ascher-Svanum, Douglas E.
Faries, John P. Houston, llya Lipkovich, Michael Stensland,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize that risk factors for new onset diabetes among bipolar
patients are similar to those found in the general population.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the risk factors associated with diabetes
among patients with bipolar disorders treated in usual care.

Methods: Data were obtained from a 1-year, non-randomized
observational study comparing olanzapine and divalproex in the
treatment of bipolar disorder.

Patients with new onset diabetes were diagnosed or treated
with anti-diabetic agents during the study, others reported having
diabetes at enrollment. Pre-existing risk factors for diabetes,
weight change, development of hyperlipidemia, and medication
type were studied. Stepwise Cox proportional hazards models
were used to identify the best predictors of developing new onset
diabetes.

Results: The 1-year prevalence of diabetes was 8.8% (32/363)
(olanzapine N=16, divalproex N=16), including 2.7% new onset

diabetes (10/363) (olanzapine N=6, divalproex N=4). BMI at base-
line, non-Caucasian ethnicity, age>=40, pre-existing depression,
heart conditions and metabolic conditions, family history of diabe-
tes, and asthma were associated with higher likelihood of having
diabetes. Hyperlipidemia, history of hypertension, and family his-
tory of asthma were significant predictors of new onset diabetes.

Conclusion: Risk factors for diabetes among bipolar patients
are similar to those found in the general population. Risk factors
for pre-existing diabetes appear congruent with risk factors for new
onset diabetes, whereas medications appear not to be significant
predictors of new onset diabetes.
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NR616 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Escitalopram Treatment of Kleptomania: A Double-
Blind Discontinuation Trial
Elias Aboujaoude Stanford University, Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, 401 Quarry Road, Ste 2301 A, Stanford,
CA, 94305-5546, Lorrin M. Koran, Nona Gamel

Educational Objectives:

Upon attending a presentation of this poster, the attendee will
be familiar with the basics in diagnosing and treating kleptomania,
and will be aware of the results of the first double blind placebo
controlled trial testing a medication in the treatment of this con-
dition.

Summary:

Background: Kleptomania involves stealing unneeded items or
items of limited value from shops, strangers and acquaintances.
Cases of successful treatment are reported with SSRIs, naltrexone
and cognitive behavioral therapies. We conducted the first double-
blind, placebo-controlled trial of pharmacotherapy for kleptomania,
using the SSRI escitalopram. Methods: We enrolled adults aged
at least 20 with DSM-IV-defined kleptomania of > 1 year's duration,
and marked by court referral or stealing > once/week. Subjects
received open-label escitalopram 10 mg/day for 4 weeks and if
not "much improved," took 20 mg/day for 3 additional weeks.
"Response" was defined as > 50% decrease in thefts/week and
a Clinical Global Impressions-Improvement score of much or very
much improved. Responders at week 7 were randomized to 16
weeks of double-blind escitalopram at the week 7 dose or to
placebo. Results: We enrolled 24 subjects, with a mean age of
49.5 years.Open-label phase: The mean (± SD) score on the
Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale-Kleptomania Version
(YBOCS-KV) decreased from 21.5 (± 4.9) at baseline to 7.3 (±
6.9) at the end of week 7. Mean thefts/week decreased from 4.0
± 3.3 (range 1 - 17) to 0.9 (± 1.2) (range 1-4). Week 7 percent
changes from baseline in YBOCS-SV and Montgomery Asberg
Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) scores were not significantly
correlated. Nineteen subjects (79%) were responders and 15 were
randomized. Five subjects withdrew early (four responders). Dou-
ble-blind phase: Three of seven (43%) subjects assigned to escita-
lopram relapsed compared to 4/8 (50%) assigned to placebo (Fish-
er's Exact test p = .38). Probability of relapse was unrelated to
kleptomania severity, as measured by Y-BOCS-SV score, at base-
line or at randomization. Conclusion: A placebo response underly-
ing the open-label findings is the most likely explanation of appar-
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ently favorable open-label results. A true drug effect in some
subjects, cannot, however, be ruled out.
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NR617 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Escitalopram for Compulsive Shopping Disorder: A
Double-Blind Study
Elias Aboujaoude Stanford University, 401 Quarry Road, Ste
2301A, Stanford, CA, 94305-5546, Lorrin M. Koran, H. Brent
Solvason, nona gamel

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees will have an
appreciation for compulsive shopping disorder: its presentation,
epidemiology and treatment approaches. They will also be aware
of the results of a double blind medication trial testing escitalopram
in the treatment of this condition.

Summary:

Background: A double-blind discontinuation trial suggested that
citalopram is effective in treating compulsive shopping disorder.
We conducted an identically designed trial, with 7-weeks of open-
label escitalopram treatment followed by a 9-week double-blind,
placebo-controlled discontinuation period to test whether escitalo-
pram is effective.

Methods. We recruited adult outpatients meeting suggested
diagnostic criteria and having a score of > 17 on the Yale-Brown
Obsessive-Compulsive Scale-Shopping Version (YBOCS-SV).
Open-label escitalopram was started at 10 mg/day and increased
after four weeks, absent marked response and limiting side effects,
to 20 mg/day. Responders at week 7 were randomized to 9 weeks
of double-blind escitalopram at their week 7 dose or to placebo.

Results. We enrolled 26 women. Mean (± SD) Y-BOCS-SV
scores decreased significantly from 24.5 (±3.9) at baseline to 9.9
(± 9.3) at week 7 (mean decrease = 57.5%, t = -7.18, p <.001).
Nineteen of 26 subjects (73%) met responder criteria, but one
refused randomization and one was withdrawn for protocol viola-
tion before the first double-blind evaluation. Of the 17 responders
in the double-blind treatment phase, 63% (5/8) randomized to
escitalopram relapsed (Y-BOCS-SV > 17 and "minimally im-
proved" or less on the Clinical Global Impressions-Improvement
scale) compared with 67% (6/9) randomized to placebo (Fisher's
Exact Test p = .38).

Conclusions. Escitalopram may not be generally effective for
Compulsive Shopping Disorder, or the therapeutic effect may be
lost for many individuals after a few months at constant dose.
Larger, double-blind studies using a parallel groups design are
needed to evaluate the role of SSRIs in the treatment of Compul-
sive Shopping Disorder.
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NR618 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Response to Extended-Release Dexmethylphenidate
in Adults With Moderate or Severe ADHD
Lenard A. Adler, M.D. New York University School of Medicine,
Psychiatry, 530 First Avenue HCC 5A, New York, NY, 10016-
6497, Thomas J. Spencer, M.D., Linda Pestreich, B.S.C., Jim
Wang, Ph.D., Rafael Muniz, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the attendee should be able to:
Describe the scope and time course of response to d-MPH-ER

in adults with ADHD.
Recognize how treatment responses may differ according to

baseline illness severity.

Summary:

Objectives: The efficacy and safety of extended-release dex-
methylphenidate (d-MPH-ER) were demonstrated in a multicenter,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of 221 adults with ADHD.
This post-hoc analysis compared d-MPH-ER's efficacy in patients
with moderate versus severe illness at baseline.

Method: Patients (18-60 years old) with DSM-IV-defined ADHD
were randomized to once-daily d-MPH-ER doses of 20 mg (n=
58), 30 mg (n=55), 40 mg (n=55), or placebo (n=53) for 5 weeks.
The primary efficacy variable was change from baseline in DSM-
IV ADHD-RS total score. Secondary efficacy variables included
change from baseline in ADHD-RS Inattentiveness and Hyperac-
tivity/lmpulsivity subscales. Baseline Clinical Global Impressions-
Severity (CGI-S) scores of 3 or 4 were defined as moderate illness,
and baseline scores of 5 or 6 were defined as severe illness.

Results: For all patients, mean change from baseline in ADHD-
RS total score was 7.9 for placebo, 13.7 for d-MPH-ER 20 mg
(P=.006), 13.4 for d-MPH-ER 30 mg (P=.012), and 16.9 (P<.001)
for d-MPH-ER 40 mg. For those with moderate illness, respective
improvements were 8.64,14.86,11.77, and 14.94. For those with
severe illness, respective improvements were 6.60,11.62,14.93,
and 19.77. Similar results were observed in Inattentiveness and
Hyperactivity/lmpulsivity scores. Trends toward dose-response
relationships were clearer in those with severe versus moderate
illness. Regardless of baseline severity, all dosage groups showed
increasing changes from baseline to week 5.

Conclusions: The effectiveness of d-MPH-ER 20-40 mg ex-
tends to patients with moderate or severe ADHD. Relationships
between dose and efficacy may be more pronounced in patients
with severe illness, suggesting that dose titration strategies may
need to be tailored based on initial severity. For both moderate
and severe illness, symptomatic improvement appears to increase
over the first several weeks of treatment.

Supported by funding from Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corpo-
ration.
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York,NY.

NR619 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Chart Review of Patients Receiving Immediate
Release d-Methylphenidate Augmentation of
Sustained Release Stimulants
Lenard A. Adler, M.D. New York University School of Medicine,
Psychiatry, 530 First Avenue HCC 5A, New York, NY, 10016-
6497, Melinda S. Morrill, C.S.W., Lisa Reingold, B.A.
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Educational Objectives:

1. Participants will better understand d-Methylphenidate aug-
mentation of sustained release stimulants.

2. Participants will better understand factors that may influence
duration and tolerability of d-Methylphenidate as a supplement to
long-acting stimulants.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate d-methylphenidate as a supplemental
treatment to long-acting stimulants for ADHD.

Methods: As part of an ongoing IRB approved chart review,
we examined ADHD patients (N=27) treated clinically in the NYU
School of Medicine Department of Neurology ADHD program be-
tween 1/31/02-7/26/04 who received d-methylphenidate to aug-
ment mixed-amphetamine salts XR, OROS methylphenidate, or
methylphenidate Extended Release . The diagnosis of ADHD had
been established by a structured clinical interview (K-SADS ADHD
module for children and adolescents and ACDS v1.2 for adults).
74% (20) of patients were adults, 45% (13) were male and their
ages ranged from 8 to 51 years old (mean = 29.7 + 13.4 SD
years). 19 received d-methylphenidate in the afternoon and 8
received d-methylphenidate in the afternoon and in the morning.
9 patients received concomitant treatment with atomoxetine. d-
methylphenidate treatment characteristics (dose and length of
treatment) and clinical efficacy ascertained by patient report were
examined. Possible factors influencing dosing of d-methylphen-
idate were also examined.

Results: Daily d-methylphenidate treatment ranged from 2.5-
30 mg (mean = 6.94 mg/day + 6.7 SD). The mean clinical reported
duration of effect of afternoon d-methylphenidate was 4.94 hours
+ 0.5 SD (range: 3-6 hours). The prescribed dose of d-methylphen-
idate correlated with the total daily dose of sustained-release stim-
ulant therapy. 26 patients reported clinical improvement. d-methyl-
phenidate was well tolerated; only two patients reported dose-
limiting side-effects (agitation, early insomnia).

Conclusions: d-methylphenidate was successful in extending
the duration of effect for ADHD patients receiving treatment with
sustained-release stimulants.

Supported by an unrestricted educational grant from Novartis
Pharmaceuticals Corporation.
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NR620 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Chart Review of Atomoxetine Treated ADHD Patients
With and Without Stimulants
Lenard A. Adler, M.D. New York University School of Medicine,
Psychiatry, HCC 5A, 530 First Avenue, New York, NY, 10016-
6497, David M. Shaw, B.A., Franny Raphael, B.S.

Educational Objectives:

1. Participants will better understand the efficacy of combination
atomoxetine and stimulant therapy.

2. Participants will better understand factors that may influence
tolerability of combination atomoxetine and stimulant therapy.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the clinical effects and tolerability of
standard clinical treatment with atomoxetine in combination with
stimulant treatment in patients with ADHD. Methods: As part of an
ongoing, retrospective, IRB-approved chart review, we examined
consecutive ADHD patients (n= 29) treated over 7 months with

atomoxetine therapy at the NYU Departments of Psychiatry and
Neurology ADHD Program. ADHD diagnoses were established
by a semi-structured interview (ADHD Module from K-SADS for
children and adolescents and ACDS v1.2 for adults) and a DSM-
IV clinical interview for co-morbidities. Age ranged from 6 to 60
(mean 38.3 ±12.1 years). 68.9% (20) were male. We compared
the effect of combination treatment course on the following param-
eters: (1) clinical success and tolerability of therapy (2) the impact
of co-morbidity on efficacy and tolerability and (3) possible effects
of dosing. Results: Treatment was well tolerated, with 75.9% (22)
of the patients reporting acceptable tolerability. All of the patients
who tolerated the therapy elected to receive ongoing treatment
with atomoxetine and stimulants. Co-morbidities were not found
to significantly inhibit tolerability or efficacy. Average starting ato-
moxetine dose was 17.2 ± 4.3 mg/day, which reflected the fact
that atomoxetine was being used as an augmentation strategy.
Tolerability did not seem to be affected by the stimulant dose
(average final stimulant 41.4 +/- 33.6 mg/day in methylphenidate
equivalents). Conclusions: These preliminary results indicate
that atomoxetine can be safely and effectively combined with
stimulants to treat adolescent and adult ADHD and may be suitable
for patients who have shown inadequate responses to either ther-
apy on its own. This research is partially supported by an un-
restricted grant from Eli Lilly and Company.
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NR621 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Issues in the Treatment and Diagnosis of ADHD by
Primary Care Physicians
Lenard A. Adler New York University School of Medicine, 530
First Avenue HCC 5A, New York, NY, 10016-6497, Erica Maya,
B.A., David Sitt, M.A., Patrick Dostal, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

1. To recognize a relative lack of understanding regarding adult
Attention Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) by primary care
physicians.

2. To understand differing rates of referral and treatment of
adults with ADHD by PCPs.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the experiences and attitudes of pri-
mary care physicians (PCPs) in the diagnosis and treatment of
ADHD in adults using a on-line survey. Methods: 400 primary care
physicians who commonly treated mental health disorders were
surveyed in this IRB approved study as to their views regarding
ADHD versus other mental health disorders, such as depression
and GAD. Results: The survey illustrated that PCPs considered
themselves more knowledgeable about depression and GAD than
they do about ADHD, and that PCPs were uncomfortable diagnos-
ing adult ADHD. Approximately half (48%) were unconfident diag-
nosing adult ADHD and thought that the diagnostic criteria for
adult ADHD are unclear (44%). Three-quarters of PCPs rated the
quality and accuracy of diagnostic tools available for adult ADHD
as poor or fair. The majority of PCPs believed that (1) adult ADHD
is not well understood by the medical community (77%), (2) it is
more difficult to diagnose adults with ADHD than it is to diagnose
children (72%), and (3) the underlying ADHD symptoms are similar
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in children and adults, but the manifestations of these symptoms
differ throughout the life course (73%). Additionally, PCPs were
much more likely (65%) to defer to a specialist when diagnosing
adult ADHD than for depression (2%) or GAD (3%). Conclusion:
This survey underlines a need for increased education and teach-
ing about ADHD in the primary care community. This research
was funded by an unrestricted educational grant from Eli Lilly and
Company.
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NR622 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Duloxetine as an Effective Treatment for Improving
Painful Physical Symptoms and Functioning
Associated With GAD
Christer Allgulander, M.D. Karolinska Institute, M57 Huddinge
Hospital, Huddinge, 141 86, Sweden, Hannu J. Koponen, M.D.,
Janelle Erickson, Ph.D., Yili Pritchett, Ph.D., Michael J. Detke,
M.D., Susan G. Ball, Ph.D., James M. Russell, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants will be knowledge-
able that duloxetine is an effective treatment for improving painful
physical symptoms and functional outcomes in patients with gen-
eralized anxiety disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Painful physical symptoms are increasingly recog-
nized as a significant morbidity associated with anxiety disorders.1

This study examined the efficacy and safety of duloxetine, a bal-
anced and potent dual reuptake-inhibitor of 5HT and norepineph-
rine,2 for treatment of painful physical symptoms and functioning
in GAD. Methods: In a 9-week, double-blind, fixed-dose study,
507 patients [Mean age=43.78 yrs; 67.8% female] with a DSM-
IV defined GAD diagnosis were randomly assigned to receive
duloxetine 60 mg/day (DLX-60mg, N=168), duloxetine 120 mg/
day (DLX-120mg, N=170), or placebo (PBO, N=175). Pain was
assessed using Visual Analogue Scales for Pain. Other measures
of patient functioning included the Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS),
the Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire-
Short Form (Q-LES-Q-SF) and EuroQoL-5D. Changes from base-
line to endpoint in measures were analyzed using ANCOVA. Re-
sults: Compared with PBO, both DLX groups demonstrated signifi-
cantly greater reduction in ratings for each pain item: overall pain
(P<.02), headaches (P<.05), back pain (P<.001), shoulder pain
(P<.01), interference due to pain (P<.02), and pain during waking
hours (P<.001). The DLX groups also demonstrated greater im-
provement, compared with PBO group, in all domains of the SDS
(P<.001), in the Q-LES-Q-SF total score (P<.001) and EuroQol
index (P<.01) and health state scores (P<.001) No significant
differences were found between the two DLX groups. Conclusions:
Within patients with GAD, who were not selected for the occur-
rence of pain, treatment with duloxetine 60mg and 120mg once
daily resulted in significant improvement in painful physical symp-
toms. Duloxetine also enhanced patients' quality of life and overall
functioning.
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NR623 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Abrupt Conversion From Oral Methylphenidate to a
Transdermal Patch
L Eugene Arnold, M.D. Ohio State University, Nisonger Center,
1581 Dodd Drive, Columbus, OH, 43210, Anil Patel, M.D.,
Thomas Rugino, M.D., Louise Beckett, M.D., Michael J. McKay

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transder-
mal system (MTS) in pediatric subjects who were previously
treated with oral extended-release methylphenidate. Discuss rat-
ings of efficacy and safety in a naturalistic setting.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and safety of methylphen-
idate transdermal system (MTS) in children with ADHD previously
treated with oral extended-release methylphenidate and abruptly
converted to an equivalent-dose MTS.

Method: This was a multi-center, open-label conversion study
of MTS in children aged 6-12 years with DSM-IV ADHD success-
fully treated with Ritalin LA, Concerta, or Metadate CD. Subjects
were abruptly converted from oral extended-release methylphen-
idate to an equivalent-dose MTS using a predefined dose-transi-
tion schedule. Efficacy was primarily assessed by change in ADHD
Rating Scale-IV (ADHD-RS-IV) scores, secondarily by Clinical
Global Impression (CGI).

Results: 82 subjects are included in this interim analysis. At
study endpoint, on the ADHD-RS-IV (range 0-54 with lower score
better), the change from Ritalin LA was +1.9 (p=0.60), from Meta-
date CD -3.0 (p=0.11) and from Concerta -2.1 (p=0.04). On the
CGI-lmprovement Scale, 29.3% were rated very much improved,
22% much improved, 19.5% minimally improved, 20.7% un-
changed, 4.9% minimally worse, 3.7% much worse, and 0% very
much worse at study endpoint.

Conclusion: Abrupt conversion from oral extended-release
methylphenidate to MTS resulted in improvement or no significant
change in clinician-rated efficacy for over 91% of subjects con-
verted. Thus the conversion schedule used in the study appears
useful. MTS was generally well-tolerated, with one serious side
effect. MTS may be an effective non-oral ADHD treatment.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR624 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Discontinuation Symptoms in Social Anxiety
Disorder, GAD, and Major Depressive Disorder
David S. Baldwin, Dr. Med. Sc. Community Clinical Sciences,
School of Medicine, University of Southampton, Biomedical
Sciences Bld, Bassett Crescent East, Southampton, SOW
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7PX, United Kingdom, Stuart A. Montgomery, M.D., Rico Nil,
D.Sc, Malcolm Lader, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant will know whether antidepressants differ with
respect to discontinuation symptoms, if these symptoms vary be-
tween depression and anxiety disorders, and whether the length
of treatment affects symptoms.

Summary:

Objectives: This analysis addresses the question whether anti-
depressants differ with respect to discontinuation symptoms, if
these symptoms vary between depression and anxiety disorders,
and whether the length of treatment affects symptoms.

Methods: Data came from two comparative studies of escitalo-
pram in MDD (one versus venlafaxine XR and one versus paroxet-
ine), two studies of escitalopram in long-term treatment of social
anxiety disorder (one of which used paroxetine as an active refer-
ence), and one study of escitalopram in generalised anxiety disor-
der, using paroxetine as an active reference. All studies included
a defined discontinuation period of 1-2 weeks and used the Dis-
continuation Emergent Signs and Symptoms (DESS) checklist
(1,2) to record the number of discontinuation symptoms. The anal-
ysis included 1750 male and female patients treated with escitalo-
pram (n=1051), paroxetine (n=336), venlafaxine XR (n=124) or
placebo (n=239).

Results: In all studies and treatment groups, discontinuation
symptoms were transient. Based on the increase in total DESS
scores, paroxetine and venlafaxine XR showed significantly more
discontinuation symptoms than escitalopram (DESS increase=
1.20 for escitalopram versus 3.72 for venlafaxine XR; DESS in-
crease =1.62 for escitalopram versus3.34 for paroxetine) in MDD;
a significantly lower number of discontinuation-emergent symp-
toms for escitalopram than for paroxetine was also seen in social
anxiety disorder (DESS increase =1.39 for escitalopram versus
3.34 for paroxetine) and generalised anxiety disorder (DESS in-
crease =1.20 for escitalopram versus 3.78 for paroxetine). No
differences in discontinuation symptoms were observed between
the three conditions. There was no evidence for increased symp-
tom incidence with longer treatment duration.

Conclusion: These data show that discontinuation profiles dif-
fer between antidepressants of the same class (SSRIs) and that
these profiles are broadly similar across different diagnoses. No
evidence was seen for a higher discontinuation burden with longer
treatment.
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NR625 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Qualitative Changes in Symptomatology With
anced and potent dual reuptake-inhibitor of 5HT and norepineph-
David S. Baldwin, Dr. Med. Sc. Community Clinical Sciences,
School of Medicine, University of Southampton, Biomedical
Sciences BId, Bassett Crescent East, Southampton, SOW
7PX, United Kingdom, Emmanuelle Weiller, H. Andersen, Y.
Lecrubier

Educational Objectives:

The participant will gain understanding of the profile of individual
items of anxiety and depression rating scales in patients with pure
MDD, pure GAD, and MDD with comorbid anxiety.

Summary:

Objectives: The aim was to investigate the symptom profile as
measured by HAMA (1), MADRS (2), and HAD, in patients with
either GAD or MDD, or both, before and after treatment, in order
to answer two questions: Are these symptomatic profiles initially
different? Do the symptomatic profiles change with treatment?

Methods: Data were analysed from all randomised double-blind
clinical studies with escitalopram that measured symptoms using
HAMA, or MADRS, or HAD: 6 in GAD (n=2008), 13 in MDD (n=
2481) and 1 open study in MDD with comorbid anxiety (n=774).
In order to assess the profile independently of severity, the contri-
bution of each item of the HAMA, MADRS, and HAD scales to
the total score at baseline and after treatment with escitalopram
was evaluated.

Results: Most HAMA symptoms contribute similarly to the total
baseline score in GAD patients. In MDD patients, depressed mood
and psychic anxiety (anxious mood, tension, insomnia, and con-
centration) account for most of the HAMA total score. Three symp-
toms contribute to two-thirds of the MADRS total score in GAD
patients (tension, sleep, and concentration), whereas almost all
MADRS items contribute equally to the total score in MDD. The
symptom profile in GAD and MDD patients using the HAD is
consistent with those based on HAMA and MADRS. After treat-
ment with escitalopram, the overall severity of anxiety and de-
pressive symptoms significantly decreased in GAD and MDD pa-
tients. No qualitative change was observed after treatment and
the symptomatic profiles remain stable in both conditions.

Conclusion: In MDD, anxiety symptoms are common and quali-
tatively similar to those of GAD whereas 'core' depressive symp-
toms are uncommon in GAD patients. After treatment with escitalo-
pram, the symptomatic profile is remarkably stable in patients with
GAD or MDD, indicating that treatment is probably affecting a
common dimension.
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NR626 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comparison of the Standard Scales and CGI Scores
in Major Depressive Disorder, Panic Disorder, Social
Anxiety Disorder, and GAD
Borwin Bandelow, Prof. Dr. University of Goettingen, Von-
Siebold-Str 5, Goettingen, D-37075, Germany, David S
Baldwin, M.D., Ornah C. Dolberg, Ph.D., Henning F. Andersen,
M.S.C., Dan J. Stein, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant will gain knowledge concerning the relationship
between the CGI scale and those specific for anxiety disorders
and major depression.

Summary:

Introduction: The Clinical Global Impression [CGI] (1) is com-
monly used as a global measure for disease severity and treat-
ment-induced improvement in a variety of disorders. The objec-
tives of the present study were to compare the CGI measures
with disorder-specific scales that are considered to represent 'gold
standard' measures in these disorders, and to define levels for
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response and remission for these standard scales, by reference
to CGI definitions.

Methods: In a post-hoc analysis, randomized controlled studies
with patients treated with escitalopram for MDD (n=5), panic disor-
der (n=1), GAD (n=4), or social anxiety disorder (n=2) were com-
pared with regard to the standardized effect sizes in the Clinical
Global Impression (CGI) score and the rating scales that represent
the 'gold standard' for these disorders (MADRS, PAS, HAM-A,
and LSAS).

Results: In all indications, treatment with escitalopram showed
high standardized effect sizes (2) on all efficacy measures. Stan-
dardized effect sizes of active drug-placebo differences were nu-
merically higher in panic disorder than in the other disorders but
this difference was not significantly different. Moderate to high
correlations were found between CGI and the standard scales.
The CGI was shown to be a consistent measure of disease severity
and to be sensitive to change. When defining "response" to a
treatment on a standard rating scale, a >50% decease from base-
line scale score is conventionally used. However, in this analysis
the CGI-I definition of at least 'much improved' corresponded to
only 39%, 23%, 42%, and 31% reductions in the MADRS, PAS,
HAMA and LSAS, respectively.

Conclusion: The comparison of the standard scales and CGI
scores suggest that the traditional definition of response may be
too conservative.
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NR627 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Atomoxetine for the Treatment of ADHD and
Oppositional Defiant Disorder
Mark E. Bangs, M.D. Lilly Research Laboratories, Lilly
Corporate Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Philip Hazell, M.D.,
Marina Danckaerts, M.D., David W. Williams, M.S., Rodney J.
Moore, Ph.D., Louise R. Levine, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the attendee should be
aware that, in patients with ODD comorbid with ADHD, there are
significant improvements in ODD symptoms during treatment with
atomoxetine and also the limitations of these data.

Summary:

Objective: This study examined the effectiveness of atomoxe-
tine for the treatment of Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD) com-
orbid with ADHD.

Method: Patients were randomly assigned (in a 2:1 ratio) to
receive 1.2 mg atomoxetine (N=156) or placebo (N=70) for 8
weeks. Treatment effect on ODD and ADHD symptoms was mea-
sured using the investigator-rated Swanson, Nolan and Pelham
Rating Scale-Revised (SNAP).

Results: At randomization, patient demographics and symptom
severity were similar in both groups (SNAP oppositional subscale
mean [SE]: baseline: atomoxetine 18.9[2.3], placebo 18.9[2.4]).
Using a repeated-measures analysis, atomoxetine was superior
to placebo in reducing ODD symptoms over time (P=.010). Sec-
ondary analyses showed, however, significant pair-wise treatment
group differences at Weeks 2 and 5, but not at Week 8 postbase-
line (SNAP oppositional subscale mean [SE]: Week 2: atomoxe-
tine 15.4[0.40], placebo 17.5[0.59]; P=.003; Week 5: atomoxetine
15.4[0.40], placebo 16.8[0.59]; P=.043; Week 8: atomoxetine

15.6[0.41], placebo 16.5[0.59]; P=.209). An LOCF analysis indi-
cated atomoxetine was superior to placebo at reducing ADHD
symptoms (SNAP combined ADHD subscale mean change [SD]:
atomoxetine -9.61 [11.4], placebo -4.35[8.4]; P<.001).Conclu-
sions: Atomoxetine significantly improved ODD symptoms in
ADHD patients, but these results must be interpreted carefully
because of the convergence of treatment- and placebo-group
scores.
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NR628 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Aripiprazole or Ziprasidone to Treat Aggression in
Youth
Leo J. Bastiaens, M.D. Family Services of Western PA, 33
Sunnyhill Drive, Pittsburgh, PA, 15228

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize that both Aripiprazole and Ziprasidone are
effective and safe in the short term treatment of aggression in
youth.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the real-world effectiveness of Aripipra-
zole (ARI) and Ziprasidone (ZIP) in treating aggressive behavior
in youth.

Methods: This is an open, non-randomized trial in a community
clinic population. Patients were diagnosed with the Mini Interna-
tional Neuropsychiatric Interview and the Child/Adolescent Symp-
tom Inventory. The primary outcome measure consisted of the
different types of aggressive behaviors, in the past 2 weeks, en-
dorsed by the parent, on the Overt Aggression Scale (OAS). Other
measures included the Parent Young Mania Rating Scale
(PYMRS), and the Health And Life Functioning Scale (HALFS/
quality of life scale). Patients with significant aggressive behavior
were started on ARI (n=24) or ZIP (n=22), and followed for two
months.

Results: Fourty-six patients (36 males, 40 Caucasian) with a
mean age of 11.9+/-2.6 (range: 6 to 17) were treated. The following
disorders were the primary diagnoses: Conduct n=14; Bipolar n=
12; Mood D. NOS n=8; Psychotic n=4, Dysthymic n=4; Major
Depressive n=2; Pervasive Developmental n=2. Baseline mea-
sures were as follows: OAS=7+/-1.8; PYMRS=22.6+/-8.0, HALFS
9.4+/-3.4. After 2 months, 34 patients were still in treatment with
an average dose of ARI of 4.5+/-2.3 mg (n=20) and ZIP of 42.9+/-
18.0 mg (n=14). AOS dropped to 2.6+/-2.5 (63 % improvement);
PYMRS dropped to 9.4+/- 7.5 (58% improvement); HALFS in-
creased to 12.8+/-3.8 (36% improvement). Clinical Global Impres-
sion-Improvement Scale was 2.1+/-1.2 (much improved). Four
patients dropped out and 8 discontinued because of sedation (2
ARI; 6 ZIP). Twenty-four of 34 completers experienced side ef-
fects, mostly sedation (n=16) and dizziness (n=6). Completers
gained an average of 3.2% of body weight (n=22). Neither at
baseline, nor at 2 months, were there any statistically significant
differences between the ARI and ZIP groups.

Conclusions: ARI and ZIP appear remarkably effective in the
real-world treatment of aggressive youth. Most common side ef-
fect, at times leading to discontinuation, was sedation.
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NR629 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Open-Label Trial of Aripiprazole in Children and
Adolescents With Bipolar Disorder
Joseph Biederman Massachusetts General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street, Warren Building 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Eric Mick,
Janet Wozniak, M.D., Paul Hammerness, M.D., Robert L.
Doyle, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize the treatment implications of the study, showing that
open-label aripiprazole treatment is associated with a very high
response rate for manic symptoms but with a modest antidepres-
sant effect.

Summary:

Background:
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the safety, tolerability

and effectiveness of aripiprazole monotherapy in the treatment of
youth with bipolar disorder. Based upon the mechanism of action,
we hypothesized that aripiprazole will be a well tolerated and
efficacious treatment for youth with bipolar disorder.

Methods:
This was an eight-week, open-label, prospective study of aripi-

prazole monotherapy (7.6±3.5 mg/d) in 10 bipolar youth (manic,
mixed, or hypomanic; 6-17 years old). Assessments included the
Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), Clinical Global Impressions-
Improvement scale (CGI-I), and Child Depression Rating Scale
(CDRS). Adverse events were assessed through spontaneous
self-reports, vital signs weight monitoring, and laboratory analysis.

Results:
Eight of the 10 youth (80%) completed the study. Aripiprazole

treatment was associated with clinically and statistically significant
improvement in mean YMRS scores (-15.7±9.1, p=0.0001). Using
predefined criteria for improvement (Clinical Global Impressions
Improvement -Mania score of <2 at endpoint), the response rate
for manic symptoms was 90% and for symptoms of depression
was 30%. The most commonly reported adverse effects were
sedation (60%), extrapyramidal symptoms (30%), and anxiety
(20%) From baseline to endpoint there was a statistically signifi-
cant increase in weight of 1.8±0.2 kg (p=0.001).

Conclusions:
Open-label aripiprazole treatment was associated with a very

high response rate for manic symptoms but with a modest antide-
pressant effect. Future placebo-controlled, double blind studies of
the treatment of mania in youth with bipolar disorder are warranted.
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NR630 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Developmental Trajectories of Anxiety Disorders in
Offspring at High Risk for Panic Disorder
Joseph Biederman, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Pediatric Psychopharmacology, 55 Fruit Street, Warren Building
705, Boston, MA, 02114, Carter Petty, M.S., Dina Hirshfeld-
Becker, Ph.D., Aude Henin, Ph.D., Stephen V. Faraone, Ph.D.,
Brianne Henry, B.A., Jerrold F. Rosenbaum

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that the risk for panic disorder is suggested to
be heterogeneous and that separation anxiety disorder may help
identify a group of children at very high risk for a wide range of
adverse psychopathological outcomes.

Summary:

Objective. The main aim of this study was to examine whether
developmental trajectories towards the development of pediatric
panic disorder are operant in children at high risk for panic disor-
der. Based on the prior literature we hypothesized that separation
anxiety disorder would be a potent predictor of subsequent panic
disorder in children at risk.

Methods. We analyzed data from our large, five-year longitudi-
nal follow-up study of well-characterized children at high and low
risk for panic disorder. We compared the course of psychiatric
disorders in offspring of parents with panic disorder. For the pur-
pose of this analysis we used 95 parents with panic disorder and
their 186 offspring.

Results. One hundred twenty (65%) of the high-risk offspring
of parents with panic disorder had at least one anxiety disorder
and 86 (46%) had two or more anxiety disorders. Separation
anxiety disorder significantly increased the risk for the subsequent
development of agoraphobia, GAD, panic disorder, and major
depression. Agoraphobia selectively increased the risk for subse-
quent panic disorder and GAD selectively increased the risk for
subsequent social phobia.

Conclusions. This large five-year prospective follow-up study
of children at risk growing up provides compelling evidence for
divergent risks conferred by specific anxiety disorders in child-
hood. The findings suggest that the risk for panic disorder is
heterogeneous. They also indicate that separation anxiety disor-
der may help identify a group of children at very high risk for a
wide range of adverse psychopathological outcomes.
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NR631 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Improvements in Symptoms of ADHD in School-Aged
Children With Lisdexamfetamine (SPD489/NRP104)
and Extended-Release Mixed Amphetamine Salts
Versus Placebo
Joseph Biederman Massachusetts General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street, Warren Building 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Samuel
Boellner, Ann Childress, Frank A. Lopez, Suma Krishnan, Paul
Hodgkins
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this activity, participants should be able to
describe symptom improvements in children with attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) after treatment with lisdexamfeta-
mine dimesylate (SPD489/NRP104), an amphetamine prodrug,
composed of d-amphetamine with an L-lysine conjugate that
needs to be hydrolyzed to release the active component, and
extended-release mixed amphetamine salts (MAS XR), compared
with placebo.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the efficacy and safety of lisdexamfeta-
mine dimesylate, which may have a reduced abuse potential com-
pared to other amphetamine products, and MAS XR with placebo
in school-aged children with ADHD.

Methods: Phase 2, multicenter study conducted in an analog
classroom environment, comparing lisdexamfetamine (30, 50, or
70 mg) and MAS XR (10, 20, or 30 mg) with placebo, in children
(6-12 years) with ADHD who had been treated with a stimulant
for >1 of the past 6 months. There was a 1 -week screening phase,
a 3-week MAS XR dose optimization phase, and a randomized,
double-blind, 3-week, 3-way crossover, with subjects receiving
1 week each of lisdexamfetamine (dose equivalent to subject's
optimal MAS XR dose), MAS XR (subject's optimal dose), or
placebo. Efficacy measures included the SKAMP and PERMP.
Safety parameters included AEs, vital signs, and ECGs.

Results: 52 subjects were enrolled and 50 completed the study;
2 terminated during the first double-blind treatment week while
on placebo. Least squares (LS) mean SKAMP-deportment scores
significantly and comparably improved with both active treatments
(lisdexamfetamine, 0.8; MAS XR, 0.8) versus placebo (1.7)
(P<0.0001, for both). Significant improvement in the LS mean
PERMP-attempted (lisdexamfetamine, 133.3; MAS XR, 133.6;
placebo, 88.2 [P<0.0001, for both]) and PERMP-correct (lisde-
xamfetamine, 129.6; MAS XR, 129.4; placebo, 84.1 [P<0.0001,
for both]) was also seen with both active treatments versus pla-
cebo. AEs were mild to moderate in severity, with no notable vital
signs or changes in ECG parameters with the active treatments.
The most common AEs for lisdexamfetamine were insomnia (8%),
decreased appetite (6%) and anorexia (4%); for MAS XR they
were decreased appetite (4%), upper abdominal pain (4%), insom-
nia (2%), and vomiting (2%).

Conclusions: Lisdexamfetamine and MAS XR resulted in com-
parable, significant improvements in ADHD symptom control ver-
sus placebo and were well tolerated in school-aged children with
ADHD.
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NR632 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy and Safety of Lisdexamfetamine (SPD489/
NRP104) in Children Aged 6 to 12 Years With ADHD
Joseph Biederman Massachusetts General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street, Warren Building 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Paul
Hodgkins, Suma Krishnan, Robert L. Findling

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to describe the efficacy (measured by the ADHD-Rating Scale
[ADHD-RS]) and safety of lisdexamfetamine dimesylate (SPD489/

NRP104), an amphetamine prodrug, composed of d-amphet-
amine with an L-lysine conjugate that needs to be hydrolyzed to
release the active component, in children with attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) compared with placebo.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the efficacy and safety of lisdexamfeta-
mine, which may have a reduced abuse potential compared to
other amphetamine products, with placebo in school-aged children
with ADHD.

Methods: Phase 3, randomized, multicenter, double-blind, par-
allel-group study with children (6-12 years) with ADHD (either
combined or hyperactive-impulsive subtypes), whether or not on
medication for ADHD. The study consisted of one week to screen
subjects, a one-week washout, and four weeks for the double-
blind treatment. Subjects were randomized in a 1:1:1:1 ratio to a
single daily dose of lisdexamfetamine (30, 50, or 70 mg) or pla-
cebo. The primary efficacy measure was the ADHD Rating Scale
(ADHD-RS). Safety parameters included AEs, vital signs, labora-
tory tests, and ECGs.

Results: Of the 290 randomized subjects, 230 (in brackets)
completed the trial (placebo n=72 [54]; lisdexamfetamine 30 mg
n=71 [56]; 50 mg n=74 [60]; 70 mg n=73 [60]). The most common
reasons for discontinuations were lack of efficacy (placebo, 17%;
30 mg, 1%; 50 mg, 0%; 70 mg, 1%) and AEs (placebo, 1%;
30 mg, 9%; 50 mg, 5%; 70 mg, 14%). There were no notable
demographic differences between groups, with 36% of the sub-
jects previously treated for ADHD. At study end, the ADHD-RS
changes from baseline were -6.2, -21.8, -23.4, and -26.7 for pla-
cebo, lisdexamfetamine 30 mg, 50 mg, and 70 mg, respectively.
Significant improvements in ADHD symptoms were seen with all
doses of lisdexamfetamine compared with placebo (P<0.0001).
Significant differences for all doses of lisdexamfetamine versus
placebo were observed as early as week 1 (P<0.0001 for all
comparisons). Most AEs were mild to moderate in severity and
occurred in the first week. The most common AEs were decreased
appetite, insomnia, headache, and upper abdominal pain.

Conclusions: In children with ADHD, short-term treatment with
lisdexamfetamine significantly improved ADHD symptoms and
was well tolerated.
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NR633 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Parent Methamphetamine Abuse and Rural Children:
A Mixed-Methods Study
James E. Black, M.D. Southern Illinois University, Department
of Psychiatry, 1907 Ridge Park Drive, Urbana, IL, 61802,
Teresa Ostler, Ph.D., Wendy Haight, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Demonstrate knowledge of the basic epidemiology of meth-
amphetamine abuse in the rural U.S.

2. Recognize the social and psychological impact of parent
methamphetamine abuse on children.

3. Recognize the grief/loss issues embedded in foster care
secondary to parental substance abuse.
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4. Formulate appropriate mental health intervention goals for
children with similar abuse and neglect histories.

Summary:

Over the last decade the abuse of "crystal meth", a new recipe
for inexpensive and smokable methamphetamine, has become a
growing and urgent problem across the United States and other
countries. The addiction hits hard and fast enough to profoundly
impair parenting.

Objectives: This mixed-methods study examined the mental
health status and perspectives of rural school-aged foster children
in the Midwest USA who were exposed to parent methamphet-
amine abuse.

Methods: Eighteen children who were exposed to parent meth-
amphetamine abuse participated. Mental health status was de-
rived from the Child Behavior Checklist and the Trauma Symptom
Checklist. A semi-structured, individual interview provided infor-
mation on children's perspectives on parent methamphetamine
abuse and related family experiences. Additional information on
children's mental health came from reviewing available records.

Results: Per foster parent report, fifty percent of children were
evidencing significant emotional or behavioral problems. Children
themselves underreported mental health problems. They did re-
port avoidant or passive coping skills and noted they felt isolated
or unheard in their families. Talking to others was seen by some
children as taboo. Children reported issues of loss and grief much
more than adults.

Conclusions: Mental health service providers should be alert to
the complexities in assessing the mental health needs of children
reared by parents who abuse methamphetamine. Because some
children have not had support for talking about experiences and
feelings or believe that talking to others is taboo, helping children
to acknowledge their feelings and experiences is likely to be a
key part of any intervention.
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NR634 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Quetiapine Monotherapy in Patients With GAD
Olga Brawman-Mintzer, M.D. Medical University of South
Carolina, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 5900 Core
Road, Suite 203, Charleston, SC, 29406, Paul J. Nietert, Ph.D.,
Moira A. Rynn, M.D., Karl Rickels, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational objective: At the conclusion of this presentation,
the participant should understand the benefits of quetiapine in the
treatment of patients with GAD

Summary:

Objective: Atypical antipsychotics have demonstrated potential
efficacy as augmenting agents in treatment-resistant GAD. This
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial assessed the efficacy of que-
tiapine monotherapy in GAD.

Methods: Thirty-eight, non-depressed GAD patients (HAM-A
total score >20) were randomized, following a one-week placebo
run-in, to 6 weeks of double-blind treatment with quetiapine (25-
300 mg/day) or placebo (assessments at Weeks 1, 2, 4, and 6).
Primary efficacy variable was defined as change from baseline in

HAM-A total score. Response (>50% reduction in HAM-A total
score) and remission (HAM-A total score <7) rates were also
assessed. Safety assessments included AIMS, SAS, BAS and
AEs monitoring.

Results: 12/19 quetiapine and 16/19 placebo patients com-
pleted treatment. Quetiapine (mean endpoint dose 125 mg/day)
significantly reduced HAM-A total and psychic subscale scores at
Weeks 2 and 4 compared with placebo in OC analyses (p<0.05).
However, statistical significance was not sustained to endpoint
(week 6), or in the LOCF sample analysis. Response (57.9%
versus 36.8%) and remission (42.1% versus 21.1%) rates were
numerically higher with quetiapine. No significant differences were
observed in AIMS, SAS, BAS or incidence of AEs (most common
AEs: fatigue and somnolence).

Conclusions: Quetiapine may represent a treatment option for
patients with GAD. Additional studies are warranted to further
characterize the efficacy of quetiapine in these patients.
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NR635 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Parent and Teacher Rated Effects of MTS and OROS
Methylphenidate in ADHD
Oscar G. Bukstein, M.D. Western Psychiatric Institute and
Clinic, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213-2593,
Bradley D. Vince, D.O., Frank A. Lopez, M.D., Leon
Rosenberg, M.D., Robert L. Findling, M.D., Maryann Livolsi,
R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transder-
mal system (MTS) in pediatric subjects. Discuss the parent-based
ratings of efficacy of MTS as compared with placebo in a naturalis-
tic setting study.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluate the efficacy of a methylphenidate transder-
mal system (MTS), compared with placebo, using OROS methyl-
phenidate as a reference therapy, and using parent and teacher
ratings in a naturalistic community setting.

Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, parallel-group,
placebo-controlled study with a 5-week dose optimization phase.
Children aged 6-12 years diagnosed with ADHD by DSM-IV-TR
criteria were enrolled. Parent-rated efficacy measures included
the Conners' Parent Rating Scale-Revised: Short Form (CPRS-
R), administered at 11:00am and 3:00pm on the last weekend
day prior to study visits. CPRS-R subscales for ADHD index,
oppositional, hyperactivity, and cognitive problems were used to
assess efficacy and behavior. The Conners' Teacher Rating
Scale-Revised: Short Form (CTRS-R) was administered at
10:00am and 2:00pm on two days (at least 48 hours apart) each
study week.

Results: The change from baseline in CPRS-R scores at the
11:00am time point was statistically significant for MTS treatment
compared with placebo for the ADHD index (p=0.0002), opposi-
tional (p<0.02), hyperactivity (p<0.0001), and cognitive problems
(p=0.0001) subscales. At the 3:00pm time point, change from
baseline was statistically significant for MTS compared with pla-
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cebo for the ADHD index (p=0.0001), hyperactivity (p<0.0001),
and cognitive problems (p<0.0001) subscales, but not the opposi-
tional subscale (p=0.1040). Results were similar for teacher rat-
ings; at study endpoint, change from baseline for MTS treatment
was statistically significant (p<0.0001) compared to placebo.

Conclusion: Treatment with MTS resulted in significant im-
provements in parent and teacher ratings of behavior compared
with placebo in both the morning and afternoon. The efficacy and
safety of MTS was similar to OROS methylphenidate. MTS may
be an effective alternative to oral medications for the treatment
of pediatric ADHD.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR637 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
An Open-Label Pilot Study of Aripiprazole in PTSD
Marian I. Butterfield Durham VA Medical Center/Duke
Universtiy, 508 Fulton Street, 116A, Durham, NC, 27705,
Jennifer L Strauss, Sandra Zinn, Ph.D., Susan O'Laughlin,
B.A., Kathryn M. Connor, Jonathan R.T. Davidson, Christine
Marx

NR636 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM E d u c a t i o n a , objectives:
Interim Results From a Long-Term Safety Study of
MTS
Oscar G. Bukstein, M.D. Western Psychiatric Institute and
Clinic, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213-2593, Robert
L. Findling, M.D., Raun Melmed, M.D., Frank A. Lopez, M.D.,
Maryann Livolsi, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transder-
mal system (MTS) in pediatric subjects. Discuss long-term ratings
of safety and efficacy in a naturalistic setting.

Summary:

Objective: This study was conducted to assess the long-term
safety and efficacy of methylphenidate transdermal system (MTS).

Method: This was a multi-center, long-term, open-label study
with a lead-in dose optimization phase. Children aged 6-12 years
diagnosed with ADHD by DSM-IV-TR criteria that had previously
participated in studies of MTS (N17-021), (SPD485-102),
(SPD485-201) or (SPD485-302) were enrolled. Safety was primar-
ily assessed by the occurrence of treatment-emergent adverse
events, physical exams, vital signs, laboratory tests, ECGs, skin
tolerance, and evaluation of sleep.

Results: At 8 months, interim data was available for 288 sub-
jects included in the safety population. Of 623 adverse events
recorded throughout the study, 97.8% were either mild or moder-
ate in intensity. Three subjects experienced serious adverse
events (contusion, ankle fracture, and syncope), all of which were
determined by the investigator to be unrelated to the study medica-
tion. No deaths have been reported during the study. During the
dose maintenance phase, a total of 320 adverse events were
reported by 43.3% of subjects. The most commonly observed
adverse events in the dose maintenance phase were decreased
weight, decreased appetite, headache, and insomnia. No dose-
related trends in adverse events were observed.

Conclusion: Long-term exposure to MTS, up to 8 months, was
generally well tolerated. Nearly all adverse events reported were
mild to moderate in intensity. The adverse events reported in this
study are consistent with adverse events commonly reported for
methylphenidate in the pediatric population. These results indicate
that MTS may be a safe alternative treatment for ADHD in pediatric
subjects.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to: 1) recognize that PTSD symptoms are in part mediated
through abnormalities in several neurochemical systems, includ-
ing dopaminergic and serotonergic systems. 2) recognize that
aripiprazole, aquinolinone derivative that has effects in both the
serotonergic and dopaminergic systems may be effective in reduc-
ing PTSD symptoms, and related psychotic and cognitive
symptoms.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the short-term tolerance and potential
efficacy of aripiprazole in PTSD across core symptoms and cogni-
tive domains.

Methods: Ten veterans with PTSD were enrolled in this 12-
week, open-label study of aripiprazole, flexibly dosed at 5 - 30mg.
Research interviews were conducted at baseline, weekly for one
month, and every two weeks through week 12. PTSD symptoms
were assessed using the Treatment Outcome PTSD Scale (TOP-
8), the Short PTSD Rating Interview (SPRINT), and the Clinician
Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS). Psychotic symptoms were
assessed with the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(PANSS). Neuropsychological domains of attention, executive
function, learning, and memory were also assessed.

Results: Ten subjects (half women, mean age 51.5 years) were
enrolled and eight completed the 12-week treatment trial. The
drug was well-tolerated and mean dose at endpoint was 21.5 mg.
The most common side effects of were; weight gain 60% (n=
6); concentration difficulties 30%, (n=3); akasthesia 20% (n=2);
nausea 10% (n=1); and numbness and tingling 10% (n=1). Post-
treatment, significant decreases in PTSD symptoms were ob-
served on the CAPS total scores (t = 2.39, p = 0.04) and Cluster
B symptoms (t = 2.84, p = 0.02), the TOP-8 (t = 2.96, p = 0.02)
and SPRINT (t = 4.66, p = 0.001). Significant decreases were
also noted on the three PANSS subscales (Positive Symptoms:
t = 4.03, p = 0.003; Negative Symptoms: t = 3.17, p = 0.011;
General Psychopathology: t = 4.98, p = 0.001). Significant im-
provements in delayed verbal recall that were observed from base-
line to endpoint (p=0.03), however there were no differences on
other neuropsychological measures.

Conclusions: Aripirazole may be an effective monotherapy for
the treatment of PTSD. Our small sample size and lack of a
placebo arm preclude a definitive conclusion, thus further studies
are warranted.
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NR638 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Pilot Controlled Trial of Bupropion Versus
Escitalopram in GAD
Alexander Bystritsky, M.D. UCLA, Psychiatry, 300 Medical
Plaza, Suite 2200, Los Angeles, CA, 90095, Lauren Kerwin,
B.A., Tanya Vapnik, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to treat anxiety disorders with Bupropion XL.

Summary:

Introduction: To evaluate whether Escitalopram or Bupropion
XL has preferential efficacy in reducing specific symptoms of GAD.
Specifically, whether subjects treated with Escitalopram would
have significant decreases in symptoms related to fear while sub-
jects treated with Bupropion XL would have significant increases
in their ability to cope with fear (resilience).

Methods: This study utilized a randomized, double-blind, dose-
controlled, parallel-group design. Thirty-four outpatients (mean
age 36±2.56 yrs) were randomized into either Escitalopram
(20mg/day) or Bupropion XL (300mg/day) treatment groups. The
primary efficacy measures were the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale
(HARS), UCLA-4D, and Self-Efficiency Scale (SES).

Results: Subjects in both groups showed a decrease in anxiety
symptoms over the 12-week treatment period. Subjects treated
with Bupropion XL showed a significant reduction in HARS scores
compared to subjects treated with Escitalopram (F= 7.66, df=
4,29, p< 01). Subjects treated with Bupropion XL also showed a
significant improvement in their ability to cope with fear, as indi-
cated by a significant reduction in the SES scores indexing self-
sufficiency. Both treatments were equally well tolerated.

Conclusion: Given the dearth of data about the safety and effi-
cacy of Bupropion XL treatment for anxiety disorders, the findings
from this study have important clinical implications. These results
provide preliminary support for the safety and effectiveness of
Bupropion XL in the treatment of GAD. It is hoped that these
preliminary results will encourage further research to explore the
use of Bupropion XL in treating GAD in adults.
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NR639 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Medication Persistence Among Agents That Treat
ADHD, Diabetes, and Elevated Serum Cholesterol
Nathan M. Capone, Pharm.D. Shire Pharmaceutical Inc, Global
Medical Affairs, 725 Chesterbrook Blvd, Wayne, PA, 19087

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able
to describe similarities and differences in medication persistence

observed among patients prescribed drugs used to treat attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder, diabetes, and elevated serum cho-
lesterol.

Summary:

Introduction: Adherence to prescribed drug regimens is low
among patients diagnosed with ADHD. Whether medication per-
sistence among patients prescribed a psychostimulant is different
from that seen among patients prescribed drugs for other chronic
medical diseases like diabetes and elevated serum cholesterol is
unknown.

Methods: Prescription data obtained between September 2003
and November 2004 from a managed care pharmacy database
(Catalina Health Resource) were analyzed to determine monthly
persistence rates over 7 months for selected medications. Sub-
jects were included in the analysis if a new prescription was filled
during the observation period (no fills in the preceding 90 days)
and the prescription indicated available refills. At each of 7 months
thereafter, patients were defined as persistent if the current fill
date was < the previous fill date + 31 days. Monthly persistence
rates were obtained for psychostimulant drugs (mixed amphet-
amine salts extended release [MAS XR], methylphenidate modi-
fied release [MPH MR]), antidiabetic agents (rosiglitazone, insulin,
insulin glargine), and statins (rosuvastatin, fluvastatin, atorvas-
tatin).

Results: Medication persistence declined rapidly during the
observation period for all agents examined. At month 2, persis-
tence rates for MAS XR (62.8%) and MPH MR (64.2%) were
similar to those seen for rosiglitazone (63.4%) and the statins
(range, 62.2%-67.8%). By month 7, persistence declined to 22.9%
and 23.5% for MAS XR and MPH MR, respectively. Slightly higher
persistence rates were seen at month 7 with rosiglitazone (33.4%)
and the statins (range, 26.0%-30.1 %). Markedly lower persistence
rates were seen for the insulins throughout observation; at month
7, persistence rates with insulin and insulin glargine were 22.4%
and 17.6%, respectively.

Conclusions: After 7 months, persistence rates with psycho-
stimulants are slightly lower than with the antidiabetic agent rosigli-
tazone and the statins.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR640 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Rapid Cycles in Bipolar Children and Adolescents:
Hospitalization and Treatment
Ruby C. Castilla-Puentes, M.D. University of North Carolina
and University of Pennsylvania, Psychiatry and epidemiology,
1100 S. Broad St, Ap 407C, Philadelphia, PA, 19146

Educational Objectives:

understand the use of claims databases in the research of
treatment of pediatric bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Background: Clinical literature refers to the rapid cycling in
children and adolescents with Bipolar Disorder (BD). It is useful
to provide data on this prevalent conception because rapid cycling
in adults is associated with more hospitalizations as a more treat-
ment-resistant picture.
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Objective: The frequency of hospitalization and treatment of
rapid cycles (>=4 episodes per year) in Children and adolescents
(<=18 y.o.) with BD was examined using the Integrated Healthcare
Information Services' (IHCIS) National Managed Care
Benchmark.

Methods: The database includes medical history for more than
30 million managed care lives, from more than 35 US health,
HMO, POS and PPO plans, covering eight census regions (mostly
East coast) and patient demographics, including morbidity, age
and gender. Over 90% of patients had medical and pharmaceutical
benefits. From June 30, 2000 to July 1, 2003, a total number of
8,129 patients (<=18 y.o.) with BD were identified (using ICD-9
codes).

Results: Among children and adolescents with rapid cycles,
58.6% were females, 75.9% were between 12-17 y.o, and all had
history of at least one hospitalization for any reason. Children and
adolescents with rapid cycles (n=58) versus those without rapid
cycles (n=8071) were differentiated in their hospitalization and
treatment as follows: higher rate of hospital admission for any
reason, for depression, and for medical conditions. As we ex-
pected, they also exhibited a significantly higher use of antidepres-
sants, antipsychotics and mood stabilizers.

Conclusions: Following the adult criteria for rapid cycles, our
findings support that children and adolescents with rapid cycles
require more pharmacological treatment than those with non-rapid
cycles.
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NR641 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prevalence, Correlates, and Comorbidity of DSM-IV
GAD in Korean Adults
Hong Jin Jeon, M.D. Seoul, Bong-Jin Hahm, M.D., Jin-Pyo
Hong, M.D., Jong-Ik Park, M.D., Jin-Yeong Kim, M.D., Hae woo
Lee, M.D., Maeng Je Cho, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate the characteristics of generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD) in Korean population.

Summary:

Background: This study addressed the prevalence, correlates,
and co-morbidity of DSM-IV GAD in a nationwide sample of Ko-
rean adults.

Methods: Face-to-face interviews were conducted with the Ko-
rean version of CIDI 2.1/DSM-IV (n=6,275, response rate 79.8%)
from ten areas including metropolitan, mid-sized cities, and rural
counties in South Korea.

Results: Prevalence of lifetime and 12-month GAD were 2.3%
and 1.0%. Being female (OR = 2.9), separated or divorced (OR =
2.6), low income (OR = 2.1), and widowed (OR = 1.7) increased
risk, respectively. GAD was highly co-morbid with major depres-
sion (43.2% of GAD). GAD was also co-morbid with bipolar disor-
der, substance use disorder and other anxiety disorders. Alcohol
and nicotine use disorder were not significantly associated with
GAD.

Conclusions: GAD is prevalent among Korean adults. Espe-
cially, GAD is highly associated with major depression.
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NR642 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Association Study for Synaptosomal-Associated
Protein 25 (SNAP25) Polymorphism and Korean
Patients With ADHD
Sang Hyuk Lee, M.D. seongnam, Tae Kyou Choi, M.D., Dong
Ho Song, M.D., Hong Schick Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This study could demontrate the possibility of the association
between SNAP-25 gene polymorphism and ADHD using two of
the identified polymorphism(Mnll, Ddel) in Korean population.

Summary:

Objectives : ADHD(ADHD) is the most common childhood psy-
chiatric disorder, affecting 5-10% of school-age children. Although
the biological basis of this disorder is unknown, twin and family
studies provide strong evidence that ADHD has a genetic basis
involving multiple genes.

The gene for the synaptic vesicle docking fusion protein, synap-
tosomal-associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25), has been impli-
cated in the etiology of ADHD based on the mouse mutant strain
coloboma. this neuron-irradiation induced mouse strain is hemizy-
gous for the deletion of the SNAP-25 gene and displays spontane-
ous hyperactivity that is responsive to dextroamphetamine. DNA
variations within or closely mapped to the SNAP-25 gene may
alter the level of expression and hence may have an effect on the
function of synaptic vesicle fusion and neurotransmitter release.

The aim of this study was to investigate the association between
SNAP-25 gene polymorphism and ADHD using two of the identi-
fied polymorphism(Mnll, Ddel) in Korean population.

Methods : 95 ADHD patients and 102 normal controls partici-
pated in this study, the genotypes and allele frequency of the
SNAP-25 polymorphism (Mnll, Ddel) between ADHD patients and
control were compared

Results : In this study, there was statistical significant difference
in genotype distribution of Mnll in SNAP-25 gene between patients
and controls.(p=0.008) and t/t genotype is related ADHD(p=0.049)
but Ddel is not exist in Korean population

Conclusion : This results suggest there may be a role of this
polymorphism in ADHD. But the limit of this study is that the
number of cases were small, therefore it would be premature to
make any conclusions from this study concerning the role of
SNAP-25 in ADHD. Further work is needed to assertain the role
of SNAP-25 in ADHD
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NR643 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Valproate in Child and Adolescent Bipolar Disorder:
A Comprehensive Meta-Analysis
Lee S. Cohen, M.D. Columbia University College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Assistant Professor, Clinical Psychiatry, 623
Warburton Avenue, Hastings on Hudson, NY, 10706

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to

1) Summarize current results of the psychopharmacology of
pediatric bipolar disorder that utilized structured interviews and

2) Review efficacy data and response rates to valproic acid in
this population.

Summary:

Objective: To assess valproate efficacy on validated scales,
including Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS), in children with
bipolar disorder via a review and meta-analysis of the literature.
Method: A PubMed search conducted in June 2003 of literature
published from 1990-2003 identified 46 reports of valproate use
in patients aged <18 years with bipolar disorder. Nine viable stud-
ies were analyzed, based on inclusion criteria of utilizing a struc-
tured interview scale and therapeutic valproate level (results pre-
sented at the 2003 APA meeting). An updated search conducted
in September 2005 identified 47 additional references, with 9 new
reports meeting inclusion criteria. A total of 18 published reports
were included in an updated meta-analysis. No reports including
patients with comorbid seizure disorder were identified. Results:
Eighteen published reports included 355 patients <=18 years with
bipolar disorder treated with valproate, alone or in combination.
Analysis of these reports yielded an overall efficacy rate of 76%
on validated interview scales (YMRS, Mania Rating Scale [MRS],
Modified Mania Rating Scale [MMRS], Clinical Global Impression
[CGI], and Overt Aggression Scale [OAS]). The mean serum val-
proate level across studies was 82.38 mcg/mL ±9.17, suggesting
a consistent therapeutic level. In the entire population of 355
patients, 271 (76%) achieved > 30% improvement on evaluation
scales. In trials that defined response as > 50% improvement on
YMRS, MRS, or MMRS, 105 of 149 patients (70%) responded.
Conclusion: This meta-analysis demonstrates the potential bene-
fits of valproate in children and adolescents with bipolar disorder
without comorbid epilepsy. Results of large-scale, double-blind
trials of valproate in children and adolescents with bipolar disorder
would further support its use. Based on data in this meta-analysis,
further investigation of valproate in this setting in well controlled
trials is warranted.

Supported by Abbott Laboratories.
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NR644 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Randomized, Controlled, Pilot Study of Quetiapine
in the Treatment of Adolescent Conduct Disorder
Daniel F. Connor, M.D. University of Connecticut Health
Center, Department of Psychiatry, Division of Child &
Adolescent Psychiatry, 263 Farmington Avenue, Farmington,

CT, 06030-1410, Thomas J. McLaughlin, Sc.D., Mary Jeffers-
Terry, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to evaluate the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of quetiapine
relative to placebo in the treatment of aggression, oppositional
behaviors, and conduct problems in adolescents.

Summary:

Introduction: Atypical antipsychotics are promising agents to
treat excessive aggressive behaviors, oppositional and defiant
symptoms, and conduct problems in adolescents.

Methods: Outpatients (12-17 years) with a primary diagnosis
of conduct disorder and moderate/severe aggressive behavior
were randomized to 7 weeks of double-blind, flexibly dosed quetia-
pine (N=9) or placebo (N=10) without concurrent psychotropic
medication. Outcome measures included CGI-Severity and Im-
provement scales, Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction
Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q), Overt Aggression Scale (OAS), and
Conduct Disorder Subscale of the Corners Parent Rating Scale
(CPRS). Intent to treat differences were estimated by mixed effects
models.

Results: Eight out of 9 patients receiving quetiapine (endpoint
dose 300+/-168 mg/day) completed the study versus 3/10 with
placebo. CGI-Severity score at Week 7 was 1.80 points lower
with quetiapine than placebo (P=0.007). At endpoint, 8/9 patients
receiving quetiapine were improved (CGI <2) compared to 1/10
with placebo. Q-LES-Q score increased 11.3 points with quetia-
pine and decreased 4 points with placebo (P=0.005). OAS and
CPRS conduct subscale scores did not differ between the groups.
Quetiapine was well tolerated. One patient developed akathisia
during quetiapine treatment; no other extrapyramidal side effects
occurred.

Conclusions: This 7-week pilot study suggests quetiapine may
be effective and well-tolerated therapy in adolescents with conduct
disorder.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR645 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Escitalopram for Specific Phobia: A Placebo-
Controlled Pilot Study
Kathryn M. Connor, M.D. Duke University, Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, Box 3812 DUMC, Durham, NC, 27710,
Indu Varia, M.D., Wei Zhang, M.D., Jonathan R.T. Davidson,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To understand the effects of escitalopram in treating specific
phobia

Summary:

Background: Specific phobia is the most common of all anxiety
disorders and tends to start early in life, often becoming chronic
over time. Individuals with specific phobia generally accommodate
their lives around the phobia which can on occasion become quite
impairing. Response to treatment is poorly understood, although
there is evidence that cognitive-behavioral techniques can be ben-
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eficial as well as pharmacologic agents with serotonergic and
Gamma-aminobutyric acid ergic effects (e.g., clonazepam, paro-
xetine). With these considerations in mind, we conducted a pla-
cebo-controlled pilot study of escitalopram in subjects with specific
phobia.

Methods: 13 subjects meeting DSM-IV criteria for specific pho-
bia were randomly assigned to treatment with escitalopram or
placebo. Treatment was initiated at 5 mg/day and titrated to a
maximum dose of 20 mg/day through week 12, as tolerated and
clinically indicated. Response was evaluated based on a > 50%
reduction from baseline on the Main Phobia Questionnaire and
the Fear Questionnaire and using CGI-I scores of < 2(much or
very much improved).

Results: 13 subjects were enrolled and 12 returned for at least
one post-baseline assessment, thereby providing evaluable data.
Response in terms of fear, avoidance, state of main fear and
specific fears ranged from 20-80% for escitalopram and 0-43%
for placebo (NS). By week 12, the mean CGI improvement on
escitalopram was 2.0 (much improved) versus 3.3 (minimally im-
proved) on placebo (p<.06). The drug was well tolerated.

Conclusions: While treatment differences on the primary out-
come measures were not statically significant, responses were
consistently greater for escitalopram than for placebo. These find-
ings, along with the noted clinical global improvement with drug, in
this small sample suggest that the drug shows promise in specific
phobia. Larger controlled trials are needed to better understand
the role of escitalopram in treating specific phobia.

Funding for this study was provided by Forest Laboratories, Inc.
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NR646 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Quetiapine/Sertraline Combination in PTSD
Aytul Corapcioglu Ozdemir, Prof. Dr. Kocaeli University Med
Faculty, IZMIT, TURKEY, Psychiatry Dept, Tophanelioglu Cad.
Petek Sit. A5 Blok D: 9, Istanbul, 81140, Turkey, Nese
Kocabasoglu, Prof. Dr., llhan Yargic, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand the benefits of quetiapine/sertraline combination treat-
ment in patients with PTSD.

Summary:

Objective: PTSD is a chronic psychological disorder which
develops after physical, psychological or environmental trauma.1,2

This 8-week randomized, double-blind study investigated the effi-
cacy and tolerability of sertraline/quetiapine combination versus
sertraline monotherapy in patients with PTSD.

Methods: Patients (aged 18-55 years; no previous sertraline
treatment) with PTSD (DSM-IV) were randomized to sertraline
(100-200 mg/day) plus quetiapine (200-750 mg/day; n=47) or ser-
traline plus placebo (n=47). Primary efficacy measure was change
from baseline in the Clinician Rated PTSD Scale (CAPS). Adverse
effects (AEs) and tolerability were assessed throughout.

Results: Combination of sertraline treatment with quetiapine
(mean dose = 207 mg/day) significantly improved symptoms of
PTSD, as assessed by change in CAPS total score at Week 8,
compared to sertraline monotherapy (p<0.05). By Week 8, patients
fulfilling criteria for positive PTSD diagnosis decreased by 94.1%
with quetiapine, compared with 63% for sertraline monotherapy
(p=0.016). Patients scoring >2 in at least one CAPS item de-

creased by 94.1% and 58.3% in the quetiapine and sertraline
monotherapy groups, respectively. AEs in each treatment group
were of mainly mild/moderate severity. The most common AEs
were dry mouth and somnolence.

Conclusions: Quetiapine/sertraline combination significantly
improves symptoms of PTSD compared with sertraline monother-
apy. The combination treatment is well tolerated.
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NR647 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Single-Blind Prospective Study of Quetiapine for
the Treatment of Mood Disorders in Adolescents at
High Risk for Developing Bipolar Disorder
Melissa P. DelBello, M.D. University of Cincinnati, College of
Medicine, Division of Bipolar Disorders Research, Department
of Psychiatry, 231 Albert Sabin Way, ML 0559, Cincinnati, OH,
45267-0559, R. M. Whitsel, B.A., Caleb M. Adler, M.D., Robert
A. Kowatch, M.D., Kevin Stanford, B.S., Stephen M.
Strakowski, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants will be familiar
with recent data on quetiapine for the treatment of mood disorders
in adolescents who are at high risk for developing bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of quetia-
pine12 in the treatment of mood disorders in adolescents at ele-
vated risk of developing bipolar disorder.

Methods: Single-blind (rater-blind), 84-day study of quetiapine
(flexible dose 300-600 mg/day) in adolescents diagnosed with a
mood disorder other than bipolar I disorder, a YMRS score >12 or
CDRS-R score >28, and at least one parent with bipolar disorder.
Primary efficacy measures were changes from baseline to end-
point in YMRS and CDRS-R scores.

Results: Twenty adolescents (mean age [SD] 14.7 [1.7] years;
range 12-18 years) diagnosed with bipolar disorder not otherwise
specified (11 [55%]), dysthymia (3 [15%]), bipolar II disorder (3
[15%]), cyclothymia (2 [10%]), or MDD (1 [5%]) participated. Mean
YMRS and CDRS-R scores decreased significantly from baseline
(YMRS 18.1 [SD 5.5], CDRS-R 38.2 [9.8]) at all assessments
to endpoint (8.7 [7.9]; 27.7 [9.3]; all P<0.001). Five adolescents
discontinued due to lack of response (1), symptom exacerbation
(1), or withdrawal of consent/assent (3). Adverse events, including
somnolence (55%) and headache (25%), were generally mild.

Conclusions: Quetiapine may be effective for the treatment of
adolescents with mood disorders other than bipolar I disorder and
at familial risk of bipolar disorder.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR648 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Duration of Untreated Illness in GAD: A Poor
Treatment Response Risk Factor?
bernardo dell'osso, M.D. Dept. of Psychiatry, University of
Milan, Department of Clinical Sciences "Luigi Sacco", University
of Milan, Milan, Italy, via Piatti 8, Milano, 20123, Italy,
Emanuela Mundo, Michela Russo, M.D., Sara Fumagalli, M.D.,
Carlo Alfredo Altamura, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the partecipant should
be able to recognize the role of the duration of untreated illness
(DUI), defined as the time elapsing between the onset of General-
ized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) and the first adequate antidepressant
treatment, on the treatment response of GAD.

Summary:

Objective: GAD has been recognized as one of the most fre-
quent anxiety disorders. The aim of this study was to investigate
the role of the duration of untreated illness (DUI), defined as the
time elapsing between the onset of GAD and the first adequate
antidepressant treatment, on the treatment response Methods:
31 DSM-IV-TR GAD patients, who gave their informed consent,
were the sample studied. Patients were sub-divided into two
groups, with DUI < 1 year (N=6) and with DUI > 1 year (N=
25). The main demographic, clinical, and outcome variables were
compared between the two patient groups (Student's t-tests or chi-
square tests). Patients were treated with antidepressants (SSRIs,
SNRIs or combination) for 8 weeks at full doses, with no concomi-
tant treatment except for stabilized doses of benzodiazepines.
Treatment response was evaluated using the Clinical Global Im-
pression rating scale (severity of illness) and compared between
the two groups using ANOVA with repeated measures.

Results: No significant differences were found between the two
treatment groups with respect to the main demographic and clini-
cal variables. No differences in the treatment response were found
according to the results of the ANOVA done on CGI scores (Time
effect: F=166.64, p<0.0001, Group effect: F=1.658, p>0.2). Con-
clusions: Results from this preliminary study suggest that the DUI,
differently from what happens with Panic Disorder, is not a major
risk factor for poor treatment response to antidepressants in GAD
patients.
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NR649 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Improvement in Specific Aggressive Outbursts in
Adolescents With ADHD Following Augmentation of
Methylphenidate With Quetiapine
David W. Dunn, M.D. Indiana University School of Medicine,
Department of Psychiatry, 702 Barnhill Drive, Room 4300,

Indianapolis, IN, 46202-5128, William G. Kronenberger, Ph.D.,
Ann L. Giauque, M.S.W., Deborah E. Lafata, R.N., Laura E.
Maxey, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe specific types of improvement seen in aggressive
outbursts in adolescents with attention deficit hyperactivity disor-
der (ADHD) as a result of treatment with combined quetiapine
and methylphenidate compared to methylphenidate in this study.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate change in specific types of aggressive
outbursts during stimulant monotherapy and following addition of
quetiapine to stimulant monotherapy in adolescents with ADHD
and aggression.

Methods: This open-label trial investigated 3 weeks of Oros®
methylphenidate monotherapy (54 mg/day) followed by 9 weeks
of treatment with methylphenidate combined with quetiapine (up
to 600 mg/day). Twenty-four adolescents (ages 12-16 years) with
ADHD, oppositional defiant disorder or conduct disorder, and se-
vere aggressive outbursts participated. The Modified Overt Ag-
gression Scale was administered by a child psychiatrist or psychol-
ogist to track outbursts.

Results: No participants experienced outbursts of serious injury
to self or others. Mean incidents per week of moderate self-harm
(e.g. hitting walls) declined significantly (P<0.05) from 4 at study
entry to 2 following stimulant monotherapy (at 3 weeks) to less
than 1 with combination treatment (after 9 weeks). Mean incidents
per week of moderate aggression toward others (e.g. fighting
without injury) also declined significantly (P<0.05) from 3 at study
entry to 1 following stimulant monotherapy and less than 1 follow-
ing combination treatment. Similar declines were seen for verbal
aggression and aggression toward property. Safety and tolerability
analyses are reported in a separate manuscript (Kronenberger et
al., under review).

Conclusions: Methylphenidate alone and combined with queti-
apine produced decreases in specific aggression outbursts. The
combined treatment appeared to produce an additional advantage
over monotherapy for treating moderate physical and verbal ag-
gressive outbursts.

Funding for this research was provided by AstraZeneca Phar-
maceuticals LP
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NR650 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Atomoxetine Treatment for ADHD: Young Adults
Compared With Older Adults
Todd M. Durell, M.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Neuroscience,
7313 Oaklandon Road, Indianapolis, IN, 46236, Lenard A.
Adler, Timothy E. Wilens, Martin Paczkowski, Kory Schuh

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize and compare the effects of atomoxetine for
treating ADHD in young adults, aged 18 to 25 years, with adults
older than 25.
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Summary:

Objective: Atomoxetine is a nonstimulant medication for treat-
ing child, adolescent, and adult ADHD.12 This meta-analysis com-
pared the effects in young and older adults.

Methods: Patients in two identical studies received twice-daily
atomoxetine or placebo for about 10 weeks. Data from patients
aged 18-25 years (atomoxetine, n=26; placebo, n=29) were com-
pared with patients older than 25 (atomoxetine, n=244; placebo,
n=237). Efficacy measures included the Conners' Adult ADHD
Rating Scale (CAARS) and the Clinical Global Impressions-Sever-
ity (CGI-S).

Results: In younger adults, atomoxetine produced significantly
greater benefits relative to placebo as measured by mean changes
from baseline on the CAARS Total ADHD Symptom Score (-11.77
versus -8.38 for atomoxetine and placebo, respectively; p=.041;
effect size=.797) and the CGI-S (-0.88 versus -0.52; p=.006; effect
size=1.121). In older adults, atomoxetine also produced significant
benefits (CAARS Total score changes of -12.22 and -8.36; p<.001;
effect size=.326; CGI-S changes of -0.95 versus -0.55; p<.001;
effect size=.346). Larger effect sizes for the young adults reflect
smaller variability for this group. Tolerability was generally similar
between age groups although older adults reported more sexual
side effects. Conclusion: These data indicate that atomoxetine
is efficacious for treating ADHD in young adults, although this
analysis has limitations due to a small sample size. Funding pro-
vided by Eli Lilly and Company.
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Childhood-Onset OCD Tic Disorders: Rheumatic
Fever Behind the Behavioral Disorder in Children
Mohamad R. Eskandari, M.D. Zanjan University of Medical
Scienses, Psychiatry, Beheshti Hospital, Arq Square, Zanjan,
45136, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Soghra Karami, M.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize or have enough attention to relationship between
PANDAS and sudden onset OCD and tic disorders in children.
Children with sudden onset or episodic course of obsessions and
compulsions, and tics with recent history of pharyngitis should be
checked for having RF and PANDAS. The rates of tic disorders
and OCD in first-degree relatives of children with PANDAS are
higher than those reported in the general population.

Summary:

Background: Psychiatric symptoms such as obsessions, com-
pulsions and tics in children may lead a psychiatrist to important
diagnoses such as Rheumatic fever (RF) and Pediatric Autoim-
mune Neuropsychiatric Disorders Associated with Streptococcal
infections (PANDAS) in children. The aim of this study is to evalu-
ate clinical characteristics of RF and PANDAS in a group of chil-
dren that referred as behavioral problems.

Methods: Children with sudden onset or episodic course of
obsessions and compulsions, and tics were included in this study.
36 children aged 5-12 referred with sudden onset or episodic
course of behavioral problems who were assessed as having

RF and/ or PANDAS by Jones Criteria and/ or PANDAS criteria,
laboratory tests, physical examination, and psychiatric interview.

Results: 17 children (47.2 %) had criteria as RF and/or PAN-
DAS. 16 %( 6 of 36) diagnosed by Jones Criteria to have RF and
30.5 % (11 of 36) diagnosed to have PANDAS (36.3 % (N=4) with
diagnosis of OCD, 45.5 %( N=5) with diagnosis of a tic disorder
and 18.1 % (N=2) with mixed diagnosis of OCD and tic disorder.)
All of the children (100%) with RF diagnosis were in Sydenham's
chorea (SC) phase and had irritability, obsessions and compul-
sions, and tics. 83.3 % (5 of 6) of affected children had at least one
affected first degree-relative with tic disorders and/ or obsessive
compulsive disorders.

Conclusion SC is a major manifestation of RF and some of
the same symptoms are seen in OCD and tic disorders. The rates
of tic disorders and OCD in first-degree relatives of children with
PANDAS are higher than those reported in the general population.
Children with sudden onset or episodic course of obsessions and
compulsions, and tics with recent history of pharyngitis should be
checked to having RF and PANDAS.
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NR652 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comparing the Efficacy of Medications for ADHD
Using Meta-Analysis
Stephen V. Faraone, Ph.D. SUNY Upstate Medical University,
750 East Adams St, Syracuse, NY, 13210

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to
describe the attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder drug-placebo
variability through effect size comparison.

Summary:

Introduction: Although the medications used to treat ADHD
have been well researched, comparisons between them are hin-
dered by the absence of direct comparative trials. Moreover, little
is known about how study design features influence estimates
of effect size. We analyzed recent published literature on the
pharmacotherapy of ADHD to examine these issues and to de-
scribe the variability of drug-placebo effect sizes.

Methods: A literature search was conducted to identify double-
blind, placebo-controlled treatment studies of ADHD youth pub-
lished during or after 1980. Meta-analysis regression assessed
the influence of medication type and study design features on
medication effects. Sixty trials met criteria and were included in
this meta-analysis. These trials studied 21 drugs using 40 different
outcome measures of hyperactive, inattentive, impulsive, or oppo-
sitional behavior. The most commonly identified treatments in-
cluded both methylphenidate and amphetamine compounds.

Results: After stratifying trials on the class of drug studied
(nonstimulant versus stimulant versus long-acting stimulant), we
found significant drug differences for both study design variables
and effect sizes. The differences among the 3 drug classes re-
mained significant after correcting for study design variables.
There does not appear to be uniformity in how medication effec-
tiveness is assessed or in many study design parameters. Com-
paring medication effect sizes from different studies will be biased
if variability in study design parameters is not accounted for.
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Conclusions: Although these differences obscure compari-
sons between specific medications, they do allow for conclusions
about the differential effects of medications used to treat ADHD.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR653 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy of Aripiprazole in Children and Adolescents
With Major Psychiatric Diagnoses
Robert L. Findling, M.D. Case Western University, 11100 Euclid
Avenue, Suite 200, Cleveland, OH, 44106-5080, Philippe Auby,
M.D., Margaretta Nyilas, M.D., Suresh Mallikaarjun, Ph.D.,
Robert A. Forbes, Ph.D., Ronald Marcus, M.D., William H.
Carson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
aware of the effective dose range of aripiprazole 1-30 mg in chil-
dren and adolescents with major psychiatric disorders.

Summary:

Objectives: These two studies examined the efficacy and toler-
ability of aripiprazole 1-30 mg in children and adolescents (6-17
years) with major psychiatric diagnoses.

Methods: Study 1 (1-15 mg): Open-label, 15-day, 3-center,
fixed-dose trial. 23 children and adolescents (6-17 years) with a
diagnosis of conduct disorder were enrolled. Dosing was based
on body weight: <25 kg received 1 mg, 25-50 kg received 2 mg,
50-70 kg received 5 mg, and >70 kg received 10 mg (one patient
received 15 mg). Study 2 (20-30 mg): Open-label, 26-day, multi-
center, sequential cohort, dose-escalation trial. 19 children and
adolescents (10-17 years) were enrolled. Preferential enrollment
was given to patients with schizophrenia or bipolar illness; how-
ever, other psychiatric diagnoses were also permitted. 57% of
patients were diagnosed with bipolar disorder; 38%, Tourette's
disorder; and 4%, schizophrenia. All patients started on a dose
of aripiprazole 2 mg/day. Three cohorts reached final doses of 20
mg, 25 mg, or 30 mg/day over a maximum of 12 days, and main-
tained that dose for an additional 14 days. Efficacy was assessed
using the Rating of Aggression Against People and/or Property
(RAAPP) (Study 1 only), CGI-Severity, and CGI-lmprovement.

Results: Baseline CGI-S was 3.9 (moderately ill) and showed
clinically meaningful improvement by an average decrease of 1.7
points (2.2; borderline mentally ill) over the course of the two
studies. 71% (29/41) of patients from both studies were "very
much improved" or "much improved" at study endpoint, as mea-
sured by the CGI-I. RAAPP scores (Study 1) improved from mod-
erate severity to mild severity at study endpoint.

Conclusions: Effectiveness of 1-30 mg/day is demonstrated
in this patient population. Improvement of symptoms suggests
that aripiprazole should be systematically evaluated in pediatric/
adolescent disorders.
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1. Burris KD, Molski TF, Xu C: Aripiprazole, a novel antipsychotic,
is a high affinity partial agonist at human dopamine D2 recep-
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NR654 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pharmacokinetics and Tolerability of Aripiprazole in
Children and Adolescents With Major Psychiatric
Diagnoses
Robert L. Findling, M.D. Case Western University, 11100 Euclid
Avenue, Suite 200, Cleveland, OH, 44106-5080, Philippe Auby,
M.D., Margaretta Nyilas, M.D., Suresh Mallikaarjun, Ph.D.,
Robert Forbes, Ph.D., Ronald Marcus, M.D., William H.
Carson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will know
that the pharmacokinetics of aripiprazole in children and adoles-
cents are linear and similar to that observed in adults; and that
doses of aripiprazole 1 -30 mg were generally well tolerated without
regard to body weight, gender, or psychiatric disorder.

Summary:

Objectives: These two studies examined the pharmacokinetics
and tolerability of aripiprazole 1 -30 mg in children and adolescents.

Methods: Study 1 (1-15 mg): Open-label, 15-day, 3-center,
fixed-dose trial. 23 children and adolescents (6-17 years) with a
diagnosis of conduct disorder were enrolled. Dosing was based
on body weight: <25 kg received 1 mg, 25-50 kg received 2 mg,
50-70 kg received 5 mg, and >70 kg received 10 mg (one patient
received 15 mg). Study 2 (20-30 mg): Open-label, 26-day, multi-
center, sequential cohort, dose-escalation trial. 19 children and
adolescents (10-17 years) were enrolled. Preferential enrollment
was given to patients with schizophrenia or bipolar illness; how-
ever, other psychiatric diagnoses were permitted. All patients were
gradually titrated from a starting dose of 2 mg/day, to final doses
of 20 mg, 25 mg, or 30 mg/day over a maximum of 12 days. Final
doses were maintained for 14 days. Patient Assessment (Studies
1 and 2): Tolerability/safety was assessed based on spontane-
ously reported adverse events, ECGs, vital signs, clinical lab val-
ues, physical exam, and EPS rating scales.

Results: Aripiprazole pharmacokinetics were linear across
doses as assessed by steady-state oral clearance. The mean
(SD) steady-state oral clearance for the 30-mg dose group [58.8
(27.7) mL/h/kg] is similar to that reported for adult patients in
another study 52.0 (30.7) mL/h/kg. Tmax (median) ranged from
2-4 hours across dose groups. Aripiprazole was generally well
tolerated in both studies. Most commonly reported adverse events
(headache, vomiting, somnolence, lightheadedness) were mild
and transient in nature, with no relationship to dose. One patient
discontinued due to acute dystonia.

Conclusions: Doses of 1-30 mg/day are generally well tolerated
in children in adolescents, without regard to body weight, gender,
or psychiatric diagnosis. Pharmacokinetics are linear and similar
to that observed in adults.
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NR655 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Aberrant Behavior Checklist: Use in Clinical
Trials of Pediatric Autism
Scott Flanders, Ph.D. Ortho-McNeil, Janssen Scientific Affairs,
L.L.C., 740 Waterford Drive, Grayslake, IL, 60030, Cynthia A.
Bossie, Ph.D., C. Rick Jarecke, Pharm.D., Young Zhu, Ph.D.,
Gahan J. Pandina, Ph.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to (1) discuss the use of the Aberrant Behavior Checklist as
an outcome measure in pediatric autism trials and (2) discuss the
correlation between the ABC and recommended measures of core
autism symptoms and global condition.

Summary:

Objective: This subanalysis examined whether the Aberrant
Behavior Checklist (ABC)1 correlates with measures of core au-
tism symptoms (Childhood Autism Rating Scale [CARS]) and
global clinical condition.

Methods: We evaluated a subpopulation of children (5-12
years) with autism and a baseline CARS score >30 (n=55) enrolled
in an 8-week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial
of risperidone (0.01-0.06 mg/kg/day) for pervasive developmental
disorders.2 Pearson's correlations between ABC total and sub-
scale scores and CARS subscale scores, and the Clinical Global
Impression-Severity (CGI-S) at baseline, orthe CGI-Change (CGI-
C) score at all visits were calculated.

Results: At baseline, 6 of the 15 CARS subscales (ll-imitation,
IV-body use, V-object use, Vl-adaptation to change, Xl-verbal
communication, Xlll-activity level) showed a significant positive
correlation with 1 or more of the ABC subscales, with the strongest
correlation observed for ABC-stereotypic behavior and CARS-
imitation (r=0.444; P=0.001; n=53). ABC total scores showed a
positive correlation with CARS subscales II, V, XIII (P<0.05 for
each). At baseline, there were no significant positive correlations
between the CGI-S and ABC scores.

At all visits, there was a significant correlation between ABC
total scores and CGI-C scores, which increased to r=0.555 at
endpoint (P<0.0001; n=53). Few significant correlations were ob-
served between CARS baseline scores and ABC subscale scores
over time. Conclusions: In this population, baseline severity of
6 CARS symptoms correlated to baseline ABC subscales. During
the trial, ABC scores correlated well with change in global condition
over time, indicating that the ABC score is sensitive to pharmaco-
logical treatment effects in children with autism. However, there
were few significant correlations between CARS baseline scores
and changes over time on ABC subscales, which suggests the
ABC may be sensitive to treatment effects irrespective of the
baseline severity of autistic symptoms. Supported by Janssen,
L.P.
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NR656 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Dissociative Symptoms and History of Trauma
Among Patients With OCD and Social Anxiety
Disorder
Leonardo F. Fontenelle, M.D. Institute of Psychiatry of the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Department of Psychiatry
and Legal Medicine, Rua OtA,vio Carneiro 93 601 IcaraA,
NiterAi-RJ, 24230-190, Brazil, Aline M. Domingues, Ph.D.,
Gabriela B. de Menezes, M.D., Ivan L. Figueira, M.D.,
Wanderson F. Souza, Ph.D., Marcio Versiani, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that dissociative symptoms may be a part of

the psychopathology of obsessive-compulsive disorder and social
anxiety disorder.

Summary:

Objectives: To compare the profile and severity of dissociative
symptoms of patients with OCD to those of patients with social
anxiety disorder (SAD). METHODS: Patients with OCD (n=29)
and patients with SAD (n=19) had their diagnoses confirmed by
means of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV and were
examined with the following instruments: Dissociative Experience
Scale (DES), Trauma History Questionnaire (THQ), Obsessive-
Compulsive Inventory (OCI), Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale
(LSAS), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and Beck Anxiety Inven-
tory (BAI). The profile of responses of patients with OCD were
compared to those of patients with SAD by means of the Student's
t test and the chi-square test. Pearson's correlation analysis was
performed between the DES and the THQ scores and the severity
of obsessive-compulsive (OCI), phobic (LSAS), depressive (BDI)
and anxiety (BAI) symptoms. Results: The severity of dissociative
symptoms among patients with OCD was not significantly different
from those of patients with SAD, although a trend to greater sever-
ity was found among the latter. A significant correlation was found
between the severity of dissociative symptoms and the severity of
phobic (r=.57, p<.001), obsessive-compulsive [specially hoarding
symptoms (r=.33, p=0.02)], anxiety (r=.64, p<.001) and depressive
symptoms (r=.46, p=0.001). Patients with SAD had significantly
higher rates of previous exposure to crimes, disasters, and physi-
cal abuse. Conclusions: Dissociative symptoms cut across differ-
ent anxiety disorders. Patients with hoarding symptoms may dis-
play increased severity of dissociative symptoms. Patients with
SAD are probably more vulnerable to several types of traumatic
experiences.
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NR657 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Sexual Function and Dysfunction Among Patients
With OCD and Social Anxiety Disorder
Leonardo F. Fontenelle, M.D. Institute of Psychiatry of the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Department of Psychiatry
and Legal Medicine, Rua OtA,vio Carneiro 93 601 IcaraA,
NiterAi, 24230-190, Brazil, Gabriela B.de Menezes, M.D.,
Roberto R. Miotto, M.D., Rodrigo FalcA£o, M.D., Wanderson F.
Souza, M.D., Marcio Versiani, M.D., Ivan L. Figueira, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that obsessive-compulsive disorder and social
anxiety disorder may be associated with different profiles of sexual
dysfunction.

Summary:

Objectives: In this exploratory study, our objective was to com-
pare the history, the profile, and the severity of sexual symptoms of
patients with OCD to those of patients with social anxiety disorder
(SAD). Methods: Patients with OCD (n=31) and patients with SAD
(n=26) had their diagnoses confirmed by means of the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV and were examined with the following
instruments: The Sexual Inventory of the Institute of Psychiatry
of the Federal University Rio de Janeiro (ISIPUB), male and female
versions, the Structured Clinical Interview for the diagnosis of
DSM-IV sexual disorders, the Female Sexual Function Index, the
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International Index of Extended Release ectile Function, the Ari-
zona Sexual Experience Scale, and the Kafka's Sexual Behavior
Inventory. The profile of responses of patients with OCD were
compared to those of patients with SAD by means of the Student's
t test and the chi-square test. Results: Patients with OCD exhibited
a history of sexual abuse significantly more frequently than pa-
tients with SAD (chi=7.70; df=1, p=0.006). Male patients with OCD
had significantly less frequent effective Extended Release ections
than male patients with SAD (F=5.86, df=23, p=0.05). The rates
of the current use of 5HT reuptake inhibitors (SRI) were not signifi-
cantly different between the two groups, but patients with OCD
had significantly higher rates of past use of Sustained Release Is
than patients with SAD (chi=9.39; df=1; p=0.002). The group with
SAD had more difficulties to reach orgasm (F=.42; 54; p=0.009)
than the group with OCD. Male patients with SAD reported not
using contraceptive methods significantly more frequently than
male patients with OCD (chi=9.99, df=1, p=0.007). Conclusions:
Patients with OCD and patients with SAD exhibit different profiles
of sexual behavior.
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NR658 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Bupropion SR Treatment of Veterans With PTSD
Mark D. Fossey, M.D. University of Oklahoma-Tulsa,
Psychiatry, 4502 East 41st Street, Tulsa, OK, 74135, Robert H.
Ebert, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Recognize the efficacy of bupropion SR in the treatment of
avoidance and hyperarousal symptoms but not intrusive symp-
toms in combat veterans with posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) and comorbid depression.

Summary:

Objective: This study examines the utility of bupropion Sus-
tained Release in the treatment of PTSD in combat veterans with
comorbid depression. Methods: Forty-eight veterans were treated
for up to eight weeks with bupropion Sustained Release 100-300
mg daily. Patients were assessed at baseline and termination
with the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS-2) and the
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HAM-D). Clinical Global
Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) was determined at termination.
Two-tailed t-tests were used to compare mean baseline scores
with those at termination with the last observation carried forward.
Results: At termination, the mean HAM-D score decreased from
27.2 + 7.2 to 23.5 + 10.0 (p=0.006) and the mean total CAPS-2
score decreased from 77.2 + 25.8 to 67.7 + 33.2 (p=0.0088).
Significant reductions were seen in the CAPS-2 avoidance (p=
0.0095) and hyperarousal (p=0.002) subscales but not in the reex-
periencing subscale (p=0.51). On the CGI-I scale 10 patients were
rated much or very much improved. Conclusions: In this veteran
PTSD population with moderate to severe depression, bupropion
Sustained Release showed modest efficacy in the treatment of
both depression and the PTSD symptoms of avoidance and hyper-
arousal. As in a previous study of bupropion in PTSD veterans
with milder depression, our study indicated no improvement in
reexperiencing symptoms.
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NR659 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychometrically-Defined Executive Function Deficits
and Academic/Occupational Outcomes in ADHD
Adults
Ronna Fried, Ed.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street, Boston, MA, 02114, Joseph Biederman, Michael C.
Monuteaux, Carter Petty, Alysa E. Doyle, Eric Mick

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that:

The presence of Psychometrically defined EFDs in ADHD sub-
jects was associated with significant functional morbidity beyond
that conferred by the diagnosis of ADHD alone.

Summary:

The main aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of psycho-
metrically-defined EFDs on the functional outcomes in a large
sample of well-characterized adults with and without ADHD.

Subjects, aged 18 thru 55 with DSM-IV ADHD, were eligible for
this study. We assessed domains of cognitive functioning using
measures of sustained attention/vigilance, planning and organiza-
tion, response inhibition, set shifting and categorization, selective
attention and visual scanning, verbal and visual learning, and
memory.

We defined four groups: controls without EFD (N=122), controls
with EFD (N=23), ADHD without EFD (N=147), and ADHD with
EFD (N=66). The ADHD+EFD group had significantly lower levels
of overall SES, education, and occupation compared to the other
three groups. The ADHD+EFD group demonstrated significantly
poorer performance on every academic outcome and achieve-
ment score assessed relative to the ADHD group. Subjects in
the ADHD+EFD group were over two times more likely to have
repeated a grade, needed extra help, and been placed in a special
class compared with subjects in the ADHD group.

The presence of Psychometrically defined EFDs in ADHD sub-
jects was associated with significant functional morbidity beyond
that conferred by the diagnosis of ADHD alone. More efforts are
needed to identify cost effective approaches to screen individuals
with ADHD for EFDs.
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NR660 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pregabalin's Efficacy in Achieving Remission in
Outpatients With GAD
Alan J. Gelenberg, M.D. University of Arizona Health Science
Center, 1501 North Campbell Avenue, box 245002, Tucson,
AZ, 85724-5002, Karl Rickets, M.D., Gwen L. Zornberg, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

This presentation will improve participants' understanding of the
treatment efficacy and safety of pregabalin in ambulatory patients
with GAD.

Summary:

Objective: Remission is among the most important measures
of treatment efficacy in GAD. Eight weeks is the minimum duration
of study for clinical trials assessing remission in GAD. In this 8-
week, fixed-dose, open-label, lead-in to a 6-month, double-blind,
placebo-controlled relapse-prevention study of pregabalin (an a2-
8 ligand) in GAD, we performed a subanalysis to evaluate rates
of remission. Methods: Outpatients with GAD for >1 year received
open-label pregabalin (450 mg/day) for 8 weeks. Remission was
defined as HAM-A total score <7 at LOCF-endpoint. Results:
Mean age was 37.2 years; 58% of patients were women; and
85% were white. Mean duration of GAD was 11 years. Forty-
seven percent and 52% of patients with a baseline HAM-A score
>24 and <24, respectively, achieved remission of GAD by Week
8. Eighty-two of 624 patients (13.1%) at the fixed dose of 450
mg/day withdrew because of adverse events (AEs). The most
common AEs leading to discontinuation were somnolence (3.8%),
dizziness (2.7%), and poor concentration (1.8%). Conclusion:
Pregabalin's promising results from this open-label subanalysis
of remission of symptoms in GAD warrant further investigation in
a randomized, double-blind, controlled clinical trial. Pregabalin
was safe and well tolerated by the majority of GAD patients.
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NR661 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Atomoxetine Treatment for Pediatric Patients With
ADHD Comorbid Anxiety Disorder
Daniel Geller Massachusetts General Hospital, Pediatric
Psychopharmacology Research, 185 Alewife Brook Parkway,
Suite 200, Cambridge, MA, 02138, Craig Donnelly, Frank A.
Lopez, Richard Lewis Rubin, Rosalie Bakken, Martin
Paczkowski, Douglas K. Kelsey

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to summarize the effects of atomoxetine compared to placebo
on symptoms and functional outcomes in children with attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder and comorbid anxiety disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Research suggests that 25-50% of children with
ADHD also suffer from anxiety disorders(1). Stimulant treatment
of this comorbid subgroup is complicated by potential adverse
effects(2). Atomoxetine, a nonstimulant medication approved for
treatment of pediatric and adult ADHD, was compared with pla-
cebo for treatment of children with ADHD and comorbid anxiety
disorders.

Methods: In this double-blind, acute phase of a multicenter
study, children meeting DSM-IV criteria for ADHD and either GAD,
separation anxiety disorder, or social phobia were randomized to
12 weeks of atomoxetine treatment (n=87) or placebo (n=89).
Changes in efficacy and functional outcome scores (from baseline

to last observation carried forward endpoint) were compared
across treatment groups using analysis of covariance.

Results: Sixty-six patients in each treatment group completed
the study (p=ns for any reason for discontinuation). Mean scores
improved significantly for atomoxetine versus placebo, respec-
tively, on the Multidimensional Anxiety Scale for Children (-4.6
versus 2.1; p=.009), Life Participation Scale for ADHD-Revised
(9.6 versus 2.5; p=.001), and Child Health Questionnaire-Parent-
Completed Full Length (6.9 versus 3.3; p=.019).

Conclusion: Results suggest atomoxetine is efficacious and
improves functioning in children and adolescents with ADHD and
comorbid anxiety disorder.
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NR662 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Open-Label Trial of Atomoxetine in Preschool
Children With ADHD
Jaswinder K. Ghuman, M.D. University of Arizona, Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, 1501 N. campbell Avenue, Tucson, AZ,
85724, Sophia Vanood, Harinder Singh Ghuman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will be-
come familiar with treatment response and side effects of atomox-
etine in preschool children with ADHD.

Summary:

Objective: ADHD is an impairing and chronic disorder that often
begins in preschool years. Atomoxetine (ATMX) has been found to
be helpful in schoolage children with ADHD. We report preliminary
data regarding safety and efficacy of ATMX in 3-5-year-old pre-
school children with ADHD. We hypothesized that ATMX treat-
ment will improve the end of study Swanson, Nolan And Pelham
(SNAP) hyperactive/impulsive (HI) subscale scores compared to
the baseline scores.

Methods: Six boys and two girls (N=8; mean age=61+9.5
months) diagnosed with ADHD (hyperactive/impulsive type=5 and
combined type=3; mean number of DSM IV hyperactive/impulsive
symptoms=7.9+0.99 and inattentive symptoms=5.4+1.9; SNAP
hyperactive/ impulsive (HI) subscale score=23+2.6; Clinical
Global Impression Severity of Illness (CGI-SI) score=5.25+0.71;
and Clinical Global Assessment Scale (CGAS) score=50.75+3.96
were enrolled in the open-label ATMX study. Additional children
are being recruited.

Each child first participated in a step-wise open-label titration
of ATMX to determine his/her "best dose" followed by a 4-week
open-label maintenance on the "best dose". ATMX dose was
initiated at 0.5 mg/kg/day to a maximium dose of 1.8 mg/kg/day
based on therapeutic response and tolerability. Pre-treatment effi-
cacy assessments were conducted at baseline and repeated
weekly during titration and every other week during maintenance.

Results: Mean difference in the baseline and end of study visit
scores were: SNAP-HI=11.5 (df =7, t=3.26, p=0.0084); CGI-SI=
1.25 (t=3.42, p=0.0112) and CGI-Global lmprovement=2.125 (t=
9.379, p<0.0001); and CGAS= -11.375 (t= -3.397, p=0.0115). Ad-
verse events included stomach upset=3, reduced appetite=2, cry-
ing/irritable=2, sleepy/tired=2, difficulty sleeping=1, and increased
thirst=1. Adverse events were of mild to moderate severity and
didn't lead to study drug discontinuation.
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Conclusion: Preliminary data analysis of this open-label pilot
study shows that ATMX is safe and effective in preschool children
with ADHD. Study supported by NIMH-K23-MH01883-01A1.
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NR663 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Recruitment and Retention Issues in
Psychopharmacological Research Involving
Preschool Children
Jaswinder K. Ghuman, M.D. University of Arizona, Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, 1501 N. Campbell Avenue, Tucson, AZ,
85724, Harinder Singh Ghuman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants will have a
better understanding of issues involved in recruiting and retaining
preschool children with developmental disorders in psychopha-
ramcological research.

Summary:

Objective: Reports of increased "off-label" prescription of psy-
chopharmacological agents in preschool children are of great pub-
lic health concern and have lead to a greater emphasis on the
importance of well-designed, randomized and controlled psycho-
pharmacological trials involving preschool children. However, pre-
school psychopharmacological trials face serious challenges in
recruiting and retaining research participants. This study exam-
ined the efforts needed and obstacles encountered in recruiting
preschool children with developmental disorders in a double-blind
crossover study to evaluate methylphenidate efficacy and safety
for the symptoms of hyperactivity, impulsivity and inattention.

Method: Data from the calls received in response to advertising
and outreach efforts regarding the study was examined to explore
factors that aided or hindered recruitment. Parents and profession-
als were informed that we were interested in recruiting 3-6 year
old children with a diagnosis of pervasive developmental disorder
or mental retardation and symptoms of hyperactivity, impulsivity
and inattention. They were informed that eligible children will be
seen weekly and participate in a single-blind stepwise methylphen-
idate titration followed by a 4-week double-blind crossover phase
with each child receiving placebo for 2 weeks and child's "best
dose" for 2 weeks.

Results: Of the 397 telephone calls received, 163 children
were considered potentially eligible for study participation and 10
children completed the entire study protocol. Reasons for attrition
included: caregiver not interested in medication for their child=
106/163 (65%) and not able to commit to required weekly appoint-
ments or completing rating scales = 40/163 (24.54%). Of the
remaining 17 children who participated in screening assessments,
6 children did not meet study eligibility criteria and 1 child couldn't
swallow the study capsule.

Conclusion: A major barrier to study participation was parents'
reluctance to medicate their preschool child. We will discuss strat-
egies and alternate research designs that do not unduly limit
family's treatment options or increase burden of reserach partici-
pation.
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NR664 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Improved Tolerability Over Time With Mixed
Amphetamine Salts Extended Release in Adolescents
Stephen Grcevich, M.D. The Family Center By the Falls, 8401
Chagrin Road, Ste 14B, Chagrin Falls, OH, 44023

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to:
Describe how some adverse events decrease in frequency in

adolescents aged 13 to 17 years with attention-def icit/hyperactivity
disorder treated with mixed amphetamine salts extended release
(MASXR) 10-30 mg/d

Recognize the ephemeral experience of adverse events in ado-
lescents treated with MAS XR

Summary:

Introduction: Potential changes in tolerability of psychostimu-
lant treatment over time in adolescents with ADHD are not well
characterized.

Methods: Adolescents 13-17 years old with ADHD received
placebo (n=69) or mixed amphetamine salts extended release
(MAS XR) 10-60 mg/d (n=258) in this 4-week randomized, pla-
cebo-controlled, double-blind, parallel-group trial. Six adverse
events_anorexia, abdominal pain, headache, emotional lability,
insomnia, nervousness_were evaluated for weekly frequency
changes. Overall weight loss throughout the trial was also ex-
amined.

Results: Overall adverse event frequency decreased from
week 1 (MAS XR, 49.2%; placebo, 21.7%) to week 4 (MAS XR,
8.7%; placebo, 4.7%). Few premature discontinuations were due
to an AE (MAS XR, 8 of 258 [3.1%]; placebo, 0 of 69 [0%]).
Emotional lability, insomnia, and nervousness remained infre-
quent with placebo (range, 0.0%-2.9%); these adverse events
were more common with MAS XR but decreased from week 1
(2.3%, 7.0%, 3.9%, respectively) to week 4 (0.0%, 1.7%, 1.7%,
respectively). Abdominal pain and anorexia were also more com-
mon with MAS XR, but decreased over time (week 1 [4.3%],
week 4 [1.7%] and week 1 [22.1%], week 4 [1.7%], respectively).
Headache was similar between the treatment groups and de-
creased with MAS XR (week 1, 9.7%, week 4, 1.7%) or placebo
(week 1,11.6%, week 4, 4.7%). No placebo subjects reported
weight loss as an AE, compared with 26 MAS XR subjects (10.1 %).
Longer-term follow-up is necessary to determine if reports of
weight loss decrease with continued therapy.

Conclusions: In adolescents with ADHD given MAS XR 10-
60 mg/d over 4 weeks, AE frequency decreased and only 3.1%
of subjects discontinued because of an AE. These results suggest
that adolescents who experience AEs during initial MAS XR expo-
sure should be educated about the anticipated improvements in
tolerability with continued therapy.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR665 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Early Predictors of Later PTSD and Depression in
Battle-Injured Soldiers
Thomas A. Grieger, M.D. Uniformed Services University, B-
3068, USUHS, 4301 Jones Bridge Road, Bethesda, MD,
20814, Stephen J. Cozza, M.D., David M. Benedek, M.D.,
Charles C. Engel, M.D., Patricia Martinez, B.S.N., Harold J.
Wain, Ph.D., Robert J. Ursano, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation participants should be
able to:

1. Discuss pain during hospitalization as a risk factor for later
PTSD and depression

2. Describe the changing reates of psychiatric illness among
battle injured soldiers accross time

Summary:

Introduction/Hypothesis: Prior study of soldiers injured in
combat in Afghanistan and Iraq showed increasing rates of proba-
ble PTSD and depression following discharge from hospital. This
study examines early predictors of later PTSD and depression
among 294 seriously injured soldiers following post-injury hospital-
ization. Methods: In this cohort analytic study, consecutive sol-
diers (N=294) evacuated for combat injuries completed a battery
of standardized screening instruments during hospitalization (one
month after injury) and at six-month follow-up. A 7-item pain scale
derived from the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-15) was used
to assess pain during initial hospitalization. Patients scoring in the
upper quartile on this measure were compared with those scoring
lower levels of pain. Probable PTSD was assessed using the
PTSD Checklist; probable depression was assessed using the
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9). Statistical analysis was
performed using binary logistic regression with multiple variable
entries. Results: At initial evaluation 4% of soldiers met criteria
for PTSD and 4% met criteria for depression. At 6 month follow
up 12% met criteria for PTSD and 9% met criteria for depression.
After controlling for demographic characteristics and presence of
PTSD or depression during initial hospitalization, high levels of
pain reported during hospitalization resulted in a 5 times greater
risk for PTSD and 3.4 times greater risk for depression at 6 month
follow up. Conclusions: Screening of battle-injured soldiers for
PTSD and depression during initial hospitalization did not accu-
rately identify those who had these disorders at 6 month follow
up. Greater endorsement of pain during hospitalization was pre-
dictive of later PTSD and depression even after controlling for
initial presence of these disorders. Careful assessment of post-
injury pain may be a valuable tool to identify those at higher risk
for later developing psychiatric disorders following trauma.
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NR666 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychosocial and Psychiatric Morbidity in Indian
Patients Suffering With Acne
Surendra Kumar Mattoo, M.D. Chandigarh, India, Sanjeev
Handa, M.D., Nitin Gupta, M.D., Nitasha Khera, M.A., Shveta
Dogra, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to [1] demonstrate the relevance of cross-cultural research
in psychological/psychiatric issues related to dermatological disor-
ders, and [2] highlight the importance of identifying and managing
psychiatric and psychosocial morbidity in acne.

Summary:

Objective: Acne, a common dermatological disorder, is well
known to be associated with psychological morbidity. However,
the database on this aspect from the developing countries (espe-
cially India) is limited. This study was carried out to determine the
prevalence of psychosocial and psychiatric morbidity in patients
with acne.

Methods: In this prospective cross-sectional study, outpatients
with acne (N=50) were studied, with an age and education
matched healthy control (N=55) group. Additionally two sub-
groups of acne, based on General Health Questionnaire-12 (GHQ)
cut-off score of >2, were generated i.e. GHQ positive (N=13) and
GHQ negative (N=37). These two sub-groups were compared as
regards psychiatric morbidity (Comprehensive Psychopathologi-
cal Rating Scale [CPRS]) and psychosocial variables of quality
of life, coping and dysfunction.

Results: Psychiatric morbidity as per GHQ-12 was identified
in 13 subjects (prevalence rate of 26%). As per International Clas-
sification of Diseases-Tenth Revision (ICD-10) diagnosis, Adjust-
ment disorder- depressive type or Depressive episode were found
in the GHQ positive sub-group. On comparison, GHQ positive
sub-group was characterised by-more unmarried males, longer
duration of illness, poorer QOL, and more frequent use of coping
strategies.

Conclusion: There is a high prevalence rate of psychosocial
morbidity in patients with acne, who suffer froma poor QOL. This
study highlights the need to develop a cross-cultural database on
psychosocial aspects and psychiatric morbidity associated with
acne.

Funding: This study was carried out as part of the Institute
(PGIMER) Research Scheme entitled "Coping and quality of life
in air borne contact dermatitis" and was supported by funding
provided by the Institute-Postgraduate Institute of Medical Educa-
tion and Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh, India.
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NR667 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Subthreshold PTSD and Related Factors Following
Marmara Earthquake in Turkey
Gokben Feride Hizli Baskent University, Department of
Psychiatry, 10. Sokak No:24/1 Bahcelievler, Ankara, 06000,
Turkey, Nilgun Taskintuna, Sedat Isikli, Cengiz Kilic, Leyla Zileli

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate that DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PTSD
should be reviewed.

Summary:

Introduction: PTSD diagnosis criteria may be highly restrictive
in DSM-IV. Some trauma victims may have symptoms although
they do not meet the DSM criteria. Some authors have suggested
the diagnoses partial PTSD and subthreshold PTSD (1,2). Results
of previous research have led to dispute whether subthreshold
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PTSD is a clinical diagnosis or not (2). We hypothesized that
no differences exist in quality of life, disability, and psychiatric
comorbidity between subthreshold PTSD and PTSD and suggest
that the three avoidance criteria for PTSD diagnosis be reduced
to two.

Methods: The study group was composed of people present
at the Marmara earthquake in 1999. People who took part in the
study were given the Composite International Diagnostic Inter-
view, Clinician Administered PTSD Scale, Short Form-36, Brief
Disability Scale, and the Beck Depression Inventory. The sub-
threshold PTSD group was defined according to CAPS results for
PTSD diagnosis using two instead of three group-C avoidance
criteria.

Results: The study group consisted of 77 women and 35 men
(mean age, 37.9 ± 13.3 years). Four subgroups included PTSD
(n = 25), subthreshold-PTSD (n = 29), healthy subjects who sur-
vived a major trauma (n = 36), and healthy subjects who did not
survive a major trauma (n = 22). People with subthreshold PTSD
who survived the earthquake had the same quality of life points
compared with people with PTSD. Quality of life points and disabil-
ity were higher for persons in the subthreshold PTSD group than
they were for healthy subjects who did not survive a major trauma.

Conclusions: The results of the current research demonstrate
that a subthreshold PTSD group exists, which was different from
chronic PTSD in terms of disability and psychiatric comorbidity.
However, in agreement with previous research, the current study
points to the fact that DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for PTSD should
be reviewed.
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NR668 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Characterizing Anxiety Disorders in Children and
Adolescents With ADHD
Paul Hammerness, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, 185 Alewife Brook Parkway,
Suite 2000, Cambridge, MA, 01760

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize the presence of pediatric anxiety disorders in the pres-
ence of ADHD, as well as in youth without ADHD. The participant
should demonstrate knowledge regarding the full complement of
pediatric anxiety disorders.

Summary:

Objective The aim of this study was to evaluate moderating
effects of pediatric ADHD and Anxiety disorders on each other.
Methods Data was analyzed from a large clinical sample of chil-
dren with ADHD (n=509), Anxiety disorders (n=251), and comorbid
ADHD+Anxiety (n=704). Subjects were referred to a pediatric psy-
chopharmacology program at a major academic center. Diagno-
ses were obtained by Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizo-
phrenia for School-Age Children (K-SADS-E). Results
Comparisons between groups controlled for baseline differences
in gender and social-economic scores. Overall, rates of Anxiety
disorders were not significantly different in children with or without
ADHD. However, greater rates of Panic disorder (19% versus
9%), and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (27% versus 15%) were
observed in the Anxiety group, compared to the other groups.
Greater rates of Bipolar disorder were observed in the
ADHD+Anxiety group compared to the other groups (27% versus

13%). Greater rates of Major Depression were observed in the
Anxiety group (66%) and ADHD+Anxiety group (63%), compared
to the ADHD group (33%). Rates of Oppositional Defiant Disorder
were greater in the ADHD groups (54-67%) compared to the
Anxiety group (41%). Similar findings were observed for Conduct
Disorder. High rates of educational impairment were observed in
all groups. Global assessment of functioning ratings were compa-
rably low among groups. Conclusions Overall, the rate of Anxiety
disorders was not significantly different in children with or without
ADHD. However, higher rates of Panic, OCD and comorbid De-
pression were observed in children with Anxiety, higher rates of
Bipolar disorder in the comorbid ADHD+Anxiety group, and higher
rates of comorbid disruptive disorders in children with ADHD,
with or without anxiety. Future analysis will examine putative bi-
directional moderating effects; the impact of Anxiety disorders on
ADHD symptomatology.
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NR669 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Imagination of Fearful Scenarios Induces
Hyperventilation and Subjective Symptoms in
Patients With Medically Unexplained
Jiangna Han, M.D. PUMC hospital, Pneumology, Department of
Pneumology, Peking Union Medical College Hospital, Beijing,
100730, China, Yuanjue Zhu, M.D., Shunwei Li, M.D., Dongmei
Luo, R.N., *llse Van Diest, Ph.D., *Omer Van den Bergh,
Ph.D., **Karel P. Van de Woestijne, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to learn the impact of anxiety on breathing control system
and the role of hyperventilation in the development of subjective
symptoms in patients with so-called medically unexplained
dyspnea.

Summary:

Study objectives: The concept "medically unexplained dys-
pnea" refers to a group of difficult patients who present with
marked dyspnea without any disability that might explain the symp-
toms. Their dyspnea is usually associated with enhanced fear and
anxiety. We investigated the role of imagined fear in provoking
subjective symptoms, specifically dyspnea, in those patients.

Measurements: Forty patients with medically unexplained dys-
pnea and 40 matched normal subjects were exposed to scripts
and asked to imagine both fearful and restful scenarios, while
end-tidal PCO2 (PetCO2) and breathing frequency were recorded
and subjective symptoms evaluated.

Results: Imagination of fearful scenarios (being blocked in an
elevator, in particular) induced anxious feelings and elicited a
significant fall of PetCO2 in the patients. Breathing frequency in-
creased accordingly. Symptoms of dyspnea, palpitation or fast
heart beat, and paraesthesias increased. These induced subjec-
tive symptoms correlated with the fall of PetCO2.

Conclusions: Imagination of fearful scenarios induces hyper-
ventilation and provokes subjective symptoms in the patients with
medically unexplained dyspnea.
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This research was supported by grant BIL01/05 of the Bilateral
Scientific and Technological Cooperation between China and Bel-
gium (Flanders).
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NR670 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Preschool Behavioral Disinhibition Predisposes to
Comorbid Mood and Disruptive Behavior Disorders
Dina R. Hirshfeld-Becker, Ph.D. Mass General Hospital,
Pediatric Psychopharmacology, 185 Alewife Brook Pkwy, Suite
2100, Cambridge, MA, 02138, Joseph Biederman, M.D., Aude
I. Henin, Ph.D., Bonnie Kaufman, B.A., Sophie De Figueiredo,
Ph.D., Jerrold F. Rosenbaum

Educational Objectives:

1. At the conclusion of this poster presentation, the participant
should understand the definition of temperamental behavioral dis-
inhibition and how it can be assessed through laboratory observa-
tions.

2. At the conclusion of this poster presentation, the participant
should know about new data on the clinical outcomes of preschool
behavioral disinhibition in middle childhood.

3. At the conclusion of this poster presentation, the participant
should understand the clinical and scientific implications of these
new longitudinal data.

Summary:

Objective: Behavioral disinhibition represents the temperamen-
tal tendency to respond to novel situations with increased explor-
atory behavior and disinhibition of speech and action. The purpose
of this study was to test the hypothesis that behavioral disinhibition
is a risk factor for disruptive behavior and comorbid mood disor-
ders. Methods: In this longitudinal study of offspring of parents with
panic disorder and depression (N=284), we assessed behavioral
disinhibition and inhibition using one age-specific standardized
laboratory observation at baseline, when children were between
the ages of 2 and 6 years. At 5-year follow-up, we assessed
psychiatric outcomes in 216 (76%) of the children using the Sched-
ule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenie (Kiddie-SADS-E).
Results: Compared with children who were neither disinhibited or
inhibited (N=73), behaviorally disinhibited children (N=75) had
significantly higher lifetime rates of comorbid mood and disruptive
behavior disorders (15% versus 1% in disinhibited versus others,
Odds Ratio=12.38, p<.01). They also had significantly higher cur-
rent rates of any disruptive behavior disorder (29% versus 10%,
Odds Ratio=3.91, p<.01), oppositional defiant disorder (23% ver-
sus 5%, Odds Ratio=5.06, p<.01), and comorbid mood and disrup-
tive behavior disorders (7% versus 0%, p=.031 by Fishera€™s
exact test. Conclusions: This study provides prospective evidence
that behavioral disinhibition observed at ages 2-6 years represents
a prospective risk factor for behavioral and affective dysregulation
in middle childhood. Results suggest that behaviorally disinhibited
children should be monitored clinically for onset of disruptive be-
havior and mood disorders and may benefit from early inter-
vention.
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NR671 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Investigation of Familial Pediatric Bipolar Disorder I,
II, or NOS
Meghan E. Howe, M.S.W. Stanford University, Department of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, 401 Quarry Rd, Stanford, CA,
94304, Kim Gallelli, Ph.D., Jess Yee, Kiki Chang, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. Participants will learn about the spectrum of pediatric bipolar
disorder in offspring of parents with bipolar.

Summary:

Objective: We sought to study a cohort of children with bipolar
disorder (BD) who are offspring of parents with BD in order to
examine the possible similarities and differences among bipolar
disorder type I, II, and NOS.

Method: 93 families with at least one bipolar parent (mean
age = 41.8, 76.3% female) were interviewed for family history and
diagnosis using the FH-RDC and SCID respectively. Additionally,
all children (n= 93; mean age = 12.9, A±3.4) were assessed
using the WASH-U-KSADS. During the interview comprehensive
medication history and number of psychiatric hospitalizations was
gleaned, and CGAS score assigned. Additionally, manic and de-
pressive symptoms were captured on the YMRS and CDRS-R.
BD type I and II were defined by DSM-IV criteria. BD NOS was
defined as a mood episode of euphoric, elevated, or expansive
mood plus 2 symptoms or irritable mood plus 3 symptoms that
caused impairment in functioning for 2 to 3 days.

Results: 52 children were diagnosed with BD I, 16 with BD II,
and 25 with BD NOS. Regardless of BD type, children with BD
who are offspring of adults with BD have similar rates of family
history of mood disorders (p= .42), and duration of medication
exposure (p=.41). Children with BD I, II, or NOS all had similar
cgas (p=.46), ymrs (p= .32), and cdrs-r (p=.44) scores. However,
children diagnosed with BD II and BD NOS tended (p =.06) to be
exposed to more different types of mood stabilizers and antipsy-
chotic medications.

Conclusions: The results of this analysis suggest that familial
pediatric bipolar disorder is similar in presentation and impairment
regardless of diagnostic type of bipolar. Furthermore, children
with a diagnosis of BD NOS may be exhibiting subsyndromal
symptoms of bipolar disorder type I or II.
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Comparison of Bupropion and Paroxetine in the
Treatment of MDD Associated with ADHD
M.Z. Hussain, M.D. Prince Albert Mental Health Center,
Psychiatry, 2727 2nd Avenue West, Prince Albert, SK, S6V
5E5, Canada, Seema Hussain, M.D., Waqar Waheed, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
have an awareness that the presence of co-morbid mood
symptmos with ADHD is not uncommon and be able to identify
treatment options for such patients informed by this awareness.

Summary:

Background
There is increasing awareness of co-morbid depressive symp-

toms occurring with inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive symp-
toms. Few studies have examined this particular clinical presenta-
tion despite ADHD and depression being common comorbidities
in youth. Children with ADHD and depression display more impair-
ment in social and academic functioning compared to controls.

Objective
To compare the clinical response of patients with co-morbid

ADHD and MDD to bupropion and paroxetine.
Method
This was a three-month open label trial comparing bupropion

and paroxetine treatment in patients with MDD and ADHD. Other
co-morbidities included Oppositional Defiant Disorder and Con-
duct Disorder.

Total number of patients was 30 (M=19, F=11). Age range was
from 7 to 12 years (average=9.3 years). Patients were randomized
to either bupropion or paroxetine. Dosage range of bupropion
used was 100 to 150 mg (average= 143. 3 mg) per day. Dosage
range of paroxetine used was 10 to 20 mg (average dose= 18 mg).
All patients continued treatment of ADHD with methylphenidate for
the study duration (either 40 or 60 mg of methylphenidate). The
patients were evaluated at baseline, 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 8 weeks
and 12 weeks with a Global Assessment of Functioning Score and
a 17-item scale which assessed symptoms of ADHD, disruptive
behavior and depressive symptoms.

Results

11 patients on bupropion and 6 patients on paroxetine showed
significant improvement on the 17 item scale. 2 patients random-
ized to bupropion and 4 patients randomized to paroxetine showed
moderate improvement on the same scale. The group of patients
randomized to bupropion showed a more significant improvement
in symptoms of hyperactivity as compared to the group random-
ized to paroxetine.

Conclusions
Depressive symptoms associated with ADHD respond better to

bupropion as compared to paroxetine. It may be hypothesized
that this difference is related to the impact of bupropion on norad-
renergic and dopaminergic pathways.
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Decreased Levels of Soluble P-selectin and L-
selectin in Patients with Autistic Disorder
Yasuhide Iwata, M.D. Hamamatsu University School of
Medicine, Psychiatry and Neurology, 1-20-1 Handayama,
Hamamatsu, Shizuoka, 431-3192, Japan, Katsuaki Suzuki,
M.D., Masayoshi Kawai, M.D., Koichi Osonoe, M.D., Naoki
Kondo, M.D., Katsuhisa Ando, M.D., Norio Mori, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that patients with autistic disorder represent
immune system dysfunction, and may be involved in the pathogen-
esis of the illness.

Summary:

Objective: Numerous studies have linked autistic disorder with
altered immune function. The selectin family of adhesion mole-
cules plays a prominent role in immune/inflammatory responses.
To further study the immunological processes in the pathophysiol-
ogy of autistic disorder, we determined the serum levels of selec-
tins in patients with autistic disorder.

Method: We studied 19 unmedicated male patients with autistic
disorder and age matched 19 healthy male subjects. The serum
levels of the three types of soluble-form selectin (sE-, sL-, and
sP-selectin) were determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA).

Results: Serum levels of sP-selectin and sL-selectin were signif-
icantly decreased in patients with schizophrenia compared to
those of control subjects (p< 0.001 and p = 0.014). No significant
difference was found with regard to the level of serum sE-selectin.

Conclusion: A decrease in the levels of serum sP-selectin and
sL-selectin in patients with autistic disorder may represent immune
system dysfunction, and may be involved in the pathogenesis of
the illness.
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NR674 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Study on the Polymorphism of COMT Met/Val and
Cognitive Function in Han Chinese Children With
Tourette's Syndrome
Weidong Ji, Sr., Prof. Dr. Wuxi Mental Health Center, Qianong
road No. 156,Wuxi Mental Health Center, Wuxi, 214000, China

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the important of searching endophenotype for
mental disorders.

Summary:

Objective Tourette's syndrome (TS) is a childhood-onset
neuro-psychiatric disorder characterised by multiple motor and
vocal tics lasting more than one year. In this paper, COMTmet/
val gene polymorphism and cognitive function are studied in Chil-
dren with Tourette's Syndrome.

Method 1 .In the present study, we genotyped a large multiplex
sample of GTS affected children for polymorphisms in COMT met/
val gene. Associations were tested by the transmission disequilib-
rium test (TDT). 2. 86 Han Chinese children with GTS were tested
using a set of neuropsychological test and compared with 51
healthy control group to understand the relationship between cog-
nitive deficits and genetics.
Result 1. Compared with normal children, The GTS group showed
impairment on almost all psychological measures. In some stroop
test, combined ADHD group differed from the GTS-alone group.2.
Subjects with the met/met COMT genotype made significantly
fewer perseverative Extended Release rors on the Wisconsin Card
Sorting Test than did subjects with the val/val genotype. The
individual carried COMT met allele differed from individuals carried
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COMT val allele in delayed memory, WCST Extended Release
rors and perseverative Extended Release rors.

Conclusion 1. These data are consistent with the results of
other studies examining the role of COMT in cognitive function.
GTS subjects with the met allele produced fewer perseverative
Extended Release rors on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test than
subjects with the val allele, suggesting that a functional genetic
polymorphism may influence prefrontal cognition..

Key words Tourette's syndrome catechol-O-methyltransferase
polymorphism cognitive function
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NR675 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Inpatient Dilemma: Patients With Mental
Retardation and Co-Occuring Mental Illness
Javed Joy, M.D. Temple U School of Medicine, 100 E Lehigh
Ave, Suite 305, MAB, Philadelphia, PA, 19125, Joseph M.
Garbely, D.O., Mark Deskovitz, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster presentation the participants
should be able to:

1. Recognize the unique challenges the psychiatrist encounters
when treating patients with mental retartation and co-occuring
mental illness.

2. Create a more appropriate treatment milieu on an inpatient
unit.

3. Construct a more effcient treatment team approach inculcat-
ing behavioral treatment plans and involving outpatient providers
in treatment and disposition planning.

4. Improve accuracy of axis I diagnosis.
5. Reduce the incidence of inappropriate psychopharmacology.
6. Understand the role of psychometric testing in guiding diag-

nostic accuracy and treatment protocols.
7. Decrease recidivism rates.

Summary:

Introduction: 27%-71% of patients with Mental Retardation
(MR) have co-occurring mental illness. There is limited research
on successful treatment programs, sparse outcome data and a
lack of validated psychometric testing in this group. Typically, the
clinical focus is on medication to suppress disturbing behavior.
Often, these patients have an insufficient length of stay (LOS)
necessary to address their complex problems, receive inappropri-
ate medications to treat behavior leading to misdiagnosis in an
effort to support medication choice. This disconnect between be-
havior, treatment and diagnosis led to the necessity of establishing
a specialized inpatient unit with the partnership of Philadelphia
MR Services.

Methods: Phase I included training new staff; Phase II included
developing specialized programming, improving communication
with outpatient providers, and optimizing coordination of care;
Phase III introduced a battery of psychometric tests designed to
improve accuracy of diagnosis and assess degree of functioning;
Phase IV was a chart review of the first 100 patients admitted
beginning in 2003 with a diagnosis of MR and mental illness.

Results: Pilot data comparing this specialized unit with matched
controls in the non-specialized units shows significantly longer
LOS (19 days versus 11 days, p < 0.05), more definitive diagnoses

(e.g. fewer Psychosis NOS diagnoses 0.0% versus 7.3%), and
an overall trend towards reduction in the number of medications.

Discussion: Improved diagnostic accuracy, achieved through
intensive evaluation permitted by longer LOS, led to appropriate
treatment choices and reduction of unnecessary medications and
side effects. Ongoing prospective data measuring congruence
between behavior, diagnosis and treatment, medication side ef-
fects, recidivism, and impact of psychometrics including our modi-
fied PANSS on diagnostic accuracy will be analyzed and pre-
sented. This research has the potential to redefine diagnostic
approaches, treatment strategies, and quality of care in this chal-
lenging yet ever-rewarding patient population.
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NR676 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Treatment Effect of Aripiprazole in ADHD With
Tourette Disorder: Case Report
Jin-Kyoung Kang Dankook University Hospital, Psychiatry,
Psychiatry Dept., Dankook Univ. hopspital, An-seo Dong San
16, Cheon-An, 330-715, Republic of Korea, Myung-Ho Lim,
Young-Gyu Kang, Kyung-Kyu Lee, Ki-Chung Paik

Educational Objectives:

Aripiprazole(Abilify) is an atypical antipsychotic with dopamine
partial agonistic characteristics.

It is known that ADHD is cause by a decrease of dopamine in
the frontal lobe, and that ADHD is usually accompanied by tic
disorders or Tourette disorders. Anti-dopaminergic drug can often
lead to an improvement of symptoms caused by Tourette disorder.

We would like to report and consider a scenario that is very
common in the clinical setting, but not supported by theory. We
injected 15 mg of the dopamine partial agonistic, Aripipzazole
which lead to an obvious improvement of symptoms in patients
with Tourette disorders.

Summary:

An 8-year-old boy, presenting with ADHD and Tourette disor-
ders. The patient was on 2 mg of rispedal for 4 months, but there
was little improvement and the symptoms of ADHD progressed.
With the consent of the parents, the patient stopped rispedal
treatments and started 15mg of aripiprazole. Using the Yale Tic
Disorders test and ACRS and visual and auditory ADS for ADHD
severity check. CDI, K-PIC scale and CBCL scale for patient's
psychiatric status. On the tic symptom after giving 15mg of Aripi-
prazole a child scored 15 on vocal tic, 14 on motor tic and he
showed no progress on the level of tic disorder and over all impres-
sion. His score of vocal tic and motor tic on self-report, vocal tic
score was 9 and motor tic score was 10. A score of 17 on ACRS
was noted with 71/91 (converted score) points for Omission/Com-
mission on the visual TOVA, and 52/81 points on the auditory
TOVA. After 1 month using Aripiprazole, A score of 108/104 on
Ommission/Commission on the visual TOVA, and a score of 70/
86 on the auditory TOVA. According to the parents observation,
after changing to Aripiprazole injections, the patients aggressive-
ness diminished and peer to peer relationship was improved. This
represented a worsening state. In the interview and examination
taken after 1 month of 15mg of Aripiprazole, the level of severity
was reduced, minor level of sufferings, and the slight progress
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of overall impression. Although the patent still showed violent
behaviors like temper tantrum overall school life showed improve-
ment. The patient who has both Tourette disorders and ADHD,
showed temporarily worsening of ADHD symptoms after treat-
ments with 15mg of Aripiprazole, however Tic Disorders and ag-
gressiveness improved a little. As time goes by, some improve-
ments were observed in ADHD symptoms.
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NR677 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A New Community Based Approach to the Care of
the Chronically III Eating Disorder Client: An
Assertive Community Treatment Program for Eating
Disorders (ED ACT)
Allan S. Kaplan, M.D. Toronto General Hospital, Psychiatry,
Program for Eating Disorders, 200 Elizabeth Street, EN8 Room
231, Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Patricia Colton, M.D.,
Patricia Cavanagh, M.D., Wendi Rockert, M.Ed.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1) identify the treatment goals, the target population and treat-
ment modalities for an ED ACT program

2) describe the demographic and clinical characteristics of the
cohort who are treated in an ED ACT program

3) identify the psychometric instruments needed for program
evaluation and the recognize the importance of evaluating
outcome

Summary:

The model of care of ACT, which provides client centered,
community based intervention for clients with serious and persis-
tent mental illness, has been widely adopted across North
America, especially for clients with psychotic illness. This model
has recently been adapted for clients with serious chronic and
disabling eating disorders (ED), for whom there are few if any
effective evidence based treatments available. This new ED ACT
program has been operating since April 2005. The goals of this
new program are to improve the quality of life of psychosocially
disabled and medically unstable ED clients and to reduce their
rates of recidivism and rehospitalization. The conceptualization
and implementation of this program will be described as well as
one year outcome data. The disposition of the first 22 clients with
ED who have been referred to the program will be presented.
Current active clients all have anorexia nervosa, have a mean
age 33.6 (7.1) years, are mainly single (86%), are predominately
of the restricting subtype (71%) with a mean duration of illness
16.2 (6.6) years and a mean current BMI 17.1 (1.8). They have
a mean BDI score of 31.0 (17.2) and a mean BAI score of 29.0
(10.3) at entry into the program. In conclusion, this innovative
model of care is applicable to seriously ill clients with ED and can
be taught to staff and implemented in the community. Further
research will determine if the model is effective in reducing morbid-
ity and mortality of individuals with chronic ED.
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NR678 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Effect of Mixed Amphetamine Salts Extended
Release on Neurocognitive Speed in Young Adults
With ADHD
Gary Kay, Ph.D. Washington Neuropsych Institute, 4910
Massachusetts Avenue NW, Suite 100, Washington, DC, 20016

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able
to describe the improvements in neurocognitive speed in young
adults with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder treated with
mixed amphetamine salts extended release 20-50 mg/d and rec-
ognize the relative benefits of performing neurocognitive tasks
while receiving stimulant therapy.

Summary:

Introduction: Stimulant treatment for ADHD has shown in-
creased reaction time during neurocognitive tasks. Neurocognitive
speed was evaluated in young adults receiving mixed amphet-
amine salts extended release (MAS XR) for ADHD.

Methods: This 6-week, randomized, single-center, double-
blind, placebo-controlled, 2-way crossover study evaluated the
effect of MAS XR 20-50 mg/d or placebo on neurocognitive func-
tioning in adults aged 19-25 years with ADHD. All subjects re-
ceived active treatment and placebo for 3 weeks. Improvement
in speed was measured using Symbol Digit Coding, Divided Atten-
tion Test (Dual) Sequence Comparison, Matching to Sample, and
Pathfinder (Number and Combined [Number+Letter]). Data were
evaluated by ANCOVA with education as a covariate and
alpha=.05.

Results: Fifteen adults comprised the intent-to-treat population.
All subjects were included in the MAS XR and placebo groups.
Results in order of study drug administration were: MAS XR first=
MAS XR for 3 weeks, then placebo for 3 weeks; Placebo first=
placebo for 3 weeks, then MAS XR for 3 weeks. Results for
speed were 1) Symbol Digit Coding-MAS XR first: MAS XR=49.25,
placebo=52.15, Placebo first: placebo=43.90, MAS XR=47.96 (F=
5.607; p=.037); 2) Divided Attention Test-MAS XR first: MAS XR=
31.81, placebo=33.62, Placebo first: placebo=34.61, MAS XR=
40.11 (F=9.260; p=.011); 3) Matching to Sample-MAS XR first:
MAS XR=56.34, placebo=54.99, Placebo first: placebo=49.05,
MAS XR=57.33 (F=5.778; p=.035); 4) Pathfinder Number-MAS
XR first: MAS XR=98.25, placebo=101.98, Placebo first: placebo=
95.67, MAS XR=106.64 (F=7.027; p=.023); and 5) Pathfinder
Combined-MAS XR first: MAS XR=74.14, placebo=82.36, Pla-
cebo first: placebo=64.27, MAS XR=77.21 (F=16.835; p=.002).

Conclusions: Statistically significant improvements on per-
formance time were observed when subjects switched from pla-
cebo to MAS XR. A practice effect was observed on most mea-
sures: Reaction time continued to improve in subjects even after
switching to placebo. Psychostimulant therapy has a neurocogni-
tive advantage in young adults with ADHD.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR679 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Effect of Mixed Amphetamine Salts Extended
Release on Accuracy During Neurocognitive Testing
in Young Adults With ADHD

Gary Kay, Ph.D. Washington Neuropsych Institute, 4910
Massachusetts Avenue NW, Suite 100, Washington, DC, 20016

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to:
- Describe the improvements in neurocognitive function in young

adults with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder treated with
mixed amphetamine salts extended release 20-50 mg/d

- Recognize the relative benefits of performing neurocognitive
tasks while receiving stimulant therapy

Summary:

Introduction: Neuropsychological measures of accuracy may
help establish the cognitive phenotype of ADHD.

Methods: 6-week, randomized, single-center, double-blind,
placebo-controlled, 2-way crossover study evaluating effect of
mixed amphetamine salts extended release (MAS XR) 20-50 mg/
d or placebo on neurocognitive functioning of adults aged 19-
25 years with ADHD. All subjects received active treatment and
placebo for 3 weeks. Attention improvement was measured as a
function of accuracy using neurocognitive domains: Symbol Digit
Coding, Divided Attention Test (Dual) Sequence Comparison,
Matching to Sample, and Pathfinder (Letter and Combined
[Number+Letter]). Data were evaluated by ANCOVA with educa-
tion as a covariate and alpha=.05.

Results: The intent-to-treat population comprised 15 adults. All
subjects were included in the MAS XR and placebo groups. Re-
sults for accuracy in order of study drug administration were: MAS
XR first=MAS XR for 3 weeks, then placebo for 3 weeks; Placebo
first=placebo for 3 weeks, then MAS XR for 3 weeks. 1) Symbol
Digit Coding-MAS XR first: MAS XR=1.24, placebo=1.18, Placebo
first: placebo=1.39, MAS XR=1.28 (F=5.807; p=.035); 2) Divided
Attention Test-MAS XR first: MAS XR=92.77, placebo=95.70, Pla-
cebo first: placebo=94.30, MAS XR=96.16 (F=4.442; p=.059); 3)
Matching to Sample-MAS XR first: MAS XR=95.16, placebo=
94.32, Placebo first: placebo=92.64, MAS XR=97.16 (F=6.490;
p=.027); 4) Pathfinder Letter-MAS XR first: MAS XR=99.33, pla-
cebo=99.50, Placebo first: placebo=99.31, MAS XR=99.93 (F=
8.161; p=.016) and 5) Pathfinder Combined-MAS XR first: MAS
XR=98.09, placebo=98.81, Placebo first: placebo=97.32, MAS
XR=99.23 (F=6.244; p=.03).

Conclusions: Significant improvements on most attention mea-
sures occurred on switch from placebo to MAS XR. A practice
effect occurred on most measures: subjects who received MAS
XR before placebo improved accuracy despite no longer receiving
active drug. This suggests an advantage for young adults with
ADHD if neurocognitive tasks are performed initially while receiv-
ing stimulant treatment.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR680 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Circadian Rhythm Disturbances in Adolescents With
ADHD
George A. Keepers, M.D. Oregon Health Science Univ., 3181
SW Sam Jackson Park Rd, Portland, OR, 97239-3098, Kyle P.
Johnson, M.D., Leeza Maron, Ph.D., Cody Evans, B.A., Eric
Colling, R.N., Alfred J. Lewy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognize that severe sleep disturbance may be present
in adolescent patients with ADHD and understand that sleep dis-
turbance may affect ADHD symptoms.

Summary:

Introduction. ADHD affects 4-7% of the school-age population.
Some evidence suggests significant sleep disturbance in these
patients.

Objectives.We hypothesize that ADHD patients will show un-
stable circadian rhythms, phase delays and seasonal variations
in sleep quality compared to control.

Methods. Within 4 weeks of each solstice and equinox, six
adolescents with KSADS ADHD and 6 controls are admitted for
4 overnight stays in < 30 lux light conditions. Seventeen Blood
samples are drawn at Vz hourly (6PM to 2AM, 8AM to 10 AM and
hourly (2AM to 8 AM) intervals to determine melatonin levels
by RIA. AW-64 Actiwatches measure activity levels. Initially, the
KSADS, ADHD RSIV, Pediatric Sleep Questionnaire are collected.
Seasonally a Children's Morning-Eveningness Preferences Scale,
and ADHD RSIV are collected. On each admission the ADHD
RSIV is given. DLMO and DLMOff are determined from melatonin
profiles. Actigraphy data are analyzed for sleep onset, time of
awakening, number of times of awakening, total sleep time, and
sleep efficiency.

Results. Seven subjects and two controls have entered with
seasonal data available for 6 subjects. Five of six ADHD had
significant delays in DLMO which correlated with delayed sleep
onset. Actigraphy data for subjects A1 -A3 demonstrate that sleep
onset is significantly delayed, total sleep is reduced and sleep
efficiency is poor. Melatonin profiles for A1 demonstrate delay in
DLMO and DLMOff. A1's melatonin profiles show a high degree
of variability in DLMO (range 11 PM to 2:00 AM). A2's and A3's
profiles also indicate a phase shift with significant delays in DLMO
and DLMOff and unusual variability (10 PM to 12 PM). ADHD
symptomatology (averaged across subjects) was improved
(ADHD-RS RCI p<.05) at the summer solstice. Discussion. These
data are evidence for sleep disruption, phase delays, unstable
circadian rhythms, and seasonal effects on circadian rhythm stabil-
ity and symptomatology in ADHD.
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NR681 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy and Safety of Pregabalin for the Treatment
of GAD in Elderly Patients

Arifulla Khan, M.D. Northwest Clinical Research Center, 1900 -
116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA, Gail M. Farfel, Ph.D., Jerri D.
Brock, M.S., Richard J. Kavoussi, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

This presentation will improve participants' understanding of
the anxiolytic efficacy and safety of pregabalin in elderly patients
with GAD.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the safety and efficacy of pregabalin in
relieving the symptoms of GAD in patients >65 years of age.
Methods: Multicenter, randomized, flexible-dose, placebo-con-
trolled, double-blind, parallel-group trial of pregabalin in the treat-
ment of GAD. Patients underwent an 8-week double-blind, flexible-
dose (between 150 and 600 mg/d) treatment phase, including a
1 -week titration period (50 mg/d to 150 mg/d). The primary efficacy
assessment was change from baseline (LOCF) in HAM-A total
score. Results: Mean age at GAD onset was 56 years; 77% of
patients were women; mean age at enrollment was 72 years;
mean duration of GAD was 17 years. Mean change from baseline
in HAM-A total score was -12.84 (n=177) for the pregabalin group
and -10.7 (n=96) for the placebo group (P=.0437). The most com-
mon adverse events (AEs) among pregabalin-treated patients
were dizziness (20.3%), somnolence (13.0%), headache (10.2%),
and nausea (9.0%). Most AEs were mild-to-moderate and self-
limiting. Discontinuation rates due to AEs were 10.7% and 9.4%
in the pregabalin and placebo groups, respectively. Conclusions:
Pregabalin was effective in reducing the symptoms of GAD in
patients aged 65 years and older and was safe and well tolerated
in this population.
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NR682 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Development of Korean ADHD Scale
Jinsung Kim, M.D. Yeunam University Hospital, Daemyung
Dong Namgu, Daegu, 705-717, Republic of Korea, Changjin
Song, M.D., Wanseok Seo, M.D., Bonhoon Koo, M.D., Daiseg
Bai, Ph.D., Junyeob Lee, M.D., Hyelin Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To developing of Korean attention deficit hyperactivity disor-
der scale

Summary:

Purpose of this study is to develop more reliable ADHD behav-
ioral scales in Korea based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorder, 4th edition (DSM-IV) criteria. ADHD group (N=
826) and normal group (N=120) were evaluated by four kinds of
ADHD scales (Attention Deficit Disorders Evaluation Scale - Home
version [ADDES-HV], ADDH Comprehensive Teacher Rating
Scale [ACTeRS], Children Attention Profile [CAP], Swanson, No-
lan, and Pelham Checklist[SNAP]) and investigated several statis-
tic analysis such as item correlation analysis, factor analysis,
multilinear regression analysis, discriminant analysis and measure
the reliability, validity. As a result, the 39 items were extracted,
and 5 factors were revealed. The factors were restlessness, hyper-
activity, difficulty of sustaining attention, impulsivity, difficulty to
remain on the task Cronbach's alpha of these factors were 0.857,
0.852, 0.915, 0.887, 0.897, respectively. Discriminant ability of
these factors for elementary school aged ADHD patients is
99.15%. To conclude, this new developed 39 items of ADHD

behavioral checklist will be a useful screening tool for ADHD symp-
toms in Korea.
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NR683 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Aripiprazole Augmentation for Treatment Refractory
GAD
Gustavo Kinrys, M.D. Cambridge Health Alliance - Harvard
Medical School, Psychiatry, 1493 Cambridge Street,
Cambridge, MA, 02139, Fernanda Nery, B.A., Eliza Coleman,
B.A., Roberto B. Sassi, M.D., Robert T. Dunn, M.D., Lisa
Wygant

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize and understand the potential clinical use of
aripiprazole as an augmentation strategy in the treatment of GAD.

Summary:

Objectives: GAD is a common distressing and disabling condi-
tion affecting 5% of the population. Although a number of therapeu-
tic agents have demonstrated efficacy in the treatment of GAD,
many patients (40-65%) remain symptomatic after initial interven-
tion and only a minority experience remission. Aripiprazole is an
atypical antipsychotic agent with partial dopaminergic and 5HT
1 (A) receptor agonist activity. We assessed the use of aripiprazole
as an adjunctive treatment of anxiety among patients with GAD.

Method: 12 patients (mean +/- SD age = 48.9 +/- 10.5 years,
66.7% female) with GAD diagnosed by use of the Structured
Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-Axis I Disorders, who had failed to
experience a clinical response following an adequate trial of an
anxiolytic, were treated with open-label adjunctive aripiprazole for
8 weeks. The main outcome measures were the Hamilton Anxiety
Scale (HAM-A), the Clinical Global Impression of Severity (CGI-
S), and the Clinical Global Impression of Improvement (CGI-I).

Results: 9/12 (75.0%) patients completed the trial. Using a com-
pleter analysis, 8/9 (88.8%) patients were classified as respond-
ers. An intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis resulted in 9 responders
(75.0%). The overall proportion of remitters (HAM-A < 7) was 7/
9 (77.7%) using a completer analysis and 7/12 (58.3%) using the
ITT analysis. Common adverse events included sedation, tired-
ness, agitation, and nervousness.

Conclusions: Results from this pilot and open label study sug-
gest that aripiprazole may effectively augment response to anxio-
lytic medications in patients with treatment refractory GAD. Further
investigation is warranted to confirm these preliminary findings.
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NR684 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Physical Activity in Anorexia Nervosa: Psychological,
Behavioral and Biological Correlates
Diane A. Klein, M.D. Columbia University, Psychiatry, 1051
Riverside Drive, Unit 98, New York, NY, 10032, Janet
Schebendach, M.S., Laurel Mayer, M.D., B. Timothy Walsh,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate the importance of locomotor activity in anorexia
nervosa. The participant should also be able to identify at least two
features (behavioral, psychological, and/or biological) associated
with elevated levels of physical activity in this disorder.

Summary:

Excessive physical activity is a problematic behavior in many
patients with Anorexia Nervosa (AN) that may contribute to patho-
genesis of the disorder and is associated with worsened outcome.
Much remains unknown about excessive physical activity in AN
and about the psychological and biological processes that drive
it. The current study was undertaken to determine the psychologi-
cal and behavioral correlates of locomotor activity among inpa-
tients with AN. We were also interested in determining the relation-
ship between locomotor activity and the stress hormone cortisol.
Subjects were 30 women with AN receiving treatment on the
GCRU at NYSPI. During the first week of hospitalization and
before formal weight gain, locomotor activity was monitored using
an accelerometer. Activity measures were compared with psycho-
logical ratings, self-reported exercise before hospitalization, and
(for 15 patients) 24-hour urinary cortisol collected contemporane-
ously. Subjects demonstrated individual differences in locomotor
activity as assessed by the accelerometer. Twenty-four-hour activ-
ity counts were highly correlated with attitude towards exercise
as measured by the Commitment to Exercise Scale (Davis, 1994).
Forty-four percent of women reported recent "excessive" exer-
cise; activity counts during hospitalization were significantly
greater in this group as compared with low-exercisers. There was a
significant positive association between activity counts and urinary
cortisol levels. These findings lend convergent validity to the pres-
ence of a subgroup of women with AN with a higher "drive" for
physical activity, both before and during inpatient hospitalization.
Abnormalities in HPA axis activity may be related to this process.
Further investigation is required to confirm these results.

References:

1. Journal Article - Licinio J, Wong ML, Gold PW. The hypothala-
mic-pituitary-adrenal axis in anorexia nervosa. Psychiatry Re-
search, 1996 Apr 16;62(1):75-83.
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NR685 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Annual Payment Comparisons Among Frequently
Prescribed ADHD Pharmacotherapies
Maureen Lage, Ph.D. HealthMetrics Outcomes Reseearch, 120
Anchorage Circle, Groton, CT, Huabin F. Zhang, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize differences in total direct medical payments
associated with alternative ADHD medications and to recognize
the factors that help to predict total direct medical payments.

Summary:

Objective: This study examines differences in total direct medi-
cal payments (payments) associated with three commonly pre-
scribed pharmacotherapies - extended release methylphenidate
(OROS® MPH, CONCERTA®), mixed amphetamine salts ex-
tended release (MAS XR, Adderall XR®), and atomoxetine
(Strattera®).

Methods: From a large claims database we identified individu-
als aged 6-17 who were diagnosed with ADHD, initiated therapy
with the 1 of the 3 pharmacotherapies (first use identified as 'index
date') and were continuously insured from 6 month pre to 12
month post index date. In addition, individuals could not have
received any other ADHD medication in the one year post-index
date and must have received at least 1 prescription of the intent-
to-treat medication during the last 30 days of the 1 year follow-
up period. Pair-wise comparisons were restricted for the time
period when both drugs were on market: between 10/29/2001 and
4/30/2005 when comparing OROS MPH (N=4,491) to MAS XR
(N=5,325); and between 1/4/2003 and 4/30/2005 when comparing
OROS MPH (N=1,651) to atomoxetine (N=2,131). Multivariate
stepwise regressions were utilized with the log of payments in the
1 year post index date as the dependent variable. The regressions
controlled a wide range of factors that may potentially impact
payments.

Results: Results reveal that demographic characteristics, gen-
eral health status, comorbitidities, and timing of medication initia-
tion all impacted payments for individuals diagnosed with ADHD.
Controlling for these factors, initiation of OROS MPH was associ-
ated with a 22.57% reduction in payments compared to initiation
on atomoxetine (from $3141.42 to $2,432.40; p<0.0001) and a
4.14% reduction in payments compared to initiation on MAS XR
(from $2,729.82 to $2,616.53; p=0.0052).

Conclusions: Results demonstrate that among children diag-
nosed with ADHD the use of OROS MPH is associated with signifi-
cantly lower payments compared to the use of atomxetine or
MAS XR.

References:

1. Leibson CL, Long KH. Economic implications of attention-defi-
cit hyperactivity disorder for healthcare systems. Pharmacoe-
conomics 2003; 21(17): 1239-62.

2. Marchetta A, Magat R, Lau H, Murphy EL, Jensen PS, Conners
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NR686 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
ADHD-Specific Quality of Life With Mixed
Amphetamine Salts Extended Release in Adults With
ADHD
Jeanne Landgraf Healthact, Inc, 205 Newbury Street, 4th Floor,
Boston, MA, 02116

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able
to discuss changes in ADHD-specific quality of life, as assessed
using the AIM-A, among adults with ADHD given up to 10 weeks of
psychostimulant therapy with mixed amphetamine salts extended
release.

Summary:

Introduction: ADHD in adults negatively impacts multiple life
domains. To assess disease-specific quality of life, an adult ver-
sion of the ADHD Impact Module (AIM-A) has been developed.

Methods: This 10-week interim analysis examined AIM-A find-
ings from the 30-week, ongoing, open-label Quality of Life, Effec-
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tiveness, Safety, and Tolerability (QU.E.S.T.) trial of once-daily
mixed amphetamine salts extended release (MAS XR) 10-60 mg/
d. The trial enrolled adults (aged >18 years) with a diagnosis
of ADHD in community practice settings who were categorized
according to previous treatment status (no previous treatment,
NaUive; previous stimulant treatment, Prev Stim; previous non-
stimulant treatment, Prev Nonstim). ADHD-specific quality-of-life
findings described here are derived from the AIM-A, which in-
cludes scores from 6 domains (Living with ADHD, General Well-
being, Performance and Functioning, Relationships and Commu-
nications, Bothersomeness and Concern, and Daily Interference).

Results: Intent-to-treat subjects in the NaUTve (n=378), Prev
Stim (n=272), and Prev Nonstim (n=52) categories exhibited simi-
lar, statistically significant (p<.0001) improvements on all 6 AIM-
A quality-of-life domains. Improvements emerged within 2 weeks
following initiation of MAS XR treatment and were maintained or
gradually increased up to study week 10. For all previous treatment
groups, the most robust improvements based on change from
baseline to endpoint scores were seen within the Performance
and Functioning (35.7), Bothersomeness and Concern (26.0), and
the Daily Interference (28.4) domains (all p<.0001). Changes from
baseline to endpoint in the other AIM-A domains, including Living
with ADHD (12.8), General Well-being (18.0), and Relationships
and Communication (18.7), were also statistically significant for
each previous treatment group (all p<.0001).

Conclusions: In adults with ADHD, up to 10 weeks of therapy
with MAS XR 10-60 mg/d is associated with significant improve-
ments in ADHD-specific quality of life as measured by the AIM-A.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR687 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Serotonin Transporter Gene and Anxiety Level in
Social Phobia Patients
Jae-Hon Lee, M.D. Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, Samsung
Medical Center, Psychiatry, 108, Pyung-Dong, Jongro-Ku,
Seoul./ Dept of Psy., Seoul, 110-746, Republic of Korea, Kang-
Seob Oh, M.D., Youn-Hee Oh, Ph.D., Ho-Chul Shin, M.D.,
Hyung-Tae Kim, M.D., Sang-Bin Baek, M.D., Min-Soo Lee,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that the serotonin transporter gene promotor
region polymorphism(5-HTTLPR) may not be associated with the
degree of anxiety in social phobia patients.

Summary:

Introduction:
This study investigated the association of the polymorphism of

the 5HT transporter gene(SLC6A4, a 44 base pair insertion/dele-
tion in the promoter region, 5-HTTLPR) with the degree of anxiety,
in patients with social phobia.

Method:
58 Korean social phobia(SP) patients were recruited. DNA anal-

ysis with polymerase chain reaction was used for the genotyping.
To evaluates the degree of anxiety, we employed the Korean
version of State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Form-Trait(STAI-T) and

the Korean version of Beck Anxiety Inventory(BAI). We used anal-
ysis of variance(ANOVA) with P-value less than 0.05 being statisti-
cally significant.

Results:
Among 58 patients, 6(10.3%) patients showed I/I type, 8(13.8%)

patients showed l/s type, and 44(75.9%) patients showed s/s type.
The mean STAI-T scores of I/I, l/s, and s/s type were 59.0± 10.5,

57.1 ±13.1, and 56.3±8.7, respectively. There were no significant
differences in the STAI-T scores among genotypes. And the mean
BAI scores of I/I, l/s, and s/s type were 25.5±14.6, 26.9±13.9,
and 21.6±8.8. Also, there were no significant differences in the
BAI scores.

Conclusions:
This study suggests that the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism dose not

significantly associate with the degree of anxiety in SP patients.
But, we should consider different ethnic backgrounds and small
sample size.

Remark: This study is not supported by any commercial funding.
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NR688 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Impact of Unrecognized Anxiety on Health-
Related Quality of Life in Patients With Functional
Dyspepsia
Sang-Yeol Lee, M.D. WonkWang University, Psychiatry, 144-23
Dongsan-Dong, Iksan, Chonbuk, 570-060, Republic of Korea,
He-Ja Kang, In-Sook Kim, Ph.D., Min-Cheol Park

Educational Objectives:

At the conlusion of this session, the participant should under-
stand the relationship between anxiety and functional dyspepsia.

Summary:

Objective: Gastroenterologists have been criticized for under-
recognizing and undertreating mental health disorders. This criti-
cism assumes patients with recognized disorders and those with
unrecognized disorders suffer the same burden of illness. The
current investigation examined the impact of unrecognized anxiety
disorders on health-related quality of life(HRQOL) in patients with
functional dyspepsia

Methods : 347 functional dyspepsia subjects were recruited
from Wonkwang and Catholic university's gastroenterologic clinic.
The patient were selected from a population of outpatients who
were diagnosed with functional dyspepsia by gastroenteroglo-
gists. The patient completed Spielberger state-trait anxiety inven-
tory(STAI), Nepean dyspepsia index scale-Korean version(NDI-
K) and SF-36-Korean version(SF-36-K).

Results : The patient with state anxiety showed significantly
lower score in interference, knowledge and sleep disturbance
dimensions of NDI-K than the patient without state anxiety as well
as showed significantly lower score in each dimension of SF-36-
K. There was no significant difference between the patient with
trait anxiety and the patient without trait anxiety in NDI-K. In addi-
tion, higher state anxiety and/or trait anxiety on the STAI were
associated with poorer disease specific HRQOL and general
HRQOL.
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Conclusion : Patients with functional dyspepsia that have been
had unrecognized anxiety appear to suffer from poorer HRQOL
than patients without anxiety. This study suggest that we must
realize that anxiety likely to be prevalent sources of excess poor
general health among patients with functional dyspepsia and that
when anxiety strike the patient with functional dyspepsia, these
often go unrecognized and untreated.
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NR689 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Venlafaxine XR in Social Anxiety Disorder: A Pooled
Analysis of Response and Remission Rates
Michael R. Liebowitz, M.D. New York State Psychiatric
Institute, 1051 Riverside Drive, Unit 120, New York, NY, 10032-
2603, Jonathan Davidson, M.D., Carlos Blanco, M.D., Raj
Tummala, M.D., Qin Jiang

Educational Objectives:

1. Compare the efficacy of venlafaxine XR compared with pla-
cebo in the treatment of SAD

2. Evaluate the effects of gender on response to treatment of
SAD with venlafaxine XR or placebo

3. Assess the effects of physical symptoms on response to
treatment of SAD with venlafaxine XR or placebo

Summary:

Objective: Compare the efficacy of venlafaxine extended re-
lease (XR) versus placebo for treatment of social anxiety disorder
(SAD).

Methods: Data were pooled from 5 randomized studies of pa-
tients with DSM-IV SAD (ITT n=1459) treated with venlafaxine
XR (75-225 mg/d) or placebo for 12 weeks; 1 study lasted 28
weeks. Response (Clinical Global Impressions-Improvement
score <2) and remission (Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale score
<30) rates were calculated for the overall population, and stratified
by gender and physical symptom severity (based on Social Phobia
Inventory sweating, blushing, palpitations, and tremor items), and
compared between groups using the Fisher exact test (last obser-
vation carried forward). The number needed to treat (NNT) was
calculated using week 12 remission rates.

Results: Overall week 12 response rates were 55% for venla-
faxine XR and 33% for placebo (P<0.0001); remission rates were
25% and 12%, respectively (P<0.0001). Findings for men, women,
and patients with varying physical symptom severity were consist-
ent with those in the overall population. Week 28 response rates
for venlafaxine XR and placebo were 58% and 33%, respectively
(P<0.0001); remission rates were 31% and 16%, respectively (P=
0.0023). The NNT was 8 (95% Cl: 6.5, 8.9).

Conclusion: Venlafaxine XR effectively treats SAD, regardless
of gender or severity of physical symptoms.
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NR690 Wednesday, May 24,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Dermal Response to Methylphenidate Transdermal
System in Pediatric Subjects
Frank A. Lopez, M.D. Childrens Development Center, 600
South Orlando Avenue, Suite 102, Maitland, FL, 32751, Robert
L. Findling, M.D., Maryann Livolsi, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transdermal
system (MTS) in pediatric subjects.

Discuss the clinician-based assessments of dermal response,
discomfort and adherence of MTS in a naturalistic study.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the dermal response of methylphenidate
transdermal system (MTS) compared with placebo transdermal
system (PTS).

Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, double-dummy,
parallel-group, placebo-controlled, naturalistic study. Two hun-
dred seventy-four (274) children aged 6-12 years diagnosed with
ADHD using DSM-IV-TR criteria were enrolled and received study
medication. Transdermal patches were applied each morning and
worn for 9 hours each day over 7 weeks. Dermal effects were
measured using three scales. Skin responses were scored from
0 to 7, in which 0 represented no irritation and 7 represented
a strong reaction beyond the test site. Scores between these
endpoints included gradations of Extended Release ythema,
edema and papules. Skin discomfort was scored from 0 to 3, in
which 0 represented no discomfort and 3 represented severe
intolerable discomfort. Patch adherence was scored from 0 to 4,
in which 0 meant that greater than 90% of the patch remained
adhered to the skin and 4 represented complete detachment of
the patch.

Results: At the final study site visit, 74.4% of subjects receiving
MTS treatment reported either no irritation or mild Extended Re-
lease ythema. Mild Extended Release ythema was an expected
outcome of patch application and generally dissipated within 24
hours. Either no discomfort or mild skin discomfort resulting from
patch wear was reported in 94.5% of subjects. After an approxi-
mately 9-hour wear time, 77.6% of subjects reported that patches
were still well adhered to the skin (ie, greater than 75% of the
patch remained completely adhered to the skin). In 17.7% of
subjects, patch adherence could not be assessed, due to patch
removal that occurred prior to the study site visit per protocol.

Conclusion: Application of MTS resulted in no or mild skin
irritation or discomfort, and patches adhered well to the skin for
the majority of the subjects.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR691 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Improvement in Anxiety Symptoms in Bipolar
Depression With Quetiapine Monotherapy: Results
From Two Placebo-Controlled Studies
R. Bruce Lydiard, M.D. Southeast Health Consultants Inc., 1
Poston Road, Suite 335, Charleston, SC, 29407, Shane
Raines, Wayne Macfadden, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand the role of quetiapine monotherapy in the treatment
of anxiety symptoms in bipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of quetiapine
monotherapy for anxiety symptoms in patients with bipolar I or II
depression. 1,2

Methods: A post-hoc analysis of anxiety symptoms in 1045
patients with bipolar I or II depression (DSM-IV) from two double-
blind, randomized, placebo-controlled 8-week studies of quetia-
pine (300 or 600 mg/d; once-daily, evening dosing) was con-
ducted. Anxiety symptoms were assessed weekly using HAM-A
total scores, and HAM-A psychic (items 1-6, 14) and somatic
anxiety (items 7-13) factor scores. Change from baseline in these
scores at each assessment were evaluated using mixed-effect
model, repeated-measures analysis.

Results: Mean baseline HAM-A total scores were similar across
the treatment groups (18.6-18.9). There was a significantly greater
improvement from baseline in mean HAM-A total scores at the
first evaluation (Week 1) in both quetiapine groups compared to
placebo (change from baseline 300 mg/d: -4.59, P<0.001; 600
mg/d: -4.10, P=0.003 versus placebo: -2.77). These improvements
were sustained through to Week 8 with both quetiapine doses
(300 mg/d: -10.12 and 600 mg/d: -10.48; both P<0.001 versus
placebo: -6.88). The effect sizes for quetiapine 300 and 600 mg/
d were 0.56 and 0.62, respectively. At Week 8, there were also
significant improvements from baseline in HAM-A psychic and
somatic anxiety factor scores with quetiapine 300 (both P<0.01)
and 600 mg/d (both P<0.001) compared to placebo. Common
adverse events included dry mouth (300 mg/d: 43.4%; 600 mg/
d: 43.7%; placebo: 12.7%), sedation (30.9%, 29.9%, 8.1%), and
somnolence (28.6%, 27.0%, 6.6%).

Conclusions: Quetiapine monotherapy is significantly more
effective than placebo and generally well-tolerated for the treat-
ment of anxiety symptoms associated with bipolar depression.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR692 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Family-Based Association Between TPH2, ADHD and
Performance on a Continuous Performance Test
(TOVA)
Iris Manor Geha Mental Health Center, Geha Mental Health
Center, Petach Tiqva, 49100, Israel, Richard P. Ebstein,
Sheera Meidad, Jacque Eizenberg, Zvi Zemishlany, Sam
Tyano

Educational Objectives:

Whereas most studies have stressed the importance of dopa-
mine due to the efficacy of methylphenidate in treatment of this
disorder, the current report focuses attention on a particular sero-
tonergic gene. So far three reports now provide evidence that
TPH2 coding for a key enzyme in the serotonin pathway confers
risk for ADHD, suggesting the possibility that the serotonergic
pathway might be a potential drug target in this disorder.

Summary:

Background: Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) catalyzes the rate
limiting step in 5-HT synthesis. Recently, a second TPH gene was
identified in the genome of humans, mice, and rats, called TPH2.
This gene is predominantly expressed in the brain stem, while
the classical TPH gene, now called TPH1, is expressed in the
gut, pineal gland, spleen, and thymus. Several reports have found
association between SNPs in the TPH2 genomic region and af-
fective disorders (major depression & suicide). Additionally, two
reports recently observed association between this gene and
ADHD.

Methods: We genotyped 8 SNPs (rs1386488, rs2220330,
rs1386495, rs1386494, rs6582072, rs1386492, rs4760814 &
rs1386497) in the TPH2 region towards verifying the reported
association between this gene and ADHD and further examined
association with scores on a CPT (TOVA). Association between
single SNPs and haplotypes was tested using FBAT and UN-
PHASED. 271 probands and their parents (161 families) were
genotyped.

Results: Six SNPs showed association with ADHD (p<0.05).
When all 8 SNPs were included in the haplotype analysis, the
most common haplotype (80%) was significantly under transmitted
to probands (FBAT: z=-2.012, p= 0.044) whereas the second most
common haplotype was preferentially transmitted (FBAT: z=2.087,
p= 0.036). Similar results were obtained using UNPHASED (chi-
square=4.357; p=0.036; transmitted=39, not-transmitted=21; chi-
square=3.29, p=0.069; transmitted=43, not-transmitted=64). As-
sociation was also observed between a six locus SNP haplotype
and total Extended Release rors of omission (TOVA): z=1.986,
p= 0.047.

Conclusions: This report confirms and extends two previous
investigations that TPH2 contributes risk to ADHD. Additionally,
association was observed between TPH2 and Extended Release
rors of omission (TOVA) suggesting that the risk by this gene for
ADHD is mediated by neuropsychological mechanisms related to
attentional processes
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NR693 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Tolerability of Mixed Amphetamine Salts Extended
Release in Young Girls With ADHD
James J. McGough UCLA Neuropsychiatry Institute, 300 UCLA
Medical Plaza, Los Angeles, CA, 90095

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to...
Identify common adverse events reported in girls aged 6 to 12

years with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder given therapy
with mixed amphetamine salts extended release (MAS XR) 10-
30 mg/d

Recognize that the tolerability of MAS XR in young girls is similar
to that of psychostimulant therapy in other patient populations

Summary:

Introduction: Few studies have examined the tolerability of
psychostimulant treatment in young girls with ADHD.

Methods: A 3-week randomized, placebo-controlled, double-
blind, parallel-group trial was conducted in girls aged 6 to 12 years
with ADHD. Subjects were administered placebo (n=57) or mixed
amphetamine salts extended release (MAS XR) 10 mg/d (n=28),
20 mg/d (n=26), or 30 mg/d (n=26). Tolerability was assessed
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based on frequency and intensity of spontaneously reported ad-
verse events.

Results: A total of 164 adverse events were reported during
the study; most (95%) were mild or moderate in intensity and
expected based on observations with other psychostimulants. The
most commonly reported adverse events with MAS XR or placebo
were headache (23.8% and 49.1%, respectively), abdominal pain
(20.0% and 22.8%, respectively), insomnia (22.5% and 3.5%,
respectively), anorexia (18.8% and 3.5%, respectively), and infec-
tion (11.3% and 5.3%, respectively). Frequencies of abdominal
pain, anorexia, and weight loss were greater with increasing MAS
XR dose. One serious adverse event (constipation) was seen in
a subject given MAS XR 30 mg/d, but this was considered unre-
lated to study medication. Few subjects discontinued because of
an adverse event (placebo [n=1], weight gain; MAS XR 10 mg/d
[n=1], dizziness; MAS XR 20 mg/d [n=1], unable to swallow pills;
MAS XR 30 mg/d [n=1], stomach pain). The adverse events asso-
ciated with MAS XR were mild or moderate in intensity and re-
solved during follow-up.

Conclusions: In young girls with ADHD, MAS XR 10-30 mg/
d was generally well tolerated. The adverse events associated
with MAS XR in this study are consistent with those historically
observed with psychostimulant therapy.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR694 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Adverse Event Adaptation With Mixed Amphetamine
Salts Extended Release in Children
James J. McGough UCLA Neuropsychiatry Institute, 300 UCLA
Medical Plaza, Los Angeles, CA, 90095

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to:
- Describe how the frequency of certain reported adverse events

decreases over time in children 6 to 12 years old with attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder receiving mixed amphetamine salts
extended release (MAS XR) 10-30 mg/day

- Recognize the possible adaptation effect of adverse events
in children receiving MAS XR

Summary:

Introduction: Objective data supporting improved tolerability
over time with psychostimulant treatment in children being treated
for ADHD are lacking.

Methods: This was a 3-week, randomized, placebo-controlled,
double-blind, parallel-group trial. Children aged 6-12 years with
ADHD (predominantly hyperactive-impulsive or combined sub-
type) were assigned to receive placebo (n=210) or mixed amphet-
amine salts extended release (MAS XR) 10-30 mg/d (n=374).
The weekly frequency of anorexia, abdominal pain, headache,
emotional lability, insomnia, and nervousness was determined.

Results: Overall frequency of these 6 adverse events de-
creased from week 1 (MAS XR, 39.3%; placebo, 19.0%) to week
3 (MAS XR, 11.0%; placebo, 8.0%). Among subjects who prema-
turely discontinued the study, few withdrew because of an adverse
event (MAS XR, 9 of 374[2.4%];placebo, 6 of 210[2.9%]). An-
orexia, emotional lability, insomnia, and nervousness were more

frequent with MAS XR than with placebo, but decreased from
week 1 (13.4%, 6.1%, 9.1%, 2.7%, respectively) to week 3 (2.9%,
1.2%, 3.2%, 1.7%, respectively). During weeks 1 through 3, ab-
dominal pain was reported more frequently in MAS XR subjects
(9.9%, 4.4%, 4.3%, respectively) than in placebo subjects (4.8%,
3.1%, 1.1%), but decreased over time for both groups. Throughout
the study, headache was comparable between the groups and
showed similar decreases with MAS XR (weeks 1,2, and 3:11.5%,
7.5%, 3.5%, respectively) or placebo (weeks 1, 2, and 3: 12.9%,
9.9%, 5.7%, respectively).

Conclusions: Adverse event frequency decreased over a 3-
week treatment period in children with ADHD who were adminis-
tered MAS XR 10-30 mg/d, and only 2.4% of subjects withdrew
because of an adverse event. The possible adaptation to adverse
events suggests physician communication and patient support
during initial MAS XR therapy can facilitate medication adherence.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR695 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Clinician Rated Effects of MTS and OROS
Methylphenidate in Pediatric ADHD
Raun Melmed, M.D. The Melmed Center, 5020 E Shea Blvd
Suite 100, Scottsdale, AZ, 85254, L Eugene Arnold, M.D., John
Burnside, M.D., Robert L. Findling, M.D., Maryann Livolsi, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transdermal
system (MTS) in pediatric subjects.

Discuss the clinician-based ratings of efficacy of MTS as com-
pared with placebo in a naturalistic setting study.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluate the efficacy of the methylphenidate trans-
dermal system (MTS), compared with placebo, using OROS
methylphenidate as a reference therapy, in a naturalistic commu-
nity setting using clinician-based assessments.

Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled, parallel-group study with a 5-week dose optimization phase
and 2-week maintenance phase. Children aged 6-12 years diag-
nosed with ADHD by DSM-IV-TR criteria were enrolled. The pri-
mary efficacy outcome measure was the ADHD-Rating Scale-IV
(ADHD-RS-IV), administered at each study visit beginning with
the baseline visit. Subscales for inattentiveness and hyperactivity/
impulsivity were used to assess behavior.

Results: The change from baseline to study endpoint in mean
ADHD-RS-IV inattentiveness subscale score was -12.4 (±0.78), -
11.0 (±0.81), and -5.2 (±0.83), for MTS, OROS methylphenidate,
and placebo, respectively. The change from baseline to study
endpoint in mean ADHD-RS-IV hyperactivity/impulsivity subscale
score was -11.8 (±0.73), -10.6 (±0.76), and -5.2 (±0.78) for
MTS, OROS methylphenidate, and placebo, respectively. For both
subscales, the change from baseline was statistically significant
for MTS and OROS methylphenidate (p<0.0001) compared to
placebo. At study endpoint, a greater than 30% reduction in ADHD-
RS scores was observed in 77.6%, 66.3%, and 28.7% of subjects
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treated with MTS, OROS methylphenidate, and placebo, respec-
tively.

Conclusion: Treatment with MTS resulted in statistically and
clinically significant improvements in clinician-rated behavior and
attention compared with placebo. The efficacy and adverse events
profile of MTS was similar to that observed for OROS methylphen-
idate. MTS may be an effective alternative to oral medications for
the treatment of ADHD in children.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR696 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Open Label Trial of Aripiprazole in Patients With
Treatment Resistant GAD
Matthew A. Menza, M.D. Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School, D207A, 671 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ, 08854,
Roseanne DeFronzo Dobkin, Ph.D., Humberto Marin, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to discuss the use of aripiprazole in patients with treatment
resistant GAD.

Summary:

GAD (GAD), with a lifetime prevalence rate of 4 to 6%, tends to
be chronic and is frequently sub-optimally responsive to standard
pharmacotherapy. The neural circuitry mediating anxiety involves
systems utilizing a variety of neurotransmitters, including dopa-
mine. Because of the putative involvement of dopamine in anxiety,
the atypical antipsychotics are being investigated in anxiety disor-
ders and have shown some efficacy in PTSD, OCD and GAD.
The atypical antipsychotic aripiprazole, a partial agonist of D2 and
5-HT 1A receptors and an antagonist at 5-HT 2A receptors, has
not yet been evaluated in patients with GAD.

To examine the efficacy and tolerability of aripiprazole as an
adjunctive treatment for patients with GAD, we completed a six-
week, open-label, pilot study. After signing informed consent, pa-
tients meeting entry criteria - GAD sub-optimally responsive (HAM-
A >14) to a full trial of an antidepressant - were treated with flexible
dose aripiprazole, beginning at 10 mg/day. The primary outcomes
were measures of anxiety symptoms (HAM-A) and overall im-
provement (CGI). The secondary outcomes were depression
(HDRS) and quality of life (Rand SF-36).

Of the 9 (3M, 6F) patients who were enrolled, 8 completed the
study; one terminated early due to akathisia.. The mean age was
35 years. Both primary outcomes were significantly improved from
baseline to endpoint: 1. anxiety [F(1,8)=47.13, p<.001], using a
repeated measures ANOVA (LOCF), 2. 89% of patients were
rated as much improved (CGI=2) or very much improved (CGI=
1) at the end of the study. Secondary outcomes of depression
and SF-36 were also significantly improved.

This suggests that aripiprazole may be a useful adjunctive treat-
ment for patients with GAD who are sub-optimally responsive to
antidepressants. This approach is consistent with a growing body
of work suggesting that a symptom-based treatment (versus cate-
gory-based) approach to partial response is useful.
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NR697 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Dopamine Transporter (DAT1) Genotype and
Response to Methylphenidate in Adults With ADHD
Eric Mick, Sc.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street, Warrent 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Joseph Biederman,
M.D., Thomas Spencer, M.D., Stephen V. Faraone, Ph.D.,
Pamela Sklar, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of the presentation, participants will have an under-
standing of the relationship between the dopamine transporter
gene and response to methylphenidate in adults with ADHD

Summary:

Objective. A polymorphism in the dopamine transporter gene
(DAT1) has been previously associated with ADHD and methyl-
phenidate has been hypothesized to block the DAT. The goal of
this study was to examine whether DAT1 genotype moderates
response and adverse effects associated with treatment with
methylphenidate in adults with ADHD.

Methods. Subjects were adults with ADHD (N=xx) enrolled in
two identical six-week randomized placebo-controlled parallel de-
sign trials of OROS-methylphenidate and immediate release
methylphenidate. Subjects were stratified by DAT1 genotype and
measures of improvement in ADHD symptoms, rate of clinical
response and adverse effects were compared at baseline and
study endpoint.

Results. Fifty-nine percent (N=39) of subjects had the homozy-
gous 10/10-repeat genotype, 36% (N=24) had the heterozygous
9/10-repeat genotype, and 5% (N=3) had the homozygous 9/9-
repeat genotype. The rate of response to methylphenidate was
not statistically or clinically significantly different in these groups
(77%, 71%, and 67% responded, respectively p=0.8). Likewise
there was no difference in any adverse effects based upon the
DAT1 genotype.

Conclusions. DAT1 genotype does not seem to exert meaning-
ful effects on response or adverse effects associated with treat-
ment with methylphenidate in adults with ADHD. Because of the
relatively modest sample size, more work with larger samples is
needed to confirm these results
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NR698 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Assessing the Validity of the Quality of Life
Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire in Adults
With ADHD
Eric Mick, Sc.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street, Warren 705, Boston, MA, 02114, Joseph Biederman,
M.D., Stephen V. Faraone, Ph.D., Thomas Spencer, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants will have an under-
standing of the validty and utility of the Q-LES-Q in the assessment
of quality of life in adults with ADHD.

Summary:

Objective.
Despite documentation of robust clinical response to pharmaco-

therapy of ADHD in adults, the impact of treatment on overall
quality of life has not been fully addressed. We assessed the
psychometric properties of the Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satis-
faction Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q) in ADHD adults.

Methods.
179 ADHD and 117 non-ADHD adults from a case control study

and 112 adults randomized to placebo or methylphenidate were
assessed the Q-LES-Q and the Social Adjustment Scale (SAS).
Internal consistency of the 16 individual items Q-LES-Q was as-
sessed with Chronbach's alpha statistic and concurrent validity
was assessed via correlation with the SAS total T-score. Re-
sponse to change was estimated by comparing change in Q-LES-
Q scores in responders and non-responders in our randomized
clinical trial.

Results
There was no difference in ADHD cases and controls in sex

(53% and 44% male, p=0.1) but controls were significantly younger
than cases (30.1 +/-8.8 versus 36.1+/-10.7 years, p<0.001). ADHD
clinical trial patients were comparable to ADHD family study cases
(52% male and 37.2+A-9.5 years of age). Internal consistency of
the Q-LES-Q items was excellent in ADHD cases (alpha=0.90) and
ADHD clinical trials patients (alpha=0.91 at endpoint). Correlation
between the Q-LES-Q total score and the SAS total T-score were
high in ADHD cases (0.71) and ADHD clinical trial patients (0.61).
Compared to non-ADHD controls, ADHD cases had statistically
significantly poorer scores on the QLES-Q (52.1 +/-10.6 versus
61.7+/-6.8, p<0.001). These values were comparable in the non-
responders and responders from the controlled trial of methyl-
phenidate ( 57.4+/-8.3 versus 64.2+/-7.2, p<0.001).

Conclusions
These results support the validity of the Q-LES-Q as a measure

of quality of life in samples of adults with ADHD. Thus, the Q-
LES-Q is an appropriate tool to measure quality of life in clinical
trials of ADHD adults.
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NR699 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comorbidity of Alcohol Dependence and Substance
Dependence With ADHD
Martin Ohlmeier, M.D. Medical School Hannover, Germany,
Clinical Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Ohlmeier.Martin@MH-
Hannover.de, Hannover, 30625, Germany, Karsten Peters,
Nadine Buddensiek, Jiirgen Seifert, M.D., Bert te Wildt, M.D.,
Hinderk M. Emrich, Prof. Dr., Udo Schneider, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to diagnose and treat adult patients with alcohol dependence
and multiple substance addiction with comorbidity of Attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

Summary:

ADHD (ADHD) is of great clinical importance not only because
of its high prevalence but also due to the frequent comorbid ill-
nesses that are connected with this disorder. Several studies were
able to demonstrate that ADHD constitutes a significant risk factor
for the exacerbation of habit-forming illnesses, i.e. addictions.

We conducted a study with 152 adult patients with alcohol de-
pendence (n=91), respectively, multiple substance addiction (n=
61) to determine whether or not these patients were affected by
ADHD. 20,9% (WURS), respectively, 23,1% (DSM-IV criteria) of
the alcohol-dependent patients showed evidence of retrospective
ADHS affliction in childhood. With the help of CAARS ADHD was
proved persistent in 26,3% of the adult patients. In the group of
substance-addicted patients 50,8% (WURS), respectively, 54,1%
(DSM-IV) presented with diagnostic criteria for ADHS in childhood
and 65,5% (CAARS) showed evidence of ADHD persisting in
adult age.

These results reveal that habit-forming illnesses can be associ-
ated with a high comorbidity with ADHD, expressed in the form
of alcohol abuse and also in the consumption of illegal drugs.
The results underline the great importance of early and adequate
diagnostics and therapy of ADHD for the prevention of habit-
forming illnesses.
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NR700 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Stimulant Use in Adults With ADHD
Mark Olfson, M.D. Columbia University, Psychiatry, 1051
Riverside Drive, New York, NY, 10032, Steven C. Marcus,
Ph.D., Huabin F. Zhang, Ph.D., George J. Wan, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to describe factors associated with selection of extended-release
versus immediate-release stimulants in the community treatment
of adults with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

Summary:

Objective: To compare the demographic and clinical character-
istics of adult patients with ADHD who initiate extended-release
(ER) versus immediate-release (IR) stimulant medications.

Method: Analysis of claims data from commercially-insured
(Pharmetrics, 2000-2004) adult patients, ages 18 to 64 years, who
initiate stimulants for ADHD. Comparisons are presented of patient
demographic and clinical characteristics during the six-month pe-
riod prior to starting Extended Release (N=3,416) or IR (N=4,835)
stimulants.

Results: Approximately 4 in 10 (41.4%) adults with ADHD
started Extended Release stimulants. Patients starting Extended
Release and IR stimulants did not significantly differ with respect
to gender (% Male: Extended Release : 58.6% versus IR: 58.4%,
X2=0.03, df=1, p=.86) or specialty of the prescribing physician (%
Psychiatrist: Extended Release : 30.7% versus IR: 31.5%; x2=

3.9, df=2, p=.15). However, as compared with patients who started
IR stimulants, those starting Extended Release stimulants were
slightly younger [mean=31.1 years (SD=12.2) versus 32.6 years
(SD=12.2), t=5.8, df=8,249, p<.0001]. Extended Release patients
were also more likely than IR patients to be diagnosed with ADHD
with hyperactivity (ER: 44.1% versus IR: 39.5%, x2=30.2, df=1,
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p<.0001); to use inpatient (ER: 2.7% versus IR: 1.8%; x2=6.4, df=
1, p=.01) and emergency department (ER: 3.0% versus IR: 2.2%;
X2=4.3, df=1, p=.04) mental health services; and to be treated for
a substance use disorder (ER: 6.5% versus IR: 5.2%; x2=6-8,
df=1, p=.009) during the six-months prior to initiating stimulant
treatment.

Conclusions: Extended-release stimulants are commonly
used in the community treatment of adults with ADHD. Patients
initiating extended-release stimulants tend to demonstrate slightly
more pronounced ADHD symptoms than those initiating immedi-
ate-release stimulants.
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NR701 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Memory and Executive Function in OCD Patients
With Checking Versus Washing Symptoms
Ichiro Omori, M.D. Nagoya City University, Department of
Psychiatry and Cognitive-Behavioral Medicine, Mizuhoku
Mizuhocho, Nagoya shi, 467-8601, Japan, Yoshie Murata, B.A.,
Shutaro Nakaaki, Ph.D., Toshiaki Furukawa, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the differences in neuropsychological findings
between clinical subtypes of OCD, 'Washers' and 'Checkers'.

Summary:

Objective: Neuropsychological studies of OCD have described
memory and attentional deficits, but these reports have largely
ignored the possibility that cognitive disturbances will vary across
clinical subtypes. The purpose of the present study was to deter-
mine whether 'Washers' and 'Checkers' demonstrate differences
in their memory and executive functions. Method: Fifty-three out-
patients with primary DSM-IV diagnosis of OCD with typical wash-
ing (n=26) and checking (n=27) rituals participated in the study.
Patients were recruited through the OCD clinic of the Nagoya City
University Hospital between October 2001 and June 2005. Each
group was administered the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised
(WMS-R) and comprehensive neuropsychological battery to as-
sess attention and executive functioning. Various neuropsycho-
logical tests examing attention and executive functioning were
subjected to factor analysis. Obtained factor scores were com-
pared between 'Washers' and 'Checkers'. Effect of there factor
scores on memory by OCD subtypes were examined by analysis
of covariance. The protocol had been approved by the ethics
committee of Nagoya City University Medical School, and written
consent was obtained from all participants. Results: No significant
difference in terms of demographic and clinical variables, including
symptom severity, was found between the two groups. Three
factors, inhibitory attention, sustained attention, and divided atten-
tion, were obtained. No significant differences were found in mem-
ory and these factor scores between the two groups. Only among
'Checkers', a significant interaction was noted between the inhibi-
tory attention factor and the group for the general memory, while
no such interaction among 'Washers'. Conclusions : Among
'Checkers', inhibitory attention regulates memory. Results of this
study indicate that different obsessive compulsive symptom is
mediated by relatively distinct components of cognitive function.
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NR702 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Preliminary Study of Relationships Between the
Young Mania Rating Scale and Clinical Global
Impressions Scale in Adolescents With Bipolar
Disorder
Danielle Patrick Cincinnati, OH, Nick C. Patel, Ph.D., Melissa
P. DelBello, M.D., Stephen M. Strakowski, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand how the Young Mania Rating Scale corres-
ponds with clinician judgment in adolescents with bipolar disorder
and to recognize the importance of using empirically-derived cut-
offs to define response in pediatric and adolescent clinical trials.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS)
scores, and percent change in baseline YMRS scores, in relation
with the Clinical Global Impressions Scale for Bipolar Disorder
Improvement (CGI-I) scores from treatment trials of adolescent
bipolar disorder.

Methods: Data from a randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled study of quetiapine with divalproex versus divalproex alone
(N=30), a randomized, double-blind, parallel-group study of queti-
apine versus divalproex (N=50), an open-label study of olanzapine
(N=20), and an open-label study of lithium (N=27) were used.
Severity of manic symptoms was assessed at baseline and weekly
thereafter using the YMRS, and overall level of improvement was
assessed beginning on day 7 and weekly thereafter using the
CGI-I. Assessments were completed separately without any de-
pendence on ratings from the alternate rating scale or specific
order. Analysis of variance was used to compare endpoint YMRS
scores based upon stratification of endpoint CGI-I scores. Re-
ceiver Operator Characteristic curves were used to evaluate the
ability of the YMRS scores to predict the level of global improve-
ment of symptoms as rated by clinicians.

Results: Mean endpoint YMRS scores significantly differed be-
tween groups stratified by endpoint CGI-I score (p<0.001). An
endpoint YMRS score of 12.5 and a 56% reduction in baseline
YMRS scores represent optimal sensitivity and specificity in classi-
fying responders and non-responders.

Conclusion: Our preliminary results demonstrate that YMRS
scores correspond with the level of global improvement in adoles-
cents with bipolar disorder. Currently used cutoffs to define re-
sponse in adolescent bipolar disorder research may be appro-
priate with regard to sensitivity and specificity. Studies with
methods specific to evaluate and compare these rating scales
and larger patient samples from multiple sites are needed to con-
firm these findings.

Acknowledgments: This study was supported by grants from
the AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals (MPD), Eli Lilly and Company
(MPD), Klingenstein Third Generation Foundation (MPD), and
NIMH (MH63373, MPD).
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NR704
NR703 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Lipid Profiles of Youths Treated With Antipsychotics:
A Retrospective Cross-Sectional Evaluation
Monica Leckinger Cincinnati, OH, Nick C. Patel, Ph.D., Mary
Matias-Akthar, M.D., Michael T. Sorter, M.D., Drew H.
Barzman, M.D., Stephen M. Strakowski, M.D., Melissa P.
DelBello, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the potential effects of antipsychotic polyphar-
macy versus monotherapy on lipid profiles of youths, as well as
the effects of specific atypical antipsychotic monotherapy. Also,
the participant should be able to recognize the prevalence for
specific lipid abnormalities among children and adolescents re-
ceiving antipsychotics.

Summary:

Objective: As antipsychotic polypharmacy may be used in chil-
dren and adolescents with psychiatric disorders, it is important to
determine if this treatment approach is associated with a greater
risk for dyslipidemia compared to monotherapy.

Method: Medical records of children and adolescents (5 to 18
years) who were treated with at least one atypical antipsychotic
during an inpatient psychiatric hospitalization between July 1,
2004 and June 31, 2005, and who had a fasting lipid panel com-
pleted while receiving an atypical antipsychotic(s) were reviewed.
Total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein (LDL), high-density
lipoprotein (HDL), and triglyceride (TG) levels of patients on anti-
psychotic monotherapy versus polypharmacy were compared.
Lipid profiles of patients on aripiprazole, quetiapine, or risperidone
monotherapy were also compared. The prevalence of abnormal
lipid profiles was determined using accepted criteria.

Results: Sixty-nine patients on antipsychotic monotherapy and
26 on polypharmacy were evaluated. No significant between-
group differences in adjusted mean TC, LDL, HDL, and TG levels
were observed. There were no significant differences in lipid pro-
files between patients on aripiprazole, quetiapine, or risperidone.
Fifty-one percent and 48% of the total sample were classified as
having elevated TG levels and low HDL levels, respectively. The
combination of increased TG and decreased HDL was observed
in 37% of the total sample.

Conclusions: Fasting lipid profiles of children and adolescents
receiving antipsychotic polypharmacy may be similar to those of
youths receiving monotherapy. Youths receiving atypical antipsy-
chotics may be at increased risk of elevated TG and/or low HDL
levels, and interventions to address these lipid abnormalities may
be required. Additional studies are needed to determine if specific
antipsychotic regimens are more likely to be associated with dys-
lipidemia in children and adolescents.

Acknowledgements:This study was supported in part by a NIMH
grant MH63373 (MPD).
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Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

A Retrospective Claims Analysis of Polypharmacy in
the Treatment of ADHD in Adults

Gerhardt M. Pohl, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, US Health
Outcomes Research, Eli Lilly and Company, Drop Code 4123,
Indianapolis, IN, 46285, David L. Van Brunt, Wenyu Ye, Ph.D.,
Joseph Johnston, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant will be
aware of the level of polypharmacy associated with various treat-
ments for adult ADHD. They will be aware of treatment practices of
colleagues, and they will be aware of various predictors associated
with polypharmacy. One predictor highlighted in the abstract is
recent care from a psychiatrist. The higher polypharmacy rates
seen in this group suggest a difference in patient type/disease
severity or, perhaps, a difference in practice patterns.

Summary:

Objective: To quantify the use and investigate factors predicting
concomitant medications in the treatment of adult ADHD.

Methods: Data were drawn from a national medical and phar-
macy claims database representing more than 80 managed care
plans. Patients (18,609) were 18 or older with a diagnosis of
ADHD, a claim for ADHD medication during the study period July
2003 to June 2004, and continuous enrollment six months prior
to and throughout the study period. Patient-level claims were as-
signed to calendar months, and months with combined use among
the following classes were identified: atomoxetine (ATX), long-
acting stimulants (LAS), intermediate-acting stimulants (IAS),
short-acting stimulants (SAS), buproprion (BUP), and aIpha-2 ago-
nists (A2A). To focus on long-term polypharmacy rather than on
transitional management, the first month of each treatment epi-
sode was excluded. The effect of prior care from a psychiatrist was
investigated via logistic regression within a generalized estimating
equations setting. This permitted adjustment for correlation within
months recorded for the same patient.

Results: Combination months comprised 19.7% of non-first
months for ATX, 21.0% for LAS, 27.4% for IAS, 23.1% for SAS,
36.9% for BUP, and 53.0% for A2A. 4,609 patients had a claim
indicating care from a psychiatrist in the six months prior to the
study period, and 13,783 did not. Combination months repre-
sented 20.5% of the 29,964 months of treatment in patients with
prior psychiatric care and 13.6% of 62,756 months of treatment
in patients without, odds ratio=1.88 (1.74-2.03).

Conclusion: Greater polypharmacy is evident in adult patients
with a history of recent care from a psychiatrist. This may indicate
higher burden of disease or greater comfort with polypharmacy
among specialists. Eli Lilly and Company funded the research.
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NR705 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Flexible Dose, Progressive Titration, Placebo
Controlled Trial of Duloxetine for Improving Patient-
Reported Functional Outcomes in Adults With GAD
Mark H. Pollack, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, Center
for Anxiety and Traumatic Stress Disorders, Wang ACC-815,
15 Parkman Street, Boston, MA, 02114-3117, Joel Raskin,
M.D., Ralph W. Swindle, M.D., Susan G. Ball, Ph.D., Janelle
Erickson, Ph.D., Margarita Nunez, M.D., James M. Russell,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants will be knowledge-
able that duloxetine is an effective treatment for improving the
quality of life and well-being of patients with generalized anxiety
disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Across epidemiological and clinical studies, GAD has
consistently been associated with diminished well-being, poorer
emotional and physical health, and impaired role functioning1. The
present study examined the efficacy of duloxetine, a balanced
and potent reuptake-inhibitor of both 5HT and norepinephrine
neurotransmission2, for improving functional outcomes in adults
with GAD. Methods: In a double-blind, flexible-dose, progressive-
titration trial, 327 patients with a DSM-IV defined GAD diagnosis
were randomized; 219 completed 10-week treatment with duloxe-
tine (DLX, N=100) or placebo (PBO, N=119). The primary patient-
rated functional outcome measure was the Sheehan Disability
Scale (SDS). Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Question-
naire Short Form (Q-LES-Q-SF) and EuroQoL-5D were secondary
measures administered at baseline and week 10. Results: Com-
pared with PBO, patients who received DLX showed significantly
greater improvement in SDS Global Functional Impairment scores
(Mean change DLX=5.85 versus PBO=3.22, P<.01) and in each
of the three SDS domains (work, social life, and family/ home
responsibilities) (P<.05). Per protocol-specified analyses, the DLX
group (completers) showed greater improvement in Q-LES-Q-SF
total and EuroQol-5D index scores compared with PBO group
(P<.01). Conclusions: In this study, duloxetine was an effective
treatment that reduced the disability associated with GAD and
enhanced patients' overall functioning and well-being.

References:

1. Mendowitz MV, Stein MB Quality of life in individuals with
anxiety disorders. Am J Psychiatry 2000: 157 (5): 669-82.

2. Bymaster FP, Dreshfield-Ahmad LJ, Threlkeld PG, Shaw JL,
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Comparative affinity of duloxetine and venlafaxine for serotonin
and norepinephrine transporters in vitro and in vivo, human
serotonin recept.

NR706 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Quality of Life Measurements in Adult ADHD and
Response to Treatment With Mixed Amphetamine
Salts Extended Release
Declan Quinn, M.B. Child and Youth Services, Child Psychiatry,
Royal University Hospital, University of Saskatchewan, 241
Ellis Hall, 103 Hospital Drive, Saskatoon, SK, S7N OW8,
Canada

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to
describe changes in quality of life reported in adults with attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder given up to 10 weeks of therapy with
mixed amphetamine salts extended release 10-60 mg/d.

Summary:

Introduction: Adults with ADHD experience greater quality-of-
life (QOL) impairments than non-ADHD peers, with increased
psychiatric comorbidity, lower occupational status, and compro-
mised social functioning. QOL improvements in adults receiving
ADHD treatment are not well characterized. Traditional evaluation
measures focus on efficacy and safety, ignoring QOL.

Methods: This 10-week interim analysis of 36-item Short Form
version 2 (SF-36v2) data was conducted as part of the 30-week,
open-label, multisite Quality of Life, Effectiveness, Safety, and
Tolerability (Qu.E.S.T.) trial in adults (>18 years) with ADHD in
community practice settings given once-daily mixed amphetamine
salts extended release (MAS XR) 10-60 mg/d. Average scores
for the 8 SF-36v2 domains and SF-36v2 mental and physical
summary scores were compared with 1998 SF-36 US norma-
tive data.

Results: In adults with ADHD (N=702), average baseline SF-
36v2 scores for mental health (60.7), social functioning (71.0),
role-emotional (64.9), and vitality (46.3) were below US norms.
The mental component summary score (39.5) was 1 standard
deviation below the 1998 US norm (50.0). Average baseline
scores for physical functioning (90.8), role-physical (81.2), bodily
pain (80.2), and general health (75.7) were comparable to US
norms. The physical component summary score (56.5) was com-
parable to the 1998 US norm (50.0). With up to 10 weeks of MAS
XR 10-60 mg/d, SF-36v2 scores significantly improved for the
mental health components (mental health, 73.8; social functioning,
84.5; role-emotional, 83.0; vitality, 63.8), with mean scores at or
near US averages and mental component summary score (48.5)
comparable to the US norm. Physical component domain scores
and summary score (55.9) remained similar to normative levels
at baseline.

Conclusions: Adults with untreated ADHD exhibited decreased
QOL measures before study initiation, compared with normal US
adults. After 10 weeks of MAS XR therapy, QOL scores on the
SF-36v2 returned to normal.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.

References:

1. Mannuzza S, Klein RG. Long-term prognosis in attention-defi-
cit/hyperactivity disorder.

2. Klassen AF, Miller A, Fine S. Health-related quality of life in
children and adolescents who have a diagnosis of attention-
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NR707 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
GAD in Primary Care Patients: Association Between
Severity of Anxiety Symptoms and Health-Related
Quality of Life
Dennis A. Revicki, Ph.D. MEDTAP International, 7101
Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 600, Bethesda, MD, 20814, Louis
Matza, Ph.D., Nancy Brandenburg, Ph.D., Mark Hornbrook,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

This presentation will improve participants' understanding of the
impact of symptom severity on health-related quality of life (HRQL)
in primary care patients with GAD.

Summary:

Objective: GAD is prevalent in primary care settings and signifi-
cantly impacts patient HRQL. This study evaluated the effect of
anxiety symptom severity on HRQL of primary care patients with
GAD. Methods: Patients >18 years old with DSM-/V-diagnosed
GAD were recruited from the membership of an integrated
healthcare delivery system. All patients signed informed consent
and agreed to participate in a 6-month longitudinal study. Clinical
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assessments included Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A);
HRQL was assessed using Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfac-
tion Questionnaire-Short Form (Q-LES-Q-SF), Sheehan Disability
Scale (SDS), and SF-12 mental component summary (MCS) and
physical component summary (PCS). Results: A total of 132
patients were enrolled. Mean age was 47.5± 13.9 years; 78% were
women. Mean baseline HAM-A score was 16.8±7.6, suggesting
moderate anxiety symptoms; mean Q-LES-Q-SF was 46.2±8.7;
and mean SDS was 12.9±7.6. Mean baseline PCS and MCS
scores of 44.4±9.9 and 44.4±7.3, respectively, were about 0.5
SD units lower than that of the US normative population. At base-
line, HAM-A scores were correlated -0.29 (P<.001) with MCS; -
0.43 (P<.001) with PCS; -0.57 (P<.001) with Q-LES-Q-SF; and
0.36 (P<.001) with SDS. Conclusion: Anxiety symptoms reported
by GAD patients were significantly associated with increased im-
pairment in HRQL.
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1. Kessler RC, Wittchen HU. Patterns and correlates of general-
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NR708 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pharmacogenetic Testing of CYP2D6 May Predict
EPS With Aripiprazole
Kristen K. Reynolds, Ph.D. Pharmacogenetics Diagnostic
Laboratory, University of Louisville, Pathology and Laboratory
Medicine, 511 S. Floyd Street, MDR Room 204, Louisville, KY,
40202, Anton Surja, M.D., Rif S. El-Mallakh, M.D., Roland
Valdes, Jr., Ph.D., Mark W. Under, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Recognize several cases of aripiprazole-induced EPS in chil-
dren and adolescents.

Recognize that individual differences in CYP2D6 are important
in the efficacy and tolerability of second-generation antipsychotics
in general, and aripiprazole in particular

Develop an awareness of the importance of pharmacogenetic
testing as a powerful tool to predict adverse drug reactions.

Incorporate pharmacogenetic considerations into medication
selection and dosing.

Summary:

Background: Aripiprazole is a new antipsychotic medication that
has the unique mechanism of partial agonism at the dopamine D2
receptor. Because of this agonist effect, extrapyramidal reactions
(EPS) other than akathisia are quite rare. We observed several
cases of children who developed EPS following aripiprazole ad-
ministration. Aripiprazole is metabolized by the polymorphic Cyto-
chrome P450-2D6 (CYP2D6) enzyme. Individuals with a genetic
deficiency of CYP2D6 (poor metabolizers, PMs) have an 80%
increase in aripiprazole exposure and twice the elimination half-
life compared to subjects with normal CYP2D6 activity (extensive
metabolizers, EMs). The consequence of the PM phenotype is
increased risk of adverse drug reactions at standard doses of
CYP2D6 substrates. This data together with increasing numbers
of reports indicating the clinical utility of pharmacogenetic testing
led us to examine the CYP2D6 genotype of these patients. Objec-
tive: Jo determine whether genetic deficiency of CYP2D6 contrib-
uted to increased aripiprazole exposure and development of EPS
in these children. Methods: Four consecutive children who devel-
oped EPS within 1 week of either dose titration or initial aripiprazole
administration at standard doses were genotyped. The children

(1 female, 3 male) aged 6-15 years, exhibited a variety of EPS
including drooling, stiffness, tongue protrusion, cogwheeling, rigid-
ity, Parkinsonism, and NMS-like reactions. These patients were
not taking other medications known to interact with aripiprazole.
CYP2D6 genotyping was performed in a CLIA-certified clinical
laboratory using genomic DNA extracted from patient buccal
swabs. Results: Two children who developed EPS were found to
be CYP2D6 poor metabolizers (no active gene copies), while the
other two children were intermediate metabolizers (one active
gene copy). Conclusion: All of the children who developed EPS
following aripiprazole administration were found to have a dysfunc-
tional CYP2D6 enzyme. Pharmacogenetic testing for CYP2D6
may be useful in predicting which patients are at increased risk
of aripiprazole-induced adverse drug reactions.
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1. Abilify (aripiprazole) prescribing information. Princeton, NJ,
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, 2005.
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NR709 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Efficacy and Safety of Duloxetine in the
Treatment of GAD: A Flexible Dose, Progressive
Titration Placebo Controlled Trial
Moira A. Rynn, M.D. University of Pennsylvania, Mood and
Anxiety Disorders Program & CAReS, 3535 Market Street,
Suite 670, Philadelphia, PA, 19104-3309, James Russell, M.D.,
Janelle Erickson, Ph.D., Michael J. Detke, M.D., Susan G. Ball,
Ph.D., Karl Rickels, M.D., Joel Raskin, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants will have knowledge
about the efficacy and safety of duloxetine as a pharmacological
treatment for generalized anxiety disorder.

Summary:

Objective: GAD, a highly prevalent, chronic illness, is associated
with dysregulation in serotonergic and noradrenergic neurotrans-
mission1. This study examined the efficacy and safety of duloxe-
tine, a balanced and potent dual reuptake-inhibitor of 5HT and
norepinephrine,2 for treatment of GAD. Methods: In a 10-week,
double-blind, flexible-dose, progressive-titration trial, 327 patients
[mean age=41.6 yrs; 61.8% female] with a DSM-IV defined GAD
diagnosis were randomized to receive either duloxetine 60 to 120
mg/day (DLX, N=168) or placebo (PBO, N=159). The primary
efficacy measure was change from baseline in Hamilton Anxiety
Scale (HAM-A) total score; secondary measures included re-
sponse rates (>50% HAM-A reduction) and Clinical Global Impres-
sion Improvement (CGI-I) scores. Results: Compared with PBO,
the DLX group demonstrated significantly greater reduction in
HAM-A scores (Mean decrease DLX=8.27 versus PBO=6.49, P=
.02), greater response rates (DLX=42% versus PBO=30%, P=
.03), and greater CGI-I scores (DLX=2.65 versus PBO=2.94,
P<.05). Serious adverse events (SAEs) did not differ between
groups; the discontinuation rate due to AEs was 20.2% for DLX
and 8.2% for PBO (P=.O2). The AEs most commonly associated
with DLX were dizziness, nausea, and somnolence. Conclusions:
Duloxetine is an effective, safe treatment for GAD resulting in
clinically significant improvement in symptom severity and overall
impairment.
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NR710 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Pilot Study of the Safety and Effectiveness for
Divaiproex ER in Pediatric Bipolar Disorder
Russell Edward E. Scheffer, M.D. Medical College of
Wisconsin, Psychiatry and Behavioral Medicine, 2510 Dorset
Court, Brookfield, Wl, 53045

Educational Objectives:

To be aware of effectiveness information and side-effect differ-
ences between divaiproex CD and ER

Summary:

Introduction: Extended release preparations of medications hold
promise of decreased side-effects (due to peaks) and better symp-
tom control (decreased troughs). Treatment adherence can also
be improved by making treatment regimens simpler. Divaiproex
(DVP) is available in an extended release preparation that should
allow for once a day dosing. Methods: Male and female patients
ages 7-17 years with a diagnosis of Bipolar I or II Disorder, with
or without ADHD, who were clinically very stable (YMRS > 10),
on divaiproex DR, were offered an 8-week trial of conversion to
DVPER. The change could be made for two reasons. First, for
persistent side-effects and second for convenience of use. Eigh-
teen subjects were enrolled, 12 had evaluable data. Aims: 1.
To determine if package insert guidelines were acceptable for
transitioning patients from DVP DR to Extended Release was
reasonable for youth with Bipolar Disorder. 2. To determine if side-
effects decreased with the conversion due to less peaks. Results:
Conversion to DVPER from DR was safe and demonstrated im-
provement in side-effects and in clinical symptoms. SEFCA mea-
sures of side-effects were halved. Valproic acid blood levels on
the average increased a non-significant amount. Hair loss and
gastrointestinal distress were the most common side-effects noted
for conversion. These both significantly improved with
(pt.05).Transient treatment emergent side-effects were noted.
These included increased appetite (25%), somnolence, head-
ache, lethargy and nausea (16%), abdominal pain, dry mouth,
epistaxis, joint aches, loose stools and vomiting (8%). In addition,
there was some transient exacerbation of mood symptoms in
some patients. By the end of the 8 week trial these were decreased
to levels below those at baseline. Conclusions: The conversion
algorithm that takes into account the lower bioavailability of
DVPER resulted in a safe transition that consistently resulted in
symptom improvement, decreased side-effects, improved patient
satisfaction and relatively stable VPA trough levels.
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NR711 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Types of Sex-Role Identity in Adolescents and Its
Relation to Anxiety, Depression, and Suicidal
Ideation

Jeong Seok Seo, M.D. College of Medicine, Konkuk University
Chungju Hospital, Psychiatry, 620-5 Kyohyun 2-dong, Chungju,

380-704, Korea, Chungju, 380-704, Republic of Korea, Beom
Woo Nam, Prof. Dr., Seok Woo Moon, M.D., Sang Soo Lee,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Adolescent is crucial to be competent adult. And the establish-
ment of identity would play a important role in this period. The
identity includes many factors, such as self-esteem, body image
and sex-role identity, and so on. The oriental way to rear is different
from western 's. Thus it could be different patterns to accomplish
the sex-role identity between orient and west. At the conclusion
of this presentation, the participant should be able to recognize
these differences.
Types of sex-role identity in South Korean adolescents and its

relation to anxiety, depression and suicidal ideation
Purpose: This study was designed to identify the types of sex-

role identity(SRI) in adolescents and to investigate the relation the
types of Sustained Release I to depression, anxiety, and suicidal
ideation.

Method: Participants were 1,682 high school students(male
591, female 1079) in an urban city. Korean Sex-role inventory,
DISC-MDD-SQ, BAI for and Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire-JR
was used.

Results: The undifferentiated type(male 67.0%, female (67.3%)
was most common, and the next rank was masculine type(male
18.3%, female 17.1%), and androgynous type(male 10.6%, fe-
male 8.6%). And feminine type(male 4.2%, female 7.6%) was
least, which was statistically significant. The mean score of de-
pression was 10.22(i%4.40), and the suicidal ideation mean score
was 28.96(i%14.53). But the mean score of anxiety was
13.21 ( i 3 / 4 .38) , and there was a significant difference in the level
of anxiety on type of Sustained Release I. Especially masculine
type had a significant higher anxiety level than undifferentiated
type. The level of depression was correlated positively to suicidal
ideation.

Conclusion: Disharmony between physical and psychological
development has a potential risk for psychological distress, like
a depression and anxiety, delinquency, substance abuse, and
school-related problem. Also, regarding the sexual identity is the
one of the important psychological task in adolescent, balanced
education planning is needed to promote to differentiate the sexual
role identity in this period.
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NR712 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Polymorphism of Serotonin Transporter Gene (5-
HTTLPR) and Dopamine Transporter Gene (DAT1) in
the Two Subtypes of Social Phobia Patients
Ho-Chul Shin Kangbuk Samsung Hospital, School of Medicine,
Sungkyunkwan University, Psychiatry, Kangbuk Samsung
Hospital, 108, Pyung-Dong, Jongro-Ku, Seoul, 110-746,
Republic of Korea, Kang-Seob Oh, Youn-Hee Oh, Jae-Hon
Lee, Min-Soo Lee, Hyung-Tae Kim, Sang-Bin Baek

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that there are no differences in serotonin and
dopamine transporter genotypic distribution between the two so-
cial phobia patient groups.
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Summary:

Objective
It is suggested that 5HT and dopamine systems play an impor-

tant role in anxiety disorders, including social phobia. We com-
pared polymorphism of 5HT transporter gene and dopamine trans-
porter gene between the two subtypes, generalized and non-
generalized types, of Korean social phobia patients.

Method
Fifty patients diagnosed with social phobia by DSM-IV criterion

were included in this study. They were divided into two subtypes,
generalized and non-generalized types. Twenty-one were gener-
alized type and 29 were non-generalized type. Five milliliters of
blood was taken from each patient and genomic DNA was ex-
tracted from the white blood cell. PCR analyses were done. For
comparing the distribution of 5HT transporter gene and dopamine
transporter gene between the two groups, Pearson Chi-Square
test was used. All of the analyses were performed using standard
software (SPSS for Windows), and p values of less than 0.05
were considered statistically significant.

Results
We found 3 genotypes (5-HTTLPR ss, Is, II) of 5HT transporter,

and 4 genotypes (DAT110/10, 7/10, 9/10, 10/11) of dopamine
transporter. There were no significant differences in 5HT trans-
porter (x2=2.16, p=0.33) and dopamine transporter (x2=2.89, p=
0.40) genotypic distribution between the two subtypes of Korean
social phobia patients.

Conclusions
There were no significant differences in 5HT transporter and

dopamine transporter genotypic distribution between the two so-
cial phobia patient groups. However, the sample size was small
and more subjects should be recruited in further study.
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eluded SKAMP-Combined, -Attention, and -Deportment scores;
and math problems attempted and correctly answered.

Results: The pooled analysis included 67 "White," 22 "Black,"
and 32 "Hispanic/Other" patients. For all groups, d-MPH-ER was
associated with sustained improvement from predose on all effi-
cacy measures, whereas placebo was associated with worsening
from predose. Over the entire 12-hour assessment period, the
advantages of d-MPH-ER over placebo were generally similar for
the White, Black and Hispanic/Other children. For SKAMP scores,
AUCO-12 values showed that the improvements during d-MPH-
ER treatment were evident across ethnic groups, although the
difference between White patients (-66) and Black patients (-53)
in SKAMP-Attention scores reached borderline statistical signifi-
cance (P=0.0575). SKAMP score worsening during placebo treat-
ment tended to be somewhat greater in the Hispanic/Other group
than in the other ethnic groups. The trend toward larger deteriora-
tion during placebo treatment in Hispanic/Other children was most
pronounced in the morning and early afternoon, as shown by
AUC0-4 and AUC4-8 values.

Conclusions: Results from this post-hoc, pooled analysis sug-
gest that the efficacy of d-MPH-ER is generally consistent, but
some differences exist across White, Black, and Hispanic/Other
groups. In a laboratory classroom setting, improvements in atten-
tion, behavior, and productivity are seen regardless of race or
ethnicity. In untreated patients, the daily course of ADHD symp-
toms may vary across racial or ethnic groups.
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NR713 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Extended-Release Dexmethylphenidate in ADHD:
Efficacy in Children of Different Racial and Ethnic
Backgrounds
Raul R. Silva, M.D. NYU School of Medicine, 550 First Avenue,
NB21 South 6, New York, NY, 10016, Ann Childress, M.D.,
Frank A. Lopez, M.D., Matthew Brams, M.D., Linda Pestreich,
B.S.C., Jim Wang, Ph.D., Rafael Muniz, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Some evidence suggests racial/ethnic differences in ADHD
symptoms, but little is known about responses to pharmacother-
apy in different patient groups. At the conclusion of this presenta-
tion, the participant should be able to:

ummarize the effects of d-MPH-ER in children of different races
and ethnicities.

Describe the scope and time course of responses to d-MPH-
ER over 12 hours postdose.

Summary:

Introduction: Racial/ethnic groups may differ in their responses
to pharmacotherapy for ADHD. This analysis assessed the effi-
cacy of extended-release dexmethylphenidate (d-MPH-ER) in
children of different racial and ethnic backgrounds.

Methods: Results were pooled from two randomized, multicen-
ter, double-blind, crossover studies comparing 20 mg d-MPH-ER
versus placebo in children 6-12 years old with ADHD in a labora-
tory classroom over 12 hours postdose. Efficacy variables in-

NR714 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Relationship Between the Strengths and
Difficulties Questionnaire Scores and the Child
Behavior Checklist Scores: Korean Rural Community
Jungwoo Son, M.D. Chungbuk National University Hospital,
Psychiatry, mammosss@hanmail.net, Cheongju, 361-711,
Republic of Korea, Siekyeong Kim, M.D., Seongmin Hong,
M.D., Byeongjin Han, M.D., Sujung Yoo, M.D., Sangick Lee,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to confirm the usefulness of the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire(SDQ) as a screening measure about the psychiat-
ric and behavioral problems of the children in Korean rural commu-
nity, according to the investigation of the relationship between the
SDQ scores and the Child Behavior Checklist(CBCL) scores.

Summary:

Objectives;
This study was to explore the usefulness of the Strengths and

Difficulties Questionnaire(SDQ) in Korean rural community, in-
vestigating the relationship between the SDQ scores and the Child
Behavior Checklist(CBCL) scores.

Methods ;
The SDQ and CBCL were administered to 323 parents of ele-

mentary school children in Cheong-won province, one of the rural
area in Korea. The relationship between the results of each mea-
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sure were tested using Pearson correlation coefficients. Stepwise
regression analysis was also performed.

Results ;
1) Each scores of four scales(emotional, conduct, hyperactivity/

inattention, peer relationship problems) and the total difficulties
scores of SDQ were positively correlated with the scores of many
subscales of the Behavioral Problem Scale of CBCL.

2) The scores of the prosocial scale of SDQ were negatively
corrlated with the scores of Anxious/Depressed(p<.01), Social
Problems(p<.01), Attention Problems(p<.01), and Aggressinve
Behavior(p<.01) subscale of the Behavioral Problem Scale of
CBCL.

3) According to the results of stepwise regression analysis, the
total difficulties scores of SDQ was explained by the scores of all
subscales of the Behavior Problem Scale of CBCL(R2=21.5%),
especially, Total Problems(3=.323) and Delinquent sub-
scale( =.199).

Conclusion ;
The SDQ is useful for the screening measure for Korean rural

children, but the additional use of other measures might be
needed.
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NR715 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic Analysis of
Hyperactive-Impulsive and Inattentive Symptoms
During Atomoxetine Treatment in Children and
Adolescents With ADHD
Thomas J. Spencer, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital, 15
Parkman Street, WACC 7251, Boston, MA, 02114, Dustin D.
Ruff, Ph.D., Jennifer W. Witcher, Ph.D., Peter D. Feldman,
Ph.D., Albert J. Allen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
aware that improvements in ADHD symptoms during treatment
with atomoxetine are proportional to (A) measured blood-level
exposure and (B) administered dose.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the relationship between atomoxetine
exposure and improvement in hyperactive/impulsive and inatten-
tive symptoms of ADHD.

Methods: Subjects aged 8-18 with DSM-IVADHD were treated
for approximately 8 weeks with atomoxetine under randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled conditions. Bayesian clearance
estimates were obtained from 189 subjects receiving atomoxetine,
from which area-under-curve (AUC) exposures were calculated.
The relationship between efficacy and exposure was examined
using a nonlinear model to fit the observed AUC and changes
from baseline in ADHD Rating Scale (ADHDRS-IV-Parent:lnv)
total and subscale (Hyperactivity/lmpulsivity, Inattention) scores.

Results:The resulting fit indicates an expected maximum possi-
ble improvement (Emax) from baseline in ADHDRS-IV-Parent:lnv
total scores for atomoxetine of -17.4, compared with -6.2 for pla-
cebo. Expected maximum improvements from baseline for 0.5-,
1.2-, and 1.8-mg/kg/day doses were equivalent to 62%, 78%, and
85% of Emax, respectively. Corresponding maximum improve-
ments for the Hyperactivity/lmpulsivity subscale for the 3 doses

equated to 64%, 79%, and 86% of Emax, respectively, while those
for the Inattention subscale equated to 60%, 78%, and 85%. Con-
clusion: These results indicate similar relationships between expo-
sure and improvements in the hyperactive/inattentive and inatten-
tive symptoms of ADHD.
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Single-dose and steady-state pharmacokinetics of tomoxetine
in normal subjects. J Clin Pharmacol 1985; 25:296'301.
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NR716 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Double Blind, Six-Month Study of Methylphenidate
in Adults With ADHD
Thomas J. Spencer, M.D. Mass General Hospital, 55 Fruit
Street. YAW 6, Boston, MA, 02114, Joseph Biederman, M.D.,
Timothy E. Wilens, M.D., Robert L. Doyle, M.D., Craig B.
Surman, M.D., Eric Mick, D.Sc.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to treat adult ADHD over the medium term.

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the medium term tolerability of stimulants in adult
ADHD

Summary:

Objective. The current study expands the scope of previous
studies of adult ADHD by examining a maintenance phase to
assess the magnitude and drug-specificity of medium-term effec-
tiveness over a six month period.

Methods. This was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel
study of adult ADHD with three phases. Phase I of the study
consisted of a six week controlled study of short term efficacy
in which patients were randomized to methylphenidate (MPH).
Responders (> 30% decrease in the Adult ADHD Investigator
Symptom Report Scale (AISRS)) to Phase I were continued into
Phase II and assessed every four weeks for six months under
double-blind conditions.

Results. 65 Phase I responders [MPH (N=59) versus placebo
(N=6)] were continued under double-blind conditions for another
24 weeks to assess the stability of response over the long-term.
During the 24 week follow-up, the mean dose remained within a
narrow range for both MPH and placebo (82-87 mg/day [1.0-1.1
mg/kg] and 89-93 mg/day [1.2-1.3 mg/kg] for MPH and placebo
respectively, t's < 1.6, p's>0.1) Response of ADHD symptoms
continued over the 24 weeks of the study with little change in
mean severity of the ADHD symptoms on the AISRS from week
0 to 24 (9.1 ±5.6 to 10.7±8.4 for MPH versus 12±3.0 to 15.7±6.8
for placebo) We operationalized worsening of ADHD symptom-
atology as the loss of the 25% improvement of ADHD symptom
severity on the AISRS. Survival analysis revealed an adjusted
rate of 15% of subjects on MPH versus 52% on placebo, (C2(1)=
6.5, p=0.01) who had one rating of loss of response over the 24
weeks.

Conclusion MPH was effective and well tolerated in the medium-
term treatment of adults with ADHD. Patient satisfaction was im-
proved over six months in multiple domains. Vital signs did not
reveal any untoward effects of six months of MPH treatment.

References:

1. Spencer TJ, Biederman J, Wilens T, et al. A large Double Blind
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NR717 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Escitalopram in the Treatment of OCD
Dan J. Stein, M.D. University of Cape Town, Department of
Psychiatry-J Block, Groote Schuur Hospital, Anzio Rd.
Observatory 7925, Cape Town, 7925, South Africa, Brigitte
Tonnior, Pharm.D., Elisabeth W. Andersen, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participants will be able to evaluate the efficacy and
tolerability of escitalopram in the treatment of obsessive-
compulsive disorder

Summary:

Introduction: The efficacy and tolerability of escitalopram were
investigated in a 24-week, randomised, placebo-controlled, active-
reference, double-blind study in OCD.

Methods: Adult patients were assigned to treatment with pla-
cebo (N=115), escitalopram 10mg/day (N=116), escitalopram
20mg/day (N=116), or paroxetine 40mg/day (N=119) (1,2). The
pre-specified, primary efficacy endpoint was the mean change
from baseline in Y-BOCS total score at Week 12 (ITT, LOCF)
using ANOVA.

Results: After 12 weeks, on the primary efficacy endpoint, there
was a statistically significant difference from placebo for 20mg
escitalopram and paroxetine. At Week 24, the proportion of re-
mitters (Y-BOCS<10, LOCF, pre-defined) was significantly
(p<0.05) greater for 20mg escitalopram (41.2%) than placebo
(27.4%), but not for 10mg escitalopram (36.6%) or paroxetine
(37.9%). The response rate (>25 decrease from baseline Y-BOCS,
LOCF, pre-defined) was significantly greater than placebo (50.4%)
for 20mg escitalopram (70.2%) and paroxetine (67.2%). The inci-
dence of adverse events (AEs) was 64% (placebo), 71% (10mg
escitalopram), 75% (20mg escitalopram), and 80% (paroxetine).
The three AEs with the highest incidences in the active treatment
groups were nausea (19-27%), headache (17-22%) and fatigue
(12-19%). AE withdrawal rates were 7.9% (placebo), 8.8% (10mg
escitalopram), 11.4% (20mg escitalopram), and 15.4% (paro-
xetine).

Conclusion: Both 10 and 20mg/day escitalopram were effica-
cious and well tolerated in the treatment of OCD.

References:

1. Zohar J, Judge R. Paroxetine versus clomipramine in the treat-
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NR718 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Which Factors Predict Placebo Response in Anxiety
Disorders and Major Depression?
Dan J. Stein, M.D. Univeristy of Cape town, Dept of Psychiatry-
J Block, Groote Schuur Hospital, Anzio Rd, Observatory 7925,
Cape Town, 7925, South Africa, David S. Baldwin, M.D., Ornah
T. Dolberg, Ph.D., Nicolas Despiegel, Borwin Bandelow, Prof.
Dr.

Educational Objectives:

The participant will gain knowledge concerning some of the
factors that may influence placebo response in anxiety disorders
and major depression.

Summary:

Introduction: The placebo response rate has increased in a
number of psychiatric disorders, and this response is a major
issue in the design and interpretation of clinical trials (1,2). It was
therefore the aim of the current investigation to identify potential
predictors of placebo-response through examination of the pla-
cebo-controlled clinical trial database for escitalopram in MDD
and three anxiety disorders.

Methods: All placebo-controlled studies of escitalopram in MDD
and in anxiety disorders (GAD [GAD], social anxiety disorder
[SAD], panic disorder [PD]) were included. Potential predictors
examined were type of disorder, (for example GAD versus MDD);
location of study (United States versus European Union); dosing
regime (flexible versus fixed); number of treatment arms; gender
of subjects; and duration and severity of disorder.

Results: Placebo responses were greater in studies conducted
in the European Union, in flexible dose studies in MDD, in less
severe anxiety disorders and less severe GP-treated MDD, and
in depressive episodes of shorter duration (but not in shorter
duration anxiety disorders). In GAD, placebo response rate was
higher in trials with a number of the analyzed factors, including EU
location, GP setting, flexible dose design, and increased number of
treatment arms.Conclusion: Additional work is needed before
definitive recommendations can be made about whether standard
exclusion criteria in clinical trials of antidepressants, such as mild
severity of illness, do in fact maximize medication-to-placebo dif-
ferences. This analysis in a range of anxiety disorders and MDD
suggests that there may also be instances where the predictors
of placebo response rate themselves vary across different condi-
tions.
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1. Piercy, M A, Sramek, J J, Kurtz, N M, and Cutler, N R. Placebo
response in anxiety disorders. Ann Pharmacother 1996;30:
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NR719 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Defenses, Defensiveness, Social Desirability and
Global Functioning in Normal Adolescents
Hans Steiner, M.D. Stanford University, 401 Quarry Road,
Room 1117, Stanford, CA, 94305, Sanja Medic, Niranjan S.
Karnik

Educational Objectives:

1. To educate the practitioner regarding the role of defenses,
defensiveness, social desirability and global functioning in normal
adolescents

2. To use the knowledge in the treatment

Summary:

Objective: To examine the relationship of Defenses, Defen-
siveness, Social Desirability and Global Functioning in adoles-
cents. There are mixed results in the literature concerning the
relationship of these variables to adjustment.

Method: We studied 140 high school students in two school
districts ( mean age 16, SD 1; 53% girls). Global Assessment
of Functioning Ratings were applied blindly and independently
(correlations between raters 0.89). Subjects completed three stan-
dardized self report inventories measuring social desirability (Mar-
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low Crowne Social Desirability Scale), Defensiveness (Weinb-
erger Adjustment Scale) and the Response Evaluation Measure -
71), measuring defenses.

Results: Social Desirability, Defensiveness and Immature and
Mature Defenses correlated modestly to moderately ( Pearson's
r ranging from 0.52 to .16; all p's <0.05).

Immature defenses correlated negatively with GAF (-0.31); Ma-
ture defenses correlated positively with GAF (r=0.25, all p's <0.05).
Neither Social Desirability nor Defensiveness achieved significant
results. In a linear regression, controlling for age and gender
effects, both sets of defenses contributed significantly (beta = 0.33
and 0.19 respectively), while taking into account defensiveness
and social desirability (r squared = 13%; F(7/109)=2.3; p=0.03)

Conclusion:
Classical defense profiles overlap modestly with measures of

defensiveness and social desirability. Defense profiles are useful
additional tools to assess mental health.
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Measure: A New Instrument for the Assessment of Defenses.
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NR720 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Personality Disorders in Incarcerated Delinquents:
Results of a Structured Interview Study (SID-P)
Diana L. Tracy, B.S. Dayton, Niranjan S. Karnik, M.D., Marie V.
Soller, M.D., Hans Steiner, Dr. Med. Sc.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to understand that Personality Disorder criteria met by
Incarcerated youth occurs at a high rate.

Summary:

Objective: To document personality disorders in incarcerated
delinquents. Previous studies report extensive Axis I morbidity in
incarcerated youths. This study extends these findings to person-
ality disorders in order to assist systems of care to appropriately
address these clinical targets.

Method: After 9-months of incarceration at the California Youth
Authority, 790 (10-17 year old) adolescents (650 boys and 140
girls) voluntarily assented to participate. Youths completed the
Structured Interview for DSM-IV Personality (SID-P). Although
some of these youths were under 18, given the chronicity and
severity of their symptoms, a high prevalence of personality disor-
ders, particularly antisocial personality disorder was anticipated.

Results: Antisocial Personality Disorder criteria were met by the
majority of subjects with a personality disorder (girls 91%, boys
92%).AImost half of the girls (n=140, 44%) and one-fifth of the
boys (n=650, 20%) met DSM-IV criteria for additional personality
disorders. Criteria for Schizoid, Schizotypal and Narcissistic Per-
sonality Disorder were met in 2-4%, 2% and 8% of subjects,
respectively. More girls (41%) than boys (13%) with a personality
disorder met criteria for BPD.

Conclusions: Incarcerated adolescents fulfill personality disor-
ders criteria at a very high rate. There is reason to believe that
personality disorders contribute significantly to criminal recidivism.
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NR721 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Safety and Efficacy of Venlafaxine ER in Adolescents
With Panic Disorder

Karen A. Tourian, M.D. Wyeth Research, 500 Arcola Road,
Collegeville, PA, 19101-2538, Anne Marie Albano, Ph.D., Evan
Tzanis, John S. March, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to

Discuss the effects of venlafaxine ER on the symptoms of panic
disorder (PD) in adolescents, and

Compare the efficacy and safety of venlafaxine ER with placebo
in the treatment of PD in adolescents.

Summary:

Objective: To study the safety and efficacy of venlafaxine (Ef-
fexor®) Extended Release (extended release) in adolescents with
panic disorder (PD).

Method: This 10-week double-blind, placebo-controlled study
of venlafaxine Extended Release (flexible dose; range determined
by weight) enrolled outpatients aged 12 to 17 years (intent to treat,
n=46), who met DSM-IV criteria for PD (± agoraphobia), had >4
full-symptom panic attacks within 4 weeks of screening, >2 full-
symptom panic attacks during screening, and Clinical Global Im-
pression (CGI)-Severity score >4. A MDD diagnosis or a Children's
Depression Rating Scale score >55 were exclusionary.

Results: Exploratory analyses found no significant differences
between groups at any time point on the primary (full-symptom
panic attack frequency) or 2 key secondary efficacy variables
(Panic Disorder Severity Scale-A total score, and response [CGI-
lmprovement=1 or 2]). Venlafaxine Extended Release treatment
was associated with few clinically important changes in laboratory
test results, vital signs, or ECGs. There were no suicides or other
indicators of suicidality. There were no deaths in the study, and
no serious adverse events in the venlafaxine Extended Release
group. No venlafaxine Extended Release -treated patients with-
drew because of adverse events.

Conclusions: The adverse events observed with venlafaxine
Extended Release in this study were similar to those observed
with venlafaxine Extended Release in premarketing studies for
MDD, GAD, and generalized social anxiety disorder in adults,
children, and adolescents. No patients in the venlafaxine Extended
Release treatment group withdrew from the study because of
adverse events, indicating that there is no evidence of an in-
creased risk in patients with PD. Physicians should be alert to
signs of suicidal ideation in pediatric patients taking venlafaxine
Extended Release .

Supported by funding from Wyeth Research.
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NR722 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Risperidone Use and Glucose Dysregulation in
Children
Atilla Turgay, M.D. Scarborough Hospital, Psychiatry, 3030
Birchmount Road, Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Suleyman
Atabek, M.D., Selma Ercan, hakan erdogan, M.D., gulseven
kilicli, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this session the attendants will be able to review
the effective strategies for weight control in risperidone use and
possible side effects

Summary:

Objective: To study the effects of risperidone use over a 10-
month period on blood glucose (fG), HbAic, amylase and lipase
levels and to review and monitor weight changes in children.

Method: The open-label study sample consisted of 23 children
and adolescents (ages 4.5-17.5 years) who were treated with
risperidone for various psychiatric disorders. All subjects were
medication free for at least three months prior to the onset of the
study and had normal blood values at the baseline for glucose
(fG), HbAic, amylase and lipase levels. The blood values for these
were measured every other month. The average risperidone dose
was 1.55+0.98 mg/day.

Results: During the ten-month study period, there were no clini-
cal symptoms of glucose dysregulation and/or diabetes. The blood
values for glucose (fG), HbAic, amylase and lipase levels re-
mained within the normal range and no statistically significant
changes were found in these blood values, weight or BMI. There
were no cases of discontinuation due to side-effects and/or glu-
cose dysregulations.

Conclusions: Risperidone use at the given dose level was not
associated with significant weight gain and/or glucose dysregula-
tion within the ten-month study use. For longer periods of use,
regular check-ups should continue in order to monitor weight con-
trol and blood values.
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NR723 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Developmental Changes in Comorbidity in ADHD
Atilla Turgay, M.D. Scarborough Hospital, Psychiatry, 3030
Birchmount Road, Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Rubaba
Ansari

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the attendents will be able to
outline the common comorbid disorders associated with ADHD
and their impact on treatment

Summary:

Objective: to evaluate the frequency, nature and developmental
changes in ADHD comorbidities

Method: This study involved 2902 patients with ADHD, between
age 2-82. The final diagnosis was given by a child psychiatrist
who reviewed youth, parent, teacher ratings scales of Gadow-
Sprafkin Child, Adolescent and Adult Symptom Inventories and
DuPaul ADHD Rating Scales. Patients who had 1.5 SD above
the mean provided by DuPaul who also met the diagnostic criteria
for DSM-IV were included in the study.

Results: ADHD is frequently associated with other comorbid
disorders throught the life cycle. In early childhood Oppositional
Defiant Disorder (ODD) is very common (Age 2-5: 60.67%), in
adults over 19, ODD is found in 4.71% of the patients. Major
Depression is very rare in children age 2-16: 2.3% but in adults,
most frequent comorbid disorder is Major Depression (41.08%).
Anxiety Disorders increase by age. Ony Major Depression and
Anxiety Disorders are more common in females (p<0.001). Behav-
ior Disorders are more common in males throughout the life cycle
(p<0.001).

Conclusions: ADHD is commonly associated with different dis-
orders in different developmental stages. Since different comorbid
disorders require different treatment approaches, screening for
comorbidities with reliable rating scales and structured interviews
is essential for effective treatment.
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NR724 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Comorbidity in Adolescents With ADHD
Atilla Turgay, M.D. Scarborough Hospital, Psychiatry, 3030
Birchmount Road, Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Rubaba
Ansari, M.A., David Ng, M.D., Michael Schwartz, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this session the attendee will be able to describe
the major comorbidities in adolescent ADHD

Summary:

Objective: To determine the frequency and nature of comorbid
disorders and gender differences in adolescents with ADHD.

Method: The sample consisted of 594 adolescents (447 males,
147 females), aged 13-18 years. Diagnoses were made by a child
psychiatrist using clinical interviews, the Gadow-Sprafkin Child
Symptom Inventory (youth, parent and teacher versions) and the
DuPaul ADHD Rating Scales. Patients with scores 1.5 SD above
the mean on the DuPaul Scale and who also met the DSM-IV
diagnostic criteria for ADHD were included in the study.

Results: In the present study, there was a higher proportion of
males; the M:F ratio of the clinical sample was 3.40:1. Approxi-
mately 16 % of the sample had ADHD as a single diagnosis.
Oppositional Defiant Disorder: 61.97% versus 60.54%; Conduct
Disorder 30.87% versus 27.89%; Anxiety Disorders 14.32% ver-
sus 15.65%; Major Depression 10.29% versus 25.17%; Dysthyic
Disorder 12.53% versus 17.01%). There were no statistically sig-
nificant gender differences, with the exception of Major Depres-
sion; it was found more commonly in females (p<0.001).

Conclusions: ADHD is often highly comorbid with other disor-
ders in adolescents. Comprehensive assessments using thorough
clinical histories, ratings scales and structured interviews are nec-
essary to accurately identify individual comorbidity profiles. These
will be useful in medication selection and treatment/follow-up.
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NR725 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Adult ADHD: Gender Differences and Comorbidity
Atilla Turgay Scarborough Hospital, Psychiatry, 3030
Birchmount Road, Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Keith
Cameron, M.A., Elif Khosroshahi, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

at the end of this session the attendees will be able to list
the common adult ADHD comorbid disorders and most effective
strategies in treatment

Summary:

Objective: To determine the frequency and nature of comorbid
disorders and gender differences in adults with ADHD.

Method: The study sample consisted of 297 adults (210 males,
87 females), ages 19-82 years. Diagnoses were made by a psychi-
atrist using semi-structured clinical interviews and multiple rating
scales (Gadow-Sprafkin-Weiss Adult Symptom Inventory, Dero-
gatis' SCL 90, Turgay Adult ADHD Rating Scale). In cases of
Mood or Anxiety Disorders, the Hamilton Depression and Hamilton
Anxiety Disorder Rating Scales were utilized.

Results: The proportion of males was significantly higher than
females; the M:F ratio of the clinical sample was 2.41:1. Approxi-
mately 32.3% of the sample had ADHD as a single diagnosis.
The M:F ratios for major comorbid disorders were as follows:
Major Depression: 35.71% versus 54.02%, Anxiety Disorders:
14.76% versus 18.52%, Dysthymic Disorder: 12.86% versus
16.09%, Oppositional Defiant Disorder: 5.24% versus 3.45% and
Conduct Disorder: 0.48% versus 3.45%/. There were no statisti-
cally significant gender differences, with the exception of Major
Depression (p=0.01942) and Anxiety Disorders (p=0.02506); they
were more prevalent in the female sample.

Conclusions: ADHD has a high rate of comorbidity in adults.
Clinicians must do thorough assessments using comprehensive
structured interviews and ratings scales to determine individual
comorbidity profiles. This is imperative in the selection of treatment
and/or medications and the follow-up monitoring.
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NR726 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Parent-Rated Effects of Transdermal Methylphenidate
in Children With ADHD
John Turnbow, M.D. Westex Clinical Investigations, 3315 81st
St Suite A, Lubbock, TX, 79423, Sharon B. Wigal, Ph.D.,
Howard Abikoff, Ph.D., James J. McGough, M.D., Daniel Sea

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transdermal
system (MTS) in pediatric subjects.

Discuss parent-based ratings of efficacy and behavior as com-
pared to placebo in the home environment.

Summary:

Objective: Assess the efficacy of a methylphenidate transder-
mal system (MTS) compared to a placebo transdermal system
(PTS) in a laboratory classroom setting.

Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled, laboratory classroom, crossover study with a 5-week open-
label dose optimization phase. Children aged 6-12 years diag-

nosed with ADHD by DSM-IV-TR criteria were enrolled. Measures
of efficacy included the Conners' Parent Rating Scale-Revised:
Short Form (CPRS-R), completed at 11:00am and 3:00pm on the
last weekend day prior to all study site visits. Subscales for ADHD
index, oppositional, hyperactivity, and cognitive problems were
used to assess behavior.

Results: Mean CPRS-R total scores for MTS treatment were
significantly lower compared to placebo overall [20.2 (±2.11) ver-
sus 35.3 (±2.21), respectively; p<0.0001], and at the 11:00am
(p<0.0001) and 3:00pm (p<0.0001) time points. Overall mean
scores for MTS treatment were significantly lower compared to
placebo for the ADHD index (p<0.0001), oppositional (p<0.0001),
hyperactivity (p<0.0001), and cognitive problems (p<0.0001) sub-
scales.

Conclusion: Treatment with MTS resulted in statistically signifi-
cant improvements in behavior compared with placebo on parent
assessments. MTS was generally well-tolerated, and there were
no serious adverse events. MTS may be an effective non-oral
alternative treatment for ADHD in pediatric subjects.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR727 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Randomized Control Trial of Olanzapine in the
Treatment of Trichotillomania
Michael Van Ameringen, M.D. McMaster University,
Department of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neurosciences, 1200
Main Street, West, Hamilton, ON, L8N 3Z5, Canada, Catherine
Mancini, M.D., Beth Patterson, B.S.N., Mark Bennett, B.A.,
Jonathan Oakman, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. understand the potential benefit of olanzapine in the treatment
of trichotillomania.

2. understand where Trichotillomania fits on the Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder Spectrum.

Summary:

Objective: Trichotillomania (TTM) or hair-pulling has been con-
sidered as part of the obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) spec-
trum. TTM treatment with OCD medications has largely been
unsuccessful. Tics/Tourrettes' Syndrome (TS), another OCD
spectrum disorder that is also unresponsive to SSRIs (SRI's),
has a clinical phenomenology like TTM. We hypothesized that
treatments for TS may work in TTM.

Method: Twenty-three patients with DSM-IV TTM were ran-
domly assigned to a 12 week trial of olanzapine or placebo. Medi-
cation was started at 2.5 mg/day and increased to a maximum
dose of 20 mg/day.

Results: Preliminary interim analysis revealed that 10 of 23
(43.5%) patients, were considered responders by Clinical Global
Impression-Improvement Scale (CGI-I). There was a significant
change from baseline to endpoint in the Yale-Brown Obsessive
Compulsive Scale for TTM (p< .01), the Massachusetts General
Hospital Hair Pulling Scale (p< .05) and CGI-Severity (p< .01).
Mean dose at endpoint was 14.3 ± 6.3 mg/day. Nineteen of 23
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patients (82.6%) reported at least one adverse event, but none
resulted in early withdrawal from the study.

Conclusion: There was significant improvement in TTM symp-
tom measures from baseline to endpoint. TTM symptom response
and overall response rates will be discussed by treatment group.
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NR728 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Symptom Relapse Following Switch From Celexa to
Generic Citalopram in an Anxiety Disorders Clinic
Case Series
Michael Van Ameringen, M.D. McMaster University,
Department of Psychiatry & Behavioural Neurosciences, 1200
Main Street, West, Hamilton, L8N 3Z5, Burkina Faso, Catherine
Mancini, M.D., Beth Patterson, B.S.N., Mark Bennett, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. become aware of potential differences in clinical effect be-
tween generic and brand name citalopram.

2. examine potential risks posed by a switch from brand name
to generic citalopram in an anxiety disorders case series.

Summary:

Objective: Generic agents do not require large clinical trials of
safety and efficacy required by their brand name counterparts,
although they are required to demonstrate both pharmacological
and bio-equivalence. Bioequivalence is attained when the extent
of absorption of the generic falls within an FDA predefined range
relative to the brand name drug. This potential variation in bioequi-
valence is not thought to be clinically meaningful, however, there
are reports of a lack of therapeutic equivalence between some
generic medications and the brand name.

Method: Twenty patients at an Anxiety Disorders Clinic who
were unknowingly switched to generic citalopram, from Celexa
(Lundbeck, Montreal, Quebec, Canada) and experienced a re-
emergence of their anxiety symptoms or development of new
adverse events are described in this case series report.

Results: The mean time for re-emergence of symptoms or devel-
opment of adverse events was 3.4 ± 1.6 weeks (range 0.5 - 8
weeks). All patients re established previous treatment response
with a change back to Celexa in a mean time of 3.8 ± 2.6 weeks
(range 0.7 -12 weeks).

Discussion: Given these results, it is important for clinicians to
be aware of the potential for loss of treatment effect or symptom
re-emergence posed by a switch to a generic agent. Randomized,
double blind, controlled investigations would likely provide useful
information as current bioequivalence and pharmacological equiv-
alence do not necessarily translate into clinical equivalence.
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NR729 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Primary Care Assessment of the Adult ADHD Self-
Report Scale: Preliminary Findings
David Van Brunt, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Ronald C. Kessler, Ph.D.,
Michael Gruber, M.S., Lenard A. Adler, M.D., Chaitanya
Sarawate, M.S., Tom Spencer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize the test characteristics of the ASRS, and
understand the value and limitations of its use in primary care.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the validity of the Adult ADHD Self-Report
Scale (ASRS) in a primary care population.

Methods: Phone screening (ASRS) and structured diagnostic
interview (NCS-R Adult ADHD Interview) of 218 patients from a
managed care plan serving California and Georgia. Sampling was
stratified based on demographics to allow a balanced sample
weighted to population estimates. Diagnostic status from the NCS-
R interview was assessed relative to the ASRS score, and test
characteristics computed.

Results: Diagnostic interviews provided a weighted prevalence
estimate of 8.5% adult ADHD in primary care. Using the customary
threshold of 4+ items as a positive result, the ASRS showed
sensitivity of 39.1 % and specificity of 88.3%. Diagnosis rates were
similar among those endorsing 3 (29.4%) and 4 (31.9%) of the
six items. Allowing for 3 or more items to indicate a positive test,
sensitivity increases to 68.5%, and specificity decreases to 76.6%.
Actual positive and negative predictive values depend in part on
the base rate of the disorder in the sample, which was high in the
current study.

Conclusions: The ASRS was more specific than sensitive. A
re-evaluation of item cut-points may improve screening perform-
ance.Funded by Eli Lilly and Company
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NR730 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychotherapy for Depression in Children and
Adolescents: Cochrane Systematic Review
Norio Watanabe, M.D. Nagoya City University Medical School,
Dept of Psychiatry, 1 Kawasumi, Mizuho-cho, Mizuho-ku,
Nagoya, 467-8601, Japan, Vivien Hunot, Ph.D., Ichiro Omori,
M.D., Rachel Churchill, Ph.D., Toshi A. Furukawa, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be familiar with the findings from the best available evidence from
RCTs on the efficacy of psychotherapy for depression in children
and adolescents.

Summary:

Background:
Depression is a common disorder in children and adolescents.

Until recently antidepressants and psychotherapy have both been
used to treat this population. However with the possible exception
of fluoxetine, there is as yet no convincing evidence that the
benefits of antidepressant treatment outweigh the harms, and
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recently published NICE guidelines did not recommend antide-
pressants as first line treatment.

Available reviews of trials of psychotherapy in this age group
are outdated, of low quality or not comprehensive, and evidence
remains unclear.

Objective:
To synthesize the best available evidence on the efficacy and

the harms of psychotherapy for depression in children and adoles-
cents, compared with non-treatment, waiting-list control, attention-
placebo or TAU.

Methods:
All randomized controlled trials comparing psychotherapy

against the control conditions in the treatment of depression in
children and adolescents were included. Comprehensive elec-
tronic search has been conducted. Reference search of identified
articles and contacting researchers in the field have been done.
Two reviewers have independently assessed trial quality and ex-
tracted data. A meta-analysis of the data has been performed.

Results:
Initial search identified 495 articles. Of those, 19 RCTs con-

taining 26 comparisons relevant to the present review were in-
cluded through multiple-stage eligibility check. Nineteen compari-
sons employed cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) as the
psychotherapy model of interest.

Psychotherapy was significantly superior to the control condi-
tions immediately after treatment phase, based on response (RR
1.50, 95%CI [1.20, 1.87],p<0.01), but was no longer superior dur-
ing naturalistic follow-up (1.25, [0.93, 1.68],p=0.14 at 1-6 months
and 1.04 [0.86, 1.25],p=0.71 at 6- months after the end of
treatment).

Conclusions:
Psychotherapy is superior to the control conditions in children

and adolescents at the end of treatment, but the superiority de-
creases to non-significance during naturalistic follow-up. For psy-
chotherapy models other than Cognitive-Behavior Therapy, there
is still little evidence upon which to make any recommendations
for clinical practice.
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NR731 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Problem Focused Therapy and Placebo or
Dextroamphetamine in Treatment of Adults With
ADHD
Margaret D. Weiss, M.D. Children's and Women's Mental
Health, 4500 Oak Street, Box 178, Vancouver, BC, V64 3H1,
Canada, Michael B. Wasdell, M.A., Candice Murray, Ph.D., Lily
Hechtman, M.D., Brian J. Greenfield, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Describe the profiles of response of ADHD symptoms to prob-
lem focused therapy (PFT) and PFT with stimulant medication in
adult patients with ADHD.

Describe the profiles of response of measures of functioningto
problem focused therapy (PFT) and PFT with stimulant medication
in adult patients with ADHD.

Discuss the temporal differences between the response profiles
of PFT and PFT combined with stimulant medication.

Summary:

Background: A manualized psychotherapy for the treatment
of adults with ADHD was developed by the authors. Problem
Focused Therapy (PFT) provides education about ADHD, support
to establish effective coping strategies, and assistance with under-
standing how to optimize strategies to moderate deficits associ-
ated with the disorder.

Objective: To determine whether PFT reduces ADHD symp-
toms and improves functioning in the absence of active medica-
tion, and whether additional benefit is obtained when PFT is com-
bined with stimulant medication.

Method: A subsample (N=48) of patients who were treated in
a large multi-site clinical trial and received PFT+placebo or
PFT+dextroamphetamine were selected for evaluation. Partici-
pants received nine sessions of PFT in conjunction with the sched-
uled study visits. Medication was titrated by weekly increments
over a four week period. Dextroamphetamine was initiated at 5
mg twice daily and was increased to a maximum of 20 mg.

Results: Patients who received PFT+placebo (N=25) showed
improvement in ADHD symptoms over the first 20 weeks of the
study, p<.001, ES=0.89. Patients receiving
PFT+dextroamphetamine also showed significant improvement in
ADHD symptoms, p<.001, ES=1.40, at study endopoint but onset
of improvement was earlier. The PFT+placebo group showed sig-
nificant gains in functioning over time, but some of the gains
made were lost as the interval between sessions was lengthened.
Functional improvement of the PFT+dextroamphetamine group
was robust and continued to increase even when sessions were
less frequent.Conclusion: PFT and stimulant has an earlier onset
of action, greater impact, and longer duration of action on function-
ing than PFT alone.
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NR732 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Lifetime History of SCID Internalizing Disorders
Moderates Stimulant Response in Adults With ADHD
Margaret D. Weiss, M.D. Children's and Women's Mental
Health, 4500 Oak Street, Box 178, Vancouver, BC, V64 3H1,
Canada, Michael Wasdell, M.A., Lily Hechtman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Describe the impact of stimulant treatment of adults with with
ADHD on ADHD symptoms.

Discuss the differences in stimulant treatment response be-
tween patiets who have a lifetime history of internalizing problems
versus those who do not.

Understand and discuss the sensitivity of various measures of
internalizing symptoms as they relate to adult patients with ADHD

Summary:

Background: A five site study looked at 100 adults with DSM-
IV ADHD randomized to treatment with problem focused therapy
and either dextroamphetamine, paroxetine, combination or pla-
cebo. ADHD responded to dextroamphetamine, and subclinical
mood and anxiety symptoms responded to paroxetine, but com-
bined treatment did not yield greater improvements overall. Hamil-
ton Anxiety and Depression scores were below the clinical range
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and no treatment yielded significant improvement in internalizing
symptoms.

Objective: A post hoc moderator analysis was done to deter-
mine if a life time history of any SCID mood or anxiety diagnosis
impacted on response to dextroamphetamine.

Results: While Hamilton scores for depression did not moder-
ate response to dextroamphetamine or paroxetine, a life time
history of SCID internalizing diagnosis was found to be associated
with significantly attenuated response of ADHD symptoms (p<.05)
and clinician ratings of improvement (p<.05) with dextroamphet-
amine.

Conclusions: Hamilton rating scales are designed for use in
patients with clinical depression and are not sensitive to subclinical
internalizing symptoms in adults with ADHD. Use of Hamilton
scales to control for moderating effects of depression in ADHD
outcome are likely to fail to find clinically significant differences in
patients with associated depressive and anxiety symptoms versus
those without such symptoms. Lifetime SCID internalizing diagno-
sis may identify sub-populations of ADHD adults who show differ-
ential treatment response, even when they are not currently ill.
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NR733 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Medication Satisfaction Among Adults With ADHD:
Long-Term Results From the Quality of Life
Effectiveness, Safety, and Tolerability Trial
Margaret D. Weiss Children's and Women's Mental Health,
4500 Oak Street, Box 178, Vancouver, BC, BC, V64 3H1,
Canada

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to
Describe specific aspects of medication satisfaction among

adults with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder previously
treated with an immediate-release stimulant who were switched
to therapy with mixed amphetamine salts extended release
(MAS XR).

Discuss changes in specific components of satisfaction, includ-
ing feelings about once-daily dosing, dosing compliance, per-
ceived benefits of stimulant therapy, as well as experience of
common adverse effects, such as decreased appetite, seen with
MAS XR.

Summary:

Introduction: Long-term medication compliance is low among
patients with ADHD. Satisfaction with treatment is key to achieving
and sustaining symptom management.

Methods: Medication Satisfaction Survey data were derived
from the first 10 weeks of a 30-week, open-label, multisite Quality
of Life, Effectiveness, Safety, and Tolerability (QU.E.S.T.) trial
in adults (aged >18 years) with ADHD given once-daily mixed
amphetamine salts extended release (MAS XR) 10-60 mg/d.

Results: In the intent-to-treat (ITT) population (N=702) 272
adults had previously received stimulant treatment; results from
77 of these subjects who had received an immediate-release
stimulant are reported here. At baseline, prior to receiving MAS
XR, 48.1% of subjects strongly agreed/agreed that they were
satisfied with their immediate-release stimulant, 41.6% were satis-
fied with how many times per day they needed to take their medica-
tion, and 39% rarely missed a dose. After 10 weeks of MAS

XR therapy, 72.8% expressed overall satisfaction with MAS XR;
satisfaction with once-daily dosing was indicated by 87.0% and
93.5% of subjects, respectively. Reported medication compliance
increased; 87.8% rarely missed a dose. Improvements from base-
line were also seen in subjects indicating satisfaction with ADHD
symptom management after 10 weeks of MAS XR therapy; satis-
faction with duration of effect, behavior, attention, and social inter-
actions were indicated by 63.7%, 72.8%, 68.9%, and 52% of
subjects, respectively. The rate of decreased appetite was 37.7%
and difficulty falling asleep was 14.3%. Improvements in medica-
tion satisfaction were maintained or showed further increases at
30 weeks.

Conclusions: Overall medication satisfaction increased among
adults with ADHD switched from an immediate-release stimulant
regimen to MAS XR 10-60 mg/day. Opportunities for further im-
provement in satisfaction were apparent with regard to duration
of symptom management and social interactions.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR734 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Attention and Deportment Ratings of Transdermal
Methylphenidate in ADHD
Sharon B. Wigal, Ph.D. University of California, Irvine, Child
Development Center, 19722 MacArthur Boulevard, Irvine, CA,
92697-4480, John M. Turnbow, M.D., Howard Abikoff, Ph.D.,
James J. McGough, M.D., Daniel Sea

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Describe the clinical use of the methylphenidate transdermal
system (MTS) in pediatric subjects.

Discuss clinician-based SKAMP ratings of attention and behav-
ior of MTS as compared with placebo in a laboratory classroom
setting.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluate the efficacy of the methylphenidate trans-
dermal system (MTS) compared with placebo transdermal system
(PTS) using the Swanson, Kotkin, Agler, M-Flynn, and Pelham
Rating Scale (SKAMP) and subscales in a laboratory classroom
setting.

Method: This was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled, laboratory classroom, crossover study, with a 5-week
open-label dose optimization phase. Children aged 6-12 years
diagnosed with ADHD by DSM-IV-TR criteria were enrolled. Effi-
cacy outcome measures used in the classroom included the
SKAMP Rating Scale subscales for attention and deportment eval-
uated at several time points throughout a 12-hour day.

Results: A total of 79 subjects were evaluated for efficacy.
Overall mean SKAMP deportment scores for the MTS treatment
group were significantly lower than for the placebo treatment group
[3.2 (± 0.58) versus 8.0 (± 0.58), respectively; p<0.0001]. Overall
mean SKAMP attention scores also were significantly lower for
MTS than for placebo [6.2 (±0.50) versus 9.9 (±0.50), respec-
tively; p<0.0001 ]. At all individual post-dose time points measured,
treatment with MTS resulted in statistically significantly lower
mean SKAMP deportment (p<0.001) and attention (p<0.0001)
change from pre-dose scores compared with placebo.
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Conclusion: Treatment with MTS resulted in statistically signifi-
cant improvements in deportment and attention by SKAMP ratings
compared with placebo. MTS was well-tolerated and there were
no serious adverse events. MTS may be a safe and effective
treatment for pediatric ADHD.

Supported by funding from Shire US Inc.
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NR735 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Trends in Mental Health Help Seeking Among
Minority Dhildren and Adolescents With Serious
Behavioral and Emotional Problems in the United
States: 2001-2004
Pui Yin Wong, M.D. Beth Israel Medical Center, Psychiatry,
WE, 353 E17th street, New York, NY, 10003, Ramin Mojtabai,
M.D., Igor I. Galynker, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand recent trends in racial disparity in mental health
help seeking in children and adolescents in the United States.

Summary:

This study assessed recent trends in racial/ethnic disparities in
mental health help seeking in children/adolescents with serious
behavioral/emotional problems. Data were drawn from 2 years of
the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) conducted in 2001
and 2004. NHIS is a cross-sectional survey of the US household
populations. In children with serious behavioral/emotional prob-
lems in 2001 and 2004, mental health help seeking from either
mental health professionals or primary care providers were com-
pared across racial/ethnic groups. Serious behavioral/emotional
problems were ascertained by the parent version of the Strengths
and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ), a standardized instrument
designed for use in community surveys of children/adolescents.
Mental health help seeking for children's problems by parents was
ascertained from interviews with parents/guardians. A total of 646
(6.4%) children/adolescents out of 10,367 in 2001 and 566 (6.6%)
out of 9,499 in 2004 met criteria for serious behavioral/emotional
problems. Logistic regression analysis was used to compare ra-
cial/ethnic groups in each year and across years within each racial/
ethnic group. Compared to parents of reference group of non-
Hispanic white children with serious behavioral/emotional prob-
lems, parents of Hispanic children were less likely to seek help
from professionals for their child's problems both in 2001 (OR=
0.50, 95% CI=0.31-0.79, p<0.05) and in 2004 (OR=0.56, 95%CI=
0.33-0.95, p<0.05), as did non-Hispanic black children, but only
in the 2001 (OR=0.46, 95% CI=0.28-0.75, p<0.05), and not in
2004 (OR=0.88, 95% CI=0.50-1.35, p=0.65). Consistent with this
finding, in regression analyses within each racial-ethnic group,
only the regression model for non-Hispanic black children/adoles-
cents showed a significant coefficient for the survey year variable
(OR=2.20, 95% Cl=1.14-4.26, p<0.05). These findings suggest
that initiatives to improve mental healthcare for minorities have
resulted in increased mental health help seeking for black children,
but not for the other large and growing minority group of Hispanic
children.
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NR736 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Employer Burden for Adults Diagnosed with
Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder Who
Received Alternative Therapies
Eric Q. Wu, Ph.D. Analysis Group, Inc., 111 Huntington
Avenue, Tenth Floor, Boston, MA, 02199, Howard G.
Birnbaum, Ph.D., Huabin F. Zhang, M.D., Jasmina I. Radeva,
M.A., Elaine Yang, Ph.D., Adam Castor, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant would
know how medical and direct healthcare costs in adults diagnosed
with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder vary with alternative
therapies. A participant would recognize that use of OROS methyl-
phenidate results in reduced medical and direct healthcare costs
compared to mixed amphetamine salts extended release or ato-
moxetine.

Summary:

Objective: To compare 6-month health care costs of adults
diagnosed with ADHD receiving extended-release methylphen-
idate (OROS-MPH, CONCERTA®) to those receiving mixed am-
phetamine salts extended release (MAS-XR, Adderall XR®) or
atomoxetine (Strattera®) from an employer's perspective.

Methods: We examined data from a U.S. employer claims
database of 5 million beneficiaries (1999-2004). Analysis was
restricted to adults aged 18-64 with at least one diagnosis of
ADHD (ICD-9:314.x) and at least one prescription of OROS-MPH,
MAS-XR, or atomoxetine. Adults were required to have continuous
eligibility 6 months prior and post their latest therapy initiation and
no ADHD therapy in the prior 6 months. Descriptive measures of
direct (medical plus pharmaceutical) and medical only costs were
computed over 6 months following therapy initiation. Generalized
estimating equations (GEE) models were used to compare costs
of adults receiving alternative therapies adjusting for demographic
characteristics, substance abuse, depression, and the Charlson
comorbidity index.

Results: Of the research sample (n=4569), 31.8% received
OROS-MPH, 34.0% MAS-XR, and 34.2% atomoxetine. In the 6-
month follow-up period, observed direct costs were $2,008 for
OROS-MPH, $2,169 for MAS-XR, and $2,540 for atomoxetine-
treated adults. The GEE model adjusting for patient characteristics
suggested that 6-month medical costs for OROS-MPH-treated
adults were $141 less than for the MAS-XR-treated (p=0.0221),
and $132 less than for the atomoxetine-treated (p=0.0326). The
GEE comparison of direct costs suggested that even after adding
drug cost, the costs of OROS-MPH-treated adults were on aver-
age $157 less than those of MAS-XR-treated adults (p=0.0167)
and $226 less than those of atomoxetine-treated adults (p<0.01).
Conclusion: Over the 6-month period after therapy initiation,
adults treated with OROS-MPH on average had lower medical
and direct costs than those treated with MAS-XR or atomoxetine,
adjusting for patient characteristics.
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NR737 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
OROS® MPH Treatment Effects Between Girls and
Boys With ADHD
Huabin F. Zhang, M.D. McNeil Consumer & Specialty
Pharmaceuticals, Extramural Science, 7050 Camp Hill Road,
Fort Washington, PA, 19034, Jason E. Kemner, M.P.H., H.
Lynn Starr, M.D., Kimberly M. Cooper, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the absence of gender effects on ADHD symptom
improvement in girls and boys treated with OROS methylphen-
idate.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate symptom improvement in OROS®
methylphenidate (MPH)-treated girls and boys with ADHD.

Method: In this analysis, all 850 once-daily OROS MPH-treated
children (219 girls and 631 boys 6 to 12 years of age with ADHD)
were identified from a prospective, open-label, 3-week, random-
ized (2:1 OROS MPH or atomoxetine) trial. Initiation and titration
of medication was based on each investigator's clinical judgment.
Investigators assessed ADHD symptoms and clinical improve-
ment using the ADHD Rating Scale (ADHD-RS), Clinical Global
Impression-Severity of Illness (CGI-S) and Clinical Global Impres-
sion-Improvement of Illness (CGI-I). Gender differences were
measured by ANOVA and Chi-square tests.

Results: Baseline ADHD symptoms were similar between
OROS MPH-treated girls and boys (ADHD-RS: 39.1 versus 40.3;
CGI-S: 4.52 versus 4.75). At the end of study, ADHD symptom
improvement was comparable between girls and boys: change
from baseline on ADHD-RS was 20.2 versus 20.5 and CGI-I was
2.26 versus 2.21. Analyses comparing the percentage of subjects
achieving response (defined as >30%, >40%, or >50% reduction
from baseline ADHD-RS as well as scoring <2 on the CGI-I scale)
were comparable by gender.

Conclusions: OROS MPH is equally effective in the manage-
ment of ADHD symptoms in both girls and boys with ADHD.
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NR738 Wednesday, May 24, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
OROS® MPH Prescribing Patterns Among Physician
Specialties Treating ADHD
Huabin F. Zhang, M.D. McNeil Consumer & Specialty
Pharmaceuticals, Extramural Science, 7050 Camp Hill Road,
Fort Washington, PA, 19034, H. Lynn Starr, M.D., Jason E.
Kemner, M.P.H., Kimberly M. Cooper, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand that community-based pediatricians and psychia-
trists are associated with comparable OROS® methylphenidate
prescribing patterns in the treatment of attention-deficit/hyperac-
tivity disorder (ADHD).

Summary:

Objective: To examine OROS® methylphenidate (MPH) pre-
scribing patterns among pediatricians and psychiatrists in a com-
munity-based setting that treat children with ADHD.

Method: In this analysis, children (6 to 12 years of age) who
were treated with OROS MPH and had complete dosage and
titration information were identified from a prospective, open-label,
3-week, randomized (2:1 OROS MPH or atomoxetine) trial. Two
hundred ninety-seven children were treated by pediatricians (gen-
eral pediatricians or developmental and behavioral pediatricians)
and 343 by psychiatrists (general psychiatrists or child and adoles-
cent psychiatrists). Initiation and titration of medication were based
on each investigator's clinical judgment. A titration period was
defined as the number of days to the final OROS MPH dosage in
the trial. Investigators assessed improvement in ADHD symptoms
using the ADHD Rating Scale (ADHD-RS) and Clinical Global
Impression - Severity of Illness (CGI-S).

Results: Baseline ADHD symptoms were comparable between
children treated by the two specialty groups. Pediatricians and
psychiatrists had a similar titration period (7.72 days versus 7.79
days) and prescribed comparable mean final doses of OROS
MPH (32.5mg/day versus 33.4mg/day). Distribution of final OROS
MPH doses was also similar between pediatricians and psychia-
trists (18mg: 22.9% versus 24.1%; 27mg: 23.9% versus 18.7%;
36mg: 38.4% versus 39.1%; 54mg: 13.8% versus 16.9%; 72mg:
1% versus 1.2%; p=NS). At the end of the study, improvement in
ADHD symptoms was comparable between the patients treated
by either pediatricians or psychiatrists.

Conclusions: In this analysis, community-based physicians
including pediatricians and psychiatrists display similar prescribing
patterns in treating children with ADHD.
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1. Biederman J, Faraone SV: Attention-deficit hyperactivity disor-
der. Lancet 2005; 366:237-248.
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NR739 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Application of Essential Performance Measures for
Early Psychosis Treatment
Donald E. Addington, M.D. University of Calgary, Psychiatry,
Foothills Hospital, 1403 29th Street NW, Calgary, AB, T2N 279,
Canada, Emily McKenzie, M.S.C., Jean Addington, Ph.D., Scott
B. Patten, M.D., Carol Adair, Ph.D., Harvey Smith, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to evaluate early psychosis services using performance
measures developed through a valid process and tested in a
service providing care to a population of 1.2 million. In addition
the participant will have some standards against which to compare
results.

Summary:

Objective: The purpose of this research was to examine the
feasibility and utility of applying a previously identified set of con-
sensus derived performance measures to evaluate an early psy-
chosis treatment service.
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Methods: This study was conducted in three phases. First the
literature was reviewed for performance measures appropriate for
early psychosis services. A multi-stakeholder Delphi process was
used to identify essential measures. Operational definitions were
developed for the measures and attempts were made to collect
all measures from a variety of sources including corporate data
bases, clinical data bases and chart review. Results were compiled
in a report card format. Results and Conclusions: 35 measures
could be scored including a set of 9 outcome measures. The
remaining measures covered 6 the remaining 7 domains of per-
formance recommended for program evaluation. The set of mea-
sures provides a core performance framework that assesses the
key processes and reflects performance on the program main
objectives. These measures can be used to develop standards
and when adjusted for baseline population characteristics can
serve to benchmark and compare early psychosis treatment ser-
vices.
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NR740 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Relationship Between Eszopiclone's Effects on
Sleep and Depression in Patients With New Onset
MDD and Insomnia
David Amato, Ph.D. Sepracor, Inc., 84 Waterford Drive,
Marlborough, MA, 01752, Phebe Wilson, Kendyl Schaefer,
M.S.C., Robert Rubens, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to evaluate the effect of eszopiclone on depression, as
assessed in the HAMD17, that was associated with changes in
sleep over 8 weeks of concomitant treatment with fluoxetine.

Summary:

Objective: In a double-blind study, 545 patients who met DSM-
IV criteria for new onset MDD and insomnia were randomized to
receive either eszopiclone (ESZ) or placebo (PBO) in addition to
fluoxetine (FLX). At Weeks 4 and 8, patients receiving FLX+ESZ
demonstrated significant improvements in HAMD17 and in subjec-
tive sleep parameters relative to those receiving FLX+PBO. This
analysis assesses the extent to which the improvements in depres-
sion scores may be explained through improvements in sleep.

Methods: Patient-reported sleep parameters were captured
weekly, and included sleep latency (SL), wake time after sleep
onset (WASO), total sleep time (TST), sleep quality (SQ) and the
Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), a validated instrument designed
to assess the multiple dimensions of insomnia. HAMD17 was
assessed at Weeks 4 and 8. To assess the percent of the treatment
effect (PTE) on the HAM-17 attributable to the effect of ESZ on
sleep, two statistical models were used. Model 1 had treatment
as the only explanatory variable for NDF improvements (estimated
treatment effect beta1). In Model 2, both treatment and the post-
dose sleep parameters were explanatory variables (estimated ef-
fect beta2). Estimates from both models were used in the following
equation: PTE=100(betar beta2)/beta1. (PTEs > 100% were set
to 100%).

Results: At Week 4, PTEs were ISI (69%), SQ (54%), WASO
(49%), SL (28%), and TST (19%). At Week 8, PTEs decreased
for all parameters: ISI (44%), SQ (5%), WASO (15%), SL (0%),
and TST (0%).

Conclusion: In this analysis, more of the treatment effect on
depression at Week 4 was explainable through changes in sleep
than at Week 8, and the sleep parameters having the greatest
effects were the ISI, SQ, and WASO.

Support for this study provided by Sepracor Inc.
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NR741 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Binge Drinking and Alcohol-Related Problems in a
Catchment Area Study in Brazil
Laura H. Andrade, M.D. School of Medicine, University of Sao
Paulo, Psychiatry, Rua Pe. Joao Manuel, 450, cjto 66, Sao
Paulo - Brazil, Sao Paulo, 01411-000, Brazil, Camila M.
Silveira, M.D., Yuan-Pang Wang, M.D., Arthur G. Andrade,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Get information about binge drinking, a harmful pattern of
alcohol consumption related to acute health problems and social
consequences.

2. Recognize the magnitude of binge drinking in the Sao Paulo
Epidemiologic Catchment Area Study in Brazil.

3. Verify gender differences in the presentation of problems
related to this pattern of alcohol consumption.

4. Be able to compare the findings with data from other countries.

Summary:

Objectives Quantify episodes of binge drinking among adults
in a defined Catchment Area in Sao Paulo, to characterize adults
who engage in binge drinking, gender differences, alcohol-related
problems and sociodemographic outcomes.

Methods Data were derived from Sao Paulo Catchment Area
study and were based on a representative sample (N= 1,464) of
the adult population living in two defined boroughs of the city of
Sao Paulo. The pattern of binge-drinking and its adverse outcomes
were investigated in their relationship with sociodemographic fea-
tures. The assessment of psychopathology was made by CIDI
1.1, yielding ICD-10 diagnoses.

Results Binge drinking defined as consumption of 5 or more
drinks on at least 1 drinking day for men and 4 or more drinks for
women was significantly related with gender (male), age (younger
groups) marital status (divorced and single), employment (unem-
ployed), alcohol intake (heavy drinking) and problems (personal,
work, driving and health problems). Overall, lifetime prevalence
of binge drinking was 16.3%, three times more prevalent among
males than females (almost 25.41% compared to 9.83%). Men
referred more problems than women (63% versus 50%), most of
the problems are related to violence (14.5%), while women re-
ferred more psychological problems (10.3%).

Conclusion Binge Drinking is common among most strata of
Sao Paulo adults, including among those aged 18 or older. Binge
drinking is strongly associated with alcohol impaired driving, vio-
lence, psychological, personal and health problems. Effective in-
terventions to prevent morbidity associated with binge drinking
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should be widely adopted, including screening patients for alcohol
abuse in accordance with national guidelines.
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NR742 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Severity of Personality Disorders and Suicide
Attempts
Enrique Baca-Garcia Jimenez Diaz Foundation, Department of
Psychiatry. avda. Reyes catolicos, 2, Madrid, 28040, Spain,
Hilario Blasco-Fontecilla, M.D., Luis Jimenez-Trevino, Dolores
Braquehais, Jose de Leon, Jeronimo Saiz-Ruiz

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know that suicide attempts in subjects diagnosed with a
diffuse personality disorder are not more severe than those on
subjects with simple personality disorders or with no personality
disorders at all.

Summary:

Objective: individuals diagnosed with a diffuse personality dis-
order(DPD) may have greater psychopathology. Our main hypoth-
esis was that individuals diagnosed with a DPD would be more
prone to have more lethal suicide attempts and to have a history
of multiple suicide attempts than those with a simple PD.

Method: a sample of 446 suicide attempters seen at the emer-
gency room of two general hospitals in Madrid (Spain) were as-
sessed. The International Personality Disorders Examination
(IPDE) screening questionnaire was used to diagnose personality
disorders. An adjusted cut-off point was used in order to increase
specifity and lower the rate of false positives. Different measures -
Lethality Rating Scale (LRS), Weisman & Worden Scale, Beck
Suicide Intent Scale (SIS) and, finally, the Barratt Impulsivity Scale
(BIS)-were used to assess lethality and impulsivity. Suicide attem-
pters (SA) with no PD, SA with a simple PD and, SA with a diffuse
PD were compared.

Results: contrary to our expectation, subjects diagnosed with
a diffuse PD have no more severe suicide attempts. However,
they are more likely to have a history of prior suicide attempts
(X2= 25.085; df= 4; p< 0.001). After controlling for age and gender,
differences were only significant in the youngest group age (18-
35 years) (X2= 18.026; df= 4; p = 0.001) and in women (X2=
25.810; df=4; p< 0.001).

Conclusions: individuals diagnosed with a diffuse personality
disorder are more likely to have a history of suicide attempts.
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1. Tyrer P, Johnson T. Establishing the severity of personality

disorder. Am J Psychiatry 1996;153(12),1593-97.

2. Pallis DJ & Birtchnell J. Serious of suicide attempt in relation
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NR743 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Improves Restless Legs Syndrome
Symptoms in RLS Patients With Disturbed Sleep
Philip M. Becker, M.D. Sleep Medicine Associates of Texas,
8140 Walnut Lane, Suite 100, Dallas, TX, 75231, Carolyn B.
Watson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to assess the effects of ropinirole, a dopamine agonist, in patients
with moderate-to-severe primary Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS)
who are experiencing disturbed sleep.

Summary:

Introduction: RLS is a chronic neurological disorder, character-
ized by an irresistible urge to move the legs. Disturbed sleep is
a common presenting symptom, and insomnia medications are
sometimes prescribed; however, these are not likely to treat the
underlying disorder.

Methods: In three 12-week, double-blind, flexible-dose studies -
TREAT RLS 1,2, and US (protocols 101468/190, 194, and 249,
respectively) - patients with moderate-to-severe primary RLS were
randomized (n=934) to once-daily placebo or ropinirole, 0.25-4.0
mg/day titrated as needed and tolerated, 1-3 hours before bed-
time. Post-hoc analysis of pooled data assessed treatment effi-
cacy in patients who responded on Questions 3 (sleep not quiet;
n=453), 7 (trouble falling asleep; n=411), or 8 (wake and trouble
falling asleep again; n=367) of the Medical Outcome Study (MOS)
Sleep Scale at baseline, indicating at least moderately dis-
turbed sleep.

Results: At Week 12 last observation carried forward, change
from baseline in International Restless Legs Scale total score
showed a statistically significant treatment difference in favor of
ropinirole among patients with impaired sleep responses at base-
line to MOS Questions 3 (adjusted mean treatment difference
[AMTD]: -2.9; 95%CI: -4.6, -1.2; p<0.001), 7 (AMTD: -3.4; 95%CI: -
5.2, -1.6; p<0.001), and 8 (AMTD: -4.6; 95%CI: -6.5, -2.7;
p<0.001). Also, a statistically significantly greater proportion of
ropinirole patients, compared with placebo, were rated as re-
sponders (much or very much improved) on the Clinical Global
Impression-Improvement scale among patients with impaired
sleep responses on MOS Questions 3, 7, and 8 (odds ratios =
1.8 [95%CI: 1.2, 2.6; p=0.003], 2.2 [95%CI: 1.4, 3.2; p<0.001],
and 2.2 [95%CI: 1.4, 3.4; p<0.001], respectively).

Conclusions: Ropinirole improves RLS symptoms in patients
with moderate-to-severe primary RLS experiencing disturbed
sleep; in addition, a greater proportion of ropinirole-treated RLS
patients with disturbed sleep were classified as responders to
treatment.

Supported by: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Development.
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NR744 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Impulsivity and Alcoholism: Reduced Frontal Activity
Andrew C. Chen, M.D. Brooklyn, NY, Bernice Porjesz, Ph.D.,
Madhavi Rangaswamy, Ph.D., Chella Kamarajan, Ph.D., David
B. Chorlian, M.S., Arthur T. Stimus, M.B.A., Henri Begleiter,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the high prevalence of high impulsivity among
alcoholism and other externalizing disorders. This presentation
will also demonstrate neurobiological and genetic views to dissect
the complex phenotypes in the disinhibitory disorders.

Summary:

BACKGROUND: Impulsivity is an important manifestation of
many psychiatric disorders, including substance-related disor-
ders. These disinhibitory disorders have a similar underlying ge-
netic diathesis, with each disorder representing a different expres-
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sion of the same underlying genetic liability. There is evidence
for the P3 amplitude of the event-related potential (ERP) as a
phenotypic marker for the risk of alcoholism. The aims of this
study were to assess the potential role of impulsivity underlying
the pathogenesis of alcohol dependence, and its correlations with
P3 amplitude.

Methods: Subjects included healthy adult controls (n=58) and
adults who met DSM-IV criteria for alcohol dependence but no
other Axis I diagnoses (n=57).Cognitive neural activities were as-
sessed with a visual Extended Release P oddball task in which
rare target P3s were recorded from 61 scalp electrodes. Impulsiv-
ity was measured using a self-report questionnaire (Barratt Impul-
sivity Scale, BIS, version 11). Source localization of surface ampli-
tude values were plotted and analyzed using a low-resolution
brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA).

Results: Alcoholics manifested reductions in P3 amplitudes
(p<0.0001). Significantly reduced activation in the cingulate, me-
dial and superior frontal regions in LORETA was seen in alcohol-
ics, as well as high impulsive subjects. Alcoholics had significantly
higher scores on the BIS (p<0.0001). There were significant nega-
tive correlations between total scores in BIS and P3 amplitude
(p=0.003, Pz; p=0.007, Cz).

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate a strong frontal focus
of reduced activation in alcoholics and individuals with higher
impulsivity during processing of visual targets. The findings sug-
gest that impulsivity may be an important factor that underlies the
pathogenesis of alcohol dependence. Studies are underway to
examine the relationship between impulsivity and Extended Re-
lease P characteristics in offspring of alcoholics, to determine
whether this relationship antecedes the development of alcohol-
ism and to identify genes associated with the underlying predispo-
sition involved in disinhibitory disorders.
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NR745 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Identification of High Utilizer Patients of Primary
Care Resources With Major Depression
Anne Berghoefer, M.D. Charite University Medical Center,
Institute for Social Medicine, Epidemiology and Health
Economics, Luisenstrasse 57, Berlin, 10117, Germany, Andrea
Pfennig, M.D., Michael Bauer, M.D., Stefan N. Willich, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand that high utilizer patients in primary care who were
identified with previously undiagnosed and untreated major de-
pression, were of employable age and underprivileged. The partic-
ipant should know that systematic screening may facilitate ade-
quate diagnosis and treatment of the underlying disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Approximately 25% of so-called high utilizer patients
of medical care resources are estimated to suffer from depression.
A large proportion of these individuals remain undiagnosed and
untreated. This study aims to show the effectiveness of a system-
atic screening and treatment program in primary care with regard
to depression severity, quality of life, and medical resource utili-
zation.

Method: High utilizer patients in primary care were identified
using the Brief Psychiatric Health Questionnaire. Those who
screened positive with depressive symptoms were diagnosed us-
ing the DIA-X, a standardized diagnostic interview, performed by
trained and supervised interviewers. Patients with major depres-
sion were included in a randomized, prospective intervention study
comparing a.) a 6-month treatment program of pharmacotherapy,
standardized information, and physician and patient counseling
or b.) 6 months of usual medical care. Both interventions were
followed by a 6-month observation period.

Results: Out of approximately 19,000 patients in 31 primary
care practices, 1,649 high utilizer patients could be identified. Of
these individuals, a total of 227 were screened as having de-
pressive symptoms. Of the patients verified by DIA-X, 35% had
other psychiatric diagnoses, 16% had severe suicidal thoughts
and were assigned to specialized treatment, and 70% were not
eligible for various reasons. The baseline characteristics of the
patients included in the trial were: 29% male, 71% female, mean
age 47.8 (SD 12.8), 46% living alone, 23% unemployed, and 59%
on sick leave.

Conclusion: In our study, high utilizer patients in primary care
who were identified with previously undiagnosed and untreated
major depression were of employable age and underprivileged.
Systematic screening may facilitate adequate diagnosis and treat-
ment of the underlying disorder.
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NR746 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Peritraumatic and Acute Stress Predicting Persistent
Posttraumatic Stress in a Group of Industrial
Disaster Survivors
Philippe J.R. Birmes, M.D. University Hospital of Toulouse, 170
Avenue De Casselardit, TSA 40031, Toulouse, 31059 Cedex 9,
France, alain brunet, Ph.D., nawel harouchi, Ph.D., laetitia
daubisse, M.D., dominique coppin-calmes, M.D., dominique
lauque, M.D., Laurent J. Schmitt, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize peritraumatic dissociation and distress and acute
stress symptoms predicting ptsd

Summary:

Objective: Our longitudinal study aimed at assessing the power
of early psychological predictors in prospectively predicting persis-
tent Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) symptoms.

Methods: One hundred and twenty-nine injured victims of the
explosion of a petrochemical plant filled-out self-report question-
naires on their symptoms of acute stress disorder (ASD) and of
depression (Wave I: 5-10 weeks posttrauma), and peritraumatic
responses of distress and dissociation (Wave II: 6 months post-
trauma). These early predictors were regressed in a subsample
of (n=50) participants comprised of the 19 individuals diagnosed
with current PTSD 18 months posttrauma (Wave IV) and the 31
individuals without PTSD with the lowest symptom score.

Results: All four early psychological predictors were significantly
correlated with PTSD at 18 months posttrauma. In separate multi-
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variate logistic regression models, the best predictors of persistent
PTSD symptoms were peritraumatic distress and ASD symptoms.

Conclusions: This replicates our previous finding that peritrau-
matic distress and dissociation and ASD are robust predictors of
PTSD. Such symptoms may be of use at the emergency room
and elsewhere, for identifying at an early stage disaster survivors
at highest risk of persistent PTSD symptoms.
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NR747 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Post-Traumatic Stress in Children 18-24 Months After
an Industrial Disaster
Philippe J.R. Birmes, M.D. University Hospital of Toulouse,
Psychiatry, 170 Avenue De Casselardit, TSA 40031, Toulouse,
31059 Cedex 9, France, Jean-Philippe Raynaud, M.D., Laetitia
Daubisse, M.D., Helene Grandjean, M.D., Laurent J. Schmitt,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to screen out children and families experiencing the most
severe problems in the aftermath of disasters

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate family functioning, symptoms of Post-
traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and depression in parents, and
examined how these factors relate to PTSD symptoms in children
18-24 months after the explosion of a petrochemical plant.

Methods: We used the Child Post Traumatic Stress Reaction
Index, the Children's Depression Inventory, and the Mini Interna-
tional Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI-Kid). For parents, the
PTSD Check-List Scale, the Beck Depression Inventory and the
MINI were used. Parents and children completed the Family
Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale. Bivariate analyses
were completed by a logistic regression including variables linked
to the children's PTSD status.

Results: Among the 106 children evaluated 12 had full PTSD
and 37 had partial PTSD, showing 49 children with PTSD+ status.
Having a family member was by the child's side at the time of
the explosion, a PTSD+ status in the mother, being female, and
witnessing injuries were all factors significantly associated with a
PTSD+ status. Fusional or rigid family functioning was significantly
associated with PTSD- status.

Conclusion: In the aftermath of disasters family assessment
should take into account the following: the experience of the
trauma for each family member; the fact that whether or not family
members were exposed; and feelings of family closeness or re-
moteness. This type of assessment protocol could be useful in the
identification of families experiencing the most severe problems in
the aftermath of disasters.
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NR748 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Association of Sleep Complaints and Medical
Conditions: Prevalence, Use of Services, and Risk
Factors in an Elderly Community Survey
Sergio L. Blay, Ph.D. UNIFESP, Psychiatry, R Botucatu, 740,
Sao Paulo, 04023-900, Brazil, Sergio B. Andreoli, Ph.D., Fabio
L Gastal, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Estimated prevalence of sleep problems in the elderly commu-
nity population is high. In this investigation we wanted to investi-
gate the association of sleep complaints with physical diseases,
self rated health, psychiatric morbidity and the use of services.
At the conclusion of this presentation the participant shoud be
able do recognize possible risk factors of insomnia within elderly
subjects

Summary:

Objective: The main purpose of this study is to investigate the
association of sleep complaints with physical and psychiatric mor-
bidity in people aged 60 years and over. Method: Population-
based random sample of 7040 household residents, aged 60 years
and over, examined in a face to face interview.

Results: The overall prevalence of insomnia is 33.7% (95% Cl:
32.5 - 34.8%); higher in women 37.2% (95% Cl: 35.8 - 38.6%),
than in men 27.4% (95% Cl: 25.4 - 29.3%) (p< 0.0001). A substan-
tial burden of physical/mental morbidity is associated with the
presence of sleep complaints,51% (95% Cl: 49 - 53%), mainly
psychiatric morbidity, hypertension, urinary infection and varicose
veins. The rate of medical consultations, 78% (95% Cl: 76.0 -
79.9%) and hospitalizations (33 to 65%) increases in the presence
of sleep complaints. In logistic regression models, almost all health
problems investigated emerged as independent predictors of in-
somnia as well as impaired quality of life. Age has a negative
effect on sleep complaints. The odds of psychiatric morbidity are
also affected by income, ethnicity, origin (urban/rural), and gender.

Conclusion: The association of sleep complaints and physical/
psychiatric morbidity in late life is statistically strong in this sur-
veyed population.
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NR749 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Optimal Cut-Off Value of Elevated Homocysteine
in Predicting Alcohol Withdrawal Seizures
Stefan Bleich, M.D. University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy,
Schwabachanlage 6, Erlangen, 91054, Germany, Kristina
Bayerlein, M.D., Thomas Hillemacher, M.D., Detlef Degener,
M.D., Johannes Kornhuber, M.D., Helge Frieling, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participants should be able
to recognize patients admitted for alcohol intoxication at risk for
withdrawal seizures.
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Summary:
Introduction: Higher homocysteine levels were found in ac-

tively drinking patients with alcohol dependence. Recent studies
have shown that high homocysteine levels are associated with
alcohol withdrawal seizures. The aim of the present study was to
calculate the best predictive cut-off value of plasma homocysteine
levels in actively drinking alcoholics (n=88) suffering from first-
onset alcohol withdrawal seizures.

Methods: The present study included 88 alcohol dependent
patients whereby 18 patients suffered from a first-onset withdrawal
seizures. All patients were active drinkers and had an established
diagnosis of alcohol dependence according to the Diagnostic Sta-
tistical Manual for Mental Disorders (DSM-IV). Sensitivity and
specificity were calculated using every homocysteine plasma level
found in the study population as cut-off value. Bayes-theorem was
used to calculate positive (PPV) and negative (NPV) predictive
values for all cut-off values used.

Results: Positive predictive values ranged from 0.23 to 0.745
whereby the maximum was reached at a homocysteine plasma
level of 41.7 (xmol/l. However, the highest combined sensitivity
and specificity was reached at a homocysteine plasma cut-off
value of 23.9 |xmol/l.

Discussion: Homocysteine levels above this cut-off value on
admission are a useful screening tool to identify actively drinking
patients at higher risk of alcohol withdrawal seizures. Therefore
patients who do not belong to this high risk group or are below
of this critical predictive cut-off value might avoid the potentially
side effects of antiepileptic medication (i.e. carbamazepine) ad-
ministered in alcohol withdrawal
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NR750 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparison Between 12-Session and One-Year
Dynamic Psychotherapies in the Treatment of
Adjustment Disorder
Miki Bloch, M.D. Tel Aviv Medical Center, Psychiatry, 6
Weizman Str., Tel Aviv, 64239, Israel, Shulamit Ben-Yitzhak,
Ph.D., Yaron Yagil, M.S.W., Irit Ben-Avi, Ph.D., Inbar Zaig,
B.A., Saul Schreiber, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This study focuses on the relative benefits of different length
of dynamic therapy. The educational benefit is in learning about
the limitations and advantages of short-term psychotherapy com-
pared to long-term psychotherapy.

Summary:

The optimal length for psychotherapeutic intervention in the
treatment of adjustment disorders is unknown. This knowledge is
pertinent in this day and age when administrative considerations
often contaminate clinical decisions. Outpatients diagnosed with
Adjustment Disorder by SCID (n=66) were randomly assigned to
either a 12-session ("short") or 1-year ("long") dynamic psycho-
therapy. Self-assessment by patients included the Symptom
Checklist-90 (SCL-90) for symptom profile, Mental Health Inven-
tory (MHI) for welfare, distress and satisfaction, the Barron ques-
tionnaire for ego strength, and a therapeutic alliance question-
naire. Treatment outcome assessed by psychotherapists included
the Clinical Global Severity (CGS), Improvement (CGI) and Global

Assessment of Functioning (GAF). Forty-five patients (26 long, 19
short) completed treatment. No between-group differences were
observed at baseline. At the end of 12 sessions, while no objective
improvement was observed (by psychotherapists), in both the
whole group, and each of the 2 groups, patients' subjective symp-
tom level and distress measures (SCL-90, MHI) significantly im-
proved. At the end of 12 sessions, the "long" protocol group
showed significantly greater objective (CGS, GAF), but not subjec-
tive improvement compared to the "short" protocol group. In the
"long" group, significant improvement was observed at the end
of treatment (1 year) compared to both the 12-session point and
baseline in all parameters. Comparing end points of both groups,
psychotherapists assessed the "long" protocol patients' clinical
(CGI) and functional (GAF) outcome as significantly better than the
"short" protocol patients', while subjective assessment improved
significantly in the Global Severity Index (SCL-90) only. MHI and
therapeutic alliance results did not differ. In conclusion, dynamic
psychotherapy for adjustment disorder produces significant symp-
tomatic and functional relief already after 12 sessions. However,
patients undergoing 1-year dynamic psychotherapy show a
greater improvement already after 12 sessions and are signifi-
cantly less symptomatic at the end of treatment compared to
patients who had only 12 sessions.
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NR751 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Extended Treatment Coverage in Restless
Legs Syndrome: Patient- and Physician-Reported
Efficacy
Richard K. Bogan, M.D. SleepMed of South Carolina,
Department of Medicine, SleepMed, 1333 Taylor Street,
Columbia, SC, 29201, David A. Hosford, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to identify that some patients with Restless Legs Syndrome may
require extended treatment coverage and that, based on both
physician- and patient-rated scales, ropinirole (a dopamine ago-
nist) provides rapid and effective relief of symptoms in such pa-
tients.

Summary:

Introduction: Ropinirole is an FDA-approved medication for
moderate-to-severe primary RLS.1,2 Patients with RLS experienc-
ing symptom onset in the late afternoon or early evening may
benefit from extended treatment coverage. This double-blind, flexi-
ble-dose study (protocol: 101468/100013) examined the efficacy,
including speed of onset, of ropinirole given in divided doses in
this population.

Methods: Patients (n=363) with primary RLS and a baseline
International Restless Legs Scale (IRLS) total score >20 received
ropinirole or matched placebo, 0.5-6.0mg/day, in two divided
doses (1 hour before usual symptom onset and 3-8 hours later).
The primary endpoint was the change from baseline to Week 12
last observation carried forward (LOCF) in the IRLS total score.
Secondary endpoints included the proportions of responders
(much/very much improved) on patient-rated Patient Global Im-
provement (PGI) and physician-rated Clinical Global Impression-
Improvement (CGI-I) scales.
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Results: The improvement in IRLS total score was significantly
greater with ropinirole compared with placebo at Week 12 LOCF
(adjusted mean treatment difference [AMTD]: -4.1; 95% Cl: -6.1, -
2.1; p<0.001) and at all other visits including Day 3 observed case
(OC) (AMTD: -2.8; 95% Cl: -4.5, -1.2; p<0.001). The proportions
of PGI and CGI-I scale responders were also significantly greater
for the ropinirole group compared with the placebo group at all
assessment points; for example, PGI scale: Day 1 OC odds ratio
(OR): 2.0; 95% Cl: 1.2, 3.4; p=0.013, and Week 12 LOCF OR:
3.4; 95% Cl: 2.1, 5.4; p<0.001; CGI-I scale: Day 3 OC OR: 2.6;
95% Cl: 1.5, 4.4; p<0.001, and Week 12 LOCF OR: 2.4; 95% Cl:
1.6, 3.8; p<0.001. The safety profile was similar to that in once-
daily-dosing studies (e.g. TREAT RLS US).

Conclusions: Based on both patient- and physician-rated
scales, ropinirole provides rapid and sustained symptom relief in
RLS patients needing extended treatment coverage.

Supported by: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Development.
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NR752 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole: Effective for Restless Legs Syndrome
Regardless of Age at Onset
Richard K. Bogan, M.D. SleepMed of South Carolina,
Department of Medicine, SleepMed, 1333 Taylor Street,
Columbia, SC, 29201, Richard P. Allen, Ph.D., Nancy L. Earl,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to identify that the response to ropinirole treatment in patients with
Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) appears to be unaffected by age
at RLS symptom onset.

Summary:

Introduction: Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) is a chronic neu-
rological disorder characterized by an irresistible urge to move
the legs.

1

 Two phenotypes have been proposed, based on age
at initial RLS symptom onset: 'early' (before age 45) and 'late'.2

These phenotypes may be due to differing pathophysiology, which
may have implications for treatment response.

Methods: Pooled data from three 12-week, multicenter, double-
blind, flexible-dose, placebo-controlled trials of ropinirole in pa-
tients with moderate-to-severe primary RLS (TREAT RLS 1, 2,
and US; protocols 101468/190, 194, and 249, respectively) were
analyzed post-hoc to explore treatment response according to
age at symptom onset, fitting linear and logistic regression models.
In each study, patients were randomized to ropinirole, 0.25-4.0
mg/day titrated as needed and tolerated, or placebo, once daily,
1-3 hours before bedtime. Treatment response was assessed
according to change in International Restless Legs Scale (IRLS)
total score and the proportion of patients classed as responders
(much or very much improved) on the Clinical Global Impression -
Improvement (CGI-I) scale.

Results: Age at RLS symptom onset was similarly distributed
in the ropinirole and placebo groups. Statistical modeling, using
age at onset as a continuous variable, found no statistically signifi-
cant interaction between age at onset and treatment arm, based
on change in IRLS total score (p=0.7577) or response on the CGI-
I scale (p=0.3559). Following ropinirole treatment, mean changes
from baseline in IRLS total score were similar for early- and late-
onset patients (-11.9 in both groups at Week 12 last observation

carried forward), as were final ropinirole doses (mean 2.0 and 2.1
mg in early- and late-onset groups, respectively).

Conclusions: These data suggest that ropinirole provides ef-
fective relief of symptoms regardless of age at RLS symptom
onset.

Supported By Funding From: GlaxoSmithKline Research &
Development.
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NR753 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Day-of-the-Week Drinking Variability in Alcohol-
Dependent Patients and Efficacy of Pharmacotherapy
With Long-Acting Naltrexone
Michael J. Bohn Aurora Behavioral Health, 1220 Dewey Ave,
Wauwatosa, Wl, 53213, David R. Gastfriend, Ari Illeperuma,
Bernard Silverman

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should better
understand the intraweek variations in drinking behavior among
alcohol-dependent patients and their response to treatment with
long-acting naltrexone (LA-NTX).

Summary:

Background: Recently, a large placebo-controlled, randomized
trial showed efficacy of LA-NTX over a 24-week period in the
treatment of alcohol dependence. Potential variations in day-to-
day drinking across the week, particularly in relation to pharmaco-
therapy, have not been closely studied.

Objective: To perform a post-hoc analysis of intraweek differ-
ences in drinking behavior among alcohol-dependent patients who
participated in a phase III clinical study of LA-NTX versus placebo.

Method/Design: In a 6-month, randomized, multi-site (24 cen-
ters), double-blind, placebo-controlled study, 624 alcohol-depen-
dent adults were randomized to receive: LA-NTX 380 mg (n =
205), or 190 mg (n = 210) or placebo (PBO, n = 209) monthly in
combination with 12 sessions of low-intensity psychosocial ther-
apy. Drinking patterns before and after treatment were compared
for weekdays (Sundays to Thursdays) versus weekends (Friday,
Saturday)

Results: All treatment groups showed little variation in the pat-
tern of drinking on weekdays and increased drinking on weekends.
Prior to study entry, the median percentage of patients with heavy
drinking on weekends was 78% versus 62% for weekdays
(p<0.0001). On weekends, these percentages were reduced to
17% for LA-NTX 380 mg and 28% for PBO (p=0.011); on week-
days, these percentages were 8% for LA-NTX 380 mg and 15%
for PBO (p=0.003). A similar pattern of reduction was seen with
the number of drinks consumed per day.

Conclusion: Heavy drinking was more common on Fridays and
Saturdays compared to the rest of the week. Treatment with LA-
NTX 380 mg, in combination with counseling, significantly reduced
heavy drinking on both weekdays and weekends in comparison
with placebo.
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one for alcohol dependence: a randomized controlled trial.
JAMA 2005;293; 1617-25.

NR754 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Mood and Cognitive Variability in Women With
Alcohol Abuse Problems
Rudy C. Bowen, M.D. University of Saskatchewan, Department
of Psychiatry, Ellis Hall Room 123, 103 Hospital Drive,
Saskatoon, SK, S7N 0W8, Canada

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognize the contribution for variable mood and attention
to distress and disability.

Summary:

Objective:
To determine whether women with alcohol abuse problems (n=

22) show:
1. Higher mood variability (MV) than student controls (n=22),
2. Whether mood variability is associated with attention vari-

ability.
Method: 22 women with alcohol abuse during the 3rd week of

residential addiction treatment completed the MINI Interview and
Conners' CPT. All subjects completed a diary with 4 Visual Ana-
logue Scales (VAS) for depressed, anxious, angry, high moods
twice a day for 7 days. They also completed rating scales for
depression, anxiety, hypomania and the TEMPS-A questionnaire.
Attention variability was determined from response-speed-vari-
ability of the CPT, and mood variability from the VAS mean square
successive difference.

Results: Subjects showed high diagnostic comorbidity and
scored higher on the mood rating scales. Subjects did not differ
from controls on the Mean VAS scales, but they showed more
mood variability on depressed, anxious and angry scales. De-
pressed, anxious or high mood variability was correlated with
Sustain Attention response-speed-variability and Sustain Atten-
tion response-speed-consistency.

Conclusion: Women with alcohol abuse problems show higher
variability of negative moods than controls. The correlation be-
tween mood and attention variability suggests an innate difficulty
with regulation.
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NR755 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Patients With Anger Control Problems Show High
Mood and Anger Variability
Rudy C. Bowen University of Saskatchewan, 103 Hospital
Drive, Saskatoon, SK, S7N 0W8, Canada, Adelugba Olajide,
Presse Cindy, Ph.D., Mela Mansfield

Educational Objectives:

1. To recognise the concept of variability of mood and anger in
forensic patients

2. To understand the relationship between anger expression
and facets of personality, temparament and other emotions in
forensic patients.

Summary:

Objective
1. To study whether forensic in-patients with anger control prob-

lems (n = 31) show more mood variability than student controls
(n=31).

2. To determine the relationship between anger variability and
measures of anger and personality

Method
Forensic in-patients completed a diagnostic interview (MINI).

Subjects used visual analog scales twice a day for 7 days to
record 4 moods (angry, tense, depressed, high moods). Also com-
pleted were the STAXI Anger Expression Inventory, TEMPS-A and
the NEO-FFI for anger, temperament and personality assessment
respectively.

Results
4 TEMPS subscales (depressed, anxiety, cyclothymia, irritabil-

ity) and the STAXI state and anger control index were higher in
patients than controls. The VAS derived mean square successive
difference (composite measure of variability) and SE for tense,
angry and depressed moods were higher in patients. Anger vari-
ability was significantly correlated to the Anger Expression index
of the STAXI- II but not to STAXI state anger, TEMPS irritability
nor NEOFFI agreeableness.

Conclusion
Patients with anger problems show higher variability of anger,

tension and depression. Anger in these patients is variable rather
than trait-like, and reactive to situations. This has treatment impli-
cations.
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NR756 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
911 Calls at Methadone Clinics, Convenience Stores,
and Residences
Susan J. Boyd, M.D. University of Maryland School of
Medicine, Psychiatry, 737 W. Lombard St., Fifth floor, Room
560, Baltimore, MD, 21201, Kevin M. Armstrong, M.S., Li Juan
Fang, M.A., Deborah Medoff, Ph.D., Lisa B. Dixon, M.D., David
A. Gorelick, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. To understand the bases of community opposition to metha-
done treatment clinics.

2. To know the relationship between methadone treatment clin-
ics and measures of criminal activity in their neighborhoods.

Summary:

Introduction: Community resistance to methadone treatment
clinics stems largely from fear about crime, although there is very
little empirical data regarding the geographical relationship be-
tween methadone clinics and crime. We addressed this issue by
mapping 911 calls to police around 11 methadone clinics and 11
matched convenience stores and residential points in Baltimore,
MD between Jan. 1,1998 and Dec. 31,2001. Methods: Sites and
911 calls were geocoded (mapped) by street address. Concentric
circular "buffers" were drawn at 25,50,75, and 100 meters around
each site, and the calls per unit area calculated. Linear regression
was used calculate the "crime slope" (parameter estimate = (3),
comparing the crimes per area among the buffers, with a negative
slope indicating more crimes closer to the site. Results: Total
calls increased closer to the clinics (p = -0.0226, p<.0001) and
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convenience stores (p = - 0.0202, p <0.01), but decreased closer
to residences (p= 0.0102, p <0.0001). Similar results were found
for violent and financial calls. Drug calls did not significantly in-
crease closer to methadone clinics (p= -0.0175, p < 0.2795), but
increased closer to convenience stores (p= -0.0292, p < 0.0007)
and decreased closer to residences 0 = 0.0139, p <0.0009).
There was no difference in calls (crime slopes) between clinics
and convenience stores, but clinics had more calls residential
points. Conclusion: These findings suggest that the increased
911 calls closer to methadone clinics are similar to that around
other high-density foot-traffic sites such as convenience stores
and are not drug-related.

Supported by the Substance Abuse Policy Research Program
of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Intramural Re-
search Program of the National Institutes of Health, National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse and the Center for Substance Abuse Treat-
ment of the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration.
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NR757 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Survey Evaluation of the Abuse Potential of Short-
Acting Versus Long-Acting Stimulants in ADHD
George M. Bright, M.D. Adolescent Health Center, 13821
Village Mill Drive, Ste B, Midlothian, VA, 23114

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able to
describe the abuse potential of stimulants used to treat attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder and recognize the greater likelihood
of abuse with short-acting vs. long-acting stimulants.

Summary:

Introduction: Research has suggested that the abuse potential
of immediate-release stimulants is greater than that of extended-
release stimulants. Subjects receiving treatment for ADHD were
surveyed to assess the abuse potential of other commonly used
short-acting and long-acting stimulant medications.

Methods: We report here an interim analysis of an ongoing
survey intended to be distributed to nearly 1000 respondents en-
rolled in an ADHD treatment center. In addition to demographic
questions, general questions about illicit drug use and misuse of
prescribed stimulant medication, respondents were polled about
the type of stimulant medication most frequently misused or
abused (short-acting or long-acting) and how the stimulant was
prepared and administered (crushed and inhaled, crushed and
injected, soaked overnight in water and injected or consumed
orally, heated in a microwave to melt down and inject, drink, or
snort).

Results: A total of 40 surveys have been returned to date. Fifty
percent of the respondents were 18 to 25 years of age and nearly
50% of them began taking stimulants between the ages of 6 and
17. Four (10%) of the respondents reported stimulant misuse/
abuse &#8212;3 (75%) with short-acting stimulants and 1 (25%)
with a long-acting stimulant. All stimulants were crushed and in-
haled.

Conclusions: In this interim analysis of survey data, short-
acting stimulants were involved to a greater extent than long-acting
stimulants for subjects who reported stimulant misuse/abuse. This

suggests a relative benefit of long-acting agents in ensuring appro-
priate stimulant use and decreased stimulant misuse/diversion.

This study was funded by Shire Pharmaceuticals Inc.
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NR758 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Lost Work Days and Emergency Department Visits
Among Patients Treated for Bipolar Disorder
Richard Alan Brook, M.S. The JeSTARx Group, Retrospective
Analysis, 18 Hirth Drive, Newfoundland, NJ, 07435-1710,
Krithika Rajagopalan, Ph.D., Suzanne Novak, M.D., Nathan
Kleinman, Ph.D., James E. Smeeding, R.Ph., Harold H.
Gardner, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should be able
to compare the differences in annual lost workdays and ED visits
among patients with bipolar disorder treated with different classes
of psychotropic drugs.

Summary:

Summary:
Objective: To evaluate total lost days (TLDs) and mental health-

related emergency department (ED) visits for patients with bipolar
disorder (BPD) treated with different classes of psychotropic
drugs.

Methods: Analysis of TLDs and ED visits for 1,211 patients
with BPD from a database of 300,000 United States employees
and their spouses (2001-2004). Patients were classified into three
treatment cohorts (those on atypical antipsychotics only [ATYP];
those on conventional antipsychotics and/or mood stabilizers only
[OTHER]; and those using medications from both categories
[BOTH]) and one control cohort (those using no study-specified
psychotropic medications [NONE]). Controlled regression models
compared TLDs and percentage of patients with mental health-
related ED visits between cohorts during the year following an
index prescription (an average date was used for the control
group). Only employees eligible for work-absence benefits were
included in comparisons of TLDs.

Results: Overall, the number of patients classified into the
ATYP, OTHER, NONE, and BOTH cohorts were 51, 522, 272,
and 366, respectively. Mean TLDs were least for the ATYP cohort
(6.3 days, 4 patients), followed by OTHER (12.4 days, 72 patients),
NONE (30.3 days, 30 patients), and BOTH (35.3 days, 30 patients)
treatment cohorts. TLDs were significantly lower with ATYP than
OTHER and NONE (P<0.05). The percentage of patients with an
ED visit was lowest for the ATYP cohort (0.25%, 51 patients),
followed by the OTHER (1.57%, 522 patients), NONE (2.17%,
272 patients), and BOTH (5.11%, 366 patients) treatment cohorts.
The ATYP and OTHER groups demonstrated significantly lower
percentages of patients with ED visits than the BOTH group
(P<0.05).

Conclusion: Patients with BPD treated only with atypical anti-
psychotics reported fewer work absences and were less likely
to have mental health-related ED visits than other treated and
untreated cohorts.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR759 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

An Item Analysis of the Beck Depression Inventory
to Assess Symptoms of Perinatal Depression

Britt Bruce, M.S. Emory University, Psychiatry/Behavioral
Sciences, 1365 Clifton Road NE, Suite 6100, Building B,
Atlanta, GA, 30322, John P. Berg, B.S., Kimberly A. Ragan,
M.S.W., Zachary N. Stowe, M.D., Donald J. Newport, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize how the Beck Depression Inventory can be used
with pregnant and postpartum women.

Summary:

Objective. The overlap of the typical symptoms of pregnancy
with those of depression dictates that depression rating instru-
ments such as the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) be subjected
to validation in that clinical context. Furthermore, a brief screening
instrument, based on the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), to
assess depression in pregnant and postpartum women, would be
a welcome tool for busy obstetrical practitioners.

Method. Beck Depression Inventory and Clinical Global Impres-
sions (CGI) data were collected on 354 pregnant and postpartum
women. The results were grouped into five categories (first trimes-
ter, second trimester, and third trimester, as well as 0-6 weeks
postpartum and 6-52 weeks postpartum). The data was analyzed
groupwise to determine if differences existed between BDI items
across groups.

Results. All items of the BDI correlated significantly with the total
score, confirming internal consistency. Item-total score correlation
coefficients ranged from 0.344 to 0.828 across groups. Cronbach
alpha coefficients ranged from 0.91 to 0.94. Receiver operator
characteristic curves were drawn to determine BDI total score
cutoffs. In all five groups, a BDI score of 14 was selected to give
an average sensitivity and specificity of 0.74 and 0.81, respec-
tively. Item analysis showed that BDI items of sadness, pessimism,
loss of pleasure, self-dislike, and loss of interest correlated with
BDI scores across groups. Full and abbreviated scales correlated
significantly across all groups (r > 0.9, p = 0.01).

Conclusion. The Beck Depression Inventory and a five-item
quick screening subscale are valid for use during pregnancy and
postpartum. This subscale may be used in women's health offices
as an expeditious yet reliable means to assess perinatal de-
pression.
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NR760 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Suicidality in Treatment-Resistant Depression:
Results From a 24-Month Trial of Vagus Nerve
Stimulation
William J. Burke, M.D. University of Nebraska, Psychiatry,
985580 Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, NE, 68198-5580,
Francisco A. Moreno, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To present data on suicidality in persons with treatment resistant
depression during 24 months of therapy with vagus nerve stimula-
tion therapy.

Summary:

Objective- Depression is a risk factor for eventual suicide and
recent attention has focused on the possibility that treatment with
antidepressants may contribute to that risk. This paper addresses
the effect of a newly approved therapy for treatment-resistant
depression, vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) therapy, on suicidality
over a 24- month period in persons with treatment-resistant de-
pression.

Method- This analysis describes the suicides, attempted sui-
cides, suicidal ideation, and hospitalizations for worsening depres-
sion that were documented each quarter during the first 24 months
of the pivotal study of VNS for treatment-resistant depression.

Results- 235 subjects enrolled and 205 participants received
>3 months of VNS therapy. One of the 235 participants committed
suicide (rate of 0.27% suicide/patient year) and eight participants
made 10 suicide attempts. Suicide attempts and hospitalizations
for worsening depression peaked in the second quarter of stimula-
tion and declined thereafter. Study participants were most likely
to endorse suicidal ideation or intent at baseline and the number
doing so declined at subsequent visits. Responders to VNS ther-
apy had significantly lower ratings on the rated suicide items at
each interval.

Conclusions- Suicidality generally declined during 24 months
of stimulation in this group with treatment-resistant depression,
particularly in those who responded to treatment.
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NR761 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Adverse Impact of Involuntary Hospitalization on
Perceptions of Psychiatric Care in Veterans With
Severe Mental Illness
Marian I. Butterfield, M.D. Durham VA Medical Center,'Health
Sciences Research & Development, 508 Fulton Street, 116A,
Durham, NC, 27705, Karen M. Stechuchak, M.S., Jennifer L.
Strauss, Ph.D., Jennifer B. Zervakis, Ph.D., Susan H.
O'Loughlin, B.A., Eleanor J. Roland, Ph.D., Marvin S. Swartz,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
learn about the relationship of involuntary commitment on percep-
tions of care. Because satisfaction is often used as a performance
monitor when assessed nationally by the VA, the influence of
involuntary commitment on satisfaction measures should be con-
sidered when comparing across inpatient providers.
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Summary:
Objective: The VA assesses satisfaction with inpatient psychi-

atric care as a performance monitor. Coercive interventions such
as involuntary commitment may impact on patients' perceptions
of mental health treatment, yet no studies examined these issues
in veterans. Thus, we examined the impact of involuntary commit-
ment and perceived coercion on perceptions of care in veterans
with SMI.

Method: Veterans (N=211) with SMI who were psychiatrically
hospitalized between March 2004-August 2005 were enrolled.
Perceptions of care were assessed using the Perception of Care
(POC) survey (global evaluation domain) and involuntary commit-
ment was assessed by record review. Perceived coercion was
measured using the Admission Experience Survey. Variables sig-
nificant at p<0.10 were retained for inclusion in a multiple linear
regression model.

Results: Eighty-eight percent of the sample were men, mean
age was 50.26, and 34.1 % were Caucasian. As to primary psychi-
atric diagnosis, 50.7% had PTSD, 31.8% had psychotic disorders,
and 17.5% had mood disorders. Nearly seventeen percent (n=
35) were involuntarily committed and 67.3% perceived some coer-
cion at the current psychiatric hospital admission. Forty-five per-
cent had a lifetime involuntary commitment history and 30.5%
reported they were denied a needed medication during a hospital-
ization. The mean global POC score was 68.9 (SD=25.2). In the
multiple linear regression model controlling for demographics, psy-
chiatric diagnosis, substance abuse, and self-rated health, those
who were involuntarily committed or perceived coercion had lower
POC scores (b=-13.41; 95% CI=-22.37 to -4.44; p=0.004 and b= -
6.58; 95% Cl= -13.67 to 0.51; p=0.07 respectively). Subjects who
felt they were denied a needed medication had lower POC scores
b=-13.67; 95% CI=-20.86 to -6.47; p= 0.0002).

Conclusions: These results suggest that involuntary commit-
ment status and having been denied a medication are significantly
related to negative global perceptions of care among psychiatri-
cally hospitalized veterans with SMI. Other variables were not
significant in the adjusted model.
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NR762 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Does a History of Substance Abuse Predict the
Number of Medicines to Which a Fetus is Exposed?
Martha R. Calamaras, B.S. Emory University, Psychiatry, 1365
Clifton Rd NE, Suite 6100, Atlanta, GA, 30322, D. Jeffrey
Newport, M.D., Adam Lorentz, Stephanie S. Winn, M.D.,
Zachary N. Stowe, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the impact of having a history of comorbidity
with a substance use disorder on maternal behavior in pregnancy.

Summary:

Previous investigations of obstetrical outcome related to medi-
cation exposure and/or psychiatric illness have failed to account
for other ancillary exposures. A seminal concern, germane to
clinical data and treatment guidelines are the factors predicting
medication exposures. We hypothesized that women with a mood

or anxiety disorder and past history of substance abuse would
have more prenatal exposures.

245 pregnant subjects with a mood and/or anxiety disorder were
followed prospectively throughout pregnancy to obtain data on
maternal drug consumption. Of these, 6 fulfilled SCID criteria for
a current substance disorder, and 71 (29%) had a prior history (41
alcohol, 30 drug and alcohol). To test our hypothesis, medication
exposures and obstetrical outcome was compared between the
three groups.

ANOVA showed significant differences with regard to gyneco-
logical medicines (F=5.647, p<.01), habit-forming medicines such
as alcohol, tobacco, and caffeine (F=4.684, px.01), and the total
number of medicines (F=3.108, / x .05). Post-hoc analyses con-
firmed that women with a history of alcohol abuse alone used
significantly more gynecological medicines than did women with
no history of substance abuse and women with a history of both
drug and alcohol abuse (0.22 versus .05 and .03, p<.01). Further-
more, women with a history of alcohol abuse alone also used
significantly more habit-forming medicines (.76 versus .39, px.01)
and more total medicines (5.24 versus 3.74, p<.01) than women
with no history of drug or alcohol abuse. Initial analysis did not
identify significant differences in birth weight or apgar scores be-
tween the three groups. Further analysis of obstetrical outcome
is underway.

These findings suggest that a history of a substance use disor-
der may be important for determining maternal health behaviors
in pregnancy. Such issues have not been included in previous
investigations.

Supported by P50 MH 68036
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NR763 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effectiveness of Aripiperazole in Reducing Craving
for Opiates
Sanjay S. Chandragiri, M.D. Community Medical Center,
Scranton, PA, Psychiatry, 401 Adams Avenue, Suite 300,
Scranton, PA, 18510

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognize the role dopamine plays in addiction and the
possible mechanism of action of a partial dopamine agonist -
aripiperazole in decreasing craving for opiates in individuals who
suffer from opiate dependence

Summary:

Objective: The author examined the effectiveness of aripipera-
zole, a dopamine receptor partial agonist in reducing craving for
opiates in individuals with suffering from opiate dependence.

Method: 40 Patients were chosen from a private practice bu-
prenorphine program. Patients with opiate dependence were
treated with buprenoprhine. Intensity of craving was rated biweekly
on a 7 item craving scale. If the score on the scale did not decrease
by at least 20% from baseline by week 4, aripiperazole 5mg/
day was added to the buprenorphine. Patients with a history of
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder were excluded. The ratings
cntinued on a biweekly basis for the next 6months..

Results: There was a 30% average decline in scores on the
craving scale in patients who took abilify for 6 months (N=31). 3
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patients dropped out of the study and 6 patients relapsed during
the course of the study.

Conclusions: Aripiperazole was effective in reducing craving in
opiate dependent individuals maintained on buprenorphine during
a 6 month study. It's opiate partial agonist activity may be useful
in ameliorating craving in addicted individuals. Longer studies with
a larger group of sublects are needed to confirm this.
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NR764 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Health Care Contact Before Suicide: A Population-
Based Case-Control Study
Chia-Ming Chang, M.D. Institute of medicine, Department of
Psychiatry, 13F-10, No 2, Sec 1, Suei-Yuen Road, Taichung
city, 404, Taiwan Republic of China, Tsung-Hsueh Lu, M.D.,
Te-Jen Lai, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This study describe the health care contact before suicide using
a national sample and case-control design.

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to undertstand the health care contact varied before suicide
by sex and age group.

Summary:

Objective:The purpose of this study was to describe the health
care contacts before suicide, accidental, and natural deaths.

Method:AII the 2,781 suicide cases in Taiwan in 2001 were
identified and matched by age levels with accidental and natural
deaths using 1:2:3 ratios as the controls. These three groups were
linked with National Health Insurance Database.

Results:Suicide cases had more contacts psychiatrists than
the subjects dead by accident and natural causes. In the last month
before suicide, 49.1 % had consulted non-psychiatric doctors and
only 7.4% had consulted psychiatrists. Males and the elderly (aged
over 65 years) were the least likely to consult psychiatrists before
their suicides.

Conclusion: The majority of individual who commit suicide do
not consult psychiatrists before their deaths. The proportion who
had had prior contact varied between different age and sex groups
and individuals in groups with the higher suicide rates tended to
have the least contact.
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NR765 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prescription Pattern of Antipsychotics Under
Reimbursement Restriction-Analysis of National
Health Insurance Database in Taiwan
Ching-Jui Chang, M.D. Department of Psychiatry, Cathay
General Hospital, Taiwan, Department of Psychiatry, Cathay

General Hospital, No.360,8F, Nei-Hu Road, Section2, Taipei
City, 114, Taiwan Republic of China, Churn-Shiouh Gau, Ph.D.,
Susan Shur-Fen Gau, M.D., Yu-Chi Yeh, M.D., Chong-Shu
Chen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participants should learn that taking Taiwan's national insur-
ance as an example, the reimbursement restriction may affect the
prescription patterns and the access of the patients with schizo-
phrenia to newer treatment.

Summary:

Objective: The increased expenditure of newer antipsychotics
is a challenge to the drug benefit programs. Reimbursement re-
striction is one way to control the cost but has been criticized
for potentially preventing some patients from receiving optimal
treatment in some studies. The reimbursement of second genera-
tion antipsychotics (SGA) had been under restriction by Taiwan
National Health Insurance Bureau before 2002. This study was
to explore the impact on the prescription patterns of antipsychotics
under such restriction in a national representative sample of
schizophrenia in Taiwan.

Methods: The nationwide medical claim data of the patients
with schizophrenia who had at least one psychiatric inpatient rec-
ord in Taiwan from 1995 to 2001 were collected. The pharmacy
dataset included complete records of inpatient and outpatient pre-
scription from 1997 to 2001.

Results: A total of 49,425 patients (male 57.6%) were enrolled.
Mean age was 40 (SD 12.9). The prescription rate of conventional
antipsychotic dropped significantly from 97% to 82% between
1997 and 2001. There were significant linear trends of increased
rates of treatment with clozapine (from 7.9% to 15%) and other
antipsychotics (from 3.4% to 28.8%) from 1997 to 2001. However,
the rates of the ECT treatment decreased linearly from 2.0%
(1997) to 1.5% (2001) with marginal significance. Regarding the
characters of hospitals on the prescription patterns, there was
robust growth in medical centers (from 0.7% to 44.3%) compared
to other general hospitals (1.5% to 35.2%) and mental hospitals
(4 % to 17.4%). These differential findings cannot be explained
by disease severity alone.

Conclusions: The reimbursement restriction seemed effective
to control the rapid growth of prescription of SGA in Taiwan as
compared to that in the USA and Italy. The restriction had some
impact on the access of the patients with schizophrenia to newer
treatment.
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NR766 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Challenges and Strategies for Recruitment of Low-
Income, Minority, Post part urn Women
Linda H. Chaudron, M.D. University of Rochester School of
Medicine, Psychiatry, Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Gynecology,
300 Crittenden Boulevard, Rochester, NY, 14642, Stephanie
A.M. Giannandrea, B.A., Holly Wadkins, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize challenges to recruiting low-income, minority
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women, and will have strategies to employ to improve recruitment
into studies of postpartum depression.

Summary:

Introduction: Scientific literature contains few descriptions of
challenges and recruitment strategies of low-income, minority,
postpartum women.

Objectives: 1) Describe recruitment of low income, minority
women into a study of postpartum depression. 2) Describe chal-
lenges encountered and strategies used to improve recruitment.

Methods: The original study was designed to validate screening
tools for postpartum depression in low-income women across
the first postpartum year. Women were approached during well
childcare visits in an urban pediatric clinic. Women provided con-
sent, completed the CES-D, and scheduled an appointment for a
clinical interview. Non-identifying demographic information was
collected from women who declined. At the interview, women
received reimbursement for their time. Transportation and on-
site childcare were available. Descriptive statistics and bivariate
analyses of non-participants and participants were conducted.
Descriptions of the challenges and study changes to enhance
recruitment are provided.

Results: Of 449 women approached, 91% (N=408) consented
to be interviewed. Of these, 48% (N=194) completed the interview
with 81% (N=157) coming to their first scheduled appointment.
For those completing a rescheduled interview (N=37), staff aver-
aged 2.19 telephone calls per woman. Of those not completing
the study (N=214), 64% (N=134) were lost to follow up. For these
women, staff averaged 3.91 telephone calls per woman. Two
percent (N=3) of women who completed the study and 22% (N=
30) who were lost to follow up missed appointments without notice.
Helpful strategies included payment in cash, full time recruiters,
and telephone confirmation of appointments.

Conclusions: Recruitment of low-income, minority women into
postpartum depression research studies is challenging. Re-
sources may be better spent recruiting more women initially, as
few women who did not come to their first appointment completed
the study. However, differences between these two groups may
exist and must be further evaluated. Women lost to follow-up
may reflect a particularly high-risk population that requires more
intensive outreach.
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NR767 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
An Individualized Design of Long-Term Occupational
Rehabilitation of Chronic Schizophrenic Patients in
Taiwan: Yu-Li Model
Hsien-Jane Chiu, M.D. Yu-Li Hospital, DOH, 448 Chung-Hwa
Road, Yu-Li Town, Hualien, 981, Taiwan Republic of China,
Hsi-Wen Wu, M.S.C., Tsuo-Hung Lan, M.D., Houn-Sen Chiu,
M.S.C., Shu-Ting Liu, B.S.C., Yen-Ching Chang, M.S.C., Chia-
Chien Lin, B.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate the importance of the diversity and local
significance in occupational rehabilitation individualized for each
patient with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: To promote the occupational participation of chronic
schizophrenic inpatients in Yu-Li Hospital via thorough, continu-
ous, and multi-disciplinary occupational rehabilitation evidence
based model program (Yu-Li Model). Materials & Methods: We
recruited 2300 subjects with confirmed diagnosis of schizophrenia
(DSM-IV criteria) from Yu-Li Hospital, Taiwan. Each subject was
assigned to a specific occupational program based on their func-
tional rating score. The intervention period lasted from 2 months
to 24 months. Results: The individual-oriented occupational reha-
bilitation programs served 2300 subjects during the study period.
According to unique characteristics of reserved occupational po-
tency on each individual, participants received evidence-based
programs including (I)industrialized rehabilitation with year yield
harvests of rice around 350000 kilograms; (2)community based
recreations and volunteer service rehabilitation reaching almost
98% satisfactory rate; (3)autonomous administration system with
self-governing rehabilitation fully elected by patients themselves.
Conclusions & Discussions: Throughout the diverse, industrial-
ized, self-devoted and community based rehabilitation, programs,
it seemed that more chronic schizophrenic patients are satisfied
with their life quality. In addition a significant increase on the
accessibility of occupational therapy is observed through this Yu-
Li model program.
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NR768 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Neuropsychological Impairment in Pedophiles,
Opiate- Addicted Subjects, and Healthy Controls
Lisa J. Cohen, Ph.D. Beth Israel Medical Center, Psychiatry,
First Avenue at 16th Street, Suite 6K42, New York, NY, 10003,
Steven Frenda, Matthew Steinfeld, B.A., Yuli Grebchenko,
M.D., Ken Cullen, M.S.W., Igor I. Galynker, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the similarities and differences in cognitive
performance between healthy controls, pedophiles, and metha-
done-withdrawn former opiate addicts.

Summary:

The question of neuropsychological impairment in pedophilia
has received increasing attention of late. Several articles have
found evidence of executive function deficits consistent with im-
pairment of impulse control and behavioral inhibition. However
other studies have found conflicting data. The current study ad-
dresses whether there is evidence of impairment on a wide array
of neuropsychological tests and whether such impairment differs
from that found in another population characterized by impulsivity.
Forty-seven pedophilic subjects recruited from an outpatient facil-
ity specializing in the treatment of sex offenders, 27 former opiate
addicted subjects in a residential treatment program to detoxify
from methadone, and 58 healthy controls recruited from media
sources were administered a battery of neuropsychological tests.
The three groups differed on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test,
the Stroop Color Word Test and the Matching Familiar Figures
Test but did not differ on the Controlled Oral Word association
test, Trailmaking A and B, and the Porteus Maze test. On all
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significant post-hoc comparisons healthy controls scored better
than either patient group. There were no differences between
pedophiles and former opiate users and the two groups differed
from controls on all the same tests. These findings suggest that
both patient groups may suffer from neuropsychological impair-
ment, which may relate to impaired judgment and impulse control.
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NR769 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Evaluation of Drug-Drug Interactions With Indiplon
Brian Corrigan, Ph.D. Pfizer Global Research and
Development, Pfizer Global Research and Development, 2800
Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, Ml, 48105, Ellie Hershberger,
Ph.D., Rahdi Abdulnabi, Ph.D., Robert Abel, Ph.D., Haig
Bozigian, Ph.D., Ta-Kung Chen, Ph.D., Robert Farber

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should under-
stand the drug-drug interaction profile or indiplon

Summary:

Objectives: To characterize the drug-drug interaction profile of
indiplon, a Gamma-aminobutyric acid -A potentiating hypnotic that
has been shown to be effective in both inducing and maintaining
sleep in patients with chronic insomnia. In vitro studies show
indiplon is metabolized partly by CYP3A4 and partly by carboxyes-
terases and is approximately 80% protein bound. Indiplon is not
a P-glycoprotein substrate.

Methods: A series of studies in young, healthy volunteers evalu-
ated the potential for clinically relevant pharmacokinetic (PK) inter-
actions between indiplon (up to 30 mg dose) and several other
agents.

Results: Indiplon did not alter the PK of warfarin, theophylline
or digoxin. The pharmacodynamic effects of warfarin 20 mg (PT,
INR) were not altered by indiplon 30 mg. Co-administration of
indiplon with antidepressants (sertraline 50 mg/day, paroxetine
20 mg/day, venlafaxine 150 mg/day, amitriptyline 50 mg/day) did
not alter indiplon pharmacokinetics and there were no additive
effects in tests of psychomotor function or alertness (Digit Symbol
Substitution Test, sleepiness VAS). Co-administration of indiplon
with olanzapine 5 mg had no effect on the PK of either agent.
Indiplon exposure increased by approximately 2.4-fold when ad-
ministered with the potent CYP3A4 inhibitor, ketoconazole, and
by approximately 25% when administered with the moderate
CYP3A4 inhibitor, Extended Release ythromycin. Co-administra-
tion with the potent CYP3A4 inducer, rifampin, decreased indiplon
exposure by approximately 70%. No tolerability concerns were
identified in these studies.

Conclusions: No clinically relevant drug-drug interactions were
observed in the presence of several antidepressants, an antipsy-
chotic, and agents with narrow therapeutic indices. Clinically rele-
vant changes in indiplon exposure were observed with potent
CYP3A4 inhibition and induction, but not with modest CYP3A4
inhibition. No other clinically relevant interactions with inhibitors
were observed. The PK interaction profile of indiplon is consistent
with in vitro findings.

Supported by funding from Neurocrine Biosciences Inc.
and Pfizer Inc.
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NR770 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Neonatal Antidepressant Withdrawal Syndrome: Fact
or Fiction?
Hope Courtney, B.S. Emory University, Psychiatry, 1365 Clifton
Rd. NE, Clinic Building B Suite 6100, Atlanta, GA, 30322,
Donald J. Newport, Autumn L. Henry, Zachary N. Stowe

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will have
been presented with a critical appraisal of antidepressant with-
drawal symptoms utilizing a prospectively obtained data set.

Summary:

Neonatal symptoms potentially associated with maternal antide-
pressant use proximate to delivery have garnered increased atten-
tion over the past 5 years (Kaye & Weinstein, 2005), despite an
initial study discussing similar concerns with tricyclic antidepres-
sants (Webster, 1973). Remarkably, some of these reports have
gone so far as to recommend antidepressant discontinuation be-
fore delivery. These reports are difficult to synthesize given the
wide array of potential confounds and variability in timing and
measures employed. For example: 1) no confirmation that women
actually took the medication; 2) variable timing of neonatal symp-
tom onset from hours to days - raising questions about neonatal
medication clearance; 3) no blinded infant assessment; and 4)
limited control of other potentially contributory exposures. Two
hundred ninety-four women followed prospectively through preg-
nancy were included in the current investigation. Neonatal out-
comes were assessed in 235 women with laboratory confirmed
fetal antidepressant exposure (sertraline n=85, fluoxetine n=65,
paroxetine n=36, venlafaxine n=25, citalopram n=17, fFluvoxa-
mine maleateamine n=4, escitalopram n=3)and were compared
to 31 women who did not take medication and 28 found to be
non-compliant (<2 ng/ml) at delivery. In the exposed group, jitterin-
ess was reported in one neonate (0.4%) and respiratory distress in
24 (10.2%). Similarly, 5 of 59 (8.5%) non-exposed infants showed
respiratory distress. Of these 5 infants, only one was in the non-
compliant group. These results demonstrate that compliance is
not 100% even in a study designed to address medication expo-
sure, only 89% in present study. These data do not support the
purported motor symptoms described in previous reports. Detailed
analysis of the medication exposures, dose dependent effects
based on umbilical cord concentrations, and the potential impact
of depressive symptoms will be conducted.

Supported by NIH P50 MH68036
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NR771 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Factors Associated With the Use of Drugs by Medical
Students
Dartiu X. Da Silveira, Sr., Ph.D. Federal University of Sao
Paulo, Psychiatry, Rua Florida 320, Sao Paulo, 04565000,
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Brazil, Evelyn Doering-Silveira, Sr., M.Psy., Monica Di Pietro,
Sr., M.D., Paula T. Oliveira, Sr., M.Psy., Leonardo Q. Rosa-
Oliveira, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the importance of collecting specific information
concerning substance use among medical students.

The audience should also be able to distinguish different pat-
terns of substance use and their respective relevance. Yet, partici-
pants should be able to identify risk factors for substance misuse
among college students.

Summary:

Recent use of alcohol, tobacco, tranquillizers, amphetamines,
cannabis, organic solvents, and cocaine among 456 medical stu-
dents was surveyed by way of a self-report questionnaire pro-
posed by the WHO (SMART, 1980). Among medical students,
after alcohol and tobacco, cannabis and solvents are the most
frequently used psychoactive substances (16.2 % and 18.2 %,
respectively). As such, they were the most deeply analysed drugs
in this study. Factors associated with the recent use of cannabis
and solvents were established by logistic regression. Living with
parents or a companion appeared as a protective factor for the
use of cannabis. However, being male and attending the Sports
Centre regularly showed as risk factors for the use of both canna-
bis and solvents. Concepts and misconceptions concerning pro-
tective and risk factors must be discussed in the light of cultural and
circumstantial interferences. Harm reduction strategies should be
seriously considered.
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NR772 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Mental Status of Adolescents Using Ayahuasca
Within a Ritual Context
Dartiu X. Da Silveira, Sr., Ph.D. Federal University of Sao
Paulo, Psychiatry, Rua Florida 320, Sao Paulo, 04565000,
Brazil, Charles S. Grob, Sr., M.D., Enrique Lopez, Sr., Ph.D.,
Marlene D. De Rios, Sr., Ph.D., Evelyn Doering-Silveira, Sr.,
M.Psy.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize differences in the frequencies of psychiatric
symptoms among adolescents using hallucinogens n a ritual
context.

Summary:

Introduction: Ayahuasca is believed to be harmless for those
including adolescents drinking it within a religious setting. Never-
theless controlled studies on the mental/ psychiatric status of ritual
hallucinogenic ayahuasca concoction consumers are still lacking.
Objective: Forty adolescents from a Brazilian ayahuasca sect were
compared with 40 controls matched on sex, age, and educational
background for psychiatric symptomatology. Screening scales for
depression, anxiety, alcohol consumption patterns (abuse), atten-
tional problems, and BDDs were used. Results: Comparatively to
controls, considerable lower frequencies of positive scoring for
anxiety (59.1% and 71.4%), body dismorphism (16.7% and
55.6%), and attentional problems (4.1 % and 27.3%) were detected
among ayahuasca-using adolescents despite overall similar psy-

chopathological profiles displayed by both study groups. Conclu-
sion: Low frequencies of psychiatric symptoms detected among
adolescents consuming ayahuasca within a religious context may
reflect a protective effect due to their religious affiliation. However
further studies on the possible interference of other variables in
the outcome are necessary.
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NR773 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Therapeutic Effects of Long-Term Therapy With
Ramelteon in Adults With Chronic Insomnia
Michael DeMicco Advanced Clinical Research Institute, 1211
West LaPalma Ave, Anaheim, CA, 92801, Sherry Wang-
Weigand, Jeffrey Zhang

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the efficacy of long-term ramelteon treatment in
adult and older adult subjects with chronic insomnia.

Summary:

Introduction: The long-term safety and efficacy of the chrono-
hypnotic ramelteon, a highly selective MT1/MT2-receptor agonist,
was evaluated in adults with chronic insomnia.

Methods: Subjects (N=1213) diagnosed with primary insomnia
(DSM-IV-TR™ criteria) and reporting symptoms for at least 3
months received ramelteon nightly for 1 year followed by a 3-day
single-blind placebo run-out. Subjects 65 years or older received
ramelteon 8mg (n=248); those 18 to 64 years received ramelteon
16mg (n=965). Safety was assessed at monthly clinic visits over
the course of the study. Efficacy was evaluated by subject-main-
tained daily sleep diaries and Clinical Global Impression (CGI)
assessments performed by the investigator.

Results: Baseline sleep latency was 85.1 and 88.8 min in the
8mg and 16mg groups, respectively; baseline total sleep time
(TST) was 293.8 and 304.1 min, respectively. At Month 1, sleep
latency significantly improved from baseline with ramelteon 8mg
and 16mg by 34.0% and 35.1%, respectively, and continued to
improve through Month 6 (44.7% and 49.1%) and Month 12
(50.3% and 52.1%). Considerable improvements in TST were also
reported with ramelteon 8mg and 16mg at Month 1 (15.2% and
16.9%), Month 6 (21.6% and 22.7%), and Month 12 (25.5% and
23.9%). No notable changes in sleep latency were reported during
the placebo run-out. At 6 months and 1 year, CGI indices showed
an improved insomnia condition, a moderate and sustained de-
crease in severity of illness, and a moderate therapeutic effect.
Adverse events in both groups were primarily mild or moderate,
low in frequency, and consistent with those reported in previous
studies.

Conclusion: Long-term ramelteon treatment improved sleep
latency, TST, and CGI in adults. These improvements were sus-
tained throughout 1 year of treatment. Additionally, ramelteon
was well tolerated and did not produce rebound insomnia during
placebo run-out.
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NR774 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Convergence of In Vitro, Animal, and Human Data to
Predict Determinants of Sertraline Serum
Concentrations in Depressed Pregnant Women
Lindsay DeVane, Pharm.D. Medical University of South
Carolina, Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, 173 Ashley
Avenue, Suite 405B, CRI, Charleston, SC, 29425, Zachary N.
Stowe, M.D., Jennifer L. Donovan, Ph.D., Jeffrey Newport,
M.D., James C. Ritchie, Ph.D., Jun-Sheng Wang, M.D., Hao-
Jie Zhu, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to i) discuss the potential clinical significance of sertraline
and other psychoactive drugs as substrates of endogenous drug
transporters; ii) recognize determinants of placental drug trans-
port; and iii) discuss genetic factors that influence fetal drug expo-
sure from psychoactive drugs.

Summary:

Among the aims of the Specialized Center of Research on Sex
and Gender Factors Affecting Women's Health (SCOR) at the
Emory University Women's Mental Health Program is the ability
to predict antidepressant serum concentrations during pregnancy
from a patient's demographic, environmental, and genetic data.
In this study, we sought to define the status of sertraline, a com-
monly used antidepressant during pregnancy, as a substrate for
the drug transporter, P-glycoprotein (P-gp), using an ATPase
assay and Caco-2 and MDR-1 cell cultures over expressing P-
gp. Furthermore, we conducted a pharmacokinetic study in rats to
further evaluate sertraline as a P-gp inhibitor. The SCOR database
was searched and 26 patients were identified who had been or
were receiving sertraline during their pregnancy with multiple ma-
ternal serum collections. For these women, 179 serum concentra-
tion measures of sertraline were available as well as the genotype
for 3 common P-gp gene polymorphisms. The results of the in
vitro and animal studies revealed that sertraline is both a substrate
and inhibitor of P-gp. These findings converge in population phar-
macokinetic modeling of the SCOR patient data confirming that
maternal sertraline concentrations correlated with 3435 T allele
carriers. P-gp polymorphisms may affect the penetration of sertra-
line and other substrates across the placenta. The impact of these
polymorphisms and others for a variety of medications on fetal
exposure is discussed in a separate abstract. The utility of data
from a variety of sources to determine the relative clearance and
fetal exposure to medications will be tested as additional analysis
is pending. The value in predicting maternal serum concentrations
and fetal exposure has significant clinical implications in the devel-
opment of therapeutic monitoring guidelines and the interpretation
of any dose dependent effects on outcome.

Supported by NIH P50 MH68036 and R01 MH071811.
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NR775 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Treatment of Restless Legs Syndrome
(RLS) Improves Daytime Functioning and Quality of
Life
Karl Doghramji, M.D. Thomas Jefferson University, 1015
Walnut Street, Suite 319, Philadelphia, PA, 19107, Michael O.
Calloway, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participants should be
able to describe the negative impact of Restless Legs Syndrome
(RLS) on quality of life and daily activities, and the beneficial
effects of treatment with ropinirole, a dopamine agonist, on these
variables compared with placebo in patients with moderate-to-
severe primary RLS.

Summary:

Introduction: The symptoms of Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS)
often impact negatively on patients' daily functioning and quality
of life (QoL).1'2 Treatment of RLS symptoms may also provide
improvements in daily functioning and QoL, providing substantial
benefit to patients' lives.

Methods: A post-hoc analysis, using data from three 12-week
studies, TREAT RLS 1, 2, and US (protocols: 101468/190, 194,
and 249, respectively), investigated the effects of ropinirole on
RLS symptoms, daytime functioning, and QoL in patients with
RLS. Across the three studies, 465 patients were randomized to
ropinirole and 469 to placebo. The primary endpoint was the
change from baseline in the International Restless Legs Scale
(IRLS) total score at Week 12 last observation carried forward
(LOCF). The validated RLSQoL questionnaire was used to mea-
sure QoL, and effect on daytime functioning was assessed using
Item 9 on the IRLS: "In the past week overall, how severe was
the impact of your RLS symptoms on your ability to carry out your
daily affairs?" ("none" to "very severe" [0-4]).

Results: Compared with placebo, ropinirole treatment was as-
sociated with statistically significantly greater improvements from
baseline in IRLS (adjusted mean treatment difference [AMTD]: -
3.2; 95%CI: -4.3, -2.1; p<0.001) and RLSQoL questionnaire total
scores (AMTD: 4.6; 95%CI: 2.6, 6.7; p<0.001) at Week 12 LOCF.
There was also a significant treatment effect for the distribution
of responses to Item 9 on the IRLS at Week 12 LOCF for all
patients (p<0.001) and for the subgroup reporting at least a moder-
ate impact on this item at baseline (ropinirole, n=203; placebo,
n=209; p=0.020). In both cases, more patients reported no impact
in the ropinirole group compared with placebo.

Conclusions: Ropinirole improved RLS symptoms compared
with placebo, and provided enhanced overall quality of life and
better daytime functioning.

Study Supported By: GlaxoSmithKline R&D.
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NR776 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effect of Ropinirole on Aspects of Sexual Activity in
Patients With Restless Legs Syndrome
Karl Doghramji, M.D. Thomas Jefferson University, 1015
Walnut Street, Suite 319, Philadelphia, PA, 19107, Richard P.
Allen, Ph.D., Michael O. Calloway, Ph.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand the effect of ropinirole treatment on the impact that
Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) has on aspects of patient's sexual
activity.

Summary:

Introduction: RLS is a chronic neurological disorder, character-
ized by an irresistible urge to move the legs. RLS has been associ-
ated with negative health states such as depressed mood1,2 and
reduced libido.2 This analysis examined the effect of ropinirole on
sexual desire and function in patients with moderate-to-severe
primary RLS.

Methods: Data were pooled from three double-blind, placebo-
controlled trials (protocols: 101468/190, 194, 249). Patients (n=
934) were randomized to receive ropinirole, 0.25-4.0mg titrated
as needed and tolerated, once daily 1-3 hours before bedtime, or
placebo for 12 weeks. Sexual activity was assessed post-hoc
using patient responses to questions about sexual desire (Q11;
level of interest in sexual activity) and sexual functioning (Q12;
level of disturbance or reduction in sexual activities) from the RLS
Quality of Life (RLSQoL) questionnaire (rated 'none'-'a lot' [1-5]).

Results: Overall, 930 patients (ropinirole=464, placebo=466)
were included in intention-to-treat population; 59% of the ropinirole
group and 64% of the placebo group were women, and the mean
(SD) ages were 53.5 (11.8) and 54.5 (12.2) years, respectively.
At Week 12, responses to the sexual desire item (Q11) were
essentially unchanged from baseline and similar between treat-
ment groups (p=0.942). Of those who answered, 22% (87/397)
of ropinirole-treated and 21% (86/402) of placebo-treated patients
reported "no interest" in sexual activity, compared with 22% (92/
419) and 24% (102/419), respectively, at baseline. However, there
was a statistically significant treatment difference in favor of ropi-
nirole in responses to the sexual functioning item (Q12) at Week
12 (p=0.004). Significantly more ropinirole-treated patients re-
ported "no disturbance/reduction" in sexual activities due to RLS
compared with placebo (294/396 [74%] versus 274/401 [68%];
odds ratio:1.4; 95%CI: 1.0, 1.9).

Conclusions: Ropinirole compared with placebo treatment les-
sened the adverse impact of RLS on sexual functioning, but did
not affect interest in sexual activity.

Study Supported By: GlaxoSmithKline R&D.
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NR777 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Buopropion for Methamphetamine Dependence
Ahmed M. Elkashef, M.D. NIDA/NIH, Pharmacotherapies,
Neuroscience Bldg, 6001 Executive Blvd, Bethesda, MD,
20892, Richard A. Rawson, Annetter N. Anderson, M.D.,
Edwina Smith, R.N., Roberta Kahn, M.D., MCT Group

Educational Objectives:

At the end of the presentation clinicians should be knowldegable
about the effect of Buopropion in the treatemnt of methamphet-
amine dependence.

Summary:

Methamphetamine dependence is a major public health prob-
lem for which there is no effective medication. Buopropion an
antidepressant with dopamine realeasing property and mild stimu-
lant effect was studied in a double blind placebo controlled trial
in methamphetamine dependent patients. 150 patients with DSM
IV diagnosis of methaphetamine dependence were randomized
to either placebo or Buopropion 150mg Sustained Release BID.

All patients received group psychotherapy (matrix) and were re-
quired to come three times a week to the clinic for assessments
and urine collections. The primary outcome measure was mean
weekly urine. GEE analysis of urine samples showed a trend for
efficcacy for buopropion versus placebo (p=0.09). when the group
was split into high users and low/moderte users based on baseline
use as asessed by TLFB, and using a cut off of 18 days of us in
the last 30 days. The group with mild to modeate use (n=71)
showed significan effect comarped to teh high user group (p=
0.03). this data suggest that buopropion is efficacious as a phar-
macological treatment for mild to moderate methaphetamine de-
pendent patients. A replication study will be neede to confirm this
positive finding.
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NR778 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Validation of Risk Assessment Tools for Individuals
With Problematic Sexual Behaviour and
Developmental Delay: Preliminary Results
Paul Fedoroff, M.D. University of Ottawa Institute of Mental
Health Research, Forensic Research Unit, Royal Ottawa
Hospital, 1145 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1Z7K4, Canada,
Susan D. Curry, B.A., Gina Madrigrano, Ph.D., Chanie
Cunningham, B.A., Athanassia Korovessis, B.A., John M.
Bradford, M.B., Deborah Richards, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
become aware of the issues surrounding the validity of current
actuarial risk assessment scales being used to assess intellectu-
ally delayed populations and the utility of dynamic risk factors in
predicting short term recidivism.

Summary:

Men with developmental delay are over-represented in the crimi-
nal justice system and under-represented in correctional treatment
programs that are usually designed for the general population of
offenders (Griffiths, Richards, Fedoroff & Watson, 2002). There
is little research on validating risk assessment measures for devel-
opmentally delayed sex offenders. The objectives of this ongoing,
externally funded study are to determine the predictive validity of
the Violence Risk Appraisal Guide (VRAG), the Sex Offender
Risk Appraisal Guide (SORAG; Quinsey, Harris, Rice & Cormier,
1998), and the Short Dynamic Risk Scale (SDRS; Quinsey, Book
and Skilling, 2004) within a study population consisting of men
with developmental delay about whom concerns about aggression
or criminal sexual behaviour have arisen. This study is both multi-
disciplinary and multisite.

To date 70 developmentally delayed sex offenders and their
respective care providers have been recruited from the Ottawa
and Niagara sites (30 and 40 respectively). Data to score the
VRAG and the SORAG were available for 46 participants. SDRS
data for 47 participants with at least two month follow-up were
also available for analysis. There were no significant correlations
between VRAG or SORAG scores and reported "disruptive behav-
iours" or SDRS scores The mean SDRS score for those with no
reported events was significantly lower than the mean SDRS score
from the month prior to a reported event.
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Preliminary findings suggest that in this population, the SDRS
is a more effective tool than the VRAG or SORAG for prediction
of short term "recidivism".
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NR779 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparison of Violence Risk Appraisal Guide and
Sex Offender Risk Appraisal Guide Items in a Sample
of Developmentally Delayed Sex Offenders and Non
Delayed Sex Offenders
Paul Fedoroff, M.D. University of Ottawa Institute of Mental
Health Research, Forensic Research Unit, Royal Ottawa
Hospital, 1145 Carting Avenue, Ottawa, ON, K1Z 7K4, Canada,
Susan D. Curry, B.A., Gina D. Madrigrano, Ph.D., Chanie
Cunningham, B.A., John M. Bradford, M.B.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the possible problems associated with using
the Violence Risk Appraisal Guide and the Sex Offender Risk
Appraisal Guide with the intellectually/developmentally delayed.

Summary:

Accurate prediction of whether an offender will commit subse-
quent acts of violence or sexual aggression has been a primary
concern in forensic research. Over the course of the past 20 years,
extensive research has been conducted to assess the validity and
effectiveness of various risk appraisal instruments with sexual and
violent offenders. Despite the fact that developmentally delayed
populations were not adequately represented in the development
of these risk assessment measures, they have nonetheless been
used to assess the developmentally delayed. The purpose of this
study was to compare the scores of two groups of convicted child
molesters on the Sex Offender Risk Appraisal Guide (SORAG)
and the Violence Risk Appraisal Guide (VRAG) (Quinsey, Harris,
Rice & Cormier, 1998), two widely used risk assessment tools.

Assessment items and total scores on the VRAG and SORAG
were compared for thirty-eight developmentally delayed men and
38 without developmental delay. This study did not replicate previ-
ous findings (Fedoroff, Selhi, Smolewska, Ng & Bradford, 2001),
as no significant differences were found on the total scores be-
tween the groups on either the VRAG or the SORAG. However,
there were significant differences on a number of the individual
scale items.
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NR780 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
PTSD, Body Mass Index, and Priority Groups in U.S.
Military Veterans: The Richmond Experience
Antony Fernandez, M.D. McGuire Veterans Administration
Medical Center, Mental Health Service Line, 1201 Broad Rock

Boulevard (116A), Richmond, VA, 23249, Lynn Satterwhite,
N.P., Stanley Feuer, M.S.W., Walter V. Vieweg, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Recognize comorbid obesity in military veterans with Post Trau-
matic Stress Disorder and relate it to socioeconomic status as
defined by Priority Groups

Summary:

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is associated with co
morbid obesity. Body Mass Index (BMI) is a useful parameter to
estimate the prevalence of overweight and obesity. In 1996 the
US Congress defined eligibility criteria for medical case within the
Veterans Administration and defined medical benefits package
and Priority Groups based on multiple variables, including low
income. The PTSD program database was reviewed. Variables
assessed included (1) age, (2) decade of life, (3) height, (4) weight,
(5) sex, (6) race, (7) priority groups. We calculated BMI. Of the
252 veterans 167 (66.27%) were in the age range of 50 to 59
years. The mean BMI of all veterans was 30.2 ± 5.6 kg/m2. Far
exceeding current U.S. population findings, 84.1% of our study
population was either overweight or obese. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) revealed decade of life did not predict BMI (df= 6, F =
1.372, p = 0.226). Combining Priority Groups 1& 2 into a single
group and Groups 3-6 into a single group revealed that preferred
priority grouping was associated with higher BMI. Study suggested
that low Socioeconomic status is most likely explanation for
greater BMI's in lower priority groups than in higher priority groups.
Clearly, more definitive studies are needed with much larger study
populations. There was no commercial support funding for this
poster presentation.
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NR781 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Psychiatric Symptoms in Children of Depressed
Mothers
Rosemarie M. Fritsch, M.D. Universidad de Chile, Psychiatry,
Avda. La Paz 1003 Recoleta, Santiago, 00, Chile, Maria Elena
Montt, Graciela Rojas, M.D., Daniel J. Pilowsky, M.D., Ricardo
Araya, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate the highly rates of psychiatric symptoms in
children of depressed mothers.

Summary:

Depression represents a significant public health concern, espe-
cially among poor women. It's associated with disability and it
impacts mental health of their children. Treatment programs at
primary care clinics don't consider mental health of other members
of the patient's family.

Objective:
The aim of the present communication is to describe psychiatric

symptomatology among offspring of poor depressed mothers who
have consulted in primary care clinics (PCC) in Santiago de Chile.

Method:
Mothers were consecutively assessed for depression with the

Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (M.I.N.I.) and con-
firmed by an experienced psychiatrist in 3 PCC in poor quarters.
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One child per woman (N=309), aged 6 to 16 years, was selected
using an aleatory method by the Kish table. Children's assess-
ments included social and global functioning (Children's Behavior
Checklist (CBCL)), Child Depression Inventory (CDI), Brief Psychi-
atric Rating Scale for Children and Adolescents Reviewed (BPRS-
CA-R), Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders
(SCARED) and Swanson, Nolan and Pelham Rating Scale-Re-
vised (SNAP-IV). Maternal assessments included the Hamilton
Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D).

Results:
Most children (62,4%) had scores high enough to suspect fur-

ther assessment for anxiety disorders and 15,6% had depressive
symptomatology. 12,4% had inattention, hyperactivity/impulsivity
25,6% and 11% oppositional/defiant behavior. A positive correla-
tion was find between anxiety and mother's depression in daugh-
ters but not in sons.

Conclusions:
Children of poor depressed consultant mothers appear to have

highly rates of psychiatric symptoms in a sample in Santiago
de Chile. There is a correlation between psychopathology of the
mother and of her daughter but not of her son. These findings
suggest that is necessary an offspring's psychiatric assessment
of depressed consultants and eventually implementation of treat-
ment programs for them.
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NR782 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Improvement of Clinical Global Measures in Alcohol-
Dependent Patients Treated With Acamprosate
Allyson Gage, Ph.D. Forest Laboratories, Inc., Clinical
Development & Medical Affairs, Harborside Financial Center,
Plaza V, Jersey City, NJ, 07311, Sylvie Chabac, M.D., Anita
Goodman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the efficacy of acamprosate in improving overall
symptomatology associated with alcohol dependence through
clinical global measures.

Summary:

Introduction: Multiple controlled trials have shown that acam-
prosate in combination with psychosocial support is more effective
than placebo in maintaining abstinence in alcohol-dependent pa-
tients. This study evaluates acamprosate efficacy in three pivotal
trials using clinical global measures.

Methods: Alcohol-dependent patients receiving 1998 mg/day
acamprosate (n=348) or placebo (n=375) were evaluated on the
Clinical Global Impression (CGI) Severity or Improvement scale
(13- and 52-week studies), the investigator's assessment of suc-
cess/failure (48-week study), or the Patient Global Impression of
Improvement (PGI-I) scale (13-week study) at study end. Study
retention was also examined.

Results: On the CGI-I, significantly more patients had "marked"
or "moderate" improvement with acamprosate versus placebo
(13-week: 71% versus 47% and 52-week: 80% versus 61%;
p<0.005) and symptoms ratings of "insignificant" or "absent" on
the CGI-S (13-week: 60% versus 46%, p=NS; 52-week: 66% ver-

sus 48%, p=0.005). On the PGI-I, significantly more patients
showed "marked" or "moderate" improvement with acamprosate
versus placebo (13-week: 75% versus 61%, p=0.008). The rate
of treatment success as determined by the investigators was sig-
nificantly higher with acamprosate versus placebo (48-week: 43%
versus 21%, p=0.001). Treatment with acamprosate was associ-
ated with a significantly longer study retention in all three studies
(p<0.05 versus placebo).

Conclusions/Discussion: Acamprosate treatment confers
meaningful qualitative benefits to alcohol-dependent patients
through clinical improvement, reduced symptom severity, and
longer study participation.
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NR783 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Adolescent Suicide in Quebec: The Evolution of a
Constant Phenomenon
Pierre W. Gagne, M.D. Sherbrooke University, Psychiatry, 234
Dufferin Ste 300, Sherbrooke, PQ, J1H 4M2, Canada, Valerie
Trottier-Hebert, Marie-Claude Cote, M.D., Todd A. Jenkins,
M.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Identify socio-demographical variables associated with com-
pleted suicides in adolescents.

Recognize the main clinical diagnoses associated with com-
pleted suicides in adolescents.

Recognize the main personality traits and psychosocial vari-
ables associated with completed suicides in adolescents.

Assess the need for screening and treatment of teenagers with
identifiable risk factors.

Summary:

Objectives: The Canadian Province of Quebec has one of the
highest rates of adolescent suicides in the world. Moreover, it
appears that the vast majority of its teenage suicide completers
are Canadians of French origin, although the highest incidence
is being found in the Inuit (Native Canadians) communities. Ado-
lescent suicide risk factors already recognized in the literature
include male gender, mood disorders, previous suicide attempts,
poor parent-child communication and substance abuse. However,
an alarmingly high proportion of adolescents suffering from mental
disorders or bearing evident risk factors for suicide are not receiv-
ing treatment. The main goals of this retrospective study were 1)
to identify socio-demographical, clinical and psychosocial factors
associated with suicide within the Quebec adolescent population,
2) to compare two different cohorts of teenage suicide completers
in the Province of Quebec and 3) to provide comprehensive data
necessary for the creation and implementation of effective screen-
ing programs.

Methods: All (n = 425) files on suicides committed by individuals
19 years and younger in a five-year period (1999-2003) were
reviewed at the Quebec Coroner Office. Socio-demographical,
clinical and psychosocial variables were used and this new cohort
was compared to an older cohort of 355 Quebec adolescent sui-
cide completers between the years 1989 and 1992.
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Results: The results will be discussed in light of recommenda-
tions for more systematic screening of adolescents with identifi-
able risk factors as well as more options for effective interventions.
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NR784 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Differences Between Patients With Rapid Cycling
Bipolar I and II Disorders in Comorbid Anxiety
Disorder and Substance Use Disorder

Kerning Gao, M.D. Case Western Reserve University,
Psychiatry, 11400 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH, 44106, Carla
Conroy, B.A., Sarah Bilali, M.A., Steven J. Ganocy, Ph.D.,
Omar Elhaj, M.D., Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the differences between patients with rapid cycling
bipolar I and II disorders in comorbid anxiety disorder and sub-
stance use disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To study the differences between patients with rapid
cycling bipolar I and II disorder (BPI versus BPII) in comorbid
anxiety disorder (AD) and substance use disorder (SUD). Meth-
ods: Data of patients with rapid cycling bipolar disorder in our
research studies were analyzed for the differences between pa-
tients with BPI and BPII in GAD, panic disorder (PD), and OCD
and SUD, dependence or abuse. Diagnoses were ascertained by
using the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview at the initial
assessment. The rates of AD and SUD were compared between
patients BPI and BPII. Results: of 566 patients, those with BPI
(n=320) had significantly higher rates of lifetime GAD (44% versus
24%) and PD (34% versus 20%), but not OCD (8% versus 7%)
compared with those with BPII (n=246). Patients with BPI also
had significantly higher rates of lifetime history of alcohol (44%
versus 23%), cocaine (23% versus 6%), and marijuana depen-
dence (17% versus 5%) than those with BPII. Similarly, patients
with BPI had significantly higher rates of recent history of alcohol
(24% versus 8%), cocaine (8% versus 4%), and marijuana depen-
dence (8% versus 2%) than their BPII counterparts. However,
there were no differences between two groups in the rates of
lifetime/recent history of substance abuse including alcohol, co-
caine, marijuana, stimulant, sedative, and hallucinogens. Conclu-
sion: Significantly higher rates of comorbid AD and SUD in pa-
tients with BPI suggest that this group may have more severe
symptoms and are more difficult to treat than those with BPII.
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NR785 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Differences Between Primary and Secondary Chronic
Insomnia in Primary Care
Monica Magarinos, M.D. Madrid, Pedro Garcia-Parajua, M.D.,
Lucia de Ugarte, M.D., Jorge Iglesias, M.D., Luis Caballero,
Ph.D., Enrique Baca, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to diagnose chronic insomnia and to learn data about this
condition in Primary Care

Summary:

Introduction:
Chronic insomnia (Chl) is a common condition in Primary Care

(PC). Regardless that it's often related to psychiatric morbidity it
appears to be a strong predictor of future depression and a disa-
bling disorder by itself. The aim of this study was to measure and
compare clinical and psychiatric characteristics of both patients
with primary Chl and secondary Chl.

Methods:
A random sample of 195 subjects older than 18, from 3 PC

Centres of the area of Madrid (Spain) was interviewed using the
Oviedo Sleep Questionnaire, a semi-structured interview for sleep
disorders. The subjects completed the Patient Health Question-
naire and a recent life changes checklist. Data about medical
conditions, drug treatments, days of work lost (last year) and
use of health care services (last 3 months), were also collected.
Psychiatric and clinical characteristics between groups (primary
versus secondary Chl) were compared.

Results:
69 patients fulfilled criteria for Chl and 46 (66,7 %) of them

were suffering from any psychiatric disorder (including subtreshold
conditions). Patients with primary Chl compared to secondary
insomnia patients had no significant differences in age, gender,
use of health care resources, days of work lost, life events during
the last 6 and 12 months. However, patients with secondary Chl
compared to primary Chl had more somatic and depressive symp-
toms (U-Mann-Witney test; p=0,007 and p<0,001, respectively).

Conclusions:
There is an important group of patients among PC attendees

suffering primary Chl. Patients suffering primary Chl are compara-
ble to patients with psychiatric disorders and insomnia in terms
of days of work lost and use of health care resources.
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NR786 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Barman's Life: Psychosocial Strain in the Catering
Business
Wolfgang Ghedina, Sr., M.D. Psychiatrisches Krankenhaus,
Psychiatry, A 6060, Austria, Sabine frohlich II, Psy.D., Dirk
Dunkel III, Sc.D., Christian M. Haring IV, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that there is psychosocial strain in the catering
business and this is assiciated with psychiatric disorders.
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Summary:

For many decades people were able to identify with their families
and jobs. They knew where they came from and where they
belonged.

Globalization and a changing society have deprived some indi-
viduals of the network of relationships (Sennett 2000), especially
those who showed an undetermined chaotically disorganized atti-
tude towards attachement (Ainsworth 1985, Bowlby 1980). They
have increasingly suffered from irritations. Research in psychiatry
has shown that these individuals are more likely to develop psychi-
cal disorders (personality disorders, addiction). Alfred Adler, who,
about a hundred years ago, conducted an inquiry about the tai-
loring trade, was able to show the relationships between working
conditions and health (Kandel 1998). In the same way, we have
observed the catering business as an example for various fields of
work (Schonberger 1994). We trade video- interviewed psychiatric
patients in a withdrawal clinic (cooks, waiters, chambermaids,
hotel managers and others) about the psychosocial strain imposed
on them by their jobs. All of them felt overburdened, suffering
from a lack of free time and recreation. Under these circumstances
it was impossible for them to have any private personal relation-
ships. Episodic fits of depression, sleeping disorders, stress (Sa-
polsky 1995 ) and somatic diseases were the consequences, so
was addiction (alcohol, drugs, gambling). Comorbidity was high
and suicidality in connection with identity crises and crises due
to a lack of purpose was remarkable.

Further inquiries concerning psychosocial stressors in jobs
should be conducted, which would enable us to analyze the factors
of vulnerability, as well as protective and preventive aspects.
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NR787 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
History of Childhood Abuse in Psychiatric Patients
With and Without Drug Addiction
Jose Luis Gonzalez de Rivera, Sr., M.D. Universidad Autonoma
de Madrid, Psychiatry, Avenida de Filipinas 52, Madrid, 28003,
Spain, Enrique Baca-Garcia, M.D., Javier Quintero-Gutierrez,
M.D., Carlota Botillo-Martin, M.D., Jorge Lopez-Castroman,
M.D., M Mercedes Perez-Rodriguez, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the relationship between a history of abuse in
childhood and different psychiatric disorders in the adult.

Summary:

Aims and objectives: To examine the relationship between
history of childhood abuse and gender, diagnoses of schizophre-
nia and major depression, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and suicide
risk in patients admitted to a psychiatric brief hospitalization unit.

Methods: The sample included 241 psychiatric patients con-
secutively admitted to the psychiatric brief hospitalization unit of
the Fundacion Jimenez Diaz general hospital in Madrid, Spain
(2003-2004). Patients with mental retardation or dementia were
excluded from the study. The assessment included a brief struc-
tured diagnostic interview (Mini International Neuropsychiatric In-
terview, MINI) to obtain DSM-IV psychiatric diagnoses. History of
childhood abuse was recorded. The rates of childhood abuse were
compared in male and female patients, in patients with and without

major depression, schizophrenia, alcohol abuse and drug abuse,
and in patients with different levels of suicide risk (no risk, mild,
moderate and severe risk). Chi2 tests were used for all the compar-
isons.

Results and conclusions: There were statistically significant
differences between the rates of childhood abuse in patients with
and without drug abuse (Fisher exact test p=0.09).There were no
significant differences between the rates of childhood abuse in
males and females (Fisher exact test p=0.36). There were no
significant differences between the rates of childhood abuse in
patients with and without alcohol abuse (Fisher exact test p=0.62),
with and without schizophrenia (Fisher exact test p=0.57) and with
and without major depression (Fisher exact test p=0.42). There
were no significant differences among the rates of childhood abuse
in patients with absent, mild, moderate and severe risk of suicide
(Chi2=3.03; df=3; p=0.39;).
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NR788 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sociodemographic Characteristics of Substance
Users Among Trauma Inpatients
David A. Gorelick, M.D. NIH/NIDA/IRP, 5500 Nathan Shock
Drive, Baltimore, MD, 21224-0180, Silvia S. Martins, M.D.,
Marc L. Copersino, Ph.D., Carl A. Soderstrom, M.D., Gordon S.
Smith, M.D., Patricia C. Dischinger, Ph.D., David R. McDuff,
M.D., J. Richard Hebel, Ph.D., Timothy J. Kerns, M.S., Shiu M.
Ho, M.A., Kathleen M. Read, M.S.W.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Demonstrate knowledge of the prevalence of specific sub-
stance use and substance use disorders among severely injured
trauma inpatients

2. Recognize the sociodemographic characteristics associated
with specific substance use and substance use disorders among
severely injured trauma inpatients

Summary:

Substance use is often associated with physical trauma. How-
ever, little is known regarding the prevalence of specific substance
use disorders and the sociodemographic characteristics associ-
ated with substance use among severely injured patients. We
evaluated these issues in an unselected sample of 1,118 adult
inpatients at the Shock-Trauma Center, Baltimore, MD interviewed
with the substance use disorders section of the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-III-R. The association of subject sociodemo-
graphic characteristics with substance use status and compari-
sons of subjects with different substance use status were analyzed
using multinomial logistic regression models. Most subjects (888,
79.4%) reported lifetime use of at least one substance: 382
(34.2%) only alcohol, 85 (7.6%) only illegal drugs, and 421 (37.7%)
both alcohol and a drug. Rates of lifetime substance use, lifetime
abuse/dependence, and current abuse/dependence for specific
substances were alcohol-71.8%/43.6%/32.1%, marijuana-37%/
18.2%/9.6%, cocaine-23.1 %/17.8%/11.8%, opiates-18.2%/14%/
9.9%, hallucinogens-6.2%/2.3%/0.6%, sedative-hynpotics-5.6%/
1.7%/0.7%, other stimulants-4.6%/2%/0.6%. Lifetime alcohol us-
ers were significantly more likely than nonusers to be male (ad-
justed odds ratio [aOR] = 1.7); users of illegal drugs were also
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more likely to be younger than 33 years (aOR = 1.8) and poor
(annual income < $10,000) (aOR = 1.8) and less likely to be
married (aOR = 0.5). Patients with current drug abuse/depen-
dence were significantly less likely than other patients to be white
(aOR = 0.4) and high school graduates (aOR = 0.5), and more
likely to be poor (aOR = 2.9); those with current alcohol abuse/
dependence were also more likely male (aOR = 2.2) and less
likely married (aOR = 0.4) and younger (aOR = 0.4). These findings
highlight the need for screening for substance use disorders in
trauma settings.

Supported by NIH grant RO1-AA09050, the Intramural Re-
search Program of the National Institutes of Health, National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse, and a Brazilian National Council of Research
postdoctoral scholarship to Dr. Martins.
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NR789 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Cocaine Use Milestones in Male Cocaine Addicts
David A. Gorelick, M.D. NIH/NIDA/IRP, 5500 Nathan Shock
Drive, Baltimore, MD, 21224-0180, Jeffery N. Wilkins, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to

1. Recognize common adverse consequences of cocaine use.
2. Identify risk factors for rapidly developing cocaine-related

problems.

Summary:

One measure of the addiction liability of a substance is the
rapidity with which users progress through various milestones,
e.g., from first use to regular use, problematic use, and treatment.
We used this approach in a convenience sample of 83 adult male
cocaine addicts (mean [SD] age 34.8 [7.4] years, 7.3 [5.2] years
of cocaine use) undergoing inpatient treatment who gave detailed
retrospective self-report. Subjects first used cocaine at age 27.5
[9.0] years, first used regularly 3.4 [4.3] years later, had first co-
caine-related problems 10.6 [7.7] months after that, and first en-
tered treatment 30.9 [27.5] months thereafter. Subjects who first
used cocaine by smoking (half of sample), rather than intranasally
("snorting"), had shorter intervals to first regular use (22.7 versus
57.1 months [p = 0.002]) and to first cocaine-related problems
(34.1 versus 67.0 months [p =0.006]), and a trend towards shorter
interval between first problems and treatment entry (25.7 versus
36.8 months [p = 0.07]). Subjects whose first regular use was by
smoking (85% of sample) also had a shorter interval between first
problems and treatment entry (27.5 versus 54.1 months [p = 0.04]).
Age at first cocaine use was not associated with significant differ-
ences in intervals between milestones. The progression along
these milestones was faster for these cocaine addicts than has
been reported for patients with alcohol dependence, suggesting
the high abuse liability of cocaine. The smoked route of administra-
tion was associated with faster progression, consistent with the
putative greater abuse liability of this route over intranasal adminis-
tration.

Supported by Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp. and the Intramu-
ral Research Program of the National Institutes of Health, National
Institute on Drug Abuse.
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NR790 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Multicenter Investigation of the Opioid Antagonist
Nalmefene in the Treatment of Pathological Gambling
Jon E. Grant, M.D. University of Minnesota Medical School,
Psychiatry, Department of Psychiatry, 2450 Riverside Avenue,
Minneapolis, MN, 55454, Marc N. Potenza, Eric Hollander,
Renee Cunningham-Williams, Ph.D., Tommi Nurminen, Gerard
Smits, Antero Kallio

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to understand that pharmacotherapy may be beneficial for
pathological gambling and recognize the difficulties in treating
individuals with pathological gambling.

Summary:

Objective: Pathological gambling (PG) is a disabling disorder
experienced by approximately 1 -2% of adults and for which there
exist few empirically validated treatments. This study examined
the efficacy and tolerability of the opioid antagonist nalmefene in
adults with PG.

Method: A 16-week, randomized, dose-ranging, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial was conducted at 15 outpatient treatment
centers across the United States between March 2002 and April
2003. 207 persons with DSM-IV PG were randomized to nalmef-
ene (25mg/d, 50mg/d or 10Omg/d) or placebo. Primary outcome,
the Yale Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale Modified for Patho-
logical Gambling (PG-YBOCS), was statistically analyzed using
a linear mixed-effects model.

Results: Using estimated regression coefficients, the 25mg/d
and 50mg/d groups showed significant difference from placebo
(p=.007 and p=.016, respectively) on the PG-YBOCS. 59.2% of
subjects assigned to 25mg/d were "much improved" or "very much
improved" at the last evaluation, compared to 34.0% of those
taking placebo (odds ratio=2.79; 95% Cl: 1.21-6.41; p=0.033).
Adverse experiences included nausea, dizziness and insomnia.

Conclusions: Nalmefene demonstrated statistically significant
reduction in PG severity. Low dose (25mg/d) appeared efficacious
with few adverse events. Higher doses (50mg/d and 100mg/d)
resulted in intolerable side effects.
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NR791 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Psychodynamic Therapy for Co-Occurring Borderline
Personality Disorder and Alcohol Use Disorders: A
Newly Designed Ongoing Study
Robert J. Gregory, M.D. SUNY Upstate Medical University,
Psychiatry, 750 East Adams Street, Syracuse, NY, 13210,
Salvatore A. Argiro, M.D., Susan M. Chlebowski, M.D., David
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Kang, M.D., Anna L Remen, Ph.D., Maureen G. Soderberg,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Understand the need to develop specific treatments for per-
sons with co-occurring borderline personality disorder and alcohol
use disorders.

2. Describe the research design of a study evaluating novel
and specific treatment for this co-occurring subgroup.

Summary:

Objectives: The authors describe an on-going study evaluating
the 12-month efficacy of a novel treatment, labeled dynamic de-
constructive therapy (DDT), developed specifically for co-oc-
curring BPD and alcohol use disorders (AUD). Co-occurrence is
common and has been associated with a worsened course and
prognosis of both disorders. DDT is time-limited, manual-based
and involves individual sessions on a weekly basis.

Methods: 30 adults with co-occurring BPD/AUD were random-
ized into treatment as usual (TAU) or DDT. Exclusion criteria
included age > 45 years, primary psychotic or neurological diagno-
sis, or mental retardation. Primary outcomes include parasuicides,
alcohol misuse, and inpatient utilization assessed every 3 months
over a 12-month period.

Preliminary Results: Recruitment ended 11 /16/05.103 potential
participants were screened, 73 were excluded of whom 41 did
not meet inclusion criteria, and 30 were randomized into TAU (n=
15) or DDT (n=15). Participants are mostly female (83%) and
unemployed (62%) with a mean age of 28.7 +/- 7.7 years. DDT
therapists include the P.I. (n=6 participants) and five psychiatry
residents trained to competency (n=9 participants). Outcome data
has been completed so far for n=17 participants at 3 months and
n=13 at 6 months. Both groups are improving by > 50% on the
primary outcome measures by 6 months with tendencies favoring
DDT. Retention in psychotherapy has been 80% at 3 months for
DDT, but only 14% for participants receiving TAU.

Conclusions: DDT is feasible to train and implement and may
be associated with superior treatment retention in this highly im-
paired co-occurring subgroup.
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NR792 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Relationship Between Initial Trauma Reaction, ED
Vital Signs, Drug and Alcohol Use in Acute Trauma
Exposure
Jamie L. Hamilton, B.S. Howard University-COM, Psychiatry,
530 College Street, NW, Washington, DC, 20059, Tanya Alim,
M.D., Barbara E. Williams, B.S., Jules Harrell, Ph.D., Thomas
Mellman, M.D., Nathaniel B. Saylor, M.D., William B. Lawson,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to demonstrate knowledge of relationships between the
presence of alcohol and drugs in addition to psycho-physiological
responses in acutely traumatized individuals treated in an urban
ED trauma center.

Summary:

Introduction: Peri-traumatic reaction and Emergency Depart-
ment (ED) vitals signs have been shown to predict posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) in several studies. None have included
alcohol and substance use, which is common among acute trauma
victims. Hypothesis: The objective of this exploratory analysis was
to evaluate whether there is a relationship between the presence
of alcohol and substances in addition to psycho-physiological re-
sponses in acutely traumatized individuals treated in an urban ED
trauma center. Methods: Subjects were recruited from Howard
University ED. Based on the DSM-IV A1 trauma criteria, individu-
als were asked to complete several trauma-based self-reports
and psychosocial measures. Vital signs and cardiac impedance
were measured in ED patients who were evaluated following a
life-threatening experience. Results: 22 of the 78 individuals pre-
liminarily identified were consented and evaluated. Based on self-
report assessments, individuals endorsed the use of alcohol and
substances within 30 days prior to the traumatic incident. The
prevalence of use was 77% for alcohol, 41 % for marijuana, and
23 % for cocaine. Subjects using cocaine had lower heart-rate
during initial ED assessment yet endorsed greater somatic physi-
cal reaction whereas subjects with alcohol use reported lower
peri-traumatic distress. Conclusion: The data suggests that the
use of alcohol and substances prior to traumatic incidents has
complex influences on peri-traumatic responses and ED vital
signs.
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NR793 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Patterns of Antipsychotic Utilization Among Patients
With Schizophrenia in a State Medicaid Program
Mariam Hassan, Ph.D. AstraZeneca, R & D, B3B-711B, 1800
Concord Pike, Wilmington, DE, 19850, Suresh Madhavan,
Ph.D., Krithika Rajagopalan, Ph.D., Syed Islam, M.D., Eugene
Makela, Pharm.D., Jan Kavookjian, Ph.D., Lesley-Ann Miller,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:
At the end of this presentation, the participant should: 1) be

aware of the various patterns of antipsychotic utilization and high
rates of non-adherence to antipsychotic therapy among patients
with schizophrenia; and 2) recognize the factors that are associ-
ated with different types of antipsychotic utilization patterns.

Summary:

Summary:
Objectives: To evaluate antipsychotic utilization patterns such

as polytherapy, switching, non-adherence and adherence, and to
identify predictors of these utilization patterns.

Methods: Data for patients with schizophrenia with at least two
antipsychotic prescriptions filled between January 1, 1999 and
December 31,2001 were extracted from a 'de-identified' Medicaid
database. Patients with major depression were identified ac-
cording to ICD-9-CM. Patients were classified into pre-specified
treatment cohorts (polytherapy, switching, non-adherent, and ad-
herent) based on antipsychotic prescription refills during a 12-
month follow-up period. Adherence was defined as patients receiv-
ing >80% of the total days' supply of antipsychotics during the
follow-up period. Multinomial logistic regression was used to test
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whether factors such as patient characteristics, antipsychotic type,
and prior healthcare utilization were associated with antipsychotic
utilization patterns.

Results: Patients were classified into polytherapy (N=124,
12.0%), switching (N=132,12.7%), non-adherent (N=588,56.8%),
and adherent (N=192, 18.5%) cohorts. Alcohol and substance
abuse and typical antipsychotic use were significantly associated
with polytherapy, switching, and non-adherence (odds ratios of
these associations ranged from 1.1 to 5.5, P<0.01). Patients with
major depression (N=178) were more likely to have polytherapy
than adhere to antipsychotic therapy (OR=2.3, P<0.01). Mood
stabilizer and antidepressant use were associated with non-adher-
ence (OR=0.7, P<0.01) and switching (OR=1.3, P<0.01), respec-
tively.

Conclusion: Non-adherence rates were high among patients
with schizophrenia receiving antipsychotics. Typical antipsychotic
use and alcohol and substance abuse were associated with polyth-
erapy, switching, and non-adherence.

Funding for this research was provided by AstraZeneca Phar-
maceuticals LP
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NR794 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Impact of Antipsychotic Use on Mental Health-
Related Hospitalizations Among Patients With
Schizophrenia in a State Medicaid Program
Mariam Hassan, Ph.D. AstraZeneca, R & D, B3B-711B, 1800
Concord Pike, Wilmington, DE, 19850, Suresh Madhavan,
Ph.D., Krithika Rajagopalan, Ph.D., Syed Islam, M.D., Eugene
Makela, Pharm.D., Jan Kavookjian, Ph.D., Lesley-Ann Miller,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:
At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able

to compare differences in psychiatric hospitalizations among pa-
tients with schizophrenia initiated on different antipsychotics.

Summary:

Summary:
Objectives: To compare psychiatric hospitalization rates,

length of stay, and costs among patients with schizophrenia initi-
ated on antipsychotics in a state Medicaid system. Methods:
Retrospective claims study of patients with schizophrenia from
a 'de-identified' Medicaid database. Patients were assigned to
quetiapine (QTP), olanzapine (OLZ), risperidone (RIS), or typical
antipsychotic treatment groups based on the first prescription filled
between January 1, 1999 and December 31, 2001. Hospitaliza-
tions in the 12 months before and after antipsychotic initiation
were analyzed. Results: Hospitalization rates decreased (6-8%)
in the atypical antipsychotic cohorts and increased (2.6%) in the
typical antipsychotic cohort. Logistic regression revealed no signif-
icant difference in hospitalization risk between antipsychotic co-
horts. Length of stay (days) and costs were similar among atypical
antipsychotic cohorts (QTP=9.9±12.6 and $4,865±$11,285;
OLZ=12.6±13.6 and $4,813±$11,309; RIS=10.2±9.4 and
$4,247±$11,285), but the typical antipsychotic cohort had a longer
length of stay and higher costs (13.4± 11.0 and $5,418±$15,787).
Multiple regression revealed significantly higher costs (3.7%,

P<0.05) for the typical antipsychotic cohort compared with the
QTP cohort. Conclusions: There were no significant differences
in hospitalization risk between antipsychotics. Length of stay and
costs were similar between atypical antipsychotics, although the
QTP cohort demonstrated lower costs compared with the typical
antipsychotic cohort.

Funding for this research was provided by AstraZeneca Phar-
maceuticals LP
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NR795 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Mothers With Thoughts of Murder: Psychiatric
Patterns of Inquiry
Susan J. Hatters-Friedman, M.D. Case Western Reserve
University, Psychiatry, 11100 Euclid Avenue, Hanna Pavilion,
Cleveland, OH, 44106, Renee M. Sorrentino, M.D., Joy E.
Stankowski, M.D., Phillip J. Resnick, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Objectives: At the end of this presentation, the participant should
be able to: (1) recognize the rates of filicidal thoughts among
depressed mothers with young children, and (2) be more comfort-
able routinely inquiring about filicidal thoughts among psychotic,
depressed, or suicidal mothers.

Summary:

Child murder by mothers is an important public health concern,
and in some cases is linked to maternal mental illness. However,
based on clinical and forensic experience, it appeared that psychi-
atrists did not routinely inquire of their female patients whether
they have thoughts of harming their children. In this survey (N=
194), psychiatrists were asked about whether they routinely query
women about motherhood and about these thoughts. Our results
indicated that the majority of psychiatrists believe that they inquire
about motherhood in their female patients a great majority (90-
100%) of the time. While many psychiatrists reported that they
inquire about filicidal thoughts among both psychotic mothers and
suicidal mothers, many only ask about homicidal thoughts in gen-
eral. Often psychiatrists would be willing to discuss filicide cases
that have been in the news with their patients. The majority of
psychiatrists also underestimated the percentage of depressed
mothers of young children with filicidal thoughts. Suggestions for
further education of psychiatrists, and for increased comfort in
inquiring about filicidal thoughts will be made.
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NR796 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Pharmacogenetic Modulators of Fetal Exposure to
Medicine
Autumn L. Henry, B.S. Emory University, Psychiatry and
Behavioral Sciences, 1365 Clifton Road NE, Suite 6100,
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Atlanta, GA, 30322, Zachary N. Stowe, M.D., Lindsey C.
DeVane, Pharm.D., Jennifer L. Donovan, Ph.D., Bailey A.
Glover, M.D., James Ritchie, Ph.D., Donald J. Newport, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be Able
to: understand the relationship between the C3435T SNP and
relative fetal drug exposure.

Summary:

To date, we know all psychotropic medications taken during
pregnancy reach the fetus. However, multiple factors, ex. drug
transporters, that govern not only fetal exposure but neonatal
clearance are not well studied. Metabolic capacity of the infant is
determined by mom and dad, while, metabolic capacity of the
placenta is determined by mom, dad, and baby. Poor metabolizer
genotypes should be a significant factor in fetal drug exposure by
increasing maternal plasma drug concentration, which would re-
sult in increased drug transfer to the fetus via umbilical vein. The
potential P-glycoprotein (P-gp) factors that affect fetal exposure
are the alleles of C3435T (homozygous versus heterozygous).
Interpreting the data to predict fetal exposure requires consider-
ation that the varying genotype combination of the mother and
the placenta may be important in influencing the rate and extent
of fetal exposure and clearance. We have enrolled 65 women at
the Women's Mental Health Program on various medicines. We
collected maternal and infant DNA. In the preliminary data we
focused on the P-gp (maternal and infant pairings) of women
taking sertraline (n=15) during pregnancy to assess which poly-
morphism of C3435T may influence drug exposure. Maternal and
infant pairs with the homozygous C alleles had a mean plasma
ratio of 0.350+ 0.059ng/ml. Maternal and infant pairs with a homo-
zygous T alleles had a mean plasma ratio 1.050ng/ml. The T
alleles for C3435T are associated with reduced P-gp activity lead-
ing to higher plasma concentrations of its substrates. Understand-
ing the role of P-gp in moderating transplacental passage of sub-
strates has important clinical implication for choosing medications
to minimize fetal drug exposure while achieving therapeutic objec-
tives for the patient during pregnancy.

Supported by P50-MH-68036
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NR797 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Substance Abuse Disorders as Risk Factors for
Psychiatric Hospitalization in 2,963 Patients With
Bipolar Disorder
Jennifer C. Hoblyn, M.B. VA Palo Alto/Stanford University,
Psychiatry, 3801 Miranda Avenue, Palo Alto, CA, 94304,
Steven L. Bait, M.D., John O. Brooks III, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to identify those patient with bipolar disorder who are at high
risk for admission to psychiatry.

Summary:

Objective: To develop profiles of risk factors for psychiatric hos-
pitalization in a large sample of veterans with bipolar disorder so
healthcare needs may be planned and interventions targeted.

Method: This retrospective study used the administrative data-
base maintained by the Veteran's Affairs Health Care System,
Palo Alto, fiscal year 2003-2004 to extract data for patients who
had been diagnosed with bipolar disorder (Types I, II, and NOS).

Predictors used included age, gender, ethnicity, and presence
of comorbid substance use disorders. A Receiver Operator Char-
acteristic (ROC) was used to determine the association of the
predictors with inpatient hospitalization.

Results: The 2,963 patients with bipolar disorder had an overall
risk of psychiatric hospitalization of 20%. Veterans with bipolar
disorder and alcohol use disorder had a 43% risk of hospitalization.
Those with an additional diagnosis of polysubstance dependence
(PSD) had a risk of 57%. Subjects with alcohol use disorders and
PSD who were also separated from their spouse/partner were all
admitted (100%).

Patients with bipolar disorder who did not have an alcohol use
disorder, but who were separated from their spouse/partner, had
a risk of hospitalization of 76%. Within this group, those with a
diagnosis of PSD had a risk of 37%. Increased risk of hospitaliza-
tion was also found with cannabis dependence (risk of 33%),
cocaine dependence (risk of 38%), amphetamine dependence
(risk of 32%) and opiate dependence (risk of 39%). Furthur analy-
sis revaled that age greater than 52 years predicted a longer
inpatient stay (>14 days).

Conclusions: High rates of alcohol and substance use are re-
ported in bipolar patients

(Cassidy, 2001) and annual societal costs of bipolar disorder
approach $45 billion (Sajatovic, 2005). Comorbid alcohol use,
polysubstance dependence, and marital separation increased the
risk of psychiatric hospitalization in this population.
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NR798 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Associated Factors of Low Bone Density Among
Depressive Women
Mei-Chun Hsiao Chang-Gung Memorial Hospital and
Univeristy, Psychiatry, psychiatry, Chang-Gung Hospital, #5 Fu-
Shin street, kewishang, Tao-yuan, 333, Taiwan Republic of
China, Chia-Yih Liu, M.D., Yi-Hsiung Lin, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

low bone density in depressive women and associated factors

Summary:

Previous studies suggested that depression might be associ-
ated with low bone mineral density (BMD) in depressive women.
We conducted a prospective cross- sectional study explored the
associated factors of bone density among 121 major depressive
women diagnosed by MINI structured interview. And all had been
ruled out any endocrine and biochemistry abnormalities, including
thyroid/ parathyroid function, anemia, and Vit12 deficiency and
so on. The total 100 depressive 100 women received self-rated
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and HAMD-17 rating scale. BMD
of total body was measured by dual X-ray densitometry (DEXA)
using the Hologic Delphi QDR-2000 densitometry.

The mean age is 48.3 ± 10.2 years, and BMI is 24.2 ± 4.2.
The mean BMD is -1.14 ± 0.96 (-3.90 to 0.90 g/cm2), and reach
the criteria of osteopenia (T-score <=-1.0). We found age, family
history of osteoporosis, high BMI, consumptions of coffee or tea,
and depression severity are associated with low BMD. Depression
severity, consumption of tea and coffee, family history of osteopo-
rosis and age accounted for 28 % variance of bone density by
logistic regression.

These results suggest depression is associated with lower BMD
and the above-mentioned associated factors should be more edu-
cated in depressive women. The normal control group (100 nor-
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mal, non-depressive health women) is under evaluation till now.
Then we could compare the possible interesting differences be-
tween the two groups in the near futhre.
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NR799 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Effect of Smoking Cessation on the PANSS in
Chronic Schizophrenic Patients
Tsung-Ming Hu, M.D. Yu-Li Hospital, DOH, Adult Psychiatry,
448 Chung-Hwa Road, Yu-Li Town, Hualien, 981, Taiwan
Republic of China, Hsien-Jane Chiu, M.D., Tsuo-Hung Lan,
M.D., Wei-Ming Liu, M.D., Chin Hsing Shu, M.P.H., Hung-Chieh
Hsieh, M.D., Guang-Chyi Liu, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to the effect from smoking cessation on the symptomatology
observed in patients with schizophrenia.

Summary:

Background: Smoking has been identified as a severe public
issue worldwide since last century. More schizophrenic patients
stayed on smoking compared to the general population, which
indicates more quit-smoking should be practiced in this minor
group. Past publications showed equivocal points on the effects
of smoking on psychotic symptoms among these schizophrenic
patients. This study tries to reveal the phenomenon observed in
Taiwan samples. Methods: This is a 3 year, investigator-initiated
study project. Here we planed to enroll 500 inpatients meeting
DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder from
a Taiwan based psychiatric hospital during the study. Patients
were taking a variety of conventional and atypical antipsychotic
medications with a confident compliance. All subjects after con-
sent form completed were evaluated for clinical symptoms immedi-
ately by using PANNS scale at baseline and 4 weeks after Nicotine
Patch Replacement Therapy Initiation. Results: After adjusted for
age and hospitalization days, the change of PANNS scale between
baseline and 4 weeks later did not reach to a significant level
at all, no matter categorized into positive, negative, or general
subdivision of the scale. Conclusions: This study might give some
clues in the debate between benefits or damages from smoking
itself on the symptomatology from the view of Taiwan.
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NR800 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
New Research of Sleep and Dream in Schizophrenia
Nikola llankovic, Prof. Dr. Institute of Psychiatry,
Neuropsychiatry, Pasterova 2, Belgrade, YU-11000, Serbia and
Montenegro, Andrej llankovic, M.D., Tanja Lakovic, M.D., Vera
llankovic, Prof. Dr., Lana Marija llankovic

Educational Objectives:

After this session the participants will get new knowledge about
neurophysiological models of sleep disturbances in acute and
chronic schizophrenic states.

Summary:

Aims: Polysomnographic (PSG) measurement of sleep by
schizophrenic patients to investigate models of sleep disturbances
in schizophrenia.

Methods:
Neurophysiological measurement of sleep using electroenceph-

alography (EEG), electrooculography (EOG) and electromyogra-
phy (EMG) was carried out in 30 patients with an acute schizo-
phrenic state (F 23.1 & F 23.2 in ICD-10) and in 30 patients
with a chronic/residual schizophrenic state (F 20.5 in ICD-10).
Recording of sleep patterns (according to Rechtschaffen & Kales),
statistical analysis and estimation of the discriminative models of
sleep was made in these two groups of psychotic patients. The
Electrophysiological Profile of Sleep (EPS) was derived from these
measures and contained 130 variables of nocturnal sleep. Statisti-
cal analysis was by step-wise discriminative function analysis.

Results:
The most discriminative variable in this battery was the Index

of Endogenous Periodicity/Perturbation (IEP-P1): IEP-P1=REM-
1/NREM-1, where REM-1 and NREM-1 are the first periods of
REM and NREM sleep, respectively. Two patterns were seen:

1. The Index of Endogenous Perturbation (IEP-P1) was LOW
in the first group which we call the &#34;REM DEFICIT" type of
sleep disturbance (with reduction of &#34;REM-1 phase &#34;)
in acute schizophrenic states; IEP-P1 < 0.3.

2. The IEP-P1 index was HIGH in the second group which we
call the &#34;DELTA DEFICIT" type of disturbed sleep (with
reduction of &#34;delta-sleep &#34;) in chronic schizophrenia
states; IEP-P1 > 2.40.

Conclusions:
1. The results of our investigations demonstrate that the Index

of endogenous sleep perturbation (IEP-P1) is a highly reliable
indicator of sleep disturbance in acute and chronic schizophrenic
states.

2. This sleep index is very low in acute and very high in chronic/
residual schizophrenia states.

3. We propose the IEP-P1 as a possible state marker in schizo-
phrenia.
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NR801 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
ADHD: New Treatment With the Vilan Method®
Nikola N. llankovic, M.D. Institute of Psychiatry,
Neuropsychiatry, Pasterova 2, Belgrade, YU-11000, Serbia and
Montenegro, Vera I. llankovic, Ph.D., Andrej N. llankovic, M.D.,
Lana Marija N. llankovic, B.A., Tanja Lakovic, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participants can learn the functional psychomotoric assess-
ment of ADHD and the application of neurorehabiliation method
VILAN.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluation of effects of neurorehabilitation ofhyperki-
netic psychomotor disturbaces with with VILAN method by children
with ADHD. Method: In clinical study of 30 children (mean age
7.4 years) with ADHD. All participants met DSM-IV criteria for
ADHD.
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The assessment of ADHD was with: ADHD Rating Scale and
with VILAN functional psychomotor assesment. The assessment
of other psychomotor disturbances was with clinical rating scales
for: Abnormally Involuntary Movement Scale (AIMS, Gay), De-
pressive (psychomotor) Retardation Scale (DRS, Widlocher),
Praxia Scale (Brown). L-R Orientation Test and Simultaneous
Movement Test (TSM, V. llankovic, 1995). In treatment with VILAN
method we divided the patients in 2 subgroup: in 1. group the
treatment ADHD was with "ADHD Drugs" + VILAN rehabilitation
method, and in 2. group only with VILAN method. The first assess-
ment of effects of treatment was after 4 weeks. Results: Our
results were in 1. group: reduction of - ADHD symptoms for 45
%, dyspraxio for 86 %, disorders of simultan movements for 64
%, depressive retardation for 48 %, speech for 32% and abnormal
movements for 24 %. In 2. group: reduction of - ADHD symptoms
for 35 %, dyspraxio for 90%, disorders of simultan movements
78% (p<0.01), depressive retardation for 72% (p<0.001), speech
48% (p<0.01) and abnormal movements for 46% (p<0.001). Con-
clusions: 1. The most of children with ADHD have a serious psy-
chomotor disturbances, too (multiple handicaps). 2. Many of chil-
dren have chronic infecitive diesease, which need a specific
therapy, too! 3. Applying of early motor rehabilitation (VILAN
method) in integrative treatment is obligatory for functional recov-
ery, normal development and quality of life. 4. The pharmacother-
apy with ADHD drugs can result with higher improvement of psy-
chomotor dysfunctions. 5. The early continuous psychomotor
rehabilitation with VILAN Method by ADHD is a good chance to
prevent (diminish) the late psychomotoric deficits by this patients.
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NR802 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Body Weight and Serum Lipid Levels in Young
Women Treated With Valproate Versus Lamotrigine
Jouko IT Isojarvi, M.D. GlaxoSmithKline, 3030 Cornwalis Road,
Research Triangle Park, NC, 27709, Frances Hayes, M.D.,
Patrick Sluss, Ph.D., Paul T. Caldwell, M.S., Clay R. Warnock,
M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the differential effects of one year of treatment
with valproate versus lamotrigine on body weight and serum lipid
levels in young women with epilepsy.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the impact of valproate (Divalproex®,
VPA) or lamotrigine (LAMICTAL®, LTG) on body weight and se-
rum lipid levels in women with epilepsy(WWE).

Background: Weight gain and untoward changes in serum lipid
levels have been reported in women taking VPA for epilepsy,
whereas LTG does not appear to affect body weight or serum
lipid levels.

Methods: Eligibility criteria for this multicenter, prospective, ran-
domized, open-label study(LAM30007) included age 13-40 years;
regular menstrual cycles; no concurrent hormonal medications;
no prior LTG or VPA; and either newly diagnosed or inadequately
controlled epilepsy. Subjects were randomized to LTG or VPA
and were treated for one year. Fasting serum lipid levels and body
weight were measured at baseline and every three months. To
exclude the confounding effect of puberty on the results, a post-
hoc analysis was conducted in women who were more than two
years post menarche. An ANCOVA model comparing end of study

measurements to baseline was used, with baseline measures and
study center as covariates.

Results: A total of 363 women (177 LTG, 186 VPA) were evalu-
ated. Mean weight gain in the VPA group was 2.8 kg (SD=3.35)
and 0.2 kg (SD=3.9) in the LTG group, p<0.001. Mean serum
triglycerides increased 8.4 mg/dL (SD=37.5) in women taking
VPA, while they decreased slightly in the LTG group, 0.2 mg/dL
(SD=36.3), p=0.019. The serum total cholesterol levels showed
a slight decrease in both treatment groups, but there was a mean
decrease of 2.6 mg/dL (SD=10.3) in HDL cholesterol in VPA
treated women, while a slight increase of 0.6 mg/dL (SD=9.2) was
observed in the LTG group, p=0.001.

Conclusion: This large, multiethnic, prospective, randomized
study indicates that VPA is associated with weight gain and unfa-
vorable changes in serum lipid levels in WWE, whereas LTG does
not seem to affect body weight or serum lipid levels.
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NR803 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
HLA-DQB1 0602 and Hypocretin in Korean
Narcoleptics With Cataplexy
Jong-Hyun Jeong, M.D. St. Vincent's Hospital, The Catholic
University of Korea, Neuropsychiatry, 93-6, Ji-dong, Paldal-gu,
Suwon, Gyeonggi-do, Suwon, 442-723, Republic of Korea,
Sung-Pil Lee, M.D., Seung-Chul Hong, M.D., Jin-Hee Han,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize High frequency of HLA-DQB1*0602 and low
hypocretin level in cataplexy-positive groups suggest that cata-
plexy-positive narcoleptics may be a etiologically different disease
entity from cataplexy-negatives.

Summary:

Objectives:
Cataplexy is one of the most pathognomonic symptoms in nar-

colepsy. This study was designed to investigate the clinical fea-
tures, frequency of DQB1*0602 and CSF hypocretin levels in
Korean narcoleptics with cataplexy to compare with those who
have not cataplexy.

Methods:
72 narcoleptic patients were selected by nocturnal polysomnog-

raphy and multiple sleep latency test(MSLT) as well as their history
and clinical symptoms at Sleep Disorders Clinic of St. Vincent's
Hospital, the Catholic University of Korea. The patients were di-
vided into 56 cataplexy-positive narcolepsy group and 12 cata-
plexy-negative group. All patients were subjected to HLA typing
for the presence of DQB1*0602 and spinal tapping for measuring
the level of CSF hypocretin.

Results:
1. Mean positivity of HLA-DQB1*0602 of all narcoleptic patients

were 83.3%(60 subjects). In cataplexy-positive patients, com-
pared with cataplexy-negative patients, the positivity of HLA-
DQB1*0602 was found to be significantly increased(51 subjects,
91.9% versus 9 subjects, 56.3%)(P=0.003).

2. In 48 out of 56 cataplexy-positive patients(85.7%), hypocretin
levels were decreased(<110 pg/ml) or below the detection limit
of assay(<40 pg/ml). However, onlt 6 out of 16 cataplexy-negative
patients(37.5%) exhibited decreased hyopcretin level. And the
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difference between two groups was statistically significant(P=
0.000).

3. Cataplexy-positive group(mean age; 25.3 ± 10.4, 34 men
and 22 women), compared with cataplexy-negative group(mean
age; 29.8 ± 14.8, 13 men and 3 women), showed more frequent
hypnagogic hallucinations(36 subjects, 64.3% versus 4 subjects,
25.0%)(P=0.005).

4. In nocturnal polysomnography and MSLT findings, there were
no significant differences in all sleep parameters between cata-
plexy-positive and cataplexy-negative groups.

Conclusions:
High frequency of HLA-DQB 1*0602 and low hypocretin level in

cataplexy-positive groups suggest that cataplexy-positive narco-
leptics may be a etiologically different disease entity from cata-
plexy-negatives. Additionally, Current criteria prevail for the diag-
nosis of narcolepsy need to be reclassified according to the
presence of cataplexy or not.
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NR804 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Treatment of Mood and Hot Flushes With Duloxetine
in Postmenopausal Depressed Women
Hadine Joffe, M.D. Massachusetts General Hospital,
Psychiatry, 185 Cambridge Street, Suite 2200, Boston, MA,
02114, Claudio N. Soares, M.D., Brittny Somley, B.S., Laura
Petrillo, M.D., Adele C. Viguera, M.D., Ruta M. Nonacs, M.D.,
Lee S. Cohen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Objectives:
1.To understand that the specific role of the SNRI duloxetine

in treating depression in postmenopausal women.
2.To investigate if duloxetine also treats hot flushes in post-

menopausal women with depression.

Summary:

Objective: Duloxetine (Cymbalta®) is a new SNRI that is effec-
tive in treating depression. However, its antidepressant effect has
not been studied in postmenopausal women with hot flushes.
Evidence also suggests that other SSRI/SNRI reduce hot flushes
in women with and without depression. We examined whether
duloxetine treats depression and hot flushes in postmenopausal
women with depression.

Design: Postmenopausal women with major depression and
hot flushes were enrolled in an 8-week open-label clinical trial. At
study-entry, all subjects were off hormonal therapy and had MINI-
rated major depression, a Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating
Scale (MADRS) score >20, and significant menopausal symptoms
(Greene Climacteric Scale [GCS] total score >20, GCS vasomotor
subscale score >3, or >14 hot flushes/week). After a 2-week single-
blind placebo run-in, all subjects not responding to placebo were
treated for 8 weeks with flexible dosing of duloxetine 60-to-120-
mg/day. Changes in mood and hot flushes were assessed using
the MADRS and GCS, respectively. This presentation represents
an interim analysis, with all subjects expected to complete over
the next few months.

Results: To date, 17 women have enrolled in the study and 9
(mean age 52) have been eligible for treatment after the placebo
run-in. MADRS scores improved significantly from 24.5 + 2.8 to

5.0 +4.1 (p<0.001) with duloxetine therapy (final dose 81.4+22.7
mg/day). Menopausal symptoms improved significantly, with GCS
total and vasomotor subscale scores decreasing from 24.8 + 4.4
to 9.2 + 3.4 (p=0.001) and 4.7 + 1.5 to 2.2 + 0.98 (p=0.004),
respectively.

Conclusion: This interim analysis of an open-label clinical trial
suggests that duloxetine treats depression as well as hot flushes
in postmenopausal women who have both major depression and
hot flushes. The beneficial effects noted for depression and hot
flushes suggest that duloxetine may be a particularly useful agent
in the treatment of symptomatic postmenopausal women.
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NR805 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Randomized, Placebo-Controlled Trial of Quetiapine
for the Treatment of Alcohol Dependence
Kyle M. Kampman, M.D. University of Pennsylvania Health
System, Center for Studies of Addiction, 3900 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, PA, 19104, Helen M. Pettinati, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, participants should be able
to evaluate the efficacy and tolerability of quetiapine relative to
placebo in the treatment of alcohol dependence.

Summary:

Background: Atypical antipsychotics may be a useful treatment
for alcohol dependence. Trial data has shown that clozapine re-
duces alcohol consumption among schizophrenic patients, and
olanzapine reduces alcohol craving in alcoholics.1'2 Quetiapine is
a psychotropic agent structurally related to clozapine but with a
favorable side effect profile, and therefore may be a promising
medication for the treatment of alcohol dependence.

Methods: Male and female alcoholics (n=61, age 25-64 years)
were included in a 12- week placebo-controlled trial. After detoxifi-
cation, patients were randomized to receive quetiapine (n=29),
escalated over 9 days up to 400 mg daily at bedtime, or placebo
(n=32), with weekly brief counseling. The primary outcome mea-
sure was alcohol consumption measured by the Timeline Fol-
low-back.

Results: Forty-seven subjects (77%) completed the trial, with
no significant between-group difference in treatment retention (23/
29 [79%] for the quetiapine group, and 24/32 [75%] for the placebo
group; x2=0.160, ns). Quetiapine-treated patients (mean dose 303
mg) had a significantly lower prevalence of alcohol use (group by
time interaction: Z=2.21, P=0.03) and a significantly lower preva-
lence of heavy drinking, defined as >3 standard drinks a day for
women and >4 standard drinks per day for men (Z=2.57, P=0.01),
compared to placebo-treated patients. Nine quetiapine-treated pa-
tients (31%) maintained complete abstinence compared to two
placebo-treated patients (6%) (x2=6.3, P=0.012). Quetiapine was
well tolerated and there were no medication-associated serious
adverse events.

Conclusions: This study shows promising results for quetiapine
in the treatment of alcohol dependence. Similar studies under
more controlled conditions would help validate these findings.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR806 WITHDRAWN

NR807 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Effect of Multiple Oral Doses of Escitalopram on the
Systemic Availability of Ramelteon, an MT1/MT2
Receptor Agonist
Aziz Karim, Ph.D. Takeda Global Research and Development
Center, Inc., 475 Half-Day Road, Lincolnshire, IL, 60069, Dawn
Bradford, M.P.H., Fred Siebert, B.S., Zhen Zhao, M.S.,
Stephen Sainati, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to discuss the effects of escitalopram administration on the
systemic exposure of ramelteon, a novel selective melatonin MT1

/MT2 receptor agonist recently approved for the treatment of in-
somnia.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the potential effect of escitalopram on
pharmacokinetics of the chronohypnotic ramelteon, a novel M i y
MT2 receptor agonist, and vice versa.

Methods: In this open-label study, 48 healthy adults received
single dose ramelteon 8mg (n=24) or escitalopram 10mg (n=24)
on Day 1. Following a 6-day washout, subjects received the alter-
nate treatment once daily for 6 days. On Day 14, all subjects
received both escitalopram 10mg and ramelteon 8mg. Blood sam-
ples were collected post-dose on Days 1 and 14. Least-squares
means were calculated for comparison of pharmacokinetic param-
eters.

Results: Compared to ramelteon alone, coadministration with
escitalopram increased systemic exposure of ramelteon (AUC0.
inf: 2.03 versus 2.58 ng-hr /mL; 90% Cl: 102.6%, 156.7%; Cmax:
1.54 versus 2.08 ng/mL; 90% Cl: 101.2%, 180.3%). Escitalopram
had no effect on systemic exposure of ramelteon's metabolite, M-
II. Compared to escitalopram alone, coadministration with ramel-
teon had no effect on systemic exposure of escitalopram (AUC0.
inf: 288.5 versus 298.5 ng«hr/ml_; 90% Cl: 93.7%, 114.2%; Cmax:
10.37 versus 9.53 ng/mL; 90% Cl: 76.5%, 110.5%) or its active
metabolite, desmethylcitalopram. Adverse events occurred in 24
subjects during escitalopram administration, 16 subjects during
ramelteon administration, and 15 subjects during coadministra-
tion; most adverse events were considered mild.

Conclusion: The presence of escitalopram increased ramel-
teon total exposure by 27% and Cmax by 35%; however, this was
not considered clinically relevant due to ramelteon's highly vari-
able inter-subject pharmacokinetic profile (CV for AUC>100%)
and its wide safety margin. Ramelteon had no effect on the avail-
ability of escitalopram. These results suggest that no dosage ad-
justments will be required when these drugs are taken together.
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NR808 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Comparison of A.A.'s 12 Steps with Buddhism's
Fourfold Noble Truth and Noble Eightfold Path
Hano Kim, M.D. Keyo Hospital, Addiction Center, Keyo Hospital
280-1 Wanggok-Dong, Uiwang City, Kyounggi-Do, 437-020,
Republic of Korea, SeokJun Park, M.D., SungBin Choi, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize as follows. First, Alcoholics Anonymous(A.A.)'s
Twelve Steps and Buddhism's Fourfold Noble Truth and Noble
Eightfold Path are similar. Second, on the basis of the similarity,
A.A.'s Twelve Steps originating in the Western Christianity could
be practiced in the Oriental countries like Korea.

Summary:

Objective: Alcoholics Anonymous(A.A.) is effective in alcohol
dependence treatment. A.A. 's twelve steps originating in the West-
ern Christianity are practiced in Korea with Oriental tradition. We
studied to find out a religious reason for the applicability of the
12 steps in Korea.

Method: The 12 steps were compared with Buddhism's Fourfold
Noble Truth and Noble Eightfold Path.

Results: The 12 steps and the Buddha's teachings can be com-
pared as follows. In terms of the Fourfold Noble Truth, the Truth
of the Cause of Suffering can be matched with the first half of
Step One; the Truth of Suffering, the second half of Step One;
the Truth of the Cessation of Suffering, Step Two; and the Truth
of the Noble Path to the Cessation of the Cause of Suffering, Step
Three. For the Noble Eightfold Path, Right View can be paired
with Step One-Three; Right Thought, Step Four-Five; Right
Speech, Step Six-Seven; Right Behavior and Right Livelihood,
Step Eight-Nine; Right Effort, Step Ten; Right Mindfulness, Step
Eleven; and Right Concentration, Step Twelve.

Conclusions: These similarities might make the 12 steps accept-
able to Korea, an Oriental country.
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NR809 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Psychiatric Symptoms and Neurocognitive Functions
in Relation to Brain MRI Findings in the Traumatic
Brain Injury Patients
Soo In Kim, M.D. Ewha Womans University, PSYCHIATRY,
Ewha Womans University Dong Dae Mun Hospital, 70,
Chongro 6-ka, Chongro-ku, SEOUL, 110-783, Republic of
Korea, Jimin Kim, M.D., Yumi Sung, M.D., Weonjeong Lim,
M.D., Kyu Wol Yun, M.D., Young-Chul Kim, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Usually we supposed that neuropsychiatric sequelae after the
traumatic brain injury is proportionated with the severity of trauma.
Brain imaging is one of the measure reflect the severity of trauma.
Our purpose was to compare psychiatric symptoms and neurocog-
nitive functions between normal MRI finding group and abnormal
MRI finding group after TBI. In addition, we investigated whether
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the severity of trauma would correlate with the patients' subjective
symptoms.

Summary:

Objective: The relationship between neuropsychiatric sequelae
and MRI(MRI) findings in the traumatic brain injury(TBI) patients
is still debated. This study has compared psychiatric symptoms
and neurocognitive functions between normal MRI finding group
and abnormal MRI finding group after TBI. In addition, we investi-
gated whether the severity of trauma would correlate with the
patients' subjective symptoms.

Method: 39 patients (34 males, 5 females) who have experi-
enced mild to moderate closed head trauma have been assessed
using Hamilton rating scale for depression(HAMD), Hamilton anxi-
ety scale(HAMA), Functional assessment scale(FAS) and poten-
tial indicator of malingering(PIM) by two psychiatrists. All patients
also have completed Symptom check list(SCL-90-R), Beck de-
pression inventory(BDI), State-trait anxiety inventory(STAI), and
Korean version of the SmithKline Beecham 'Quality of Life' sca-
le(KvSKQOL). In addition, Korean Wechsler Adult intelligence
Scale (K-WAIS), Rey-Kim Memory Scale(R-KMS), and Kims Fron-
tal-executive neuropsychological test(KF-ENT) were assessed.

Results: Abnormal MRI finding group has shown significantly
higher scores of FAS(p<0.05). Other subjective or objective psy-
chiatric symptoms and cognitive functions were not significantly
different between two groups. The severity of the trauma was
significantly correlated with the FAS scores(r=.46, p<.01).

Conclusion: This study suggests that regardless of the severity
of the trauma or persisting abnormal brain lesion, most of the
patients have subjective and objective neuropsychiatric complica-
tions after head trauma. It might reflect that patients with abnormal
MRI finding are more likely to deny their symptoms or have poor
insight while patients with normal MRI finding have tendency to
be preoccupied with or exaggerate psychiatric symptoms
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NR810 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Non-Relapse Rate of Alcohol Dependence in a 24-
Week Follow -Up Among Korean Male Patients
Sung-Gon Kim, M.D. Pusan National University, 1-GA 10, Ami-
dong, Seo-gu, Pusan, 602-739, Republic of Korea, Myung-Jung
Kim, M.D., Dong-Hwan Cho, M.D., Ihn-Geun Choi, M.D., Yong-
Sung Choi, M.D., Cheol-Joong Kang, M.D., Kee NamKoong,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize non-relapse rate of alcohol dependence in a 24
week follow-up among Korean male patients.

Summary:

Objective: To survey non-relapse rate of alcohol dependence
from 24 weeks of OPD follow-up in Korean male patients with
alcohol dependence.

Method: 48 males with alcohol dependence, 25 from 3 university
hospitals, 18 from 2 general hospitals and 5 from 2 mental hospi-
tals, were followed-up at OPD with Cognitive-Behavior Therapy
and pharmacotherapy for 24 weeks. Inclusion criteria were DSM-
IV diagnostic criteria, 15 or more Standard Drinks (SD)/week dur-

ing 30 days before entry and at least one day/week of 5 SD or
more/day. Exclusion criteria were significant physical diseases or
conditions including acute hepatitis, significant psychotic condi-
tions or disorders, substance dependence other than those with
alcohol, nicotine and caffeine and history of prior treatment with
disulfiram, naltrexone and acamprosate during last one year. Eval-
uation and treatment were performed at baseline, week 1,2,4,
6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20 and 24. Treatments were Cognitive-Behavior
Therapy based on the Project MATCH and pharmacotherapy with
either naltrexone or acamprosate with an SSRI as needed. Evalua-
tion of relapse was done based on materials obtained by Timeline
Follow-Back which was performed at each follow -up session.
Relapse was defined as either occurrence of a heavy drinking
day with 5 SD or more/day or drop out.

Result and conclusion: Non-relapse rates were 47.9% at week
4, 29.2% at week 8 and 18.8% at week 24. If a non-relapse has
been successful at week 8, the probability of maintaining sobriety
until week 24 seemed to be considerably high.
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NR811 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Course of Major Depression in the Postpartum
Period
Elizabeth Z. King, B.A. Emory University, Psychiatry, 1365
Clifton Rd, NE, Building B, Suite 6100, Atlanta, GA, 30322, D.
Jeffrey Newport, M.D., Lori L. Altshuler, Lee S. Cohen, Ada M.
Loughhead, Zachary N. Stowe

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the need for a thorough risk/benefit analysis in
the treatment of depression during pregnancy.

Summary:

Previous investigations have demonstrated that depression dur-
ing pregnancy and a history of depression are significant risk
factors for postpartum depression (PPD). The perinatal course of
depression has been a major focus of our collaborative efforts.
Remarkably, limited data has been generated on the course of
depression across late pregnancy and postpartum or on the impact
of antidepressant treatment.

A total of 155 pregnant women (<32 weeks gestation) with a
history of MDD as determined by SCID were enrolled in a prospec-
tive study and followed through 6 months postpartum. Follow up
visits included depression rating scales (BDI.HRSD) and SCID
mood modules. Initial analysis employed a HRSD 17 item score
of > 15 to document depressive symptoms.

141 of the subjects completed the HRSD in late pregnancy and
at >3 points postpartum. Of these, 107 were taking antidepres-
sants proximate to delivery. Women were grouped by HRSD at
32-36 weeks (<15 and >15) and medication status (on and off).
Not surprising, those with a HRSD>15 in late pregnancy (n=25)
had significantly higher rates of PPD (60%) compared to women
with a HRSD<15 in late pregnancy (n=116)(28%).

Surprisingly, these preliminary data did not establish antidepres-
sants as providing additional protection. Of women not taking
antidepressants with a HRSD>15 in late pregnancy (n=7), 57%
relapsed postpartum while those with a HRSD<15 (n=27) had a
22% occurrence of PPD. Women taking antidepressants in preg-
nancy (n=107) with a HRSD>15 (n=18) had a relapse rate of 61%
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while those with a HRSD<15 during late pregnancy (n=89) had a
rate of 29%.

Additional risk factors for PPD will be analyzed and discussed.
Determination of relapse predictors, greatest window of risk, and
optimal treatment strategies for women with a history of MDD
entering the postpartum period is crucial to understanding the risk
and benefits of treatment.

Supported by RO1-MH-063979
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NR812 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Changes in Mental Health-Related Insurance Claims
Costs Among Patients Treated for Bipolar Disorder
Nathan Kleinman, Ph.D. HCMS Group, 1800 Carey Avenue,
Suite 300, Cheyenne, WY, 82001, Kitty Rajagopalan, Ph.D.,
Richard A. Brook, M.S., Suzanne Novak, M.D., James E.
Smeeding, R.Ph., Harold H. Gardner, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, the participant should be able
to compare the differences in mental health-related resource utili-
zation among patients with bipolar disorder treated with different
classes of psychotropic drugs.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate pre- and post-treatment changes in
mental health-related medical costs, emergency department (ED)
visits, and inpatient admissions among adults with bipolar disorder
(BPD) treated with different classes of psychotropic drugs.

Methods: Analysis of claims data from a large database of US
employees. Patients with BPD were classified into those using:
atypical antipsychotics only (ATYP); conventional antipsychotics
and/or mood stabilizers only (OTHER); and both ATYP and
OTHER medications (BOTH). Controlled regression models were
utilized to evaluate changes in mental health-related outcomes
after initiation of treatment.

Results: The adjusted reduction in mental health-related medi-
cal costs was significantly greater with ATYP (-$1,523, N=55)
compared with BOTH (-$38, N=369, P=0.002) and OTHER (-
$441, N=554, P=0.022). The ATYP group demonstrated a greater
reduction (-11.5%) in mental health-related inpatient admissions
than the OTHER group (-2.9%, P=0.076). The reduction in mental
health-related ED visit rates for the BOTH group (-6.2%) was
greater than for the OTHER group (-1.7%, P=0.008).

Conclusions: ATYP monotherapy for the treatment of BPD was
associated with the greatest reduction in mental health-related
medical costs, and combination therapy with other medications
resulted in the greatest decrease in mental health-related ED
visits. Thus, atypical antipsychotics play a significant role in the
management of patients with BPD.

Supported by funding from AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP.
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NR813 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Eszopiclone Co-Administered With Fluoxetine for
Insomnia Co-Existing With MDD : Effects Following
Eszopiclone Discontinuation
Andrew Krystal, M.D. Duke University Medical Center, Trent
Drive Box 3309, Durham, NC, 27710, Robert Rubens, M.D.,
Maurizio Fava, M.D., Thomas Wessel, M.D., Thomas Roth,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to evaluate the effects of discontinuation of eszopiclone
following eight weeks of concomitant treatment with eszopiclone
and fluoxetine on measures of subjective sleep and depression
severity.

Summary:

Objective: Insomnia and MDD may co-exist. The use of ad-
junctive hypnotics in this setting is controversial. We reported that
eszopiclone/fluoxetine co-therapy significantly improved sleep
and depression compared with fluoxetine monotherapy. Here we
report data that further evaluated insomnia and MDD after discon-
tinuation of eszopiclone due to concern that hypnotic discontinua-
tion may undermine antidepressant response or hasten relapse.

Methods: Patients met DSM-IV criteria for MDD and insomnia.
All patients received fluoxetine QAM for 10 weeks. Patients were
randomized to eszopiclone 3mg (n=270) or placebo (n=275) QHS
for 8 weeks, followed by a 2-week single-blind eszopiclone pla-
cebo discontinuation phase. During this discontinuation phase,
subjective sleep was assessed daily; depression was assessed
with the HAMD17 at the end of the phase (Week 10). Discontinua-
tion effects were examined two ways: 1) change from baseline to
Week 10; change from end of hypnotic treatment (EOT; Week 8)
to Week 10.

Results: During the discontinuation phase, the eszopiclone
group maintained significant sleep improvements observed over
the first 8 weeks (Week 8-10 average p<0.05 versus placebo).
Relative to baseline, patients discontinued from eszopiclone con-
tinued to have significantly improved sleep (p<0.05) at each daily
assessment for SL, WASO, and TST (average change -124.0, -
68.67, and 154.96 minutes, respectively). Relative to EOT, pa-
tients discontinued from eszopiclone did not show significant dec-
rements over the 2 weeks for SL, WASO, or TST (average change
1.72, 1.6, and 0.59 minutes, respectively). Improvements in
HAMD17 scores relative to placebo observed at EOT (-14.6 ver-
sus -12.3; p=0.0005) were maintained at Week 10 (-15.13 versus -
12.70; p<0.0001).

Conclusions: In this study, sleep improvements associated
with concomitant eszopiclone/fluoxetine were maintained after
hypnotic discontinuation. Discontinuing eszopiclone was not asso-
ciated with significant changes in measures of depression severity.
No rebound insomnia was observed. Additional studies are
needed to investigate the optimal duration of combination therapy.

Support: Sepracor
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primary insomnia. Current Medical Research and Opinion
2004; 20(12): 1979-1991.

NR814 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Analysis of Individual Items of the Hamilton
Depression Scale in a Study of Eszopiclone/
Fluoxetine Co-Therapy
Andrew Krystal, M.D. Duke University Medical Center, Trent
Drive Box 3309, Durham, NC, 27710, Thomas Walsh, Ph.D.,
Maurizio Fava, M.D., Kendyl Schaefer, M.S.C., Thomas Roth,
Ph.D., W. Vaughn McCall, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the effects over time of concomitant treatment
with eszopiclone and fluoxetine, versus fluoxetine alone, on the
individual depression items assessed in the HAMD17.

Summary:

Objective: Results of a co-morbid insomnia and depression
study of eszopiclone and fluoxetine demonstrated that initiation
of co-therapy produced greater improvements in sleep and de-
pression compared with fluoxetine monotherapy. To determine if
the changes in the HAMD17 were due only to sleep, the individual
HAMD17 items were evaluated.

Methods: Patients (n=545) met DSM-IV criteria for MDD and
insomnia, with screening HAMD17 (excluding the sleep items)
>14. All patients received fluoxetine QAM for 10 weeks, and ran-
domly received double-blind eszopiclone 3mg or placebo QHS
for 8 weeks, followed by a single-blind placebo 2-week run-out
to evaluate discontinuation effects. HAMD17 was completed at
Weeks 4, 8, and 10. Individual items were compared with AN-
COVA using an LOCF approach.

Results: Mean baseline HAMD17 scores were 22 for each
group. At Week 4, differences were noted between treatment
groups in the total score, and the individual items of insight, and
insomnia early, middle, and late (p<0.02 versus monotherapy),
with a trend for guilt (p=0.07). At Week 8, significant changes
were noted in the total score (p=0.0005), the three insomnia items
(p<0.001), guilt, work/activities, and anxiety psychic (p<0.05), and
a trend in retardation (p=0.07). At Week 10, the total score, guilt,
insomnia early, middle, and late, work/activities, retardation, agita-
tion, anxiety psychic, general somatic symptoms, and hypochon-
driasis demonstrated significant improvements (p<0.05 versus
monotherapy) despite discontinuation of eszopiclone.

Conclusions: Eszopiclone/fluoxetine co-therapy resulted in
significant improvements in the insomnia items of the HAMD17.
In addition, several items related to core depressive symptoms
were also improved with co-therapy compared with monotherapy,
and these differences increased over time. Co-therapy led to an
enhancement of the antidepressant response that was not sleep-
specific but evident across the range of depression symptoms,
and affected an increasing number of aspects of depression over
time for at least 10 weeks.

Support: Sepracor Inc.
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NR815 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole in Restless Legs Syndrome Requiring
Extended Treatment Coverage
Clete A. Kushida, M.D. Stanford Center of Excellence for Sleep
Disorders, 401 Quarry Road, Suite 3301-A, Stanford, CA,
94305-5730, Jerry M. Tolson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize that some patients with Restless Legs Syndrome
(RLS) may require extended treatment coverage and that ropinir-
ole is an effective treatment in this population.

Summary:

Introduction: The dopamine agonist ropinirole, once daily, 1-
3hrs before bedtime, is the only FDA-approved treatment for mod-
erate-to-severe primary Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS).12 Some
patients, with symptom onset earlier in the day, may benefit from
extended treatment coverage.

Methods: In this multicenter, double-blind, randomized, 12-
week, flexible-dose study (protocol 101468/100013), patients with
primary RLS, symptom onset no earlier than 5pm and baseline
International Restless Legs Scale (IRLS) total score >20, received
ropinirole (n=176), 0.5-6.0mg/day in divided doses, or placebo
(n=187). First dose was 1 hr before usual onset of symptoms and
second was within 3-8hrs of the first. Efficacy assessments in-
cluded change from baseline in IRLS total score (primary endpoint
was at Week 12 last observation carried forward [LOCF]) and
the proportion of responders (much/very much improved) on the
Clinical Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) scale (secondary
endpoint).

Results: Improvement in IRLS total score was statistically sig-
nificantly greater for ropinirole compared with placebo at Day 3
observed case (OC) (adjusted mean treatment difference: -2.8;
95%CI: -4.5,-1.2; p<0.001) and Week 1 LOCF (-3.0; 95%CI: -4.6,-
1.5; p<0.001) through Week 12 LOCF (-4.1; 95%CI: -6.1,-2.1;
p<0.001). Additionally, a statistically significantly greater propor-
tion of ropinirole-treated patients compared with placebo, were
CGI-I responders at Day 3 OC (32% versus 15%; odds ratio [OR]:
2.6; 95%CI: 1.5,4.4; p<0.001) and Week 1 LOCF (39% versus
22%; OR: 2.2; 95%CI: 1.4,3.5; p<0.001) through Week 12 LOCF
(71% versus 50%; OR: 2.4; 95%CI: 1.6,3.8; p<0.001). Ropinirole
was generally well-tolerated. The adverse events reported by the
most patients were nausea (34% versus 15%), headache (24%
versus 18%), and somnolence (19% versus 6%), for ropinirole
versus placebo, respectively.

Conclusions: Ropinirole, given in a divided dose, provides
rapid, effective, and well-tolerated symptom relief for patients
whose RLS requires extended treatment coverage.

Supported By: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Development.
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NR816 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Improves Quality of Life in Patients With
Restless Legs Syndrome Requiring Extended
Treatment Coverage
Clete A. Kushida, M.D. Stanford Center of Excellence for Sleep
Disorders, 401 Quarry Road, Suite 3301-A, Stanford, CA,
94305-5730, Jerry M. Tolson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand the impact of Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) on the
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daily lives of patients and be familiar with the effects of ropinirole
treatment on quality-of-life parameters in patients requiring ex-
tended treatment coverage.

Summary:

Introduction:
RLS often impacts negatively on patients' quality of life (QoL).1

Once-daily ropinirole has been shown to improve RLS symptoms
and, possibly as a result, QoL.2 For patients whose symptom onset
usually occurs during the late afternoon/early evening, extended
treatment coverage may be required. Ropinirole's effect on QoL
was examined in this population.

Methods:
Patients with primary RLS, baseline International Restless Legs

Scale (I RLS) total scores >20, and symptom onset no earlier than
5pm received placebo or ropinirole, 0.5-6.0mg/day (titrated as
needed and tolerated), in divided doses (first dose: 1h before
usual symptom onset; second dose: 3-8h later) for 12 weeks
(protocol: 101468/100013). The primary endpoint was the change
from baseline to Week 12 in IRLS total score. Secondary efficacy
assessments included the change from baseline to Week 12 in
RLSQoL questionnaire overall life impact score and the proportion
of patients satisfied/very satisfied when asked how satisfied they
were with study medication.

Results:
The mean age in the intention-to-treat population (ropinirole=

175, placebo=184) was 50.9 (SD 13.4) years and 60% were
women; the demographics were similar between treatment
groups. The mean baseline IRLS score was 26.0 in both groups.
The improvement in IRLS total score was statistically significantly
greater with ropinirole than placebo at Week 12 last observation
carried forward (adjusted mean treatment difference [AMTD]: -4.1;
95%CI: -6.1, -2.1; p<0.001), as was the improvement in RLSQoL
questionnaire overall life impact score (AMTD: 7.9; 95%CI: 4.0,
11.8; p<0.001). A treatment difference favoring ropinirole was
seen in the proportion of patients satisfied/very satisfied with treat-
ment (Week 12 observed case; odds ratio: 2.8; 95%CI: 1.8, 4.4;
p<0.001). The adverse-event profile for ropinirole was similar to
that in once-daily-dosing studies.

Conclusions:
Ropinirole improved RLS symptoms and QoL, and was gener-

ally well tolerated in RLS patients requiring extended treatment
coverage.

Supported by: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Development.
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NR817 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Eeffect of Smoking Cessation on EPS From
Antipsychotics in Chronic Schizophrenic Patients
Tsuo-Hung Lan, M.D. Yu-Li Hospital, DOH, Adult Psychiatry,
448 Chung-Hwa Road, Yu-Li, Hualien, 981, Taiwan Republic of
China, Hsien-Jane Chiu, M.D., Tsung-Ming Hu, M.D., Ching-
Han Chao, M.D., Fan-Chin Kung, M.D., Huan Lee, M.D., Shih-
Jie Wang, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize whether the side effects from antipsychotics
change from the intervention of smoking cessation on schizo-
phrenic patients.

Summary:

Objective: Smoking has been identified as a severe public
issue worldwide since last century. Confirmed publications in the

past emphasized the cause-effect relationship between smoking
and many chronic diseases. More schizophrenic patients stayed
on smoking compared to the general population, which indicates
more quit-smoking campaigns should be promoted in this minor
group.Method: This is a 3 year, investigator-initiated study project.
Here we planed to enroll 500 inpatients meeting DSM-IV criteria
for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder from a Taiwan based
psychiatric hospital during the study. Patients were taking a variety
of conventional and atypical antipsychotic medications with a con-
fident compliance. All subjects after consent form completed were
evaluated for side effects from antipsychotics by using UKU side
effects scales at baseline and 4 weeks after Nicotine Transdermal
Patch Treatment intervention. Results: After adjusted for age and
hospitalization days, the change of UKU scale between baseline
and 4 weeks later did not reach to a significant level. However,
the 12th item (constipation) in UKU scale showed a significant
difference before and after the Nicotine Transdermal Patch Treat-
ment intervene (p-value = 0.02). Conclusions: This study indi-
cates that schizophrenic patients might be beneficial in lessening
side effects from antipsychotics through the smoking cessation
intervention in Taiwan.
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NR818 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Armodafinil Reduces Sleepiness in Chronic Shift
Work Sleep Disorder
Alan Lankford, Ph.D. Sleep Disorders Center of Georgia, 5505
Peachtree Dunwoody Road, Suite 380, Atlanta, GA, 30342,
Gary Zammit, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that armodafinil reduces excessive sleepiness
and consequences associated with chronic shift work sleep disor-
der during the night shift and the commute home.

Summary:

Introduction/Hypothesis: Shift work sleep disorder (SWSD)
is associated with excessive sleepiness (ES) at night and insomnia
during the day. The effects of the wake-promoting agent, armodafi-
nil on sleepiness during the night shift and the commute home in
patients with ES associated with chronic SWSD are reported.

Methods: This 12-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled
multicenter study in permanent or rotating night shift workers with
chronic SWSD evaluated armodafinil 150 mg (n=112) or placebo
(n=112) before the start of each night shift. Patients completed
daily electronic diaries in which they recorded sleepiness, number
of mistakes/near misses/accidents, and caffeine use, during the
night shift and on the commute home.

Results: Armodafinil significantly reduced the mean number of
unintended sleep episodes (percent reduction, 71.8%) and naps
(percent reduction, 35.8%) compared with placebo (percent reduc-
tion, 42.2% and 13.2%, respectively; P<.05). Armodafinil signifi-
cantly improved the level of alertness versus placebo during the
night shift (decrease of sleepiness from baseline 2.0 versus 1.1
points; P<.0001) and the commute home (decrease of sleepiness
from baseline 1.2 versus 0.6 points; P=.0027). The mean number
of mistakes/near misses/accidents during the night shift and on the
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commute home was lower for the armodafinil group than placebo,
although it did not achieve statistical significance. The change
from baseline in the use of caffeinated drinks was relatively un-
changed in both groups.

Conclusions: Armodafinil significantly reduced patients' esti-
mates of sleepiness during the night shift and the commute home.

Funding Source: Sponsored by Cephalon, Inc.
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NR819 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Haloperidol Versus Risperidone in the Treatment of
Aggressive Psychotic Male Inmates
Catherine F. Lewis, M.D. University of Connecticut Health
Center, Psychiatry, 263 Farmington Avenue, Farmington, CT,
06030-2103

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
recognize and be able to compare the efficacy of haloperidol
versus risperidone for the treatment of aggressive inmates with
psychotic disorders.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the relationship of treatment with risperi-
done versus haloperidol to aggression in psychotic male inmates.

Method: This study took place at Osborn Correctional Institution
in Somers, Connecticut on a specialized mental health housing
unit for inmates with serious mental illness. Forty male prisoners
with Axis I psychotic disorder (diagnosed with the Diagnostic Inter-
view Schedule for DSM IV (DIS)) were randomized to one of two
treatment arms of ninety days each. One arm (N=20) received
risperidone (dose initiation of 2 mg PO daily with weekly titration
of 2 mg up to therapeutic maximum of 6mg daily) and the other
arm (N=20) received haloperidol (dose initiation of 4 mg daily with
weekly titration of 2 mg PO daily up to therapeutic maximum of
12 mg daily). Patients on mood stabilizers were not eligible for
the study. The primary measure of aggression was the Overt
Aggression Scale-Modified (OAS-M), which was administered
weekly. Trait impulsivity was assessed with the Barratt Impulsivity
Scale (BIS), which was administered at initiation and conclusion
of the study.

Results: Haloperidol and risperidone were both associated with
reduced aggression as evidenced by significant decreases in each
subscale of the OAS-M. A trend toward a significant drug by
subgroup interaction was seen; specifically risperidone was asso-
ciated with greater reductions in OAS-M overall scores in individu-
als with higher (>73) scores on the baseline BIS (p<0.07). Compli-
ance did not differ between the two study arms.

Conclusion: Haloperidol and risperidone showed similar efficacy
in reducing state aggression in psychotic male inmates. There
was a trend, which approached statistical significance, for patients
with higher baseline scores of impulsivity to have more significant
reductions in state aggression with risperidone. Further research
with larger samples is needed to more fully explore this finding.
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NR820 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

MAO-B Activity in Platelets Associated With Suicide
Attempts in Depressed Patients

Ute Lewitzka, M.D. University of Dresden, Psychiatry,
ulewi@web.de, ulewi@web.de, Dresden, 01307, Germany,
Bruno Mueller-Oerlinghausen, Prof. Dr., Erik Lauterbach, M.D.,
Markus Ising, M.D., Wolfgang Maier, Prof. Dr., Marie-Luise
Rao, Prof. Dr., Thomas Bronisch, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

We found a correlation of higher platelet activity with circum-
stances in a way that increased the possibility of fatal exit which
support the hypothesis that characteristics of suicide attempts
may be associated with a lower 5-HT availibility.

Summary:

Introduction:
The objectives of the present study is to investigate neurobiolog-

ical parameters of serotonergic, noradrenergic and dopaminergic
transmitters and aspects of suicidality.

Methods:
After suicide attempts (within 14 days) platelets serotonergic

measures were obtained from 89 patients (32 men, 27 women)
suffering from an "affective spectrum" disorders and from 30 non-
suicidal patients (14 men, 16 women). Subjects were recruited in 5
participating centers. The patients were screened for the exclusion
criteria e.g. having other psychiatric disorder or use of prohibited
medication. Behavioral assessments were done as soon as possi-
ble after the suicide attempt. Blood sampling for measurement of
platelet MAO-B acitivity, platelet 5-HT content and platelet 5-HT2A
receptor acitivity was done mostly on the same day as the psycho-
logical assessments (on average 13,2 days after suicide attempt)

Results:
Patient with suicide attempt did not differ from patients without

history of suicide attempts in age or in gender distribution. Major
depression was the most important diagnosis in both groups.
Suicide attempters and non suicide attempters were not different
in depressive and anxiety symptoms as well as general psychopa-
thology.

Suicide attempters who arranged the circumstance of their sui-
cide attempt in a way that increased the likelihood of a fatal exit,
showed higher platelet MAO-B acitivity suggesting lower 5-HT
availability.

Discussion:
We found a correlation of higher platelet activity with circum-

stances in a way that increased the possibility of fatal exit which
support the hypothesis that characteristics of suicide attempts
may be associated with a lower 5-HT availibility.
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NR821 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Increased Proliferation of Blood Peripheral
Lymphocytes of Major Depression Patients and the
Role of 5HT1A Receptors
Lucimey Lima, Ph.D. IVIC, Altos de Pipe APDO 21827,
Caracas, 1020A, Venezuela, Fill Fazzino, M.S., Mirta Castillo,
Psy.D., Carol Montes, Psy.D., Alfonso Gonzalez, Dr. Med. Sc.,
Isabel Carreira, Psy.D., Salvador Mata, Dr. Med. Sc.

Educational Objectives:

The objectives of the present research were:
1. To explore the nervous-immune interaction in major depres-

sion patients
2. To determine basal proliferation of lymphocytes in major

depression
3. To understand the role of serotonin in the process of lympho-

cyte proliferation thinking in autoimmunity and depression
4. To evaluate populations of lymphocytes with differential func-

tion and the serotonergic system
5. To highligth the relevance of possible immune modifications

an the treatment of depression
6. To train Residents in New Research

Summary:

Depressed present reduced lymphocyte proliferation to mito-
gens. Lymphocyte 5HT1A receptors are unmodified in depressed,
modulate cAMP levels, which inhibits proliferation. We studied 29
patients, 18-56 years, 7 men, and 30 controls, 21-59, 10 men.
Diagnosis was done according to DSM-IV criteria and severity by
Hamilton Scale of Depression (28-32). Blood lymphocytes, by
Ficoll/Hypaque and plastic adherence, cultured in RPMI medium
72 h without or with Concanavalin A (CONA). 5HT, 8-hydroxy-
dipropil-aminotetralin (DPAT) or WAY-100635, agonist and antag-
onist of 5HT1A receptors, imipramine or fluoxetine, were added.
CD4+ (helper/inducer), CD8+ (eytotoxic), and 5HT transporter
positive cells were immunolabeled. Basal proliferation was higher
in depressed, without effect of CONA. DPAT increased and WAY-
100635 decreased proliferation in depressed. Imipramine and flu-
oxetine decreased it. CD4+/CD8+ ratio was unchanged, 50%
CD4+ and 30% CD8+; 20% had 5HT transporter, reduced in
patients, present in 25% of CD4+ and in 45% of CD8+. Lympho-
cytes are activated, and 5HT1A hiper-reactive in depressed. Differ-
ential localization of 5HT transporter might indicate variable role
of 5HT in populations of lymphocytes from depressed.
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NR822 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Use of Complementary and Alternative Medicine
Among Menopausal Women With Mood Problems
Chia-Yih Liu, M.D. Chang Gung Memorial Hosp and University,
psychaitry, 5 Fu-Hsin Road kwei-San, Tao-Yuan, 333, Taiwan
Republic of China, Yi-Hsiung Lin, M.D., Mei-Chun Hsiao, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Complementary and alternative therapy (CAM) in menopausal-
related mood women

Summary:

Background: Hot flash and menopausal symptoms can be
troublesome, especially when hormone therapy (HT) is contraindi-
cated. The use of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)
is common among our patients to treat their menopausal symp-
toms by themselves. To understand this health-seeking behavior
is necessary for the quality of health-care.

Method: The present study was conducted from December
2004 to May 2005, a total of 95 women who sought treatment for
menopause-related problem at our special clinic. All were recruited
with informed consent. Each patient completed a questionnaire
that identified demographic data, height and weight, family and
personal history, and medical and gynecological history. Informa-
tion about the use of CAM was collected in another special ques-
tionnaire.

Result: The majority of the subjects were married (76.8%) and
housewives (70.5%) with the mean age were 52.6 ± 6.2 years.
The mean year of education was 8.6 ± 3.7 years. 85.3% of them
had used CAM within 6 months before our clinics. The average
usage of CAM was 3.00 ± 2.67 kinds and this was statistically
significant with the level of education (P<0.05). The ranking of
CAM used were calcium (43.2%), isoflavone (38.9%), Magnet-
oencephalographic avitamin (32.6%), specific milk powder for
menopausal women (30.5%), vitamin E (25.3%), glucosamine
sulfate (16.8%), fish oil (13.7%), cranberry (12.6%), ginkgo
(11.6%), and vitamin C (11.6%). 48.4% of them had used Tradi-
tional Chinese Medicine (TCM). The majority of TCM was OTC
(over the counter) drug (27.4%), followed by prescribed by doctor
(22.1%), chiropractic or foot massage (16.8%), and acupuncture
(12.7%).

Conclusion: Individuals chose CAM may not because of dissat-
isfaction with conventional medicine, but alternative therapies
were more congruent with their personal beliefs and values. Physi-
cian cannot always be disinterested in or threatened by alternative
medicine approaches. Quality control of CAM may be our respon-
sibility for completed human-care in the future.
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NR823 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Gaboxadol Improves Sleep Maintenance and, in
Contrast to Zolpidem, Enhances Slow Wave Sleep in
Adult Patients With Primary Insomnia
Jonas Lundahl, Ph.D. H. Lundbeck A/S, Ottiliavej 9,
Copenhagen, 2500, Denmark, Luc Staner, Ph.D., C. Staner,
Ph.D., Steve Deacon, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participants will gain knowledge on the effect of Gaboxadol
on the sleep maintenance and slow wave sleep in patients with
primary insomnia.

Summary:

Introduction: Gaboxadol is a selective extrasynaptic Gamma-
aminobutyric acid A agonist (SEGA) in development for the treat-
ment of insomnia. This study was designed to evaluate its acute
efficacy and safety in the treatment of primary insomnia (PI).

Methods: This was a randomised, double-blind, 4-way cross-
over, polysomnograph (PSG) study comparing gaboxadol 10mg
(GBX10) and 20mg (GBX20) to placebo (PBO) in 40 adult patients
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with PI. Zolpidem 10mg (ZOL10) was used as an active reference
drug. Treatment was administered on two consecutive nights in
each treatment session. Patients were enrolled after confirmation
of DSM-IV criteria for PI and specific PSG inclusion criteria for
sleep onset and maintenance. Next day residual effects were
evaluated 2h after lights on.

Results: The per protocol efficacy analysis (n=38) was based
on data from the second night of each treatment session. Both
gaboxadol doses and ZOL10 significantly reduced wakefulness
after sleep onset (all p<0.05, log transformed). GBX20 and ZOL10
increased total sleep time (all p<0.05). Both doses of gaboxadol
but not zolpidem, reduced the number of night awakenings
(p<0.001). Neither drug reduced sleep onset latency. Gaboxadol
dose dependently enhanced slow wave sleep (SWS; p<0.01 for
GBX10 and GBX20). Neither drug treatment was associated with
next day residual effects the morning after treatment. The majority
of adverse events (AEs) were mild or moderate with no SAEs.
Compared to placebo, the incidence and severity of AEs were
higher with GBX20.

Conclusion: Acute administration of gaboxadol improves sleep
maintenance and enhances SWS in a dose dependent manner
in adult patients with PI. Effects on sleep induction need further
evaluation considering the lack of effect of the reference drug
zolpidem. Gaboxadol 10mg and 20mg doses were not associated
with next day residual effects. Gaboxadol was generally well toler-
ated although gaboxadol showed a dose dependent increase in
incidence and severity of AEs.
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NR824 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Serotonin Transporter Gene and Moderators of
Prolactin Response to Meta-Chlorophenylpiperazine
in African American Cocaine Abusers and Controls
Paolo Mannelli, M.D. Duke University, Psychiatry, 4323 Ben
Franklin Blvd, Suite 700, Durham, NC, 27704, Kathleen Peindl,
Ph.D., Ashwin A. Patkar, M.D., Haresh Tharwani, M.D., Neena
Ajwani, B.A., R Thomas Mathew

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentaiton, the participant should be
able to understand the interaction of genetic and psychobehavioral
dimensions in determining the functional response to drug abuse.

Summary:

Introduction 5HT (5-HT) function is altered in several psychiat-
ric disorders, including cocaine dependence (CD), and its role in
impulsive aggressive behaviors has been widely studied. How-
ever, the relationship between psychopathological and behavioral
dimensions and mechanisms of 5-HT alterations remains unclear.
Methods We investigated the relationship of a polymorphism in
the 5' promoter region of the 5HT transporter gene (5-HTTLPR)
with prolactin (PRL) response to meta-chlorophenylpiperazine (m-
CPP) in a sample of 68 African American individuals, 35 CD
subjects and 33 controls. We also examined whether measures
of impulsivity, hostility and sensation-seeking influenced the rela-
tionship between 5-HTTLPR polymorphism and PRL response to
m-CPP in this sample. Results Individuals with the SS genotype
showed heightened PRL response to the challenge compared to
the LL and LS genotypes (F=4.402,64; p=0.016). No influence of

gender or substance abuse condition was observed. Hostility was
associated with blunted PRL response in the total sample (F=
2.191 ,66, p=0.023). Cocaine abuse was the most significant moder-
ator of APRL (peak PRL-baseline PRL), and the interaction of
genetic, behavioral and psychopathological measures helped pre-
dict most of the observed APRL (62,5%). Conclusions Although
these results need replication, variation in 5-HTTLPR gene ap-
pears to influence measures of 5-HT function and interact with
disease state and personality dimensions to account for 5-HT
disturbances in African American populations.
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NR825 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Eszopiclone Co-Administered With Fluoxetine for
Insomnia Co-Existing With MDD: Analysis by Age
W. Vaughn McCall, M.D. Wake Forest University, Medical
Center Boulevard, 8th Floor, Winston-Salem, NC, 27157,
Maurizio Fava, M.D., Thomas Wessel, M.D., Robert Rubens,
M.D., Judith Caron, Ph.D., Thomas Roth, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the effect of co-therapy with eszopiclone and
fluoxetine, versus fluoxetine alone, in patients of different ages
with co-existing insomnia and depression.

Summary:

Objective: Results of a study of eszopiclone and fluoxetine
in co-existing insomnia and depression showed initiation of co-
therapy produced greater improvements in sleep and depression
compared with fluoxetine monotherapy. Results of a post-hoc
analysis of results by age are presented.

Methods: Patients (aged 21 - 64 years) met DSM-IV criteria for
MDD and insomnia, with screening 17-item Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale (HAMD-17; excluding the sleep items) >14. All pa-
tients received fluoxetine QAM for 10 weeks. Patients were ran-
domized to eszopiclone 3mg (n=270) or placebo (n=275) QHS
for 8 weeks, followed by a 2-week single-blind placebo run-out
phase. Sleep and depressive symptom responses were evaluated
in younger (<50 years; n=351) and older adults (>50 years; n=136).

Results: At baseline, older adults had greater difficulty with
sleep indicated by longer sleep latency (SL), greater wake time
after sleep onset (WASO) and less total sleep time (TST) com-
pared with younger adults. Sleep quality, daytime alertness, and
ability to function and concentrate in younger adults were either
better or the same as in older adults. Both age groups responded
to eszopiclone/fluoxetine with statistically differences relative to
fluoxetine alone in SL (p<0.0042), WASO (p<0.0215) and TST
(p<0.052). Those in the older age group had greater changes in
these parameters. Change from baseline HAMD-17 scores in the
younger versus older group, respectively, were -12.01 versus -
11.67 for co-therapy and -10.34 versus -8.95 with monotherapy.
The percentage of responders (>50% decrease in HAMD-17
score) was 59% versus 65.8% in the younger versus older group,
respectively (monotherapy: 49.2% and 52.2%, respectively). Simi-
larly, the percentage of remitters (HAMD-17 scores <7) was 42.9%
versus 46.3% in the younger and older group (monotherapy:
36.1% and 31.9%), respectively.
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Conclusions: In this study, regardless of age, co-therapy pro-
vided significant improvements in both sleep and depression end-
points relative to monotherapy.

Support: Sepracor Inc.
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NR826 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prevalence of PTSD in Pregnant Women With
Previous Pregnancy Complications
Melanie Y. McKean, B.S. Yale University School of Medicine,
Department of Psychiatry-Yale Behavioral Gynecology
Program, 1401 West Danny Street, Claremore, OK, 74017,
Urania Magriples, M.D., Naamit Kurshan, Kathryn Czarkowski,
M.A., Linda C. Mayes, M.D., C. Neill Epperson, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
aware of the incidence of PTSD in pregnant women who have
experienced a prior pregnancy complication. In addition, clinicians
will become familiar with a method to assess pregnant women
with previous pregnancy complications for PTSD.

Summary:

Objective: PTSD involves the development of characteristic
symptoms following a traumatic event, including re-experiencing
the event, avoidance of stimuli associated with the event, and
symptoms of increased physiologic arousal. As a pregnancy loss
or other complication can be considered traumatic and severity
of PTSD has been linked to the frequency of traumatic reminders,
we sought to examine the prevalence of full and partial PTSD in
a group of pregnant women who have experienced a previous
pregnancy loss or serious complication.

Methods: Forty-two pregnant women referred to a university-
based maternal fetal medicine program who experienced a previ-
ous pregnancy loss or complication completed a self-rated preg-
nancy complication questionnaire (PCQ) based on the Clinician-
Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS-1). Another 24 women under-
went a clinical interview to assess presence of PTSD due to a
pregnancy-related trauma.

Results: Of the 42 women who provided self-rated assess-
ments, the prevalence of PTSD meeting DSM-IV criteria was 5/
42, while an additional 10/42 met criteria for partial PTSD. Of the
24 women who underwent clinician-rated assessments, 2/24 met
criteria for full PTSD and 6/24 met criteria for partial PTSD.

Conclusions: The prevalence of full and partial PTSD in women
who are pregnant subsequent to a pregnancy-related trauma is
considerable. Given anxiety during pregnancy is not without risks
to both mother and fetus, women who have experienced a previ-
ous pregnancy loss should be screened for the presence of clini-
cally meaningful symptoms of PTSD.
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NR827 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Psychotropic Drug Use and Recidivism Among High
Need and High Risk Sex Offenders
Mansfield Mela, M.B. University of Saskatchewan, Department
of Psychiatry, 103 Hospital Drive, Ellis Hall, Saskatoon, SK,
S7N 0W8, Canada, Adelugba Olajide, Peluola Akin, M.B.,
Marje Lepnurm

Educational Objectives:

To identify reasons for psychotropic drug use in paraphilia and
sex offences

To understand the role of psychotropics in reducing sexual
recidism

Summary:

Objective
1. To determine the indications and benefits of prescribing psy-

chotropic medications among recidivist sex offenders.
2. To estimate the recidivism rates among those prescribed

psychotropic medications and those who are not.
Method: Data on indications and benefits of psychotropic medi-

cations in 365 high need/high risk sex offenders was compared
with the yearly sexual and violent recidivism rates for those re-
leased (85% of sample).

Results: There is an increase in the use of SSRIs in this popula-
tion over the years. Mood, anxiety disorders and personality char-
acteristics like impulsivity and insomnia are the main psychotropic
drug indications. Sexual recidivism rates at two, three and five
years (4.2 %, 4% and 12.1%) amongst those prescribed SSRIs
and anti-libidinal drugs are lower than those on no medication.
Those prescribed medications for sexual deviance had the lowest
rate of sexual recidivism over five years (0%).

Conclusion: With increasing use, the SSRIs and anti-libidinal
drugs offer a significant reduction in sexual recidivism when pre-
scribed for paraphilia and for other mood and anxiety problems.
Specific pharmacological treatment of sexual deviance is associ-
ated with the lowest sexual recidivism rate.

References:

1. Bradford JMW: The neurobiology, neuropharmacology and
pharmacological treatment of the paraphilias and compulsive
sexual behaviour. Can J Psychiatry 2001; 46:26-34.

2. Nicholaichuk T, Gordon A, Gu D, Wong S: Outcome of an
institutionalsexual offender treatment program: A comparison
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NR828 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Efficacy of Lamotrigine in the Treatment of
Women With Chronic Pelvic Pain and Depression
Samantha E. Meltzer-Brody, M.D. University of North Carolina,
Psychiatry, Campus Box 7160, Chapel Hill, NC, 27599, Jane
Leserman, Ph.D., Katherine Rinaldi, B.A., Denniz Zolnoun,
M.D., John Steege, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives:

Understand the relationship between chronic pelvic pain and
mood symptoms.
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Describe preliminary data on the anticonvulsant lamotrigine in
the treatment of chronic pelvic pain and depression.

Summary:

Objective: Chronic Pelvic Pain (CPP), defined as pelvic pain
of least 6 months duration, is a common disorder characterized by
heterogeneous symptoms, poor treatment response, high relapse
rates, and psychiatric symptoms. Lamotrigine is an anticonvulsant
with demonstrated efficacy in mood stabilization and promising
data on treatment of neuropathic pain. Our goal was to examine
the efficacy of lamotrigine for the treatment of CPP and associated
mood symptoms.

Method: We recruited women from a tertiary care referral based
clinic for CPP for inclusion in an open-label 14-week pilot study
of lamotrigine. After the baseline assessment, patients were ti-
trated up to a therapeutic dose of 400mg of lamotrigine over 8
weeks. This maintenance dose was then continued from week 8-
12, and then patients were gradually discontinued from the drug
between weeks 12-14. Patients completed the McGill Pain Scale
at each visit, and were administered the Hamilton Depression and
Anxiety Scales.

Results: In our preliminary analysis of 14 patients who com-
pleted at least 8 weeks of study, the average age was 43.0 (SD=
11.6), and average education was 14.9 years (SD=2.0). There
was a statistically significant change in overall reduction of pain
intensity at 8 weeks (p=0.0004) and 12 weeks (p=0.04) compared
to the baseline visit. In addition, there was a trend for the group
to have reductions in measures of depressive symptoms from
baseline to 12 weeks (p=.09). Patients with vulvodynia-type pelvic
pain (N=6) tended to have the most robust reductions on pain
intensity from baseline to 8 (p=.003) and 12 weeks (p=.005) com-
pared patients with other types of CPP (e.g., diffuse abdominal
pain). Conclusions: Our preliminary data suggest that lamotrigine
may have a clinically significant effect on the reduction of pain
and depressive symptoms in women with CPP, particularly among
those with vulvodynia-type pelvic pain.

Funded by GSK

References:

1. Mathias SD, Kuppermann M, Liberman RF, Lipschutz RC,
Steege JF: Chronic pelvic pain: prevalence, health-related
quality of life, and economic correlates. Obstet Gynecol
87(3):321-7, 1996.

2. Jamieson DJ, Steege JF: The association of sexual abuse
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NR829 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
OREON 2: Impact of an Educational Program for
Physicians on Remission Rates in Depression
Annick Mignon, Pharm.D. Wyeth, Medical Dpt, rue du bosquet
15, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1348, Belgium, Koen Demyttenaere,
Prof. Dr., Marc Ansseau, Prof. Dr., Jan Degryse, Prof. Dr.,
Andre Migeotte, Prof. Dr., Adelin Albert, Prof. Dr., Sophie
Leyman, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The "Objective REmission in DepressiON" project OREON 1
had shown that remission rates in depressed patients in daily
practice are low . An internet based interactive training on remis-
sion in depression was offered to the OREON 1 investigators.
OREON 2 assessed remission in newly treated patients after the
training phase. The presented data will demonstrate that a well
developped educational program for physicians can improve re-
mission rates.

Summary:

Objective: Evaluation of impact of an educational intervention
on remission in patients treated for depression.

Method: The "Objective REmission in DepressiON" project OR-
EON 1 had shown that remission rates in depressed patients are
low in daily practice. An internet based interactive training on
remission in depression was then offered to the OREON 1 investi-
gators. OREON 2 assessed remission in newly treated patients
after the training phase. Investigators included 10 consecutive
patients with depression. Symptom severity was evaluated by
means of HAM-D 7 (GP) or HAM-D-17 (psychiatrist). Comorbidity
and impact of disease on social functioning was evaluated by
means of the Physicians Health Questionnaire (PHQ), the Shee-
han Disability Scale (SDS) and the Carroll scale

The effect of the training program was tested by: (1) comparison
of remission rates in OREON 1 and OREON 2; (2) correlation
between remission rate and amount of training received by the
physician and (3) comparison of remission rates obtained in both
studies within each practice individually.

All statistical results will be considered significant at the 5%
critical level (p<0.05). All calculations will be performed using SAS
(version 8.2 for Windows) and S-PLUS (version 6.1).

Results: In OREON 2 remission rates in primary care have
increased to 50% compared to 28% in OREON 1.

The OREON project is funded by Wyeth Pharmaceuticals Bel-
gium. The internet based educational program was developped
by Prof Degryse at the Academic Center of Primary Care Medicine.
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1. Keller, MB, 2003. Past, present and future directions for defin-
ing optimal treatment outcome in depression. Remission and
Beyond. JAMA, 289: pp. 3152-3160.
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NR830 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Quetiapine Augmentation of Antidepressants in
Lactation: Breastmilk Levels and Infant Development
Shaila Misri, M.D. University of British Columbia, Psychiatry,
1081 Burrard Street, Room 2B-185, St. Paul's Hospital,
Vancouver, BC, V6Z 1Y6, Canada, Maria Corral, M.D., Andrea
A. Wardrop, B.A., Kristin Kendrick, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: treat women with concurrent psychiatric disorders during
lactation, understand quetiapine augmentation of antidepressants
in lactation, and be familiar with the effects of combination therapy
on infant development.

Summary:

Objective: To further knowledge regarding the effects of quetia-
pine as an augmenting agent of antidepressants, specifically, ven-
lafaxine, trazodone, or paroxetine, during lactation. The secretion
of these medications in breastmilk and developmental assess-
ments of the exposed babies are reported.

Method: Participants included six breastfeeding women re-
ferred to a tertiary care clinic for treatment of psychiatric disorders
in Vancouver, Canada. All patients were diagnosed with MDD in
conjunction with Panic Disorder, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder,
or BPD, and treated with quetiapine in combination with either an
SSRI or SNRI postnatally. Breastmilk samples were examined to
determine levels of psychotropic medications and estimate levels
of infant exposure. Developmental assessments of the exposed
babies were performed with the Bayley Scales of Infant Develop-
ment, Second Edition (BSID-II).
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Results: In half of the cases, no medication was detected in
the breastmilk, and in all but one case, estimated levels of infant
medication exposure were less than 0.01 mg/kg/day for each
medication. Four babies scored within normal limits on the BSID-
II, while two showed mild developmental delays. In comparison
to the four cases of typical development, the two showing mild
delays did not have higher estimated levels of psychotropic medi-
cation exposure through breastmilk.

Conclusions: Although our results should be interpreted with
caution, in our limited sample there appears to be no association
between developmental functioning of babies up to 18 months of
age and estimated levels of exposure. Women who are on a
combination of psychotropic medications and choose to nurse
need to be monitored closely. When pharmacotherapy is utilized
to ensure stability of maternal mood during lactation, monitoring
developmental milestones in infants is recommended whenever
possible.

References:

1. Lee A, Giesbrecht E, Dunn E, Ito S: Excretion of quetiapine in
breast milk. Am J Psychiatry 2004; 161(9):1715-1716.

2. Misri S, Milis L: Obsessive-compulsive disorder in the postpar-
tum: open-label trial of quetiapine augmentation. Journal of
Clinical Psychopharmacology 2004; 24(6):624-627.

NR831 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
The Influence of Religious Affiliation on Time to First
Treatment and Hospitalization
Quinton E. Moss, M.D. University of Cincinnati, University of
Cincinnati 231 Albert Sabin way, PO BOX 670559, Cincinnati,
OH, 45267

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this program, participants will be able to:
Understand the the importance of the duration of untreated

psychosis; Recognize that religious affliation may influence the
path to care; Conceptualize future research involving the relation-
ship of religion and psychiatric treatment.

Summary:

Longer duration of untreated psychosis (DUP) has been associ-
ated with treatment-refractory illness, significant cognitive decline,
and poorer long-term outcomes. There are many factors, including
social and cultural, that promote longer DUP. To date, there have
been no studies to evaluate religion's effect on DUP. In this study
we evaluated the effect of certain religious affiliations and degree
of religious practice on the DUP. Methods: A total of 195 patients
were recruited aged 18 to 45 years with the presence of at least
1 psychotic symptom (delusions, hallucinations, or prominent
thought disorder). Patients were evaluated on their religious prac-
tice prior to the index episode using a Likert-style scale. Using a
similar scale, patients were asked about their religious affiliation
categorized as Catholic, Protestant, or none at all. Results: Corre-
lational analysis revealed that the time to first treatment and time
to first hospitalization were both was negatively related to degree
of religious practice (r = -.15, N = 161, p < .05 and r = -.18, N =
161, p < .05 respectively). Between-group comparisons revealed
longer DUP in the Protestant group compared to the no affiliation
and Catholic groups (p = .05). Conclusion: From our results, it
appears that the degree of religious practice does not affect length
of time to treatment in psychotic patients. However, having a
Protestant religious affiliation is strongly associated with having
a greater delay in treatment seeking for psychosis. Factors contrib-
uting to a longer DUP in this group warrant further study.

References:
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Strauss, A., Moller, H.J., 2003. The impact of the duration of

untreated psychosis prior to first psychiatric admission on the
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NR832 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Predicting Outcomes of Treatment to Restore
Competence to Stand Trial
Douglas Mossman, M.D. Wright State University Boonshoft
School of Medicine, Psychiatry, PO Box 927, Dayton, OH,
45401-0927

Educational Objectives:

After viewing this presentation, the participant should be able
to describe or recognize factors that predict whether a defendant
who is incompetent to stand trial has an above- or below-average
likelihood of regaining competence if provided with a course of
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: In the U.S., courts frequently require forensic examin-
ers to offer opinions concerning the likelihood that criminal defen-
dants found incompetent to stand trial can be "restored" through
treatment. Yet no jurisdiction has established legal guidelines for
testimony concerning restorability, and scientific publications sug-
gest that mental health professionals cannot accurately predict
whether treatment to restore competence will succeed. This study
asked whether reliable information that is consistently available
to forensic examiners might support empirically grounded opinions
about the likelihood of restoration.

Methods: Using records from all 351 patients who underwent
competence restoration at a state psychiatric hospital in 1995-99,
we evaluated whether several types of information that are reliable
and consistently available to forensic examiners-including eva-
luees' demographic characteristics, diagnoses, symptom pat-
terns, criminal charges, number of prior hospitalizations, and cu-
mulative prior length of stay (LOS)--would predict treatment
outcome. We modeled the probability of successful restoration
using logistic regression equations, and evaluated the equations'
predictive accuracy using /(-fold cross-validation and receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) analysis.

Results: Lower probability of restoration was associated with
having a misdemeanor charge, longer cumulative LOS, older age,
and diagnoses of mental retardation, schizophrenia, and schizoaf-
fective disorder. Although the overall rate of successful restoration
for felony defendants was 75 percent, logistic equations allowed
selection of subgroups with high probabilities of restoration (>90
percent) and low probabilities of restoration (<30 percent). In
cross-validation simulations, predictive equations had ROC areas
of 0.728 for all defendants, and 0.746 for felony defendants.

Conclusions: Our findings provide scientific support for testi-
mony that two types of incompetent evaluees have well-below-
average probabilities of being restored: chronically psychotic de-
fendants with histories of lengthy inpatient hospitalizations, and
defendants whose incompetence stems from unremediable cogni-
tive disorders (such as mental retardation). Nonetheless, courts
may still deem low probabilities of success to be "substantial"
enough to warrant attempts at restoration.
References:

1. Pinals DA: Where two roads meet: restoration of competence
to stand trial from a clinical perspective. New Eng Journal on
Criminal & Civil Confinement 2005; 31:81-108.
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NR833 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Starting Dose and Persistence for Five Major
Atypical Antipsychotic Agents Among Medicaid
Enrollees
C. Daniel Mullins, Ph.D. University of Maryland, Pharmaceutical
Health Services Research, 515 West Lombard Street, 2nd
Floor, Baltimore, MD, 21201, Nour Obeidat, M.S., John
Naradzay, B.S.

Educational Objectives:

To determine the relationship between starting dose of atypical
antipsychotic drugs in general and persistence among patients
diagnosed with schizophrenia, and to evaluate this relationship
at a drug-specific level.

Summary:

Methods: Adult Medicaid recipients diagnosed with schizophre-
nia and having prescription claims for any of the major atypical
antipsychotic drugs (aripiprazole, olanzapine, quetiapine, risperi-
done and ziprasidone) between 7/1/01 and 9/30/03 were catego-
rized by starting dosage as low dose or high dose patients. Persis-
tence was measured using refill patterns, allowing 14-day gaps
between expected refill dates. For the five major drugs pooled
together (n=3523), multivariate Cox proportional hazards regres-
sion analysis then explored the impact of low versus high starting
dose of antipsychotic, controlling for age, gender, race, hospital-
ization prior to initiation of drug therapy, and concurrency in psy-
chotropic medications. The analysis was then repeated for each
of the atypical antipsychotics separately. Finally, a sensitivity anal-
ysis was conducted allowing a 29 day gap between prescriptions
in defining discontinuation.

Results: In the combined analysis of all atypicals, starting on
a high dose was significantly associated with a lower hazard of
discontinuation (HR=0.872 p=0.0045). When the drugs were con-
sidered separately, using a 14 day gap to define discontinuation,
this significant association persisted only for ziprasidone (HR=
0.808, p=0.0191). When the 14 day gap was extended to 29
days in the sensitivity analysis, a significant association remained
between high doses of ziprasidone and lower discontinuation rates
and ziprasidone (HR=0.758, p=0.0040). In addition, the same
relationship was also observed for olanzapine (HR=0.831, p=
0.0140), risperidone (HR=0.791, p=0.0287).

Conclusions: In contrast to other antipsychotics, persistence
with ziprasidone is generally higher when patients are initiated on
a high dose versus low dose. This association, although apparent
in the pooled analysis, was not consistent when other atypical
drugs were examined separately. Results are consistent with a
prior study among commercially insured Ziprasidone users.
References:
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NR834 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Efficacy of Lamotrigine for Bipolar Disorder in
Pregnancy
D. Jeffrey Newport, M.D. Emory University School of Medicine,
Psychiatry, 1365 Clifton Rd NE, Suite 6100, Atlanta, GA,
30322, Sandra Juric, B.A., Martha R. Calamaras, B.S., James
Ritchie, Ph.D., Page B. Pennell, M.D., Adele C. Viguera, M.D.,
Zachary N. Stowe, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participation should
be able to recognize the comparative rate and time to recurrence
for pregnant women receiving continued lamotrigine therapy ver-
sus those who discontinue mood stabilizer therapy due to safety
concerns.

Summary:

The management of bipolar disorder (BPD) during pregnancy
remains one of the most daunting challenges of modern psychia-
try. Most psychotropic agents used to manage BPD possess either
significant teratogenic potential or limited reproductive safety data.
Consequently, it is common practice to discontinue mood stabilizer
therapy during organogenesis; however, untreated pregnant
women with BPD experience high relapse rates. Lamotrigine is
unique among mood stabilizers in that published pregnancy regis-
try data suggests it does not increase the risk for major malforma-
tions and thereby may be safe for first trimester administration.
The objective of this study was to compare the relapse rates for
women with BPD who continue lamotrigine therapy to those who
discontinue mood stabilizer therapy at knowledge of conception.

Survival analysis was conducted for 15 women fulfilling DSM-
IV diagnostic criteria for BPD who at conception were euthymic
and receiving mood stabilizer therapy. Weekly clinical global im-
pression (CGI) scores were determined prospectively across ges-
tation. Six women received continuous lamotrigine therapy. Nine
women discontinued mood stabilizer therapy at knowledge of con-
ception (lamotrigine n=3; lithium n=3; valproate n=3). All 6 women
receiving continuous lamotrigine therapy remained euthymic
(CGI<2) throughout gestation. None of the 9 women who discon-
tinued mood stabilizer therapy remained euthymic. Time to relapse
was 6.6±5.5 weeks after medication discontinuation. Peak CGI
scores were 1.8±0.4 during pregnancy for those continuing mood
stabilizer therapy and 3.9±0.8 for those discontinuing therapy.

These data suggest that continuous mood stabilization with
lamotrigine during pregnancy may be not only safe but effective
as well. Additional relapse predictors including psychosocial fac-
tors and comorbidity will be examined.
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1. Cunningham M, Tennis P, et al. Lamotrigine and the risk of
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NR835 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Impaired Sleep-Related Memory Consolidation in
Primary Insomnia: A Pilot Study
Christoph Nissen, M.D. University of Pittsburgh Medical Center,
Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, 5850 O'Hara Street,
Pittsburgh, PA, 15213, Corinna Kloepfer, Eric Allen Nofzinger,
M.D., Dieter Riemann, Ph.D., Mathias Berger, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the actual clinical and preclinical knowlegde of
the impact of normal sleep on the consolidation of memories.
Furthermore, the participant should be able to discuss possible
impairments of sleep-related memory consolidation in patients
with primary insomnia.

Summary:

Preclinical and clinical evidence indicates that sleep can contrib-
ute to the consolidation of memories. In the present pilot study,
we investigated the pre-post sleep consolidation of procedural
memory traces in 7 patients with primary insomnia compared to
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7 gender, age and IQ matched healthy controls. Polysomnography
did not reveal a significantly disturbed sleep profile in the patient
compared to the control group (MANOVA: F(10,3) = 8.7, p = 0.050,
univariate tests not significant). Pre-sleep performance in a mirror
tracing task did not differ significantly between the groups. Both
groups performed significantly better in the post-sleep recall ses-
sion (MANOVA for repeated measurement factor test session:
F(9,4) = 31.8, p = 0.000). However, healthy controls showed an
improvemtof 42.8 ± 5.8 % in the mirror tracing draw time, whereas
patients with insomia showed only an improvement of 20.4 ± 14.8
% (MANOVA test session * group interaction: F(9,4) = 10.9, p =
0.002). These findings support the view that the sleep-associated
consolidation of procedural memories may be impaired in patients
with primary insomnia.
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1. Plihal W, Born J: Effects of Early and Late Nocturnal Sleep on
Declarative and Procedural Memory. J.Cogn.Neurosci. 1997;
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NR836 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Reducing Inpatient Aggression: Paying Attention
Pays Off
Karen A. Nolan, Ph.D. Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric
Research, 140 Old Orangeburg Road, Orangeburg, NY, 10962,
Leslie L. Citrome, M.D., Kohta Saito, Jimmy Xu

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to recognize that training staff to more accurately report
aggressive behaviors may offer a means of reducing the frequency
of physically aggressive incidents as among psychiatric inpatients.

Summary:

Researchers interested in understanding and treating aggres-
sive behavior face a difficult challenge in accurately detecting,
describing, and classifying the behavior in question. Although in-
patient settings provide our highest level of care, much of the
aggressive behavior that occurs is not reported, or is reported
inaccurately. Video surveillance can be helpful but because many
aggressive incidents last only seconds, detection remains difficult
and is extremely labor-intensive. A 9-camera video recording sys-
tem has been in operation on the Secure Unit of the Clinical
Research and Evaluation Facility at the Nathan Kline Institute
since 1999. All video recorded during a one-month period in 2000
was systematically reviewed. Comparison to official reports re-
vealed that 22.5% of the 71 aggressive incidents viewed on tape
had not been reported. Subsequent interventions to improve re-
porting focused on the therapy aides, whose work entails direct
contact with patients on the unit. The same procedures were used
during the corresponding one-month period in 2005 to replicate
the previous review. The results revealed no significant change in
the number of aggressive incidents on the CREF, but a significant
improvement in reporting: 95.2% of the 62 events detected in
2005 had been reported. There were also significant changes in
the types of aggressive behavior, with a reduction in physical
aggression and an increase in verbal aggression. These results
suggest that interventions that encourage staff to report aggres-
sive behavior may have the unanticipated benefit of reducing
physical aggression.
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NR837 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Management of Comorbid Insomnia in Psychiatric
Patients: A Survey Conducted on Italian
Psychiatrists
Paolo Pancheri University of Rome "La Sapienza", Rome, Italy,
Department of Psychiatry, via Tacito 90, Rome, 00185, Italy,
Mario Giovanni Terzano, Fabio Cirignotta, Luigi Ferini-Strambi,
Alessandro Rossi, Giovanni Muscettola

Educational Objectives:

Chronic insomnia is usually comorbid with psychiatric and physi-
cal disorders.

To evaluate the approach to psychiatric patients with sleep
problems, a questionnaire was proposed to 5,000 Italian psychia-
trists covering homogeneously the national territory.

A specifically designed questionnaire was prepared by a panel
of six specialists. A total of 48 items were submitted to the Italian
psychiatrists.

Available results derived so far from 510 completed question-
naires indicate that: I ) 82.2% of the interviewed psychiatrists
addresses the patient to a sleep specialist only if insomnia is
associated with another sleep disorder; II) psychiatrists consider
benzodiazepines as the drugs that more often cause EEG alter-
ations; III) anxiety generalized disorder is considered as the anxi-
ety disorder more frequently associated with sleep disorders; IV)
most psychiatrist consider insomnia as the most frequent symptom
preceding depression and the most frequent residual symptom
after depression improvement; V) 53% expect insomnia to remain
after an manic episode.

For Italian psychiatrists insomnia is difficult to manage only
when associated with other sleep disorders.

They indicate anxiety generalized disorder as frequently comor-
bid with sleep disorders and consider insomnia as a pivotal symp-
tom in the evolution of depression and manic episodes.

Summary:

Introduction. Chronic insomnia is usually comorbid with psychi-
atric and physical disorders. Two Italian epidemiological surveys
(Studio Morfeo 1 and Studio Morfeo 2) provided information on
the frequency and management of insomnia in the primary care
setting. In the case of comorbidity, the risk of insomnia was higher
in the patients who suffered from depressive symptoms. To evalu-
ate the approach to psychiatric patients with sleep problems, a
questionnaire was proposed to 5,000 Italian psychiatrists covering
homogeneously the national territory.

Methods. A questionnaire was prepared by a panel of six spe-
cialists indicated be the Italian Association of Sleep Medicine and
the Italian Society of Psychopathology. A total of 48 items were
submitted to the Italian psychiatrists to investigate their general
knowledge of sleep and their opinion on the diagnostic and thera-
peutic management of insomnia in patients with sleep disorders
concomitant with psychiatric diseases (subdivided into anxiety
disorders, mood disorders and schizophrenia).

Results. Available results derived so far from 510 completed
questionnaires indicate that: I) 82.2% of the interviewed psychia-
trists addresses the patient to a sleep specialist only if insomnia
is associated with another sleep disorder; II) psychiatrists consider
benzodiazepines as the drugs that more often cause EEG alter-
ations (68.8% versus 8.4% for non-benzodiazepine hypnotics); III)
anxiety generalized disorder is considered as the anxiety disorder
more frequently associated with sleep disorders (67.7%); IV) most
psychiatrist consider insomnia as the most frequent symptom pre-
ceding depression (45.5%) and the most frequent residual symp-
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torn after depression improvement (28%); V) 53% expect insomnia
to remain after an manic episode.

Conclusions. For Italian psychiatrists insomnia is difficult to
manage only when associated with other sleep disorders. They
indicate anxiety disorders as frequently comorbid with sleep disor-
ders and consider insomnia as a pivotal symptom in the evolution
of depression and manic episodes.
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NR838 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Coping Styles in Prodromes of Bipolar Mania
Sagar V. Parikh University of Toronto, 399 Bathurst Street (9
Main, Room 9-329), Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Vytas P.
Velyvis

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should be
able to:

(i) identify several validated coping strategies used to cope with
bipolar mania prodromes

(ii) note the differences in preferred coping strategies between
Bipolar I and Bipolar II subtypes

(iii) become familiar with a useful instrument for measuring cop-
ing with manic prodromes and ascertain its utility and validity.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the Coping Inventory for Prodromes of
Mania (CIPM) in bipolar disorder (BD) both for validity and utility
in understanding coping styles as a key mechanism in the efficacy
of psychosocial interventions. The CIPM is organized into four
factors of coping including: stimulation reduction (.SR), problem-
oriented coping (PR), seeking professional help (SPH), denial and
blame (DB).

Method: 203 bipolar patients, recruited from across Canada for
a clinical trial comparing psychoeducation to Cognitive-Behavior
Therapy, completed a CIPM at baseline. CIPM psychometric prop-
erties and its relationship to demographic and clinical factors,
dysfunctional attitudes, and mood symptoms were examined. Fi-
nally, post hoc coping profiles were generated by BD subtype (I
versus II).

Results: Internal consistencies and subscale means were com-
mensurate with the original validation study. Neither demographic/
clinical characteristics nor mood symptoms showed any particular
relationship with the CIPM; however, the CIPM was related to
dysfunctional attitudes. Clear differences in coping also emerged
between BD I and BD II subjects. BD I tended to use a wider
range of coping strategies and scored highly on the SPH factor
as compared to BD II subjects. BD II participants preferred to
use DB and PR, but were less likely to use SPH and Sustained
Release .

Conclusion: The CIPM appears to be a valid measure of coping
despite indications that two subscales demonstrated less than
adequate internal consistency. Canadian norms appear consistent
with a previously published study. Coping style preferences ap-
pear to differ according to bipolar subtype.
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NR839 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Survey of Attitudes Around Depression Among
African Americans at a Community Event
Kavita K. Patel, M.D. UCLA/RAND, 1776 Main Street, PO Box
2138, Santa Monica, CA, 90407, Susan Stockdale, Ph.D.,
Delores Hill, M.S.W., Ruthie Gray, Loretta Jones, M.A.,
Kenneth B. Wells

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the process involved in the development of a
community based participatory survey and also understand the
diverse perspectives around the impact of depression and sub-
stance use in the community. Specifically, the participant should
have an enhanced understanding of the roles of unemployment,
traffic, noise, homelessness and police brutality can have on men-
tal health.

Summary:

Introduction and Purpose: Over the next decade depression is
expected to become the leading cause of disability in developed
economies of the world, owing to its strong impact on morbidity
and relatively high prevalence across the lifespan, with relatively
early age of onset. In order for mental health stakeholders to be
able to understand how to deal with such a significant condition,
innovative mechanisms of community engagement should be ex-
plored in order to focus efforts on approaches which are culturally
appropriate and relevant for consumers. This community question-
naire is aimed to explore such issues.

Methods and Results: A 16 item questionnaire was distributed
to a convenience sample of 1405 participants at a community
event in South Los Angeles. The questionnaire items were devel-
oped through a participatory community based approach in which
academic and community partners develop hypotheses, objec-
tives and questions around the specific aims of a research project.
This questionnaire explored the relationship between depression,
substance use and other community contextual variables such as
noise, traffic, policy brutality and unemployment with a goal of
understanding the priorities of a community in terms of mental
health policy directives. Of the 1405 respondents, 984 were Afri-
can American. Overall, 48.82% of the sample (n=680) stated that
they personally knew someone with depression. For each of the
contextual variables, including violence, abandoned buildings,
traffic and graffiti, over half of the respondents felt that the variables
contributed strongly to mental health disorders and substance use
in their community.

Conclusions: African Americans in our community are very con-
cerned about the problems which both exacerbate as well as
result from mental health and substance use disorders. Future
research should explore community based participatory ap-
proaches to minimizing the negative impact of these issues by
coupling policy relevant measures with outcomes
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NR840 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Suicidality in Body Dysmorphic Disorder: A
Prospective Study
Katharine A. Phillips, M.D. Butler Hospital/Brown University,
345 Blackstone Boulevard, Providence, Rl, 02906, William
Menard, B.A.

Educational Objectives:

The educational objective of this poster is to learn about suicid-
ality in body dysmorphic disorder. Suicidality is a topic of very
high clinical relevance which has been very understudied in this
relatively common disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Cross-sectional/retrospective data indicate that indi-
viduals with BDD have high rates of suicidal ideation and attempts.
However, no study has prospectively examined suicidality in BDD.
Methods: In the first prospective naturalistic observational study of
BDD's course, we examined suicidality in 183 broadly ascertained
subjects for up to 3 years (mean of 2.1 [SD=0.8] years) of follow-
up. Results: Suicidal ideation was reported by 56.7% (95% Cl,
51.5% - 61.8%) of subjects per year (annual weighted mean). A
mean of 2.8% (95% Cl, 1.1% - 4.5%) attempted suicide per year.
Two subjects completed suicide (0.6% [95% Cl, -0.2% - 1.3%]
per year). Conclusions: Individuals with BDD have very high rates
of suicidal ideation and attempts. The annual suicidal ideation rate
of 56.7% is approximately 10-25 times higher than in the U.S.
population, and the annual suicide attempt rate of 2.8% is 4-13
times higher. The completed suicide rate is very preliminary but
suggests that the rate of completed suicide is markedly high. This
very high completed suicide rate is consistent with findings that
individuals with BDD have many suicide risk factors. Studies are
needed that examine suicidality over a longer follow-up period
and in other BDD samples.
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NR841 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Dopamine D2 and Serotonin 5-HT1A Receptors
Polymorphisms: Towards a Dual Genetic Modulation
of Alcohol Craving
Emmanuel B. Pinto, M.D. Universite de Liege, Psychiatry, Chu
Sart Tilman B35, Liege, 4000, Belgium, Philip Gorwood, M.D.,
Jean Reggers, Ph.D., William Pitchot, M.D., Marc Ansseau,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
aware that genetic differences may influence alcohol craving

Summary:

Introduction.
Significant association has been reported between DRD2, sub-

stance misuse and craving. 5HT is also thought to play a predomi-
nant role in alcoholism. We studied the links between alcohol
craving and both the A1 allele of the DRD2 and the C-1019 allele
of the 5-HT1A receptor.

Methods.
60 male alcohol dependent patients were hospitalized for with-

drawal. Craving was monitored weekly throughout their 4-week
stay and twice in 2 months after discharge, using the OCDS.
Genomic DNA was extracted and PCR amplifying Taq1 a polymor-

phisms of the DRD2 and C-1019G polymorphisms of the 5-HT1A
receptor were performed. The impact of DRD2 (A1 or A2 alleles)
and 5-HT1A (C or G alleles) on craving was assessed by ANOVAs.

Results.
Craving was significantly higher during acute withdrawal in ho-

mozygous patients for the C1019 allele of the 5-HT1A receptor
(p = .002). The A1 allele of the DRD2 didn't influence craving
during hospitalization but two months after discharge, abstinent
patients carrying the A1 allele exhibited higher craving scores
than homozygous patients for the A2 allele (p = .004).

Conclusions.
Alcohol craving may be influenced by genetic differences in

alcohol dependent patients. There seems to be a dual serotonergic
and dopaminergic modulation of craving. During acute withdrawal,
desire to drink is predominantly influenced by the C1019 allele of
the 5-HT1A receptor. Conversely, carrying the A1 allele of the
DRD2 increases craving only when patients are no longer hospital-
ized and protected from drinking cues.
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Safety Assessment of Long-Term Ramelteon Use in
Subjects With Chronic Insomnia
Gary S. Richardson Henry Ford Hospital, 2799 W Grand
Boulevard CFP - 3, Detroit, Ml, 48202, Sherry Wang-Weigand,
Jeffrey Zhang, Michael DeMicco

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the safety of ramelteon in adults and older adults
with chronic insomnia.

Summary:

Introduction: The long-term safety of the chronohypnotic ra-
melteon, a highly selective MT1/MT2-receptor agonist, was evalu-
ated in subjects with chronic insomnia.

Methods: Subjects (N=1213) diagnosed with chronic insomnia
(DSM-IV-TR criteria) and reporting symptoms for at least 3 months
received ramelteon nightly for 1 year followed by a 3-day placebo
run-out. Subjects 65 years or older received ramelteon 8mg (n=
248); those 18 to 64 years received ramelteon 16mg (n=965).
Safety was assessed at monthly clinic visits over the course of
the study.

Results: Of 1213 subjects, 597 completed 6 months and 473
completed 1 year of treatment. Early discontinuation was primarily
due to lack of efficacy (19.7%), adverse events (AEs) (12.2%),
and consent withdrawal (11.9%). After 1 year, the AEs occurring
most frequently with ramelteon 8mg and 16mg were nasopharyn-
gitis (10.5% and 14.9%), somnolence (9.5% and 8.1%), upper
respiratory tract infection (7.6% and 11.1%), headache (1.9% and
13.5%), and sinusitis (1.9% and 7.8%). Overall, AEs were primarily
mild or moderate and occurred at a similar frequency at 6 months
and 1 year. Of 38 subjects (3.1%) reporting a serious AE, only 3
AEs were considered possibly treatment related. There were no
clinically meaningful changes in vital signs, physical exams, clini-
cal chemistry, hematology, or urinalysis values over 1 year of
ramelteon administration. No notable changes in multiple mea-
sures of endocrine function and sexual/reproductive function were
observed except for slight mean decreases in testosterone (free
and total) in older men (8mg), which returned to normal by the
Final Visit. There were no ECG trends to suggest adverse effects
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on cardiac conduction or rhythmicity with long-term ramelteon
treatment.

Conclusion: Long-term ramelteon treatment was well tolerated
and did not adversely affect safety measures.
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NR843 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Birth Order, Maternal Age and Birth Weight as Risk
Factors for Suicide in Later Life
Daniel V. Riordan NHS Highland, (Scotland), Psychiatry, New
Craigs, Leachkin Road, Inverness, IV3 8NP, United Kingdom,
Cameron Stark, M.B., Sivasubramaniam Selveraj, M.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to understand the association demonstrated in this large
Scottish birth cohort, between early adult suicide and maternal
parity, maternal age and birth weight.

They should be able to appreciate the very significant potential
public health implications, especially of the findings on young
motherhood.

They should also be able to consider some of the potential
mechanisms for these associations. These include;

Attachment theory,
Maternal nutritional deficiencies, Maternal-fetal origins hypothe-

sis; (Exposure to high cortisol levels in utero, induced by maternal
stress.)

and Parental underinvestment theory (An anthropological model
of differential parental treatment of offspring according to birth
order.)

Summary:

To examine the association between perinatal circumstances
and subsequent suicide in Scotland.

Higher birth order has been associated with self-harm, but not
suicide. In one previous study, (not yet replicated), a higher risk
of suicide was found to be associated with low birth weight, as
well as with being the offspring of a teenage mother.

Method
The Scottish morbidity record is a population based dataset

which includes maternity records on births since 1969. These
records include data on mother's age, occupation and previous
pregnancies, as well as infant's birth weight and gestational age
at birth. These records were linked, using probability matching,
to Scottish death records, which include data on cause of death.
A birth cohort of 1,061,830 people was followed up for a mean
of 26.7 years. Data was analysed using a Cox regression analysis.

Results
A significant association was found between maternal parity

and offspring suicide. Compared with first borns, individuals born
to women with one or two previous completed pregnancies, were
more likely to have died by suicide, with a hazard ratio (HR) =
1.6, (p < 0.001). For 3 or more previous pregnancies, this HR
increased to 2.68, (p< 0.001).

Younger maternal age (<25 years), non-professional parental
occupations and very low birth weight (<1750g) were also indepen-
dently associated with higher risk.

Conclusion
Our results suggest a birth order effect on suicide. Possible

mechanisms for this include the maternal-fetal origins (of affective
disorders) hypothesis, maternal nutritional deficiencies, attach-
ment theory, and parental underinvestment theory.

The effects of birth order and young motherhood, on offspring
suicidal behaviour, are potentialy of major public health signifi-
cance.

Declaration of Interests
None.
The study was funded by the Scottish Chief Scientist's Office.
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NR844 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Risk Factors and Symptoms of PTSD in Women
Veterans With PTSD: Is Race a Factor?
E. Joyce Roland, Ph.D. VA Medical Center/DUMC/NCCU,
Psychiatry/Mental Health, VAMC/Women's Health, 508 Fulton
Street, Durham, NC, 27705, Jennifer L. Strauss, Ph.D., Marian
I. Butterfield, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to:

(a) Summarize risks factors for PTSD in women veterans with
PTSD;

(b) Determine if trauma exposure in women veterans differs by
race and sociodemographic factors;

(c) Determine if lifetime prevalence of trauma patterns and
PTSD severity (as measured by PCL), differ by race in women
veterans;

(d) Compare PTSD symptoms and symptoms clusters in African
American and Caucasian women veterans by race.
Summary:

Objective: To examine racial differences in victimization pat-
terns and posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms in women vet-
erans.

Methods: A sample of 200 women veterans in a VA mental
health clinic enrolled in the study. The sample included Caucasian
and African American women with PTSD (N=131). A validated
risk interview was administered assessing lifetime victimization,
exposure to community violence, sociodemographic characteris-
tics and PTSD symptoms. Bivariate analyses were performed to
determine if PTSD symptom clusters, lifetime victimization, and
exposure to community violence differed by race.

Results: Forty-four percent of the women were African Ameri-
can and 55.7% were Caucasian. Racial differences in trauma
exposure were noted. Caucasian women reported higher rates of
childhood physical assault than African American women (68.4%
versus 51.2%; p<0.05). High rates of physical and sexual assault,
and community violence existed with no between group differ-
ences.

Conclusion: The two groups of women veterans appear more
alike in their patterns of victimization and PTSD symptom severity.
Treatments strategies based on awareness of lifetime victimiza-
tion patterns of both groups of veterans are warranted.
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NR845 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Long-Acting Injectable Risperidone Versus
Zuclopenthixol in the Treatment of Schizophrenia
With Substance Abuse Comorbidity

Gabriel Rubio, Ph.D. Complutense University of Madrid, Spain,
Psychiatry, Lope de Rueda, 43, Eboli,24,4,a, Madrid, 28050,
Spain, Isabel Martinez-Gras, Ph.D., Guillermo Ponce, Ph.D.,
Miguel Angel Jimenez-Arriero, Ph.D., Francisco Lopez-Mufioz,
Ph.D., Cecilio Alamo, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to treat subjects with schizophrenia and substnce abuse
comorbidity

Summary:

Substance use disorders (SUDs) are present in more than 50%
of subjects diagnosed with schizophrenia. However, there are no
controlled studies assessing the efficacy of antipsychotic drugs
in this subgroup of patients. The objetive of the present study was
to compare the efficacy of long-acting risperidone and zuclopen-
thixol in subjects with schizophrenia and substance abuse. At the
same time we aimed through this comparation to determine which
antupsychotic drug would improve symptoms of schizophrenia
and produce better compliance with the psychotherapeutic pro-
gramme for reducing or ceasing substance use.

Method: A hundred and fifteen subjects with schizophrenia and
SUDs were enrolled for an open, randomized, controlled, 6-mont-
follow-up study.

Fifty-seven subjects were selected for treatment with long-act-
ing injectable risperidone, while another fifty-eight were treated
with zuclopenthixol-depot. Substances most commonly used were
alcohol (87%), cannabis (71%) and cocaine (26%). Psychopatho-
logical and clinical scales were used every two months. Partici-
pants received training on how to reduce their consumption of
substances (Substance Abuse Management Module, SAMM).

Results: Long-acting risperidone group patients presented
fewer positive urine tests (8.67 versus 10.36, p=0.005), improved
their scores on the PANSS and showed better compliance with
the SAMM programme. Using long-acting risperidone and less
severe dependence explained outcome at the end of the follow-up.

Conclusions: Long-acting injectable risperidone was more ef-
fective than zuclopenthixol-depot in improving substance abuse
and symptoms of schizophrenia in subjects with dual diagnosis.
Atypical antipsychotics could be the best pharmacological strategy
in the treatment of subjects with schizophrenia and substance
abuse comorbidity.
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NR846 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Improves Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS)
Symptoms and Sleep in RLS Patients With Periodic
Leg Movements
David B. Rye, M.D. Emory University School of Medicine, 101
Woodruff Circle, WMRB Suite 6000, Atlanta, GA, 30322, Nancy
L. Earl, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should under-
stand the effects of ropinirole, a dopamine agonist, on objective
(periodic leg movements during sleep measured using actigraphy)
and subjective symptoms of Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) (mea-
sured using the International Restless Legs Scale) as well as
associated sleep benefits (measured using the Medical Outcomes
Study Sleep Scale).

Summary:

Introduction: Sleep problems are common among patients with
Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) and likely result both from RLS
perse and also from periodic leg movements during sleep (PLMS)
that affect at least 80% of RLS patients.12 Quantitative measures
of PLMS (by actigraphy) and subjective measures of RLS symp-
toms (International Restless Legs Scale, I RLS) and sleep (Medical
Outcomes Study [MOS] Sleep Scale Sleep Problems Index II)
were examined in a subpopulation of RLS patients with PLMS.

Methods: In the TREAT RLS US study (protocol: 101468/249),
patients were randomized (1:1) to receive ropinirole (0.25-4.0 mg/
day, titrated as needed and tolerated) or placebo, once daily 1 -3
hours before bedtime, for 12 weeks. Patients with >10 PLM/h
(when supine throughout the night; PLM Index [PLMI]) at baseline
(223/381 randomized) were included in analyses of the changes
from baseline in PLMI, and in post-hoc analyses of the changes
in IRLS total score and Sleep Problems Index II.

Results: At Week 6 observed case, improvements (reductions)
in PLMI and IRLS total score were statistically significantly greater
in ropinirole-treated patients compared with those receiving pla-
cebo: PLMI adjusted mean treatment difference (AMTD): -14.5
(95% Cl: -20.3, -8.7; p<0.001); IRLS total score AMTD: -4.3 (95%
Cl: -6.3, -2.3; p<0.001). At Week 12 last observation carried for-
ward, improvements in IRLS total score were again statistically
significantly greater in the ropinirole group, compared with placebo
(AMTD: -3.8: 95% Cl: -6.0, -1.7; p<0.001), as were improvements
in the MOS Sleep Scale Sleep Problems Index II (AMTD: -8.1;
95% Cl: -12.7, -3.5; p<0.001).

Conclusions: Ropinirole was associated with concurrent im-
provements in objective motor and subjective RLS and sleep
symptoms in RLS patients with PLM.

Study supported by: GlaxoSmithKline R&D.̂
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NR847 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Responder/Numbers-Needed-to-Treat Analysis of
Acamprosate in Alcohol Dependence in the Context
of Current CNS Therapy
Khalil Saikali, Ph.D. Forest Laboratories, Inc., Harborside
Financial Center, Plaza V, Jersey City, NJ, 07311, James
Perhach, Ph.D., Daozhi Zhang, Ph.D., Allyson Gage, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to examine the efficacy of acamprosate across pivotal trials
using various definitions of response in the context of other CNS
pharmacotherapies.
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Summary:

Introduction: Despite the availability of pharmacologic options
for the treatment of alcohol dependence, the use of such agents
is not as prevalent compared with drugs used for treating other
CNS disorders. Multiple controlled clinical trials have demon-
strated the efficacy and safety of acamprosate for the maintenance
of abstinence in alcohol-dependent patients. This analysis exam-
ines efficacy data across three pivotal trials using various clinically
relevant response definitions.

Methods: Intent-to-treat (ITT) data from three double-blind, pla-
cebo-controlled trials were retrospectively pooled to examine the
proportion of patients who responded to acamprosate (1998 mg/
day) or placebo using different responder definitions. Numbers-
needed-to-treat (NNT) analyses were completed for each defi-
nition.

Results: In the ITT population (acamprosate, n=372; placebo,
n= 375), the percentage of acamprosate responders was signifi-
cantly greater than placebo for each response definition: patients
abstinent at two thirds or more study visits (45% versus 28%,
respectively; p<0.0001); patients with percent days abstinent
(PDA) >90 (41% versus 22%; p<0.0001); and patients with PDA
>90 and Clinical Global Impression of Improvement scores of 1
(very much improved) or 2 (much improved) (36% versus 15%;
p<0.0001). NNT for achieving good response was between 5
and 6.

Conclusions/Discussion: Acamprosate effectively maintains
abstinence in alcohol-dependent patients; the magnitude of treat-
ment effect is comparable to other CNS therapies.
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Genetic Polymorphism of BDNF and
Psychopathological Correlates of Suicidal Behaviour
Marco Sarchiapone University of Molise, Department of Health
Sciences, Via De Sanctis, Campobasso, 86100, Italy, Vladimir
Carli, M.D., Chiara Cuomo, M.D., Alessandra Babore, M.Psy.,
Alec Roy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, tha participant should be
informed about new research findings on psychopathology and
genetics of suicidal behavior.

Summary:

Background: Mounting evidence has documented a genetic
susceptibility to violent behaviours, including suicide, and associa-
tions were found between suicidal behaviours and 5HT genes
plymorphisms. Post-mortem studies have also reported a reduced
BDNF expression in brain samples of completed suicides. Our
study aimed at investigating putative associations between BDNF
genetic polymorphisms and suicidal behaviours, with its psycho-
pathological correlates such as impulsivity, aggressiveness, se-
verity of depression, low resiliency, and childhood trauma.

Method: 156 suicide attempters were consecutively recruited
from Univeristy Hospital "A.Gemelli" of Rome. Diagnosis was
unipolar depression. Patients were assessed with the following
psychometric scales: HDRS, BGHAI, CTQ, CD-RISC to evaluate
underlying psychopatological features.

Results: We calculated the ratios for wild gene, heterozygosis
and homozygosis for the Val66Met mutation of BDNF gene. No
statistically significant differences were found between suicide
attempters and controls for correlations to suicidal behaviour per
se and its psychopathological variables.

Conclusion: Our results are inconsistent with previous reports
of an involvement of BDNF in suicidal behaviours; discrepancy
could be due to the low magnitude of our sample and sampling
biases.
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Acamprosate Decreases the Severity and Duration of
Relapse and Aids in Post-Relapse Recovery of
Abstinence in Alcohol-Dependent Patients
Eugene Schneider, M.D. Forest Laboratories, Inc., Harborside
Financial Center, Plaza V, Jersey City, NJ, 07311, Khalil
Saikali, Ph.D., Daozhi Zhang, Ph.D., Allyson Gage, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the efficacy of acamprosate in reducing relapse
severity in alcohol-dependent individuals who return to drinking,
as measured by quantity/frequency of alcohol consumption and
duration of relapse episodes, and acknowledge the value of contin-
uing acamprosate therapy in the event of a relapse.

Summary:

Introduction: A major goal of alcohol-dependence treatment
is relapse prevention. Acamprosate, with psychosocial support,
is effective in helping alcohol-dependent patients maintain absti-
nence and, following relapse, regain abstinence. In the current
analysis, we examined the effect of acamprosate on the severity
of relapse in patients who returned to drinking, and assessed their
post-relapse recovery.

Methods: The intent-to-treat (ITT) population from three dou-
ble-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter, pivotal trials (13-, 48-,
and 52-weeks) receiving acamprosate 1998 mg/day (n=372) or
placebo (n=375), in combination with psychosocial therapy, were
evaluated on the quantity of alcohol consumption during relapse
(at Day 0, 30, 60, 90, and last visit). Weekly frequency of alcohol
consumption (13-week study) and duration of individual relapse
episodes (48-week study) were also reported. In an ITT population
subset with >1 documented relapse before last study visit, the
rate of complete abstinence, percent days abstinent, and time
to first drink were analyzed on abstinence periods following a
relapse.

Results: Of 747 patients, 616 relapsed over the course of the
studies (placebo, 89%; acamprosate, 76%). Post-relapse recov-
ery was evaluated in patients who relapsed before the last study
visit (n=587). Pooled data showed that a significantly smaller pro-
portion of acamprosate- than placebo-treated patients reported
consuming >5 standard drinks per day during the interval preced-
ing Day 30, 60, 90 and last study visit (p<0.01). Acamprosate was
statistically superior to placebo (p<0.05) with respect to frequency
of alcohol consumption during relapse (13-week study) and for
relapse duration (48-week study). A significantly greater propor-
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tion of patients treated with acamprosate than placebo regained
abstinence following initial relapse and maintained it for the re-
mainder of the trial (13% versus 5%, respectively; p<0.001).

Conclusions/Discussion: In addition to helping alcohol-de-
pendent patients maintain abstinence, acamprosate reduces re-
lapse severity in patients who return to drinking and aids in absti-
nence recovery.
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NR850 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Reduces Severity of Restless Legs
Syndrome Symptoms
David J. Seiden, M.D. Broward Research Group, Inc., 12251
Taft Street, Suite 301, Pembroke Pines, FL, 33026, David A.
Hosford, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to understand the effect of ropinirole, a dopamine agonist, on the
severity of Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS), as measured by the
Clinical Global Impression-Severity of Illness scale and relevant
items from the International Restless Legs Scale.

Summary:

Introduction: The effect of ropinirole on severity of RLS symp-
toms was examined using global and disease-specific assess-
ments.

Methods: In three 12-week, double-blind studies (TREAT RLS
1,2, and US), patients with moderate-to-severe primary RLS were
randomized (1:1) to placebo (n=469) or ropinirole (n=465), 0.25-
4.0mg once daily, titrated as needed and tolerated. The proportion
of patients classified as normal/not at all ill (1) or borderline ill (2)
on the Clinical Global Impression-Severity of Illness (CGI-S) scale
(1 -7) was analyzed post hoc, as were patient responses to Interna-
tional Restless Legs Scale (IRLS) Items 6 (severity of RLS as a
whole) and 8 (average severity of symptoms judged by duration
per day), each rated on a scale from "none" to "very severe" (0-4).

Results: At Week 1 (observed case), significantly more patients
receiving ropinirole (21%) than placebo (8%) were classified as
normal or borderline ill on the CGI-S scale (odds ratio [OR]=3.4;
95%CI: 2.2, 5.1; p<0.001). This treatment effect was maintained
through Week 12 (last observation carried forward): 45% versus
33%; OR=1.7; 95%CI: 1.3, 2.2; p<0.001. In addition, among pa-
tients with at least moderate responses on I RLS Item 6 and/or 8
at baseline, a statistically significant difference in favor of ropinirole
versus placebo was shown at Week 12 (p<0.001 for each of these
IRLS items); a greater proportion of ropinirole-treated patients
reported an overall RLS severity of "none" or "mild", compared
with placebo (64% versus 48%). The same was true for the propor-
tion reporting an average RLS symptom severity as judged by
duration per day of "none" or "mild" (51% versus 40%).

Conclusions: Ropinirole treatment for RLS reduced severity
of illness as measured both by a global measure and by disease-
specific measures (overall symptom severity and symptom sever-
ity in terms of duration).

Study Supported By: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Devel-
opment.
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NR851 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Industry Support for Psychiatric Research
Chandresh Shah, M.D. University of Southern California, Los
Angeles VA Ambulatory Care Center, 351 East Temple Street,
Los Angeles, CA, 90012

Educational Objectives:

Recognize the influence of pharmaceutical industry on psychiat-
ric research

Summary:

The pharmaceutical industry has become a major source of
funding for medical research. This has led to speculation and
suggestion that there is a pro-industry bias in such "industrialized"
research. The American Psychiatric Association (APA), along with
many other national and international scientific organizations has
adopted a policy of public disclosure of any relationship between
the industry sponsorship and authorship. To study the impact of
this policy, all abstracts (N=889) of the New Research presented/
published at the 158th annual meeting of the APA were reviewed.
There were 292 abstracts (32.85%) which appeared to have some
relationship with the industry. Out of these abstracts, there were
225 (77.05%) abstracts which were clearly labeled as "Supported
by Industry" as required by policy of the APA. The rest of the
abstracts (N=67, 22.95%) were first-authored by an employee of
the industry. It was also noted that 40 of the 225 "Supported by
Industry" abstracts were also first-authored by an employee of
the industry. That is, 107 abstracts (36.65%) were first-authored
by an employee of the industry. It was interesting to note that
there were 62 (21.23%) abstracts studying non-pharmaceutical
subjects. In 194 abstracts (66.44%), the outcome favored the
study drug in contrast to only 6 abstracts (2.05%) showing the
study drug to be inferior, and 30 abstracts (10.28%) showing the
study drug to be no better or worse (P<0.005). These observations
do suggest that the industry has a significant financial impact upon
psychiatric research. There is a tendency to report positive or
favorable outcome for a particular study drug. This shows that
the APA's policy does work in making the potential of pro-industry
bias as transparent as possible in "Supported by Industry" ab-
stracts. But the policy falls short on evaluating for such bias on
abstracts first-authored by an employee of the industry.
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NR852 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Diagnostic Issues and Comorbidity Patterns in
Women Referred for Postpartum Depression
Verinder Sharma, M.B. Regional Mental Health Care London,
850 Highbury Avenue, P.O. Box 5532, Station B, London, ON,
N6A 4H1, Canada, Mustaq Khan, Ph.D., Cynthia S. Corpse,
B.A., Angela R. Smith, B.S.C., Priya Sharma
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
have developed an understanding of the diagnostic profile of
women with postpartum depression.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate the diagnostic breakdown of women
referred for postpartum depression.

Methods: Thirty-eight women seen consecutively with the refer-
ral diagnosis of postpartum depression were interviewed using
structured instruments to gather information regarding DSM-IV
Axis I diagnoses.

Results: In terms of frequency of occurrence, the primary diag-
noses in this sample were: bipolar II disorder (34%), bipolar I
disorder (24%), MDD (24%), and bipolar disorder NOS (18%). A
currently comorbid disorder, with no lifetime comorbidity, occurred
among 26% of the sample; by contrast, a lifetime comorbidity
alone (i.e., with no currently comorbid disorder) was found among
32%. Both a lifetime and a current comorbidity was found among
13% of the women, and 29% had no comorbid disorder. The most
frequently occurring current comorbid disorder was an anxiety
disorder (86%). For lifetime comorbidity, substance use (42%)
and anxiety (38%) disorders were the two most common.

Limitations: Small sample size.
Conclusions: The results suggest that postpartum depression

is a heterogeneous entity and that misdiagnosis of bipolar disor-
ders in the postpartum period may be quite common. The findings
have important clinical implications including the need for early
detection of bipolarity through the use of reliable and valid assess-
ment instruments, and implementation of appropriate prevention
and treatment strategies.
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1. Hunt N, Silverstone T: Does puerperal illness distinguish a
subgroup of bipolar patients? J Affect Disord 1995; 34: 101-
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NR853 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Exploring the Work Identities of People With Mental
Illness Returning to Work
Roslyn Shields, M.A. Centre for Addiction and Mental Health,
Community Support and Research Unit, 1001 Queen Street
West, Toronto, ON, M6J 1H4, Canada, Kate MacDonnell, B.A.,
John Sylvestre, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

After this poster presentation, participants should be able to
identify the dimensions of the seven work-identity profiles, the
challenges for each profile group, and suggestions for the support
and advocacy for people with different profiles. Participants should
be particularly aware of the issues for people who are Foreclosed
and Foreclosed/Diffused.

Summary:

Objective
Benefits of meaningful work are documented in the research

literature, yet many people with mental illness are unemployed.
While supported employment programs have demonstrated suc-
cess in gaining work experiences for people with mental illness,
we assert that recovery-focused, identity-centred approaches will
address specific challenges that are confronted upon return to
work.

Results will be presented from an exploratory study of work
identity among people with mental illness who are returning to
work. Implications of the findings will be discussed in relation to

clinical practice and advocacy. Individuals with Foreclosed and
Foreclosed/Diffused identities may be challenging for counselors
and will be discussed in more detail.

Method
Maximum variation sampling (Patton, 1990) was used to recruit

14 participants from an employment program. All completed the
study. Main criteria for inclusion were a DSM IV diagnosis of
mental illness and an expressed interest/involvement in work.

Participants were interviewed using a semi-structured interview
that was developed with input from people with mental illness.
Qualitative data were analyzed according to the tenets of
grounded theory technique (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).

Results
Seven work identity profiles emerged from the data. Individuals

were assigned identities according to their work commitment, ap-
proach/avoidance, and anxiety. Factors accounting for assign-
ment to each profile were also identified. Foreclosed and Fore-
closed/Diffused individuals were older workers who felt that their
only options were to return to their previous work settings.

Conclusion
Work identity profiles will enable counselors to use different

strategies for supporting people in returning to work. Foreclosed
and Foreclosed/Diffused workers may benefit from strategies that
help them to recognize the range of options available to them,
and assess the challenges of returning to their previous workplace.
Advocacy strategies with former employers will also assist in the
return to work.
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Psychology, edited by Adelson J, New York, Wiley, 1980, pp
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NR854 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Study on Depressive Symptoms of Married Women
in Korean Urban Area
Sang-Eun Shin, M.D. Incheon Christian Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry, 237, Yul Mok-Dong, Choong-Ku, Incheon, 400-714,
Republic of Korea, Jeong-hae Lee, M.D., Kun Jung, M.D., Kye-
Sung Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This study was conducted for mental health of married women
in Korean urban area. We surveyed 123 married women, and
they consisted of the groups with job and without job. In results,
this study demonstrated on the Psychosocial Factors Associated
with Depressive Symptoms of Married Women in Korean Urban
Area

Summary:

Introduction : This study examined relationship between de-
pressive symptoms and psychosocial factors including the state
of employment, self-esteem and social support in 123 married
women in Korean urban area.

Methods : Among the subjects, 74 had jobs and 49 were not-
employed, and they completed Beck Depression Inventory, Symp-
tom Checklist-90-Revision, Self Esteem Scale, Social Support
Scale and Achievement Self Esteem Scale. The demographic
data and the scores of the each scales were compared in two
groups. Descriptive statistics, t-test, x2-test and stepwise regres-
sion analysis were applied to analyze the data.

Results : There was no significant difference in the demo-
graphic data, and the scores of mental symptom scales and psy-
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chosocial factor scales between two groups. Independent of the
state of employment of the subject, degree of depressive symp-
toms was associated with the educational level of the woman and
the income of her family. And depression was also related with
low self-esteem and lack of social support.

Conclusion : Our findings suggest that we need to consider
the psychosocial factors of an individual patient such as the educa-
tional level and family finances, and the degree of self-esteem
and social support of a married woman, when evaluating her
mental health status.
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NR855 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Hepatic Safety of Once-Monthly, Long-Acting
Intramuscular Naltrexone (LA-NTX) in Alcohol-
Dependent Subjects: A Pooled Analysis From Two
Clinical Studies
Bernard Silverman Alkermes, 88 Sidney Street, Cambridge,
MA, 02139, Michael Lucey, Ah Illeperuma, Charles P. O'Brien

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session participants should better un-
derstand the hepatic safety profiles of LA-NTX and oral naltrexone
(NTX).

Summary:

Background: Oral NTX is an effective agent for the treatment
of alcohol dependence. LA-NTX, which is administered IM once
monthly, provides continuous one-month exposure to NTX. It may
improve compliance as compared with daily oral NTX, while also
reducing total monthly naltrexone dose and avoiding first-pass
hepatic metabolism.

Objectives: To assess the hepatic safety profile of monthly
injections of LA-NTX in alcohol-dependent subjects following 6
months of treatment.

Methods: Safety data were pooled from 2 studies: 1) a 6-month
efficacy study that included 414 alcohol-dependent subjects who
received LA-NTX 380 mg (n=205) or placebo (n=209); and 2) the
first 6 months of a 1-year safety study that included 371 patients
on LA-NTX 380 mg and 65 patients on oral NTX 50 mg/day. The
second study also included 121 patients with opioid or mixed
alcohol-opioid-dependence. Serum AST, ALT, GGT, and bilirubin
were measured every 4 weeks.

Results: The mean±SD values for ALT and AST at baseline
and 6 months showed no significant group differences. For each
group, baseline versus 24-week ALT values (U/L) were: placebo,
34.0±21.8 versus 31.9±22.1; oral NTX, 27.9±20.3 versus
27.4± 14.4; LA-NTX 380 mg, 31.4±20.5 versus 28.9±23.4. Base-
line and 24-week AST values (U/L) were: placebo, 31.9± 18.1
versus 30.5±19.1; oral NTX, 26.9+15.3 versus 28.7±19.5; LA-
NTX 380 mg, 29.0±14.8 versus 28.4±20.6.

The proportions of subjects with normal ALT and AST increased
slightly from baseline in all groups. GGT decreased over the 24-
week study period, more with LA-NTX 380 mg versus placebo,
which is consistent with reduced drinking. No changes in bilirubin
were observed across groups.

Conclusion: In alcohol-dependent subjects, the 6-month he-
patic safety profile of LA-NTX is similar to that of placebo.
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NR856 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Transmucosal Zolpidem: Pharmacokinetic and
Pharmacodynamic Profile Supports Middle-of-the-
Night Dosing
Meeta Singh, M.D. Henry Ford Hospital, Sleep Medicine, 2799
West Grand BLVD., CFP 3, Sleep Centre, Detroit, Ml, 48902,
Bruce C. Corser, M.D., Nik singh, Ph.D., Barbara Roth-
Schechter, Ph.D., Adam Roth, M.D., I. Pather, Pharm.D.,
Thomas Roth, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To test if middle of the night awakenings, in insomniacs.can be
treated prn with a sleeping aid with a rapid onset of action and a
short duration of action.

Summary:

Introduction: Middle-of-the-night (MOTN) awakenings in insom-
niacs are not currently treated prn. TMZ, with rapid onset and
short duration of action could be useful in treating MOTN insomnia.

Methods: Healthy adults (n=24, mean age=37.6 yrs) were tested
in this double-blind, placebo-controlled, 4-way crossover study of
2 consecutive days with morning dosing with placebo, 1, 1.75 or
3.5 mg TOZ. On day 1 of each period, PD endpoints were evalu-
ated at pre-dose, and at 20 minutes, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, and 5 hours
post-dose. On day 2, repeated blood samples were drawn for PK
analysis over 12 hours.

Results: TMZ Cmax (maximum drug concentration) and AUC
(area under the plasma concentration curve) were dose-propor-
tional: Tmax (time at which Cmax occurs) was 36.0, 37.9, and
37.9 minutes for 1.0,1.75, and 3.5 mg of TMZ. TMZ plasma levels
higher than 20 ng/mg occurred between 15 and 240 minutes.
Significant reductions in Digit symbol substitution test (DSST)
occurred after 1.75 and 3.5 mg TMZ as early as 20 minutes (-
6.6; p=0.0132, and -14.5;p<0.001) and lasted for 1.5 hours post-
dose. Other PD outcomes exhibited similar profiles.

Conclusions: At a dose and a Tmax of less than half of the
approved dose of zolpidem (ambien©) (10 mg) in adults, TMZ
demonstrates potential for faster sleep onset with prn administra-
tion for MOTN insomnia
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NR857 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Eszopiclone Treatment During Menopausal
Transition: Sleep Effects, Impact on Menopausal
Symptoms,and Mood

Claudio N. Soares, M.D. Mass General Hosp. Center for
Women's Health, 15 Parkman Street, WAC 812, Boston, MA,
02114, Hadine Joffe, M.D., Robert Rubens, M.D., David A.
Amato, Ph.D., James M. Roach, M.D., Judith Caron, Ph.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the effect of eszopiclone 3 mg on (1) the treatment
of insomnia associated with menopausal transition, and (2)
changes in mood, menopause-related symptoms, and quality of
life.

Summary:

Objective: This study evaluated 1) eszopiclone 3mg in the
treatment of insomnia associated with menopausal transition, and
2) the impact of treating insomnia on changes in mood, meno-
pause-related symptoms, and quality of life (QOL).

Methods: This double-blind, placebo-controlled study included
410 women meeting menopause STRAW criteria stages -2, - 1 ,
or 1a (a peri-menopausal population), who reported sleep latency
(SL) >30 minutes and total sleep time (TST) <6 hours/night. Pa-
tients received eszopiclone or placebo nightly for 4 weeks. Sleep
endpoints were reported daily. Physician global evaluations of
menopause (PGE), menopause-specific QOL questionnaire
(MenQOL), Greene Climacteric Scale (GCS), the Montgomery
Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), and the Sheehan
Disability Scale (SDS) were collected at baseline and end of
treatment.

Results: Patients receiving eszopiclone reported significantly
greater improvements in SL, sleep maintenance (awakenings and
time awake after sleep onset), TST, sleep quality (all p-val-
ues<0.0001 versus placebo), and awakenings due to hot flushes
(p=0.001). No differences in the number or severity of daytime
hot flushes were found. Patients treated with eszopiclone had
significantly greater improvements in MADRS scores (p<0.03) and
PGEs (p<0.0001) compared with patients treated with placebo;
total GCS score (baseline scores were 14.8 in each group; change
scores were -2.18 for placebo and -3.57 for eszopiclone) and the
vasomotor and psychological subscales (p<0.05 versus placebo);
vasomotor and physical domains of the MenQOL (p<0.05); and
family life/home disability domain using the SDS (p<0.05). The
most common adverse event was unpleasant taste in those receiv-
ing eszopiclone (18.1% versus 0.5%). Other adverse events (ie,
headache, pain) were similar in the two groups.

Conclusion: In this study, eszopiclone produced significant
improvements in sleep and positively affected mood, QOL, and
menopause-related symptoms in peri-menopausal women.

Support for this study provided by Sepracor Inc.
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NR858 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Air Pollution and Suicide
Joseph J. Soriano University of Maryland Medical School,
Psychiatry, Mood and Anxiety Program, MSTF Building, Room
500, 685 west baltimore st, baltimore, MD, 21201, Ping Qin,
William W. Eaton, Preben B. Mortensen, Christine A. Rogers,
Xiaolong Jiao, Teodor T. Postolache

Educational Objectives:

To recognize that air pollutants might be associated with suicide,
potentially via activation of cytokines.

Summary:

Introduction: Certain cytokines exacerbate depression and
may precipitate suicide1. We hypothesized that air pollutants, via
nonspecific cytokine release, could lead to an increased incidence
of suicide in vulnerable individuals. Therefore, we expected to find
a positive association between pollution and suicide rates.

Methods: We analyzed suicide rates and the air pollutants CO,
SO2, O3, NO2, Pb, PM2.5, and PM10 between 1999 and 2002 in
193 US counties. Data sets were obtained on suicide (National
Center for Health Statistics mortality database), air pollution (Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency), and county population (US Census
Bureau). Preliminary analysis examined the association between
four year averages in county suicide rates and pollutants, while
adjusting for regional and county population covariates, using a
multiple linear regression model.

Results: US region (West, South, Midwest, Northeast;
p<0.001), county population size (p<0.001), and SO2 concentra-
tion (p<0.005) explained 36.6% of the variance in county suicide
rates; other relationships were not significant. Analysis of addi-
tional covariates and potential confounders is in progress.

Conclusions: This is, to our knowledge, the first reported rela-
tionship between air pollution and suicide. Limitations inherent to
ecologic models acknowledged, a link between SO2 exposure
and suicide is consistent with previously described associations
between suicide and chronic respiratory disease1, which is exacer-
bated by SO2, an air pollutant known to induce cytokine release
in the respiratory tract.2
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NR859 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Warmth Detection: An Alternative Sensory
Assessment in Opiate Abuse
Matthew Steinfeld Beth Israel Medical Center, 1st Avenue and
16th Street - 6Karpas, New York, NY, 10003, Steven Frenda,
Lisa J. Cohen, Ph.D., James Prosser, M.D., Igor I. Galynker,
M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize hypoalgesia may be associated with protracted
opiate abstinence, and that warmth detection administered via
sensory analyzer is a particularly good method of assessing sen-
sory abnormalities in this population.

Summary:

Abstract
Objective: Abnormal pain processing in opiate abusers may

contribute to the perpetuation of addictive behaviors. Painful heat
is frequently used to assess pain processing, but there are diffi-
culties studying pain perception in former opiate abusers. Because
of their higher pain thresholds, there is the potential to cause
tissue damage at the temperatures needed to register a painful
stimulus. Warmth detection, which is mediated by similar neural
pathways as painful heat, may be abnormal in opiate addicts as
well, and be an alternative method of assessing atypical sensitivity.
This study examines warmth detection in former opiate abusers
and non-drug using controls.

Methods: Forty-six subjects, 14 male and 9 female former opi-
ate addicts in protracted- abstinence (PA), and 13 male and 10
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female Controls (C) between the ages of 21 and 60 were recruited
for study. Subjects were run through a sensory assessment battery
on the TSA-II Neuro-Sensory Analyzer © to assess pain and
warmth thresholds. PA subjects were a minimum of six months
drug-free.

Results: There was no significant difference between groups
on pain threshold detection. A significant difference was observed
between PA and Control subjects on warmth detection (F (1,44) =
8.26, p = .006). When males and females were analyzed sepa-
rately, significant differences across groups were only found in
males (t(16.2) = 2.86, p=.011).

Conclusion: Warmth detection was found to be abnormal in
detoxified former male opiate abusers. Warmth detection may be
a useful, non-noxious, alternative to pain-threshold detection in
studying abnormalities in pain / warmth processing following pro-
longed opiate misuse.
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NR860 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Lamotrigine in Human Breast Milk and Nursing
Infants
Zachary N. Stowe, M.D. Emory University School of Medicine,
1635 Clifton Road, NE Suite# 6100, Atlanta, GA, 30322, D.
Jeffrey Newport, M.D., James Ritchie, Ph.D., Michael J.
Owens, Ph.D., Melanee Newman, R.N., Jean Montgomery,
R.N., Page B. Pennell, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, attendees will be familiar
with the excretion of anti-epileptic drugs into breast milk and nurs-
ing infant exposure to lamotrigine.

Summary:

The efficacy of the anti-epileptic, lamotrigine (LTG), in treating
women with epilepsy and bipolar disorder underscores the need
to more clearly define the reproductive safety issues of using LTG
both in pregnancy and lactation. The current study employed the
methodology of our previous investigations (Stowe et al 2001) to
determine nursing infant exposure and provide options for de-
creasing infant exposure.

A total of 12 women who chose to breast feed while being treated
with lamotrigine were included in the present study. Women were
instructed in two breast milk collection procedures- Gradient (from
fore milk to hind milk) using 10 ml aliquots and Time Course,
collecting the first 10 ml of breast milk at 4 hour intervals over a
24 hour period. A total of 123 breast milk samples were collected
and assayed blind to maternal daily dose.

The concentration of LTG in breast milk was highly variable
(<0.5-18.1 |Jig/ml). The milk/plasma ratio which ranged from 0.18-
0.80 (0.49±0.2) is consistent with several previous investigations
of AEDs. Presently, complete data sets were only available from
8 women as mathematical modeling failed to identify a significant
equation for both the gradient and time course. There was a trend
to see higher concentrations of LTG at 4-6 hours post dose, and
a bimodal peak in fore milk and hind milk. Using the available
data the estimated infant dose ranged from 0.86 to 6.94 mg/day.
Nursing infant sera concentrations (n=7) were typically at the limits
of detection. No adverse effects were observed.

The impact of infant dose on infant serum concentration will be
discussed, as well as the potential to reduce nursing infant expo-
sure using both dosing and "pump and dump" strategies.

Supported by P50 MH 68036 and R01 MH-71531
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NR861 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Transportable PTSD Intervention Shows Promise
for Women Veterans With Military Sexual Trauma
Jennifer L. Strauss, Ph.D. Durham VA Medical Center, Health
Sciences Research & Development, Box 152, 508 Fulton
Street, Durham, NC, 27705, Christine E. Marx, M.D., Eugene
Z. Oddone, Ph.D., Susan H. O'Loughlin, B.A., Marian I.
Butterfield, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Understand the incidence and sequelae of military sexual
trauma.

2. Describe a treatment model for posttraumatic stress disorder
that incorporates guided imagery techniques in a transportable,
patient-directed format

3. Discuss the results of a feasibility pilot of a transportable,
patient-directed intervention for posttraumatic stress disorder in
women veterans with military sexual trauma.

Summary:

Objective: The deleterious effects of sexual trauma are well
established, and include high rates of posttraumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD), depression, substance abuse, and health service use.
Over 50,000 veterans have been identified as having experienced
military sexual trauma (MST). This number is likely to further
increase as currently deployed troops return and access VA ser-
vices. Because current MST treatments are intensive, costly, and
highly specialized, access to these services remains limited. The
high volume of MST cases necessitates the development of trans-
portable, scalable interventions that can be rapidly disseminated.
To address this challenge, we developed a novel MST intervention
called GIFT: Guided Imagery For Trauma.

Method: We conducted a trial of the 12-week GIFT intervention
in 14 women veterans with MST-related PTSD, recruited from the
Durham VAMC. PTSD symptoms were screened with the PTSD
Checklist (PCL) and clinical diagnosis was confirmed with the
Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS). The GIFT interven-
tion includes audio-recorded exercises which patients complete
independently, with collaborative guidance from a clinical facilita-
tor. Contacts with the facilitator are scheduled to provide patient
support and direction, and include 2 face-to-face sessions and 8
brief telephone calls.

Results: Of the initial sample of 14, 11 women completed the
full study. Using repeated measures ANOVA, we found a large
effect on PTSD symptoms, as assessed with the CAPS: Cohen's
d = .88; F(1,10) = 5.77, p = .04. For PCL scores, Cohen's d =
1.99; F(1,10) = 8.45, p = .01.

Conclusion: Our pilot data demonstrate that GIFT reduces
PTSD symptoms in a MST cohort, and that the self-directed format
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can be feasibly administered and is well-tolerated by women veter-
ans with MST. The treatment effects found in this pilot study are
comparable to those reported for evidence-based psychothera-
pies for PTSD and well-above what would be expected for placebo
alone.

References:

1. Fontana A, Rosenheck RA: Duty-related and sexual stress
in the etiology of PTSD among women veterans who seek
treatment. Psychiatr Serv 1998; 49:658-662.

2. Sadler AG, Booth BM, Cook BL, Doebbeling BN. Factors asso-
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NR862 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Treatment Patterns, Antipsychotic Drug Utilization,
and Resource Consumption Among Short-Term
Hospitalized Schizophrenia Patients in the U.S.
David Strutton, Ph.D. Wyeth Research, Global Health Health
Outcomes Assessment, 500 Arcola Road, Collegeville, PA,
19426, Benjamin Gutierrez, Ph.D., Christopher Blanchette, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

Participants will gain a better understanding of antipsychotic
medication management among hospitalized schizophrenia pa-
tients and the impact of medication selection, dose changes, and
concomitant medications on resource consumption.

Summary:

Objective: This study investigates treatment patterns, antipsy-
chotic drug utilization, and resource consumption among short-
term hospitalized schizophrenia patients in the US.

Methods: Patients hospitalized with a primary diagnosis of
schizophrenia (295.xx) discharged between October 1, 2003 and
September 30, 2004 were identified from a large administrative
multi-hospital database. The duration of dose adjustment was
defined as the period between first and last days of dose change.
Ordinary least squares regression was utilized to examine relation-
ships between labeled length of titration, actual duration of dose
adjustment, and hospitalization resource use; while controlling for
covariates.

Results: The study sample consisted of 21,950 hospitalized
schizophrenia patients representing 30,873 hospitalizations from
150 hospitals. The majority of patients were 18-44 years old
(56.3%), had Medicare (46.6%) as their primary insurance, and
were admitted through the emergency room (55.5%). Average
length of stay was 10 days (median 7 days) and 30% had a mental
health readmission within 1 year. Labeled length of titration (varies
from 0 to 3 days) was not correlated with actual duration of dose
adjustment (r=0.05, p<0.0001) or with longer hospital stays (r=-
0.03, p<0.0001). Drug utilization factors affecting hospitalization
resource use included medication changes (3.00, p<0.0001), dose
changes (0.82, p<0.0001), use of short-acting IM antipsychotic
(2.08, p<0.0001) and EPS (0.76, p<0.0001) medications.

Conclusion: Antipsychotic medication changes, dose changes,
and use of short-acting IM antipsychotics have a significant impact
on inpatient resource use, while longer labeled length of titration
was not associated with longer hospital stays. In addition, labeled
length of titration was not correlated with actual patterns of dose
changes. The frequency and duration of dose changes highlights
the challenge of treating short-term hospitalized schizophrenia
patient with currently available antipsychotics.

References:

1. Lieberman JA, Stroup TS, McEvoy JP, et al: Effectiveness of
Antipsychotic Drugs in Patients with Chronic Schizophrenia.
NEJM 2005;353:1209-1223.

2. Edlinger M, Hausmann A, Kemmler G, et al:Trends in the
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NR863 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Effects of Ropinirole on Mood in Restless Legs
Syndrome

Karen Thomas, D.O. Ohio State University, 1581 Dodd Drive,
Colunbus, OH, 43210, Philip M. Becker, M.D., Carolyn B.
Watson, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to understand the effects of ropinirole treatment on mood
disturbance (as assessed by Item 10 of the International Restless
Legs Scale [IRLS]), and anxiety and depression (as assessed by
the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [HADS]) in patients
with moderate-to-severe primary Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS).

Summary:

Introduction: RLS has been associated with mood distur-
bances, such as anxiety and depression.12 This negative impact
on mood may be a result of the chronic nature of RLS and associ-
ated sleep disturbance. Ropinirole, a dopamine agonist, is the only
FDA-approved treatment for moderate-to-severe primary RLS.
Mood was assessed during one pivotal trial, the TREAT RLS US
study (protocol: 101468/249).

Methods: Patients with moderate-to-severe primary RLS and
International Restless Legs Scale (IRLS) total score >15 received
ropinirole, once daily, 1-3 hours before bedtime, 0.25-4.0 mg/day,
titrated as needed and tolerated, or placebo for 12 weeks. Effects
on mood were assessed using Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale (HADS) Anxiety and Depression subscales among patients
with normal (post hoc) (<7) or abnormal (a priori) (>8) HADS
subscale scores at baseline and by response to IRLS Item 10
(severity of mood disturbance; post hoc).

Results: A statistically significant treatment difference was ob-
served in favor of ropinirole for IRLS total score at Week 12 last
observation carried forward (LOCF) (adjusted mean treatment
difference [AMTD]: -3.7 (95% Cl: -5.4, -2.0; p<0.0001). Similar
findings were demonstrated for IRLS Item 10 (p=0.014). Among
patients with abnormal baseline anxiety scores, those receiving
ropinirole (n=62) had a statistically significant reduction in HADS-
Anxiety score at 12 weeks (LOCF) compared with placebo (n=
67) (AMTD: -1.2; 95% Cl: -2.3, -0.1; p=0.0385). No statistically
significant differences were seen between treatment groups
among patients with abnormal baseline HADS-Depression scores,
or among patients with normal baseline HADS scores.

Conclusions: Ropinirole improves the overall symptoms of
RLS, including mood disturbance. In addition, RLS patients with
increased anxiety may experience improvement in anxiety symp-
toms following ropinirole treatment.

Study Supported By: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Devel-
opment.

References:

1. Ulfberg J, et al. Mov Disord 2001; 16: 1159'63.

2. Sevim S et al. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2004; 75:
226'230.
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NR864 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Ropinirole Improves Restless Legs Syndrome
Symptoms in Women
Karen Thomas, D.O. Ohio State University, 1581 Dodd Drive,
Colunbus, OH, 43210, June M. Fry, M.D., Tanya Simuni, M.D.,
Nancy L. Earl, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to describe the demographic characteristics of women with
moderate-to-severe primary Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) in
three 12-week, double-blind clinical trials. They should be able to
understand the effects of ropinirole treatment on the symptoms
of RLS in women, and in women who were taking concomitant
hormone replacement therapy (HRT).

Summary:

Introduction: The prevalence of RLS is higher in women than
men1 and increases with age.2 However, no studies have specifi-
cally examined the effect of RLS treatment in women.

Methods: In three 12-week, double-blind studies (protocols:
101468/190, 194, and 249), patients (n=933) with moderate-to-
severe primary RLS were randomized (1:1) to once-daily placebo
or ropinirole, 0.25-4.0mg/day titrated as needed and tolerated, 1-3
hours before bedtime. Analysis of pooled data (posthoc) assessed
efficacy among women in the overall analysis population and those
on a stable dose of HRT. Efficacy measures included International
Restless Legs Scale (IRLS) total score and proportion of patients
classified as responders (much/very much improved) on the Clini-
cal Global Impression-Improvement (CGI-I) scale after 2-3 nights,
and at Weeks 1-6, 8, and 12.

Results: Mean (SD) ages were 53.9 (11.4) years for the ropinir-
ole group (n=273) and 54.8 (12.4) years for placebo (n=297);
approximately half had a family history of RLS (55% and 50%),
over one-third had received prior RLS treatment (42% and 44%),
and about one-quarter were receiving HRT (28% and 24%). A
statistically significant treatment difference was observed in favor
of ropinirole at all visits on I RLS total score (e.g., Week 12 last
observation carried forward [LOCF], adjusted mean difference: -
3.0; 95%CI: -4.4,-1.6; p<0.001), and for the proportion of CGI-I
responders at all visits (e.g., Week 12 LOCF, ropinirole=63%;
placebo=48%; odds ratio=1.9; 95%CI: 1.3,2.7; p<0.001) except
Day 2 (p=0.066). Statistically significant treatment differences in
favor of ropinirole were seen on both scales among women receiv-
ing HRT, at most visits, including Week 12. The three most com-
monly reported adverse events were nausea, headache, and som-
nolence.

Conclusions: Ropinirole effectively relieved RLS symptoms in
women, including those receiving HRT. The safety profile was
consistent with dopamine agonist treatment.

Study Supported By: GlaxoSmithKline Research & Devel-
opment.
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NR865 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Antipsychotic Utilization: A Six-State Medicaid Study
Robert J. Valuck, Ph.D. University of Colorado at Denver and
Health Sciences Center, Clinical Pharmacy, 4200 East Ninth
Avenue, C238, Denver, CO, 80262, Elaine H. Morrato, M.P.H.,
Sheri L. Dodd, M.S., Richard R. Allen, M.S.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will recog-
nize the scope of antipsychotic utilization, beyond the indications
of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, across diffferent geographi-
cal Medicaid populations.

Summary:

Second-generation atypical antipsychotic drugs (SGA's) are in-
dicated for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. The study as-
sessed the prevalence of mental health (MH) disorders treated
with SGA's compared to Conventional antipsychotics and detailed
their patterns of use. A retrospective cohort study using Medicaid
claims data from California, Nebraska, Oregon, Tennessee, Utah,
and Wyoming evaluated 64,411 patients who received an antipsy-
chotic between 1998 and 2003. Analysis was stratified by index
antipsychotic. ICD-9 codes were used to identify mental health
diagnoses. Groups were compared using chi-square tests. Re-
gardless of MH diagnosis 65% of patients were initiated on SGA's,
31% Conventionals, 3% multiple antipsychotics, and 1% clozap-
ine. While 88% of schizophrenia patients received an antipsychotic
(SGA: 44%, Conventionals: 36%, Multiple: 5%), the prevalence
of schizophrenia and bipolar diagnoses among antipsychotic us-
ers was 34% and 16% respectively. Index mental health diagnosis
varied by index drug: SGA (12% schizophrenia, 22% depression,
5% bipolar, other 42%); Conventional (24% schizophrenia, 17%
depression, 4% bipolar, other 37%); and Multiple (40% schizo-
phrenia, 1 1 % depression, 5% bipolar, other 30%) (p<0.001). These
findings indicate antipsychotic drugs were used frequently in non-
schizophrenic, non-bipolar patients, with SGA's used more
broadly than Conventionals. Clinical effectiveness for other indica-
tions should be evaluated.

References:

1. Ganguly R, Kotzan JA, Miller LS, et al.: Prevalence, trends,
and factors associated with antipsychotic polypharmacy
among Medicaid-eligible schizophrenia patients, 1998-2000. J
Clin Psychiatry 2004; 65:1377-1388.
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NR866 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Developmental Psychopathology in Young Adults
With Substance-Related Disorder
Patricia J. van Wijngaarden-Cremers Zwolse Poort GGz,
Addicition Psychiatry, dr. van Thienenweg 8, Zwolle, NL 8025
AL, The Netherlands, Chris Couwenbergh, Jr., M.S.C., Jildou
Heerschop, Jr., M.S.C., Wim Van Den Brink, Rutger J. Van der
Gaag, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Having read this poster the participant should be aware of the
diversity of developmental disorders present in young adults with
substance abuse disorder and what this requires in terms of asses-
sement and therapeutic approach.

Summary:

Objectives
Co-morbidity in young adults with Substance abuse disorders

is more rule than exception. In general "externalizing" comorbidity
in men is most prevalent. But in none justice clinical settings for
addiction psychiatry: more women and individuals with develop-
mental disorders seem present. These reports are mostly anec-
dotal. To ascertain this presumption a chartreview was performed.

Methods
209 charts of subsequent admittances in an addiction clinic

were reviewed using a standardised form. Developmental history
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was ascertained. Rimland Autism Questionnaire that was taken
from the individuals themselves and from one of the parents or
siblings or partner.

Results:
Interrater reliability on ten randomly drawn charts (Cohen's Kap-

pa's .91) was very good).
Data from 198 charts could be computed in eleven cases there

were too many missing data.
In 59,3% dual diagnoses were found 32,8% had externalizing

disorders (18,2% ADHD). Surprisingly 41% of the "conduct disor-
der/antisocial personality disorder group appeared to be women.
But the most remarkable finding was that 8 cases (4,71% ) had
a classification Autism Spectrum Disorder.

Though in merely all cases substance use/abuse was present
from 15 years of age on, less than 6% of all individuals with
internalizing disorders, only 15,2% of the individuals with ADHD,
33% of the autistic individuals and 41,4% of the individuals with
"externalizing" disorders had been seen, assessed and treated
in Mental Health facilities (who in most cases did not acknowledge
the substance abuse problems at that stage).

Conclusion
Limitations due to retrospective chart study of clinical cases.
Internalizing disorders, developmental disorders (ADHD & Per-

vasive Development Disorder ) are more prevalent than has
emerged from mainly community based studies in Addiction Psy-
chiatry.

The majority of young adults in treatment for dual-diagnosis
conditions had a psychiatric diagnosis and started their substance
abuse carrier in mid-adolescence but assessed adequately at
that time.

References:

1. Compton WM, Thomas YF, Conway KP, Colliver JD. Develop-
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NR867 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Sertraline: An Analysis of Suicide-Related Events in
Placebo-Controlled Clinical Trials
Douglas Vanderburg, M.D. Pfizer, US Medical, 235 E 42nd
street, New York, NY, 10017, Evan Batzar, Charlotte M.E.
Kremer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
more aware of the risks of suicidal thinking or behavior in sertraline
treated patients versus those treated with placebo

Summary:

Suicide is an inherent risk in depression and anxiety disorders.
The current analysis, pursuant to a search strategy specified by
the FDA, identified all possibly suicide-related adverse events
with sertraline, active comparators or placebo in Pfizer-sponsored
placebo-controlled, short-term studies (up to 17 weeks, with at
least 30 patients) in MDD and all other indications (non-MDD).

For both sets of studies, the search strategy specified by the
FDA identified the suicide-related adverse events occurring during
the double-blind phase of treatment for phase 2 through phase 4
studies from the start of randomization through 1 day after stopping
double-blind treatment. The narratives prepared for each case
were assessed and classified by two psychiatrists blinded to the
subject's treatment using the adverse event classification system
provided by the FDA.

A total of 75 (19 MDD and 56 non-MDD) studies with 13,345
patients were included in the analysis (sertraline, n=6,561; pla-
cebo, n=5,480; active controls, n=1,304). Possible suicide-related
adverse events were identified in 12 MDD and 36 non-MDD stud-
ies. There was 1 completed suicide with placebo, 18 suicide at-
tempts in 18 patients (6 with sertraline, 7 with placebo, 2 with
clomipramine, 2 with imipramine and 1 with desipramine); 3 prepa-
ratory acts toward imminent suicidal behavior (1 with sertraline,
1 with placebo and 1 with imipramine); 37 events of suicidal ide-
ation in 37 patients (13 with sertraline, 20 with placebo, 2 with
clomipramine and 2 with imipramine) and 1 case of self-injurious
behavior of unknown intent with sertraline.

These data, compiled in accordance with a FDA-specified
search strategy, show no increased risk of suicidal thinking or
behavior in sertraline-treated patients versus those treated with
placebo.
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NR868 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prevalence of Depressive and Anxiety Disorders in a
Menopause University Outpatient Clinic
Andre B. Veras, Sr., M.D. UFRJ/IPUB, Psychiatry, Rua Pereira
da Silva 172,201, Laranjeiras, Rio de Janeiro, 22221140,
Brazil, Antonio E. Nardi

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the importance of the recognition and early
treatment of mood and anxiery disorders among women attending
in perimenopause outpatient clinics. Women in Brazil between
45 and 55 years old with mild mental disorders usualy look for
gynecologic clinics. Our results reflect this data and there is a
need of a crescent interaction between this public, gynecologists
and psychiatrists to increase mental disorders detection and psy-
chiatric treatment offer for conditions that are highly disruptive of
women's life quality.

Summary:

Objective: To determinate the prevalence of depressive-anxi-
ety disorders among women in a perimenopause outpatient clinic
since Brazilian data are little and contradictory. Methods: Eighty
six women attending in the perimenopause clinic of the Gynecol-
ogy Institute of Federal University of Rio de Janeiro were assessed
trough the MINI interview. Results: The majority of women had
a psychiatric disorder (57%) with highest prevalence for GAD
(34,9%) and Major Depression (31,4%). The group with any disor-
der was represented for younger, married, lower school education
and positive family history for psychiatric disorder in women. There
is a higher prevalence of psychiatric disorder among outpatient
woman attending in menopause clinics as observed in out trial
than among outpatient women attending in general clinics as de-
scribed in the literature. The high co-morbidity prevalence (55,5%
of patients with any disorder) complicating the primary disorder
may compromise the prognosis of most patients and reflect the
lack of early specific treatment for mental disorders among as-
sessed women. Conclusion: We observed the need of a crescent
interaction between this public, gynecologists and psychiatrists to
increase mental disorders detection and psychiatric treatment of-
fer for conditions that are highly disruptive of women's life quality.
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NR869 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Gaboxadol Improves Sleep Onset and Maintenance
and Enhances Low Frequency Components of NREM
Sleep EEG in a Model of Transient Insomnia
James K. Walsh St. Luke's Hospital, 232 S. Woods Mill Road,
Chesterfield, MO, 63017, Steve Deacon, Ph.D., Derk Dijk,
Ph.D., Jonas Lundahl, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participants will gain knowledge on the effect of Gaboxadol
on the sleep onset and maintenance in patients with transient
insomnia.

Summary:

Objective: Gaboxadol is a selective extrasynaptic Gamma-
aminobutyric acid A agonist (SEGA) that has demonstrated im-
provements in both sleep onset and maintenance measures in
patients with insomnia. The present study was designed to evalu-
ate the efficacy of gaboxadol in a model of transient insomnia.

Methods: 109 healthy subjects (18-58 y) completed a random-
ized, double-blind, crossover study in a 4h phase advance model
of transient insomnia. Sleep was assessed using polysomno-
graphic (PSG) and self-reported measures following gaboxadol
5, 10 and 15mg (GBX5, GBX10, GBX15) versus placebo (PBO).
Zolpidem 10 mg (ZOL10) was used as an active reference.

Results: Efficacy analysis was based on 82 per protocol sub-
jects. Wakefulness after sleep onset (WASO) and total sleep time
(TST) were significantly improved in all active treatments com-
pared with PBO (WASO-all p<0.05; TST-all p<0.001), with no
apparent dose response for gaboxadol. Latency to persistent
sleep was significantly shorter than PBO for GBX10 and GBX15
(both p<0.05) and ZOL10 (p<0.001), but not with GBX5. GBX10
and GBX15 increased (p<0.05) slow-wave (SWA; 0.75-4.5 Hz)
and theta (4.75-7.75 Hz) activity in NREM sleep EEG in a dose
dependent manner. In contrast, zolpidem did not enhance SWA
(p=0.8) and reduced theta activity (p<0.0004). Self-reported (s)
measures of sleep maintenance showed improvements in both
sWASO (p<0.05) and sTST (p<0.05) for all active treatments com-
pared with PBO. Self-reported sleep onset was significantly re-
duced following all active treatments except GBX5. Neither drug
treatment was associated with residual effects at 30 minutes or
3 hours after lights-on. The majority of adverse events were mild
or moderate with no SAEs. Conclusion: Gaboxadol 10mg and
15mg improved sleep on PSG and self-reported efficacy measures
in this model of transient insomnia. In contrast to zolpidem, gabox-
adol enhances low frequency components of sleep EEG. There
were no next day residual effects and the treatments were well
tolerated.
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NR870 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A National Survey of Psychotherapy Training in
Psychiatry, Psychology,and Social Work
Myrna M. Weissman, Ph.D. Columbia University, Psychiatry,
1051 Riverside Drive, Unit 24, New York, NY, 10032-2603,
Helen Verdeli, Ph.D., Marc J. Gameroff, Ph.D., Sarah E.
Bledsoe, M.S.W., Kathryn Betts, Ph.D., Laura Mufson, Ph.D.,
Priya Wickramaratne, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the most frequent evidence based and non-
evidence based psychotherapies taught in psychiatric residencies
and graduate programs in psychology and social work. They will
know whether these psychotherapies are optional or are required.

Summary:

Approximately 3% of the US population receives psychotherapy
each year from psychiatrists, psychologists or social workers. A
modest number of psychotherapies are evidence based (EBT) in
that they have been defined in manuals and found efficacious in
at least 2 controlled clinical trials with random assignment. Few
practioners use EBT.

A survey of a probability sample of all U.S. accredidated training
programs in psychiatry, psychology and social work was com-
pleted to determine the amount of EBT taught in; whether the
training was elective or required, presented as a didactic
(coursework) or clinical supervision. The findings show that pro-
grams offer electives in a range of EBT and non-EBT, few require
both a didactic and clinical supervision in EBT, and most of re-
quired training is non-EBT. Psychiatry required coursework and
clinical supervision in the largest percent of EBT (28%). Cognitive
behavioral therapy was the EBT most frequently offered and re-
quired as a didactic in all three disciplines. Over 90% of the psychi-
atry training programs are complying with the new Cognitive-Be-
havior Therapy requirement. The two disciplines with the largest
number of students and emphasis on clinical training_professional
clinical psychology (Psy.D.) and social work_had the largest per-
centage of programs (67% and 62%, respectively) not requiring
a didactic and clinical supervision in any EBT. Until the training
programs in the major disciplines providing psychotherapy in-
crease training in EBT, the gap between research evidence and
clinical practice will remain.
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NR871 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Plasma Prolactin Levels During Cocaine Withdrawal
Jeffery N. Wilkins, M.D. Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
Department of Psychiatry, 8730 Alden Dr., Suite C-301, Los
Angeles, CA, 90048, David A. Gorelick, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to:

1. Understand the use of plasma prolactin levels as a peripheral
marker of dopamine function.
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2. Be familiar with the effect of cocaine use on hormone
function.

Summary:

Plasma prolactin levels have been used as a peripheral marker
of dopamine function in the study of cocaine addiction because
dopamine receptor activation inhibits prolactin release. Published
studies are inconsistent regarding initial and subsequent prolactin
levels during cocaine withdrawal. We addressed this issue by
measuring plasma prolactin levels by radioimmunoassay in 84
physically healthy male cocaine addicts (mean [SD] age 34.8 [7.4]
years, 7.3 [5.2] years of cocaine use, no other current psychiatric
or substance use disorder except tobacco dependence) at the
start of 4 weeks of inpatient treatment (last cocaine use 7.8 [10.2]
days before), 42 of whom also provided samples after 8, 14,
and 27 days of monitored abstinence. Subjects were randomly
assigned to receive the dopamine receptor agonist bromocriptine
(1.25-7.5 mg/day) or placebo double-blind starting after blood
sampling on day 14. The initial (day 1 or 2) prolactin level was
8.5 [4.8] ng/ml. There were no significant correlations between
initial prolactin level and subjects' age, years of cocaine use, or
measures of recent cocaine use. Subjects receiving placebo (n =
21) showed no significant change in subsequent prolactin levels.
Subjects receiving bromocriptine (n = 21) showed no significant
change until day 27 (2 weeks on medication), when there was
significant suppression of prolactin level (1.7 [3.2] ng/ml, p <
0.001). These findings suggest there are no significant effects
of chronic cocaine use or cocaine withdrawal on basal plasma
prolactin levels or response to bromocriptine. Reasons for the
difference from some (but not all) previously published studies
are unclear, but may include this study's larger sample size and
inclusion of subjects without any comorbidities except tobacco
dependence.

Supported by Novartis Pharmaceuticals Co. and the Intramural
Research Program of the National Institutes of Health, National
Institute on Drug Abuse.
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NR872 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Involving Residents in Person-Centered Culture
Change
William H. Wilson, M.D. Oregon Health & Science Univ,
Psychiatry, UHN-80, 3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Rd, Portland,
OR, 97239, Cindy M. Scherba, R.N., Julia A. DeArmond, M.S.,
Melissa Buboltz, M.D., David A. Harrison, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to 1) discuss "person-centered care" as an over-riding value
for patient care, particularly as it applies to inpatient psychiatric
care, 2) describe the involvement of psychiatric residents in per-
son-centered culture change on a psychiatric inpatient unit, 3)
discuss the integration of person-centered values in psychiatric
residency training.

Summary:

The acute inpatient psychiatric service ("One Northwest") at
Oregon Health & Science University adopted the value of "Person

Centered Care" several years ago. Participation in the "Creating
Violence Free and Coercion Free Mental Health Treatment Envi-
ronments Project" sponsored by the National Association of State
Mental Health Program Directors gave additional impetus to
change the unit culture and practice, resulting in further reductions,
and near elimination, of seclusion and restraint. Psychiatric Resi-
dents at various levels of training have been integral members of
the interdisciplinary process that has been bringing about these
changes. This poster outlines the ways that junior and senior level
residents have been involved in the process both as learners
and as active participates in culture change, and how "person-
centered" values are now integrated into the residency training
on the unit. Data are presented regarding changes in objective
measures of change as rates of seclusion. Educational objectives
and methods are presented from the perspective of the unit's
Medical Director and Program Director. A psychiatric resident
presents a case vignette that demonstrates her experience with
"patient centered culture change." Involving residents in the pro-
cess of culture change has educational benefits as well as contrib-
uting to advances in clinical care.
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NR873 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Dysthymic Disorder, Response to Venlafaxine, and
Monoamines in Lymphocytes
Dely Yazawa, Psy.D. Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones
Cientffica, IVIC, Lab. Neuroqufmica, Apdo. 21827, NIC, Lab.
Neuroqufmica, Apdo. 21827, Caracas, 1020-A, Venezuela,
Julio Campos, Dr. Med. Sc, Salvador Mata, Dr. Med. Sc, Mary
Urbina, M.S.C., Lucimey Lima, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The objectives of the present research were:
1. To explore the nervous-immune interaction in major depres-

sion patients
2. To determine basal proliferation of lymphocytes in major

depression
3. To understand the role of serotonin in the process of lympho-

cyte proliferation thinking in autoimmunity and depression
4. To evaluate populations of lymphocytes with differential func-

tion and the serotonergic system
5. To highligth the relevance of possible immune modifications

an the treatment of depression
6. To study the response to treatment with venlafaxine
7. To test the sensibility of the Computerised Diagnosis Inter-

view for Psychiatry
8. To train Residents in New Research

Summary:

Dysthymic patients present several immune alterations, related
to chronic evolution. This study includes 27 patients, 18-60 years,
diagnosis with the Computerised Diagnosis Interview for Psychia-
try, and 19 controls. They received venlafaxine 75-150 mg/day
for 6 weeks. Lymphocytes from peripheral blood were isolated
by density gradients with Ficoll/Hypaque. Monoamines and their
metabolites were determined by HPLC with electrochemical de-
tector in platelet poor plasma and in lymphocytes. 5HT transporter
in lymphocyte membranes was labeled with pHJparoxetine. There
was a good clinical response to venlafaxine with reduction of
Hamilton Scale for Depression greater than 50%. 3,4-Dihidroxifen-
ilacetic acid was increased in the plasma. 5HT and noradrenaline
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turnover rates, expressed as the ratio monoamine/metabolite,
were unmodified, but that of dopamine was diminished in lympho-
cytes of patients. There was a reduction of about 80% in the
number of 5HT transporters, greater than that reported for major
depression episodes. The CIDI resulted efficient instrument for
detection of dysthymia, venlafaxine was effective, and, in this
group of patients, there was an alteration of dopamine system in
lymphocytes, cells that possesses dopaminergic receptors which
could influence immune functionality.
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NR874 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Nocturnal Eating Behavior Related to Zoplidem
Kyu Wol Yun, M.D. Ewha Womans University, Psychiatry, 70
Jongro 6 ga, Jongro gu, Seoul, 110-783, Republic of Korea,
Jimin Kim, M.D., Kyoungwon Paik, M.D., Ha Kyoung Kim, M.D.,
Soo In Kim, M.D., Weonjeong Lim, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Hoping clinically, we report 4 cases of nocturnal eating behavior
related to zolpidem therapy. The patients started suddenly noctur-
nal eating behavior with partial or no recall after zolpidem medica-
tion over 10 months. In addition, with discontinuation or reducing
the dosages of zolpidem, the subsequent resolution of eating
behavior was observed. This finding strongly suggests the rela-
tionship between zolpidem and the nocturnal eating episode.

Summary:

Objective: We have experienced 4 cases of nocturnal eating
behavior when zolpidem therapy was begun for insomnia and the
subsequent resolution of eating behavior with discontinuation of
zolpidem.

Casei: A 57-year-old woman with DSM-IV depressive episode
had taken zolpidem 10mg and fluoxetine 20mg for 21 months.
Suddenly she complained an uncontrollable desire to eat began
after 2 hours of sleep onset. She could remember most of the
eating episodes. After reducing the dosage of zolpidem to 5mg,
eating episodes were disappeared. Case 2: A 28-year-old woman
with the diagnosis of DSM-IV schizophrenia, had taken zolpidem
10mg and risperidone 6mg for 10 months. She awoke 1 hour after
sleep onset and wandered around with partial recall. As soon as
the discontinuation of zolpidem, she no longer had eating episodes
or partial amnesia. Case 3: A 43-year-old woman with DSM-IV
schizophrenia had taken risperidone 6mg and zolpidem 10mg.
After 38 months of zolpidem medication, she suddenly started to
awake 2 hours after sleep onset and ate something or went outside
with partial recall. Stopping zolpidem had made her free of eating
and sleepwalking episode in a day. Case 4: A 34-year-old man with
DSM-IV schizophrenia had taken risperidone 4-8mg and zolpidem
10mg. In 55 months of zolpidem medication, he awoke 2 hours
after sleep onset and ate snack with no recall. After one week,
zolpidem was discontinued and the nocturnal eating episodes
stopped.

Conclusions: The patients with zolpidem medication over 10
months, suddenly started nocturnal eating episodes 1-2 hours
after sleep onset with partial or no recall. They reported the stop-
ping of the eating episode within 1-2 days after discontinuation
or reducing of zolpidem. This finding strongly suggests the rela-
tionship between zolpidem and the nocturnal eating episode. The

sleep specialist should be aware that zolpidem may contribute to
nocturnal eating behavior.
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NR875 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Involuntary Commitment Influences Perceptions of
Coercion in Psychiatrically Hospitalized Veterans
Jennifer B. Zervakis, Ph.D. Durham VA Medical Center, Health
Sciences Research & Development, VA Medical Center (152),
508 Fulton St., Durham, NC, 27705, Karen M. Stechuchak,
M.S., Maren K. Olsen, Ph.D., Jennifer L Strauss, Ph.D., Susan
H. O'Loughlin, B.A., Eleanor J. Roland, Ph.D., Marian I.
Butterfield, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
learn about factors associated with perceptions of coercion in
hospitalized psychiatric patients, and the importance of policies
that aim to reduce coercive treatment experiences among hospi-
talized psychiatric patients.

Summary:

Objective: Increased perceptions of coercion in psychiatric pa-
tients may be associated with poorer outcomes by impairing ap-
propriate and timely service-seeking due to fear of involuntary
commitment. However, there is little research on factors related
to perceived coercion in veterans. The present analysis examines
whether current involuntary commitment and lifetime history of
coercive experiences during hospitalization are associated with
higher levels of perceived coercion in psychiatrically hospitalized
veterans.

Method: Participants were consecutively consented psychiatric
inpatients diagnosed with a severe mental illness (SMI), recruited
from March 2004-August 2005 at the Durham VAMC (N-211).
Perceived coercion was measured with the 15-item Admission
Experience Survey. Treatment history, clinical, and socio-demo-
graphic variables were assessed via record review and self-report.
Negative binomial regression was used to examine the relation-
ship between perceived coercion and involuntary commitment,
adjusting for other variables.

Results: The average age of the sample was 50 years (SD=
9), 34% white, 88% male, and 31% married or in a committed
relationship. The median number of coercive statements reported
in the sample for the current admission was 1 (first quartile = 0,
third quartile = 4), with a range of 0 to 14. Seventeen percent were
currently involuntarily committed. By self-report, lifetime history
of coercive treatments were as follows: 40% prior involuntary
commitment, 33% placed in seclusion, 30% placed in physical
restraints, 24% forced to take medication against their will, and
30% denied medication asked for and felt they needed. Factors
related to perceived coercion in unadjusted analyses (p<0.10)
include current involuntary commitment, ever forced medications,
ever denied medications, psychiatric diagnosis, male gender, and
subjective social support. In adjusted analyses, patients whose
current admission was involuntary reported significantly higher
levels of coercion (Incidence rate ratio= 2.55; 95% Cl = 1.57-4.12;
p = 0.0001).

Conclusion: Current involuntary commitment was significantly
related to perceptions of coercion.
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NR876 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
A Review of Health-Related Quality of Life
Instruments in Alcohol Dependent
Yang Zhao, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Anju Parthan, Ph.D., Rob
Arbuckle, M.A., Kavi Littlewood, M.A., Christopher Evans, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to summarize the quality of life instruments used in alcohol
dependence.

Summary:

Introduction: Alcohol dependence (AD) has broad impact on
many areas of patient quality of life (QOL) including emotional
functioning, social functioning, and activities of daily living. Using
a valid and reliable instrument to measure the impact on QOL is
critical for any clinical trial evaluating a treatment for AD. A litera-
ture review was conducted to identify QOL instruments that have
been used in alcohol dependent patients.

Methods: We conducted a literature search in Medline and
Embase databases to identify QOL publications in alcohol depen-
dence since 1990.

Results: Out of 596 abstracts reviewed, only 23 articles exam-
ined QOL instruments in alcohol dependence. Nine generic QOL
instruments had been used in AD studies since 1990, while no
disease-specific QOL instrument was found. The Short-Form 36
(SF-36) was the most frequently used instrument (6 studies). Most
of the instruments were responsive to changes in AD with treat-
ment, and demonstrated improvement in QOL, particularly in so-
cial life, relationships, emotional well-being, and work functioning.
Two problems were noted in the review of the generic instruments
in AD: (1) the generic measures may not adequately capture
specific information relevant to this population (e.g., domains cov-
ering social isolation and craving), and (2) the questionnaires have
never been psychometrically tested in an AD patient popula-
tion.Conclusions: Generic QOL instruments are responsive and
may be appropriate for use in AD patients after further evaluation
and testing. There is a need for a disease-specific QOL instrument
that includes domains specific to AD and is likely to be more
sensitive than generic measures.
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NR877 Wednesday, May 24, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Prevalence and Diagnostic Correlates of DSM-IV
Pathological Gambling in Psychiatric Outpatients
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Iwona
Chelminski, Ph.D., Diane D. Young, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to describe the prevalence of DSM-IV pathological gambling
in psychiatric outpatients, and the diagnostic correlates of gam-
bling.

Summary:

Background: Studies of the prevalence of pathological gam-
bling (PG) in psychiatric and substance abusing patients suggest
that the disorder is not rare. Most studies have been of substance
abusers in treatment, and the rate of PG has been found to be
several times higher than the rate found in community based
epidemiological surveys. However, only one study has examined
the prevalence of PG in a heterogeneous sample of patients, and
this was a study of psychiatric inpatients. We are not aware of
any prior study of the prevalence of PG in a psychiatric outpatient
sample. In the present report from the Rhode Island Methods to
Improve Diagnosis and Services (MIDAS) project we examined
the current and lifetime prevalence of PG in psychiatric outpa-
tients. Methods: 1,709 psychiatric outpatients were interviewed
with a semi-structured diagnostic interview that included a module
to diagnose DSM-IV PG. Results: Forty (2.3%) patients had a
lifetime history of DSM-IV PG, all of whom had at least one other
DSM-IV axis I disorder. Patients with PG had significantly more
Axis I disorders than patients without PG, and had significantly
higher rates of bipolar disorder, social phobia, panic disorder with
agoraphobia, alcohol use disorder, and other impulse control dis-
orders. Conclusions: PG was rarely diagnosed in a psychiatric
outpatients. Possible reasons for the low prevalence of PG in our
sample are discussed.
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NR878 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Faciaj Affect Recognition: A Mediator Between
Cognitive and Social Functioning in Psychosis?
Jean M. Addington, Ph.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry,
CAMH, 250 College Street, Toronto, ON, M5T 1R8, Canada,
Huma Saeedi, M.S.C., Donald E. Addington, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant will understand the role of facial affect recogni-
tion in the relationship between cognition and social functioning
in schizophrenia.

Summary:

Objective: Facial affect recognition has been implicated in the
relationship between cognition and social functioning. Individuals
with schizophrenia have demonstrated impairments in all three
domains (Addington & Addington, 1998; 2000). This one-year
longitudinal study tested the hypothesis that facial affect recogni-
tion mediates the relationship between cognitive and social func-
tioning. Method: Three groups were included: 50 first-episode of
psychosis (FE) subjects, 53 multi-episode schizophrenia subjects
(ME) and a non-psychiatric comparison group (NPC) (n=55). Sub-
jects were assessed on two facial affect recognition tasks, a com-
prehensive cognitive battery and a measure of social functioning.
First episode subjects were assessed on admission to a compre-
hensive FE program and one year later. The ME and NPC group
also had 2 assessments one year apart. Results: There were
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minimal if any changes over time for all groups on the measures.
The exception was that FE subjects improved in symptoms and
social functioning over the first year. Results of ANOVAs demon-
strated that both the FE and ME subjects were clearly impaired
relative to NPCs in cognition, social functioning and facial affect
recognition. There were significant associations among facial af-
fect recognition, cognition and social functioning in all three
groups. A series of regression analyses were performed according
to the method outlined by Baron and Kenny (1984) to determine
if facial affect did indeed mediate the relationship between cogni-
tive and social functioning. Results were that for the NPC group
facial affect did not mediate the relationship. However in the patient
group there was evidence that facial affect recognition did partially
mediate the relationship between cognitive and social functioning.
Conclusion: This is a first step in understanding the complex rela-
tionship between cognition and outcome and could potentially
have implications for the design of remediation strategies.
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NR879 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Substance Use in Early Psychosis: A Three-Year
Fol low-Up
Jean Addington, Ph.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry,
CAMH, 250 College Street, Toronto, ON, M5T 1R8, Canada,
Rachel Rabin, B.S.C., Amanda McCleery, B.S.C., Donald
Addington, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation the participant will have
knowledge about the prevalence of substance misuse in early
psychosis.

Summary:

Background: Substance misuse is a significant problem in
schizophrenia. The purpose of this study was to examine the
prevalence and correlates of substance misuse in individuals with
a first episode of psychosis for three years following their admis-
sion to a specialized early psychosis program. Method: 203 sub-
jects (142 men, 61 women) were included in the study. Assess-
ment measures were the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale,
the Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia, the Quality of
Life Scale, and the Case Manager Rating Scale. Assessments
were conducted at baseline and at 1, 2 and 3 years. Results: At
baseline 47% of the sample, the majority of whom used alcohol
or cannabis met diagnostic criteria for substance abuse/depen-
dence. This number was reduced to 32% by one year. This preva-
lence is significantly higher than in the general population. There
was a significant reduction in use of alcohol over the three years
with most change occurring in the first year (35% to19% abusing).
For cannabis use there was continual reduction over the first 2
years (35% to 7% abusing). At all times high levels of cannabis
and alcohol use were significantly associated with male gender,
young age and age of onset. There was no association between
alcohol abuse and symptoms or functioning. However, cannabis
abuse was significantly associated with depression and positive
symptoms across time. Conclusions: This study confirms the high
rates of substance misuse, in particular cannabis, in first-episode
psychosis. However this decreases significantly overtime within
this specialized program. Regardless of decline in numbers using,

cannabis misuse is consistently associated with severity of
symptoms.
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NR880 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Neuropsychological Tests That Accurately
Discriminate the Preclinical Alzheimer's Disease
Inn-Sook Ahn Samsung Biomedical Research Institute,
Samsung Medical Center, Seoul, Korea, Department of
Psychiatry, Samsung Medical Center, 50 llwon-dong,
Kangnam-gu, Seoul, 135-710, Republic of Korea, Ji Hae Kim,
Doh Kwan Kim

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that the individuals who complain subjective
memory impairment have an increased risk of future dementia.
Thus it is important to evaluate periodically cognitive function and
related symptoms using the reliable and objective instrument.

Summary:

Objectives: It is well known that AD pathology in the brain has
appeared before the clinical onset of dementia. The purpose of
this study is to explore the cognitive impairment, functional decline,
and behavioral problems among the preclinical AD.

Methods: 34 non-demented subjects who visited at Geropsych-
iatry Clinic, Department of Psychiatry were included in the study.
They completed baseline clinical evaluation and neuropsychologi-
cal test battery assessing various cognitive functions, activities of
daily living, and behavioral problems. 11 subjects were ultimately
diagnosed with AD according to DSM-IV after 0.5 to 2 years (mean
1.1 years) baseline and 23 subjects remained non-demented
throughout the 3 years of follow-up.

Results: The subjects who subsequently developed AD per-
formed more poorly than non-demented at baseline on the Korean-
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (K-AVLT) Word List Immediate
Recall, Delayed Recall, Delayed Recognition, Korean-Rey Com-
plex Figure Test (K-CFT) Immediate Recall, Delayed Recall, and
Korean-Boston Naming Test (K-BNT). Among the 17 neuropsy-
chological tests, the K-AVLT Word List Total Learning Trial (AUC=
.864) discriminated best between subjects diagnosed with AD
and non-demented, followed by the K-BNT (AUC=.792), Animal
Fluency (AUC=.762), K-CFT Delayed Recall (AUC=.745) and Im-
mediate Recall (AUC=.74O), K-AVLT Word List Delayed Recogni-
tion (AUC=.729) and Delayed Recall (AUC=.716).

Conclusions: Our results confirm that cognitive impairment can
be detected well before clinical onset of AD. Memory, naming
ability, and word fluency measures discriminated the most accu-
rately between preclinical AD and subjects who remained non-
demented. On the other hand, cognitive functions that decline later
in the disease process, such as visuospatial or frontal/executive
function, would be less useful predictors of early AD. These find-
ings are consistent with the commonly accepted view that some
of the earliest brain changes in AD occur in the medial temporal
lobe structures. Our findings have implications for the early detec-
tion of AD, and prevention and early intervention.
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NR881 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Route Learning Impairment Associated With
Encephalomalasia Secondary to Head Trauma
Murat Alemdar Kocaeli University Medical Faculty, Kocaeli
Universitesi Tip F. Hastanesi, Umuttepe kampusu Izmit /
Kocaeli, Kocaeli, Turkey, Irem Yalug, Pervin Iseri, Husnu
Efendi, Prof. Dr., Sezer Sener Komsuoglu, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

This report demonstrated that primary disability after a head
trauma could be a neuropsychological disorder and a complete
neuropsychological is needed for determining the cognitional se-
quels of trauma. Main disabilities of our patient such as inability
to visit hospital alone, requirement of an escort to the out of
his town by others or getting lost frequently in newly learned
environments were resolved within six month after an individual-
ized neuropsychological management strategy. Therefore, consti-
tution of an individualized handling strategy for increasing quality
of life of patients with topographical disorientation is the most
critical part of the management.

Summary:

Topographical disorientation is difficulty to find one's way in
familiar or new environments. We report on a 30-year-old male
developed difficulty in learning of new routes following a head
trauma, but the navigation in familiar surroundings was intact.
Magnetic resonance images revealed bilateral parahippocampal
and occipital encephalomalasia. Neuropsychological evaluation
showed impairment in acquisition of new topographical spatial
knowledge and representation of spatial value of landmarks with
preserved ability to learn visual and verbal information of them.
This is the first report in the literature that describes route learning
impairment associated with encephalomalasia of parahippocam-
pal region secondary to head trauma. In this case, the increased
anxiety and the inappropriate visual inputs resulted from right
homonymous hemianopsia, decreased visuospatial ability due to
cervical dystonia, and an attention deficit caused by involvement of
temporo-occipital junctions also appears to role in this impairment
also. The importance of management strategies including educa-
tional procedures depended upon left temporal lobe functions
were also underlined.
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NR882 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Influence of Low Dose Risperidone in Elderly
Patients With Dementia on Serum Lipids and
Mortality
Marfa T. Amboage-Paz, Sr., M.D. Complejo Hospitalario,
Psychiatry, C/Republica Argentina, 2, 3A, Santiago de
Compostela, 15702, Spain, Jose A. Dfaz-Peromingo, Sr., M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the usefulness of risperidone in the treatment
of impulsive disorders associated to dementia, especially low dose
in elderly patients, and the lack of association to increased levels
of serum lipids during the treatment nor cardiovascular motality.

Summary:

Aim: Impulsive disorders affect commonly elderly patients with
dementia. Risperidone has been involved in developing acute
stroke and lipid disorders. We study the effect of low dose risperi-
done on serum lipids and its relationship with mortality, especially
cardiovascular mortality.

Methods: 31 patients were investigated. Total cholesterol, LDL,
HDL and triglycerides were measured at baseline and after 3
months of starting risperidone (1mg/day) for controlling impul-
siveness. Mortality was assesed after 6 months of follow-up.

Results: 18 patients were women and 13 men. Middle age 80.65
+/- 8.66 years-old. At baseline, total cholesterol was 188.90 +/-
48.33; LDL 129.25 +/- 39.54; HDL 41.93 +/-13.90 and triglycerides
111.51 +/- 50.35. After 3 months total cholesterol was 190.35 +/-
56.01 (p=0.822); LDL 130.61 +/- 49.52 (p=0.808); HDL 45.74 +/-
13.42 (p=0.180) and triglycerides 108.16 +/- 45.22 (p=0.685). Al
results are shown in mg/dl. After 6 months, 7 (22.58%) patients
died. One patient died after suffering stroke and the other 6 from
malignancy (2) and infectious diseases (4). No patient died during
the first 3 months of the study.

Conclusions:
1.- Low dose risperidone is useful in elderly patients with impul-

sive disorders and dementia.
2.- Risperidone did not change significantly serum lipids after

3 months in these patients.
2.- After 6 months of follow-up, only one patient died from cardio-

vascular disease. The other 6 died from infectious diseases and
malignancy.
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NR883 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Physician Patient Relationship in Cosmetic
Surgery: A Patient Perspective
Antonia L. Baum, M.D. George Washington University, 5522
Warwick Place, Chevy Chase, MD, 20815, Bruce M.
Freedman, M.D., Elizabeth L O'Hara, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the attendee should be
able to better understand the nature of the physician patient rela-
tionship in cosmetic surgery.

Summary:

Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine whether
the traditional boundaries between physicians and patients as
perceived by the patients are being changed in the field of cosmetic
surgery.

Methods: 100 consecutive patients (82 women; 18 men) who
presented for consultation in a cosmetic surgery office were sur-
veyed about the physician patient relationship. The questionnaire
focused on the appropriateness of a cosmetic surgeon to perform
procedures on people with whom there was a personal relationship
(i.e. spouse, parent, significant other).
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Results: Of the patients surveyed, 80% indicated that it was
inappropriate for a cosmetic surgeon to perform a surgical proce-
dure (i.e. facelift, liposuction) on someone with whom they were
personally involved. 20% of patients surveyed believed that it was
inappropriate for a cosmetic surgeon to perform a non-surgical
procedure (i.e. BOTOX, Restylane) on someone with whom they
were personally involved. The difference was statistically signifi-
cant (P < 0.01). There was a gender difference in that the majority
of male subjects (3:1) did not see surgical intervention as inappro-
priate.

Conclusion: In evaluating the appropriateness of cosmetic sur-
geons performing procedures on people with whom they were
personally involved, patients surveyed in this study noted a distinc-
tion between surgical and non-surgical procedures. The majority
believed that non-surgical procedures were acceptable while sur-
gical procedures were not acceptable. In psychiatry, the physician
patient relationship is unambiguous. However, this appears to be
changing in the field of cosmetic surgery, where commercialization
may be affecting patients' attitudes about what constitutes medical
treatment. This may have important forensic and patient care
implications.
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NR884 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cosmetic Surgery and the Use of Antidepressant
Medication
Antonia L. Baum, M.D. George Washington University, 5522
Warwick Place, Chevy Chase, MD, 20815, Bruce M.
Freedman, M.D., Elizabeth L. O'Hara, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentaion the atendee should be
able to understand the association of cosmetic surgery and the
use of antidepresant medication.

Summary:

Objective: The purpose of this study was to determine whether
antidepressant use was affected by the performance of cosmetic
surgery.

Methods: Over a twelve month period, 362 consecutive patients
undergoing elective cosmetic surgery were questioned regarding
their use of antidepressant medications. Six months following sur-
gery, patients were surveyed on their use of antidepressant medi-
cations, and whether the surgery had changed "the way they felt
about themselves."

Results: Of the 362 patients, 83% (Group A, n=301) were not
taking antidepressants preoperatively, and 17% (Group B, n=61)
were taking antidepressants preoperatively. The two groups were
similar regarding age, gender, and types of surgery performed.
Post-operatively, 5% (N=15) of the 301 patients in Group A began
taking antidepressants after surgery, a 4% change in antidepres-
sant use. In group B, 42 of the 61 patients on antidepressants
before surgery were still taking them post-operatively; this repre-
sented a 31% decrease in antidepressant use. The differences
in antidepressant use were statistically significant (P<.05). 99%
of patients in group A and 98% of patients in group B claimed
that the cosmetic surgery had "improved" their self esteem.

Conclusion: In this study, there was a 31% decrease in the use
of antidepressant medication taken after a cosmetic procedure.
While the etiology of anxiety and depression is multifactorial, this

study suggests the possibility that cosmetic surgery may influence
the use of antidepressant medication.
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NR885 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Prevalence of Thyroid Dysfunction in
Schizophrenia
Terrance J. Bellnier, M.P.A. State University of New York at
Buffalo, Pharmacy Practice, 36 Forest Meadow Trail,
Rochester, NY, 14624, Stephanie Kellar, Pharm.D., Tulio R.
Ortega, M.D., Kashinath B. Patil, M.D., Adam Decatur,
Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the particpant should be
able to: 1) recognize the importance of access to care for comorbid
physical illness, 2) realize the importance of including patients with
schizophrenia in health care initiatives for the general population.

Summary:

Objective: Thyroid dysfunction has been linked to mood disor-
ders. Schizophrenia has been associated with greater rates of
metabolic disorders. The study goal was to evaluate the preva-
lence of thyroid dysfunction in schizophrenia and the relationship
to antipsychotics.

Method: Included a chart review of all inpatients of two state
psychiatric hospitals (N=448). All subjects had a medical history,
physical exam and screening blood tests. Lithium treatment was
excluded. Subjects were compared to general population (GP).

Results: Subject Characteristics: 3 9 + 5 years (18-87); 284
males, 405 Patients with Schizophrenia. Prevalence: Hypothyroid-
ism was 15.7% (4.6% GP); 9.1% treated, 6.6% subclinical. Hyper-
thyroidism was 2% (1.3% GP);1.5% treated, 0.5% subclinical.
Comorbid physical illness in treated hypothyroidism; 21.6% diabe-
tes, 35.1% hypercholesterolemia, 10.8% cardiovascular disease,
16.2% hypertension and subclinical hypothyroidism; 33.3% hyper-
cholesterolemia, 22.2% hypertension. Data did not suggest a link
between specific antipsychotic treatment and thyroid dysfunction.

Conclusion: Thyroid dysfunction in schizophrenia was signifi-
cantly greater (chi square= 27.2,df=1, P<.0001) than the general
population. The sample size limits our ability to make population
inferences yet there appears to be an association between schizo-
phrenia and thyroid dysfunction. Findings suggest that improve-
ments in comprehensive psychiatric care should include routine
screening for thyroid function, diabetes, hypertension, and hyper-
cholesterolemia.
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NR886 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Donepezil Treatment of Severe Alzheimer's Disease:
Results From a 24-Week, Multinational, Placebo-
Controlled Trial

Sandra Black, M.D. Sunnybrook and Women's College,
Neurology, Cognitive Neurology A421, 2075 Bayview Avenue,
Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Honglan Li, Ph.D., Tom
McRae, M.D., Sharon Richardson, Ph.D., and on behalf of the
315 Study Group

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that donepezil provides significant treatment
benefits in cognition and global function in patients with severe
Alzheimer's disease.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the efficacy and tolerability of donepezil
in the treatment of patients with severe Alzheimer's disease (AD).

Method: Patients with severe AD (Mini-Mental State Examina-
tion [MMSE] scores, 1-12; Modified Hachinski Ischemic [MHI]
scores, <6; and Functional Assessment and Staging [FAST]
scores >6) were enrolled in this double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial at 98 sites in Australia, Canada, France, the UK, and the US.
Patients were randomized to 10 mg/d donepezil (after 5 mg/d for
6 weeks) or placebo for 24 weeks. The primary endpoints were
change from baseline in Severe Impairment Battery [SIB] total
score and Clinician's Interview-Based Impression of Change-Plus
(CIBIC-Plus) at 24 weeks. Adverse events (AEs) were recorded
throughout the trial. Statistical analyses on the intent-to-treat-last
observation carried forward (ITT-LOCF) population included AN-
COVA and CMH chi-square. CIBIC-Plus analysis assumed mini-
mum values of 5 per category. If unmet, categories were collapsed
(1-3=improved; 4=no change; 5-7=worsened). The CIBIC-Plus
was also analyzed as a continuous variable.

Results: In total, 343 patients were randomized to donepezil
(n=176) or placebo (n=167). Baseline characteristics at screening
were similar between groups; mean [±SD] MMSE 7.5±3.38, MHI
0.8±0.97, and >55% with FAST >6c. Donepezil was significantly
superior to placebo on the SIB score at endpoint (ITT-LOCF LS
mean difference 5.32; P=.0001) and at Weeks 8, 16, and 24
(P<.0011). CIBIC-Plus using collapsed categories significantly fa-
vored donepezil for the ITT-LOCF (F=.O473) and at Week 24 (P=
.0409). Analyzed as a continuous variable, the mean CIBIC-Plus
score statistically favored donepezil at endpoint (P=.O168) and at
Week 24 (P=.O323) in the ITT population. Most AEs were mild
or moderate. The most common AEs reported were diarrhea,
insomnia, nausea, headache, infection, and urinary incontinence.

Conclusion: Donepezil treatment in patients with severe AD
resulted in greater efficacy on measures of cognition (SIB) and
global function (CIBIC-Plus) compared with patients receiving
placebo.
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NR887 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychological Assessment of HIV-lnfected Patients
Candidates for Liver Transplantation
Jordi Blanch, Ph.D. Hospital Clinic, Psychiatry department.
Clinical Institute of Neurosciences, Villarroel 170, Barcelona,
08036, Spain, Miquel Monras, Antoni Rimola, Ph.D., Josep
Maria Miro, Ph.D., Neus Freixa, Montse Laguno, Ph.D., Asun
Moreno, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize the most important aspects of a correct
psychological assessment of HIV / HCV co-infected patients who
want to be candidates for a orthotopic liver transplantation.

Summary:

Background: Liver transplantation (LT) is increasingly indicated
in HIV-infected patients. The evaluation of these patients as LT
candidates requires specific assessment of several psychological
aspects, which may represent additional and unexpected diffi-
culties.

Objective: To assess psychological aspects in HIV-infected pa-
tients under evaluation as LT candidates.

Methods: We evaluated 19 HIV-infected patients (17 males;
mean age: 41 years) from the psychological point of view during
their general evaluation as LT candidates. HIV infection was ac-
quired through iv drug addiction in 13 patients, sexual contact in
2, and unknown route in 4.

Results: The attitude in front of the psychological evaluation was
sincere in only 2 patients, passive in 11 and defensive-negative in
6. Thirteen patients had past history of alcohol abuse, although
only 7 were conscious of it. In other 4 patients, alcohol abuse was
unclear because of their little cooperation. Other drugs consumed
by the patients were heroin (n=13), cannabis (n=16), cocaine (n=
10) and benzodiazepines (n=19; abuse in 9). There was social-
familiar disarrangement in 11 patients, and history of psychopa-
thology in 15, probable personality disorders in 12, neuropsycho-
logical disorders in 7 and imprisonment in 2. Three patients were
rejected for LT due to psychological reasons.

Conclusions: High prevalence of multiple drug abuse, psycho-
pathology and social-familiar disarrangement can be often ob-
served in HIV-infected patients who are candidates for LT. The
little awareness of drug problems and the frequently insincere
attitude of patients require an exhaustive psychological evaluation
due to the possibility of occultation of information essential for
their assessment as LT candidates.
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NR888 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychiatric Morbidity and Impact on Hospital Length
of Stay Among Hematologic Cancer Patients
Receiving Stem-Cell Transplantation
Jordi Blanch, Ph.D. Hospital Clinic, Psychiatry Department.
Clinical Institute of Neurosciences, Villarreol 170, Barcelona,
08036, Spain, Jesus Prieto, M.D., Jorge Atala, M.D., Enric
Carreras, Ph.D., Montse Rovira, Ph.D., Esteve Cirera, M.D.,
Cristobal Gasto
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the prevalence of psychiatric disorders during
hospitalization for hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation (SCT)
and to get to know the impact of psychiatric disorders on hospital
length of stay (LOS).

Summary:

Objectives: To determine the prevalence of psychiatric disor-
ders during hospitalization for hematopoietic stem-cell trans-
plantation (SCT) and to estimate their impact on hospital length
of stay (LOS).

Patients and Methods: In a prospective inpatient study con-
ducted from July 1994 to August 1997, 220 patients aged 16 to 65
years received SCT for hematologic cancer at a single institution.
Patients received a psychiatric assessment at hospital admission
and weekly during hospitalization until discharge or death, yielding
a total of 1,062 psychiatric interviews performed. Psychiatric disor-
ders were determined on the basis of the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition. Univariate and multi-
variate linear regression analyses were used to identify variables
associated with LOS.

Results: Overall psychiatric disorder prevalence was 44.1%; an
adjustment disorder was diagnosed in 22.7% of patients, a mood
disorder in 14.1%, an anxiety disorder in 8.2%, and delirium in
7.3%. After adjusting for admission and in-hospital risk factors,
diagnosis of any mood, anxiety, or adjustment disorder (P< 0.022),
chronic myelogenous leukemia (P < 0.003), Karnofsky perform-
ance score less than 90 at hospital admission (P < 0.025), and
higher regimen-related toxicity (P < 0.001) were associated with
a longer LOS.

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (P < 0.01), non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma (P < 0.04), use of peripheral-blood stem cells (P <
0.001), second year of study (P< 0.001), and third year of study
(P< 0.001) were associated with a shorter LOS.

Conclusion: Our data indicate high psychiatric morbidity and
an association with longer LOS, underscoring the need for early
recognition and effective treatment.
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NR889 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Depression Predicts Mortality Among Cancer
Patients After Stem-Cell Transplantation

Jordi Blanch, Ph.D. Hospital Clinic, Psychiatry Department.
Clinical Institute of Neurosciences, Villarroel 170, Barcelona,
08036, Spain, Jesus Prieto, M.D., Jorge Atala, M.D., Enric
Carreras, Ph.D., Montse Rovira, Ph.D., Esteve Cirera, M.D.,
Cristobal Gasto, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know the association between depression and survival
among cancer patients

Summary:

Objective: To determine the association between depression
and survival among cancer patients at 1, 3, and 5 years after
stem-cell transplantation (SCT).

Patients and Methods: This was a prospective cohort study of
199 hematologic cancer patients who survived longer than 90
days after SCT and who were recruited in a University-based
hospital between July 1994 and August 1997. Patients received
a psychiatric assessment at four consecutive time points during
hospitalization for SCT, yielding a total of 781 interviews. Depres-
sion diagnoses were determined on the basis of the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition.

Results: Eighteen (9.0%) and 17 patients (8.5%) met criteria
for major and minor depression, respectively. Multivariate Cox
regression models found major depression to be predictive of
higher 1-year (hazard ratio [HR], 2.59; 95% Cl, 1.21 to 5.53; P =
.014) and 3-year mortality (HR, 2.04; 95% Cl, 1.03 to 4.02; P =
.041) but not 5-year mortality (HR, 1.48; 95% Cl, 0.76 to 2.87;
P = .249). Minor depression had no effect on any mortality out-
come. Other multivariate significant predictors of higher mortality
were higher regimen toxicity in the 1-, 3-, and 5-year models;
older age and acute lymphoblastic leukemia in the 3- and 5-year
models; chronic myelogenous leukemia in the 3-year model; and
lower functional status and intermediate/higher risk status in the
5-year model. Use of peripheral-blood stem cells predicted lower
mortality in the 5-year model.

Conclusion: After adjusting for multiple factors, major depres-
sion predicted higher 1- and 3-year mortality among cancer pa-
tients after SCT, underscoring the importance of adequate diagno-
sis and treatment of major depression.
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NR890 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Safety and Tolerability of Rapid Versus Conventional
Dose Escalation With Quetiapine in Acute
Schizophrenia and Schizoaffective Disorder: A
Randomized Multi-Center, Parallel, Group Open Trial
Giuseppina Boidi, Sr. Asl 3 Genova-ltaly, Mental Health,
Genova, 16100, Italy

Educational Objectives:

Educational objective: At the conclusion of this presentation,
the participants should be able to describe the benefits associated
with rapidly initiating quetiapine.

Summary:

Objective: Quetiapine is efficacious in acute psychosis and
acute mania.1"3 This study examined rapid dose escalation of
quetiapine in acutely ill patients.

Methods: 2-week, multicenter, open trial of 269 inpatients diag-
nosed with schizophrenia (51%) or schizoaffective disorder (49%)
randomized to rapid [Days 1-4: 200, 400, 600, 800mg] versus
conventional [Days 1-4: 50, 100, 200, 300mg] dose escalation,
followed by flexible dosing (maximum 800mg/day). Primary end-
point was patients experiencing >1 episode of any selected AE
(somnolence, dizziness, orthostatic hypotension) during Week 1.

Results: The proportion of patients with >1 selected AE during
Week 1 was 9.4% and 5.4%, and the most common AEs (>5%),
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were hypotension (10.8%, 5.4%), tachycardia (7.9%, 5.4%), som-
nolence (5.8%, 2.3%) and sedation (4.3%, 3.1%), in the rapid
and conventional groups, respectively. During Week 1, 3 (2.1%)
patients from the rapid and 5 (3.8%) from the conventional group
withdrew due to AEs. BPRS and CGI-S scores decreased signifi-
cantly (p<0.0001) from baseline at Days 5 (BPRS changes: -
15.91, -13.47; CGI-S changes: -4.27, -4.16) and 14 (BPRS
changes: -26.47, -24.71; CGI-S changes: -3.53, -3.33) in the rapid
and conventional groups, respectively.

Conclusion: Rapid dose escalation of quetiapine to 800mg/
day by Day 4 appears effective, generally safe and well tolerated
in this population.

Funding sources: AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
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NR891 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Implementation of Recommendations Mmade During
Pediatric Telepsychiatry Consultation: A Case Study
Katherine M. Boydell, Ph.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry,
555 University Avenue, Toronto, ON, M5G 1X8, Canada,
Natasha Greenberg, M.A., Tiziana Volpe, M.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify the facilitators and barriers to the implementation
of recommendations made during a pediatric telespychiatry con-
sultation.

Summary:

Although the use of technological media to deliver psychiatric
services has become increasingly popular, very little rigorous re-
search and review into the outcomes of health services delivered
in this way has been undertaken. While published literature on
client and provider satisfaction with telepsychiatry services exists,
qualitative and quantitative considerations of other outcomes,
such as cost-effectiveness, clinical, and program outcomes, are
notably absent in the literature. In this study, a record review of
one hundred randomly selected telepsychiatry consultations by a
pediatric telepsychiatry consultation program serving rural and
remote communities in Ontario was undertaken. This review was
followed by in depth telephone interviews with case managers
associated with these cases, in which the barriers and facilitators
to successful program outcomes were further explored. Case
managers acknowledged the expertise provided by the telepsychi-
atry program, and noted the respect afforded this expertise in their
communities in general. They indicated that the participation of
key stakeholders in the consultation process increases the willing-
ness to try new treatments, treatment adherence, and continuity
of care across the various contexts of children's daily lives.
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NR892 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Crack/Cocaine Use Among Adolescents and HIV-
Associated Risk
Larry K. Brown, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry, 1 Hoppin Street, Suite 204, Providence,
Rl, 02903, Marina Tolou-Shams, Ph.D., Nancy Beausoleil,
Jennifer Frenkel

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to 1) identify the risks associated with crack/cocaine use
among adolescents and 2) estimate the prevalence of crack/co-
caine use among adolescents with psychiatric disorders.

Summary:

Introduction: Crack/cocaine use among adults has been associ-
ated with other psychiatric disorders and a wide variety of risk
behaviors such as other drug use and unprotected sex. The issue
is relatively unstudied in adolescents, especially younger teens.

Methods: 310 adolescents from intensive treatment settings
with a mean age of 14.5 years were assessed for drug use, risk
behaviors and risk attitudes. The sample was 45% male, 87%
white and exhibited a wide range of psychiatric disorders such
as mood disorders (40%), impulse control disorders (29%), and
anxiety disorders (9%). None had been admitted with a primary
diagnosis of substance abuse.

Results: 13% of youth reported ever using crack or cocaine.
Use was not associated with age, gender, race, SES, or psychiatric
diagnosis (except for a greater proportion of substance abuse
treatment). Use, compared to non-use, was significantly (p< .01)
associated with elevated rates of risk behaviors such as daily
alcohol use (38% versus 4%), daily marijuana use (49% versus
9%), frequent self-cutting (60% versus 19%), history of sexual
activity (92% versus 67%), more than 2 sex partners in past year
(41 % versus 18%) and history of STD (14% versus 3%). A multiple
logistic regression found that after controlling for factors that influ-
ence unprotected sex such as age, gender, race, history of sexual
base and self-restraint attitudes, that those with a history of crack/
cocaine were 12.6 times more likely to have engaged in unpro-
tected sex than their peers.

Conclusions: Crack/cocaine use is prevalent even among
younger adolescents with psychiatric disorders who are not in
drug treatment. Its use is associated with high rates for sexual,
drug and self-cutting risk behaviors. A history of use should alert
clinicians to a wide variety of possible behavioral risks. Programs
that target behavioral risk need to account for crack/cocaine use,
even among younger teens.
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NR893 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Co-morbid Depression and Anxiety in Later Life:
Patterns of Associations and Impairment
John Cairney, Ph.D. University of Toronto, 33 Russell Street,
Toronto, ON, M5S 251, Canada, Scott Veldhuizen, B.A., Laurie
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M. Corna, M.S.C., David L. Streiner, Ph.D., Laura McCabe,
M.D., Nathan Hermann, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will better
understand the patterns of psychiatric co-morbidity and impair-
ment in a community-based sample of Canadian adults aged 55
and older, as well as the implications of these findings for inte-
grated care in this population.

Summary:

Objective: Until recently, most large epidemiologic surveys of
mental disorder have excluded older adults. Gaps therefore exist
in our understanding of the epidemiology of psychiatric disorder
in later life. In this study, we examine psychiatric co-morbidity
and impairment in a community-based sample of adults aged 55
and older.

Method: Analysis of a large sample of older adults (n=12,792)
from a representative Canadian survey conducted in 2002. The
WMH-CIDI is used to diagnose 12-month DSM-IV major depres-
sion (MD), panic disorder (PD), social phobia (SP), and agorapho-
bia (AP).

Results: All four disorders are less prevalent among older adults,
with 4.6% (95%CI=3.9-5.2) having one or more compared to 9.4%
(95%CI=8.9-9.9) among those 15-54. Comorbidity is common,
however, with 18% (95%CI=12.6-23.5) of those with any disorder
having at least one other. Bivariate associations are strongest
between MD and SP (phi correlation = 0.22, p<0.001) and between
MD and PD (phi r = 0.2, p<0.001). Older adults with both MD and
an anxiety disorder (n=66) report the worst physical health and
the greatest impairment of any group. Independent associations
with specific physical conditions are weaker than among younger
adults, with only migraine headaches predicting comorbidity (OR=
4.9, 95%CI=2.0-11.9, p<0.001).

Conclusions: While co-morbid physical health and depression,
and dementias and depression are well documented, these results
support work indicating that co-morbid depression and anxiety is
also prevalent in later life. Comorbidity is associated with high
levels of impairment, and, though a minority in the community,
comorbid cases are likely to be very common in clinical settings.
Poor physical health in this group underlines the need for inte-
grated care, and, given demonstrated links between physical and
mental health, better recognition and treatment of comorbid condi-
tions has the potential to improve overall health and quality of life.
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NR894 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prevalence and Level of Recognition of
Cardiovascular Risk Factors in Schizophrenia: The
Spanish Ricava Study
Miquel Bernardo Barcelona, Fernando Canas de Paz, Jose
Ramon Banegas, Jordi Casademont, Yolanda Riesgo, Cristina
Varela

Educational Objectives:

Participants will have a better knowledge about cardiovascular
risk factors prevalence and management among schizophrenic
patients in a country on the Mediateranean Area.

Summary:

Objective: To estimate the prevalence and level of recognition
of Cardiovascular Risk Factors (CVRF) in patients with schizo-
phrenia in Spain (Mediteranean Area).

Methods: Cross-sectional multicenter descriptive study. Each
risk factor was established according to international criteria and/
or therapeutic treatment.

Results: 733 evaluable patients (72% men, 38% women, aver-
age age 38 (SD 11.3)) from 97 acute units (61% of those in
Spain) were studied. Prevalent CVRF (weighted by Constituent
Communities population) were: smoking (71%), sedentarism
(70%) hypercholesterolemia (66%), abdominal obesity (35%), hy-
pertriglyceridemia (28%), hypertension (18%), hyperuricaemia
(14%) and metabolic syndrome (19%). Most commonly identified
risk factors where risk behaviors involving excessive alcohol intake
(73%) and smoking (52%); most treated ones were hypertension
(69%) and diabetes (41%).

Conclusions: Comorbid metabolic disorders in patients with
schizophrenia are prevalent and underrecognized by health care
professionals and patients. Thus, it is prudent for the psychiatric
community to be aware of comorbid medical conditions other than
risk behaviours.
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NR895 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Barriers to the Diagnosis of Catatonic Schizophrenia
Brendan T. Carroll, M.D. Neuroscience Alliance,
Neuropsychiatry, The Neuroscience Alliance, 330 Taylor Blair
Road, West Jefferson, OH, 43162, Gabor S. Ungvari, M.D.,
Joseph W. Y. Lee, M.D., Arthur Thalassinos, M.D., Tressa D.
Carroll, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation the participant will be able to
identify the barriers in terminology, definition and application. At
the end of this presentation the participant will be able recognize
the reasons why a new approach to DSM-V and ICD-10 classifica-
tion of this disorder is warranted.

Summary:

The objective of this study was to identify barriers to the diagno-
sis of catatonic schizophrenia in the International Classification
of Disease, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) and the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, 4 Edition
and Revised (DSM-IV and DSM-IV-TR) for diagnostic and coding
issues related to catatonic schizophrenia. This has been a concern
for the Catatonia Consortium, a freestanding department of clini-
cians and researchers in the field of motility psychoses. Methods:
We reviewed the clinical barriers to diagnosis of catatonia identi-
fied in 3 books written on the subject. We also developed a 10-
question test to detect comprehension of catatonic signs. Results:
We found 13 separate clinical barriers to the diagnosis of the
catatonic subtype. We found a lack of consensus among experts
on the catatonia test among consortium members and low scores
among a freestanding department of clinicians from other settings.
Discussion: Our findings support the work of van der Heijden, et
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al. who found that under 2% of patients were diagnosed with
catatonia although 18% had 2 or more signs. We found barriers
in terminology, definition and application that suggest that a new
approach to DSM-V and ICD-10 classification of this disorder is
warranted.
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NR896 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Neural Circuitry of Catatonia
Brendan T. Carroll, M.D. Neuroscience Alliance,
Neuropsychiatry, The Neuroscience Alliance, 330 Taylor Blair
Road, West Jefferson, OH, 43162, Francisco Appiani, M.D.,
Christopher Thomas, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant should be able to discuss the concept of schizo-
phrenia with catatonic features. The participant should be able to
recognize the major neural pathways involved in catatonia. The
participant should be able to recognize the pharmacology involved
in catatonia.

Summary:

Objective: To identify the neural circuitry that underlies catato-
nia. This neural circuit is important to establish to understand
psychosis in other modalities (e.g. visual hallucinations) and other
motility psychoses (e.g. autism). Methods: We reviewed the litera-
ture on the neuroscience and pharmacology of catatonia, including
2 books written on the subject. We also examined somatic treat-
ments in a naturalistic study in one neuropsychiatry hospital. Re-
sults: We found 35 patients with schizophrenia with catatonic
features (66% of those with catatonia). We have found that mem-
antine 10 mg bid (adjunct) may help to reduce mutism, negativism,
immobility and posturing (N=5). Adjunctive memantine did not
improve positive symptoms (N=3) and seems to work only in
catatonic features and not in disorganized, undifferentiated, and
paranoid schizophrenia (N=2). This response was included into
existing neuroscience models of catatonia. Discussion: Our find-
ings support the neuronal circuitry of a motor loop including the
frontal lobe, basal ganglia, amygdala, parietal lobe and supple-
mental motor area. The neurochemistry of catatonia appears to
involve low activity within Gamma-aminobutyric acid, and dopa-
mine systems with high activity within the glutamate (NMDA) sys-
tem. The catatonia neural circuit illustrates a comprehensive neu-
roscience approach to the motility psychoses with prospects for
prevention and treatment.
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NR897 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Listening Too Much to Kramer? A Critique of
Cosmetic Psychopharmacology
Michael A. Cerullo, M.D. University of Cincinnati, Psychiatry,
1345 Duncan Ave, Cincinnati, OH, 45208

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to demonstrate an understanding of the term cosmetic
psychopharmacology (CP) and its relevance to psychiatry. The
participant will learn the history of the CP, review the evidence that
current psychiatric medicines are not forms of CP, and understand
how critics of psychiatry on both the left and right continue to use
the ambiguity involved in CP to cast doubt upon the treatment of
depression and other forms of mental illness. Only by properly
understanding this new challenge to psychiatry can we as a profes-
sion properly respond.

Summary:

The writings of Peter Kramer represent "conventional wisdom"
with respect to what has come to be called "cosmetic psychophar-
macology," or the use of Pharmaceuticals to alter mood and tem-
perament in those without mental illness. In his earlier and ex-
tremely popular book, Listening to Fluoxetine, Kramer worried that
Fluoxetine was the first cosmetic psychopharmaceutical. Kramer
agonized over whether to withhold this treatment from patients,
fearing that Fluoxetine could change a patient's fundamental
"self." In his new book, Against Depression, Kramer comes full
circle (almost), and now agonizes over the withholding of effective
antidepressant treatments from patients who might benefit from
them (regardless of whether they meet the full DSM-IV criteria).

While I applaud Kramer's recent efforts to de-stigmatize depres-
sion and improve its treatment, it may be a question of "too little,
too late." Listening to Fluoxetine fueled (and continues to fuel)
the neo-antipsychiatry movement. Depression is once again being
viewed as a side-effect of a weak constitution (lack of willpower)
or as an issue of social morality (drug seeking for narcissistic
reasons). This new movement is reflected in powerful voices like
those of Leon Kass and the President's Council on Bioethics (on
the right) and Carl Elliot and his supporters (on the left).

The major flaw in Against Depression is that it does not rectify
Kramer's earlier incorrect notions that SSRI's are a form of cos-
metic psychopharmacology. While Kramer points out that some
of the "cosmetic" patients mentioned by Elliot and Kass may in
fact have depression, he never critically examines his earlier work.
The cases presented in Listening to Fluoxetine were clearly suffer-
ing from depression and anxiety and were often more severe than
those cases presented in Against Depression. Yet Kramer never
points out this fact and the obvious inference it implies: that his
earlier fears about SSRI's and cosmetic psychopharmacology
were misplaced.

Another major criticism of Kramer is that the conclusions in
Against Depression can and should have been drawn a decade
and a half ago when he wrote Listening to Fluoxetine. There have
been no major paradigm shifts in the neuroscience of depression
and its treatment: in 1993, it was considered a brain disease
(discussed in terms of neurotramsmitters and endocrine function);
in 2005, it is still considered a brain disease (discussed in terms
of neurotransmitters, endocrine function, and neural networks).
As Kramer himself acknowledges, Listening to Fluoxetine thrust
him into the spotlight of depression and he began to specialize
in the treatment of refractory depression. This experience led him
to question some of his earlier psychoanalytical views of psychiatry
and adopt a more biological approach, yet Kramer fails to appropri-
ately criticize his earlier arguments.

While I think Against Depression is a helpful and accurate book
in the fight against depression, it does not correct Kramer's earlier
mistakes. Only by admitting his earlier Extended Release rors
and challenging the powerful neo-antipsychiatry movement di-
rectly can Kramer hope to reverse the stigma he has helped to
create around the very disease he now battles so vigorously to
defeat.
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NR898 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Paranoid Spectrum Hypothesis Based on Cognitive
and Clinical Comparisons Between Delusional
Disorder and Schizophrenia Patients
Jorge Cervilla, M.D. University of Granada, Spain, Department
of Psychiatry, Institute of Psychiatry, Instituto de Neurociencias,
Facultad de Medicina, Avenida de Madrid, 11, Granada, 18071,
Spain, Enrique de Portugal, M.D., Nieves Gonzalez, B.S.C.,
Victoria Vilalta, B.S.C., Miram Vilaplana, B.S.C., Susana
Ochoa-Guerre, B.S.C., Josep M. Haro

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize:

1) The existence of empirical evidence supporting the theory
of a paranoid dimension expressed in a continuum fashion accross
different psychotic disorders.

2) Constructual inconsistencies in currently accepted psychotic
categories.

3) The importance of a dimensional approach in the understand-
ing of psychoses

4) The need for searching more valid psychotic phenotypes.

Summary:

Introduction
Conceptual inconsistencies in current diagnostic categories of

psychoses may account for frequent failures to replicate neurobio-
logical correlates of schizophrenia. This could herald an inade-
quate construct validity of currently accepted psychotic pheno-
types. In particular, Paranoid Schizophrenia (PS), yet included
within the same nosological category than Non-Paranoid Schizo-
phrenia (NPS), may plausibly constitute a different disorder shar-
ing some characteristicst to Delusional Disorder (DD).

Methods: 102 patients fulfilling DSM-IV-TR criteria of schizo-
phrenia (56 PS and 46 with NPS) and 80 DD patients were in-
cluded in this study (n=182). All patients were recruited from a
psychotic disorders case register available from a computerized
medical records software facility at public mental health service
out-patient units in Barcelona, Spain. Diagnostic status was estab-
lished using the SCID to get patients assigned to either DD, PS
or NPS groups. A battery of psychopathological (PANSS) and
neuropsychological tests (MMSE, TMT, CPT, WCST, Stroop, FAS
and selected WAIS subtests) were administered. We performed
multinomial regression to compare psychopathological and neuro-
psychological findings accross the three psychotic categories (DD
versus PS versus NPS) adjusting for age, sex, education years,
global functioning (GAF) and years with the disorder.

Results
Patients with DD tended significantly to be more frequently

female and married than those with PS or NPS. We found associa-
tions between negative (DD Base;PS:OR=26(CI:24-28)p=
0.004;NPS:OR=43(CI: 39-47)p=0.003), paranoid (DD
Base;PS:OR=0.26(CI:.01-.4)p=.011;NPS:OR= 0.02(CI: .01-
36)p=.008), affective and hostile symptom dimensions (extracted
by PCA using all PANSS items) and outcome. Associations exhib-
ited either linear tendency along the three types of psychosis or
halfway position for PS compared to DD and NPS. Most cognitive
tests also showed significant associations in the predicted direc-
tion (PS showing intermediate performance between DD and
NPS), including global functioning, attention, verbal fluency, work-
ing and semantic memory tests.

Conclusions
Findings support the hypothesis suggesting a continuum of

paranoidsm and cognitive impairment accross the studied psy-
chotic groups.
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NR899 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Unexplained Medical Symptoms in Multiple Organ
Systems and Adverse Childhood Experiences
Daniel P. Chapman, Ph.D. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, National Center for Disease Prevention and Health
Promotion, 4770 Buford Highway N.E., Mailstop K-67, Atlanta,
GA, 30341, Shanta Dube, M.P.H., Valerie J. Edwards, Ph.D.,
Robert F. Anda, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To recognize the association between ACEs and UMS involving
multiple organ systems and describe the clinical implications of
this association.

Summary:

Objectives: Patients with unexplained medical symptoms (UMS)
involving multiple organ systems pose diagnostic and treatment
challenges for physicians. Although these patients may be suffer-
ing from hypochondriacal, somatization, or conversion disorders,
the role that adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) may assume
in UMS involving multiple organ systems has not been previously
investigated. Methods: Data were from the ACE Study, a retro-
spective cohort investigation of HMO patients receiving biopsy-
chosocial evaluations (N=17,337). Patients were assigned an ACE
score comprised of the number of eight categories of childhood
abuse or household dysfunction they reported. UMS were defined
using a review of systems, with no corresponding diagnosis in
the patient's medical record. Symptoms across five systems (re-
spiratory, gastrointestinal, CNS, cardiovascular, and musculoskel-
etal) were assessed, as were the number of physician office visits.
Results: ACE scores were positively associated with the number
of organ systems involved in UMS (p<.001), the total number of
UMS (p<.001), and the mean number of doctor visits in the previ-
ous year (p<.001). Discussion: These results suggest assessment
for ACEs may promote earlier evaluation of UMS across multiple
organ systems, which may underlie increased healthcare utili-
zation.
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NR900 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Paranoia in Social Phobia
Iwona Chelminski, Ph.D. Rhode Island Hospital, 235 Plain
Street Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Mark Zimmerman,
M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
have a better understanding of the incidence of paranoid personal-
ity traits in anxious depressives.

Summary:

Objective: Social Phobia (SPh) is one of the most prevalent
anxiety disorders. It is a persistent and debilitating condition
strongly associated with significant academic and occupational
disability, poorer quality of life and overuse of substances. Diag-
nosing a co-occurring personality disorder in patients with an axis
I disorder is clinically important because of their association with
the duration, recurrence, and outcome of axis I disorders. High co-
occurrence of avoidant personality disorder and SPh is a common
finding in research studies and clinical offices. Limited data exists
regarding paranoid personality (PPD) traits in SPh, which are
commonly encountered by therapists treating socially anxious indi-
viduals. In this exploratory study we examined prevalence of PPD
and paranoid traits in patients presenting with various anxiety
disorders (ADs). Method: As a part of the MIDAS project, 1700
outpatients were evaluated with the SCID and SIDP. To control
for the frequent elevation of axis II pathology in depression and
its high comorbidity with ADs, to address the question of whether
paranoid personality traits are more strongly associated with SPh
than with other ADs we selected for our analyses depressed pa-
tients only. The prevalence of PPD and the total scores of the
PPD dimension were compared in 3 nonoverlapping depressive
groups: 1)no ADs (n=284), 2)some ADs but no SPh (n=266),
3)SPh with or without other ADs (n=308). Results: The prevalence
of PPD was significantly higher in group 3 than groups 1 and 2
(8.8% versus 2.1% and 5.3%). Similar results were obtained for
the total score of the paranoia dimension (3.3 versus 1.5 and 2.6).
Conclusions: Given the facets of the PPD, such as suspicious-
ness, hypersensitivity, and extreme vigilance it is not surprising
that this PD and its traits showed stronger association with SPh
than with other anxiety disorders, even when controlling for de-
pression.
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NR901 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Korean Version of the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment: A Brief, Mild Cognitive Impairment
Screening Tool in an Illiterate Person
Jun-Young Lee, M.D. Seoul, Jae-Nam Bae, M.D., Seong-Jin
Cho, M.D., Dong-Woo Lee, M.D., Sukyung Park, M.D., Sung-
Man Jang, M.D., Maeng-Je Cho, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize reliability of the Korean version of the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment for minimal cognitive impairment
screening.

Summary:

Backgrounds: Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) is a brief
cognitive screening tool with high sensitivity (90%) for detecting
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) in literated person. But, in devel-

oping countries like Korea, a lot of elderly people are illiterate and
MoCA can not be used without modification.

Objectives: To modify a 10-minute cognitive screening tool
(MoCA) to detect mild cognitive impairment in literate and illiterate
elderly people.

Methods:
To validate Korean version of the Montreal Cognitive Assess-

ment (MoCA-K), MOCA-K, Korean version of Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE-KC) and neuropsychological batteries were
administered to one hundreds elderly persons (mild Alzheimer's
disease (AD)=25, MCI=25, Normal controls (NC)=50) who are
illiterate persons.

Results:
MMSE-KC had a sensitivity of 10% to detect MCI. MoCA-K had

a sensitivity of 85% to detect MCI. In the mild AD group, MoCA-
K had a sensitivity of 100% to detect AD.

Specificity was high in MoCA-K.
Conclusions:
MCI was understood as preclinical stages of AD. The MoCA-

K is a good brief cognitive screening tool with high sensitivity and
specificity for detecting MCI in illiterate elderly persons.
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NR902 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Predictors of Quality of Life in Alzheimer's Dementia
Patients in Korea
Woong Cho, M.D. Bugok National Hospital, Department of
General Psychiatry, Bugokri,Bugokmyon,Changnyung,
Kyungnam, 635-893, Republic of Korea, Jeong-Hyun Park,
M.D., Sung-Nam Cho, M.D., Jin-Hyun Shim, M.D., Jung-Goo
Lee, M.D., Young-Hoon Kim, M.D., Jin-Sook Cheon, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the factors affecting quality of life among Korean
dementia patients.

Summary:

Objectives: The aim of this study was to analyze factors affect-
ing quality of life (QOL) among Korean dementia patients.

Methods : The subjects were consisted with 54 patients with
dementia of the Alzheimer's type and 54 normal aged controls
with age over 60. The QOLs were assessed with the Korean
Version of the Quality of Life in Alzheimer's Disease: Patient and
Caregiver Report (KQOL-AD). For analyzing factors affecting QOL
in dementia, the clinical data were obtained by structured interview
and medical records, serum homocysteine levels were measured,
and the severity of dementia (Mini-Mental State Examination, Clin-
ical Dementia Rating, Global Deterioration Scale), functional activ-
ities (Activities of Daily Living, Instrumental Activities of Daily Liv-
ing) and depression (Geriatric Depression Scale) were evaluated
using various rating scales.

Results : 1) The mean (±S.D.) score of KQOL-AD in patients
with dementia of the Alzheimer's type (24.30 ± 5.06) was signifi-
cantly (p<0.005) lower than those in normal aged controls (26.56
± 3.25).

2) The factors influencing on KQOL-AD in patients with demen-
tia of the Alzheimer's type were age (p<0.01), cognitive function
(p<0.01), severity of dementia (p<0.01), activities of daily living
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(p<0.01), depression (p<0.01) and serum homocysteine levels
(p<0.05).

Conclusion : In conclusion, multiple factors including problems
originated from dementia itself as well as causes fundamentally
related with pathophysiology of demenita might influence on the
quality of life in patients with the Alzheimer's dementia.
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NR903 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
West Nile Virus and Conversion Disorder: Case
Report
Catherine Chung, B.A. SUNY Upstate Medical University,
SUNY Upstate Medical University, Dept. of Psych., Division of
Consultation-Liason Psychiatry, Syracuse, NY, 13210, Adekola
0. Alao, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the possible clinical presentations of West Nile
Virus and the potential of misdiagnosing West Nile Virus as con-
version disorder.

Summary:

West Nile Virus (WNV) has spread across the country since its
introduction to the United States in 1999. In severe cases, WNV
can be complicated by a number of neurological deficits, thus
possibly mimicking conversion disorder. Here we report a 19-year-
old pregnant female referred to psychiatry as a possible case of
conversion disorder who later tested positive for West Nile Virus.

Case Report
Ms. A, a single, 19-year-old African American woman, was

admitted to the obstetrics and gynecology unit of a teaching hospi-
tal in her eighth month of pregnancy after presenting with unilateral
paralysis of her right leg and foot. A routine examination including a
complete blood count, electrolytes, urea, liver and thyroid function
tests, urinalysis, and a non-contrast CT scan of the head yielded
normal results. An initial diagnosis of a neurological deficit second-
ary to compression of the sciatic nerve was made; however, re-
peated maneuvering of her posture as well as a neurology consult
did not indicate involvement of the sciatic nerve. A psychiatric
consult was called to rule out conversion disorder.

The fact that Ms. A did not have any current or previous stressors
and the fact that she was psychiatrically asymptomatic argued
against a diagnosis of conversion disorder. We therefore recom-
mended to the primary treatment team to investigate Ms. A more
aggressively. Following further testing, Ms. A was positively con-
firmed for West Nile Virus infection.

This case demonstrates that patients infected with WNV can
present with neurological deficits without any other symptoms
associated with WNV, and thus mimic conversion disorder. Psy-
chiatrists, family physicians, and internists should be aware that
WNV has increased in prevalence over recent years and may be
mistaken for a psychiatric diagnosis such as conversion disorder.
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NR904 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cerebral Blood Flow Changes During Vagus Nerve
Stimulation for Depression
Charles R. Conway, M.D. Saint Louis University, 1221 South
Grand Boulevard, Saint Louis, MO, 63104, Yvette I. Sheline,
M.D., John T. Chibnall, Ph.D., Mark S. George, M.D., James W
Fletcher, M.D., Arturo C. Taca, M.D., Mark A. Mintun, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Better understand the regional brain effects of acute vagus
nerve stimulation in individuals with treatment-resistant de-
pression.

2. Attempt to correlate the regions undergoing acute increased/
decreased blood flow

with our current understanding of the central nervous system
pathways of the vagus nerve.

3. Begin to draw some initial/preliminary conclusions regarding
the regions undergoing acute activation and existing knowledge
of regional brain involvement in mood disorders (especially treat-
ment-resistant depression).

Summary:

Objective: To identify changes in rCBF in response to acute
vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) in subjects with treatment resistant
depression (TRD). [15O]H2O PET was used to detect brain re-
gions of increased and decreased regional CBF (rCBF) in re-
sponse to acute VNS stimulation.

Method: Four TRD subjects were enrolled. Prior to sustained
VNS, they received 90-second [15OJH2O PET scans in an off-on
sequence, (two scans with VNS de-activated and two with VNS
activated), to coincide with an intravenous bolus injection of 50
mCi of [15O]H2O. PET images were aligned, normalized for global
uptake, and resampled to standard atlas space. Statistical t-im-
ages were then calculated to evaluate VNS-induced changes (to
determine regions demonstrating greater or less rCBF as a result
of acute VNS activation). Additionally, HRSD24 scores were ob-
tained at baseline, 3, and 9 months VNS.

Results: Statistically significant, VNS-induced increases in rCBF
were found in 12 regions and decreases in 9 regions. Key regions
undergoing increased rCBF included: inferior frontal gyms, poste-
rior orbital gyrus, medial orbital gyrus, anterior cingulate, anterior
insula, putamen, superior frontal gyrus, cerebellar body, fusiform
gyrus and precentral gyrus. Areas that underwent decreased rCBF
included: inferior parietal lobule, superior parietal lobule, inferior
temporal gyrus, medial temporal gyrus, post central gyrus, precen-
tral gyrus, and the precuneus. The mean percentage change in
HRSD24 scores from baseline was 65.2% after three months of
VNS therapy and 39.6% after 9 months.

Conclusions: Acute VNS in TRD subjects caused significant
rCBF changes in specific brain regions (orbitofrontal cortex, insula,
anterior cingulate cortex, superior and middle frontal cortex, ante-
rior temporal lobe) previously identified with metabolic abnormali-
ties in mood disorders. These regions are part of the "upstream"
vagus afferent pathway and have consistently demonstrated ab-
normal activity in previous neuroimaging studies of depression.
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NR905 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Subacute and Chronic Brain Metabolic Change With
Vagus Nerve Stimulation in Depression
Charles R. Conway, M.D. Saint Louis University, Psychiatry,
1221 South Grand Boulevard, Saint Louis, MO, 63104, Yvette
I. Sheline, M.D., John T. Chibnall, Ph.D., Mark S. George,
M.D., Ratnasri V. Mogallapu, M.D., James W. Fletcher, M.D.,
Mark A. Mintun, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. To better understand the subacute and chronic metabolic
brain changes occurring as a result of sustained vagus nerve
stimulation in individuals with treatment resistant depression.

2. To begin to understand the chronology of these "evolving"
brain metabolic changes and the correlation that these changes
have with antidepressant treatment outcomes.

3. To begin to understand the potential mechanism of action
of the recently Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved
treatment for depression, Vagus Nerve Stimulation.

Summary:

Objective: To determine the metabolic effects of sustained va-
gus nerve stimulation (VNS) in treatment resistant depression
(TRD).

Methods: 7 TRD subjects entered the study and underwent
Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET scans at baseline (prior to VNS)
and 3 months VNS. Four subjects were subsequently scanned at
24 months. All received baseline FDG PET scans immediately
prior to implantation. Subjects received IV injection of 0.07 mCi/
kg FDG and imaged after 45 minutes of FDG uptake using a
General Electric Advance PET scanning system using 3-dimen-
sional mode acquisition for 10 minutes. Images were recon-
structed using a calculation attenuation factor. Images were
summed and mean differences from baseline (using a t-score
threshold of 3.5) determined.

Results: Subacute metabolic changes occurring at 3 months of
stimulation are markedly different, both in direction (more deacti-
vation at 24 months than 3 months) and degree (greater deactiva-
tion at 24 months). An "evolving" pattern of change with added
duration of stimulation was observed. Areas ofactivation/deactiva-
tion noted at 3 months include: right thalamus (activation), and
bilateral inferior temporal gyms and fusiform gyms, bilateral medial
orbital gyms, and left gyrus rectus (deactivation). Following 24
months of active VNS, activations were observed for left temporal
gyrus, left anterior insula, right anterior insula, left cingulate gyrus,
and right medial orbital gyrus. Deactivations were noted in the
right parietal lobule, right medial frontal gyrus, left medial frontal
gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, and left medial orbital gyrus. Con-
clusions: Subacute and chronic VNS causes different patterns of
metabolic change consistent with "evolving" brain change.
Summed average regional differences in activation/deactivation
occurred in regions previously identified as along the pathway of
the vagus nerve and have been demonstrated to be involved in
mood disorder treatment responses by other treatment modalities
(egs., ECT, pharmacotherapy).
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1. Rush AJ, Sackeim HA, Marangell LB, et al.: Effects of 12
Months of Vagus Nerve Stimulation in Treatment Resistant
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NR906 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

The Epidemiology of Panic Disorder in Later Life:
Results From a Large, National Survey of Canadians

Laurie Marie Corna, M.S.C. University of Toronto, Public Health
Sciences, 357 Martindale Road RR3, St. Catharines, ON,
L2R6P9, Canada, John Cairney, Ph.D., Scott Veldhuizen, B.A.,
David L. Streiner, Ph.D., Laura McCabe, M.D., Nathan
Hermann, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants will better
understand the epidemiology of panic disorder, including its asso-
ciated risk factors, among adults aged 55 years and older.

Summary:

Objective: Anxiety disorders, including Panic Disorder, are
among the most common psychiatric disorders in older popula-
tions. However, compared to younger adults, much less is known
about the epidemiology of the disorder, including associated risk
factors, among older adults. This study examines the prevalence,
risk factors, and co-morbidity of panic disorder in community dwell-
ing older adults.

Method: The data come from the Canadian Community Health
Survey (1.2), which is a nationally representative sample of com-
munity dwelling Canadians. Our sample includes adults aged 55
years and older (N=12,792). In multivariate models we investigate
demographic and socio-economic variables as predictors of panic
disorder, as well as the association of panic disorder with other
mental disorders and physical health problems.

Results: The 12-month and lifetime prevalence estimates of
panic disorder in this sample are 0.81% and 2.40% respectively
and one fifth of these cases report a first onset after the age of
55 years. In multivariate models, the risk of panic disorder de-
creases with older age (OR=0.94,95% CI=0.90-0.97) and is higher
in the lowest-income group (OR=3.16, 95% Cl=1.7-5.8). Physical
limitations in daily activities as well as the presence of other psychi-
atric disorders (major depression, social phobia and mania) were
also significantly associated with panic disorder in this sample.

Conclusions: Consistent with previous research on panic disor-
der, the prevalence of the disorder decreases with age among
older adults. Our lifetime estimate is slightly higher than the lifetime
estimate from the National Co-Morbidity Replication Study for
adults 60 years and older, however, the 12-month estimate is
fairly consistent with European estimates. The clinical implications
of the physical and mental health co- morbidities with panic disor-
der, as well as the associated socio-demographic risk factors in
this population are discussed.
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Disorder Phenomenology, Comorbidity, and Risk Factors. Am
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NR907 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Effect of Memantine on Distinct Behavior
Syndromes in Moderate to Severe Attention Deficit
Patients
Jeffrey L. Cummings, M.D. UCLA Alzheimer's Disease Center,
710 Westwood Plaza, Ste. 2238, Los Angeles, CA, 90095,
Jason T. Olin, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the potential for memantine to provide specific
benefits to AD patients for mood- and psychosis-related behavioral
symptoms based on the Neuropsychiatric Inventory.

Summary:

Objective: In a previously reported 24-week placebo-con-
trolled, double-blind clinical trial in moderate-to-severe AD patients
on concomitant donepezil treatment, memantine-treated patients
performed significantly better on the Neuropsychiatric Index (NPI)
than placebo-treated patients. The current study is a post hoc
analysis in which NPI individual items were aggregated into four
subscales to determine whether memantine has specific effects
on one or more subscales. Memantine is a moderate affinity,
uncompetitive N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist
approved in the U.S. and Europe for moderate-to-severe AD.

Methods: Behavioral subscales were defined as follows: Mood
(depression/dysphoria, anxiety, irritability/lability, night-time be-
havior disturbances, appetite/eating change), Psychosis (delu-
sions, hallucinations, agitation/aggression), Frontal (euphoria/ela-
tion, disinhibition), or Other (apathy, aberrant motor behavior). A
positive response for each subscale was defined as no net change
or net improvement on the NPI items constituting the subscale.
Pvalues were based upon a CMH test controlling for study center.

Results: Results (OC) indicate that memantine had a significant
effect over placebo upon symptoms in the Mood subscale at both
weeks 12 (P=.O34) and 24 (P=.O33), with 65.5% of patients in
the memantine group showing a positive response at week 24.
Memantine also had a significant effect over placebo (OC) upon
symptoms of Psychosis at both weeks 12 (P=.OO6) and 24
(P<.001), with 80.7% of patients in the memantine group showing
a positive response in this domain at week 24. The response
difference (OC) between memantine and placebo patients at week
24 was 12.2% and 18.9% for Mood and Psychosis subscales,
respectively. LOCF analysis yielded comparable results. Effects
of memantine on Frontal symptoms were not significant, while the
effects on Other symptoms were significant at week 24 using
LOCF analysis (P=.O37), but not OC analysis (P=.O58).

Conclusions: Taken together, these results suggest that mem-
antine provides specific behavioral benefits for mood and psycho-
sis-related symptoms associated with AD.

References:
1. Frisoni GB, Rozzini L, Gozzetti A, et al. Behavioral syndromes

in Alzheimer's disease: description and correlates. Dement
Geriatr Cogn Disord. Mar-Apr 1999; 10(2): 130-138.
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JAMA. 2004;291(3):317-324.

NR908 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Post Concussion Symptom Check List and
Automated Neuropsychological Assessment Metrics
in Assessment of Traumatic Brain Injury in Blast
Victims
Panakkal David, M.D. U.S. Department of State, MED/MHS, M/
MED/MHS, 2401 E Street, NW/L-223, Washington, DC, 20522,
Deborah Warden, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session participants should be able to
conduct neuropsychiatric screenings of blast victims to recognize
TBI apart from psychiatric conditions, refer for assessment of
cognitive impairment, and recommend fitness for return to duty.

Summary:

Introduction:Blast injury occurs commonly in Iraq/Afghanistan
war, with 59 % of blast patients seen 1/03 - 4/05 at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center having sustained a TBI (1). The majority of
patients have closed TBI. Military, federal and civilian contractors
and Iraqi civilians are also exposed to blast injuries. Acute stress
reactions can cloud diagnosis of TBI. Clinical instruments to as-
sess TBI in blast victims may assist the clinical evaluation during
individual and mass casualties.

Method: A self-report symptom survey, the PCSC and a compu-
terized cognitive battery, ANAM (2) were used to evaluate 27
victims on-site after a 7-story Baghdad hotel bombing by a truck
carrying 2000+ pounds of explosives, blowing out all the windows
and doors.

Results:
17/27 (62.9%) people had amnesia for seconds to minutes

surrounding the event.
10/17 (58.8%) had PCSC score >50.
5/17 (29.4%) with the highest PCSC scores tested with ANAM

within 48 hours showed significant cognitive deficits (2 SD below
norm). 4/5 retested by three weeks had recovered fully.

Conclusion:
Combined use of PCSC and ANAM is a field expedient tool to

recognize TBI in monitoring blast victims' recovery, to aide return
to duty decisions and avoid possible exposure to re-injury before
full recovery.
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NR909 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Prospective Study of Cognitive Performance in
Amnestic MCI Using Comprehensive Computerized
Assessment
Glen M. Doniger, Ph.D. NeuroTrax Corporation, Clinical
Science, 492-C Cedar Lane, # 322, Teaneck, NJ, 07666,
Felicia C. Goldstein, Ph.D., Tzvi Dwolatzky, M.D., Allan I.
Levey, M.D., James J. Lah, M.D., Ely S. Simon, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate the ability of a set of computerized cognitive
tests to identify different cognitive profiles in MCI individuals declin-
ing at 1-year follow-up as compared with those not declining.

Summary:

Objective: To compare the cognitive profile of mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) individuals declining after 1-year with those not
declining in an ongoing two-site multiethnic cohort study.

Method: Participants were 44 MCls (Petersen's criteria for am-
nestic MCI; age: 72.4± 10.1; education: 13.8±4.1)and21 controls
(age: 72.7±11.2; education: 15.2±3.1) in a prospective study who
completed the Mindstreams® Global Assessment Battery (Neuro-
Trax Corp., NY) at baseline and 1-year. MCls were defined as
"decliners" or"non-decliners" depending upon 1-year'MCI Score'
classification. Between-groups analysis was by Mann-Whitney U
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test. Dependent measures were age- and education-normalized
Memory, Executive Function, Visual Spatial, and Attention sum-
mary scores, a Global Cognitive Score summarizing battery per-
formance, and Lawton iADL category scores.

Results: MCI decliners performed worse than controls at 1-year
in executive function (p=0.02), visual spatial (p=0.04), and global
performance (p=0.009). In contrast, change in non-decliners was
not different from controls for any measure (p's>0.11). MCI de-
cliners exhibited greater change than MCI non-decliners in execu-
tive function (/x0.001), attention (p=0.04) and battery perform-
ance (p=0.007); decliners also performed worse in ability to use
the telephone (p=0.03). MCI decliners performed more poorly at
baseline in executive function (p=0.005) and attention (p=0.04);
decliners were also more functionally dependent in telephone use
(p=0.003), shopping (p=0.02), and food preparation (p=0.02).

Conclusions: Computerized cognitive assessment can assist
clinicians in identifying MCI patients likely to convert to dementia.
These preliminary findings suggest that executive function at
baseline is an important predictor of subsequent cognitive decline
in amnestic MCI.
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A, Jaffe D, Chertkow H: Validity of a novel computerized cogni-
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NR910 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Computerized Cognitive Tests for Traumatic Brain
Injury Correlate With Standard Tests of Malingering
Detection
Glen M. Doniger, Ph.D. NeuroTrax Corporation, Clinical
Science, 492-C Cedar Lane, # 322, Teaneck, NJ, 07666, Yael
Leitner, M.D., Ely S. Simon, M.D., Judith Aharon-Peretz, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to: a) evaluate the discriminant validity of a set of computer-
ized cognitive tests in measuring cognitive impairment associated
with traumatic brain injury (TBI), and b) appreciate the relationship
between performance in particular cognitive domains and malin-
gering.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the validity of Mindstreams computerized
cognitive tests in identifying cognitive sequelae of traumatic brain
injury (TBI) and to define the cognitive correlates of standard tests
of malingering.

Methods: 23 patients with mild TBI (age: 34.2±14.3; years of
education: 12.3±2.4) and 23 age- and education-matched con-
trols completed the Mindstreams® Global Assessment Battery
(NeuroTrax Corp., NY). Nine TBI patients were suspected of ma-
lingering on the basis of both the Rey 15-ltem and Test of Malinger-
ing in Memory (TOMM), standard tests for malingering detection
that are simple memory tests described to the patient as difficult.
Discriminant validity was assessed by between-groups Mest and
area under the curve (AUC) from receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) analysis. Pearson correlations were computed in patients
between Rey-15 and TOMM and Mindstreams measures. Primary
dependent measures were Memory, Executive Function, Visual
Spatial, and Attention summary ( index ) scores and a Global
Cognitive Score (GCS) summarizing battery performance.

Results: The Mindstreams Memory index score was near-per-
fect (AUC=0.99) at discriminating TBI from cognitively healthy
(f38=11.43, /xO.001), followed by Executive Function (AUC=0.94;
^39=8.00, p<0.001), Attention (AUC=0.94; f40=7.41, p<0.001), and
Visual Spatial (AUC=0.79; fe3=3.24, p=0.003). Discrimination was
near-perfect for the global measure summarizing battery perform-
ance (GCS: AUC=0.99; fe9=10.10, p<0.001). Both Rey 15-item
(r=0.66, p=0.003) and TOMM (r=0.52, p=0.02) correlated with
Executive Function but neither correlated with Memory
(p's>0.032).

Conclusions: Mindstreams tests exhibit excellent discriminant
validity for detecting cognitive sequelae of mild TBI and show
correspondence between standard tests of malingering and exec-
utive function, suggesting that malingering may be best detected
on computerized tests of executive function.
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NR911 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Measuring Functional Ability in Schizophrenia
Sanjay Dube, M.D. Eli Lilly & Company, Lilly Corporate Center,
Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Yang Zhao, Ph.D., Leah Kleinman,
D.P.H., Lee Bowman, Ph.D., Bruce J. Kinon, M.D., Jeffrey A.
Lieberman, M.D., Richard Mohs, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to summarize the psychometric characteristics of a newly
developed and validated objective functionaing instrument in
schizophrenia, and to use it in future research.

Summary:

Objective: Research in schizophrenia has demonstrated a link
between cognitive impairment and functioning. Hence a measure
quantifying objective functioning is needed to fulfill regulatory re-
quirements for medications targeting cognitive impairment. The
Schizophrenia Objective Functioning Instrument (SOFI) was cre-
ated to meet this need. Expert consensus led to identification of
4 domains: living situation, instrumental activities of daily living,
productive activities and social functioning. Domain items were
evaluated by experts followed by focus groups of patients and
informants to formalize objective measures. Interviewers complete
4 global domain scores (1 (worst)-100) following a semi-structured
discussion with patient or informant and close-ended item ratings
on level of independence and assistance needed. The psychomet-
ric characteristics of the SOFI are presented in this study.

Methods: 104 stable schizophrenia/schizoaffective outpatients
and informants completed the SOFI at 9 US CATIE (Clinical Anti-
psychotic Trials in Intervention Effectiveness) clinical centers.
Source concordance and reliability were determined. Validity was
established against the PANSS, Brief Assessment of Cognition
in Schizophrenia (BACS) scales and living situation.

Results: The majority of patients (66.3%) were male (mean
age 42.3). 80% were diagnosed with schizophrenia. Only 20%
reported having a psychiatric hospitalization within the past year.
Almost half (46.2%) of informants characterized themselves as
paid informants. Informant and patient agreement was good rang-
ing from 0.65 (Social Function) to 0.80 (Productive Activities); test-
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retest reliability was excellent (ICCs from 0.66-0.94). SOFI scores
differentiated between patients with high and low scores on both
PANSS and BACS. Patients in unrestricted living situations dem-
onstrated better functioning than those in restricted living.

Conclusion: High reliability and validity were observed on pa-
tient/informant reports of patient's ability to function in major do-
mains. Patients with fewer symptoms and/or less cognitive impair-
ment demonstrate higher SOFI scores providing initial evidence
that the SOFI is responsive to change over time.
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NR912 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Relationship Between Head Injuries, Homicide,
and Violence
Geoffrey S. Duckworth, M.D. Runnymede Hospital, Psychiatry,
2045 Lakeshore Blvd. W. # 1909, Toronto, ON, M8V 2Z6,
Canada, Hazel E.A. McBride, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives:
At the conclusion of this presentation participants will be aware

of the strong relationship between prior head injury and subse-
quent participation in violence and homicide.

Summary:

Although there has been much research on the neurobehav-
ioural sequelae of head injury, few studies have examined the
incidence of closed head injuries in violence and homicide. East-
ern Kentucky has an extremely high incidence of head injuries
compared to the general population of the United States, which
averages 5.8% versus 40% of our in patient population.

Five hundred consecutive admissions to the Appalachian Re-
gional Healthcare (ARH) Psychiatric Center in Hazard, Kentucky
were diagnosed by the attending psychiatrists using DSM-IV crite-
ria. All patients were administered a standardized questionnaire
by a social worker documenting head injury, family history of
alcoholism and drug abuse and patient history of violence and
homicide. The relationship of head injuries and violence and homi-
cide was analyzed using Chi square analysis with continuity cor-
rection. A probability level of .05 was considered to be significant.

Of the patients in the study, 40% (n = 194) had suffered a closed
head injury at some time in their life. Those who had suffered a
closed head injury were significantly more likely to have a parent
who abused drugs and/or alcohol (p = .0001), to be involved in
violence (p = .0001) and to have perpetrated a homicide (p =
.0013). They were also significantly more likely to have witnessed
violence (p = .0001), to have been a victim of violence (p = .0001),
to have witnessed a homicide (p = .0049) and to have suffered
emotional trauma (p = .0001). There were no significant differ-
ences in the percentage of males and females who had suffered
head injuries.

Long term follow up of 500 cases of which 194 had suffered a
closed head injury revealed a strong association between prior
head injury and later involvement in violence and homicide.
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NR913 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Impact of Anxiety, Depression, and Cognitive
Impairment on Functioning in the Physically III
Elderly in Egypt
Amany Haroun El Rasheed El Mougy, M.D. Institute of
Psychiatry, Ain Shams University, Neuropsychiatry, 24 El Ebour
Bldgs, Salah Salem, 4th floor, apt#5, Cairo, 11371, Egypt, Sara
Hamza, M.D., Olfat Kahla, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize geriatric depression, anxiety state/trait and
cognitive dysfunction and their relation to various medical prob-
lems as well as their impact on the different forms of functioning.
Regardless of its cause, depression requires careful evaluation
by the clinician, for it must be disaggregated from other disorders,
both physical and psychiatric, so that the most appropriate therapy
can be prescribed. Effective treatment and management are avail-
able for depression, and timely intervention can reduce the inci-
dence if undesirable consequences in depression such as lowered
quality of life, isolation, high mortality rate, diminished functional
capacity, added medical morbidity, and suicide.

Summary:

Introduction: In the elderly, depression as well as anxiety are
often underdiagnosed in medical settings or simply dismissed as
inevitable consequences of aging or unavoidable complication of
other illnesses or treatments. So, this study was set out to study
the common psychological problems in the physically ill elderly.
Depression, anxiety state/trait and cognitive dysfunction and their
relation to various medical problems as well as their impact on
the different forms of functioning. Methods: 100 elderly patients
recruited from the inpatient as well as the outpatient clinic in the
geriatric department were assessed using Instrumental Activities
of Daily Living (IADL), Activities of Daily Living (ADL), health pro-
motion questionnaire, Mini Mental State (MMS), Geriatric Depres-
sion Scale (GDS, 30 items), State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI),
as well as assessment for the different medical conditions. Re-
sults: Only 26% had mild cognitive impairment according to MMS,
64% were depressed according to GDS & 72% were suffering
from anxiety as assessed by SAST & 35% had anxiety trait by
the same scale. Moreover, 47% were dependant as regards IADL
and 26% as regards ADL. Neither depression nor anxiety trait
were associated with any sociodemographic or clinical variables
(P>0.05). However, anxiety state was highly significantly associ-
ated (P<0.01) with perceived decline in functioning. Conclusion:
Regardless of their cause, depression as well as anxiety should
be disentangled from any other disorder, particularly from physical
disorders, so that the most appropriate treatment can be pre-
scribed as timely intervention can reduce the incidence of undesir-
able consequences including suicide.
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NR914 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Effects of Rivastigmine, Donepezil, and
Galantamine on Cholinesterase Activity in CSF of
Alzheimer's Disease Patients
Martin K. Farlow Indiana University School of Medicine, CL583
541 Clinical Drive #299, Indianapolis, IL, 46202-5111, Albert
Enz, Jennifer Steadman, Michael Chen, Barbara Koumaras,
Yan Yan LiStarkey, M.D., Ibrahim Gunay

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session participants will know that
there are different effects on cholinesterase activity in the CSF of
patients treated with different ChEls.

Summary:

Objective: Jo evaluate and compare in patients with Alzheimer's
disease (AD) the effects of rivastigmine, donepezil, and galantam-
ine on cholinesterase activity in CSF in an open-label, random-
ized study.

Background: Levels of acetylcholine (ACh) fall sharply in the
brains of patients with AD and cognitive deficits correlate with this
loss. Current treatment for AD is based on rectifying the cholinergic
deficit by inhibiting cholinesterase enzymes. While both acetylcho-
linesterase (AChE) and butyrylcholinesterase (BuChE) are in-
volved in regulating cholinergic neurotransmission, BuChE activity
has been found to markedly increase as AD progresses.

Methods: Analysis of 13-week data from an open-label,
multicenter study in mild-to-moderate AD patients randomized to
treatment with rivastigmine, donepezil or galantamine. Measure-
ment of BuChE and AChE in the CSF was done by colorimetric
determination. Treatment effects were assessed using the Clinical
Global Impression of Change (CGIC).

Results: Sixty-three patients with a mean age of 74.9 years and
a mean duration of dementia of 3.0 years are included; 69.8%
(n=44) were female. Approximately 77% of patients reported at
least one AE (overall; 86.4% rivastigmine, 65% donepezil, 81%
galantamine). Preliminary analyses indicated that at Week 13,
BuChE activity was decreased in the rivastigmine group and in-
creased or stable in the donepezil and galantamine groups. Acetyl-
cholinesterase activity was decreased in the rivastigmine group
and increased in the other two treatment groups. When compared
to rivastigmine, between-group differences of changes in both
BuChE and AChE activity were statistically significantly different.
The mean rating of change on the CGIC for rivastigmine, donepe-
zil, and galantamine was 4.0,4.2 and 4.1, respectively (ITT popula-
tion/LOCF analysis).

Conclusions: These are preliminary findings; however, there
appear to be differential effects on cholinesterase activity in CSF
with different ChEls. The clinical significance of these findings is
under further investigation.
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NR915 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Safety and Efficacy of Rivastigmine Plus
Memantine Versus Rivastigmine Monotherapy in Mild
to Moderate Alzheimer's Disease
Gary S. Figiel, M.D. Emory Eastside Heritage Center, 2160
Fountain Drive, Snellville, GA, 30078, Steven Figiel

Educational Objectives:

The goals of this study are to examine the safety and efficacy
of combined Rivastigmine (R) (a dual inhibitor of butyrylcholinest-
erase and acetylcholinesterase) and M therapy versus R monoth-
erapy in patients with mild to moderate AD, and to specifically
examine whether the R and M group has a reduction in Gl side-
effects.

Summary:

Introduction: Memantine (M) is a noncompetitive
A/-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist. Controlled studies

have demonstrated the efficacy of M in the treatment of patients
with Alzheimer's disease (AD), and these studies have also sug-
gested the M may reduce the incidence of gastrointestinal (Gl)
side-effects from cholinesterase inhibitors through its ability to
inhibit the 5HT3 receptor.2

Methods: a six month prospective pilot, single blind clinical trial
of 82 patients with mild to moderate AD who received either R
plus M or R alone. The dosages of R and M were administered
according to a predetermined protocol. A total of 70 (85%) patients
completed the study.

Results: Patients receiving R plus M had a significantly higher
increase in their MMSE scores at 6 months compared with the
patients who received R alone. (1.88 versus .68) (p < .05)

The Clinician's Interview Base Impression of change (CIBIC
Plus) scores were significantly improved in the R plus M group
compared with patients treated with R alone. (Improved 23/35
versus 12/35) (p< .02)

32/35 (92%) patients receiving R plus M were able to tolerate
R doses > 6 mg versus 20/35 (58%) receiving R alone, (p < .02)

Conclusion: In patients with mild to moderate AD the combina-
tion of R and M resulted in significantly better outcomes than R
alone in measures of cognition and global outcomes. In addition,
patients who received R plus M were able to tolerate higher doses
of R due to a reduction in Gl side-effects. The question of whether
the potential clinical benefits of combined R plus M therapy over
R monotherapy observed in this study are related to the combined
different mechanisms of action for R and M or due to an increased
percentage of patients tolerating higher doses of R will be dis-
cussed.
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NR916 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Impact of Depression on the Accuracy of
Subjective Memory Complaints in Geriatric Patients
Corinne E. Fischer, M.D. St. Michael's Hospital, Psychiatry,
Room 17044 cardinal carter wing, #30 Bond St., Toronto, ON,
M5B 1W8, Canada, Jana H. Atkins, Ph.C, Radenka
Bozanovic, M.D., Mireille Norris, M.D., Sean B. Rourke, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
able to :

i) Establish that there are two factors which may affect the
accuracy of subjective memory complaints in older
persons_neurocognitive impairment and depressive symptoms.

ii) Establish that it is important to distinguish depressive symp-
toms associated with objective cognitive impairment from de-
pressive symptoms associated with normal cognitive functioning
as they may arise from different disease mechanisms, have differ-
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ent treatment responses and may influence the accuracy of re-
porting of memory symptoms in different ways.

Summary:

Objective: The aim of the study is to evaluate the relationship
between memory complaints and actual performance on neuro-
psychological dimensions and to determine if depressive symp-
toms play a role.

Methods: Seventy-three patients were recruited from a Memory
Disorders Clinic (age > 55 years). Subjects who met established
inclusion and exclusion criteria were administered a variety of
neurocognitive tests. Measures included level of subjective mem-
ory complaints, depressive symptoms, verbal memory, working
memory, and attention. Four patient subgroups were identified
based on combinations of subjective memory complaints (Pa-
tient's Assessment of Own Functioning) and objective memory
performance (California Verbal Learning Test-ll). "Accurate -nor-
mal" (n=25; normal memory and low memory complaints), "accu-
rate-impaired" (n=12; impaired memory and high memory com-
plaints), "over-reporters" (n=20; normal memory and high memory
complaints) and "minimizers" or under-reporters (n=16; impaired
memory and low memory complaints).

Results: The groups did not differ significantly in terms of age
or education. Patients with Alzheimer's disease were over-repre-
sented among minimizers (p<.01). Accurate-impaired and over-
reporter subgroups had significantly more mood complaints than
the accurate-normal and minimizer subgroups. In terms of neuro-
psychological functioning, the accurate-normal and over-reporter
groups performed significantly better on measures of verbal mem-
ory and working memory, compared to the other two groups (accu-
rate-impaired and minimizers). The minimizer subgroup was found
to perform significantly worse on measures of attention and verbal
recognition.

Conclusion: Memory complaints appear to be related to in-
creases in mood disturbance (depression), and also to cognitive
functioning (i.e, cerebral impairments). Being able to reliably differ-
entiate those who have cognitive (brain) impairments with depres-
sion and those who are depressed without a cognitive impairment
is important because the treatments for each are different.
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NR917 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Delirium Symptoms in Patients From the Intensive
Care Unit
Maricarmen Flores-Miranda, M.S. Department of Neurology,
Cuauhtemoc 46 Col Toriello-Guerra, Tlalpan, Mexico City,
14050, Mexico, Silvia Medellfn, M.D., Betania Rossette, M.D.,
Michel Martinez-Franco, M.D., Elizabeth Medina, M.D.,
Guillermo Domfnguez-Cherit, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know the most common delirium symptoms at the intensive
care unit

Summary:

Introduction: The purpose of this study was to determine delir-
ium symptoms in patients from the intensive care unit. Symptoms

reported elsewhere had not been from this population. We found
several symptoms ranging from disorientation to perceptual distur-
bances.

Objective: Determine delirium symptoms in patients from the
intensive care unit

Methods:
Design: Prospective
Setting: a tertiaty care referral center
Intervention: We used the structured instrument for the diagnosis

of delirium and its measurement for the intensive care unit. One
hundred and forty (intubated/non intubated and sedated/non se-
dated) patients were evaluated, seventy of them developed delir-
ium. The instrument evaluates attention, orientation ( person, cir-
cumstance, month, place ), judgment, recent memory, retention
memory, concentration, auditive hallucinations, visual hallucina-
tions, tactile hallucinations and delusions.

Main outcome measure:delirium
Results:Frequencies are described : Attentional deficits 100%,

severe attention impairment 12.5%, disorientation in month, per-
son and circumstance 6.3% each, disorientation in year 25%,
judgment 20.3%,concentration 17.2%, retention memory 37.5%,
recent memory 26.6%, auditive hallucinations 32.8%, visual hallu-
cination 35.9%, tactile hallucinations 29.7%, delusions 21.9%

Conclusions:
As it is expected 100% had an attention disturbance but only

12% had a severe attention impairment, it is likely that memory
disturbances might be related to these attention and concentration
disturbances.

Disturbance in orientation in year was the more frequent type
of orientation impairment.

Visual hallucinations was the more frequent among the percep-
tual disturbances.
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NR918 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Sociodemographic and Phenomenological
Features of Brazilian Patients With BDD
Leonardo F. Fontenelle, M.D. Institute of Psychiatry of the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Department of Psychiatry
and Legal Medicine, Rua OtA,vio Carneiro 93 601 IcaraA,
Niter^i, 24230-190, Brazil, Leonardo L. Telles, MX)., Bruno P.
Nazar, M.D., Gabriela B. de Menezes, M.D., AntAnio L.
Nascimento, M.D., Mauro V. Mendlowicz, M.D., Marcio Versiani

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to recognize that, despite the increasing importance of
physical attractiveness in the modem Brazilian society, it seems
that the phenomenological features of Brazilian patients with body
dysmorphic disorder are undistinguishable from those reported in
developed countries.

Summary:

Objective: The main characteristic of BDD is a preoccupation
with an imagined defect in the appearance of a normally appearing
person or an excessive preoccupation with appearance in a per-
son with a small physical defect. In this study, our objective was
to describe the socio-demographic and phenomenological charac-
teristics of a Brazilian sample of 20 patients with BDD.

Method: Chart-review.
Results: Our sample was characterized by a predominance of

female (n=11; 55%), single or divorced (n=18; 90%) and economi-
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cally unproductive patients (n=17; 85%). A current preoccupation
with an average of more than 2 imagined defects was found, more
commonly located on the skin (n=6; 37.5%), overall body build
(n=6; 37.5%) and hair (n=5; 31.2%). Most patients exhibit a chronic
condition (n=13; 65%) and had the same concerns during the
course of the disorder (n=13; 65%). All patients exhibited compul-
sive behaviors, including excessive mirror checking (n=14; 70%),
camouflaging (n=13; 65%), reassurance seeking (n=9; 45%) and
excessive use of cosmetics (n=7; 35%). Two patients reported
"do-it-yourself" surgeries. Seven patients displayed suicidal ide-
ation (35%). Six patients (30%) had no insight over their dysmor-
phic beliefs. Fifteen patients (95%) exhibited psychiatric comorbid-
ities, including OCD [n=14, 70%] and MDD (n=11; 55%). The
majority of patients were treated naturalistically with 5HT reuptake
inhibitors (n=15; 75%), either solo or together with antipsychotics
(n=9; 45%). Nevertheless, only 3 (15%) responded to treatment
(CGI a%oa 2).

Conclusions: BDD is a severe psychiatric disorder that is fre-
quently associated with other psychiatric conditions and responds
poorly to treatment in the naturalistic setting.
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NR919 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Pathological Gambling and Dopamine Agonist
Therapy in Parkinsonism: A Case Report
Rafael Ferreira-Garcia, M.D. Rio de Janeiro, Bruno P. Nazar,
M.D., LAdia Ordacgi, M.D., Gabriel R. de Freitas, M.D., Ana
LAcia Z. Rosso, M.D., Mauro V. Mendlowicz, M.D., Leonardo
F. Fontenelle, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize that pathological gambling may be a side-effect
of the dopamine agonist therapy in parkinsonism.

Summary:

Background: Pathological gambling was recently recognized as
a rare side effect of the treatment of Parkinson's disease with
dopaminergic agonists. This phenomenon may be more common
during the treatment with pramipexole, a D3 dopaminergic recep-
tor selective agent. Since only a handful of such cases have been
reported so far, there is still no consensus regarding the best
treatment options for these patients. In this study, our objective
was to present the case and the management of a patient with a
drug-induced pathological gambling.

Method: Case report.
Results: Our patient, who had Juvenile Parkinson's disease,

developed an incontrollable urge to gamble soon after the begin-
ning of treatment with pergolide, a dopaminergic agonist. This
behavior remitted after the drug discontinuation, along with the
worsening of the motor signs and symptoms. Moreover, the intro-
duction of another dopaminergic agonist, pramipexole, resulted
in the recurrence of the pathological gambling. The management
of this side effect involved the reduction of this latter drug.

Conclusions: Our case suggests that patients with parkinsonism
may develop pathological gambling as a side-effect of more than
one dopaminergic agonist. It also suggests that dopaminergic
hyperactivity plays an important role in pathological gambling and
in other impulse control disorders.
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NR920 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Three-Year Follow-up of Major Depression,
Dysthymia, Minor Depression, and Subsyndromal
Depression. Results From a Population-Based Study.
Yvonne Forsell Public Health Science, Karolinska Institute^
Stockholm, Sweden, Social Medicine, Karolinska hospital,
Norrbacka, Stockholm, S-17173, Sweden

Educational Objectives:

The study gives information on the prognosis and stability of
different categories of depression.

Summary:

Objective This study examined the three-year outcome of Major
Depression (MD), Minor Depression (MinD), Subsyndromal
Symptomatic Depression (SSD) and Dysthymia in a population
based sample. The aims were to compare the stability and to
analyze the risk of fulfilling the criteria for MD at the follow-up.

Method An extensive questionnaire was sent out to persons
aged 20-64 years registered in the Stockholm county. Depression
was assessed using the Major Depression Inventory. After three
years the procedure was repeated. 8 622 persons participated in
both waves. Diagnoses of MD, Dysthymia, MinD, SSD were made.
Various characteristics were analyzed as potential prognostic
factors.

Results Of those affected by any of the depressive disorders
at wave one (n=1 652) 50% were also affected at wave two.
Highest three-year stability was found in MD and lowest in Dysthy-
mia. The risk of fulfilling the criteria for MD at wave two was highest
for those affected by MD (RR 26.4) at wave one, followed by
those affected by Dysthymia (RR 8.0). Those affected by MinD
or SSD had similar rates (RR 4.9 and 4.4). Hazardous use of
alcohol, somatic disorders, anxiety symptoms and negative life
events were found to be associated with depression at wave two.

Conclusions MD had the highest stability as well as the highest
risk of MD at the three-year follow up. MinD and SSD had simi-
lar risks.
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NR921 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Behaviorally-Defined Executive Function Deficits
Associated With Academic, Interpersonal, and
Occupational Deficits in Adults With ADHD: A
Controlled Study
Ronna Fried, Ed.D. Boston, MA, Carter Petty, Michael C.
Monuteaux, Eric Mick, Sc.D., Joseph Biederman
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Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion fo thie presentation, the participant should be
able to understand that presence of behaviorally-defined EFDs in
ADHD subjects was associated with significant functional morbid-
ity beyond that conferred by the diagnosis of ADHD alone.

Summary:

One of the suspected sources of the morbidity and disability
associated with ADHD has been deficits in a group of neuropsy-
chological functions known as executive functions (EF). Consider-
ing the critical importance of EF for normal functioning (Barkley,
2001), it is reasonable to assume that EFDs are very likely to be
associated with functional impairments. The main aim of this study
was to evaluate the impact of behaviorally-defined EFDs on the
functional outcomes of adults with and without ADHD. To this end,
we used the Barkley CBS to define behavioral concomitants of
EFDs in a large sample of well- characterized adults with and
without ADHD. We hypothesized that behaviorally-defined EFDs
would be associated with deficits in educational, occupational and
interpersonal functioning.

Subjects, aged 18 thru 55 with DSM-IV ADHD, were eligible for
this study. Barkley's Current Behavior Scale (CBS), a 99-item
self-report questionnaire, was used to assess behavioral concomi-
tants of executive function deficits. We defined three groups:
adults without ADHD (Control, N=140), adults with ADHD without
EFDs (ADHD, N=101), and adults with ADHD with EFDs
(ADHD+EFD,N=99).

The Control group had a mean total CBS score of 31.7 (SD=
22.5), the ADHD group had a mean CBS score of 99.9 (SD=30.2),
and the ADHD+EFD group had a mean score of 184.8 (SD=31.0).
The ADHD+EFD group had significantly poorer global functioning,
and was significantly more impaired on overall social adjustment,
work role, social and leisure, extended family, primary relationship,
and family unit compared to the ADHD group.

The presence of behaviorally-defined EFDs in ADHD subjects
was associated with significant functional morbidity beyond that
conferred by the diagnosis of ADHD alone. More efforts are
needed to help address EFDs in adults with ADHD.
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NR922 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Safety and Efficacy of Lamotrigine (Lamictal®) for
Adult Bipolar Disorder Patients Greater Than 55
Years Old
Lawrence D. Ginsberg, M.D. Red Oak Psychiatry, 17115 Red
Oak Drive, Houston, TX, 77090

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: Lamotrigine (Lamictal®) is effective in the treatment
of bipolar disorder in adults.1 This study assessed the effective-
ness and safety of lamotrigine (Lamictal®) in adults greater than
55 years of age.

Method: A chart review of 49 outpatients older than 55 years
of age with DSM-IV bipolar disorder and treated with lamotrigine

(Lamictal®) was conducted (77% female; 55% bipolar I, 31%
bipolar II, and 14% bipolar NOS). Charts of subjects who received
lamotrigine (Lamictal®) in a private practice setting between Octo-
ber, 1998 and May, 2004 were reviewed. The final mean lamotrig-
ine (Lamictal®) dose was 109.2 ± 90.1 mg/d. Treatment response
was assessed with the Clinical Global Impression-Improvement
(CGI-I) scale (1 = very marked improvement; 2 = moderate im-
provement; 3 = minimal improvement). Relapse was defined as
a mood change that occurs 4 weeks after initiation of medication
or the return of symptoms from the original episode.2

Results: Thirty-two subjects (73%) taking lamotrigine (Lamic-
tal®) had marked, moderate, or minimal improvement (CGI-I
score: 1, 22%; 2, 53%; 3, 25%), which reflects slightly lower effi-
cacy than in the overall adult population.2 Nineteen subjects (39%)
relapsed and rates were relatively similar among bipolar disorder
subtypes. Rates of the most frequently reported side effects, which
were non-serious-rash (20%) and insomnia (6%), were higher
than those observed in the overall adult patient population.2

Conclusion: Lamotrigine (Lamictal®) appears effective in the
treatment of bipolar disorder in adult patients older than 55 years
of age, though this subpopulation did not respond as well as
the overall adult population.2 Those older than 55 years of age
tolerated lamotrigine (Lamictal®) relatively well. These data are
encouraging for the use of lamotrigine (Lamictal®) in patients with
bipolar disorder who are older than 55 years of age, thus larger
scale studies should be undertaken to further investigate these
results.
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NR923 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Practice Patterns Among Physicians Treating Elderly
Insomniacs
Harold W. Goforth, M.D. Duke University Medical Center,
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, DUMC 3309, Durham,
NC, 27710, Mugdha E. Thakur, M.D., David C. Steffens, M.D.,
Andrew D. Krystal, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the incidence and risks of untreated insomnia
in the elderly, including psychiatric and medical co-morbidities.
Attendees will be able to discuss available evidence in treating
insomnia in elderly individuals, and the results of pharmacological
studies of hypnotics in the elderly. Participants will, also, be able to
recognize current national prescribing patterns for treating elderly
insomnics, and differences in prescribing practices across differ-
ent specialty types as illustrated by the experience of a large
academic medical center, and supported by national prescribing
database information. At the conclusion of this presentation, atten-
dees will be able to discuss relevant public health concerns and
the need for future studies of insomnia to better guide treatment
considerations in this vulnerable and growing population

Summary:

Objective: Insomnia is one of the most common problems in
the elderly, and has substantial economic and public health conse-
quences including increased falls risk, medical and psychiatric
comorbidities, and risk of nursing home placement. However,
there is a paucity of systematic research on the pharmacological
treatment of insomnia in the elderly, which has been noted repeat-
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edly by the National Institutes of Health in multiple Consensus
Statements. This lack of available evidence may potentially con-
tribute to a lack of uniformity in treating insomnia, as opposed to
other, better-characterized disorders; however, data comparing
treatments across specialty types are virtually absent. This study
assesses prescribing patterns of psychiatrists as compared to
inpatient physicians of all specialties at a large, academic medical
center in the treatment of insomnia in patients greater than 60
years of age. Data was obtained by examination of both electronic
medical records as well as pharmacy databases. Results: Striking
differences in prescribing practices were identified across the two
groups of physicians. Zaleplon (Sonata®) was the most commonly
prescribed hypnotic among all inpatient physicians (82%), fol-
lowed by temazepam (Restoril®) (9%), zolpidem (Ambien®) (5%),
and trazodone (Desyrel®) (4%). However, trazodone (Desyrel®)
was the most commonly prescribed hypnotic for the elderly among
psychiatrists (40%) followed by zolpidem (Ambien®) (34%), za-
leplon (Sonata®) (17%), and temazepam (Restoril®) (9%). Con-
clusions: Hypnotic prescribing patterns of psychiatrists do not
appear to be well supported by currently available evidence. Za-
leplon (Sonata®) use in the elderly is supported by two large,
placebo-controlled trials supporting both its subjective and objec-
tive efficacy, whereas there is a paucity of data concerning trazo-
done's (Desyrel®) efficacy in this population. Additional studies
are required to support the use of trazodone as an effective hyp-
notic agent. In addition, physician education in sleep medicine
should be a priority in psychiatric residency training and continuing
medical education activities.
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NR924 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Urine Neural Thread Protein (UNTP) in Alzheimer's
Disease
Ira Goodman, M.D. Orlando Regional Healthcare System, 818
Main lane, orlando, FL, 32801, Greg Golden, M.D., Stephen
Flitman, M.D., Kevin Xie, M.D., Alireza Minagar, M.D., Ralph
Richter, M.D., Paul Averback, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Original Research Abstract: A prospective study was carried out
to demonstrate the utility of UNTP measurement in the diagnosis of
Alzheimer's disease. UNTP measurement provides an improve-
ment of 23% in positive predictive value, and an improvement of
78% in negative predictive value, compared to prior probability
based on prevalence. This prospective study confirms earlier ret-
rospective studies of UNTP, and demonstrates its usefulness in
the routine evaluation of cases of suspected AD.

Summary:

A prospective study was carried out to demonstrate the utility
of UNTP measurement in the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease.
NTP is a 41 kD protein present in neurons which is selectively
upregulated in Alzheimer's disease (AD) brain and which is associ-
ated with the pathology of the disease. Over-expression of NTP
in transfected neuronal cells promotes neuritic sprouting,
apoptosis and cell death. Using a new competitive ELISA UNTP
assay kit, levels have been measured in samples from cases of
AD as well as age matched normal controls and a variety of
neurological disease controls (N=168). Levels of greater than 22
ixg/mL are found consistently in cases of probable AD and in less
than 10% of controls. UNTP measurement provides an improve-

ment of 23% in positive predictive value, and an improvement of
78% in negative predictive value, compared to prior probability
based on prevalence. This prospective study confirms earlier ret-
rospective studies of UNTP, and demonstrates its usefulness in
the routine evaluation of cases of suspected AD.

Supported in part by funding from Nymox Corporation
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NR925 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Results of an Open-Label Study Evaluating the
Safety and Efficacy of Rivastigmine in Patients Not
Responding Adequately to Donepezil: Week 52
Analysis
Ibrahim Gunay Novartis Pharma Corporation, One Health
Plaza, East Hanover, NJ, 07936, John Strigas, Barbara
Koumaras, Michael Chen, Yan Yan LiStarkey, Gary Figiel

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion to this session, participants will know that
long-term treatment with rivastigmine is safe and tolerated and
may provide a viable therapeutic option to those patients re-
sponding poorly to donepezil treatment.

Summary:

Objectives: The objectives of this 26-week, open-label exten-
sion were to further evaluate safety and tolerability of rivastigmine
in patients with mild-to-moderate Alzheimer's disease (AD) who
were responding poorly to or declining while on treatment with
donepezil.

Background: AD is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder
characterized by a gradual loss of memory and cognitive function,
behavioral disturbances, and impairment in activities-of-daily-liv-
ing. Previous data have shown that switching patients from one
cholinesterase inhibitor to another represents a viable therapeutic
option for patients who are not responding adequately to current
therapy.

Methods: Analysis of data from a 26-week open-label extension
to a 26-week open-label, multicenter study assessing the safety
and efficacy of rivastigmine 3 to 12 mg/day in patients with mild
to moderate AD not responding adequately to donepezil treatment.
Patients entered the extension after completing the 26-week
study. Safety and tolerability were assessed by the occurrence
of adverse events (AEs) and outcomes information was collected
at Week 52.

Results: One-hundred forty patients with a mean age of 78.0
(SD=7.22) years and a mean duration of dementia of 3.3 (SD=
1.80) years are included; 62.3% (n=91) were female. Approxi-
mately 60% of patients reported at least one AE. The most com-
mon AEs which were newly occurring or worsening during the
extension were in the following systems: psychiatric (17.85%);
neurological (16.4%); gastrointestinal (15.8%). Seven patients
(4.8%) discontinued treatment in the extension due to adverse
events. Outcomes data collected at Week 52 indicated that 87.7%
of patients were still on treatment with rivastigmine. Approximately
77% of patients/caregivers reported that they were satisfied with
treatment and nearly 72% of caregivers reported satisfaction with
changes in patient's behavior.

Conclusion: These results suggest that long-term treatment with
rivastigmine is safe and tolerated in patients who were previously
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declining or responding poorly to donepezil and switched to rivas-
tigmine at study baseline.
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NR926 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Discrepancies Between DSM-IV and ICD-10 criteria
for PTSD

Gokben Feride Hizli Baskent University, Department of
Psychiatry, 10. Sokak No:24/1 Bahcelievler, Ankara, 06000,
Turkey, Nilgun Taskintuna, Sedat Isikli, Leyla Zileli

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to demonstrate researches and epidemiological studies will
be hampered by the discrepancies between the diagnostic sys-
tems. The results of the present study shows that assumption of
equivalency between ICD-10 and DSM-IV criteria for PTSD needs
further testing.

Summary:

Introduction: Researches and epidemiological studies will be
hampered by the discrepancies between the diagnostic sys-
tems1 The aim of this study was to examine whether the partici-
pants receiving an ICD-10 diagnosis of Posttraumatic Stress Dis-
order (PTSD) will also receive a DSM-IV diagnosis of PTSD.

Methods: Data were obtained for 90 participants who survived
the Marmara earthquake. The Composite International Diagnostic
Interview 2.1 used to assess the PTSD for DSM-IV and ICD-10
Diagnostic Criteria for Research (ICD-10 DCR).

Results: Thirty-two of ninety participants did not get a diagnosis
of PTSD on either diagnostic system. 46.7% (n=42) of participants
were given a diagnosis of PTSD by both diagnostic systems. Thus
there was 82.2% agreement between the two diagnostic systems.
The 12 month prevalence of PTSD in this sample is 46.7 % (42
out of 90) when DSM-IV criteria used, 64.4 % (58 out of 90)
when ICD-10 DCR used. 68.8 % of discrepancies between two
diagnostic systems occurred because participants were negative
for DSM-IV criterion C but positive for ICD-10 DCR criterion C.

Conclusion: Some differences exist between the PTSD diag-
nostic criterion presented in the ICD-10 DCR and DSM-IV2. The
additional construct of general numbing of responsiveness in
DSM-IV criterion C found to be an important cause of discrepan-
cies between DSM-IV and ICD-10 DCR. The results of the present
study shows that assumption of equivalency between ICD-10 and
DSM-IV criteria for PTSD needs further testing.
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1. Andrews G, Slade T: The classification of anxiety disorders in
ICD-10 and DSM-IV: A concordance analysis. Psychopathol-
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NR927 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychiatric Comorbidity of Internet Addiction in
Children and Adolescents
Jee Hyun Ha, M.D. Yongin Mental Hospital, Department of
Psychiatry, Sangha-ri 4, Kusung-eup, Yongin, 449-769,
Republic of Korea, Hee Jung Yoo, M.D., In Hee Cho, M.D.,
Dongkeun Shin, M.D., Bumsu Chin, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This is the first study performing structured interview to subject
with internet addiction in children and adolescence. According to
the findings in this presentation, the participants should be able to
understand the underlying causes of so-called 'internet addiction'.
The cause of internet addiction differs with age ; most frequent
reason for children is ADHD, and depression for adolescent. This
presentation can help clinicians to evaluate the problematic in-
ternet users.

Summary:

Objectives: This study is aimed to evaluate the clinical comorbid-
ity of internet addiction subjects by structured interview with chil-
dren and adolescents.

Methods: We selected 12 children (male=9, female=3) and 12
adolescents (male=11, female=1) who were considered to have
internet addiction after screening 455 children (age=11.0±0.9)
and 836 adolescents (15.8±0.8), according to the Young's internet
addiction scale (IAS). We performed K-SADS-PL-K on children
and SCID-IV on adolescents to evaluate their current psychiatric
diagnosis.

Results: Mean IAS score was 59.41 ±8.87 in the children's
group. 7 were diagnosed with ADHD NOS including subthreshold
level. In adolescent group, mean IAS score was 76±12.5. 3 sub-
jects had MDD; 1 had schizophrenia, and one other had OCD.
No subject could be diagnosed as 'impulse control disorder NOS'

Conclusion: By structured interview, internet addiction is closely
related to ADHD in children and MDD in adolescents. The cause
of internet addiction differs with age. Nearly half of the subjects
had major psychiatric disorders in both groups. In the case of
internet addiction, clinicians must consider the possibility of age
specific comorbid psychiatric disorders.
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comorbidity, and health-related quality of life in persons re-
porting compulsive computer use behavior. J Clin Psychiatry
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NR928 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Tale of Three Funding Cultures: How Funding for
Primary Care Influences the Provision of
Collaborative Care
John M. Haggarty, M.D. Lakehead Psychiatric Hospital, 580
North Algoma Street, Thunder Bay, ON, P7B 5G4, Canada,
Jennifer Lehto, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe the variation among three major primary care
clinics in Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada currently providing
Shared Mental Health Care Services and differences in the clinics'
capacity to engage in the full collaborative process. The participant
should develop an awareness of strategies to enhance capacity
and cooperation when working within these three funding models
of Fee-for-Service, Capitation, and Health Service Organization.
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Summary:

Shared Mental Health Care services have been provided in
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada for nearly five years. We will de-
scribe how during this time, expansion began from a Fee-for-
Service clinic that moved to a Family Health Team as reflective
of the changes to primary health care funding. In addition, this
presentation will summarize how expansion into Community
Health Centres, and large group Fee-for-Service clinics differ in
their capacity to engage with the full collaborative process. We
will attempt to describe the various means in which the relationship
varies between mental health providers and primary care clinicians
within three primary modes of treatment: Community Health Cen-
tre Model, Fee-for-Service Model, and the Transitional Family
Health Network/Team Model. We will document and outline how
the nature of the clinical encounter, the capacity to provide consul-
tative services and educational services, and cooperation at the
administrative level all vary among these three modes of funding
and primary care delivery. The presentation will also include an
outline of how to manage and create cooperation to enhance
collaborative care in each of the funding models provided.

Objective: How to manage and create cooperation to enhance
collaborative care within three differently funded primary care
clinics.

Method: Three major primary care clinics currently providing
Shared Mental Health Care services were examined for differ-
ences in their capacity to engage in the full collaborative process.

Results: Key findings were found in the variation of the clinical
encounter, capacity, and cooperation.

Conclusion: This research has the potential to inform other
collaborative projects how different funding models impact the
collaborative process.

is the sum of 10 items positive symptoms, negative symptoms,
somnolence, weight gain, prolactin elevation, akathisia, EPS, cog-
nition, energy, and mood. Lower scores indicate better effective-
ness. Validation studies also showed a good correlation of the IAQ
with CGI-I, the preference of medication (POM). Unit decreases
in IAQ score correlated with a 20% improvement in the risk of
discontinuation1. ANOVA was used for all comparisons.

Results: Mean IAQ Total Score at Week 26 was 25.7 ± 0.5
for aripiprazole versus 27.7± 0,5 for SOC p<0.001). Significantly
higher CGI-lmprovement response ("very much improved" or
"much improved") rate was observed at Week 26 in the aripipra-
zole group (44%) compared with SOC (34%), p=.009 More pa-
tients in the aripiprazole group (47%) compared with SOC (29%)
rated their study medication as "much better" than prior antipsy-
chotic medication at Week 26 (p<0.001) on the POM scale.

Conclusion: Aripiprazole demonstrated clinically superior ef-
fectiveness to SOC in the naturalistic setting of the STAR trial. In
real world practice, medication choices should consider efficacy,
safety and tolerability issues
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NR929 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Effectiveness of Aripiprazole Versus Standard of
Care: Schizophrenia Trial of Aripiprazole (STAR Trial)
Robert Kerwin, M.D. London, Gilbert L'ltalien, Ph.D., Linda
Hanssens, M.P.H., Ronald N. Marcus, M.D., Robert D.
McQuade, Ph.D., Jean-Noel Beuzen, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To gain an understanding of the utility of effectiveness measures
which encompass safety, efficacy, and tolerability in real world
practice

Summary:

Background: Naturalistic trials provide an opportunity to as-
sess the overall performance of drugs using measures which
encompass efficacy, safety and tolerability (ie effectiveness). We
compared the effectiveness at 26 weeks of aripiprazole to stan-
dard of care among community treated schizophrenia patients
warranting a change in current medication due to tolerability prob-
lems and/or suboptimal clinical symptoms control.

Methods: A total of 555 patients were equally randomized to
open-label treatment of aripiprazole (10-30 mg/day) or Standard-
of-Care (olanzapine 5 - 20 mg/day, or quetiapine 100 - 800 mg/
day or risperidone 2 - 8 mg/day, SOC).Overall effectiveness was
evaluated using the validated1 Investigator Assessment Question-
naire (IAQ) Total Score at Week 26 (LOCF). The IAQ Total Score

NR930 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
I Can't Be Pregnant! The Phenomena of Denial and
Concealment of Pregnancy
Susan J. Hatters-Friedman, M.D. Case Western Reserve
University, Psychiatry, 11100 Euclid Avenue, Hanna Pavilion,
Cleveland, OH, 44106, Amy Heneghan, M.D., Miriam
Rosenthal, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize characteristics associated with denial of preg-
nancy or concealment of pregnancy. The participant should con-
sider the mental health professional's role in diagnosis and treat-
ment of women with these conditions.

Summary:

This exploratory study sought to comprehensively describe
characteristics of women with denial of pregnancy and conceal-
ment of pregnancy. Subjects had no prenatal care and presented
to our academic medical center either in labor or after delivery,
over a seven year period. Sixty-one women with denial of preg-
nancy and twenty women with concealment of pregnancy were
included in the sample. Women had mean ages in their 20s and
most noted support from their mothers. Contrary to our hypothe-
ses, most had prior pregnancies, and histories of abuse were not
frequently noted.

Women with denial of pregnancy were more likely to be em-
ployed, while women with concealment were more likely to be
students. Women with concealment of pregnancy experienced
awareness of their pregnancy earlier than women with denial of
pregnancy.

Surprisingly, psychiatry was rarely consulted, despite sudden
and sometimes unexpected childbirth. Almost a third of the moth-
ers were referred to child protective services. The majority of the
mothers retained custody of their infants.
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Subtypes of both denial and concealment of pregnancy are
further delineated in this study. Suggestions for prevention are
made.
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1. Milden R, Rosenthal MB, Winegardner J, Smith D. Denial of
Pregnancy: An Exploratory Investigation. J Psychosom Obstet
Gynecol. 1985;4:255-261.

2. Miller LJ: Psychotic denial of pregnancy: phenomenology and
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NR931 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Valproate Treatment of Aggression in Moderate to
Severe Alzheimer's Disease
Nathan Herrmann, M.D. Sunnybrook and Women's College
Health Sciences Centre, Psychiatry, 2075 Bayview Ave., Room
FG05, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Krista L. Lanctot,
Ph.D., Goran M. Eryavec, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster, the participant will recognize
that treatment of aggression in Alzheimer's disease with valproic
acid is not effective and is associated with an increased incidence
of adverse events.

Summary:

Introduction: Aggression is a common serious neuropsychiat-
ric symptom in moderate to severe Alzheimer's disease (AD).
Previous studies with valproate therapy have had variable results.

Methods: This was a double-blind randomized placebo-con-
trolled cross-over study in institutionalized AD patients with MMSE
scores <15 and Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) agitation/aggres-
sion subscale scores > 2. Valproate was initiated at 250 mg/day
and titrated up as tolerated to a maximum of 1500 mg/day. The
primary outcome measure was the NPI agitation/aggression
score.

Results: Fourteen patients (8M/6F), aged 85.57±4.54 years,
MMSE 4.50±4.59, NPI agitation/aggression subscale scores
6.43±3.46, were randomized to treatment (all mean±SD). There
were 11 (73%) completers; all three noncompleters dropped out
during the valproate phase. Average maximum dose of valproate
was 1335.55±336.15 mg/day. There was no significant benefit
noted on NPI agitation/aggression score. Five of 14 (36%) patients
experienced adverse events on placebo and 11 of 14 (79%) on
valproate (p=0.001). Mean platelet count decreased significantly
with valproate (p=0.032).

Conclusions: Valproate was not an effective treatment for agita-
tion/aggression and was poorly tolerated in this population.
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NR932 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Self-Mutilation of the Tongue in a Patient With
Burning Mouth Syndrome
Alan Hirsch, M.D. Smell & Taste Treatment and Research
Foundation, 845 N. Michigan Ave, Suite 990W, Chicago, IL,
60611, Haridia Hristea

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the lingual self-mutilation as part of the burning
mouth syndrome complex.

Summary:

Objective: Demonstrate self-mutilation as a behavior of burning
mouth syndrome (BMS).

Method: Case Study
Results: Self-mutilation of the tongue has been described in a

multitude of conditions, but not BMS.
A case is presented in which this behavior is associated with

burning mouth syndrome (BMS).
A 49 yo right-handed, married, white woman reported a 12

years history of pain in her mouth, lips and tongue, most intense
in the site of a childhood trauma to the lower lip. This pain was
unresponsive to numerous medications including Cymbalta, Neu-
rontin, Topomax, Trazadone, Clonazepam, Zonogran, Vicodin,
Tylenol with codeine, Prevacid, Medroxyprogesterone, Estodiol
and procedures including stellate ganglia blocks and cortisone
injections.

Patient admitted that in order to relieve pain, she self-mutilated
by using a toenail clipper to cut the fungiform papillae from her
tongue. This induced acute pain and bleeding, followed by a brief
resolution of the pain. For over a year she cut both sides of her
tongue at least once a week. Examination of the tongue revealed
cicatrisation, lacerations and secondary microglossia without af-
fecting her speech or swallowing. In response to the perception
of her teeth being too sharp, she filed her teeth down with a nail
file and sand paper. When instructed to stop this behavior, she
switched to daily masticatory self-mutilation of her tongue.

These self-mutilating behaviors represent the patient's attempts
to manage her pain.

Conclusion: This case demonstrates that in the assessment
and treatment of BMS, self-mutilating behavior should be consid-
ered and addressed.
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logical aspects of patients with burning mouth syndrome. Oral
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NR933 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Innovative Teaching Project: Medicine and Cinema
Fabiola Irisarri, Jr., M.D. La Paz University Hospital.(psychiatry
department), atocha 101 4-izq, Madrid, 28012, Spain, Rut
Berdun, M.D., Ana Hospital, M.D., Beatriz Rodriguez Vega,
Ph.D., Elena Fernandez-Leon, M.D., Ignacio Millan, M.D.,
Marta Morales, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognise the usefulness of the cinema-graphic support
in teaching the theory of doctor-patient relationship to medical
students.

Summary:

Objectives
This project addresses the necessity to create and develop new

capacities and attitudes in Medical students. We believe this could
be a way to contribute to the development of the medicine science,
as evidence based science as well as a meaning based one.

We prepared the didactic films subject considering that medical
students are nowadays and will be in the future immersed in an
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audiovisual language. We consider that this language could help
to the usual teaching program, by widening their experience

Methods
We filmed two short movies focused on doctor-patient relation-

ship. The first one (4') was about the interaction between a doctor
and a patient in a usual medical appointment. We used the experi-
ence of two real patients to write this first script. These experiences
and movie scenes regarding doctors' points of view and attitudes
towards patients were included in the second short movie (20').

Firstly, we showed the first short movie and following this, stu-
dents filled in a questionnaire regarding doctor and patient's atti-
tudes as well as the evaluation of their relationship. After this, the
second film was showed, a discussion about the matter was held
and then students were requested to fill in the same questionnaire
again. The activity took 90 minutes in each group. The data were
analyzed using the SPSS 13.0 program.

Results
Our sample was 108 medical students. Results show a percep-

tion and attitude improvement towards patient, overcoat regarding
adjectives as claimant and polite. Doctor's attitude perception fall
down. He was evaluated as less effective and encouraging after.
Students were able to distinguish different aspects in doctor-pa-
tient relationship and to separate this from environmental condi-
tion. The activity got a very good evaluation.

Conclusions
The data suggest that cinema can be a meaningful and valuable

complementary tool for Medicine and Psychiatry learning and
teaching.
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NR934 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
13-Year Interim Results From an International
Observational Study of Pregnancy Outcomes
Following Exposure to Lamotrigine
Jouko IT Isojarvi, M.D. GlaxoSmithKline, 3030 Cornwalis Road,
Research Triangle Park, NC, 27709, Marianne Cunnington,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the current risk estimate of major congential
malformations in women taking lamotrigine.

Summary:

Objective: To characterize the overall risk of major congentital
malformations (MCM) associated with exposure to lamotrigine
(LAMICTAL ®).

Methods: Physicians report exposure to lamotrigine during pre-
gnacy and subsequent outcomes on a voluntary basis. Prospec-
tive reporting (prior to any knowledge regarding the possible out-
come of the pregnancy) early in pregnancy is encouraged. MCMs
are classified according to CDC criteria and are reviewed by a
pediatrician. The percentage of MCMs is calculated using only
prospective first trimester lamotrigine monotherapy and polyther-
apy exposures. Conclusions are developed and endorsed by a
scientific advisory committee.

Results: As of September 2005, 20 MCMs were observed
among 707 first trimester monotherapy exposures giving a risk of
2.8% (95% Cl 1.8-4.4%). The observed risk among 118 lamotrig-
ine and valproate polytherapy exposures was 11.8% (95% Cl 6.8-

19.3%). For 256 exposures to polytherapy without valproate, the
observed risk was 2.7% (95% Cl 1.2-5.8%). The mean and median
lamotrigine monotherapy doses for patients with MCMs respec-
tively were 251 and 200 mg/day; the mean and median doses for
patients without defects were 281 and 200 mg/day. No consistent
pattern of MCM type was observed.

Conclusions: The current data do not indicate any substantial
increase in overall risk of MCMs associated with prenatal lamotrig-
ine exposure, though the sample size is insufficient to allow defini-
tive conclusions. The higher frequency of MCMs following lamo-
trigine-valproate polytherapy is consistent with publications on
valproate monotherapy. Continued registration of pregnancies will
enhance the statistical power of the study and the data available
for physicians to assess the benefit-risk of lamotrigine use in
pregnancy.
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NR935 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Catatonia in the Elderly
Vijay Jayanti, B.S. Neuroscience Alliance, Neuropsychiatry, The
Neuroscience Alliance, 330 Taylor Blair Road, West Jefferson,
OH, 43162, Muhammad Aslam, M.D., Jessica Hufford, B.S.,
Brendan T. Carroll, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conslusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to screen for catatonia in the elderly and identify approaches
to diagnosis and treatment. At the conslusion of this presentation,
the participant should be able to identify multiple etiologies for
medical catatonias in the elderly. At the conslusion of this presen-
tation, the participant should be able to approaches to treatment
including bnezodiazepines and electroconvulsive therapy.

Summary:

Objective: Three elderly patients, described in a previous study,
suffered major adverse events consequent to the delay in recog-
nizing catatonia at a teaching VA hospital. Since the publication
of that cautionary tale, there has been increased awareness of
catatonia. Method: We present three cases of catatonia in the
elderly from university teaching VA hospitals. Results: A 62 year
old man presented with catatonic features and a history of cerebro-
vascular accident to a neurology service. The initial diagnosis was
of Lewy body dementia. However his screening, treatment and
outcome support a diagnosis of catatonia due to cerebrovascular
disease. A 78 year old man was diagnosed with major depression
with psychosis, but was not screened for catatonia. The mental
status and catatonia screening exam revealed catatonic signs.
After his initial treatment failed, lorazapam was initiated and he
returned to his previous level of function. A 69 year old male
developed catatonic stupor shortly after medical transfer. He could
not tolerate lorazepam due to confusion. Memantine improved
his catatonia. Discussion: These three patients had a favorable
outcome due to screening, treatment and monitoring. Conclusion:
We recommend a screening instrument for catatonia, 2) evaluation
for ECT, 3) trial off of benzodiazepines and 4) screening for cereb-
rovascular disease for suspected cases of catatonia in the elderly.
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NR936 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
What Is the Happiness of the Old?
Changsu Han, M.D. Ansan City, Yong-Ku Kim, M.D., Bun-Hee
Lee, Seung-Ho Ryu, M.D., Han Yong Jung, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To know the definition and the conditions of the happiness of
the old from their perspectives

Summary:

To know the definition and the conditions of the happiness of
the old from their perspectives, we surveyed the 800 Korean
old among the subjects who participated to the Ansan Geriatric
Depression and Dementia Cohort (AGE) program as a subject.
The results of the geriatric depression scale and quality of life
scale were also analyzed. The average happiness level of the
706 respondents on the 100 visual analogue scale was 64.7.
128 (18.1%) answered that they are never happy. 168(23.8%)
answered that they are most happy when being with their family
members. 13.2% answered that they are happy when their family
members are alright (economy, health). Other answers were
hobby activity (8.1%), being with friends (6.8%), and religious
activity (5.8%). The reasons of their unhappiness were poor health
condition (28.7%), economic difficulties of their children (14.8%).
The level of happiness of the old was significantly different ac-
cording to their depressive symptoms, and their economic in-
comes.
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NR937 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Differences in Glucose Metabolism Between
Responders to Cognitive-Behavior Therapy and
Venlafaxine XR in a 16-Week Randomized Controlled
Trial
Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D. UHN, 200 Elizabeth Street, EN8-222,
Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski, M.S.C.,
Zindel V. Segal, Ph.D., Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D., Helen S.
Mayberg, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To compare changes in brain activity in patients before and
after successful treatment of a major depressive episode.

To appreciate differences in brain activity associated with phar-
macological versus psychological antidepressant treatment.

Summary:

Background: We have previously reported on changes in glu-
cose metabolism (18-fluoro-deoxyglucose PET - 18FDG-PET) as-
sociated with response to disparate antidepressant modalities,
including cognitive behavioral therapy, deep brain stimulation, and
pharmacotherapy. Herein, we report the changes in 18FDG-PET
during a randomized controlled trial of Cognitive-Behavior Therapy
versus Venlafaxine XR in treatment responders after 16-weeks.

Methods: Subjects meeting DSM-IV-TR criteria for a Major
Depressive Episode in the context of a MDD received an 18FDG-
PET scan before randomization and after 16-weeks of either anti-
depressant treatment with cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT, n=

12) or venlafaxine XR treatment (VEN, n=12). Modality specific,
and modality-independent, regional brain metabolic changes as-
sociated with response to treatment were analyzed.

Results: Response rates were comparable between the Cogni-
tive-Behavior Therapy (7/12) and VEN (8/12) groups. Response
to antidepressant treatment in both groups was associated with
decreases in glucose metabolism in the orbitofrontal, medial fron-
tal, right dorsolateral prefrontal, and parahippocampal cortices.
Increases in the subgenual prefrontal cortex and distinct temporal
cortical regions were associated with response to Cognitive-Be-
havior Therapy, decreases in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
and increases in the right caudate metabolism were unique
changes to VEN responders.

Conclusions: Treatment of a major depressive episode was
associated with decreases in glucose metabolism in distinct pre-
frontal regions. Consistent with earlier reports, response to Cogni-
tive-Behavior Therapy was associated with a reciprocal modula-
tion of cortical limbic connectivity, while VEN treatment engaged
additional cortical and striatal regions previously unobserved by
neuroimaging investigations evaluating serotonergic antidepres-
sants' mechanism of action.
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NR938 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Predictors of Response to Deep Brain Stimulation for
Treatment Resistant Depression
Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D. UHN, Psychiatry, 200 Elizabeth
Street, EN8-222, Toronto, ON, M5G 2C4, Canada, Kari A.
Fulton, B.A., Andres M. Lozano, M.D., Helen S. Mayberg, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to appreciate the impact of predictors of favorable outcome from
demographic, symptom, neurocognitive and personality variables
on treatment response to DBS.

Summary:

Background: Despite advances in brain research and options
for antidepressant treatment, fewer than 50% of patients achieve
remission and up to 20% develop treatment resistance. Treatment
resistant depression (TRD) is a severely disabling condition for
which there are no evidence-based approaches. Deep Brain Stim-
ulation (DBS) is an established safe and effective functional neuro-
surgery for Parkinson's disease and Essential Tremor (Lozano &
Mahant, 1998) combining advances in MRI and precision position-
ing of stimulation leads.

Objective: Following a preliminary report on the effectiveness
of DBS in TRD (Mayberg et al., 2005) the purpose of this study
was to identify predictors in an extended who received DBS in
anterior cingulate-BA25.

Method: All patients (n = 9) met DSM-IV-TR criteria for MDD.
The following baseline variables were examined; Hamilton Rating
Scale for Depression (HAMD-17), the Beck Anxiety Inventory, the
NEO-Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI) and various demographic,
neurocognitive and social support measures.

Results: There was a significant reduction in depression and
anxiety scores at 6 months compared to baseline. Six out of the
9 subjects achieved a response. Preliminary analyses suggest
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higher baseline HAMD-17 scores and being married was associ-
ated with favorable outcome. There was also a trend for the agree-
ableness domain within the NEO-FFI to predict favorable outcome
(p = 0.06).

Conclusion: With increasing sample size, it will be important
to evaluate baseline predictors of favorable outcome.
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NR939 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Survey of Psychiatric Inpatients on Service
Satisfaction
Seonghwan Kim, Prof. Dr. Dong-A University Hospital,
Psychiatry, 3-1 Dongdaesin-Dong, Seo-Gu, Busan, 602715,
Republic of Korea

Educational Objectives:

Measures of patient satisfaction on health care can provide
information on the quality of treatment as well as a customer
perspective on continuing treatment and deciding outcome of
treatment. Measurement of customer satisfaction in behavioral
health services has received increasing emphasis due to clini-
cians' and researchers' desire to measure outcomes that reflect
the patient's unique perspective. Administrators' desire to increase
productivity and enhance quality of services is another reason for
acceptance of the customer-service perspective.

There are different types of psychiatric facilities, including psy-
chiatric hospitals, general hospitals, and university hospitals in
South Korea. The objectives of this study are to compare the
inpatient satisfaction with psychiatric services between different
type of psychiatric facilities, and assess the relationship between
patient satisfaction and sociodemographic and clinical variables
in South Korea.

Summary:

Objectives: To compare the inpatient satisfaction with psychiat-
ric services between different type of psychiatric facilities, and
assess the relationship between patient satisfaction and sociode-
mographic and clinical variables.

Methods: An 30-item multidimensional questionnaire which has
good validity and reliability was administered to inpatients (n=
348) discharged from psychiatric hospitals, general hospitals, and
university hospitals.

Results: Patients discharged from university hospital were sig-
nificantly satisfied than those of general and psychiatric hospital.

The common items with high percentage of satisfaction were
included the attitude and ability of doctor or nurse in all three type
of hospitals. But high percentage dissatisfied for the items were
different between psychiatric facilities. The patients discharged
general and psychiatric hospital expressed high dissatisfaction
with the ward rule or environment, but those discharged from
university hospital expressed high dissatisfaction with treatment
cost and the staff's explanation for hospitalization. Staff attitude
is the most important determinant in the satisfaction of psychiatric
inpatients.

Sociodemographic variables such as age, gender, marital sta-
tus, monthly income, education level, employment status, religion
were not significantly different in the total scores of satisfaction
scale.

But higher satisfaction was associated with more readmissions
and longer duration of illness in the psychosis group, with fewer
days admitted and fewer readmissions in the neurosis group(anxi-
ety disorder, somatoform disorder, obsessive compulsive disor-
der), and with longer days admitted in alcoholic group.

Patients with neurosis(anxiety disorder, somatoform disorder,
obsessive compulsive disorder) and mood disorder were signifi-
cantly satisfied than those with psychosis and alcoholic disorder.
And patients admitted voluntarily were more significantly satisfied
than those admitted involuntarily.

Conclusion: For increasing the satisfaction level of psychiatric
inpatient in Korea, University hospital should have concern for the
quality of treatment, and both of general and psychiatric hospital
make an effort to improve the ward environment.
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NR940 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Number of Teeth and Incident Dementia in a Korean
Community Population
Sung-Wan Kim, M.D. Chonnam National University Hospital,
Psychiatry, 8 Hak-Dong, Dong-Gu, Kwang-Ju, 501-757,
Republic of Korea, Jae-Min Kim, M.D., Il-Seon Shin, M.D., Su-
Jin Yang, M.D., Seung-Hyun Lee, M.D., Jin-Sang Yoon, M.D.,
Hyung-Yung Lee, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Participants will acknowledge the importance of paying attention
to nutritional status in geriatric population for the prevention of
dementia.

Summary:

Introduction: Little is known about risk factors for dementia in
low income settings. There is growing interest in the role of nutri-
tional factors in dementia which may be particularly important
in low income settings. Loss of teeth is an important potential
determinant of nutritional status, but has not been investigated
as a risk factor for dementia.

Method: 686 community residents in Kwangju, South Korea
aged 65 or over were followed over a 2.4 year period and were
clinically assessed for incident dementia. Data on number of teeth
and use of dentures were obtained as well as self-reported intake
of meat, fish and fruits, anthropometric measurements, serum
albumin and cholesterol levels.

Results: Fewer teeth were significantly associated with incident
dementia, and the association was only apparent in participants
without dentures. Strong associations were found between fewer
teeth and indices of poor nutrition in this group, although the
association with dementia remained significant after adjustment
for these and other potential confounding/mediating factors.

Conclusion: Having fewer teeth appears to be a risk factor for
dementia and may be explained by adverse nutritional status.
Provision of dentures may be a readily available means of modi-
fying this risk in low income settings.
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NR941 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Compliance of Somatic Disciplines Regarding
Psychiatric Consultations
Uwe M. Kinzel, Dr. Med. Sc. LKH, Knollstrasse 31, 49088
Osnabrueck, 49088, Germany, Christian Thuberg, Dr. Med. Sc.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this poster presentation the participant should be
able to recognize that somatic disciplines are often not aware of
important issues concerning their patients as outlined in psychiat-
ric consultations.

Summary:

The aim of this study was to assess the awareness of somatic
disciplines regarding the results of psychiatric consultations.

Methods: We collected several data of all our psychiatric consul-
tations from Oct. 2004 to March 2005. During this period we asked
for all the discharge letters to evaluate whether e.g. the psychiatric
diagnosis, treatment recommendations and others were cited cor-
rectly. Complete data were available for 63 of 181 patients.

Results: Significantly more letters were sent when a psychiatric
anamnesis was known. Significantly less letters were written when
a patient was diagnosed F0 or F6 or when the reason for the
psychiatric consultation was a suicide attempt.

Conclusions: The study shows that severe psychiatric condi-
tions in somatic patients (suicide attempts) do not necessarily
lead to special attention in discharge letters from general hospitals,
however well known psychiatric conditions as psychiatric anamne-
sis lead to more attention. Less attention was paid to demented
patients, perhaps because of therapeutic nihilism, as well as in
personality disorders
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NR942 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Weight Concerns in Individuals With Body
Dysmorphic Disorder
Jennifer E. Kittler, Ph.D. E.P Bradley Hospital/Brown Medical
School, Psychiatry and Human Behavior, E.P. Bradley Hospital,
1011 Veterans Memorial Parkway, East Providence, Rl, 02915,
William Menard, B.A., Katharine A. Phillips, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

The educational objectives of this poster are to learn about an
underrecognized bodily preoccupation (weight) and associated
features in patients with body dysmorphic disorder.

Summary:

Objective: BDD (BDD), a distressing or impairing preoccupa-
tion with a non-existent or slight defect in appearance, often fo-
cuses on the face or head. It is unclear what proportion of individu-
als with BDD are preoccupied with their weight, which is a focus of
eating disorders and a common concern in the general population.
This study determined the prevalence of weight concerns in indi-
viduals with BDD, and examined similarities and differences be-
tween those with and those without weight concerns. Method:
200 BDD subjects were assessed for clinically significant weight
concerns. Subjects with weight concerns (in addition to other body
area concerns) were compared to those without weight concerns

on measures of BDD symptoms, other symptom severity, comor-
bidity, suicidality, functioning, and quality of life. Results: 58
(29.0%; 95% CI=22.7%-35.3%) participants had excessive weight
concerns. Participants with weight concerns were younger, more
likely to be female, and had more body areas of concern. They
also had a higher frequency of certain BDD behaviors, suicide
attempts, and comorbidity; greater body image disturbance and
depression; and poorer social functioning. Conclusion: Weight
concerns in BDD deserve further study, as they appear relatively
common and are associated with greater symptom severity and
psychopathology in several domains.
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NR943 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
OCD Specific Neuropsychological Deficits
Adarsh Kohli PGIMER, CHANDIGARH, INDIA, deptt. of
psychiatry, PGIMER, Chandigarh, 160023, India

Educational Objectives:

The aim of study was to assess specific cognitive deficits using
a battery of neuropsychological tests. Twenty-five outpatients with
ICD-10 diagnosis of OCD, fulfilling the inclusion criteria were re-
cruited from psychiatry outpatient clinic of the Department of Psy-
chiatry, PGIMER, Chandigarh, INDIA. Twenty-five matched nor-
mal controls were recruited. Both groups were administered
performance intelligence tests, test for memory, maze learning
test, Trail Making Test, perceptual diagnostic test and Wisconsin
Card Sorting Test. Detailed neuropsychological profile in terms
of mean and SD's of the OCD patients and the normal controls
were obtained. There were significant differences on frontal lobe
tests (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test and Trail Making Test), sub-
tests of Wechsler Memory Scale and performance test of Wechsler
Intelligence Scale. Neuropsychological variables were correlated
with the clinical variables (age of onset, duration of illness, and
dose of current drug). The implications of the results will be dis-
cussed.

Summary:

ABSTRACT

In the recent years evidence has mounted that OCD is a disorder
of brain dysfunction associated with distinct patterns of cognitive
impairment. The aim of the study was to assess specific cognitive
deficits using a battery of neuropsychological tests. Twenty-five
outpatients with ICD-10 diagnosis of OCD, of either sex, in the
age range of 18-55 years, with at least ten educational years, and
stable for at least 3 months prior to assessment were recruited
from psychiatry outpatient clinic of the Department of Psychiatry,
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research,
Chandigarh, INDIA. Twenty-five normal controls matched on age,
education, gender and handedness were recruited as a compara-
tive group. Both the groups were administered a battery of neuro-
psychological tests comprising of performance intelligence tests,
test for memory, maze learning test, Trail Making Test, perceptual
diagnostic test and Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. The detailed
neuropsychological profile in terms of mean and SD's of the OCD
patients and the normal controls were obtained. There were signifi-
cant differences between the two groups on frontal lobe tests
(Wisconsin Card Sorting Test and Trail Making Test), subtests
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of Wechsler Memory Scale and performance test of Wechsler
Intelligence Scale. Further the neuropsychological variables were
correlated with the clinical variables (age of onset, duration of
illness, and dose of current drug). The implications of the results
will be discussed.

Key words: Neuropsychological, OCD, Cognitive impairment
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NR944 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Intolerance of Uncertainty and Emotional-Oriented
Coping
Brian Y. Kong, B.A. START Clinic, 790 Bay Street, Suite 900,
Toronto, ON, M5G 1N8, Canada, Madalyn Marcus, Leslie
Jacobs, Grace Son, Monica Vermani, Martin Katzman

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to confirm the potential correlation between the IUS score
and less-adaptive coping, thereby demonstrating a possible link
between intolerance of uncertainty and less-adaptive emotional-
oriented coping strategies. In effect this will lead to an improve-
ment in the assessment and treatment of clinical anxiety disorders.

Summary:

Anxiety disorders have been reported to affect almost 25% of
the population, with an estimated cost to the U.S. economy of
over $40 billion per year. Hence psychological predictors of anxiety
disorder severity have become a source of interest. Psychological
factors predictive of the severity of mood and anxiety disorders
such as adverse childhood events, and terminal illness have been
investigated.

This study involved an assessment of uncertainty in its relation-
ship to coping strategies in patients referred to a tertiary care
clinic. Patients received a questionnaire package consisting of
several scales assessing different patient variables including the
Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS), and the Coping Inventory
for Stressful Situations (CISS). Intolerance of uncertainty has been
demonstrated as an important construct involved in worry, and
has been suggested as a contributing factor to anxiety disorders
such as GAD. The CISS assesses both less-adaptive coping strat-
egies (i.e., emotional-oriented coping), and adaptive coping strate-
gies (i.e., task-oriented coping). Less-adaptive coping strategies
have been associated with less-adaptive personality traits and
psychological distress, while adaptive coping strategies have been
associated with adaptive personality traits and lack of distress.

We hypothesized that the scores of the IUS and CISS emotional-
oriented subscale would produce a positive correlation. Our pre-
liminary data (N=12) have indicated a significant correlation of
.737 (p-value .006) between the scores of the IUS and CISS
emotional-oriented subscale. It is predicted that upon further col-
lection of data, we will be able to confirm the potential correlation
between the IUS score and less-adaptive coping, thereby demon-
strating a possible link between intolerance of uncertainty and
less-adaptive emotional-oriented coping strategies.
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NR945 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Effects of Depression and Anxiety on
Neuropsychological Performance in Mild Traumatic
Brain Injury
Terry Lee-Wilk, Ph.D. University of Maryland School of
Medicine, 460 Lynette St., Gaithersburg, MD, 20878, Robert L.
Kane, Ph.D., Jack Spector, Ph.D., Karen Murdock, M.S.,
Joseph Kufera, M.S., Kimberly Auman, M.S., Patricia
Dischinger, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the effects of depression and anxiety on mea-
sures of neuropsychological functioning in a sample of participants
with mild traumatic brain injury.

Summary:

Objective: To assess the effects of depression and anxiety on
measures of neuropsychological functioning in a sample of partici-
pants with mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI).

Methods: Forty-six participants, ages 18-64, with mTBI (Glas-
gow Coma Scale 13-15) admitted to an emergency room of an
urban hospital were included in this longitudinal study. Participants
were asked to report depression and anxiety symptoms as part
of a clinical interview, using the Well-Being Scale, 3-months post
injury. Participants were also assessed with the Automated Neuro-
psychological Assessment Metrics (ANAM), a computerized li-
brary of tests designed to serially assess neuropsychological func-
tioning. To reduce the number of variables, several tests were
combined into a weighted composite. In addition, measures of
simple (sRT) and choice (pRT) reaction time were measured.

Results: Results of regression analyses adjusted for age, gen-
der, education, and S100B (a biological serum marker of astroglial
cell death representative of CNS damage) indicated no significant
effects of 1) depression on the three outcomes (p=0.44-0.66); 2)
anxiety on the three outcomes (p=0.37-0.44); or 3) depression
and anxiety on the three outcomes (p=0.40-0.48).

Conclusions: Findings from previous literature have consistently
documented the association between mild TBI and symptoms of
depression and anxiety. However, the literature is mixed regarding
the effects of depression and anxiety on performance of neuropsy-
chological measures in mild TBI samples. These findings suggest
no effects of depression and/or anxiety on measures of Sustained
Release T, pRT, or overall neuropsychological functioning. Al-
though depression and anxiety are commonly associated with mild
head injury, it does not mediate deficits observed on measures of
neuropsychological functioning in this sample.
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NR946 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Physical and Psychosocial Factors Relating to
Medical Outcomes in Early Inflammatory Arthritis
Karl J. Looper, M.D. McGill University, Sir Mortimer B. Davis -
Jewish General Hospital, 3755 Chemin de la Cote-Ste-
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Catherin, Montreal, PQ, H3T 1E2, Canada, Murray Baron,
M.D., Margaret Purden, Ph.D., Orit Scheir, B.A., Phyllis
Zelkowitz, Ed.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conslusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. be aware of the importance of psychosocial factors in out-
comes of early inflammatory arthritis.

2. understand a model of the relationship among sociodemo-
graphic variables, depressive symptoms and disease outcomes
in early inflammatory arthritis.

3. identify potential areas of intervention that may improve physi-
cal and global health of patients with early inflammatory arthritis.

Summary:

Introduction: Inflammatory Arthritis is a disease consisting of
joint inflammation leading to pain, tissue damage, deformity, and
disability. This study investigates the relationship among sociode-
mographic variables, depressive symptoms, and disease out-
comes in patients with new-onset inflammatory arthritis.

Methods: The sample consists of 122 patients with early inflam-
matory arthritis (EIA) (> 1 swollen joint, duration > 6 weeks & <
1 year, no specific diagnosis other than rheumatoid arthritis) who
underwent a physical assessment and completed self-report ques-
tionnaires including the Center for Epidemiological Studies De-
pression scale (CESD), McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ), the
Stanford Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index (HAQ-
Dl), and World Health Organization Disability Assessement
Schedule II (WHODAS II).

Results: Income, level of education, number of people living at
home, and number of swollen joints were correlated with CESD
on bivariate analysis, but only income and number of swollen
joints remained significantly associated with CESD in multivariate
analysis. In multivariate models of disease outcomes (pain, physi-
cal functioning, quality of life), the CESD and swollen joints were
significantly associated with pain (MPQ) and physical functioning
(HAQ-DI), while CESD and income were significantly associated
with quality of life (WHODAS II).

Conclusions: This study identifies physical and psychosocial
factors relating to disease outcomes in new-onset inflammatory
arthritis. The number of swollen joints predicted depression, pain,
and level of physical functioning. Level of income predicted de-
pression and quality of life. Depression had the most consistent
relationship with disease outcomes, contributing to multivariate
models of pain, physical functioning, and quality of life in patients
with EIA. The results of this study suggest that addressing financial
and emotional factors in EIA in addition to the physical manifesta-
tions of the disease may have a beneficial effect on multiple dis-
ease outcomes.
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NR947 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Differences Between Spiritist Mediumship and DID
on Structured Interview
Francisco Lotufo Neto, M.D. University of Sao Paulo,
Psychiatry, Rua Dr. Ovfdio Pires de Campos, s/n°, Sao Paulo -
SP, 05403-010, Brazil, Alexander Moreira-Almeida, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
have better knowledge to make an adequate differential diagnosis
between dissociative identity disorder and experiences regarded
as mediumistics.

Summary:

Objectives: To study for similarities and differences between
spiritistic mediums and DID patients based on a structured in-
terview.

Methods: Twenty four mediums, selected among different spir-
itist organizations in Sao Paulo, Brazil were interviewed by using
the Dissociative Disorder Interview Schedule, and the results were
compared with DID symptoms described in the literature.

Results: The spiritist mediums are similar to the DID patients
with respect to female prevalence (76.5%), high frequency of
Schneiderian First-Rank Symptoms of Schizophrenia (average of
4 per medium) and reports of extrasensory experiences. Mean-
while, the mediums deviate in other characteristics: better social
adjustment, low prevalence of mental disorder, lower use of mental
health services, no use of antipsychotics, lower prevalence of
histories of both physical (8.3%) and sexual (21.7%) childhood
abuse, sleepwalking (20.8%), imaginary childhood playmates
(25%), secondary features of DID (average of 2.2) and symptoms
of BPD (average of 1.2).

Conclusion: The mediumistic experiences analyzed seem to
not be comparable to DID since the former are associated with
better mental health, social adjustment and differ in almost all DID
clinical characteristics.

This study was supported by a grant from the FAPESP (The
State of Sao Paulo Research Foundation), grant no.01/02298-0.
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NR948 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Assessing the Brain Reward System in Alzheimer's
Disease Using Dextroamphetamine Challenge:
Relationship With Apathy
Janet MacNeil, B.S. Sunnybrook and Women's College Health
Sciences Centre, Psychiatry, 2075 Bayview Ave., Room FG05,
Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada, Krista L. Lanctot, Ph.D.,
Michelle Ryan, M.S., Nathan Herrmann, M.D., Sandra E. Black,
M.D., Barbara A. Liu, M.D., Usoa E. Busto, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this poster, the participant will be able to
(1) understand the use of dextroamphetamine as a probe of the
dopaminergic brain reward system and (2) recognize the potential
role of dysfunction of the brain reward system in apathy associated
wiht Alzheimer's disease.

Summary:

Background: Apathy is among the most common neuropsychi-
atric symptoms in Alzheimer's disease (AD). Our goal was to
assess the dopaminergic pathways of the brain reward system
(BRS) in apathetic versus non-apathetic patients.

Methods: A single oral dose of dextroamphetamine (d-amph;
10 mg) was used to release dopamine and probe the activity of
the BRS. Subjective, behavioural, and physiological measures
were recorded at baseline and at hourly intervals post-d-amph in
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apathetic and non-apathetic AD patients. Drug rewarding effects
were assessed with the Addiction Research Centre Inventory
(ARCI), current mood was assessed with the Profile of Mood
States (POMS), and attention was assessed with the CPT.

Results: Of 21 (12M/9F), elderly (age 78 ± 8 years), nonde-
pressed (NPI depression=0) patients with mild dementia (MMSE
18.64±3.91), 14 were apathetic (NPI apathy score range 2-12).
Demographics characteristics, including age, gender, and MMSE
were similar in the apathetic and non-apathetic groups (all p>0.05).
Subjective rewarding d-amph effects increased in both groups.
ANCOVA with peak effect as the dependant variable, apathy as
the between-subjects factor and baseline scores as a covariate
showed significant differences in ARCI positive effects (p=.O24),
POMS rewarding effects (p<.001), CPT attention (p<.001), CPT
impulsivity (p=.O1) and CPT vigilance (p=.001) with no significant
changes in negative effects (p=.O9). Of these, only ARCI positive
effects composite showed a trend for a difference by apathy group
(p=.O56), with all others showing baseline differences (all p<.05).
A significant negative correlation between apathy severity (Apathy
Evaluation Scale) and d-amph rewarding effects (ARCI positive
effect composite: r=-0.43, p=.O5) was found.

Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest apathy may
be associated with a decrease in rewarding effects of an amphet-
amine probe. The ability to respond to amphetamine with charac-
teristic changes implies that the dopaminergic system may be a
feasible target for pharmacotherapy in early dementia.
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NR949 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Relationship of Psychiatric Disorders, Diabetes,
and Diabetic Peripheral Neuropathy to Pain in
Primary Care Patients
Kathryn Magruder Medical University of South Carolina, 67
President Street, Post Office 250861, Charleston, SC, 29425,
D. E. Yeager, M. A. Timmerman, D. E. Clancy, Rebecca
Robinson

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the relationship between self-reported pain
and diabetes, diabetic peripheral neuropathy, and psychiatric di-
agnoses for VA patients in primary care settings. The relationship
between health services use and pain medication use will also
be addressed.

Summary:

Objective: To examine the contribution of psychiatric disorders,
diabetes, and diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) to patients'
assessment of pain.

Method: Patients were randomly selected (oversampling
women) from primary care clinics at four VA hospitals. Socio-
demographic characteristics and functional status were collected
using the SF-36, including 2 items of bodily pain (SF-BP). Using
the median pain score (62.5) patients were classified as having
"more pain" or "less pain". The electronic medical record provided
ICD-9 diagnoses for a 2-year period with interview date as the
midpoint.

Results: 73% (n=938) of invited patients consented and had
complete data. 32.7% of patients were diabetic, 10.2% of whom
had DPN; 41.3% had a psychiatric diagnosis (23.8% major depres-
sion or depression NOS; 9.5% PTSD). Pain scores indicated more
pain than published normative data on patients with either diabetes
or depression. In a logistic regression analysis with diabetes, DPN,
depression, PTSD, age, sex, and race in the model, only depres-
sion (OR=2.56; 1.81-3.61), PTSD (OR=3.16; 1.81-5.54), and be-
ing female (OR=.68; .47-.99) were significantly (p<.05) associated
with higher levels of pain.

Conclusions: Patients with psychiatric diagnoses are more likely
to report higher levels of pain regardless of a diagnosis of diabetes
or DPN.

This research was funded by Eli Lilly.
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NR950 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Toward a Rehabilitative Model of Care Through an
Academic State Hospital Collaboration: Change Over
Two Years
David I. Mayerhoff, M.D. 1)Greystone Park Psychiatric Hospital.
2)UMDNJ, Psychiatry, 50 Ellis Drive, Greystone Park
Psychiatric Hospital, Greystone Park, NJ, 07950, Jeffry
Nurenberg, M.D., Russell Smith, M.S., Steven J. Schleifer,
M.D., Marlene Morris, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of the session, participants should be able to
1. better understand State Hospital - University collaborations

as a vehicle for institutional change.
2. recognize and better appreciate the role of rehabilitative inter-

ventions and assessment of novel behavioral dimensions as tools
for shifting to a recovery oriented model in State Hospital settings.

3. demonstrate the application of a novel scale to assess intru-
siveness in a clinical setting and understand the underlying rele-
vance of this scale to patient care.

Summary:

Objectives: State hospitals are shifting focus from symptom
control to rehabilitation/recovery through programming and attitu-
dinal change. Our multidisciplinary State-University affiliation col-
laborated on such a program on a 20-bed unit with extended stay
patients. Methods: From August, 2003, university/hospital teams
focused on therapeutic communication, crisis response and team
building. Psycho-education used the Liberman Re-entry Model
and Team Solutions. Programming addressed practical barriers
to community living. Among others, the Ward Atmosphere scale
and a novel scale measuring patient intrusiveness/lnYourFace
behavior (IYF) were used.

Results/Observations: During the first 18 months, recovery-ori-
ented interventions became more evident, with improved rapport
and problem solving. 4/10 readiness-group participants (Novem-
ber, 2004) were discharged within 7 months, others showed in-
creased recovery-orientation. Discharges increased 50% in year
two, as Ward Atmosphere (Moos S) improved (F=15.2; p<0.0001),
especially patient independence and treatment acceptance. Staff-
perceived IYF decreased progressively (2005 versus 2003: F=4.1;
p=.O52), unrelated to overt aggression levels. Change appeared to
reflect ward atmosphere and evolving administrative policy re-
stricting patients with severe (albeit nonviolent) character pathol-
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ogy. The latter, assessed clinically, predicted IYF in multiple re-
gression (t=3.4; p<0.002). Observations from a novel (for
hospitals) Illness Management and Recovery initiative are pend-
ing. The program suggests that substantial reorientation on a
typical state hospital unit can be effected over 2 years.
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NR951 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Evacuation of SMI Veterans During Natural Disasters

Catina C. McClain Dept of Psych 116A, 2200 Ft Roots Drive, N
Little Rock, AR, 72114, Francis C. Hamilton, M.P.H., Dinesh
Mittal, M.D., Jeffrey L. Clothier, Laurence Labbate, M.D., Lisa
Martone, N.P., Fern Besacon, R.N., Fern Besacon, R.N.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
have a better understanding of what is needed for a successful
evacuation of SMI patients.

Summary:

Objective: Recent hurricanes forced evacuation from two
VISN16 locations in Mississippi and Louisiana. Evacuations were
planned with no precedence for seriously mentally ill (SMI) per-
sons. A plan for mental health professionals/disaster teams on
issues pertaining to effective evacuation of (SMI) persons is pro-
posed.

Methods: Three teams were deployed by the CAVHS Mental
Health Service and the MIRECC clinical director to evacuate forty
SMI veterans from inpatient and residential care settings in Biloxi,
MS and Alexandria, LA. Teams consisted of psychiatrists, psychi-
atric residents, nurses, social workers, and LPNs.

Results: Clinical information for evacuees' was not available.
Most patients were not informed of the move to another facility
until approached by the evacuating team. While most evacuating
patients seemed to understand and cooperated despite their psy-
chotic disorder, some required education and medications to en-
sure safe transfer. Evacuation teams anticipated needs of the SMI
patients and carried medications, food, supplies and members of
a variety of disciplines to assist with safe and expeditious evacua-
tions.

Conclusions: We offer recommendations to prepare teams to
meet the needs of SMI evacuees. Evacuation teams should be
multidisciplinary although size depends on the evacuee popula-
tion. Clinician communication is critical and evacuees should be
informed of the situation prior to evacuation. If medical records
are computerized and linked, as with the VA, identification of
patients to be evacuated should be relayed to the evacuating
team early. The transferring facility should prepare patients, inform
their next of kin, if possible, and arrange routine medications
for the journey. Supplies should include sanitation and hygiene
products, food, drinks, and a medication chest. With an aging
veteran SMI population, the team needs be ready to meet routine
needs and arrange emergency treatment for acute medical care
during transfer.

Impact: Disaster response teams should prepare to specifically
meet the needs of SMIs.

NR952 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Obesity and Mood Disorders: Results From a
National Community Health Survey on Mental Health
and Well Being
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski,
M.S.C., Kathryn Wilkins, M.S.C., Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

1. Employ a population-based investigation to simultaneously
estimate the prevalence of obesity in both bipolar disorder and
major depressive disorder.

2. Evaluate the hypothesis that indices of excess weight are
relatively more prevalent in persons screening positive for a major
depressive or manic episode.

3. Examine factors that may moderate the obesity-mood disor-
der covariation.

Summary:

Objectives: We aimed to ascertain the prevalence of obesity
in people with a mood disorder (MD) (bipolar disorder or MDD)
compared to the general population. A further aim was to examine
the likelihood of an obesity-MD association whilst controlling for
the influence of sociodemographic variables.

Methods: The analysis was based on data from Statistics Cana-
da's Canadian Community Health Survey: Mental Health and Well-
being (CCHS ), conducted in 2002. The sample (n=36,984; >15
years old) was drawn from the household-dwelling population of
Canada; the CCHS used diagnostic criteria outlined in the DSM-
IV-TR to screen respondents.

Results: Persons with a lifetime history of MD were more likely
to be obese (19% versus 15%, respectively (p<0.001), and mor-
bidly obese [Body Mass Index >40], 2% versus 1%, respectively
(p<0.01). In sex-specific multivariate analysis, lifetime MD was
associated with elevated odds of obesity in women (OR=1.22;
95% Cl=1.03-1.46), but not in men. Antipsychotic pharmacother-
apy was also associated with obesity.

Conclusions: This is the first Canadian epidemiological investi-
gation to specifically evaluate anthropometric indices and associ-
ated factors in the MD population. The results herein supplement
substantial clinical evidence documenting the association be-
tween mood disorders and stress-sensitive somatic disorders
(e.g., obesity). These data also underscore the metabolic conse-
quences of some psychotropic agents.
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NR953 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Medical Comorbidity in Bipolar Disorder:
Implications for Functional Outcomes and Health-
Service Utilization
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T 2S8, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski,
M.S.C., Kathryn Wilkins, M.S.C., Gulshan D. Panjwani, M.D.,
Alexandra Bottas, M.D., Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.
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Educational Objectives:

To ascertain the prevalence and functional/medical service utili-
zation implications of comorbid general medical disorders in per-
sons screening positive for bipolar disorder.

Summary:

Background: This is the first cross-national population-based
investigation which aims to ascertain the prevalence and func-
tional/medical service utilization implications of comorbid general
medical disorders in persons screening positive for bipolar disor-
der (BD).

Methods: Data were extracted and analyzed from the Canadian
Community Health Survey: Mental Health and Weil-Being
(CCHS). Cross-sectional associations between lifetime WHO-
CIDI-defined manic episode and selected chronic conditions were
examined; effects of a manic episode and medical comorbidity
on functional outcomes are reported. Respondents (n=36,984) to
the survey were aged 15 or older. The sample was drawn from
the household-dwelling population of the ten provinces; the data
are weighted to be representative of this population. Respondents
were also asked about concurrent physician-diagnosed chronic
medical disorders, sociodemographics, interpersonal/social func-
tioning, workplace disability/ compensation and medical service
utilization.

Results: An estimated 589,000 (2.4%) persons met criteria for
BD based on screening positive for a lifetime manic episode.
Persons who screened positive for BD had a relatively higher
prevalence of chronic fatigue syndrome (3.8% versus 1.1%; p<
0.05),, migraine (24.8% versus 10.3%; p<0.05), asthma ( 15.9%
versus 8.3%; p<0.05), chronic bronchitis (7.9% versus 3.1%;
p<0.05), multiple chemical sensitivities (4.6% versus 2.3%;
p<0.05), and gastric ulcer (10.9% versus 3.9%; p<0.05).The pres-
ence of a comorbid chronic medical disorder was associated with
a more severe course of BD illness as indicated by household/
work maladjustment, disability payments, reduced education/em-
ployment, and more frequent medical service utilization.

Conclusions: Comorbid medical disorders among bipolar per-
sons are associated with harmful dysfunction, decrements in func-
tional outcomes, and increased medical-service utilization.
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NR954 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Prevalence and Impact of Migraine Headache in
Bipolar Disorder: Results From the Canadian
Community Health Survey
Roger S. Mclntyre, M.D. University Health Network, Mood
Disorders Psychopharmacology Unit, 399 Bathurst Street, MP-
9-325, Toronto, ON, M5T2S8, Canada, Jakub Z. Konarski,
M.S.C., Kathryn Wilkins, M.S.C., Beverly Bouffard, M.A.,
Joanna K. Soczynska, B.S.C., Sidney H. Kennedy, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To report on the prevalence of comorbid migraine in bipolar
disorder and the implications for bipolar age of onset, psychiatric
comorbidity, illness course, functional outcome and medical ser-
vice utilization.

Summary:

Background: Migraine comorbidity is differentially reported in
bipolar versus unipolar depressed clinical samples. The bipolar
disorder-migraine association and its consequences has been
infrequently reported in epidemiological studies.

Methods: The prevalence of comorbid migraine in bipolar disor-
der (BD) and the implications for BD age of onset, psychiatric
comorbidity, illness course, functional outcome and medical ser-
vice utilization were evaluated from respondents (n=36 984) to
the Canadian Community Health Survey: Mental Health and Well-
Being (CCHS). Respondents reporting a lifetime WHO-CIDI-de-
fined manic episode and physician diagnosed migraine (lifetime)
were compared to respondents without migraine on sociodemog-
raphy, course of illness, and medical service utilization indices.

Results: An estimated 2.4% of the sample met criteria for BD.
Persons with BD had a relatively higher prevalence of migraine
versus the general population (24.8% versus 10.3%; p<0.05). The
sex-specific prevalence of comorbid migraine in BD was, 14.9%
for males and 34.7% for females. Bipolar males with comorbid
migraine were more likely to live in a low income household (p<
0.05); receive welfare and social assistance (p< 0.05); report an
earlier age of onset of BD (p< 0.05); have a higher lifetime preva-
lence of comorbid anxiety disorders (p< 0.05). Bipolar males with
comorbid migraine were also more likely to utilize primary (p<
0.05) and mental health care services (p< 0.05), and a trend
towards contact with a physician (p=0.09). Bipolar females with
comorbid migraine had more comorbid medical disorders (p< 0.05)
and required help with personal or lADLs when compared to bipo-
lar females without migraine.

Conclusion: Bipolar disorder with comorbid migraine is preva-
lent and associated with greater dysfunction and medical service
utilization, notable in males. Opportunistic screening and surveil-
lance for bipolar and comorbid migraine is warranted.
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NR955 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Regulation of Negative Affect and BPD: Study
Using Ecological Momentary Assessment
Lauren B. McSweeney McLean Hospital, 115 Mill St, Service
125, Belmont, MA, 02478, Mary C. Zanarini, Katherine M.
Putnam

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to identify which aspects of emotion regulation lead to
increased negative affect (NA) in individuals with borderline per-
sonality disorder (BPD).

Summary:

Objective: Deficits in emotion regulation have been observed
in BPD and are considered to influence the presentation of other
symptoms observed in the disorder (Skodol et al, 2002). One
mechanism for this may be through the inability to down-regulate
intense negative affect (NA). This report is part of a larger study
examining the neurophysiology and self-report of emotion dysreg-
ulation in BPD. Here, we report on the phenomenology of emo-
tional experience in BPD and its relationship to scales known to
measure emotion dysregulation. Methods: Thirteen female college
students met criteria for BPD with the DIB-R (Zanarini et al.,
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1989) and the DIPD-IV (Zanarini et al., 1996). Current mood was
assessed by repeated, longitudinal assessments (Ecological Mo-
mentary Assessment; EMA) 8 times daily for 5 days; several
questionnaires were administered that tap different aspects of
emotion dysregulation (Response Style Questionnaire (Nolen-
Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991), the Emotion Regulation Question-
naire (Gross & John, 2003), Emotion Regulation Scale (Jackson
& Davidson, unpublished)). Results: In order to examine the rela-
tionships between these measures, we utilized a mixed level linear
model and found that NA was positively predicted by aspects of
emotion dysregulation (all p's<0.05). Conclusions: These results
indicate that in BPD, deficits in the ability to regulate affect are
linked to reports of increased NA experienced in daily life.
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NR956 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Predictive Power of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Parameters to Time-to-Remission in Individuals With
BPD
Lauren B. McSweeney McLean Hospital, 115 Mill St, Service
125, Belmont, MA, 02478, Mary C. Zanarini, Frances R.
Frankenburg, D. Bradford Reich, Kenneth R. Silk

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify which parameters of childhood sexual abuse (CSA)
predict time-to-remission from borderline personality disorder
(BPD).

Summary:

Objective: This study explored the relationship of specific abuse
parameters to time-to remission from BPD. Methods: A group of
290 inpatients met criteria for BPD with the DIB-R (Zanarini et al.,
1989) and the DIPD-IV (Zanarini et al., 1996). Overall, 62.4 % of
borderline patients (181 of 290) retrospectively reported a child-
hood history of sexual abuse on the Abuse History Interview (AHI;
Zanarini et al., 1999). In carrying out the time-to remission analy-
ses, we first assessed the relationship between each of the six
childhood sexual abuse (CSA) predictor variables (as assessed
in the AHI) and time-to-remission, while controlling for baseline
severity of borderline pathology (as assessed by the total score
of the DIB-R). Remission was defined as no longer meeting either
of our study criteria sets for BPD (DIB-R and DSM-III-R). Results:
Univariate analyses revealed four significant CSA predictor pa-
rameters: multiple perpetrators, penetration, ongoing abuse and
duration of abuse. Mulitvariate analyses revealed penetration was
the most powerful CSA parameter to predict time-to remission
from BPD. Conclusions: Reported sexual penetration seems to
slow remission from BPD.
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NR957 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Psychopathological and Neuropsychological Profile
of 100 Consecutive Adult Cases of Delirium
David J. Meagher Regional Hospital, Dooradoyle, Limerick,
Ireland, Bangaru Raju, Maria Moran, Sinead Donnelly, Dympna
Gibbons, Paula Trzepacz

Educational Objectives:

To decribe the phenomenological profile of delirium in greater
detail than previous work and to explore how cognitive and non-
cognitive symptoms inter-relate

Summary:

Background: Delirium phenomenology is understudied. We
investigated the frequency and interrelationship of a range of cog-
nitive and non-cognitive delirium symptoms using standardized
scales.

Method : Consecutive cases of delirium were identified in a
palliative care setting using the Confusion Assessment Method
(CAM) and DSM-IV criteria. Symptom profile was assessed using
the Delirium Rating Scale-Revised-98 (DRS-R98) and Cognitive
Test for Delirium (CTD).

Results : The 100 patients [50 male, mean age 70.1 ±11.5,
mean etiological categories per case 3.5 ± 1.3, mean DRS-R98
Severity score 16.6 ± 5.5, mean CTD score 14.5 ± 8.1] had a
wide range of symptoms with highest incidence of sleep-wake
cycle abnormalities (97%), motoric disturbance (94%), and inat-
tention (97%). Patients with psychotic symptoms (n=49) had either
perceptual disturbances or delusions but rarely both. Thought
disturbance but not delusions or hallucinations, was linked to cog-
nitive impairments. Cognitive items measured on the CTD and
DRS-R98 were closely correlated despite their differing time
frames. The level of inattention was closely linked to all other
cognitive disturbances on the DRS-R98 and CTD but not to non-
cognitive features of the DRS-R98. Comprehension was the cogni-
tive item that related most closely to non-cognitive features of
delirium. Ward management difficulties correlated with agitation,
affective lability and overall severity of delirium.

Conclusions : Delirium is a complex neuropsychiatric disorder
characterised by inattention as well as disturbances of other cogni-
tive domains, sleep-wake cycle disturbances and motor activity
alterations. Attention and comprehension together are the cogni-
tive items that best account for the syndrome of delirium. The
degree of fluctuation of many delirium symptoms, especially cogni-
tive impairments, may not be as great as previously thought.
Psychosis in delirium differs from that in dementia and functional
psychoses.
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NR958 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Motoric Symptoms and Subtypes in 100 Cases of
Adult Delirium
David J. Meagher Regional Hospital, Dooradoyle, Limerick, xx,
Ireland, Bangaru Raju, M.D., Maria Moran, Dympna Gibbons,
Sinead Donnelly, M.D., Paula T. Trzepacz

Educational Objectives:

To explore the frequency and relevance of motoric disturbances
to the syndrome of delirium. To investigate the degree of concor-
dance between existing approaches to motoric subtyping of de-
lirium
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Summary:

Background: Motorically defined subtypes of delirium may have
clinically significant differences but descriptions have included
non-motoric symptoms and different schema have not been com-
pared in the same sample. We prospectively studied delirious
patients using 4 different methods for defining psychomotoric sub-
types.

Method Unique items from three different schema were merged
to form a new 30-item Delirium Motoric Checklist (DMC) to collect
data that could then be used to both assess phenomenology
and rate each schema. Motoric symptom profile was compared
between 100 patients with DSM IV delirium and 52 non-delirious
controls. The DRS-R-98 was used to assess for strength of associ-
ation to its two motoric items.

Results: Patients were half male, mean age was 70.1 ± 11.5
years, mean DRS-R98 Severity scores were 16.6 ± 5.5 consistent
with mild to moderate delirium. Psychomotoric symptoms were
more common in delirious patients with 18 DMC items (60%)
significantly more frequent compared to controls. With Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons, 8 hyperactive and 3 hypoac-
tive DMC items distinguished delirium cases from controls. The
frequency of motoric subtypes varied considerably across the
4 subtyping methods (Hyperactive 20-37%; Hypoactive 11-31%;
Mixed 28-64%; None 4-19%). Concordance among the 4 subtyp-
ing methods was only 34% and rates between any two schema
ranged from 48 to 76%. The DRS-R98 identified about twice as
many hypoactive cases compared to the other three methods and
the Lipowski schema identified the most mixed subtypes.

Conclusions: Motoric disturbances are a frequent component
of delirium and need to be better represented in diagnostic criteria.
Current approaches to motoric subtyping include symptoms unre-
lated to motoric behaviour, items that lack specificity for delirium,
and lack consistency across schema
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NR959 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cost-Effectiveness of Atypical Antipsychotics in the
Treatment of Acute Mania
Dennis M. Meletiche, Pharm.D. Ortho-McNeil Janssen Scientific
Affairs, LLC, Outcomes Research, 10 Suffolk St. # 6,
Cambridge, MA, 02139, Kellie Meyer, Pharm.D., Meg Franklin,
Ph.D., Sara Poston, Pharm.D., Amy L Grogg, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

The participant should be able to contrast the cost-effectiveness
of aripiprazole, ziprasidone, risperidone, quetiapine, and olanzap-
ine, in the acute treatment of mania in patients with bipolar I
disorder.

Summary:

Objective: To estimate the cost-effectiveness of atypical anti-
psychotics (AAPs) in the treatment of acute mania in patients with
bipolar I disorder from a managed care perspective.

Methods: The model estimated the cost-effectiveness (CE)
ratios for each AAP when used as monotherapy for the acute (3-
week) treatment of patients with bipolar mania. CE ratios were
defined as the total annual cost per responder, and responders
were defined as patients with a >50% improvement on the YMRS
scale at 3 weeks. Data sources included published literature, pack-
age inserts, and primary data analysis of a managed care claims
database. The median response rate for each AAP was used in
the base case scenario; 45.5%, 50.0%, 58.0%, 53.3%, and 56.7%

for aripiprazole, ziprasidone, risperidone, quetiapine, and olanzap-
ine, respectively. Given the lack of head to head comparison
studies involving all AAPs, response rates were obtained from
individual studies for each AAP. Total annual costs were calcu-
lated based on 1.3 acute manic episodes per year and included
costs of AAPs, concurrent medications, adverse events, and medi-
cal resource utilization. All costs were inflated to 2005 values.
Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios were also calculated and
sensitivity analyses were conducted.

Results: The total annual costs per patient were $7,897,
$7,778, $7,807, $7,730, and $7,829 for aripiprazole, ziprasidone,
risperidone, quetiapine, and olanzapine, respectively. Given the
response rates and costs per patient listed above, the CE ratios
were $17,356, $15,555, $13,460, $14,504, and $13,807, respec-
tively.

Conclusion: These findings suggest that, among AAPs, treat-
ment with risperidone may be the most cost-effective choice for
acute management of mania in patients with bipolar I disorder.
The results of this model are limited to the 3-week acute treatment
of mania, thus no conclusions can be drawn about the cost-effec-
tiveness of AAPs when used as maintenance therapy.
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NR960 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Stigmatizing Experiences in Patients With Mood and
Anxiety Disorders
Roumen V. Milev, M.D. PCCC, Mental Health Services,
Psychiatry, 752 King Street West, PO Box 603, Kingston, ON,
K7L 4X3, Canada, Heather Stuart, M.D., Michelle Koller,
M.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

1. Understand the issues with stigma and discrimination be-
cause of Mood & Anxiety Disorders,

2. Have some knowledge about the Inventory of Stigmatizing
Experiences,

3. Be aware of the need for further research and work towards
defeating stigma.

Summary:

Background: Mood and Anxiety Disorders are very common
and disabling psychiatric conditions. They usually run a chronic
course with their symptoms waxing and waning. Although they
do not impair functioning to such a severe extent as for example,
Schizophrenia, they are still association with significant burden of
disease1. Patients with Mood & Anxiety Disorders experience a
significant amount of stigmatizing and discrimination because of
their mental illness.

Method: We have developed an Inventory of Stigmatizing Expe-
riences2. It is a questionnaire, which includes both a frequency and
an intensity scale, and measures the prevalence and frequency of
stigma experiences, with the underlying assumption being that
the total score reflects the pervasiveness of stigma experienced
across different life domains.

Results: Over 60 patients attending a specialized tertiary ser-
vice looking after patients with Mood & Anxiety Disorders were
screened with the Inventory of Stigmatizing Experiences. The
results show that the experience of stigmatizing events and dis-
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crimination because of mental illness is very high and occurs
almost universally. Some further analysis based on age, gender
and diagnosis is given. The need for further study in this population
is emphasized.

Conclusion: Stigmatizing experiences and discrimination is
common in patients with Mood & Anxiety Disorders, and requires
further studying and work towards reducing it.
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NR961 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
An Evaluation of Excessive Daytime Sleepiness in
People With Epilepsy and Comorbid Depressive
Symptoms Treated With Lamotrigine
James M. Miller, Pharm.D. GlaxoSmithKline, Neurology MDC-
Epilepsy, 5 Moore Drive, MAI-C.2419.2A, Research Triangle
Park, NC, 27709, Nancy Foldvary-Schaefer, D.O., Anne E.
Hammer, B.S., Robert P. Kustra, Pharm.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the incidence of comorbid depression in people
with epilepsy and the effects of antiepileptic drugs on daytime
sleepiness.

Summary:

Objective:
Antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) are used for a variety of indications.

Excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) is a common side effect
of many AEDs and is prevalent in people with epilepsy (PWE).
Likewise, comorbid depression is often present in PWE and may
also disrupt sleep patterns. The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS)
is a validated questionnaire which measures the likelihood of be-
coming drowsy during daytime activities. Scores > 10 suggest the
presence of EDS. LTG has low reported rates of somnolence
compared with other AEDs. This analysis evaluated the effects
of LTG on EDS in a subset of PWE and comorbid depressive
symptoms from a larger study.

Methods:
In this multicenter open-label study, LTG was added onto a

stable AED regimen in the adjunctive phase and became a single
agent in the monotherapy phase. Patients were eligible if they
had epilepsy, exhibited at least minimal depressive symptoms but
excluded if they had a MDD. ESS was completed at baseline, at
the end of adjunctive (Week 19) and monotherapy (Week 36).
Statistical analysis was done using paired t-tests.

Results:
Of the 158 PWE enrolled, 49 patients received phenytoin (PHT)

and 30 patients received carbamazepine (CBZ) as the background
AED. Mean baseline, end of adjunctive and monotherapy scores
for the ESS in the PHT and CBZ subgroups respectively, were
10.2, 9.6, 9.0 and 9.3, 7.6, 5.8. Scores in the overall group were
9.7, 8.5 and 8.2. Change scores were significant at p <0.05 for
monotherapy.

Conclusion:
This evaluation suggests that some PWE and comorbid de-

pressive symptoms experience EDS. The soporific effects of de-
pression and AEDs did not worsen upon addition of LTG and
improved during monotherapy. These data further confirm the
variable effects of AEDs on sleep and wakefulness and suggest
a relatively positive sleep-wake profile for LTG.
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NR962 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy of Aripiprazole in Highly Agitated Patients
With Psychosis of Alzheimer's Disease
Jacobo E. Mintzer, M.D. Medical University of South Carolina,
5900 Core Road, Suite 203, N. Charleston, SC, 29406, David
Crandall, Ph.D., Joseph Pultz, M.D., William Carson, M.D.,
Dusan Kostic, Ph.D., Richard Whitehead, Ph.D., Christopher
Breder, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate that Alzheimer's disease patients with associ-
ated symptoms of psychosis can also have a wide range of agita-
tion levels. They should also be aware that aripiprazole effectively
improves symptoms in patients with high agitation levels, as dem-
onstrated by a pooled analysis of efficacy data from two 10-week
placebo-controlled trials of institutionalized patients with Alzhei-
mer's disease and associated psychosis.

Summary:

Objective: Assess the impact of baseline agitation on the effi-
cacy of aripiprazole in reducing the behavioral symptoms and
psychosis of Alzheimer's disease.

Methods: Institutionalized patients (N = 723; 55-95 y) with psy-
chosis of Alzheimer's disease were randomized to receive aripi-
prazole 2-10 mg/d (n = 485) or placebo (n = 238) in two 10-week,
double-blind, pivotal trials (004 and 005). Post-hoc analyses were
performed on the efficacy data after stratifying patients by baseline
agitation into high (n = 503) or low (n = 220) agitation groups.
High agitation was defined as scores >4 and low agitation was
defined as scores <4 on the Neuropsychiatric Inventory-Agitation/
Aggression (NPI-A) item. Mean changes overtime in clinical and
behavioral status were assessed on the Clinical Global Impres-
sion-Improvement (CGI-I), and Cohen-Mansfield Agitation Inven-
tory (CMAI) scales, and the NPI-Psychosis (NPI-P) and NPI-A
items.

Results: In highly agitated patients, aripiprazole was associated
with significantly improved CGI-I scores (at Weeks 2, 4, 8, and
10), CMAI scores (at all time points), and NPI-A scores (from Week
4 to endpoint), compared with placebo (P< 0.05). No significant
differences in these measures were observed in patients with low
agitation. Aripiprazole did not significantly improve NPI-P scores
in patients experiencing high or low agitation. The most common
aripiprazole-associated adverse events in trial 004 (>5% incidence
and twice that of placebo) were light headedness, abnormal gait,
increased salivation, urinary incontinence, asthenia, and somno-
lence. The most common aripiprazole-associated adverse events
in trial 005 were somnolence, back pain, urinary incontinence,
abnormal gait, and infection.

Conclusions: Aripiprazole was associated with significant clini-
cal improvement and significantly reduced symptoms of agitation
in highly agitated patients with Alzheimer's disease, compared
with placebo.
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NR963 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Improving Understanding of the Research Consent in
Mild Alzheimer's Disease and Mild Cognitive
Impairment

Dinesh Mittal, M.D. HSR&D, Center for Outcomes Research
(CeMHOR), Psychiatry, 2200 Fort Roots Drive, Building 58
(152/NLR), Little Rock, AR, 72114, Barton Palmer, Ph.D.,
Laura Dunn, M.D., Reid Landes, Ph.D., Courtney Ghormley,
Ph.D., Cornelia Beck, Ph.D., Dilip Jeste, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to understand the limitations of the methods to improve the
understanding of the informed consent information among per-
sons with Alzheimer's disease and mild cognitive impairment.

Summary:

Objective: Ethical research requires voluntary consent from a
fully informed volunteer with decision-making capacity. Mild Cog-
nitive Impairment (MCI) and mild Alzheimer's disease (AD) may
impair patients' ability to give informed consent. We explored
whether MCI and AD patients' level of understanding could be
improved with an enhanced consent procedure in a small pilot
study. Methods: Participants were 18 outpatients with AD and 11
with MCI (MMSE total score >=19). They were given information
about a hypothetical clinical trial and randomized to receive infor-
mation via Routine Consent Process (RCP) or Deficit Compensa-
tion Consent Process (DCCP). The DCCP used a graphically,
voice-enhanced PowerPoint presentation to teach key compo-
nents and target deficits in acquiring information. The MacCAT-
CR Understanding subscale measured comprehension following
presentation of RCP or DCCP (Trial 1) and after review (Trial 2).
This data was analyzed with a repeated measures ANCOVA,
controlling for total RBANS - a measure of global cognition. We
recorded time to complete the consent process, demographics,
and medical and neuropsychological information. Results: Time
to complete DCCP was faster than RCP for both AD (24.1 versus
34.5; p=0.020) and MCI (19.6 versus 35.0; p<0.0001) groups. For
AD outpatients at Trial 1, the mean MacCAT-CR Understanding
subscale score was 12.0 for both the DCCP and RCP groups;
whereas at Trial 2, the DCCP mean was 2.2 points higher than the
RCP mean. MCI outpatients consented with DCCP understood, on
average, 4.0 and 1.5 points more than those with RCP at Trials
1 and 2, respectively. Conclusions: On average, participants con-
senting with DCCP consistently understood the same amount or
more in less time than those using RCP. Though small sample
sizes limited statistical power, results suggest that enhanced pro-
cedures, such as DCCP, may improve participant understanding
of consent information. Further studies with larger sample sizes
appear warranted.
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NR964 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prevalence of Bipolar Disorder Risk Among Anti-
Depressant Nonresponders
David J. Muzina, M.D. Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Department of Psychiatry & Psychology, 9500 Euclid Avenue,
P57, Cleveland, OH, 44195, Robert M.A. Hirschfeld, M.D., Gary
S. Sachs, M.D., Mark A. Frye, M.D., Thomas R. Thompson,
M.D., Michael L Reed, Ph.D., Joseph R. Calabrese, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

To better understand the risk of undetected bipolar disorder in
patients treated for unipolar depression.

Summary:

Objective: The objective of this study was to assess the rate
of bipolar disorder (BPD) among unipolar depression patients
currently in treatment.

Method: Psychiatrists from community and private practice
clinic settings randomly selected patients with unipolar depression
who had one or more prior antidepressant (AD) medication fail-
ures. Patients with a diagnosis of BPD, OCD, or schizophrenia
were excluded. Medical record abstraction obtained patient history
as well as current and prior AD medication use. A self-adminis-
tered patient survey collected demographics, current bipolar
symptoms via the Mood Disorder Questionnaire (MDQ), and co-
morbid health problems for self.

Results: Data were collected from 602 patients. A total of 18.6%
of patients screened positive on the MDQ and this rate was not
impacted by the number of prior AD failures or patient demograph-
ics. There were 74 patients (12.3%) who reported a prior history
of BPD of which the psychiatrist was not aware. The positive MDQ
rate in this subgroup was 41.9%.

Conclusions: These data suggest that clinicians should care-
fully screen for BPD among their unipolar patients, regardless of
AD treatment history or demographic sub-group. Further consider-
ation should be given to identifying and evaluating those with prior
BPD history.

Research supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR965 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cognitive Characteristics in Somatizers With Anxiety
Symptoms
YoungSeok Na, M.D. HanByul hospital, department of
Psychiatry, 423-119 gulpo-dong, Gimpo, 415-020, Republic of
Korea, SeoYoung Kim, M.D., EuiJeong Choi, M.D., ShinGyeom
Kim, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

Assuming that somatization closely interacts with anxiety symp-
tom, one might speculate that anxiety symptom will produce the
significant differences in development, course and treatment of
somatization: and the cause of these differences will be elucidated
on the cognitive aspect.

Under the background described above, this study attempted
to examine the cognitive characterisctics in terms of the somato-
sensory amplification and the symptom interpretation in patients
with somatization accompanying anxiety symptom in comparison
with those accompanying no anxiety symptom.
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Summary:

Objective:
Assuming that somatization closely interacts with anxiety symp-

tom, one might speculate that anxiety symptom will produce the
significant differences in development, course and treatment of
somatization: and the cause of these differences will be elucidated
on the cognitive aspect.

Under the background described above, this study attempted
to examine the cognitive characterisctics in terms of the somato-
sensory amplification and the symptom interpretation in patients
with somatization accompanying anxiety symptom in comparison
with those accompanying no anxiety symptom.

Methods:
To fulfill the above objective, this study used the following tools

in patients exhibiting the somatic symptoms of unknown organic
etiology: (1) Minnessota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - Ko-
rean Version (MMPI-K), (2) Symptom Checklist-90-Revision
(SCL-90-R), (3) Somato-sensory Amplification Scale (SSAS) (4)
Symptom Interpretation Questionnaire(SIQ).

Based in 12 questions as the somatization scale of SCL-90-R,
patients' somatization was screened under the standard of T score
of 60. Moreover, Patients were divided into anxiety group (n=163)
and non-anxiety group (n=135) under the standard of scale 7, T
score of 60.

Results:
The amplification of sensation was greater in anxiety group than

non-anxiety group. In regard to the symptom interpretation, anxiety
group showed higher levels of physical interpretation, psychologi-
cal interpretation and catastrophic interpretations than non-anxiety
group. Besides, multiple regression analysis showed the following:

(1) Somatization was affected by somatosensory amplification,
physical interpretation, psychological interpretation in correspond-
ing order in anxiety group; (2) Somatization was affected by physi-
cal interpretation and the somatosensory amplification in corres-
ponding order in non-anxiety group; and (3) Somatization was not
affected by psychological, catastrophic and environmental inter-
pretations in non-anxiety group with statistical significance.

Conclusion:
At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be

able to recognize on the cognitive aspect, the somatosensory
amplification and the symptom interpretation were more severely
distorted in patients accompanying anxiety symptom than those
accompanying no anxiety symptom.
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NR966 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Hostility Subscale of the SCL90 Helps Identify
Bipolar Outpatients
Suhayl J. Nasr NASR Psychiatric Services PC, 2814 South
Franklin Street, Michigan City, IN, 46360-1843, Burdette J.
Wendt, Matthew Marjan

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
become familiar with the SCL90, and should be able to recognize
bipolar patients from their SCL90 hostility subscale scores

Summary:

Introduction: Hostility and irritability are commonly seen symp-
toms in bipolar patients especially those with the type II or spec-
trum disorder. The SCL90 has a subscale of hostility that may be

useful in increasing the suspicion index of bipolar diagnosis in
patients presenting to a psychiatrist for a first visit

Methods: A chart review was performed on all patients currently
being seen in a private, rural, outpatient psychiatric clinic. Data
collected included patient demographics and SCL-90 scores com-
pleted prior to the first office visit. All patients were then given a
diagnosis by their treating psychiatrist aided by the MiniSCID.

Results: 903 patients (70% of the current clinic population) had
completed the SCL-90 at the start of their treatment. Their average
age is 43.8(±13.8) years old. 34% of patients have a current
clinical diagnosis of bipolar disorder (19% are BPI and 15% are
BPII). Nonbipolar patients had an average hostility score on the
SCL-90 of 0.99(±0.85). Bipolar patients had a significantly higher
average score of 1.38(±1.0) (p<0.001). There was no difference
between BPI and BP II patients (1.37 and 1.39 respectively). 70%
of patients who had a score of 3.5 or higher had a diagnosis of
a bipolar disorder. Only 26% of patients with a hostility score
below 1 had a diagnosis of a bipolar disorder.

Conclusions: The hostility subscale of the SCL90 is easy to
use and a useful additional tool in identifying bipolar patients at
their first office visit.
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NR967 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Childhood Predictors for Cigarette Smoking Among
Males: A Prospective Birth-Cohort Study
Solja M. Niemela, M.D. Turku University, Child Psychiatry,
Malikkalankatu 3, Turku, 20210, Eritrea, Andre Sourander, Prof.
Dr., Daniel J. Pilowsky, Prof. Dr., Ezra S. Susser, Prof. Dr.,
Hans Helenius, M.S.C., Jorma Piha, Prof. Dr., Almqvist Fredrik,
Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to identify childhood psychopathology, especially ADHD and
conduct symptoms, and childhood depressiveness, as a risk factor
for smoking in later life.

Summary:

Objective: To study childhood psychopathological deviance as
a precursor for cigarette smoking among late-adolescent males
in a representative birth-cohort study.

Design: In 1989, a general population sample of 2946 8-year-
old boys was collected. Three different informant sources were
used: parents, teachers, and the boys themselves. The follow-up
was ten years later in 1999, when the boys were called up for their
obligatory military service at age 18. Information about cigarette
smoking frequency was obtained from 78.3% (n= 2307) of the
original sample.

Setting: Finland, nation-wide. In 1989 at schools, in 1999 at the
mandatory military call-up.

Participants: General population sample of Finnish boys born
in 1981.

Measurements: At age eight, the Rutter A2 scale, Rutter B2
scale and Child Depression Inventory (CDI) were used. At age
18, self-reported cigarette smoking during the preceding six
months was determined.

Results: At age 8, hyperactive and conduct problems, child's
self-reported depressive symptoms and family background pre-
dicted smoking in late adolescence. In the multivariate analysis
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including information from all three different informants, only family
background and reports provided by children and teachers pre-
dicted subsequent heavy smoking.Teacher-reported emotional
problems were associated with lower occurrence of heavy
smoking.

Conclusions: In addition to childhood ADHD and conduct symp-
toms, childhood depressiveness may increase the risk of adult
smoking whereas childhood anxiety may protect boys for adult
smoking. The school health care system has a potential role to
recognize those children at risk for daily smoking.
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NR968 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Does Schizophrenic Patients With an Abnormal PE
Distribution in Their Erythrocyte Membranes Differ
From Schizophrenic Patient Without This
Abnormality in Clinical Phenomenology and in
Treatment Response?
Philippe NUSS INSERMU538, 184 rue du Fg St-Antoine, paris,
75012, France, Cedric Tessier, Florian Ferreri, Marc De Hert,
Maurice Ferreri

Educational Objectives:

We wanted to compare clinical features and treatment response
between schizophrenic patients with erythrocyte membrane lipid
abnormality (G1) versus schizophrenic patients without this abnor-
mality (G2)

Summary:

Background We have previously shown the existence of a
significant decrease in the asymmetrical PE gradient in Extended
Release ythrocyte membranes in the 2/3 (G1) of a group of schizo-
phrenic patients (N=68). The PE ratio of the remaining 1/3 schizo-
phrenic patients (G2) was identical to the one of a group of healthy
controls (GO). The PE mean ratio in the G1 group (8/92) was
significantly higher (p< 0.05) compared to the PE mean ratio in
the GO and G2 groups. The nature of the antipsychotic treatment
in the G1 and G2 groups was not correlated with the modification
of the asymmetrical PE gradient in RBC membranes.

Method All schizophrenic patients (N=68) from our study were
evaluated for their psychopathology (PANSS, CGI, GAF), medical
treatment, age of onset, number of hospitalisations, family history
of psychosis, treatment response. A multivariate statistical analy-
sis was applied in order to identify significant difference between
G1 and G2 on these criteria.

Results G1 and G2 group didn't differ by age, gender, and
medication (antipsychotic and other psychotropic drug). Signifi-
cant differences were seen in positive and disorganization of sub-
scores of the PANSS, CGI total scores, and specific GAF items
scores.
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NR969 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Meta-Analysis of Neuropsychiatric Inventory
Domains in Three, Six-Month Trials of Memantine in
Moderate to Severe Attention Deficit
Jason T. Olin, Ph.D. Forest Research Institute, Harborside
Financial Center, Plaza V, 19th Floor, Jersey City, NJ, 07311,
Jeffrey L. Cummings, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to assess the efficacy of memantine on behavioral distur-
bances in patients with moderate to severe Alzheimer's disease.

Summary:

Objective: Memantine, a moderate affinity, uncompetitive N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, is approved in
the U.S. and in Europe for the treatment of moderate to severe
Alzheimer's disease (AD). To assess the effects of memantine
on behavioral disturbances in AD, a meta-analysis of three large-
scale, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials was per-
formed.

Methods: NPI total scores and individual domains from three,
6-month memantine trials in moderate to severe AD patients were
analyzed (MEM-MD-01, van Dyck et al, in preparation; MEM-MD-
02, Tariot et al., 2004; MRZ 90001-9605, Reisberg et al., 2003).
All trials were randomized, double-blind, parallel-group designs
comparing memantine (10 mg b.i.d.) to placebo. MEM-MD-02
allowed concomitant donepezil therapy (6 months, stable for >3
months). Standardized mean differences (SMD) were calculated
using fixed-effect models; random effects models were used when
evidence of heterogeneity was observed (Chi2 P< .10). Analyses
were based on Intention-to-Treat populations using a last observa-
tion carried approach for replacement of missing values.

Results: Change from baseline on NPI total score at study
endpoint for each trial revealed a statistically significant advantage
of memantine over placebo in the MEM-MD-02 study only (P=
.002). When data from all three trials were combined and analyzed,
the NPI total score showed a homogeneous effect size in favor
of memantine treatment (Chi2=3.32, P=. 19; SMD= -0.17 [95%CI -
0.30, -0.04], P=.01). Additionally, several NPI domains demon-
strated statistically significant treatment differences in favor of
memantine and all were homogeneous: delusions (Chi2=2.33, P=
.31; SMD= -0.14 [95%CI -0.27, -0.02], P=.O3), agitation/aggres-
sion (Chi2=2.48, P=.29; SMD= -0.24 [95%CI -0.37, -0.11], P=
.0003), and irritability/lability (Chi2=3.49, P=.17; SMD= -0.13
[95%CI -0.26, 0.0], P=.O5). Heterogeneity was seen on hallucina-
tions and depression/dysphoria.

Conclusions: These findings suggest that memantine treat-
ment of 6-months duration can provide a reduction in specific
behavioral disturbances in patients with moderate to severe AD,
including agitation/aggression, delusions, and irritability/lability.
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NR970 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Study of Cortical Excitability and Inhibitory
Mechanisms With TMS in Social Anxiety: Preliminary
Results
Stefano Pallanti, Sr., M.D. Inst. Neuroscienze, Viale Ugo Bassi
1, Firenze, 50137, Italy, llenia Pampaloni, Jr., M.D., Massimo
Cincotta, Alessandra Borgheresi, Fabio Giovannelli, Gaetano
Zaccara

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation participants should be able to
understand the hypotisized machanisms in the genesis of Social
Anxiety

Summary:

Background: Social Anxiety (SA) is the third psychiatric disorder
(Kessleretal., 1994) with prevalence rates of 1.9-18.7%. Recently,
neurofunctional imaging studies comparing subjects with SA with
healthy controls, reported a consistent increases in the amygdala
(Lorberbaum JP, 2004, Veitetal., 2002; Stein etal., 2002; Tillfors
etal., 2001), changes in the lateral paralimbic regions and occipital
cortices.

A current hypothesis underlying pathophysiology of social anxi-
ety involves the dopaminergic system: SA Subjects show a reduc-
tion in D2 striatal binding (Schneier et al., 2000; Tihonen 1997);
Parkinson patients with comorbid SA show a reduction in HVA
levels (Johnson 1994), and there are evidences about the efficacy
of dopaminergic drugs in SA. Furthermore, SA is common among
Parkinson patients (Stein et al., 1995).

We hypothesized that subjects with SA disorder may have an
altered cortical excitability, given previous imaging results showing
changes in cortical activity and that SA patients show at Transcra-
nial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS) a pattern Parkinson-like.

Method: We recruited n=5 SA subjects and n=11 Healthy Con-
trols. We have utilized TMS on Primary Motor Cortex (M1) in order
to study neuronal excitability and cortical inhibitory mechanisms.
These has been achieved by examining EMG recording Motor
Evoked Potentials (MEP). We measured MEP, Motor threshold,
Cortical Silent Period (CSP), paired pulse inhibition both in patients
and healthy controls.

Preliminary Results: CSP is reduced (p=.O55) in SA subjects.
CSP represent an index of cortical inhibition.

Discussion: SA subjects show a reduction of CSP, that is a
reduction of inhibition, and therefore an increased cortical excit-
ability. Also in Parkinson CSP is reduced. This result go with
data of Literature showing a strong relationship between SA and
Parkinson Disease: these condition are often comorbid and sub-
ject with Anxiety Disorders (and particular SA) are more likely to
develop Parkinson Disease.
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NR971 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled
Trial of Sodium Oxybate in Fibromyalgia Syndrome
Ashwin A. Patkar, M.D. Duke University, Psychiatry, 4323 Ben
Franklin Boulevard, suite 700, Durham, NC, 27704, Robert M.

Bennett, M.D., Joel E. Michalek, Ph.D., Harry Cook, R.Ph.,
Philip D. Perera, M.D., Prakash S. Masand, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant will be
able to understand the clinical features and therapeutic options
including the potential benefit of sodium oxybate in the treatment
of fibromyalgia syndrome.

Summary:

Objectives: There is no FDA-approved medication for treating
fibromyalgia syndrome [FMS]. Sodium oxybate (Xyrem®) is cur-
rently approved for the treatment of cataplexy and excessive day-
time sleepiness in patients with narcolepsy. We conducted a proof-
of-principle study to examine the efficacy and safety of Oxybate
in FMS. Methods: 195 patients with primary FMS were random-
ized to receive oxybate (4.5 g or 6 g per day) or placebo for 8
weeks. The primary outcome variable [POV] was a composite of
changes from baseline in three co-primary, self-report measures:
Pain Visual Analog Scale [PVAS], Fibromyalgia Impact Question-
naire [FIQ]; and Patient Global Assessment [PGA]. Secondary
outcome measures included changes in sleep quality [SLP], and
the Total Tender Point Count, [TTP]. Intent-to-treat [ITT] analyses
to examine changes from baseline and a post-hoc correlation
analysis between the PVAS and SLP were performed.Results:
The ITT population included 188 patients [placebo, n=64; oxybate
4.5g, n=58; oxybate 6g, n=66], of whom 147 [78%] completed the
trial. Significant benefit in the POV was seen with both doses of
oxybate compared with placebo [4.5g, p=0.005]. SLP was im-
proved with both dosages of oxybate [4.5g, p=0.004]. The TTP
was significantly improved only with the 6g dose [p = 0.05]. A
significant correlation was seen between change in PVAS and
change in SLP [r=0.55, p<0.001]. Oxybate was well tolerated, as
illustrated by the high rate of study completion. As expected, dose-
related nausea and dizziness were observed more with oxybate
but there were no unexpected adverse events.Conclusion: Oxy-
bate therapy of FMS was safe and significantly improved the major
symptoms of FMS [pain, tenderness, insomnia]. Improved sleep
quality appears to contribute to the reduction in pain. Sodium
oxybate (Xyrem®) represents a novel therapeutic option for FMS
and warrants further study.
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NR972 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Can the Disabling Aspects of Depression in
Dementia Be Ameliorated With Resistance Exercise?
Janis B. Petzel, M.D. MaineGeneral Health, Geriatric
Psychiatry, 37 Winthrop Street, Hallowell, ME, 04347, Vince S.
Thomas, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the impact of resistance exercise on depression
and function in dementia

Summary:

Background: Studies have shown an almost dose-response
relationship between depressive symptoms and disability in the
elderly. Resistance exercise has a positive impact on various
aspects of mood and function in the elderly, although few studies
have been accomplished with demented subjects. This study ex-
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amines the effects of depression in relationship to overall function
in the context of a randomized, controlled resistance exercise
intervention in persons with dementia.

Methods: Subjects previously diagnosed with dementia were
recruited from an Alzheimer's Boarding Home in rural New En-
gland and randomized into either a 16-week resistance exercise
intervention (N=12) or provided with care-as-usual (N=12). The
resistance exercise intervention was performed by trained board-
ing home staff using Therabands three times a week for approxi-
mately 1 hour. Overall function was assessed using the Clinical
Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) sum-of-boxes method. Depression
was assessed using the Dementia Mood Assessment Scale
(DMAS).

Results: Higher DMAS scores indicate worsening depression.
Likewise, higher CDR scores indicate increased functional impair-
ment. When the change in CDR score is plotted against change
in DMAS scores, 7/12 people in the care-as-usual group had
increases in both CDR and DMAS, with 9/12 with increased DMAS
and 10/12 with increased CDR. In the exercise intervention group,
3/12 worsened in both mood and function, 6/12 had higher DMAS
scores and 7/12 had higher CDR scores but 2/12 improved in
both DMAS and CDR (compared to 0/12 in the care-as-usual
group).

Conclusions: Depression symptoms and functional impair-
ment continued to accumulate over time in both the exercise and
the care-as-usual group in this demented population. Worsening
depression was strongly related to functional decline in the care-
as-usual group. However, the exercise group declined less dra-
matically, and in many cases, improved in either mood, overall
function or in both.
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NR973 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Prospective Longitudinal Study of the Course of
BOD

Katharine A. Phillips, M.D. Butler Hospital/Brown University,
345 Blackstone Boulevard, Providence, Rl, 02906, Maria E.
Pagano, Ph.D., William Menard, B.A., Robert L. Stout, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

The educational objective of this poster is to become familiar
with the course of body dysmorphic disorder (remission and re-
lapse) in the first prospective study of the course of this relatively
common disorder.

Summary:

Objective: Prospective studies of the course of BDD, a relatively
common and severe disorder, have not previously been con-
ducted. This prospective naturalistic observational study investi-
gated remission and relapse in individuals with BDD over one
year of follow-up. Method: The Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up
Evaluation (LIFE) obtained data on weekly BDD symptom status
and treatment received over one year for 183 broadly ascertained
subjects. Probabilities of full remission, partial remission, and re-
lapse during this year were examined. Full remission was defined
as minimal or no BDD symptoms ~ and partial remission as less
than full DSM-IV criteria - for at least eight consecutive weeks.
Relapse was defined as meeting full BDD criteria for at least two
consecutive weeks after attaining partial or full remission from

BDD. Results: Over 1 year, the probability of full remission from
BDD was only .09, and the probability of partial remission was .21.
Even though 84.2% of subjects received mental health treatment
during the 1-year period, mean BDD severity scores during this
year reflected full DSM-IV criteria for BDD, and the mean propor-
tion of time that subjects met full BDD criteria was 80%. Gender
and ethnicity did not significantly predict remission from BDD.
Among those subjects who partially or fully remitted from BDD,
the probability of relapse was .15. Conclusions: These findings
indicate that BDD tends to be chronic. Remission probabilities
were lower than reported for mood disorders, most anxiety disor-
ders, and personality disorders in studies using very similar meth-
odology to ours.
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NR974 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Double-Blind Comparison of Citalopram and
Risperidone for the Treatment of Dementia-Related
Behavioral and Psychotic Symptoms
Bruce G. Pollock, M.D. Western Psychiatric Institute & Clinic,
Psychiatry, 3811 O'Hara Street, Pittsburgh, PA, 15213-2593,
Benoit H. Mulsant, M.D., Jules Rosen, M.D., Sati Mazumdar,
Ph.D., Richard Blakesley-Ball, B.S., Patricia R. Houck, M.S.,
Kimberly A. Huber, M.P.H.

Educational Objectives:

To present new information from a recently completed controlled
clinical trial comparing a second generation atypical antipsychotic
and SSRI for the treatment of non-cognitive behavioral symptoms.

To discuss the limitations of current pharmacotherapy for psy-
chosis and agitation.

To highlight controversies in our current diagnostic nosology of
psychosis in dementia and its neurochemical basis.

Summary:

Introduction: Previously, we found that the highly selective
5HT reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), citalopram, is acutely beneficial for
both psychotic and non-psychotic symptoms in non-depressed,
elderly patients hospitalized for up to 17 days for non-cognitive
behavioral symptoms (NCBS). We have recently completed a 12-
week controlled study comparing the acute and long-term efficacy
of citalopram and risperidone for the treatment of NCBS. Meth-
ods: 103 patients with dementia who were hospitalized with at
least one moderate to severe target behavioral or psychotic symp-
tom (aggression, agitation, hostility, suspiciousness, hallucina-
tions, or delusions) were randomly assigned to receive either
citalopram or risperidone under double-blind conditions for up to
12 weeks. Patients with depressive symptoms (Cornell >12) were
excluded from participation. Inpatients were discharged to a nurs-
ing home, personal care home, or residential home for continued
treatment once they improved sufficiently. All subjects were as-
sessed with the Neurobehavioral Rating Scale (NBRS) and with
the UKU Side Effect Rating Scale at baseline and at weekly/bi-
weekly intervals. Results: The overall completion rate was 44%
with completion rates of 47% and 40% for citalopram and risperi-
done, respectively (these rates are not significantly different; p=
0.46). Neither treatment group showed a significant pre-post-treat-
ment change in agitation symptoms; while significant pre-post-
treatment decreases in psychosis symptoms were noted in both
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groups. Pre-post-treatment changes for both NBRS-agitation and
NBRS-psychosis symptoms did not differ significantly between
the two groups. Significant increases in rigidity and EPS were
seen in both treatment groups; the risperidone treatment group
also showed a significant increase in UKU-total score. Overall,
changes in UKU-total score differed significantly between the
groups (p=0.013). Conclusions: Citalopram and risperidone were
similarly efficacious in the treatment of behavioral and psychotic
symptoms in patients with dementia. Patients treated with risperi-
done experienced a significantly higher burden of side effects.
Sources of Support: R01 MH59666, K24 MH065416, RR-00056
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NR975 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Healthcare Resource Utilization and Cost of Bipolar I
Disorder With and Without Psychotic Symptoms
Sara Poston, Pharm.D. Thomas Jefferson University, Health
Policy, 1125 Trenton-Harbourton Road, Titusville, NJ, 08560,
Chris M. Kozma, Ph.D., Dennis M. Meletiche

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to describe and contrast the demographic characteristics of
bipolar I patients with and without psychosis, as well as compare
health resource utilization and costs between bipolar I patients
with and without psychosis.

Summary:

Objective:
To compare the healthcare utilization and costs between pa-

tients with a diagnosis of bipolar I disorder with psychotic symp-
toms (BPP) to patients with bipolar I disorder without psychotic
symptoms (BPO).

Methods:
We conducted a retrospective, independent group analysis us-

ing pharmacy and medical claims from a large national managed
care database. Patients in each cohort were identified based on
their first claim for a bipolar diagnosis during the 2003 calendar
year. T-tests and chi-square tests were used to compare variables
between the two groups.

Results:
Of the 8,221 patients who met study criteria, 7.9% of the BPP

group (n=5,108) had at least one mental health-related hospitaliza-
tion, compared to 4.0% of the BPO group (n=3,113, p<0.0001).
Mean mental-health related hospital costs per patient in the BPP
group were $625 (SD $3,326) compared to $283 (SD $2,223) in
the BPO group (p<0.0001). Overall mean medication costs were
$2,638 (SD $3,765) in the BPP group compared to $2,397
(SD$3,482, p=0.003), while mean costs for outpatient visits (other
than physician visits) were not significantly different (p=0.078).
Overall mean healthcare costs were $10,263 (SD $19,962) in the
BPP group compared to $8,649 (SD $15,132) in the BPO group
(p<0.0001).

Conclusions:
Patients with bipolar I disorder with psychotic symptoms had

higher healthcare utilization and costs compared to patients with-

out psychotic symptoms. Research on interventions targeting bi-
polar patients with psychotic symptoms may be warranted.
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NR976 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM

Sexual Orientation and Relationship Choice in
Borderline Personality Disorder Over Ten Years of
Prospective Follow-Up

D. Bradford Reich, M.D. McLean Hospital, Psychiatry, 115 Mill
Street, Belmont, MA, 02478, Mary C. Zanarini, Ed.D., Frances
R. Frankenburg, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, participants should have
a greater understanding of differences in the prevalence of homo-
sexual and bisexual orientation between patients with borderline
personality disorder and patients with other personality disorders.
In addition, participants should have a greater understanding of
differences in the prevalence of same-sex intimate relationships
between patients with borderline personality disorder and patients
with other personality disorders.

Summary:

Objective: This study assessed the prevalence of homosexual-
ity, bisexuality, and same-sex relationships in a sample of 362
hospitalized subjects, 290 with BPD and 72 comparison subjects
with other personality disorders.

Method: At baseline and at 2-year follow-up periods, subjects
diagnosed with BPD and comparison subjects with other personal-
ity disorders were asked in a structured interview to specify their
sexual orientation and whether they had had an intimate relation-
ship with a same-sex partner.

Results: Subjects with BPD were significantly more likely than
comparison subjects to report homosexual or bisexual orientation
at baseline or in one of the follow-up periods. In addition, they
were more likely to report than comparison subjects to report
having an intimate same-sex relationship. There were no signfi-
cant differences between male and female borderline patients in
the prevalence of reported homosexual or bisexual orientation or
in the prevalence of reported same-sex intimate relationships.

Conclusions: The results of this study underscore the need
for clinicians to be aware that homosexual orientation, bisexual
orientation, and having same-sex intimate partners may be more
common in both male and female patients with BPD than in pa-
tients with other personality disorders.
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NR977 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Effect of Personality Characteristics and Mental
Health on Academic Achievement in Medical
Students

Hyo Deog Rim, M.D. Kyungpook National University Hospital,
Psychiatry, 50, Samdeok-dong 2-ga, Jung-gu, Daegu, 700-721,
Republic of Korea, Su Ryong Kim, M.D., Sang Heon Kim, M.D.,
Seung Hee Won, M.D., Gyung Ah Cho, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

This presentation provides information about the need of consid-
erations of the mental hygine and some aspect of personality
characteristics for adequate education of medical students who
have to deal with greater stressors in their school days. At the
conclusion of this presentation the participant should be able to
demonstrate the importance of emotional stability of the medical
students and the importance of developing relevant programs for
their mental health by the faculties in medical school.

Summary:

The effect of personality characteristics and mental health on
academic achievement in medical students

Objectives: This study investigated personality characteristics
and mental health in medical students before the beginning of the
school year, related the results with final academic achievements,
and obtained the basic data that are necessary for adequate
education and life guidance of medical students.

Methods: The subjects comprise 430 medical students; 424 of
whom successfully completed the 1st year course but the rest 6
students failed. Of those, 402 completed the MMPI, SCL-90-R,
BDI, TAS-20K. We defined the medical students as the risk group
who scored high scores of MMPI(>70 in at least 1 of 10 clinical
measures), SCL-90-R(>70 in at least 1 of 9 clinical measures),
BDI(>16), and TAS-20K(>61). We used the 1 st year course scores
to evaluate their academic achievement.

Results: Most of the students who failed the 1st year course
belonged to the risk group than others. The risk group significantly
showed lower scores on academic achievements. There were
negative correlations between psychopathic deviance(M4),
schizophrenia(M8), hypomania(M9) and academic grade. There
were positive correlations between masculinity-feminity(M5) and
academic grade. There were also negative correlations between
BDI score and academic grade.

Conclusion: We predicted that male students who failed or
scored lower academic achievement after 1 year's academic work
would have had tendency to belong to the risk group at the time
of the beginning of the semester. Through this study we found
that they significantly belonged to the risk group and that some
personality characteristics such as severe psychopathology, gen-
der role flexibility and depression correlated much with low aca-
demic achievements. We concluded that some personality charac-
teristics and mental health such as severe psychopathology,
gender role flexibility, obsession-compulsion, social introversion,
negative emotion, psychoticism, depression, interpersonal sensi-
tivity, phobia significantly influenced on academic achievements.
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NR978 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Gender and Psychotropic Medication Use: The Role
of Intimate Partner Violence
Sarah E. Romans, M.B. University of Toronto, Centre for
Research in Women's Health, 790 Bay Street, 7th Floor,
Toronto, ON, M5G 1N8, Canada, Marsha M. Cohen, M.D.,
Tonia Forte, M.S.C., Janice Du Mont, Ed.D., llene Hyman,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant should be able
to discuss the cross sectional association between increased use
of psychotropic medication over the previous one month by women
and men who report experiencing physical or sexual intimate part-
ner abuse in the preceding five year.

Summary:

Objective: Women use more psychotropic medications than
men; we tested the hypothesis that women's increased medication
use may be linked to greater exposure to intimate partner vio-
lence (IPV).

Method: Using data from the 1999 Canadian General Social
Survey, the use of medications for sleep, depression and anxiety
were assessed. Rates of medication use by women and men
exposed to IPV (physical, sexual, emotional and financial) were
compared to rates of those reporting no IPV.

Results: Women were more likely than men to report using
medications for sleep (11.0% versus 7.0%, p<0.0001), anxiety
(7.6% versus 4.6%, /x0.001) and depression (5.7% versus 3.2%,
/xO.001). More women (14.9%) than men (9.6%) reported use of
any of these medications (p<0.0001). Among women, medication
use was significantly higher among those reporting emotional,
financial, physical, and sexual IPV compared to those reporting no
IPV. For men, medication use was higher among those reporting
emotional IPV. The link between IPV and all types of medication
use was present after adjusting for sociodemographic and health
variables.

Conclusion: This study is the first to show that IPV may explain
some of the increased psychotropic medication use by women.
IPV should be included in studies investigating medication use.
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NR979 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Urban and Rural Differences in Depression and
Anxiety Disorders in Canada 2002
Sarah E. Romans, M.B. University of Toronto, Centre for
Research in Women's Health, 790 Bay Street, 7th Floor,
Toronto, ON, M5G 1N8, Canada, Marsha M. Cohen, M.D.,
Tonia Forte, M.S.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, the participant will be able to
describe how the modest increase in depression rates in urban
over rural residents in Canada in 2002 was fully explained by
differing socio-economic conditions in each locale.

Summary:

Objective: To examine differences in rates of 12-month depres-
sion and anxiety disorders among urban and rural (UR) dwellers
in Canada.
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Method: Data were from the 2002 Canadian Community Health
Survey 1.2. Included were 31,321 respondents aged 15-69. We
analyzed differences in the prevalence of depression and three
anxiety disorders (agoraphobia, panic disorder, social phobia)
across UR residence using Chi-square test (p< 0.05). Logistic
regression was used to examine if UR differences in psychiatric
disorders could be explained by socio-demographic, health and
social variables.

Results: Bivariate analysis showed a modest difference in de-
pression rates for urban versus rural dwellers (5.4 versus 4.3%,
p=0.03). The urban-rural difference in the rate of depression was
no longer significant (OR: 1.04; 95% Cl: 0.80,1.36) after adjusting
for socio-demographic, health and social variables. No significant
differences in rates of agoraphobia, panic disorder and social
phobia by UR residence were found.

Conclusions: The UR demographic continues to generate the-
oretical interest, as we try to better understand how social environ-
ments affect health. These results suggest that any inherent UR
differences in generating social capital are explained by socio-
economic differences. Internal migration, which enables people
to seek out the environment most conducive to their health, may
play a role.
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NR980 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
ADHD in Boys: Differences in Co-Morbidity Among
Pediatric, Child Psychiatry, and Pediatric Neurology
Clinics
Eugenio M. M. Rothe, M.D. University of Miami, Div. of Child
and Adolescent Psychiatry, 275 Glenridge Road, Key Biscayne,
FL, 33149-1311

Educational Objectives:

1) The attendee will be able to understand the importance of
comorbidity in the diagnosis and treatment of ADHD

2) Will be able to understand the differences of comorbidity of
ADHD among boys treated in Pediatric, Psychiatric and Pediatric
Neurology Clinics

3) Will be able to understand differences in comorbidity of ADHD
associated with public vs. private clinics, low SES vs. higher SES,
Hispanic vs. African-American

Summary:

Abstract:
Objectives: Studies have shown that two thirds of children with

ADHD are treated by primary care physicians (PCP), yet few
studies have examined the differences in co-morbidity of ADHD
between children treated by PCP and those treated by psychia-
trists.

This study examines the differences in co-morbidity among one
psychiatric and two pediatric outpatient populations. Methods:
Boys ages 7 to 14 years old with a diagnosis of ADHD were
chosen from three clinics in a county hospital: a child psychiatry
clinic (n = 50), general pediatrics (n = 24), and an ADHD specialty
clinic in the department of pediatrics (n = 11). The parents com-
pleted the Child Symptom Checklist (CSI), the Child Behavioral
Checklist-Parent Rating Form (CBCL), and a demographic ques-
tionnaire. Results: One-way ANOVAs for the CSI variables
showed significant differences for conduct disorder, major depres-

sion and GADs among the clinics. Post-hoc tests revealed that
children in the psychiatric sample were more conduct disordered
and more anxious than children in the general pediatrics clinic
and were more depressed than the children in the ADHD specialty
clinic. No differences were found on the CBCL scales. A chi-
square test revealed that children in the psychiatric clinic were
more likely to be on psycho-stimulants or taking two or more drugs
and the children from the pediatric clinic were more likely to be
on other types of drugs. Significant differences in co-morbidity
were also found when comparing public versus private clinics, low
SES versus high SES, and Hispanic versus African-American
samples.
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NR981 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Structured Group Psychotherapy Program
Improves Adjustment Tolipodistrophy in HIV-Positive
Patients: A Pilot Study
Araceli Rousaud, Psy.D. Hospital Clinic, Psychology
department. IDIBAPS. Hospital Clinic de Barcelona, Villarroel
170, Barcelona, 08036, Spain, Jordi Blanch, Ph.D., Anna
Torres, Psy.D., Josep Maria Peri, Ph.D., Esteban Martinez,
Ph.D., Manel Salamero, Ph.D., Josep Maria Gatell, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to demonstrate the efficacy of a structured time-limited
cognitive-behavioral group psychotherapy program in improving
adjustment to lipodistrophy in HIV-1 infected patients.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate the immediate efficacy of a specific
group therapy program in improving quality of life and adjustment
to body changes due to fat redistribution (lipodistrophy syndrome)
in HIV+ patients taking antiretroviral treatment. Methods: The
therapy program consisted of 12 weekly two-hour sessions follow-
ing a structured cognitive-behavioral group psychotherapy pro-
gram focused on development of coping strategies, including spe-
cific psychoeducational interventions in nutrition and physical
exercises. Eight HIV-positive patients with generalized lipodistro-
phy (affecting face, button and extremities) who referred psycho-
logical impairment due to body changes participated in a group
therapy. Repeated measures Friedman test was used to analyse
changes on the modified version of the Dermatological Quality of
Life Inventory (DQLI) administered at three time points: T1 (one
month before therapy), T2 (first session), and T3 (last session)
Results: All participants (six women, and two men) completed
the therapy program. A significant improvement was observed
during the intervention time (between T2 and T3). No changes
were observed during baseline (between T1 and T2). Issues raised
by group participants were problems with dressing, fear of stigma-
tization, social isolation, and difficulties in sexual relations. Con-
clusions: Preliminary data show that our psychotherapy program
improves quality of life and psychological adjustment to lipodistro-
phy body changes in HIV infected patients. Further groups should
be performed to confirm its efficacy.
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gramme for HIV-infected patients referred to a consultation-
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NR982 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy and Safety of Bupropion XL in Elderly
Patients With Major Depressive Disorder
Roger Rousseau, M.D. Aurora Clinical Trials, Neurosciences,
7800 SW87th Avenue, Suite B250, Miami, FL, 33173, Karen
Hewett, Zoran Antonijevic, Donna Wightman, R.Ph., Jack G.
Modell, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
understand the efficacy and safety of bupropion XL in the treat-
ment of major depressive disorder in elderly patients.

Summary:

Introduction: Bupropion has consistently demonstrated safety
and efficacy in the treatment of adults with MDD and demonstrated
comparable safety and antidepressant efficacy in the elderly in a
small study comparing bupropion Sustained Release with paroxet-
ine. Large-scale, multi-center, placebo-controlled trials in the el-
derly, however, were lacking.

Methods: This 10-week, randomized, double-blind, placebo-
controlled, multi-center, flexible-dose trial evaluated the efficacy
and safety of bupropion XL (150-300 mg once daily) in 420 elderly
outpatients (aged > 65 years) with moderate-severe MDD. Efficacy
measures included the MADRS and CGI scales.

Results: Bupropion XL demonstrated significant antidepres-
sant efficacy over placebo as measured by mean change from
baseline in MADRS total score (-16.6 versus -13.6, respectively,
observed cases [OC]) (p < .001), mean change from baseline in
reported sadness (LOCF and OC) (p < .018), and proportion of
MADRS and CGI responders (LOCF and OC) (p < .014). While
the protocol-defined primary endpoint, mean change in MADRS
total score (LOCF), did not reach statistical significance (p = .085),
this was largely due to outliers. The rank analysis of covariance,
which more robustly adjusts for outliers, was statistically significant
in favor of bupropion XL (p = .033). Bupropion XL was generally
well tolerated with a safety profile broadly similar to that of placebo.
No adverse events were reported for bupropion XL at a rate of >
5% and at least twice the placebo rate. Discontinuations due to
AEs (bupropion XL 8%, placebo 10%) and incidences of serious
AEs (bupropion < 1%, placebo 3%) were low, and clinically signifi-
cant changes in vital signs were reported at similar rates in the
bupropion XL and placebo groups.

Conclusions: Bupropion XL demonstrated efficacy and safety
in the treatment of elderly patients with MDD.

Supported by funding from GlaxoSmithKline

NR983 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Patients' Acceptance and Emotional Reactions to
Disclosure of BPD Diagnosis
Gregoire Rubovszky, M.D. Hopitaux Universitaires de Geneve,
Psychiatry (SAULP), 13A rue Le Corbusier, Geneva, 1208,
Switzerland, John G. Gunderson, Prof. Dr.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the consequence for the patient to disclose the
boderline personality disorder (BPD). The participant would be
able to acknowledge that disclosing the BPD diagnosis can lead
to a better acceptance of the diagnosis.

Summary:

Objective: This study examines responses to receiving the
BPD Diagnosis and how this is related to: i) prior knowledge
about the disorder; ii) information received during the diagnostic
disclosure, and iii) attitude about proposed treatment.

Method: A semistructured interview was used to assess accept-
ance, reactions, knowledge, and intention to comply in 30 treat-
ment-seeking BPD subjects who had received the BPD diagnosis
within the month prior to the interview.

Results: Acceptance of the diagnosis was high. The general
reaction was tending to feel better after the disclosure, and sub-
jects felt more hopeful. Reactions for feeling ashamed or the self-
esteem was not following a particular tendency. There was neither
any relation found between patients' overall reaction to the diagno-
sis and the acceptance of the diagnosis, nor between the accept-
ance and the specific reactions (hopefulness, shame, self-es-
teem). Patients who have been previously treated for an axis I
disorder were more likely to show more positive feeling than firstly
diagnosed patients. Patients were significantly more likely to report
intent to comply with a proposed treatment plan if they agreed
with the diagnosis.

Conclusion: These results indicate that disclosure of the BPD
diagnosis is more welcome than usually thought in clinical prac-
tices. More work is needed to overthrow the often-pejorative atti-
tude towards the BPD diagnosis disclosure.
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NR984 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Lamotrigine Therapy in Elderly Patients With Bipolar
Disorder, Epilepsy, or Dementia
Martha Sajatovic University Hospital Cleveland, 11100 Euclid
Avenue, MS 5080, Cleveland, OH, 44106, Kevin Nanry,
Thomas Thompson

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: In spite of wide clinical use, there is a paucity of
data on anticonvulsant drugs in elderly patients with psychiatric
and neurological disorders. The authors conducted a systemized
analysis of the literature on lamotrigine (LTG) therapy in elderly
patients with BD, epilepsy, or dementia.

Methods: The search included electronic databases, meeting
abstracts and presentations.

Results: Fourteen reports included controlled trials, retrospec-
tive analyses, and case studies. Reports of LTG in geriatric BD
suggest improvement in depression, core manic symptoms and
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delay in mood relapse. Mean dose in larger samples was 182-
240 mg/day.12 Controlled trials in geriatric epilepsy demonstrated
efficacy and tolerability comparable to Gamma-aminobutyric acid
pentin. Compared to carbamazepine, there were fewer treatment
withdrawals and fewer cases of somnolence or rash in the LTG
group. Preliminary reports in dementia note improvement in cogni-
tion, agitation and depression. While elimination of LTG can be
affected by increasing age, disposition is more directly impacted by
concurrent anticonvulsant therapy. There is extensive variability in
LTG concentration/dose (C/D) ratios across the age-span, but as
a group C/D ratios increase through adulthood.

Conclusion: LTG appears effective and was well tolerated in
older adults with BD, epilepsy and dementia. Incidence and sever-
ity of adverse events appears similar to that established in younger
patient populations.

This review was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR985 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Cognitive Impairment in Patients With Chronic C
Hepatitis
Francisco Sanchez, M.D. Instituto Nacional de Ciencias
Medicas y Nutrition Salvador Zubiran, Gastroenterology-
Neurology and Psychiatry, Cuauhtemoc 46, Col Toriello-
Guerra, Tlalpan, Mexico City, 14050, Mexico, Maricarmen
Flores-Miranda, M.S., Natasha Alcocer, M.D., Sandra Juarez,
Psy.D., Graciela Castro-Narro, M.D., Aldo Montano, M.D.,
Misael Uribe, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to know that cognitive disturbances are common in patients
with chronic C hepatitis.

Summary:

Background: Disturbances in cognitive functions have been de-
scribed in patients with chronic hepatitis, this could be explained
by viral replication in the CNS. The presence of porto-systemic
shunts related to chronic cognitive changes have been described
in patients with significant liver impairment.

Objective: Determine the frequency and type of cognitive distur-
bances in patients with chronic C hepatitis.

Methods:
Design: Cross Sectional study
Setting: A tertiaty care referral center
Patients: One hundred and seventy patients, candidates to re-

ceive treatment with interferon alpha 2b and ribavirine were re-
ferred from the Hepatology clinic for psychiatric and cognitive
evaluation. At the present moment 48 patients have completed
the study.

lnterventions:AII patients have completed the neuropsychologi-
cal test NEUROPSI, which evaluates orientation, reading/writing,
attention/concentration, language, immediate memory, short time
memory, executive functions. This test has been validated in Mexi-
can population.

Main outcome measure: Cognitive disturbances
Results: Frequencies are described: reading/writing 8.4%, at-

tention/concentration 37.5%, language 31.4%,immediate memory
39.7%, short time memory 48.2%, executive functions 80%.

Conclusions: Attention disturbances had been described in
other studies, these could explain the memory disturbances found.
Impairments in executive functions have not been described else-
where. It is interesting and important to know that these cognitive
disturbances might be related to central infection with the virus .
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1. Ortiz M. Cordova et al: Neuropsychological impairment in cir-
rhosis, include learning impairment. Journal of Hepatology
2005; 1727 9/7: 1-7.
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NR986 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Dementia Rating Scale Differs on Late-Onset and
Early-Onset Geriatric Depression
Monica Z. Scalco, M.D. University of Toronto, Psychiatry, 78
Warwick Avenue, Ajax, ON, L1Z 1L6, Canada, Robert
VanReekum, M.D., Dmytro Rewilak, M.Psy., Diana Clarke,
Ph.D., Saulo Castel, Ph.D., David Streiner, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to recognize the differences on cognitive performance between
late-onset and early-onset geriatric depression.

Summary:

Introduction: Executive dysfunction was reported in elderly with
late-onset depression. Little is known about cognitive differences
between late-onset and early-onset geriatric depression, and the
effects of treatment on cognitive functioning in the elderly.

Purpose: To compare the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale
(MDRS) scores between late-onset and early-onset geriatric de-
pression before and after treatment.

Methods: Forty-eight patients aged 60 and over were assessed
with the MDRS before and after treatment for major depression
(per DSM-IV) in a Geriatric Psychiatry Day Hospital program at
Baycrest Hospital. Patients with dementia, other psychiatric or
neurological disorders were excluded.

Results:
Twenty-three patients with late-onset and 25 with early-onset

depression were assessed. The results showed improvement in
depression (per HRSD) after treatment (F(1,3)=50.103, p<0.001),
without difference between groups (F(1,3)=0.013, p=0.911).

Two-way analysis of co-variance, after controlling for first lan-
guage and HRSD scores, showed that late-onset and early-onset
depression groups differed on the initiation/perseveration (F(1,7)=
10.345, p=0.002) and attention (F(1,5)=5.50, p=0.022) domains
of the MDRS. The changes, however, did not vary across time
(Initiation/perseveration: F(1,7)=0.077, p=0.782; Attention:
F(1,5)=1.09, p=0.300).

Conclusions: In comparison to recurrent depression, late-onset
depression had poorer performance on Initiation/perseveration
but better performance on Attention per MDRS, with no significant
group difference across time. Recurrent depression and depres-
sion with onset in late-life seem to affect cognition differently.
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V, Gorman JM. Neuropsychological differences between late-
onset and recurrent geriatric major depression. Am J Psychia-
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NR987 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Behavioral Inhibition and Shyness in HIV-Positive
Patients
Soraya Seedat, M.D. University of Stellenbosch, Fransie Van
Zyl Drive P.O. Box 19063, Cape Town, 7505, South Africa,
Liezel de Villiers, R.N., Joalida Smit, M.Psy., Siraaj Parker,
M.Psy.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
have an understanding of:

(i) the concept of behavioral inhibition, its prevalence and mani-
festations in HIV-positive individuals.

(ii) the relationship of behavioral inhibition to other psychopa-
thology in this population, in particular anxiety disorders.

Summary:

Background: Social inhibition is a risk factor for HIV progression,
probably mediated by autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity.
In contrast, behavioral inhibition (Bl) and shyness, both associated
with anxiety disorders, have not been studied in HIV disease.

Methods: As part of a validation study of self-report measures,
485 HIV+ adults were screened for cognitive impairment on the
Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) and the HIV Dementia
Scale (HDS). 406 patients scored >24 on the MMSE and >9 on the
HDS and were administered the MINI, Center for Epidemiological
Studies Depression Scale, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification
Test, Retrospective Self-Report of Behavioral Inhibition, and the
Revised Cheek and Buss Shyness Scale, among others. The
relationship between childhood Bl, shyness, anxiety, and HIV sta-
tus was examined.

Results: Of the 406 patients, 75% were female. Mean age was
33.5 years and mean duration of HIV diagnosis was 33.9 months.
About half (51%) were on antiretrovirals at assessment. 14 % met
criteria for an anxiety disorder. The most prevalent anxiety disorder
was PTSD (5.7%), followed by agoraphobia (5.2%) and GAD
(4.7%). Patients with an anxiety disorder had significantly higher
Bl (p < 0.001) and shyness (p < 0.015) scores than patients
without; in particular patients with social anxiety disorder (p <
0.001) and panic disorder ( p < 0.015) reported more Bl. While
women reported more shyness than men overall (p< 0.02), there
were no gender differences in Bl. Neither CD4 counts nor viral
loads were significantly correlated with Bl or shyness.

Conclusions: These data, in an HIV-positive sample, support
previous findings of a relationship between Bl and anxiety, specifi-
cally social anxiety and panic disorder. Further work is needed
establish if this relationship is mediated by shyness, and whether
like social inhibition in HIV, is in turn mediated by the ANS.
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1. Cole SW, Kemeny ME, Fahey JL, Zack JA, Naliboff BD. Psy-
chological risk factors for HIV pathogenesis: mediation by the
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NR988 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Resources for Mental Health Research Mentoring and
Career Development
Brian Shanahan MediSpin, Inc, 505 Eighth Avenue, Suite 700,
New York, NY, 10018, Stephen J. Bartels, M.D., Martha L.
Bruce, M.D., Maureen Halpain, M.S., Barry D. Lebowitz, Ph.D.,
Enid Light, Ph.D., Charles F. Reynolds III, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to

1. Recognize the growing crisis in geriatric mental health re-
search

2. Identify the importance of focused mentoring activities in
preparing the needed workforce

3. Detail issues involved in geriatric mental health career devel-
opment

Summary:

Objective:
The mental health needs of the rapidly growing older population

demand not only more geriatric psychiatrists and clinicians, but
also more investigators and researchers to increase understand-
ing of these illnesses.

Method:
The NIMH has funded a 4-year educational initiative to develop

tools and resources to meet the educational needs of mentees,
mentors and mentors-in-training in geriatric mental health. The
objective is: 1) to create a sustainable mentoring education re-
source through offline and online enduring materials; 2) to develop
a content clearinghouse offering tools to maintain, launch, and
enhance career development; and 3) to help prepare the research
workforce to address the scientific opportunity and public health
need.

Results:
Year 1 focused on creating seed content for the Web site

www.MedEdMentoring.org. The site includes slide presentations
on grant writing and other skills; case studies focusing on mentor-
mentee interactions and mock grant reviews; career autobiogra-
phies of senior mentors; downloadable slides; mentoring Q&A;
and an extensive resources section. Live symposia, CD-ROMs,
and publications are planned for year 2.

Conclusion:
This unique resource provides tools that can be used by re-

search mentees, mentors, and mentors-in-training at different
stages of career development. It is a significant step in helping
to prepare the needed workforce.

Funding acknowledgement: This project has been funded
with Federal funds from the National Institutes of Health, Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, under Contract No.
HHSN278200444084C.
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NR989 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Long-Term Effects of Rivastigmine in Patients With
Traumatic Brain Injury With Cognitive Deficits:
Results of a 26-Week, Open-Label Extension to a 12-
Week, Double-Blind Study
Jonathan M. Silver Lenox Hill Hospital, 1430 2nd Avenue,
Room 103, New York, NY, 10021-3313, Barbara Koumaras,
Michael Chen, Ph.D., Ibrahim Gunay

Educational Objectives:

Educational Objectives: At the conclusion of this presentation
the participant should be able to recognize that the use of rivastig-
mine may improve some cerebral deficits secondary to TBI.
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Summary:

Background: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a significant medical
problem in the US. A substantial number of individuals with a
non-penetrating TBI have persistent cognitive deficits or other
neuropsychiatric disorders, for which there are no currently ap-
proved treatments.

Objectives: Objectives of this open-label extension were to eval-
uate the safety and tolerability and efficacy of memory and atten-
tion of rivastigmine 3-12 mg/day in patients who completed the
double-blind period.

Methods: This was a 26-week, open-label extension to a 12-
week double-blind, placebo-controlled, multi-center pilot study as-
sessing the safety and efficacy of rivastigmine 3-6mg/day in pa-
tients with non-penetrating TBI with persistent cognitive deficits.
Eligible patients had injury at least one year prior to baseline.

Results: Of the 157 patients treated in the double-blind phase,
127 patients (85 males/42 females) entered the extension. Mean
age was 37.4 (range 19-55); 90.6% were Caucasian. In those
patients who had at least 25% impairment on the HVLT at baseline,
statistically significant improvement from baseline was observed
at endpoint; in CANTAB-RVIP mean latency; CANTAB Reaction
time; and HVLT Total Trials 1-3. These data are consistent with
results from the double-blind treatment period and further support
the findings of treatment response in TBI patients with significant
memory impairment.

Conclusion: These results suggest that the enhancement of
central cholinergic activity associated with long term use of rivas-
tigmine may improve a number of cognitive deficits secondary
to TBI.
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NR990 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Validation of the Mindstreams Computerized
Cognitive Battery in Multiple Sclerosis
Ely S. Simon, M.D. NeuroTrax Corporation, Clinical Science,
492-C Cedar Lane, # 322, Teaneck, NJ, 07666, Yermi Harel,
Ph.D., Nava Appleboim, M.S., Glen M. Doniger, Ph.D., Mor
Lavie, M.S., Anat Achiron, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to evaluate the construct and discriminant validity of a set of
computerized cognitive tests in measuring cognitive impairment
associated with multiple sclerosis (MS).

Summary:

Objective: To validate Mindstreams® (NeuroTrax Corp., NY)
Computerized Cognitive Battery (MCCB) in comparison to the
gold standard Neuropsychological Screening Battery for Multiple
Sclerosis (NSBMS).

Methods: 58 randomly selected multiple sclerosis (MS) patients
and 71 age-, gender- and education- matched healthy subjects
were evaluated with the NSBMS and the MCCB. The MCCB is a
new computerized testing system that has been validated in mild
cognitive impairment. It assesses verbal and non-verbal memory,
executive function, visual spatial orientation, verbal function, atten-
tion, information processing speed, and motor skills and measures
both accuracy and response time (RT).

Results: MCCB demonstrated good construct validity in compar-
ison to the NSBMS in memory (r>0.42, p<0.001), executive func-
tion (r=0.55, p<0.001), attention (/>0.38, p<0.05), and information
processing (A>0.35, / K 0 . 0 5 ) domains. In addition, it demonstrated
exceptional discriminant validity across a wide range of cognitive
domains, most prominently executive function, attention, and mo-
tor skills (/xO.001). Additionally, MCCB RTs in all cognitive do-
mains were longer in MS patients and varied with cognitive load,
demonstrating that RT deficit in MS is associated with particular
task demands.

Conclusions: MCCB is sensitive for detecting cognitive impair-
ment in MS and has high construct validity relative to the NSBMS.
MCCB also provides additional information, demonstrating pro-
longed RTs in cognitive performance in MS. Similar to prolonged
latencies in evoked potentials, these findings suggest that even
when accuracy on cognitive tests is within the normal range, there
is prolonged conduction within demyelinated axons.
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NR991 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Gender-Related Differences of Brain Function During
a Selective Attention Task: An fMRI Study in
Depressives and Healthy Volunteers
Thomas Sobanski, M.D. Thueringen-Klinik Saalfeld-Rudolstadt,
Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Rainweg 68, Saalfeld, 07318,
Germany, Gerd Wagner, Ph.D., Georgios Sofianos, M.D.,
Natascha Bischoff, Ph.D., Eckart R. Straube, Ph.D., Heinrich
Sauer, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to discuss gender-related differences of brain function in
depressive patients and normal control subjects. The presentation
will be focused on differences of brain activity assessed by func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging during a selective attention
task.

Summary:

Introduction: The aim of the present study was to assess gender-
related differences of cerebral activity in major depression.

Methods: Functional magnetic resonance tomography (fMRI)
scans were performed in a group of 16 inpatients with major
depression (8 males and 8 females) and a control group matched
for age and gender. fMRI scans were assessed by block design
during neurocognitive stimulation with a selective attention prad-
igm. Data were analyzed by the SPM99 software.

Results: Healthy women showed stronger activations compared
to healthy men in the visual cortex (BA 17, 18, 19), ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (VLPFC, BA 44), and circumscribed areas of the
temporal and parietal lobes. Depressive Women showed less
additional activations compared to depressive men predominantly
located in the VLPFC (BA 44). Vice versa, healthy and depressive
males exhibited only few extra activations compared to females.
Selective attention task performance did not differ within the four
groups.

Conclusions: Females used different strategies to perform the
paradigm or it might have taken them a stronger effort. In de-
pressive females the ability to generate additional activations pos-
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sibly was limited. The results demonstrate that gender-related
effects should be considered as a variance factor in future neuroi-
maging studies in major depression.
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time, and tended to think that they have problems in self-control
of game and computer use patterns. These characteristics can
be related with low-self esteem, inadequate self-confidence and
problematic interpersonal relationship patterns.
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NR992 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Characteristics of Internet Addiction in Relation With
Game Genre
Moon-Soo Lee Seoul, Hyoung-Seok Song, M.D., Min Nam,
M.D., In-Kwa Jung, Sook-Haeng Joe, Seung-Hyun Kim, M.D.,
Hyeon-Soo Lee

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
know that adolescents who play mainly different game genre can
have different internet addiction potentials. Game and internet
addictions shares many characteristics in common. Internet addic-
tion high risk group also showed more game-play time, and tended
to think that they have problems in self-control of game and com-
puter use patterns. These characteristics can be related with low-
self esteem, inadequate self-confidence and problematic interper-
sonal relationship patterns. We need understandings for addiction
and interventions for inappropriate use of internet and games.

Summary:

Purpose
Some game genre is regarded as having greater addiction po-

tentials than other game genre. At the same time, internet addic-
tion cases are also rapidly increasing. Game and internet is very
closely related. So we investigated games frequently used by
adolescents and classified each games according to rule used
popularly. We also examined the internet using patterns and tried
to look for the relationships between game genre and internet
using patterns.

Method
Participants were selected from middle school and high school

which is located in eastern area of Seoul. Total 627 students (male
488, female 139) completed questionnaires composed of inquiry
for computer and game using patterns and Korean internet addic-
tion scales. Game genre was divided into 8 criteria (simulation,
Role playing game, web-board, community, action, adventure,
shooting, sports). We used a questionnaire inquiring game using
patterns and Korean internet addiction scale.

Results
Using Korean internet addiction scales, 627 participants were

divided into normal group (474), potential risk group (128) and
high risk group (25). Male students spent significantly much time
than female students for gaming. There was also significant differ-
ences in game playing time among different internet user groups.
Each genre users group also showed significant differences in
total internet addiction score and subscale scores.

RPG game users showed significantly higher internet addiction
scores than other web-board, sports game users, and they had
higher tendencies for virtual interpersonal relationship.

Conclusion
The results indicated that adolescents who play mainly different

game genre can have different internet addiction potentials. Game
and internet addictions shares many characteristics in common.
Internet addiction high risk group also showed more game-play

NR993 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
NPI Subscale Analysis of Memantine/Donepezil
Treatment in Moderate-to-Severe Attention Deficit
Pierre N. Tariot, M.D. University of Rochester, Monroe Hospital,
435 East Henrietta Road, Rochester, NY, 14620, Jeffrey L.
Cummings, M.D., Jason T. Olin, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize the potential for memantine to provide specific
benefits for mood- and psychosis-related behavioral symptoms
in AD.

Summary:

Objective: Memantine, a moderate affinity, uncompetitive N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist, is approved in
the U.S. and in Europe for the treatment of moderate to severe
Alzheimer's disease (AD).To assess the effects of memantine on
behavioral disturbances in AD, a post hoc analysis of behavioral
outcomes from a previously published trial of memantine in moder-
ate to severe AD patients receiving stable donepezil treatment
was performed.

Methods: Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) individual items
were aggregated into four subscales based on a modification to
a previously reported factor analysis. Subscales were defined as
follows: Mood (depression/dysphoria, anxiety, irritability/lability,
night-time behavior disturbances, appetite/eating change), Psy-
chosis (delusions, hallucinations, agitation/aggression), Frontal
(euphoria/elation, disinhibition), or Other (apathy, aberrant motor
behavior). The efficacy analysis was based on the Intention to
Treat population, using the Last Observation Carried Forward
approach to missing data.

Results: Baseline characteristics between the placebo treat-
ment group and memantine treatment group were comparable.
The total NPI score was significantly lower for the memantine
group as compared to the placebo group at week 24 (P =.002),
representing fewer behavioral disturbances and psychiatric symp-
toms in memantine-treated patients. On the Mood subscale, mem-
antine/donepezil treated patients demonstrated improvement at
study endpoint whereas placebo/donepezil treated patients
worsened by 1.6 points (P=.OO2). Although symptoms of psychosis
increased in both groups, the increase was significantly attenuated
in memantine/donepezil treated patients compared to placebo/
donepezil treated patients (P=.OO8). Frontal symptoms and Other
symptoms were not significantly different between treatment
groups.

Conclusions: These findings suggest that 6-months of meman-
tine treatment in patients receiving stable donepezil significantly
reduces behavioral symptoms in patients with moderate to severe
AD, with a benefit for behaviors associated with mood and psy-
chosis.
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NR994 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Qualitative Evaluation of a Continuing Education
Program Delivered by Telepsychiatry
John S. Teshima University of Toronto, Psychiatry, 2075
Bayview Avenue, F-Wing, Toronto, ON, M4N 3M5, Canada

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this presentation, participants will be able to:
1. List components of a continuing education program delivered

by telepsychiatry that were particularly valued by its participants
2. List some of the challenges in delivering continuing education

via telepsychiatry

Summary:

Objective: To identify successes and problems in a continuing
education program delivered by telepsychiatry, by analysing com-
pleted evaluations.

Background: The Telepsychiatry Program in Toronto provides
a continuing education program for staff at children's mental health
centres across Ontario. The education program emphasises prac-
tical approaches and focuses on case presentations to engage
participants and to encourage active learning.

Methods: All participants were asked to complete evaluation
forms, which included prompts for written comments. Participant
comments were qualitatively analysed for themes.

Results: Over 2000 evaluations were received by the end of
2004. A number of themes in the comments were highly recurrent,
including: 1) the seminars were very relevant to the participants'
practice; 2) information on management strategies was particu-
larly valued; 3) case examples helped to illustrate concepts and
enhance learning; and 4) interactive techniques, including role
plays were useful. Additionally, a number of themes reflected
the subjective impact of the seminars on the participants: 1) the
seminars helped to reinforce existing knowledge; 2) the partici-
pants reflected more on their own practice; 3) and participants
anticipated applying new knowledge to their own practices. These
types of impacts are not often captured in the evaluation of educa-
tion and highlight intermediate steps in the process of learning.
Participants also wanted even more emphasis on practical strate-
gies and case examples. Other concerns related to the numerous
technological problems experienced over the course of these sem-
inars. Challenges in the delivery of the education program included
providing the same curriculum to many sites while at the same
time accommodating the different learning needs of these sites.

Conclusions: Continuing education can be delivered success-
fully via videoconferencing to multiple and diverse distant sites.
Seminars can be delivered according to the principles of effective
continuing education and can still be experienced positively, de-
spite some limitations with the technology.
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1. Allen M, Sargeant J, Mann K, Fleming M, Premi J: Videoconfer-
encing for practice-based small-group continuing medical edu-
cation: feasibility, acceptability, effectiveness, and cost. J Con-
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NR995 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Mental Disorders in HIV-Infected Individuals
Attending Various HIV-Treatment Sites in South
Africa

Rita G. Thorn, Prof. Dr. University of the Witwatersrand,
Psychiatry, 7 York Rd, Parktown, Johannesburg, 2193, South
Africa

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation participants will be able
to discuss the findings of this new research, which is:

to determine the occurrence of mental disorders in patients
attending various HIV-treatment sites in South Africa

and to compare this with the prevalence of mental disorders in
the general population in South Africa and with similar studies in
other countries.

Participants will also be able to discuss various ways of improv-
ing mental health care in HIV-treatment sites

Summary:

International studies show a significantly increased prevalence
in mental disorders in HIV-infected individuals. Disorders range
from neuropsychiatric disorders to anxiety and depressive disor-
ders. Research conducted in Africa and South Africa in this area
has been limited with some contradictory results.

Objectives:
To determine the occurrence of mental disorders in patients

attending various HIV-treatment sites in South Africa
To compare this with the prevalence of mental disorders in the

general population in South Africa and with similar studies in other
countries.

Methodology:
This study was conducted at four sites: Three wellness clinics:

in a large urban academic hospital, a rural hospital and an informal
settlement), as well as the HIV clinic at Chris Hani Baragwanath
Hospital. A semi-structured interview schedule was developed by
the author to elicit risk and mitigating factors for mental disorders,
and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM (SCID: primary care,
with psychotic screen version) was administered to 300 randomly
selected and consented participants.

Results: Results of the first 150 interviews show that the occur-
rence of current mental disorders in this population is 30% with
an additional 18% with V-codes. The lifetime prevalence of mental
disorders is 32% with an additional 3% with V-codes.

Conclusions:
There is a high prevalence of mental disorders in people with

HIV infection in this study. The results are comparable with similar
studies in other countries. This is a selected sample and does
not represent community samples of people with HIV infection in
South Africa. This study was conducted during the first year of
the roll-out of anti-retroviral treatment in South Africa. The majority
of mental disorders detected are treatable with simple interven-
tions such as anti-depressant medication, counselling, psycho-
therapy and social interventions. Mental health care should be an
integral part of any HIV-treatment programme in South Africa.
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NR996 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Clinical Response, Tolerability, and Cognition in
Elderly Patients Treated With Lamotrigine
Thomas Thompson GlaxoSmithKline, Psychiatry, 5 Moore
Drive, MAI.C.2433, RTP, NC, 27709, Jay Graham, Jeremy
Roberts, Kevin Nanry

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able understand patient response and tolerability to lamotrigine
treatment.

Summary:

Objective: Depression and Bipolar Support Alliance reviewed
the challenges to diagnosis and treat mood disorders in the el-
derly.1 Clinical response, tolerability, and cognitive effects of lamo-
trigine were assessed as secondary endpoints in elderly patients
from a large outpatient study.2

Methods: A post-hoc analysis was performed on a subset of
patients (>65 years old), who received open-label lamotrigine for
12 weeks to a target dosage of 200 mg/day. Measurements in-
cluded the Clinical Global Impression Bipolar Version, Severity of
Illness Scale (CGI-BP-S), the Clinical Global Impression Efficacy
Index Scale (CGI-EI), and the Medical Outcomes Study Cognitive
Scale (MOS-Cog). Analyses were performed using the last obser-
vation carried forward (LOCF).

Results: 47 patients were enrolled (Mean Age: 69.9 yrs; Gen-
der: 59.5% female, 40.5% male). Mean (SD) CGI-BP-S overall
scores were 3.1 (1.47) at baseline, 2.5 (1.29) at week 5 and 2.0
(1.12) at week 12. Per the CGI-EI, 80% of the study population
at week 5 and 77% at week 12 reported the therapeutic effect of
lamotrigine outweighed side effects. The mean (SD) change in
the MOS-Cog score was 6.1 (19.96) from baseline to week 12.
No serious rash was reported.

Conclusions: Mean CGI-BP-S and MOS-Cog scores improved
or remained stable over 12 weeks when lamotrigine was added
to current bipolar therapy with no serious rash reported.

This study was supported by GlaxoSmithKline.
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NR997 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Maintenance of Response to Memantine Treatment in
Moderate to Severe Alzheimer's Disease Patients
Receiving Stable Donepezil Treatment
Michael Tocco, Ph.D. Forest Research Institute, Harborside
Financial Center, Plaza V, 19th Floor, Jersey City, NJ, 07311,
Jason T. Olin, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should
be able to recognize the value of maintaining memantine treatment
based on measures of cognition, function, behavior and global
measures.

Summary:

Objective: Memantine is a moderate affinity, uncompetitive
NMDA receptor antagonist approved in the U.S. and in Europe
for the treatment of moderate to severe Alzheimer's disease (AD).
Post hoc analyses were performed using data from a previously

conducted 24-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of mem-
antine (20 mg/day) in moderate to severe AD patients (N=404)
treated with ongoing donepezil therapy (Tariot et al., 2004). These
analyses assessed the maintenance of response on cognitive,
functional, behavioral and global measures individually in a moder-
ate to severe AD patient population.

Methods: The Severe Impairment Battery (SIB) was used to
assess cognitive abilities. Functional and behavioral outcomes
were measured with the Alzheimer's Disease Cooperative Study-
Activities of Daily Living (ADCS-ADL19) and Neuropsychiatric In-
ventory (NPI). Global status was assessed using the Clinician's
Interview-Based Impression of Change Plus Caregiver Input
(CIBIC-Plus). Maintenance of response for each outcome mea-
sure was defined as either no change or improvement above
baseline scores for both weeks 12 and 24. Cochran-Mantel-Haen-
szel tests controlling for study center were performed on the Inten-
tion-to-Treat populations (OC and LOCF).

Results: Compared to patients receiving placebo, a significantly
greater percentage of memantine-treated patients who responded
at week 12 maintained their response at week 24 (OC analyses)
on the SIB (52% versus 39.5%, P=.O15), the ADCS-ADL19 (36.6%
versus 25.8%, P=.037), the NPI (50.9% versus 36.8%, P=.OO9),
and the CIBIC-Plus for OC (48.5% versus 37.1%, P=.O36). LOCF
analyses yielded similar results, however maintenance of re-
sponse on the CIBIC-Plus did not reach significance (P=.O54).

Conclusions: These analyses indicate that, compared to pla-
cebo, a significant proportion of patients treated with memantine
showed an early treatment response that was maintained for the
duration of the 6-month study on all efficacy measures. These
findings support the value of maintaining memantine treatment.
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NR998 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Health Services Utilization by Individuals With OCD
From the UK Psychiatric Morbidity Survey of 2000
Albina R. Torres, M.D. FMB -UNESP, Neurologia e Psiquiatria,
Distrito de Rubiao Jr., Botucatu (SP), 18618970, Brazil, Martin
J. Prince, M.D., Paul E. Bebbington, Ph.D., Dinesh Bhugra,
Ph.D., Traolach S. Brugha, Ph.D., Michael Farrell, M.R.C.,
Rachel Jenkins, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should
be able to acknowledge that the majority of OCD cases in the
community are not been treated, especially by mental health pro-
fessionals. Comorbid cases are receiving significantly more treat-
ment (both psychopharmacological and psychotherapeutic) than
OCD cases with no comorbidity. Very few sufferers are receiving
treatment approaches more specific and considered effective in
OCD. Individuals with OCD that are in treatment may not be
disclosing their obsessions and compulsions or not having these
symptoms identified by the health professionals, prolonging the
suffering and impairment associated with this condition.
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Summary:
Background
Previous studies indicate that many individuals with OCD do not

seek treatment for their problem. However, data from community
samples in this area are scanty.

Aims
To analyse the use of health services in adults with OCD aged

16-74 years living in private households in the UK.
Method
Data from British National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity of

2000, comprising 8,580 individuals, were analysed, comparing
the use of health services by subjects with OCD and those with
other neuroses, including possible differences between subtypes
of OCD. All estimates were conducted with the weighted sample,
using the Stata 8 software.

Results
One hundred and fourteen cases of OCD were identified, 76

with at least one additional neuroses. Over half (55%) had only
obsessions, 34% obsessions and compulsions and 11 % only com-
pulsions. Compared to patients with other neuroses, OCD cases
were more likely to be receiving treatment (40 versus 23%,
p<0.001), mostly from GPs. However, only 9% had seen a psychia-
trist and 5% a psychologist in the year before interview. Comorbid
OCD cases were much more likely to be in treatment than "pure"
cases (56% versus 14%), both psychopharmacological (50% ver-
sus 10%) and psychotherapeutic (28% versus 6%). Very few
cases were receiving treatment approaches considered more ef-
fective for OCD. No differences in services use were found in
cases with only obsessions, only compulsions or both kinds of
symptoms.

Conclusions
The majority of OCD cases in the community are not been

treated, especially by mental health professionals. Comorbid
cases are receiving significantly more treatment than cases with
no comorbidity. Individuals with OCD that are in treatment may
not be disclosing their obsessions and compulsions or not having
these symptoms identified by the health professionals, prolonging
the suffering and impairment associated with this condition.
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NR999 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Personality Disorders Screen in OCD Cases From the
UK Psychiatric Morbidity Survey of 2000
Albina R. Torres, M.D. FMB -UNESP, Neurologia e Psiquiatria,
Distrito de Rubiao Jr., Botucatu (SP), 18618970, Brazil, Martin
J. Prince, M.D., Rachel Jenkins, Terry Brugha, Paul E.
Bebbington, Glyn Lewis

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant
should be able to acknowledge that positive screen for comorbid

PDs occurs in the majority of OCD cases and some personality
traits may be linked or even overlap with OCD symptoms. Person-
ality psychopathology is the rule in OCD and should be routinely
assessed, as it may affect help-seeking, diagnosis and treatment
response.

Summary:

Background
Clinical studies indicate that most individuals with OCD have

comorbid personality disorders (PDs), particularly from the anx-
ious cluster. The prevalence of obsessive-compulsive (OC) per-
sonality disorder in OCD is still a controversial issue. There is a
paucity of research in this area based on community samples.

Methods
Data from the British National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity

of 2000, comprising 8,399 adults were analysed, comparing the
prevalence of positive screening for PDs in subjects with OCD,
with other neuroses and non-neurotic controls, according to the
self-report SCID-II. Within the OCD group we also analysed possi-
ble differences between genders and subtypes of the disorder.
All estimates were conducted with the weighted sample, using
the Stata 8 software.

Results
The prevalence for any PD in the OCD group (N = 108) was

74%, and 53% of them had multiple PDs, significantly more than
both control groups. Paranoid, OC, avoidant, schizoid and
schizotypal were the most common categories. Compared to other
neurotics, OCD cases were more likely to have paranoid, avoidant,
schizotypal, dependent and narcissistic PDs. Men were more likely
to have PDs in general, cluster A PDs and antisocial, OC and
narcissistic categories.

Conclusions
Positive screen for comorbid PDs was found in the majority of

OCD cases. Cluster A and C PDs were the most common ones,
with some characteristics that may be linked or even overlap with
OCD symptoms. Personality psychopathology is the rule in OCD
and should be routinely assessed, as it may affect help-seeking,
diagnosis and treatment response.
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NR1000 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Guidelines for Laboratory Analysis and Application
of Pharmacogenetic Testing to Clinical Practice in
Psychiatry
Roland Valdes, Jr., Ph.D. University of Louisville School of
Medicine, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, 511 S. Floyd
Street, MDR Room 204, Louisville, KY, 40202, Kristen K.
Reynolds, Ph.D., Mark W. Under, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to:

Recognize that evidence-based practice guidelines for pharma-
cogenetic (PGx) testing are being developed under the NACB
(National Academy of Clinical Biochemistry) by expert laboratori-
ans and clinicians from a variety of clinical specialties including
psychiatry.

Understand the rationale for the development of practice guide-
lines for the application of pharmacogenetics (PGx) in the clinical
setting.

Appreciate the complexities of developing evidence-based
guidelines for optimizing the incorporation of pharmacogenetic
considerations into psychiatric medication selection and dosing.

Suggest additional strategic recommendations relevant to clini-
cal psychiatric practice to be included in the guidelines.
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Summary:

Background: The application of pharmacogenetics (PGx) as a
clinical adjunct to selection and dosing of drugs is relatively new
and as such physicians, clinical laboratories, and regulatory agen-
cies have not established evidence-based guidelines needed to
optimize practice. Guidelines under development provide a frame-
work for establishing optimum clinical utilization of PGx tests.
Objective: The NACB is establishing guidelines for the use of PGx
tests in various laboratory and clinical settings. The objective is
to establish recommended approaches to guide the development
and application of PGx as a discipline in clinical laboratory practice.
Of interest to psychiatry is the selection of appropriate PGx testing
profiles and the standards required for demonstration of clinical
utility and efficacy. Examples are atomoxetine, aripiprazole, and
many antidepressants metabolized by the polymorphic Cyto-
chrome P4502D6 enzyme. Approach: An expert committee of
physicians and clinical scientists is drafting evidence-based rec-
ommendations pertaining to several areas of focus including psy-
chiatry. An external panel of experts will review a draft of the
guidelines and a revised draft will be posted at www.nacb.org and
also presented for open comments at various professional venues
before final publication. Pharmacogenetics in psychiatry is of con-
siderable interest because of the many psychiatric medications
that are subject to pharmacogenetic variation, and the FDA's input
on product labeling (including atomoxetine). Key issues related
to utility in psychiatry will be documented and recommendations
from attendants will be noted for assistance in guideline develop-
ment. Summary. This new application derived from combining
genetic testing with traditional psychopharmacology is rapidly
evolving and as such the guidelines are likely to evolve rapidly.
Nevertheless, these present guidelines will serve as a basis on
which to establish a rigorous approach to define the applications
of PGx to clinical practice and to provide the laboratory support
needed to bring PGx to routine healthcare.
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NR1001 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Divalproex Monotherapy and in Combination With
Atypical Antipsychotics in the Management of
Agitation and Aggression in Patients With Dementia
Mark R. Vanelli, M.D. Adheris Inc, One Van DeGraff Drive,
Burlington, MA, 05401, Joan Hyde, Ph.D., Brent P. Forester,
Lesley Adkison, R.N., Calixte Ahokpossi, M.A., Bill Sribney,
Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

To identify behavioral symptoms of dementia responsive to di-
valproex and to provide clinical guidance to physicians prescribing
divalproex (Depakote ER and sprinkles) alone and in combination
with atypical antipsychotics.

Summary:

Background. Behavioral disturbances in dementia are common
and disabling to both patient and caregiver. Pharmacotherapy
studies have been primarily limited to monotherapy trials. Studies
are needed to provide clinical guidance under conditions of routine
care, in which divalproex is often co-prescribed with atypical anti-
psychotics.

Objective: To identify behavioral symptoms of dementia respon-
sive to divalproex and to provide clinical guidance to physicians

prescribing divalproex (Divalproex Extended Release and sprin-
kles) alone and in combination with atypical antipsychotics.

Methods: This was a six week, open-label naturalistic pilot study
of subjects recruited from a geriatric psychiatry inpatient unit,
community assisted living and nursing home facilities. The primary
outcome measure was the Cohen Mansfield Agitation Inventory
(CMAI).

Results: Significant reductions were observed on the CMAI ag-
gregate score at week 1 (-6.3, SE = 1.7, p<.00), week 3 (-8.2,
SE = 1.8, p<.001), and week 6 (6.5, SE=2.4, p=0.02), and in the
aggression subscale at week 3 (-3.0, SE=0.9, p=0.006) and week
6 (-3.1, SE=0.7, p=.002). At week 6, physically non-aggressive (-
1.3, SE=0.9, p>.05) and verbally agitated behavior (-2.1, SE =
1.6, p>0.05) were not significantly improved.

Mean divalproex dose = 694 mg/day, mean serum level = 48.88
mg/L at week 6. Study sample included 8/12 men, mean age 81,
mean MMSE score = 14.8. 7/12 subjects on combination therapy
(5 quetiapine, 2 olanzapine). 10/12 on Divalproex Extended Re-
lease, 2/12 on Divalproex sprinkles. Divalproex was well tolerated
with somnolence (3/12), gait disturbance (1/12) and thrombocyto-
penia (1/12) reported as adverse events at week 6 in 4/12 patients.

Conclusions: Interim results suggest divalproex may selectively
help treat the physical aggression associated with dementia, but
not verbal agitation and physical non-aggression (such as wander-
ing). Divalproex doses and serum levels were lower than those
used to treat bipolar disorder. Divalproex monotherapy and in
combination with atypical antipsychotics was well tolerated.
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NR1002 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Need and Utilization of Psychiatric Services Among
General Hospital Inpatients
Johannes Wancata, M.D. Medical University of Vienna,
Department of Psychiatry, Wahringer Gurtel 18-20, Vienna,
1090, Austria, Monika Krautgartner, M.D., Norbert Benda, M.D.,
Rainer Alexandrowicz, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

Readers of the poster will learn about the high prevalence of
mental disorders in non-psychiatric general hospital settings.
Based on principal considerations of service planning they will
understand the guidelines developed by an expert group for the
selection of patients who need psychiatric consultation. They will
recognize that not each patient with psychiatric co-morbidity needs
psychiatric interventions during hospital stay. The potential rea-
sons for under-provision of psychiatric services will be understood
from the results of an epidemiological survey among general hos-
pital inpatients.

Summary:

Objective: The aim of the present study was to estimate the
need for psychiatric consultation and psychiatric inpatient referral
among non-psychiatric inpatients, and to assess the utilisation of
these services. Methods: This study was carried out among 993
inpatients of medical, surgical, gynaecological and physical reha-
bilitation wards in Austrian hospitals. Psychiatric case-identifica-
tion was performed by research psychiatrists using the Clinical
Interview Schedule. Diagnoses were given according to DSM-III-
R. The assessment of need for consultation and inpatient referral
was based on guidelines. Results: Overall, 34.6% suffered from
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some kind of psychiatric disorder. Of all cased, 43.3% needed
consultation and 7.8% inpatient referral. Only 21.4% of the cases
were actually seen by a consultation psychiatrist and 0.6% were
referred to a psychiatric ward. Comparing the estimated need with
the actually provided psychiatric consultations, only 33.3% of them
had their need met. In contrast, a psychiatric consultation was
performed among 5% of those not needing psychiatric services
("overprovision"). Using logistic regression analysis, variables of
the health care system (i.e. department type and catchment area
of the hospital) were among the predictors of the actual consulta-
tions. Conclusion: The rate of actual consultations and admis-
sions to psychiatric wards was markedly lower than the need
according to psychiatrists' judgment. Structural aspects of the
health care system (e.g. psychiatric training of ward physicians,
availability of medical staff, accessibility of psychiatric services)
seem to predict the actual utilization of psychiatric services.
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NR1003 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy of Donepezil in Severe Alzheimer's Disease:
Primary End Points of a Randomized, Double-Blind,
Placebo-Controlled Study
Bengt Winblad, M.D. Karolinska Institute, Neurotec, Karolinska
University, Huddinge, B84, Stockholm, SE-141 86, Sweden,
Lennart Minthon, M.D., Sture Eriksson, M.D., Stellan Batsman,
M.D., Catarina Jansson-Blixt, Ph.D., Anders Haglund, Lena
Kilander, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate the cognitive and functional benefits of donepe-
zil treatment on those with severe AD.

Summary:

Objective: To investigate donepezil's efficacy and tolerability
in patients with severe (Mini-Mental State Examination [MMSE]
score: 1-10, and Functional Assessment and Staging Scale: 5-
7c) Alzheimer's disease (AD).

Methods: A 6-month randomized, double-blind placebo-con-
trolled study conducted at 50 centers in Sweden. Patients were
randomized to receive donepezil 5 mg/day then 10 mg/day (n=
128) or placebo (n=120). Outcome measures were change from
baseline to month 6 on the Severe Impairment Battery (SIB) and
modified AD Cooperative Study ADL Inventory for Severe AD
(ADCS-ADL-severe). The primary endpoints SIB and ADCS-ADL-
severe were analyzed using a general linear model with overall
treatment effect assessed by Type III sums of squares. All tests
were performed at the 0.05 significance level and were 2-tailed.
The efficacy analyses were conducted on the intent-to-treat (ITT)
and the per protocol (PP) populations. Both last observation car-
ried forward (LOCF) and observed cases (OC) were conducted.

Results: Baseline patient characteristics were similar between
treatment groups. Mean screening MMSE scores at baseline
(±SD) were 6.0±3.0 (donepezil; n=128) and 6.2±3.0 (placebo;
n=120). Donepezil-treated patients showed greater mean im-
provement (SIB) and less mean decline (ADCS-ADL) than pla-
cebo. The between group difference was statistically significant
for the SIB (LS mean change: 3.4 and -2.2 for donepezil and
placebo groups, respectively; P=0.008, ITT-LOCF analysis) and

the ADCS-ADL-severe (LS mean change: -1.4 and -3.0 for donep-
ezil and placebo groups, respectively; ^=0.029 ITT-LOCF analy-
sis). Ninety-five (74.2%) donepezil- and 99 (82.5%) placebo-
treated patients completed the study. The incidence of AEs was
comparable between donepezil and placebo groups (82.0% ver-
sus 75.8%, respectively), the majority of which were mild or moder-
ate in severity. Conclusion: Donepezil provided significant cogni-
tive and functional benefits compared with placebo, in patients
with severe AD.

Study grant from Pfizer AB
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NR1004 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Efficacy of Donepezil on Secondary End Points in a
Randomized, Double-Blind, Placebo-Controlled Study
in Severe Alzheimer's Disease
Bengt Winblad, M.D. Karolinska Institute, Neurotec, Karolinska
University, Huddinge, B84, Stockholm, SE-141 86, Sweden,
Sture Eriksson, M.D., Lena Kilander, M.D., Stellan Batsman,
M.D., Catarina Jansson-Blixt, Ph.D., Anders Haglund, Lennart
Minthon, M.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to appreciate the positive impact of donepezil treatment on
those with severe AD.

Summary:

Objective: To evaluate donepezil's efficacy in cognition (Mini-
Mental State Examination; MMSE), global function (Clinical Global
Impression of Improvement; CGI-I), and behavior (Neuropsychiat-
ric Inventory; NPI) in patients with severe Alzheimer's disease
(AD).

Methods: This double-blind, multicenter study, conducted at 50
centers in Sweden, followed 248 patients with severe (MMSE
score: 1-10 and Functional Assessment and Staging Scale: 5-7c)
AD for 6 months. Patients were randomized to donepezil 5 mg/
day then 10 mg/day (n=128) or placebo (n=120). The secondary
outcome measures were cognition (MMSE), global function (CGI-
I), and behavior (NPI); Cognition, global function, and behavior
were evaluated by change from baseline to month 6 on each test.
MMSE and NPI were analyzed using a general linear model with
treatment effect assessed by Type III sums of squares. The CGI-
I was analyzed using a Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel chi-square test.
All tests were performed in the intent-to-treat (ITT) population at
the 0.05 significance level and were 2-tailed.

Results: Baseline patient characteristics were similar between
treatment groups. Mean screening MMSE scores at baseline
(±SD) were 6.0±3.0 (donepezil; n=128) and 6.2±3.0 (placebo;
n=120). At month 6, and versus placebo in each case, donepezil-
treated patients showed greater LS mean improvements on the
MMSE (P=0.009; ITT-OC and ITT-LOCF analysis); significantly
more donepezil-treated patients were rated as very much im-
proved, improved or minimally improved on the CGI-I, (P=0.008;
ITT-OC analysis), and results almost reached significance fa-
voring donepezil in the ITT-LOCF analysis (F=0.055); there were
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no differences between the 2 groups on the NPI (P=0.43; ITT-
LOCF).

Conclusion: When compared with placebo, donepezil showed
significant benefits in cognition and clinical global function.

Study grant from Pfizer AB
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NR1005 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Clinically Significant Cognitive Impairment in Older
Adults Following Mild to Moderate Traumatic Brain
Injury
Uri Wolf, M.D. University of Toronto, 108 Frontenac Ave,
Toronto, ON, M5N1Z9, Canada, Mark J. Rapoport, M.D.,
Nathan Herrmann, M.D., Prathiba Shammi, Ph.D., Alex Kiss,
Ph.D., Andrea Phillips, B.A., Anthony Feinstein, M.R.C.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able:

1. To recognize the clinical significance of a mild to moderate
TBI in older adults in terms of the risk of future development of
MCI or AD.

2. To understand the limitations of self- and informant-report of
cognition in a TBI population.

3. To appreciate the need for further research regarding long
term cognitive outcomes following TBI in older adults.

Summary:

Objective: To determine whether mild to moderate Traumatic
Brain Injury (TBI) in older adults increases the risk of developing
Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) or Alzheimer's disease (AD) two
years after injury.

Methods: Participants aged 50 or older, with mild-to-moderate
TBI were compared with an age-, gender-, and, education-
matched healthy control group on aspects of cognition in a longitu-
dinal study. Cases were selected from the Extended Release and
trauma wards in a regional trauma center (n=69). Healthy controls
from the community were selected by response to advertisements
(n=79). Forty-nine cases and sixty-eight controls were followed
at one year and thirty cases and forty-six controls were followed
at two years. Neuropsychological tests were administered at one
and two years. At one and two years post injury, participants were
blindly rated as MCI (Petersen criteria), AD (DSM-IV Criteria), or
not impaired.

Results: Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) models were
run controlling for, age, gender, education, major depression,
APOE genotype, and medical illness severity. There was no statis-
tically significant difference in incidence of impairment (MCI or
AD) between case and control at one year (12% versus 2%,
respectively) or two years (10% versus 4%, respectively) follow-
ing TBI.

Conclusions: Whereas previous studies show impairment in
cognitive outcomes after mild to moderate TBI in older adults, this
does not translate into an increased incidence of MCI or AD at
one and two years post injury. MCI and AD are clinically relevant
causes of cognitive impairment. These results suggest either that

there are no clinically significant cognitive sequelae after mild to
moderate TBI at two years after injury, or that MCI and AD do
not adequately capture this outcome. As well, a larger sample may
be necessary to detect a significant difference between groups.

References:

1. Luukinen H, et al: Fall related brain injuries and the risk of
dementia in elderly people: a population-based study. Eur J
Neural 2005;12:86-92.

2. Jellinger KA: Head injury and dementia. Curr Opin Neural 2004;
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NR1006 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
The Prevalence of Mental Health Problems in the
Canadian Armed Forces: Comparison With the
Canadian General Population
Mark A. Zamorski, M.D. Canadian Forces Health Services
Group HQ, Directorate of Medical Policy, 1745 Alta Vista Rd.,
Ottawa, ON, K1S0A3, Canada, Sharanjit Uppal, Randy
Boddam, M.D., Francois Gendron

Educational Objectives:

At the end of this session, the participant should understand the
difference in the prevalence of common mental health problems in
the Canadian Armed Forces compared to the Canadian general
population.

Summary:

Background: Mental health problems (MHP's) can both result
from and interfere with military service This study describes the
prevalence and impact of MHP's in service members relative to
the general population. Methods: Interviewers administered a
health survey to a stratified random sample of 5,155 Regular
Forces (RegF) members of the Canadian Forces and 36,984
members of the Canadian general population (overall response
rates 80% and 77%, respectively). Regression analysis was used
to compare the prevalence and impact of six MHP's that were
assessed in both populations. Findings: The 12-month preva-
lence of any MHP in RegF members was 15.8%, and the 12-
month prevalence of major depression was 7.9%. After correction
for potential demographic confounders, the odds of the following
problems were significantly greater in RegF members than in the
general population: Any 12-month and any lifetime MHP (OR 1.3
[95% Cl 1.2 - 1.5]; p<0.0001 and OR 1.2 [1. 1 - 1.3]; p=0.0001,
respectively); 12-month and lifetime major depression (OR
2.1 [1.8 - 2.5]; p<0.0001 and OR 1.7 [1.5 -1.9]; p<0.0001, respec-
tively), and 12-month panic disorder (OR 1.5 [1.1 - 2.0]; p=0.0110).
RegF members with one or more 12-month MHP had greater
perceived dysfunction and were also much more likely to have
utilized mental health services (OR 2.0 [1.5 - 2.5]; p<0.0001) than
their general population counterparts. Interpretation: Canadian
RegF members suffer disproportionately from any of six common
mental health problems and from major depression and panic
disorder in particular. This may be due to toxic mental health
effects of military service or to selection of vulnerable individuals.
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NR1007 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Prevalence of Mental Health Problems in the
Canadian Regular and Reserve Armed Forces:
Exploration of Occupational Risk Factors
Mark Zamorski, M.D. Canadian Forces Health Services Group
HQ, Directorate of Medical Policy, 1745 Alta Vista Rd., Ottawa,
ON, K1S0A3, Canada, Edward Ng, Randy Boddam, M.D.,
Francois Gendron

Educational Objectives:

After attending this session, the participant will be able to:
1) Understand the lower prevalence of common mental health

problems in the Canadian Regular Armed Forces vs. the Reserve
Forces.

2) Understand the association between various occupational
factors and the risk of mental health problems.

Summary:

Background: Regular Canadian Armed Forces (CF) members
have a two-fold higher risk of depression than their general popula-
tion counterparts. Exploration of the association of mental health
problems with service-related factors provides insight into which
aspects of military service might contribute to this excess preva-
lence. Methods: Interviewers administered a survey based on the
Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) to a stratified
random sample of 5,155 Regular and 3,286 Reserve Force mem-
bers of the CF. Logistic regression was used to explore the associ-
ation between self-reported occupational factors with the risk of
any of eight lifetime (LT) mental health problems (MHP), LT de-
pression, and LT PTSD. Findings: After correction for confound-
ing factors, Reserve Force members had lower overall odds of
any LT MHP (OR = 0.61; Cl: 0.53 - 0.71, p < 0.0001), LT depression
(OR = 0.45; Cl: 0.37 - 0.56, p < 0.0001), and LT PTSD (OR =
0.57; Cl: 0.41 - 0.80, p = 0.001). There was a positive trend for
the association between the total number of career deployments
with LT PTSD (OR for 2 to 3 deployments = 1.40; Cl: 0.97 - 2.01,
p = 0.074; OR for 4 or more deployments = 1.64; Cl 0.95 - 2.81,
p = 0.074) but not with any LT MHP or LT depression. Total time
away from home in the previous two years was not an independent
risk factor for any of the three primary outcomes. Interpretation:
Canadian Reserve Force members have a lower risk of any LT
MHP, LT depression, and LT PTSD than Regular Force members.
The absence of an association between total number of career
deployments and total time away from home in the previous two
years with depression suggest that these are not the cause of its
excess prevalence in the Regular Forces.
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health morbidity in the US military: The baseline mental health
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NR1008 Thursday, May 25,12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Review of Patient-Reported Outcomes in Cognitive
Impairment
Yang Zhao, Ph.D. Eli Lilly and Company, Lilly Corporate
Center, Indianapolis, IN, 46285, Lori Frank, Ph.D., Leah
Kleinman, D.P.H.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to summarize the patient-reported outcomes relevant to AD,
and identify the important and valid instrument to be used in AD
studies.

Summary:

Objective: Patient reported outcomes (PROs), such as health-
related quality of life (HRQL), functional status, and health status
have been widely used to measure the impact of cognitive impair-
ment (Cl) on the lives of patients and their caregivers. This study
summarizes the characteristics of existing instruments and as-
sesses their usefulness in measuring the impact of Cl interventions
on patients.

Methods: A literature review was conducted to identify existing
PRO measures for Cl. The psychometric characteristics of existing
instruments were assessed.

Results: PRO measures for Cl cover HRQL, basic activities
of daily living (ADLs), instrumental ADLs, symptom severity and
distress, behavioral disturbance, mood, and caregiver burden.
Existing instruments provide valid measures for patient HRQL,
some aspects of functioning, and affect (e.g., depression) for pa-
tients with mild to moderate Cl. However, few data exist on treat-
ment adherence, satisfaction or symptom distress. Randomized
clinical trials (RCTs) have frequently included PROs to assess
the efficacy of Cl interventions, and the most emphasized impacts
are on patient behavioral disturbance and functioning. Although
minimal important differences (MIDs) have become important for
interpretation of RCT data, no published clinical trials have re-
ported MIDs for available PROs in Cl. Conclusion: PROs are
important to measure the impact of Cl intervention. Existing PROs
address a broad range of important concepts in Cl, however, not
all areas are adequately measured. Studies on MIDs for PROs
in Cl are needed to aid the interpretation of the data.
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NR1009 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Presurgical Psychiatric Screening of Bariatric
Surgery Candidates: Frequency and Reasons for
Exclusion
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Caren
Francione-Witt, M.A., Daniela Boerescu, M.D., Dieter Pohl,
M.D., Dean Roye, M.D., David Harrington, M.D., Iwona
Chelminski, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should be
more familiar with the reasons for excluding patients from bariatric
surgery.

Summary:

Background: Psychological factors can contribute to the cause
of obesity; therefore, it has been recommended that presurgical
candidates for bariatric surgery receive a psychiatric evaluation
to determine their appropriateness for surgery. However, there
are no clear guidelines for determining whether or not a patient
is a poor candidate from a psychiatric perspective, and little infor-
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mation on how many patients are not recommended for surgery
and the reasons for the negative recommendation.

Method: Three-hundred candidates for bariatric surgery were
interviewed with a semi-structured interview assessing patients'
dietary habits, history of weight loss efforts, reasons for having
the surgery, expectations regarding the surgery, and expectations
regarding outcome. In addition, we administered a comprehensive
semi-structured interview evaluating DSM-IV axis I and II disor-
ders. Psychiatrists reviewed the results of the evaluation and com-
pleted the assessment by conducting an unstructured clinical in-
terview.

Results: Twenty-one percent (n=62) of the patients were not
recommended for surgery. The most common reasons for the
negative recommendation were: overeating to cope with stress/
emotional distress (n=38), eating disorder (n=15), uncontrolled
psychopathology at the time of the evaluation (n=10), and the
presence of significant life stressors (n=7). No patients were ex-
cluded for a lack of understanding of the potential risks of surgery.

Conclusion: A significant number of applicants for bariatric
surgery were not considered by psychiatrists to be appropriate
surgical candidates at their initial screening evaluation.
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NR1010 Thursday, May 25, 12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
A Psychometric Evaluation of the DSM-IV
Pathological Gambling Diagnostic Criteria
Mark Zimmerman, M.D. Rhode Island Hospital, Psychiatry, 235
Plain Street, Suite 501, Providence, Rl, 02905, Diane D.
Young, Ph.D., Iwona Chelminski, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation the participant should
be able to describe the psychometric properties of the DSM-IV
pathological gambling criteria in psychiatric outpatients who
screen positive for gambling problems.

Summary:

Background: Specific diagnostic criteria for pathological gam-
bling (PG) have been available for twenty-five years, since the
publication of DSM-III. Little research has examined the psycho-
metric performance of the diagnostic criteria. The goal of the
present report from the Rhode Island Methods to Improve Diag-
nostic Assessment and Services (MIDAS) project was to examine
the sensitivity, specificity and predictive values of the DSM-IV PG
criteria for psychiatric outpatients who screened positive for a
gambling problem. Methods: One thousand seven hundred and
nine psychiatric outpatients were evaluated with a semistructured
diagnostic interview for PG. Results: Eighty-eight patients
screened positive for PG, 40 of whom met DSM-IV diagnostic
criteria for a lifetime history of PG. All ten DSM-IV criteria were
significantly more frequent in the PG group. The sensitivity of the
criteria ranged from 25.0% to 90.0% (mean=67.8%), whereas
specificity ranged from 62.5% to 100% (mean=81.9%). Positive
predictive values ranged from 64.1 % to 100% (mean=78.9%), and
negative predictive values ranged from 61.5% to 90.7% (mean=
tivity disorder across the lifespan. Ann Rev Med 2002;
ing whether a diagnostic criterion should be retained as part of
the set of diagnostic criteria, and our results suggested that two
of the DSM-IV PG criteria are candidates for elimination (criterion

8_commitment of illegal acts; criterion 10_reliance on others for
financial assistance to relieve a desperate financial problem).
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NR1011

Flexible Dose Open Label Trial Evaluating the
Efficacy and Safety of Quetiapine (Seroquei) as
Adjunctive Pharmacotherapy for the Treatment of
GAD

Martin A. Katzman, M.D.; Monica Vermani; Leslie Jacobs;
Madalyn Marcus; S. Lessard; W. Galarraga; Brian Y. Kong; L.
Struzik

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this presentation, the participant should be
able to recognize atypical antipsychotics as a viable treatment
option for treatment-resistant GAD.

Summary:

Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) is one of the most common
anxiety disorders with a lifetime prevalence of over 4%, and
causes substantial interference with daily living. Despite the gamut
of studied psychotropic medications available, many treatment
resistant patients remain, requiring the development of new poten-
tial therapies, including atypical antipsychotics, such as Queti-
apine.

The present study employs a 12 week open-label design to test
the efficacy and safety of Seroquei as an adjunctive intervention
to treatment-resistant GAD or non-remitted cases.

Patients (N = 31) who have completed treatment, their outcomes
indicate statistically significant symptom reduction on measures
of anxiety symptoms (HAM-A) from baseline to last observation
carried forward (t(30) = 11.84, p < 0.001; 72% symptom reduction).
There was also a significant decrease on the Penn State Worry
Questionnaire (t(25) = 5.80, p < 0.001) and a significant improve-
ment in sleep quality as assessed by the Pittsburg Sleep Quality
Index (PSQI) (t(18) = 8.25, p < 0.001). Patients also reported a
significant increase in the state of their current overall health
(t(29) = 4.34, p < 0.001) and there was an increase in total Global
Assessment Scale (GAS) score (t(29) = 8.48, p < 0.001). Symptom
severity, as rated on the CGI, declined significant (t(27) = 8.63,
p < 0.001). Work, social life/leisure activities, and family related
disability improved post treatment (t(29) = 4.20, p < 0.001; t(29) =
5.37, p < 0.001; t(29) = 3.77, p < 0.01).

Although these results are preliminary, the addition of atypical
antipsychotics to treatment-resistant GAD appears to be beneficial
in symptom reduction and increasing quality of life.
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NR1012
Diagnostic and Treatment Differences in Children
and Adults With ADHD
Mary Kay Smith, M.D., Medical University of Ohio, Department
of Psychiatry, RHC Room 0079, 3120 Glendale Avenue,
Toledo, OH 43614-5809, Ronald A. McGinnis, M.D., Steven C.
Marcus, Ph.D.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be
able to:

1. Discuss the differences in primary diagnosis between children
and adults with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.

2. Describe how physician specialty and pharmacotherapy differ
in treating children and adults with attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder.

Summary:

Objective: This study examines the differences in outpatient
treatment of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder in children and
adults utilizing a national database.

Method: Data were analyzed in children (ages 5 ? 18) and
adults (ages 19 and older) from a nationally representative survey
of physicians using the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey
for years 1992 through 2002. Clinical characteristics, demographic
data, and specialty of the treating physicians for both children
(n=1666) and adults (n=670) with attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder were compared.

Results: Over half of the children (56.5%) with attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder were managed by primary care physicians,
while the majority of adults (67.9%) were treated by psychiatrists.
Comorbid psychiatric diagnoses were more common in adults
than in children, and adults were more likely to be treated with
anxiolytic and antidepressant medications. The use of psychostim-
ulant medications was common in both groups of individuals.

Conclusion: Significant differences between the two age groups,
including primary diagnoses, psychotropic medications utilized
and treating physician specialties, were present and may contrib-
ute to the apparent disparity between children and adults being
diagnosed and treated for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
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NR1013
An Evaluation of Patient and Family Depression
Monitoring
Carol A. Glod, Ph.D., Northeastern University, Department of
Nursing, 360 Huntington Avenue, 210 Robinson Boulevard,
Boston, MA 02115, Julie Totten, M.B.A.

Educational Objectives:

At the conclusion of this session, the participant should be able
to assess the impact of a semi-structured depression monitoring
kit on patients and their families.

Summary:

Objective: The purpose of this study was to assess whether
adult depressed patients and their families benefit from reading
and using a Depression Monitoring Kit for one month.

Method: This descriptive comparative study used online surveys
to evaluate adult depressed patients and their families' knowledge
of depression and current treatment status. Participants were
recruited from the web site of Families for Depression Awareness
(familyaware.org). One month following the receipt of a Depres-
sion Monitoring Kit, they were surveyed to evaluate their use of
the kit, how much they learned, and their participation in treatment
for depression.

Results: To date, 152 have participated, 92 persons with depres-
sion and 18 family members. Data collection continues. Prelimi-
nary findings indicate that more than half of respondents partici-
pated in both pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy (63%).
Twenty-seven percent of the sample had been hospitalized psy-
chiatrically, while 33% had been diagnosed with depression for
1 -5 years, and 38% for over 5 years. Fifteen percent of family
members reported using the Monitoring Kit once or twice a week.
Of persons who used the Kit, 67% reported that it helped them
learn at least a moderate amount about depression and its treat-
ment, while 84% and 89%, respectively, reported learning much
more about how families may help with treatment, and how to track
and monitor depressive symptoms. Overall, 100% of participants
reported that the Depression Monitoring Kit was helpful.

Conclusions: Persons with depression and their families report
that participating in formal depression monitoring is helpful. The
presence of a semi-structured monitoring kit can help promote
effective treatment.

Funded in part by Families for Depression Awareness.
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